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Rex Marshall prepares to give filmed TV commercial.

*Wm

Du Pont “Superior” 2. with delicate tonal register and
wide latitude, will present the sponsor’s product at its best.

Production Chief Jim Rose (left) and George J. Stoetzel, A.S.C., Director of Photog¬
raphy, go over details of shooting schedule. Mr. Stoetzel, with over 27 years’ experience
in photography here and in Europe, says, “I’ve used all types of film and feel Du Pont
is far superior.”

Discussing technical aspects of Du Pont Motion Picture
Film are Jim Rose. Joe Dougherty. Du Pont Technical
Representative, George Stoetzel and Assistant Camera¬
man George Kamsler.

“For TV film with that live, 3-dimensional look
we use Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2!”
says JIM ROSE, Production Chief, Vidicam Pictures Corporation, New York City
“Thousands of dollars are involved in
making a one-minute TV commercial, and
we have to be sure the motion picture film
we use will do the best job. That’s why
Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 is our choice for all
black and white footage here at Vidicam,”
says Production Chief Jim Rose.
“After viewing some rush jobs we com¬
pleted recently, I was convinced that
‘Superior’ 2 provides the finest quality,
depth and roundness I have ever seen in
television reproduction!
“Our work is mainly TV commercials,
although we shoot sales and industrial
films,” continues Mr. Rose. “We do a great
deal of appliance photography, in which
most items are dead white. Flesh tones of
a model would go dark if the film didn’t

register middle tones accurately . . . an¬
other instance where Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2
turns out an exceptional job.”
George Stoetzel, A.S.C., veteran Direc¬
tor of Photography, adds, “I know I can
always count on ‘Superior’ 2 to capture
those vital middle tones that I need in
every commercial.” Mr. Stoetzel contin¬
ues, “ ‘Superior’ 2 provides excellent gra¬
dation together with good speed. This lets
us use a variety of lighting arrangements
without danger of overexposure.”
Take advantage of the many fine qual¬
ities of Du Pont Type 926 “Superior” 2
Motion Picture Film in your own work!
It’s an all-purpose film for both exterior
and interior shooting, combining good
speed, wide latitude and fine grain.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, write or call the
nearest Du Pont District Office (listed be¬
low) or the Du Pont Company, Photo
Products Department, Wilmington 98,
Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont Company
of Canada Limited, Toronto.
DISTRICT OFFICES
ATLANTA 5, GA.805 Peachtree Bldg.
BOSTON 10, MASS.140 Federal Street
CHICAGO 30, ILL.4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
CLEVELAND 14, 0.1033 Union Commerce Bldg.
DALLAS 7, TEXAS.1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
LOS ANGELES 38, CALIF.7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
NEW YORK 11, N. Y.248 West 18th Street
PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.225 South 15th Street

mm
u. s. pat OFF.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

DUPONT MOTION PICTURE FILM

PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR

-MOST
tripod in
the world!
They’ve been standing on their heads,
trying to copy PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR
Tripod—but nobody can get around our
exclusive patented features.
Features which make PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR tops in the motion picture,
TV and commercial film world. First
choice of professional cameramen.
First choice of our Armed Forces.
Is your work “dragging” for want
of an outstanding tripod? Get
PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR—
the price hasn't changed in
15 years. Get it today.

Professional Junior

GEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on
same tripod.

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood

BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—
17" collapsed.

Dept. A-12-2# 1600 Broadway • New York City
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ON THE COVER

PRE-PRODUCTION
IESJING — Grace Kelly poses for wardrobe and
make-up tests for M-G-M’s “The Swan,” in which she portrays a beautiful
Princess. Director of Photography Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C., is shown
gauging the lighting for Miss Kelly’s tests.
Ruttenberg’s article on
“Photographing Pre-Production Tests” begins on page 24 of this issue.
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Multiple Mitchell Cameras on Mobile Turret at U. S. Naval Air Missile Test Center,

Point Mugu, Calif. Seventeen 35mm and five 16mm Mitchells are used here.

CAMERA BECOMES BASIC RESEARCH TOOL
Vital Projects Now Heavy Users of Motion Picture
Cameras With Flexible Performance Range

Accelerated project work has today put Increased
demands upon motion picture equipment. Because of
the need for a camera which can perform under a
broad range of research and development require¬
ments, the Mitchell Camera has today become the
standard basic motion picture camera used in proj¬
ects in this country and abroad.

200 Mitchell Cameras, mostly high-speed
models, are in use here at White Sands Prov¬
ing Ground, New Mexico.

Powered Tracking Mount has Mitchell Cam¬
eras; over 50 Mitchells are used at U.S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, Calif.

Mitchell Telephoto Tracking Camera in use
at Air Force Missile Test Center, Cape Cana¬
veral, Florida.

One of 12 Mitchell cameras used to track
missiles at Holloman Air Development Center,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

No other single camera can be used so flexibly,
under such extreme filming conditions, and for such
a broad range of cinematography as can a Mitchell
Camera. In one location, alone, 200 Mitchell 35mm
and 16mm cameras are now in use at White Sands
Proving Ground.
Write today on your letterhead for information
on the Mitchell Camera line.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4, CALIFORNIA
Cable Address: "MITCAMCO”

hand rewind

negative rewind set

differential rewind

power rewind

precision film editing equipment

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
HO 2-3284
956 NO. SEWARD ST.
HOLLYWOOD 38
CALIFORNIA

synchronizer

split reels

vault cans

swivel base

film racks

editing table

cabinet

at better dealers everywhere
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SAVE MONEY ,.. order direct from manufacturer
SAVE TIME... order from one source
SAVE WORRY, .. fast, accurate shipment
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Send coupon today for colorful,free catalogbrochure " New Dimensions in Controlled
Studio Lighting" and complete information
on the J.G. McAlister factory-direct,
” Buy or Rent Plan"!

the newest
most advanced
lighting equipment
is made by

I

I

I

I■
I

J. G. McAlister, Inc.
1117 No. McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Gentlemen:
Please send me free catalog-brochure, “New
Dimensions in Controlled Studio Lighting” and
facts on the economical, factory-direct plan. No
obligation on my part.
NA ME_

_TITLE.

COMPANY_
ADDRESS_
CITY_

L

_ZONE.

.STATE.

ANNOUNCES
AURICON CINE VOICE
CONVERSION SERVICE

WllAT’S NEW
... in equipment, accessories, service

to track position on 16mm, 171/2mm
and 35mm film, as well as 16mm and
35mm Magnastripe film. Unit may be
used with any 16mm or 35mm silent
film viewer to match picture with single
or double system sound. With new
model, it is possible to check a 35mm
composite picture having optical sound
against a second magnetic track. When
films have both magnetic and optical
tracks, the Dual Reader will check one
against the other. Complete with ampli¬
fier and base, list price of magnetic
model is $185.00. Combination opticalmagnetic model is priced at $295.00.

400 FOOT CONVERSION
Ideal

for Newsreel

Modification
Footage

Work

.$325.00

Counter

.

50.00

400' Magazine .
Total

150.00

Price

$525.00

1200
FOOT
CONVERSION
Ideal for
studio work
and kine
recording
Modification

.

$335.00

Footage

Counter

.

External

take-up

Motor .

1200’
Total

Magazine
Price

50.00
125.00

. 250.00

.

$760.00

Kine Recording Shutter $95.00
Delivery 10 working days in our shop. All
prices F.O.B.
New York.
Send check or
money order with order or deposit of 25%
and
modified equipment will be shipped
COD for balance. All work fully guaranteed
in writing.

New Model-70 Camera
Greater operating convenience and
improved styling are features of Bell &
Howell Company's latest addition to its
series of 16mm model 70 cameras.
Called the 70-DR, new camera fea¬
tures coupled view finder and lens tur¬
ret. When rotating lens turret, each cor¬
responding viewfinder objective is quick¬
ly and automatically positioned, thus
eliminating the possibility of a user for¬
getting to rotate the finder when chang¬
ing lenses.
Camera retains all features of its
predecessor, the 70-DL, including 7
camera speeds, 22-ft. film run, threelens turret, 100-ft. film capacity, for¬
ward-reverse hand crank, positive finder
system, and lenses ranging from 10mm
to 6-inches in focal length. Prices range
from $361.50 to $508.05. depending
upon lenses selected.

•

LIGHTEST,
most compact,
completely por¬
table newsreel light on the market.
• POWER SOURCE—revolutionary new lifetime
rechargeable
DYNASEAL
nickel-cadmium
battery, unconditionally guaranteed for 5 yrs.
• Built-in automatic 4 hour battery charger.
• Write for free literature.

Dual Reader, Magnetic Model

350 WEST 31st STREET NEW YORK 1, N Y.

8
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Cinematographer

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602
West 52nd St., New York, N.Y., intro¬
duces this month the Worral Geared
Camera head for Mitchell and cameras
of similar size and design. Head fea¬
tures a two-speed dual track, pan or
hi-speed tilt, an adjustable tie-down
screw for balance, and over-size handwheel controls. Pan and tilt gears may
be disengaged so head “floats” friction
free on balls or rollers. Unit fits any
tripod, dolly, boom or crane, weighs
approximately 80 pounds, and is priced
at $1350.00.
Fotofade Now in Tubes

SENSATIONAL
NEW SYNCTRON MODEL 250
CINE LIGHT

television Specialtil COMPANY „c.

Camera Gear Head

The Camera Mart, Inc., announces
a magnetic dual reader having a mag¬
netic playback head that is adjustable

January,

1956

The Kalart Company announces that
Craig Fotofade, the chemical dye used
for making fades on film after photog¬
raphy, is now available in handy tubes.
Fades are made by dipping black-andwhite or color film frame by frame
into solution prepared from Fotofade;
professional-looking fades are simply
and quickly achieved.
One tube of Fotofades will make 8
(Continued on Page 18)

"AURICON PRO 6tjp"16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
600 ft. film capacity for 16Vi minutes of
recording. * $1497.00 (and up) with 30 day
money-back guarantee.

“CINE-VOICE’’. 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Fi]m Carrier^,

* 100 ft. film capacity for 23A minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation. + $695.00 (and up).

1200 foot film PORTABLE POWER SUPP1Y UNIT —Mode,I ,PS-21 Silent
SOUND RECORDER -Model
ity, synchronous
synchr
capacity,
motor for "double-system'' in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drivi
16mm Optical Sound-On-Film operation.
"Single System” or "Double System” Auricoi
$3359.00 (and up)
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, fo
remote “location” filming.
$269.50

‘ SUPER^UIOO" 16 mm Optical Spund-Qn-Fijm Camera.
1200 ft. film capacity Tor o3 minutes ot

+

recording.
$4652.15 (and up) complete
"High-Fidelitv” Talking Pictures.

for re-recording music and sound effects to 16 mm
Sound-On-Film.
$161.15

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURRCON
If it’s profit you’re after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On-Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Sound WITH
your picture at NO additional film cost with
Auricon 16 mm “Optical” Sound-On-Film Cameras.
Precision designed and built to “take it.” Strictly
for Profit — Choose Auricon!

DJR|P0P
f "I*—Models,
U —a
FT,-10 and FT-10S12
'D

BERNDT-BACH, INC.

in-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
Pan-Tilt
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced 6902 R0MAINE STREET, HOLLYWOOD 30, CALIF.
to prevent Camera “dumping.".^ $325.00 (and up).

Auricon Equipment is sold with a
30-day mon-ey-back guarantee.
You must be satisfied.

Please
MANUFACTURERS

OF SO U N D - O N - FI LM

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1931

for

send me free Auricon Cate

Name.
(Please write your address in margin)

Hollywood
Bulletin

Board
r

“Commercials only sell when they are
believable and honest, and have the true
quality of being part of the program it¬
self,” Arthur Miller pointed out in mak¬
ing the presentation.
•

•

•

Sam Leavitt, A.S.C., has been signed by
Naciena Productions to direct the pho¬
tography of “Count The Dead.” Produc¬
tion rolls at California Studio January
9th.
•

•

•

J. Burgi Contner, A.S.C., director of
photography for Guild Films, New York
City, is currently shooting a series of
39 “The Goldbergs” half-hour TV shows.
Alternately, he photographs the “I Spy”
series of half-hour mystery TV dramas
starring Raymond Massey.
•
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•

TV film series with Stuart Hamblin
titled “Birth of a Song” at Goldwyn
Studios in Hollywood.

adorned
of

•

Ray Foster, A.S.C., is shooting a new

John Arnold.

gavel,

•

Boris Kaufman, A.S.C., last year’s
“Oscar” winner for best B&W photog¬
raphy (“Waterfront”) is currently on
location in Mississippi, directing the
photography of “Baby Doll,” Tennessee
Williams story being directed by Elia
Kazan.

commemorative plaques at the December
meeting

•

•

•

•

in¬

Charles Rosher, A.S.C., wound up his

president.

(Continued, on Page 12)
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GEORGE BURNS proudly displays Award
of Merit presented McCadden Productions
by

the A.S.C.

raphy of the

for excellence
Carnation

of photog¬

commercials.

At

left is Phil Tannura who films “Burns and
Allen” show. Arthur Miller (right)

made

presentation.

The American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers last month presented McCadden
Productions with its award of Merit for
“outstanding photographic quality and
excellence of star endorsement” in its
Carnation Milk commercials for the
“Burns and Allen Show.” Arthur Miller,
president of the A.S.C., presented the
award to George Burns and Phil Tan¬
nura. the show’s director of photog¬
raphy, on the Burns & Allen set at Gen¬
eral Service Studio in Hollywood.
10
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need location
lighting...fast?

,

Call on Jack Frost one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A.
FROST
ii
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from Page 10)

globetrotting last month and together
with Mrs. Kosher returned to his estate
in Jamaica. While in South Africa, the
Roshers were guests of several of the
amateur cine clubs and participated in
judging their film contests. Rosher is
slated to visit Hollywood next month.

is our business

•

•

•

Wilton R. Holm, a member of Du Pont’s
photographic products research depart¬
ment and an Associate Member of the
A.S.C., last month was made secretary of
the Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers. He will serve out un¬
expired term of former secretary Ed¬
ward S. Seeley of Altec Lansing, Holly¬
wood. Holm, whose hobby once was
writing screenplays, has written a num¬
ber of technical articles for American
Cinematographer.

'fitful

personalized
service

East

•

•

•

Lionel Lindon, A.S.C., is directing the
photography of Michael Todd’s “Around

ROUND-THE-CLOCK SERVICES
Negative Developing
•

First Print Department
Ultra Violet and
Flash Patch Printing
•

16mm and 35mm
Release Printing
•

FAMOUS bug-eye lenses of the Todd-AO

Kodachrome Printing

cameras stand ready to
and

63 Editing Rooms

Spain

everything

in

for Michael

catch anything

bullfight
Todd’s

arena

“Around

in
The

World in 80 Days,” being photographed

SPECIAL TV SERVICES

by Lionel

Now
Celebrating
Our 25th
Anniversary

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
12
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Lindon, A.S.C.

the World in 80 Days” in Todd-AO. Pic¬
ture features David Niven, Cantinflas,
Shirley MacLaine and Robert Newton,
and is the second motion picture to be
filmed in the Todd-AO process—the first
picture being “Oklahoma.” Two ToddAO cameras are being used in filming
all location shots.
•

•

•

National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, Inc., which has functioned for
a number of years as a film guide post
in New York, recently published its se¬
lection of the year’s “best films, best per¬
formances,” etc., and also bestowed spe¬
cial commendation on “Strategic Air
Command" for aerial photography—
which incidentally, was done by Tom
Tutwiler. A.S.C.

DEDICATED TO BETTER PERFORRIDDCE
COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY

HYDROLLY’

For motion picture and
TV cameras.
Sturdy
cast aluminum. For
standard or baby tri¬
pods. Additional baby
tripod point holders
to control spread of
tripod legs.
Adjust¬
able spring seat. Ex¬
tra wide rubber wheels.
Bronze tie down clamps
and other features.

The advanced dolly for
instant moveability —
streamlined,
light¬
weight,
exceptionally
sturdy. Nothing to get
out of order. Many new
advantages for easy
operation.
Hydraulic
lift type for fast up¬
ward and downward
motion of TV and mo¬
tion picture cameras.

For studio or location. Folds
into one compact unit. Can be
used with professional or
semi-professional tripods.

SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER
Our Exclusive Distributor

Any combination of
16mm and/or 35mm
sprockets assembled
to specification. Cast
aluminum. Foot linear
type, adjustable frame
dial. Fast finger rol¬
ler release. Contact
rollers adjusted indi¬
vidually for positive
film contact. Sprocket
shaft slip lock, foot¬
age counter, etc.

w

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

| 11 -1 |III ij
fee.';

m

m
’m

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head.
Seat for assistant. In-line wheels for
track use. Steering wheel, rigid floor
locks. Hand pump or combination hand
and motor pump. Easily transported in a
station wagon. Fits through a 28" door.

SALES-RlPAIRS-SERVICE
LENS COATING
“T” STOP CALIBRATION
DESIGNING and MANUFACTURING
lens mounts & camera equipt.
for 16mm, 35mm, TV cameras.

Ep

ftloiitaii Groverlite

mTwit

SENIOR & JUNIOR KITS
'A STUDIO IN A SUITCASE"

gf.r:
?•>

B8&

BAUSCH & LOMB “B ALTAI!”
LENSES and others
for motion picture, TV camer¬
as. 15mm to 40" focal length.
COMPLETE LINE of 16mm, 35mm
cameras, dollies, synchronizers,
j| animation equipment, cutting room
H and time lapse equipment.
1 BELL & HOWELL: Standard, Eyemos, Filmos. MITCHELL: Standard,
Hi-speed, BNC, NC, 16mm.

ColorTran re¬
places heavy
and expens¬
ive equip¬
ment.. . gives
you illumination up to
5000w. from
an ordinary 20 amp. house current. Equipped with
barndoors, diffuser slots for silks, snoots and other
accessories. Ideal for studio or location shots.

m

VARIABLESPEED MOTOR
with TACHOMETER
Hr

SEND fQi

m-'

PORTABLE
MICROPHONE BOOM
For Studio or on Location. Light¬
weight — collapsible — for TV and
motion picture production. Sturdy
construction. Boom telescopes 7 to
17 ft. Rear handle for directional
mike control. A remote control per¬
mits 360° rotation of the microphone.
Operator can push the boom and oper¬
ate microphone swivel simultaneously. Extension rods make it
simple to operate microphone rotation from floor. Microphone
cable hangs outside of boom, preventing cable from tangling
with the rotation mechanism. Ball bearing casters, rigid foot
locks, pneumatic drop check for lowering the boom, etc.

for Cine Special or Maurer Cameras
115 V. Universal Motor — AC-DC
Separate Base for Cine Special.
Variable
Speed
8-64
frames.
Adapter
for
Maurer
Camera.

INTERCHANGEABLE MOTORS: 12
volt DC Variable Speed 8-64 frames.
115 Volt AC 60 Cycles, Synchron¬
ous Motor, Single Phase.
ANIMATION MOTORS: Cine Spe¬
cial, Maurer, Mitchell, B & H Motors,
for Bolex and Filmo Cameras.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348

ONE CAMERA

YOUR QUESTIONS

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

Camerette«/3s
Reflex Motion Picture Camera

ANSWERED BY JACKSON J. ROSE, A.S.C.

Q

uestions of general interest will be
answered in this column. We re¬
gret that demands on the editor’s time
will not permit personal replies.—Ed.

The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working

in

both

16mm

or 35mm

color

er black and white.

Q

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—

•

The

same

sound

lenses,

same

motor

drives,

same

blimp and accessory equipment used

for both 16mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
•

Precise

rugged

•

Reflex viewing

•

200 degree adjustable shutter

•

Divergent three lens turret

• Automatic

film

35mm — the

movement

gate 400’
1 6mm

magazines

magazine

will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
•

Light

Recently I photographed a number
of scenes in a factory, showing ma¬
chines in operation. The resultant foot¬
age was disappointing. Because the ma¬
chinery was painted dark grey it failed
to show up well, and the bright metal
trim produced disturbing glare, bouncing
light back toward the camera lens. What
can I do to improve the photography
of such a setting?—J.H., Ill.

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.

Write for brochure

This is the type of situation that is in¬
variably met by all cameramen and the
solution comes with experience—by trial
and error. You could have the ma¬
chinery painted a lighter color, then
place lights behind the various machin¬
ery units to create planes of separation.
The bright metal should be dulled with
a spray solution now on the market for
this purpose. Or lacking this, simply
dab a wad of putty on the bright sur¬
face. With key lighting of around 200,
and using Tri-X film, a stop of f/5.6
should get acceptable results.

QIn

photographing store window dis¬
plays
recently
with
Commercial
Kodachrome, I find I picked up my own
image reflection which did not seem ap¬
parent when I was shooting. How can this
be avoided?—A.G., Colo.

Use of a Pola Screen before your
camera lens should remedy the trouble.
Be sure to follow directions carefully
and open up your lens an extra two
stops beyond what your meter calls for.

Q

1

amerette
patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris

have a commitment to make a
16mm documentary film in color
that is to be screened in large auditori¬
ums and theatres. I will use two Bolex
H-16 cameras with the following lenses:
15mm f/2.7, 25mm f/1.9 and a 63mm
telephoto f/2.7. All are coated Eastman
lenses, have produced sharp pictures for
small home movie screens. I'm wonder¬
ing if this equipment can produce pic¬
tures sharp enough for big screen projec¬
tion.—R.R., Mich.

Assuming that you are an experi¬
enced photographer and know how to
14
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get maximum results with the equip¬
ment described, there should be no rea¬
son why your pictures can’t be screened
in theatres and auditoriums. All lecture
films exhibited by Burton Holmes in
theatres and auditoriums are 16mm and
are projected with standard 16mm pro¬
jectors. Projecting the original instead
of a dupe, of course, will insure the
maximum sharpness and clarity.

QWe

have been having quite a prob¬
lem with stroboscopic effects in ani¬
mation and live action photography. On
animation work, when we pull the back¬
ground through in front of the camera—
east or west—or any subject in the fore¬
ground, we get this stroboscopic effect.
Recently, when filming live action—a
revolving turntable with merchandise on
it—the stroboscopic effect was so bad we
had to discard the shot. The turntable
rotated very slowly and the camera was
located about three feet from front edge
of turntable, and elevated about 114 feet
—looking down on the turntable holding
a display of candy bars.—J.E.W., Tenn.

Your trouble can be caused by a num¬
ber of things, but mostly it would seem
that your problem is too many verticals.
Too many verticals in animation will
create a pronounced stroboscopic effect.
The rate of panning movement is an¬
other cause. Even when you think you
are panning slowly, strobe effects will
result; so the remedy is to pan still
slower. In the case of the turntable and
candy bar setup, if you panned the cam¬
era in the opposite direction from that
of the turntable rotation, you virtually
doubled the speed of your panning
action.
Sometimes the degree of shutter open¬
ing used will cause strobe effect. This
can only be corrected by trial and er¬
ror. So make your shots in several
ways, altering panning speed, reducing
the verticals, and you’re bound to get
one or more acceptable takes.

Correction

The answer to question of
“P.M., Hawaii.’’ last month,
should have read “at ... 24 f.p.s.
it is l/46th of a second.”—ED.

fTQ
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One Camera...
One Blimp...
For Both 16mm and 35mm Cinematography
• Reflex viewing through taking lens at all times.
• External Follow-focus control.
• External iris control.
• Accommodates 18.5mm through

lOOnim objectives.

• Quick-change magazines and lenses; retractable camera carriage.
• 110-V single-phase and 220-V 3-phase synchronous motors.
• Lightweight magnesium alloy construction.
• Completely soundproof.

Available For Immediate Delivery

BENJAMIN
1410

N. VAN

NESS AVE.

BERG
•

HOLLYWOOD 28,

COMPANY
CALIF.

•

HOIlywood

2-0871
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JUST
THE
EGINNING
OF
16 MM!

Talk was that other film sizes than 16mm could
do better jobs in the industrial, educational
and commercial fields.

Not while there is a film laboratory like
Precision, bringing 16mm to the peak of
perfection. In fact, we are demonstrating daily
that 16mm can do more—and better—things
in movies than have been done before.

Precision Film Laboratories developed
unique equipment to realize the fullest
potentialities in 16mm, such as the optical track
printer; timing, fades, dissolves, scene-to-scene
color corrections, invisible splicing without notching
originals; direct electric printing and many others.

No, 16mm is just beginning. Depend on it for
your next film project and, of course, depend on
Precision to do exactly the right job in
bringing life and sparkle to the best of your
production efforts.

you’ll see

and hear

FILM
21

West

LABORATORIES,
4-6th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC.

In

everything, there

is

one

best

in film

processing, it’s

Precision

The One-Stop
Edit Your Film Safely with

BEST DEAL
ON

EDIOLA
ACTION
VIEWER

The ALL NEW
AURICON PR0-600

AND

SOUND
READER
A low priced professional optical
Clear, Aerial
Precision

16mm

Optical Sound- On - Oi(m
Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

16mm Action Viewer—projects Big,

Image—roller smooth, left to right—synchronized with

Sound

In

f^or

Readers on

combination

S.O.S.

Ediola

Optical
S.O.S.

with

Action

Sound
Ediola

Special
Sound

Base—Write for brochure.

reader

&

Base.$347.45

Viewer.

124.95

Reader.

185.00

Base only.

49.50

IMPROVE YOUR FILM TITLES
with the TEL-Animaprint

“Auricon Pro-600” with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.
The

answer

The

first

Title

Machine

lettering.
for

economy
for

Prints

instant

fect

to

sensibly

use.

registration

cells.
tools

dry

animation!

priced
high
from

Acme
on

in

Hot
colored
give
or

★

Press

quality,

pegs

paper

“Auricon Pro-600" with SingleLens
“C"
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

fast
foil
per¬

acetate

Prints
all
colors.
TEL-Animaprint
for top techniques—

greatest

dollar

value in

the industry!

for

★

dollar

★

ONLY
★

$395
Write for brochure
TEL-Anima

products

manu¬

“Auricon Pro-600" with
Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

factured and distributed ex¬
clusively by S.O.S.

★

Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
flow of The
'Auricon
Pro-600''
is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up
'Pro-600''
Camera noise?
600 ft. film Magazines which AuriconElectromafic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous ''Talking-Picture-' filming.
Synchronous Motor Drive for "SingleSystem
or
"Double-System"
Re¬
cording.
Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens
Sun-Shades,
Tele-Finders,
etc.
Sold with 30 day money-back
antee, you must be satisfied!

guar¬

PRICES START AT $1165
Write for free illustrated “ALL NEW Auricon

Take Advantage of S.O.S.Time-Paymenf Plan

Pro-600" literature and prices

SPECIAL OFFER lo AURICON-PRO OWNERS

Convenient payment terms arranged. You may apply

5*0.S. will accept your old camera as a trade-in for

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

the “All New Auricon Pro-600”. Time Payments, Too!

a

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY C6RP. WK&swjsf
WESTERN

BRANCH:

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

28,

California

Phone:

EST. ft? 1926

HOIlywood

7-9202

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 8)

ounces
cents.

of

solution

and

sells

for

85

New 35 mm Model 2A
With 180° Shutter

Craig Formula-7 Film Cement is now
available in 8 and 16 ounce bottles, in
addition to the original 1-oz. bottles.
Larger bottles are designed for use by
cine labs, studio cutting rooms and TV
film rooms. Price of 8-oz. size is $2.45;
16-oz. size, $3.50.

a truly GREftI
§

CAMERA |

E

for TV, Newsreel

E

E

and commercial

—
Compound Table
J. G. Saltzman, Inc., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N.Y., announce
availability of a new Caesar Compound
Table for animation and special effects
photography. Improved design enables
operator to get close to his work with¬
out undue effort. All movements are
calibrated in .010". The table can be
either hand or electrically operated, and
has a counterbalanced and interchange¬
able platen. Data sheet, prices, etc., may
be had by writing the company.

For tough and trying assign- —
=
zzr

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a E
class by itself. Reflex focusing ^

—

through

photographing

lens E

—

while camera is operating— ^z

'=='
—

this is |ust one outstanding E
ARRIFLEX feature.
E

E

Equipped with bright, right- ^z
side-up image finder, 6V2 x E
magnification. Solves all par- E:
allax problems. 3 lens turret. =

—
•—

E

=

Variable speed motor built E
into handle operates from ~
lightweight battery. Tachom-

E
~
—

©ter registering from 0 to 50 =
frames per second. Compact, —
lightweight for either tripod ~

—

~- or hand-held filming. Takes ^
—— 200' or 400' magazine. Write E
E for free folder.
EE

E

Blimp

now available.

E

— 16mm ARRIFLEX also available.—

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€Rn fouipmem (6

Cinekad Engineering Co., 500 West
52nd St., New York 19, N.Y., announces
a new collapsible TV dolly designed to
provide extra convenience when used
in studio or on location. Special fea¬
tures include unique caster locking sys¬
tem which permits setting two or all
three of the 5-inch heavy-duty rubbertired wheels in parallel position for
straight-line dolly shots; screw-clamps
for securing tripod leg tips to dolly;
and ability to fold into compact, easyto-carry unit 28" in length. Net weight
is only 18 lbs.
For price, write the manufacturer,
mentioning American Cinematographer.
Craig Cement in Larger Bottles
The Kalart Company announces that

American

Cinematographer

Filmtronics, Inc., 96 Hunting St.,
New London, Conn., announces a new
portable power supply for use with the
Auricon Super 1200, Arriflex 35mm,
as well as other models of these two
cameras. It is also recommended for
powering motor-driven Bolex, Filmo,
Cine-Special, Wall and Maurer cam¬
eras.
A feature is the visible non-spillable
battery cells which have red-ball indi¬
cators to show condition of charge or
discharge. Unit will hold charge for 120
days. Power output is 110-volts, 75
watts intermittently, 60 watts contin¬
uously for 11/2 hours. DC current out¬
put, 6 volts. List price is $169.50.

Collapsible Dolly

1600 BRORDUJHy \ n€UJ SORK CITy

18

Portable Power Supply
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Bolex 8mm Projector
Paillard Products, Inc., New York,
announces a new 8mm projector — the
Bolex M-8 featuring the exclusive
“Filrnguard." Lamp is 500 watts; lens
is f/1.5. Other features include direct
motor drive on takeup. Price is $169.50,
including Deluxe carrying case.

May cost you less to own
than it costs to rent other equipment

MODEL

HA

l-

with
soundproof
blimp and
synchronous
motor...
For little more than the usual rental charges
for equipment, you can own a complete Arriflex 35 Model 11A sound outfit, including the
variable speed motor. Synchronous Motor and
Soundproof Blimp. As a result, more and more
studios and cameramen are recognizing this
fact and are buying Arriflex.
The Arriflex 35 Model 11A offers many
advantages over other 35mm cine cameras. For
example, without the Blimp and with battery-

ARRIFLEX 35 Model IIA with
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR UNIT

operated variable-speed motor, the Arriflex is
an unusually light and easy camera to handle

Provides absolutely uniform and con¬
stant speed. Motor is mounted on
base-plate housing containing gear
mechanism which connects directly to
main drive shaft of camera. Motor unit
has built-in footage counter and tripod
socket. Safety clutch automatically dis¬
engages motor should film 'jam'.
Designed for 115-volt, 60-cycle AC
operation.

— ideal for location shots under the most diffi¬
cult conditions — even for handheld filming.
With the Soundproof Blimp and Synchronous
Motor, it becomes the perfect camera for lipsynched sound — both in the studio and out.
The Arriflex 35 11A features a 180° Mirror
Reflex Shutter for through-the-lens viewing and
follow focus. A new type of intermittent mech¬
anism with registration pin action assure abso¬
lutely rock-steady pictures in perfect register.
Many other improvements have made the
Model 11A the most desirable camera in the
field.

In

fact,

every

important feature

you

would expect in a camera designed for first
rate filming has been incorporated in the Arri¬
flex 35 Model IIA.
Write for complete information to:

KLIXG photo corporation
257 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
7303 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 46, CAL.

«
i

ARRIFLEX 35 Model IIA
in SOUND-PROOF BLIMP

I
(
{
{
|
|
|
|
|
|
I
I
I

Blimp housing is cast magnesium alloy, finished crackle
black. Accommodates Camera,
Synchronous Motor Unit and
400-foot Magazine. Internal
walls are lined with corduroy
velvet over six alternate layers
of foam plastic and lead. Doors
are sealed with foam-rubber
gaskets, and close by means of
heavy, 'knee-action' clamp
locks. Camera is cushionmounted.

AD

without tools.

Capital skills
are your tools
for finer films
Capital Film Laboratories
offers to the creative producer
the finest motion picture laboratory equipment
plus the priceless ingredient . . .
the personal attention
of our select staff of skilled craftsmen.

L

1

PRINTS BY CAPITAL

CAPITAL

Editing
Processing

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

Printing

1905 Fairview Ave., N.E., Washington 2, D.C.

RCA Sound Recording

Telephone Lawrence 6-4634

Service Studios

CAMERA EQUIPMENT Where the Pros go for
the World’s Finest TV and

Conversion of 100 ft.

AURICON CINE VOICE

New

to 1200 ft. capacity.

SPECTRA

3-color

Includes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision con¬
version permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (1 1 min. running
lime) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Also provides for
installation of Veeder footage counter. We can convert your present
Cine Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with
external magazines.
Conversion-less magazines $450.00
Positive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for
small additional charge.

METER

Only accurate meter the
measures all light sources
including daylight. Measure
the proportionate amount
of all 3 primary colors in thi
light source, and indicate
the filters needed for positiv
color correction. Product o
Photo Research Corporation

With case and strap $305.01
With Kelvin scale $325.01

3-wheel portable

750-2000-5000 Watt

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

CONE LIGHTS

Illustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also
takes Professional Junior and most stand¬
ard tripods. You can’t beat it for light¬
weight convenience.
$300.00

Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE

750W-$75.
2000W-$110.
5000W-$ 175.00. Less stand.

Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to floors.

• RENTALS
*9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
’PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. ’Electric Footage Timers
Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.
•Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers.
’DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.

Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

Adjustable Collapsible

Model C (illustrated) $32.50
Model B (less clamps) $26.50

mm touipmsiiTro
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a complete
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Magnasync X-J+00 Recorder
Producer Net Price

$895.00

F.O.B. North Hollywood, Calif.

FEATURING...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High gain "long-shot" microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for "speech-music" selection.
Self-contained playback system for "film-direct" monitor.
Famous Magnasync "Synkinetic" precision film transport.
High speed rewind, sync speed reverse and fast forward.
Convenient arrangement for "sync marking."
Footage counter, extended capacity arms, "quick-detach" mount for
special motors, projector cable interlocks and many other compatible
accessories to help increase production efficiency.
• Unconditionally guaranteed specifications.
send for complete specifications and delivery schedule.

INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

Ill nflmsvpci
E|

■.

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.

. ■
-

.M~ ..<0.0,.

//fa/uft/mic

DEALERS

SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,

New York 19. JUdson 6 1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

Foster

NEW F&B PRODUCT
PIC-SOUND READER

NEW E-X-P-A-N-D-E-D FACILITIES

I

16mm Optical Sound Reader
Coupled with 16mm
Craig viewer
•

Reads

16mm

picture and

MITCHELL—16, NC, BNC
ARRIFLEX—16 & 35, Blimp
AURICON—100, 200, 400, 1200

EYEMO,

CINE

SOUND

READERS—DOLLIES—FEARLESS—MIKE

FILMO—MOVIOLAS—SYNCHRONIZERS—HOT
BOOMS—LIGHTING

ZOOM
LENSES—GRIP
EQUIPMENT—PROJECTORS—SYNC
ERS—SYNC RECORDERS

sound in perfect sync
•

SPECIAL,

All the Finest and Latest Cameras

SPLICERS_

EQUIPMENT_

PROJECTORS—RECORD¬

WRITE FOR COMPLETE RENTAL PRICE LIST

Used between rewinds

New and Used
ARRIFLEX—16 & 35mm Cameras

COMPLETE SET INCLUDES:
•

F&B

16mm

optical

AURICON—Cinevoice, Super
foot Conversions

sound

reader with built in ampli¬

BELL

&

HOWELL—Eyemos—Filmo—Projectors

BALTAR, ANIMAR,

fier and speaker

MOVIOLAS—HFC
LIGHTING

•

1200, 400 & 600

NOMINAR, EKTAR, ZOOM LENSES
SYNCHRONIZERS—BARDWELL-McALISTER

EQUIPMENT—EDITING

Newest model Craig 16mm

&

EQUIPMENT

SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

picture viewer
• All

mounted

designed

on

base

Our Newly equipped MACHINE SHOP
for all Camera Maintenance and Re¬
pair offers these exclusive F&B SERV¬
ICES:
Custom building & designing of equip¬
ment
Lens mounting—Calibrating

especially
for

perfect

sync

service

Total Price

Experienced Technical personnel who

understand your problems.

Sound reader and base only $119.50
ADVANCE ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED

NOW

FOR EARLIEST DELIVERY

NEW STREET LEVEL
LOCATION in the heart
of the TIMES SQUARE
area.
Rental equipment delivered to you at the curb. Drive up and
load up. Near all Trains, Hotels, Theatres, Etc.

convenience

CLOSE-OUT!

Charge Accounts Invited.
New Extended Time Payment Facilities
Purchases.
From 90 Days to 3 Years to Pay.

for

Exclusive F&B Products
PRO-CINE TRiPOD—The MOST
IMPROVED tripod in the medium
weight class.

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
DATE

cine lense in the world.

NOMINAR
1" fO.95 LENS—The fastest
16mm SPLIT REELS—Now rewind, edit, project Etc
with

the film on CORES. 600 FOOT CINEVOICE CONVERSION—The first flutter-free, Cinevoice Conversion.

PRODUCED

LEG-LOK TRIANGLES—Lock your tripod

legs firmly and securely.

GATOR-GRIP LITES—A perfect light for locations . . . With BARNDOORS .CAMERA
SLATES with CLAPSTICKS—Easily erased—durable finish. KELLY CINE CALCULATOR_

CAMERA SLATE

A sliderule calculator for cameramen. QUADLITES, BAR LITES, INKY-DINKIES, NEWSLITES,

CONELIGHTS,

FLANGES,

REELS,

CANS,

FIBRE

CASES,

CLIPBOARDS,

GLOVES.

with clapstick

USED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY NEEDED
11"x14"

ONLY

CASH

PRICES

PAID

FLORMAN & BABB

Hundreds sold for usual
price of $8.75
LIMTED

HIGHEST

SUPPLY

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address — FLORBABB, N.Y.

SINCE THE ADVENT of color films, pre-production photographic tests
are more important than ever. Here, Alec Guinness, portraying an
eligible Crown Prince in M-G-M's “The Swan,” gets final makeup

touches as director Charles Vidor looks on. Meantime, director of
photography Joseph Ruttenberg (seated, center) and his camera
crew await the signal to start the camera.

Photographing Pre-production Tests
B y

J

O

OF the important pre-produc¬
tion steps that precedes the actual
shooting of any feature film in a major
studio is the photographic tests. At this
period, which may precede the produc¬
tion’s starting date anywhere from two
weeks to six months, all of the stars and
principal players are given photographic
tests for makeup, costumes and hair
styles.
A question that is frequently asked by
those outside the realm of film produc¬
tion is “Why are new tests necessary for
each picture, especially where the same
NE
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RUTTENBERG,

A . S . C .

players are cast in it? Wouldn't the
tests made for the previous production
suffice?”
The answer is that a complete new se¬
ries of tests are required for each new
production because, for one thing, the
type of story is invariably different, call¬
ing for different characterizations which
in turn call for a different type of make¬
up. hair dress and costuming. And where
the leading lady has a new male star
playing opposite her in the second pro¬
duction, it often becomes necessary to
devise special makeup for each player
January, 1956

so that both will photograph equally well
under a single pattern of set lighting.
Obviously, this can only be determined
by photographic process—the pre-pro¬
duction photographic tests.
At Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio, one
small sound stage is reserved for talent
tests. However, quite often we will shoot
tests on other stages where appropriate
sets, not in use, are employed. Simplicity
of background, of course, is an essential
for all tests, because it is the player or
players being tested that we are inter¬
ested in. For this reason most makeup,

costume and hair styling tests are photo¬
graphed with the subjects backdropped
by a plain wall or flat. The standing sets
are usually employed for testing candi¬
date players enacting bits for casting
purposes.
After the tests have been developed
and printed—and it should be empha¬
sized that this film is given the most
careful handling in processing to insure
highest fidelity of color, etc.—they are
screened before a group consisting of the
producer, the director, the director of
photography, head of the makeup de¬
partment, the production makeup man,
head hairdresser and assistant, and the
wardrobe designer and assistant. This
group analyzes the test shots, discusses
su§>gesBons that may be made for any
changes, and such changes as may be
decided upon are put into effect and a
new series of test shots made. The sec¬
ond tests are screened and evaluated as
before; and sometimes it is necessary to
make additional changes—and to photo¬
graph additional tests.
One of the advantages these test ses¬
sions give to the director of photography
is the opportunity to develop in advance
of the picture’s starting date a pattern
of lighting most advantageous to the
players. This in turn keys the lighting
and photography later when the produc¬
tion gets under way on the sound stage.
Here, while the makeup man, the hair
dresser and the wardrobe personnel are
giving the subject their personal atten¬
tion, the director of photography is given
opportunity to arrange and re-arrange
his lights; to try several different light¬
ing patterns—all the things he is unable
to do except when under pressure of
time, once the production gets under
way.
Since the advent of color films, preproduction photographic tests are more
important than ever. And they require
more careful attention. We have found,
for example, that some color films react
differently to different colors. Colors that

PREPARING

GRACE

KELLY

for makeup

test.

At

N°T ML p.e-protjuct.cn tests are shot on the sound stage.
for-mght

scene were first made on the studio back lot.

of special reflective material for use in windows and vehicle headlamps to “burn through”
heavdy filtered photography.
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used
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cussion ensues between director Charles Vidor and head of makeup depart¬

advantage

“The Swan.”

develop

duction. At right: the makeup tests have

ment regarding proposed makeup changes. A full camera crew is always
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for M-G-M’s

(Continued on Page 45)

next photo,

light.

tests

cinematographer to

paint. To the eye, it looked just right,
but when the camera recorded it on color
film, the result was flat and entirely lack¬
ing in the effect that the art department
had in mind when it conceived it. Need¬
less to say, it was re-painted in color
tones most complimentary to the color
film being used, re-photographed, and
found acceptable.
It is generally assumed that natural
plants, shrubs, etc., are highly com¬
patible with color film. But this is not
always true, especially where these dec¬
orative effects are used indoors on the
sound stage and photographed under ar¬
tificial light.
We encountered just such a problem
on one of the “indoor exterior” sets for
“Kismet’—photo of which appeared on
the cover of the November issue of

director of photography Joseph Ruttenberg takes an exposure meter reading
the

pre-production

Result is said to be the best “day-for-night” sequence ever

are appealing to the eye, often record
differently on color film. And so, through
our tests, the wardrobe department is
able to determine what colors to use, and
especially what fabrics, as often it is the
fabric rather than the fabric color that
proves a bugaboo.
One particular case that comes to
mind was when we were shooting tests
of Ann Blyth for “Kismet.” One gown
she wore for the tests did not record on
color film as it looked to the eye. It was
discarded and a new one of different
color and fabric substituted. Miss Blyth
was re-photographed wearing the new
gown and the second test proved it to be
entirely satisfactory.
Before we started shooting “Kismet,”
we also made photographic tests of one
of the important sets. Here the floor had
been given a particularly colorful job of

hairdresser give final touch to Miss Kelly’s hair prior to shooting one of
the many

The camera tests for this “dayResult of tests was development

opportunity

it

affords

American

when

pre-production
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tests

are

9

photographed.
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Current Techniques Of 35mm Color
Film Photography And Printing
W

ith the current evolution of mo¬
tion pictures to various types of
wide-screen techniques, great additional
importance accrues to the techniques of
color motion picture photography.
Within the past few years photo¬
graphic techniques have been altered in
two ways: New negative materials have
been introduced and new aspect ratios
for recording negative images have been
developed.
The new negative materials are, gen¬
erally speaking, color negatives.
The aspect ratio (which means rela¬
tion of picture width to height) had
been settled for over 30 years at four to
three, which means that for every four
units across the picture there were three
units in height.
Today this is all changed.
This article will deal with the most
important photographic techniques now
in use in motion pictures.
There are several color negative films
manufactured by different companies
throughout the United States and Eu¬
rope. These negative films can be used

different primary color. Either film can
be used in a conventional 35mm camera.
Similar to color negative, 16mm color
positive film has three layers of emul¬
sion, each sensitive to a different pri¬
mary color — red, green and blue. The
commercial film is low in contrast and
differs from color negative in that a posi¬
tive color image is obtained by reversal
development rather than a negative.

in any ordinary black-and-white camera.
They have three emulsion layers super¬
imposed on a cellulose acetate base.
These three emulsion layers are differ¬
ently sensitive to different colors of light.
This means that the photo-sensitive sil¬
ver halide particles in the separate emul¬
sions are exposed by different colors of
light. Generally, color negative films
have a filter layer between the top two

1
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Technicolor

three-strip

color
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camera,
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which,

until

advent

of

the

present

35mm

color negatives such as Eastman Color and Ansco Color, was used in photographing almost all color
productions
strip

of

made

color

in

Hollywood. Technicolor has

negative film

may

be

used

in

modified

some of these cameras so that a

the Vista-Vision

manner,

with

single

the negative travelling

horizontally past the gate two frames at a time. The resulting negative image area is then optically
printed

FIG.

1—When color motion pictures are

photographed by the three-strip method,
a

Technicolor camera

is

used

in

which

three strips of 35mm B&W negative are
exposed.

Each

records

a

specific

the

the

scene

camera

thence

through

prism.

It

which

is

light.

The
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lens,
a

transmitted
as

shown

special

through
above,
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negative
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to green

red

recorded
and

on

blue

colors

are di¬

rected in a similar manner to their re¬
spective
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size.

emulsions. Where the color sensitivity is
not complete, this filter aids in separat¬
ing unwanted colors from a particular
emulsion.

color

aspect of the scene. Green light coming
from

in reduced
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In the United Slates the most widely
used color negatives are Eastman and
Ansco.
Both Eastman Color Negative and
Ansco Color Negative have only one
strip of film surfaced with three layers
of emulsion, each being sensitive to a
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From it three 35mm separation nega¬
tives are made when dye transfer re¬
lease prints are to be made for 35mm
exhibition.
In Europe, there are three additional
color negatives, Agacolor, Gevacolor and
Ferraniacolor. These negatives are sim¬
ilar to those used in the United States
in that three layers of emulsion are su¬
perimposed on a sigle film base.
The Technicolor laboratories, in both
United States and England, manufacture

release prints from all of these color
negative systems.
Technicolor has long recognized that
an improvement in the definition or vis¬
ibility of Technicolor dye transfer (im¬
bibition) prints when projected in the
theatre, especially on large screens,
would be possible from a negative re¬
sulting from almost any system of
photography that employed a larger
than standard area of negative on which
to record the picture information. There
are a number of photographic proced¬
ures which might bring this about. One
such system is Paramount's VistaVision
which employs a single strip of 35mm
color motion picture negative which,
contrary to custom, moves horizontally
through the VistaVision camera. The
scenes are recorded on an area equal
to two full frames of normal motion pic¬
ture negative.
Working from such a double frame
negative the Technicolor laboratory is
manufacturing 35mm Technicolor dye
transfer release prints of normal size
and position, which may be combined
with either photographic or multiple
sound tracks. Such release prints can,
of course, be projected on any screen
including large screens, and in any as¬
pect ratio from 1.33 to 1 or to any
larger ratio desired. Since these new
improved Technicolor dye transfer re¬
lease prints are of normal size and posi¬
tion in every respect, no special projec¬
tion lens in the theatre is necessary.
Technicolor has been working on the
new system for more than two years, re¬
sulting in the introduction of laboratory
procedures which are uniquely depend¬
ent upon steps in current Technicolor
techniques. The new method is already
in operation in moderate volume at the
Hollywood plant.
When photographing with 35mm East¬
man or Ansco color negative any
standard 35mm camera may be used, in¬
cluding the “hand-held” or portable
models. Specific “color” earners are not
required. After the negative is devel¬
oped, positive prints may be made in
a manner similar to that for black-andwhite film, or by the dye transfer
method from the color negative, or from
separation negatives, as will be ex¬
plained later.
When color motion pictures are photo¬
graphed by the three-strip method, a
special camera is used. These cameras
are manufactured by Technicolor and
are furnished to the motion picture pro¬
ducer. They are available to him upon
demand at his studio or on location.
This camera is unique. It is the only
one used commercially in which three
strips of motion picture him are success¬
fully exposed simultaneously to exactly
the same scene. The strips of him in this
camera are negative films and each re¬

RED IMAGE
FIG.

GREEN IMAGE

3—The Technicolor three-color camera uses

porates a prism

three strips of negative film and incor¬

in the optical system to divide the light, as shown in Fig.

1

(left). Two

of the films with emulsion surfaces in contact are placed in the camera at a right angle
to the lens axis. The front film receives the blue image and the rear film receives the red
image.

The

third film,

image.

The

negatives

which is

placed directly in back of the

after processing

cords a specific color aspect of a given
scene. As seen in Figure 1, green light
coming from a scene is transmitted
through the lens of the camera and
thence through a special light-dividing
prism. It is recorded on a negative film
which is particularly sensitive to green
light. The red and blue colors coming
from the same scene pass through the
same lens and enter the same special
prism; but instead of being transmitted
they are reflected to an aperture on the
side of the camera. In this aperture two
films are traveling. These films are
placed one in front of the other; the
front one records the blue light of the
scene, while the back one records the
red light.
When developed these negatives have
silver images, and when held up to the
light, appear the same as black-andwhite negatives. These special cameras
used in this taking process have traveled
with location units to every continent of
the globe. Cameras have been used in
the air; under water; and even in the
craters of volcanoes.
Technicolor has modified some of its
three color cameras so that a single strip
of 35mm color negative film may be
used in the VistaVision manner. In these
modified cameras the film runs past the
camera aperture horizontally and an
area corresponding to eight perforations
(or two normal frame areas) is ex¬
posed. The negative image area is then
optically printed in reduced size.
Successful printing of 35mm color
motion picture film requires experience
and laboratory skill. Faulty prints wipe
out accurate color values achieved in
photography and production.
Color printing procedures begin with
white light. Optically speaking, white
light consists of three primary colors —
blue, green and red. This is one way of
saying that when proper amounts of
blue, green and red light are subtracted
from white light, any color visible to
the human eye will be produced.

American

prism,

receives the green

appear as shown above.
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FIG.

4—The

successive

frame

photo¬

graphic process, used in most animated
cartoon

photography,

B&W

negative.

lens

is

In

uses one strip of

front of

mounted

a

the

wheel

camera

containing

three filters—blue, green and red. This
wheel

rotates

graphed

as

three

each

scene

times

on

is

photo¬

successive

frames thorugh e~c’i o: itv' *h ne ro or
filters.

The

negative

therefore

is

three

times as long as the finished print.

Negatives used in color motion picture
photography separately record the red,
blue and green aspects of the scene.
After development, negative images
may be silver (black and white to the
eye) or dye-colored. Only Technicolor
laboratories prepare dye-transfer release
prints from both kinds of image.
Developed negatives are evaluated to
determine the printing light required.
The negative is then run through a ma¬
trix printer, a device in which special
matrix film is exposed to light coming
through the negative. Matrix means what
it does in other forms of printing—a re¬
lief image from which multiple copies
are made.
(Continued on Page 58)
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in

CinemaScope

Arnold Ektachrome Process for M-G-M’s “Lust For Life.”
of process is John Arnold, A.S.C., (center).

by

lying device at left is technician Matt Kluznik.

the

Handling the trans¬

parency controls at right is operative cameraman Harnkness Smith.

Developer

Details of operation are described

Operating camera dol¬

in

photo below.

A New Method Of
Insert Cinematography
Developed especially for reproducing rare paint¬
ings in CinemaScope for M-G-M’s “Lust for Life,”
Arnold Ektachrome Process promises increased fi¬
delity

in

photography
By

JOHN

of graphic

ARNOLD,

arts

inserts.

A.S.C.

Executive Director of Photography, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio

W

DUAL

first
considered “Lust for Life,” based
on the life of the Dutch painter Vincent
Van Gogh, the most challenging prob¬
lem posed was how to reproduce on the
hen Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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screen in the CinemaScope format the
many Van Gogh paintings essential to
the story. Even more important was the
problem of how we were to bring these
paintings to the screen with all the riehJanuary,
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are

CONTROLS

moved

camera

to

by which

left

during

or right,

photography.

and tilt action with camera.
above

controls

guide

Ektachrome transparencies
up

or

Effect

down,
is

before the

similar

to pan

Slate marks immediately

operator

in

moving

the

Ekta-

chromes. Figures indicate stop periods when Ektachrome
transparency

remains

stationary

before

the

camera.

which the achievement of all this might
involve: the essential Van Gogh paint¬
ings are scattered all over the world—
in private homes and in museums—
which would make it necessary for a
CinemaScope camera crew to spend well
over two years just to photograph them,
assuming that permission to photograph
them with a motion picture crew could
be obtained. It was quite obvious that
this procedure would prove both im¬
practical and too costly. Also, it was
felt that many owners of Van Gogh
paintings would strongly object to our
bringing into their homes or museums
the lighting and camera equipment that
motion picture photography would re¬
quire. And finally there would be the
problem of obtaining the correct color
values under the quesitonable lighting
conditions which a photographic crew
would be certain to encounter.
I proposed that instead of following
the direct motion picture photography
method, we make 8" by 10" Ektachrome transparencies of the paintings,
then photograph these with the motion
picture camera at the studio under fully
controlled lighting conditions. All this
method would require would be a still
camera, a tripod, and a couple of 150watt or 300-watt 3200° K lights—equip¬
ment easy to use in either home or
museum.
EKTACHROME
(1) which
controls

TRANSPARENCY

is movable North,

shown

in

photo at

being
South,

left.

photographed

is

mounted

in

(Continued on Page 42)

holder

East or West or diagonally by dual

Simultaneously,

camera

in or out by means of two-speed gear box and crank (2).

can be dollied
Camera slides

on metal base (3), and as it moves toward or away from subject, focus
is changed automatically by sliding cam (4) geared to lens.

ness of texture and the fidelity of color
for which Van Goghs are famous.
These were essentially photographic
problems and were given to me for solu¬
tion during the early pre-production
conferences on the story. After many
months of trial and error, of testing one
method against another, there was
evolved what the studio has come to
term the "Arnold Ektachrome Process.”
It actually made the production of “Lust
for Life” possible. Here’s why:
As the story unfolds, Van Gogh,
played by Kirk Dougles, is shown al¬
most constantly in the process of turning
out a canvas, a charcoal or an etching.
The studio believed that interest in the
story would be heightened considerably
if (1) original Van Gogh paintings
could be shown; and (2) reproduced on
the screen with such vividness and fidel¬
ity as to arouse the admiration of art
patrons and non-patrons alike; and (3)
if the photography could be made flex¬
ible enough to permit moving in with
the camera for closeups of certain de¬
tails of a painting whenever desired.
And here is the package of problems

EXAMINING Ektachrome transparencies prior to photographing them with
motion picture camera are John Arnold (right) and technician Matt Kluznik.
New process makes possible reproduction of paintings on screen with life¬
like fidelity in color and textures.
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Resourcefulness And
Ingenuity Vital Aids
To 16mm Cameraman

A STATION WAGON makes a most versatile camera car for motion
picture
films,

photography.

Muskegon,

Here

Mich.,

for a series of traveling

Ralph

Papin,

has mounted

cameraman

his camera

on

for
the

Gospel
tail-gate

shots.

lighting; others show an overall color tone. Both methods
may be applied to lighting a shot for 16mm work, the
choice depending—as it does in other matters—on how the
shot will be used in the picture.
Other examples are seen occasionally in magazine ads.
Note, however, where the technique is not used: food pic¬
tures, scenes where the color of fabrics is important, etc.
When exact color reproduction is called for. white light is
obligatory.
As to the practical method of controlling light quality,
sheets of colored gelatine are usually placed over spotlights.
Sometimes a set-up will duplicate natural off-color effects,
as when the scene outside a window is illuminated much
cooler than the set within. A film on baking bread con¬
trasted scenes of pioneer days and modern times. In each
(Continued on Page 48)

W

the demand for films by industry, education,
and advertising is greater than ever, competition
among those photographing and producing such films is
also keen, and every technique for increasing a film’s worth
or helping to keep the budget within reason is being em¬
ployed by the most successful producers.
The excellent response of today’s color films to every
shade of color has tempted more than one cinematographer
to experiment with filtering light sources for special effects.
This technique has been familiar to Hollywood cameramen
since the very first three-color Technicolor picture was pro¬
duced, but industrial film producers have shied away from
it. Color temperature meters, with their matching lens
filters, lighting voltage controls, and more roll-to-roll emul¬
sion consistency have for several years put 16mm color
work in the “strictly under control’’ category, and just
recently a move has begun to take more advantage of that
fact.
There’s not much danger any more of a commercial pro¬
ducer or client thinking something went wrong because all
the light on a scene isn’t pure white. Because nearly every
industrial picture closes with scenes of the sponsor’s product
in use or on display, the richness and sparkle of some color
added to the scene gives a welcome change. In another
type of picture, the cameraman of an industrial film on
home permanents added an element of glamour to the closeups with a light yellow filter on the back-light. Stainless
steel and aluminum machinery parts have also received sim¬
ilar light treatment in well-made “nuts and bolts” films.
The technique may also be seen in quite a bit of still
photography. A perusal of your record dealer’s shelves will
reveal many L.P. record albums illustrated with photos obvi¬
ously lit with colored light. Especially note the pictures on
mood music and operatic selection albums. Some are essen¬
tially lit with white light but have colored side- or backhile
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WITH NEW CAMERA • MART PRODUCTS!
• CAMERA MART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
An advanced method of rewinding film
on cores, eliminating scratches and ab¬
rasions, winding the film smooth, tight
and even. For 16mm and 35mm.
Price: $29.00
Money Back Guarantee!

•
•
•
9
9
•

TV CAMERA DOLLY
BABY DOLLY
TV MIKE BOOM
OPTICAL FX UNIT
DUAL READER
TRIANGLE & CAR TOP
CLAMPS

• AURICON PRO-600 CAMERA
Auricon’s latest development in soundon-film cameras, now available for im¬

Patent
Pending

mediate delivery.
of

Super-1200

Also a complete line

and

system cameras.

Cine-Voice

single

Trades accepted.

TIME PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

• NEW WIDE SCREEN VISTASCOPE LENS
Now you can photograph and project 16mm pictures
with a single Vistascope lens and get a picture that
is twice as wide as it is high.
black and white and color.

Sharp definition for

Only $125.00.

• BARDWELL-McALISTER LIGHTS
Complete stock of 750 watt to 5000 watt spot¬
lights and accessories available for immediate
delivery.

Prices from $81.00 and up.

• ZOOMAR-16 LENS
The new ZOOMAR-16 Varifocal lens, speed f2.8,
coupled viewfinder, range 25mm to 75mm, ex¬
tremely sharp definition, standard bayonet mount
for Cine-Special, takes c-mount adapter for use
with other 16mm cameras. Price: $600.00.
Model

16-S,

mounted

for

the

Arrifiex

16mm

camera, immediate delivery. Price: $579.00.

• SLATE & CLAPSTICK

PROD. NO.
DIRECTOR
CAMERA
SOUND

Still the BEST BUY at . . . $4.75.

SCENE

TAKE

THE

CAMERA • MART,..

1845 BROADWAY at 60th ST.
NEW YORK 23, NEW YORK

PHONE: Circle 6-0930
CABLE: CAMERAMART
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the

landing

of

jet

planes

on

the

carrier

U.S.S.

Lake Champlain for the climactic finish of “Cinerama Holiday.” Here

the

three-lensed

camera

may

be

seen

mounted

on

hastily-built

platform spiked to the deck edge.

Filming The Jet Carrier
Climax For "Cinerama Holiday'
By

HARRY

SQUIRE,

S

has always taken
very kindly to the air. Outside of
the tests made by Fred Waller in the
late 1930’s with his elevendens 16mm
Vitarama system, the first filming done
with Cinerama was aerial combat.
That was during the war when Fred
turned his ideas into the Gunnery
Trainer that gave aviators a pretty real¬
istic feeling of what it would be like to
have Jap Zeros and Messerschmitts com¬
ing at them.
It wasn't until a couple of years after
the war that we started photographing
omehow Cinerama
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A.S.C.

the first Cinerama feature film. Paul
Mantz converted a B-25 for the aerial
scenes that were planned, and the threelensed Cinerama camera was mounted
in the nose. Now there was room for
only one man to handle the camera. I
acted as operator, trying the make all
the figuring and experimenting pay off.
Now Paul likes to say that you can’t
be an old and daring pilot. Paul is now
52 years old. But I swore never to fly
with him again after we went through
those mountain passes in Zion Canyon
(Continued on Page 52)
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FOR PANORAMA shots, cameraman Harry Squire (2nd
from

left)

door of a

mounted the Cinerama
Navy

rescue

helicopter.

camera

in the

side

THE

CAMERA

SLED on

which was

mounted

the

Cinerama

camera

for

photographing

the

ski ballet for “Cinerama Holiday.” Camera is suspended from above in a swinging mount
attached
ural

to

the

metal

frame.

This

enabled

camera

to

sway

and

simulate

skier’s

nat¬

body swing.

Filming The Ski Ballet
For "Cinerama Holiday'
By

JOSEPH

BRUN,

A.S.C.,

L

THE

CAMERA

Operative
camera.
ering

setup

for

cameraman

Back of

him

the camera’s

shooting

Gayne

the

Rescher

are the storage

sturdy

motor.

bobsled
is

run.

behind

batteries

the

pow¬

ouis de Rochemont organized two
distinct and separate crews after he
was commissioned by Stanley Warner
Corp. to make the second Cinerama pro¬
duction. We handled the camera in Eu¬
rope, and, in addition, filmed the se¬
quence in New Orleans, the “Birth of
the Blues.’”
As a non-skier, Joe Brun was prob¬
ably the one who did the most to sell
the idea of a ski ballet in Switzerland.
The magnificent Parsenn slopes near
Davos were selected by Mr. de Roche¬
mont and his director, Bob Bendick. As

American

Cinematographer

AND

GAYNE

RESCHER

our adviser on the project, supplying
know-how and most important of all,
skiers, was Max Bertsch of the Davos
Ski School.
Upon arriving in Switzerland, we first
filmed certain sequences in St. Moritz,
the “Holiday on Ice” show at the Suvretta House, and the bobsled ride. The
cheese fondue ceremonies were photo¬
graphed at “La Ferme,” in an accurate
reconstruction of the interior of a Swiss
mountain farmhouse, which serves a sort
of “nineteenth hole” for skiers.
(Continued, on Page 53)
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REHEARSING A SCENE in front of the White House in Washington, D.C., for Warner Brothers’
“The Court Martial of Billy Mitchell.”
behind the Mitchell

Director of photography Sam Leavitt, A.S.C., standing

camera at far left,

credits the well-detailed

script of the

picture

for

eliminating a lot of “on the set” photographic problems.—Photo by Mac Julian.

here, since, once they are mastered, the
actual construction of the script is a rela¬
tively routine mechanical job. And we
shall deal with those phases of script
preparation that are common to all types
of motion picture production.
Our first consideration is to satisfy
our audience. No matter what the sub¬
ject or the approach, or whether the
film is to inform or entertain, it cannot
really be successful unless it is accepted
by the audience for which it is intended.
Film audiences today are much more
critical than they used to be. Conscious¬
ly or subconsciously they have come to
expect the motion picture to live up to
certain standards of construction. When
these standards are lacking the audience
will reject the film—even though they
may not be able to tell specifically what
is wrong with it.
Therefore, it is important that a mo¬
tion picture should put across a unified,
dominant idea; it should tell a story and
tell it completely. Too many films are
fragmentary, disorganized, lacking in
coherence. They nibble at the edges of
an idea rather than stating it boldly
and then following through to a definite
conclusion.
No less important is the fact the mo¬
tion picture is an action medium, and
it should be written and produced with
the emphasis on action. Static scenes
or sequences, too much dialogue or nar¬
ration in place of visual action—these
(Continued on Page 50)

Preparing The Script
%

The film script should be as carefully planned
and prepared as a homebuilder’s blueprint.

By

CHARL

E

worthwhile motion picture,
no matter what its type or aim, is
based upon the seed of an idea. After
the idea has been selected and broad¬
ened out into a theme, a script is then
constructed as a working plan for trans¬
lating the idea into a motion picture.
The script is the film-maker’s blue
print. It is a plan of action and dia¬
logue, of camera angles and lighting;
it should provide information by which
every technician on the picture can plan
the details of his particular contribu¬
tion. Time was when Hollywood direc¬
tors could stage a whole feature without
having one word of the story down on
paper; but that era has long since
passed. Today every entertainment film
is scripted in the very finest detail be¬
very
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fore a camera starts to turn. The tech¬
nique is not exclusive with Hollywood,
however. Every motion picture, be it
documentary, commercial, training or
home movie, should be shot from a care¬
fully prepared script. Aside from the
saving of time, effort and expense that
results, a well-planned script will mean
a better integrated film — one that
“hangs together,” that tells a tight, uni¬
fied story without going off on tangents.
A great deal has been written on
script writing. Many articles and books
on the subject have stressed the screen¬
play form rather than going behind the
scenes and dealing with the more or less
abstract elements that go to make up a
good script. It is these elements, there¬
fore, that we shall attempt to analyze
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“WHEN

THE

SCRIPT

spells

out

the

photographic

requirements of a scene or sequence in great detail,
it goes a long way toward enabling us to plan the
photography in advance,” says director of photog¬
raphy

Robert

truck)

whose

shooting
Man.”

Surtees, A.S.C.,
two-camera

a scene

(seated

crew

for M-G-M's

is

hatless atop
pictured

“Tribute To A

here
Bad

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. I. GERMAN, Inc.
John Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey

6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois

6677 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

We wanted a subject to film that would give us
full scope for the dramatic use of illumination.
We chose Poe’s “Fall of the House of Usher.”
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Our Goals Were Too Ambitious For 8mm
By

I

MY
ARTICLE
dealing with “The
Drama of Color" in last month’s issue,
I pointed out how through experimenta¬
tion, taste, and dramatic sensibility the
visual vocabulary of color can be ma¬
nipulated to create whole new worlds of
color imagery and dramatic expressive¬
ness in motion pictures.
Before proceeding further on this sub¬
ject of drama of color, at which time
I shall also describe how I utilized it in
producing, in collaboration with my
husband Sal, the 16mm color him “Fall
of the House of Usher,’' I should like to
describe how we chose this story for
filming and how we got started in this
fascinating hobby of making movies.
We are a husband-wife team, an ar¬
rangement not too uncommon in ama¬
teur circles where all the highly specialN
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ized departments of production must be
handled by one or two people. We are
fortunate in that our combined back¬
grounds enable us to function as a com¬
plete team. We both have theater ex¬
perience. Sal’s years of activity as an
actor in local little theater have been
invaluable in our motion picture work.
(He created the role of George in the
world premier production of John Stein¬
beck’s “Of Mice and Men”.) He han¬
dles the directing department and much
of the acting. He portrayed Roderick
Usher in our “House of Usher.” He also
functions as director of photography.
\X hen he is involved on the set, I act as
cameraman. You can well imagine the
problems involved in those sequences
when he is appearing before the cam¬
era, simultaneously attempting to ana¬
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lyze his own performance, supervise the
camera work and direct the other actors
on the set. Happily, we each think and
see in terms of the medium, both pietoriall.y and dramatically. Even more
important than this, we share the same
point of view, the same artistic concepts.
Therefore, we can work as one in that
most difficult of partnerships—creative
collaboration.
After years of yearning to explore the
dramatic possibilities of the motion pic¬
ture medium, my husband purchased
his first camera, an 8mm, in 1951.
There followed fifteen months of avid
study and shooting. In August of 1952
we both felt ready to begin a serious
production. We wanted a subject that
would give us full scope for the dra(Continued on Page 46)
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A Simplified Method For Recording
Magnetic Sound On 16mm Film
By

OSCAR

H.

HOROVITZ,

the careful preparation of the script.
Since practically any standard quarterinch tape recorder will maintain con¬
stant speed for at least two or three
minutes (and most of them maintain
constant speed indefinitely), I record
narration for my films in short sec¬
tions of two to three minutes dura-

FIG.

1—MICROPHONE mounted on neck

yoke keeps it at uniform distance from
speakers

lips.

Demonstrated

here

by

author, apparatus is insulated with rub¬
ber

to

prevent

annoying

clicks

caused

by bare metal striking shirt buttons, etc.

T

of magnetic recording on
film opened up broad new vistas of
film making for many 16mm movie
amateurs. The serious amateur had for
years been working with sound as an
adjunct to his films, usually in the form
of disc recordings, or used music from
standard records played on dual turn¬
tables as the picture was being screened.
Now, thanks to the development of
sound striping and the introduction by
Bell & Howell, R.C.A., and others of
magnetic-recording
16mm projectors,
the serious amateur is for the first time
able to give his productions a genuine
professional finish.
Earlier, when using records and turn¬
tables to provide sound for my films,
my biggest problem was starting rec¬
ords playing at exact pre-determined
(and marked) spots. Today, these prob¬
lems happily are all behind me. Mag¬
netic sound on film is the real answer
to the problem of providing synchro¬
nized sound for amateur films.
Once I settled on magnetic sound, I
determined to develop a simple, sure¬
fire, easy method of recording, and I
think as one who has had considerable
experience in adapting magnetic sound
to 16mm films, what I have to offer here
may be of genuine help to many other
amateur
movie
makers
considering
switching from discs to magnetic re¬
cording.
The number one step, of course, in
preparing to add sound to any film is
he advent
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ing direct on the sound-striped film be¬
cause if an error is made, it is a simple
matter to erase and re-record, or to
make a second “okay” recording. More¬
over, the use of pre-recorded narration
on tape makes it possible to check it for
accuracy by playback. After narration
has been recorded and approved, the
next step is re-recording it directly on
the soundstriped film with my Bell &
Howell “202” projector-recorder.
For this I have an ideal set-up—a
playroom-theatre in my basement. This
has two sliding doors at one end. One
has a plate glass window through which
I proejct my picture during recording
sessions. (See accompanying diagram.)
In this way, I isolate the sound of the
projector from the microphone, which
is carried by the narrator sitting about
10 feet from the screen.
The tape recorder carrying the narra¬
tion is set up close to the projector,
within easy reach of the operator who
wears earphones plugged into the re¬
corder. This enables him to follow the
narrator as the script is being read and
the picture is being projected, and in the
event the narrator misses a cue, fum¬
bles a sentence or fails to keep pace

and

sound¬
room

sounds.

tion. These are separated by musical
interludes of not less than 10 seconds
duration. The short narration record¬
ings I find maintain synchronization
with my Bell & Howell “202'"’ magneticprojector, so that it is no problem later
to re-record the narration directly on
my soundstriped films and have it al¬
ways in sync.
Because any recording error requires
starting over again, I never record mu¬
sic back of voice narration except when
some short narration occurs during a
run of music.
Step number two in this system is the
recording of narration on a tape re¬
corder. I prefer this method to record¬
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with the picture, he can stop the record¬
ing and call for a repeat reading.
To avoid annoying variations in voice
levels, which is often caused by the nar¬
rator moving toward or away from the
microphone as he speaks, I have the
mike mounted on a neck yolk, as shown
in Fig. 1. This keeps the microphone
at a fixed distance from the narrator’s
lips, insuring uniform voice level at all
times. As may be seen in the photo, the
mike base is covered with a layer of
foam rubber and the metal yoke is cov¬
ered with rubber tubing. This insula¬
tion eliminates annoying “clicks” that
would othewise occur in the recordings
due to the bare metal striking shirt but¬
tons, etc.
For recording narration, almost any
popular-priced tape recorder may be
used, and it should be equipped with a
foot switch. This also eliminates an¬
other source of “clicks” which occur
when the recorder is stopped and
started with the conventional switch on
the operating panel.
Another innovation I have adopted is
the practice of placing pieces of white
leader tape at the beginning of each re¬
corded section. These are about fifteen
inches in length and are used to make
pencil notations of the first few words
of the opening of the narration, as a
guide in re-recording.
The third step in my system is re¬
cording music on tape. Here it is dou¬
bly important to avoid the “clicks”
mentioned above when playing the re¬
cordings into the “202” projector. For
safety I always record at least 5 seconds
of extra music for runs up to 30 sec¬
onds, and 10 extra seconds for runs of
30 seconds or longer. On the white
leaders I indicate “Music No. 1,” “Mu¬
sic No. 2,” etc., corresponding to sim¬
ilar notations on my script.
\\ hen recording of all the necessary
music is completed, the next step is re¬
recording all tape recordings directly on
the soundstriped 16mm film, using my
“202” projector. Here a second tape
recorder for narration is brought into
play, and this is operated by foot switch.
The “202” takes about 3/4 second to
get up to full speed. As the tape re¬
corders attain full speed almost instant¬
ly, I set the tapes at a point on the
leaders 3/4 second ahead of the sound
on tape—this point being placed at the
playback head of the tape recorder.
The 16mm film is so threaded in the
“202” projector that it takes three sec¬
onds for the opening frame to appear
on the screen. I start and stop the
"202” by means of the clutch only, and
stop and start the narrative tape re¬
corder by means of the foot switch as
it plays back into the recording projec¬
tor. The music tape recorder is started
simultaneously with the “202”. Just be-
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FILM PHONOGRAPH
Fast stop-start. Instant re¬
verse. Uses 17.5mm (split
35mm) perforated film.
Operates at 90 feet per
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Telefilm’s claim of superior color duplicating is not a
matter of wishful advertising copy but is actually based
on nearly two decades of unequalled printing excellence.
This unmatched quality, not unsupported words, is what
holds enthusiastic customers in all parts of the world.
Here is proof. For seventeen years they have demanded
the best and gotten it . . . balanced color prints and
sparkle on the screen. This unsurpassed color reproduc¬
tion can be YOURS at no extra cost.

Use Telefilm’s “complete services under one roof’’
for your next production. End the delay of “shopping around”
and save costly time. Do ivhat others are doing . . .
discuss your film needs with us.

I

TCLEfILM

incorporated

6039 Hollywood Blvd.
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I

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Telephone HOIlyywood 9-7205

A LEADING 16mm MOTION PICTURE TECHNICAL SERVICE SINCE 1938

SPLICES STICK WITH

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
• Processes up to 200 Ft.
• 8mm-l6mm-35mm

•
•
•
•
•

Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact. Portable
Guaranteed.

available in l-oz.,8-oz.,16-oz. bottles
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| fore the narration begins, I start fading
the music and release the foot switch on
the narration recorder 3/4 second ahead
of the point where the narration is to be¬
gin. The first section of the narration is
recorded and then all machines are
stopped. The next section of narration
with its accompanying music is made
ready for re-recording. But before this
is begun, the previously recorded section
is backed up in the “202” projector,
then played back. The projector is
stopped sharply (by clutch release) just
as the last word of narration is heard.
I then place the main volume control of
the “202” at its lowest point (being
careful not to shut it off- completely),
then switch the control lever from
“Play” to “Record.” I press the “Rec¬
ord” button, place the volume control
back at normal level, then by means of
the small hand-set knob on the front of
the projector, I back the film up three
or four frames.
hen the ”202” is
again started, the click produced by the
“Record” switch will be automatically
erased.
I start the “202” and the music tape
recorder simultaneously, setting the vol¬
ume control on the latter at a low point,
then fade-in the volume to its proper
level. In the event I make an error in
bringing in the succeeding musical
number or botch up bringing in the
next portion of the narration, I need
merely go back to the last few words of
the previous narration and start from
that point.
At the end of the film—where the mu¬
sic must end exactly right—I use a stop
watch and time the length of the film
to the fadeout of “The End” title. I
place “finale” music of comparable play¬
ing time on the recorder, always remem¬
bering, of course, to make allowance of
3/4 second to get the “202” up to speed,
and also to fade-in the “finale” music.
In following the method outlined
here, if the film is a lengthy one, I find
it best to plan a fadeout and a fadein
in the middle, with the narration ending
at the beginning of the fadeout, then re¬
suming again after the fadein is com¬
pleted. The fades should be at least 40
frames in length. In this way, it is pos¬
sible to cut the film into two parts for
easier handling, then join it together
again.
There are a number of advantages to
using tape recorders as against direct
recorder via the magnetic-recording pro¬
jector. In the event film is damaged
during projection at any time, the dam¬
aged section can be snipped out, and
the sound for the remaining footage of
that scene re-recorded without having to
call back the narrator. The original nar¬
ration stored on tape serves instead.
It is easier to maintain uniform levels
in the recordings, especially where re-

NOW! These six laboratories offer fast magnetic

Magna-Striping® for all 16mm films!
Byron Labs
1226 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C.

Colburn Labs
164 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
959 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California

Here’s real striping. Striping that will never soften
and come off because of projection lamp heat.
Magna-Stripe has the original balancing stripe.
And more: Magna-Stripe is the only magnetic
striping used on Cinemascope films produced by
major Hollywood producers. Soundcraft won an
“Oscar” for this process in 1953.
Three sizes of Magna-Stripe are available:
25-mil Magna-Stripe for double-perforated
silent film

Animex
Nieuwe Gracht 7, Haarlem, Holland

100-mil Magna-Stripe for all-magnetic
sound track

Sathaporn Cinema Co.
2196 Tung Mahamek, Bangkok,

Reeves Soundcraft
671 Hope St., Springdale, Conn.

50-mil Magna-Stripe for both magnetic and
photographic sound

Thailand

FOR EVERY SOUND REASON

reeves SOUNDCRAFT corp
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.

cording is done in sections, as outlined
above. So often in direct recording
through the “202” magnetic projector,
the narrator may pause for a drink of
water, and the following section of nar¬
ration may be at a different level.
Where such recordings are on tape, it
is possible to adjust the volume levels
as re-recording takes place—indicating
the correct volume levels on a cue sheet
for guidance.
Once you acquire the necessary re¬
cording equipment, it is advisable to
spend some time in making trial tests.
Tape can be erased and used over again,
so there is no problem of cost there.
And the same erasure-re-record factor
holds true with sound-striped film. So
it is a simple matter to take any one of
your old films, have it sound striped,
then prepare and record narration and
music for it. Competence will increase
with each successive recording, especial¬
ly as one becomes familiar with use of
the equipment and the various controls.
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Faster shutter speeds
and many other advantages.
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Editing Data:
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We made our first test transparencies
locally. Actor Edward G. Robinson and
film producer William Goetz, both art
collectors owning rare and valuable Van
Goghs, gave us permission to come into
their homes to photograph the paintings.
The results of these first Ektachrome
transparencies were sufficiently promis¬
ing to send me to New York where, in
the famous Wildenstein Galleries, I
photographed a great many more Van
Goghs. The transparencies were proc¬
essed in New York and then submitted
to the galleries’ color expert for evalua¬
tion. He declared them perfect repro¬
ductions.
With these additional transparencies
to work with, I returned to the studio
and there began the next step—that of
designing the necessary equipment for
photographing the Ektachromes with a
CinemaScope camera. In the meantime,
two still photographers were assigned to
photograph the transparencies necessary
for the production. They were Ed Bagley, who covered New York and other
eastern cities, and Dave Boulten, from
M-G-M’s London Studio, who was as¬
signed to photograph certain Van Gogh
art in European cities. Boulten was first
brought to Hollywood where he was
coached in the photography and lighting
techniques which we had developed for
making the Ektachromes. The result of
the combined efforts of these two men
to date is a file of several hundred 8"
by 10" Ektachromes which are valued
at well over a quarter of a million
dollars.

Each Van Gogh painting was photo¬
graphed in two ways: first with an anamorphic lens combined with the cam¬
era lens, and then with the regular cam¬
era lens alone. The Ektachromes made
with the anamorphic lens were photo¬
graphed thus to enable us to compress
the vast expanse of large rectangular
pictures on the available area of an 8"
by 10" negative. When such Ekta¬
chromes were photographed later with
the motion picture camera, a regular
lens replaced the CinemaSeope lens;
“unsqueezing” of the anamorphic image
is then automatically taken care of in
projection.
Incidentally, it should be mentioned
here the importance of the special light¬
ing technique which we developed for
photographing the transparencies. It is
different than would normally be used
in photographing an actual painting
with a motion picture camera. The
paintings have to be given very careful
lighting to enable the camera to capture
the realistic details of the brush strokes,
the thick paint, and texture of the can¬
vas. Once we get all this on a trans¬
parency, we are in a position to trans¬
fer the picture to motion picture film
with greater realism than any other
method can afford.
In photographing Van Gogh etchings
and charcoal drawings on Ektachrome
film, new problems confronted us, espe¬
cially where we wanted to reproduce
the art in its original size for props and
set dressing material.
These works
failed to register on the Ektachrome
color film in all the gradations of greys
and blacks that were in the originals.
So a somewhat complicated process was
developed for making the enlargements
which involved a combination of photog¬
raphy, photostat, and silk screen process.
First we shot the black-and-white art
with Ektachrome, then made a dupe
negative which is used in the first step
of the photostat process. The original
Ektachrome was then printed by projec¬
tion over this initial exposure. After
the print was processed, the silk screen
method was then employed to add the
necessary highlights. With each step
in this process carefully controlled, we
were able to reproduce the art with all
the fine gradations inherent in the orig¬
inals.
The accompanying photos show the
equipment which was erected in the test
laboratory of the camera department of
M-G-M studio, and by which Ekta¬
chrome transparencies are presently be¬
ing photographed on motion picture
film. It enables us to photograph the
transparencies wholly or in part, in de¬
tailed closeups or in scanning or dolly¬
ing movement of the camera. The cam¬
era is provided with but two movements
—forward and backward—making it

AURICON PRO-600
The cost is small, when you trade in your old
equipment on a versatile PR0-600 at Gordon
Enterprises. Take advantage of our high trade-in
allowances to increase your production capabili¬
ties with this dual-purpose equipment! Use the
self-blimped Auricon PR0-600 for double-system
recording. (Your mike will never hear the whisperquiet whirr of the camera.) Or use the PR0-600
for single-system production, exposing the sound
track in the camera as the footage is shot.
Either way, the PR0-600 is the camera you need
for versatility and remember, we will give you
the HIGHEST TRADE-IN.

gordon enterprises
WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORY OF MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS AND PRODUCTION
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possible to dolly in and out on a paint¬
ing, where desired. To scan a painting
—that is, as it would be done with the
camera moving laterally, or up and
down—-the painting itself is moved in¬
stead in the desired direction by the
camera assistant operating a set of con¬
trols which are pictured on page 28.
The basic apparatus consists of a sta¬
tionary metal table on which are
mounted two tracks to take the cradle
holding the Mitchell 35mm camera.
Contact with the tracks is by friction.
Rollers, wheels, and ball bearings were
eliminated as it was found they induced
a minute amount of vibration in the
camera when it was moved. The for¬
ward and reverse travel of the camera
on the table is by chain drive activated
by hand crank and a two-speed gear
box.
As the camera moves toward or away
from the subject photographed, focus is
changed automatically by a special slid¬
ing cam arrangement coupled to the lens
gears. Mounted on rear of camera is a
scale plate and pointer which guides the
operator in making lap-dissolves. Be¬
cause it is essential to maintain absolute
control over the fidelity of reproduction
of the paintings, the lap-dissolves are
done in the camera instead of in the
laboratory, as is customary with other
production footage.
One of the important developments
was the designing of a special auxiliary
or “closeup” lens, which is mounted in
front of the CinemaScope lens on the
camera. This enables us to photograph
with infinite sharpness minute areas of
the Ektachrome transparencies.

In photographing the Ektachromes
with the motion picture camera, they
are placed in a holder mounted on a
vertical framework. By means of a dual
control system similar to the tilt and
pan controls of a conventional camera,
the Ektachromes can be moved North,
South, East or West or diagonally by the
operative cameraman to permit the cam¬
era to scan them in detail. Above the
controls is a slate on which marks are
chalked as a guide for the operator han¬
dling the controls. Often during the
filming of a painting calling for this
lateral movement, the zoom or dolly
movement of the camera will also be
employed to give additional scope to
the reproduction.
The
Ektachromes
are
indirectly
lighted from the rear by illumination
from a huge incandescent lamp cast by
a white surfaced reflector. During the
photography, the cameraman keeps close
check on the illumination for color tem¬
perature, as this is most important to
obtaining fidelity of color in the paint¬
ing reproductions. Exposure readings
are taken by holding the meter close to
the transparency.
So successful have been the results
achieved to date with the “Ektachrome
Process” that plans are presently under¬
way to extend its use to future M-G-M
productions. We have found that where
printed matter or art work of any kind
is to be reproduced in color on the
screen, that this process enables us to
reproduce it better and with greater
fidelity to the original than any other
method yet employed.
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MERCER FILM PATCH

M-G-M’s “Lust For Life” Shot on New Ansco Color Film
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The new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Cine¬
maScope production of Irving Stone’s
famous novel about the painter Vincent
van Gogh, “Lust for Life,” has an addi¬
tional star on its roster, the new high
speed, fine grain, Ansco Color Negative
motion picture film which is being used
for the first time and under the most
exacting conditions possible.
Starring Kirk Douglas as Van Gogh,
and Anthony Quinn as Paul Gauguin,
the action sequences were photographed
mostly in Europe—in Holland, Belgium
and France, where the artist lived.
Filmed in the towns and countrysides
where he actually lived and worked,
“Lust for Life” is the story of Vincent
Van Gogh and of the people in his life
who both help and hinder his progress
along his chosen path of creating paint¬
ings now treasured as the world’s
greatest.
The first use of this new material,
which has since been further refined to
its present high speed and even finer
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grain, took place in 1951, when MGM
started
production
on
“The
Wild
North,” starring Stewart Granger, Cyd
Charisse and Wendell Corey. This pic¬
ture was released in early 1952 and not
only received great critical acclaim but
also reaped an Academy Award for
Ansco in 1953. The Award was given
to Ansco for Negative-Positive color
process as a major contribution to cine¬
matography.
An advantage to the industry is the
fact that Ansco Color Negative film can
be shot with the studio’s own equipment,
which is also used for black-and-white
film production.
Processing of the
Ansco film can be handled on the
studio’s
own
processing
equipment
with only minor modifications. This
means rather considerable savings in
costs since the studio can do the whole
job on a color production, including
shooting, processing, duplicating and
every step between, using its own tech¬
nical and laboratory personnel.

CAESAR-SALTZMAN
PHOTOGRAPHING TESTS
(Continued from Page 25)

American Cinematographer. The setting
was a beautiful storybook-type garden,
lush with greenery of every sort. It was
essential that the full beauty of the set¬
ting register with the utmost fideliy.
However,
our
pre-production
tests
proved quite disappointing. To remedy
the situation, it became necessary for the
set dresser to paint the leaves of many
of the shrubs to enable them to register
in the desired colors on film. Obviously,
a number of separate “trial and error”
tests were necessary before the right col¬
ors were found.
Pre-production testing often extends
to location sites, where some special or
unusual effect is desired in the photog¬
raphy. Such an instance occurred in pre¬
paring “The Swan,” which followed the
completion of “Kismet” at M-G-M. For
this production an important night se¬
quence was scheduled and it was decided
to shoot it “day-for-night”—that is, pho¬
tograph it in daylight, using filters over
the lens to give the illusion of night.
Sometimes such efforts can be very un¬
convincing, and t*was for this reason
that we decided to employ something
new in the way of special filters and a
new reflection material which we placed
over windows of buildings and in the
head lamps of a locomotive and several
carriages.
The sequence was scheduled to be shot
on location some distance from the stu¬
dio and for this reason our pre-produc¬
tion tests were staged on the back lot at
M-G-M. Several new filters were tried
in the tests, resulting in one being se¬
lected which studio technical heads have
said produced the “finest ‘day-for-night’
scenes yet seen on the screen.” Enhanc¬
ing the realistic effect was the reflective
material, previously mentioned. Used
over the windows, etc., it had the effect
of “burning through” the subdued effect
created in the scene by the filters, giving
a most realistic night-time illusion.
In photographing pre-production tests,
we always employ full camera crews and
whatever grips, electricians, etc., are re¬
quired. On the makeup, wardrobe, hair
dress and talent tests, we invariably em¬
ploy two cameras—one set up for closeups, the other for medium or long shots.
Separate lighting is arranged for each
camera, controlled by separate switches,
so that when we switch from one camera
to the other, there is not the problem nor
the delay of changing the lighting.
Pre-production test periods may run
into weeks or even months, depending
upon the problems encountered or the
lavishness of the production. Also we
have a problem today of so many of the
top stars being employed in other studios |
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or in television and we must wait the
completion of their outside assignments
in order to make the necessary tests for
their coming commitments at M-G-M.
A given test shot may run any length,
and depends upon the wishes of the di¬
rector or perhaps the director of photog¬
raphy. Sometimes we may shoot as many
as 60 tests on wardrobes alone, and these
invariably require the use of both cam¬
eras in order to record for the screen
the proper perspective. Very often a
dress, gown or costume photographed
closeup will look quite different when
photographed “full figure” in a medium
or long shot.
Needless to say, the time and money
spent in pre-production tests actually
saves considerable time and money later,
once we start shooting the production
proper. When testing has been adequate¬
ly and carefully done—and evaluated-—there are rarely any costly interruptions
for changing makeup, hair styles and
costumes after the first day's rushes are
screened. All this has been settled once
and for all, with the approval of all con¬
cerned. And only in very rare cases, and
often after considerable deliberation, are
any deviations made from the “norms”
established by pre-production tests.
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matic use of illumination, also a subject
that could project powerfully as a silent
vehicle without the intrusion of sub¬
titles.
Sal selected the universally
known story of Christ’s nativity. This
was filmed in its entirety in our sub¬
basement with sets and costumes that
we designed and executed, and with a
cast selected from among friends and
family. Sincerity, dignity and simplic¬
ity with a strong accent on mood were
the concepts upon which we based our
effort. Make-up, costuming and illumi¬
nation were the tools we employed. The
film was set to simple Christmas music
and was ready for showing during the
holiday season. It was not until the fol¬
lowing January that we discovered and
joined a movie club and began seeing
the work of other amateurs. Only then
did we discover that we had attempted
and achieved something unique and re¬
garded as very difficult to bring off.
Since then “The Nativity” has won
honors in four international amateur
film competitions.
Realizing that our goals were far too
ambitious for 8mm, in the spring of
1953 we purchased a 16mm Bolex and
had it equipped with a Pellegrini vari¬
able shutter. This was an essential ac¬
cessory, for all our speical effects are
created in the camera on the original.
It was then that we selected for our sec¬
ond venture “The Fall of the House of
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Usher.” The mood qualities and dra¬
matic content of the story rendered it so
irresistible to us that the enormous diffi¬
culties inherent in the vehicle from the
amateur production standpoint became
a challenge rather than a deterrent. To¬
gether we read and analyzed the story
until we were in complete accord on its
character and psychological implica¬
tions, as well as upon the manner of
interpretation. This method of working
was followed throughout the entire
scripting operation. Sal did the actual
scripting, but it was the product of our
unified thinking. He feels that the trans¬
lation of this tale into a shooting script
was the most monumental task of the
entire endeavor.
When the script was complete I wrote
the narrative, retaining much of Poe’s
language, and keying all additional nar¬
rative to his very individual style. The
result was a unified narrative that car¬
ries the mood of the piece audibly while
the film unfolds it visually. The nar¬
ration is in the first person spoken by
the friend; but the voice is that of Sal
Pizzo. In this picture the speaking of
the narrative becomes a dramatic per¬
formance.
Sal portrayed the difficult role of
Usher. For the othdr roles we selected
three friends from our movie club who
had dramatic potentialities and the de¬
sired outward characteristics for their
roles. Harry Ruffner had the physical
attributes suitable to the strange and
rather sinister butler. Rose Pellegrini,
with her enormous dark eyes and long
dark hair, was cast as Usher’s tragic
twin sister. Tullio Pellegrini had the
physical appearance essential for a dra¬
matic contrast with Usher, plus the ex¬
pressiveness of countenance and quick
intelligence which we knew to be essen¬
tial for this sustained and exacting role.
None of these people had had any dra¬
matic experience. Under Sal’s direction
they turned in sincere and sensitive per¬
formances. The professional quality of
the performances is due to the fact that
people with good potentialities were di¬
rected to underplay their roles, and to
react rather than to act.
The principle settings were in our
home. With borrowed pieces of antique
furnishings and the use of drapery and
home-made flats we transformed a mod¬
ern living and dining room into in¬
teriors suitable to the period and char¬
acter of our vehicle. Again our sub¬
basement became a setting, this time for
the dungeon burial chamber. The wideangle lens, the dark draperies and the
low-key lighting created the illusion of
space which we did not have.
As I shall explain in my article next
month, illumination was a paramount
concern. The costumes were designed
and executed by myself. Ingenuity be-

Film Editing Made Easy
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for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.
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comes the amateur costumer’s substitute
for money. We have all had much
amusement out of Tullio’s handsome
cut-away coat that was fashioned from a
friend’s ample maternity coat.
The
model of the Usher mansion was built
by Sal from my designs. About 3 feet
in height, it was set in its surrounding
landscape in the sub-basement area pre¬
viously occupied by the dungeon set. In
our version of the story the Usher man¬
sion is destroyed in the end by fire, and
during the hectic burning sequence the
Pizzo house very nearly went up in
smoke with it.
After months of attentive listening,
we came upon the Shostakovich 5th
Symphony which we edited and ar¬
ranged on tape for our musical score.
After the film was completely edited we
had it sound striped. The music was
wired from the tape recorder into the
Bell & Howell “202" magnetic-recording
projector, and narrative was spoken
through a microphone.
Sal is the editor on our production
team and finds this phase one of the
most creative and satisfying of all the
production activities. He has done much
in the Westwood Movie Club to raise
editing standards, to make the better
filmers aware of matching action tech¬
niques, and to assist them in tight, con¬
cise editing of their films.
“The Fall of the House of Usher" is
28 minutes in length. The scripting was
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begun in June of 1953. The film was
completed with its sound track in July
of 1954. Working in one’s spare time
with every detail of setting, costuming,
etc., to be done by the producers before
the camera can grind is a slow pro¬
cedure. The longer sequences were
filmed over week-ends, these sessions
never breaking up before 3 or 4 o'clock
in the morning.
In our first film, “The Nativity, " we
had an extremely sympathetic subject.
When we chose “Usher’" as our next
vehicle, we were fully aware of the un¬
sympathetic nature of our story. We did,
however, through our own understand¬
ing of the central character, Usher, endeavore to portray him not as a melo¬
dramatic monster, but as a strange and
haunted human being caught in the
tragic web of heredity and environment.
This interpretation does get through to
the audience. Although the film was
made with a more discerning group in
mind, we have discovered in several
large showings that it has enough in¬
gredients at the various levels to grip
and move any audience. Its reception
has richly justified our belief in the
principles of sound theater. People
shudder at the mention of Poe, and cer¬
tainly the larger segment of any au¬
dience would prefer not to be shown the
morbid depths of life. We have given
them Poe and led them to share his
dark and haunted world. We have had,
therefore, the wonderfully gratifying ex¬
perience of putting something of our¬
selves into a work and seeing it come
out powerfully in the finished product,
the doubly-rich experience of creating
and of communicating.
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sequence was a shot looking into a home
lit with warm-colored light, while the
foreground prop representing the side
of a cabin or a contemporary home was
lit with blue-filtered lamps.
Spotlights are preferred to floods for
this work because the light may be con¬
trolled and masked off more precisely.
It’s even convenient to have the white
light coming from spots, too, so it may
be kept from washing out the color
effects.
Occasionally useful is the device of
“pinpointing” into the scene a few color
highlights. Here the scene is lit with
unfiltered lamps plus a few small spots
with deep-colored gels over them. Glass¬
ware, white-enameled items, and elec¬
tronic assemblies are among the sub¬
jects benefitting from this treatment.
Cinerama, with its audience-participa¬
tion effect, has influenced more than the
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technical side of movie making. Travel¬
ling shots appear in 16mm films rather
frequently these days, taking viewers
along for all kinds of rides. Seldom
does an airplane film omit flight scenes,
unless it’s strictly a technical job. Rail¬
road pictures present scenes taken from
the locomotive of the track ahead, even
if the paying passengers never get such
a view.
Factory pictures are enlivened with
shots taken with the camera traveling
along assembly lines, while a mining
film generally tempts the photographer
into setting his camera on the front of a
mine locomotive. Film sponsors realize
that these shots are more than good
entertainment—key information is often
given by the narrator during such se¬
quences. Facts that might ordinarily be
difficult to fit in with other shots may
be presented during the traveling se¬
quence.
One industrial photographer showed
real ingenuity in devising traveling
shots for a lumber picture. For the saw¬
mill sequence, the Cine-Special was
mounted on a giant log for a close
vantage of the bandsaw at work. The
photographer already owned a small
wooden platform, about 12"xl8", that
he had previously made for such shots.
On it was fastened a hi-hat camera
mount, which takes a regular pan head
from the tripod. Simply nailing the
platform to the log, a proper distance
from the sawblade, gave the desired
view. For mounting the unit horizontal¬
ly on walls, two 2x4’s cut at a 45° angle
at both ends for props are carried.
To protect the camera as the log was
whipped back and forth near the blade,
the log carriage operated at 1/3 normal
speed and the camera turned over at
only 8 frames per second.
Raw lumber in the form of boards
leaves another part of the mill on a
chain drive, and the cameraman there
obtained permission to set a triangle
and tripod on the moving line. The re¬
sulting shot, along with on-the-scene
sound effects, gave an excellent climax
to an already impressive sequence.
Automobiles offer many advantages
for traveling shots. A photographer for
a church film set his camera on the back
of a station wagon for getting pictorial
views as the car moved. A series of dis¬
solves built an interesting moving se¬
quence to allow tbe narrator to interrupt
the dramatic action.
Forward views of moving scenery can
be accomplished by mounting the cam¬
era platform securely on the fender or
hood of a car. Lowering the tire pres¬
sure slightly will give a cushioned ride
and result in a smoother picture.
Scenes taken through the windshield
have been made easier with a device
called the Autopod, selling for $57.50.

They’re off the drawing board and already in
production ... an amazing group of 16mm and
16/35 mm COLOR Film Processors.

bearers for the industry . . . that earned the
plaudits of government agencies, leading TV
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tive-Positive and Reversal Film as the standard-

Want to know more
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And most important, prices will be lower by
far than anything heretofore seen on the market.
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However, home-built rigs also do very
well, and can be designed to use QuickSet or other tripod heads. I have seen
travel pictures taken through the wind¬
shield, where otherwise the subjects
might have objected to being photo¬
graphed. Mountain roads look especial¬
ly good in this type of scene.
Two techniques that might be dis¬
cussed together are limited animation
and stills in movie filming. They aid
in getting more results from each film¬
ing dollar spent—an important matter
to 16mm producers.
“Limited animation" covers a variety
of devices to escape the expensive proc¬
ess of drawing a new cell for each frame
of the picture in normal animated work.
Most of these methods originated with
the big TV commercial film producing
organizations, were then adopted by the
smaller producers for local and regional
clients. Having studied the possibilities,
many companies lacking an animation
artist are able to produce on order ac¬
ceptable animated commercials and se¬
quences for instructional films.
Animating a figure or object by mov¬
ing a cutout of it over a background be¬
tween each frame has served for count¬
less pictures. On a national basis, the
method is seen in wine commercials pro¬
duced in San Francisco. Bottles of wine,
trademarks, slogans, and cartoon vint¬
ners and customers whisk about the II

■ MILFORD, CONN. Dept. 1 2A
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screen for 20 seconds or a minute.
For local clients, cost-cutting pro¬
ducers have adapted the same tech¬
niques with excellent results. Frequent¬
ly the him maker is even spared the
necessity of supplying art work. Adver¬
tising agency artists may draw the car¬
toon figures, letter the necessary slogans,
and furnish background scenes. The
cameraman discovers he’s an animator
after shifting the figures for his single¬
frame exposures. Very-low-budget as¬
signments often dispense with the ad
agency, and the filming group calls
upon a freelance artist.
Another effective animation device is
to use jointed cut-out figures. Care is
needed to keep the action from looking
amateurish. One national advertiser, a
clock manufacturer, has a new series of
commercials scheduled with “21/2-dimensionab' paper figures that may be
moved. It is a good bet that similar
films will appear for local sponsors.
Large and small producers alike
make frequent use of pop-ups. Here,
the camera is stopped and an item
placed in the scene beiore it is started
again. Any number of pop-ups may ap¬
pear in a few seconds. No new device,
the trick was seen in films made around
the turn of the century.
Still photos play a part in economy
TV commercial filming.
If several
good stills are on hand, a location trip
can often be avoided. Movement is sup¬
plied by animating trade names and ad¬
vertising slogans over the photos and by
zooming the camera in and out. Good
20-second commercials for used car
dealers, department stores, dry cleaners,
and restaurants have been produced this
way.
When the budget is limited, the re¬
sourceful and imaginative industrial or
TV film cameraman familiar with the
latest corner-cutting techniques can de¬
liver a job that is the equal of any put
out by the well-equipped studio.
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are serious faults that slow a film down
and defeat its purpose.
Most audiences expect ideas to be pre¬
sented with variety and force. It is not
enough, therefore, merely to place the
facts upon the screen. The approach
must stimulate imagination with a varie¬
ty of treatment, and at the same time
forcefully present the subject matter.
Audiences have a natural curiosity
regarding the locale and the characters
portrayed in a film. A well-written
script, therefore, will satisfy this curios¬
ity by clearly establishing the locale
January, 1956

as well as presenting enough detail to
clearly identify each character and
make clear his relationship to the story.
Many film-makers, in plotting a script
for filming, feel that a script must be
full of odd and unique situations. Actu¬
ally, it is highly improbable that any
film situation today is enitrely original.
An audience will be more impressed
with the freshness of the approach used
in presenting a situation.
A good script doesn’t “just grow.”
Rather, it evolves through a series of
steps from the original idea to the ac¬
tual diagram for production which we
call the shooting script. Perhaps in the
simplest form of film making—the home
movie—all the steps of production and
of script writing are not necessary. But
in every other type of picture, whether
it be a documentary or a feature, a
much better script will follow a definite
plan of preparation.
Let us assume that our idea for a
film has been established. The next step
is to sketch briefly the outline of the
story that is to be built around the idea.
This is called the synopsis, and it may
take the form of either a plot outline
or a short prose summary of the story.
The important thing to remember about
the synopsis is that it treats only the
basic plot of the film; it does not deal
with the cinematic approach or any of
the production technicalities. The syn¬
opsis is the stage at which the story is
organized, or revised until it is correct
in terms of what the producer wishes
his picture to convey.
After the synopsis is approved and
the story values have been established,
the script writer can then take the story
and set it down in the broader, more
detailed form that we call the treatment.
This is a more-or-less full exposition of
the story, written in narrative form and
including essential action and dialogue
(in content, if not in final form). In
addition, the treatment gives general
suggestions as to the cinematic approach
to be used in intepreting the various
parts of the story. It suggests the scope
of the film, the amount of production
value involved, and various technical de¬
vices that will aid in putting the story
across on the screen.
When the treatment is completed, it
should be studied by all the technicians
who will be involved in producing the
film, and who can then get together in
story conferences to discuss the film,
make any necessary decisions, and de¬
cide whether the picture as presented in
the treatment can be shot with the fa¬
cilities available.
Once approved, the treatment is then
broken down, refined, and re-written in
scenario form.
(The scenario is also
often called the screenplay, continuity,
or shooting script.) The scenario is a
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highly detailed description in technical
language of the story scheduled for pro¬
duction. It is an elaborated breakdown
of the treatment into actual scenes and
sequences, with the action and dialogue
clearly stated or defined. It supplies a
good deal of information for the produc¬
tion technicians with regard to camera
set-ups, locale of scenes, costumes, set
decorations, lighting, etc. Moreover, the
scenario points up the action, elaborates
on the characters, includes little bits of
“business,” and suggests variations in
pace and tempo. In short the scenario
is the detailed blueprint of the film to
be shot.
One of the most important factors in
any scenario is continuity. This is the
inter-relation of separate scenes and se¬
quences, blending them together to form
a unified cinematic pattern. If a screen
story “hangs together” well and pro¬
ceeds smoothly from one phase to an¬
other without abrupt breaks in connec¬
tion or meaning, we say that it has
smooth continuity.
In simpler form, the term means that
a good script has a beginning, a middle
and an end—each a separate phase of
the story but leading logically into the
other with a strong sense of connection
binding them together. This result can
only be achieved by careful pre-plan¬
ning. The dramatic or story elements
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involved should be organized in a logi¬
cal pattern so that they tie smoothly to¬
gether. The script is the place where
continuity should originate. Contrary
to the belief of some, it cannot be manu¬
factured in the cutting room.
This discussion will be continued next
month at which time format of the script
will be explained as well as the elements
of dramatic construction, the planning
of individual scenes and the use of tran¬
sition devices.
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for those startling shots in “This Is
Cinerama,” our initial production.
Lowell Thomas and General Meriam
C. Cooper had produced that show, and
Louis de Rochemont was going to do the
second. I was signed to photograph the
America scenes. The one I’d like to talk
about is the jet plane sequence. For the
climax of the film we were to take the
audiences in for a landing on a jet
carrier.
The Navy let us use the aircraft
carrier U.S.S. Lake Champlaine, and we
worked off the Florida coast near Jack¬
sonville. Working with me as operative
cameraman for the shipboard footage
was Jack Priestley. We didn’t have any
real trouble until the weather turned
had. One thing was keeping the cam¬
era going; the other was keeping the
jets from Hying off for nice weather
and leaving us behind.
We shot on the elevator for planes
and escalator for pilots and in the brief¬
ing room. On deck, we built a platform
right off the side of the carrier, with
just six inches on the ship itself. We
didn’t blimp the camera because it
would have tipped us over just that
much more. The jets over our heads
didn’t bother us as much as the strong
head winds.
For another scene, we wanted to get
a view of what it was like as the plane
came right at the carrier deck, so we
slung the camera on a platform right be¬
low the overhanging edge of the rear
deck. There wasn’t room for anybody
to be with the camera in that shot. So
we used a device called Regohm for re¬
mote control operation of the camera.
For some panoramas of the carrier,
I had the camera mounted in the side
door of a rescue helicopter. They gave
me one of those crash helmets and I
wore my old plaid windbreaker. And
there I was in Florida. I had a problem
with those young Navy “eggbeater” pi¬
lots. With Cinerama you’ve got to make
sure you keep your horizon level or you
twist the picture out of shape. Rut I
finally got my shot.
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We saved the big jet landing for last.
We didn’t want to lose the camera till
we had shot the rest of the show. The
boys in the crew affectionately call it
“the monster.” They say it’s worth
around $25,000.
Now about the Regohm. No camera¬
man can squeeze into the nose of a jet.
Dick Babish helped work out an ar¬
rangement with the Electric Regulator
Corporation and Grumman Aircraft to
mount the camera in the nose of a Navy
Banshee F2H3 Jet. Tests were made
in Patuxent, Maryland, with a dummy
carrier deck. Then the whole nose
equipped with the specially-controlled
camera was shipped to Florida and in¬
stalled on the Banshee.
We spent a couple of weeks more test¬
ing the equipment. But when Lt. Comdr.
Bud Gear got into the cockpit, it was
every man—Gear and the “monster”—
for himself.
We just couldn't get the automatic
mechanism to work right. Came one Sat¬
urday morning and we had exhausted
our alloted fuel. We were grounded and
we didn t have our shots yet. Comm.
Gear was supposed to report back to
Maryland. In the afternoon I tried one
more series of adjustments. Everyone
had broke for the weekend. I got gas for
one more trial. It worked.
My job now was to keep Bud Gear
around. I billeted him in my hotel for a
go on Sunday. It rained all day. I put
him up again at my expense on Sunday
night. It was a gray Monday morning.
The weather had started to set in on
us. Cold fog banks closed in the coast
for a hundred miles. We were told that
it was probably today or never. It was
the climax of “Cinerama Holiday” and
the climax of the filming in America.
Visibility was decreasing by the sec¬
ond and we had lost the “Banshee” in
the overcast. At least I had. And they
told me Comdr. Gear was running low
on fuel. But then we saw it coming
down towards us. It was a mighty
funny sight. In place of the blue nose it
usually has, there was this big black
box, with the 200-pound camera inside
looking out.
It probably wasn't much to those guys
who have been bringing in planes in all
kinds of weather, but they probably
didn't know that this was the first time
any sort of camera was being punished
by such speed or had been asked to
shoot a scene moving at such tremen¬
dous speed. Our trouble was caused by
the great pressure in the front of the
nose binding the shutter. We kept blow¬
ing fuses.
Back to the plane. Only one landing
gear clicked down. But Gear had to pick
up his nose and circle for another pass.
I could see us fishing the camera out of
the sea. But both wheels came down this

time. \^e didn't know whether the cam¬
era would go shooting out of its mount.

HERE IT IS

The Banshee was stopping dead from
125 knots. And before I knew it, the tail
hook had caught one of the cables.

Patent
Pending

t^ Dual Reader

A couple of weeks later I was sitting
in a theatre right in Bud Gear’s seat,
making that landing myself. Soon after
that I was off again with Mantz and
the boys to start filming the next Ciner¬
ama production, “Seven Wonders of the
World” for Lowell Thomas. I think it’s
going to be the greatest show that has
ever been filmed, and I’m going to tell
you m ire about it in a few months.

FILMING THE SKI BALLET
(Continued from Page 33)

NOW AVAILABLE FOR OPTICAL AND MAGNETIC SOUND!

The beginning of the ski ballet was
planned for a Saturday, and the day be¬
fore we set about to mount our camera
on skis. First we welded together two

The Dual Reader which was received with such enthusiasm by
film editors is now available for both optical and magnetic
sound reproduction. Edit picture with double system magnetic
or Magnastripe, or check an optical print against a magnetic
track. For 16mm and 35mm. Send for descriptive literature.

large sleds as a base. The major prob¬
lem was finding a way to mount the
200-pound camera so that it would simu¬
late the effect of a skier’s actual body
movements and shifts of equilibrium.

1845 BROADWAY at 60th St.
New York 23, New York

This was taken care of by erecting a
frame of steel bars as support and pro¬
tection for the camera. The camera was
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suspended from a rod from the topcenter of the rig. The important thing
was not to mount it rigidly, but let its
weight shift as the human body shifts
on the ski slope.

(INEKAD Microphone Booms

On Saturday morning we started off
with the most spectacular shot that was

CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

planned. Ten skiers went down the slope
ahead of the camera. Gayne Rescher
was seated behind the camera, watching
over it on sharp swings and turns. Two

1

Model
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to pass the camera, disappearing in a
swirl of snow. At first we had trouble

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 13 feet; has
external directional mike control.

3

merely getting the monster to move, and
we had to turn the sled over and wax
the bottom. Now, it gradually began

Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.

4

Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20
has external directional mike control.

5

“Fishpole” mike boom extends from 6 to
12 feet. The monopod feature permits op¬
erator to handle “Fishpole” mike boom for
hours without fatigue.

top-notch skiers guided the rig down
the slope. Over forty skiers were then
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picking up speed. The skiers behind us
could not catch up. Soon we passed the
skiers who had started out ahead of us,
and on we went, the men guiding the
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sled hanging on for dear life. Finally
we hit a patch of soft snow, and stop
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Daniels,
“The Gentle Web,”
(Technicolor) with Esther Williams, George
Nader, Edward Andrews. Harry Keller, di¬
rector.
• William

WARNER BROTHERS
Feature and television film productions for which members of the American Society of
Cinematographers were engaged as Directors of Photography during the past month.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
studios. Its membership also includes non¬
resident cinematographers and cinematog¬
raphers in foreign lands.
Membership is
by invitation only.

•
Halprin,

William

• Robert Surtees, “The Swan,” (Eastman
Color; CinemaScope) with Grace Kelly and
Alec Guiness. Charles Vidor, director.
• Paul Vogel, “The Rack,” with Paul New¬
man, Walter Pidgeon, Wendell Corey. Arnold
Laven, director.

“The Catered Affair,” with
Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine, Debbie Rey¬
nolds. Richard Brooks, director.
• John

Arthur Miller, President
Sol

• Russell Harlan, “Lust For Life,” (Ansco
Color; CinemaScope) with Kirk Douglas, An¬
thony Quinn. Vincente Minelli, director.

Alton,

First Vice-President
PARAMOUNT

Alfred Gilks, Third Vice-President

Charles

G. Clarke, Secretary

Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-At-Arms

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Joseph

Burnett Guffey

• Loyal Griggs, Wallace Kelley, Peverell

“The Ten Commandments,” (Tech¬
nicolor; VistaVision) with Charlton Heston,
Anne Baxter, Yul Brynner, Edward G. Robin¬
son and others. Cecil B. DeMille, producerdirector.
Marley,

• Carl Guthrie,“Cheyenne” (TV) with Clint
Walker, L. Q. Jones. Richard Bare, director.
• Carl Guthrie, “Kings Row’* (TV) with
Jack Kelly, Robert Horton, Nan Leslie, Victor
Jory. Paul Stewart, director.

“Casablanca,” (TV) with
Marcel Dalio. John Peyser,

Stine,

Chas. McGraw,
director.

• Carl Guthrie, “Siege,”

(TV) with Eliza¬
beth Montgomery and Ed Kemmer. Paul Stew¬
art, director.
INDEPENDENT AND TV FILMS
• Charles Boyle, “The Great Locomotive
Chase,” (Disney; Technicolor; CinemaScope)
with Fess Parker, Jeff Hunter. Francis D.
Lyon, director.

REPUBLIC

• William Mellor, “Johnny Concho,” (Kent
Prod.) with Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk, Kee¬
nan Wynn. Don McGuire, director.

Hoch

Ray Rannahan
Leon Shamroy
Philip Tannura

• Ernest Haller, “Dakota Incident,” (Trucolor) with Linda Darnell, Dale Robertson,
John Lund, Ward Bond. Lew Foster, director.

ALLIED ARTISTS

20TH CENTURY-FOX

• Ellsworth Fredericks, “The Friendly Per¬

• Leon Shamroy, “The King and I,” (Color;

suasion,”
(Color; wide-screen)
with Gary
Cooper, Dorothy McGuire. William Wyler,
producer-director.

CinemaScope) with Deborah Kerr, Yul Bryn¬
ner, Rita Moreno. Walter Lang, director.
Leo Tover, “The Revolt of Mamie Stover,”
(Color;
CinemaScope)
with Jane Russell,
Richard Egan, Agnes Moorhead, Joan Leslie.
Raoul Walsh, director.
©

“Mother-Sir!” with Joan
Bennett, Gary Merrill and Shirley Yamaguchi.
Edward Bemds, director.
Cline,

•

“Crashing Las Vegas,”
with Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Mary Castle.
Jean Yarborough, director.
• Harry

• Boris
Kaufman,
“Baby Doll,”
(Wide¬
screen) with Karl Malden, Carroll Baker, Eli
Wallach. Elia Kazan, producer-director.

• Daniel Fapp, “Pardners,”
(Technicolor;
VistaVision) with Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Lori Nelson. Norman Taurog, director.

Hal Mohr

• Wilfrid

• John
Seitz,
“Santiago,”
(Warnercolor;
wide-screen) with Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta, Lloyd Nolan. Gordon Douglas, director.

Biroc

George Folsey

Winton

• Peverell Marley, “Serenade,”
(Warnercolor) with Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine, Sarita Montiel. Anthony Mann, director.

• Harold

Skall, Second Vice-President

Walter Strence, Treasurer

• Robert Burns, Tom Tutwiler, “The Spirit
of St. Louis,” with James Stewart. Billy Wild¬
er, director.

Neumann,

Rough¬
necks,” with Jack Carson, Mickey Rooney,
Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Sherman Rose, di¬
rector.

Paces to Baker
(Color;
CinemaScope)
with Van
and Vera Miles. Henry Hathaway,

• Milton

Street,”
Johnson
director.

Krasner,

“23

• Charles Van Enger, “Magnificent

Garmes, “The Sixth of June,” with
Richard Todd, Edmond O'Brien, Dana Wynter, Robert Taylor. Henry Koster, director.
• Lee

• Joseph La Shelle, “Run For The Sun,”
(Russ-Field Corp.) (Superscope) with Rich¬
ard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer.
Ray Boulting, director.
• Ernest Laszlo, “Bandido,” (Prods.; Color.;
CinemaScope) with Robert Mitchum, Ursula
Theiss, Gilbert Roland. Richard Fleischer, di¬
rector.
• Walter Strenge, “Hit and Run,” (Hugo
Haas Prod.) with Cleo Moore, Hugo Haas.
Hugo Haas, producer-director.

• Floyd Crosby, “TV Reader Digest,” (Al¬
pha

TV).

• Allan
Journal,”

Stensvold, “Dr. Hudson’s
(Author Playhouse).

Secret

• Karl Freund, “I Love Lucy,” “December
Bride,” “Our Miss Brooks,” (Desilu Prods.).
• Nick Musuraca, “The Lineup,” (Desilu).

COLUMBIA

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

• Charles Lang, “Solid Gold Cadillac,” with
Judy Holliday, Paul Dauglas, Fred Clark.
Richard Quine, director.

• George Robinson, “Toy Tiger,” (Techni¬
color) with Jeff Chandler, Larraine Day, Cecil
Kellaway. Jerry Hopper, director.

• William Whitley, “Crossroads,” (Federal
TV).

• Harold Lipstein, “Apache Agent,”

• Virgil Miller, “You
(Filmcraft Prods.).

•

Burnett Guffey, “The Harder They Fall,”

with Humphrey Bogart, Rod Steiger, Carlos
Montalban. Mary Robson, director.
“It
Happened
One
with June Allyson, Jack Lemmon,
Bickford. Dick Powell, producer-di¬

• Charles

Night,”
Charles
rector.

%

Lawton,

• Henry Freulich, “He died Laughing,” with
Frankie Laine, Lucy Marlow. Blake Edwards,
director.
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(Tech¬
nicolor; CinemaScope) with Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Jesse Hibbs, di¬
rector.
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Russell Metty, “Written on the Wind,”
(Technicolor) with Rock Hudson, Lauren Ba¬
call, Robert Stack. Douglas Sirk, director.
o

• Irving Glassberg, “Johnny Salvo,” with
Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden, Grant Williams.
Jack Arnold, Director.
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• Sid Hickox, “My Favorite Husband,” (Des¬
ilu).

• Joe
Novak,
Prods.).

“Brave

Bet

Your

Eagle,”

Life,”

(Frontier

• Lester White, “Navy Log,” (Gallu Prods.).
• Daniel B. Clark, “People Are Funny,”
“Do You Trust Your Wife?” (Don Fedderson
Prod.).
• Mack Stengi.er, “Liberaee,” (Guild Films).

• Robert De Grasse, “It’s Always Jan,”
(Jannard Prod.), and “Make Room for Dad¬
dy,” (Marterto-Desilu).

photographed. What followed in short
order was a succession of injuries that
practically caused Mr. de Rochemont to

• Norbert Brodine, “The
Show,” (Lewislor Films).

abandon the sequence on the third day

Loretta

Young

• Stuart Thompson, “Lassie,” (Robert Max¬
well ).
• Philip Tannura, “Burns & Allen Show,”
(McCadden Prods.).
• Harry Wild, “Bob Cummings Show,” Laurmas-McCadden).
• James

VanTrees,

“The People’s Choice,”

(Norden Prods.).
• William A. Sickner, “Medic,” (Medic TV
Prods.).
• George Clemens, “Schlitz
Stars,” (Meridian Prods.).

Playhouse

• Harold Marzorati, “MGM Parade,”
G-M Studio).
• Henry Sharp, “Sheena,
Jungle,” (Nassour Studios).
• Jack
Prods.).

MacKenzie,

Queen

“Frontier,”

of

of

set-up,

Louis

de

Rochemont III, who was skiing with the
camera sled, waited until the location
had been cleared, then started downhill
at top speed. He, too, hit soft snow, un¬
packed by the trail skis. Grip Mike Ma¬
honey spotted the spill and in short
order had a rescue sled on the scene.
Louis was in a cast for the rest of the
picture.

cracked ribs and was laced into a cor¬
set-type contraption by a Parsenn doc¬

(Outpost

• Charles Van Enger, “Big Town,” (Mark
Stevens TV).
Earp,”

(616-

• Karl Struss, “My Friend Flicka,”
TV Prods.).

(TCF

tor. This was the time of discourage¬
ment, and shooting was continued on
condition that the crewmen ride only
on the equipment sleds or stand on snow
shoes.

But

one

crew

member

let

boot laces tangle under the sled
received a badly twisted knee.

his
and

dampened our spirit. We all realized we
were doing something wonderful and
unique. All the hardship and danger was
not completely lost on our future audi¬
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ence. Though in one scene skiers were
to come at the camera through clouds
of mist that had materialized on a lo¬
cale. Max Bertsch’s sister, Margarete,
enacted her part with such spirit, trying

• Kenneth Peach, “Fury,” (TV Programs of
Amer.).

to raise a cloud of snow before the
three-lensed camera, that she struck the

• Guy Roe, “Gangbusters,”
Inc.).

camera sled and was thrown on her hip.
This shot can be seen in “Cinerama
Holiday.”

(Visual Drama,

C I N E K A D
Synchronous Motor Drive

Joe was the next victim. He was skim¬
ming down a hillside on a velo, which

the

• Gilbert Warrenton, “Sergeant Preston of
the Yukon,” (Chas. E. Skinner Prods.).

’’Wyatt

initial

(M-

• Lothrop Worth, “The Great Gildersleeve,”
(Hal Roach).

Wellman,

the

is much more dangerous than putting
on skis for the first time, and was
thrown off. He suffered some minor

• Lucien Andriot, “It’s A Great Life,” (Raydic Corp.) and “The Life of Riley,” (Hal
Roach).

• Harold
Desilu).

out.
After

We have been asked how the camera

FILMING THE SKI BALLET
(Continued, from Page 53)

we did, spraying all bodies in different
directions. Gayne was thrown clear in
the soft snow, the skiers likewise, and
the rig bounced several times over.
When Gayne reached the camera it was
stuffed with snow.
When all the skiers had caught up, we
dragged it back up the slope and welded
on the biggest, strongest, toughest brake
we could find. It was a detail we had
forgotten. That was only the start.
Only three members of the Cinerama
crew knew how to ski, Gayne, Louis de
Rochemont’s son, Louis III, and Bob
Bendick. The rest were mobilized on a
strange assortment of v e 1 o s, unique
cycle-like devices mounted on short skis
fore and aft, and on skis and snowshoes.
There was no difficulty when it came to

operated in such cold and at such high
altitude. Actually, in all our experience
with Cinerama it never operated better.
Perhaps that is because we took so many
extra percautions. Ordinarily we use a
regular 30-volt set-up. Instead, we took
three 12-volt truck batteries, and re¬
moved two volts from each. They were
what made the sled so heavy, giving us
such outstanding speed. We never under¬
cranked, even for the bobsled ride. We
didn’t even have trouble with the film
snapping in the cold; and remember, we

I ■ ■ ■

had three times the worries, with three
magazines feeding simultaneously.

PROCESSING

Photographing the bobsled run is an¬

Reversal specialists for
long experience insures

over a decade.
superior quality.

other story in itself. Before we would

Our

undertake filming the run, we sent back

Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.

to the States for the old Number One
camera that was used to film “This Is
Cinerama.” We couldn’t afford to lose
our new camera because we were ex¬

National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available.

Write for free catalogue.

CONTACT PRINTING
B 4 W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
EDGE NUMBERING
VACUUMATING
All work vaporated at no extra charge

the photography, but rather when it
came for the crew to follow the camera

pected to go on from Switzerland to cap¬

NATIONAL

ture scenes of Paris in the spring-time.

Box 442S

down the slope after the scene had been

(Continued on Page 58)
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Technicolor

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
164

NORTH

WA C h E R

D R I VE • C H I C A C 0

TELEPHONE

STATE

6

2-7316

8 and 16mm

SERVICES

Motion Picture Corpora¬
tion has announced that due to in¬
creased labor costs, it is increasing its
prices for 16mm and 35mm dye trans¬
fer release prints ^c per foot.
Simultaneously,
the company an¬
nounced a reduction in the price of
35mm dye transfer answer prints from
97c to 65c per foot. Price changes ap¬
ply to all products furnished from the
Hollywood plant of Technicolor.
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president of
the company, also has announced a
general policy of not requiring advance
payments for
release print
orders
placed on or after March 1, 1956 for
manufacture at the Hollywood plant.
•

•

•

The most important milestone in the

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Rents . . . Sells . . . Exchanges

Everything You Need for the

Production & Projection
of Motion Pictures Provided
by a Veteran Organization
of Specialists
35 mm.16 mm.
Television
IN BUSINESS SINCE 1910
729 Seventh Ave., New York

19, N. Y.

Tel.: Circle 5-5640
Cable address: RUBYCAM

19 year history of Camera Equipment
Company, New York, is scheduled to
take place early next month when the
company’s component branches will be
consolidated under one roof at 315
West 43rd Street, New York.
The event marks a unique record of
success. Starting at 1600 Broadway,
present headquarters, the organization
consisted of Frank C. Zucker, Margaret
Zucker, Eugene H. Levy, and Charles
Theurer who is now superintendent of
the repair department and machine
shops.
Advent of World War II brought
rapid increase in the company’s busi¬
ness and additional space was taken on
the third floor at 1600 Broadway. Little
by little the company acquired addi¬
tional space in neighborhood buildings
—at 253 West 64th St., 304 West 54th
St., etc.
The consolidation of all operations at
315 West 43rd St., in the heart of Man¬
hattan’s famed “film district,” will
bring about a more cohesive and effi¬
cient operation. Entrance will be on
the ground floor, eliminating the delay
and dependence of elevator service.
•

COLOR DUPLICATING
SOUND RECORDING

FISCHER
PHOTOGRAPHIC

LABORATORY INC.
1729 N. MOBILE AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
PHONE

56

MERRIMAC

American

7-5316
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Development of a revolutionary new
dubbing cue prompter that materially
reduces recording time by eliminating
mis-cues, is announced by Telefilm,
Inc.,
Hollywood.
Company
reports
prompter not only efficiently cues all
channels needed in a recording session,
but it can also be used as a voice cue
track for animated scenes or any other
recording where workprint for screen¬
ing is not available.
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The prompter employs a regular pro¬
jection footage counter in a new appli¬
cation that not only provides for the
narrator but cues all sound channels
for dissolves, fades, and level settings.
It has a projector drive mechanism that
maintains absolute sync, both forward
and reverse, with the dubbing system
through a Selsyn interlock.
In operation, the Prompter uses a
25-foot cue strip that can be marked
prior to the recording session. The
markings are removable, which not
only provides for last-minute correc¬
tions but allows the strip to be cleaned
and reused. During the dubbing session,
the marks are projected onto a highly
illuminated screen located next to the
workprint screen. Lateral divisions pro¬
vide for all sound channels and the
width of the screen permits ample
warning of the cue marks coming up
to the reference mark.
The system was conceived and de¬
veloped by Don Harrold, chief sound
engineer of Telefilm, according to Jo¬
seph A. Thomas, president.
•

•

•

High-speed movies are finding in¬
creasing applications in science and in¬
dustry, according to George T. Eaton
of Kodak Research Laboratories. Some
of its uses are measurement of mechani¬
cal and electrical effects, determination
of velocities, study of welding arcs, and
analysis of fundamental chemical proc¬
esses. They are also proving useful in
study of combustion processes and ex¬
plosive reactions, including guided mis¬
sile, rocket, and atomic bomb research.
According to Eaton, camera units
having film wrapped on a revolving
drum, or based on a rotating mirror
principle, utilize high-intensity, shortduration exposure to reach “almost
fantastic” recording speeds. Other cam¬
eras, having conventional film sprocket
drive, are capable of speeds up to about
10,000 frames per second.
One superfast camera, the Hycon
Submicrosecond, has an exposure time
of one ten-millionth of one second. It
is used to study particle motion in blast
furnaces and jet engine combustion.
Data recording includes numerous
uses of both conventional and special
camera equipment to obtain photographs
for records of construction progress,
experimental apparatus, equipment de¬
velopment. and time and motion studies.
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30TH ANNIVERSARY—S.O.S. SALE OF SALES

GERMAN STILL 35mm cameras. Import your own.
Save importers and retailers profits. (About 35%).
Pay postman duties. Examples: EXAKTA. The only
completely versatile 35mm camera. With:
Automatic diaph. Zeiss Tessar
F/2.8 ........$159. (duty $22.)
Automatic diaph. Isco Westanar
F/2.8 ...$139. (duty $19.)
Automatic diaph. Schneider Xenon
F/1.9 .$195. (duty $26)
Automatic diaph. Zeiss Biotar
F/2.0 ..$199. (duty $26)
Similar prices all other famous makes. All new.
Latest 1955 production in original factory packing.
Parcelpost and
insurance
included.
No other
charges. Pre-payment through bank and inspection
on arrival guarantees you complete satisfaction
before we are paid. Experienced, (and objective)
advisory service, (please specify interests and re¬
quirements), and pricelists by return airmail. All
transactions on money-back basis. WORLDPOST.
TANGIER, MOROCCO.

CLOSE OUT SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
& CABINETS—SLIGHTLY USED. CUSTOM
MADE RACKS—hold 240-400' 16mm reels.
72" high x 36" wide x 8" deep Regular¬
ly $150.00 .$ 49.50
MM-102 CABINETS— hold 100-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 28'/2 wide x 11" deep.
Regularly $195.00 ...
99 50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 16" deep.
Regularly $330.00 ... 149 50
HEAVY CANVAS UTILITY BAGS, perfect for
tripods, light stands, booms, etc. Approx.
48"x7" round with drawstring, new .
2 95
MICRO RECORD 16/35 PROCESSING OUTFITS,
new demonstrators . 136.95
AURICON PRO 600 COMPLETE OUTFIT—this
represents $3500 value. Almost new..... 2495.00
AURICON MIKE BOOMS, $170 value, like
new ..._. 119.50
PLASTIC TITLING LETTERS & Symbols. Set of
80 characters 3/4" high, 5 fonts, assorted
colors .
2 95
NEUMADE EDITING TABLES, 28" wide. 30"
high, 38" and 42" long with lightbox.
Cost new $57.50. Surplus .
33.95
CAMERETTE 35mm REFLEX w/4 Kinoptik
Lenses,- 3 magazines; battery motor; 110
AC motor; extension tubes,- automatic focus
changer. Excellent . 2750.00
MITCHELL 16 CAMERA w/3 Balter Lenses;
2-400' magazines; 12V motor; 35mm Mattbox sunshade, carrying case. Fine condition 2995.00
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 SPEED with wedge .. 1025.00
AKELEY 35mm EDITING MACHINE, sound pic¬
ture, preview. $3000 val._. 1295.00
NEW FRESNEL STUDIO SPOTS, lead wires,
switch, pipe clamp. 2000 Watt ..
59.95
5000 Watt ..
99 95
10' TITLE ANIMATION STAND w/motorized
zoom and stop motion. Completely wired
with footswitches. Art Table takes largest
work. $2500 value .
975.00
DULLING SPRAY—SUBDUES HIGHLIGHTS from
shiny surfaces. Wipes off clean without
solvent. 12 oz. can .
1.95
Dozen lots .
1.35
BARDWELL-McALISTER MULTIPLE FLOODLITES.
3 Quadruple heads to hold 12 bulbs on
rolling tripod stand. Orig. Gov't Cost $180.
Surplus .
29.50
BM. QUADLITE Heads only $4.95. Stands
only .
19.95
NEW RCA 400W FLUORESCENT FLOODLITES,
takes 6-18" tubes, 21" square, fit BM
stands. $60.00 value .
29.50
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16
Optical. Rebuilt .
3995.00
NEW AMPRO PA-3 TRI-PURPOSE Amplifiers.
Maximum output 85 watts. List $278.00,
with tubes .
99.50
NEW H'xM' ROLLER SCREENS, ropes &
pulleys, mat white .
49.50
AURICON DOUBLE SYSTEM RECORDER w/noise
reduction amplifier .
295.00
DOLLY TRACK with connectors, 5' -10' -15'
lengths, per ft...
4.95
with self-levelling screws—per ft.
5.95
HOUSTON K1A REVERSAL DEVELOPER, w/refrigeration,
recirculation,
airpump,
etc.
good as is .
1495.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable SOSBOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION, Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202

16mm RCA Sound Projector with Sync Motor $325.00
16mm Movie-Mite Sound Projector with Sync
Motor .
$175.00
35mm Zeiss-lkon Portable Sound Proj. Sync
Motor . $225.00
75mm Astro Pan F:2.3 Mitchell Mount. $75.00
100mm Zeiss F:2.7 in B&H Standard Mount.... $75.00

AURICON-B-Battery, eliminator Model E-B-10. Brand
New—Used only once; $60.00. J. GROSS, 2424
S. 2nd St., Philadelphia 48, Penna.

WALL

NEW Arriflex 16mm 400' film magazines $120.00.
New Takeup motors for Arriflex 400' magazines
$175.00. Immediate delivery. Auricon blimp for
Cine Special with parallax corrected viewfinder,
synchronous motor, and blimp carrying case $395.00.
Kodak Ektanon 17mm 2.7 lens $30.00.
Kodak
Ektar 17mm 2.7 lens $50.00. Kodak Ektar 102mm
2.5 lens $65.00. Kern 150mm lens $80.00. Elgeet
102mm lens $70.00. Bolex Unimotor & battery case
$70.00.
Bolex gun stock $48.00. Bolex rackover
$20.00. Bolex prismatic focuser $10.00. B&H FilmoRama lens $250.00. Hallen 25 recorder $500.00.
RCA PG-201 projector $95.00. DeVry 35mm camera
single frame release, case, 50mm & 25mm lens
$150.00. Craig Editor Viewer $10.00. Hydro dolly
raises to 8' $1100.00. Two GE Pr-1 meters &
cases $19.00 each. Weston Model 850 meter $9.00.
Ansco portrait camera 8x10 rolling stand, Graf
variable Anastigmat F/3.8 11" lens & 3 new film
holders $170.00. WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY
539 V ine Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
BASS ... is headquarters tor Arriflex 16, the
new Zoomar 16, Cine Specials all models, Bell &
Howell 70-DL, Bolex H -16: Used 35mm. Akeley
#145 with Akeley Gyro tripod, matched pair
Tessar 5 cm. F:2.7 lenses, magazines, case, extra
lenses, $250.00; Used 35mm. DeBrie Parvo Model
G, all metal, 32mm. B&L W.A. F:4.5, 2" Tessar
F:2.5, 50mm. Ultrastigmat F: 1.9, 3" Goerz Hypar
F:3.5, 12 cm. C. Z. Tessar F:4.5, masks, pan and
tilt tripod, magazines, carrying cases, $250.00H-l6 DeLuxe Bolex, 11" F:1.5, 0.7" F:2.5 W.A.,
filter slot, $275.00; Victor 5, 1" Fsl.5, 3" F:3.5
Wollensak lenses, $125.00; Cine Special II, 1"
F; 1 .4 Ektar, optical finder, reflex finder, Yolo fader.
Case, $795.00. Best buys . . . Best trades always.
BASS CAMERA CO., Dept. AC, 179 W. Madison
St., Chicago 8, III.
CADILLAC CAMERA CAR, 7-passenger, Hydramatic,
electric windows, duals, injector, General Dual-8
tires. PP tubes, 801 amp. generator, heavy springs,
shocks & Air-lifts, police radio, red light & siren!
radiotelephone.
1947 model exc. cond. Motor
rebuilt by Bill Frick 1953. 7 ft. oak & steel camera
top, Akeley tie-downs & provision for locking
equipment in rear independent of driver. Many
other extras. Ideal for locations & follow shots.
Will sacrifice for less than 10% cost. Larry Racies
PLaza 5-9300 (N.Y.)
PRECISION Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record - Playback

American

Kits;
pack
other
40%

35MM.

SOUND

CAMERA

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway
New York 19,

N.

Y.

AUDIO AKELEY single system camera complete with
Akeley sound head. Gyro tripod, 3 lenses, view
finder, Maurer mixing amplifier. Complete with
cables, power supply and W. E. microphone.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., 1600 Broadway, New
York 19, N.Y. Cable.- Cinequip.
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

BROADWAY,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

CITY

19

CABLE: CINEQUIP

WANTED
WANTA REDUCE INVENTORY?
WE’LL BUY

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment.
We also trade or take consign¬
ments. Set your own price—we’ll
get it.
Western
S.O.S.

Union-WUX New
Phone PL 7-0440

CINEMA

York,

SUPPLY CORPORATION

DePf- ^
602 W. 52nd Street

Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202
IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT FOR
CAMERAS AND EQUIPMENT

NEED
EYEMOS
(SINGLE
LENS
AND
TURRET)
MITCHELLS, ARRIFLEX, DE BRIES, B&H STANDARDS
AND HI-SPEEDS, WALLS, AKELEYS, CINE SPECIALS,
AURICONS, MAURERS, FILMOS. ALSO BALTARS,
COOKES
AND
OTHER
LENSES. SOUND STAGE
LABORATORY AND EDITING EQUIPMENT OF ALL
TYPES REQUIRED. PLEASE SHIP INSURED OR FOR¬
WARD DESCRIPTIONS AIRMAIL. IMMEDIATE PAY¬
MENT.
GORDON ENTERPRISES
•
5363 N. Cahuenga
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
WANTED FOR SPOT CASH

Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment
All Types Used Equipment
From a Splicer to a Complete Studio
Write—Wire—Phone
or Send Equipment in for Spot Cash
FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York
WANTED

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT,
EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN¬
GLE ITEMS TO COMPLETE STUDIOS. TRADES AC¬
CEPTED.

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.
DL Standard; 2 Senior Colortran
Auricon with take-up motor, power
mike boom,- 2 O'Conner fluid heads,cables and lights. All Like New.
Exbrook 5-8915 (Los Angeles)

S.

Industry

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

70

S.

COMPLETE with Galvanometer, amplifier, portable
power supply, 40-50-75 and 100mm. lenses, erect
image viewfinder, complete front attachments, two
1000 ft. magazines. Balanced Tripod, necessary
carrying cases. Overhauled. Guaranteed perfect.
Reasonable.

1600

J. BURGI CONTNER, A.S.C.,
Box 1008, New Canaan, Conn.

16MM HOUSTON K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with
refrigerator units, temperature control, condensors,
evaporators, thermostats, etc. BRAND-NEW, prices
reduced! Write. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l,
555 E. Tremont Ave., New York 57, New York.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

400 ft.
& Olson
assorted
off list.

Cinematocrapher

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED

Mitchell — Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

N.Y.

(Continued on Next Pagej
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FILMING THE SKI BALLET

(Continued, from Preceding Page)

(C-ontinued from Page 55)

WANTED

The tremendous vibration of the racing
bobsled caused the film to buckle over
half-a-dozen times, but finally a St.
Moritz greengrocer named Nino Bibbia
caught the Cresta run whole for us.
Gayne was probably the only person
who came out the “winter wonderland”
without a scratch, although he was prob¬
ably most vulnerable of all, seated on
the camera sled. He attributes his good
fortune to the fact that he never per¬
mitted himself to be tied to the sled, al¬
lowing himself to be gracefully tossed
clear into the snow. This part of Cine¬
rama’s adventures in Switzerland can
best be characterized by the comment
of a busy Davos bone-setter, “What are
you people doing, making a film or hav¬
ing a war?” And it is said that the
insurance company cancelled our policy.
But the satisfaction we enjoyed at the
end of the Swiss shooting, and again in
the Cinerama theatre, was worth it all.

BELL & HOWELL 16mm, 200' Magazines,
used. STERLING HOWARD, Dept. King,
Tremont Avenue, New York 57, New York.

new
561

or
E.

GOOD used Bell & Howell Model J. Printer 16mm or
other good professional model. GOODWIN FILM
SERVICE, 208
Insurance Exchange Bldg., Sioux
City, Iowa.
AGENT WANTED
for company
languages. P. O. BOX 2522,

dubbing
into 27
Carmel, California.

POSITIONS WANTED
NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, titling, also projectionist. MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
ALASKA assignments, 16mm sound or silent, 35mm
silent. DON CUTTER, 238 4th Avenue, Anchorage,
Alaska.
FINE mobile 16mm production unit now available for
assignments in Mid-America. Write LEO MARKUS,
Kaleidoscope Motion Picture Productions, 140 W.
54th Street, Chicago 9, Illinois.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.

CURRENT COLOR TECHNIQUES
(Continued from Page 27)

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor 5-2812
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—music—effects. DON DUNN S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.
LABORATORY Services 16mm-35mm. Developing, Print¬
ing & Reduction. Reasonable. Quality guaranteed.
NATIONAL FILM PRODUCTIONS, 955 Diana Ave.,
Akron, Ohio.

INSTRUCTION, CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, ETC.
NATIONWIDE SCHOOL OF CINEMATOGRAPHY—com¬
plete professional course in cinematography, cover¬
ing all phases of motion picture production and
technical aspects. Many leading newsreel and TV
camera men started their careers with a Nation¬
wide diploma. Course now available by mail at
reduced rates, easy installment plan. For details
write
NATIONWIDE
SCHOOL
OF
CINEMATOG¬
RAPHY, Dept. A, 4211, Gaston Ave., Dallas, Texas.

MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS FOR SALE
COMPLETE production equipment—camera, sound and
editing. Leased facilities including 25x30 ft. sound¬
proof studio. Large client list and benefit of five
years sales promotion. Located in San Francisco.
Chance of a lifetime to acquire a going business
for only $25,000. Over $30,000 worth of equip¬
ment and furnishings. Sale of business necessitated
by breakup of partnership. Box 1227, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

SLIDES
STEREO COLOR DUPLICATES from your slides, 60c,•
2x2 25c, mounted. Best custom work. Send for price
list on quantities. BELL SLIDE FILMS, 200 W. 57th
St., New York.
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After printing, the matrix is developed
and etched to produce a colorless gela¬
tin relief image — the positive of the
negative from which is was printed. A
matrix is prepared for each color aspect
of the scene.
While the matrices are being made, a
special dye-receptive blank film is pre¬
pared. If the customer wants prints with
optical sound tracks, the silver sound
record is incorporated in the blank film
at this stage; if the customer’s prints
are to carry magnetic sound tracks, the
silver sound record is omitted and the
magnetic tracks are applied after the
dye transfer.
The matrix film carrying the blue as¬
pect of the scene passes through a yellow
dye solution. It absorbs the yellow dye,
and is then brought into contact with the
blank film on a dye transfer machine.
W hile the two films are traveling in
contact, the yellow dye from the matrix
is transferred to the blank film. At the
end of the dye transfer machine the first
matrix is removed.
The blank is now brought into con¬
tact with the second matrix, which cor¬
responds to the red light in the scene.
The second matrix has been traveling
through a cyan (blue-green) dye solu¬
tion, and the dye is transferred to the
blank which is carrying the yellow
image.
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After the blank has imbibed cyan and
the second matrix has been removed, it
is brought into contact with the third
matrix, which corresponds to the green
light in the scene and has been im¬
mersed in magenta dye. Finally, the
third matrix and blank are separated.
The blank film is no longer blank; it
now has all the colors necessary for ex¬
cellent reproduction of a color scene
and is ready for delivery to exhibitors
for projection. Where yellow dye is pres¬
ent, blue light is subtracted from the
projector’s white light source; similarly
red is subtracted where cyan is present
and green where magenta occurs. Ab¬
sence of all dyes results in white light on
the screen and presence of all dyes in
sufficient quantities creates an absence
of light, or black on the screen.
Wet matrix and blank emulsions have
a consistency approximating wet chew¬
ing gum, but all dyes have been trans¬
ferred in super-imposed registration
within tolerances of ten-thousandths of
an inch.
Only Technicolor offers the producer
the alternative of having film printed on
color positive stock or by the dye trans¬
fer method. Dye transfer release prints
offer a cost advantage when a large
number of prints are required for world¬
wide release. And by dye transfer print¬
ing from matrices valuable negative is
saved from constant re-use.
Color positive release prints are manu¬
factured only from color negative. Color
positive stock is similar to color nega¬
tive in that it has three super-imposed
emulsion layers. Color positive stock is
contact-printed by light coming through
the color negative. Color negative has
different colors correlated to the sensi¬
tivities of color positive emulsion layers.
Color positive stock records one color
image aspect in each of its three emul¬
sion layers and, after printing, is de¬
veloped.
When optical sound tracks are re¬
quired for color positive release prints,
the picture images are printed first. The
sound track image is then printed and
developed. Development of the picture
image is the last step.
When magnetic sound tracks are re¬
quired, they are placed on the release
prints after printing and developing.
From squeezed (anamorphosed) or
large area negatives, Technicolor manu¬
factures Cinerama, CinemaScope, VistaVision and SuperScope color release
prints.
The original version of the above article
appeared in Technicolor News
Views
the house publication of Technicolor Motion
Picture Corporation. The article has been
modified in several respects with the approval
of Technicolor.—Ed.

&

,

Milton Krasner, ASC

the lens
Bausch & Lomb CinemaScope . . .
combined cine-anamorphic lens with
only one focusing adjustment

the result
Academy Award, 1954, for color
cinematography in the 20th
Century-Fox production, "Three
Coins in a Fountain”

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

©A.M. P. A.S.

Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

'<§>.

A. M. Pi
A. S.

I

byron color-correct* prints..
You’ll also
get the highest standard
of 16 mm. production when you
use these byron facilities:
scri pt
art
titling
animation
editing
sound effects
recording
location photography
music library
sound stage
complete black and white
laboratory facilities
Reeves magna-stripe*

industry's highest standard
of color duplication
Only byron can make “Color-Correct*” prints, for
“Color-Correct*” is byron’s exclusive patented process
that assures top quality color duplicates every time.
“Color-Correct*” has often been used incorrectly —
to mean mere balancing of color from scene to scene . . .
but byron “Color-Correct*” goes far beyond that. From
every standpoint, “Color-Correct*” is the highest standard
for color duplication; yet, surprisingly enough, byron
prices are among the lowest in the industry. Next time you
order color duplicates, specify byron “Color-Correct*” prints.

byron

Studios and Laboratory

,

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.f Washington 7 D.C.
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

DUpont 7-1800

SEND FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF THE 3 ILLUSTRATED BULLETINS ON “PRE-PRINT PREP¬
ARATION” AS DEVELOPED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE ASSOCIATION OF CINEMA LABORATORIES
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* Pictorial Emphasis in Cinematography
• Preparation of Short Technical Films
• The Drama of Color in Cinematography

FOREIGN 35c

Northrop Aircraft Demonstrates Expanded
Industrial Use of Mitchell Cameras
Over 100,000 feet of film were shot last year by two 16mm Mitchell cameras
operated by a full-scale motion picture unit at Northrop Aircraft. Operating daily
throughout the year, these 16mm cameras provide impressive evidence of the rising
role of professional motion picture equipment in American Industry today.
Northrop, a leader in airframe and missile manufacture, makes diversified use of
their Mitchell cameras. Motion pictures range from employee activities to engi¬
neering test films —where re-shooting is impossible and where steady, accuratelyframed film of superior quality is consistently delivered by Mitchell cameras.
No other single camera is today used by American Industry for such a broad
range of filming requirements as is the Mitchell camera. Easy operating Mitchell
cameras help create sales, meet delivery schedules, and systematize and accelerate
research and development. For details about Mitchell equipment that will meet
your specific needs, write today on your letterhead.
Alaska Bound test pilot Bob Love and Columnist Marvin Miles
being filmed by Mitchell camera for Northrop Public Relations
Department.
For Quality Control Film, Mitchell camera
moves in for close shots of Scorpion F-89D.

104 Rocket Salvo of twin-jet F-89D is captured on 16mm Engineering Test film.

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR

-MOST
tripo
the world!
They’ve been standing on their heads,
trying to copy PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR
Tripod—but nobody can get around our
exclusive patented features.
Features which make PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR tops in the motion picture,
TV and commercial film world. First
choice of professional cameramen.
First choice of our Armed Forces.
Is your work “dragging” for want
of an outstanding tripod? Get
PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR—
the price hasn't changed in
15 years. Get it today.

Professional Junior
GEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on
same tripod.

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood
BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—
17" collapsed.
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ON THE COVER
TAKING ADVANTAGE of the unique lighting of slanting rays from late
afternoon sun, a Warner Brothers’ camera crew shoots a scene for “Spirit of
St. Louis,” featuring Jimmy Stewart (in hammock) as Charles Lindbergh.
Robert Burks, ASC, (not shown) directed the photography.—Photo by
Mac Julian.

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700
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° Based on recent ARB Audi¬
ence Composition Studies of
Network Situation Comedies.
1. I Love Lucy.44.8
2. Honeymooners. . . .34.2
3. December Bride . . .32.7
4. Our Miss Brooks . . . 29.3
5. Burns & Allen.28.5
6. Life of Riley.26.2
7. Make Room
For Daddy.21.9
8. Bob Cummings . . . .20.9
9. Meet Millie.20.6
10. Father Knows Best. 19.6

REASON: The new J. G. McAlister Dual Steer¬
■
'

REASON: Only J. G. McAlister
equipment embodies all that is
new today in the lighting field. In
spot equipment, for example, only
McAlister combines these three
important advantages: (1) PermaLock Mirror for positive mirror
alignment; (2) Lifetime Beam Pilots
to guarantee flare-free, spill-proof
lighting; (3) Convenient, EasyAction focus controls both front
and rear.

ing Crab Dolly is the one and only completely
maneuverable camera dolly today. Just intro¬
duced, it already ranks among the five most
valuable technical contributions to modern film
production. It reduces set-up time, enables a
director to introduce a wider variety of cine¬
matic effects and, at the same time, cut his
allotted shooting schedule. For complete details,
write for free booklet.

The newest, most advanced lighting
and production equipment is made by
j-_

NEW! Colorful, catalog-brochure, “New Dimensions
in Controlled Studio Lighting7
NEW! 16 page booklet describes Crab Dolly operation
in detail. For free copies, write today.

C3r.

McAlister

(sales & rentals)
1117 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California

Inc.

This is excellent advice for mountain
climbers, aspiring writers and
pole-vaulters. There are some situations,
howevfij^e-xv^Tlch it does not apply.
nf pflrorhimgt-g^ for

example—and film laboratories.
A film lab lose§^H^ious time for
oducer while ‘trying, tr^fing^and
trying again’ to arrive at a satisfactol
print. And in the case of negative,

design NAIDICH/photography LEVITT

of course, there is no second try.

For parachutists we have no counter¬
advice. For film producers we
recommend the complete 16mm
and 35mm services including
16mm color printing offered by ...

GENERAL FILM

LABORATORIES CORP.

1546 NO. ARGYLE • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 2-6171

*W. E. HICKSON

hand rewiind

negative rewind set

differential rewind

power rewind

precision film editing equipment

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
HO 2-3284
956 NO. SEWARD ST.
HOLLYWOOD 38
CALIFORNIA

synchronizer

vault cans

split reels

film racks

swivel base

tightwind

film storage cabinet

at better dealers everywhere

*

*

*

A Collector’s
Item!

*
★
*

*
*
*

*
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*

ANNUAL

*

Published in 1930, a limited
c number of the original editions of
. this valuable technical book are
available to cinematographers,
* movie amateurs, schools and public
4c
libraries.
*
4

. . . in equipment, accessories, service

*

ft. lengths are: 925E fine grain release;
and 828E fine grain master. Also avail¬
able is safety leader stock in 1350-ft.
lengths. Prices and delivery informa¬
tion may be had from any DuPont dis¬
trict office.

*
^
*"
*•

*

*

600 PAGES OF
*
TECHNICAL
*
ARTICLES *

-k

*

-k
-k

4t written

by some of the highest paid
technical talent in the motion picture
industry.

-k
-k

No other book ever written contains
so much data supplied by the professionals of Hollywood’s motion picture
studios.

-k
*

4c
4c

-k
4c
4c
4c

*
ji

A MUST FOR YOUR
LIBRARY OF TECHNICAL BOOKS
Printed on fine coated paper, contain¬
ing hundreds of photographic illustrations,
and bound in blue leatherette, this book
could not be produced today for any¬
where near the special price asked . . .

$|00
Postpaid

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

American Society of Cinematographers
1782 No. Orange Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Gentlemen:
Enclose find
$1.00
for which
please send me a copy of the CINEMATO¬
GRAPHIC ANNUAL.

Name.
Address.
City. —.Zone.State.
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Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, Ill., an¬
nounces a new case and new features
have been added to the Filmosound
16mm optical-magnetic recording pro¬
jector at no increase in price.
New features includes case with acous¬
tically treated aluminum doors, a Neo¬
prene-cushioned handle for carrying
comfort, and a smart two-toned grey

+

Optical Science of Cinematography;
Composition in Motion Pictures, by Dan
Clark, A.S.C.; Painting With Light by
Victor Milner, A.S.C.; Light Filters in
Cinematography, by Ned Van Buren,
A.S.C.; Art in Makeup, by Max Factor;
Motion Picture Studio Lighting; Sound
Recording; Micro-Cinematographic Ap¬
paratus; Useful Facts and Formulae—
these are but a few of the subjects
covered in this book.

4c

Improved Filmosound

American Cinematographer

Fluid-Action Tripod Head
U. D. Photographic Engineering,
P. 0. Box 25761, Los Angeles 25, Calif.,
announces a new fluid-action tripod
head for use with Cine Special, Pathe
“16”, Bolex, Arriflex “16”, Bell &
Howell, and Aurieon Cine-Voice cam¬
eras. Imported from Australia, where
it is well known, its patented principle
employs a fluid dampener to make pos¬
sible the utmost of smooth action in
pans and tilts without backlash.
A feature is facility for mounting
handle for either left or right hand
operation. Head fits either American
or European tripod screws.
The pan
and tilt action which may be done
simultaneously, may be locked with a
simple set screw. An adapter plate is
available having a two-way spirit-level
for use with Junior “Pro” tripods. Also,
a professional heavy-duty model is avail¬
able for use with heavier cameras.

finish of scuff-resistant spatter enamel.
Also an 8-inch speaker replaces the for¬
mer 6-inch speaker. Other improve¬
ments include a rack-and-pinion type
tilt and longer pressure plates to hold
the loop with “green” or new film.
New model, known as 302-C, re¬
places the old model 202 and retails
for $719.00.

DuPont 70mm Film

16mm Film Processor

The Photo Products Dept, of DuPont
announces availability of a number of
DuPont motion picture films in per¬
forated (ASA-proposed Type II, MP
positive) or unperforated 70mm size.
Films now available in this additional
size are:
Safety negative films (available in
100 or 1000 ft. lengths) : Type 904E,
Superior 1 fine grain panchromatic;
908E Fine grain duplicating panchro¬
matic; 926E Superior 2 panchromatic;
927E Superior 3 panchromatic; and
931E high-speed rapid reversal pan.
Safety postive films available in 1000-

Milford Film Machine, Milford,
Conn., announces a new small compact
reversal and negative - positive 16mm
film processor which features a straight
friction drive clutch of exclusive design
and a variable-speed motor. Other fea¬
tures include heavy-gauge stainless steel
tanks, full daylight operation, and ut¬
most simplicity in operation. Leader
length is only 112 feet.
A compact 4 ft. (length) by 2 feet
(wide) by 2 feet (high), processor
weighs but 200 pounds and lists for
$1495.00.
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(Continued on Page 70)
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"Auricon Pro-600"
with Single-Lens "C" Mount,
Tele-Finder Objective, plus
Standard Auricon Finder.

''Auricon Pro-600"
with Critical Ground-Glass Focussing,
available on 3-Lens Turret Model.

Preferred
“AURICON PR0-600”
.

for

16

mm optical
sound-on-film

Self-blimped for completely quiet studio operation. The whisper-quiet film flow
of The "Auricon Pro-600” is silent proof of precision design. Your sound-recording
microphone never picks up "Pro-600” Camera noise!

.
600 ft. film Magazines with Auricon-Electromatic Take-up,
^ for 16 minutes of continuous "Talking-Picture” filming.

.

Synchronous Motor Drive for "Single-System” or
"Double-System” Recording.
"Auricon Pro-600"

.

$1,497.00 list.. .for Auricon Pro-600 "Double-System”
^ professional picture-camera with built-in features.
Also available at added cost is "Single-System”
equipment for Optical Sound-Track-On-Film, "C-mount”
Lenses, View-Finders, Film Magazines, 3-Lens Turret,
Critical Ground-Glass Focusing, Lens Sun-Shades,
Tele-Finders, etc...
.

~

features Push-Button "On-Off,"
with safety-interlocked
film-flow mechanism.

Sold with 30 day money-back guarantee, you musl
be satisfied!
Write {or free illustrated "Auricon Pro-600" literature
and price schedule.

''Auricon Pro-600"
Turret Model with
"Zoom" type Lens
and Finder in use.

Auricon
A

PRODUCT

OF

BERNDT-BACHf INC,
6902 Komaine Street, Hollywood 38, California
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON - FI LM
RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1931

WHAT’S NEW?
(Continued from Page 68)

Hulcher Sequence Cameras
Gordon Enterprises, North Hollywood.
Calif., have been named distributors of
the well-known Hulcher sequence cam¬
eras.
The Hulcher 70 press camera
makes 5 to 20 pictures per second at
exposures of 1/25 to 1/2800 second on
2l4"x2l4" negatives.
A larger high-speed camera designed
for Air Force and Navy instrumenta¬
tion and data recording photography
takes up to 50 pictures per second on
a 214"x5" negative.

is our business
personalized
service

East

Pan Handle Modification
Cinekad Engineering Company, 500
West 52nd St., New York, offers the
Quik-Set joint attachment for the pan¬
tilt handle of the Professional Junior
tripod. With the Quik-Set modification,
pan-tilt handle can be adjusted to the
required angle most comfortable for
the camera operator, and it affords
more accurate control of camera move¬
ment. Interlocking precision-cast teeth
insure rigid position of handle. No tools
are required to install.

ROUND-THE-CLOCK SERVICES

Negative Developing
•

First Print Department
Ultra Violet and
Flash Patch Printing
•

16mm and 35mm
Release Printing
•

Kodachrome Printing
63 Editing Rooms
SPECIAL TV SERVICES

For Color it's
MS

- V

0\ ^

Now
Celebrating
Our 25th
Anniversary

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

JUdson 6-0360

Reflex Viewer
Filmtronics, Inc., 96 Huntington St.,
New London. Conn., announces a new
reflex viewer for the 4x5 Graphic View
and 4x5 Graphic cameras with the
Graflok back. Viewer has same silver
hammertone finish as the cameras
named above. It snaps into palce easily
and shows the image right side up. List
price is $5.95 F.O.B., New London,
Conn.

The One-Stop Source
Edit Your Film Safely with

Film Numbering Pays Off
Unnumbered

EDIOLA
ACTION
VIEWER

films cause con¬
fusion and loss
of time.
The MOY edge
numbers every
foot of 16,
I?’/;, 35mm film

AND

and simplifies
the task of

SOUND
READER
This

first

AERIAL
film

scratching

hum-free
Bose

low-priced

IMAGE,

or

professional

16mm

3"xA"—operates

left to

and

damage

amplification;
may

be

to

sprocket

synchronized

separated

Action

for

Viewer

projects

right—roller smooth
holes;

with

individual

built-in

Precision
use.

cue

Sound

Write

BIG,

for

checking
titles, footage.

The MOY replaces cue marks, perforations, messy crayons, punches,
embossing—does not mutilate film. Work prints showing special
effects, fades and dissolves require edge numbering to keep count
of frames cut or added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope
stereophonic recordings make edge numbering a MUST. Write for
brochure.

CLEAR

action eliminates
marking

Readers

on

The Moy
Visible Edge Film
Numbering Machine

device;
Special

With NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System $2475

brochure.
Present

Moy

owners

185.00
49.50

install

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo,
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

S.O.S. Ediola Action Viewer. 139.95
S.O.S. Ediola Base only.

easily

the

new

and

improved

inlcing

systemI

AMONG RECENT PURCHASERS ARE:

Action Viewer, Sound reader and Base.$362.45
Optical Sound Reader.

can

Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

Porpose Film Processor

Profitable

A true one-man lab. No special ski I required!
BRIDGAMATIC "RAPID ACTION" REVERSAL assures quality
pictures in minutes—Spot news and sports events can be
shown immediately after they occur. This is the perfect
All-Purpose Processor at a price anyone can afford. Re¬
versal speed 1 200 ft. per hour—also does negative and
positive film. Light-Tight compartment for daylight oper¬
ation—has 8 stainless steel tanks—completely automatic
"Dry-to-Dry." Simply plug in and operate!

BRIDGAMATIC
Ideal

for

mentary

TV

16mm

Automatic

Stations,

Producers,

Photo

Microfilmers,

Reversal

Developing

Finishers,
Small

Industrial

Labs,

Machine
or

Universities,

—

Docu

MODEL RA $2795—1 ncludes basic Bridgamatic fea¬
tures such as overdrive, nylon bearings, air squeegee,
built-in drybox, blower, heating elements, daylite com¬
partment plus continuously variable speed control, 1200
ft. enclosed magazine, feed-in and take-up elevators.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME-PAYMENT PLAN

etc.

Trade-ins Accepted . . . Send List.

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry”

MPPIV PRRP
S.O.S. riNFMA
UlllLlVl/1 UUI I LI OUIII
WESTERN

BRANCH:

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N Y.
•

Hollywood

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

28,

California

—

Ufa

~

EST. $1926

Cab/e: S0S0UND
Phone:

Hollywood

7-9202

YOUR QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY JACKSON J. ROSE, A.S.C.

Q

of general interest will be
answered in this column. We re¬
gret that demands on the editor’s time
will not permit personal replies.—Ed.
uestions

QI

am planning to shoot a documen¬
tary in color in the CinemaScope
format, using a 35mm Arriflex camera
fitted with an anamorphic lens. Is it nec¬
essary that I have sprockets of this cam¬
era replaced with the new CinemaScope
sprockets in order that this picture can
be produced for theatrical showing with
CinemaScope equipment?—J.H., Dakota.

Not necessarily. The negative can be
processed in the regular manner, and
the prints made on standard Cinema¬
Scope print stock which, as you know,
has sprocket holes of a different pitch
than regular 35mm film.

which clouds are either painted on a
large panel of glass or photographed
and printed on a large size transparency.
This in turn is mounted in a matte box
some 18 inches distant from the camera
lens in such a manner that the scene in
question is photographed through the
glass or photograph transparency.
The clouds in the transparency will
be recorded on the camera negative
along with the rest of the subject mat¬
ter and will give the illusion of being
part of the scene providing the glass or
transparency is properly aligned with
respect to the horizon line.
Such shots should be made only when
there are no other clouds in the sky.

Q

Can you give us some details about
using the traveling matt process in
the production of a training film which
we are shooting for a local manufac¬
turer. Is equipment for this work avail¬
able on the market?—Penna.

Q

Please tell me the difference be¬
tween “depth of focus” and “depth
of field.”—A.E.H., Fla.

gordon enterprises

These two terms are generally mis¬
understood even by many professional
photographers who invariably use the
term “depth of focus” when they mean
and should say “depth of field.” The
terms are mixed whenever there is a dis¬
cussion about extreme depth in photog¬
raphy.
To clarify the two terms: depth of
field is the extent of that zone in the
field or scene in which the definition is
satisfactorily sharp. Depth of focus is a
technical term relating to the properties
of a lens and relates to the ability of a
lens to define with satisfactory sharpness
upon the negative, the images of objects,
situated at varying distances. The latter
is a fixed condition or quality of a lens;
the former—depth of field—may be in¬
creased by stopping down the lens dia¬
phragm.

5362 N. CAHUENGA BlVD.

n

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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QIn

producing a commercial film on
farm machinery, I would like to
employ a
simple
method
of
adding
clouds to exterior shots.—B.B.. Michigan.

The simplest method is to employ the
well-known “glass shot” technique in

February, 1956

Traveling matt work is a highly tech¬
nical undertaking for which only the
major studios and some large film labs
are equipped. Unless you have a great
deal of this work to do, it would be ad¬
visable to “farm it out” or change your
script to eliminate the need for traveling
matt shots entirely.
We do not have available a list of
laboratories equipped to offer such serv¬
ice and suggest you inquire of the near¬
est available film processing laboratory.

Q

I have an old Bausch & Lonib lens
which I plan lo have coated. This
I will use in a turret along with two new
Baltar lenses which, of course, are al¬
ready coated. Will coating the old lens
affect its f/ stop rating? I will be using
all three lenses interchangeably on tbe
same production.—V.V.M., Ill.

After the lens is coated, it would be
advisable to have it checked and re¬
calibrated if necessary, as coating a lens
may increase its light transmission as
much as 95 per cent. This would defi¬
nitely affect the present f/ stop calibra¬
tions. Write Photo Research Corpora¬
tion, 837 No. Cahuenga. Hollywood 38,
Calif., for more information on this.

Conversion of 100 ft.

AURICON CINE VOICE
to 1200 ft. capacity.
Includes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision con¬
version permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (1 1 min. running
time) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Also provides for
installation of Veeder footage counter. We can convert your present
»-ine Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with
external magazines.
Conversion-less magazines $450.00

Only accurate meter that
measures all light sources,
including daylight. Measures
the proportionate amounts
of all 3 primary colors in the
light source, and indicates
the filters needed for positive
color correction. Product of
Photo Research Corporation.

Positive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for
small additional charge.

With case and strap $305.00
With Kelvin scale $325.00

3-wheel portable

750-2000-5000 Watt

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

CONE LIGHTS

Illustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also
takes Professional Junior and most stand¬
ard tripods. You can’t beat it for light¬
weight convenience.
$300.00

Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE

750W-$75.
2000W-$110.
5000W-$ 175.00. Less stand.

Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to floors.

Adjustable Collapsible

Model C (illustrated) $32.50
Model B(less clamps) $26.50

mMf

mm

9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
^Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
^PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. ‘Electric Footage Timers
Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.
•Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers.
* DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.

3-25*

A 2-23

Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

1600 BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY

That happy glow (limelight?) in Precision's corner
is simply the radiance of a solid reputation for
sound, careful and accurate film

processing.

Wotta performer.
Precision is the pace-setter in film processing. In
the past. Precision found techniques to bring the
best out of black and white or color originals.
In the present, facilities are the profession's very
best for any of your processing needs.
And, in the future. Precision will, as usual, be
first again (depend on it) with the newest
developments to serve you better.

and hear

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC

$<r 1|(hh Need a.

Special Shut...

of a small fry eating an ice cream
cone by the Taj Mahal

Now, your most unusual, most difficult, most
exacting film requirements — for establishing
and native action scenes — can be photographed
on assignment in any part of the free world . . .

ho

promptly, skillfully, economically. Photographies
... or a kitten on the Eiffel Tower

International has expert cameramen stationed
in all of the areas shown below, ready to execute
your orders with intelligence and dispatch . . .
to deliver 16mm black and white or color footage
of top professional quality.
The next time your scripts call for shots in a foreign
land or at an obscure location in this country . . .
WRITE, WIRE, PHONE OR CARLE

.. .or a pretty gal on the beach at Rio

A Division of Raphael G. Wolff Studios, Inc.
5631 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
PHONE: ^HOLLYWOOD 7-6126 • CABLE ADDRESS: INTERFOTO

CAMERAMEN IN:
AFRICA
Algeria
Egypt
Ethiopia
French Somaliland
Libya
Morocco
South Africa
South Rhodesia
Tunisia
Union of South Africa

AUSTRALIA
Australia
New Zealand
Tasmania

ASIA
Aden
Ceylon
Formoso
Hong Kong
India
Iran
Israel
Japan
Java
Lebanon
Malaya
Pakistan
Philippines
Syria
Thailand
Turkey
Yeman

CENTRAL AMERICA
& WEST INDIES
Bahamas
Barbados
Canal Zone
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Nicaragua
Panama
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

CENTRAL PACIFIC
Fiji Islands

Guam
Hawaiian Islands

EUROPE
Austria
Cyprus
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Ireland
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

NORTH AMERICA
Alaska
Bermuda
Canada
Iceland
Mexico

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Peru
Venezuela

AND ALL AREAS OF
THE UNITED STATES

... or a herd of long horns in Texas
MPLETE LIBRARY OF FO REIGN AND

DOMESTIC

FILMS

ALSO

AVAILABLE

Hollywood
Bulletin

Board

New 35 mm Model 2A
With 180° Shutter

A truly grim
CAMERA
for TV, Newsreel
and commercial

BRITISH
a

visitor

CINEMATOGRAPHER
to

the

clubhouse

Jack Hildyard,
of

the

BSC,

American

(left)

Society

while
of

in

Hollywood

recently,

Cinematographers.

Stradling, ASC, points out some of the Society’s directors of photography who
Academy Awards for photographic achievement.
raphy of “Idol”

:

For tough and trying assign-

|
:

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a
class by itself. Reflex focusing

:
:

through photographing lens
while camera is operating—

:
■

this is just one outstanding
ARRIFLEX feature.

:

Equipped with bright, rightimage

finder,

6V2 x

:

side-up

:
:
:
:
:
■

magnification. Solves all parallax problems. 3 lens turret.
Variable speed motor built
into handle operates from
lightweight battery. Tachometer registering from 0 to 50
frames per second. Compact,
lightweight for either tripod

:

or hand-held filming.

Takes

200' or 400' magazine. Write
for free folder.

in

Mexico for Al

SflniERfl Cquipmeirr (6.
C.

ZUCKER

1600 BRonowRy \ nfuj ycR« cuy
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American Cinematographer

Academy Awards for the best achieve¬
ment in cinematography for 1955 came
a step nearer to reality last month when
the directors of photography of the Hol¬
lywood motion picture studios, in a
preliminary balloting, selected ten blackand-white and ten color productions of
1955 as candidate entries for nomina¬
tions for the annual photographic
achievement awards of the Academy of
Motion Picture Art and Sciences.
Nominating ballots were subsequently
mailed to all directors of photography.
The latter will vote to select, from
among the preliminary list of 20 pro¬
ductions, five films in each classifica¬
tion as the 1955 award nominees. The
balloting will close on Saturday, Feb¬
ruary 4th, and the results will be an¬
nounced publicly in a radio-television
broadcast from Hollywood February 18.
The twenty candidate productions and
the names of their respective directors
of photography are:

“The Blackboard Jungle,” Bussell
Harlan, ASC, (M-G-M).
“The Desperate Hours,” Lee Garmes,
ASC, (Paramount).
“I Am a Camera,” Guy Green, BSC,
(Romulus, British).
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” Arthur Arling,
ASC, (M-G-M-).
“The Man With the Golden Arm,”
February, 1956

was
Harry

have won

has just completed the

photog¬

Lewin.

Black and White

Blimp now available.
16mm ARRIFLEX also available.

Hildyard

Here

Sam Leavitt, ASC, (Preminger-U.A.).
“Marty,”
Joseph
LaShelle,
ASC,
(Hecht-Lancaster-U.A.).
“The Night of the Hunter,” Stanley
Cortez, ASC, (Paul Gregory-U.A.).
“Queen Bee,” Charles Lang, ASC,
(Columbia).
“The Rose Tattoo,” James Wong
Howe, ASC, (Paramount).
“The Wages of Fear,” A. Thirard,
(Filmsonor, France).
Color
“A Man Called Peter,” Harold Lipstein, ASC, (20th Cent.-Fox).
“Blood Alley,”
William
Clothier,
(Warner Bros.).
“Cinerama Holiday,” Joseph Brun,
ASC, and Harry Squire, ASC, (DeRoehemont).
“East of Eden,” Ted McCord, ASC,
(Warner Bros.).
“Guys and Dolls,” Harry Stradling,
ASC, (Goldwyn-M-G-M-).
“Love Is a Many Splendored Thing,”
Leon Shamroy, ASC, (20th Cent.-Fox).
“Oklahoma,” Robert Surtees, ASC,
(Rodgers & Hammerstein).
“Picnic,” James Wong Howe, ASC,
(Columbia).
“Strategic Air Command,” William
Daniels, ASC, and Tom Tutwiler, ASC,
(Paramount).
"To Catch a Thief,” Robert Burks,
ASC, (Paramount).

The Hemispherical
Ball-Joint Head

AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE OF THE NEW

tlllil 16 TRIPOD
Here's the kind of tripod
you'd expect from the maker

ARRI 16 TRIPOD

THE

of the famous Arriflex cameras

Also gives you these important features:
• HEMISPHERICAL

— a tripod with the most ad¬

BALL-JOINT

HEAD - precision-

machined ball-and-socket (4’/2" diam.) perfectly mated
for easy adjustment and secure locking action.

vanced features in the field.

• PAN and TILT LOCKS — each controlled independently.
• ADJUSTABLE PAN HANDLE - conveniently located for

One outstanding Arri-exclusive

optimum leverage — can be held under armpit leaving
hands free to manipulate lenses and camera.

is the Hemispherical Ball-Joint

• SMOOTH

PAN

and

TILT

MOVEMENTS - achieved

through precise machining of all metal parts.

Head. No matter how uneven

• SPIRIT LEVEL — for lining up camera.

the ground or how tilted the

• PATENTED

TRIPOD

SCREW - fits

both

foreign

and

American tripod sockets. Outside threod section is for

tripod — this head permits you

foreign cameras. When

used with American cameras,

it

"American

retracts,

and

inner

thread"

engages

to level your camera without

camera.

touching the tripod legs. And

desired extension and automatically eqaulizes locking

• SINGLE LOCK COLLAR — securely locks each

leg at

pressure on both shanks.

a built-in spirit level tells you

• CALIBRATED

LEG

SCALES — permit quick

and

easy

setting of all legs to same extension.

when you're 'set'.

• ADJUSTABLE ANTI-SLIP CHAINS - restrict leg spread
and prevent tripod from falling.
• TIE-DOWN EYELETS — for securing tripod to floor.
• TIE-DOWN LIPS — for attaching to dolly or clamps.

FOR LOW ANGLE

• DUAL

SHOOTING . . .

firm, sure footing.

ARRI16
SHORTY
Supplied less head.
Uses Hemispherical
Ball-Joint

Head

SPECIFICATIONS:

SPURS — double,

hardened

steel

tips

assure

• CONSTRUCTION — legs made of seasoned beech for
extra strength and sturdiness. Metal parts are made of

ARRI
16 TRIPOD
WEIGHT.

13V2 lbs.

WORKING HEIGHT
Maximum.
65 inches
Minimum.... 15 inches

interchangeably

CLOSED.

with Arri 16 Tripod.

PRICE.

42 inches

ARRI
16 SHORTY

8V2 lbs.
less head

brass, steel and aluminum — exposed surfaces finished in
black crinkle and chrome. Camera platform is leathercovered.

21 inches
9 inches
22Vi inches

$173.00
$90.00
complete
less head
NOTE: Prices, Weights and Measurements in¬
clude Head, except where otherwise stated,
and are subject to change.

KLING

PHOTO CORP.

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 46, Cal.

stancil-hoffman S6 system of magnetic film recording light¬
weight, standard AC or battery operation 16mm or 17.5mm

major studio

ECONOMICAL... At last, a low cost, com¬
pletely integrated, PROFESSIONAL magnetic
film recording system for studio, portable,
or mobile use... designed to accommodate
any camera and meet your every quality
and film recording requirement.

VERSATILE... Whatever the power
source, camera, or utilization, a simple
plug-in or interchange of motors is all that’s
ever required to operate the S6 system. Designed
around 24 volt, precisely engineered, Air Force
approved batteries. Accommodate 110 or 220
volts, 1 or 3 phase, 50 or 60 cycle power input.

QUALITY... Engineered by Stancil-Hoffman, manufacturers of equipment used
throughout the world by film producers, radio and television stations, the Military,
and nuclear research laboratories. Find out how the S6 magnetic film recording
system for portable and fixed recording can best meet your requirements...
send for specifications now! Credit terms arranged on domestic purchases.

manufacturers of complete recording system

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP.

921 N. HIGHLAND AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. TEL. Hollywood 4-7461

from microphone to release print

cable address: STANHOFF
representatives:
New York & Eastern Seaboard
Electronics Assoc., Inc.
200 5th Street, Stamford, Conn.

S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.
447 Jarvis Street
Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada

East Central Section
Mr. Michael J. Cudahy
5858 Sheridan Rd., Chicago 40,

S. 0. S. Recording
1545 South Beretania
Honolulu 14, Hawaii

West Central Section
W. Cozzens
220 Kedzie St., Evanston, III.

India & Pakistan
Photophone Equipments, Ltd.
9, Marine Lines, Bombay, India

F & B NOMINAR 1
“THE

FASTEST CINE

f/0.95

LENS IN THE WORLD”

In 16mm “C” mount for all
1 6mm cameras
8mm adapter available
1.

More than

2.

Shoot TRI-X with only 3 FC of light

twice as

fast as

3. Shoot Kodachrome with
Ideal

for 2 camera TV shows,

is F&B’s new pair

• Nine

lenses from 18mm to 150mm. Watch for the new series
amples of the film quality possible with these cameras.

★

Colortran

lighting

to

in

grow

producers.

equipment

popularity

that

no

crew

would

dare

Engraved depth of field scale

•

Click

•

Chrome

stop

diaphragm

plated

brass

Series VI

filled

Colortran

Screw-on

dust covers

lines is on display at F&B’s showroom—
available on

request. A few used

Handsome

kits are also available from time to time.

★
Police

★

have

markable

both

recently

public

and

discovered

Nominar

holder,

leather

sunshade

carrying

case

1"

pri¬

the

f/0.95

re¬

lens—

“The fastest lens in the world.” This

SALE!! 6 USED NOMINAR 1

It certainly is not dif¬

ficult to imagine the many ways that the Nominar

f/0.95

Used for demonstration only

lens records on film anything that can
be seen with the naked eve.

mount

Write for brochure

★

agencies,

vate,

lens

Includes:

to

head for location shooting without them. The entire
also catalogs are

optical

$9.90 Federal Excise Tax

hi-

intensitv Colortran units draw so little
current

corrected

Price $165

location

compact,

color

•

continues

with

Color-correct,

coated,

elements

of “Continental” filmed TV shows on NBC for ex¬

★

FC

Check these features:

of BNC Mitchells—each with matched sets of 9 Cooke

★

150

f/1.4

SALE PRICE, Lens & Case—$119.50

can be used in police work.

★

★

★

Some new items recently designed

and

built in F&B’s new machine shop are—

F&B

SPLIT

REELS

1. Installation and Conversion of slide
film

projectors

for

double-frame

motor drive.
2. I.ens

extension

tube

adjustable

for

Eyemo

NOW —ON CORES

&

PROJECT

in

EDIT

Mitchell mounts.
3. Mounting

&

installation

of

Bellowscope

Debrie camera.

INSPECT

4. Custom built lens extension tubes.

*

*

SYNCHRONIZE

*

We were handsomely complimented
cently

bv

Mort

Arthur

using F&B
hour
without

a

Modell

Simmerman,

he

Productions'
recalled

Lucas

breakdown—or

Cooking
loss

of

Which

only goes to show

can’t

rental

afford

to

equipment

equipment,

top

relax

that a
our

a

maintenance.
maintenance

as

With

like

as

brand-newr

personnel,

★

TLC*—our

★

scrupulous

rental

service

is

★

We thought that

Eliminate FLANGES & risky TIGHTWINDS

regards

checking and rechecking of equipment plus the F&B
ingredient knows
seconds to none.

WITHOUT REWINDING

single

young outfit

vigilance

MEASURE

Shows”

hour—due to malfunction of equipment.
us

CLEAN

that

rental cameras on 79 half-

“Dione

single

as

re¬

400 ft. SPLIT REEL $4.00
EASY TO USE!

800 ft. SPLIT REEL

6.00

1. Simply open split reel

1200 ft. SPLIT REEL

7.50

2. Slip in film on core

1600 ft. SPLIT REEL

9.00

3. Close split reel, and use

all of our customers

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

had received the little F&B Xmas gift
of

a

set

Mitchell

of

cuff-links

cameras.

If

failed to send yours,
of address or

engraved

we

with

inadvertently

due to a change

just a clerical error here,

please call

or write and ask for it. There are a few sets left—
so hurry.
•Tender Loving Care

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address - FLORBABB, N.Y.

need location
lighting... fast?

,

Call on Jack Frost one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

a complete
-lb. sound system!

Magnasync X-400 Recorder
Producer Net Price

FEATURING...

$895.00

F.O.B. North Hollywood, Calif.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High gain "long-shot" microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for "speech-music" selection.
Self-contained playback system for "film-direct" monitor.
Famous Magnasync "Synkinetic" precision film transport.
High speed rewind, sync speed reverse and fast forward.
Convenient arrangement for "sync marking."
Footage counter, extended capacity arms, "quick-detach" mount for
special motors, projector cable interlocks and many other compatible
accessories to help increase production efficiency.
• Unconditionally guaranteed specifications.
send for complete specifications and delivery schedule.

IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.

DEALERS
NEW YORK-Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York 19. JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

SAN FRANCISCO - Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO-Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25. III. IRving 8-2104.

CANADA-Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

Camerettei6

3S

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The

perfect camera for the motion

maker
or

working

in

both

16mm

or

picture film
35mm

color

black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—

• The same

lenses,

same motor drives, same

sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 1 6mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
• Precise

rugged

movement

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter
• Divergent three lens turret
• Automatic film gate 400
35mm — the

16mm

magazines

magazine

will

14

pounds

accom¬

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.

Write for brochure

•

A new idea in motion picture sound
stages will become a reality soon when
Academy Films of Hollywood, Califor¬
nia, begins construction on a new 60'
by 100' structure to be located at 800
North Seward Street, in the film cap¬
ital.
Incorporated will be several innova¬
tions in sound stage design said to re¬
sult in faster production, streamlined
operation, and a more modern approach
to making motion pictures.
Among these will be concrete floor
slabs and “tilt-up" concrete walls with
a second inner wall for highly improved
sound insulation. A special grid will be
cast into the concrete floor and will be
utilized to tie down motion picture sets
without the use of nails. Another reason
for use of concrete for floors is the
elimination of “squeaks” when dollies
and tracks are used.
Some of the stage space will be avail¬
able for rental to producers of theatrical
industrial and television films.
•

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris

82

•

16 or

modate daylight spools as well as standard

weight — only

Newsreel in color—Plans for the first
extensive use of color film for TV “spot
news” coverage is announced by NBC’s
“News Caravan.” According to NBC
executives, availability of the new high¬
speed 16mm Anscoehrome (daylight)
motion picture film made it feasible to
start tests and plan production for “to¬
day’s color news film today”—color cov¬
erage of news events for network use on
the same day.
“News Caravan” has also tested the
Anscoehrome tungsten film (which will
not be generally available for some
time) and showed the results at a re¬
cent conference of radio and TV editors
in Denver. The point made with the
showing was this: Until now general
spot news coverage in color was not
practical because the films available
were not fast enough for conditions
other than good daylight, and proces¬
sing generally took days, instead of
hours, as needed for “same day” cov¬
erage.
•

core load.
• Light

INDUSTRY NEWS

Amkrican Cinimatograpiikr

•

•

Sam Browning, vice-president of The
Camera Mart, Inc., New York, N. Y..
died on January 4, at the age of 54
years. Originally a motion picture pho¬
tographer, he was a member of Local
644 of the IATSE. He established the
machine shop at Camera Mart and di¬
rected the manufacture of the many
products which bear the company’s
name.

February.

1956

Active management of the corpora¬
tion is being continued by his brother,
Irving Browning, president, and Samuel
Hyman, general manager.
•

•

•

Capital Film Laboratories, Washington.
D. C., has announced the appointment
on January 16, of Garland C. Misener
as Director of Lab¬
oratory Operations.
Misener, wellknown for his tech¬
nical work in the
film industry, comes
to Capital from Ansco, where he served
as manager of Pro¬
fessional Motion
Picture
Service.
Previously, Misener
was attached to Ansco’s Hollywood of¬
fice and assisted in the introduction of
Ansco Color film to the industry. He
won an Academy technical award for
his contribution to the design of the
color print scene tester, now widely
used in the motion picture industry. He
is an Associate Member of the American
Society of Cinematographers.
•

•

•

The fire protection laboratories of the
National Bureau of Standards have com¬
pleted an extensive study of growth of
fires and means for their control in stor¬
age vaults for combustible nitrocellulose
motion picture films. Tests results indi¬
cate that through the proper use of
sprinklers and film storage racks, it may
be possible to limit film loss to the sin¬
gle roll where the fire starts. In this
study, the amount of film stored, vent
area of the storage vault, sprinkler sys¬
tems, film cans, types of storage racks,
and other variables were investigated
for their effects on the amount of film
destroyed by the fire and on the gas
pressure developed in the vault.
Results show the relative effectiveness
of various safety devices in minimizing
fire loss and danger to surrounding
property. The study was undertaken for
the National Archives and for the InterAgency Advisory Committee for Nitrate
Film Vault Tests, an organization made
up of representatives from both Govern¬
ment and private industry.
Summary Technical Report No. 1973
giving full particulars on the tests may
be had by writing National Bureau of
Standards, U. S. Dept, of Commerce,
Washington 25. D. C.

fr
amerette

One Camera...
One Blimp...
For Both 16mm and 35mm Cinematography
• Reflex viewing through taking lens at all times.
• External Follow-focus control.
• External iris control.
• Accommodates 18.5mm through lOOnim objectives.
• Quick-change magazines and lenses; retractable camera carriage.
• 110-V single-phase and 220-V 3-phase synchronous motors.
• Lightweight magnesium alloy construction.
• Completely soundproof.

Available For Immediate Delivery

BENJAMIN

BERG

COMPANY

1410 N. VAN NESS AVE. • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. • Hollywood 2-0871

LET CAPITAL
UNMASK THAT
HIDDEN BEAUTY
Capital will supplement your own creative work with
its impeccable editing, RCA recording, music and narration to
help reveal the true beauties of your picture. Then, the
climax—PRINTS BY CAPITAL—to preserve and display
that beauty forever!

Always Specify

iJjRJNjujW CAPITAL/

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Avenue, S.E.,
Washington 2, D.C.

We'd like to know you better in 1956
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED'
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
AURICON Super-1200 camera, 2-1200 mags,
variable
and
in

density

galvo,

accessories,

dissolve,

matching

auto-parallax

tripod,

camera

amplifier

finder,

case,

built

magazine

case, demonstrator, special.$4,450.00
AURICON
galvo,

Pro

auto

200

camera,

parallax

variable

finder,

less

like new, special.
ARRIFLEX

16mm

sunshade,
2-400

16,

$995.00

reflex camera,

25,

mags,

area

amplifier,

50mm

case,

v.

motor,

Schneider

8

lenses,

immediate

delivery,

priced at .$2,769.00
BERNDT-MAURER camera, prismatic rackover,
1- 400'
15,

REGEL
LIGHT
MODEL
600

mag,

25,

dition

sync

50mm

motor,

lenses,

sunshade,

case,

finder,

excellent

con¬

.$1,995.00

CINE-SPECIAL
power

reflex

chamber,
Ektar

II,

Maier

magnifier,

sunshade,

lenses,

finder,
Yolo

case,

Par

dual

dissolve,

100'

15,

25,

63mm

special.$1,275.00

B&H Filmo, model A,
MITCHELL Standard

l"f3.5 lens.$49.50

35mm

camera,

2-1000'

mags, wild motor, 40, 50, 75mm Astro f2.3
lenses, sunshade, finder, standard tripod and
baby, all cases, excellent condition
CINEPHON

35mm

mags,

forward

75mm

lenses,

ARRIFLEX
2- 200'
75mm

&

$4,900.00

reflex

camera,

reverse

motor,

2-200'
32,

50,

special.$650.00

35mm
mags,

reflex
motor,

Schneider

camera,

model

II,

sunshade,

28,

50,

lenses,

case,

Patent
Pending

CAMERA MART
TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
An advanced method of rewind¬
ing film on cores eliminating
scratches and abrasions and will
wind the film smooth, tight, and
even. Fits all 16mm and 35mm
standard rewinds.
PRICE: $29.00
Money Back Guarantee!

demonstrator

. .$1,595.00
ARRIFLEX model II, 2-200
shade,

35,

50,

85mm

mags, motor, sun¬
Zeiss

lenses,

case,

REGEL LIGHTS NOW IN KITS!
Dynamic
high
power lighting
equipment, sturdy steel construc¬
tion:
Model 600, two six bulb heads
with stands, converters, cases
.$255.00
Model 400, two four bulb heads
with stands, converters, cases

f2.3, 6"

.$200.00

CINEFLEX 35mm reflex camera, 2-200' mags,

CAMERA MART
SLATE and CLAPSTICK
Large professional model contains
space for all essential information
for production . . . Still the best
buy yet at..._
$4.75

exceptionally
ARRIFLEX
35mm

fine

blimp

condition
and

$1,195.00

sync

motor

camera demonstrator

for

the

$1,575.00

EYEMO 71Q camera, like new, 2-400' mags,
12 v. motor, 25, 50,
case,

special

100mm lenses, tripod,

.$1,595.00

CINEFLEX 35mm reflex camera, 2-200' mags,
motor,

35mm

motor,
f2.3,

35mm
6

Apogar

Goerz f4.5

Ilex

Apogar
f3.5

f2.3,

lenses,

f2.3,

lenses,

75mm
case

Baltar

$650.00

50mm

Baltar

case,

excellent

.

$750.00

MOVIOLA 35mm silent picture on 3" magni¬
fying viewer, separate 35mm optical sound,
amplifier, speaker, cabinet, excellent $995.00
MOVIOLA 16mm silent picture on 3" mag¬
nifying viewer, excellent.$245.00
B&H

PR00.N0.

Exchange

model

35mm

electric

pedestal type, very fine condition.

spicer,

$625.00

B&H 35mm model D Printer, five way aper¬

DIRECTOR

ture, 500 watt color lamphouse.

SCENE I TAKE

$1,900.00

CAMERA MART
CAR-TOP CLAMPS
Insure the steadiness of your
motion picture or TV camera
when atop a station wagon plat¬
form. Solid bronze, weatherproof
construction.
Set of three.$28.00

THE

CAMERA • MART,.,.
1845 BROADWAY at 60th ST.
NEW YORK 23, NEW YORK

PHONE: Circle 6-0930
CABLE: CAMERAMART

A STYLIZED pattern of photography was deliberately planned to give

photography

the

crew records a scene on location.

utmost

Man,”

in

starring

pictorial
James

emphasis
Cagney

to

and

M-G^M’s
Irene

“Tribute

Papas.

Here

to

a

Bad

Robert

Surtees,

A.S.C.,

(left)

watches

as

his

camera

Miss Papas and assistant director

Arvin Griffin are among interested onlookers.

director of

Pictorial Emphasis In Cinematography
The

ultimate

in

this

art

is displayed

in

the

fine

color photography of MGM’S “Tribute to a Bad Man.”

By

O

things about
seeing “Tribute to a Bad Man"
unfold on the screen is the way pictorial
emphasis has been made a salient part of
this production. Too often photography
is considered by a producer simply as
the means of putting a story on the
screen, and no more. Invariably, much
of a story’s value is lost when advantage
is not taken to utilize all the pictorial
possibilities of the story locale, period
NE OF THE REWARDING
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and characterizations to underscore its
authenticity.
Not every producer, nor director for
that matter, appreciates this very vital
factor in motion picture production.
Sometimes it will creep into a motion
picture by virtue of the unusual locale
or location in which the exteriors are
filmed. This is why many productions
shot away from Hollywood or on foreign
locations have been so well received by
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American movie audiences.
But photographing a picture on a
foreign or remote domestic location is
not always enough. For unless deliber¬
ate advantage is taken of the unusual
pictorial aspects—utilizing them fully
in photographic composition—much in
the way of pictorial emphasis is lost to
the production.
Then there are the pictorial advan¬
tages that come from photographing a

production with an eye toward historical
authenticity in the decor, furnishings,
textures and costumes. This obviously
must have its beginning at the time the
production is being planned.
It is this accomplishment that under¬
lines M-G-M’s “Tribute to a Bad Man.”
Pictorial emphasis is evident in every
scene, yet it never intrudes upon the fine
story nor the action. Very subtly it is
flavoring the story with a delicate
warmth as it unfolds. It is having a
compelling effect on you as you watch
the screen. You note the meticulous care
that has been given to the costuming,
to the textures of the materials that went
into the construction of the many in¬
terior sets, definitely identifying them
with the period of the story. And most
of all. you note how skillfully director of
photography Robert Surtees, A.S.C., lit
his scenes and photographed them in
CinemaScope and color so that the many
fine atmospheric details do not become
lost to the audience.
At the time the picture was being
planned, this accomplishment was not
thought of in terms of “pictorial empha¬
sis.” It so happened that director Robert
Wise, art director Cedric Gibbons and
Paul Groesse. and director of photog¬
raphy Robert Surtees had a kindred feel¬
ing about letting the pictorial aspect of
the period play an important part in set
and scene compositions.
The story is laid in a mountain fast¬
ness in the great western wilderness of
America around 1870. To impart a true
feeling of ruggedness to the story with¬
out losing any of the natural pictorial
beauty of the locale. Surtees stylized the
photography to accent set and locale de¬
tails through lighting, camera movement
and choice of lenses.
For pictorial reference, both the art
department and Surtees made a study
of the volume, “Picture Maker of the
Old West—William H. Jackson,” pub¬
lished by Scribners. Jackson was to the
Old West what Matthew Brady was to
the Civil War-—a meticulous photo¬
graphic chronicler of events and people
of the times.
His many photographs
served to supply details for the con¬
struction of such pieces as a hitching
post, water trough, and the doors, in¬
terior walls, and windows of structures
typical of the period. For Surtees, the
photos supplied ideas for lighting and
composition, for pointing up the pho¬
tography to complement a characteriza¬
tion or lend greater authenticity to an
interior set.
(Continued on Page 109)

ROBERT SURTEES'

stylized lighting

places emphasis

on Irene Papas in this scene while the lighting on
James Cagney is deliberately subdued.

The back¬

ground, meanwhile, comes in for a subtle measure
of illumination.

NOTE HOW the lighting in this scene does two important things very effectively:
1 (directs attention to faces of the three players, Irene Papas, Don Dubbins, and
James Cagney, and 2) subtly points
pictorial emphasis to the scene.

NOTE

HERE

how

the

up

wall

the

period

behind

decor of

players is

the

set,

lending

deliberately highlighted

to bring out the texture, yet without detracting from the players.
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SURFBOARD RIDERS at Waikiki furnished a challenge to camera Ed McGlone and Ted Cate, producers
of "Here is Hawaii," for United Air Lines.

Shooting Without A Tripod
Unique camera brace developed by Cate & McGlone
for

photographing

tourist

film

on
By

aerial

Hawaii

knows that a
steady camera is essential to pro¬
fessional motion picture photography.
With the average studio assignment,
this is rarely a problem.
But take
the documentary, newsreel or industrial
him cameraman. Invariably his are the
more rugged assignments calling for
anything from shooting from a moving
plane while hanging by his feet to mak¬
ing action shots while riding a pair of
water skis.
Ed McGlone — the cameraman part¬
ner of Cate & McGlone, Hollywood in¬
dustrial him producers-—is a camerman
who has had experiences such as these.
But he differs from some of his con¬
temporaries in that he usually comes
ny cinematographer

•
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surfboard

for
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and

United

shots
Air

for

Lines

FOSTER

up with an invention of some sort to
solve the problem of unsteady camera
or camera handling under unusual cir¬
cumstances.
His latest is a unique combination
shoulder-pod and camera mount that
serves a dual purpose when shooting
must be done without tripod: it makes
it possible to secure the utmost stabil¬
ity in the camera, and it offers a meas¬
ure of protection for the camera from
damage in event camerman is thrown
off balance when shooting from a rough¬
ly-moving conveyance.
McGlone got
this idea after his camera was wrecked
when he was thrown heavily to the floor
of a plane while shooting without a
tripod or brace of any kind.

•
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The new apparatus, pictured here,
was developed after Cate & McGlone
were commissioned by United Air Lines
to produce a 16mm color and sound
film on Hawaii. Plans called for photo¬
graphing much of colorful Hawaii from
a plane, and also shooting a sequence
of surfboard riding at Waikiki from a
native outrigger canoe. The element of
danger was present in both undertak¬
ings, and with his earlier experiences
to draw upon, Ed McGlone set to work
designing the protective camera sup¬
port which he is shown using in the
accompanying photos.
Actually, “shoulder-pod” is something
of a misnomer for the gadget. “Belt-a¬
pod”—already a patented trade name—

is a more apt description; for, as may
be seen in the photos, the bracing fits
around the waist, then extends upward
to a platform. Here, on an adjustable
tripod head, the camera is mounted.
(McGlone uses either a Cine Kodak
Special or a 16mm Arriflex.) On the
right hand side is a skeleton framework
of tubular aluminum, which has a two¬
fold purpose: (1) to protect the camera
against injury in case it is dropped or
comes in contact with any solid, de¬
structive surface while in use, and (2)
to provide additional steadiness of the
camera when the forward end is held
against a tree or wall, as shown in
Fig. 1. A handle extending from the
base provides a solid grip on the camera
and permits the operator to tilt or pan
as desired.
Entire construction is of tubular alu¬
minum. The body bracing members are
covered with sponge rubber, which in
turn is sheathed in leather; the upper
framework protecting the camera is
made of aluminum tubes of smaller
size.
An additional function of the appa¬
ratus is to provide support for the
camera when not in use; the camera
is laid on its right side with the metal
framework supporting it. There is ap¬
propriate bracing with rubber insula¬
tion where the tubing contacts the
camera.
The brace was particularly helpful to
McGlone while shooting the sequence
of shots of the coastlines of the five
major Hawaiian islands. Because it was
necessary for the plane they were using
to fly at low' altitude, the air currents
at the lower levels made it extremely
rough going at times. The same was
true when McGlone shot similar footage
from a helicopter.
But the real test came when Cate and

McGlone set out in an outrigger canoe
to film the world-famous surfboarding
scenes at Waikiki beach. Working in
close in the surf meant the outrigger
would pitch and toss, making it difficult
to hold a camera steady. But with the
body brace in use, and letting his body
swing with the motion of the outrigger,
McGlone had no difficulty in getting
reasonably steady action shots of the
surfriders. Without the camera brace,
he says, it would have been impossible
and likely would have resulted in losing
the camera overboard.
The production,
tentatively
titled
“Here is Hawaii,” will, when completed,
screen for 29 minutes and will bring
to audiences color scenes of the impor¬
tant places to visit in Hawaii today.
Idea, of course, is to kindle an urge to
visit Hawaii, and especially to fly there
and back via United Air Lines’ luxury
air liners which daily fly an estimated
264 passengers to Honolulu from the
West Coast.
“Here is Hawaii” is the second major
production by Cate & McGlone for
United Air Lines. Their first, “Highway
to Hawaii” has been screened before an
estimated 25 million persons to date.
More than 600 prints have been made
and put to use.
For the current production, Cate &
McGlone are shooting both Commercial
Kodachrome and regular Kodochrome.
“Each emulsion fills a specific need,”
says McGlone. “We use regular Koda¬
chrome whenever we can because it has
the greater resolving power that gives
us the detail we desire in long shots.”
UV filters are invariably used with both
emulsions, especially for long shots and
aerials.
One of the big problems encountered
on this production was the unusual
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Fig.

1—CAMEBLIMP,

engineered

especially

external control of camera at all times.
lens diaphragm

control;

“C”,

for

the

Eclair

Features include:

power switch;

“D”,

Camerette,

affords

complete

“A”, follow-focus control;

pushbutton

for

internal

viewing

“B”,
light;

“E”, camera threading knob; “F”, rear viewing port; “G”, port for observing film footage
counter; “H”, reflex viewfinder eyepiece; “I”, knob for taking fill or eye light; ‘‘J”, reflex
mirror control; and “K”, window for viewing lens markings.

operation with the Camerette. 4 he blimp
is opened, the camera swung out, the
used magazine detached, and a fresh
one slipped in in its place. Similarly,
inspecting the aperture plate may be
done just as quickly, and there is no
rethreading of film after inspection.
The blimp shell and door are light¬
weight magnesium castings, featuring
“egg-crate” type of construction. The
latter combines extreme rigidity with
maximum strength, and at the same
time provides the necessary space for
accommodating the patented sounddeadening material that gives the blimp
its unusual soundproof quality. The ex¬
terior finish is smooth, gray enamel,
with all fittings plated. Net weight of
blimp and camera, including loaded film
magazines, is 100 pounds.
As may be seen in Fig. 3, the camera
is mounted on a retractable base within
the blimp. The base is double-insulated
and travels on a rubber track. When
it is necessary to change magazines or
to give the camera other attention, the
single door of the blimp is opened and
the camera swung out for easy access.
The Camerette, being a reflex-type
camera, the reflex feature is made ac¬
cessible from exterior of the blimp.
This requires no modification of the
camera; when the camera is returned
to its normal taking position, it is auto¬
matically aligned with the external eye¬
piece.
This,
incidentally,
may
be
swiveled upward to facilitate convenient
operation of camera when used at low
levels, as shown in Fig. 2 below.

New Blimp For The Camerette
The

ultimate

in

soundproofiing

is

just

one

of

many advanced features of the Eclair Cameblimp
which takes either the 35mm or 16 35mm Camerette.

By

LEIGH

W

of the new
Cameblimp designed by J. Mathot
and A. Coutant for the Eclair Cam¬
erette, this rugged and versatile motion
picture camera is given new stature as
a tool for professional motion picture
production. The many features of the
Cameblimp complement those of the
Camerette and thus broaden the scope
of production to which the Camerette
may be applied.
A paramount consideration is the fact
that with a combination 16/35mm Cam¬
erette in the blimp, one has a fully
ITH THE INTRODUCTION
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equipped motion picture camera for
either 16mm or 35mm film production
—the one unit serving either film field,
and utilizing the same motor, lenses,
etc. The fact that film loads are limited
to 400 feet—the maximum capacity of
the magazines—is no hinderance to
using the blimped Camerette for major
production work, because the unique
Eclair magazines are ready-threaded
and instantly interchangeable, so that
what is normally a “re-loading and re¬
threading" operation for other motion
picture cameras is a simple 5-second
•
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FIG.3—The single door of the Cameblimp is opened here to reveal

FIG.

the retractable carriage on which the Camerette is mounted.

removed

This

4—Here
to

the

magazine

afford

better

section

view

of

of

the

the

Camerette

retractable

has

carriage

been
which

affords quick and easy access to camera for changing magazines,

slides

checking aperture plate, etc.

turned to position and blimp door closed all contacts with external

Also io be seen is the dual 3” by 3"

filter holder in front of camera lens.

The Cameblimp introduces no paral¬
lax problems, because viewing the image
is through the taking lens, via the
Camerette’s reflex system, which is ex¬
tended to the outside of blimp, as al¬
ready stated above.
Convenient external controls are pro¬
vided for setting focus, lens diaphragm,
and follow focus, so that once the cam¬
era is loaded with film and the blimp
closed, there is no need to open it again
until it is necessary to change magazines.
The Cameblimp is probably the only
blimp which permits working with an
181/^mm wide-angle lens without pick¬
ing up structural interference. The matte
box rods, for example, are in two secstions so that whenever a wide-angle
lens is used, the forward half of the
rods are removed to exclude them from
lens range.
Further evidence of the skillful engi¬
neering that went into the designing of
the Cameblimp is seen in the unique
way that camera sound is completely
damped through use of rubber couplings
wherever a camera part, such as a con¬
trol knob or lever, extends to join an
external control. There is no metal-tometal contact anywhere between the
camera and the external fittings or the
Cameblimp itself.
As may he seen in Fig. 1. all external
controls and viewing ports are confined
to one side of the Cameblimp. On the
opposite side is the single, full-size door
having a single lock. This is probably
the only camera blimp which affords a
clear, unobstructed view of the lens
marks at all times, making it unneces¬
sary to transfer such data to a supple¬
mentary external disc or tape. Observa¬

out

controls

readily

for

inspection

are automatic and

tion of the lens settings is by means of
the window “K,” Fig. 1. There is a
lamp for illuminating interior of blimp
which is automatically switched on as
the camera is started. At other times,
the lamp is momentarily lighted for
quick reference to the lens marks, as
well as the footage counter, by depress¬
ing the button “D,” Fig. 1. The film
footage figures are observed through
the port “G.”
An important feature is that which
provides for opening up the lens dia¬
phragm for focusing, then stopping it
down again for shooting, same as with
many still cameras. This is accomplished
by moving the diaphragm control “B,”
Fig. 1, to left. There are two checkscrews on the guide plate which permit
setting the range of the diaphragm con¬
trol lever, so that it will always be
returned to the f/stop established for
shooting the scene.
The external matte box is of the tele¬
scoping bellows type and may be ex¬
tended a maximum of 10". Inside the
blimp, mounted on the camera carriage
are two 3" by 3" filter holders. These
are positioned immediately before the
taking lens.
A single 6-wire cable feeds power to
the camera, regardless of which of the
two available motors are used: the 220volt, 3-phase synchronous motor or the
110-volt, 60 cycle AC sync motor. Thus
it is unnecessary to have two sets of
power cables, and the bother of chang¬
ing cables also when the motors are
changed is eliminated.
The Cameblimp may be mounted on
any professional tripod or mobile cam¬
era unit by means of the conventional
A M KRIC A N Cl N EM ATOGR A PHER

of

camera.

When

camera

is

re¬

properly aligned.

screw, or a dovetail mounting bracket.
As a means of recapitulating the
salient features of the Cameblimp. refer¬
ence is made to Fig. 1. “A” is the
external follow-focus control. The lens
diaphragm control is at “B.” The power
switch is shown at “C” and the push¬
button for flashing on the internal lamp
for illuminating lens and footage dials
is shown at "D.' “E” is the camera
threading knob by which the camera
mechanism may be advanced to open
the shutter for reflex viewing of scene
when camera is stopped. The port by
which the camera operator may observe
the lens setting from rear of camera is
(Continued on Page 119)

FIG.
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it easy
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Net weight with camera and loaded magazines
is o ly

100

pounds.
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Every week—everywhere—spectacle follows spectacle
across the wide, wide screen. Figures, action—near life
in size—have new “closeness.”
Street scenes, sports, wonders of nature—all “live”
and “breathe" with reality.
New, changing technics of production, processing and

projection make all this possible . . . technics which the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film is proud
to work with the industry in solving. Branches at strategic
centers. Inquiries invited.
o
Address: Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, *I.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Ave., New York
Midwest Division

1 37 North Wabash Ave., Chicago
West Coast Division

|

Illinois

6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California

Shakespeare In VistaVision
The requirement of extreme depth of field in every scene made
VistaVision a logical choice of cameras for Sir Laurence Oliv¬
ier’s “Richard HI/’ photographed in England by Otto Heller.
By

you're a good camera¬
man,” said Sir Laurence Olivier to
Otto Heller, B.S.C. “Well, if you work
on ‘Richard III,’ don't try and win
yourself an Oscar.”
“Working for you is Oscar enough.”
Said Heller.
“And don’t flatter me, either!” re¬
torted Olivier.
That was Otto Heller's first meeting
with Britain’s most celebrated actordirector-producer. “Richard III" was
being planned as an even more powerful
production that “Henry V” and “Ham¬
let,” and Heller, along with seven other
cameramen, was interviewed by Sir
r r They tell ME

HAROLD

BENSON

Laurence during his efforts to find a
director of photography who would do
justice to his film conception of the
story.
Heller was chosen. He has been film¬
ing in Berlin, Paris, Hollywood and
London since 1918, but he told me he
still trembled when he was first ap¬
proached in connection with “Richard
III.” “After all,” he said in magnifi¬
cently fractured English which defies
reproduction in print. “I might work
on a costlier production, some kind of
super-epic, but it’s difficult to think of
any film which would carry more pres¬
tige value.”

In less than forty years Heller has
worked on “at least 150 films—silent,
sound, monochrome, color, CinemaScope
and VistaVision.” He still remembers
his first sound film. “I'd always had the
habit of muttering a sort of running
commentary on the action to myself
under the hood in the silent days,” he
told me. “The first day on this talkie
I did the same quite automatically—
‘Here comes the girl into the room,
moves from the table to the chair, sits
down, that’s all, cut.’ Of course, the
mike picked it all up. I’d been concealed
by the hood; and it took them hours
to trace the commentator.”

OTTO HELLER, B.S.C., (left) who photographed Sir Laurence Oliver’s

graphed Ealing Studios’ “The Lady Killer.”

“Richard

Herbert Lorn

III,”

is

shown

on

location

in

London

where

he

photo-

explain

Here he watches actor

the Technicolor camera to

his son,

Nicholas.

TYPICAL SCENE in “Richard III” demanding extreme depth of field

EVEN GREATER demand was made on the camera and lighting to

in the photography.

achieve maximum depth in scenes such as this.

THIS
ways,

IMPORTANT
with

dramatic

cameraman

scene

Heller’s

was
format

lit

and

proving

Hell er has shot more than thirty films
in Britain, including a number of those
rare productions which have drawn
praise for the cameraman from the
critics, such as “The Queen of Spades,”
“The Rainbow Jacket” and “The Di¬
vided Heart.' In Hollywood he worked
on “The Crimson Pirate,” his first
major color feature, and “His Majesty
O’Keefe.” One of his own favorites is
his “Never Take No For An A nswer.”
On “Richard III” Heller worked in
close cooperation with the other major
artists and technicians long before shoot¬
ing began. Olivier went through the
script scene by scene with Heller, Car¬
men Dillon, the art director, and Roger

shot
best

two
of

different
the

two.

DELIBERATELY stylized studio exterior which demanded extreme care
in

the

lighting

to

impart

Furse, the designer, until all shared the
same visualization on the whole him.
The team worked so closely together,
in fact, that Furse designed several
scenes from Heller’s lighting plans.
Two weeks were spent rehearsing the
distinguished cast before the camera,
together and individually, in order to
save camera rehearsals on the set. As
a result there was exact maintenance of
the daily schedule during production.
In the eleven weeks of studio shooting
Olivier completed a record of 165
scenes. (This is something of a contrast
with "Henry V” and “Hamlet,” which
were a year and six months on the floor
respectively.)

American Cinematographer

same

atmosphere

as

in

real

exteriors.

Four weeks of location work in Spain
preceded the studio shooting. The match¬
ing of these battle sequences with the
studio closeups provided Heller with
some of his worst headaches. He de¬
scribed to me how he juggled with
filters and lights, referring every couple
of seconds to frames from the location
material to insure exact matching.
“Richard III is in VistaVision and
Technicolor. Originally Olivier and Sir
Alexander Korda planned to use ToddAO, and Heller had packed and pre¬
pared to fly to Arizona to see “Okla¬
homa ’—the first Todd-AO production—
in the making. VistaVision was to be
(Continued on Page 119)
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THE BASIC element of the dramatic screenplay is conflict.
a

certain

drama.

opposition
Audiences

of
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Without
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IDEAL script is so arranged that each sequence builds higher

than the

smooth.

the

last.

Rain,”

for

An

excellent example is Warner Bros.’

which

Preparing The Script
PART

II

The story should begin in an active key—
one that is lively, dramatic, in¬
teresting, or rich in suspense.

By

CHARLES

I

part of this two-part ar¬
ticle. which appeared in last month’s
issue, I pointed out that the film script
should be as carefully planned and pre¬
pared as a homebuilder’s blueprint, and
that the motion picture—being an ac¬
tion medium—should be written and
produced with the emphasis on action,
rather than dialogue. The preparation
steps for writing a script were described
up to the point of continuity; so this
month we shall proceed from there.
In breaking down the treatment into
scenario form, the first step is to divide
the action into sequences. A sequence is
a series of scenes which, when joined
together in their proper consecutive or¬
der. put across a unified idea or phase
of the story action. Most stories logically
divide themselves into separate se¬
quences. A study of the treatment will
reveal where one phase of the story
ends and the next begins. For simple
comparison, one might say that a seN the first

%

•
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quence in a screenplay is like a chapter
in a novel.
If the various sequences are thought
of as separate units, it will be easier for
the screen-writer to break down the
script. Taking one sequence at a time,
he then will divide it into individual
scenes or shots. Each of these scenes is,
in turn, a unit within itself—but its pat¬
tern and meaning will be dependent
upon the other scenes that precede and
follow it, as well as upon the overall
approach of the script. Unless this rela¬
tionship is recognized and carefully in¬
tegrated, the script will almost surely
lack continuity.
It has been stated that a good script
must have a beginning, a middle and
an end. But actually it is not quite as
simple as that. There are other elements
of dramatic construction that must be
incorporated into a successful screen¬
playFirst, the story should begin in an ao-
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a

scene

is

being

shot

here

in

“Miracle
New

in

York.

tive key—one that is lively, dramatic,
interesting, or rich in suspense. There
is no place for a leisurely opening in to¬
day’s screenplay; this tends to lull the
audience into an indifferent frame of
mind. Also, the opening should establish
the locale, introduce the main charac¬
ters, and explain something of the basic
story situation. Suspense, as already
pointed out, is a fine thing—-but an
audience requires certain explanations;
it does not relish being left up in the
air.
On the other hand, a story opening
can be too dramatic or lively. It may
actually be more exciting than anything
that follows; thus the rest of the film
becomes dull and anti-climactic. The
ideal script is so arranged that each se¬
quence builds higher than the last. In
this way there is an overall rise in audi¬
ence interest ending with the last or
climactic sequence, which should actual¬
ly be the highest point of action in the
story.
In the same way each sequence builds
to its own sub-climax before we can
move on to treat the next phase of the
story. The aim should always be to build
up to the best scenes carefully, creating
a setting so that when they appear on
the screen they will seem to come as a
logical climax, rather than merely spec¬
tacular shots that have been thrown in
for effect.
Obviously, a script cannot continue
to build in a perfectly straight line. A
schematic chart of the script would
properly show a rhythmic pattern of
peaks and valleys, like a mountain
range, with each climactic peak rising
(Continued on Page 116)
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The Preparation Of Short Technical Films
By

K.

H.

BARNEY

Speery Gyroscope Company

I

the highly competitive field of
electronic development there is quite
frequently a need for motion picture
films to be used in engineering or sales
presentations to the customer. Often
there is insufficient time for a full-scale
motion picture production, yet the dy¬
namic quality of a moving picture is
required to stimulate customer interest
in the product. This is especially true
when the subject involved is a radar or
similar system where the appearance of
the various cathode ray tube presenta¬
tions can be more realistically depicted
by moving pictures than by slides or
other still photographs.
We have found that short 16mm
black-and-white films can be quickly
produced at low cost to fulfill this need.
In most cases it has proven convenient
to make two copies of each film. One is
a silent version designed for extem¬
poraneous commentary by the engineer
or salesman involved on the project.
This is used in presentations awav from
N
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the plant at locations where only 16mm
silent projectors are usually available.
The second copy (identical to the first)
is printed on sound film stock and fur¬
nished with a magnetic sound track.
The commentary is magnetically re¬
corded on this version using a magnetic
sound projector. This print can then be
used for presentations at the plant or
at other locations where magnetic sound
equipment is available. This provides a
sound-on-film version for use when the
persons intimately acquainted with the
film are not present. If necessary this
latter version may be converted to op¬
tical sound-on-film at a later date.
The techniques used in producing
these films are quite streamlined, since
the films must often be finished in a
very short period of time to be of most
value. Consequently, the production is
conceived and the script is written in
terms of the materials that are actually
on hand or may easily be obtained.
After the preliminary planning of the
9
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script the narration is written in full
for use with the magnetic sound edition.
The reading of the narration by the
person who will give the presentation
is timed. This timing is then used for
planning the lengths of the individual
scenes in the film. Although the extem¬
poraneous “off the cuff” commentary
with the silent version is rarely as de¬
tailed as the magnetically recorded ver¬
sion (unless, of course, the narration is
memorized word by word), it is usually
delivered more slowly by the speaker.
These two factors compensate for each
other so that with a little practice any¬
one familiar with the material can talk
along quite adequately with the silent
version of the film.
Maximum use is made of the existing
originals of diagrams, pictorial draw¬
ings, and photographs that may have
been previously prepared for printed
reports or brochures. The sequences and
“action” of the non-live scenes are
planned so that no frame-by-frame ani-

FIG.

was

FIG. 2—LIGHTING and camera setup for

FIG.3—TRI-X

sequence

photographing PPI (Plan Position Indica¬

graphing

PPI

shots

by panning the camera from area A to

tor) shots such as one shown in Fig. 3,

tivity

this

film

B

at right.

radar

used
to

1—A
to
C

simple

produce
as

drawing
a

which

complete

narration

told

the

story.

mation is required. By the use of closeups, pans, lap-dissolves, fades and a
little ingenuity a great deal of “anima¬
tion” may be obtained from inanimate
drawings. For example, in a recent film
it was necessary to depict the radar
detection of a bomber flying toward the
coast of a country. The drawing, Fig. 1,
originally prepared for a company bro¬
chure, was used to depict the entire
sequence. First the bomber alone was
shown close up (Area A). The camera
then panned slowly across the upper
part of the diagram stopping on a closeup of the radar tower (Area B). A lapdissolve to the radar operator and his
presentation (Area C) completed the
sequence.
Any new drawings such as circuit or
block diagrams required especially for
the film are made up according to the
specifications for slides. Flere simplicity
is necessary. Every attempt is made to
make the drawings as uncluttered and
uncomplicated as possible. We have
found it convenient to prepare these
drawings in the size that is normally
used for making slides. This standardi¬
zation has proven satisfactory and per¬
mits the art work to progress from
sketches through its completed form
with a minimum of complication and
supervision.
In filming block diagrams or sche¬
matics simple effects are used to focus
attention of the audience on the part
of the diagram being described by the
narrator without the use of frame-bvframe animation. For example, a block
diagram can be shown first in its en¬
tirety. As the narration proceeds, the
part to be explained in detail is indi¬
cated by means of a pointer. This is
followed by a closeup of the area being
treated, whose salient features can be
further highlighted by a pointer. The
action of the pointer must, of course,
correspond to the timing of the timed
narrative. The pointer also conveniently

serves to cue the extemporaneous narra¬
tion.
As before, the selection of the scenes
involving diagrams and their timing
are governed by the same considera¬
tions that pertain to preparing a lecture
with slides. Special care is taken to
make sure that the information on each
diagram can be fully understood by the
viewing audience in the time allotted.
It has been found most expedient to
film all titles and diagrams in their final
order to cut editing time to a minimum.
Fades and lap-dissolves are done in the
camera. All pictures are shot at sound
speed (24 f.p.s.) except where special
effects are required.

of

film

is

used

in

such as this.
enhances

photo¬
Sensi¬

realism

of

presentation.

Live action shots, whether interiors
or exteriors, are usually photographed
on Eastman Tri-X negative. The high
speed of this film (A.S.A. 200-250)
permits many interior scenes to be
filmed without the use of special lights;
the existing lighting level in the labora¬
tories or office areas is usually sufficient.
The sensitivity of this film also enhances
the realism of radar presentation pic¬
tures. This is especially true in the case
of Plan Position Indicator presentations,
such as the one shown in Fig. 3, or
other intensity-modulated presentations
where the images fade very quickly to
low levels of light output between scans.
(Continued on Page 118)
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BURNING
the

fine

of

the

Usher

miniature

man5ion—example

work

that

marks

the

of
pro¬

duction produced by Sal and Nadine Pizzo.

FILMING A SCENE for “The Fall of the House of Usher." A severe gray coffin
occupies

center of virtually

empty

room.

Walls

are

shrouded

in

deep

brown

drapery. The polished wooden floor is bare. Against this, Tullio Pellegrini and
Sal

Pizzo

enact

scene

being

photographed

by

author.

The Drama Of Color
In Cinematography
MOTTLED

and

moisture-streaked

gray

stone

walls of dungeon are illuminated by blue light

How
to

its

give

psychological
dramatic

implications were employed

emphasis

to

“The

Fall

of

which casts bars of shadow upon the stone floor.

the

House of Usher,” photographed in 16mm Kodachrome.
By

A

NADINE

as a func¬
tional. emotion-rousing ingredient
in the motion picture is rendered more
graphic by explicit demonstration. Hav¬
ing established certain basic considera¬
tions and procedures governing the
dramatic usage of color, it will be well
to illustrate by citing their specific ap¬
plication in a picture of a dramatic
character. I will proceed with an analy¬
sis of a production upon which I worked
as co-producer—“The Fall of the House
of Usher."'
The mood of the famous Edgar Allan
Poe story is of such a quality and in¬

too

DISCUSSION

OF

COLOR

American Cinematographer

PIZZO

tensity as to linger in the memory for
long years after the details of the story
have been forgotten by the reader. To
attempt the filming of this vehicle is,
therefore, to attempt to translate mood
into pictures, the intangible into the
relatively tangible form of the visual.
The mood is one of deep melancholy,
lurking mystery, and hovering doom.
Though this is a tale of mystery, it is
no mere horror story. It is a subtle
psychological study of the mental dis¬
solution of a man who is overwhelmed
by fear and the sense of impending
(Continued on Page 110)
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dark

brown

wall
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were

liberally used in this setting of bedroom, wall
areas of gray stone
ered

to

enhance
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medieval

left

character.

uncov¬

CLOSE YOUR EYES...dream into our picture all
the natural, living colors we’d love you to see!

Now! OPEN YOUR eyes to marvelous new
16mm ANSCOCHROME...the film that adds
a new world of color...a brilliant new speed...
to your home movies...outdoors, anytime
you please! Treat your camera (and
yourself) to new, high-speed 16mm
ANSCOCHROME
Made by Ansco and it’s great!
ANSCO, BINGHAMTON. N. Y. A DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE AND FILM CORPORATION
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FIG.

1—A

standard

tape

recorder

to

which

an

auxiliary

syn¬

chronizing head has been added is shown above. Photo at right
is

closer view,

head

“A”

showing

and

the

relative

normal

positions

recording

of

the

mechanism.

synchronizing
A

tape

guide

“B” was added to smooth out the flow of tape.

Coincident Sound For Home Movies
A unique system that insures perfect sync between
any projector and
By

JAMES

magnetic tape recorder.
N.

Technical Staff. Hughes

T

movie-maker soon gradu¬
ates from “shooting” movies and
splicing them end-to-end. He edits his
films to form logical sequences and later
adds written titles or captions to explain
the actions not fully clear to the audi¬
ence. Not completely satisfied with silent
projection, the next step usually is the
addition of a musical background with
the selections carefully arranged to fit
the mood of the picture.
One method for the addition of mood
music, which is still quite popular, in¬
he serious

THERE'S no
like

that

pleasure

that

for a

comes

home

from

an

movie maker

audience

gen¬

uinely pleased with his accomplishment. Sound,
expertly

integrated

more

than

level

of

Author

8mm

and

Whitaker's

ple process.

and

anything

synchronized

else
16mm

system

to

raise

home
makes

will

the
movie
this

do

quality
a

films.
sim¬

WHITAKER
lircraft Company

volves the use of standard phonograph
records and dual turntables, with the
operator changing records in accord¬
ance with a carefully prepared score.
The operator must follow the film close¬
ly and execute the changes in music
smoothly and at the appropriate moment
in order to provide an enjoyable show.
This system requires considerable prac¬
tice and concentration on the part of the
operator and leaves much to be desired,
particularly since it does not readily lend
itself to the inclusion of sound effects
and dialogue.
Several other methods have been used
to provide sound with film. The most
popular commercial system involves re¬
cording the sound separately, and then
transferring it to a sound track on a
master negative, the master negative and
final sound track being the result of a
considerable amount of selective editing.
(Continued on Page 105)
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Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Pat this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4'‘
FRANK

C. ZUCKCR
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COINCIDENT SOUND
(Continued from Page 103)

This method is not practical for certain
professional and advertising work or
for amateur uses because of the expense,
complicated processes, and time involved
in the various steps required in the ulti¬
mate production of a finished film.
Another popular method involves re¬
cording the sound directly on the film at
the time of the initial exposure. This
system requires the use of special sound
cameras
and
amplifying equipment

RYTHING FOR
EASTERN PRODUCTION
■

*

'

which is both cumbersome and costly. In
instances where 16mm film is used, it
also involves running the film at a frame
speed of 24 per second compared to the
normal so-called “silent” film speed of
16 frames per second commonly used in
connection with 16mm or 8mm amateur
motion picture work. Even at the 24frame film speed, the quality of the re¬
produced sound is not too satisfactory
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because of the relatively low linear speed
of the film. Another disadvantage to
single-system sound-on-film recording is
that the sound is displaced a consider¬
able distance along the film with respect
to the photographic image. This intro¬

■

,

.

(Catalogs Upon Request)

333 WEST 52nd ST

duces problems in editing since an un¬
desirable portion of the film may include
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Pro or Cine

Maaazines

drreot

a desirable portion of the sound track.

scribed in the following paragraphs over¬

With the availability of tape recorders
in the popular-priced field, some enthu¬

comes the major objections of previous
arrangements. It provides for a sound
track capable of maintaining coincidence

siasts have recorded the entire program
on tape to free the operator from the
problem of changing records every few
moments. This system requires a strobo¬
scope and a strobe light on the projector
in order that the film speed may be
closely regulated. Since the speed of most
tape recorders is relatively constant, a

The most satisfac¬
tory custom conver¬
sion to use all film
rolls
from
5 0'
through 400' with
magazines of either
Bell & Howell or
Mitchell
type
for
direct sound record¬
ing on 16mm. Your
camera is entirely
rebuilt,
refinished
and converted, or
we can supply com¬
plete new units on
order.

• Signal

light tells when camera

is

running.

• Veedor

reset-type

footage

indicator

built

in.

• Built-in filter slot with 2 filter holders.
• We

use

no

external

motor

drive!

• Built-in camera phone-jack for monitoring sound.
• Exclusive ball-bearing shaft magazines.
• Canon

lock-on plugs for all

sound cables.

$345.00

Convert Customer-Owned Camera
Less Magazine.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

HAROLD’S Photography & TV
308 South Phillips, Sioux Falls, S. D.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l6mni-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic
shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact. Portable

Guaranteed.

Write

for

Free

Micro Record Corp.

Literature.
Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N. Y.

in its operation that even a novice may
obtain satisfactory results, and involves
a minimum of auxiliary equipment and

Synchronous motor drives applied to
both the film projector and tape recorder
can only partially solve the problem be¬

expense.

Even with the

equipment

accept your old
as

a

Auricon Pro-600”.

trade-in

camera
for

the

or surplus
“All

New

Time Payments, too!

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602
Western Br.:

W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19—PLaza 7-0440
6331
Holvwood Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
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photography.

This

removes

objection encountered in
sound-on-film
recording.
equipment

required

for

one major
the use of
The
extra

projection

is

be out of the question for sound effects
and dialogue.

A simple modification of the tape re¬
corder, the addition of a synchronous

In some commercial applications a
special magnetic recording mechanism

motor to control the speed of the pro¬
jector and an amplifier system for driv¬

incorporating

of an expensive nature is involved.

ing the synchronous motor from the out¬
put of a tape recorder head, will con¬
vert a silent projection system to a coin¬
cident sound system.

Another system which is more prac¬
tical for the hobbyist involves the use of
a standard projector and a special mag¬

Most popular tape recorders are what
is commonly known as “half track” re¬
corders. They record a magnetic image

netic tape with a striped plastic base, so

on one half of the tape. The tape is
normally removed from the machine,
turned over, and again run through the

a

perforated

tape

and

sprocket system is used to assure coin¬
cidence. Here again, special equipment

oriented that the flashes of light from
the projector film gate will strike the
striped tape, producing a stroboscope
effect which enables the operator to ad¬

tape recorder to make use of the other
half of the tape.

just the speed of the projector to coin¬
cide with the movement of the magnetic

In the system described here, a stand¬
ard tape recorder normally providing for

tape. The major disadvantage of this
system is that the operator must contin¬

half-track recording is fitted with an
auxiliary recording head so positioned
that it will record on the unused half of

ually watch the tape and adjust the speed
of the projector to compensate for the
variations in power line voltage, tape
creep, and other irregularities which
tend to change the speed of the projec¬
tor, the tape, or both.
In order to include the obvious advan¬
tages of tape recording as the sound
source for home movies, and to retain
the economy of the 16 frame film speed,

the tape. Saturation of the tape is ac¬
complished by the direct application of
6.3 volts of a-c from the amplifier cath¬
ode heater supplv system. Previous era¬
sure is not required since the saturation
of the tape automatically erases any pre¬
vious recording.
A small synchronous motor is mounted
on the projector in such a manner as
to control the speed of the projector. This
motor is driven from the amplified syn¬
chronizing tone recorded on the tape
during playback, and from the power
line during the recording procedure.
To set up a sound track for a film, the

development work covered a period of
more than five years with all sorts of me¬
chanical and electrical servo-mechanisms

operator places the film in the projector
in the usual manner. A mark is placed
on the film leader at a pre-determined

and controls devised and discarded for
one reason or another.

point. The projector speed control is ad¬
justed to a value which has previously

The
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iliary or modified equipment need be
used in connection with the original

little more than that available with an
existing magnetic tape recorder and mo¬
tion picture projector.

tween the linear speeds of the tape and
motion picture film as the ultimate goal.
Now that the problem has been solved,
the answer seems obvious, although the
will

Unless “lip sync "1 is required, no aux¬

incidence between the optical image and
the sound could not be tolerated, even
for musical background alone, and would

the author embarked on a development
program with an absolute lock-in be¬

S.O.S.

mits the use of a standard motion picture
camera operating at a film speed of 16
frames per second for photographing the

eye on the stroboscope and a hand on
the speed control of the projector at all
times.

continuous operation cannot be relied
upon, and an error of ten seconds in co¬

• Direct drive—no lag or speed-up of film travel.

not require the constant vigilance of the
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through the film gate and sproekets of
the projector in the usual manner. The
power for the drive motor and for the
1 projection lamp is obtained from the
power lines. Power for the synchronous
motor is provided by the synchronizing
tone amplifier. The magnetic tape is
placed in the tape recorder as is cus¬
tomary, with the starting point coinci¬
dent with the start of the recording. This
point may be indicated in any satisfac¬
tory way, such as by a mark on the tape,
etc. The projector is switched on. and
when the mark on the film leader passes
the previously pre-determined point, the
tape recorder is started.
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Ci n em a took a p h er

The tape recorder mechanism is sub¬
stantially instantaneous in starting. The
synchronizing tone which was previously
recorded on the second track of the mag¬
netic tape produces an electrical output
wave in the auxiliary recording head.
This electrical wave is applied to the
synchronizing amplifier which amplifies
the synchronizing tone to a level suffici¬
ent to drive the synchronous motor,
which in turn controls the speed of the
projector through a mechanical linkage.
Simultaneously, the normal sound out¬
put from the tape is amplified and ap¬
plied to the speaker system where the
electrical wave is converted into audible
sound.
Since the speed of the projector was
controlled by the power line frequency
when the sound was recorded, and since
the power line frequency was recorded
simultaneously with the recording of the
sound, and since the power line fre¬
quency recorded on the tape is used to
control the speed of the projector during
playback, it follows that if the tape
mechanism is started at the proper time
relative to the position of the motion pic¬
ture film, the sound will always be re¬
produced coincident with the action por¬
trayed by the film, to the same degree as
it was coincident when recorded.
Thus we have a means by which sound
may be added to a silent motion picture
screening in a manner independent of
the type of film used, film speed or tape
speed, and with the only requirement be¬
ing that the same relative speeds be used
in playback as were used in recording.
For instance, a tape speed of 3.75. 7.5.
or 15 inches per second may be used
with equal results insofar as synchroniz¬
ation of the film and sound are con¬
cerned. The choice being one of prefer¬
ence or convenience only. Likewise 8mm,
16mm. or 35mm film may be used at
any standard frame speed with equallv
accurate coincidence between sound and
picture.
Since the speed of the projector is con¬
trolled by a synchronous motor whose
power is derived from a tone recorded
on the tape, reasonable variations in tape
speeds will not disturbe the coincidence
February, 1956

between the photographic image and the
sound as originally recorded. In actual
practice, tape speed variations of suf¬
ficient magnitude to cause the sound to
be completely unsatisfactory may be
present without causing the synchronous
motor to lose control of the projector
speed.
The more advanced amateur or pro¬
fessional who wishes to have complete
sound coincidence, including “lip sync’
may obtain the desired result by driving
the camera with a synchronous motor,
using a tape recorder equipped with the
auxiliary recording head to simultane¬
ously record the sound and the power
line frequency. The editing problem in
this case is no greater than that encoun¬
tered in commercial systems using sep¬
arate sound recording devices. There is
the added advantage of the possibility
of high-fidelity recording, lower or “si¬
lent" film speed, and a minimum of ex¬
pensive equipment.
The auxiliary recording head found
most convenient for this purpose is the
Brush Type BK 1090. This head has a
high output and since it requires a single
hole for mounting, may be conveniently
located in any position which permits
the normally unused half of the tape to
pass over the pole face. An auxiliary
tape guide may or may not be required.
A typical installation is shown in Fig. 1.
Tape recorders equipped for dual chan¬
nel recording will require no modifica¬
tion. A low voltage 60-cycle a-c signal
may be recorded in the second channel.
During playback, the output from this
second channel is applied to the input
of the synchronizing amplifier, which in
this instance may be any amplifier ca¬
pable of providing an output of ten
watts at 60 cps. to drive the synchronous
motor.
Next month I shall describe how the
synchronous motor is mounted on the
projector and also give details of the
construction and use of the synchroniz¬
ing amplifier.
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PICTORIAL EMPHASIS

s etersoM

(Continued, from Page 87)

The three production photos repro¬
duced here reveal how this technique
was applied to three different scenes. In¬
terior scenes throughout the picture re¬
veal a classic pattern of lighting that is
not altogether new nor excelled by other
cinematographers. Pinpointing of light
has been employed very skillfully to give
depth and pleasing eye appeal to scenes
played in interior sets. Moreover, it is
adroitly used to give dramatic emphasis
to one player, when two are photo¬
graphed in a closeup or two-shot. The
player whose scene it is is brightly lit
while the other is given less light or
subdued in darkness altogether. In this
way the dialogue is given emphasis and
the dramatic situation is greatly en¬
hanced; attention is concentrated on the
players and there is nothing pictorially
to divert audience attention.
Photography of exteriors is equally
meticulous. Indeed, more than 90 per
cent of the picture consists of exteriors;
and these are marked with a photo¬
graphic realism that makes a rock look
like a rock, a weatherbeaten facade gen¬
uinely so, and a dull day really overcast.
One standout scene is the hanging
that takes place during a light rain in
which the sky is heavy with ominous
clouds—lending just the right pictorial
touch to a violent scene. The scene was
planned that way. The company waited
four days for the weather to change, and
the scene was shot at dusk to further en¬
hance the somber pictorial aspect of the
action.
The location exteriors were shot in
the vicinity of Grand Junction, Colo¬
rado, over a period of twelve weeks dur¬
ing which time the company never
missed a single day of shooting because
of bad weather. The studio built a com¬
plete ranch set in a picturesque valley
representing the famous “Rodick’s Val¬
ley” described in the novel, “Jeremy
Rodick,” from which the screen play
was adapted. Here Jeremy Rodick,
played by James Cagney, bred and
raised fine horses for Wells Fargo Ex¬
press. Here Rodick held supreme as both
rancher and the law—the nearest lawgoverned town being over 200 miles
away. So as rustlers stole his horses and
were caught, Rodick ruthlessly and
swiftly applied his law—hanging from
the nearest tree.
“Hanging fever” is the term his sub¬
ordinates gave the sudden, strange im¬
pulse that gripped Rodick whenever he
learned his horses had been stolen or
killed by rustlers. And this vengeful
mood is crystalized into dramatic action
in the closing sequences of the picture
when Rodick and his men come upon
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three outlaws in the act of mutilating
the hooves of a herd of his horses stolen
during the night. His vengeance now
knows no bounds. Instead of hanging
the outlaws, he decides to inflict upon
them the same suffering they are in¬
flicting on his horses by trimming their

C I N E K A D
Synchronous Motor Drive

for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.

The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re¬
quired for installation and mounting.

hooves to the quick. Rodick orders the
outlaws’ hands tied behind their backs
and their boots removed. For the first
time he decides to turn outlaws over to
a law enforcement agency—forcing the
men to walk the entire 200 miles in their
stocking feet.
Here Surtee’s camera assumes a more
important role in pointing up the torture
the men endure as they walk slowly to¬
ward the distant town through sage¬
brush, cactus and rocks.
The camera
frequently moves in close to show the
men’s bleeding, blood-caked feet shuffl¬
ing over sharp rocks, stumbling through

a patch of cactus—driven relentlessly
forward by Rodick and his men on
horseback. Lens focus is deliberately
crisp in these closeups to sharply etch
details, as dictated by the stylized pat¬
tern of photography set for the picture.
Here, more incisevly perhaps than in all
the rest of the picture, pictorial empha¬
sis has been applied with great skill to
give these climactic scenes the utmost
realism.
Pictorial emphasis in cinematography
has been roughly defined as the art of
utilizing all the potentials of photog¬
raphy to enhance a mood, a story or
characterization; of making a scene
visually more appetizing; of making the
photography contribute something tan¬
gible and specific to the story besides
merely recording it. “Tribute to a Bad
Man” has all this. And a great tribute it
is to two-time Academy Award winner
Robert Surtees who photographed it.

The synchronous motor drive is complete with
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tragedy. All this is set forth in lan¬
guage of dark poetic beauty. Should
the photoplay fail to establish and sus¬
tain the emotional essence of this
vehicle, no amount of proficiency can
save it from complete failure. This is
one of Poe’s group of stories properly
categorized as “Tales of the Wierd and
the Beautiful,” and the production must
be realized in these terms.
What, then, is the role of color in a
picture of this type? Would this story
not best lend itself to black-and-white?
True, it is a superb black-and-white
vehicle; but were this to he interpreted
upon the stage it would be done with
color. It is a misapprehension to believe
that color is effective only when it can
be used lavishly. It is no less eloquent
in a low-key than in the higher regis¬
ters.
For emphasizing the mood of
“Usher” it was one of the most potent
means at our disposal.
The period of the story is set for the
year 1839. It was in this year that the
tale was written. It is ideal for our pur¬
pose from the costume standpoint, for
at this time dress had evolved from the
flamboyance of the earlier part of the
century to the relative conservatism
necessitated by our vehicle. Once the
historical time is established for a pro¬
duction, you have a general framework
within which to work in planning sets
and costumes. In this particular case
we had a wider range than the early
19th century, for the Usher mansion
was very old and could well incorporate
features from even earlier times.
The location of the gloomy mansion
was a remote section of the country,
February, 1956

presumably rural England. It stood in
utter isolation in a desolate landscape.
The model of the house which we de¬
signed and built was a gaunt, tragic
symbol of decaying magnificence. It
was deep gray in tone and mottled and
weather-stained with age. The land¬
scape setting was barren and dreary,
and accented with the gray tortured
skeletons of dead trees. The sky was
moody gray.
The outdoor sequence
which must correspond in color quality
to our model landscape was filmed in a
setting that might conceivably border
the Usher estate, and shot under a gray
sky. As a matter of fact, it rained be¬
fore we were done with that morning’s
shooting. Sky inserts which were used
at strategic points in the picture had to
echo the tragic tensions building dur¬
ing story’s progression.
We waited
weeks for just the right weather condi¬
tions. Finally our patience was rewarded
by a stormy day with leaden clouds and
high wind. These skies were filmed as
night scenes, and the dark, ominous
blue-grays carry just the right mood
quality.
Our interiors, in which the story un¬
folds to its inevitable tragic climax, are
restricted in number. Therefore, each
set must carry a heavy burden in con¬
veying the total impression of the char¬
acter of this house. There must be an
air of antiquity, which is conveyed by
the barren gray stone work in certain
interiors. There must be cheerlessness
coupled with luxury. This was an old
and wealthy family with an apprecia¬
tion for the beautiful. Above all there
must be a dark, brooding quality. For

the master color note dark brown was
selected. In floor to ceiling drapery this
dense brown covered most of the walls,
providing a gloomy background for the
richer color notes of other furnishings.
With this background we were able to
create the illusion of spaciousness which,
in fact, we did not have. Also, the dark¬
ness of the backdrops contributed to the
success of the chiaroscuro effects essen¬
tial to the mood of the drama.
Now that an over-all unity has been
established for the production’s settings,
let us examine individual sets for their
variations within the master scheme.
The settings for any given sequence
must support the dramatic action and
stress not only the individuality of the
actors but their psychological develop¬
ments. The basic set is Usher’s studio,
which reflects most intimately the man
and his tastes. Against the gray and
deep brown of the walls are placed the
warmer browns of cabinets, tables and
a partial room divider of intricately cut
out oriental pattern. The dark blue
upholstery of a carved chair, the deep
gold of a small antique sofa, and the
exquisite bas-relief of a Chinese screen
in the color of old ivory establish the
family taste for rich and exotic fur¬
nishings without in any way destroying
the oppressive mood. The comparative
sparseness of the furnishings contributes
to the illusion of spaciousness. Usher
is first seen against the fabulous carv¬
ing of the ivory screen and thus imme¬
diately identified with his environment.
The painting sequence, filmed in an
area of the studio room, is the most
colorful in the picture, but this color
is presented under extremely dramatic
lighting. It recedes into shadow and
leaps into brilliance.
This scene not
only portrays Usher in one of his most
outwardly normal moods but, in show¬
ing him at his easel, further reveals his
aesthetic nature and something of the
strangeness of the inner man. The can¬
vas on the easel with its insane reds
and tortured tree forms, the lonely
blues and unwholesome red-browns of
the two canvases resting in dramatic
contrast against a rich gold screen per¬
mit us a glimpse into a tortured soul.
I will discuss the costumes in this se¬
quence at a later point. This scene is
strongly symbolic of the mental torment
suppressed beneath the man’s outer
mask of quiet concentration.
The death bed sequence immediately
follows a scene where the friend wan¬
ders restlessly about the richly fur¬
nished studio. The dramatic impact is
even further heightened by this con¬
trast. The sister’s room is shadowy and
completely shrowded in dark brown.
The only furnishing is the bed, with a
medium brown satin counterpane and
rich brown satin side draperies. The
girl’s face, framed against a white pil-
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low, with delicate blue lighting, becomes
the focal point in a deeply morbid set¬
ting.
There is not a distracting or
superfluous color note in this scene;
everything is aimed at a single over¬
powering impression of stark tragedy.
When Usher makes the announce¬
ment to his friend of his sister’s death,
he stands before a cold blue window.
One side of his face catches illumina¬
tion from the warm candle glow within
the room, while the other side is dra¬
matized symbolically with the blue of
waning daylight that reaches him from
the window. The effect is ghastly. The
color supports and emphasizes the reso¬
lution of the man and the import of the
words he speaks.
The room in which the coffin is set
up before the burial is arranged so that
the severe gray coffin occupies the cen¬
ter of a virtually empty stage. Again
the walls are shrouded in deep brown
drapery. The polished wooden floor is
bare. Rich brown satin looped draper¬
ies frame the room like a proscenium
arch on the camera side. Dead center
and in the foreground is a bare table
holding a candelabra with three tall
burning tapers. The coffin rests upon a
low stand covered with purple satin.
The same purple which in “The Nativ¬
ity” gave to one of the kings a regal
splendor is here employed in a differ¬
ent relationship as a final tragic accent.
When the coffin is removed, that purple
cloth seen through the tall candles in a
dark-walled area of emptiness conveys
the ultimate loneliness.
The mottled and moisture-streaked
gray stone walls of the passageway to
the dungeon are illuminated by blue
light which casts bars of shadow upon
the stone floor as it filters through a
grating.
By the dungeon door is a
burning torch which illuminates this
area with warm light. The torch is car¬
ried into the stone-wall dungeon and
casts upon this wierd burial scene a
flickering amber light. Here is an in¬
stance where warm light is used to
achieve an eerie effect.
The last interior setting in the drama
is the friend’s bedroom where the
mounting tragedy reaches its final reso¬
lution. This room reveals the antiquity
of the mansion.
Though dark brown
wall hangings are liberally used, the
wall areas of bare gray stone that are
purposely left uncovered give to the
room a medieval character. The huge
mass of a canopied antique Chinese bed
fills one corner of the room. It half re¬
cedes into shadow, but the rich red glow
of its intricately carved surfaces pro¬
vide the one note of oppressive splendor
in the uncompromising austerity of the
chamber. The bed and one table near
it are covered with deep violet satin. A
small chair and commode complete the
i furnishings. The two tables support
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candles which are the sole light sources
for the setting. A small medieval win¬
dow looks out on the blackness of night.
Gray-green drapery is used in the cor¬
ner behind the bed to give a little defi¬
nition to this unit in the shadowy room.
Under normal illumination the monu¬
mental structure of the bed could domi¬
nate the room and dwarf the actors. By
the chiaroscuro treatment it was held to
its proper subordinate function. With
these colors and color values, the dra¬
matic spotting of simulated candle illu¬
mination from opposite sides of the
room could be employed to ultimate
dramatic advantage. Intense light and
shadow contrast, with forms emerging
from obscurity into highlight, yielded
the full measure of mystery and tragic
climax.
Flame is used as a dramatic color
device throughout the picture. It ranges
from the cheerful open fire in the
friend’s study, through candle and
torch light, the the darning frenzy of the
final sequence. Here the color of fire
intensifies until it becomes a blood-red
leaping fury, symbolizing the devouring
evil that consumes the doom-ridden
House of Usher.
I trust that the above discussion of
settings has clarified the interpretation
of a given vehicle through the means
of carefully selected color, and that it
has demonstrated the development of
individual sequences within the over-all
mood requirements of the picture. To
borrow a term from music, we may de¬
fine this procedure as “variations on a
theme”—color variations upon a master
color theme.
Having analyzed color usage in set¬
tings, we are now free to consider its
function in the second great category
in which it is employed—costume. In
the general introductory discussion of
this subject I have stated the many fac¬
tors to be understood and resolved in
dealing with color in costuming. I’ll
not repeat them, but illustrate their
application in the costumes of the three
principal characters in “Usher.”
The friend, who is primarily a spec¬
tator in this wierd tale, is a normal,
socially adjusted human being.
He
serves as the dramatic foil for the ab¬
normal intensity of Usher. To help
establish his character and circum¬
stances and to contrast him with Usher
and Usher’s morbid environment, he
was dressed in light gray breeches and
cool green double-breasted tail coat.
The light gray has both elegance and
freshness. The green is cool and sooth¬
ing. It has normal, healthy connota¬
tions. The white shirt has a ruffled front
and cuffs.
The neckcloths are either
white or navy blue and tied with flow¬
ing ends. After the sister’s death, a
black satin, severely knotted neckcloth
is substituted. In the last sequence the

friend removes his coat to reveal a green
striped waistcoat and white shirt with
full gathered sleeves. This white further
accentuates his final dramatic involve¬
ment in the plot and helps to spotlight
him in the dark room. In the walk
through the woods at the begnning of
the film, a navy blue cape gave him
definition in the gray landscape; in the
flight sequence, the white shirt under¬
lines his unthinking panic and drama¬
tizes him in the night.
Usher’s sister, the Lady Madeline, is
garbed in the two most dramatically
potent of all colors, actually not colors
at all—black and white. Neither should
be overlooked in a color production, for
their power to dominate an entire color
ensemble renders them invaluable. Both
are difficult to illuminate. Black literally
abhors light, and white reflects it to
such a degree that at times it can “burn
out. ’ This should be no deterrent to
their use, however, for careful and
clever light manipulation can solve both
problems. In her first appearance the
Lady Madeline wears a gown of se¬
vere black taffeta.
She instantly be¬
comes the enigmatic embodiment of
Usher’s morbid obsessions, her appear¬
ance a foreshadowing of tragedy. She
does not again fully appear until the
final sequence of the picture when the
door of the friend’s bedroom slowly
swings open to reveal her standing on
the threshold in a flowing white shroud
illuminated by icy blue light. One can
well imagine the “shock’" impact of this
vision. She incorporates all the chilling
horror of the tomb and the terror of
night and the unknown.
When, after an ample period of sus¬
pense, Usher is first revealed, he is seen
in a rich, cold blue dressing gown
against the mellow golden carving of an
antique screen. The luxury of settings
and attire establish harmony between the
man and his environment. Both reveal
much of his circumstances and tastes.
The blue, however, contrasts with the
golden tones in such a way as to drama¬
tize the figure. This blue is cold with
a three-dimensional quality. The fabric
is such that the color takes on a silver
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HOLLYWOOD STUDIO PRODUCTION
Fuatur* and television film productions for which members of the American Society of
Cinomatographers were engaged as Directors of Photography during the past month.

• Irving Glassberg, “Johnny Salvo,” with
Ray Danton. Leigh Snowden, Grant Williams.
Jack Arnold, Director.
Daniels,
“The Gentle Web,”
(Technicolor) with Esther Williams, George
Nader, Edward Andrews. Harry Keller, di¬
rector.
• William

• Maury Gertsman, “Behind the High Wall.”
with Tom Tully, Sylvia Sidney and Betty
Lynn. Abner Bieberman, director.
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raphers in foreign lands. Membership is
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Crawford, Russ Tamblyn, Leif Erickson. Rus¬
sell Rouse, director.

• John
Seitz,
“Santiago,”
(Warnercolor;
wide-screen) with Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta, Lloyd Nolan. Gordon Douglas, director.

• Paul Vogel, “High Society,” Vista-Vision;
Color) with Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank
Sinatra, Celeste Holm, John Lund. Charles
Walters, director.

• Boris
Kaufman,
“Baby Doll,”
(Wide¬
screen) with Karl Malden, Carroll Baker, Eli
Wallach. Elia Kazan, producer-director.

• Jfseph Ruttenberg, “Somebody Up There
Likes Me,” with Paul Newman, Pier Angeli,
Eileen Heckert. Robert Wise, director.
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Strence, Treasurer
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of St. Louis,” with James Stewart. Billy Wild¬
er, director.

First Vice-President
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“The Catered Affair,” with
Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine, Debbie Reyn¬
olds, Barry Fitzgerald, Rod Taylor. Richard
Brooks, director.
• John

Rannahan

Leon Shamroy

• Daniel Fapp, “Pardners,”
(Technicolor;
VistaVision) with Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Lori Nelson. Norman Taurog, director.

Philip Tannura
REPUBLIC

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
Ellis Carter
Paul Eagler
Farcion Edouart

• Gordon

• Sam Leavitt, “Count the Dead,” (Nacirema
Prods.) with Howard Duff, Gloria McGehee,
Dick Foran. Lee Sholem, director.
• James Wong Howe, “Death of a Scoun¬
drel,” (Chas. Martin Prods.) with George
Sanders, Yvonne de Carlo, Zsa Gabor, Nancy
Gates. Charles Martin, director.
• Joseph Biroc, “Fragile Fox,” (Associates
& Aldrich Prods.) with Jack Palance, Eddie
Albert, Lee Marvin, Robert Strauss. Robert
Aldrich, producer-director.
Ellis W. Carter, “Flight to Hong Kong,”
(Sabre Prods.) with Rory Calhoun, Dolores
Donlon.
Joseph Newman, producer-director.
•

“Dakota Incident,” (Trucolor) with Linda Darnell, Dale Robertson,
John Lund, Ward Bond. Lew Foster, director.
• Ernest

Haller,

Leavitt,
“Step Down to Terror,”
(Harmon Prods.) with Anthony Quinn, Carol
Ohmart, Arthur Franz, Jay Robinson. Harry
Horner, director.
• Sam

Irving Glassberg
Milton Krasner
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Ernest Laszlo
Robert Pittack

• Leon Shamroy, “The King and I,” (Color;

John Seitz

CinemaScope) with Deborah Kerr, Yul Bryn¬
ner, Rita Moreno. Walter Lang, director.
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Paul Vogel
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John Payne, Ruth Roman. J.
A1 Worker, director.

Avil,

Prods.) with
Carrol Naish.
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with Jane Russell,
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Gray Flannel Suit” (CinemaScope; Color)
with Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones, Frederick
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Ann
Harding.
Nunnaly Johnson,
director.
• Joseph MacDonald, “Hilda Crane,” (Cine¬
maScope; Color) with Guy Madison. Jean
Simmons, Jeane Pierre Aumont, Peggy Knudsen. Philip Dunne, director.
• Lucien

• Benjamin
Kline,
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the
Clock.” with Johnny Johnston, Bill Haley and
His Comets, Alix Talton, and John Archer.
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Color) with Robert Ryan,
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Robert Webb,

Ballard,

(CinemaScope;
Virginia Mayo,
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“The Seventh Cavalry,”
(Technicolor) with Radolph Scott, Barbara
Hale, Leo Gordon, Harry Carey, Jr. Joseph
H. I ^ewis, director.
Ray
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THE DRAMA OF COLOR IN CINEMATOGRAPHY
(Continued, from Page 113)

sheen in highlight and recedes into
great depths in shadow. The emotional
connotations of this blue are, in this
setting, not tragic hut melancholy. We
must leave ourselves room for intensify¬
ing the tragic development of the char¬
acter in subsequent scenes.
The red smoking jacket employed in
the following sequences further de¬
velops the picture of informal elegance,
of a semi-invalid gentleman in the se¬
clusion of complete retirement.
The
deep red of the velvet jacket and the
collar and cuff facings of ruby satin are
dramatically potent.
Combined with
the dark gray breeches, the white shirt,
and a severe black satin neckcloth, these
reds produce an effect of conservative
richness. As can readily be seen, the
contrast with the friend’s light gray and
cool green are extreme. These two men
are placed in sharp dramatic oppo¬
sition. This is particularly vivid in the
jewel-toned painting sequence.
After the sister’s death Usher is
dressed in a formal black frock coat.
His first appearance in this garb is in
a scene where his face is never shown
—in the death bed sequence. Here he
is a grim black figure amid the deep,
smothered browns of a room of death.
When, standing in utter isolation be¬
fore the blue window, he announces
the sister’s decease to his friend, the
severe black of his costume powerfully
underlines the irrevocable tragic turn of
the story. Usher becomes at that mo¬
ment the personification of desolate
loneliness and stark tragedy. Through¬
out the following sequences this black,
relieved only by the touch of white at
neck and wrists, emphasizes the man’s
complete divorcement from reality. He
is clothed in secrecy.
Not until the final sequence in the
drama does he reappear in the blue
dressing gown. This indicates a time
lapse, a partial relaxation in privacy
of the frozen constraint of the man in
the presence of his friend, and the in¬
tention, though evident inability, to re¬
tire for the night. Most of all, this blue
provides a color with high dramatic
potentialities for the chiaroscuro treat¬
ment and the emotional range of the
final scenes. The man’s inner tension
explodes into the horror and panic of
hallucination, subsides into a numbed,
silent awareness of what transpires
within the dungeon tomb, then rises on
a note of terror that has the penetrat¬
ing impact of a scream; then the swift
violence of death. The particular blue
with which we worked was versatile
enough to support and emphasize this
full range of mood and emotion.

February, 1956

In a sense I regard “Usher" as a
fortunate choice for demonstrating the
value of color in a motion picture. What
would be obvious in a colorful produc¬
tion can be the more eloquently illus¬
trated through the refined usages re¬
quired by a so-called black-and-white
vehicle. The story-telling qualities alone
can justify the use of color. It is invalu¬
able in establishing time, locale, and
material circumstances; in clarifying
story progression; in analyzing, de¬
veloping and contrasting character. Its
psychological implications have infinite
scope. Its visual persuasiveness render
it an irresistible means of communica¬
tion. Color is the most stimulating fac¬
tor in visual experience. It is that potent
force which supports and strengthens
the other essenital elements, and thus
renders the motion picture a complete
medium for creative expression. It im¬
parts vividness to the final emotional
impact and intensifies the “flavor’’ or
mood impression so that it will linger
within the memory of the viewer long
after the production has had its brief
period of life upon the screen.

PREPARING THE SCRIPT
(Continued from Page 96)

progressively higher than the last. Be¬
tween each of the peaks there is a lull
or temporary letdown in dramatic in¬
tensity. These lulls are necessary in or¬
der to give the audience a chance to
“catch
its
breath,”
psychologically
speaking. They also provide “light and
shade” in the changing pattern of the
story.
The ending of the screen story also
requires special script-writing attention.
It is here that all loose ends of the nar¬
rative are tied securely together and
formed into a final resolution. The audi¬
ence should not be left hanging in the
air—rather, it should experience a feel¬
ing of satisfaction and finality at the con¬
clusion of the film. Once the ending of
the story has been initiated, the story
should move steadily forward to the
final fadeout, and not pause to go off
on tangents or involved explanations.
The basic element of the dramatic
screenplay is conflict. Without a cer¬
tain opposition of characters and ele¬
ments there con be no drama. In other
types of films, comparison and contrast
may take the place of conflict in the dra¬
matic film. But it is a proven fact that
an audience will soon tire of a screen
story that runs too smoothly.

Another factor of prime importance
in script writing is motivation. An audi¬
ence requires a reason or explanation
for everything that happens on the
screen. It wants to know why a char¬
acter acts the way he does. There must
be a logical reason behind every action.
The efficient script-writer makes these
explanations logically during the exposi¬
tion of the story.
Reaction shots play a big part in story
motivation. These are quick cuts, in
closeups, to others in the cast showing
their reaction to whatever situation is
taking place. Reaction shots stimulate
human interest and bring the audience
closer to the story. The audience will
tend to react in the same way as does
the character shown in the film and will
more nearly feel the impact of the screen
situation.
Parallel action is a constructive cine¬
matic device which indicates several
phases of action taking place at the same
time, and is accomplished by repeated
cutting back and forth from one situa¬
tion to the other—first in the script and
later at the editing table. When skill¬
fully handled, parallel action is very
effective in building suspense.
The most important thing the script¬
writer has to learn in attempting dra¬
matic construction is what to leave out.
Anything that does not contribute to the
atmosphere, mood, or action of the story
should be deleted. Cut out the deadwood
that clutters up the first draft of the
script and the salient facts will stand
out much more effectively.
In planning the individual scenes of
the script, variety in “point of view” is
essential.
By point of view we mean
camera angle and image size, both of
which are motivated by the subject mat¬
ter of the scene. There should always be
a reason why a certain angle or com¬
position is used; a shot should never be
just thrown into the script.
Scene composition depends upon the
placement of the camera in relation to
the elements within the scene, and while
this is quite commonly thought of as a
function of the director of photography,
some thought toward composition should
precede the description of the scene in
the script and be briefly detailed. What
the cinematographer can do to improve
upon it later, when the scene is being
shot, is something else again.
It should be remembered that the
audience sees only as much of a situa¬
tion as the camera shows. For this rea¬
son, the general locale should be well
established at the beginning of the story
so that the audience may remain reason¬
ably orientated as the rest of the story
unfolds on the screen.
Image size is a relative term. Obvious¬
ly a closeup of a grain of wheat would
be executed differently than a closeup

of a person or a structure, or other in¬
dividual object. For this reason, image
size can be described only in rather
general terms.
In the following paragraphs other im¬
portant descriptive terms used in script
writing and film production will be an¬
alyzed and their place in the script de¬
scribed.
The big closeup (sometimes referred
to as an insert—although there are other
types of inserts) is a very large closeup
of an object that completely fills the
screen. When the subject is a player’s
face, the frame cuts at the chin and at
at top of the head, and may even show
just a portion of the face, such as the
eyes or mouth. This is a highly dramatic
shot when properly used.
A closeup is a conventional shot cut¬
ting from the top of the shoulders to a
few inches above the head when the
subject is a person. Actually the closeup
is the most emphatic of all shots. It
focuses attention down to a sharp point
and should be used where some small
action or expression is to be pointed up
dramatically.
The two-shot, as the term suggests, is
used to show two people together in a
scene and rather close up. The frame
cuts them about from the level of the
elbows to a few inches above the head.
The medium shot is used to show people
or objects from a medium distance and
giving some idea of the background
also. It is about right for scenes showing
three people together, cutting them about
at the knee. Medium shots should be al¬
ternated with long shots and closeups.
The long-shot, sometimes called the
full-shot may mean anything from an
overall view of a group of people to a
panoramic shot of vast areas of terrain
with great masses of people, animals etc.
Obviously, there are many other types
of shots falling between those described
above, but these are the most important
standard shots, and they can be easily
varied.
We shall not go into great detail here
regarding the actual format of the mo¬
tion picture script, as the form varies
with the type of film that is to be made.
A few general pointers, however, may
prove helpful.
Each individual scene should be num¬
bered, and the heading should include
such information as the locale, whether
the scene is an interior or exterior, the
time of day, image size and angle, and
any other technical data that will be
helpful to the director and the camera¬
man—as for example:
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“Scene 29: Interior mountain cabin
-—Night—
Medium shot—Shooting toward fire¬
place.” The action is then described in
detail, with all camera directions set off
in capital letters. If it is a direct sound
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picture, the dialogue also appears head¬
ed by the speaker’s name. Blocks of type
describing action are usually indented
about five spaces closer to the left than
blocks of dialogue, so as to clearly dif¬
ferentiate between the two.
Where the picture is to be narrated,
the script pages are divided into two
parts vertically, with the action de¬

u

wa«ta

iooo wat? juof projectors

RENT ♦ SELL
TRADE • BUY

scribed in the left half and the cor¬
responding narration in the right half.
Scenes, when typed in screenplay
form, should not be crowded too tightly.
Margins should be left ample for mak¬
ing notes and script changes. The whole
script should be bound or stapled to¬
gether within a sturdy cover bearing a
label inscribed with the title.

IXTRA WlOt SCREENS

PREPARATION OF SHORT TECHNICAL FILMS
(Continued from Page 99)
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When filming a PPI at sound speed we
have found it advisable to use a lens
opening of at least f/1.4 or f/1.9 when
using Tri-X. Under these conditions the
indicator controls are adjusted to give
as bright a picture as possible without
sacrificing the focus or clarity of the
image. Deflection modulated indicators
such as A-scopes or J-scopes are photo¬
graphed on the same film at f/4.0 or
f/5.6, depending upon the repetition
rate of the pattern, with all scope con¬
trols placed at their normal settings.
To enhance the realism of films de¬
scribing equipment in development, a
great deal of footage is often comprised
of motion pictures taken during the
actual experiments for data purposes.
Since these are quite often photographed
well in advance of the time that the
productions themselves are planned and
are, in fact, taken for entirely different
purposes, every effort is made to ob¬
tain film at the time the experiments
are performed that will be suitable for
inclusion in future technical motion
pictures.
Consequently the engineers
involved try to obtain photographic
coverage of the entire experiment that
is as complete as possible. The filming
of the data is planned so that the en¬
tire sequence of the experiment will be
adequately described. Of course any
special effects that may prove helpful
at a later date to explain the experiment
must be planned in advance. For ex¬
ample, in showing radar presentations,
such as the one illustrated in Fig. 3, it
is often convenient to point out a spe¬
cific target on the scope. When using
Tri-X film a pointer or finger (illumi¬
nated by a 60-watt light bulb placed at
a distance of one or two feet to the side
of the indicator so that its light does
not f ill directly on the scope) as shown
in Fig. 2 is satisfactory for this pur¬
pose. Furthermore, this procedure is
much simpler than producing an opti¬
cal effect when the film is printed.
At each location where equipment is
being adjusted and tested, live action
motion pictures are filmed whenever
possible. When covering a flight test,
motion pictures of the installations, en¬
gineers making measurements, and air¬
craft involved in the tests taking off.
February, 1956

in flight and landing, are very helpful
in providing good continuity in techni¬
cal films, not only for the purpose of
technical explanation but in document¬
ing the work from an historical ap¬
proach. Although an engineering test
program is usually pressed for time,
satisfactory “local color” sequences can
be filmed with a minimum of effort pro¬
vided that they are planned in advance.
After the negative film is processed
and edited in the plant, two positive
prints are obtained. The first, on double
perforated silent film stock, serves as
the version used for presentations with
extemporaneous commentary away from
the plant. To the second print, on single
perforated film, a magnetic sound track
is added on which the commentary is
then recorded in one of the conference
rooms at the Sperry plant, using a Bell
& Howell model 202 sound projector.
An unpretentious sound track consist¬
ing of narration without music or
sound effects is usually satisfactory. The
sound-on-film version in this form is
very convenient to use since changes in
the commentary can be made at any
time by erasing the sound track and
then rerecording. If necessary an opti¬
cal sound version may be made at a
later date by recording an optical sound
negative which is used in making the
release print from the magnetic sound
track.
One example of the use of the above
techniques is a ten-minute technical film
recently produced at Speery for presen¬
tation to customers. Exclusive of secur¬
ity notices, title, and “the End” this
film contained 19 scenes. Of these, 14
scenes consisted of all or parts of still
photographs and drawings. A total of
five fairly simple drawings and photo¬
graphs were used to obtain these four¬
teen scenes. Three of the drawings were
prepared especially for the film, the
others were already available in satis¬
factory form. Three live scenes in the
laboratory and outside the plant were
photographed for local color and trans¬
itional sequences. The two remaining
scenes totaling about one-third of the
footage of the completed film consisted
of data that had previously been photo¬
graphed on 16mm film in the course of

the laboratory experiments that were
described in the film.
The preparation of the drawings, the
actual filming, and the editing of the
negative required a total of two working
days. The printing of the film was done
by an outside concern. The resulting
film with extemporaneous narrative pre¬
sented our ideas to the customer with
simplicity and clarity.
It has been found that this type of
quickly-produced, low-cost motion pic¬
ture can be a great asset in explaining
the operation of an electronic system to
the customer. Such a film requires little
more time to prepare than a slideillustrated lecture. However, the in¬
creased realism of the motion picture
provides an additional understanding of
the subject matter that frequently can¬
not be achieved by other means.

BLIMP FOR THE CAMERETTE
(Continued from Page 91)

shown at “F.” The porthole “G” affords
a view of the film footage counter which
is mounted on the side of every Camerette magazine. The reflex viewfinder
eyepiece is shown at “H.” By means of
the control “J.* a reflex mirror is shifted
into position to permit viewing through
the port at “F.” The window “K” gives
visual access to the footage and dia¬
phragm marks on the taking lens. The
knob “1” provides for clamping a fill
or eye light on top of the blimp.
The rugged construction, the ultimate
in soundproofing, the carefullv engi¬
neered external controls which assure
smooth function of the camera, and the
easy access to camera afforded by the
simple retractable carriage, all promise
to popularize still further the Camerette
as a vital production tool in professional
film making.

SHOOTING WITHOUT TRIPOD
(Continued from Page 89)

weather which prevailed rcently. “An
excess of clouds almost daily made it
a touch-and-go proposition to get the
shots we wanted,” said McGlone. “Nor¬
mally Hawaii is bathed in sunshine and
we aimed to give every shot that ‘sun¬
shiny’ feeling—which is why we had to
be patient and wait for the sun to shine
through. Many a time we would have
everything set, then kept our finger on
the starting button—ready to shoot the
scene within the brief moments when a
cloud formation parted and let the sun
through. As a result, a shooting sched¬
ule which was estimated at six weeks
was stretched out to fifteen and re¬

quired a second trip to the islands to
complete.”
At this writing, Ted Cate and Ed
McGlone are back in Honolulu to shoot
some additional footage for the United
Air Lines’ production, and to start pro¬
duction on a new 16mm color and sound
film for Hawaiian Air Lines there. Of
course, McGlone brought along his
camera brace, because the new produc¬
tion calls for a great number of low
altitude aerial shots also. “After seeing
the results we got with it in shooting
‘Here is Hawaii,’ said McGlone, “the
new gadget promises even wider use in
all our future productions.”

SHAKESPEARE
(Continued from Page 95)
It's easy with the

used. Only one VistaVision camera was
available during the location work,
which made adequate coverage of the
battle sequences practically impossible.
So Heller supplemented this with three
Arriflex cameras and had the footage
from these blown up to VistaVision pro¬
portions and printed horizontally.
Back in the studio Heller aimed at
a simplicity of color effect—“a kind of
Eastman Color effect with Technicolor”
he calls it—to match the deliberately
artificial sets and studio exteriors.
Shakespeare took such liberties with
London geography that some form of
stylization was obviously needed if the
Tower was to be shown a mere stone’s
throw from Westminster Abbey.
Heller's admiration for Olivier is
enormous. “He gave me a free hand.”
he explains, “but discussed the effects
he was striving for before every shot.
For Sir John Gielgud’s scene in the cell
he described his effect of near-darkness
in his stage production and said he’d
like me to try to imitate it. 1 didn’t ■
think it would work for the screen and
suggested stronger atmosphere lighting.
In the morning we shot the scene Sir
Laurence’s way, and in the afternoon
my way. Next day. after seeing the
rushes, he told me at once that I'd been
right.”
The nightmare sequence before the
battle presented several difficulties. Each
of the “ghosts.” wearing white make-up,
was shot against a black velvet back¬
ground. As the camera tracked back, a
roll of black velvet was automatically
unfurled to cover the tracking rails.
Later these shots were superimposed
over a painting of the background of
tents, a laborious matter of mathemat¬
ical calculation.
“Richard III” is 01 ivier’s masterpiece,
a far greater triumph than “Henry V”
or “Hamlet.” One of the reasons is that
Olivier has kept closer to his characters,

MERCER FILM PATCH
Descriptive Chart & Price List
Mailed on Request

R.C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241

Normal Ave., Holywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331
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Booklets Catalogs Brochures

CLOSE-OUT!

available from equipment manufacturers
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An interesting descriptive 12-page
booklet, “Introducing the Color Control
Meter,” introduces a valuable new in¬
strument for measuring color temper¬
ature for photography that was recently
announced by General Electric Com¬
pany. As most cameramen know, the
color of light affects the color balance
of photography. This booklet explains
why in detail and shows how the new
G-E meter aids in determining color
temperature and explains the corrective
methods (via use of filters) for balanc¬
ing a light source for a given color him.
Booklet is available through the Ex¬
posure Meter Information Bureau, Gen¬
eral Electric Company, 40 Federal St.,
West Lynn, Mass.

★

Information moiled on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY

[Mono* riouMfl

^ FR0MCTI0N

ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

J

^P.O. lex 46834, Hell/weed 46. Calif.

J

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
HANDBOOK
for the

PROFESSIONAL and AMATEUR
by

JACKSON J. ROSE, ASC
•
New data on Cinerama - Tele¬
vision photography - Background
Projection - Zoom Lenses - Un¬
derwater Photography - Latensification - “T” Stops - Ansco
Color - Eastman Color - DuPont
Color - Cameras - Projectors Lenses - Filters - Charts - Tables
- Ratings - Diagrams - Systems Equalizers - Formulas, Etc.

THE ONLY HAND BOOK
OF ITS KIND
PRICE

$ ^ .00

(California buyers please add

Status of ASA Standards
“Status of Standardization Work on
Photography and Motion Pictures” is
title of brochure issued by American
Standards Association, Inc., 70 East
45th Street, New York 17, N. Y. It
comprises a comprehensive index and
guide to the standards established by
the ASA to date in the named fields.
It is an ideal source of reference for
those in the motion picture industry
dealing with technical developments.

★
J. G. McAlister, Inc., 1117 No. McCadden Place, Hollywood 38, Calif.,
has prepared an attractive comprehen¬
sive booklet illustrating its new com¬
pletely maneuverable dual-steering Crab
Dolly. The equipment is illustrated and
described, is pictured in use in recent
him productions, and there are diagrams
illustrating the versatile manner in
which the Crab Dolly may be operated
on the sound stage to achieve shots of
various types.

★
Photolamp Data

Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find $5.00* for
which please send me a copy of
THE
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
HANDBOOK AND
REFERENCE
GUIDE.
Name....
Address.
City..Zone.State.
*lf you live in California,
sales tax — total $5.18.

120

please

include

18c
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★
Care of 8mm and 16mm Films
A revision of the booklet, “The Han¬
dling, Repair, and Storage of 16mm
and 8mm Films,” has recently been is¬
sued by Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N. Y.
While of interest to any movie mak¬
er desirious of keeping his hlms in the
best possible condition, booklet will
prove of particular value to industrial
and professional cinematographers as
well as visual-education him users.
The twelve-page booklet, punched to
ht the Kodak Photographic Notebook,
covers possible causes of damage with
suggestions for correction, inspection
and repair procedures, and storage. Both
black-and-white and Kodachrome hlms
are covered. Booklet is available with¬
out charge and request should be made
to the Sales Service Division of the
company.

★

Camera Dolly Booklet

18c sales tax)

Book Department,
American Cinematographer,
1782 No. Orange Dr.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

cludes latest data on him speed ratings,
guide numbers, hash and hood lamp
specifications and characteristics, and
time-light curves. A special feature is
the explanation of “triangle lighting.”
Diagrams and photographs illustrate
this method which experienced photog¬
raphers recommend. Booklet is avail¬
able from the company or from photo
supply dealers.

A new photo data booklet containing
thousands of facts on hlms, flash bulbs
and picture-making is now available
from the Photolamp Department of Gen¬
eral Electric Company, Nela Park,
Cleveland 12, Ohio.
Titled “G-E Photolamp and Lighting
Data Booklet,” it consists of 40 pages, is
of handy shirt-pocket size (31/>"x41/2")
and is easily carried with the photog¬
rapher’s equipment.
Information in¬
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DuPont Films
Descriptive and technical data relat¬
ing to all DuPont motion picture hlms
is boiled down and presented in concise
form
in
a
12-page
folder
titled,
“There’s a DuPont Motion Picture Film
for Every Phase of Motion Picture
Work,” now available from the com¬
pany’s Photo Products Division.
The folder describes each him and
gives recommended exposures, develop¬
ing data, control gamma hgures, lists
standard roll lengths, describes the type
of perforations for each him stock and
the safelight to be used with each.
Developer and reversal formulas are
given and there are a number of charts
relating to exposure and use of hlters.
Copies of folder may be had by writ¬
ing the company at Wilmington 98,
Delaware, or any of its district offices.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th

name)

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

15c per word.

Modified display format (text set in

boldface

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

STUDIO
S.O.S.

30TH

&

PRODN.

ANNIVERSARY

EQUIP.

SALE

STUDIO

4.95

HARRISON K2 GLASS FILTERS, 4" square in
leather cases. $9.00 value. New Surplus....

4.95

PFFIQ

79^

hink

v

vA/irlo

TRADES
602

TAKEN

Cable:

v

SOSOUND

49.50

99.50

149.50

Branch—6331
Holly'd Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-9202

136.95

1255.00
119.50

2.95

975.00

2750.00

2995.00
1025.00
1295.00

99.95

975.00

29.50
19.95

29.50
3995.00

49.50

Dept,

Holly'd,

Magnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

-

fc

Calif.

Industry

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood

38,

EVERYTHING

HALLEN 17'/jmm. Synchronous Magnetic Film
Recorder, Model B-22, complete. List, new,
$1850.00, Special .$ 750.00
35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featurturing 1—28mm Schneider lens, 1—50mm
Schneider F2. lens, 1—75mm Schneider F2.3
lens,
Pilot
Registration
Pins,
Dirert
forusing on ground glass, 6—400'
maga¬
zines, DeBrie gearhead tripod, Matt box.
Value $2355.00 ... 1250.00
RADIANT FOLD-PAK WASHABLE SCREEN un¬
used. 12'xl6' New Value $215.00..

125.00

ART REEVES SENSITESTER Combination 35mm
and 16mm. Value $2,000.00. Special..

595.00

16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar,
and
6"
f4.5
Telephoto
Xenar
Lense<;;
2-400' Magazines,Motor;
Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod:
Carrying
Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special .
1150.00

STANDARD MITCHELL 12 V Variable Speed
Camera Motor. Factory Guarantee.
Also 110 V AC-DC Motor with Tachometer.
Value $580.00 .

395.00

35mm B & H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite
galvanometer,
amplifier,
motor.
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines.
Tripod
with Freehead, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed..... 3250.00
SCHOEN PRINTER, sound and silent, color,
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute; 12 adjustable light channes; AC-DC
conversion unit ......

California

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD,

HOLLYWOOD 28,

CAL.

BELL & HOWELL 285 Filmosound projector, 14 watt
amplifier, factory installed synchronous motor, 12"
speaker
in floor console.
Projector
in
excellent
condition. $725.00 value, $545.00. WESTERN CINE
SERVICE,
INC.,
114 E.
8th Avenue,
Denver 3,
Colorado.
CINE
Ektar lenses,set or individually.
New con¬
dition. Half regular price. M. GRAYSON, Box 4,
New York 53, N.Y.
AKELEY Silent Camera with heavy-duty studio type
gyro tripod
complete,
$600;
DeVry 24
frames,
proportional
aperture,
$100;
Univerasl
200
ft.,
automatic dissolve, one-frame shaft, $150; 16mm
Cine-Kodak
rare
model
"A,”
good
condition,
sprocket
machined
for
sound
film,
$100.
KEN
WOODWARD, 24 Lenox St., Uniontown, Penna.
FONDA
16-35mm negative-positive
chine,
rebuilt.
METAL MASTERS,
Ave., San Diego 15, Calif.

developing
ma¬
5599 University

EYEMO,
single
lens
F:2.5
Cooke,
case,
$215.00.
Micro 16mm hot splicer, $35.00. C. SAGER, 3940
N
Oakland, Milwaukee 11, Wisconsin.
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EQUIP.

with
view

finder,
Maurer
mixing
amplifier.
Complete
with
cables,
power
supply
and
W.
E.
microphone.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO.,
1600 Broadway, New
York 19, N.Y. Cable: Cinequip.
WANTED

TO

CAMERAS
MITCHELL,

B

&

LABORATORY

H,

CAMERA
1600

BUY

AND

FOR

DEBRIE,

CUTTING

CABLE:

NEW

AKELEY

ROOM

EQUIPMENT

BROADWAY,

CASH

ACCESSORIES

EYEMO,

AND

ALSO

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY
YORK

CITY

19

CINEQUIP

GERMAN STILL 35mm cameras.
Import your own.
Save importers and retailers profits. (About 35%).
Pay postman duties.
Examples: EXAKTA.
The only
completely versatile 35mm camera. With:
Automatic
F/2.8

diaph. Zeiss Tessar
....$159.

(duty $22.)

Automatic diaph. Isco Westanar
F/2.8
...$139.

(duty $19.)

diaph.

F/1.9
999.00

PRODN.

AUDIO AKELEY single system camera complete
Akeley sound head, Gyro tripod, 3 lenses,

Automatic

LACO INCANDESCENT LAMP 24"
Reflector.
Five
Kilowatts.
Rolling
Stand.
Value
$246.00. Special .......
110.00
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition....
875.00
MOLE RICHARDSON combination Microphone
and Lamp BOOM. Rolling stand. Special....
235.00
AURICON 200-ft., single system sound cam¬
era, Model 70; noise reduction amplifier,
with
mike,
cable,
etc.,
12-V
converter
110-AC output ..„..
775.00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value $142.00 ..
95.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
110.00
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand. Size
5x7 .........
235.00
Size 8x10 ....
400.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS. 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.

&

WALL S. S. 35MM. SOUND CAMERA
COMPLETE
with
Galvanometer,
amplifier,
portable
power supply, 40-50-75 and 100mm. lenses, erect
image viewfinder, complete front attachments, two
1000
ft.
magazines.
Balanced
Tripod,
necessary
carrying
cases.
Overhauled.
Guaranteed
perfect.
Reasonable.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1600 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.

300.00

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
4.95
5.95

16MM HOUSTON K-1A . . . developing machines.
For
reversal
or
positive
film.
Complete
with
refrigerator units, temperature control, condensors,
evaporators, thermostats, etc. BRAND-NEW, prices
reduced!
Write.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY,
Dept. C-l,
555 E. Tremont Ave., New York 57, New York.

PRECISION

STUDIO

B & H

S.O.S.
CINEMA
SUPPLY CORPORATION
W. 52nd St., New York 19.
Phone PL 7-0440

Western

EQUIP.

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

CLOSE
OUT
SALE—NEUMADE
STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS—SLIGHTLY USED.
CUSTOM
MADE
RACKS—hold
240-400'
1 Amm

PRODN.

OUR 26th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING

CONTINUES

CAMERA SLATES, with quick change white
numerals and letters. $25.00 value. New
Surplus ....$

8" deep. Regularly $150.00...
MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400" 16mm
reels. 72" high x 28■’/}" wide x 11"
deep. Regularly $195.00.
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 16"
deep. Regularly $330.00 .
MICRO RECORD 16/35 PROCESSING OUTFITS,
new demonstrators .
1200' AURICON CINEVOICE PARRISH Conver¬
sion. Has 400' and 1200' Mitchell maga¬
zines;
heavy
duty
syncmotor,footage
counter,Kinescope
shutter,zoom
finder;
advanced V.A. amplifier. $1903 value, nice
condition .
AURICON MIKE
BOOMS,
$170 value,
like
new .
PLASTIC TITLING LETTERS & Symbols. Set of
80 characters 3/4" high, 5 fonts, assorted
colors .
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg-pos Developer.
Includes
airpump,
drain
pump,
stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape......
CAMERETTE
35mm
REFLEX
w/4
Kinoptik
Lenses,- 3 magazines; battery motor;
110
AC motor; extension tubes; automatic focus
changer. Excellent .
MITCHELL 16 CAMERA w/3 Baltar Lenses;
2-400'
magazines;
12V
motor,35mm
Mattebox sunshade,
carrying
cases.
Fine
condition
.
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 SPEED with wedge....
AKELEY 35mm EDITING MACHINE, sound, pic¬
ture, preview. $3000 val.
NEW FRESNEL STUDIO SPOTS, lead wires,
switch, pipe clamp.
2000 Watt.$59.95
5000 Watt.
10' TITLE ANIMATION STAND w/motorized
zoom and stop motion. Completely wired
with footswitches. Art Table takes largest
work. $2500 value .
BARDWELL-McALISTER MULTIPLE FLOODLITES.
3 Quadruple heads to hold 12 bulbs on
rolling tripod stand. Orig. Gov't Cost $180.
Surplus ..
BM
QUADLITE
Heads
only
$4.95.
Stands
only .
NEW RCA 400W FLUORESCENT FLOODLITES,
takes 6-18"
tubes,
21" square,
fit BM
stands. $60.00 value ..
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16
Optical. Rebuilt .
SURPLUS 16mm REELS & CANS—HALF PRICE!
1600' reel or can $.75
Combination $1.44
1200' reel or can
.60
Combination
1.12
800' reel or can
.50
Combination
.96
400' reel or can
.29
Combination
.57
NEW 11 'xl4' ROLLER SCREENS, ropes & pul¬
leys, mat white .
DOLLY
TRACK
with
connectors,
5'-l O'-l 5'
lengths, oer ft.
With self-levelling screws—per ft.

&

Automatic

Latest

Zeiss

all

other

production

in

(duty $26)

Biotar

......$199.

prices
1955

Xenon

.....$195.
diaph.

F/2.0
Similar

Schneider

famous
original

(duty $26)

makes.
factory

All

new.

packing.

Parcelpost
and
insurance
included.
No
other
charges. Pre-payment through bank and inspection
on
arrival
guarantees
you
complete
satisfaction
before we are paid. Experienced, (and objective)
advisory service, (please specify interests and re¬
quirements), and pricelists by return airmail. All
transactions
on
money-back
basis.
WORLDPOST.
TANGIER, MOROCCO.
BASS ...
is headquarters tor Arriflex
16,
the
new Zoomar 16, Cine Specials all models. Bell &
Howell
70-DL,
Bolex H-16:
Used
35mm.
Akeley
#145
with
Akeley
Gyro
tripod,
matched
pair
Tessar 5 cm. F:2.7 lenses, magazines, case, extra
lenses, $250.00; Used 35mm. DeBrie Parvo Model
G, all metal, 32mm. B&L W.A. F:4.5, 2" Tessar
F:2.5, 50mm. Ultrastigmat F:1.9, 3" Goerz Hypar
F:3.5, 12 cm. C. Z. Tessar F:4.5, masks, pan and
tilt
tripod,
magazines,
carrying
cases,
$250.00;
H-16 DeLuxe Bolex, 11" F: 1.5, 0.7" F:2.5 W.A
filter slot, $275.00; Victor 5, 1" F: 1.5, 3" F:3.5
Wollensak
lenses,
$125.00;
Cine Special
II,
1"
F: 1.4 Ektar, optical finder, reflex finder, Yolo fader,
Case, $795.00. Best buys . . . Best trades always.
BASS CAMERA CO., Dept. AC, 179 W. Madison
St., Chicago 8, III.
ARRIFLEX
16
complete
with
400'
magazine
and
torque motor, Arri-gyro tripod, Kilfitt, 5, 6 300mm,
Xenon 1, 9/16 and 1, 5/25, Zoomar 16-S f:2.8,
complete, $3500. TELECAST PROD.. 912 Glen Oaks,
Pasadena, Calif. RY 1-6534.
ARRIFLEX 35mm Model
11,
32mm,
50mm,
75mm
lens,
motor,
cable,
lens shade,
filter set,
two
200
foot
mags.,
aluminum carrying
case,
com¬
plete, $1475. M. S. GOULD, Box 2869, Hollywood
28, Calif. EDgewood 6-1947.
AURICON Pro single system sound camera, equipped
with Modulite
"S’
variable area galvanometer,
25mm B&H Lumax F:1.9 lens. Auto Parallax View
Range
Finder,and
associate
Auricon
amplifier.
Camera carrying case, iris fade on camera, mike,
all
cables.
In
perfect condition and
like new.
$1350.
F.O.B.
ERNEST M.
REYNOLDS,
165
East
191st Street, Cleveland 19, Ohio.

SYNCHRONOUS CAMERA Motors for Mitchell Stand¬
ard. New.
110 Volt,
160 Cycle. $405.00 f.o.b.
WANTED Mitchell Cameras, equipment. CARL NEL¬
SON, 164-12 110th Road, Jamaica 33, N.Y.

(Continued on A ext Cnee/
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Classified Ads

SHAKESPEARE

WANTED

(Continued, from Preceding Page)

(Continued from Page 119)

WANTED
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT,

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT,

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM JIN¬
STUDIO

&

PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

GLE

ITEMS

TO

COMPLETE

STUDIOS.

TRADES

AC¬

CEPTED.
SYNCHRONOUS 35mm Holmes sound projector com¬
plete; $400.00. Regular Holmes new 35mm; $250.00.
Used Holmes 35mm; $50.00. RUSSELL SCHLECHT,
1840 Morse Avenue, Chicago 26, Illinois.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
ARRIFLEX 16mm camera, 3 lenses, turret mounted,
tripod, battery, etc. All new. Perfect condition.
$2100 or best offer. Box 1233, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

N.Y.

OUR TENTH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL:
2000 watt cone heads, $90.00; 750 watt cone heads,
$50.00. SCHOEN & CROWE, 403 W. 47th St., New
York 36, N.Y.

POSITIONS WANTED

16MM MOVIOLA, old model but in perfect shape.
2"x3" picture screen; separate optical or mag¬
netic sound.
$975.00.
VICTOR DUNCAN, 4828
Oleatha Ave., St. Louis 16, Missouri.

NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, titling, also projectionist. MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.

IMMEDIATE Delivery.
Almost new Bell & Howell
Model J 16mm printer. JAMES, 1096 Chapel Street,
New Haven, Connecticut.
UNiversity 5-6604.
FOR SALE
Animation Stand, complete with camera, light well,
heavy base, exceptional rigidity in construction, re¬
verse camera take up movement, 360° turn.
Acme
peg system, standard animation fields. Currently being
used in production.
$6500.00.
Box 1235, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CAMERAMAN-Director, IATSE member, 34, married,
seeks permanent or long-term activity with a large
industrial or production company. Will work in
studio and/or anywhere on location. Fourteen years
of experience in documentary, industrial and com¬
mercial cinematography in USA, Europe and Africa.
Familiar with all phases of production and most
types of U.S. and foreign equipment; precision
camera mechanic and designer. Speaks and writes
German and French; Security clearance for classi¬
fied work. Write Box 1234, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

AURICON 600 with 600 ft. magazine, $1200.00; Pan
Cinor 70, $380.00; (both used twice). Bell & Howell
Specialist, 2—400 ft., 1—200 ft. magazines, elec¬
tric motor, Mitchell-type viewfinder, case, $1495.00.
BOB'S CAMERA SHOP, INC., 14006 Ventura Blvd.,
Sherman Oaks, Calif.
Phone: STate 4-1153.

CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR experienced in all phases of
film production . . . Commercial TV, national
sports, news and documentaries . . . desires re¬
sponsible, permanent position with commercial stu¬
dio. Box 1236, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

TRADE

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

TWO hundred foot Cine Special magazine to trade
for one hundred foot magazine and cash differ¬
ential. CHARLES G. MOYSE, Box 1070, Fairbanks,
Alaska.

FINE mobile 16mm production unit now available for
assignments in Mid-America. Write LEO MARKUS,
Kaleidoscope Motion Picture Productions. 140 W.
54th Street, Chicago 9, Illinois.

WANTED

WE HAVE CUSTOMERS GALORE
FOR
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment.
WE ALSO TRADE OF TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Western Union-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

SUPPLY

CORPORATION
Cable; SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202
IMMEDIATE CASH PAYMENT FOR
CAMERAS AND EQUIPMENT
NEED
EYEMOS
[SINGLE
LENS
AND
TURRET)
MITCHELLS, ARRIFLEX, DE BRIES, B&H STANDARDS
AND HI-SPEEDS, WALLS, AKELEYS, CINE SPECIALS,
AURICONS,
MAURERS,
FILMOS. ALSO BALTARS,
COOKES
AND
OTHER
LENSES. SOUND STAGE
LABORATORY AND EDITING EQUIPMENT OF ALL
TYPES REQUIRED. PLEASE SHIP INSURED OR FOR¬
WARD DESCRIPTIONS AIRMAIL. IMMEDIATE PAY¬
MENT.
GORDON ENTERPRISES
•
5363 N. Cahuenga
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
WANTED FOR SPOT CASH
Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—-Sound Equipment

From

All Types Used Equipment
a Splicer to a Complete Studio

or Send

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot Cash

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York

MITCHELL 35MM NC CAMERA. Want complete outfit
with or without blimp. Send description and price
to Box 1231, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
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ALASKA assignments, 16mm sound or silent, 35mm
silent. DON CUTTER, 238 4th Avenue, Anchorage,
Alaska.

American Cinematographer

U.S. ASSIGNMENTS. 16mm silent. Experienced cam¬
eraman for Industrial, Construction, Mine and Mill,
Logging, Agricultural, Legal, Scenic, Oddities and
Travel subjects. ORVILLE SNIDER, P.O. Box 32,
North Hollywood, Calif. SUnset 2-5256.
LABORATORY

&

SOUND

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor 5-2812
SOUND
RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.
INSTRUCTION, CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, ETC.
NATIONWIDE SCHOOL OF CINEMATOGRAPHY—com¬
plete professional course in cinematography, cover¬
ing all phases of motion picture production and
technical aspects. Many leading newsreel and TV
camera men started their careers with a Nation¬
wide diploma. Course now available by mail at
reduced rates, easy installment plan. For details
write
NATIONWIDE
SCHOOL
OF
CINEMATOG¬
RAPHY, Dept. A, 4211, Gaston Ave., Dallas, Texas.
SLIDES

STEREO COLOR DUPLICATES from your slides, 60c;
2x2 25c, mounted. Best custom work. Send for price
list on quantities. BELL SLIDE FILMS, 200 W. 57th
St., New York.
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both physically and psychologically,
than in either of his previous films.
Heller countered my suggestion that he
had been influenced by Mankiewicz’s
successful concentration on closeups and
medium shots in “Julius Caesar” by in¬
sisting that the VistaVision ratio de¬
manded this proximity.
“VistaVision makes you concentrate
on lighting instead of composition,” he
added. “Olivier likes great depth in his
scenes, which means stopping right
down and using all the light you can
muster to get the necessary deep focus
effects. There’s only a twentieth of the
light we had actually on the screen.”
Heller prefers VistaVision to CinemaScope. He feels the latter system is too
cramped vertically, and is wary of dis¬
tortion. But his most cutting remarks
are reserved for text-book theorists.
“You want to write something,” he
said, “so what do you do? Go and read
how to write? No, you just go ahead
and write it. Well, I just go ahead and
light a set. It’s all a matter of practice.”

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 70)

Telephoto Lens
A new Angenieux 3-inch f/2.5 tele¬
photo lens for 16mm cine cameras has
been announced by Bell & Howell Co.,
Chicago. New lens replaces the com¬
pany’s 3-inch f/3.5 lens, and is made
exclusively for Bell & Howell.
New lens is a 5-element true telephoto
with the distance from film plane to
front of lens only 2.4 inches. Because
of its compact size, it can be used on
camera turrets without optical or physi¬
cal interfeernce in combination with
most other lenses.
Iris click-stops range from f/2.5 to
f/32 with a focusing scale of 4 inches
to infinity. The depth of field scale is
clear and easy to read. Lens has a.Cmount and rotating back for setting iris
and focusing marks at the most con¬
venient point. It retails for $99.50.

Animation Stand
Animation Equipment Inc., 38 Hudson
St., New Rochelle, N. Y., announces the
new Oxberry stand and compound for
animation of films and slides. It fea¬
tures the exclusive Tri-motion which
gives live motion effects for pictures by
combining a number of image move¬
ments in the animation procedure.
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OTHER THAW SPECTACLE
LENS WAS THE CAMERA
OBSCURA, PERFECTED BY
PERSIAN SCIENTIST
Kama! al-dfn about 1320 a.d.
CONSTRUCTED LIKE A
PIN-HOLE CAMERA/THIS
DEVICE REPRODUCES,
IN MINIATURE AND IN COLOR,
SCENES OUTSIDE
THE APERTURE.
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KEEP PACE WITH OTHER STUDIO
^
DEVELOPMENTS. NATIONAL CARBON'S NEW "yELLOW LIGHT"
_
CARBONS PROVIDE TRICKY LIGHTING EFFECTS ON SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S
GUYS AND DOLLS SET SHOWN HERE. ONLY NEGLIGIBLE FILTERING IS REQUIRED
TO MATCH COLOR FILM EMULSIONS.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN
The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

color harmony

color-correct *
prints....
You'll also

Quality conscious? Byron color-correct* prints are

have production harmony
every time you schedule
these Byron 16mm facilities:
scri pt
art
titling
animation
editing
sound effects
recording
location photography
music library
sound stage
complete black-and-white
laboratory facilities
precision magnetic striping

what you want. Get duplicate prints processed
with exacting fidelity — color prints in balance that
retain all their natural beauty with full depth and
clarity. Color-correct* is a Byron exclusive, the result
of many years of engineering research and development
by a pioneer laboratory — staffed by master craftsmen
— working with the finest equipment at top level
efficiency. Choose the leader in the 16mm color field.
Time important?

byron

Try our 8-hour service.

Studios and Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

DUpont 7-1800

*Reg. U. S. Patent Office

SEND FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF THE 3 ILLUSTRATED BULLETINS ON “PRE-PRINT PREP¬
ARATION” AS DEVELOPED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE ASSOCIATION OF CINEMA LABORATORIES
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25c
FOREIGN 35c

Mr. Lesl ie Winik and
sports-event

Richard

Winik

Max

Rothstein

footage with

discuss

editing

(right).

of

Dependa¬

bility and consistency are only two factors that make Du Pont
Motion

Picture

Film

ideal

for

use

in

sports

photography.

Du Pont Technical Representative, Joe Dougherty (right),
examines footage
with

printed on

Du

Pont Motion

Picture

Leslie Winik, President of the Winik Film

Film

Corp.

Pack a wallop in your footage!

“2 Million Feet of Perfect Images a Year With
Du Pont Motion Picture Film!”
—says LESLIE WINIK, President, Winik Film Corp., New York City
“We’ve used Du Pont Motion Picture
Films (negative, reversal and print stock)
exclusively for 17 years and find they pro¬
vide the speed, exceptional latitude and
minimum grain so necessary for filming
sports events,” says Mr. Leslie Winik.
“We’re getting everything we need from
Du Pont Type 930 and 931 Rapid Rever¬
sal Films in 16 mm., and ‘Superior’ 2 when
we use 35 mm.

Camera crew of Winik Film Corp. prepares to shoot heavyweight
championship fight at Kezar Stadium, San Francisco. Thousands
of feet of Du Pont Film are generally used for every fight. Mr.
Winik's organization has developed many filming "firsts," such
as the slow-motion technique for sports photography and use
of the Zoomar lens at ringside.

“Much of our filming is done in Madi¬
son Square Garden, where contrasting light
can be very troublesome. One night we
shoot a basketball game where light is flat
with almost no reflection from the floor.
The next night we may shoot a hockey
game where there’s a tremendous contrast
between brilliantly lighted ice and dim
light on the audience. We feel the wide
latitude which is so necessary for our kind
of work can only be obtained with Du Pont
Motion Picture Films!”

FOR MORE INFORMATION, write or call
your nearest Du Pont Sales Office
(listed below) or the Du Pont Com¬
pany, Photo Products Department,
Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada:
Du Pont Company of Canada Limited,
Toronto.

SALES OFFICES
Atlanta 5, Ga.805 Peachtree Building
Boston 10, Mass.140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III.4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
Cleveland 14, Ohio.1033 Union Commerce Bldg.
Dallas 7, Texas.1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif.7051 Santa Monica Boulevard
New York 11, N. Y.248 West 18th Street
Philadelphia 2, Pa.225 South 15th Street
Export.Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

<rnmt>
rE6. U.S. PAT. OFF.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

DU PONT M OTION PICTURE FILM
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Professional Junior

SEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on
same tripod.

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood

BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available
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ON THE COVER

SHOOTING A SCENE for Jackie Gleason's “The Honeymooners” TV
film show with the DuMont Electronicam system. Gleason is first to use
a video-film system in the production of a major TV film series. Director
of photography is Jack Etra. Each show is photographed before a live
audience at the Adelphi Theatre in New York. (See story beginning
on page 154 in this issue.)

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., HOIlywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700
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JACKIE GLEASON'S "HONEYMOONERS" is filmed by Du Mont Electronicam System which incorporates
Mitchell movie camera. Here are Jackie Gleason and Joyce Randolph, right, peering through the camerc

NEW ELECTRONICAM REDUCES SHOOTING TIME
Du Mont's Video-Film System incorporates
both Mitchell 35 mm film camera and TV camera
First to use a video-film
Gleason’s popular show “The
Gleason makes use of the new
advanced TV techniques with

system in major TV film production is Jackie
Honeymooners” In going “live on film” Jackie
Du Mont Electronicam System, which combines
highest quality 35mm photography.

Heart of the Electronicam System is a completely new type of unit, blending
a Du Mont TV camera and a specially adapted Mitchell 35mm camera using a
common lens system. It gives the producer full advantage of the best techniques
of motion picture production while enjoying the time saving and broadened
creative scope available in video’s electronic practices. Savings in shooting time
and costs are substantial.
The 35mm Mitchell cameras used as integral parts of the Electronicam
System produce consistently superior black and white films, as well as color films
which are unequaled for uniformity of quality. Mitchell cameras today serve not
only in the television industry, but also are the predominant choice in the pro¬
duction of governmental, industrial, research and educational films, as well as
being standard equipment for major studios throughout the world.
Complete information on Mitchell cameras is available upon request on your
letterhead.
*85%

Du Mont Electronicam pick-up; Mitchell 35 mm
film camera on left, TV camera on right.

of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

Scene from "The Honeymooners" shows Jackie Gleason
and Art Carney on set before
three pick-up units of Electroni¬
cam System. Each pick-up unit has
both TV camera and specially
designed Mitchell film camera.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: “MITCAMCO”

hand rewind

negative rewind set

differential rewind

power rewind

precision film editing equipment

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
HO 2-3284
956 NO. SEWARD ST.
HOLLYWOOD 38
CALIFORNIA

synchronizer

split reels

film racks

vault cans

swivel base

tightwind

editing table

film storage cabinet

at better dealers everywhere

° Based on recent ARB Audi¬
ence Composition Studies of
Network Situation Comedies.
I Love Lucy.44.8
2. Honeymooners. . . .34,2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

December Bride • • • 32.7
Our Miss Brooks- • -29.3
Burns & Allen.28.5
Life of Riley.26.2
Make Room
For Daddy.21.9
8. Bob Cummings - • • -20.9
9. Meet Millie.20.6
10. Father Knows Best. 19.6

LIGHTING AND
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

REASON: The new J. G. McAlister Dual Steer¬

REASON: Only J. G. McAl ister
equipment embodies all that is
new today in the lighting field. In
spot equipment, for example, only
McAlister combines these three
important advantages: (1) PermaLock Mirror for positive mirror
alignment; (2) Lifetime Beam Pilots
to guarantee flare-free, spill-proof
lighting; (3) Convenient, EasyAction focus controls both front
and rear.

ing Crab Dolly is the one and only completely
maneuverable camera dolly today. Just intro¬
duced, it already ranks among the five most
valuable technical contributions to modern film
production. It reduces set-up time, enables a
director to introduce a wider variety of cine¬
matic effects and, at the same time, cut his
allotted shooting schedule. For complete details,
write for free booklet.
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The newest, most advanced lighting
and production equipment is made by

NEW! Colorful, catalog-brochure, “New Dimensions

in Controlled Studio Lighting
NEW! 16 page booklet describes Crab Dolly operatian

in detail. For free copies, write today.

J. €3r. WIc
(sales & rentals)

ister

1117 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California
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In

NEWS
For the second consecutive year,
Consolidated Film Industries won a
clean sweep of first place honors in the
laboratory category of Billboard’s An¬
nual TV Film Service Awards. CFI du¬
plicated its showing of last year by be¬
ing named first in quality, first in
speed and first in economy among the
nation’s film processing labs.
Consolidated recently opened a brand
new million-dollar processing plant in
New York to help handle the growing
need of film laboratory facilities on the
east coast.

puzzled

★

animation
problem

A major advancement in magnetic
recording was demonstrated before the
Audio Engineering Society in Los An¬
geles recently when William V. Stancil, president of Stancil-Hoffman Cor¬
poration, unveiled his company’s new
printed circuit completely transistorized
recording and playback amplifiers. The
amplifiers, three in all, printed on fibreglass cards, are approximately 2" x 6"
in size. In all, 12 transitors are used.
The amplifiers have an amplification
range up to 90 db, yet weigh but 8
ounces and require less than 1/10 the
power of an ordinary radio set pilot
lamp to operate.

ESERRY

leading studios rely on

,

equipment to save time cut production costs
OXBERRY

STAND

AND COMPOUND.

Precision

in

animation controls with dramatic flexibility and maximum
accuracy. Also may be made electrical with three motors
controlling co-ordination of vertical, east-west and northsouth relationships. Achieves “live action zooms,” utilizes
multi-plane techniques for spectacular screen effects.
NEW OXBERRY OPTICAL STEP PRINTER. COM¬
BINATION 35mm-16mm PRINTER with only one projec¬
tion head and one camera. Contains four 1,000 ft. chambers
on projection head. Optical precision for the special effects
and projection printing requirements of all film makers.
Produce

accurate

blow-ups,

reductions,

skip

★

framings,

push offs and traveling mats. Anamorphic lens and other
processes adapted by special order.

MEW

OXBERRY

COMBINATION

35mm-16mm

PROCESS CAMERA. Specifically designed for use with
animation stands and optical printers. Automatic dissolve
from 8 to 80 frames and many other innovations.

ENGINEERED TO MEET EXACTING STANDARDS REQUIRED BY FILM PRODUCERS
Prompt delivery assured on all items including registration devices, pegs, punches and other accessories.
Vi rite or phone today for catalog to

the ANIMATION EQUIPMENT CORP. DEPT.00,38 Hudson Street, New Rochelle, N. Y.,NEw Rochelle 6-8138
f

★
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If A Man Builds A Better Mousetrap...
And

if

he

will

advertise

it

in

American

Cinematographer, customers will beat a

path

to his door. Cinekad Engineering Co. designs
and builds popular production equipment for
the professional,

like the Cinekad Collapsible

Dolly pictured at left. Advertising such prod¬
ucts in AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
has created an unprecedented demand.
If you
producers

have
of

a

product or service

motion

pictures,

to sell

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER can do the same for
you. For information and space rates, write to
Advertising
AMERICAN

Department

CINEMATOGRAPHER

1782 No. Orange Drive

•

Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Movielab Film Laboratories, New
York City, recently became the first film
processor in the east to demonstrate
closed TV circuit screenings.
For the first time, east coast film pro¬
ducers and technicians can now view
film results from their own offices and
studios almost as quickly as film comes
out of Movielab’s laboratory.

March, 1956
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A display of the latest developments
in professional equipment for motion
picture production, never before assem¬
bled under one roof, has been arranged
by the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers to be held in con¬
junction with the Society’s 79th semi¬
annual convention at the New York
Statler, April 30 to May 4.
Display will include film processing
and editing machines, motion picture
and high-speed cameras, lenses, sound
and animation equipment, and TV color
cameras and projectors.
The Association of Cinema Labora¬
tories will also meet in New York dur¬
ing SMPTE convention week.

Maurice L. Levy, NBC-TV’s Ace Cameraman recently named “Newsreel Cameraman

of the Year” is one of the many top newsmen who shoot award-winning films with
Auricon 16mm Sound-On-Film Cameras.
Racing to provide the public with up-to-the-minute coverage of the news, Mr. Levy
spans Texas and the entire Southwest in a radio-equipped plane. Wherever fire,
flood or tornado strikes, Levy’s Auricon Sound Camera films the news as it happens!
This is another example of how Auricon 16mm Sound-On-Film Cameras are being
used to produce Television Newsreels, as well as Film Commercials, Dramatic
Inserts and local Candid-Camera programming with speed and dependability.
Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee. You must be
satisfied!

Airplane photo (at top) shows Maurice L. Levy, NBC-TV’s Ace
Cameraman wjth his Auricon "Cine-Voice" igmm Sound-On-Film
Camera. Pilot JuHus Hudson (Center), and Sound Man Tom
Journeay complete the high-flying Newsreel Crew.
Photo (above)shows Maurice L. Levy with Auricon "Cine-Voice"
which helped him win top award in Annual National Press
Photographers Association Competition, and
title of "Newsreel Cameraman of the Year!"

* Write for free illustrated

Auricon Catalog...

AURIC
A

PRODUCT

LINE

THE
OF

BERNDT- 3ACH, INC.
Street

Calif.

CINI-VOICI
1695 00

AURicoN

m-m

1U97.00
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MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM RECORDl NG EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

THE
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February

monthly

dinner-meeting

was

marked

by

in

the

record-breaking
William

J.

BENJAMIN

crowd

German,

BERG

is

pictured

honored

above

as

listens

demonstrated

the

to

talk

photo,

following

Eastman

Kodak's

introduction

Emery

Huse

by

chairman

(right)

spoke

Charles

briefly

G.

about

latest developments of the new Plus-X film, preceding the screening

by

at his notes,

of a demonstration reel.

new Eclair Cameblimp for the

ground. Vaughn

Shaner (right photo) of Eastman Kodak, spoke to

Camerette camera, which he distributes in the U.S. In photo above,

ASC

he

Clark,

Color negative and print film, which was illustrated by slides. For¬

while Winton Hoch and Stanley Horsley discuss equipment in back¬

mer Society president Charles G. Clarke chairmanned the meeting.

explains

some

of the

fine

points

of

equipment to

For the first time, since the inaugu¬
ration of the Golden Globe Awards by
the Hollywood Foreign Press Associa¬
tion, no awards for achievement in
cinematography were made this year.
According to a HFPA spokesman, de¬
cision followed inability of committee to
arrive at clear cut decision. The award
is not to be permanently eliminated
however, and will be resumed in 1957.
•
•
•
American
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it

guest, who is glancing

center

Clarke.

greatest attendance ever recorded for a Society meeting. Part of the

c

Society of

Cinematogra-

American Cinematographer

Dan

members

on

some

phers recently admitted to Active Mem¬
bership the following Hollywood cam¬
eramen: Carl Berger, Clark Ramsey,
Ellis Thackery, and John MacBurnie.
Admitted to Associate Membership were
Dennis Godfrey, of the W. J. German
Hollywood office, and G. Carleton Hunt
of General Film Laboratories, Holly¬
wood.

•

•

•

Frederick Gately, A.S.C., last month,
was signed to photograph the first in a

March, 1956

of

the

fundamental

aspects

of

Eastman

series of new half-hour television films
featuring Barbara Stanwyck, produced
by Jack Denove at Key west Studios,
Hollywood.

•

•

•

W. J. German, president of the firm
bearing his name and an Honorary
Member of the American Society of
Cinematographers, has been named
chairman of the motion picture indus¬
try’s campaign for the 1956 Greater
(Continued on Page 138)

Conversion of 100 ft.

New SPECTRA

AURICON CINE VOICE

3-color METER

to 1200 ft. capacity.
eludes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision con•rsion permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (11 min. running
ne) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Also provides for
stallation of Veeder footage counter. We can convert your present
ne Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with
eternal magazines.
Conversion-less magazines $450.00
)sitive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for
nail additional charge.

Only accurate meter that
measures all light sources,
including daylight. Measures
the proportionate amounts
of all 3 primary colors in the
light source, and indicates
the filters needed for positive
color correction. Product of
Photo Research Corporation.
With case and strap $305.00
With Kelvin scale $325.00

3-wheel portable

750-2000-5000 Watt

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

CONE LIGHTS

Illustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also
fakes Professional Junior and most stand¬
ard tripods. You can’t beat it for light¬
weight convenience.
$300.00

Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE

750W-$75.
2000W-$110.
5000W-$ 175.00. Less stand.

Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to floors.

• RENTALS
*9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
* PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. *Electric Footage Timers
•Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.
•Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers.
* DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.

Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

Adjustable Collapsible

Model C (illustrated) $32.50
Model B(less clamps) $26.50

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!
. . . in equipment, accessories, service
16/35

er lens to use for a given distant shot
out of doors.
List price of Tewe-Motivefinder is
$39.50, which includes flexible metal
neck chain and leather case.

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both

16mm or 35mm color

or black and white.

Camera Lens Speed

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—

•

The

same

sound

lenses,

blimp

same

motor

drives,

same

i

and accessory equipment used

for both 16mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.

Anamorphic Lens
•

Precise

rugged

•

Reflex viewing

•

200 degree adjustable shutter

•

Divergent three

lens turret
gate

16mm

400'

magazines

magazine

will

16

or

accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
•

Light

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago Ill.,
announces a new model 8mm Monterey
cine camera having a faster, f/1.9 lens
and “Sun Dial” lens setting. Tradenamed the Monterey DeLuxe, camera
features simple “set, sight, and shoot”
operation. For more precise exposure

movement

• Automatic film
35mm — the

Increased

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.

Write for brochure

The Pictorial Company, 2910 Broad
Street. New Castle, Indiana, announces
a combination 35mm/16mm anamor¬
phic lens that can be used for both tak¬
ing and projection. Lens is said to be
entirely compatible with CinemaScope,
and excellent for both color or blackand-white films.
It is small, light in weight, and fast¬
ens to the camera lens by means of an
adapter. The lens may also be used with
arc light 16mm projectors, is 31/2" in
length, and 21/2 " at extreme diameter.
Of fixed-focus type, focusing is done in
the camera lens in photography.

Tewe-Motivefinder
Ponder & Best. 814 No. Cole Avenue,
Hollywood, Calif, announce their ap¬
pointment as distributors of the TeweMotivefinder, an optical device for use
by cinematographers for visualizing

v_jamerette

Silicone Cloth

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris

(Jhiherh

€ouipfn€nT (6.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
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settings, the lens has a range of stops
from f/1.9 to f/16. Otherwise, a twist of
the Sun Dial to a printed description of
the outdoor light automatically sets the
lens at the proper f/ stop.
A full winding of the motor spring
provides a full 10-ft. run at constant
speed. The three-way starting button can
be set for normal operation, continuous
run or single-frame exposure for trick
shots and animation. List price is
$64.95.

scene and picture perspective. The find¬
er provides the constant and correct
proportions in accord with the corre¬
sponding focal length of lens used on
camera. Even before setting up the cam¬
era, it is possible to determine the prop¬

March, 1956

Distributor’s Group, Inc., 756 West
Peachtree St., N.W., Atlanta, Ga., offers
the Filmagic Cloth, a soft, scratchless,
flannelette cloth said to be ideal for wip¬
ing lenses, film surfaces, etc., dustfree.
Size
list price is $2.00 at cam(Continued on Page 186)

fP

amerette

One Camera...
One Blimp...
For Both 16mm and 35mm Cinematography
• Reflex viewing through taking lens at all times.
• External Follow-focus control.
• External iris control.
• Accommodates 18.5mm through 100mm objectives.
• Quick-change magazines and lenses; retractable camera carriage.
• 110-V single-phase and 220-V 3-phase synchronous motors.
• Lightweight magnesium alloy construction.
• Completely soundproof.

Available For Immediate Delivery

BENJAMIN

BERG

COMPANY

1410 N. VAN NESS AVE. • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. • HOIlywood 2-0871

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from Page 134)

New York three million dollar appeal
of the National Foundation for Infan¬
tile Paralysis.

•

William H. (Duke) Greene, A.S.C.,
61, veteran director of photography,
died February 28 of a coronary ailment
at his home in Brentwood, California.
Born in Rhode Island, Green had
been
associated
with Technicolor
Motion
Picture
Corp. since 1917.
At the time of his
death, he was a di¬
rector of photog¬
raphy with Tech¬
nicolor.
In 1936 he re¬
ceived
a
Special
Award for color
cinematography for
his work on “Garden of Allah, and in
1917 he received the Special Award for
color cinematography on “A Star is
Born.” In 1943 he received an Oscar
for color cinematography on “Phan¬
tom of the Opera.” He is survived by
his wife.

FOR THOSE
WHO CAN
AFFORD
THE FINEST

. •

• NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
• FIRST PRINT DEPARTMENT
• ULTRA VIOLET AND
FLASH PATCH PRINTING
• 16MM AND 35MM
RELEASE PRINTING
• KODACHROME PRINTING
• 63 EDITING ROOMS
• SPECIAL TV SERVICES
• For Color it's

*

*

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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•

Although “Cinerama Holiday” was
one of the candidate productions con¬
sidered for an Academy Award for
achievement in color photography for
1955, it failed to show in the voting
for a place on the
nominations ballot.
Nevertheless, Harry
Squire, A.S.C., who
photographed the
production in col¬
laboration with Jo¬
seph Brun, A.S.C.,
was present in Hol¬
lywood the night
the nominations
were announced,
just in case. Squire
had flown in from New York to con¬
sult on production technicalities in con¬
nection with his next Cinerama assign¬
ment.

•

•

•

Look Magazine and The Screen Pro¬
ducers Guild will present the Third An¬
nual Inter-Collegiate Awards Screening
honoring the best campus-produced mo¬
tion pictures for the scholastic year
1954-1955 at the Scren Directors Guild
Theatre in Hollywood the evening of
March 9, 1956.
This
year’s
winners
are:
Gold
Award, “One Way Ticket to Hell,” by
Bamlet L. Price, Jr., Univ. of Calif.;
Silver Award. “Clay in Your Hands,”
Wayne Univ.; Bronze Award, “The
Face of Lincoln.” Univ. of Southern
California.

FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION FROM ONE DEPENDABLE RESOURCE

THE DUAL READER . .

. Permits you to edit single and double sys¬

CAR TOP CLAMPS

tem

silent

heavy construction, easy

smoothly and evenly without cinching

to

or

sound

sound.

with

any

motion

picture

viewer.

Hi-fi

lip-sync

$195.00.

attach.

Set

TIGHTWIND ADAPTER . . . winds film
of

3,

$28.00

ter,

SLATE AND

CLAPSTICK

for essential

SYNCHRONOUS

has space

combination,

information. Still the

best buy at only

FILM

TIMER.

$89.50.

Single

OPTICAL

16/35mm

For

footage

16mm

Fts

16mm

rewinds.

With

&

35mm

core

adap¬

with

prism.

$29.00.

FX

UNIT

and

complete

35mm

Motion

Picture

and

Television cameras. From $119.75.

counter, $45.00.

$4.75.

abrasions.

standard

AURICON PRO 600 CAMERA

BARDWELL-MCALISTER LIGHTS . . .

latest

complete

film

development

cameras.

Time

in

sound-on-

payments

ar¬

ranged.

stock

watt spots

and

of

750

to

1000-

accessories.

From

$81.00.

HEADQUARTERS FOR BAUSCH & LOMB LENSES
TV

CAMERA

DOLLY,

MODEL

III.

Boom

arm

type.

Smooth, mechanical geared operation raises your mo¬
tion

picture or TV camera from

1

ft. to almost 7 ft.

Baltar lenses mounted for all 16mm cameras
Baltar lenses mounted for all 16mm cameras.

high. Weighs only 350 lbs. $1825.00.

flee

CAMERA MART m.
.

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Circle 6-0930 • Cable: (ameramart

YOUR QUESTIONS

,

ANSWERED BY JACKSON J. ROSE A.S.C.

= New 35 mm Model 2A =
=

With 180° Shutter

| A truly
|
=
=

=

GREAL |

Questions

of general interest will be
answered in this column. We re¬
gret that demands on the editor’s time
will not permit personal replies.—Ed.

Q

CAMERA |
QI

for TV, Newsreel
and commercial

am preparing for an extended
trip through Africa to shoot 16mm
color film. What precautions should I
take to protect my supply of film in that
climate?—R.H.H., Illinois.

—
_

For tough and trying assign- —^
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a —
class by itself. Reflex focusing ^

1=1

through

—
—

while camera is operating— zzz
this is just one outstanding ~
ARRIFLEX feature.
~

=

Equipped with bright, right- =

—
=

side-up image finder, 6y/i x ■==
magnification. Solves all par- ~

=
=

Er

photographing

lens ~

The most dangerous elements in the
tropics for motion picture film are heat
and humidity. Humidity causes mildew
to form on unprotected film while ex¬
treme heat will create chemical fog over
an entire roll of film. In tropical climes
care must be taken to keep all exposed
and unexposed film in a dry, cool place
and away from damp ground.
After film has been exposed, it should
be dehydrated to remove any excess
moisture before film is canned and
shipped. This may be done by taking
black paper, such as is used for wrap¬
ping film, and drying it thoroughly by
placing it in an oven. Wrap the film
in this paper and place in metal con¬
tainer overnight. The paper will absorb
any excess moisture. Never use news¬
paper or common wrapping paper for
this purpose as they usually contain
chemicals harmful to film.

QAt

allax problems. 3 lens turret.
Variable speed motor built
rr into handle operates from
~ lightweight battery. TachomEE eter registering from 0 to 50
~ frames per second. Compact,
= lightweight for either tripod
^r

or hand-held filming.

=

zEz
Er
=5
~

Takes —

-— 200' or 400' magazine. Write
EE for free folder.

EE
EE

——

EE

Blimp now available.

~ 16mm ARRIFLEX also available.=

(JfimeRfl CouipmenT (6.
315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
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to arrive at the “speed” of the lens. For
example, if diameter measures 2 inches
and the focal length is 8 inches, the
speed is 4 or f/4.

an auction recently I purchased
several photographic items, among
which was a lens whose footage and
f/stop marks were almost entirely oblitterated. How can I 1) determine the
focal length of this lens, 2) what size
area it will cover, and 3) the speed of
the lens?—A.M.J., California.

Answering
your
first
question:
mount lens on a frontboard and attach
to a view camera. Focus lens on infinity
and measure the distance from the cen¬
ter of the lens (diaphragm) to the
ground glass. This will give you the
focal length.
Answer to question No. 2: On the
ground glass you will have a circular
picture (if the view camera is large
enough). This image is called the circle
of illumination and its diameter repre¬
sents the extreme limits of the square
or rectangular picture it will reproduce,
thus giving you the picture size.
Answer to No. 3: Measure diameter
of lens and divide it by the focal length

March,

1956

I have a Filmo 70-DA camera with
single frame exposure device. What
f/stop should I use for single frames for
subjects shot at 24 f.p.s. at f/8 under
same lighting value?—J.J.L., Canada.

Assuming that you are using the spe¬
cial single-frame device manufactured
by Bell & Howel for attachment to the
Filmo 70-DA, single-frame exposures
will be approximately 1/30 second us¬
ing an f/ stop of 8 at 24 f.p.s. (Ex¬
posure 1/42 sec.), the stop for single
frame exposures would be f/9.1.

QIs

a color temperature meter essen¬
tial to good Kodachrome cinema¬
tography for 16mm industrial produc¬
tions?—B.S., Florida.

For professional color cinematogra¬
phy, one must be concerned, not only
with having enough exposurable light,
but with having the right quality of
light as well.
In exterior photography, the quality
or tone of the light varies greatly with
the location, the season, and the time
of day. This variation in color tempera¬
ture is measurable in units known as
degrees Kelvin. The temperature of socalled “average” sunlight is in the
neighborhood of 6000 degrees Kelvin,
and the outdoor type Kodachrome is
balanced for this average.
However, in the early morning hours
there is an abundance of blue rays in
the light, whereas in the afternoon red
rays predominate. Best color tempera¬
ture uniformity can be maintained by
shooting Kodachrome between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
For the cinematographer who wishes
to be exacting, a color temperature me¬
ter plus the necessary corrective filters
will enable him to achieve the ultimate
in color fidelitv.

CORRECTION

In answering
Dakota’s” question
last month about CinemaScope print stock,
the word “pitch" was inadvertently used
instead of “size” in the statement that
the print stock “has sprocket holes of a
different pitch than regular 35mm film.”
-—Editor.

To Shoot ‘Speechless By Mistake' for the Bell System
The Bell System wanted a color film that would help
prevent accidental damage to buried and aerial tele¬
phone cables by dramatizing some of the common
causes of such damage and their effect on vital com¬
munications. SOUND MASTERS of New York was selected
to make the film.
The script called for 'on location' filming — in fields, on
highways, in ditches, on 'Main Street'. More than 95%
of the film required live, lip-synchronized sound. A versa¬
tile, easily maneuverable camera was needed for this job.
SOUND masters

selected the Arriflex 35 Model IIA with

Synchronous Motor and Sound-Proof Blimp — and filmed
all the sequences with this equipment within a period of
five weeks. Speechless By Mistake has been completed
and will soon be released by the local Bell Telephone
Companies for public showings.
Says Mr. F. C. Wood, Jr. vice president in charge of
production, "We acquired and used the Arriflex outfit

because it was the lightest, most compact equipment we
could find. It would have been next to impossible to
have done the job so quickly and easily with any other
camera. The Blimp was perfect both indoors and out.
"Needless to say, we were pleased with the results, as
was also the client. The pictures were rock steady and
needle sharp — thanks to the new film gate and inter¬
mittent, and to those wonderful Schneider lenses. The
whole film was a complete success.
"The most wonderful thing about the whole deal is that
the price of the complete outfit was hardly more than
what it would have cost us to rent other equipment."
And Mr. Wood's experience is, by no means, different
or unique, for many other producers and cameramen
have discovered the economy, the quality and the versa¬
tility of the Arriflex 35. No more easily manageable
camera exists anywhere. Yet, it has every facility and
convenience for truly first-rate filming.
Write tor complete information to:

Sole U.S. Agents • KLING

PHOTO

257 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 46, Col.

CORP.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN
The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto
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6TH ANNIVERSARY SALE
Va"

7"—1200 ft.

Reels

DULLING SPRAYS
Matton — 2.25—6 for $12.00

Transparent Tape

Plastic Base

$1.99
Each.

$5.50
Reg. Price

NEW 16mm REELS

PERMACEL
Sprocketed Editing

magnetic tape

Krylon

Pressure-Sensitive

—

1.95—6 for $10.50

for Butt or Lap Splicing

Red

Grease

Pencils—Doz.

1.85

Excellent for Repairing

Cotton Editing gloves—Doz.

2.25

Steel—Top Quality
400

ft.— .34

1200

600

ft.—1.02

1600

ft.—1.45
ft.—1.60

800

ft.—1.25

2000

ft.—2.95

—Min. Orderl 2 —

16mm $5.00 — 35mm $9.00

RCA-PG-201

PREVIEW MOVIOLA

35mm DeVRY

1 6mm Sound Projectors
Used—Reconditioned

LEG-LOK TRIANGLES
With Locking Clamps—

Sound Proj. Mod. 2800

35mm-Preview Screen

Inset Center Prevents

2000 ft. Cap.

1 -Pic Head — 3 Sound Heads

Wobbling—Numerals for

Complete with Ampl.,

Large Rolling Cabinet

Instant Leveling—

Guaranteed Excellent
Working Condition

1 000 W. Lamp, Exc.

All Aluminum

Reg. Price

Reg. Price

$159.50 Each.

$625.00

DUPONT 16mm FILM

MOVIE STOPWATCH

35mm Single Frame Radar

USED EYEMOS

Single or double sprockets

Reads Minutes, Seconds,

RECORDING CAMERAS

71K-50mm f3.5, Turret

Reversal
930A or 931A
100 ft. 4.00
400 ft.12.75
1200 ft.36.00

Negative
901A or SX246
100 ft.
3.05
400 ft. 9.55
1200 ft.
26.50

CAMERA SLATES
With Clapsticks
11x14"

Durable Black

16mm Footage, 35mm Footage
Starts-Stops

$3.95

Price

$8.75
REVERE SLIDE
PROJECTORS

New

.... $144.50

New

1" f2.7, 2" f2.5, 6" f4.5.

$42.50

$87.50

16mm—2000 ft. Cap.

1 8 ft.—Telescoping—

For Magnetic Tape

Single Reel Type

Folds to 7 ft.—Velvet

400 ft.—8.50

..1200 ft.—12.50

(1 7 '/2 mm Reels—add 50?)

$61.25

Complete w. 2 Lamps

Focusing and Parallax Viewing

:70F-15mm
f 3.5

f2.7,

Adapted

1"

for

Pos.

f 1.9,

Obj.

2"

Turret

f2.7,

with

Light.

Effect Cinema¬
tography

$97.50

$49.50

.

Film

Reflex Image Magnifier —

the World"—

f2.7-2"

400 ft. Mitchell Magazine—

For 1 6mm Cameras &

&

Spring Torque Motor

Vidicon Cameras

Sync Motor

Used — Demonstrator
Reg.

$1475.00

NOTE: PI ease add sufficient postage.
With all orders for C.O.D. shipment—
Enclose 25% deposit.

&

Reg.

$119.50

book

. 4.49

the

Director. 3.99

Television Prog. & Prod.
Photographic
Cine

Data

Price

$174.90

Book.

3.99
3.24

for

T.V. 4.49

The Television Com¬
mercial

. 4.49

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
FIRST COME—FIRST SERVED

3.99

Optics. 5.24

Dynamics of the Film.
Movies

Price

$2180.00

4.49

Form-Eisenstein. 4.49

Cinematographer Hand¬
Film

Great for Sports—Like New

4.29

Pictures.. 4.49

Dollars & Sense Business
Films
.

"The Fastest Lens in

Viewfinders—

$329.50

6.29
6.29

Special

4 Lens Turret—Opt. Obj. Finders

f4

Film & its Techniques.
Painting

— Lightweight —

$245.00

6"

Army Surplus

Electronic Motion

$289.50

70F-1"

case

1” fO. 95 NOMINAR

Mag.

Motor

—Unused—

TECHNICAL BOOKS

CINE SPECIAL - PAR
OUTFIT

f 1.9

20 volt Lamp, 2" f 1.2 Lens

Technique of Film Editing....6.29

Price

$125.00

—

Complete—1

Terrific Sound—Uses 1 OOw.

$289.50

16mm Portable Sound Proj.

For All Auricon Cameras

Side-Mounted

good

Prism—Thru-Lens-Focus

MOVIE-MITE

Slips into Gate for Full-frame

f4.5-.

17mm to 70mm Range
with

Projectors-—

12" Speaker—25w. Ampl.—

$449.00

1", 2", 4" optical viewing

3”

16mm Sound

Berthiot Pan Cinor 70.

Hl-C CRITICAL
FOCUSER

1"

Reg. Price

SUPER NATCO

NEW ZOOM LENS

List Price

$97.50

f2.7,

$20.00 pr.

Available now.

$325.00

DA-15mm

Action Swivel Controls

Reg. Price

$11.95 pr.

Reflector & Bracket—

Like New

70

Mod. BS-37 Porto-Boom

$369.00_$625.00

Nickel-Cadmium 5-yr. Battery

USED FILMOS

MIKE BOOMS

HEAVY DUTY REWINDS

Like New

$79.50

Drum finder.
Very Good — $495.00

16mm ALUMINUM
SPLIT REELS

. 89.50

Reg.

$295.00

Sprockets—etc.

Portable, Hi-intensity

F.E. OPTICAL
VIEWFINDERS
FOR EYEMO

Viewfinder, 3-speed

—For Experimenters—

Reg. Price

Battery Operated Spotlite.

Model 555

$26.95_$32,50

71 C-Spider Turret,

SYNCTRON NEWSLITE

Sensational—Automatic
Model 888

$2950.00

Battery OP—with Movement—

Resets

$18.75

Slate Finish
Reg.

$1995.00

Cable Address-FLORBABB, N.Y.

ACCURACY
This word, in film processing, is a very important
word indeed.
People tell you that one film processing job
is as good as another, and what the heck, what's the
measure of accuracy, anyway?
Well. To answer that one would take a very long time.
Suffice it to say here that it’s summed up in
all the operations of a processing job, where even
the smallest details are of great importance.
It shows everywhere, and it positively shines when
the film appears on the screen.
What we’re talking about, of course, are the people
and the operations at Precision Film Laboratories.
Here attention to detail, sound, proven techniques
are applied by skilled, expert technicians to
assure you the accurate, exact processing your films
deserve to justify your best production efforts.
Accuracy is a must for TV —for industrials —for
education —for all movies.

you’ll see

and hear

FILM
21

W est

LABORATORIES,
46 th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC.

In

everything, there

is

one

best

.

in

film

processing, it’s

Precision

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

Announces
THE

REMOVAL OF

Camera Equipment Company
to new, larger and more desirable quarters
at 315 West 43rd Street

•

New York 36, N. Y.

(Our telephone remains the same—JUdson 6-1420)
The consolidation of all our component branches under one roof
marks an important milestone in our 19-year history.
Now general offices, showrooms, sales and rental departments, repair
department, sound and editing equipment departments, lighting department, engineering research
and factory are integrated in a location that is the very heart of
New York’s famed film district .
We hope you will visit us soon and allow us to show you a new concept
in sales, rental and repair service.

These are the advantages of
our new location:
• Heart of film district.
• Ground floor entrance—
no dependence on elevators.
• Larger showroom space.
• Everything accessible from main floor, through
private loading entrance—away from traffic
congestion.
• Expanded technical department for repairs
on all popular professional cameras.
• Larger quarters for the manufacture of motion
picture and TV accessories, and “Professional
Junior”, the world’s foremost tripod.

IMPROVE YOUR FILM TITLES

YOUR BEST DEAL

with the TEL-Animaprint

ON

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects

The ALL IMEW
AURICON PR0-600

laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.
The answer to economy in animation! The
first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE MA¬
CHINE

for

high

quality,

fast

lettering.

Prints dry from colored foil for instant use.

f^or

16mm

Acme

C^)ptica.l ^ouncl- On - ^~ifm

pegs

istration
cells.

on

give

perfect

paper

Prints

all

or

reg¬

acetate

colors.

TEL-

Animaprint tools for top tech¬
niques—greatest dollar for dol¬

Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

lar value in the industry!

ONLY

$395
V/rite

for

TEL-Anima

I iteroture—cover¬

ing every need for animation.

Unnumbered
Films cause con¬
fusion and loss

“Auricon Pro-600” with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

of time.
The MOY edge
numbers every
foot of 16,

“Auricon Pro-600” with SingleLens “C”
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

17V2, 35mm film
and simplifies
the task of

it Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
flow of The "Auricon Pro-600" is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!

checking
titles, footage.

The MOY Visible Edge Numbering Machine replaces cue marks, per¬

★ 600 ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.

forations, messy crayons, punches, embossing—does not mutilate film.
Work prints showing special effects, fades and dissolves require edge

★ Synchronous Motor Drive for "SingleSystem
or
"Double-System"
Re¬
cording.

numbering to keep count of frames cut or added. Multiple magnetic
tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic recordings make edge numbering
a MUST. Write for brochure.

ir Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.
“Auricon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

With NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System $2475
Present

Moy

owners

can

easily

install

the

new

and

improved

inking

system!

AMONG RECENT PURCHASERS ARE:
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

★ Sold with 30 day money-back guar¬
antee, you must be satisfied!

PRICES START AT $1165

Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

Write for free illustrated “ALL NEW Auricon Pro-600” literature and prices

SPECIAL OFFER to AURICON-PRO OWNERS

Take Advantage of S.O.S.Time-Paymenf Plan

S.O.S. will accept your old camera as a trade-in for

Convenient payment terms arranged. You may apply

the “All New Auricon Pro-600”. Time Payments, Too!

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

S.O.S.
WESTERN

PINFIMA
QIIPPIV POPP
OlllLIVin UUI I LI UUIII

BRANCH

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Hollywood

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

28,

California

Cable: S0S0UND

Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

FLEXIBILITY! PORTABILITY! RELIABILITY!
The motion picture cameraman’s answer to
taking better news or studio pictures! Expe¬
rienced cameramen appreciate the advantage
of photographing “follow shots" without the
use of a crank. By a slight pressure on the
handle the Akeley Gyro follows the movement
of any object, regardless of direction.

SOLID SETTING FOR
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

The Akeley Gyro Tripod features three di fferent
pan speeds, each easily selected by the op¬
erator, giving a wide range of movement to
meet all possible requirements. The gyro
mechanism is provided with ball-bearings
throughout, insuring ease of action. Leveling
is done quickly by releasing a knob on the
bottom of the tripod. The gyro head can be
tilted and the stops easily adjusted.
Inquire about the new Akeley Scanascope for
wide screen photography, the latest develop¬
ment in 35mm Anamorphic lenses.

akelej' camera & instrument division
175 Varick Street

•

New York 14, New York

SUBSIDIARY OF J. W. FECKER, INC.

THIS

SCENE

of

1,000

stampeding

wild

months of planning, two days of setting

buffalo

in

up camera

a

single

thundering

positions, ten

herd

required

hours of rounding

up

the buffalo, and two minutes to shoot for M-G-M’s “The Last Hunt.”

FILMING
"THE
LAST
HUNT"
By

RUSSELL

HARLAN,

A.S.C.

THIS IS CAMERA shelter from which above scene was filmed. Director Richard Brooks gives
last

minute

Harlan,

instructions

A.S.C.,

out of

to

sight

camera
behind

crew
the

headed

camera.

by

Heavy

director

of

timbered

photography

shelter

was

Russell

pre-tested

to support 4,000 pounds, and camouflaged to deceive the onrushing herd.

O

buffalo stam¬
peded straight toward me, and
directly over me. That was something
I never expected to experience in this
lifetime, not and still be around to tell
about it.
Fortunately, I was sheltered beneath
a roof pre-tested to support 4,000
pounds. (A mature bull buffalo weighs
ne
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THOUSAND

wild
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between 2,000 and 3,000 pounds.)
Snug as a gopher in a hole, I had
the rodent’s eye view of as spectacular
a scene as man has witnessed.
Our “shooting” of the mighty buffalo
—the American bison—came about dur¬
ing the filming of “The Last Hunt.”
Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd
Nolan, Debra Paget and Russ Tamblyn

March.
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are the stars, although the 1,000 buffalo
will give them a race for laurels.
A story of the rugged hunters who
pursued and ultimately wiped out the
last of the great buffalo herds roaming
North America in the early 1880s, it
naturally took us in this day of movie
realism to the stamping grounds of the
largest herd now to be found in the

U.S. This was in Custer Stale Park in
the Black Hills of South Dakota, the
same locale where the buffalo once faced
near extinction.
When the subject of the picture first
came up at M-G-M, Director Richard
Brooks and a few of us to be concerned
with the production made a preliminary
trip to the Black Hills. Our objective
was to learn whether or not the scenes
called for—such as the stampede and
others depicting an actual hunt—were
possible.
We learned, from the best of local
sources, that they might be possible,
and they most certainly would be diffi¬
cult. Nothing like them ever had been
attempted. (Since, the location filming
of these sequences has been called the

MARKSMAN

with

pistol,

intervals

ward

off

from

to

at

right

animals

one of four carefully

as

planned

of
the

camera

most physically challenging ever under¬
taken by a film production crew within
the U.S.)
Park officials said they thought they
could round up a herd of the size we
wanted from the nearly 1,500 roving
the State reserve. That hadn’t been done
before, either.
Anybody else photographing the buf¬
falo, we were told, just went out to
wherever the bison were doing what¬
ever comes naturally, and made their
pictures on the spot.
For our scenes, we knew the buffalo
would have to be brought to a previous¬
ly designated point, and then somehow
induced to follow the action outlined
in our script. Like the single paragraph

WHERE

CAMERAS filmed

buffalo

scenes

out

in

open, an expert rifleman stood by to ward off
any

animals

charging

the

camera.

(Continued on Page 172)

crew,

stampede

is

fires

gun

at

photographed

positions.

READYING THE CAMERAS for the big stampede. One Mitchell camera
is

being

set

up

in

the

steel

reinforced

pit.

The

TWO MITCHELL cameras set up just inside game preserve enclosure

M-G-M's

shoot scenes of small buffalo herd which precede the big stampede

Custer State Park, South Dakota.

sequence.

camera crews were in communication by radio.

Here, gunmen stand by to protect camera crew.

other,

an

Eclair

Camerette, is being mounted in tree at right.

mobile

camera

American Cinematographer

unit

moves

in

on

a

herd

of

buffalo

in

In filming the stampede, all four

March.
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ARTHUR ARLING, ASC

ROBERT BURKS, ASC

RUSSELL HARLAN, ASC

JAMES WONG HOWE, ASC

“I’ll Cry Tomorrow”

“To Catch A Thief”

“Blackboard Jungle”

“The Rose Tattoo”

CHARLES LANG, ASC

JOSEPH LaSHELLE, ASC

HAROLD LIPSTEIN, ASC

LEON SHAMROY, ASC

“Queen Bee”

“Marty”

“A Man Called Peter”

“Love is Many Splendored Thing"

HARRY STRADLING, ASC

ROBERT SURTEES, ASC

“Guys and Dolls”

“Oklahoma!”

II

OSCAR
NOMINEES

for the best cinematography of 1955

C

andidates for Academy Awards for best achievement
in films produced during 1955 were announced in a
nation-wide telecast from Hollywood the evening of Feb¬
ruary 18th. Early in the hour-long presentation the ten nom¬
inees for best photographic achievement were named and
most of them were present before the television cameras that
gave the nation’s video fans a glimpse of the men who photo¬
graphed some of the most outstanding films released in the¬
atres during 1955.
While technically it is the motion picture productions
150

c
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March,

that are nominated for awards in the category of photo¬
graphic achievement, when it comes to the presentation of
the awards—the gold “Oscar statuettes—these are made to
the directors of photography who photographed the award¬
winning films.
Five black-and-white and five color productions completed
and released during 1955 have been nominated for “The
best achievement in cinematography,” as prescribed in the
Academy’s voting procedure. The productions and the
(Continued on Page 17W)

1956

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
John Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey

6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois

6677 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

"EMMY" AWARD
NOMINEES
For best achievement in cinematog¬
raphy of a Television Film Series
produced and released in 1955.
By

JOHN

FORBES

W

engaged in photographing tele¬
vision films than theatre film productions, the annual
Emmy Award of the Academy of Television Arts and Sci¬
ences looms as important as the film industry’s Oscar, at
least in the eyes of cinematographers. Last month, the TV
Academy nominated five video film programs produced
during 1955 as contenders for the Emmy Award for best
Cinematography. They are:
“Dragnet,” photographed by Edward Colman, A.S.C.
“Four Star Playhouse,” (The Collar), photographed by
George Diskant, A.S.C.
“Loretta Young Show,” (I Remember The Rani), photo¬
graphed by Norbert Brodine, A.S.C.
“Medic,” (Black Friday), photographed by William Sick¬
ner, A.S.C.
“Private Secretary,” photographed by Robert Pittack.
A.S.C.
As in the case of the film industry’s Oscar awards for
achievement in cinematography, it is the television film
series or a specific film within a series that is nominated
for the award, with the cinematographer actually receiving
the award.
Last year, which is the first time that the TV Academy
made an award for cinematography, the Emmy for best
cinematographic achievement went to Lester Shorr, A.S.C.,
for the photography of “I Climb the Stairs,” a film in the
Medic series produced and released during 1954.
Members of the Academy of television Arts and Sciences
will now ballot to select the one best photographic achieve¬
ment among the five nominees named above as well as the
top achievements in 40 other categories ranging from Best
Acting to Best Variety Show.
Don DeFore, president of the Academy, has annouunced
that awarding of the Emmy statuettes to the winners will
take place the evening of March 17th at the Pan Pacific
Auditorium in Hollywood, with eastern presentations taking
place at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York.
The event will be telecast over NBC-TV beginning at
6 p.m. EST.
ith more cameramen

1955 EMMY AWARD NOMINEES
FOR BEST TV FILM PHOTOGRAPHY
DRAGNET
Photographed by Edward Colman, ASC

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
(The Collar)
Photographed by George Diskant, ASC

LORETTA YOUNG SHOW
(I Remember the Rani)
Photographed by Norbert Brodine, ASC

MEDIC
(Black Friday)
Photographed by William Sickner, ASC

PRIVATE SECRETARY
Photographed by Robert Pittack, ASC

EDW.
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COLMAN,
“Dragnet”

ASC

GEO. DISKANT, ASC
“4-Star Playhouse”

American Cinematographer

NORBERT BRODINE, ASC.
“Loretta Young Show”

March, 1956

WM. SICKNER, ASC
“Medic”

ROBT. PITTACK, ASC
“Private Secretary”

a complete
27- Ib. sound

system.V

Magnasync X-U00 Recorder

$895.00

Producer Net Price
F.O.B. North Hollywood, Calif.

FEATURING...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High gain "long-shot" microphone channel.
Dialog equalization for "speech-music" selection.
Self-contained playback system for "film-direct" monitor.
Famous Magnasync "Synkinetic" precision film transport.
High speed rewind, sync speed reverse and fast forward.
Convenient arrangement for "sync marking."
Footage counter, extended capacity arms, "quick-detach" mount for
special motors, projector cable interlocks and many other compatible
accessories to help increase production efficiency.
• Unconditionally guaranteed specifications.
send for complete specifications and delivery schedule.

IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

NC MANUFACTURING C0.f Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
fatuftmuc

DEALERS

SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York 19. JUdson 6 1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.
CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.
CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

INSIDE

BLIMP

camera

with

sent

along

which
on

ARTHUR

MILLER,

A.S.C.:

“Electronicam’s

of this
4-lens

separate

provides

preview

the

monitors

Electronicam

turret.
path

Light
to

unit

standard

parallax-free
in

is

entering

a

electronic

viewfinder

the control

standard

taking

lens

Mitchell
is

pickup

image

and

35mm

divided

and

unit at right,
also

images

room.

parallax-

free finder is a major improvement.”

Arthur Miller
Looks At
Electronicam
By

ARTHUR

President,

American

MILLER,

A.S.C.,

Society of Cinematographers
SHOOTING
cameras
up

F

announcement by the
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.,
that the company planned to introduce
its Electronicam system of T.V film pro¬
duction on the West Coast early this
year, I accepted an invitation from the
company to visit New York to observe
the system in actual use in the filming
of “The Honeymooners,” weekly tele¬
vision show produced by Jackie Gleason
under the photographic direction of
Jack Etra.
ollowing the
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by

the

are

each

camera

The Electronicam system was ex¬
plained to readers in the May and Oc¬
tober 1955 issues of the American Cine¬
matographer. Therefore, it is not the
purpose of this article to discuss the
methods of motion picture production
except to say that this show is filmed
using the multiple camera method as is
“I Love Lucy,’' “Our Miss Brooks,”
“The Phil Silvers Show,” and others.
Usually three Electronicam cameras
are operating simultaneously photo¬

March,
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Jackie

recording
is

Gleason
the

show.

action

relayed

to

Here

three

simultaneously.
preview

Electronicam
The

monitors

in

35mm

image

picked

control

room.

graphing the action in long, medium
and closeup shots. It is my aim to de¬
scribe the camera technically and what
can be achieved by its use.
The Du Mont “Electronicam” camera
is basically a standard Mitchell camera
with a turret of four lenses: a 35mm,
50mm. 75mm. and 100mm. The oper¬
ator can switch lenses by simply turn¬
ing a lever at the back of the camera.
He can also stop or start the camera
during a take. By use of a beam splitter,

REAR

VIEW

is at right.

of

Electronicam

lens selector lever at
currently
series

in

use

produced

CONTROL

camera.

The

Mitchell

camera

in

blimp

Here may be seen the hooded electronic finder, also the
in
in

ROOM,

rear of electronic unit.
filming

“The

New York

showing

Honeymooners,”

by Jackie

the

Three such cameras are

three

half-hour

TV

film

Gleason.

preview

SIMPLIFIED
how

“beam
it on
are

monitors

optical

image

splitter"
the

diagram

picked
and

up

of
by

diverted

the

“line”

PICTURE

on

“line”

included

in

finally

and position each camera for scene to be photographed.

kinescope

to

to

edited

electronically,

the

is

duplicated

in

camera,
by

unit,

showing

optical
which

preview monitors.

cube

or

reproduces

Optical

cubes

different films.

take selected
of

split

electronic

the

version

in the viewfinder, as well as in all view¬
ing monitors. It will appear in the same
proportions or ratio as would be seen
in the theatre. Whether a fast film like
Tri-X or a color film requiring five
times the light is used, the amount of
light required for the electronic image
in the finder remains the same, about
80 ft. candles. Therefore, there is a
choice of beam splitters of different de¬
grees of light transmission from 50-50
to 90-10. Any type of film can be ac¬

lens

the

accommodate

monitor is

Electronicam-35

taking

electronic viewfinder and

interchangeable

monitor at far left. Here director of photography can talk to operators

the image that is being exposed on the
film is electronically shown in the find¬
er, and as many monitors as desired
can be placed at convenient spots. The
finder picture is bright, clear and
about 314 x 414 inches in size. There
is no parallax because the finder im¬
age is taken from the photographic
lens. If an anamorphic lens is used in
photographing, as in CinemaScope, the
squeezed image that is exposed on the
film can be unsqueezed electronically

plus

the

the

for kinescoping,

show.

edited

Effects

are

will

be

added

to

film.

commodated simply by changing the
beam splitter, which is accomplished
in a few minutes. All of the optics, in¬
cluding the beam splitters, are coated.
The photographing lens can be fo¬
cused visually through the finder from
the back of the camera, or on a monitor
by remote control or at the side of the
camera by use of a knob turned man¬
ually to register on a footage scale.
The camera is provided with cut-off
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THE BRIGHTEST of all incandescent lamps is explained to actress Dani Crayne by Sylvania
engineer

Richard

H.

Lindberg

(left).

Powered

by

radio

frequency

energy

instead

of

AC

current, lamp emits bright, uniform light especially suitable for use in motion picture film
printing.
i

Looking on is Jack Thomas, head of Universal-International’s special photographic

effects department.

Miss Crayne holds duplicate of lamp shown mounted in printer lamp-

house (center).

Brightest Incandescent Lamp
Powered By Radio Impulses
Potentially a new and promising set lighting

The RF lamp was introduced last
month at a news conference of eastern
motion picture executives, television
leaders and representatives of various
publicity media at the Hotel Vander¬
bilt by George C. Connor, general sales
manager of Sylvania’s photolamp di¬
vision, who explained that it provides
a concentrated and uniform source of
light — so concentrated that nearly all
the light produced by the lamp is us¬
able.
Immediate advantage of these char¬
acteristics of the RF lamp is being
taken by the motion picture industry
which is already using the lamp in film
printing operations.
The speed with which Hollywood can
now print films is limited by the me¬
chanical speed at which the film can be
run through the printing equipment
rather than by the quantity of light
available. In addition to these substan¬
tial savings in time in film printing, the
uniformity of RF illumination has re¬
sulted in a noticeable improvement in
the quality of the print.
First commercial installation of the
RF lamp was made by Consolidated
Film Industries. According to E. H.
Reichard, chief engineer of Consoli¬
dated, the use of the light source in
optical printing equipment resulted in
increased uniformity of field, exception¬
al increase in light output, and greater
lamp life. Eventual conversion of all op¬
tical printing equipment to RF light is
predicted by Carl Hauge, quality con¬
trol engineer for Consolidated. Mr.
Hauge said he believed that the pres¬
ent usage of RF for color separations
and negatives is only the initial stage in
wide-spread laboratory applications.
Sylvania engineers now are working
on the possibility of employing the RF
lamp for studio set lighting. They point
out that with the advent of wide-screen
color motion pictures, many times more
light is needed in filming to gain the
(Continued on Page 182)

source, lamp is already in use for printing
motion picture films in Hollywood

By

CHARLES

T

motion picture industry now
can increase the speed of critical
film printing operations up to eight
times faster than is now possible using
conventional methods, thanks to a new
lamp that transforms radio impulses
into light so brilliant that it is brighter
than any incandescant lamp ever de¬
vised. The lamp uses the same type of
radio signal that transmits sound to ra¬
dio and television receivers, and is not
connected by wires to the source of its
he
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LORING

activating energy.
Known as the RF (Radio Frequen¬
cy) lamp, it was originally designed by
engineers of Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc., in cooperation with the Motion
Picture Research Council in Hollywood,
to overcome a number of motion pic¬
ture problems.- The RF lamp can also
be used in color television tube process¬
ing, medical research, radar and air
traffic control, computers, film projectors
and many other fields.
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CROSSECTION

diagram

of

the

new

Sylvania

RF lamp pictured above. Lamp is water-cooled.

need location
lighting...fast?
Call on Jack Frost, one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

' Giant'' Enhanced by Bold,
Off-beat Photography
“We dared
dom

to do what others have sel¬

attempted

treatment

to

dramatic

scope

in

lighting

give

‘Giant’

of

the

and
the

camera
powerful,

original

novel,”

says William Mellor, A.S.C.

:i
THE

ROOMS

of

the

Victorian

Texas

mansion

change

dur ng

the

30

years covered by the story, and each change involved a cha lge in set

By

ARTHUR

ROWAN

A

toward bigness in film
productions continues in Holly¬
wood, there is a marked trend also to¬
ward a bolder concept of photography.
Today, the director of photography as¬
sumes an even more important role as
the pictorial interpreter of screen stories,
according to William Mellor, A.S.C.,
who recently completed the filming of
George Stevens’ WarnerColor produc¬
tion, “Giant.”
S the trend

TYPICAL of William

Mellor’s

pursuit of

the

lighting also.

“The director of photography today
must aim for a fresh, new approach in
planning the photography of a feature
production if the photography is to
make its full contribution,” says Mellor.
“In the case of ‘Giant’,” he said,
“George Stevens made it plain in the
very beginning that he didn’t want ordi¬
nary photography, but a bold and strik¬
ing pictorial treatment in keeping with
the theme of the story. In ‘Giant,’

“daringly

different”

in

the

photography

of

“Giant” is seen in this Texas location setup with the Mitchell camera shooting almost di¬
rectly
from

into the sun for a
left.

In

foreground

unique
is

actor

lighting
James

effect.

Mellor

Dean, and

is

at his

seated

on

high

chair,

left, director George

second
Stevens.

Here illumination

is from overhead

.

.

.

Stevens had the kind of broad canvas,
incisive characterizations and strong
story line which have made his other
films memorable masterpieces.”
The story covers approximately 30
years in the lives of its characters, from
1923 to the present. A Texan, owner of
a half-million acre cattle ranch, goes to
Maryland to buy a black stallion. He
meets a girl, romantic and strong-willed.
They marry and return to Texas.
Many things happen and there are
many clashes. A stubborn spinster runs
the ranch until she is killed in a fall
from a horse. There’s a violent young
ranch hand, played by the late James
Dean, who wants to make a million dol¬
lars. Eventually he makes a hundred
million. Most of it from oil. But vast
wealth and gushing oil only bring bitter¬
ness and fighting, separation and yet
constant love.
Shooting of the picture started on
location, in Virginia. One of Holly¬
wood’s biggest logistics maneuvers was
the transportation of personnel, cam¬
eras and lighting equipment—first to
Virginia and then to Texas. In the pic¬
turesque country around Charlottesville,
Virginia, were filmed the scenes of the
Texan’s arrival in the south. From here
the “Giant” company moved to Marfa,
headquarters for the Texas location
shooting.
The ranch house, a magnificent threestory Victorian structure, was built in
the Warner Brothers’ prop department
and then shipped to the Worth Evans
Ranch, 21 miles out of Marfa. Stevens
selected a completely isolated site on the
ranch for the erection of the mansion.
The only exteriors not filmed in Texas

.

.

.

ostensibly

supplied

by

the

large

chandelier

view of the balcony area of the same room.
which posed additional lighting problems.

TYPICAL
photo
in

the

“day-for-night”

shows

the

motion

lighting

picture

scene

of

exterior of

treatment,

effect

shown

here

in

this

Set also included ceiling

of

Texas

mansion.

night

is

film.

were Jett Rink’s hotel and airport. “For
these sequences,” said Mellor, “we used
the Los Angeles Statler Hotel and the
Lockheed Airport in Burbank. In all,
we were on the production five months.”
Mellor’s earlier experience with direc¬
tor Stevens made his selection as direc¬
tor of photography of “Giant” inevit¬
able. It was Mellor who photographed
Steven’s “A Place In The Sun,” for
which Mellor received an Academy
Award. The fact Stevens was once a
cinematographer himself, makes him a

more

While
realistic

DEN

where

injured

girl

lies

dying

is

lit

poignancy of situation, while maximum
painting in background.

in

low

lighting

is

contrast

to

concentrated

point
on

up

large

LOW CAMERA angle produced ideal composition for scene showing young
Texan’s

lone

wildcat

oil

well

“blowing

in,”

with

rig

contrasting

power¬

fully against vast cloud-flecked sky area.

strong taskmaster on any production,
yet a director who, knowing the camera¬
man’s problems, retains a completely
open mind on suggestions offered by his
cinematographer.
Mellor found inspiration in Stevens'
ideas for creating dramatically pictorial
contrast between one scene and another
or between related sequences. One out¬
standing example is when two sons re¬
turn from the war in Korea. One, a
hero, is met by a happy, gay crowd.
This sequence was photographed in ap¬

propriate gay mood. The other son, a
casualty, is returned in a coffin to be
buried in the family cemetery. This
sequence was purposely photographed
late in the afternoon to take advantage
of the quiet, solemn effect of approach¬
ing dusk and thus point up the sadness
of the occasion. The burial sequence,
photographed the following day, was
also shot late in the afternoon, between
4 and 8 PM, when it was possible to
capture the quiet, “vesper-hour” quality
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DEDICATED TO DETTER PERFORIDRDCE
COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY

HYDROLLY’

For motion picture and
TV cameras.
Sturdy
cast aluminum. For
standard or baby tri¬
pods. Additional baby
tripod point holders
to control spread of
tripod legs.
Adjust¬
able spring seat. Ex¬
tra wide rubber wheels.
Bronze tie down clamps
and other features.

The advanced dolly for
instant moveability —
streamlined,
light¬
weight,
exceptionally
sturdy. Nothing to get
out of order. Many new
advantages for easy
operation.
Hydraulic
lift type for fast up¬
ward and downward
motion of TV and mo¬
tion picture cameras.

.4'gm

For studio or location. Folds
into one compact unit. Can be
used with professional or
semi-professional tripods.

it

SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER
Our Exclusive Distributor

Any combination of
16mm and/or 35mm
sprockets assembled
to specification. Cast
aluminum. Foot linear
type, adjustable frame
dial. Fast finger rol¬
ler release. Contact
rollers adjusted indi¬
vidually for positive
film contact. Sprocket
shaft slip lock, foot¬
age counter, etc.

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

RERTRIiS

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head.
Seat for assistant. In-line wheels for
track use. Steering wheel, rigid floor
locks. Hand pump or combination hand
and motor pump. Easily transported in a
station wagon. Fits through a 28" door.

SALES • REPAIRS - SERVIG
Groverlite
LENS COATING
j
“T” STOD CALIBRATION
DESIGNING and MANUFACTURING I

SENIOR & JUNIOR KITS
’A STUDIO IN A SUITCASE'

lens mounts & camera equipt.
for 16mm, 35mm, TV cameras.

BAUSCH & LOMB “BALTA&” :
LENSES and others
for motion picture, TV camer¬
as. 15mm to 40" focal length.
COMPLETE LINE of 16mm, 35mm ■}.
cameras, dollies, synchronizers, \\
animation equipment, cutting room :
and time lapse equipment.

ColorTran re¬
places heavy
and expens¬
ive equip¬
ment... gives
you illuminat i o n up to
5000w. from
an ordinary 20 amp. house current. Equipped with
barndoors, diffuser slots for silks, snoots and other
accessories. Ideal for studio or location shots.

BELL & HOWELL: Standard, Eyemos, Filmos. MITCHELL: Standard,
Hi-speed, BNC, NC, 16mm.

PORTABLE
MICROPHONE BOOM
For Studio or on Location. Light¬
weight — collapsible — for TV and
motion picture production. Sturdy
construction. Boom telescopes 7 to
17 ft. Rear handle for directional
mike control. A remote control per¬
mits 360° rotation of the microphone.
Operator can push the boom and oper¬
ate microphone swivel simultaneously. Extension rods make it
simple to operate microphone rotation from floor. Microphone
cable hangs outside of boom, preventing cable from tangling
with the rotation mechanism. Ball bearing casters, rigid foot
locks, pneumatic drop check for lowering the boom, etc.

VARIABLESPEED MOTOR
with TACHOMETER

for

Cine Special or Maurer Cameras
115 V. Universal Motor — AC-DC
Separate Base for Cine Special.
Variable
Speed
8-64
frames.
Adapter
for
Maurer
Camera.

INTERCHANGEABLE MOTORS: 12
volt DC Variable Speed 8-64 frames.
115 Volt AC 60 Cycles, Synchron¬
ous Motor, Single Phase.
ANIMATION MOTORS: Cine Spe¬
cial, Maurer, Mitchell, B & H Motors,
for Bolex and Filmo Cameras.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348

News Sense/ Perseverance
Necessary For Newsreeling
A news cameraman’s job is to get
around, make friends and try to
anticipate

the next news flash,

says veteran Norman W. Alley.

By

LEIGH

ALLEN

T

motion picture cameraman who yearns for a
career as a newsreel photographer will profit by the
experiences and observations of veteran cameraman Norman
W. Alley, now Western Manager of Hearst Newsreels with
offices in Los Angeles. Alley has been a newsreel man since
1916, and has been associated with Hearst for almost 40
years. His memorable camera coverage of the famed Panay
incident in the Orient made him internationally famous
overnight.
The newsreels, which until the advent of television, were
essentially a theatrical product, have undergone marked
changes in recent years. Television has had both a direct
and indirect effect on the theatre newsreel: by directly af¬
fecting the boxoffice, as it did just a few years ago, television
forced a marked change in theatre programming which, in
many cases, all but eliminated the newsreel from programs
of movie houses. Then, as television blossomed into a major
industry, it introduced the television newsreel with its char¬
acteristic short but numerous subjects which in turn exerted
a change in the makeup of the theatrical newsreel. Today,
Alley observes, theatre newsreels consist of fewer stories,
with more footage devoted to each to produce a more com¬
plete presentation of the subject.
All this has had its effect on the newsreel cameraman,
points out Alley who began his newsreel career as a movie
free-lance cameraman in Chicago in 1916. Today, more
news footage is shot for television newsreels than for theatre
newsreels, so that the news cameraman now has daily dead¬
lines where it used to be weekly. The TV newsreel differs
in format compared to the theatre newsreel which, after
editing, will have from 12 to 15 subjects packed into 460
feet of film. Today’s theatre newsreel stories are more com¬
pletely documentary in character, thus more footage is
devoted to each story than was the practice a few years
ago. This means, says Alley, that today’s newsreel camera¬
man must be first a news reporter and second a good photog¬
rapher, capable of putting a story together in sequence as
he shoots it. In Alley’s opinion, the best background for a
successful newsreel cameraman today is newspaper reporting
and film editing experience. For this reason, he observes, the
transition from theatre newsreel to TV newsreel photography
has not been easy for many old time newsreel men lacking
the newspaper experience that trains a man to see a story
in its full continuity and to shoot it that way. The news
he aspiring

HEARST

NEWSREELS

camera—a

veteran

Parrish-converted

Hearst’s west coast division,
is always

in

search

of a

Norman
16mm

W.

Alley

Auricon.

behind

he continues active as a

newsreel

his

Although

he

favorite
heads

cameraman,

“scoop.”

photographer today must have, in addition to imagination
and initiative, the determination to knock on doors, to “dig”
to get results.
“Above all things,” says Alley, “he must omit the phoney.
It's too obvious.”
Alley and his staff use Tri-X negative exclusively. This
super-speed film is a boon to newsreel photography and has
greatly enlarged the scope of filming possibilities for the
newsman. To permit its use in brightest daylight, suitable
ND filters are employed to “reduce” its speed to approxi¬
mately that of Plus-X and thus eliminate the need for taking
exposure meter readings.
Newsreel photographers are trained early to judge ex¬
posures and to dispense with a meter, to expose all scenes
so they are relatively uniform, so that they can be edited
virtually as shot. This procedure is not so much for economy,
points out Alley, as for gaining speed in preparing the news¬
reel for the screen.
Another important technique which a good newsreel cam¬
eraman develops is the ability to change focus and lens stop
almost intuitively, often without even looking at the lens,
as he moves from one setup to another on a fast assignment.
This is especially important where the cameraman is shoot¬
ing in a lobby one moment, then moves into another room
for a succeeding shot, as when following an important person
or a moving action.
Because Norman Alley’s favorite assignment has always
been football, he personally covers nearly all important grid
games on the west coast. He has photographed every Rose
Bowl game since inception of the annual event. For this as¬
signment he dispenses with his favorite Parrish-converted
16mm Auricon in favor of a 35mm Wall camera equipped
(Continued on Page 176)
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TYPICAL double-printed scene from the Centron Corp. production
duced for Spencer Chemical Co.

“Framble’s Friend,” pro¬

Combined in the picture is “Estelle,” the temperamental

lollipop machine; Poly-Eth, the little trademark character; and a befuddled Harry Framble.

Systematic Control For Special
Effects In 16mm Production
Technique developed by Centron Corporation's
camera

department

simplifies

execution

of

special effects through double-printing.
By

HERK

HARVEY

A

efficient system for the analy¬
sis and notation of details in a par¬
ticular scene can often be as important
in shooting special effects as the camera
work inself. This fact was brought to
the attention of the Centron Corpora¬
tion photographic department during
the recent filming of a production for
the Spencer Chemical Company entitled
“Framble’s Friend." This film is a comn
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CHARLES

LACEY

bined entertainment and documentary
exhibit of the uses of the new wonder
plastic, polyethylene.
Spencer’s registered trademark for
their brand of the plastic is “Poly-Eth.”
As a character in previous advertising
campaigns, “Poly-Eth” is pictured as a
little plastic girl who can change size,
go anyplace, and do almost anything.
With such characteristics she would
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usually be shown in motion pictures by
use of animation. However, in this plot
“Poly-Eth” magically reduces a live
character, Harvey Framble, to her size
(approximately 8" tall) and takes him
on a grand tour to show him the various
uses of polyethylene plastic.
It was decided that the special effects
called for in the script could best be ob¬
tained by using a live “Poly-Eth,” cos¬
tumed and made up to match the trade¬
mark character; and to obtain the de¬
sired special effects by double printing.
Basically there are two methods for
obtaining this sort of effect in motion
pictures: double-printing and double¬
exposure. Let’s consider the double-ex¬
posure first.
Double-exposure has one inherent ad¬
vantage. Double-exposed images are
steadier that double-printed images.
They are less lively to “jitter” on the
screen. But, if double-exposure were to
be used, it would be necessary to get the
best takes of both exposures on the
same piece of original film. Since there
were lines to be delivered, this would
present a serious problem. Imagine the
chagrin of the camera crew and director
at the prospect of having a bad take
double-exposed over a good one, thus
having to do both exposures over again.
If double-printing were to be used, it
would be necessary to get only one good
take of each exposure, since any expos¬
ure could be double-printed over any
other. The printing light governing eith¬
er part of the scene could be controlled
individually, thus making original ex¬
posure requirements somewhat less crit¬
ical. In editing, the two exposures could
be slipped forward or backward with re¬
spect to each other, giving an opportu¬
nity to improve the cueing between thetwo parts of the completed picture. This
would, of course, be impossible if dou¬
ble-exposure were to be used. The ad¬
ditional advantage of being able to pop
on, pop off, fade in or fade out either
of the exposures at any time during
the scene clinched the decision. Double
printing it would be!
A rather involved system of coordi¬
nate analysis and notation of details en¬
tered in when the script called for an
eight inch “Poly-Eth” appearing at va¬
rious positions on the sets, conversing
in lip-sync with a full-sized Harvey
Framble. This basic situation was fur¬
ther complicated by the various closeups that were to action cut into this
sequence.
At this point a cross-hatch grid was
constructed that fitted over the ground
glass in the through-the-lens finder of
the Mitchell camera. This grid was
made of cellulose acetate cut to the
proportions of a 16mm frame. Twen¬
ty-four tiny rectangles were masked out
on this grid, six wide and four high.
This grid remained in the camera dur-
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ABOVE is grid sheet used to register scene reproduced in film clip¬

plant.

ping

is shown at right.

and

at

right.

sketched

Here
in

the

small-size

first and

the

characters

background

REGISTRATION

guide

for

another

photographed

shot later in

ing all the special effects shooting.
Normally the backgrounds were pho¬
tographed first. As soon as the camera¬
man had a scene lined up he stepped
back and allowed the artist to make a
rough sketch of the scene on grid pa¬
per that also had twenty-four rectangles
scaled to match those in the camera
finder. The sketches were detailed as to
the “critical position” where the double

THE

were

The result of this double-photographed, double-printed scene

an actual

printing would occur. Points in the
scene where eye registration or the ac¬
tions of the actors were critical were
also marked on the sketches.
Notes taken down with each sketch
included the lens used, scene number,
camera position and degree of vertical
elevation, footage at which action cues
occurred, and the overall scene length.
The placement of lighting units and the

sequence

in

“Framble’s

use of colored gels were also listed.
All of this recording of production
detail was very important, for instance,
if the background were photographed
with the camera pointing 15 degrees be¬
low the horizontal and the actors were
photographed with camera level; all the
actors would appear to be leaning away
from the camera. Unless this particular
(Continued on Page 178)

ground including the full-size character was shot first and sketched

Friend” is shown below, at right, while the photographic result is

in.

represented by the film clip reproduced below, left.

using the sketch as a guide.
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Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

can sway emotions and create moods
with our motion pictures. Combine the
two and it is readily apparent that the
desired moods and swaying of emotions
will be greatly amplified. Doubly, or
more than doubly effective. I pondered
over this one evening while enjoying
some of my best phonograph records or
“platters.” It was then that I decided to
try a musical movie just as soon as time
permitted.
From my record collection I chose
several favorites, stacked them on the
phonograph, turned a few knobs, then
stretched out in a comfortable chair.
The records were smooth, restful —
soothing. Music of this type has a relax¬
ing and remedial effect. It tends to allay
worries, problems, and accumulated
tenseness after a particularly hectic day.
“Ebb Tide” was revolving on the
turntable. I closed my eyes and began
to picture the music. I tried to visualize
what the composer and conductor un¬
dertook to effect. In my mind's eye I
could see a light breeze moving palm
tree branches, serene waves leap-frog¬
ging toward the beach —- washing the
shores. Cool, white surf spraying from
shore rocks. Gulls leisurely gliding just
above the rolling water, and bright
dancing sunlight all around. It was re¬
freshing. Inspiring. The mental pictures
became so vivid, so real, that I could
almost smell the ocean water. This I de¬
cided, I must endeavor to transfer on
film to the best of my ability.
The squawking of the gulls faded in¬
to the distance and the sounds of surf
pounding the beach slowly subsided.
Thus the record of “Ebb Tide” ended.
And with this conclusion came the ex¬
citing start of my first musical pro¬
duction.
Having decided upon my first selec¬
tion for a Platter Movie, wave after
wave of ideas flooded into my mind.
Enthusiasm can be a mighty generator
of ideas. From this mental deluge I

TRANSFERRING music from record to soundstriped film, using a Bell & Howell 202 magnetic
recording
Record

projector.

This

re-recording

turntable is plugged

step

takes

place

while

picture

is

being

screened.

into phonograph jack of the projecter.

Platter Movies
Phonograph records suggest movie plots
By

T

JOHN

R.

tape recorder or
magnetic stripe projector may now
produce his own musicals on film—orig¬
inal musicals patterned to conform to
favorite records. This type of amateur
he

owner

THREE
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of

movie making my friend George Bunt¬
ing appropriately named “Platter Mov¬
ies.”
Music instills moods and possesses the
ability to sway emotions. Likewise, we

a

SCENES from author’s

platter movie

KRHEN

“Ebb Tide,”

for which

Center

photo

musical number by same title furnished pictorial plot for the film.

stepping

Main title and screen credits were superimposed over a live scene.

sequently
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CLOSE YOUR EYES . . . and dream into our picture
softer, more natural colors than you ever thought
possible . . .

Now! OPEN YOUR EYES to marvelous new
16mm ANSCOCHROME . . . the film that adds
a new world of color ... a brilliant new speed . . .
to your home movies . . . outdoors, indoors, anytime
you please! Treat your camera (and yourself)
to new, high-speed 16mm ANSCOCHROME
Made by Ansco . . . and it’s great!

50' Magazines
Daylight or tungsten

ANSCO, BINGHAMTON, N. Y. A DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE AND FILM CORPORATION.
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At the time of developing this system,
the application of the synchronous mo¬
tor to the projector appeared at first to
present unsurmountahle problems, but
it was later determined to be rather
simple, especially where the projector
is provided with a “threading knob”
that enables the operator to manually
move the projector mechanism when
threading the film. This knob usually
turns at the rate of one revolution per
frame, or sixteen revolutions per second,
the shaft extension and knob are re¬
moved and replaced with a special shaft
extension and a small gear, which is
coupled to a gear on the synchronous
motor as will be described later. The
synchronous motor is mounted to a
plate which in turn mounts to the pro¬
jector.
At synchronous speed, the motor ro¬
tates at the rate of 30 revolutions per
second. The motor shaft is therefore
geared to the special projector shaft
extension using gears which will pro¬
vide a ratio of 30 to 16. (Where the
camera is also driven by a synchronous
motor for producing “lip sync,” the
drive arrangement must be such that
the camera is also driven at sixteen
frames per second.)
The synchronous motor which I have
used to control the projector is manu¬
factured by Bodine Electric Company,
and is identified as KYC-26. It operates
at 1800 rpm, with .56 in. oz. torque at
117V a-c, 60 cps, and requires approx¬
imately 10.5 watts of driving power.
This motor is considerably more pow¬
erful than other motors of similar phy¬
sical size, being designed for special
heavy-duty chart drive purposes. It is
sometimes convenient to mount the mo¬
tor capacitor in the base of the projec¬
tor, and also to install a switch to turn
the motor on and off.
While each make of projector may
require a different application of the

synchronizing motor (arrows) on

model KD Ampro projector, a necessary step in undertaking the method of producing syn¬
chronized sound for 8mm and
this issue.

16mm films described by the author in article concluded in

Coincident Sound
For Home Movies
PART 2
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part of this article, which
appeared in last month’s issue, I il¬
lustrated and described a unique meth¬
od for producing synchronized sound
for home movie films, regardless of the
make or type of projector used. The
method involves the use of a sync motor
on the projector and an ordinary home
tape recorder slightly modified, as de¬
scribed last month. In this concluding
article, I shall describe how the syn¬
chronous motor is mounted on the
projector and how to build and use
the synchronizing amplifier which is
required as the third piece of equip¬
ment.
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FIG. 2—Diagrams for preparing motor-mounting plates for either the Bell & Howell Diplo¬
mat or Ampro KD projectors.
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synchronous motor, because of the po¬
sition of the threading knob and shaft,
the task is relatively simple. I have
accompanied this two-part article with
illustrations showing how sync motors
have been mounted on (1) a Bell &
Howell "‘Diplomat’' projector (page 103
of the February, 1956, issue) and (2)
on an Ampro Model KD projector,
which illustrations appear at the begin¬
ning of this article (Fig. 1). The motor
couples to the projector through gears
having a ratio of 16 to 30. The gears
used are manufactured by Boston Gear
Works, and are standard items obtain¬
able from most large hardware suppliers.
They are 48-pitch gears with a i/g-inch
face. The motor gear is a 32-tooth No.
G-138, and the projector gear is a 60tooth No. G-144. Both gears are brass.
A reduction in gear noise will result
from the use of one fiber, nylon, or
bakelite gear with one brass gear, but
when properly adjusted, the gear noise
is completely masked by the normal
projector noise. Matching nylon gears
are available from the Nylomatic Divis¬
ion, John A. English & Company of
Morrisville, Pennsylvania. They are iden¬
tified as “48 pitch molded nylon gears,
with i/g-inch face and 141/£-degree pres¬
sure angle.” Both the 32- and the 60tooth gears are standard.
The 60-tooth Boston gear has a y±inch shaft hole and a hub. The gear hub
extends *4 inch, which is ample for
drilling and tapping to accommodate a
6-32 set screw, which is the most con¬
venient way to secure the gear to the
projector shaft or shaft extension.
Both nylon gears, and the 32-tooth
brass gear are plain, without hubs. It
will be necessary to fit these gears with
hubs to fasten them to the shafts. The
motor shaft is 3/16 inch in diameter,
and therefore the hubs fitted to the 32tooth gears must have 3/16-inch shaft
holes. These are simple hubs with set
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for synchronizing
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FIG. 3—The synchronizing amplifier may be built, following diagram below (Fig. 4|
or purchased from radio supply house.

on a special mounting plate with four
motor mounting studs. The plate is se¬
cured to the projector by means of the
existing tapped holes for the projector
cover plate screws, permitting attach¬
ment without drilling or marring the
projector in any way. The cover plate
screws are replaced with longer screws
of similar type to accommodate the ex¬
tra thickness of the mounting plate.
The dimensions and drillings for the
motor mounting plates are shown in
Fig. 2. The plate for the Bell and Howell
Filmo Diplomat is shown as (a), and
the mounting plate for the Ampro KD
is shown as (b). The motor mounting

amplifier.

article.

FIG.

studs, four of which are used in either
case, are shown as (c), and the shaft ex¬
tension used with the Filmo Diplomat
is shown as (d). Mounting screw holes
A in the Filmo mounting plate and D
in the Ampro mounting plate are slight¬
ly elongated as shown, to provide for a
slight adjustment of the gear mesh. This
adjustment when optimum will result
in quiet gear operation.
Referring to Fig. 1, the method of
mounting the motor on the Ampro re¬
quires an appreciable amount of ma¬
chine work, both on the projector and
in the production of small fittings. It is
(Continued on Page 169)

5—Diagram for drilling chassis for synchronizing amplifier to take com¬

ponents shown in diagram (Fig. 4) and parts described in parts list.
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Smaller Lamp To Change Projector Design
New Sylvania lamp burns horizontally, won’t blacken
7

6

5

4

away places where electric power is not avail¬
able. A CARTER CONVERTER and a storage bat¬
tery supplies 110 v. AC, operates your wire or
tape recorder AND electric motor driven movie
camera BOTH AT ONCE. Satisfactory "sync"
and playback assured. Where syncronization is
not vital, it's fun to make RECORDINGS even
when using a spring
driven camera.
Record
camera exposure data,
remember what hap¬
pened, when, where, who
and how, so you can
make better titles and
comment when editing
your films.
ORDER THROUGH CARTER
DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE.
Carter Motor Co., Chicago 47
Carter Motor Company
2657 N. Maplewood Ave.
Chicago 47, Illinois

MAIL THIS NOW

Please send illustrated circular and full informa¬
tion on Carter Converters.
Name_
Address___
City---State_

CINEKAD

Synchronous Motor Drive

for

16mm Projectors
Especially desianed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.

The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re
quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate, Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.
Write for more details and prices
Also available on special order.
Synch.
Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
CINEKAD
ENGINEERING

COMPANY

763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLaza 7-3511
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projector

of

radically

new

and

NEW

Sylvania

Tru-Focus

projection

lamp

compact design, made possible by smaller pro¬

shown

jection lamps, rests on table.

Unique socket design insures alignment.

A

projection lamp which
will permit entirely new design
concepts in motion picture and slide
projectors, has been announced by Syl¬
vania Electric Products Inc. Providing
greater light, the lamp is focused with
complete accuracy.
Known as Tru-Focus, the new pro¬
jection lamp will burn in any position,
including; horizontal or base down. For
this reason, and because it is far more
compact than previous lamps (only four
inches high, including socket), the lamp
opens up new fields iu projector design.
In demonstrating the Tru-Focus lamp
to a group of projector manufacturers
in New York last month, Sylvania un¬
veiled several projector models of radi¬
cal design. The models, resembling some
of the new small portable radios, were
only about three inches high, and could
be carried like a purse. No separate
carrying case was requ:red.
According to Sylvania, some of the
advantages of the Tru-Focus lamp result
from a socket of unique construction
which is used with the lamp. Famps
inserted in the new sockets automati¬
cally snap into perfect prefocused align¬
ment. This provides perfect alignment
with the projector’s optical system to
assure precision light position.
To insure that the Tru-Focus lamp
is positioned with absolute accuracy, a
key is built into the lamp’s base. This
key inserts into a slot in the lamp's
socket, locking the lamp into exact po¬
sition. The base contacts are silver
coated for positive electrical contact.
To further assure precise optical align¬
new type

March, 1956

at

right,

co -.ventional

lamp

at

is

left.

ment, the socket is equipped with 18
die-formed metal fingers which hold
the lamp’s base securely, regardless of
burning position or severe vibration.
One of the important features of the
Tru-Focus lamp is the fact that for the
first time a lamp has been designed to
burn horizontally without blackening
the glass envelope. A new grid screen
in the lamp directs the air flow inside
the lamp. This prevents blistering of
the glass and also collects a large part
of the lamp-blackening particles which
form when any projection lamp burns.
This feature keeps the lamp’s glass
clearer and creates higher lumen main¬
tenance.
The new lamps are made with strong¬
er, long grain, nosag tungsten filaments.
Also, the lamp is made with a ceramic
blue top that can't scratch, chip or peel
Ignition glass bridge supports and vis¬
ible built-in fuses are provided.
The lamp was developed by Sylvania
engineers as a result of discussions held
two years ago with rojector manufac¬
turers on the subject of design and con¬
struction problems. At that time it was
stressed that the light source has been
the chief bottleneck in designing a more
compact, more modern projector. The
Tru-Focus lamp is Svlvania’s answer to
that problem.
In general long shots of sunlit sea or
exposure should be decreased by one
or two stops over that for normal sunlit
scenes for color photography.
Where
people appear in such scenes, reflectors
should be used to throw fill-in light.

COINCIDENT SOUND
(Continued from Page 167)

shown here as a matter of interest and
is good illustration of the truth of the
saying “You always do it the hard way
first.” In this method of applying the
motor, one of the claw actuating shafts
was replaced by a new shaft extending
through the projector housing and the
projector housing was machined off
flat to support the special spider which
in turn mounts the motor. The motor
and projector shaft extensions are
coupled together through a small rub¬
ber insulated flexible coupling. (While
this makes a very neat, quiet, and sat¬
isfactory modification, it is not recom¬
mended as a job to be done in the home
workshop unless it is well-equipped
with machine tools and is operated by
a skilled machinist.) It has the further
disadvantage of controlling the projector
speed at 15 instead of 16 frames per
second. While this does not impair the
picture quality, it does set up a non¬
standard condition of operation.
In operation, the projector speed con¬
trol is adjusted for a normal operating
speed somewhat in excess of 16 frames
per second. The synchronous motor then
acts as an auxiliary load, holding the
projector speed to 16 frames per second,
subject to whatever variations are dic¬
tated by the tape speed. It would seem
more logical to operate the projector
at slightly below synchronous speed
and to permit the synchronous motor to
supply the additional power to bring it
up to synchronism. This can be done,
but the synchronous motor is capable
of supplying appreciably more “pull
down” than “pull up” torque. For this
reason, the most positive control is ex¬
erted by slightly over-driving the pro¬
jector with the normal drive motor and
then using the synchronous motor as a
brake.
It is reassuring to be able to deter¬
mine that the projector is being held in
synchronism with the tape. Such an in¬
dication may be conveniently obtained
by the use of a strobe light, excited
from the power supplied to the syn¬
chronous motor.
The operation of this strobe light is
improved by applying the exciting volt¬
age to the bulb through a half-wave
selenium rectifier and a resistor net¬
work as shown schematically in the up¬
per right-hand corner of Fig. 4. The
selenium rectifier is the small type nor¬
mally used for providing a bias voltage
at low current for use in amplifier sys¬
tems. The rectifier and associated re¬
sistors may be conveniently located in
the base of the projector.
Standard film sprockets are equipped
with eight teeth and in normal opera¬
tion, rotate at the rate of two revolutions

FILM PHONOGRAPH
Fast stop-start. Instant re¬
verse. Uses 17.5mm (split
35mm) perforated film.
Operates at 90 feet per
minute.

$95000

SYNCHRONOUS
MAGNETIC
FILM RECORDERS

AMPLIFIER-MIXER
Four input channels. Com¬
plete with power supply
in one case. Weight 40
pounds. Four-position
dialogue equalizer. Less
than 1% intermodulation
distortion at full output.

$52500
PORTABLE
POWER SUPPLY
500 watt output. Con¬
tained in two easily-han¬
dled cases. Battery weight
62 pounds. Generator
weight 72 pounds.

10
D
A

Y

$45000

$1550

M 17.5mm RECORDER
O
Operates at 90 feet per
N
E

min¬
ute, for use with 35mm cam¬
eras.

Y

FILM READER
Film moves over platform
for easy marking. Accom¬
modates 17.5mm, 16mm
or Va" tape. Also available
in 35mm.
$ 11000

B

FILM SPLICER
Butt splicer for 35mfn and
n^mm magnetic film.
Employs perforated tape
for joining medium. In¬
sures perfect recording
in the splice area.

A
C
K
G
U
A
R
A
N

T
E
E

$17500

$695

16mm RECORDER

Operates at 36 feet per min¬
ute, for use with 16mm
cameras. New holders for
1 200-foot reels available as
accessory.
Kinevox

Magnetic

less than 2 %

Recorders

have

intermodulation dis¬

tortion through the complete chan¬
nel, from microphone input to film
playback

m

Bk

at

full

operating

| Mi m

$69500

EXPORT
DEPARTMENT
FULL FACILITIES FOR HAN¬
DLING OF FOREIGN SALES.
WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

level.

m
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SYNCHRONIZING
SLATER
Provides legible automatic
slating and synchronizing.
Adapters for all cameras.

V

DIVISION OF
ELECTR0MATI0N
COMPANY

116 S. HOLLYWOOD WAY • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA • Victoria 9-3291
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shown. However, the problem appears
rather simple in the case of most pop¬
ular projectors and tape recorders.
The synchronizing amplifier may be
built in any desired configuration, but
the most convenient housing is a port¬
able case such as that housing the am¬
plifier shown in Fig. 3. A chassis drill¬
ing layout is shown in Fig. 5 for the
benefit of those who desire to construct
an exact duplicate of the amplifier shown.
Multiple conductor cables fitted with
suitable connectors are used for inter¬
connections between the tape recorder,
projector, and synchronizing amplifier.
The output from the auxiliary record¬
ing head is sharply peaked. It more
nearly resembles pulses than a sine
wave. This is due to the saturation type
of recording used for the synchronizig
tone. The high amplitude pulses occur
as the magnetized portions of the tape
change abruptly from N to S as the
tape passes the gap in the head.
Since only one froquency is of inter¬
est for synchronizing purposes, the head
is roughly resonated at a frequency of
60 cps. by shunting the leads with a
capacitance. When this is done, the out¬
put more nearly resembles a sine wave,
with only a slight loss in peak ampli¬
tude compared to the output of the nonresonated head.
The limiting action of the driver and
power amplifier stages results in an out¬
put wave form of constant amplitude. A

each second. If thirty bands of white
and thirty bands of black are equally
spaced on the face of the sprocket near
the outer edge, the sprocket will appear
stationary when illuminated by the
strobe light when the projector is oper¬
ating at the proper speed. A convenient
method of marking the sprocket is to
drill thirty small holes around the peri¬
phery of it, using a No. 60 drill, then
filling the holes with white paint. The
holes must be equally spaced to form a
steady image when the projector is in
operation.
Another convenient modification is to
replace the projector power plug with
a four contact cable connector in order
to apply power to the projector and to
the synchronous motor through a single
fourwire cable. If this modification is.
used, it will be found convenient to ter¬
minate the cord at the synchronizing
amplifier and to obtain the power for
the projector motor through the a-c
power cord that also supplies primary
power to the amplifier. For recording
purposes, the projector is equipped with
an auxiliary cord with the two power
connections paralleled.
The method of mounting the syn¬
chronous motor and the positioning of
the recording head on the tape recorder
will vary somewhat with the projector
and recorder design, and some study
may be required for best results with
makes and types other than those

LAB-TV
Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Write for Circular

PARTS

LIST

FOR

SYNCHRONIZING

AMPLIFIER

(See Diagram, Figure 4)
Cl—8 Mfd.

150 V. DCW.

C2, C5, and C6—0.1

Cornell Dubilier BBR 8-150 electrolytic capacitor.

Mfd. 300 V. DCW. Sprague “Vitamin

Q“ capacitor.

C3 and C4—25 Mfd. 25 V. DCW. Cornell Dubilier BBR 25-25.
C7—2 Mfd. 600 V. DCW. Aerovox type 30 bathtub case capacitor.
C8—20-20-20 Mfd 450 V. DCW. Aerovox AFH-3-36 Dry electrolytic capacitor.
C9—1.1
LI

Mfd. 220 V. AC capacitor (Supplied with Ml)

and L2—6 H.

160 Ma. Filter Reactor. Triad C-12A

Ml—117 V. 60 CPS

1800 RPM Synchronous Motor. Bodine

NE1—Bayonet Base Neon
R1,

CINEKAD

JUNIOR TRIPOD DOLLY

R4, and
and

R5—820 Ohms.

R3

and

R6—100 K.

R8—1800 Ohms 1
R9—100 K.

This collapsible
especially

three-wheel tripod dolly is

designed

to

meet

the

demand

1

%
1

y2

Watt

IRC

Watt

Watt

IRC

IRC

BTS composition
BTA

BTS

composition

10 Watt IRC type

1%A wire wound resistor.

IRC

BTB composition

R12—27 K.

1

Watt

IRC

BTA composition

resistor.

R13—50 K.

1

Watt

IRC

BTA

resistor.

Dolly can be used with any professional or

R14—50 K.

10 Watt Ohmite “Brown

semi-pro tripod.

51— D.P.D.T.

The
by

in

the

tripod
a

is

clamp

studio.

fastened
at

each

firmly

leg

to

the

dolly

tip.

Toggle

either

two

or

Toggle

Switch—Cutler-Hammer

No.

7560.

Toggle

Switch—Cutler-Hammer

No.

7500.

three wheels in a parallel position, enabling

T2—Interstage

the

T3—Output

dolly

to

track

in

a

straight

line

for

Rectifier—Radio Reciptor Co. Code 8Y1.
Coupling

Transformer—Triad

VI—Vacuum Tube—Twin Triode Type

Dolly

easy-to-carry

unit,

into
23

a

single

inches

compact,

in

length,

weighing 14 lbs.

Write for Prices and Literature

CINEKAD
ENGINEERING COMPANY
763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLazo 7-3511
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Tube—Twin

V4—-Vacuum

Triode

A-35A.

S-60A.

V2—Vacuum

quickly

R-21B.

Transformer—Triad

rolling dolly shots.
folds

resistor.

8363.

53— S.P.S.T.

SRI—Selenium

lock

No.

52— D.P.S.T.

T1—Power Supply Transformer—Triad

to

Devil" wire wound

Switch—Cutler-Hammer

makes

possible

resistor.

composiiton

The special individual caster locking system
it

resistors.

Watt IRC BTA composition resistor.

R10—300 Ohms

Watt

or

resistors.

Watt IRC BTA composition resistor.

2

tion

resistors.

composition

R11—10 K.

for convenient mobility of cameras on loca¬
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R7—470 K.

R2

KYC-26.

Lamp. G.E. No. NE16

Type

Tube—Beam

12RX7.
6C4.

Power Type

6L6.

XI—Tube

Socket—9

pin

miniature—Cinch

9XB, with

9S2

tube

shield.

X2—Tube

Socket—7

pin

miniature—Cinch

7XB, with

7S3

tube

shield.

octal—Cinch

No.

8AB.

X3, X4, and

X5—Tube

Sockets—molded

Miscellaneous:
Vacuum

Tubes—1-6C4,

Chassis

and
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Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Put this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4'‘

FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(JfliH€Rn€ouipm€nT(o.
capacitor across the secondary of the
output transformer serves to round out
the wave form, and at the same time
improve the overall performance by pro¬
viding a power factor correction for the
inductive motor load. Although the re¬
sultant wave form is far from sinusoidal,
it is entirely adequate for motor driv¬
ing purposes.
The synchronizing amplifier system
is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The
four-pole, double-throw switch indicated
as SI is used for switching the head
from 6.3 volts a-c for recording to the
amplifier input for reproduction. This
switch should rightfully be incorporated
with the tape recorder record-playback
switch but is shown as a part of the
synchronizing amplfier for simplicity.
Also, in many instances it may not be
desirable to disturb the electrical ar¬
rangement of the tape recorder.
Capacitor Cl resonates the head at
approximately 60 cps. The correct value
for this purpose is 8 ufd., but a 10mfd low voltage electrolytic capacitor of
the type designed for cathode bias re¬
sistor by-passing has proven entirely
satisfactory. It is also readily available
and small in size.
The two-stage voltage amplifier con¬
sisting of twin triode VIA and V1B
and associated components serves to am¬
plify the signal to a level sufficient to
properly excite the grid of limiter tube
V2. Plate power for this tube is applied
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through shunt resistor R-9, while the
a-c output is applied to the primary of
interstage
coupling
tranformer
T-2
through isolating capacitor C-6. The
low frequency response of the trans¬
former is improved by the elimination
of the d-c from its primary winding
and the limiting action is improved by
using a relatively high value of resist¬
ance for R-9.

Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16
Complete
with
Synchronous
Motor
and Base

Transformer T-2 is a conventional
single plate to push-pull grid interstage
transformer having a primary to second¬
ary ratio of 1:3 as is normally used in
connection with class “A” amplifiers
when no grid current is encountered.
In class “B” service where grid current
is encountered, a transformer having a
step down ratio is used, and other pre¬
cautions are taken to provide good
driver regulation.

Includes
Installation
and
Case
Permits continuous 400 ft. run of 16mm film—
the 200 ft. daylight loading spool may be used
in the 400 ft. magazine. The 100 ft. spool can
be used
in the camera without removing ex¬
ternal
magazine.
Fully
guaranteed.
Can
YOU
shoot a continuous wrestling match, prizefight or
football game?
If not write for complete
in¬
formation or see your Bolex dealer.
,4slc

about

our

Camera

Synchronous

TOLEDO
1309

Milburn

Rack-Ot'er

Base

CINE

and

Motor.

ENGINEERING

Ave.

Toledo 6,

Ohio

SHUTTER

FOR THE
AND

BOLEX

The power amplifier incorporates two
tubes in a push-pull circuit which
is quite conventional except for the am¬
plitude-limiting feature described above.

6L6

PELLEGRINI
VARIABLE

In this instance, poor regulation is
desirable to provide amplitude limiting.
Consequently, the wave form is squared
off abruptly at the start of grid current,
resulting in an output wave form due to
the inability of the driver stage to sup¬
ply power to drive the power ampli¬
fier grids positive.

UNITS
H-8

H-16

The strobe light system shown con¬

nected across the synchronous motor
consists of neon bulb NE1, series drop¬
ping resistor R-12, rectifier shunt re¬
sistor R-13, and selenium rectifier SRI.
The strobe light is optional with the
synchronous motor drive.
The power supply for the synchroniz¬
ing amplifier is quite conventional and
does not warrant further mention.
Other amplifying and limiting sys¬
tems may be used, if desired, providing
they meet the fundamental requirement
of supplying the synchronous motor
with 120-volts of a-c power at a con¬
stant level derived from or controlled
by the synchronizing tone recorded on
the tape. For proper operation, it is es¬
sential that the power applied to the
motor be of a relatively constant ampli¬
tude. Since it is difficult to exclude
stray power line pickup when ampli¬
fying 60-cycles from the low output
level of the tape to the relatively high
level required to drive the motor, a
limiter is highly desirable to prevent
amplitude changes due to a slow beat
between the stray pickup and the syn¬
chronizing signal.
The reliability of this system has been
proven by satisfactory performance oven
a period of approximately two years
during which hundreds of hours of film
showings have been made without a
single instance of the loss of syn¬
chronism.
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plete
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Faster shutter speeds
and
many other advantages.
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$99.60. Tax extra. One year
guarantee and camera trans¬
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for free informative booklet.
Prices subject to change
without notice.
TULLIO PELLEGRINI
1545 Lombard St.
San
Francisco
23,
California
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that read:
“A thundering herd! Hundreds of
buffalo in a mammoth herd, running
wildly, fill the screen. They rush onto
and over the camera. Their wild eyes
and crashing hooves, their brute power,
smash into our consciousness. They pre¬
sent an awesome, black, hairy tidal
»”
wave!
To film that paragraph took months
of planning, two days of setting up
camera positions, ten hours of rounding
up the buffalo, and two minutes to film.
But, those were the most exciting
two minutes of my life, which, as a
movie cameraman, has had its share
of thrills.
Coping with 10,000 Egyptian “ex¬
tras” during a 120-degree heat wave
that felled camels while we made “Land
of the Pharaohs” in Egypt, or with a
room full of teen-age terrorists during
“Blackboard Jungle” (they were actors
but they looked and acted their parts
too believably for comfort) were unique
experiences I’ll never forget. So was
the stampede of 10,000 cattle in Ari¬
zona’s Rain Valley while filming “Red
River.” But, it was simpler than pho¬
tographing two buffalo, much less 1,000.
We were told these animals were

•
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dangerous, quick-tempered and com¬
pletely unpredictable. We discovered
they would appear as contentedly peace¬
ful as Elsie tbe Cow one moment. The
next they would become as furious and
unstoppable as Rocky Marciano after
a clout on his nose.
We also were told they would charge
a man or a horse, and could outrun the
latter, but they wouldn’t bother an auto¬
mobile. On our first day on location,
the local driver of our car told how,
only the year before, he had started
out for a drive through Custer State
Park with his wife and child. It wound
up with his auto turned over in the
middle of the road, the maddened bull
which had upset it with one charge still
pawing at it.
By the time we finished, we con¬
sidered ourselves lucky to have escaped
without casualties. That we did so is
to be credited to the thoroughness of
the preparations and precautions that
were taken. The latter included armed
marksmen of the Park who, during our
most dangerous scenes, were stationed
near the cameras.
The most exciting scenes of the film¬
ing, of course, were of the big stampede.
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On a steep hillside in the Park, aboui
45 miles from our location headquarters
in Rapid City, we had placed four of
the five cameras brought with us.
The Mitchells with new CinemaScope
lenses were set (1) in the pit covered
by the heavy roof, (2) behind a camou¬
flaged. steel-reinforced barricade, and
(3) on a platform to one side of the
expected path of the bison. An Eclair
Camerette with CinemaScope lens was
lashed to a tree, to be worked by remote
control from the pit. (Our fifth camera
was another Camerette.)
Rounding up of the 1,000 buffalo
from the 109-square-mile Park began
at 4 a.m.—dawn. First spotted by air
from a Piper Cub, the bison were
brought from all directions by a dozen
jeeps and as many wranglers on horse¬
back. After breaking away frequently,
they finally were herded together onto
a long meadow at the top of our hill¬
side just before two in the afternoon.
A twelve-unit short-wave radio sys¬
tem, with Director Brooks at its head
unit, maintained contact with all camera
crews, the sound crew and six of the
jeeps throughout the operation. When
every detail had been checked and
double-checked, Brooks gave the word
and the stampede was on. Pushed by
jeeps — with horns blaring — and by
cowboys—yelling their shrill “Yeee-ow”
—the animals came thundering down
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the hillside within a matter of seconds.
They crossed directly in front of the
platform camera, over,
under and
around the three cameras in the pit,
the tree and behind the barricade. As
if they had read the script, they were
wild-eyed, their hooves crashed, and
they ran wildly to give what each cam¬
era operator later reported as “a full
screen” of buffalo. The thundering
sound of the stampede, right overhead,
was the most frightening aspect of it
from my position in the pit.
Realizing this scene was our biggest
gamble of the filming, we all breathed
much easier when it was over. But, we
had other sequences with the buffalo
that proved scarcely less challenging.
There were smaller stampedes with
from 400 to 800 buffalo. One of these
was with a runaway wagon, its mules
frightened into a mad, uncontrollable
dash by the bison. During its filming,
the wagon was turned over twice, once
as scheduled and again not according
to the script. On this latter spill, actor
Russ Tamblyn was tossed head over
heels and knocked unconscious for sev¬
eral minutes.
One of my biggest thrills came when
Brooks and I stood behind a camera iri
a small valley, while buffalo stormed
past on both sides of us near enough
to reach out and touch. We were lucky
they didn’t head straight down the
middle.
While we had our best success with
the three Mitchells, particularly on ac¬
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To get what we did on him, we trans¬
ported to South Dakota 39 cases of
camera equipment, the most I’ve ever
seen on a single location. In addition
to filming scenes from every kind of
platform imaginable, we shot from two
different camera cars, from a jeep and
from an R.O. Boom.
There were many times when all
didn’t go according to the script. A
scene scheduled for one day, with our
cameras all in position, would have to
wait for another when the buffalo, living
up to their reputation for the unpre¬
dictable, would start our way and then
quickly turn up a steep hillside in the
opposite direction.
When
this happened, jeeps
and
wranglers would take off right on their
heels, hoping to turn them back toward
us. But, frequently it was a lost cause.
Typical was the radioed message from
a jeep on one such occasion. Moments
after some 300 buffalo had left our
vicinity to disappear over a neighbor¬
ing hill, the jeep in pursuit called in,
“We now are two miles from camera
position. Buffalo one mile ahead of us!”

“GIANT” ENHANCED BY BOLD, OFF-BEAT PHOTOGRAPHY

Prepaid

(Delivered In U.S.A.)
ASK FOR REPRINT OF ARTICLE
IN AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

READY-EDDY,

tion scenes without dialogue when we
could run them open on a slip head,
the hand-held Camerettes proved mighty
handy as “emergency” cameras. We
frequently were grabbing them to rush
in for a quick, close shot in the midst
of a herd, or suddenly to climb a steep
mountainside as an unusual picture pre¬
sented itself.
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(Continued from Page 159)

of twilight. It was a challenge to both
the color him and the photographer to
capture every important detail of the
scene under most unusual lighting cir¬
cumstances; but, here again, boldness
and skill—a willingness to attempt “the
impossible”—paid off in a beautifullyphotographed sequence.
“With ex-cinematographer-now-director George Stevens,” said Mellor, “the
photography is as important as any
other phase of the production. Stevens
expects his cameraman to take the in¬
itiative in giving the photography little
pictorial nuances or atmospheric touches
that will visually complement the action
or the environment in which it is played.
“Inspiration for unique camera treat¬
ment usually comes from watching
Stevens on the set—the way he plans his
action and how he rehearses his players.
As soon as I could see what he was aim¬
ing for, I started planning the photog¬
raphy accordingly. The aim was always
to contribute something pictorially spe¬
cial to the scene or sequence. An ex¬
ample is the series of scenes inside the
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Texas mansion following the girl’s fatal
fall from a horse. Here contrast was
used to a great extent to point up the
poignancy of the scene, as the girl lay
dying in the den of the big mansion.
Here the room was lighted in low con¬
trast while light coming from the rooms
beyond reflected the bright sunlight of
the day. The players in the den were
lit in semi-silhouette and the overall
effect was to enhance, through the
medium of lighting, the feeling of sor¬
row that prevailed.”
Another example of the way director
Stevens gave Bill Mellor a free hand in
the planning and working out of photo¬
graphic problems occurred when the
company moved to the Los Angeles
Statler Hotel for a series of scenes
around the pool, in the lobby, and in
one of the hotel corridors. Stevens esti¬
mated that all the scenes called for on
this location could be shot in two days.
This was arrived at following a preproduction survey at which time Stevens
used a number of stills of the two hotel
sites for reference. Mellor made his

own personal survey and told Stevens
he believed they could wind up the
photography there in a single day,
working a little overtime, perhaps.
Stevens accepted the challenge.
The following day, Mellor had his
crew come in and place lights around
the swimming pool for the scenes that
were to be shot there. The crew then
moved to the hotel corridor, where a
long dolly shot was to be made, and set
up lights here, employing Colortrans
and photofloods, because of the limited
space.
Shooting began at the pool, and as
soon as all the scenes were in the can,
the lights were struck and moved to the
hotel lobby for scenes to be filmed
there. Meanwhile, the company moved
to the hotel corridor and photographed
the dolly shot plus some incident scenes,
and by the time they were finished, the
lobby was lit and ready for the com¬
pany to move in there. In this way,
Mellor always had one set rigged ahead.
The company moved right along accord¬
ing to Mellor’s schedule and wound up
the location shooting just one hour later
than originally estimated.
One secret of the off-beat photography
of this picture is the bold and confident
way that scenes were shot at a time of
day when other companies would have
believed satisfactory color photography
was impossible. “Many a time,” Mellor
said, “we would take advantage of late
afternoon sun, the low-contrast lighting
of sunset, to get more effective photog¬
raphy. The result is these scenes are
different than anything normally seen on
the screen.
“On another occasion we were shoot¬
ing exteriors near Lake Tahoe. There
was a scene of some action on a lonely
road threading through a forest of trees,
yet with enough open sky to give the
light we needed. I saw the sun would
soon be going behind a mass of clouds,
and I felt this would provide a soft
quality light that would give the scene
a compelling pictorial effect. I purpose¬
ly stalled along until the sun was obscurred by the clouds, then set the lens
for the diminished light and shot the
scene. It was a gamble, but the results
in the “rushes" a few days later justi¬
fied it.
“Later, I had to match thees exteriors
shot in low contrast with the ‘indoor ex¬
teriors’ on the sound stage. This called
for restraint in lighting the studio sets.
Using film clips of the location shots as
a guide, the lighting was gradually di¬
minished to approximate that of the loca¬
tion scene, then a brute was fitted with
a silk and used to produce the necessary
cross-lighting. The matching was almost
perfect.
“In all, there were an estimated 2,000
setups on this picture—an unusual num¬
ber; we had to move pretty fast all the
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time to accomplish this-—between 25
and 30 setups a day at the studio. We
started right out at top speed, for there
was much pressure applied at the be¬
ginning to get shots in the can so that
much of the large cast could be relieved
and the company moved to the first loca¬
tion site in Virginia. The urgency con¬
tinued even here, and by the time we
moved on to Marfa, Texas, the cast was
pared down to the bare essentials and we
went along on a more orderly day-today program of production.
“Because the Texas location involved
the greater part of the exterior shooting,
a tremendous amount of equipment had
to be shipped there for our use. In¬
cluded were two ‘Blue Gooses’ (unique
camera cars equipped with hydraulic
platforms), one Chapman crane—-an
item rented to the studios by an inde¬
pendent supplier—two 2.000-watt mo¬
bile gas generators, and eight Mitchell
cameras.
“Perhaps one of the most unusual uses
to which the Chapman crane was put
was in shooting the big cattle roundup
sequence. With the Mitchell camera
mounted on the boom, we moved right
out into the field, into the midst of the
cattle, and made shots from every con-,
ceivable angle — all of which proved
ideal material for the cutters who made
it into one of the most thrilling se¬
quences of the picture.”
“Giant” was photographed in the
WarnerColor process, with an aspect
ratio of 1.74-to-l. The negative was
Eastman Color and the cameras used
were standard Mitchell 35’s.
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buckle switches above and below the
film aperture. The magazine capacity is
2000 ft. The film camera is housed in
a blimp in the usual manner. From a
portable control room camera lineups
can be made by use of monitors. Each
camera has its own monitor on which
appears the picture which that particu¬
lar camera is recording. It is also
equipped with a “blooping” light to
record a cue mark on one edge of the
film as an aid to synchronizing the film
with the sound track in editing.
From the control room the Director
of Photography can talk to the opera¬
tors and position each camera for the
particular scene to be photographed.
During the take he can see on the
preview7 monitors what each camera is
photographing. The picture from either
camera can be placed on a fourth mon¬
itor and, by punching buttons on a
control panel with the proper selection
of camera shots, a 16mm kinescope
can be made during the take—which
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is used as an editing guide. This kine¬
scope can include all fades, dissolves,
and wipes which are made in the kine¬
scope electronically. At different posi¬
tions about the set can be placed moni¬
tors for anyone concerned in the mak¬
ing of the picture to visually see what
is being photographed.
Preparation
has been made to in¬
stantly play back on a loudspeaker in
the monitor room the taped recorded
soundtrack of any scene.
The dollies for the camera can be
any of the variety which are used in
motion picture production. In general,
this is a motion picture camera which
has added all of the advantages elec¬
tronics can provide.
The advantage of a parallax-free find¬
er by which the taking lens can be fo¬
cused visually is the first major im¬
provement on a motion picture camera
since the Mitchell camera introduced
the rack-over.

NEWSREELING
(Continued from Page 161)

with 8", 12", 16" and 20" telephoto
lenses. He always works with an assist¬
ant whose duty it is to make notes of
the respective play to guide the narra¬
tor in writing his script.
“In shooting football games,” Alley
says, “the cameraman must know the
game thoroughly, be able to anticipate
the play and to put the right lens in
place to cover it. He must not turn the
camera on or off too soon, but allow a
few feet of film to run before and after
to give additional time for the narrator
to start his description of the play.”
Because most newsreel men today are
shooting for both theatre and TV news¬
reels, they often use 16mm cameras ex¬
clusively. Nowadays, says Alley, more
and more 16mm footage is being blown
up to 35mm for theatre newsreels.
The number of “contributing” news¬
reel photographers in the field is greater
*today, too. These are the men who shoot
newsreel stuff on speculation and take
their chances on hitting pay dirt. The
big newsreel producers pay as high as
$5.00 per foot for usable material, de¬
pending on the subject matter and its
timeliness.
While he has photographed some of
the most dramatic pictures of events of
the twentieth century, Alley likes to
think of himself as a reporter who uses
a camera instead of a pencil. He leaves
the artistic and scientific approaches to
cinematography to those who have the
time, and the inclination, to be arty and
scientific.
“I know little about the chemistry of
photography, never studied composition,

and never read a manual on lighting.’’
he explains. “My aim is simply to be at
the right place at the right time, focus
my camera and press the button. I never
let the mechanics of my camera bother
me, because I don’t want anything to in¬
terfere with my getting a clear, simple
picture.”
Alley began his career as a news pho¬
tographer for the Chicago Tribune when
he was fifteen years old. Two years later
he learned how to crank a movie camera
and went to work for Pathe Newsreel.
His first major assignment proved a
news beat. When the Eastland, an excur¬
sion boat, overturned in the Chicago
River in 1915, Alley arrived ahead of
the police and got his story on film. A
colleague dressed as an intern hustled
his films through police lines.
He made his first combat films in
1916 when he accompanied U.S. Army
troops pursuing the Mexican bandit,
Pancho Villa. When the U.S. declared
war on Germany, Alley joined the Army
and became a Signal Corps photog¬
rapher. After the Armistice, Alley, back
in the United States, illustrated the big¬
gest newsreel headlines of the day with
his camera. He was regional manager
of Hearst Newsreel in Chicago from
1920 to 1937. It was early that year he
went to the Orient and when the Japs in¬
vaded Shanghai, he was on the spot with
his camera shooting newsreel footage. It
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was while he was making a documentary
him later that year that the opportunity
for making the biggest scoop of his ca¬
reer presented itself. That was when the
Japs sunk the gunboat Panay.
During his 40-odd years in the news¬
reel held, Alley has twice struck out on
his own, only to return to newsreels. In
1936 he resigned from the Hearst or¬
ganization
to
produce
documentary
hlms. This held lacked the action and
the opportunity for full use of his tal¬
ents, and he resumed newsreeling, this
time with Universal. In
1949, he
launched his own TV newsreel but the
pace was too hot for the rewards that
were in it; there weren't enough sets in
use in those days to justify the cost of a
sustaining newsreel by TV stations. Al¬
ley was just five years ahead of his time.
Today, both NBC and CBS, with the
aid of the major theatre newsreel or¬
ganizations, produce prohtable syndi¬
cated newsreels for the nation’s televi¬
sion stations.
Hearst Newsreels, of course, is also
one of the major producers of news
films for television. In addition to its
popular “News of the Day,” the organiz¬
ation also produces Telenews-TV and
Weekly Sports Reel-TV. The diversifica¬
tion not only has kept Hearst Newsreels
in business, but it keeps the organiza¬
tion’s staff photographers on their toes
to produce the tremendous amount of
footage that the television reels require.
“Newsreel photography,” Alley says,
“is a great held for the cameraman who
will persevere, ‘milk’ the subject, and
avoid cliches. But he must have the im¬
agination, and the newsman’s story
sense to produce usable footage con¬
sistently.”

16MM SPECIAL EFFECTS

may or may not be desired.
Of course, at times this sameness of
vertical camera angle and lens size
meant that in order to get the desired
relative size of the characters to their
background it was necessary to mount
the camera in the studio rafters. The
reverse situation meant positioning the
actors up high in the air on black
draped platforms.
When the special effects photography
was finished, A and B rolls were quick¬
ly prepared and rushed to the labora¬
tory for color check print. The Calvin
Company of Kansas City, Missouri, is
to be congratulated on the steadiness of
their printer. The “jitter,” so long asso¬
ciated with double-printing in 16mm,
was so slight as to be practically unnoticeable.
The results of this extensive analysis
and notation of details were believable
and effective special effects. Scenes that
greatly added to the audience appeal of
this picture were shot in a relativelv
short period of time and with a mini¬
mum number of retakes.

OSCAR NOMINEES
(Continued from Page 150)

names of the directors of photography
who filmed them are:
Black-and-White

“I'll Cry Tomorrow,” Metro-GoldwynMayer, Arthur E. Arling, A.S.C.
“Blackboard Jungle,” Metro-GoldwynMayer, Russell Harlan, A.S.C.
“The Rose Tattoo,” Paramount, James
Wong Howe, A.S.C.
“Queen
Bee,”
Columbia,
Charles
Lang, A.S.C.
“Marty,” Hecht-Lancaster-UA, Joseph
LaShelle, A.S.C.
Color

(Continued from Page 163)
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effect is desired it subtracts substantially
from the reality of the illusion. Thus the
vertical angle of the camera was meas¬
ured and recorded for every scene, us¬
ing a plumb-bob and a protractor.
A record was kept of the particular
lens used in filming a scene. This was
done so that the background scene and
the double print scene could be shot
with the same lens. This lens record was
particularly important for scenes to be
played in depth. If the backgound were
shot with a 40mm lens and the actors
with a 15mm lens the actors would not
vary in size properly as they moved
towards or away from the camera. As
they moved away they diminished in
size faster than the objects or people in
the double printed background which
appear to be at the same distance. This
produces an unrealistic illusion which

March, 1956

“To Catch a Thief,” Paramount, Rob¬
ert Burks, A.S.C.
“A Man Called Peter,” 20th CenturyFox, Harold Lipstein, A.S.C.
“Love Is a Many Splendored Thing,”
20th Century-Fox, Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.
“Guys and Dolls,” Samuel GoldwynMGM, Harry Stradling, A.S.C.
“Oklahoma!” Rodgers & Hammerstein, Robert Surtees, A.S.C.
Six of the nominee directors of pho¬
tography are previous Oscar winners,
while seven of the names have appeared
among the nominees in previous years.
Charles Lang was awarded an Oscar in
1934 for the black-and-white photog¬
raphy of “A Farewell to Arms.” Arthur
Arli ng won an Oscar in 1947 as one of
the three collaborators in the photog¬
raphy of the color production, “The
Yearling.” Joseph LaShelle won his first
Oscar in 1945 for the black-and-white
photography of “Laura.”
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Leon Shamroy is a three-time Oscar
winner, having won awards in 1943 for
“The Black Swan" (color), in 1945 for
“Wilson" (color) and in 1946 for
“Leave Her To Heaven” (color). Sub¬
sequently, he has been among the unre¬
warded nominees almost every year
since 1949. “Prince of Foxes,” one of
his few black-and-white achievements,
was nominated in 1950. Following this
his nominations included “David and
Bathsheba” (1952), “Snows of Kili¬
manjaro”
(1953) and “The Robe”
(1954).
Harry Stradling won the Oscar in
1946 for the best achievement in blackand-white photography of “The Picture
of Dorian Gray.” Like Leon Shamroy,
he, too, has often been among the Oscar
nominees only to be eliminated in the
final voting. Recent nominations include
“The Barkleys of Broadway” (color),
1950; “A Streetcar Named Desire”
(B&W), 1952, and “Hans Christian An¬
derson” (color), 1953.
Robert Surtees won an Oscar for
“King Solomon’s Mines” (color) in
1951, repeated the triumph in 1952 with
an award for the black-and-white pho¬
tography of “The Bad and the Beauti¬
ful.” In addition, he holds an Academy
nomination certificate for “Quo Vadis,”
color production which he filmed in
1951 in Italy for MGM.
Others, among this year’s nominees
for Oscars for cinematography, who
have also been on the nominations list
in previous years, include Russell Har¬
lan for “The Big Sky” (B&W), 1953;
Joseph LaShelle for “Come to the
Stable” (B&W), 1950, and “My Cousin
Rachel” (B&W), 1953; Charles Lang
for “Sudden Fear,” 1953; and Robert
Burks for “Strangers On a Train”
(B&W), 1953.
Nominations for all classes of Acad¬
emy Awards are made by the individual
artists and craftsmen of the film indus¬
try. Actors nominate actors, cinematog¬
raphers nominate cinematographers, and
so on. The final balloting is confined to
the Academy membership.
The ten productions nominated this
year are now being voted on by the
Academy’s 1,710 members to select the
best achievement in black-and-white
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WALT DISNEY

Photographic Assignments
FEBRUARY

•

1956

• Charles Boyi.e, ASC, and Walter Castle,
ASC, “Westward Ho, the Wagons,” (CinemaScope & Technicolor) with Fess Parker, and
Kathleen Crowley. William Beaudine, direc¬
tor.

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
• Virgil Miller. ASC, “You Bet Your Life,”
TV, (Filmcraft Prods.) with Groucho Marx.
Robert Dwan and Bernie Smith, directors.

Frank La Tourette, and Virginia Martindale.
James E. Moser, director.

FLYING A

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
studios. Its membership also includes non¬
resident cinematographers and cinematog¬
raphers in foreign lands.
Membership is
by invitation only.

Hoffman, “I Led Three Lives,” TV,
(Ziv-TV Corp.). Herb Strock, director: “The
Man Called X,” TV, (Ziv-TV Corp.) with
Barry Sullivan. Eddie Davis, director.
• Bob

•

Hal

Mohr,

Davis.
(Mark
director.

ASC, a TV pilot with Joan
Stevens Prods.). John Rich,

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

• Fred West, ASC, color TV series with Mr.

Vanderman.
(World-Wide
Harold Dennis, director.

•

• Bill Bradford, ASC, “Buffalo Bill, Jr.,”
TV, with Dickey Jones and Pappy Cheshire.
George Archinbaud and Frank MacDonald,
directors; “Annie Oakley,” TV, with Gale
Davis.
George Archibaud and Frank Mac¬
Donald, directors.

Bible

Pictures.)

STUDIOS

Leavitt, ASC, “Knight of the South
Seas,” TV, (Lovina Prods.) with Jon Hall,
and Roberta Haynes. Lee Sholem, director.
• Sam

Arthur Miller, President
Sol

Halprin,

William

First Vice-President

Skall, Second Vice-President

Alfred Gilks, Third Vice-President
Walter

Strence,

Treasurer

”A Man Called X, TV,
(Ziv-TV Corp.) wtih Barry Sullivan. Eddie
Davis, director; “I Led Three Lives,” TV,
(Ziv-TV Corp.) with Richard Carlson. Jack
Herzberg, director.
® Curt

Fetters,

G. Clarke, Secretary

Charles

Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-At-Arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Joseph

Biroc

George Folsey
Burnett

Guffey

Winton

• Monroe Askins, TV
Leon Benson, director.

Hal Mohr

Leon Shamroy
Philip Tannura

“Series

44.”

• Gordon Avil, ASC, “The Black Sleep,”
(Bel-Air Prod. U.A. release) with Basil Rathbone and Akim Tamiroff. Reginald LeBorg,
director.

Hoch

Ray Rennahan

pilot,

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Rosemary Clooney
Show, TV, with Rosemary Clooney and Tony
Curtis; Rosemary Clooney Show, TV, with
Rosemary Clooney, Gale Storm. Dik Darley,
director.

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
Ellis Carter
Paul Eacler
Farcion Edouart
Irving

Glassberg

• Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,” TV, (Filmaster Prods. Inc.) with James Arness and
Dennis Weaver. C. Marquis Warren, director.
•

Ray

ASC, Firestone commer¬
Clarence Eurist, director.

Fernstrom,

cial, TV.

Milton Krasner
Ernest Laszlo

BILTMORE STUDIOS {New York)

Robert Pittack

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “The Goldbergs,”
TV,
(Guild Films)
with
Gertrude Berg,
Robert Harris and Eli Mintz. Marc Daniels,
director; “I Spy,” TV, (Guild Films) with
Raymond Massey. William Berke, director.

John Seitz
James Van Trees
Paul Vogel

COLUMBIA
ALLIED ARTISTS
• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Hold Back
the Night," with John Payne and Mona Free¬
man. Allan Dwrnn, director.

• W. Howard Greene, ASC, “Three for
Jamie Dawn,” with Larraine Day, Richard
Carlson, Ricardo Montalban and June Havoc.
Thomas Carr, director.
AMERICAN
•

NATIONAL

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “TV Reader’s Digest,”

TV.

Various directors.

ASC, “Big Town,”
TV, (Mark Stevens TV Co.) with Mark
Stevens, Barry Kelley, and Doe Avedon.
Mark Stevens, director.
• Charles

•

William

(Medic

180

TV

e

Van

Engf.r,

A. Sickner, ASC, “Medic,” TV,
Prods.) with James E. Moser,

American Cinematographer

• Gert

Anderson,

house,” TV,
director.

(Screen

ASC, “Celebrity Play¬
Gems). James Nilsen,

Jackman,
“Rin - Tin - Tin,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker, and James
Brown. Robert Walker, director.
• Fred

• Frederick Young, ASC, “Beyond Mombama,” (Technicolor & CinemaScope) (Todon
Prods.)
(shooting in Africa) with Cornel
Wilde and Donna Reed. George Marshall, di¬
rector.

ASC,
“Zarak
Khan,”
(Technicolor
&
CinemaScope)
(Warwick
Prods.)
(shooting in London) with Victor
Mature and Anita Ekberg. Terence Young,
director.
• Jack

Martin,

• Basil Emmott, “Portrait in Smoke,” (Film

Locations Prods.)
Arlene Dahl and
director.

(shooting in London) with
Phil Carey. Ken Hughes,

March, 1956

• Karl Struss, ASC, “My Friend Flicka,”
TV, with Gene Evans and Anita Louise.
Robert Gordon, director.
• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “20th-Fox Hour,” TV.
Lewis Allen, director.
• Ed Dupar, ASC, “20th-Fox
Jules Bricken, director.

GENERAL SERVICE

Hour,”

TV.

STUDIOS

• Robert Pittack, ASC, “Private Secretary,”
TV, (Chertok TV, Inc.) with Ann Southern,
Don Porter and Ann Tyrrell. Oscar Rudolph,
director.
• Philip Tannura, ASC, “Burns &
Show,” TV, (McCadden Prods.) with
Allen and George Burns. Frederick
dova, producer-director; Carnation &
Goodrich commercials, TV. Frederick
dova, director.

Allen
Gracie
deCorB. F.
deCor-

• Harry Wild, ASC, “Bob Cummings Show,”
TV, (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cummings
and Rosemary DeCamp. Rod Amateau, direc¬
tor; Winston commercials, TV. Rod Amateau,
director.
• James Van Trees, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,” TV, (Norden Prods.) with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Robert S. Finkel,
director; color TV commercials for Maybelline and Carnation Milk Co.
Stanley
Frazen, director.
• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,” TV, (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Ricky Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
• Lestf.r

(CBS).
director.

White,

Various

ASC,
actors.

GOLDWYN

“Navy
John

Log,” TV,
Yarbrough,

STUDIOS

• William Whitley, ASC, “Crossroads,” TV,

(Federal TV, Inc.).
directors.

Ralph Murphy and other

• Norbert Brodine. ASC, “The Loretta Young
Show,” TV,
(Lewislor Films, Inc.)
with
Loretta Young. Richard Morris, director.
• Ray Foster, ASC, “The Birth of a Song,"
TV, (Hamblen Prods.) with Stuart, Suzy,
Veeva and Obee Hamblen. Russell Vincent,
director.

• George Clemens, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,” TV, (Meridian Prods.). Jim Shel¬
don, director.

Newman
director.

and

Pier

Angeli.

Robert

Weis,

Bronnf.r,
"The Opposite Sex,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with June Allyson
and Jeff Richards. Dave Miller, director.

• Jorge Stahl, “Acapulco,”
(shooting in
Mexico) with Ralph Meeker and Janice Rule.
Paul Henreid, director.

• Robert

• Ellis W. Carter. ASC, “Flight to Hong
Kong,” (Sabre Prods. U.A. release) with
Rory Calhoun and Dolores Donlon. Joseph
Newman, director.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Step Down to Terror,”
(Security Pictures-U.A. release) with Anthony
Quinn, Carol Ohmart and Kathy Grant. Harry
Horner, director.

• Dan Clark, ASC, "Do You Trust Your
Wife,” TV, (Don Monya Co.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.

• Harold Marzorati, ASC, "MGM Parade,”
TV, with George Murphy and MGM contract
players. George Murphy, director.

• Russell Harlan, ASC, "Teahouse of the
August Moon,” with Marlon Brando and
Glenn Ford.

RKO
• William Snyder, ASC, “The First Travel¬
ing Saleslady,” (Widescreen & Eastmancolor)
with Ginger Rogers, Carol Channing and
Barry Nelson. Arthur Lubin, director.

INDEPENDENTS
• George Diskant, ASC, “Stage Seven, Hall
of Stars,” TV, (Four Star Prods.).

MOTION PICTURE CENTER
• James Wong Howe, ASC, “Death of a
Scoundrel,”
(Chas.
Martin
Prods.)
with
George
Saunders and
Yvonne de
Carlo.
Charles Martin, director.
ASC, “Fragile Fox,” (Associ¬
ates & Aldrich; U.A. release) with Jack
Palance and Eddie Albert. Robert Aldrich,
director.
• Joe

Biroc,

• C. M. Pennington Richards, “Tarzan and
the Lost Safari,” (Color) (Sol Lesser Prods.
—shooting in England) with Gordon Scott
and Peter Arne. Bruce Humberstone, director.
•

• Robert De Grasse, ASC, “Make Room for
Daddy,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.)
with Danny
Thomas, Jean Hagen and Sherry Jackson.
Sheldon Leonard, director.

Guy Roe, ASC, “Gangbusters,” TV,

ual Drama, Inc.)

(Vis¬

Freund, ASC, “I Love Lucy,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz.
James Kern, director; "Our Miss
Brooks,” TV, (Desilu Prod.) with Eve Arden.
John Rich, director.
• Karl

Hickox, ASC, “December Bride,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Spring Byington. Jerry
Thorpe, director; TV pilot with Red Skelton
(Desilu Prod.). C. Burns, director.
Sid

Bill Kern, director.

• Clark Ramsey, ASC, “Return of the Out¬

law,” (Eastmancolor & Widescreen)
(R-G
Prods.) with Anthony Dexter, Sonny Tufts
and Marie Windsor. Oliver Drake, director.
KLING STUDIOS
• Carl Berger, ASC, “Death Valiev Days,”
TV, (McGowan Prods.). Stuart McGowan,
director;
“Skv
King,”
TV,
(McGowan
Prods.) with Kirby Grant and Gloria Win¬
ters. Stuart E. McGowan and Jodie Copelan,
directors.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC. Chevrolet TV com¬
mercial. Hank Ludwin, director .
• Earnest Haller. ASC, “The Intruder,”
with Edmund Purdom and Ida Lupino. Irving
Rapper, director.
KTTV STUDIOS
• Mack Stengler, ASC,
(Guild Films, Inc.) with
Goldstone, director.

“Liberace,” TV,
Liberace.
Duke

• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Fury,” TV, (TV
Programs of America) with Peter Graves and
Boddy Diamond.
Sidney Salkow and Ray
Nazarro, directors.
• Bill
Bradford,
ASC,
“The
Outlaws,”
(Superscope) (A.F.R.C. Prods.) with Alan
Hale, Jr. Sam Newfield, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
• George Folsey, ASC, “The Fastest Gun
Alive,” with Glenn Ford and Jeanne Crain.
Russell Rouse, director.
• Jack Hildyard, “The Living Idol,” (East¬
man
Color &
CinemaScope)
(A1
Lewin
Prods.)
(shooting in Mexico)
with Steve
Forrest
and
Kiliane
Montevecchi.
Ken
Hughes, director.
• Paul Vogel, ASC, “High Society,” (VistaVision & Technicolor) with Bing Crosby,
Grace Kelly and Frank Sinatra.
Charles
Walters, director.
• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Somebody Up
There Likes Me,” (Wide-Screen) with Paul

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of Riley,”
TV, with William Bendix. Abby Berlin, direc¬
tor; “It’s A Great Life," TV, Michael O’Shea,
William Bishop and James Dunn. Chris Nyby,
director.
• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Great Gildersleeve, TV, with Willard Waterman. Charles
Barton, director.
• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,” TV,
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

• Harold Wellman, ASC, “Wyatt Earp,”
TV,
(Desilu Prod.)
with Hugh O'Brian.
Frank McDonald, director.

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,” TV. Ted
Post and Paul Landers, directors; “Frontier,”
TV (Tomoda Prod.). Various directors.

PARAMOUNT

SKINNER STUDIOS

• Loyal Griggs, ASC and Peverell Marley,
ASC, “The Ten Commandments,”
(VistaVision & Technicolor) with Charlton Heston
and Anne Baxter. Cecil B. de Mille, director.

• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Sergeant Pres¬
ton of the Yukon,” TV, with Richard Sim¬
mons. Various directors.

SUNSET STAGE
• Daniel Fapp, ASC, “Pardners,” (VistaVision & Technicolor) with Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis. Norman Taurog, director.
• Haskell Boggs. “The
Leather Saint,'’
(VistaVision) with Paul Douglas and John
Derke. Norman Retchin, director.

• Fred West, ASC, “Gun Slinger,” TV,
(Santa Clara Prods.) with John Ireland and
Barry Gardner. Roger Corman, director.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Schaeffer pen com¬
mercial, TV, (5 Star Prods.). Chet Glassley,
director.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

20TH CENTURY FOX

• John Macburnie, ASC, “An Echo of the
Past,” TV, with Jane Wyman. Sidney Lanfield, director; “Bedelia Buckley,” TV, with
Kathryn Card.
A1 Green, director; “Eric
Vincent,” TV.
James Anderson, director;
"The Millionaire,” TV, Sobey Martin, direc¬
tor; “The Jack Benny Show,” TV, with Jack
Benny, Ralph Levy, director.
• Herb Kirkpatrick, “The Crusader,” TV,
with Bryan Keith. John Lucas, director.
• Bud Thackery, ASC, “The Secret Place,”
TV, with Theresa Wright. Hershel Daugherty,
director; Proctor & Gamble commercial with
Bill Goodwin.
Bud Springsteen, director;
“1986,” with Ben Cooper and Joan Evans.
William Witney, director.
• Ed Colman, ASC, “Dragnet,” TV, (Mark
VII Prod.) with Jack Webb. Jack Webb,
director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Union
commercial. Pete Adrian, director.

Oil

TV

• Reggie Lanning, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents,” TV, with
Hurd
Hatfield.
Robert
Stevenson, director; “There Was An Old
Woman,” TV, with Estelle Winwood. Robert
Stevenson, director.
• John Russell, ASC, “The Night Goes On,”
TV, with Rosalind Russell. Robert Stevenson,
director.

• Lee Garmes, ASC, “The Sixth of June,”
(CinemaScope & DeLuxe Color) with Robert
Taylor, Richard Todd and Dana Wynter.
Henry Koster, director.
• Joe Macdonald, ASC, “Hilda Crane,”
(CinemaScope & DeLuxe Color) with Guy
Madison and Jean Simmons. Philip Dunne,
director.
• Lucien Ballard. ASC, “The Proud Ones,”
(CinemaScope & DeLuxe Color) with Robert
Ryan and Virginia Mayo.
Robert Webb,
director.
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
• Maury Gertsman, ASC, "Behind the High
Wall,” with Tom Tully and Sylvia Sidney.
Abner Biberman. director; Lux TV show with
Shirley Jones.
Will Cowan, director; Lux
TV show with Lori Nelson. Jack Daniels,
director; Kellog TV show with Tom Rettig.
Will Cowan, director.
• William
Daniels,
ASC,
(Color)
with Cornel Borchers
Flynn. Joe Pevney, director.
• Charles Wf.lborn, “Istanbul,”
(shooting backgrounds in Turkey).

“Istanbul,”
and Errol

(Color)

• George
Robinson,
ASC, “Toy Tiger,”
(Color—added scenes with Tim Hovey and
(Continued on Page 182)
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and color photography for 1955. The
result will be announced at the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences an¬
nual presentation ceremonies in Holly¬
wood the evening of March 21st.
As in previous years, both foreign
and domestic films were eligible for
achievement awards consideration. Early
this year, each director of photography
in the motion picture industry was given
the opportunity to submit to the nomin¬
ating board of the Academy the name
of one black-and-white and one color
production on which he has received
single or joint screen credit as director
of photography. In addition, each may
also submit the name of one eligible
black-and-white and one eligible color
production of foreign origin which he
deems worthy of the Academy’s consid¬
eration. Through a process of balloting,
the productions thus named are reduced
to ten in number and placed on the
nominations ballot.
All voting is by secret ballot, and the
winners are known only to the certified
public accountants who are entrusted
with the final tabulation. The final vote
results will be kept secret until the eve¬
ning of the Awards presentations. The
hour-and-a-half ceremonies, incidentally,
will be carried over the entire NBC tele¬
vision and radio networks.
A full account of the winning films
and of the men who photographed them
will appear in the April issue of Ameri¬
can Cinematographer.

IN BUSINESS SINCE 1910
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19, N. Y.

Tel.: Circle 5-5640
Cable address:
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SOUND RECORDING
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necessary depth of field. In supplying
this quantity of light the temperature
on the studio set frequently rises to a
point at which it becomes a problem to
both actors and technicians. The RF
lamp conducts out the heat which in
other lamps is transferred into the air.
In describing the construction of the
new RF light source, Mr. Connor point¬
ed out that the lamp represents a union
of lighting and electronics. He said it
opens the door to an entirely new field
which might be termed “lumonics.” He
explained that the energy used to pro¬
duce the light in the RF lamp is the
same as that used in TV and radio
broadcasting. In the case of the RF
lamp, the energy is concentrated into a
small disc about 5/16 of an inch in
diameter, causing it to incandesce bril¬
liantly.
The RF lamp, which is heated by in¬

•-
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duction, uses for the light-emitting
source a disc of refractory material. Be¬
cause the refractory material can be
heated to a much higher temperature
than the tungsten filaments of incandes¬
cent lamps, a great increase in light is
attained. Also, because of the higher
temperature, the light has a higher con¬
tent of blue than does the incandescent
lamp and provides more light emission
in the visible range. With the use of a
disc, as contrasted with the usual tung¬
sten wire filament, the light from the
lamp can be focused directly without
complicated optics.
The RF energy is carried to the RF
lamp from a radio frequency oscillator
by means of a copper coil wound
around the outside of the lamp. A DC
voltage source is used and the bright¬
ness of the lamp can be controlled by
varying the voltage. A water line can be
connected to the oscillator to cool the
lamp and coil.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 181)
Jerry Hopper; “Cool and Groovy,” (Musical
Short). Will Cowan, director; “Francis in the
Haunted House,” with Mickey Rooney and
Virginia Wells. Will Cowan, director.
• Russell Metty, ASC, “Battle Hymn,”
(Color) preparing. Douglas Sirk, director.
• Clifford

Stine,

ASC,

(Musical

Short).

Will Cowan, director.
WARNER BROS.
• Robert Burks, ASC, and Tom Tutwiler,
ASC, “The Spirit of St. Louis,” (Eastmancolor & CinemaScope) with James Stewart.
Billy Wilder, director.
Kaufman,
ASC, “Baby Doll,”
(Widescreen) (Newtown Prods, shooting in
New York) with Karl Malden and Carroll
Baker. Elia Karzan, director.
• Boris

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Warner Bros. Pre¬
sents,” TV, with Clint Walker and Dennis
Hopper.
Les Martensen, director;
“Casa¬
blanca,” TV, with Charles McGraw and Mar¬
cel Dalio.
Don Weis, director; Anthology
Series, TV. Don Weis, director: “Cheyenne,"
TV, Richard Baer, director.

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Survival,” TV, with
Jim Backus and Julie Bishop. Paul Stewart,
director;
“Casablanca,” TV, with Charles
McGraw. Richard Baer, director.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Behind the Cam¬
era,” TV, with Eve Arden and Gig Young.
John Claar, director.
• Ted McCord. ASC, “The Burning Hills,”
(WarnerColor & CinemaScope)
with Tab
Hunter and Natalie Wood.
Stuart Heisler,
director.
• Hal
Rosson,
ASC, “Toward the Un¬
known,”
(Warner-Color
&
CinemaScope)
(Toluca Prods.) with William Holden, Lloyd
Nolan, and Virginia Leith. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.

PLATTER MOVIES
(Continued, from Page 164)

selected and rejected. Ultimately, I
scrawled a brief story outline, and made
notes of shots to be taken. The only dif¬
ficulty that I experienced during my
mental effervescence was the unpala¬
table thought of waiting a few days
before I could get my camera rolling.
Waiting for the week-end to transfer my
mental pictures onto film.
Seeking the proper location along the
shores of the blue Pacific was not diffi¬
cult at all. We cruised along at a delib¬
erate pace. All eyes focused fore, astern,
larboard, and portside. After a couple
of hours of skirting the ocean we sight¬
ed what appeared to be the precise spot
for filming "Ebb Tide.” Imediately I
dropped anchor. Upon closer inspection
we found that the site was made to
order.
Preparation for camera action pro¬
gressed rather rapidly. I loaded my Bell
& Howell 70DL with 100 feet of singleperforated Kodachrome, set it on a
tripod, arranged for action, and began
shooting. I m sure that most amateur
movies enthusiasts will agree that color
is a must for scenics, musical or other¬
wise.
Briefly, this is how “Ebb Tide” took
form on film: The entire composition
was woven around a little barefoot boy
and his dog surf-fishing from a rock.
The fiat rock jutted for some distance
into the sea — barely above the blue
Pacific waters. This was desirable be¬
cause with a medium or semi-distant
shot I captured the gentle waves and
the white surf splashing around the
rock.
The picture opens with a distant shot
of the shoreline. The boy, Dickie, and
the pup walk the water s edge toward
the camera, and approach the rock. Nat¬
urally, a shot of the requisite gulls
stunt-flying over the rolling water is in¬
cluded.
Title "Ebb Tide” and the
screen credits are superimposed. Shots
of Dickie lazily fishing and the playful
pup were intercut with a variety of
scenic shots taken from different angels.
The picture closes with a colorful sunset
over the Pacific. Palm trees in the fore¬
ground give the scene depth. As the boy
and pup leave the rock, the camera
shows the boy s feet passing over the
"End” title scratched in the wet sand.
W aves rolling up the sandy shore wash
away the footprints, and the “End”
title.
The mental pictures of “Ebb Tide”
will vary with each individual. There¬
fore, no two photographers will have
exactly the same thing on film. Never¬
theless, many good versions of “Ebb

Tide” are possible. Employing a little
imagination and some effort, success,
plus an enjoyable film is assured.
Some editing was necessary before I
had the film soundstriped. Transferring
the music from the record to the film
was a fairly simple procedure with my
B&H 202 projector. Sound effects were
added, but only where they increased
the effectiveness of the picture.
Subsequently, I gathered the family
for a preview and an appraisal of our
efforts. The initial projection of the com¬
pleted musical proved it to be a great
success. It was much better than we had
anticipated.

G E 0. W. C 0 L B U R N
/64

NORTH

From this signal experience I learned
that most amateurs can achieve delight¬
ful results with but a little thought and
some story plan in mind. Add to this a
fair measure of good photography and
the producer of a Platter Movie can be
asured of a hit.
Good photography — besides the re¬
quisites of accurate focus and correct
lens opening — simply demands a little
extra time in choosing the proper an¬
gles to shoot from; and deliberate care
in picture composition. That is, striving
for a visually pleasing arrangement of
subject matter within the frame of a
viewfinder and the camera angles which
will most forcefully convey to the au¬
dience what the cameraman wants it to
see, and how he wants them to see.
A variety of such angles will increase
the drama and surely guarantee more
audience appeal.
A setting or locale has a pronounced
effect on the mood and realism of a
movie. Therefore the choice of a proper
picture site is desirable and most im¬
portant.
Equally entertaining Platter Movies
can be produced to conform to popular,
gag, or classical records. Patterned to
suit the taste of the individual photog¬
rapher.
Re-recording of copyrighted music
without permission constitutes an in¬
fringement. To avoid trespassing, it is
advisable, even for the amateur, to pur¬
chase records which are released for
re-recording. Records that are speci¬
fically cut for this purpose.
There are many fine records cur¬
rently available for re-recording. The
selection is growing progressively larger
and more comprehensive. Also avail¬
able are sound effects and mood music
records. Also, records that can serve a
twofold purpose — provide material for
movies, and furnish an excellent listen¬
ing library. These are easily obtainable
at most record shops.

Am ERIC A N Cl.N EM ACOGR A PH ER
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LABORATORY INC.

A C HE R

DRIVB'CHICAGO

TELEPHONE

STATE

6

2-73/6

8 and 16mm

SERVICES
SPLICES STICK WITH

available in l-oz.,8-oz.,16-oz. bottles

CLOSE-OUT!
SCENE

TAKE

SOUND

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
PRODUCED
BY

11 "xl4" CAMERA SLATE
with clapstick

only

$Q95

Please include
postage

Hundreds sold for usual price of $8.75

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45, N. Y. 21, N. Y.
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Booklets Catalogs Brochures
available from equipment manufacturers

educational films. Does complete
reversal processing job, from camera to
projector, in 25 minutes including
developing, reversing, bleaching, fixing,
washing, drying, footage count.
A

complete

versal

negative,

machine.

Specially

positive,

Regular

priced,

equal

price
of

and

re¬

$5575.66.

new,

for

a

SPE(IAL-$1975

limited time only

For Cine Fans

Lighting Equipment

“Take a Tip From Hollywood” is title
of 36-page illustrated booklet offered by
Elgeet Optical Co., which shows ama¬
teur movie makers how to add profes¬
sional excitement to their home movies.
Featured are sections on: Planning a
Shooting Script, A simplified Sample
Script for a Child’s Birthday Party,
Tricks for “Different” effects. Access¬
ory Lenses, Timing Length of Scenes,
and the making of transitional scenes.
Copies are available at 10c each from
above company at 838 Smith Street,
Rochester, N. Y.

J. C. MacAlister, Inc., 1117 NoMcCadden Place, Hollywood 38, offers
‘New Dimension in Controlled Studio
Lighting,’ a 12-page brochure describ¬
ing the company’s set lighting equip¬
ment and accessories. The purpose and
use of each unit on the set is carefully
detailed. Copies are free.

•

Houston 16mm
Processing
Machines

gordon enterprises

•

Editing Tips
The
Kalart
Company,
Plainville,
Conn., has prepared a free booklet on
tips and tricks of home movie editing
which it will send to anyone who re¬
quests it.

•

5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

•

•

•

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
TELETYPE: WUX, NORTH HOLLYWOOD

The Traid Corporation, Sherman
Oaks, Calif., has prepared an 8-page
illustrated brochure on “Flight Research
Synchronous Cameras” which it pro¬
duces along with a large catalogue of
other scientific photographic equip¬
ment.
Cameras, which are made especially
for flight testing, airborne fire control
systems, missile tracking, bomb spotting,
stereographic photography and auto¬
matic control equipment, are illustrated
and comprehensive technical data given.
Both 16mm and 35mm models are illus¬
trated and described.

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
1'iMM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

Flight Research Cameras

REWINDERS

One of th •
new serie* 20
Moviolas
for
pit to ro
and
sou id.

•

•

IVritt hr
Cataltfue

Editing for Beginners

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451

Gordon St.

•

Hollywood 28, Calif.

PROCESSING
■ ■
■ ■
■ ■
» m i

Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
a-’ailable. Write for free catalogue.
B t W DUPLICATING
CONTACT PRINTING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
VACUUMATING
EDGE NUMBERING
All work vapordted at no extra charge

NATIONAL CINE
Box 4425
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LAB

Washington 17, D. C.

American Cinematographer

Amateur movie makers and particu¬
larly the beginner can thank Leo J. Heffernan for what is probably the most
clearly written and simply expressed
thoughts on the technique of 8mm and
16mm film editing.
His recent hook, “Editing for Better
Movies” is a publication of the Kalart
Company, makers of home movie edit¬
ing equipment in Plainville, Conn. He
offers easy-to-follow suggestions on how
to take the rough footage returned by
the processor and ready it for showings
to family and friends. The hook is
worth many times the price of 50c for
the wealth of information contained in
its 36 pages.
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•

•

•

Wide Screen Booklet
A 12-page booklet that describes the
several new methods of motion picture
production and exhibition that came in¬
to use during and after 1952 has been
published by the Society of Motion Pic¬
ture and Television Engineers. Aimed
at giving a comprehensive yet easily un¬
derstood outline of present day tech¬
niques and the ways in which they dif¬
fer from those that became “standard”
during the late 1920s, the booklet makes
no attempt to evaluate systems.
Copies may be had by writing the.
Society’s headquarters, 55 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N. Y.

•

•

•

Color Vocabularies
“The ISCC-NBS Method of Designat¬
ing Colors and a Dictionary of Color
Names,” by Kenneth L. Kelly and
Deane B. Judd, is a new 158-page cir¬
cular (No. 553) available from the Na¬
tional Bureau of Standards. It is de¬
signed to assist the scientist, business¬
man, and layman to understand the dif¬
ferent color vocabularies used in the
many fields of art, science and indus¬
try.
The dictionary serves not only as a
record of the meanings of the 7,500 in¬
dividual color names listed but also en¬
ables anyone to translate from one color
vocabulary to another.
Order from U. S. Government Print¬
ing Office, Washington 25, D. C. Price
is $2.00.

•

•

•

Indoor Movies
“How to Make Beter Indoor Movies
Easier” is title of 36-page booklet is¬
sued by Mayfair Lighting Company,
Brooklyn 11, N. Y. Incorporated is a
Mayfair exposure calculator and movie
manual. Copies may be had from cam¬
era shops handling Mayfair lighting
equipment or direct from the company.

RATES: Ads

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's
name)

15c per word. Modified display format (text set in

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th

boldface

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.
SOME S O S. SPRING HOUSE CLEANING VALUES
■SENSATIONAL KINEVOX 16 sync. Magnetic
Recorders—10 day free trial.$ 695 00
MILLER SMOOTH GYRO ACTION FLUIDHEADS,
fit Pro Jr., F&B tripods.128.40
■CAMERA SLATES with quick change white
numerals and letters. $25.00 value. New
Surplus .
4 95
■HARRISON K2 GLASS FILTERS, 4"' square
in leather cases. $9.00 value. New Surplus
4 95
•CLOSE OUT SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
& CABINETS—SLIGHTLY USED
MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 28'/2" wide x 11"
deep. Regularly $195.00..
99 50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 16"
deep. Regularly $330.00. 149.50
MITCHELL NC BABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.
' 995 go
BODDE
BACKGROUND PROJECTOR 2000W,
4x5, recond..
' 595 go
AURICON MIKE BOOMS, $170 vaiue, ”like
new .
119.50
PLASTIC TITLING LETTERS & Symbols. Set
of 80 characters 3/<" high, 5 fonts, as¬
sorted colors .
2.95
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. Developer.
Includes airpump, drain pump,
stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape.
975 00
CAMERETTE
35mm
REFLEX
w/4
Kinoptik
Lenses; 3 magazines; battery motor; 110
AC motor; extension tubes automatic focus
changer. Excellent .
2750.00
EASTMAN HISPEED 16mm CAMERA, motor,
lens, compl. Likenu.
995.00
MAURER CAMERA OUTFIT w/2 magazines,
2 motors (12V & 1 10V sync) lens, battery
and cases. Good . 2395.00
MITCHELL 16 CAMERA w/3 Baltar Lenses;
2-400' magazines; 12V motor,- 35mm Mattebox sunshade, carrying cases. Fine con„ dition .
2995.00
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 SPEED with wedge
1025 00
NEW FRESNEL STUDIO SPOTS, lead wires,
switch, pipe clamp.
2000 Watt.$59.95
5000 Watt.
99.95
10
TITLE ANIMATION STAND w/motorized
zoom and stop motion. Completely wired
with footswitches. Art Table takes largest
work. $2500 value.
975 gg
BARDWELL-McALISTER MULTIPLE FLOODLITES.
3 Quadruple heads to hold 12 bulbs on
rolling
tripod
stand.
Orig.
Govt cost
$180. Surplus ..
29 50
BM QUADLITE Heads only $4.95. Stands only
19 95
NEW RCA 400W FLUORESCENT FLOODLITES
takes 6-18" tubes, 21" square, fit BM
stands. $60.00 value ._..
29 50
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16
Optical. Rebuilt ...... 3995.00
SURPLUS 400' 16mm CANS AT A GIVE-A-WAY
Doz lots ea. 15c; 3 Doz. ea. 12c- 6 Doz
10
MITCHELL 35mm SYNCMOTORS, below cost—
110V Std. $395.00; 220V NC.
495 00
DOLLY TRACK with connectors,
5'-1 O'-1 5'
lengths, per ft.
4 95
With self-levelling screws—per ft.
5.95
TRADES TAKEN
Cable: SOSOUND
Dept fc
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19
PL 7-0440
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Bh'd., Holly’d
Calif
Phone HO 7-9202
BELL & HOWELL EQUIPMENT—ALL GUARANTEED
LIKE NEW!
4" T2.5 T.H. COOKE LENS, CTD,
..
$ 99 50
FILMORAMA LENS, B&H.... 350.00
70DL CAMERA WITH 1" F/l 4
298 00
4" T.H. COOKE F/4.5 CTD.
. 49 50
6" T.H. COOKE F/4.5 CTD....
69 50
MODEL 136 B&H SPLICERS.
.
11 95
B&H HEAVY DUTY REWINDS. 27.50
Mail Orders Filled Promptly
CAMERA CRAFT DEPT. G
18 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
16MM HOUSTON K-1A . . . developing machines.
For
reversal
or
positive
film.
Complete
with
refrigerator units, temperature control, condensors
evaporators, thermostats, etc. BRAND-NEW, prices
reduced! Write. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l,
555 E. Tremont Ave., New York 57, New York.
WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

WALL S. S. 35MM. SOUND CAMERA
COMPLETE with Galvanometer,
amplifier,
portable
power supply, 40-50-75 and 100mm. lenses, erect
image viewfinder, complete front attachments, Two
1000 ft. magazines. Balanced Tripod, necessary
carrying cases. Overhauled.
Guaranteed perfect.
Reasonable.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
AUDIO AKELEY single system camera complete with
Akeley sound head. Gyro tripod, 3 lenses, view
finder, Maurer mixing amplifier. Complete with
cables,
power supply and W.
E.
microphone.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY

FOR CASH

BELL & HOWELL EYEMO & FILMO OWNERS!
Are you shooting for television? Our TV area matte
is a must in your obiective optical viewfinder. It
eliminates chopped heads, feet, etc. For details and
price, write to DON IWERKS, Box 151, Pacoima, Calif.
600 FOOT magazines for Auricon Cine Voice com¬
plete
conversion
tactory
rebuilt $295.00—35mm
slide printer, color or B&W, new, $39.50—16mm
step printer, silent, rebuilt, $95.00—Eastman model
A camera 16mm, rebuilt, 3 lens turret, adjustable
shutter, focus on film, $75.00—B&H 16mm 400 ft.
magazine, needs repairing, $18.00—16mm scene
fester, new, 1 1 density, $395.00—Automatic Time
Lapse unit for Bolex, controls lights and camera,
one frame every 10 min., new, $129.00
GREAT
LAKES MOTION PICTURE SERVICE, 12037 Grand
River Ave., Detroit 4, Michigan.

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL,

B&H,

EYEMO,

DEBRIE,

LABORATORY AND CUTTING
CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

ROOM

AKELEY

ALSO

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

SYNCHRONOUS CAMERA Motors for Mitchell Stand¬
ard. New.
110 Volt, 60 Cycle. $405.00 f.o.b.
WANTED Mitchell Cameras, equipment. CARL NEL¬
SON, 164-12 110th Road, Jamaica 33, N.Y.

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE:

CINEQUIP

WANTED
PRECISION

Magnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

-

Industry
WE HAVE CUSTOMERS GALORE
FOR

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment.
WE ALSO TRADE OF TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Western Union-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440

CINE SPECIAL CAMERA OUTFIT
includes 1" F/l.9 Kodak lens—152mm F/4.0 Kodak
telephoto lens—Reflex finder—Carrying case.—Used,
in excellent condition—Original price $1250.00—Will
accept best offer.
A. C. CAMERA EXCHANGE, INC.
34-01 Broadway
Long Island City, New York
R-15 FILMLINE Reversal Processing Machine. Used
only 3 weks. Will process 1000 ft. per hour.
$2195.00. DWIGHT MORRIS PRODUCTIONS, 1611
So. Boston, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Phone Gl 7-4479.

S.O.S.

BASS ... is headquarters tor Arriflex 16, the
new Zoomar 16, Cine Specials all models, Bell &
Howell 70-DL, Bolex H-16: Used 35mm. Akeley
#145 with Akeley Gyro tripod,
matched pair
Tessar 5 cm. F:2.7 lenses, magazines, case, extra
lenses, $250.00; Used 35mm. DeBrie Parvo Model
G, all metal, 32mm. B&L W.A. F:4.5, 2" Tessar
F:2.5, 50mm. Ultrastigmat F: 1.9, 3" Goerz Hypar
F:3.5, 12 cm. C. Z. Tessar F:4.5, masks, pan and
tilt tripod, magazines, carrying cases, $250.00;
H-16 DeLuxe Bolex, 11" F: 1.5, 0.7" F:2.5 W.A.
filter slot, $275.00; Victor 5, 1" F:1.5, 3" F-3.5
Wollensak lenses, $125.00; Cine Special II, 1"
F: 1.4 Ektar, optical finder, reflex finder, Yolo fader,
Case, $795.00. Best buys . . . Best trades always
BASS CAMERA CO., Dept. AC, 179 W. Madison
St., Chicago 8, III.

American Cinemagocrapher

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH
Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing
Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment

From

Automatic diaph. Zeiss Tessar
F/2.8 ...$159. (duty $22.)
Automatic diaph Isco Westanar
F/2.8
....... ..$139. (duty $19.)
Automatic diaph Schneider Xenon
F/l.9 . .-.$195. (duty $26)
Automatic diaph Zeiss Biotar
F/2.0 . .-.—$199. (duty $26)
Similar prices a
other famous makes. All new.
Latest 1955 production in original factory packing.
Parcelpost
and
insurance
included.
No
other
charges. Pre-payment through bank and inspection
on arrival guarantees you complete satisfaction
before we are paid. Experienced, (and objective)
advisory service, (please specify interests and re¬
quirements), and pricelists by return airmail. All
transactions on money-back basis.
WORLDPOST
TANGIER, MOROCCO.

SUPPLY

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

BELL & HOWELL 285 Filmosound projector, 14 watt
amplifier, factory installed synchronous motor, 12"
speaker in floor console.
Projector in excellent
condition. $725.00 value, $545.00. WESTERN CINE
SERVICE, INC., 114 E. 8th Avenue, Denver 3,
Colorado.
GERMAN STILL 35mm cameras. Import your own.
Save importers and retailers profits. (About 35%).
Pay postman duties.
Examples: EXAKTA.
The only
completely versatile 35mm camera. With:

CINEMA

Dept- ft
602 W. 52nd Street

All Types Used Equipment
a Splicer to a Complete Studio

or Send

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot Cash

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York
WANTED

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT,

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT,

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN¬
GLE ITEMS
CEPTED.

TO COMPLETE

STUDIOS.

TRADES

AC¬

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
Mitchell

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St._

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

N.Y.

POSITIONS WANTED
NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, titling, also projectionist. MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.
CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR—Married, formerly in charge
of Motion Picture Dept, of large metal producing
company. Ten years experience in various phases
of film, television, and visual aids production.
Desires position with organization in Eastern States
Region.
Illustrative
resume
sent upon
request.
VITALY V. UZOFF, 611 West 141st Street, New
York 31, N. Y.

(Continued, on Next Page>
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f Advantage Never Before Offered!

(Continued from Page 136)

(Continued from Preceding Page)

era stores. Sample swatch and useful in¬
structions are available free from above
company.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

S.O.S. Ediola Reader-Editor
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602
West 52nd St., New York, announces it
will have its popular Ediola Sound
Reader and Picture Editor combination
on display at the forthcoming SMPTE
Convention in the Statler Hotel, New
York, April 29th to May 4th.
Sound Reader features simple thread¬

SWIVEL BALL JOINT
ATTACHMENT
for
PRO JUNIOR TRIPODS
Swivel Ball Joint Attachment can be mount¬
ed between head and tripod body in a few
seconds and without any technical knowl¬
edge.
Swivel Ball has enough tightening
strength to hold the largest and heaviest
movie cameras, permits
leveling camera
quickly when tripod is set up on uneven
ground. Ball Attachment is made of light¬
weight aluminum, weighs approx. 3 y2 lbs.

West 43rd

New York

36,

N.Y.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mni-l6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

Guaranteed.

Write

for

Free

Micro Record (orp.

ing, polished stabilizer drum, combina¬
tion 16mm/35mm rollers, oil-less bear¬
ings, and matched amplifier and speak¬
er. Action Viewer projects bright pic¬
ture on 3" x 4" screen. Its roller-smooth
action insures against film damage.
Three different combinations range
in price from $362.45 to $436.95.

Film Effects

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Literature.
Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N. Y.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor 5-2812
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.

INSTRUCTION, CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, ETC.

c. iuckir

St.,

LABORATORY & SOUND

DUBBING iN TWENTY-SEVEN LANGUAGES.
INTERLI NGUAL-INTERN’L, INC., Carmel, Calif. Call 7-3887
or write P.O. Box 2522.

(^flni€Rfl€<^uipm€nT(o.
315

U.S. ASSIGNMENTS. 16mm silent. Experienced cam¬
eraman for Industrial, Construction, Mine and Mill,
Logging, Agricultural, Legal, Scenic, Oddities and
Travel subjects. ORVILLE SNIDER, P.O. Box 32,
North Hollywood, Calif. SUnset 2-5256.

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

Ten Day Money-Back Guarantee
Write for Catalog and Prices
'frank

Ads

WHAT’S NEW

C & G Film Effects, 1600 Broadway,
New York 19, N. Y., announce the in¬
stallation of new precision equipment
which, in one fast operation, will pro¬
duce all types of optical effects from
16mm, 35mm or mixed originals, ren¬
dering either 16mm or 35mm optical
dupes and eliminating the need for in¬
termediate duping. Equipment will also
slow down or speed up action by auto¬
matically-controlled print-skip-print, or
print-freeze-print
action,
permitting
footage shot at “silent” speed to be
printed at sound speed.

NATIONWIDE SCHOOL OF CINEMATOGRAPHY—com¬
plete professional course in cinematography, cover¬
ing all phases of motion picture production and
technical aspects. Many leading newsreel and TV
camera men started their careers with a Nation¬
wide diploma. Course now available by mail at
reduced rates, easy installment plan. For details
write
NATIONWIDE
SCHOOL
OF
CINEMATOG¬
RAPHY, Dept. A, 4211, Gaston Ave., Dallas, Texas.

FOOTAGE FOR SALE
IF you need any footage from Middle Eastern Coun¬
tries, please write to P.O.B. 3786, Beirut, Lebanon.

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
HANDBOOK
for the

PROFESSIONAL and AMATEUR
fay

JACKSON J. ROSE, ASC
•
New data on Cinerama - Television photog¬
raphy - Background Projection - Zoom Lenses Underwater Photography - Latensification - "T”
Stops - Ansco Color - Eastman Color - DuPont
Color - Cameras - Projectors - Lenses - Filters Charts - Tables - Ratings - Diagrams - Sys¬
tems - Equalizers - Formulas, Etc.

THE ONLY HAND BOOK
OF ITS KIND
PRICE

$ ^ .00

(California buyers please add 18c sales tax)

Oxberry Animation Equipment
Animation Equipment Corp., 38 Hud¬
son St., New Rochelle, N. Y., announces
that due to increased material and la¬
bor costs, prices on Oxberry animation
stands and optical printers will be ad¬
vanced on April 1, 1956. New bro¬
chures and specifications will soon be
released giving details of new improve¬
ments made recently on the equipment,
according to the company.
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March,

1956

Book Department,
American Cinematographer,
1782 No. Orange Dr.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $5.00* for
which please send me a copy of
THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HAND¬
BOOK AND REFERENCE GUIDE.
Name....
Address.
City...Zone.State..
•If you live in California, please include 18c
sales tax-—total $5.18.

Milton Krasner, ASC

the lens
Bausch & Lomb CinemaScope . . .
combined cine-anamorphic lens with
only one focusing adjustment

the result
Academy Award, 1954, for color
cinematography in the 20th
Century-Fox production, "Three
Coins in a Fountain”

Academy

©A. M. P. A.S.

Hon

Moti

' Award

ctu
Opt 1C,I

Arts
Se

Sciences
stry

For balanced
color...use byron
color-correct*

/A''
r- ;;

tv sT-*’**^

.

prints

Byron color-correct* prints give you color that is
never too light — never too dark — color that is always
right! Such perfection is a regular service at Byron
— backed by efficient personnel, precision
equipment, operating in a plant designed for peak
performance.

Byron quality, Byron service costs

no more, and is available in 8 hours if necessary.
Write, wire, or call today for an
early start on your job!

. . . and for balanced service
byron offers you these 16mm
production facilities:
scriptartr-

titling—
animation—

location photography
music library
■sound stage
complete black and white
laboratory facilities

editingsound effects-

byron

recording

-precision magnetic striping

Studios and Laboratory
1226 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
*Reg. U.

S.

DUpont 7-1800

Patent Office

SEND FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF THE 3 ILLUSTRATED BULLETINS ON “PRE-PRINT PREP¬
ARATION” AS DEVELOPED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE ASSOCIATION OF CINEMA LABORATORIES

AMERICAN

THE

MAGAZINE

O F

MOTION

PICTURE

ROBERT BURKS
A.S.C.
“To Catch A Thief”

JAMES WONG HOWE
A.S.C.
“The Rose Tattoo”

1955
Academy Award Winners

FOREIGN 35c

Northrop Aircraft Demonstrates Expanded
Industrial Use of Mitchell Cameras
Over 100,000 feet of film were shot last year by two 16mm Mitchell cameras
operated by a full-scale motion picture unit at Northrop Aircraft. Operating daily
throughout the year, these 16mm cameras provide impressive evidence of the rising
role of professional motion picture equipment in American Industry today.
Northrop, a leader in airframe and missile manufacture, makes diversified use of
their Mitchell cameras. Motion pictures range from employee activities to engi¬
neering test films —where re-shooting is impossible and where steady, accuratelyframed film of superior quality is consistently delivered by Mitchell cameras.
No other single camera is today used by American Industry for such a broad
range of filming requirements as is the Mitchell camera. Easy operating Mitchell
cameras help create sales, meet delivery schedules, and systematize and accelerate
research and development. For details about Mitchell equipment that will meet
your specific needs, write today on your letterhead.
Alaska Bound test pilot Bob Love and Columnist Marvin Miles
being filmed by Mitchell camera for Northrop Public Relations
Department.
For Quality Control Film, Mitchell camera

104 Rocket Salvo of twin-jet F-89D is cap-

moves in for close shots of Scorpion F-89D.

lured on 16mm Engineering Test film.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: ‘'MITCAMCO''

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS
THE

WORLD'S MOST
OF

COMPLETE ASSORTMENT

PHOTOGRAPHIC

EQUIPMENT

FOR

T v. anb Metiwi Victim Siwlm
New

PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR

Adjustable wood BABY TRIPOD
—for Prof. J r. friction
PACKAGED LIGHTING WITH
and geared heads

studio lighting in a suitcase
FAMOUS

Has substantial shoe and spur

“controlled
Measures from

action"

extended

SMALL GYRO
[

floor to flange

collapsed.

TRIPOD

Two speeds—slow and fast
—for both panning and tilting.
Helps you capture fine scenic views
and fast-moving sports events. Espe- ‘
cially recommended for 16mm Mitchell,
16mm Maurer, B & H Eyemo
and similar cameras.
tArt/

Senior Kit

$237.50
Other style
kits available

presto-splicer
GIVES PERMANENT SPLICE
IN

lO SECONDS!

ELECTRIC

STOP MOTION MOTOR

FOOTAGE TIMER

FOR CINE KODAK SPECIAL

GRISWOLD

Dual model for both 16mm
and 35mm.
Large white num¬
erals on black background. Accu¬
rate reset dial. Switch controlled
by operator, who selects either
16mm operating at 36 feet per
minute—or 35mm operating at
90 feet per minute ... or both
in synchronization.
*95

Runs forward or reverse, 110
AC synchronous motor with frame
counter. May be run continuously
or for single frames. Camera
mounts without special tools.

Also available — Stop Motion
Motors for 16mm—35mm B & H,
Mitchell and other professional
cameras.

HOT FILM SPLICER
Model R-2 for 35mm silent and sound
film. Precision construction makes it easy
to get a clean, square splice with accur¬
Especially good for splicing magnetic
film. Butt Weld type for non-perforated

Single model, either 16mm or
35mm

or perforated film.
70mm.

16mm, 35mm or
on

ate hole spacing.

Nothing to get out of

order.

Also Bell & Howell 8mm, 16mm and
16mm or 35mm model:
for perforated film.

9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses

available

in

mounts

for

all

35mm

* PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters.
Neumade
‘Griswold

and
&

Hollywood

B.&H.

Hot

Film

Splicers.

Company

Motion

Picture

Cameras.

‘Electric Footage Timers
cutting

room

equipment.

‘DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister,

Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.
Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

Mole

35mm Hot Splicers and B & H Labora¬
tory model Foot Splicer.
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Based on recent ARB Audi¬
ence Composition Studies of
Network Situation Comedies.
1 • I Love Lucy.44.8
2. Honeymooners. . . .34.2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

WHY 7 OUT OF THE! lO

1

TOP-RANKING* TV SHOWS
lows

j

Oecember Bride. . .32.7
Our Miss Brooks . . . 29.3
Burns & Allen.28.5
Life of Riley.26.2
Make Room
For Daddy.21.9
8* Bob Cummings .... 20.9
9. Meet Millie.20.6
10. Father Knows Best. 19.6

IN AMERICA USE

LIGHTING AND
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

REASON: Only J. G. McAlister
equipment embodies all that is
new today in the lighting field. In
spot equipment, for example, only
McAlister combines these three
important advantages: (1) PermaLock Mirror for positive mirror
alignment; (2) Lifetime Beam Pilots
to guarantee flare-free, spill-proof
lighting; (3) Convenient, EasyAction focus controls both front
and rear.

REASON: The new J. G. McAlister Dual Steer¬
ing Crab Dolly is the one and only completely
maneuverable camera dolly today. Just intro¬
duced, it already ranks among the five most
valuable technical contributions to modern film
production. It reduces set-up time, enables a
director to introduce a wider variety of cine¬
matic effects and, at the same time, cut his
allotted shooting schedule. For complete details,
write for free booklet.

The newest, most advanced lighting
and production equipment is made by

NEW! Colorful, catalog-brochure, “New Dimensions

in Controlled Studio Lighting
NEW! 16 page booklet describes Crab Dolly operation

in detail. For free copies, write today.

:te:
(sales & rentals)
1117 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California

lie.

HOLLYWOOD

News briefs about the A.S.C.
its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

THE A.S.C.'s ACTIVE MEMBERS gathered at the Society’s clubhouse last month for dinner and
a reading of the President’s Annual Report. Pictured here are some of the cinematographers
about to start on the salad course. In front row, from left to right, are Paul Vogel, Arthur
Edeson, Sol Polito, Harry Stradlinc and Robert Pittack.

AN A.S.C. VISITOR last month was member Ted Pahle (left) who has
been active in film production in Spain for past several years. Wel¬
coming him to A.S.C. clubhouse is Society President Arthur Miller.

ROBERT SURTEES, A.S.C., who did
such a magnificient job of lensing “Ok¬
lahoma!’’ in wide-screen Todd-AO, is
shooting another wide-screen “first”—
“Raintree Country,” in M-G-M’s new
65mm process. Production involves a
special camera utilizing 65mm color

194
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•

•

MILTON KRASNER, A.S.C., w a s
shooting the only picture in work at
20th Century-Fox as March ended one
of the busiest periods the lot has ever

•

of President’s Annual
progress by President
Walter Strenge gave
1955-56.

CHARLES ROSHER, A.S.C. (right) was also a Hollywood visitor last
month. Here he is showing Hal Mohr, A.S.C., color transparencies of
views on his beautiful estate in Jamaica.

negative, which has been in process of
development for past two years.

•

FOLLOWING the reading
Report of the Society’s
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
financial report for year

April, 1956

seen. Lull is temporary however. Sched¬
uled to go before the Fox cameras this
month are: “The Last Wagon,” “One in
a Million,” “The Day the Century End¬
ed,” and “The Best Things In Life Are
Free." Start of these productions will
(Continued on Page 198)

All art is but imitation of nature...
SENECA

... and yet you, as the
film artist, may depart
•—

from realism in order to

T

achieve an effect —
you may, in fact,
improve upon nature.

We, as technicians,
cannot improve upon
you. Our goal is to
realize your conception;

design NAIDICH/photography LEVITT

to give you what
you set out to get.

Complete 16mm and
Picasso's Head of a Woman courtesy Albert E. Lewin

35mm services
including 16mm color

GENERAL FILM

LABORATORIES CORP.

1546 NO. ARGYLE • HOLLYWOOD 28t CALIFORNIA • HO 2-6171

printing.

The One-Stop Source
Edit Your Film Safely with

%

upply

The S. 0. S. Junior Tripod
For TOP
PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE

EDIOLA
ACTION
VIEWER
AND

Vastly Improved

SOUND
READER

Over Any Tripod
in Its Class
For all types of medium weight cameras.
Outside, knurled camera tightening knob with angle gears.
Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second handle position.
Positive pan and tilt locks, with large tightening levers.
Detachable,

This first low-priced professional optical 16mm Action Viewer pro¬
jects BIG, CLEAR AERIAL IMAGE, 3wx4w—operates left to right—
roller smooth action eliminates film scratching and damage to
sprocket holes; built-in cue marking device; hum-free amplification;
synchronized with Precision Sound Readers on Special Base or may
be separated for individual use. Write for brochure.

One-piece leg locking knobs for quick adjustments, even tension.
Aluminum leg
bearings.
Extra

supports

smooth friction

Seasoned, solid
not stick.

In combination with Sound Reader & Base.$362.45
S.O.S. Ediola Action Viewer. 139.95

ONLY

Optical Sound Reader. 185.00
S.O.S. Ediola Base only.

precision machined friction plate.

49.50

Write for

with

rest

ledge — aluminum

leg

head—guaranteed for 5 years.

hardwood

$145

brochure

leg

legs,

oil

treated

&

polished—will

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

showing complete

line

of

tripods S

accessories.

The All-Purpose Rapid Action Film Processor
A true one-man lab. No special skill required!
Bridgamatic 16mm Automatic "Rapid Action" Reversal is
the perfect All-Purpose Processor — assures quality pic¬
tures— reversal speed 1200’ per hour — also does nega¬
tive and positive film. Light-tight compartment for daylight
operation. Completely automatic "Dry-to-Dry." Simply
plug in and operate. Ideal for TV stations, photo finish¬
ers, industrial or documentary producers, microfilmers,
small labs, universities, etc.

MODEL RA $2795—includes

basic Bridgamatic fea¬
tures such as overdrive, nylon bearings, air squeegee,
built-in drybox, blower, heating elements, daylight com¬
partment plus continuously variable speed control, 1200
foot enclosed magazine, feed-in and take-up elevators.

AMONG
RECENT

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME-PAYMENT PLAN

PURCHASERS

Trade-ins Accepted . . . Send List.

ARE:

WIBW-TV, Topeka, Kansas
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La.
KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Texas
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C.
WNEM-TV, Bay City, Mich.

WRGB-TV, Schenectady, N. Y.
Merkle Film Lab., Long Beach, Calif.
Bay State Film Prod., Springfield, Mass.
Southwest Film Prod., Houston, Texas
Naval Microfilm Laboratory, Washington,

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
WESTERN

BRANCH:

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

28,

Phone:

California

est.|i926
JUs

HOIlywood

7-9202

akeley

TRIPOD

FLEXIBILITY! PORTABILITY! RELIABILITY!

SOLID SETTING FOR
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

The motion picture cameraman’s answer to
taking better news or studio pictures! Expe¬
rienced cameramen appreciate the advantage
of photographing "follow shots" without the
use of a crank. By a slight pressure on the
handle the Akeley Gyro follows the movement
of any object, regardless of direction.
The Akeley Gyro Tripod features three di fferent
pan speeds, each easily selected by the op¬
erator, giving a wide range of movement to
meet all possible requirements. The gyro
mechanism is provided with ball-bearings
throughout, insuring ease of action. Leveling
is done quickly by releasing a knob on the
bottom of the tripod. The gyro head can be
tilted and the stops easily adjusted.

Inquire about the new Akeley Scanascope for wide screen
photography, the latest development in 35mm Anamorphic
lenses.

akeley camera & instrument division
of J. W. FECKER, INC
175 Varick Street

New York 14, New York

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from. Page 194)

end temporary vacations for Leon
Shamroy, A.S.C., Joe MacDonald, A.S.
C., and Leo Tover, A.S.C.

• • •
ERNEST LASZLO, A.S.C., undertook
his first assignment with a VistaVision
camera when he started shooting “The
Loves of Omar Khayyam” in Technicol¬
or at Paramount Studios last month.

FOR THOSE

•

•

•

CUBA is locale of latest assignment
for Lee Garmes, A.S.C., who is in that
latin country directing the photography
of “The Sharkfighters” in CinemaScope and Color for Samuel Goldwyn,

WHO CAN
AFFORD

Jr.
THE REACTIVATED RKO studios in
Hollywood saw three major productions
before the cameras at the close of March,
with an A.S.C. man behind each camera.
Joseph Biroc was shooting “Tension At
Table Rock” in color; William Mellor
was filming “Back From Eternity,” and
William Snyder was photographing “Be¬
yond a Reasonable Doubt.”

THE FINEST

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8. 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
studios. Its membership also includes non
resident cinematographers and cinematog¬
raphers in foreign lands. Membership is
by invitation only.

•
Arthur Miller, President
Sol

Halprin,

William

First Vice-President

Skall, Second Vice-President

Alfred Gilks, Third Vice-President

• NEGATIVE DEVELOPING

Walter
Charles

• FIRST PRINT DEPARTMENT
• ULTRA VIOLET AND
FLASH PATCH PRINTING

Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-At-Arms

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Joseph

Burnett
WlNTON

• KODACHROME PRINTING

Biroc

Guffey
HOCH

Hal Mohr
Ray Rennahan
Leon

• 63 EDITING ROOMS

Shamroy

Philip Tannura

• SPECIAL TV SERVICES
*

Treasurer

George'Folsey

• 16MM AND 35MM
RELEASE PRINTING

• For Color it's

Strenge,

G. Clarke, Secretary

*

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
Ellis Carter
Paul Eagler
Farcion
Irving

Edouart

Glassberc

Milton Krasner
Ernest Laszlo
Robert Pittack

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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Seitz

James Van Trees
Paul Vogel

first place for qua
first place for speed..
first ‘place for econ

CFI is grateful to the producers, TV stations, film distributors and advertising
agencies throughout the nation who voted CFI first place in every laboratory
category. First place for quality. \ first place for speed... first place for economy.

“The Billboard TV Film Service Awards!’ for the second consecutive year!
CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

Hollywood: 959 Seward St,/HOllywood 9-1441 • New York: 521 W. 57th St./ Circle 7-4400

design: sy edelstein

Thanks to the entire TV industry for honoring CFI with a clean sweep of

need location
lighting... fast?

,

Call on Jack Frost one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.
Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

Improved
professional
he latest improvea
with the removable
OHAL JUNIOR tripod th exclusive patented
he world's champion, wi
roach:
no other tripod con app
, method with easily
Jified camera ot.ochin,
eath camera
Simp1
ssible knob—no fonrbli
acce
platforim—quick, easy, P°s"
n handle
telescoping P(
Adjustable
to suit your needs.
1VS

a

great

tnpoa,

shorter or longer

Additional pan handle
reverse tilt.

area and sturdier construction o,
Larger gripping
locking levers.
tilt and pan 1--

New tie-down eyelets in
fou'd expect this outstandii
'
Y but here's the b,

flange.

ripod to cost a lot more
,u,prise-—THERE IS NO
setter, smoother, more
test, try
improved
You won't want to be

Advance in pwcei f<
fpr:ent performance
see
ONAL JUNIOR today

Professional Junior

BEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on
same tripod.

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood

BABY TRBPOD
—for friction and geared Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available
_

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(JfinteRfl fouipmsm
DEPT.

A-3-25

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

. . . in equipment, accessories, service

Remote Control Zoomar
Zoomar, Glen Cove, Long Island,
N. Y., announces a new lens with a zoom
range of 6-to-l. 20mm to 120mm focal
length. Speed of lens is rated at f/3.9,
said to be constant over the entire zoom
range. Equipped with standard “C”
mount, new Zoomar unit weights ap¬
proximately 11/2 pounds.
The basic unit has two flexible shafts
attached which can be connected to re¬
mote manual or electric controls. Avail¬
able accessories with miniature D.C. mo¬
tors.
Basic price of lens without power con¬
trol unit is $700.00.

Make your outdoor
movies, really complete
with on the spot com¬
mentary and conversa¬
tion.
Record the story
while you shoot
the
film . . . even in far
away places where electric power is not avail¬
able. A CARTER CONVERTER and a storage bat¬
tery supplies 110 v. AC, operates your wire or
tape recorder AND electric motor driven movie
camera BOTH AT ONCE.
Satisfactory "sync"
and playback assured. Where syncronization is
not vital, it's fun to make RECORDINGS even
wneii

usuiy

u

spi my

driven
camera.
Record
camera
exposure data,
remember what hap¬
pened, when, where, who
and how, so you can
make better titles and
comment
when
editing
your films.
ORDER
THROUGH
CARTER
DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE.
Carter Motor

Carter Motor Company

Co., Chicago 47

MAIL THIS NOW

2657 N. Maplewood Ave.
Chicago 47, Illinois
Please send illustrated circular and full informa¬
tion on Carter Converters.

Nam*_
Address_
City-State_
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M-R Lamp Stand
“"Molevator'' is tradename of new mo¬
bile lamp stand with motor-driven jack
screw announced by Mole-Richardson
Company, 937 No. Sycamore Ave., Hol¬
lywood 38. Calif.
Designed especially for use with types
90, 170. and 450 Molarcs and the type
416 Tener, it includes such features as
120-volt AC motor for driving main sup¬
port column; up and down pushbutton
controls; ability to fold flat for easy
transportation; hall-bearing swivel cast¬
ers 10"x2%" fitted with zero-pressure
rubber tires; and power junction box.
Stand height is 5-ft. 1"; maximum ex¬
tension is 11 -ft. 1-inch. Net weight is
188 pounds.

American Cinematocrapher

Cine Camera Price Cut
Bell & Howell Company, Chicago, 111.,
announces that price of its 8mm Wilshire cine camera has been reduced from
$49.95 to $39.95.
Camera features well-known Bell &
Howell “Sundial” for setting exposure
by dialing one of four common outdoor
light conditions, and a large “picturewindow”
viewfinder.
The
camera’s
19mm f/2.5 Comat universal-focus lens
covers 56% more picture area than the
conventional half-inch lenses for 8mm
cameras. A 21/o-time telephoto attachment is available as accessory equip¬
ment. The Wilshire uses 8mm roll film
and requires no threading.
April, 1956

Arri 16 Tripod
Kling Photo Corp., 257 Fourth Ave¬
nue, New York 10, N. Y., announces the
new Arri 16 Tripod which features a
hemispherical ball head, permitting user
to level camera without adjusting tripod
legs. Pan-tilt movements are individually
controlled; calibrated leg scales facili¬
tate quick and accurate setting of legs to
uniform extension; adjustable anti-slip
chains restrict leg spread; a single lock
collar automatically secures legs with
equal pressure on both shanks; and a
patented universal tripod screw accom¬
modates both American and foreign
camera sockets.
Working height ranges from 15 to
65 inches. List price is $175.00.
(Continued on Page 208)

Auric on
a

SUPER

1200

f*

CAMERA

with Full-Frame Reflex Ground-Glass

FOCUSING

OPTICAL

SYSTEM

The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon “SUPER 1200"
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen
to name the Super 1200.. .“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!” This
Camera is “Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope “TV-T” Recording
Shutter, plus the combined “Rifle-Scope" Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon
“Super 1200"...

CAMERAMAN'S EYeT

10 X ENLARGED
GROUND-GLASS
IMAGE SEEN BY
CAMERAMAN

FOCUS
*

IMAGE FOCUSED ON FILM [
/ PRECISION DOVE TAIL CARRIAGE
v IN "TELEPHOTO FINDER" POSITION

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING

“Super 1200” Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered
by any focal-length lens at all distances. A 10X enlarged Ground-Glass image
is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

No Camera-weight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting
position with the “Super 1200.’’ Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot
film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON “SUPER 1200”
Model “CM-74B" Features include...

*
*

$

GUARANTEE

^

All Auricon Equipment is sold with

|zji

a 30 day money-back guarantee.

^

You must be satisfied!

^

*
*

*

*

Auricon
A

PRODUCT

*

“Rock-steady”’picture and High Fidelity Optical Sound-Track recorded on same film at same
time, with “whisper-quiet” Camera & Sound Mechanism synchronously driven by precisionmachined Nylon gears.
“Super 1200” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.
Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides reliable coldweather Camera operation.
Geared Footage & Frame Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.
Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing through the
Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the “Rifle-Scope” precisionmatched Telephoto-Finder.
600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes continuous filming.
During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon “Super 1200” Film-Gate with the
light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an
exclusive Berndt-Bach feature (U.S. Patent No. 2,506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate
is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless
of how much film you run through the camera!
Priced from $4,652.15 complete for sound-on-film; $3,755.65 without sound; choice of “C”
Mount lenses and Carrying Cases extra.
Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee-, you must be
satisfied. Write today for your free Auricon Catalog.

OF

BERN DT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California
MANUFACTURERS OF S O U N D - O N - F I L M
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

TftiPOD
1325 00

Bit POVKR UNIT
$26950

CINE-VOICE
$695 00

AURICON PRO$1492.00

SUfiR 1200
$4652.15

SOUKB RKORK*
*3359 00

for every recording job—every budget
in the complete Magnasync line
from

$895.00
to $1,796.00

model
X-400-E-1 (16mm)

every recorder is a complete sound systeml

models
602-E-5 (16mm)
702-A-5 (17Y2mm)
135-A-5 (35mm)

16mm, 17i/2mm, 35mm-SINGLE CHANNEL - STEREOPHONIC PORTABLE-STUDIO RACK MOUNT - SYNCHRONOUS or SELSYN MOTORS
Write for your catalog today! — Specifications unconditionally guaranteed!

IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

NC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.

tyuftmtic

DEALERS

SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York 19. JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.
CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.
CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

NEW
ARRIFLEX

Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15amperefuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$198.50

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00

SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent’of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
amphere fuse.$265.00

16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00

SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a BroadorJunior, plus4stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex

.

.

$579.00

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
PRECISION
SOUND
READERS

A complete sound system that weighs only
27 lbs! Features high gain “long-shot”
microphone channel. Dialog equalization
for "speech-music” selection. Self-con¬
tained playback system for "film-direct"
monitor. Famous Magnasync "synkinetic”
precision film transport. High speed rewind,
sync speed reverse and fast forward. Con¬
venient arrangement for "sync marking.”
Footage counter, extended capacity arms,
"quick-detach" mount for special motors.
Unconditionally guaranteed! . .

Made by Precision Laboratories . . . your guarantee of
the finest in sound editing instruments. Simple thread¬
ing .. . polished stabilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage film. Film rollers
machined to conform with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . . precision ground

AURICON

shafts... dimensions 6" x 6" x 1%."
Amplifier: 117 volts —60 cycle —AC. Power output —
4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V speaker. . . safety fused

AURICON CINE-VOICE

. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy
duty cord.
Optical Model 600— 16mm and 35mm
Magnetic Model 700 — 16mm,

.

.

$185.00

17.5 mm, 35 mm and

16mm
CINE-VOICE

2* inch.$198.00
Optical-Magnetic Model 800 - 16 mm, 35 mm and
^ inch.$259.50

West’s Largest Selection
Budget Terms Available

AURICON PRO-600
16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

popular-priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound pro¬
jector. Single-lens model
$695.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

AURICON “SUPER-1200”
16mm sound - on-film
camera (self-blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for"C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

SUPER

1200
AURICON PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

,

INDUSTRY
NEWS
= New 35 mm Model 2A =
=

With 180° Shutter

=

I A TRULY GRIM, p
CAMERA i
=
=

for TV, Newsreel
and commercial

For tough and trying assign- ^5
—

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a E
class by itself. Reflex focusing ^

==
—

through photographing lens ^
while camera is operating— —

—
—

this is |ust one outstanding
ARRIFLEX feature.

EE
~

Equipped with bright, right- =
side-up image finder, 6Vi x =

=
=

magnification. Solves all par- ~
allax problems. 3 lens turret. =

= Variable speed motor built EEE
~ into handle operates from ~
= lightweight battery. Tachom- rE
~ eter registering from 0 to 50 EE
~
=

zzz
-—

EE

frames per second. Compact,
lightweight for either tripod
or hand-held filming. Takes

~

200' or 400' magazine. Write
for free folder.

EE
EE

I

ill the produc¬
tion of color release prints by Techni¬
color Motion Picture Corporation was re¬
ported last month by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president and
general manager of
the company.
Since inception of
of the company,
Technicolor has de¬
veloped
and
pro¬
vided the industry
with six color pro¬
cesses.
(1) A two com¬
ponent
additive
dr. kalmus
process (1916 to 1923) ;
(2) A two component subtractive
process, double-coated (1923 to 1927);
(3) A two component dye transfer
(imbibition process) 11928 to 1931) ;
(4) A three component dye transfer
(imbibition process) (1932 to 1954);
(5) Contact color positive prints (for
example color positive prints for “The
Robe”); (1953);
(6) Improved Technicolor Process.
(1954).
All prints made by these Technicolor
processes have borne the Technicolor
trademark and Technicolor has con1 trolled their quality.
MPROVED

PROCEDURES

Depth

,

clarity

less

grain in new Tech¬
nicolor process

The newest process, announced by Dr.
Kalmus, is an improved three-compon¬
ent dye transfer imbibition process em¬
bodying the following three components:
(1) New matrix stock
(2) New blank stock
both applicable for the manufacturing
of all Technicolor imbibition prints.
(3 Improved optical printing pro¬
cedure which is applicable for the manu¬
facture of all Technicolor imbibition
prints from specially treated negative.
All three are applicable for use with
large area negatives with or without the
use of anamorphic or squeeze lens on
camera; on printer, or both.
This improved Technicolor process
may employ one or more or all of the
above five features. The first three im¬
provements or modifications are con¬
cerned entirely with the imbibition
method of print manufacture and are
handled entirely within the Technicolor
laboratories, according to Dr. Kalmus.
“Last year,” he said, “we made some
prints using only the first two of the
five steps, namely, the new matrix stock
and the new blank from normal 35mm
negative. A test made this way of the
subject ‘Soldier of Fortune’ was shown
to most of our customers. This was very
(Continued on Page 210)

COLOR NEGATIVE

=

E=

EE:

Blimp now available.
EE
~16mm ARRIFLEX also available.=
FRANK

DYE-TRANSFER
RELEASE PRINT

MATRICES

C. ZUCKER

ABOVE DIAGRAM shows steps in Technicolor procedure of making dye transfer print from

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

color negative.
release print.

Three matrices are printed and subsequently dyed, then used to make the
(Reproduction

of this

illustration

shown does not appear on the film itself.)
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miFLEX 16
400-foot FILM MAGAZINE
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
ANIMATION MOTOR
Enthusiastic users everywhere have hailed the
Arriflex 16 as the outstanding camera in the 16mm field.

1

Now, with the extra convenience of the 400-foot Film Maga¬
zine; the split-second timing of the Synchronous Motor and
the added utility of the Animation Motor — it is certainly
the most versatile camera, capable of filling every need in
the studio or on location.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

ANIMATION MOTOR

400-foot FILM MAGAZINE
(shown with motor detached)

A compact, single-compartment, dis¬
placement type magazine for 400-foot
darkroom loads (on cores) and 200-foot
daylight spools.
No belts are employed. A Torque Motor
— detachable and interchangeable for
use with several magazines — drives the
take-up through a gear transmission with
the correct tension regardless of the
amount of film on the take-up spindle.
Operates on 6-8 volts DC, from the
power supply used to operate the
camera. Electrical contact is made as
magazine is attached to camera. The
Torque Motor is equipped with a for¬
ward-reverse switch. Each magazine has
a footage counter — and is numbered
for identification.
400-foot FILM MAGAZINE
(less Torque Motor). __$12000
Interchangeable Torque Motor
only—.17500

SOLE

U.
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changeable with the Variable Speed
Motor, supplied as standard equipment.
Unusually light and compact, the Syn¬
chronous Motor can be used on the
camera for hand-held shooting.
The motor is furnished with its own 1 10
volt, 60 cycle AC power supply. Output
to the camera motor is 42 volts, 60
cycles AC and to the Torque Motor on
the magazine (when used) 8 volts DC.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR (110 V. AC,
60 cycles—24 frames per second)
with power supply and cable.$395°°

The Animation Motor features 1/4 sec¬
ond exposures for either single frame,
or continuous shooting at 60 frames per
minute. A built-on frame counter regis¬
ters up to 4 digits.
The Animation Motor can be used manu¬
ally, with a foot switch, relay, or an
intervalometer. The unit operates on 11 0
volts AC, 60 cycles, but can be supplied
for operation at other voltages and fre¬
quencies on special order.
Complete ANIMATION MOTOR Assem¬
bly with Remote Control_$595°°

S. .AGENTS

PHOTO CORPORATION

257 Four,h Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.

WHAT’S NEW

PROFESSIONAL
PROCESSORS

(Continued from Page 202)

with the famous
Micro-Tension Drive

ANNOUNCING THE
PRO CINE II TRIPOD
The F&B Pro-Cine tripod, which has been the
leading tripod in the medium weight field for almost
two years, shows its continuing supremacy by under¬
going a complete re-designing.

Large capacity one-man
machines that show a profit.

Several new improvements have been incorporated
which are not only revolutionary in tripod design,
but will serve to make the PRO-CINE II the most
versatile, efficient and beautiful tripod in the market.

Flexible
Reliable
Reasonably priced

Cine-Voice Conversion

Built by a laboratory man for
the laboratory man. Write for
catalog today.

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, California

Florman & Babb, 68 West 45th Street,
New York 36, N. Y., announce a new
400-foot conversion for the Auricon
Cine-Voice camera, which is said to be
the first which does not cut the head off
the camera nor require an auxiliary mo¬
tor. Special needle bearings in the takeup system and ball-bearing shafts in the
400-ft. magazines are said to make for
an extremely smooth, and reliable job.
Other features include: silenced veeder footage counter; built-in behind-thelens filter slot with 2 filter holders; builtin headphone jacks; and refinishing of
camera in black crackle enamel.

Still a full jump ahead of the field, which is only
now beginning to recognize . . . and copy . . . some
of the advanced modern design and versatility of
the PRO-CINE; our new design and the new fea¬
tures built-in to the PRO-CINE II tripod are uncon¬
ditionally guaranteed to surpass anything on the
market.
May we urge that all prospective tripod buyers
wait for the new PRO-CINE II before placing their
orders ... or if you are like some of our good
customers and friends, who have the faith and con¬
fidence in F&B bred by years of fair-dealing; order
your new PRO-CINE II now to insure earliest
delivery.
We’d love to tell you about some of the new fea¬
tures now . . . but you’ll pardon us for holding back
for a while . . . anyway, we expect to be delivering
new PRO-CINE II by May 15th.
P.S. The price is still $145.00.

A couple of
donably proud
version, which
page . . . and

CINEKAD

SHOULDER

new products of which we are par¬
are our new “CINEVOICE 400” con¬
is described at length on the next
our new “POLECAT”.

Don't turn your nose up at these “POLECATS”,
because what they are is a new and wonderful way
to support photographic lights, backgrounds and mi¬
crophones without the clutter of sprawling legs and
heavy iron bases, and without special construction.

BRACE

This scientifically-engineered shoulder brace is
made of light-weight aluminum.
It can be used
to support
all
16mm
and
35mm
hand-held
cameras,
such as Cine-Special,
Bolex,
Filmo,
Arriflex, Auricon, DeVry, etc.
This guaranteedsteady brace affords perfect panning and tilting.
It eliminates the necessity of a heavy tripod.
This new invention brings you a simpler way of
shooting. Weighs 7 ozs. and is small enough to
fit the pocket.

POLECAT is a strong but featherweight telescop¬
ing aluminum column with a spring in the top. Ad¬
just it to your ceiling; then spring it in and out of
place as you please. It can’t be knocked over, and
it takes up no more floor space than a silver dollar. |
Write for literature.

* Adjustable to Any Arm Length
* May Be Used on Either the Left or Right Shoulder
* The Brace Is Rubber Fitted
* Eliminates Need for Trigger Handle

Ten-day Money-back Guarantee!
Write For Prices and Literature

CINEKAD
ENGINEERING

COMPANY

763 Tenth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Phone

PLaza

7-3511

S.O.S. Professional Tripod
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602
West 62nd St., New York City, an¬
nounces a new medium-weight tripod
(Continued on Page 266)
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All of our products and our smiling faces as well,
will be on display at the SMPTE convention at the
Statler in New York beginning April 30. See you
there . . .

NEW F & B "CINEVOICE 400
F&B’s new Cinevoice CONVERSION for 400 ft. magazines . . .
DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 100 ft. camera when necessary.
A special needle-bearing take-up system and ball-bearing magazine shafts make possible the superbly
smooth, steady and jam-free operation.
Either Mitchell or Bell & Howell 400 ft. magazines may
be used in the F&B conversion; and, in 10 seconds, the magazine can be removed, the light trap closed,
and the Cinevoice is ready for operation as a 100 ft. camera again.

PLUS ... ALL THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two filter holders.
Headphone jack built-in to the camera.
Cannon plugs for all sound sockets.
Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert.
New neon operating signal light.

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .
Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled, cleaned up and re-finished in
beautiful, professional black crackle finish.

For

YET . . . F&B “CINEVOICE 400” IS THE LOWEST PRICED
CONVERSION AVAILABLE . . .
Complete new outfits . . .
PRICE ONLY $345.00
Cinevoice plus F&B conversion and

.

400 ft. b&h magazine.i2oo.oo

CLOSE-OUT!

..

not including magazine.

F&B SPLIT REELS

F&B IMOMIIMAR
1" f/0.95 LENS

SCENE

TAKE

SOUND

“The Fastest Lens in the World”

FOR

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
DATE

ALL

IBS

PRODUCED

16MM
SIMPLE

ll'xl4" CAMERA SLATE
with Clapstick
/\kii v

ONLY

$095

Reg. Price
Was $8.75

V4" MAGNETIC TAPE
7"—1200

ft.

rolls.

Private brand,

fully money

back guaranteed.
^
CfeC
Plastic base ...^ A ■ W ^

AO

DID YOU KNOW THAT . .
F&B ARE DISTRIBUTORS OF .
• Auricon cameras
• Arriflex cameras
• Baltar & Ektar lenses
• Belt & Howell products
• Colortan Lights
• Houston-Fearless products
• Bardwell-McAlister lights
and all other products of all
turers.

SPLIT

REEL

METHOD

SAVES

CAMERAS

TIME . . . SPACE. . . MONEY . . .
You can project, edit, synchronize, clean, and
inspect film ... on cores, without rewinding,
by simply slipping them into F&B SPLIT REELS
. . . Store ail your film on cores ... re¬
duce your storage space 50%, without tying
up valuable reels . . . and yet be ready to
use film at a moment's notice without re¬
winding, without using flanges or expensive
titewinds . . . and without danger of the reel
unwinding or the center dropping out.
400
800
1200
1600

ft
ft
ft
ft

16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm

Split
Split
Split
Split

reel..
reel.
reel..
reel.

NEW . .

. ALUMINUM

16mm

17’/jmm

&

SPLIT

MAGNETIC

REELS

4.50
6.00
7.50
9.00
FOR

manu

Write right now for:
1. F&B complete catalog.
2. F&B Rental Price List.
3. F&B Bargain List of Used Equipment.

• Industrial film producers
• Industrial TV circuits
• Police & investigation agencies
• Educational film producers
• Newsreels and TV features
• Army, Air Force & Navy
O Engineering,

research

&

development

FILM

400 ft. 16mm . 8.50
1200 ft. 16mm .
12.50
17'/2mm reels . . . 50c extra.

leading

Hundreds being used successfully by . . .

PRICE . $174.90

includes . . Ser VI
filter holder, leath¬
er case.

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address - FLORBABB, N.Y.

INDUSTRY NEWS

ONE CAMERA

(Continued, from Page 208)

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

Camerette

.«5

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both

16mm or 35mm color

er black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used

for both 16mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
• Precise

rugged

movement

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter
• Divergent three lens turret
• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm — the

16mm

magazine will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(£flm€Rn €ouipm€nT (o.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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much improved over what we were mak¬
ing before the advent of the new matrix
stock and the new blank but not nearly
so improved as when we employ item
(3), the improved optical printing pro¬
cedure. However, with only the first two
of the five steps the prints have been
very well received.
“We are now preparing prints em¬
ploying the first three improvements:
new matrix stocks, new blank and the
improved optical printing procedure
which should be valuable to our cus¬
tomers when no increased area negative
is involved and where imbibition prints
of the highest quality are desired be¬
cause of their color characteristics, their
somewhat lower price or for any reason
whatsoever. Prints made this way will
be ready for showing in the near future.
“With respect to item (4), namely,
large area negative, we believe that any
of the currently employed large area
negatives such as 65mm, 55mm and 8perforation double-frame 35mm can be
used. The use of an anamorphic or
squeeze lens on the camera is entirely
at the producer’s discretion and Tech¬
nicolor’s use of an anamorphic or
squeeze lens on the printer depends up¬
on the kind of release prints the pro¬
ducer desires.”
Augmenting Dr. Kalmus, remarks was
a screening of Technicolor prints which
were in the CinemaScope aspect ratio
and embodied all five steps of the im¬
proved process. The company used the
54-foot screen on RKO Studio’s Stage
Three for the demonstration, given for
the press and industry executives.
The films shown employed partial
squeezes in both the photography and
the printing—that is, partial anamor¬
phic treatment was given in both stages.
It was explained that when this method
is followed, there is less distortion in
the release prints.
The films shown were photographed
on Eastman Color negative with an 8perforation double-frame (VistaVision
type) camera because it was available,
required no special equipment in the
laboratory, inasmuch as standard 35mm
film is employed, nor does it require
any special manufacturing demands of
the raw stock manufacturer, it was
pointed out.
“Wherever we have shown or dis¬
cussed what we are doing in the indus¬
try,” said Dr. Kalmus, “it has engend¬
ered a very considerable interest. If we
had the equipment ready and available
we could probably start a dozen pic¬
tures in the next two or three months.
Some are interested because they are
fearful of wide dimension negative. The

•
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difficulties with it may not be insuper¬
able but they are great. Others are in¬
terested in our very much improved
Technicolor
imbibition
print
from
standard size 35mm negative; others
are interested because of saving in cost
employing imbibition prints.
“We have made some approximate
calculations which indicate that for a
picture employing 150,000 screen feet
of negative stock the cost of the stock
and the negative developing, rush prints,
protective separation masters and 35mm
answer print runs something as follows:
With standard 35mm about $55,000;
for the double-frame 8-sprocket 35mm
about $85,000; for the 65mm fivesprockets about $105,000; and for the
55mm 8-sprockets about $137,000.
“Where we have employed large area
negative. Technicolor imbibition prints
made by this improved Technicolor pro¬
cess evidence excellent visibility, defini¬
tion, a minimum of grain and increased
depth of focus combined with typical
Technicolor superb color quality and
lower print cost to the producer,” Dr.
Kalmus concluded.

•

•
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A New Major Producer
On the basis of the reviews accorded
its first production, “The Searchers,”
starring John Wayne, a brand new film
production company in Hollywood has
gotten off to an auspicious start.
When C. V. Whitney formed C. V.
Whitney Pictures Inc., he chose as his
executive producer, Merian C. Cooper
and gave him one basic instruction: “Get
the Best.”
His first move was to purchase a good
story—“The Searchers,” a novel by Alan
Le May. Then he signed Frank Nugent
to write the screen play.
Nugent has
twice won the Screen Writers’ Guild
Award—for “The Quiet Man,” and “Mr.
Roberts.” He
also
scripted
“Fort
Apache” and “She Wore a Yellow Rib¬
bon”—both top-notch productions.
To get the “best” director, Cooper na¬
turally signed his old friend and asso¬
ciate John Ford, and this led inevitably
to John Wayne as the star.
Winton Hoch, A.S.C., has been asso¬
ciated often with all of these men, and
it followed that he was the logical choice
for the man to direct the photography
of “The Searchers.”
Hoch won the
Academy Award for the color photog¬
raphy of “She Wore A Yellow Ribbon,”
which John Ford directed for Merian
Cooper.
So . . . how can they miss?
(Continued on Page 266)
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One Camera...
One Blimp...
For Both 16mm and 35mm Cinematography
• Reflex viewing through taking lens at all times.
• External Follow-focus control.
• External iris control.
• Accommodates 18.5mm through 100mm objectives.
• Quick-change magazines and lenses; retractable camera carriage.
• 110-V single-phase and 220-V 3-phase synchronous motors.
• Lightweight magnesium alloy construction.
• Completely soundproof.

Available For Immediate Delivery

BENJAMIN

BERG

COMPANY

1410 N. VAN NESS AVE. • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. • Hollywood 2-0871

FOR A HAPPY PRESENTATION
The joy of accomplishment is a universal happiness.
Especially in the case of a film which is your creation, born
out of hard work and careful planning.
Because Precision’s staff of specialists adds its own
creative efforts to yours by the use of specially designed
equipment, and by careful handling and intelligent timing —
you might say we are fellow creators, working with you
to bring out all you’ve put into the original.. .Yes,
and maybe more!
So, when you turn those 16mm dreams into
realities, be sure to call upon Precision for the accurate, sound
and exact processing your films deserve.
Remember: Precision is the pace-setter in processing
of all film. No notching of originals —scene to scene
color correction, optical track printing,
all are the very best.. . 35mm service, too!
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FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

Announces
THE

REMOVAL

amera

OF

quipment

ompany

to new, larger and more desirable quarters
at 315 West 43rd Street

•

New York 36, N. Y.

(Our telephone remains the same—JUdson 6-1420)
The consolidation of all our component branches under one roof
marks an important milestone in our 19-year history.
Now general offices, showrooms, sales and rental departments, repair
department, sound and editing equipment departments, lighting department, engineering research
and factory are integrated in a location that is the very heart of
New York’s famed film district .
We hope you will visit us soon and allow us to show you a new concept
in sales, rental and repair service.

These are the advantages of
our new location:
• Heart of film district.
• Ground floor entrance—
no dependence on elevators.
• Larger showroom space.
• Everything accessible from main floor, through
private loading entrance—away from traffic
congestion.
• Expanded technical department for repairs
on all popular professional cameras.
• Larger quarters for the manufacture of motion
picture and TV accessories, and “Professional
Junior”, the world’s foremost tripod.

EVERYTHING
,
PICTURE

►

FOR

MOTION

AND

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

* i

CAMART TV MIKE BOOM ... a port¬
able

model

for

studio

or

location.

Rear handle for directional mike con¬
THE CAMART DUAL READER . . . permits you to edit single

trol,

and

boom arm can

double

system

sound

with

any

silent

picture

viewer.

Hi-fi lip-sync sound. $195.00

internal

wires,

noiseless.

13'

be folded for trans¬

portation in your car. $245.00

CAMART BABY DOLLY . . .
only

a

four-wheel

dolly

will

provide

the

balance

and

stability

required

for

professional production. Ad¬
justable

seat

for

camera¬

man,-

platform

accommo¬

MACO VIEWFINDER . . . formerly

dates

assistant.

$375.00.

Maier-Hancock;

Dolly

professional-type

side viewfinder, with large, bright,
erect

image.

For

Cine

tracks

ARRIFLEX 16mm and 35mm cam¬

available.

eras

in

stock for immediate de¬

livery. Arriflex

Special,

35mm soundproof

Filmo, Bolex and Cine-Voice cam¬

blimp available. 400'

eras. $139.50

in stock. Also used cameras.

REGEL LIGHTS . . . now available
in kit form, Two Model
600
heads, stands, converters WITH
cases, $255.00
Two Model 400
heads, stands, converters WITH
cases, $200.00

ZOOMAR-16 varifocal lens, from
25mm to 75mm; aperture, f/2.8;
coupled viewfinder. Bayonet
mount.
For
Cine
Special,
use
standard
C-mount adapter
for
other 16mm cameras. $600.00

magazines

PRESTOSEAL
electr ic butt-we Id
splicer. No scraping, no brushes,
no
cement.
Perfect alignment,
permanent splices in seconds. For
16mm or 35mm, $547.80. 16mm
or 35mm head, $265.00

CAMART SCOUT TRIPOD PACK¬
AGE includes standard friction
head tripod, baby base, hi-hat.
Value over $ 1 50. Special 3-in -1
combination offer, $125.00

BE SURE TO VISIT US . . .
PROD. NO.
DIRECTOR
CAMERA
SOUND

SMPTE 79th Semi-annual Convention, April

29th

at the Hotel Statler in NYC. We'll be at Booth No.
23 with many of our products.

TAKE

SCENE

10TH

ANNUAL

NATIONAL

PHOTO SHOW

at

the

NEW

YORK

COLISEUM right next door to us. Irving Browning, our president,
also president and founder of
the Society of Cinema Collec¬

DATE
CAMART

tors
SLATE

AND

CLAPSTICK

has space for essential
tion.
$4.75

Still

the best

buy

Historians,

will

ex¬

lection of antique photographic

informa¬
at only

and

hibit some of his private col¬

CAMART CAR TOP CLAMPS.
Heavy construction, easy to
attach. Set of 3, $28.00

camnn

equipment

at

both

of

the

above shows. Don’t miss them!

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23, N. Y. • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameraman

New York s
new Coliseum
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Leading Film Engineer
Joins Capital
Strong Creative Staff
Now Stronger Still As
“Gar” Misener Joins
Capital Film Labs

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION depends most of all on
people. So Capital announces proudly the acquisition
of still another top flight technical expert. Our new
Director of Laboratory Operations is Garland C.
Misener. “Let’s look at the record.”

Ten Years With Ansco
From 1949 through 1955, Misener was Manager of
Professional Motion Picture Services for Ansco Divi¬
sion of General Aniline & Dye Company at Bingham¬
ton, N. Y. Four previous years in charge of Ansco’s
Hollywood technical staff.

Won Academy Award

GARLAND C. MISENER

Misener helped introduce Ansco color, won Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Award for his
contribution to design of color print scene-tester, now
widely used in the industry.

Wartime Sound Specialist
During World War II, Major Misener was in charge
of sound recording at Signal Corps Photographic Cen¬
ter. He is now a Lieutenant Colonel in the Army Re¬
serves. Before the war, he was a Sound Engineer with
Warner Brothers and for five years a physicist with
Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories.

Director of Laboratory Operations

sity Institute of Optics. Now fellow and Governor of
the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
and member Optical Society of America. Photographic
Society of America, Academy of Televison Arts and
Sciences. American Society of Cinematographers,
Armed Forces Communications Association, and Tau
Beta Pi, honorary engineering society.

Schools and Societies
Misener is a Michigan graduate in Engineering
Physics, did post-graduate work in Optics and Tele¬
vision Engineering at Michigan and Rochester Ihiiver-

Capital extends a hearty “welcome aboard” to “Gar.”
His joining with the Nation’s fastest-growing labora¬
tory will result in a still higher level of quality and
service for each and every one of our customers.

YOUR PARTNERS IN PRODUCTION

CAPI TAL

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Ave., N. E.
Washington 2, D. C.

Photographing "The Friendly Persuasion"
Dutch works of art keyed the lighting and photography
of this epic color production of civil war days.
By

ELLSWORTH

H \rp, deep focus in all scenes.

That was William Wyler’s No. 1 specification for the
photography of “‘The Friendly Persuasion.” And I consider¬
ed it a nominal request—unitl I saw the sets! The real chal¬
lenge in this assignment was the interiors. Dark, somber,
and most with low ceilings and windows too small to admit
much light. Conventional set lighting was out of the ques¬
tion. The solution, as I saw it, was to establish a pattern
of stylized lighting for this color production, resorting to
low-contrast illumination throughout for all interiors.
Before actual shooting began, a fortunate thing occurred.
I accompanied Wyler on a location-scouting trip, which
took us through Kentucky, Virginia, and to Washington.

FREDRICKS,

D.C. It was while in the latter city that Wyler and I
chanced to visit the Mellon art gallery and in the special
gallery devoted to the works of old Dutch masters, we found
the answer to our interior photographic problems. There
on one canvas after another were color patterns and lighting
patterns ideally suited to the pictorial treatment of “The
Friendlv Persuasion”—a story of civil war times starring
Garv Cooper and Dorothy Maguire.
When we started shooting, following our return to Holly¬
wood, those Dutch paintings became the key to our pictorial
treatment of all interiors. And to achieve this we called up
all the resources of our many years' of experience as a pho¬
tographer. not to mention all the craftsmanship and skill of

HERE TWO CAMERAS are focused and ready to shoot on an exterior

tography

for Allied

Story

Artists'

“The

Friendly

Persuasion,’’

as

director

of

pho-

A.S.C.

Ellsworth

deals

with

Fredricks,

Quaker

ASC,

family

center,

life

in

takes

Civil

a

War

light
days.

reading.

ONE OF two bedroom sets, deep, with low, slanting ceilings and no

ANOTHER

place for set lamps except on the floor.

head lighting units and made
brunt of the set illumination.

Here, light was “bounced”

from wall to wall and sometimes re-directed by concealed mirrors.

LOW-CEILINGED

interior

which

side

and

precluded
cross

use

lighting

of

over¬

bear

the

EXCEPT for small spots concealed behind the heavy ceiling beams,

POSITION of actors as well as the pattern of action in above and

all lighting here is from the floor.
enhances depth of the scene.

other scenes shown here indicate
essential in the photography.

Note

how

lighting

in

planes

our gaffer and crew. Our chief problem was simply—How
to get adequate light into the sets without making it look
unnatural or ridiculous. You see, most of the interiors had
ceilings which were an essential part of every composition;
so there wasn’t the usual convenience of employing lights
from overhead. Lighting had all to be done from the floor.
And we often had to “bounce’ light in through windows,
against walls—and in one instance I even employed mirrors
concealed on the set to re-direct light from key set lighting
For the most part I used Brutes fitted with special diffusers
on all interiors. These were large 4' by 4' squares of white
Chinese silk mounted on substantial frames. They effected
a fine, diffused quality in the light and at the same time
had only a little effect on light transmission. Thus we were
able to hold down the light intensity on the Brutes, yet
retain a soft, flat quality in the illumination that cut the
sharp peaks from the highlights. This also had the unique

why

sharp,

deep

focus

was

so

effect of increasing our him speed. Normally, every time
we add a highlight—on the hair, shoulders, etc.—it has a
direct effect on the him processing and particularly in the
printing because the highlights are what the laboratories
print for. By holding down on the highlights more detail
in the shadow areas comes through with the result that the
overall scene benefits when low-contrast illumination is
used for color photography.
lo elaborate on this—if the lab disregards the highlights
and prints for the faces and shadow detail, the highlights
will be out of balance for normal, middle-of-the-scale print¬
ing. Therefore, in our effort to get another full stop in film
speed we had to avoid sharp highlights entirely. For one
thing, with the lighting pattern we had established for
this picture, an abundance of highlight simply did not
(Continued on Page 250)
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1955 Academ

Oscars won by Robert Bu

best color photography, i
“The Rose Tattoo,” I

R

and James Wong
Howe, A.S.C.. both Oscar winners for the
first time, carried off the Academy Awards
for best achievement in cinematography for
1955 at the Academy’s presentation ceremon¬
ies in Hollywood last month.
Burks was awarded the coveted Oscar for
his color photography of “To Catch A Thief,’
produced and directed by Raymond Hitch¬
cock for Paramount Pictures Corp. Howe re¬
ceived the award for “The Rose Tattoo,” vot¬
ed best achievement in black-and-white pho¬
tography for the year 1955. “Tattoo” is also
a Paramount production and the award
marks the first time that this studio’s pictures
have garnered both color and black-and-white
photographic awards in one year.
Robert Burks’ award is richly deserved and
is unquestionably popular with his felllow di¬
rectors of photography whose voting in the
preliminary balloting made the production a
candidate for the color cinematography award.
Earlier, in 1953, “Stranger on a Train,”
which he photographed, was also a nominee.
Since Burke began photographing exclu¬
sively for Alfred Hitchcock, his camera work
has taken on a markedly superior luster, as
evidenced by the fact that three of his Hitch¬
cock pictures have received nominations for
photography. In “To Catch a Thief,” Burks
has excelled his earlier accomplishments and
the production throughout shows a mastery of
lighting and camera handling not found in
many productions in these days of high budg¬
ets and tight time schedules.
Burk’s photography is of the school of light
and shade, of fine gradations, rather than that
of the practitioners of painting with colored
light, and he has achieved a new high in his
art with the skillful lighting of the many fine
interiors of “To Catch a Thief.”
Not since “King’s Row” was nominated for
best achievement in photography in 1943 has
James Wong Howe been anywhere near the
winner’s circle at Academy Awards time.
Now, after a wait of more than ten years,
fortune has smiled on him with his first Os¬
car award. Few who have seen his outstand¬
ing work on the screen—“The Rose Tattoo”—
will dispute the Academy’s choice in naming
this production for the best black-and-white
photography for 1955. In these days when
color productions predominate, it takes su¬
perior camera artistry to achieve an outstand¬
ing and praiseworthy job of photography in
black-and-white. In “Tattoo,” Howe demon¬
strates perfection in not merely one aspect of
cinematography, but in every one of the many
obert

FIRST

OSCAR

for

Bob

Burks!

Often

a

nominee

for

his

excellent

camera work, Oscar he holds is his first award for achievement in
cinematography. Academy voted
Catch a Thief,” best for 1955.

his

color

photography

of

“To

AFTER TEN YEARS without a nomination, James Wong Howe finally
hit the jackpot, winning an Oscar for best black-and-white photog¬
raphy for 1955, for “The Rose Tattoo." He also won the 1955 Look
Award for photography of the same picture.
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burrs,

a.s.c.,

\ward Winners
/.S.C., for “To Catch a Thief,”
jmes Wong Howe, AS.C., for
llack-and-white photography.
phases which go to make up a well-photog¬
raphed production. His skillfully lighted in¬
teriors especially demonstrate a mastery of
photographic technique and a technical and
artistic consistency which has always marked
his work. It simply had to pay off sooner or
later with an Oscar!
In all. ten major film productions of 1955
were nominated for cinematography achieve¬
ment awards by the Academy. The eight di¬
rectors of photography who had nominated
pictures in the running have each received
a Nomination Certificate from the Academy,
which in itself is considered something more
than a consolation award. These cinematog¬
raphers and their nominated pictures are:
Arthur E. Ailing, A.S.C.. “I’ll Crv Tomor¬
row,” (B&W).
Russell Harlan. A.S.C.. “The Blackboard
Jungle.” (B&W).
Charles
Lang,
A.S.C..
“Queen
Bee.”
(B&W).
Joseph LaShelle, A.S.C.. “Marty,” ( B&W I.
Harold Lipstein, A.S.C., “A Man Called
Peter,” (Color).
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C., “Love is a Many
Splendored Thing,” (Color).
Harry Stradling, A.S.C.. “Guys and Dolls.”
(Color).
Robert Surtees, A.S.C., “Oklahoma!” (Col¬
or) .
Live other A.S.C. members figured directly
or indirectly in the awards for special effects
or technical and scientific accomplishments.
John Lulton, A.S.C., received an Oscar for
Best Special Photographic Effects in the Perlberg - Seaton - Paramount production, “The
Bridges of Toko-Ri.” The trophy will join two
others previously earned by Lulton for
achievement in special photographic effects.
National Carbon Company was cited by the.
Academy with a Class I Technical Award
(Oscar) for the development and production
of high-efficiency yellow flame carbons for
motion picture photography. The award was
accepted in Hollywood by Charles Handley,
A.S.C.
Eastman Kodak Company was honored
with a Class II Award (plaque) for its
achievement in developing the Eastman Tri-X

JOHN

CHARLES
Oscar

EASTMAN

KODAK
Award

COMPANY
for

the

was

presented

development

of

Company

photography.

Class

II

panchro¬

matic negative film, which was accepted by Emery Huse,
A.S.C. (left). A similar award was made to Farciot Edouart,
A.S.C. (right), Hal Corl, and Paramount Transparency De¬
partment,

for

background

development

projector.

trophy presentations.

of

Actress

double-frame,

triple-head

Claire

made

Trevor

for

the

photographic

A.S.C.,

who

effects,
effects

accepted

National

development of

Carbon
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flame carbon for motion picture color

a

Tri-X
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A.S.C.,

photographic

standing

(Continued on Next Page)
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LOOK

AWARD
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*

JAMES WONG HOWE, A.S.C., last month, was honored with the Look
Achievement Award for cinematography of two pictures;
white

production, "Rose Tattoo,” and

"Picnic,”

which

he

the

black-and-

photographed

*
*

in color. It marked the first time that Look Magazine had cited a cinema¬
tographer for two separate photographic achievements in a single awards
presentation.

Actress

Kim

Novak,

who

starred

in

“Picnic,”

*

presented

Look's award to Howe in ceremonies telecast coast to coast by CBS-TV.

+
*
*
*
*
*
*
WILLIAM SICKNER, A.S.C., was honored with the single Emmy Award

*

bestowed this year by the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences for
best achievement in cinematography of a television film production. Excel¬

*

lence of photography of "Black Friday," a film in the "Medic” series, won
him the award. A director of photography since 1915, Sickner moved from
feature

films

photograph

to TV

"The

film

photography

Whistler"

series.

in

1954

Last year

when
he

was

he

was

made

signed

to

director

of

photography on the “Medic” series.

*
+
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

EMMY

AWARD

*
♦

Panchromatic Film. The award was ac¬
cepted for the company in Hollywood
by Emery Huse, A.S.C.
Farciot Edouart, A.S.C., along with
Hal Corl representing the Paramount
Studio Transparency Department were
awarded a Class II plaque for engineer¬
ing and developing a double-frame,
triple-head background projector. The
pair were called to the stage a second
time the same evening to receive a Class
III Honorable Mention award for the
development of an improved dual stereoptican background projector.
Another Paramount notable, Loren L.
Ryder, A.S.C., along with Charles West
and Henry Fraker, were also honored
with a Class III Honorable Mention
award for their achievement in develop¬
ing a Projection Film Index to estab¬
lish proper framing for various aspect
ratios.
Other major awards presented by the
Academy last month are:
Best, picture: “Marty’’ (Hecht-Lancaster. United Artists).
Best actor: Ernest Borgnine for "Mar¬
ty” (Hecht-Lancaster, UA).
Best actress: Anna Magnani for “The.
Rose Tattoo” (Hal Wallis-Paramount).
Best actress in supporting role: Jo
Van Fleet for “East of Eden” (Warner
Bros.).
Best actor in supporting role: Jack
Lemmon for “Mr. Roberts” (Orange
Productions. Warner Bros.).
Best Director: Delbert Mann for
“Marty” (Hecht-Lancaster, Paramount).
Best documentary feature: Helen Kel¬
ler in “Her Story,” produced by Nancy
Hamilton.
Best documentary short: “Men Against
the Arctic” (Walt Disney).
Best one reel short: “Survival City,”
produced by Edmund Reek (20th Cen-.
tury-Fox).
Best two-reel short : “The Face of Lin¬
coln,” University of Southern Califor¬
nia, Wilbur T. Blume, producer.
Best
screenplay:
(Regardless
of.
whether developed from published ma¬
terial or unpublished story)
Paddy
Chayefsky for ‘‘Marty” (Hecht-Lancas¬
ter. UA).
Best story: (Covering only original,
unpublished stories written for the
screen) Donald Fuchs for “Love Me or
Leave Me” (MGM).
Best Screenplay: (For writers who
have developed own original stories into
screenplay) (Sonya Levein and William
Ludwig
for
“Interrupted
Melody”
(MGM).
Best cartoon: “Speedy Gonzales,” by
Edward Selzer (Warner Bros.).
Best Song: “Love is a Many Splendored Thing” from picture of that name
written by Sammy Fain and Paul Fran¬
cis Webster (20th Century-Fox).
(Continued on Page 264)

What Is The Academy?
There’s more to the Academy of Mo¬
tion

Picture

Arts

&

Sciences

than

the annual Oscar awards. One of the
oldest organizations serving the in¬
dustry,

GEORGE SEATON, president of the Academy of Motion
Arts

and

sentation

B

Sciences,
is

Hollywood.

His

Picture

first Academy Awards

lauded as the most successful

Pre¬

yet.

facade of the Academy Award statuette
known as Oscar is a great story — a story of the most
renowned organization associated with the motion picture
industry, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Annually in March, the Academy’s functions and its
Awards presentations come into sharp focus, command
international attention. Yet, outside the industry little is
known concerning the Academy’s many other activities. The
annual Oscar awards continue to grow in national and
international importance and people the world over are
learning of the Academy’s cultural interests, its select mem¬
bership. and its established prestige which contribute to
the maintenance of a dignified educational forum not found
in any other organization in Hollywood.
The Academy was founded in May, 1927, in Hollywood
with thirty-six charter members, which included production
executives and cinema luminaries of the time. Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr., was elected the first president. Chief aim of
the organization was the determination to raise the stand¬
ards of motion picture productions educationally, culturally
and scientifically. To give impetus to this determination.
ehind

the

EXECUTIVE
assistant

DIRECTOR of the Academy,

Sam

E.

Brown.

Under

their

Margaret
able

Herrick,

management

its operations benefit many.

the Academy Awards were established to encourage greater
achievement among those responsible for the production of
motion pictures. It was a most significant step. Today, no
one will deny the importance of the Awards as incentive
for producers, writers, directors, actors, cameramen and
other technicians to strive for the ultimate in their respec¬
tive fields.
In the years since its inception this non-subsidized hut
wholly integrated organ of the motion picture industry has
grown to embrace the fourteen principal branches of film
making. Through these branches 1,710 active motion pic¬
ture members have been gathered from the actors, art di¬
rectors, cinematographers, directors, executives, film edi¬
tors, music, production, public relations, sound, short sub¬
jects and writers’ fields. Other branches are associates and
members-at-large. Eligibility is based on the individual’s
merits as a recognized craftsman in the branch in which he
is engaged.
While the annual Awards presentation is the most famous
of Academy activities, the Academy serves the motion picture
(Continued on Page 252)

and
the

Academy over the years has become one of the most valuable
assets of the Motion Picture Industry.
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ON LOCATION in New Guinea for the French-Australian production,

shoot scenes of a

“Walk Into Paradise.”

Kayser’s left is director Lee

Using a Mitchell 35mm camera, director of

photography Carl Kayser (seated) and his camera crew prepare to

hazardous river crossing
Robinson.

sequence.

Standing at

Two versions of story were

filmed—one in English and one French.

Assignment In New Guinea
“Walk Into Paradise” filmed in untamed wilderness of the
South Pacific. More than 12,000 colored natives partici¬
pated, both as extras and members of the production crew.

By

CARL

D

that Australia is credited with having
produced the first full-length feature film—“The Kelly
Gang.” made in 1905—the film industry of this vast coun¬
try that is nearly as large as the U.S.A. but with a population
of only 9,000,000 people is still in its infancy.
In the last 50 years, less than 250 films have been made
and the industry has only been kept in existence by an occa¬
sional film. In recent years, 20th Century-Fox made “Kan¬
garoo." Ealing Studios of London completed a short pro¬
duction program and. quite recently, American independents
Joe Kaufman and Byron Haskin made “Long John Silver"
here.

This absence of continuity of production, coupled with
the great lack of financial support from the public and the
Government, has made activity in the Australian film indus¬
try a spasmodic affair. However, a few years ago, the first
decisive steps to establish a concrete production plan were
undertaken by a new company. Southern International Films,
which was formed by well-known actor-producer. Chips Raf¬
ferty and director Lee Robinson.
Deciding that the major asset of the country was the
unique locations of the South Pacific area, the company
concentrated on feature stories set against colorful authentic
backgrounds.

espite the fact
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Their first film, “The Phantom Stockman" was made in
the desolate regions of Central Australia. Their second,
“King of the Coral Sea,” was produced in the pearling re¬
gions of Thursday Island and the Torres Straits.
With their third venture came a production tie-up which
further increased their activities. Paul Edmond Decharme,
the well-known French Producer, joined with them in a longrange plan to produce French and English films in the South
Pacific.
The first production under this joint harnessing of French
and Australian actors, technicians and equipment was “Walk
Into Paradise,” an adventure story set in the wilds of New
Guinea where no feature film had ever previously been at¬
tempted.
The film, shot in Eastman Color for the wide screen, stars
Australians Chips Rafferty and Reg Eye together with
French romantic leads Francoise Christophe and Pierre Cressoy.
The French crew consisted of a French dialogue director
and a makeup artist; the rest of the technicians were Aus¬

tralian. Processing, editing, musical score and re-recording
was to he done in France.
The story, based on actual events taken from the records
of the Administrataion files, tells of a hazardous patrol com¬
prising patrol office, French woman doctor, prospector and
crocodile hunter.
To insure authenticity, the film was shot in the actual lo¬
cations among the wilderness and savage tribes of the in¬
terior of New Guinea.
Because of the remoteness of the majority of locations,
which were in areas completely devoid of roads, crew and
equipment had to be flown in by DC3 and smaller aircraft,
which in many instances used tiny and remote airstrips left
over from the last war. Supplies and equipment were also
delivered by special parachute airdrops.
For the first location in the Eastern Highlands, a special
village was built by the natives for the unit, and this camp
affectionately referred to as “Hollywood" by local inhabi¬
tants, was an object of much admiration by the townspeople
(Continued on Page 256)

HAZARDOUS SHOOTING in one of the tiny barrats or canals which

WITH THE Mitchell camera mounted on a high parallel, the camera

form the tributaries of the mighty Sepik river in New Guinea.

The

crew prepares to shoot scenes for the spectacuar airstrip sequence

forty-foot dugout canoes are paddled by native women who manipu¬

for ‘‘Walk Into Paradise,” in which more than 12,000 gayly deco¬

late them skillfully through the crocodile-infested waters.

rated natives flatten the 12-foot high kunai grass.

CAMERAS, FILM, and other photographic and grip equipment were

DIRECTOR

transported

camera

Eastern

by native carriers recruited from the Bena tribe of the

Highlands

of

New

Guinea.

Here

they

carry

some

equipment across a treacherous tributary of the Sepik river.

of the

Lee

Robinson

mounted

on

a

and

quickly

cameraman

Carl

improvised raft,

Kayser,
make an

with

the

effective

traveling shot of a casualty being transporetd down river in a native
laktois or dugout canoe.—Photos by Alton L. Fraser, Sydney, NSW.
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for to carry you away...
Music and Movies go together. Audiences are
carried away by melody and action when the
picture— black and white or bright with color — is
made with all the “savvy” of today’s newest technics in production, processing and projection. These
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y

technics the Eastman Technical Service, working
hand-in-hand with the industry, has helped to de¬
velop. Inquiries invited.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 2, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

New Accessories Extend
Range Of

16mm

Arriflex

New 400-foot magazine, synchronous
motor,
new

and
fields

versatile

THE SYNCHRONOUS motor, shown here detached from camera, is
furnished with its own 110-volt, 60-cycle AC power supply.

animation
of

motor

operation

portable

16mm

for

open
this

camera.

t

f

V

ersatility of the

ANIMATION MOTOR features V4 -second exposure
single-frame or continuous shooting at 60 f.p.m.

for

either

400-FOOT film magazine for Arriflex 16, shown
torque booster motor (lower, right) detached.
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16mm Arriflex camera has been
broadened by three new accessories certain to find in¬
terest among owners of this camera who use it for either
studio or location production. Last month, Kling Photo
Corp., exclusive importers of Arriflex cameras, introduced a
new 400-foot film magazine, a synchronous motor, and an
animation motor for the 16mm Arriflex.
The magazine is primarily designed for 400-ft. 16mm
single or double perforated film on plastic cores (darkroom
loads), but by removing the core adapters it will also ac¬
cept 200-ft. of film on daylight loading spools and a cor¬
responding 200-ft. take-up spool.
The magazine is of the single compartment displacement
type in order to make it as light and compact as possible.
By using the Arri shoulder-pod, the Arriflex 16 can still
be hand held with the larger 400-ft. magazine attached.
There is no need to connect belts, adjust friction or wor¬
ry about clutches with the Arriflex 16 magazine. An auxil¬
iary take-up motor attaches to the magazine, and when the
complete unit is placed on the camera, it is automatically
connected to its electrical system and is controlled by the
camera switch. Only one auxiliary take-up motor is needed
for each camera, irrespective of the number of magazines
acquired.
The detachable torque motor drives the take-up through
a gear transmission with the correct tension regardless of
the amount of film on the take-up spindle. The motor oper¬
ates on 6-8 volts DC, and obtains its energy from the power
supply used to operate the camera. It is equipped with a
forward-reverse switch, corresponding to the forward-reverse feature of the Arriflex camera. Each magazine has a
footage counter, and is numbered for easy identification.
The synchronous motor for driving the camera is easily
interchangeable with the variable speed motor, supplied as
standard equipment with the Arriflex. Unusally light and
compact, the synchronous motor can be used on the camera
for hand-held shooting.
j
The motor is furnished with its own 110-volt, 60 cycle
AC power supply. Output to the camera motor is 42 volts,
60 cycles AC and to the torque motor on the magazine -,
(when used) 8 volts DC.
The animation motor features *4 second exposures for
either single frame or continuous shooting at 60 frames per
minute. A built-on frame counter registers up to 4 digits.
The Animation motor can be used manually, with a foot
switch, relay, or an intervalometer. The unit operates on
(Continued on Page 255)
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C. V. WHITNEY

FORMED C. V. WHITNEY
PICTURES, INC. FOR

THE PURPOSE OF
MAKING FINE
C. V. WHITNEY

PICTURES.
HE CHOSE AS HIS
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER,
MERIAN C. COOPER,

AND GAVE HIM
ONE BASIC
INSTRUCTION:
"GET THE BEST."

LLOWING PAGES TELL
THE BOOK AND THE PEOPLE,

MERIAN C. COOPER, ACADEMY
AWARD WINNER "FOR HIS MANY
INNOVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE ART OF MOTION PICTURES/'
ASSEMBLED WITH MR. WHITNEY FOR
THE FIRST C. V. WHITNEY PICTURES, INC.
PRODUCTION.

MERIAN C. COOPER

THE FIRST MOVE WAS TO PURCHASE A STORY
BY A GIFTED WRITER.
IT WAS . . .

sima,

POST

Harper's Sp
Edition

TheSearche

WE ENGAGED FRANK NUGENT, TWICE SCREEN WRITERS GUILD
AWARD WINNER FOR "THE QUIET MAN" AND "MR. ROBERTS"
TO WRITE THE SCREENPLAY. NUGENT HAD GREAT
SUCCESS WITH JOHN FORD AND MERIAN COOPER IN
WRITING FOR THEM "FORT APACHE" AND "SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBOI
AS WELL AS "THE QUIET MAN."

WHITNEY
AND COOPER SIGNED
THE ONLY FOUR-TIME
ACADEMY AWARD WINNING
DIRECTOR, JOHN FORD,
TO DIRECT
"THE SEARCHERS."

JOHN FORD

is-

THE CO-STARRING CAST WAS SIGNED NEXT . . .

With John Qualen, Olive Carey, Henry Brandon, Ken Curtis, Harry Carey, Jr., Antonio Moreno, Hank
Worden, Lana Wood, Walter Coy, Dorothy Jordan, Pippa Scott, Pat Wayne, Beulah Archuletta.

PATRICK FORD, WIDELY EXPERIENCED
IN MAKING MOTION PICTURES
IN FAR PLACES OF THE
WORLD, AS WELL AS
HOLLYWOOD, WE ASSIGNED AS
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER.

Ho 1
i/t

jfl
1 - MM
BO.

WINTON HOCH, THREE-TIME
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY,
TO PHOTOGRAPH
"THE SEARCHERS"
FOR C. V. WHITNEY PICTURES, INC

FOR THE MUSIC WE ENGAGED

MAX STEINER, THREE-TIME
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER,
27 TIMES NOMINATED ...

and

to write the song, “THE SEARCHERS,"
Stan ("Ghost Riders In The Sky") Jones.

FILMED ALL OVER THE WEST
IN THE MAGIC OF

vistaVisioh
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR . . .

Ajrmmtm
DEVELOPED INTO ONE OF
THE GREAT MOTION
PICTURES OF AMERICA
When MR. JACK L. WARNER saw "THE SEARCHERS"
AAD

U/UITKICV.

C. V. WHITNEY
PICTURES, INC.
•y-'

1 256 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles
California
THEN PLACED BY

C. V. WHITNEY PICTURES, INC.
IN THE CAPABLE HANDS OF

WARNER BROS. FOR WORLD WIDE
PRESENTATION.

Printed in U.S.A.
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BLACK-AND-WHITE

COLOR

"THE ROSE TATTOO

A.S.C.

TO CATCH A THIEF'

IN

IN

VistaVision

VistaVision

JOHH FULTON, A.U.
FOR
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FOR
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Our Warmest Congratulations
TO THE WINNERS

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT T. KALMUS, President and General Manager
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ACHIEVEMENT IN CINEMATOGRAPHY

, A.S.C.
Who Photo

“To Catch a Thief”
i

'i

t-

and

JAMES WONG HOWE, uc
Who Photographed “The Rose Tattoo”

DIRECTORS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Who Also Were

^yMl:

NOMINATED
for

CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARDS
ARTHUR E. ARUNG, A.S.C.

HAROLD LIPSTEIN, A.S.C.

“I’ll Cry Tomorrow”

“A Man Called Peter”

RUSSELL HARLAN, A.S.C.

LEON SHAMROY, A.S.C.

“Blackboard Jungle”

‘Love Is A Many Splendored Thing”

CHARLES LANG, A.S.C.

HARRY STRADLING, A.S.C.

“Queen Bee”

“Guys and Dolls”

JOSEPH LaSHELLE, A.S.C.

ROBERT SURTEES, A.S.C.

“Marty”

“Oklahoma!”
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Development and Production of a High
Efficiency Yellow Flame Carbon for
Motion Picture Color Photography

NATIONAL CARBON CO
NEW YORK,
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Cashing In On
16mm Filming
How one serious 16mm movie maker,
who booked one of his early films
on TV, went on from there to make
movies for money.
By

“THE VANISHING EL,’’ documentary made by author about Man¬
hattan’s
audiences.
final

last

elevated

railway,

has

been

televised

to

152

Here he has returned to scene to shoot sequence of

demolition

of

the

“El.”—Valdis

Berzins

photo.

I

was in JULY 1949. over Cleveland’s WNBK, that the
hinting efforts of this writer first went out to a TV au¬
dience. Since then, my hints have been televised more
than a thousand times over 95% of America’s VHF sta¬
tions, in addition to UHF and Canadian outlets.
“How do you break into the held?” almost every new
acquaintance who owns a 16mnt camera asks anxiously. To
which I always feel like saying, “Love will find a way.”
then back down because it sounds foolish. It’s not, though.
Nothing could be truer. For if you don’t love movie mak¬
ing passionately, you’re just not going to spend the hours
required to produce a him with sufficient substance to make
someone who doesn't know you from Adam want to spend
his time and his money promoting it for you.
I write here with the assumption that most readers, am¬
bitious to break the professional barrier through TV, stand
equipped with little more than a 16mm camera, a tripod, a
few accessories, and insufficient capital to engage services of
assistants. That’s all right. Three-quarters of my films are
“one-man productions” made with modest equipment. But,
when you do almost everything yourself it’s a long, long
trail o winding from the time the creative cogs in your
brain start turning, to the day you sit outside a him labort

SHOOTING a scene for author’s

16mm

documentary,

“Para¬

dise Ditch,” saga of an abandoned Pennsylvania canal whose
rotting barges are shown

240

in foreground.—Fred
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atory’s delivery room door awaiting the first sound print
of your brain-child. Five-hundred hours, maybe. And I’m
speaking of nothing more than a 13-to-14 minute short of
the travel-documentary variety. If you love movie-making
that much, there is an even chance some distributor might
like your him enough to put it on the market.
Of course, the type of subject is the biggest factor in pro¬
duction time. And subjects that require the most time are
not always the most rewarding, financially. One of my mostoften televised pictures was completed in 48 hours. It’s a
wrestling short called, “Lipstick and Dynamite,” featuring
Mildred Burk, long-time champ of women wrestlers, and
Mae Weston. I co-produced this one with Jack Pokress of
New York, who knew the contenders. We shot from ringside
and the balcony on hght night in Newark, exposing a mere
300 feet, since this footage was to be part of an “epic” con¬
trasting the hght ring with the wedding ring side of a lady
wrestler’s life. But. appearance schedules took the girls away
from this coast before we got around to doing the gentler
side. There’d he a wait of several months.

Our distributor, Mr. Saul Turell of Sterling Films in New
York, advised us to point up the footage we had and market
it right away. But, I balked at having my name attached
to anything as ordinary as straight TV wrestling fare. With
the promise of putting out the complete version later and
the fact I had made an extraordinary trick ending for the
picture the night of the fight, I relented. By fading out
(camera on tripod) while the referee held Mildred’s win¬
ning hand in the air, and having the pair strike the same
pose in the same spot, after the champ had donned her
dress (I’d traced their feet on the ring canvas before they
left) I was able, by winding back and fading in with cam¬
era still on tripod and unmoved, to make a dissolve that
causes Mildred to become fully dressed in the ring, without
putting down her hand! While thousands cheer, the com¬
mentator remarks, “Yes, indeed! It’s a fast-changing world
we live in. Man, move over!’’ Finis.
Two-hundred-and-eighty feet of the 300 feet we had shot
that night were usable. A record! On another night Jack
went hack and made 50 feet of auidence reaction cut-aways.
I spent a day juggling scenes to build up tempo and insure
a smash finish. Another couple of days were spent writing
nonsense for the narrator. The burlesque was made complete
at the recording studio, by adding a background of clas¬
sical music, topped with Listz’s Second Flungarian Rhap¬
sody. And we had a new picture in the can!
Another subject, which I started to film twenty-five years
ago, has just received its sound track. (Hollywood, please
note: Shooting time, twenty-five years; running time, thir¬
teen minutes. It’s a documentary about the Lehigh and
Delaware canals of Pennsylvania where, after 100 years,
commercial navigation ceased because the barge-towing
mule couldn't keep pace with the iron horse. Those historic
last days of navigation in 1931 are shown in contrast with
the canal’s present status as an enchanting 60-mile-long
state park. Much water has gone over its dams in the years
between. There were floods that wrecked parts of the canal.
And there were people who wanted to fill it in for a super¬
highway. Litigation ensued. All part of the film I call “Para¬
dise Ditch.”
So there you have the long and short of it; the ridicu¬
lous and the sublime. But, I'd say most of my films average
nearly 500 hours each to write, shoot, edit, and follow
through.
They’re documentaries that most any patient 16mm cam¬
eraman could shoot. However, I’ve livened them up by
“starring” a central, dominant object in each, which “bor¬
rows” the narrator’s voice to tell its side of the story.
In “The Vanishing El,” a documentary I made about
Manhattan’s last elevated railway, one of the old cars real¬
izing its days are numbered, reminisces while “personally”
conducting the audience on a nostalgic tour over its twentymile route. In fact, according to the report of plays which
I receive from my distributor every third month (complete
with royalty check), the old El car has taken 152 separate
TV audiences down its tracks since the initial run on
WCBS, New York, June 26, 1950. It has played return en¬
gagements there three times since. It also played WJZ four
times, and WNBT four times. Total among all New York
City stations: 16 plays. A lot of credit goes to Carl King
who permitted the El Car to use his engaging voice.
A Fifth Avenue double-decker bus, just before doubledeckers disappeared from New York, played a similar role.

“LIPSTICK AND DYNAMITE,” novelty short about lady wrestlers,
was

made

in

48

hours,

is

author’s

most

frequently

televised

film production.

“DING-DING HEAVEN,” created and filmed by author, relates what retire¬
ment

is

like

for an

old-time trolley

car operating

in

an

eastern

railway

museum.—Bob Presby Photo.

(Continued on Page 262)
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ditions processed film by means of warm, dry air, which is dehumidified,

ENCLOSED,

installed

Byron,
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ing tanks. Film is constantly submerged while in developer.
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dust-proof

dry
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Byron Opens New Negative-positive Processing Lab
Modern color film processing laboratory features
Arri developing and printing equipment.

C

more
than a year’s
planning, installation and testing is
the Arri 16mm/35mm color and devel¬
oping equipment now in full operation
in the laboratories of Byron, Inc., Wash¬
ington, D. C. Said to be the first instal¬
lation of its kind in the United States,
the new equipment extends the range
of Byron’s well-known “Color-Correct”
processing to include the new negative¬
positive color films.
Arnold & Richter, of Munich, Ger¬
many, well-known throughout the world
for their Arriflex cameras as well as
other film production equipment, made
the color processing machine for Byron
according to the latter’s specifications
which included many new and exclusive
features.
In a setting white and immaculate as
a modern surgery room, Byron is now
processing 35mm and 16mm color film
on this unique equipment for which a
separate building adjoining Byron’s
ulminating
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main plant was remodeled.
Because quality control is the essence
of Byron negative-positive Color-Correct
process, constant quantitative analyses
of all chemical solutions are made. Each
mix is checked before being pumped in¬
to replenishment tanks, and each solu¬
tion within the processing machine is
checked periodically during the day.
To insure uniformity, all chemicals
are carefully weighed and clearly iden¬
tified before going to the mixing room.
There, rubber-gloved technicians stand¬
ing on water-resistant cypress walkways,
operate a long row of custom-built Alsop
stainless steel mixing tanks which fea¬
ture two propellor mixers. A flip of a
switch sets the propellors in motion mix¬
ing chemicals with water at 70° F.
Another flip of the switch and the mixed
solution is pumped across the room to
overhead replenishment tanks. Here ac¬
curacy of measurement is assured by a
synchronous clock on the main control

April,

1956

panel which regulates the replenishment
rate. At a precise interval exactly one
liter of solution flows from the tank to
the machine. A unique feature is the
floating stainless steel lids fitted to the
replenishment tanks which prevent oxi¬
dation of solutions.
Refinement of processing solutions is a
completely automatic and thorough pro¬
cess. Through an integrated recircula¬
tion system, dirt and products of oxida¬
tion are removed, and the solutions al¬
ternately heated and cooled to hold the
temperature within plus or minus ^8
of a degree F.
One of the cardinal points in the spec¬
ifications submitted to the Arri com¬
pany by Byron is that the processing
machine keep the film constantly sub¬
merged while in the developer solution,
to keep oxidation of developer to a min¬
imum.
Control of water temperature for
rinses and washes is maintained in the

CONSTANT

CHECKS

are

made

to

insure

maintenance

of

the

high

standards set by Byron for the Color-Correct process. Here sensitometric
strips are exposed hourly, processed, then read on a densitometer.

MASTER CONTROL panel in background enables lab engineer to
maintain

summer by mixing tap water with cold
water supplied by a special chilling ap¬
paratus, which also provides cold water
for the heat changers in the baths. In
winter, hot water from two large gas
heaters is mixed with tap water to pro¬
vide wash water of correct temperature.
The processing tanks are of glistening
white polyvinyl-chloride. Air squeeges
are used before and after each bath to
eliminate contamination of solutions.
Vacuum squeegees remove all surface
water before film enters dry cabinet
and before it reaches the sound stripe
applicator. Heated air is forced through
the dry cabinet to dry the film, then it
goes through a process of dehumidifica¬
tion, and is then reheated and recircu¬
lated through the tightly-closed cabinet
which also features a unique static-elim¬
inator.
A master control panel enables the
laboratory engineer to keep an “electri¬
cal , finger' on the pulse of the whole
processing operation. Constant checks
are made to assure maintenance of the
high standards which Byron has set for
its Color-Correct process. Photographic
sensitometric strips are exposed hourly,
then processed and read on a Westrex
color densitometer and plotted and
checked against rigid standards.
The final step, of course, is the print¬
ing. Here the latest type Arri printer is
employed. It incorporates an automatic
(Continued on Page 263)
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AUTHOR’S arrangement of tape recorder and dual turntable used
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Sound Tracks For Home Movies
Simple technique for recording sound on tape for
synchronous playback with films, using the coinci¬
dent sound system described last month.
By

JAMES

,

Technical Staff

T

of the Coincident
(synchronized) sound system for
home movies has opened the field of
sound to all who are seriously interested
in the production of entertaining home
movies. The new recruit graduating from
the “silent" to the “sound" group may
be somewhat bewildered by the great
possibilities now presenting themselves,
and, without previous experience, may
be at a loss as to just where to start.
The auxiliary equipment for setting
up a sound track should include a tim¬
ing device, dual turntables (preferably
capable of operating at three speeds),
cue strips for use in scoring the phono¬
graph records, a microphone, an am¬
plifier system having three inputs with
provision for dissolving any one input
into any other input or for mixing any
he
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two, and a pair of ear phones.
The timing device most suited for this
purpose is a stop watch with a second
hand which makes one complete revolu¬
tion in 60 seconds, and having a minute
hand capable of indicating up to 15
minutes of elapsed time. An electric
clock having a sweep second hand can
he used, hut will be far less convenient.
The dual turntables should be of good
quality and equipped with individual
switches for starting and stopping each
turntable. The pickup arms should be
equipped with a pointer capable of pro¬
viding an indication of register between
the position of the head and a mark on
the cue strip. (See illustration.)
The cue strips illustrated here are cut
from five by eight inch index card
stock, are y2 inch wide lengthwise of
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the card, and holes are punched in one
end to fit over the spindle of the turn¬
table.
The amplifier may be a relatively
simple preamplifier with provisions for
mixing or dissolving three inputs. The
output need not be at a very high level,
since it feeds into the low level input
of the tape recorder. It should have an
output jack for connection to ear phones
for monitoring purposes.
Most home film libraries are built up
on a more or less “catch as catch can"
basis, consisting of films made on va¬
cation trips, etc., and of various ran¬
dom subjects. Regardless of any pre¬
filming preparations or lack thereof, the
film story is often changed to match the
exposed footage, and the final story may
(Continued on Page 258)
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Aspherics Promise Faster Cine Lenses
Aspheric lens elements are lenses of non-round
shapes. Their non-spherical form allows them to
reshape light rays which are normally distorted
as they pass through a spherical lens system.

A

national
financial and
business publication back in 1953
said that the next aim of optics was the
efficient production of aspheric lenses.
It went on to explain that up to then
lens designers spent much of their time
correcting aberrations caused by the
use of spheric surfaces—the only kind
the industry could grind with reason¬
able efficiency. They concluded that if
technology could devise practical meth¬
ods for turning out aspherics, lens de¬
signers could revolutionize optics and
successfully meet foreign competition
built on low wage scales.
When this was written aspherics was
still a dream.
Optical science had
searched incessantly for the means to
faster speeds in lenses. Today, a quiet
upheaval is taking place in the optical
industry. After centuries of gradually
leading

improving the quality and performance
of optical systems, the industry now
finds itself able to advance the art and
science of optical design and optical
manufacturing at a rate undreamed of
a few decades ago. The acceleration in
the progress of optical design has been
due primarily to the development of
high speed electronic calculating ma¬
chines. Using one of these machines, an
optical designer today can accomplish
in a few weeks what formerly would
have occupied his efforts over a period
of years. This rapid improvement in
the theoretical design of new optics is
not the complete story; new designs are
significant only when they can be trans¬
lated into actual optical systems by
manufacturing. The recently acquired
speed of the designer has presented a
challenge to the optical manufacturer,

because the designer can now compute
with comparative ease several types of
optics which can improve his designs
but whose manufacture has long been
considered difficult or impossible. This
is the background which emphasizes the
importance of one of the newest de¬
velopments in the optical industry, the
production in quantity and at moderate
cost of high quality aspheric lenses.
Just what is an aspheric lens? In
order to understand the meaning of the
aspheric lens, one must first realize that
almost all of the lenses used in cameras,
binoculars, and other optical systems
are composed of one or more elements
whose surfaces are spherical in contour.
That is, each surface has the shape of a
part of a ball of a given size. For ex¬
ample, if one had a sponge-rubber ball
of 2-inch diameter and sliced a small

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF ASPHERICS
When light passes through a conventional spherical lens,
rays do not meet at common focal point but spread
either side of the film area with loss of definition.

Point
Side view
of image
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formed

By adding spheric lens elements to a system the lens designer reduces

A
Side view
of imoge

lens aberrations which results in sharper images, but with

^

a sacrifice in lens speed.
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Using aspheric lens elements the lens designer reshapes
distorted light paths which produces sharp images
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Side view

with perfect resolution at ultra-high speeds.
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part off with a straight cut of a knife,
the small piece cut off would have the
shape of one type of lens. This “lens”
would be “piano” or flat on one side,
and the other side would be a section of
a sphere of 2 inch diameter. Spherical
and piano lens surfaces have been used
almost exclusively until very recently
because they were much more easily
made than any other types of surfaces.
In fact, the usual methods for grinding
and polishing lenses tend to produce
spherical or piano surfaces automati¬
cally.
An aspheric lens, strictly speaking, is
a lens that has a surface which is
neither spherical nor piano. The sur¬
face can be a paraboloid, toroid, cylin¬
der, or some other shape that can only
be described by a mathematical equa¬
tion. (It is in this sense the word “as¬
pheric” is used in this article. How¬
ever, among workers in the field of op¬
tics the word “aspheric” is becoming
limited to only those non-spherical sur¬
faces that possess a single axis of sym¬
metry and are specified by a general
mathematical equation.)
Precision aspheric surfaces cannot
be produced by the almost automatic
process used to make spherical or piano
surfaces. Their manufacture has in¬
volved highly precise generating devices
and extremely patient work by highly
skilled opticians. It is, therefore, of lit¬
tle wonder that high quality aspheric
surfaces have had little application in
the past.
This is not to say that aspheric sur¬
faces have not had application. It is in¬
teresting to note that they have been
used both for extremely precise optical
systems where cost is not considered,
and for optical systems where the qual¬
ity does not need to be high. An exam¬
ple of the use of aspherics of ultra-high
quality is the astronomer’s telescope.
The surfaces of its lenses or mirrors are
polished to fantastic accuracy. Only ex¬
pert optical workers are competent to
perform this operation and the cost and
time prohibit such techniques from
large quantity production. On the other
hand, aspherics of low quality lend
themselves easily to high quantity pro¬
duction methods such as molding or
felt polishing. They have been used for
condensers in still and movie projection
systems, searchlight lenses, automobile
headlights, magnifiers, and spectacle
lenses. For photographic lenses, where
relatively high quality aspherics are
needed at a reasonable cost, aspherics
have seldom been considered in the past.
But why is an aspheric lens so desir¬
able? It is because an aspheric surface
is capable of refracting light in a man¬
ner not possible with a single spherical
surface. The lens designer has a num¬
ber of aberrations which he must bring
within tolerance. A single aspheric sur- |
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face is capable of introducing controlled
amounts of spherical aberration, astigatism, and distortion; these aberrations
are used to compensate the aberrations
of the rest of the lens system. This con¬
trol is achieved by putting varying
amounts of power in different zones on
the surface of the aspheric. Spherical
surfaces have uniform surface power
and only the radius of curvature can be
specified. Although the use of an as¬
pheric does not automatically reduce all
the aberrations to zero, it is a powerful
tool with which to improve the perform¬
ance of an optical system.
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At the close of World War II, Mr.
Roger Hayward of Mt. Wilson Observa¬
tory patented a process for polishing
aspheric surfaces with a new type of
flexible polisher. Before this time, flex¬
ible polishing had produced only mod¬
erate quality surfaces. By combining
the advantages of flexible polishers and
rigid polishers, Hayward succeeded in
producing aspherics of extremely high
quality. His method does not require
the optician to perform the tedious and
time consuming hand corrections that
had been previously necessary. The
most severe limitation of his polishing
technique was that it had to start with
a fine - ground aspheric surface of
greater accuracy than was usually ob¬
tainable.

Dolly folds quickly into a single compact, easyto-carry
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This difficulty was solved by Dr. A. B.
Meinel, a brilliant young astronomer at
the Yerkes Observatory. He developed
a method for fine-grinding with accu¬
rately made grinding tools that could be
machined to any desired contour. Dr.
Meinel used the combination of his
grinding methods and Hayward’s polish¬
ing methods to make aspheric surfaces
of excellent quality for his research in
astronomy. The only question that re¬
mained was the practicality of these
methods for commercial production of
aspherics.
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The optical industry today has started
to prove that these methods can be
used to produce high quality aspherics
in commercial quantities. Several com¬
panies use Hayward’s polishing tech¬
niques in making optical systems for the
Air Force. The Perkin-Elmer Corpora¬
tion uses both the Meinel and Hayward
methods to produce a variety of as-
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pherics for both military and commer¬
cial use.
The outlook for photographic lenses
is encouraging. It is safe to assume that
before long the cost of making high
quality aspheric lenses will permit their
extensive use in amateur and profes¬
sional photographic lenses. In fact, the
Elgeet Optical Company has just an¬
nounced the first of a series of ultrahigh-speed photographic lenses incor¬
porating aspheric elements.
Coincidentally, the Elgeet aspheric
contribution comes on the firm’s tenth
anniversary. Its interest in aspherics be¬
gan a few years back when it seemed
certain that means had been found to
produce superspeed films. The industry
began at once to crane its neck for lens
speeds to match the advanced film
speeds. And once again the lens mak¬
er’s dilemma became apparent. Speed
could be had only at the sacrifice of
clarity.
While the industry girded itself for a
war of f/stops, Elgeet set its .sights for
a lens of far-reaching possibilities, a
lens that would some day reach optical
optimum. The Elgeet Golden Navitar,
12mm f/1.2 Wide Angle Lens for 16mm movie cameras, is a 9-element lens,
aspheric plus high index rare-earth ele¬
ments. It offers cine cameraists the first
aspheric movie lens and the world's
fastest wide angle lens. It is 66% faster
than an f/1.5 lens, covers 4% times the
area of a normal one-inch lens and de¬
livers needle-sharp images over a 60°
angular field.
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belong in our pictorial compositions.
We injected luster and light into the
sets hy projecting soft, diffused light
from low angles, as through windows
and doors; and while this light was full
and rich it wasn't hard and sharp. And by
thus gaining an extra stop in speed with
Eastman Color negative, we achieved
greater depth in the photography.
The stylized lighting employed per¬
mitted the fine woodwork of the in¬
teriors to take on a rich, warm coloring.
At the same time, it brought into sharp
detail the textures of the woodwork, and
of the props and costumes, all of which
were so essential in pointing up the at¬
mosphere and the mood of the times.
One of the greatest challenges we ran
into while shooting this picture was
when we moved to the bedroom sets.
There were two—one, the young daugh¬
ter’s, and the other occupied by her
two brothers. Director Wyler wanted
the girl’s bedroom to have a poetic
quality pictorially; the girl had just
fallen in love, and in her bedroom she
spends many happy moments rhapso¬
dizing in her own little fairyland. The
scene read great in the script, but when
we went on the set and saw a room
with a low, slanting ceiling that started
at the floor line at one side of the room
and ran up to only 6 feet in height,
and was some 20 feet in depth, had
one small window and a single door—
well, we knew we had another real
problem on our hands. The action called
for the girl to promenade and pirouette
back and forth the length of the room
(creating a problem of depth, also) as
she rhapsodized her love affair.
There was but one place for the cam¬
era, of course—right in front of the set,
shooting straight into its 20-foot depth.
There was the ceiling with its heavy
beams. The little two-foot square win¬
dow. It was a situation to discourage
a guy, if he’d let it. But I often think
that a challenge of this kind is what a
director of photography needs to bring
out the best in him—or at least to prove
his ability. Fortunately, director Wyler
isn't one to rush a man in a situation
of this kind, so there was ample time
to give this set the special treatment it
required—lighting from the floor, light
bounced off walls, and light coming
through the window, etc., to create the
idyllic scene that Wyler had in mind.
In such situations as this we had the
unstinted cooperation of the art di¬
rector and his staff. Many times I had
to resort to the use of additional color
in a scene because I couldn’t put light
into a particular area. So I’d have one
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of the art staff put in a spot of blue or
of red—some logical object of set dress¬
ing. This tended to give the set more
solid structure, pictorially speaking, and
to relieve monotony.
Earlier, I mentioned that I used mir¬
rors to re-direct light when the set pre¬
cluded use of the necessary lamps. I
would throw a beam of light into the
room through the window to create a
pronounced sheen on a wall; then be¬
hind a chair I would conceal a mirror,
which was turned at an angle to re¬
direct the illumination to produce a
needed highlight in the scene. Mirrors
were used in such instances because the
objects (chairs, etc.) usually were not
large enough to conceal a set lighting
unit.
Naturally, in such confined interiors,
we had to be extremely careful in light¬
ing the individual players.
Director
Wyler never believes in holding his
players within the fixed confines of
chalk marks on the floor. Thus, if a
player when reading his lines felt like
walking three feet further than he did
in the rehearsal, Wyler let him do it
for the more natural effect that resulted.
This imposed the problem of modifying
the intensity of the light falling on the
player as he moved in order that he
would not “burn up” when approaching
the light unit directed upon him. This
was accomplished by stationing grips
at every strategic lamp on the set, each
with three scrims of different densities.
If a player walked beyond the pre¬
scribed area, I would signal the grip
at the strategic lamp to place the proper
scrim before it in order to diminish the
light falling on the player.
I encountered another unique situ¬
ation on this picture not commonly
found in the average production. Wil¬
liam Wyler, directing this picture in
his own inimitable manner, sometimes
decided to shoot a particular scene with
three cameras in order to maintain con¬
tinuity of action, yet have a variety of
camera angles to cut to. Thus he kept
three cameras and crews on the set
daily until the production was finished.
1 hree cameras shooting simultaneously,
each from a different angle, presented
an obvious lighting problem: what was
the key-light for one camera became a
cross-light for another. The remedy, of
course, was to attain a very delicate
balance in the overall lighting, particu¬
larly because on most scenes shot with
three cameras we would have as many
as six people on the set. But it was
when Wyler wanted the three cameras
to shoot simultaneously a “big head”

closeup, a two-shot, and a full figure
shot of all six players moving about the
set, that the real lighting challenge pre¬
sented itself.
I have been asked what ratio I used
in lighting the sets. Here I threw the
book away. In shooting a story of this
kind, there should be no fixed ratio;
no “don’ts” to adhere to. Instead. I
felt that the lighting should be adapted
to the mood of the story, and that is
what we did in lighting all the interiors
of this production. I think that the
success in lighting sets such as we had
to deal with was more a matter of know¬
ing our lighting tools and basic ex¬
posures.
“Painting with light” is a term we
often hear in connection with cinema¬
tography. It is most appropriately used
in describing the use or projection of
colored light into a set or on a subject
in order to point up or enhance the
mood in which the scene is being played.
I utilized this technique many times for
the very purpose. For example, there
were few happy moments in the life of
the Quaker family around which this
story revolves. They were nevertheless
a happy people and extremely religious,
and when we did come to the few gay
moments in their lives (as set down in
the story) such as a departure of a
member of the family to visit a distant
relative, or of the daughter in love,
mentioned earlier, as she daydreams,
colored light was employed to enhance
the mood called for.
In the scenes of the daughter in her
bedroom, soft, pink light was lavishly
used. In contrast were the scenes when
Gary Cooper would sit down with his
wife for a cup of coffee, or during the
evening meal; here I used warm, yellow
light abundantly. The colored light was
achieved, of course, by placing colored
gelatin filters in front of the set lamps.
There will be those who will take
exception to this technique, saying per¬
haps that such color isn’t natural. But
I feel that a cinematographer or a film
producer has the same license—the
“poetic” license, if you will—to utilize
color for effect just as the old master
painters did, as we so convincingly saw
in those memorable paintings in the
Mellon art gallery.
Indeed, I was actually challenged on
this later when it came time to shoot
an indoor exterior of a farm house. The
time of the action was dawn and there
was the proper backdrop in the form of
a skillfully painted cyclorama in back
of the set. In lighting this set, I felt
that a touch of pink light would enhance
the feeling of dawn pictorially. “When
did you ever see pink coloring in a
dawn?”, I was asked. I wasn’t sure that
I ever had; hut I had seen paintings
in which pink had been used very subtly
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and with great effect. To cinch my case,
I produced a Maxfield Parrish painting
of a dawn scene in which Parrish used
pink hues most effectively.
I think it is very important that the
cinematographer on a production work
closely with the director and the pro¬
ducer in order to do everything possible
photographically to establish and sus¬
tain the mood of the story. I don’t think
that many directors and producers to¬
day are aware of what this can mean
to them and to the success of their pro¬
duction. They usually walk on a set
and take it for granted that “you just
light it, that’s all!” But if they would
only take the time to plan the lighting
with their cameraman in advance and
to evaluate his suggestions, they would
be amazed what can be accomplished
by careful, studied lighting to bring
out textures, to enhance mood, and to
point up characterizations which in¬
variably are so important to a story.
I have dwelt so far only with the
techniques employed on the interiors
of “The Friendly Peruasion,” simply
because interiors demand a lighting
technique that obviously cannot be ap¬
plied to exteriors. Unfortunately lack
of space precludes going into the “ex¬
teriors” phase of the production, but
suffice to say that for the most part,
conventional techniques were employed
in all.

In closing, the thing I should like to
stress is that if the cinematographer
will capitalize on what he feels are the
obstacles, production-wise, he will come
off all right; because invariably, if he
will take the time to think out his prob¬
lems, and if he has a cooperative di¬
rector, solution will come easily.
I have stressed the great contribution
to the lighting and staging of this pro¬
duction which resulted from my chance
visit to the Mellon art gallery. I think
that every director of photography can
always find ideas and perhaps answers
to problems through careful study and
analysis of the works of the old masters.
In such paintings he will find an assist
or an answer in these days of highpressure production when the average
cameraman doesn’t have enough time
to analyze or digest in advance the
production to be filmed, and therefore
is unable to properly think out what
is to be his line of approach.
I think that stylized lighting of a
production to underline the story theme
is just as important as the theme music,
for which studios spend great sums.
Just as the music score is created to
enhance the dramatic values of the pro¬
duction, aurally, so also the photogra¬
phy, when properly planned and ex¬
ecuted, makes a similar contribution
pictorially.
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industry in many other ways. It main¬
tains an important and growing library
of motion picture memorabilia and tech¬
nical and research information, which
is a mainstay in studio activities. It
owns and operates its own theatre—the
Academy Award Theatre -—- which is
used for press previews, old film show¬
ings and screenings for studio employ¬
ees. It functions importantly in the fos¬
tering of international aspects of the
industry insofar as Hollywood is con¬
cerned. It sponsors the produciton and
exhibition of industry documentary
films. It is presently planning an Inter¬
national Film Congress. It publishes
quarterly the Players' Directory, the
bible of studio casting directors. Bulle¬
tins of screen achievement records are
issued periodically to aid writers, direc¬
tors, producers and technical craftsmen
in keeping up-to-date published accounts
of their activities. It sponsors the an¬
nual Hollywood Studios Still Photog¬
raphy Show.
Craftsmen in the film industry recog¬
nize that the Academy has the same in¬
fluence in its field as an institution of
higher learning does in a community.
Th rough its vast library it is a source
April, 1956

of knowledge. New ideas in technical,
artistic and cultural fields fostered by
its diversified membership have been
of
far
reaching
consequence.
All
branches and divisions of people within
this structure look upon the Academy
as a staunch champion through the
solidarity of organization.
Since 1929, when the late William
De Mille succeeded Douglas Fairbanks,
Sr., as president, there have been eleven
Academy presidents, some—like Charles
Bracket—serving several terms. Pro¬
ducer-director George Seaton succeeded
Bracket as president last year. Since the
big Oscar night last month, Seaton has
been lauded for having directed one of
the slickest, most successful Academy
Awards presentation shows in the his¬
tory of the organization—his first, in¬
cidentally.
Relatively unsung over the years is
the capable staff directing the Academy
affairs from offices within the Academy
Award Theatre in Hollywood, and
headed by Margaret Herrick, Execu¬
tive Director. A former librarian from
Yakima, Washington, Mrs. Herrick is
credited with starting the Academy’s

valuable library in her spare time in
1936. She is also credited with having
given the name Oscar to the Academy’s
gold statuette. In her capable hands, the
Academy has functioned smoothly for
more than two decades.
Aiding Mrs. Herrick is Sam E.
Brown, the Academy’s Assistant Execu¬
tive Director, in whose competent hands
many Academy problems are placed for
solution, especially around Awards time.
When the library, which Margaret
Herrick started out-grew its spare-time
status and developed into a major
Academy function, Betty Franklin was
added to the staff and subsequently
placed in charge—a post she still holds.
The Academy Library is a veritable
mine of information for those seeking
the history and development of motion
pictures. It is the largest of its kind in
the United States and one of the most
complete in the world, and is crossindexed to provide information cover¬
ing all aspects of the industry. More
than five-thousand books, periodicals
and other publications about films are
sandwiched in with quantities of print¬
ed detail concerned with radio and tele¬
vision as they affect the film field.
The value of these records is indi¬
cated by the constant use made of them
by studio personnel, especially research
departments,
publicity
offices and
studio film libraries.
An analysis of a typical day’s activity
at the premises shows that inquiries
range from requests for photos for use
in illustrating stories, to lists of films
having similar subjects or sequences
such as a dream sequence, an Ameri¬
can history sequence, a horse racing
sequence, etc. Historical characters in
films and who portrayed them in what
picture is another topic in frequent de¬
mand. Biographical films about musi¬
cians; information about women as
murderers in pictures and how they
killed their victims; location informa¬
tion, such as data concerning the Aus¬
tralian coast, a little known island in
the Carribean, a section of London—
all are compiled in rapid style.
Also sought after are casts and sy¬
nopses of old films; the title of motion
pictures where the questioner remem¬
bers a fragment of the plot or of specific
•individuals such as film editors, camera¬
men, costume designers; names and ad¬
dresses of organizations; identity of stu¬
dio department heads; dates of births
and deaths of Hollywood notables; story
rights and story purchases; and what
happened to old producing companies.
Much correspondence is maintained
with students in out-of-state schools who
write to film studios requesting infor¬
mation. These letters are forwarded to
the Academy library for answer. Sub¬
jects of questions are of all types; his¬
tory of newsreels; the application of the
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documentary
technique
to
feature
films; types of publicity campaigns;
uses of miniatures; lighting effects;
adaptations of films for future uses in
schools and churches.
The library attendant takes into con¬
sideration the general knowledge, school
subjects, scholastic standing and local
library facilities available to those ask¬
ing questions and frequently suggests
literature written in foreign languages
as a further assist to obtaining the in¬
formation needed.
Among the rare books and records
housed in the library is the complete
business history of one of the world’s
first film producers, Colonel William
Selig, a Chicago pioneer. Included is a
hand tinted motion picture of the first
all color film, “The Coming of Colum¬
bus/' photographed in 1912. Among the
historical camera equipment in this
collection is a Selig polyscope, samples
of odd-size films (pictures were not
always made on 35mm stock) and
many interesting early-day celluloid ef¬
forts.
A visitor inspecting these rooms
would also come across the Richard
Barthelmess collection, forty-eight scrap
books prepared by his mother, each
devoted to a specific picture in which
he starred. The books contain reviews,
fan magazine material, general pub¬
licity and other copy pertaining to a
particular film.
Recent donors of similar collections
are Walter Wanger, Jean Hersholt,
Mack Sennett and Sol Lesser.
Other valuables include the complete
file of “Sight and Sound,’’ famous
English critical quarterly, volumes of
early day trade papers, both foreign
and domestic, and bound issues of all
present day film trade journals.
There is an air of nostalgia in the
“morgue” of more than 20,000 picture
folders. This limbo contains photo¬
graphs of long-forgotten motion pic¬
tures and of stars whose names shim¬
mered brightly in the flickering lights
in the yesteryear of show business.
Here are carefully preserved “stills”
of Alla Nazimova, the screen's silky
siren; William S. Hart, the two-gun
hero; Clara Kimball Young; Theda
Bara; Francis X. Bushman; and Con¬
stance Talmadge; Fatty Arbuckle; Tom
Mix; Jean Harlow; Mary Pickford;
and countless others whose fame will
never die.
There
is
categorical
information
covering more than nine thousand
actors, writers, directors, producers,
musicians and film editors from the
early silents to today’s titanic pro¬
ductions.
Studios call for help in compiling
records of their own early years and
perhaps to supply lists of films pro¬
duced by them in the forgotten past.
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The library did considerable research
on the history of sound pictures for
Warner Brothers Studios when they
celebrated the twentieth anniversary of
audible films.
The library is not just a storehouse
of printed material. Progress is being
made in the development of a per¬
manent film collection which it is an¬
ticipated will contain all of the im¬
portant pictures of the past, present
and future produced in Hollywood.
Complementing this will he a selection
of foreign films to be obtained on a
reciprocal basis. Showings of these pic¬
tures are offered to the Academy mem¬
bership and students of film technique.
The orgin of “Oscar” has been a
source of keen interest to people every¬
where and many are the myths that
have sprung up around this golden
achievement trophy.
It was in early 1927 that a decision
was made to provide the Award of
Merit for outstanding achievement in
the form of a statue.
During the first discussions, Cedric
Gibbons of the art directors absorbed
the various suggestions and sketched
the impressive figure on a tablecloth.
The drawing was carefully removed
from the napery and turned over to
sculptor George Stanley, who executed
the first year’s small roster of statu¬
ettes in solid bronze.
A couple of years later, a mold was
made, and thenceforth the figures were
cast in Britania metal, used also by the
silversmiths of Sheffield, England, in
their crafting of fine tableware. And
then a coat of pure gold was applied
to give the prized gleaming surface to
the little figures.
This same mold, kept carefully in a
locked strongbox between use, is still
used in the manufacture of Oscar’s
annual quota.
The most widely accepted story of
how Oscar got his name attributes it to
Margaret Herrick, now the Academy’s
executive director but then its librarian.
When she saw the first completed
figure she exclaimed: “Why, he looks
just like my Uncle Oscar.” But the
name stuck, and Academy employees
used it familiarly until one day, it is
said, columist Sidney Skolsky visited
the place, picked up the item and ran
it in his syndicated column.
At the age of 28, and in as good as
shape as ever, Oscar is fast becoming
a truly legendary figure. Although he
has reached a quantity of 782—all
presumably identical—there are no two
of him exactly alike. And despite his
annual increase in numbers, no one
thinks of him as anything but one
person, the most sought-after, hard-toget, coldly impersonal and at the same
time
warmly
gratifying
individual
known to Hollywood.
end
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of nearby Goroka, possessing as it did
its own generating plant which gave
electricity to the grass huts, a mammoth
deep freeze for supplies and special re¬
frigerators. These were unknown lux¬
uries in the highlands where everything
has to be flown in to the area.
However, after this initial location of
comparative comfort the unit moved
rapidly to the four corners of New
Guinea, operating in rugged areas where
vital equipment had to be transported
by hand across turbulent rivers, up pre¬
cipitous mountains and through croco¬
dile-infested lakes and rivers of the in¬
terior.
Because of this difficulty in operation,
the crew and equipment had to be kept
to a minimum and the major moves by
special charter planes had to be carried
out with extreme efficiency to insure no
loss of shooting time. In many instances
the camera crew and director were the
last to board the plane and did the re¬
quired aerial shots while flying from one
location to the other.
The camera crew, as chosen by the
joint producers for the job, were myself
as director of photography; Bill Grimmond, camera operator; Ken Lankshear
and others, assisting.
This Australian unit which has had
considerable
experience,
particularly
with location films in and outside Aus¬
tralia, had just finished shooting an
Eastman Color half-hour T. V. series for
Byron Haskin and Joe Kaufman. This
series, shot in Australia, was called “The
Adventures of Long John Silver.’'
From the outset, producers and cam¬
eramen agreed that for such a new ven¬
ture in such difficult terrain, only the
most reliable camera equipment could
be considered. Therefore a new Mitchell
N. C. with all its latest trimmings of parrallax-correeted finder, together with a
French 35mm Camerette were purchased
for the production.
As two versions of the film were pro¬
duced, one in English and one in French,
a good deal of simultaneous shooting
was done for action shots, using both
cameras. This double shooting proved
invaluable for the big scenes in the film
when more than 12,000 fully-decorated
natives participated in a sequence where
they act as a giant steamroller to flatten
12 ft. high kunai grass and make an im¬
provised airstrip. Material for parts of
this sequence, shot on a gigantic scale,
could only be obtained once.
The camera gear was specially cared
for by the operator. Bill Grimmond,
who worked in Samoa recently with
Winton Hoch. A.S.C. Bill kept on set¬
ting up his dehydration box, which al¬
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lowed for the camera and lens plus ac¬
cessories to be dried out every night by
means of a low-voltage electric globe
and desiccators. We are happy to say
that, at no stage, was any trouble en¬
countered with either camera.
The Eastman Color negative, both ex¬
posed and unexposed, was kept in a spe¬
cial refrigerator at low temperature.
This refrigerator was taken on all
moves throughout New Guinea from the
moderate climate of the Eastern High¬
lands to the steamy jungle heat of the
Coastland and along the swampy areas
of the Sepik River. Fortunately, the film
stock remained in perfect condition
throughout the shooting.
Consignments of rushes, packed in
dry ice and re-checked and repacked at
every port on the way, were consigned
by air every 10 days to Paris, where it
was processed at the Eclair laboratories.
It was my first job with this big film
laboratory and the splendid coordina¬
tion between laboratory and cameraman
before and during shooting of the pic¬
ture made the photographic assignment
a very happy one. Results proved to be
tops with both producers and labora¬
tories and not one retake was required.
Owing to the difficulty of operation it
was also necessary to limit the number
of lights and the only equipment used
were two MR 120-amp arcs, four 5kw
spots, three baby spots and numerous
photofloods. The generator used was a
small 25 k.w. unit.
This power supply was sufficient for
the small amount of interior shooting, all
of which was actually done on location.
It was also of inestimable value foY use
within limited areas of exterior shooting
on overcast days.
As small as they were, they kept us
shooting all the time and when exposures
in the dense jungle areas of Madang
were as low as T2.8 they gave us a use¬
ful booster light on the actors’ faces.
As the tropical weather of New
Guinea consists of endless days of hazy
atmosphere and overcast skies, we were
obliged to work to alternative schedules
with interior shooting of small sets held
as a cover against dull weather, and
when these were finished it was neces¬
sary to incorporate sequences in dull but
very effective light.
We also utilized a large number of
reflectors which, when the sun was right,
gave us the only booster light required.
Most of these reflectors were held by
natives who were recruited and instruct¬
ed in the job. In a comparatively short
time they learned by hand signals how
to set reflectors, which were then care¬
fully checked by the gaffers. Although

they obviously had no idea just what
they were doing, the results were ex¬
tremely satisfactory. Large numbers of
natives were also used as general grips
and many of them were extremely adap¬
table.
In addition to being recruited as tech¬
nicians, quite a number of natives were
chosen to play featured roles in the film
and every one of them showed remark¬
able aptitude for acting.
This of course is understandable when
it is realized that their corroborees and
native dances are all based on story¬
telling and mime. Although they did not
understand exactly what was happening,
they were tireless in their ability to re¬
peat a scene many times exactly as in¬
structed and were very quick to learn
their first instruction—never to look at
the “bokis” or camera.
One of the chief difficulties in han¬
dling the large native sequences was the
language, as very few spoke even Pidgin
English.
In order to direct each scene, Lee
Robinson had to speak in Pidgin to the
various interpreters—or “turn-talks”—
who would then relay the message to as
many as six different tribes of natives.
Pidgin English, in itself, requires a
great deal of play acting and descrip¬
tion, and is a lengthy process. For in¬
stance, in order to convey that a take
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and not rehearsal was coming up and
that the natives in this scene had to
gradually lower bows and arrows and
stare in amazement at an airplane which
has just landed O/S, it was necessary to
embellish the instructions as follows:
“Now this time all ’e workim strong
and true. Im ’e no gamon. Im ’e no
lazin’ about lazin’ about nothin’.
All
man ’e sleepim bow and arrow and im
lookim along strong along balus. Mumma bilong Thunda im e come and sittim
along ground now.’’
From their simple eagerness to enact
these stories for the “Poppa bilong pic¬
ture,” as the Director was called, it was
difficult to remember that these warriors,
armed with their tall deadly spears and
stone axes, were only recently savage
cannibals.
However, whether on location in the
picturesque but primitive villages of the
Highlands or on the more civilized main¬
lands of the coast regions or in the re¬
mote Venice-like villages of the Sepik
River where giant 50-foot canoes are
paddled by magnificently built Meris or
native girls, the cooperation we received
from the New Guinea natives was mag¬
nificent and it was largely due to their
efforts that we were able to finish the
picture within our 13 weeks’ schedule.

In addition, of course, we were afford¬
ed unlimited assistance by the Adminis¬
tration officers in New Guinea, without
whose cooperation it would not have
been possible for this film ever to have
been made.
Throughout the production, the rela¬
tionship between the French and Aus¬
tralia crews was perfect.
The French
members, although transported over¬
night from the heart of Paris to what
is probably the most uncivilized country
left in the world today, quickly adapted
themselves to the new background and
considered that the assignment was the
most interesting and unusual that they
had ever undertaken.
“Walk Into Paradise,” which has now
been completed, is the Australian entrant
in this year’s Cannes Festival and, in
Paris, where it has been previewed, the
response has been particularly gratify¬
ing.
Now that the production has been
completed, everyone connected with it
feels that the difficulties and hardships
endured during the shooting were worth
while and that in “Walk Into Paradise”
they really have an unusual film which
should prove of unique interest to the
world.

SOUND TRACKS FOR HOME MOVIES
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only remotely resemble that which was
originally planned. This is more often an
asset than a liability, for it is usually
impossible to exactly predict in advance
the opportunities which may arise to
photograph the unusual.
Whether or not the entire story is
planned in advance, the film is first
edited and the scenes re-arranged until
a continuity with well-defined theme
and smoothly-flowing action is created.
The background music and sound effects
are then selected, and the dialogue ar¬
ranged to complement the screened ac¬
tion. Each sequence is carefully timed
and cue points noted, after which the
sound track is recorded.
A bit of preliminary work will save
many hours of cutting and splicing.
When the films are returned from pro¬
cessing, make a list of each different
scene or sequence, particularly noting
changes in mood. This may be simply
a random list with the first scene num¬
bered 1, and the succeeding scenes num¬
bered in sequence, with a brief descrip¬
tion of each.
Study this list carefully and mentally
re-arrange the scenes to form a logical
sequence, keeping in mind the under¬
lying theme decided upon for the com¬
pleted story. It is usually possible to

©
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accomplish the major editing on paper
before making a single cut or splice in
the film. During this process, carefully
retain the original numbers assigned to
each sequence. After the sequences are
in order and the story seems to flowr
smoothly and logically, the film is cut
and spliced accordingly. At this point
a new list is made up as in the begin¬
ning, but with new numbers assigned
to each scene, sequence or mood in the
new order, and the running time of each
of these sub-divisions is determined.
During the timing process, the speed of
the projector is controlled by the power
line frequency to assure accuracy.
Appropriate background music is now
selected for each mood. If several scenes
or sequences portray the same mood, it
may be possible to cover them with one
musical selection. The music is timed
to determine whether or not the selec¬
tion is of sufficient duration to cover the
action. If not, then two selections of
comparable moods may be used.
As the music is selected, cue points
are noted. These points are in pairs, the
first for starting the turntable, and the
second for fading from the selection al¬
ready playing to the selection to be
played. If sound effects records are used,
they should be cued at appropriate

16MM
WITH
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places in the same manner.
After the background has been com¬
pleted, the film is once more run
through, and the dialogue is set up in
a similar manner, or the dialogue may
be set up at the same time as the back¬
ground. The final cue sheet should com¬
bine both the dialogue and the back¬
ground changes, listed in their proper
order.
The cue strips used with the records
are marked as the background is set up,
and are numbered sequentially. The rec¬
ords are correspondingly numbered, us¬
ing pressure sensitive labels. These num¬
bers are also shown on the cue sheets.
The cue strips should be identified with
the title of the film and sequence num¬
ber, and will bear a register mark for
locating the pickup arm. The records
and cue strips will be stacked together
so that the cue strip will always be on
top of its associated record as the rec¬
ords are used from the pile.
As previously indicated, the finished
cue sheet will include a sequence num¬
ber corresponding to the record and cue
strip number, the cue for starting the
record and the cue for the change in
music. It will also include the dialogue.
For instance, a typical cue sheet might
read as follows:
6. Dagger Dance.
Columbia ^93988-1

literature.
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• Lester White, ASC, “Navy Log,” TV,
(CBS). Various actors. John Yarbrough,
director.

Photographic Assignments
MARCH

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

1956

•

• William Clothier, “Gun The Man Down,”
(Morrison-McLaglen for U. A. release) with
James Arness, Angie Dickinson and Robert
Wilke. Andrew V. McLaglen, director.

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.

ALLIED ARTISTS

• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “The Young
Guns,” with Russ Tamblyn and Gloria Tal¬
bot. Albert Band, director.
• Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Intruder,” with
Edmund Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann Harding
and Jacques Bergerac. Irving Rapper, di¬
rector.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

• Brydon Baker, “Scandal, Inc.” (Bonan¬
za Prods.) with Robert Hutton and Patricia
Wright. Edward Mann, director.
• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “TV Readers’ Digest,”
TV. Various directors.
• Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Big Town,”
TV, (Mark Stevens TV Co.) with Mark
Stevens, Barry Kelley, and Doe Avedon.
Mark Stevens, director.

“Celebrity Playhouse,” TV
(Screen Gems.) James Nilsen, director.

• Irving Lipman,

• Frederick Young, ASC, “Beyond Mombama,” (Technicolor & CinemaScope) (Todon
Prods.) (shooting in Africa) with Cornel
Wilde and Donna Reed. George Marshall, di¬
rector.

WALT DISNEY
• Charles Boyle, ASC, “Westward Ho, the
Wagons,” (CinemaScope & Technicolor) with
Fess Parker, and Kathleen Crowley. William
Beaudine, director.

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

• Lee Garmes. ASC, “The Sharkfighters.”
(CinemaScope & Color) (Samuel Goldwyn
Jr. Prods. UA release) (Shooting in Cuba)
with Victor Mature and Karen Steele. Jerry
Hopper, director.
• William Whitley, ASC, “Crossroads,” TV,
(Federal TV, Inc.) with Rod Cameron, Ralph
Murphy and other directors.
• Ray Foster, ASC, “The Birth of a Song,”
TV, (Hamblen Prods.) with Stuart, Suzy,
Veeva and Obee Hamblen. Russell Vincent,
director.
• George Clemens, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,” TV, (Meridian Prods.). Jim Shel¬
don, director.

ASC, “You Bet Your Life,”
TV, (Filmcraft Prods.) with Groucho Marx.
Robert Dwan and Bernie Smith, directors.

W. Carter, ASC, “Flight to Hong
Kong,” (Sabre Prods. U.A. release) with
Rory Calhoun and Dolores Donlon. Joseph
Newman, director.

FLYING A

INDEPENDENTS

• Ellis

• Virgil Miller,

ASC, “The Lonely Gun,”
(Robt. L. Jacks Prod, for UA release) with
Anthony Quinn and Katy Jurado. Harry Hor¬
ner, director.
• Stanley Cortez,

“Science Fiction,” TV (ZivTV). William Castle, director.
• Curt Fetters.

Bob Hoffman, “Highway Patrol,” TV,
(Ziv-TV) with Broderick Crawford. Lew Land¬
ers, director.
•

• William A. Sickner, ASC, “Medic,” TV,
(Medic TV Prods.) with James E. Moser,
Frank La Tourette, and Virginia Martindale.
James E. Moser, director.
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Hot Rod Girl,” (Macirema Prod.) with Lori Nelson. Leslie Martin¬
son, director.
• Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,” TV, (Filmaster Prods. Inc.) with James Arness and
Dennis Weaver. C. Marquis Warren, director.
BILTMORE STUDIOS (New York)

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “The Goldbergs,”
TV, (Guild Films) with Gertrude Berg,
Robert Harris and Eli Mintz. Marc Daniels,
director; “I Spy,” TV, (Guild Films) with
Raymond Massey. William Berke, director.
COLUMBIA

• Gert Andersen, ASC, Ford Theatre, TV,
with Robert Horton and Arthur Franz. Sid¬
ney Miller, director.
• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Reprisal,” (Tech¬
nicolor with Guy Madison, Felicia Farr and
Kathryn Grant. George Sherman, director.
• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Night Fall,” with
Aldo Ray and Anne Bancroft. Jacques Tour¬
neur, director.
• Fred Jackman, Jr., “Rin-Tin-Tin,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker, and James
Brown. Robert Walker, director.
• Ben Kline, ASC, “Shakedown on Biscayne
Drive,” with Lee J. Cobb, Edward Arnold
and Patricia Medina. Fred F. Sears, director.
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ASC, “Buffalo Bill, Jr.,”
TV, with Dickey Jones and Pappy Cheshire.
George Archinbaud and Frank MacDonald,
directors; “Annie Oakley,” TV, with Gale
Davis. George Archibaud and Frank Mac¬
Donald, directors.
•

Bill

Bradford,

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
• Karl Struss, ASC, “My Friend Flicka,”
TV, with Gene Evans and Anita Louise.
Robert Gordon, director.

ASC, “20th-Fox Hour,” TV.
Robert Stevenson, director.
• Lloyd Ahern,

• Ed Dupar, ASC, “20th-Fox
Jules Bricken, director.

Hour,”

TV.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
• Hal Mohr.

ASC, B. F. Goodrich commer¬

• Robert Pittack, ASC, “Private Secretary,”
TV, (Chertok TV, Inc.) with Ann Southern,
Don Porter and Ann Tyrrell. Oscar Rudolph,
director.
Allen
Gracie
deCorB. F.
deCor-

• Harry Wild, ASC, “Bob Cummings Show,”
TV, (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cummings
and Rosemary DeCamp. Rod Amateau, direc¬
tor; Winston commercials, TV. Rod Amateau,
director.
• James Van Trees, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,” TV, (Norden Prods.) with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Robert S. Finkel,
director.
• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,” TV, (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Ricky Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.

April, 1956

• Clark Ramsey, ASC, “The Killer and 21
Men” (Eastmancolor & Widescreen) (R-G
Prods.) with Anthony Dexter, Sonny Tufts
and Marie Windsor. Oliver Drake, director.
• C. M. Pennington Richards, “Tarzan and
the Lost Safari,” (Color) (Sol Lesser Prods.
—shooting in England) with Gordon Scott
and Peter Arne. Bruce Humberstone, director.
• Guy Roe, ASC, “Gangbusters,” TV, (Vis¬
ual Drama, Inc.) Bill Kern, director.
KEY WEST STUDIOS

cial, TV.

• Philip Tannura, ASC, “Burns &
Show,” TV, (McCadden Prods.) with
Allen and George Burns. Frederick
dova, producer-director; Carnation &
Goodrich commercials, TV. Frederick
dova, director.

• William Margulies, “Hot Cars,” (Bel-Air
Prods, for UA release) with John Bromfield
and Joi Lansing. Donald McDougall, director.

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures, TV. William Claxton, director.
RUNG STUDIOS
• Carl Berger, ASC, “Death Valley Days,”
TV (McGowan Prods). Stuart McGowan,
director.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Van Kamps White
Star Tuna commercials, TV. Hank Ludwin,
director.
KTTV STUDIOS
• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Blood Brothers,”
(Grand Prods.) with Buster Crabbe, Neville
Brand and Ann Robinson. Sidney Salkow,
director.
• Mack Stengler, ASC, “Liberace,” TV
(Guild Films Inc.) with Liberace. Duke
Goldstone, director; “It’s Fun to Reduce,”
TV (Guild Films, Inc.) with Margaret Frith.
Bruce Bilson, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
• Paul Vogel, ASC, “High Society,” (VistaVision & Technicolor) with Bing Crosby,
Grace Kelly and Frank Sinatra.
Charles
Walters, director.

• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Somebody Up
There Likes Me,” (Wide-Screen) with Paul
Newman and Pier Angeli.
Robert Weis,
director.
• George Folsey, ASC, “Somewhere I'll
Find Him,” with James Cagney and Barbara
Stanwyck. Roy Rowland, director.

RKO

SUNSET STAGE

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Tension at Table
Rock,” with Richard Egan, Dorothy Malone
and Cameron Mitchell. Charles Marquis War¬
ren, director.

mercial, TV
director.

• George Diskant, ASC, “Stage Seven, Hall

• Fred West,
ASC,
“Girls in
Prison,”
(Golden State Prod.) with Richard Denning
and Joan Taylor. Edward L. Cahn, director.

of Stars,” TV, (Four Star Prods.).
• Fred
Jackman,
JR.,
“Julie,”
(Arwin
Prods, for MGM release) with Doris Day,
Louis Jourdan, Barry Sullivan and Frank
Lovejoy. Andrew Stone, director.

• William Mellor, ASC, “Back From Eter¬
nity,” with Robert Ryan and Anita Ekberg.
John Farrow, producer-director.

• Robert Bronner, “The Opposite Sex,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with June Allyson
and Jeff Richards. Dave Miller, director.

Snyder, ASC, “Beyond a Rea¬
sonable Doubt,” with Dana Andrews and Joan
Fontaine. Fritz Lang, director.

• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “MGM Parade,”
TV, with George Murphy and MGM contract
players. George Murphy, director.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

• William

• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Teahouse of the
August Moon,” with Marlon Brando and
Glenn Ford.

• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of Riley,”
TV, with William Bendix. Abby Berlin, direc¬
tor; “It’s A Great Life,” TV, Michael O’Shea,
William Bishop and James Dunn. Chris Nyby,
director.

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Great Gilder-

• Robert De Grasse, ASC, “Make Room for
Daddy,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.)
with Danny
Thomas, Jean Hagen and Sherry Jackson.
Sheldon Leonard, director.

sleeve,” TV, with Willard Waterman. Charles
Barton, director.

• Ray

20TH CENTURY FOX
• Milton Krasner, ASC, “Bus Stop,” (Cine¬
maScope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe, Don
Murray and Arthur O’Connell. Joshua Lo¬
gan, director.

• Leo Tovf.r, ASC. “The Day the Century
Ended,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Rob¬
ert Wagner. Richard Fleischer, director.
• Joe MacDonald, ASC, “One in a Million,”

(Cinemascope & Technicolor)
Mason. Nick Ray, director.

with

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

Various directors.
Daniels,
ASC,
(Color)
with Cornel Borchers
Flynn. Joe Pevney, director.
• William

• Karl Freund, ASC, “I Love Lucy,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz.
James Kern, director; “Our Miss
Brooks,” TV, (Desilu Prod.) with Eve Arden.
John Rich, director.

Ted
Post and Paul Landers, directors; “Frontier,”
TV (Tomoda Prod.). Various directors.

Hickox, ASC, “December Bride,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Spring Byington. Jerry
Thorpe, director; TV pilot with Red Skelton
(Desilu Prod.). C. Burns, director.

• Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Sergeant Pres¬
ton of the Yukon,” TV, with Richard Sim¬
mons. Various directors.

Sid

James

• Wilfrid Cline, ASC “Last Wagon,” (Cin¬
emaScope & Techincolor) with Richard Widmark. Delmar Davies, director.

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,” TV,

with John Nesbitt.

ASC, Gem Razor com¬
(5 Star Prods.) Chet Glassley,

Fernstrom,

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,” TV.

“Istanbul,"
and Errol

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Kelly and Me,”

SKINNER STUDIOS

• Harold Wellman, ASC, “Wyatt Earp,”
TV,
(Desilu Prod.)
with Hugh O'Brian.
Frank McDonald, director.

(CinemaScope & Technicolor) with Van John¬
son, Piper Laurie and Martha Hyer. Robert
Z. Leonard, director.
• George Robinson, ASC, “Francis in the
Haunted House,” with Mickey Rooney and
Virginia Wells. Will Cowan, director.

• Wilfred Cline, ASC, “Pepsi Cola
mercial, TV. Will Cowen, director.

com¬

PARAMOUNT

• Harold Lipstein, ASC, Marlboro, General
Electric, DuMont, and Rinso TV commercials.

• Charles Lang, ASC, “Gunfight at the 0 K
Corral,” (VistaVision & Technicolor) with
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, John Ireland
and Jo Van Fleet. John Sturges, director.

• Irving Glassbf.rg, ASC, Campbell’s Soup,
Falstaff beer TV commercials.

• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Maverick,” (Vis¬
taVision & Technicolor) with Charlton Hes¬
ton, Anne Baxter and Gilbert Roland. Rudy
Mate,, director.

• Scotty
mercial.

Welborn,

Studebaker

TV

com¬

Hallmark of
Superior Cinematography

• Russell Metty, ASC, “Battle Hymn,”
(CinemaScope) with Rock Hudson. Douglas
Sirk, director.

Good cinematography has contri¬

WARNER BROS.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
• Herb Kirkpatrick, “The Crusader,” TV,
with Bryan Keith. John Lucas, director.

buted
ment

• Ed Colman, ASC, “Dragnet,” TV,
VII Prod.) with Jack Webb. Jack
director.

(Mark
Webb,

as

• John MacBurnie, ASC, “The Millionaire,”
TV with John Larch. Sobey Martin, director;
“Jane Wyman Show” TV, with Jane Wyman.
Sidney Lanfield, director.
• Reggie Lanning, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents,” TV, with Phil Abbott. Robert Stevensen, director.
• Dan Clark, ASC, “Do You Trust Your
Wife,” TV, (Don Monya Co.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.

to

the

of television

as

advance¬
any

other

factor. Today, the bulk of the im¬
portant

• Bud Thackery. ASC, “Warrens of Arizo¬
na,” (Wide-Screen; Trucolor) with Skip Homeier and Kristine Miller. Joe Kane, direc¬
tor; The Ray Milland Show, TV (General
Electric) with Ray Milland.
Ray Milland,
director; “Studio 57,” TV with Pat O’Brien.
Jerry Mayer, director.

much

TV

programming

is

on

film, with more to come. For this
reason discriminating producers of
TV films choose
American
raphers

members of the

Society
to

of

direct

Cinematog¬
the

photog¬

raphy of their pictures . . . More
and

more, you see

“ASC" after

the

names

cinematogra¬

phers

who

of

the

shoot

best television films.

the

industry’s

• Robert Burks, ASC, and Tom Tutwiler,
ASC, “The Spirit of St. Louis,” (Eastmancolor & CinemaScope) with James Stewart.
Billy Wilder, director.
• Ted McCord, ASC, “The Burning Hills,”
(WarnerColor & CinemaScope)
with Tab
Hunter and Natalie Wood. Stuart Heisler,
director.
• Hal Rosson, ASC, “Toward the Un¬
known,”
(Warner-Color
&
CinemaScope)
(Toluca Prods.) with William Holden, Lloyd
Nolan, and Virginia Leith. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.
• Harold Stine. ASC, “Deep Freeze” (War¬
ner Bros. Presents) TV, with John Jonshepodd, Gerald Mohr. Jack Gage, director.
• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Cheyenne” TV, with
Klint Wagner. Richard Barr, director.
• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Old Man of the
Sea” with Spencer Tracy. Fred Zimmerman,
director.
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SOUND TRACKS
FOR HOME MOVIES
(Continued from Page 259)

Start: As car passes.
Fade in: As hiking party ap¬
pears.
Dialogue:
“The hike to the Eagle
Rock Fire Tower was one of the
highlights of the outing.”
7.

8 and 16mm
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Rents . . . Sells . . . Exchanges

Everything

|
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Production & Projection
of Motion Pictures Provided
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Television
IN BUSINESS SINCE 1910
729 Seventh Ave., New York

19, N. Y.

Tel.: Circle 5-5640
Cable address: RUBYCAM
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Wind sound effects.
Start: Scene: Large boulder near
trail.
Fade in: At lookout tower.
Dialogue: “The footing at the
tower was made hazardous by
the high wind and a sudden
rain squall.”

In the above examples, note that the
dialogue, which replaces the written
title of the silent film, is descriptive in
nature rather than the “signboard” type.
That is, instead of saying “This is the
Eagle Rock hiking party” and “This is
the storm at Eagle Rock Tower,” each
scene is complemented by a brief word
description which identifies the group
or the location in a manner completely
incidental to the scene. This is an im¬
portant point to remember in all title
work. For instance, in a series of flower
shots, it is far more pleasing to say
“Wild roses grow in profusion along a
stone ledge” than to say “These are wild
roses.”
Actual recording of the sound track
will be simple or difficult, depending
upon the elaborateness of the sound ef¬
fects and the frequency of the required
changes. The most complicated dialogue
will usually be the introduction, after
which the sound track will consist pri¬
marily of mood music and sound effects,
with an occasional bit of dialogue to
explain any action not completely clear
in the picture, or to properly place the
scene geographically.
After the film has been edited, the
cues set up and the music, sound effects
and dialogue have been arranged, the
recording of the actual sound track may
proceed.
A narrow strip of colored “Scotch”
tape is applied to the film leader ap¬
proximately one foot ahead of the be¬
ginning of the film, to act as a marker
for starting the tape recorder.
The first two records are placed on
the turntables and the playback arms
moved to the proper grooves, as indi¬
cated by the register marks on the cue
strips.
The projector is switched on, with the
power line frequency controlling its
speed. As the marker on the film leader
passes over the film loop ahead of the
film gate, the tape recorder and the first
turntable are switched on. As soon as
the turntable reaches its normal speed,

April,
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usually one or two seconds after start¬
ing, the music is faded in. The operator
watches the projection of the picture,
and as each cue point is reached, he
takes whatever action is indicated, such
as fading from one record to another,
from a record to the microphone for
the recording of dialogue, etc.
With carefully arranged recordings
and dialogue, there will he no simultan¬
eous actions required on the part of the
operator, and the recording may pro¬
ceed smoothly and without incident. It
is well to reduce the number of actions
required of the operator to a minimum,
f or instance, if all recordings are of the
same r.p.m. speed, the operator will be
relieved of the task of remembering to
change turntable speeds during the re¬
cording session.
With a little practice, it is possible to
set up a very pleasing sound track with
little difficulty, and the experienced op¬
erator may easily produce very profes¬
sional results. They will be gratifying
in any case, and even if background
music alone is used without dialogue and
sound effects, the satisfaction of having
the changes in music precisely follow the
changes in mood portrayed on the screen
is ample reward for the extra effort in¬
volved in the production of a coincident
sound track for your films.

CASHING IN ON 16MM FILMING
(Continued from Page 241)

in “Double-Decker Swan Song” (voice,
courtesy Ray Morgan). When a garageattendant winds through the route scroll
of a long-idle bus, the sad comment:
“Ah, me. My last roll call, no doubt.
Then, in the film’s finale, as a review
of landmarks along the bus' old route
flash upon the screen: “Farewell, Wash¬
ington Arch! I’d be honored to have
you for my tombstone . . . Farewell, Em¬
pire State Building; don’t streak your
windows with tears over me . . . Fare¬
well, Rockefeller Plaza; no flags at halfmast for me, please . . . Farewell, Saint
Patrick’s Cathedral. This seems like a
good place to say . . . “Amen.” Fadeout. The End.
Getting a different voice to convey
the individual “personality” of each
film’s starring object presented quite a
problem until I found Gilbert Mack, a
clever radio-TV actor who can give with
most any kind of voice. Gil’s been many
things for me to date, from trolley car
to ferris wheel. “Edutainment” is the
word I’ve coined (and copyrighted) to
identify the combined educational-enter¬
taining quality I strive for in my films.
I think my reason for adapting this
style was to have a broader creative out¬
let. I find writing and editing the most

fascinating parts of movie-making.
On the basis of doing my own shoot¬
ing, writing and editing, I once esti¬
mated that a short costs me about a
thousand dollars; and that my share of
TV royalties from it (The distributor
gets from 30% to 50%) would total
$3000 in five or six years. Disillu¬
sioned? I was, too. Then I got to think¬
ing.
ell, if each film clears $2000
eventually and I turn out five shorts
each year, that’s $10,000 a year, isn’t
it? For play, it’s not bad pay. Of
course, with a sponsor the earnings
would be much bigger. But, to obtain
such a blessing, I'd have to turn out a
series of at least 26 units a year. That
would be getting into big business
which, to date, I’ve side-stepped.
But now Hollywood, home of the hap,
py ending, comes along with a surprise,
twist that could mean tragedy to the,
bright little offerings that have been
bobbing up from free-lancers like me.
Almost every week one reads of another
formerly-aloof studio concluding a deal
permitting use by television of its back¬
log subjects, along with which go hun¬
dreds of shorts. My royalties have al¬
ready shown an adverse trend.
I neither want to discourage nor en¬
courage would-be producers. Personally,
I think I’ll take a breather, as soon as
I finish a short about New York’s wa¬
terfront, to see how far the tide turns.
Already I seem to envisage encourage¬
ment on the blue horizon: Color TV. It
could mean a boon to travel films. New
travel films. Our fast-changing world
will demand that they be new. Color
travel shorts have always been popular
at the movies, as evidenced by the ap¬
plause, which is not usual in film
houses. So, in the meantime, let's all of
us ambitious 16mm cameramen keep
our fingers crossed!

CRAIG

BIG SCREEN MOVIE VIEWER
• Large (3% x 4% in.) hooded screen
• Flat field projection lens and
ground & polished condenser lens
• Rotating optical prism shutter
• Stainless steel film guide
• Left to right film travel
• Automatic lamp switch
• Built-in frame marker
• Focusing and framing adjustments
• 75 watt projection lamp

*49.50

it’s complete!

it’s portable!

the

(RAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR
• Big Screen Craig Movie Viewer
• Folding Geared Rewinds
(400-ft. capacity)
• Craig Master Splicer
• Complete with carry case
• Choose 8 or 16mm model
Write for illustrated literature,

KALART,

only $79.50 at all dealers
PLAINVILLE,

CONN.

DEPT.

AC-4

FR££! BUYER’S GUIDE
SAVES YOU MONEY

on EVERYTHING in
• MICROPHONE FLOOR STANDS
• MICROPHONE DESK STANDS
• BOOM STANDS and Accessories
LOUDSPEAKERS and Accessories

BYRON’S NEW LAB
(Continued from Page 243)

fading device and automatic scene-toscene color balancing. It will print
35mm film down to 16mm, 16mm to
35mm, 35mm to 35mm, and 16mm to
16mm.
From the slim-line fluorescents that
provide flicker-free illumination, to the
safety devices at every hand, not to
mention the rust-proof nails and bolts
used in putting the laboratory together,
the Byron negative-positive color film
processing lab now becomes one of the
most advanced film processing labora¬
tories in America.

for 16 mm. or 8 mm. model

Shown here: New
Model BS-37"PORTOBOOM" forstudio
and portable use. 1 8foot boom extension.
List $625.00.
USER NET

$375.00

Complete with illustrations, descriptions, specifica¬
tions, applications and prices—ONE source for ALL
your needs!

ATLAS — the complete
quality line of Mike Stands,
Loudspeakers and acces¬
sories since 1 930.

FILL OUT COUPON NOW

ATLAS SOUND CORP.
1450 — 39th Street, Bklyn 18, N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

PLEASE SEND FREE BUYER'S GUIDE.
NAME_TITLE
CO. NAME_
CO. ADDRESS_
CITY---ZONE_
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1955 ACADEMY AWARDS
(Continued from Page 220)

) FILM

_

AB0RAT0R1ES

Established 1949

Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

^ Ready - £ddy

T

U. S. Registered Trademark

SIXTH YEAR—USEFULNESS ACCLAIMED
BY THOUSANDS—READILY READABLE
1001 Ready Sound-Film
Editing Data:
•
Footage •
Frame
Count • Screen Time
•
35mm and 16mm
equivalents.
Plastic
computer
for
everyone
in
movies
and TV, from script to
screen. A time saver.

$2.00
(Delivered

Prepaid

in

Best score for musical: Robert Russell
Bennett, Jay Blackton and Adolph
Deutsch for “Oklahoma!'’ (Todd-AO,
Magna Theatre Corp.).
Best score for dramatic picture: Al¬
fred Newman for “Love Is a ManySplendored
Thing”
(20th
CenturyFox).
Best sound recording: Fred Hynes for
“Oklahoma!” (Todd-AO, Magna Thea¬
tre Corp.).
Best costume design, color: Charles
LeMaire for “Love Is a Many Splendored Thing” (20th Century-Fox).
Best costume design, black-and-white:
Helen Rose for “I’ll Cry Tomorrow”
(MGM).
Best editing: Charles Nelson and Wil¬
liam A. Lyon for “Picnic” (Columbia).
Best art direction, color: William
Flannery and Jo Mielziner for “Picnic”
(Columbia).
Best art direction, black-and-white:
Hal Pereira and Tambi Larsen for “The
Rose Tattoo” (Hal Wallis-Paramount).
The selection of eligible films to be
nominated for the Academy’s annual
awards for photographic achievement
begins with the cinematographers them¬
selves. The first of January, each year,
each director of photography in the
Hollywood motion picture industry is
invited to submit for consideration the
name of one black-and-white and one
color feature production on which he
has received sole or joint credit. Titles

of these films are then included in a
preliminary ballot which is then sent
to all directors of photography in the
industry.
In addition to the two pictures of his
own filming which he may nominate,
each director of photography at his own
discretion may also nominate one eligi¬
ble black-and-white and one color for¬
eign-made production which he consid¬
ers worthy of the Academy’s considera¬
tion. Thus, major foreign-made films
have a chance to compete with Holly¬
wood productions for the photographic
achievement awards. (This year, al¬
though several foreign films were listed
on the preliminary ballot, none survived
in the voting to become contenders for
Oscars.)
Subsequent balloting reduces the list
of films to ten in each category (blackand-white and color), and a second bal¬
loting names the five in each class
which shall be subject to a final vote
by the entire Academy membership to
determine the one best photographic
achievement in each class. All direc¬
tors of photography in the Hollywood
studios, whether members of the Acad¬
emy or not, are eligible to vote in the
preliminary balloting and the nomina¬
tions voting. Only Academy members,
however—and many Hollywood direc¬
tors of photography are also members
of the Academy—participate in the fi¬
nal voting that decides the Oscar win¬
ners.

U.S.A.)

ASK FOR REPRINT OF ARTICLE
IN AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ROSTER OF “OSCAR” WINNERS FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY

Write or ask your dealer

READY-EDDY,

Sandy

Hook,

Conn.

1928 to 1955
Year

Cameraman

Class.

Picture Title

1955
1955

B&W
Color

James Wong Howe, A.S.C.
Robert Burks, A.S.C.

“The Rose Tattoo”
“To Catch A Thief”

1954
1954

B&W
Color

Boris Kaufman, A.S.C.
Milton Krasner, A.S.C.

“On the Waterfront”
Col.
“Three Coins in the Fountain” Fox

1953
1953

B&W
Color

Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.
Loyal Griggs, A.S.C.

“From Here To Eternity”
“Shane”

Col.
Para.

1952

B&W

Robert Surtees, A.S.C.

“The Bad and the Beautiful”

MGM

“The Quiet Man”

Argosy

“A Place In The Sun”

Para.

“American In Paris”

MGM

Color
1951

1 Winton Hoch, A.S.C.
| Archie Stout, A.S.C.

/

(

William Mellor, A.S.C.

B&W
Color

■

j Alfred Gilks, A.S.C.
j John Alton, A.S.C.

[
\

B&W
Color

Robert Krasker
Robert Surtees, A.S.C.

“The Third Man”
“King Solomon’s Mines”

British
MGM

1949

B&W
Color

Paul Vogel, A.S.C.
Winton Hoch, A.S.C.

“Battleground”
“She Wore Yellow Ribbon”

MGM
R.K.O.

1948

B&W

William Daniels, A.S.C.

“The Naked City”

U-I

“Joan Of Arc”

R.K.O.

“Great Expectations”
“Black Narcissus”

Rank-U-I
Rank-U-I

1947

B&W
Color

Guy Green
Jack Cardiff, A.S.C.

1

J>
)

(Continued on Page 266)
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Para.
Para.

1950

( Joseph Valentine, A.S.C.
Color < William V. Skall, A.S.C.
(Winton Hoch, A.S.C.
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ADVERTISING

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's
name)

15c per word.

Modified display format (text set

in

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms dose 15th

boldface

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.
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STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

MORE S.O.S. SPRING HOUSE CLEANING VALUES
DIRECTORS

CHAIRS,

hardwood

construction.

SENSATIONAL KINEVOX 16 sync Magnetic
Recorders—10 day free trial... 695.00
MILLER SMOOTH GYRO ACTION Hydraulic
Tripod Heads ...
113 40
MILLER FLUID HEAD ADAPTERS for Prof.’Jr'”
F&B and S.O.S. Tripods.
15.00
VEEDER COUNTERS at 10c on the dollar—
Gov t Surplus 4 digit, non-reset, counts
1/10's, adds & subtracts.
2.95
3 digit, non-reset, counts 1/10's, adds &
subtracts
....
] 95
3 digit, with reset, ratchet type, adds only
1.95
CAMERA SLATES with quick change white
numerals and letters. $25.00 value. New.
Surplus ......
4 95
HARRISON K2 GLASS FILTERS, 4" square "in
leather cases. $9.00 value, new, surplus
4 95
ST. GEORGE 35mm RECORDING CAMERAS,
single frame,
100' capacity,
less lens.
Government paid $600.00. Closeout_
77.50
CLOSEOUT SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
&
CABINETS—SLIGHTLY
USED.
MM-102
CABINETS—hold 100-400' 16mm reels. 72"
high x 28 '/2" wide x 11" deep. Regularly
$'95.00 .
99.50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 16" deep.
Regularly $330.00 .
149.50
MITCHELL NC BABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
tecond.
995.00
BODDE
BACKGROUND
PROJECTOR 2000W,
4x5, recond.
595.00
AURICON MIKE BOOMS, $170 value, like new 119 50
PLASTIC TITLING LETTERS & Symbols. Set of
80 characters %" high, 5 fonts, assorted
colors .
2.95
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. Develop¬
er. Includes airpump, drain pump, stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape.. 975.00
CAMERETTE
35mm
REFLEX
w/4
Kinoptik
Lenses; 3 magazines; battery motor; 110
AC motor; extension tubes; automatic focus
changer. Excellent .
2750.00
EASTMAN HISPEED 16mm CAMERA, motor,
lens, compl. Likenu... 995.00
MAURER CAMERA OUTFIT w/2 magazines,
2 motors (12V & 1 10V sync} lens, battery
and cases. Good . 2395.00
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 SPEED with wedge
1025 00
NEW FRESNEL STUDIO SPOTS, lead wires,
switch, pipe clamp.
2000 Watt.$59.9$5
5000 Watt.
99.95
10' TITLE ANIMATION STAND w/motorized
zoom and stop motion. Completely wired
with footswitches. Art Table takes largest
work. $2500 value...
975 00
BARDWELL-McALISTER MULTIPLE FLOODLITES.
3 Quadruple heads to hold 12 bulbs on
rolling
tripod
stand.
Orig.
Gov’t cost
$180. Surplus .
29.50
BM QUADLITE Heads only $4.95. Stands
only .
NEW RCA 400W FLUORESCENT FLOODLITES,
takes 6-18" tubes, 21" square, fit BM
stands. $60.00 value .
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION
Optical. Rebuilt .

PRINTER,

19.95

29.50

35/16
3995.00

SURPLUS 400' 16mm CANS AT A GIVE-A¬
WAY. Doz. lots each 15c,- 3 Doz. each 12c;
6 Doz.....

, 10

MITCHELL 35mm SYNCMOTORS, below cost—
110V Std. $395.00,- 220V NC.

495.00

DOLLY TRACK with connectors, 5'-10'-15'
lengths, per ft...
With self-leveling screws—per ft.

4.95
5.95

TRADES TAKEN
602

Cable: SOSOUND

Dept, fc

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
W. 52nd St., New York 19
PL 7-0440

Western

Branch^—6331 Hollyd Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-9202

Holiy’d,

Calif.

16MM HOUSTON K-1A . . . developing machines.
For
reversal
or
positive
film.
Complete
with
refrigerator units, temperature control, condensors,
evaporators, thermostats, etc. BRAND-NEW, prices
reduced! Write. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l,
555 E. Tremont Ave., New York 57, New York.
WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

STUDIO

WALL S- S. 35MM. SOUND CAMERA
COMPLETE with Galvanometer, amplifier,
portable
power supply, 40-50-75 and 100mm. lenses, erect
image viewfinder, complete front attachments, two
1000 ft. magazines. Balanced Tripod, necessary
carrying cases.
Overhauled. Guaranteed perfect.
Reasonable.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.

BELL & HOWELL EYEMO & FILMO OWNERS!
Are you shooting for television? Our TV area matte
is a must in your objective optical viewfinder. It
eliminates chopped heads, feet, etc. For details and
price, write, to DON IWERKS, Box 151, Pacoima, Calif.
PRECISION

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

COMPANY
N

Y

“

OUR 26th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC
HALLEN 17'/2mm. Synchronous Magnetic Film
Recorder, Model B-22, complete. List, new,
$1850.00, Special ..._...$ 750.00
35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featurturing 1—28mm Schneider lens, 1—50mm
Schneider F2. lens, 1—75mm Schneider F2.3
lens. Pilot Registration Pins,
Dirert forusing on ground glass, 6—400' maga¬
zines, DeBrie gearhead tripod. Matt box.
Value $2355.00 ... 1250.00
RADIANT FOLD-PAK WASHABLE SCREEN un¬
used. 12'xl 6' New Value $215.00.

125.00

ART REEVES SENSITESTER Combination 35mm
and 16mm. Value $2,000.00. Special.

595.00

B & H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar,
and 6"
f4.5 Telephoto Xenar
Lenses; 2-400' Magazines; Motor; Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod:
Carrying Case.
Value $1,695.00. Soecial ... 1150.00
CINE SPECIAL 16mm. CAMERA W/3 LENS
TURRET, 400 ft. Mitchell magazine conv.,
rackover thru-lens viewing, motor drive,
Mitchell upright image viewfinder, 3 Kodak
lenses—15mm. f2.7, 50mm. fl .6, 102mm.
f2.7,
Pro-Jr.
tripod,
2 carryinq
cases.
VALUE $2879.00 .$1570.00
NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
numbering slate, w/handle...
6.95
35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE
I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.

285.00

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CAL.

Industry

CINE SPECIAL 11 WITH 100 FT. CHAMBER
Cine Special 11 F: 1.4 Ektar used for 5000 feet of
film recently sent to Eastman for checkup, never used
since. Can supply test strips taken at factory: $820.00.
100 foot chamber for Cine-Special perfect, $125.00;
200 foot chambers for Cine-Special, perfect, $195 00
DAN OXMAN PHOTO SUPPLIES, 424 W. Olney Ave.,
Philadelphia 20, Penna.
ALL absolutely new condition, used once: 70DL,
f/1-9, spider turret, $300; 70DL rackover, $189
f/3.8 Century lens, $76; 6" f/4.5 Wollensak
lens, $64. Lenses C mount, with filter adapters.
R. SHAININ, 430 Windermere, Buffalo 23, N.Y.
ARRIFLEX 16, complete with Schneider lenses 11,6/
1,9, 25/1,5, 75/2, case, battery, etc. Brand new.
Make offer. H. WIBMER, 512 Lakeside 50, Seattle
Wash.
ANAMORPHIC Bell & Howell CinemaScope lens: Uni¬
versal bracket; absolutely perfect, $350.00. DAVIS,
2208 So. Kedvale, Chicago, III.
CINE SPECIAL II, 25mm Ektar lens, 100-foot and
200-foot film chambers, carrying case. Camera has
seen less than 2000 feet of film—is same as new.
$975.00. VICTOR DUNCAN, 4828 Oleatha Ave., St.
Louis 16. Mo.

SCREEN TEST FILMS
16MM.

35mm B & H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite galvanometer, amplifier, motor,
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines,
Tripod
with Freehead, quick release legs, carryinq cases. Guranteed.
$3150.00
SCHOEN PRINTER, sound and silent, color,
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute,- 12 adjustable light changes,- AC-DC
conversion unit ............. 999 qq
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical conditon...
800.00
MOLE RICHARDSON combination Microphone
and Lamp BOOM. Rolling stand. Special.... 235.00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value $142.00 .
95.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
110 00
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand. Size
5x7
235.00
Size 8x10 .....
35q qq
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS. 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equipi
ment. Trades taken.

-

BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomer 16; Cine Specials all models; Bell & Howell
70-DR; Bolex H-16; Used 16mm. Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two 12" speakers, $250.00; Used 16mm. B.&H.”
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F:1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00; Used 16mm.
Ampro. Compact sound proj., sound and silent
speeds, 2" F:1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 prop lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicaqo
2, III.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

CAMERA

Magnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

AUDIO AKELEY single system camera complete with
Akeley sound head, Gyro tripod, 3 lenses, view
finder, Maurer mixing amplifier. Complete with
cables,
power supply and W.
E.
microphone.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., 315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36
CABLE: CINEQUIP

& PRODN. EQUIP.

COLOR,

SINGLE-SYSTEM

SOUND

FILMS

STUDIO SHOTS MADE FOR SCREEN-TEST, AUDITION
NARRATION OR OTHER USES,
PRICE—$50.00 PER
100 FEET. GOOD QUALITY, QUICK SERVICE
NO
OTHER CHARGES!
RALPH MARKS SOUND STUDIOS
344 EAST 49 STREET, NEW YORK 17 NY
PHONE PL 5-1625

WANTED
WE HAVE CUSTOMERS GALORE
FOR
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment.
WE ALSO TRADE OF TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Western Union-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S.

CINEMA

°ep»- fc
602 W. 52nd Street

SUPPLY CORPORATION
Coble: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202
CINE SPECIAL II with 100' film chamber and extra
100' chamber,- Kodak Anastigmat f/2.7 63mm lens,
S mount; Cine Kodak lens spacer rings; Profes¬
sional Junior tripod; set of Cine Special front find¬
ers. Used equipment preferred. R. SHAININ, 430
Windermere, Buffalo 23, N.Y.
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ROSTER OF “OSCAR” WINNERS FOR CINEMATOGRAPHY
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(Continued from Page 264)
WANTED
Year

Class.

Studio

Picture Title

Cameraman

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH
Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment
All Types Used
a Splicer to a

From

or

FIORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

Cash

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York

EQUIPMENT,

LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT

ITEMS

TO

COMPLETE

STUDIOS.

TRADES

“Anna And King Of Siam”

Fox

“The Yearling”

MGM

j|
j-

1945

B&W
Color

Harry Stradling, A.S.C.
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.

“Picture Of Dorian Gray”
“Leave Her To Heaven"

MGM
Fox

1944

B&W
Color

Joseph LaShelle, A.S.C.
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.

“Laura”
“Wilson”

Fox
Fox

1943

B&W

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

“Song Of Bernadette”

Fox

“Phantom Of The Opera"

Univ.

“Mrs. Miniver”
“The Black Swan”

MGM
Fox

“How Green My Valley”

Fox

“Blood And Sand”

Fox

“Rebecca"
“Thief Of Bagdad"

Selznick
Korda

“Wuthering Heights”

Goldwyn

“Gone With The Wind”

Selznick-MGM

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN
GLE

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

Rosher, A.S.C.
Color \ Leonard Smith, A.S.C.
' Arthur Arling, A.S.C.

WANTED
PRODUCTION

B&W

|j’ Charles

Equipment
Complete Studio

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot

Send

1946

Color

AC¬

-jIl

Hal Mohr, A.S.C.
W. Howard Greene

I
j’
1

CEPTED.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

WANTED
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H
Cameras — Lenses —

NATIONAL

CINE

— Wall —
Equipment

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

1942

B&W
Color

1941

B&W

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

Color

j Ernest Palmer, A.S.C.
|
1 Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.

1940

B&W
Color

George Barnes, A.S.C.
George Perrinal

1939

B&W

Gregg Toland, A.S.C.

Color

1 Ernest Haller, A.S.C.
|
1 Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.

New York 23, N.Y

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

N.Y.

POSITIONS WANTED
NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, titling, also projectionist. MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.
SALESMAN or partner to sell unusual TV commercial
that fits any product. EARL TETTLETON, 2716 Ala¬
bama St., la Crescenta, Calif.

Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C.
Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.

1
|
1

I
|
1

1938

Joseph Ruttenberg, A.S.C.

“The Great Waltz”

MGM

1937

Karl Freund, A.S.C.

“The Good Earth”

MGM

1936

Tony Gaudio, A.S.C.

“Anthony Adverse”

WB

1935

Hal Mohr. A.S.C.

“Midsummer Night’s Dream"

WB

1934

Victor Milner, A.S.C.

“Cleopatra"

Para.

1933

Charles B. Lang Jr., A.S.C.

“A Farewell To Arms”

Para.

1932

Lee Garmes, A.S.C.

“Shanghai Express"

Para.

1931

Floyd Crosby, A.S.C.

“Tabu”

Para.

"With Byrd At So. Pole”

Para.

“White Shadows In So. Seas”

MGM

“Sunrise”

Fox

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
U.S.

ASSIGNMENTS. 16mm silent. Experienced cam¬
eraman for Industrial, Construction, Mine and Mill,
Logging, Agricultural, Legal, Scenic, Oddities and
Travel
subjects.
ORVILLE SNIDER,
P.O.
Box 32,
North Hollywood, Calif. SUnset 2-5256.

LABORATORY & SOUND
1930
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor 5-2812
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

FOR RENT
FULLY equipped sound stage.
3 cameras including
new NC Mitchell. Available for rent by day or
week.
Assignments accepted.
LARRIBOB PRODUC¬
TIONS, INC., 5383 North Union Blvd., St. Louis 15,
Missouri.

To Classified Advertisers
Copy deadline for classified adver¬
tising is the 15th of month preced¬
ing publication date.
Mail copy
and remittance to cover cost to

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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i William Van Der Veer
Joseph T. Rucker
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1929
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i

Clyde DeVinna, A.S.C.

1I

Charles Rosher, A.S.C.
1 Karl Struss, A.S.C.

|
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INDUSTRY NEWS
(Continued from Page 210)

Riley Upped at Technicolor
Robert Riley, vice president in charge
of Technicolor Hollywood sales, has been
elected a member of the Board of Direc¬
tors of Technicolor Motion Picture Cor¬
poration at its annual shareholders meet¬
ing. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, President
and General Manager of Technicolor,
officially
announced Riley’s
election
April 3rd.
Riley, a native of Massachusetts,
joined the Technicolor company in 1922
when its headquarters were in Boston.
He started as an operator in the labora¬
tory and through the years has worked
his way up through a number of super¬
visory and executive positions to be elect¬
ed as vice president of Technicolor Mo¬
tion Picture Corporation in 1953. At

April, 1956

present he is head of the Technicolor
sales organization in Hollywood and Di¬
rector of Studio Operations. Within Mr.
Riley’s department fall camera and col¬
or consultant activities in Hollywood, do¬
mestic sales activities in New York, and
the Technicolor exhibitor and distributor
field service program. He is an asso¬
ciate Member of the American Society
of Cinematographers.

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 208)

which features single
leg-tightening
knobs; two-position offset pan-handle,
adjustable to various lengths and to right
or left hand use; improved camera screwtightening knob; tie-down eyelets; sea¬
soned, solid hardwood legs; and friction
head with positive pan and tilt locks.

MODERN WIDE-FILM SYSTEMS
ACHIEVE THE GREATLY IMPROVED PICTURE (puAUTY
NEEDED FOR NEW, GIANT SCREENS.
FILM INDUSTRY...

jg

'Q HELP TO GET HIGHER
QUALITY O/V THE FILM—PROVIDING
PEFINITION,COVERAGE. AND UNIT OUTPUT
NOT OBTAINABLE WITH ANY OTHER
METHOD OF STUDIO LIGHTING.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC... NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN
The term

National

is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation,

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

Announcing...

byron
color-correcr
negative-positive

color process
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative
for 16mm release

For information and price
list, write, phone or wire

byron

%

Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

PRACTICALLY

EVERY

16MM

FILM

PRODUCER

IN

DUpont 7-1800

THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE IS A CLIENT OF BYRON

MAY • 1956
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• Mobile Camera Shots for “The Fastest Gun Alive”
• Plastic Blimps For Shooting Movies Under Water
• Wide Angle Problems in Wide Screen Photography

25c
FOREIGN

35c

Du Pont Representative Joe Dougherty (right) is a fre¬
quent visitor at Video Pictures, Inc. He discusses tech¬
nical aspects of using Du Pont Film with Mr. Drury.

Drummond Drury, Director of Photography shooting at Video Pictures, Inc., is
primarily concerned with filming top-product TV commercials. He says, “We’re
interested in getting highest possible quality . . . and Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 gives
better images than any other black-and-white film we’ve ever used.”

Filming an automobile TV commercial requires top per¬
formance at every point. The long scale of Du Pont
“Superior” 2 captures details in highlights and opens up
shadows for best footage obtainable.

“Long scale, speed, fine grain...features that make
Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 [deal for TV filming!”
—reports VIDEO PICTURES, INC., one of New York’s oldest producers

“When shooting TV commercials, Video
Pictures demands the utmost from a film,”
says, Drummond Drury, Director of Pho¬
tography. “Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 gives
us fine grain to catch detail, long gradation
and wide latitude to capture middle tones
and record the image properly.
“For example, shooting automobile com¬
mercials is a case where good middle tone
register is extremely important. In addi¬
tion, clean highlights and remarkable
shadow detail obtained with ‘Superior’ 2
record the set just the way we want it.
“The emulsion of ‘Superior’ 2 Motion
Picture Film is more rugged than any we
have ever tested,” adds Mr. Drury. “It’s

much less susceptible to scratches from
shooting and processing operations. And,
by controlled development, we can in¬
crease film speed without danger of en¬
larging the grain. ‘Superior’ 2 has proved
to be a film we can depend on to show the
client’s product as he wants it shown!”
Video Pictures insists that the release
prints go on Du Pont Type 824 Fine Grain
Low Contrast Positive . . . this film gives
the low contrast necessary for good TV
reproduction. They use Du Pont 802 B
Sound Recording stock for their sound
recording to complement the fine results
obtained on “Superior” 2 and Du Pont
Type 824 Low Contrast Positive stock.

write or call the
nearest Du Pont Sales Office (listed be¬
low) or the Du Pont Company, Photo
Products Department, Wilmington 98,
Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont Company
of Canada Limited, Toronto.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,

SALES OFFICES
ATLANTA 5, GA.805 Peachtree Bldg.
BOSTON 10, MASS.140 Federal Street
CHICAGO 30, ILL.4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
CLEVELAND 14, 0.1033 Union Commerce Bldg.
DALLAS 7, TEXAS.1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
LOS ANGELES 38, CALIF.7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
NEW YORK 11, N. Y.248 West 18th Street
PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.225 South 15th Street

u>s pAT. OFF

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

DUPONT MOTION PICTURE FILM

. . . THROUGH

CHEMISTRY

VEOTIATO CLAlR.tn.OUt
4530 MAR10TA AVENUE
jrpp-m nai LVWOOP, OAUP^

PefUectcoM
iHPRO'itO
PROFtSSlONM

Junior T mpm

•
the latest improved
Always a 9™°' ,r*
with the removable
PROFESSIONAL ^'°Rmpion, with exclusive patented
head, is the wor^

^ approach..

features no o

method with easily

simplified -meranoa, aunlbling underneath camera
accessible Vnob-no

_

platform—quick, easy, P

-na

pan

2-

handle—make

>1

needs.

Additional pan

handle sockets

reverse tilt.
3 and sturdier construct.on
Larger gripping

levers.

tilt and pan loc

New tie-down eyelets in flange.
M expect this outstanding tripod h
’U
hut here's the big surpr.se
.DVANCE IN

^

:!1\«,omTuUNIOR today. You

Professional Junior
SEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood
BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—

same tripod.
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available
_

W/&
■(#.-jr

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

/

(Jflm€Rfl£ouipm€nT(o
DEPT. A-3-25

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

FOR

MOTION

PICTURE

AND

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

THE CAMART DUAL READER . . . permits you to edit single
and

double

system

sound

with

any

silent picture viewer.

Hi-fi lip-sync sound. $195.00

D

COLORTRAN Lights and Con¬
verters in stock. Packaged stu¬
dio
lighting
in
convenient
cases. High intensity converters
from $57.50 and up.

ECCO $ 1500 Speedroll Applicator,
an efficient time-saving method
for cleaning your film, offers max¬
imum performance with minimum
waste. $29.50.

Why travel to
location for
backgrounds when you can do
it with the Bodde Rear Screen
Projector.
Model
P-3AC
for
4x5 glass slides, 2000 watt
intensity with step-up voltage
transformer, 9 ft. by 12 ft.
rear screen with frame.

PRESTOSEAL
electric butt-we Id
splicer. No scraping, no brushes,
no
cement.
Perfect alignment,
permanent splices in seconds. For
16mm or 35mm, $547.80. 16mm
or 35mm head, $265.00

MACO VIEWFINDER . . . formerly
Maier-Hancock;

professional-type

side viewfinder, with large, bright,
erect image. For Cine Special,
Filmo, Bolex and Cine-Voice cam¬
eras. $139.50

FILMTRON1C
portable
power
supply unit for Auricon Cine
Voice and Pro cameras, pro¬
vides 110 volts 60 cycles on
location. $68.50. Master Mod¬
el
for
Super-1200
camera
$169.50.

TIGHTWIND ADAPTER . . . winds
film smoothly and evenly without
cinching or abrasions. Fits 16mm
& 35mm standard rewinds. With
core adapter, $29.00.

BARDWELL-MCALISTER
LIGHTS . . .
complete stock of 750 to 1000watt spots and accessories. From
$81.00.

tkeCaMERfl MART
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23 - PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum

Now, for the first time, one editing machine
16mm film and 35mm film simultaneously
with 16mm magnetic-optic and
UV^mm magnetic or 35mm magnetic-optic

Marking and retouching
50% easier! Optical unit
swings completely away,
revealing the entire frame
unobstructed I

Rewinding operations
simplified by a high-speed
rewind on picture head,
a low-speed rewind on
sound head-and a new
idea in foot pedal control.
»

The EDI MAC cuts editing time up to 30%.
Nothing is complicated. Every operation
is simple, quiet, easy for anyone familiar
with standard equipment. The principle’s
the same. But what an improvement!

WRITE TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION,
including price F.O.B. Factory
and free descriptive booklet.
The newest, most advanced
lighting and production
equipment is made by

EXCLUSIVE
FULL YEAR GUARANTEE!
J. G. McAlister guarantees the new
EDIMAC against all mechanical defects
for one full year. No other editing
equipment manufacturer can promise
such trouble-free performance.

J - G-_ McA.list
(sales & rentals)

Run negative film with
absolute safety. Magnetic
head never touches film
while optic is in use.

Adjust picture brilliancy at
the turn of a dial.
Variable light control aids
in pre-viewing light
and dark prints.

1117 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California
And that's not all. Scores of other important features boost
your output, enhance your skill, solva all major editing problems.

TWO D0LL(IE)S WIN SUPPORTING AWARDS
Miss Jo Van Fleet wins Academy Award for
“Best Supporting Actress” in “East of Eden,”
Warner Brothers.
J. G. McAlister Dual Steering “Crab Dolly,”
invented by Mr. Steve Krilanovitch, wins Academy
Award for “Best Support of Camera” from
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
The J. G. McAlister “Crab Dolly” is being used
in all motion picture studios.

George Folsey Elected President Of
Multiple Striplites Amer. Society Of Cinematographers
Bardwell & McAlister

Ruttenberg, Biroc, Krasner and Rennahan
also voted as Officers for 1956-57

Extends 4 to 15 ft. high. For indoors and outdoors,
3 Striplites, each with 4 swivel sockets and switch—
R40
lamps—totaling
1800
holds
twelve
150-watt
watt illumination. Folds to portable size. Weatherproof cable, rubber tired casters. Can also be used
with ColorTran converters. Orig. U.S. Govt, cost $180,
(T'OQ
exce ent condition—
iced only.ipZ.ij.yjU
now pric

GEORGE J. FOLSEY, A.S.C.

Same with One Striplite,
holds

four

Multiple

150W

Striplite

lamps.$22.50

Lamp

Heads

only.$ 4.95

Telescopic Tripod Stand Only
with

3

brackets.

..$19.95

16/35mm Titler &
Special Effects Kit

For Professional Results!
Produces widest range of titles, trick films, cartoons,
animation, etc. Takes most types of movie cameras.
Horizontal and vertical operation. Table adjustable
north, east, south, west. Title board size 7%" x 91/,"
with tipping frame, overall dimensions 40" x 15"
x 12", weight 40 lbs.
• Twin
lamps
with
reflectors for front and
rear
illumination.
• Title card frame, platens at top and bottom.
• Distance scale for correct setting of camera lens.
• Running plus climbing title device for producing
any number of title lines. Turntable for rotating
titles, small objects and many other purposes.

MODEL TG II, 16mm .$159.50
MODEL TG III, 16mm . 198.50
MODEL TG, IV, 16/35mm
(illustrated)..
295.00
Write

for illustrated brochure

SIS.CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St.. N.Y.C. 19—PLaza 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
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American Cinematographer

J. Folsey, a director of photog¬
raphy at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio
for the past twenty-five years, last
month was elected President of the
American Society of Cinematographers.
He succeeds Arthur C. Miller, who re¬
tired after serving two terms.
Previously, Folsey had served on the
Society’s Board of Directors in various
offices from Secretary to Vice-President.
He has been a member of the Society
since 1927.
One of M-G-M’s top flight cinematog¬
raphers, Folsey has photographed a big
share of that studio’s most important
feature productions. His credits include
such memorable productions as “Green
Dolphin Street,” “If Winter Comes,”
“Take Me Out To The Ball Game,”
“Adam’s Rib,
“Lovely To Look At,’
“Million Dollar Mermaid,” “Executive
Suite,” “Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers,” “Deep In My Heart,” and
“Forbidden Planet,” soon to be re¬
leased.
Despite his impressive work, he has,
as he terms it, “been always a brides¬
maid, but never a bride,” in the matter
of Academy Awards. His photography
has been nominated for awards more
then a dozen times. Last year he was
on the Nominees’ list with two nomina¬
tions: for “Executive Suite” for best
black - and - white photography, and
“Seven Brides for Seven Brothers,”
color photography. He’s hopeful that
the Academy’s voting will yet bring
him a cherished Oscar before he retires,
which he can display along with the
George

May,

1956

dozen or more Nomination certificates
he has acquired over the years.
George Folsey is one of the few top
men in the field who did not come into
the motion picture business with some
previous experience in photography.
When he got his first job with an east¬
ern studio at the age of fourteen, he
had no interest in photography what¬
ever. He had found a job as office boy
at the old Lasky Feature Play Company
in New York and had accepted it with
routine interest until the following day
when he saw trekking through the
Studio’s front door many of the great
movie stars he had admired at the
neighborhood nickelodeon: Marguerite
Clarke, Carlyle Blackwell, Mary Pickford, Louise Huff, John Barrymore,
Harold Lockwood and other “greats” of
the days of the memorable early “silent”
films.
“The more I saw of the picture busi¬
ness, the more I wanted to be a part of
it,” Folsey says.
“Eventually there
came the opportunity for me to go out
on the sets and work with one of the
cameramen. Assistant cameramen were
a very new luxury in those pioneer
days. It was my first introduction to
photography, and somehow I took to it
instinctively. I loved to stay at the
studio nights and work with my boss
who taught me how to develop film,
shoot titles, develop and make prints of
stills, etc.
“Finally after four years as an as¬
sistant, I was promoted to second cam¬
eraman. Shortly thereafter, the cam¬
eraman on a picture whom I was assist¬
ing walked off the job half-way through
the production. I was asked if I could
take over and complete it. With the
confidence of a brash eighteen-year-old
I said ‘yes-’—and stepped into the most
difficult assignment I have ever had.
“For it wasn’t just an ordinary pic¬
ture. The star, Alice Brady, played a
dual role—and a difficult one. She not
only had to talk to herself in the two
characterizations,
but
to
walk
all
around herself, shake hands with her¬
self, and even pin jewelry on herself.
Today’s great standbys—process photog¬
raphy and optical printing — weren’t
even invented yet, so I had to do the
whole thing in the camera.
“Probably because I didn’t know any
(Continued on Page 290)

The One-Stop Source
Identify Your Films Instantly The S. 0. S. Junior Tripod
Unnumbered
films cause con¬
fusion and loss
of time.

For TOP
PROFESSIONAL
Performance

The Moy
Visible Edge Film
Numbering Machine

The MOY edge
numbers every
foot of 16,
135mm film

Vastly Improved
Over Any Tripod
in its Class!

and simplifies
the task of
checking
titles, footage.

For all types of medium weight cameras.
Outside, knurled camera tightening knob with angle gears.
The MOY Visible Edge Numbering Machine replaces cue marks, per¬
forations, messy crayons, punches, embossing—does not mutilate film.
Work prints showing special effects, fades and dissolves require edge
numbering to kep count of frames cut or added. Multiple magnetic
tracks in CinemaScope sterephonic recordings make edge numbering
a MUST. Write for brochure.

Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second handle position.
Positive pan and tilt locks, with large tightening levers.
Detachable, precision machined friction plate.
One-piece leg locking knobs for quick adjustments, even tension.
Aluminum leg
bearings.

With NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System $2475
Present Moy owners con easily install the new and improved

with

leg

rest

ledge—aluminum

leg

Extra smooth friction heal—guaranteed for 5 years.

inking system!

Seasoned, solid
not stick.

AMONG RECENT PURCHASERS ARE:
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefillm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

supports

Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

ONLY
Write for

hardwood

$145

legs, oil

treated

and

polished—will

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

brochure showing complete

line of

tripods &

accessories.

Processor

The All-Purpose Rapid Action
A true one-man lab. No special skill required!
Bridgamatic 16mm Automatic “Rapid Action'' Reversal is
the perfect All-Purpose Processor—assures quality pic¬
tures— reversal speed 1200' per hour — also does nega¬
tive and positive film. Light-tight compartment for daylight
operation. Completely automatic ' Dry-to-Dry." Simply
plug in and operate. Ideal for TV stations, photo finish¬
ers, industrial or documentary producers, microfilmers,
small labs, universities, etc.

MODEL RA $2795—includes

basic Bridgamatic feaures such as overdrive, nylon bearings, air squeegee,
juilt-in drybox, blower, heating elements, daylight comiartment plus continuously variable speed control, 1200
oot enclosed magazine, feed-in and take-up elevators.

AMONG
RECENT

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME-PAYMENT PLAN

PURCHASERS

Trade-ins Accepted . . . Send List.

ARE:

WIBW-TV, Topeka, Kansas
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La.
KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Texas
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C.
KKTV, Colo. Springs, Colo.

WRGB-TV, Schenectady, N. Y.
Merkle Film Lab., Long Beach, Calif.
Microfilming Corp. of America, Maywood, N.J.
Master Motion Picture Co., Boston, Mass.
Naval Microfilm Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

P||\|E|t|l
MPPIV
POPP
S.O.S. UlllLlvin UUl I LI UUIII
WESTERN

BRANCH:

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Hollywood

Phone: PLaza 7-0440
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California

—

Cable: SOSOUND
Phone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

HOLLYWOOD

News briefs about the A.S.C.

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

TURNING OVER the gavel of office to newly-elected President of the

OSCAR-WINNER James Wong Howe is presented with commemora¬

A.S.C., George J. Folsey (left) is outgoing President Arthur C. Miller.

tive plaque by A.S.C. President Folsey, which Howe then mounted

Event

on the A.S.C.’s “Wall of Fame.” Howe won Oscar for photography

took

place

at

Society’s

annual

installation

of

Officers

last

month.

of “The Rose Tattoo.”

ALSO MAKING the A.S.C.’s “Wall of Fame” for first time is William

AMONG

Sickner (left) who is being

was

presented with plaque commemorating

by

his accomplishment in winning an Emmy this year for achievement in

Walter

Strenge

TV film

Miller

past two

photography.

Two Hollywood cinematographers were
admitted to active membership in the
American Society of Cinematographers
last month. They are Jack Warren of
Paramount Studio and Clarence Slifer
of 20th Century-Fox.
I he following were also voted to As¬
sociate Membership in the Society: Rob-
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of

A.S.C.
Arthur
his

Installation
C.

Miller

assistance

and

ceremonies

to

Treasurer

services

to

years.

•

Gilbert Warrenton, A.S.C., has com¬
pleted the photography of 52nd and

May,

during

appreciation

bert E. Burns, Ft. Lee, N. J.; John H.
Maynard, Chicago; William J. Reddick,
Ft. Lee; Thomas L. Gibson, Chicago;
and Wilford W. Bower, Ft. Lee. All are
associated with W. J. German, Inc.

•

made

Outgoing-President

final episode in the TV film series, “Ser¬
geant Preston of the Yukon,” produced
by Skinner Studios, Hollywood. The
entire series was photographed on
35mm Eastman Color film. As most of
the action takes place in snow country,
company was kept on the move, shoot(Continued on Page 280)

assured by Turco's Flaw Detection Method
filmed at Northrop Aircraft with
Auricon 16mm Sound Cameras

Cralen Enterprises, Inc., filming William Cox of Northrop Public Relations, as he interviews
Robert Love, jet ace, after test flight in Northrop F-89 all-weather interceptor.

NORTHROP

Hollywood

The full story of flaw detection in metals with Turco “Dy-Chek” Dye Penetrant is the subject
of a new Training Movie in sound and color, filmed at Northrop Aircraft with Auricon 16mm
Sound-On-Film Cameras.
The film shows how“Quality-Control checks metal parts for the Northrop F-89 all-weather jet
interceptor right on the production line, with Turco’s “Dy-Chek” inspection process!

This film is another example of how
Training Movies and Industrial Motion
Pictures can be produced with precision
and fidelity using Auricon 16mm Sound
Cameras. Professional Auricon Built-in
Features, include Self-blimping Camera
design, Synchronous Motor Drive,
Auricon-Electromatic Take-up, etc. Many
producers and cameramen have named
Auricon...“the finest 16mm Sound Camera
ever built!”

Turco’s new Training Movie on
"Dy-Chek” Flaw-Inspection Process, is
shown during filming at Northrop
Aircraft, with Craig Curtis (at camera)
and Lennie Blondheim, both of Cralen
Enterprises, Inc., Hollywood, California.

Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee
You must be satisfied! Write for free illustrated Auricon catalog

6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California
AilUCON MO-MO

SOUND IICOtDH

$1497.00

$3359.00

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from Page 278)

ing sequences in Aspen, Colorado; in
Kernville and Big Bear Lake, Califor¬
nia, and at Mammoth Lake. According
to Warrenton, 60% of all shooting was
exteriors.

•

•

•

Karl Freund, A.S.C., last month termi¬
nated a five-year association with Desilu
Productions as Director of Photography.
Freund is credited with being the first
to develop and put into use the system
of three cameras for shooting TV films
in extended takes.
He had photo¬
graphed most of the “I Love Lucy”
shows filmed to date. He also photo¬
graphed numerous episodes of the “Our
Miss Brooks” and “December Bride”
television shows.
Freund has plans to return to pro¬
duction of feature-length films as pro¬
ducer-director.
He continues active as president of
Photo Research Corporation, Holly¬
wood.

FOR THOSE
WHO CAN
AFFORD
THE FINEST

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
studios. Its membership also includes non¬
resident cinematographers and cinematog¬
raphers in foreign lands. Membership is
by invitation only.

in the East it's

•
OFFICERS

• ROUND-THE-CLOCK SERVICES
• NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
• FIRST PRINT DEPARTMENT
• ULTRA VIOLET AND
FLASH PATCH PRINTING
16MM AND 35MM
RELEASE PRINTING
KODACHROME PRINTING
63 EDITING ROOMS

George Folsey, President
Joseph Ruttenberg, First Vice-President
Joseph Biroc, Second Vice-President
Milton Krasner, Third Vice-President
Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Ray Rennahan, Secretary
Sol Halprin, Sergeant-at-arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

John Boyle
Charles Clarke
Arthur Edeson
Burnett Guffey
Russell Harlan
Winton Hoch
William Skall
Philip Tannura

SPECIAL TV SERVICES

• For
ror Color
v-oior it's
it 5

ALTERNATE

jf /I

Inc.

BOARD MEMBERS

John Arnold
Robert Burks
Ellis Carter
Lee Garmes
Irving Glassberg
Ernest Miller
Victor Milner

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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Robert Pittack
Sol Polito
Paul Vogel
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TRIPOD

FLEXIBILITY! PORTABILITY! RELIABILITY!

SOLID SETTING FOR
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

The motion picture cameraman's answer to
taking better news or studio pictures! Expe¬
rienced cameramen appreciate the advantage
of photographing “follow shots” without the
use of a crank. By a slight pressure on the
handle the Akeley Gyro follows the movement
of any object, regardless of direction.
The Akeley Gyro Tripod features three different
pan speeds, each easily selected by the op¬
erator, giving a wide range of movement to
meet all possible requirements. The gyro
mechanism is provided with ball-bearings
throughout, insuring ease of action. Leveling
is done quickly by releasing a knob on the
bottom of the tripod. The gyro head can be
tilted and the stops easily adjusted.

Inquire about the new Akeley Scanoscope for wide screen
photography, the latest development in 35mm Anamorphic
lenses.

akeley camera & instrument division
of J. W. Fecker, Inc.
175 VARICK STREET • NEW YORK 14, NEW YORK

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

WHAT’S NEW
. . . in equipment, accessories, service

16/35

nounces a non-toxic cleaning solution
for motion picture film. Trade-named
“Renovex,” solution can be used any¬
where without usual precautions regard¬
ing ventilation or exhaust of fumes.
List price is S3.00 per quart. S9.90 per
gallon.

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The

perfect camera for the motion picture film

maker working

in

both

16mm

or

35mm

color

or black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—

• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 16mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
• Precise

rugged

movement

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter
• Divergent three lens turret
• Automatic film gate 400* magazines
35mm — the

16mm

magazine

will

16 o>
accom

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor
Write for brochure

Synchronizer Attachments
Precision Laboratories, Inc., 1139
Utica Ave., Brooklyn 3, N. Y., announce
a new line of magnetic synchronizer at¬
tachments for use with Moviola, Neumade and HFC synchronizers in editing
magnetic sound tracks. The new units
feature magnetic head mounts with ad¬
justments, for track and magnetic tape
and film thickness.
Incorporated in each unit is a safetyfused 4-watt amplifier with pilot light;
built
in
heavy-duty
Alnico-V
PM
speaker; six-foot line cord, and six-foot
cable for the magnetic head. Prices and
further data may be had by writing the
manufacturer.

Anti-dust Brushes
Polonium, which emits radioactive
Alpha Rays, and thus neutralize sur¬
faces so that they will not attract fur¬
ther dust, is incorporated into the de¬
sign of a line of brushes designed espe¬
cially for photographic use, such as
cleaning surfaces of lenses, film, film
gates, etc.
Trade-named Alpha Ray Static-Brush,
manufacturer is C & K Gugenheimer,
898 River Road, Edgewater, New Jersey.

RCA to Service H-F Equipment
RCA Service Company’s New York
repair shop facilities at 419 West 54th
St., has been appointed official servic¬
ing agency for Houston-Fearless film
processing and TV studio equipment,
for the East Coast.

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(TflmeRii Couipmem (o.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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New Sound System
A new sound system for small the¬
atres called the Westrex Economy Sys¬
tem is announced by Westrex Corp.,
New York. The single-channel system is
composed of the following main units:
Westrex RII photographic reproducer,
which features silent chain drives and
oilite bearings; Westrex Economy 45A
single - channel transmission cabinet;
Westrex 26-type 30-watt power ampli¬
fier; and the Westrex 14-type loud¬
speaker assembly.
Non-toxic Film Cleaner
Neumade Products Corp., 330 West
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y., an¬
May, 1956

“Giraffe” Camera Crane
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602 W.
52nd St., N. Y. City, has been ap¬
pointed distributor for the Giraffie cam¬
era crane. Crane is self-contained and
operates independently of the truck or
trailer chassis on which it may be
mounted. It can also be placed on a
barge, dock, trailer, railcar, etc.
Platform will support load of 450
pounds and remains level at all times.
Eoot controls on platform leave camera¬
man’s hands free for handling camera.
Crane may also be operated from its
base through dual set of controls.

rp
amerette

One Camera...
One Blimp...
For Both 16mm and 35mm Cinematography
• Reflex viewing through taking lens at all times.
• External Follow-focus control.
• External iris control.
• Accommodates 18.5mm through 100mm objectives.
• Quick-change magazines and lenses; retractable camera carriage.
• 110-V single-phase and 220-V 3-pliase synchronous motors.
• Lightweight magnesium alloy construction.
• Completely soundproof.

Available For Immediate Delivery

BENJAMIN
1410 N. VAN NESS AVE.

BERG
•

HOLLYWOOD 28,

COMPANY
CALIF.

•

Hollywood

2-0871

•Patents Coutant-Mathot
Manufactured by Eclair

/Q HELP 70 GET HIGHER
QUALITY OM “THE FILM-PROVIDING
jg
DEFINITION/COVERAGE AND UNIT OUTPUT
^
NOT OBTAINABLE WITH ANY OTHER
w>
METHOD OF STUDIO LIGHTING.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC... NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN
The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

... but a pretty face is one end which
justifies the means.
A film laboratory, however, (if you’ve
wondered why we brought the subject up
Things are seldom what they seem . . . w. s. gilbert

at all) is another matter. Here the facade is
not important, is not an end in itself. It is
the abilities of the men and equipment
behind the facade that count.
For the best of the things that count...

For complete 16mm and 35mm services
including l6?nm color printing...

GENERAL FILM

LABORATORIES CORP.

1546 NO. ARGYLE • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 2-6171

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15 ampere fuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$198.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent'of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
amphere fuse.$265.00
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a BroadorJunior, plus4stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.51725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
PRECISION
SOUND
READERS

A complete sound system that weighs only
27 lbs! Features high gain "long-shot”
microphone channel. Dialog equalization
for “speech-music" selection. Self-con¬
tained playback system for "film-direct”
monitor. Famous Magnasync"synkinetic”
precision film transport. High speed rewind,
sync speed reverse and fast forward. Con¬
venient arrangement for "sync marking."
Footage counter, extended capacity arms,
"quick-detach” mount for special motors. |
Unconditionally guaranteed! . . $895.00 s

Made by Precision Laboratories . . . your guarantee of
the finest in sound editing instruments. Simple thread¬
ing .. . polished stabilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage film. Film rollers
machined to conform with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . . precision ground
shafts... dimensions 6" x 6" x 7%."

AURICON

Amplifier: 117 volts —60 cycle —AC. Power output —
4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V speaker . . . safety fused
. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy
duty cord.
Optical Model 600— 16mm and 35mm

.

.

AURIC0N CINE-VOICE

16mm
CINE-VOICE

$185.00

Magnetic Model 700 — 16mm, 17.5 mm, 35 mm and
inch.$198.00

%

Optical-Magnetic Model 800 — 16 mm, 35 mm and
H inch.$259.50

West’s Largest Selection
Budget Terms Available

AURICON PR0-600
16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

popular-priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound pro¬
jector. Single-lens model
$695.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

AURIC0N “SUPER-1200”
16mm sound - on-film
camera (self-blimped)
with 3-lens turret for“C"
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

SUPER
1200
AURICON PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment
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SYNCHRONIZER HEAVEN

35mm 3-Way Synchronizer

$165.00
1.

Fastens to roller arm of synchronizer.

2.

Sync dailies quickly without using editing machine.

3.

Ideal for checking sound track for words or effects to be
replaced.

4.

Fastest and most accurate in locating beginning and end¬
ing of words.

5.

Tape head can be slid up and back to read a track in
any position of fullcoat or magnastripe.
Selling Price:
HFC Magnetic Tape Reader Synchronizer
attachment .$34.50
HFC Magnetic Tape Reader Amplifier
... 55.00
Complete Unit.
39

16mm 2-Way Synchronizer

$125.00

16mm Special Measuring Machine.
Counts in 16 & 35mm Footage $160.00

16mm 3-Way Synchronizer
35mm 2-Way Vistavision Synchronizer with
Footage & Frame Counter $160.00

35mm 4-Way Synchronizer

$165.00

$190.00

AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
precision film editing equipment
956 SEWARD STREET

o

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
HOIlywood 2-3284

65-35mm Combination Synchronizer

$380.00

THIS

15
JUST
THE
BEGINNING
OF
16 IVIIVI!

Talk was that other film sizes than 16mm could
do better jobs in the industrial, educational
and commercial fields.
Not while there is a film laboratory like
Precision, bringing 16mm to the peak of
perfection. In fact, we are demonstrating daily
that 16mm can do more—and better—things
in movies than have been done before.
Precision Film Laboratories developed
unique equipment to realize the fullest
potentialities in 16mm, such as the optical track
printer; timing, fades, dissolves, scene-to-scene
color corrections, invisible splicing without notching
originals; direct electric printing and many others.
No, 16mm is just beginning. Depend on it for
your next film project and, of course, depend on
Precision to do exactly the right job in
bringing life and sparkle to the best of your
production efforts.

you’ll see

and hear

p□E
FILM
21

West

1 ii—iHi kmkm Shagfil

ION

LABORATORIES,
46th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC.

In

everything, there

is

one

best

in

film

processing, it’s

Precision

Conversion of 100 ft.

AURICON CINE VOICE
to 1200 ft. capacity.
ncludes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision con¬
version permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (11 min. running
fime) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Also provides for
nstallation of Veeder footage counter. We can convert your present
line Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with
jxternal magazines.
Conversion-less magazines $450.00
Positive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for
;mall additional charge.

Only accurate meter that
measures all light sources,
including daylight. Measures
the proportionate amounts
of all 3 primary colors in the
light source, and indicates
the filters needed for positive
color correction. Product of
Photo Research Corporation.
With case and strap $305.00
With Kelvin scale $325.00

3-wheel portable

750-2000-5000 Watt

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

CONE LIGHTS

Illustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also
takes Professional Junior and most stand¬
ard tripods. You can't beat it for light¬
weight convenience.
$300.00

Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE

750W-$75.
2000W-$110.
5000W-$175.00. Less stand.

Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to floors.

• RENTALS
*9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
* PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. ‘Electric Footage Timers
Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.
‘Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers.
‘DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.

Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

Adjustable Collapsible

Model C (illustrated) $32.50
Model B(less clamps) $26.50

t

GEORGE FOLSEY ELECTED A.S.C. PRESIDENT
(Continued from Page 276)

= New 35 mm Model 2A =
=

With 180° Shutter

^E

1 A truly GRtM |
i

CAMERA 1
TV,

EE

for

Newsreel

=

and commercial

better, I worked out a comparatively
simple method of doing these scenes.
Instead of using elaborate mattes, I used
lighting: I did many of the takes on a
set completely upholstered in black vel¬
vet, and kept this from photographing
by simply keeping all light away from
it, and concentrated solely on my actors.
Using this for some takes, and an identi¬
cal, normal set for the others, I man¬
aged to get what the script called for.
“For the rest, I guess I was lucky.
I’d learned pretty well what was then
known about photographing sets and
people—and I was particularly in luck
with my star, for Miss Brady was in
love, and I don’t think anyone could
have made her photograph badly, she
was so radiantly happy. At any rate,
she was pleased with what I did, and so
were the director and producer. I was
a full-fledged First Cameraman from
that day on.”
George Folsey recently completed the
photography of M-G-M’s provocative
thriller, “The Fastest Gun Alive,” about

which he has written an article appear¬
ing in this issue. On May 1st, he be¬
gins shooting “The Power and the
Prize,” a black-and-white production for
which he has worked out some unique
photographic innovations.
In addition to the election of Folsey
as President, five new members of the
Board of Governors were elected for
three-year terms.
They are: Arthur
Edeson, John Boyle, Russell Harlan,
Milton Krasner, and Joseph Ruttenberg.
Alternate Board Members elected are:
John Arnold, Robert Burks, Ellis Car¬
ter, Lee Garmes, Irving Glassberg,
Ernest Miller, Victor Milner, Robert
Pittack, Sol Polito, and Paul Vogel.
Other Officers, in addition to Presi¬
dent Folsey, selected from within the
Board of Governors to serve for the en¬
suing 12 months are: Joseph Rutten¬
berg, 1st V-pres.; Joseph Biroc, 2nd
V-pres.; Milton Krasner, 3rd V-pres.;
Walter Strenge, Treasurer; Ray Rennahan, Secretary; and Sol Halprin, Ser¬
geant-at-arms.

INDUSTRY NEWS
—

For tough and trying assign- —

=

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a =
class by itself. Reflex focusing ~

=
—

through photographing lens EE
while camera is operating— =

—

this is just one outstanding ^
ARRIFLEX feature.
EEE

EE
~
—

Equipped with bright, right- EE
~
~
=

~
=
=

side-up image finder, 6V2 x
magnification. Solves all parallax problems. 3 lens turret.
Variable speed motor built
into handle operates from
lightweight battery. Tachom-

~
——
==

frames per second. Compact,
lightweight for either tripod
or hand-held filming. Takes

—

=

200' or 400' magazine. Write

EE

EE
~

E:
EE eter registering from 0 to 50 EE

EE for free folder.
EE

Blimp now available.

EE
~

EE
EE
EE

— 16mm ARRIFLEX also available.—

FRANK

C. ZUCKER
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315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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A high-speed Motion Analysis Cam¬
era, capable of taking high quality pic¬
tures within the range of 5,000 per sec¬
ond and incorporating the most ad¬
vanced features of high speed photog¬
raphy, has been designed by the Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corporation
of Syosset, N. Y.
The lightweight 16mm camera, now
undergoing field testing, has been des¬
ignated the “Fairchild Motion Analysis
Camera” and has been designed for Ver¬
satility as well as speed.
This new camera, utilizing rotating
prisms instead of a blade shutter, can
be adapted to many variations, each for
a specific use. An Industrial model is
planned which is capable of taking as
many as 5,000 pictures per second; an
Airborne model has been designed
which has a maximum exposure speed
of 2,000 frames per second; and a Mis¬
sile hit-miss model, already proven to
take 250 pictures per second, is being
engineered to photograph up to 1,000
pictures per second. Both the Industrial
and Airborne models have film capaci¬
ties of 100 and 200 feet, using daylight
loading spools.
The cameras are both lightweight and
compact. To give particular speed
ranges, a family of interchangeable 28-

•

May, 1956

volt DC motors are used to drive the sev¬
eral models. Because of their lightweight
and small size, the motors can furnish
maximum acceleration in a minimum of
time and the camera has sufficient power
to start at high speed.
The cameras are simple to operate.
There is only one switch and two sockets
on each—one for motor power and one
for the timing light. Loading is extreme¬
ly simple. Speed of the camera can be
varied during the passage of the film
through the camera.
Applications of the Motion Analysis
Camera include the recording of high
speed electrical phenomena, automatic
machinery, explosions, guided missiles,
hydraulic phenomena, deceleration tests
to stimulate gravity pull, every field of
entertainment and sport—even to re¬
cording the velocity of a baseball or a
golf ball.

•

•

•

A 400-cycle magnetic signal-level test
film, providing an absolute reference for
the level of magnetically recorded signal,
is now available from the Society of Mo¬
tion Picture & Television Engineers.
Film is designed for use by the 16mm
equipment and sound recording indus¬
try as a basis for determining amplifica(Continued on Page 326)

r
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cost you less to own
than if costs to rent other equipment

MODEL

HA

L

with
soundproof
blimp and
synchronous
motor...
For little more than the usual rental charges
for equipment, you can own a complete Arriflex 35 Model 11A sound outfit, including the
variable speed motor. Synchronous Motor and
Soundproof Blimp. As a result, more and more
studios and cameramen are recognizing this
fact and are buying Arriflex.
The Arriflex 35 Model IIA offers many
advantages over other 35mm cine cameras. For
example, without the Blimp and with battery-

ARRIFLEX 35 Model IIA with
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR UNIT

operated variable-speed motor, the Arriflex is

Provides absolutely uniform and con¬
stant speed. Motor is mounted on
base-plate housing containing gear
mechanism which connects directly to
main drive shaft of camera. Motor unit
has built-in footage counter and tripod
socket. Safety clutch automatically dis¬
engages motor should film 'jam'.
Designed for 115-volt, 60-cycle AC1
operation.

an unusually light and easy camera to handle
— ideal for location shots under the most diffi¬
cult conditions — even for handheld filming.
With the Soundproof Blimp and Synchronous
Motor, it becomes the perfect camera for lipsynched sound — both in the studio and out.
The Arriflex 35 IIA features a

180°

Mirror

Reflex Shutter for through-the-lens viewing and
follow focus. A new type of intermittent mech¬
anism with registration pin action assure abso¬
lutely rock-steady pictures in perfect register.
Many other improvements have made the
Model IIA the most desirable camera in the
field. In fact, every important feature you
would expect in a camera designed for first
rate filming has been incorporated in the Arri¬
flex 35 Model IIA.
Write for complete information to:

JBCXiXlNTG- photo corporation
257 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
7303 MELROSE AVE., HOLLYWOOD 46, CAL.

{
1

ARRIFLEX 35 Model IIA
in SOUND-PROOF BLIMP

I
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
I
I

Blimp housing is cast magnesium alloy, finished crackle
black. Accommodates Camera,
Synchronous Motor Unit and
400-foot Magazine. Internal
walls are lined with corduroy
velvet over six alternate layers
of foam plastic and lead. Doors
are sealed with foam-rubber
gaskets, and close by means of
heavy, 'knee-action' clamp
locks. Camera is cushionmounted.

<®

_

FILMLINE
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR

Our INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURE division has beer
expanding at a tremendous rate during the past twr
years.
F&B has completely equipped motion picture studios
location units, editing rooms, projection rooms, etc
for some of our greatest industrial organizations
cdvertising agencies, labor and fraternal organiza
tions, universities and government agencies.
Here's why they come to Florman & Babb—(as ha'
been reported io us by all these satisfied patrons).
1— INTEGRITY—No

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr. • Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.

2— TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE—Our entire staff has c
fully rounded technical background. You wil
receive the latest, most accurate technical in
formation as it becomes available. You will bi
advised as to the best possible equipment fo
your needs, at your own budget requirements

* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from IV2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes

•

•

3— SERVICE—No sale is ever complete until yoi
are satisfied. Whether new or used equipment
F&B not only guarantees performance, but i
equipped for complete service and maintenance

Self-Contained Plumbing

4— COURTESY—You'll

Filtered Air Supply

•

Cantilever Construction

•

Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•

Ball Bearing Gearbox

•

Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

FRANK

(^HIIlERfl
315

Other models available. Write for literature

West

43rd

single item is ever recom
mended cr sold you unless it has passed ou
own rigid requirements and tests—and is abso
lutely suitable for hard, day by day professiona
use.

C.

ZUCKER

€oUIPm€l1T(o.

Street,

New

York

36,

N. Y.
A-5-24

f

find that we are alway
ready and willing to listen to your technica
problems to take the time to discuss it witi
you in full detail—followed by definite recom
mendations and commitments.

5— EFFICIENCY—When the order is placed—all ou
resources are summoned in an effort to suppl
you with all possible speed and efficiency.
1
6— ECONOMY—Pricewise, F&B is always right ther
with regular professional discounts whereve
they are allowed. We do not overcharge an<
on the other hand, we don't offer fantasti
discounts to sell
junk merchandise.
Conse
quentiy, we can never be underbid on standan
quality equipment—nor do we ever make
charge for all the other services outlined here.

Just Off The Press

1956 EDITION
The World's Only

CAMERAMAN'S HAND BOOK
for the

—FLASH—

Right now F&B needs lots of used equipment of a
types and descriptions and we re willing to pay th|
highest prices for it.

Professional and Amateur
IMPROVED

Especially needed are Cameras, — Auricons, Arrifle)
Cine Specials, Mitchells—Projectors,—of all kindsEditing equipment—especially rewinds, synchronizer
Moviolas—Lighting Equipment—Spots, Floods, Coloi
trans and accessories.

. . . with color

ENLARGED
... to 350 pages

REVISED
... to date

This would be a good time to trade your surpk
equipment for some of the new items you've bee
needing.

Cinerama - CinemaScope - VistaVision - Todd-AO - Superscope - Etc. - Television Photogra¬
phy - Background Projection - Zoom Lenses - Underwater Photography - Latensification "T" Stops - Ansco Color - Eastman Color - Cameras - Projectors - Lenses - Filters - Charts Tables - Ratings - Diagrams - Systems - Equalizers - Formulas, Etc.
THE

ONLY HAND
PRICE

BOOK OF ITS KIND!

yj

We've decided to close out our 8mm departmei
simply because you professionals have been keepin
us so busy, we've no time or space for it. . . . Soif you want anything in 8mm cameras or projector
send us a note—or drop in . . . you’ll find price
on that stuff have been cut to the bone.

POST
PAID

(California buyers please odd sales tax)
Send For Descriptive

Circular
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It’s always open house at Florman & Babb68 West 45th Street, New York City

NEW F & B "CINEVOICE 400
F&B’s new Cinevoice CONVERSION for 400 ft. magazines . . .
DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 100 ft. camera when necessary.
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•A special needle-bearing take-up system and ball-bearing magazine shafts make possible the superbly
smooth, steady and jam-free operation.
Either Mitchell or Bell & Howell 400 ft. magazines may
be used in the F&B conversion; and, in 10 seconds, the magazine can be removed, the light trap closed,
and the Cinevoice is ready for operation as a 100 ft. camera again.

PLUS ... ALL THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two filter holders.
Headphone jack built-in to the camera.
Cannon plugs for all sound sockets.
Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert.
New neon operating signal light.

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .
Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled, cleaned up and re-finished in
beautiful, professional black crackle finish.

For

YET . . . F&B “CINEVOICE 400“ IS THE LOWEST PRICED
CONVERSION AVAILABLE . . .
Complete new outfits . . .
PRICE ONLY $345.00
Cinevoice plus F&B conversion and
400 ft. b&h magazine.$1200.00

CLOSE-OUT!

not

.
.
,.
including

magazine.

F&B SPLIT REELS

F&B NOMIIMAR
1" f/0.95 LENS
“The Fastest Lens iin the World’’

FOR
ALL
16MM
SIMPLE

Il"xl4" CAMERA SLATE
with Clapstick
/Niii y

ONLY

$095

Reg. Price
Was $8.75

V4" MAGNETIC TAPE
7"—1200 ft.

rolls.

Private brand, fully money

back guaranteed.
O? 4
Plastic base ...^

CLC
J

Cu«

DID YOU KNOW THAT . .
F&B ARE DISTRIBUTORS OF .
• Auricon cameras
• Arriflex cameras
• Baltar & Ektar lenses
• Bell & Howell products
9 Colortan Lights
• Houston-Fearless products
• Bardwell-McAlister lights
and all other products of all
turers.

SPLIT

REEL

METHOD

SAVES

CAMERAS

TIME . . . SPACE. . . MONEY . . .
You can project, edit, synchronize, clean, and
inspect film ... on cores, without rewinding,
by simply slipping them into F&B SPLIT REELS
. . . Store all your film on cores ... re¬
duce your storage space 50%, without tying
up valuable reels . . . and yet be ready to
use film at a moment's notice without re¬
winding, without using flanges or expensive
titewinds . . . and without danger of the reel
unwinding or the center dropping out.
400
800
1200
1600

ft
ft
ft
ft

16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm

Split
Split
Split
Split

reel—.
reel.
reel—.
reel.

NEW . .

. ALUMINUM

16mm

17Vimm

&

SPLIT REELS

MAGNETIC

4.50
6.00
7.50
9.00
FOR

manu

Write right now for:
1. F&B complete catalog.
2. F&B Rental Price List.
3. F&B Bargain List of Used Equipment.

—

• Industrial film producers
• Industrial TV circuits
• Police & investigation agencies
• Educational film producers
• Newsreels and TV features
• Army, Air Force & Navy
• Engineering,

research

& development

FILM

400 ft. 16mm . 8.50
1200 ft. 16mm ....12.50
17 Vs mm reels ... 50c extra.

leading

Hundreds being used successfully by . . .

PRICE . $174.90

includes . . Ser VI
filter holder, leath¬
er case.

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address - FLORBABB, N.Y.

MOBILE CAMERA SHOTS FOR "THS
How the dramatic and pictorial values of
this powerful M-G-M production were enhanced
through wide use of the

moving camera.

'

LOW, UNDERSLUNG camera dolly used in photographing many exteriors for “The Fastest Gun

WHAT CAMERA sees here is stage coach driver an j

Alive.”

his horses in a reverse angle, as coach obstensibl

Here a follow shot is made in doseup of actor Glenn Ford

A

sweeps through Silver Rapids as three
strangers ride into the small western town. The cruel
arrogance of Vinnie Harold, the dissolute menace of his
partners draw every eye to them.
Harold is looking for a man named Clint Fallon. “They
say you’re faster with a gun than me,” are his first words
when they meet. Moments later, Fallon lies dead in the street
—outdrawn.
“On his headstone, I want it wrote that he was killed by
me—the fastest gun there is,” Harold tells the townspeople.
Cross Creek, some distance away, is a peaceful little town,
but there is little peace within shopkeeper George Temple. A
series of seemingly harmless incidents rile him further until
his pent-up emotions explode. Bolting from his store, he
heads for the saloon.
In his four years in Cross Creek, George has never taken
n uneasy tension
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in horse-drawn vehicle.

a drink—nor carried a gun. So it was obvious to his friends
that he must be drunk when he makes the derisive claim.
“I’m the fastest gun alive!”
Their laughter is stilled, however, when George, running
back to his store, returns with a gun—with six notches in
the handle. Before their startled eyes, he puts on a shooting
exhibition such as they never have seen, nor believed pos¬
sible.
Later, George is explaining that he must go away—that
the reputation of a fast gun will attract to the town and
destroy it—every killer who fancies himself the fastest gun,
when the arrogant Vinnie Harold and his two partners ride
into town. It is in a strange duel that Harold learns he has a
new rival, and an even stranger duel that takes place. Yet,
the most startling of all is its aftermath.
The surprise twists that characterize the climax and end-

ASTEST GUN ALIVE"
By

GEORGE

FOLSEY,

President, American Society of Cinematographers

rives

in

small

western

town.

Car

serves

irpose, conveying actors as well as camera.

dual

DRAMATIC FOLLOW shots and aerial zoom shots were made with the Mitchell camera mounted
in

helicopter.

Supervising

ing of this latest M-G-M screenplay preclude our revealing
them here. But being an action drama, with most of the
action staged out of doors—75% of the footage is exteriors
—some interesting photographic procedure was involved. For
one thing, few pictures made at M-G-M in recent years re¬
quired use of the mobile camera to such an extent, nor de¬
manded such a diversification of mobile camera units. These
ranged from the familiar RO crane to a helicopter. The ac¬
companying photos show the camera crew in action photo¬
graphing some of the principle moving camera shots for
“The Fastest Gun Alive,” and using camera carriers of three
different types.
The first photo shows a Mitchell camera with CinemaScope lens mounted on an underslung camera dolly. As may
be seen, the dolly is large enough and sturdy enough to also
accommodate the camera crew and a heavy arc lamp and

installation

of

camera

is

George

Folsey,

A.S.C.,

2nd

from

left.

stand used for fill or booster light. Although the lamp is
on the same side as the sun, with relation to actor Glenn
Ford, its illumination is sufficient to light up the shadow
side of the player’s face. The dolly is moved by grips to
keep pace with the horse-drawn vehicle, while other grips
walk alongside and keep the necessary power cables free
from entanglement. An odd note here is the soundman rid¬
ing a horse backwards as he holds the mike boom over
Glenn Ford to pick up the dialogue. All concerned work
as a smoothly integrated team toward the end that the re¬
sultant take shall be properly lighted, the dolly action
smooth, and the mike or its shadow kept out of camera
range.
The studio s recently acquired Chrysler camera car was
put to good use in making the unique shot shown in the
(Continued on Page 318)
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need location
lighting... fast?

,

Call on Jack Frost one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

-

-

.

/
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of

the

cameras, which now enable almost any amateur to make interesting

Mako line of underwater blimps for 6mm and 16mm cameras.

He

movies under water.

holds

ONE

OF

the

many

compact

plexi-glass

cases

available

for

cine

Plastic Blimps
For Shooting Movies
Under Water
Water - tight
gSass,

camera

available

cases
for

of

many

JORDAN

KLEIN,

aluminum

Florida
case

he

underwater
designed

expert

for the

and

designer

16mm

Arriflex camera.

still cameras. But it is the slick, easy-to-handle cases he has
designed for 8mm and 16mm movie cameras, exposure
meters and flood lights, permitting their use underwater,
which are arousing great interest in photographic circles.
Those who own the inexpensive 8mm Eastman Brownie Cine
Kodak, for example, can indulge in underwater photography
by investing an additonal $49.95 for one of Klein’s plexi¬
glass watertight housings designed especially for this cam¬
era. Other housings are available for the Bell & Howell
(Continued on Page 316)

pSexicine

cameras, make underwater photography
a

fascinating

By

movie

RENEE

maker’s

hobby.

LITTLE

W

hen THE first motion picture was filmed under water.
the camera went below surface in a photosphere from
which trailed a hundred-and-one wiring connections. The
site was off the coast of Nassau, B.W.l. Today, less compli¬
cated equipment affording greater mobility and range is
used by both professionals and amateurs—the latter, enjoy¬
ing a completely newr field of cinematography, thanks to the
ingenuity of Jordan Klein, underwater motion picture and
still photographer and president of Underwater Sports, Inc.,
of Miami, Florida. Nationally known for his undersea
work, Klein’s research and experimentation led to the manu¬
facture and marketing of a line of water-tight blimps or
housings for 8mm and 16mm cameras. These have been a
prime factor in bringing underwater cinematography into
national prominence for professional and amateur movie
makers alike.
Klein’s Mako line of products also includes housings for

JORDAN

KLEIN

in

graphing

a

film

Accessories

TV

include

action
on

behind
the

exposure

his

ocean
meter

blimped

floor
in

off

camera

coast

water-tight

of

photo¬
Florida.

plexiglass

case and compressed air “breathing tanks’’ strapped on back.
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THE SIMPLE TOOLS used by Australia's Catholic Film Productions are shown here: the 16mm
Bolex camera plus groups of photoflood lamps mounted on portable floor stands.

Here the

Director, Father L. Ryan, runs a tape for author Father O’Shea (behind camera) for a scene
for “The Brown Veil,” photographed in 16mm color.

3,800 Feet Of Film In 20 Days
Some of the problems encountered by a small
producer of 16mm religious films in Australia.

By

REV.

J O H N

A .

O'SHEA

Camera equipment consists of an H-16
Bolex and a 16mm Pathe Webo. An
ex-army tripod with a Miller fluid head
is used for heavy duty work, and a
Bilora tripod where extreme portability
is a necessity. Editing is done with
the aid of two Ferquin Viewers, and a
Premier synchronizer. Sound and im¬
age are run on the one Bell & Howell
projector as a final check. Having ac¬
quired a synchronous motor drive for
the Bolex, plans are being made for the
first lip-sync production.
What really put C.F. Productions on
the map was the colossal Catholic Life
Exhibition held in Melbourne during
June ’55; 238,000 people passed through
its doors in the nine days, and more
than 40,000 were accommodated in the
theatrette to see the nineteen films
screened daily, eleven of which were
C.F. Productions, three made especially
for the Exhibition.
Their most successful film to date has
been “Other Sheep Have I.” Shot en¬
tirely on location in the jungle mission
stations of the Wewak Vicariate of
North Central New Guinea, this film
produced by the “Flying Bishop”—Very
Reverend Leo Arkfeld (Panama, Io.)
and directed by Leo Ryan (Melb. Vic.)
tells the story of the commencement of
work in this difficult region at the turn
of the century, its total destruction dur¬
ing the recent Pacific war, and the
zealous work done by the American and
European Fathers and Brothers to re¬
build it in the post-war years.
Director Ryan’s biggest difficulty
apart from shortage of time, was the
lack of electrical supply on the ma¬
jority of mission stations. With only
four weeks at his disposal for the entire
assignment, one week of which went in
travelling to and from the Territory, he
had to can 3,800 feet of film in 20 days.
Although the production was in regu¬
lar Kodachrome, there was no possibil¬
ity of waiting for the best sun, or even
for the sun at all, which not only made
(Continued on Page 324)

T

o shoot enough footage for a 45
minute documentary on the S.V.D.
Missions in New Guinea within the
short period of 20 days was the rather
tough assignment given Director Leo
Ryan of Catholic Film Productions,
Melbourne, Vic. The result however was
the excellent color film “Other Sheep
Have I,” which has already run to
seventeen prints, and is rapidly making
the work of the Missions known both
in the States and “Down under” in
Sunny Australia.
Catholic
Film
Productions
was
formed in 1950 by three Melbourne
priests—Fathers Leo Ryan, John Per¬
kins and John O’Shea—with a view to
producing educational and religious
films to fill a very real local need. In
298
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Australia, many of the Catholic Schools
have their own 16mm projectors but the
supply of suitable religious films is
quite restricted. As a result the Fathers
set about solving the problem by mak¬
ing their own.
For some years previously each had
been working in the 16mm field, but
quite independently. By amalgamating,
they pooled their equipment, resources
and experience. Though the personnel
of the unit has at no time been greater
than three, it has already produced
twelve films totaling 10,000 feet. Shoot¬
ing and editing is done on their free
day each week, while their mission
films are shot on location during their
annual vacation. Sound tracks are re¬
corded by a Melbourne laboratory.
May,

1956

ON

LOCATION

in

North

Central

New

Guinea,

the

author photographs scenes for a sequence for “Other
Sheep Have I.”

T

the full value of closedcircuit projection facilities for TV
film prints—a new lab service of par¬
ticular interest to the directors of pho¬
tography who film these pictures—it is
necessary to view this development as
a normal, almost inevitable evolution of
progressive laboratory operations. As
with many contemporary industrial
achievements, this new service did not
suddenly spring into being. Its appear¬
ance today is a result of past techno¬
logical accomplishments.
Why is this new closed-circuit sys¬
tem important?
When should it be
utilized? And just what is it all about?
Let’s take it from the beginning.
Inspection of television release prints
via conventional projection methods has
long been regarded by many camera¬
men as inadequate. These men have
maintained that an unbiased critique
of quality cannot be made uidess TV
release prints are observed “in their
element”; namely, over a vidicion tube
—not on a conventional motion picture
screen.
Consolidated Film Industries in Hol¬
lywood believed that this argument had
some merit. In fact, they believed it
strongly enough to have installed special
closed-circuit viewing facilities for the
benefit of interested clients and their
cameramen. CFI’s equipment operates
in its new 16mm building where it has
been utilized by scores of producers,
directors, film editors, agency repre¬
sentatives, and—of course—Directors of
Photography.
The lab considers its
closed-circuit installation as part of a
customer-service program and no charge
is made for normal usage.
Here, then, almost under our noses,
is a new electronic device that can be
used as a valuable tool by discerning
cameramen. In fact, CFI’s closed cir¬
o appreciate

Closed-circuit Print Inspection
Aid To TV Film Photography
By

Consolidated

films

as

they

projector and

Film

are

Laboratories,

seen

on

which

television.

the electronic recording

In

TANNURA,

A.S.C.

Director of Photography, “The Burns and Allen Show”

cuit unit has proven its usefulness to
cinematographers time after time by
permitting inspection of dailies and first
trials under actual telecast conditions.
Such a screening indicates photographic
characteristics of a televised film almost
exactly as that print will be seen on the
home receiver. Obviously, a screening
of any TV release print under conven¬
tional projection room standards can¬
not compare to the “field test” results
of actual closed circuit viewing.
CFI’s installation uses two rooms:
one glassed in projection booth hous¬
ing most of the electronic equipment
and the other, a viewing room contain¬
ing a 17" receiving unit and chairs, ta¬
bles, smoking stands, etc.
In operation, a DeVry projector ac¬
commodates 16mm film with either opti¬
cal or magnetic track. An RCA Vid¬
icion camera, utilizing a 1" tube, is
rigidly mounted on the same platform
that secures the projector to assure pre¬
cise optical alignment.
A speciallydesigned 5" control monitor contains
the synchronizing and deflection cir¬
cuits, video amplifier and power sup¬
ply. Completing the projection booth
equipment, this monitor is engineered
specifically for closed-circuit operation
on a 525-line 30-frame interlaced tele¬

CLOSED-CIRCUIT viedo system recently installed at Hollywood plant
of

PHILIP

affords

review

background

camera which

is

picks

of

TV

16mm
up

the

vision system.
In the adjacent viewing room the re¬
ceiving unit couples to the control moni¬
tor and permits the viewing of 16mm
prints on a 17" monitor tube, which is
comparable in size to the screen in a
standard home set.
Reception quality of sound, in addi¬
tion to picture, is virtually identical to
home set sound reception. To Holly¬
wood’s TV film cameramen the advan¬
tages of CFI’s closed-circuit installation
are threefold:
1. It provides an accurate standard
for judging TV film dailies.
2. It establishes an excellent basis
for critical evaluation of TV film
releases prints under actual “field
conditions.
3. It enables all interested parties to
convene quickly and conveniently
at a center of film technology—
the processing laboratory—where
experienced technicians are avail¬
able to offer expert film advice.
Alert craftsmen are always on the
lookout for new tools or techniques they
can use to good advantage. And accord¬
ing to the impressive reports, closedcircuit print inspection is an aid that
deserves serious consideration by every
conscientious TV film cameraman, end.

picture image and relays it to review monitor at right, and to the
individual customer’s preview monitors, one of which
photo

at

right.

Speaker

and

audio

controls

are

in

is shown in
separate

unit

on table at right of monitor.
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FIG.

1—The

basically
Horizontal

the

distortion

problem

same

matter what wide

and

no

vertical

line

inherent

distortions

in

wide

screen

can

be

angle
process

lenses
is

minimized

is

used.
if

not

eliminated

entirely

through

careful

camera

placement with

rela¬

tion to the lines, or by choosing a location for the action having
no clearly defined lines—as in the outdoor scene above.

Wide Angle Problems In Wide Screen Photography
Greater understanding of the virtues and limitations of wide
angle lenses can do much to increase

the

effectiveness

of

their use in wide screen cinematography.

By

GAYNE

RESCHER,

W

opened up for the first time on Cin¬
erama’s roller coaster a new era was born in motion
pictures.
Producers rushed their research departments to find ways
of widening the standard screen, and today we are present¬
ing all shapes and varieties of wide screens to the bewil¬
dered but interested public. Somewhere along the line, how¬
ever. we may have forgotten what started all this; we may
have lost sight of the quality of wide screen that first in¬
trigued us.
The Cinerama roller coaster sequence owed its effect not
so much to the width or curvature of the screen as to the
extreme wide angle with which it was photographed. The
feeling of participation — which is really the only added
dimension of Cinerama—is there only when wide screen
is combined with wide angle and with movement. And yet
the use of the wide angle lens with the various wide screen
hen THE screen
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processes has been discouraged — in many cases by the
very studios that developed the process — because of the
problems of distortion. Some studios, after a few unfortu¬
nate experiences, have recommended that no wide lenses be
used for wide screen photography. But this policy deprives
them of one of the main advantages of wide screen — put¬
ting the audience into the action.
The distortion problem is basically of the same nature
no matter what wide screen process we are dealing with.
It depends mainly on the angle of field covered by the lens.
Obviously, the wider the angle of field, the greater the dis¬
tortion.
While the problem is basically the same, there are varia¬
tions with each process which I will not attempt to cover
here. My purpose is to show the nature of these distortions
rather than describe them in detail. We are therefore
assuming in the following discussion that the projection

setup is such that the projectors are level with the screen
(as in Cinerama) and that no corrections have been made
during printing, (As is possible with Todd AO).
Let us assume that we are photographing a set of straight
horizontal lines with an extreme wide angle lens. Vi hen
projected, the center line will be the only line that remains
straight. Lines below the center will bend upward as they
approach the edge of the screen while lines that are above
center will bend down in a similar manner. This bend be¬
comes more pronounced the closer we get to the top and
bottom of the screen. (See Fig. 3). When thinking in depth
we might say these lines bend back into the screen.
Now while this is a basic distortion, the straight line
running through the center (let’s call it the line of no dis¬
tortion) may vary in its position due to the projector-screen
setup or other factors peculiar to the process in which we
are working. This line of no distortion could easily be above
or even below center; so photographic tests similar to the
one described above are advisable.
Now suppose we were to repeat the same test but instead
of photographing the lines straight on we shoot them at a
3/4 angle. We will find that the bend will hardly be notice¬
able and certainly not objectionable. The greater the angle
from straight on, the less the lines will bend. (Fig. 4).
From the foregoing we can see a number of ways to help
ourselves when we wish to use an extreme wide angle lens
on a scene containing pronounced horizontal lines. The
most obvious, of course, is to keep horizontals in the center
of the frame or wherever the line of no distortion happens
to be. Unfortunately this is not always possible or desirable.
A less-obvious but often simple solution is to set up the
camera so that the prominent lines in the scene are bent in
the opposite direction, so that on the screen they will ap¬
pear straight. When thinking in depth, it can be remem¬
bered that horizontal lines off the center bend back into the
screen, therefore, these lines should be bent forward (to¬
ward the camera) an amount determined through the
ground glass. (Or, on paper, if it is a question of set de¬
sign.) I worked on a picture recently in Cinemascope in
which it was necessary in one setup to use a 35mm lens.
The scene was a building with a roadway running straight
in front of the camera, and the tops of three park benches
in the foreground. The far curb of the road ran straight
and was close to the center of the frame, but the near curb
ran across the screen in a pronounced curve, making a
rather strange looking road. We blocked the benches up
slightly to cover the nearby curb, and, leaving the center
bench straight, we angled the outside benches toward the
camera. When seen on the screen, the tops of the benches
ran reasonably straight and parallel to the opposite side
of the street.
Where possible, the easiest solution in a case of this kind,
is merely to change the setup so that any lines in the upper

FIG.

3—How

them

is

horizontal

photographed

lines

are

bent

straight on with

when

scene

containing

extreme wide angle

lens.

or lower part of the screen become diagonals. In the scene
just described, had it been possible to move the camera so
that it was three quarters to the road, we would have had
no problem.
Still another possibility — and one we had to resort to
often with Cinerama — is to break up these lines by block¬
ing them at some point. A floating piece of shrubbery is
ideal for this—anything that will keep the eye from seeing
the full length of that bent line. Of course, many lines
look perfectly all right if they bend. A railroad track bend¬
ing through the bottom of the screen may look perfectly
natural, except when the train comes through and the cars
bend in the middle!
If we repeat our line distortion test with vertical lines in¬
stead of horizontals and tilt the camera we will see the sec¬
ond basic distortion. The center line again runs true but
the other lines are displaced off the vertical more and more
as they approach the edge of the frame.
Once again the wider our angle of field the more pro¬
nounced this will be. There is another distortion present in
some systems which further affects verticals as they ap¬
proach the extreme edge of the frame: the bending of lines
(Continued on Page 322)

FIG.
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photography.
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camera
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Here distortion of the straight lines of the

screen

highway

is minimized by shooting at a three-quarter angle.

FIG. 4—When the same scene is shot with the camera placed at
a three-quarter angle,
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NEW CAMERA has shut¬
tle-type movement with
fixed pilot-pin registra¬
tion, plus rack-over for
aiimaition work.

The New Oxberry Combination
35mm/16mm Process Camera
May be converted in five minutes from 35mm to 16mm
for

either

animation

By

or

VERN

A

new
combination
35mm - 16mm
process camera, specifically de¬
signed to meet the most critical require¬
ments of animation and optical printer
work, has been announced by The
Animation Equipment Corporation, New
Rochelle, New York.
Actually two cameras in one, the Oxberry unit is quickly converted from
35mm to 16mm merely by changing the
lens, shuttle, sprocket assembly and mag¬
azine. Use of the camera for both film
sizes eliminates the need for critical re¬
alignment as required when two earner302
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optical

W.

printer

work.

PALEN

as are employed on an animation stand
or optical printer. Similarly, the camera
can be supplied initially for use with
either 35mm or 16mm film. Later, ac¬
cessories can be obtained to accommo¬
date the other film size.
The camera has a shuttle-type move¬
ment with fixed pilot pin registration.
It has a rack-over mechanism for anima¬
tion work. A socket drive accommodates
portable and stationary stop-motion mo¬
tors.
A hand dissolve mechanism on the
front of the camera has a linear scale
May, 1956

calibrated in 16 frames and 24 frames
for cross dissolve (DX). The shutter
may be set and locked at a designated
opening such as *4 shutter, % shutter,
etc. Shutter opening is 170 degrees.
An automatic dissolve is operated
through a dial selector on the side of the
camera and has a range from 8 to 80
frames. Since the camera can be set
quickly for dissolves of 8, 9, 10, 12 or
any number of frames, this saves time
on TV commercials and makes it unnec¬
essary for the operator to leave his floor
position. A two-position switch controls
and indicates shutter position as to DXin or DX-out. Camera dissolve action is
started by a control button located on
the control panel. When the correct num¬
ber of frames are exposed, the dissolve
mechanism disengages automatically.
The front of the animation camera is
built to receive 35mm or 16mm Oxber¬
ry lens mounts. There are two available,
one for hand focussing that is calibrat¬
ed in feet and inches. The other is for
automatic follow focus. It is a springloaded no-play mechanism, ball-bearing
mounted with a straight-line in and out
movement for maintaining the optical
center.
On the rack-over camera for 35mm
film a 47mm focal length lens is used.
A 25mm focal length lens is employed
for 16mm film. On the rack-over cam¬
era, the shortest back focus of any lens
cannot exceed 17/32 in.
The shuttle-type movement with fixed
pilot pin registration provides positive
action and rigid position during ex¬
posure and the special spring-loaded
pressure plate will accommodate three
negatives without adjustment. Shuttle
is machined from a solid steel block
having cast steel yokes with hardened
faces. A standard silent film aperture is
provided. A new feature permits it to
be changed with other size apertures
such as film strip, sound-on-left and
sound-on-right. Apertures are quickly
changed by merely removing four
screws on the front of the shuttle. Shut¬
tles are matched accurately for both film
sizes to assure optical alignment.
The entire cam shaft is cut from one
piece of steel and on it are three cams
which activate the shuttle. One cam
comes into play when the 35mm shuttle
is inserted; another cam performs a sim¬
ilar function when the 16mm shuttle is
used. A barrel cam operates the pres¬
sure plate on both.
Two rack-over systems are provided.
One is operated by a lever which acti¬
vates a no-shock movement that posi¬
tions the view-finder directly over the
lens. The other rack-over is controlled
by an indexing knob which accurately
shifts the camera to the correct location
for sound on left or right and for exact
(Continued on Page 319)

DEDICATED TO DETTER PERFORIDDDCE
COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY

HYDROLLY’

For motion picture and
TV cameras.
Sturdy
cast aluminum. For
standard or baby tri¬
pods. Additional baby
tripod point holders
to control spread of
tripod legs.
Adjust¬
able spring seat. Ex¬
tra wide rubber wheels.
Bronze tie down clamps
and other features.

The advanced dolly for
instant moveability —
streamlined,
light¬
weight,
exceptionally
sturdy. Nothing to get
out of order. Many new
advantages for easy
operation.
Hydraulic
lift type for fast up¬
ward and downward
motion of TV and mo¬
tion picture cameras.

For studio or location. Folds
into one compact unit. Can be
used with professional or
semi-professional tripods.

ASM
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SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head.
Seat for assistant. In-line wheels for
track use. Steering wheel, rigid floor
locks. Hand pump or combination hand
and motor pump. Easily transported in a
station wagon. Fits through a 28" door.

SALES-REPAIRS-SERVICE

*■
m

LENS (OATING
T STOP (ALIBPATION
DESIGNING and MANUEAdU&ING

Our Exclusive Distributor

Any combination of
16mm and/or 35mm
sprockets assembled
to specification. Cast
aluminum. Foot linear
type, adjustable frame
dial. Fast finger rol¬
ler release. Contact
rollers adjusted indi¬
vidually for positive
film contact. Sprocket
shaft slip lock, foot¬
age counter, etc.

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

m

(otoilran Groverlite

m

SENIOR & JUNIOR KITS
'A STUDIO IN A SUITCASE

lens mounts & camera equipt.
for 16mm, 35mm, TV cameras.

m
.■$8

BAUSCH & LOMB “BALTAH”
LENSES and others

few

for motion picture, TV camer¬
as. 15mm to 40" focal length.

COMPLETE LINE of 16mm, 35mm
cameras, dollies, synchronizers,
animation equipment, cutting room
and time lapse equipment.

CoIorTran re¬
places heavy
and expens¬
ive equip¬
ment.. . gives
you illumination up to
5000w. from
an ordinary 20 amp. house current. Equipped with
barndoors, diffuser slots for silks, snoots and other
accessories. Ideal for studio or location shots.

BELL & HOWELL: Standard, Eyemos, Filmos. MITCHELL: Standard,
Hi-speed, BNC, NC, 16mm.

VARIABLESPEED MOTOR
with TACHOMETER

SEND for

PORTABLE
MICROPHONE BOOM
For Studio or on Location. Light¬
weight — collapsible — for TV and
motion picture production. Sturdy
construction. Boom telescopes 7 to
17 ft. Rear handle for directional
mike control. A remote control per¬
mits 360° rotation of the microphone.
Operator can push the boom and oper¬
ate microphone swivel simultaneously. Extension rods make it
simple to operate microphone rotation from floor. Microphone
cable hangs outside of boom, preventing cable from tangling
with the rotation mechanism. Ball bearing casters, rigid foot
locks, pneumatic drop check for lowering the boom, etc.

Cine Special or Maurer Cameras

for

115 V. Universal Motor — AC-DC
Separate Base for Cine Special.
Variable
Speed
8-64
frames.
Adapter
for
Maurer
Camera.

INTERCHANGEABLE MOTORS: 12
volt DC Variable Speed 8-64 frames.
115 Volt AC 60 Cycles, Synchron¬
ous Motor, Single Phase.
ANIMATION MOTORS: Cine Spe¬
cial, Maurer, Mitchell, B & H Motors,
for Bolex and Filmo Cameras.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348

Better Business Films, Faster
How to overcome one of the big bottlenecks in 16mm
business

film

writer’s

procedure
and

production

output

By

P

of
16mm business films
are complaining of “writer’s cramp.”
They say they can’t find enough skilled
creative writers. Dearth of good writers
in the field of the fact film appears to
be one of the big bottlenecks in the
industry.
It’s another indication of the mush¬
rooming growth of audio-visual media,
emphasizing the overall needs for new
trained members for the big and grow¬
ing team of film makers.
The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, Hollywood chap¬
ter. is conducting a course in “Elements
of Sound in Motion Pictures.” as one
concrete effort to anticipate future per¬
sonnel needs in that phase of produc¬
roducers

cording
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streamlining

tion, and industry leaders are said to
be planning similar courses covering
other aspects of film making.
Manpower can be trained for most
departments of motion picture produc¬
tion. Writers, however, seem to be born
—not made—and the immediate answer
to the problem seems to be: s-t-r-e-t-c-h
the available pool of writing talent.
This can’t be accomplished successfully
with an anamorphic lens, but there are
ways to multiply the efficiency of nearly
any script writer for industrial and edu¬
cational films, perhaps double it.
Writers have generally failed to gear
themselves to the accelerated tempo of
the other areas of film production. Even
in many production companies other¬

TIME-SAVING shortcut proposed by author is to
recording

and

by

“202”

magnetic

re¬

business film work print.
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wise up-to-date, writers still function
in a primitive, rustic manner, working
in the midst of an ultra modern industry
of new, technological advances.
Observing their jnethods, it is little
wonder that these cloistered script
writers are signalled out as the bottle¬
neck in certain production companies.
Their cumbersome systems of coordi¬
nating words to pictures exhaust need¬
less days of precious “writer’s time.” A
typical mode of operation may find the
writer working between his sanctum
and a review room. He runs the picture,
makes notes, goes back to his bailiwick,
repeating this routine time after time.
When finished, his script seldom fits
picture well enough to record narration
without frenzied last-minute re-writing.
Films Afield, a small company of
writers devoted exclusively to scripting
for the 16mm business and educational
screen, has successfully avoided this
sort of extravagance of time by “mech¬
anizing” its writers.
Problem confronting us: How to hand
a writer a cut workprint, let him sit at
a desk and, without roaming around,
turn out a reasonably completed script,
with scenes, timing, and text all assem¬
bled, ready for final editing and typing?
We harnessed our writers by develop¬
ing a “writing cube,” complete with
synchronous projector and screen, with
a counter for footage and time. The
writer sits at an ample desk, working
with typewriter or pencil. All controls
are at his fingertips. He can forward,
reverse, or stop the projector and its
coupled footage-time counter.
It is here, in one consolidated opera¬
tion, that the writer lays out his script,
noting scene and time at the left, and
sketching out his basic script on the
right of the page. In many cases, by
running the projector back and repeat¬
ing a scene several times, he may actu¬
ally bring the narration for that scene
into final form the first time through
the picture.
(Continued on Page 315)

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
John Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey

6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois

6677 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

an answer
for every recording job —every budget
in the complete Magnasync line
from
$895.00
to $1,796.00

model
X-400-E-1 (16mm)

every recorder is a complete sound system!

models
602-E-5 (16mm)
702-A-5 (H^mm)
135-A-5 (35mm)

16mm, 17i/2mm, 35mm-SINGLE CHANNEL - STEREOPHONIC PORTABLE-STUDIO RACK MOUNT - SYNCHRONOUS or SELSYN MOTORS
Write for your catalog today! — Specifications unconditionally guaranteed!

IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

AGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.

toM/mtuc

DEALERS

SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York 19. JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO —Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

Multiple Input Electronic Audio
Mixer For Magnetic Recording
By

DAVID

T

serious
amateur
cinematog¬
rapher rarely considers his films
complete unless they have musical ac¬
companiment and more than likely
spoken commentary also.
Great technical strides in the mag¬
netic recording art now provide the
amateur with several means of obtain¬
ing synchronized sound accompaniment
for motion picture films at a moderate
expenditure in time and money. The
more important means available to the
amateur are: magnetic tape, stroboscopically synchronized (Revere “Synchrotape”) or mechanically synchronized
(Tape recorder and silent projector
mechanically connected by a flexible
drive shaft)
and magnetic striped
sound-track-on-film, for projection on a
magnetic
sound
projector
(Bell
&
Howell, RCA, etc.). There also is an in¬
expensive magnetic sound adapter, the
recently perfected “Cine-Sone,” manu¬
factured by the Foto Corporation of
he
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author’s
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components
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other
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BULKLEY

America, 40-27 24th St., Long Island
City, N. Y., which may be easily at¬
tached to any 8mm or 16mm projector,
and which projects magnetic-striped
8mm or 16mm film.
No matter what medium is used, the
recording procedure is the same. The
various musical selections must be in¬
serted at the proper places in the film
and must be blended as one musical
selection concludes and the next com¬
mences. If a spoken commentary is
used, each portion must be inserted at
its location in the film and the music
level must be reduced at the correct
time. If sound effects are necessary to
the film, they must be inserted and
mixed with the music and commentary
to round out the sound track. It is often
desirable to record portions of the com¬
mentary, music and sound effects on a
separate magnetic tape which is then
cued and combined with the final sound
(Continued, on Page 312)
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Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

Home Movie Plots Are
Where You Find Them
News items, cartoon strips, and mag¬
azine

short

stories

offer

a

wealth

of ideas for your film scripts.

By

PRESSING THE
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But
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plot—an

films

interesting

is the simplest part of making

enduring
story line.

interest
This,

are

then,

those

based

is where you

movies.
on

a

really

start to make movies.

T

weather's perfect, the camera’s loaded and your
finger’s itching to press the button. The only thing
that’s lacking is a plan. The sun's out before you’ve got
around to scriptwriting, and there’s not a filmic idea in
your head.
Don’t imagine your alone. It’s a common enough cine
affliction. But if you recognize it as an affliction, you’re
already on the way to recovery. Too many amateurs in this
situation dash out and shoot without plan or purpose.
"It'll all sort itself out on the cutting bench,” they mutter
as they make the most of the sun. Somehow, though, it
never does; and the final result is almost invariably several
hundred feet of uncut, useless footage stored away under
that tactful classification, “Stock Shots.”
But however late you’ve left your preparations, there’s
one source of inspiration which never fails. Go through a
single newspaper looking for plot ideas and you’ll have
enough material to keep you filming for the rest of the year.
Here’s an example of what one page can hold, taken from
the issue that's just flopped onto my mat. These items aren’t
complete synopses in themselves, of course, but a little
imaginative pondering can soon transform them. The ques¬
tions in brackets suggest the most rewarding angles to
follow in adapting each news item.
A. “Men Fight in Divorce Court.” (Why? What was
the woman's reaction? How did it end?) B. “Student She
Would Not Wed Killed Model.’’ (What made her refuse?
he
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How does he feel now?) C. “Six Months For Wounding
Poacher.” (What is the landowner’s story?) D. “Play With¬
drawn After Five Performances.” (Who put up the money?
What are their plans now?)
There’s one great danger in tackling scripts in this way.
Unless you’re careful your plot line can degenerate into a
series of gimmicks, each added for effect rather than for its
relevance to the situation. After all, newspaper stories are
bound to have a certain freakishness about them. It’s only
out-of-the-ordinary happenings which make news.
You can safeguard your plots against the unforgiveable
sin of contrivance by restricting yourself to subjects and
situations which seem to you to have an important sig¬
nificance. In other words you should always feel moved to
make a film, whether it be romance, drama or even comedy.
It’s not enough merely to believe that your subject has
the makings of a good film. You must have something to
say, something to communicate about that subject. This is
where your treatment of such items as those outlined above
is of vital importance.
Reading the four stories below the headlines you might
be (A) appalled at the woman’s behaviour, (B) moved by
the hopelessness of the student’s infatuation, (C) indignant
at the landowner’s callousness and (D) amused at the blow
dealt to the conceit of a businessman who financed his own
play. If so, you already have the basic material of two
dramas, a love story and a comedy.
But perhaps none of these stories hold any real interest
for you. Turn the page of the newspaper, and you're con¬
fronted by the comic strips. Nothing here that could make
a film? Nonsense! Strip cartoons can frequently suggest
not only stories but camera angles, compositions and even
editing juxtapositions which heighten the excitement of a
narrative.
The most rewarding strips for the silent film-maker are
those which use no words, for here the visuals often cor¬
respond astonishingly close to a sketched shooting-script,
like a story board. The light-hearted day-to-day domestic
cartoons can suggest dozens of amusing incidents for a
family comedy.
The strip before me, for instance, shows a young wife
trying on a new dress. She dashes into the bathroom to
show it off to her husband. He responds by blindly groping
(Continued on Page 318)

close YOUR EYES...dream into our picture all
the brilliant, living colors you can imagine...

Now! OPEN YOUR EYES to marvelous new
16mm ANSCOCHROME...the film that adds
a new world of color... a brilliant new speed.,
to your home movies...outdoors, indoors,
anytime you please! Treat your
camera (and yourself) to new, high¬
speed 16mm ANSCOCH ROME
&1CJP
Made by Ansco...and it’s great!
§&■
100' Rolls

50' Magazines
Daylight or tungsten

ANSCO. BINGHAMTON. N. Y. A DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE AND FILM CORPORATION.

tolo> Film

NO MATTER WHERE you put the lights, on a stand or on the camera, your subjects can
move about freely and you'll still get perfectly-exposed movies with the new Bell & Howell
automatic

camera

with

the

“electric

eye”

that

continuously

adjusts

the

lens

diaphragm

for correct exposure.

ARROW POINTS to “electric eye” that “reads” the
light and automatically sets the

Bell & Howell Introduces
First Automatic Movie Camera
Built - in “electric eye” automatically adjusts
the lens iris to varying indoor or outdoor light
conditions for a wide range of film speeds.

By

A

JOHN

camera with an electric eye
which automatically sets the lens
for perfectly exposed movies has been
announced by Bell & Howell Compan)
Chicago.
The lens of the new model 200-EE, a
16mm magazine camera for the ama¬
teur, operates on the same general prin¬
ciple as the human eye. A photo-electric
cell, or electric eye, opens and closes the
lens iris automatically to adjust to vary¬
ing indoor or outdoor light intensities.
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This solves the trickiest problem of
movie making, the difficulty of determin¬
ing the proper exposure. For the first
time the complete novice can press the
starting button and shoot movies, con¬
fident that his film will be properly ex¬
posed.
Although several European cameras
have built-in coupled exposure meters,
they require that the user manually ad¬
just the lens iris until a pointer in the
viewfinder matches with an index mark.
May,
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lens diaphragm.

In contrast, the 200-EE lens iris moves
itself automatically to the proper open¬
ing and continues to do so whenever
changing light conditions require it.
Another “first” is the camera’s ability
to signal the photographer when the
light becomes insufficient for good
movies. A warning flag remains in the
viewfinder until there is adequate light
for proper exposure.
“Automating” movie making is only
one of the 200-EE’s contributions to
photography. Because the lens adjusts to
changing light during filming, the pho¬
tographer can follow a subject from
deep shade to bright light without stop¬
ping to change the exposure, a feat vir¬
tually impossible with any other cam¬
era. For example, children at play may
run from sunshine to shade. At a base¬
ball game the batter may be shadowed
by the grandstand, while first base is
bathed in sunlight.
A swimmer may
emerge from the water and head for a
beach umbrella. As the camera follows
the action, the lens automatically accom¬
modates itself to the changing light at
the rate of one f-stop per second.
The 200-EE is a completely automatic
camera. But it is also fully versatile and
may be operated without the electric eve

to deliberately under-or over-expose a
scene for special effects.
For simplest operation the camera can
be set at ASA 10 and 16 frames per sec¬
ond, the most commonly used film and
camera speeds. (The photographic deal¬
er will lock the camera barrel in this
position, if desired. It can be unlocked
at any time.) The lens can be set at
universal focus for most shooting. How¬
ever, the camera is automatic at any
camera speed or ASA film rating.
The 200-EE takes quick-loading mag¬
azine film. Drop in the film magazine,
aim the camera and shoot by pressing
the starting button inward and down.
(Pressing inward momentarily before
pressing down sets the lens before any
film is exposed. Then as you press down,
the iris control will continue to change
the lens setting as the light changes.)
Your film (either black-and-white or
color) will be properly exposed as long
as there is sufficient light for photog¬
raphy.
If you wish to under- or over-expose a
scene for special effects, the photoelectric
cell may be deactivated. To determine
the proper exposure, press the starting
button directly inward until the lens
stops turning. This operates the auto¬
matic exposure control without exposing
film. Then deactivate the control and set
the lens for the desired under- or over¬
exposure. The iris motor control current
may be deactivated by pressing the start¬
ing button down by sliding a fingernail
in the release button groove. This ex¬
poses film but avoides the slight inward
thrust which activates the iris control in
normal use.
The use of Mylar iris blades for the
first time in a motion picture camera
offers the latest in advanced improve¬
ment in optical iris construction. Be¬
cause they are corrosion resistant, not
affected by temperature or humidity
change and, in effect, inert, they are ex¬
tremely durable and precise.
The fast 20mm f/1.9 lens has a focal
length of about 4/5 of an inch. The
shorter focal length (compared with the
conventional one-inch lens for 16mm
cameras) offers two important advan¬
tages :
(1) The lens has more inherent
depth of sharpness.
(2) It covers a wider angle of
view, “sees” 56% more of a
given scene than a one-inch
lens.
The lens is carefully adjusted to the
particular camera on which it is per¬
manently mounted.
A 21/2'X telephoto attachment gives
the equivalent of a 2-inch f/1.9 field,
and a 0.63-X wide angle attachment
gives the equivalent of a 14-inch f/1.9
field.
The viewfinder objective is inter¬

ims
Bell

SERIES CLIPPED from 16mm
& Howell 200-EE camera.

film

illustrates

the

light-adjusting

qualities

of the

new

The frames in the strip at left were taken from a sequence shot with a conventional camera.
Faced with changing exposures in a continuous scene, the photographer set his lens midway
between the lightest and darkest areas, illustrated by the properly exposed frame at the
bottom. The preceding
are over-exposed.

frames

In the strip at right, taken

are

under-exposed

and the

with the 200-EE camera, the

following

frames

(not shown)

lens automatically

set itself at

the beginning of the sequence and adjusted for the gradually increasing light as the camera
followed the subject. All frames are properly exposed.

changeable so thal a standard Bell &
Howell 2-inch objective may be used
with the telephoto attachment and a 1,4inch objective with the wide angle at¬
tachment.
The life of the six tiny batteries which
operate the automatic exposure control

is equivalent to 175 fifty-foot film mag¬
azines, or a year if the camera is used
only occasionally. Replacement batteries
may be purchased from Bell & Howell
photographic dealers at a cost of about
$3 for a set of six.
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ELECTRONIC MIXER

ANNOUNCES
AURICON CINE VOICE
CONVERSION SERVICE

400 FOOT CONVERSION
Ideal

for Newsreel Work

Modification
Footage

.$325.00

Counter .

50.00

400’ Magazine . 150.00
Total

Price

.$525.00

1200
FOOT
CONVERSION
Ideal for
studio work
and kine
recording
Modification

.$335.00

Footage

Counter .

External

take-up

Motor . 125.00

Magazine

. 250.00

1200'
Total

Price

50.00

.$760.00

Kine Recording Shutter $95.00
Delivery 10 working days in our shop. All
prices F.O.B.
New York. Send check or
money order with order or deposit of 25%
ond modified equipment will be shipped
COD for balance. All work fully guaranteed
in writing.

SENSATIONAL
NEW SYNCTRON MODEL 250
CINE LIGHT
O LIGHTEST,

most compact,
completely por¬
table newsreel light on the market.
• POWER SOURCE—revolutionary new lifetime
rechargeable
DYNASEAL
nickel-cadmium
battery, unconditionally guaranteed for 5 yrs.
• Built-in automctic 4 hour battery charger.
• Write for free literature.

n.

TELEVISION $P€aa(

350 WEST 31st STREET NEW YORK 1, N Y

312

COMPANY i.c.
LOngocrc4-2334
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track. This latter procedure provides an
efficient and split-second means of in¬
serting specially recorded portions at
the exact spots they are needed in the
him.
These operations may sound like an
imposing and complex task, but they
become a simple procedure when a
flexible, properly-designed audio mixer
is used. An audio mixer consists of a
means of adjusting the individual vol¬
ume levels of two or more audio inputs
so that several sound sources may be
combined or “mixed’’ at the output to
achieve an organized and properly bal¬
anced blend of the desired sound for
recording as the sound track.
Various types of mixers are available
which provide facilities for different ap¬
plications. The simplest type is what
might be called an ‘electrical’ mixer
which consists of several potentiometers
(volume controls) connected in parallel.
This type leaves much to be desired for
it is not only inefficient but capable of
accepting only inputs of similar levels.
Additionally, it frequently is prone to
interaction between inputs. The more
elaborate
type
of
mixer
contains
vacuum tubes that provide efficient iso¬
lation and proper input and output im¬
pedance match. Those available com¬
mercially often lack sufficient inputs;
they are also rather expensive. The
electronic type of mixer is, of course,
the most desirable one to use for mix¬
ing operations.
The mixer unit described here pro¬
vides the home movie sound recordist
with a complete instrument for efficient
blending of a number of different audio
inputs. It employs conventional vacuum
tubes and simple straight-forward cir¬
cuits and has a self-contained trans¬
former-operated power supply; it offers
virtually the ultimate in a dependable,
rugged, inexpensively constructed unit,
and one which almost any reader who
follows the diagram and instructions,
can put together himself.
In the interest of flexibility, six audio
inputs are provided: two high-imped¬
ance microphones, two tape recorders
and two high - impedance phonograph
pickups. An output designed for match¬
ing various tape recorders or magnetic
sound projectors assures high quality
sound recording. All inputs may be
operated simultaneously with no inter¬
action whatsoever and each individual
input may be varied independently of
all others. No master output volume
control is provided inasmuch as the
sound track recording level is normally
adjusted on either the tape recorder or
magnetic projector prior to recording.
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Figure 1 is a general view of the
front panel of the mixer showing the
neat, well-balanced appearance with
controls disposed for easy manipulation.
The six volume or gain controls are
easily identified. The on-off power
switch (Si) is on the lower left with a
small pilot light (PLi) next to it. The
output plugs are in the lower right hand
corner. Two types of output plugs are
connected in parallel: a standard phone
plug and a Jones type socket, although
the latter may be omitted if not needed.
Figure 2 is a three-quarter view of
the rear and top of the mixer chassis.
The power supply is on the right with
its power transformer (Tx), bleeder
resistor (Rx) and rectifier tube (V6)
visible. The left side of the chassis con¬
tains the two' 6F5 GT (Vx and V2)
microphone input tubes on the rear
edge, the 6C5 (V3) output matching
tube on the left adjacent to the panel
while the 6SN7GT tape recorder input
tube, a dual purpose tube (V4 and V5)
is to the right of the 6SN7GT. The rear
of the chassis contains the two micro¬
phone connectors (Ji and J2) at the left
(these can be replaced with phone jacks
if that type of connector is more con¬
venient), two phone plugs for the tape
recorder inputs (J3 and J4) next to the
right, followed by two phonograph in¬
put jacks (J5 and J6). The a-c input
connector is mounted at the extreme
right with the line fuse next to it.
Figure 3 is a bottom view of the
mixer showing the general wiring lay¬
out. Neat, logical layout of wiring re¬
sults in compactness and ease of access
during construction.
Audio equipment is, generally speak¬
ing, less critical as to constructional lay¬
out than equipment operating at radio
frequencies. However, certain precau¬
tions should be observed to assure a
hum-free, clean, crisp output signal.
Inasmuch as this unit operates with
comparatively low-level audio signals,
all signal-carrying circuits are wired
with shielded wire.
Although this mixer was constructed
with a vertical front panel, it could
very easily be replaced by a sloping
front “console” type of panel such as is
used for public address equipment.

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican
ing

Cinematographer will continue com¬
to

you

regularly

without

delay

or

omission of issues. Thank You.

—American Cinematographer

Film

Editing
with

Made

Easy

NEW

professional
film viewer
for

16mm

film

Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

scratch film. Put this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your
editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".
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Layout of the various gain controls, on
the 12 x 6 inch aluminum front panel,
is left to the constructor’s requirements
and desires. The top and rear portions
of the chassis may be laid out on an
aluminum chassis ll x 5y2 x 2 inches,
approximately as shown in Figure 2.
Wiring is very straight-forward and
components should be soldered in place
neatly and securely, using a hot solder¬
ing iron and rosin-core solder. Where
possible,
the
capacitors should
be
mounted on the chassis with
the
brackets supplied, resulting in more
rugged mechanical construction. The
power supply bleeder resistor (Ri) is
mounted on a bracket, off the chassis
and away from the tubes, for this re¬
sistor becomes warm during operation.
Here an important point must be
stressed: single-conductor shielded mi¬
crophone cable is suggested for all leads
shown shielded (enclosed by dotted
lines with ground symbols) in the
schematic diagram.
When wiring the electrolytic capaci¬
tors into the circuit, make certain that
the negative or minus (—) side of the
capacitor goes to ground.
Ground connections are made to in¬
sulated terminal brackets which are
connected to the chassis at only one
point. This will eliminate any possi¬
bility of spurious low frequency oscil¬
lations being generated which might

315 W. 43rd SL, New York 36, N. Y.
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record as “hash" on the magnetic sound
track.
After all wiring is completed, double¬
check each lead to make certain that all
connections are correctly wired and
are securely soldered in place.
The power switch may now he turned
on; all tube filaments should light rea¬
sonably promptly. A pair of earphones
may be plugged into the output phone
jack for test purposes.
Each micro¬
phone input may then be tested with a
crystal or other high impedance type of
microphone. Next, test each tape re¬
corder input in a similar manner by
plugging in any standard tape recorder
to the appropriate input. Use a good
pre-recorded tape for this test. Finally,
test the phonograph inputs by using
phonograph turntable (s) with crystal
type pickup (s). Low level (variable
reluctance, etc.) pickups may be used
with this mixer but require their own
individual pre-amplifier stages. Such
pre-amplifier stages were not incor¬
porated in this mixer as their addition

would have made the unit more com¬
plex than necessary; pre-amplifiers are
ordinarily mounted on the same panel
with the dual-turntables so they may be
close to the low-level phonograph pick¬
ups with which they operate.
After all the individual inputs have
been separately tested, several inputs
may be connected and the blending or
mixing of several inputs may be
checked.
The mixer is now ready for applica¬
tion to all recording tasks at hand. It
will be found that the mixer will pro¬
vide flexible, smooth-as-silk operation
with excellent audio quality, well within
the recording capabilities of the various
magnetic recording mediums for which
it was designed.
The writer would like to thank Mar¬
tin E. Robertson for his assistance in the
construction of this mixer, and for his
valuable assistance in making the nec¬
essary tests to ascertain the full capa¬
bilities of this instrument.
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MIXER”

y2 watt
y2 watt

K

y2 watt

K
K
K
K
K

l/2 watt
l/2 watt
y2 watt
20 watt Obmite “Brown Devil”
potentiometer—Mallory “Midgetrol"

—

potentiometer—Mallory “Midgetrol

Cs,

c9

mfd. 600 v. paper
mfd. 600 v. paper
—.01 mfd. 200 v. paper
)—10 mfd. 50 v. Sprague “Atom” midget electrolytic

Ci,

Co

)
)— 8 mfd. 450 v. Sprague “Atom” midget electrolytic

.1

—.02

G

L
Jo
J 4)

Si
PL,
F

J7

)—
—16/8 mfd. 450 v. Sprague “Atom” midget electrolytic,
dual electrolytic
—Filter Choke 8 Henry 75 ma. Stancor C 1355
—Power Transformer 520 v. 90 ma CT Stancor PC 8404
5 v. rect.
6.3 v. 3a. fil.
—Amphenol 75-PC 1 M Microphone Chassis receptacle
—Shielded phono, pin jacks
—4 CA type 1870 miniature phone jacks
—Jones flush type chassis socket type S 303 AB
w/Jones plug P303 CCT (may be omitted)
—On-off toggle switch
-—Dialco Series 810 6 v. pilot light assembly w/“blue bead”
bulb
—Buss HKP fuse mount (Type 3 AG 125 v. fuse 2 amps.)

1—Power cord and flush mounting male chassis connector
6—National Type HRS-3 knobs o-lO, 300°
5—Octal tube sockets
2—Tube grid caps
Vacuum Tubes:
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Model 800, 16mm, 25mm and
y4" tape. NET PRICE, $259.50

FEATURES—Simple threading; polished stabilizer drum
with needle bearings (surface cannot damage film);
film rollers machined to conform with SMPTE standards,
equipped with oil-less bearings; precision ground shafts;
dimensions: 6"x6"x7y2". AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt, 60-cycle,
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty Alnico V-speaker;
All

Prices

F.O.B.

MAGNETIC

Model 600, 16mm ond 35mm.
NET PRICE, $185.00

Factory,
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N.

Model 700, 16mm, 17'/a mm,
35mm ond Vi" tape. NET PRICE, $198.00
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BETTER BUSINESS FILMS
(Continued, from Page 304)

He not only gets exact timing and
footage, but by seeing the picture as he
writes, he is able to key the script very
closely to important sections—something
very important in many films. Later re¬
writing time is saved, because the
writer can make sure his script is
neither too long nor too short for a
given scene. Producers are amazed to
find that words and pictures “sync” so
perfectly the first time the narrator
reads the script.
Portable tape recorders have proved
invaluable for reducing script writing
time. Frequently, we are faced with
writing highly technical training films.
With the workprint in its final cut form,
we run off the picture and stop it after
each scene. Then, a panel of experts
supplies the scene description and tech¬
nical data required. We proceed through
the film, scene by scene, recording the
salient points to cover each shot. As
one company executive said, “Only a
writer can say it right,” so these tape
recorded comments, double-checked by
experts for accuracy and terminology
while they are recorded, are edited and
re-written for smooth readability by the
writer.
(Continued on Next Page)
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LAB-TV
Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Write for Circular

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Rents . . . Sells . . . Exchanges

Everything

You

Need

for

the

Production & Projection
of Motion Pictures Provided
by a Veteran Organization

In this case, the writer uses an addi¬
tional control for starting, stopping, and
reversing a l/^-inch tape recorder. He
views a scene on the screen, stops the
projector, listens to the taped descrip¬
tion ; repeats the operation as required.
In this way, at one sitting, he may
produce a finished technical film script
which might require days if written
by traditional methods. Re-writing and
correcting are almost precluded, and in
most cases the script is ready for re¬
cording as delivered.
This “writing from tape” system af¬
fords maximum speed. Scripts for all
types of 16mm films have been turned
out by this method, from travelogue
pictures to medical movies.
Taped comments may be rambling
and loquacious, hut they provide all the
skilled writer needs for the finished nar¬
ration script. Experience proves that
picture information secured by the tape
method is much more complete than
when it is supplied in written form, and
those assigned to the job of assembling
such information all agree that the tape
system is far easier than organizing the
material on paper. Proper pronuncia¬
tion is also determined on the tape,
something that must always be checked
later, before recording, when the tech¬
nical information is supplied in writing.
Many 16mm producers are living the
myth that writers’ temperaments are
incompatible with all the mechanical
contrivances of him making, and that
they must be sheltered from anything
as boorish as a time-saving mechanism.
Not so! Any writer suited for scripting
business films will welcome liberation
from a primitive status. He will produce
a greatly increased volume with fewer
headaches for himse'f and everyone else
when the “mechanical revolution” comes
belatedly to his craft.

of Specialists
35

mm.16

mm.

Television

PLASTIC BLIMPS

IN BUSINESS SINCE

1910

(Continued from Page 291)

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.
Tel.: Circle 5-5640
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PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
EDGE NUMBERING

B A W DUPLICATING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING
All work v«por«t«d «t no • »tr« charge
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Model 200 magazine cine camera, the
Eastman Cine-Royal, the Bolex H-16,
and for the Arrifiex 16mm and 35mm
cameras.
Klein’s
underwater
housings
for
cameras, meters and lights are used by
the U. S. Navy, American and foreign
oil companies in underseas exploratory
work, and by professional underwater
photographers on national magazine as¬
signments.
The housings for the Bolex H-16,
B & H 200, Cine-Royal, and Brownie
are made of optically-correct Plexiglass
and have watertight fittings of patented
design, plus the facility for quick re¬
moval of camera by simply unscrewing
May, 1956

two knurled nuts. Convenient external
controls enable the cameraman to wind
the motor spring and control the shutter
release. Additional controls for setting
lens focus and aperture are optional.
In addition to the Plexiglass housing
for the Bolex H-16, there is a cast alum¬
inum model which features a self-con¬
tained, battery-driven motor for the
camera. External controls are provided
for stopping and starting motor, focus¬
ing and setting lens aperture. Weigh¬
ing 41 pounds out of water, the case
weighs but half-a-pound underwater and
is pressure-safe to a working depth of
150 feet.
Housings for the 16mm and 35mm
Arrifiex cameras are also of cast alumi¬
num, provide all external controls plus
facility for using the cameras’ wellknown reflex focusing viewfinder. Both
housings have been tested in actual use
at 100 feet below the surface without
pressurization.. Weight of each above
surface is 31 pounds, and approximate¬
ly four pounds negative below.
Klein has selected the name of a dan¬
gerous, deep-water shark, Mako, as the
trade-name for his photographic prod¬
ucts. The 30-year-old van dyked under¬
water expert, who occasionally takes
time out from his business to go on a
shark “seafari,” has also named his 80foot PT boat the “Mako.” The craft,
which he converted for underwater
photography and spearfishing, has a
unique ladder that permits descent of
underwater photographers directly into
the sea; on the port side is a place for
cameras, housings, light meters, tripods,
and sound microphones; and on the
opposite side, compartments for the aircompressor, undersea breathing units,
tanks, fins and weighted belts.
When Klein goes underwater to take
pictures he prefers the waters of the
outer islands of the Bahamas or east of
the Florida Keys where the reefs are
overflowing with marine life and the
water is spring clear. That is where he
always heads the Mako when he is
shooting him strips for himself, or mov¬
ies for national television programs or
amateur cinematographers on vacation
charter trips.
Marine biologists say that the waters
from Fowey Reef to Dry Tortugas, just
east of the Keys are the only waters
within the continental shelf of the
United States that have such luxuriant
reefs. This section contains the unusual
mixture of Atlantic coast and West In¬
dian fish and plant life. Here are to be
found tropical butterflies, rock beauties
and angel fish as well as dolphin, bonita and snapper, all excellent subjects
for underwater movie making.
The explanation is found in the fact
that the Gulfstream waters are warmer
than waters usually are at the southern
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latitudes of the United States. This
means that fish and plant life that usu¬
ally abound only in warmer waters
farther south, are able to thrive here.
Usually, this phenomenon is confined
to the coral belt of Australia, particu¬
larly where the Great Barrier Reef ex¬
tends 1,200 miles into the Pacific.
There also are prominent areas in the
Indian Ocean and Red Sea. But the
only coral belt in the continental waters
of the United States is in southeast
Florida.
The Caribbean area farther south is
even superior to the waters off Florida
as far as abundance of marine life is
concerned. Klein has also photographed
such spots as Eleuthera, Andros Island
and Spanish Wells, all among the outer
islands of the Bahamas east of Nassau.
Fie also works at Silver Springs, Weekiwachee and Wakulla Springs on the
mainland of Florida.
But, whether he shoots in a Florida
spring or in the middle of the Gulfstream, the same underwater problems
prevail, he says. The sun must be shin¬
ing and the water must be relatively
clear of particles of sand. Often by the
time a photographer lines up his scene,
steadies his tripod on the floor of the
sea, the sun has moved behind a cloud.
Or, the movement of the actors and di¬
rectors and equipment has stirred up
the sand so much that the water is no
longer clear enough for photography.
Then, by the time the sand settles
and the sun comes out again, the air
supply tanks may be emptied and it is
time to return to the surface for re¬
placements—and start the descent over
again. But the results make the ob¬
stacles
worth overcoming.
Shooting
under water for the amateur need not be
such a tedious experience.
“The problems of sand disturbance
caused by the use of tripods may be
eliminated by shooting as you swim,
with the camera hand-held,” said Klein.
“There are hundreds of spots in the
outer Bahamas where even just a mask
and snorkle will suffice for taking pic¬
tures in waters 10 feet deep.”
Underwater photographers do not
have to use self-contained breathing
equipment and go into the deeper
realms. Instead, they may photograph
with their head under water, near the
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WALL
SINGLE
SYSTEM
35 MM SOUND CAMERA...
The camera

used

by

major newsreels, gov't

bureaus and U.S. Military Forces. Fully guar¬

surface, breathing through a snorkle.
Klein has shot more than 200,000
feet of underwater movies in black-andwhite and color as well as related still
publicity shots, during the past three
years. He filmed the television promo¬
tion for Life magazine that preceded the
issue containing the story on “Twentythousand Leagues Under the Sea.” He
also filmed a series of 13 shorts for a
national television program.
Klein also designs custom water-tight
cases for other cameras, still or cine.
The standard line of cases previously
mentioned are on sale in many camera
stores, also in shops catering to the skin
diver fraternity. This could mean that
we shall soon see some really startling
underwater movies on TV and theatre
screens, once professional skin divers
add movie making to their fascinating
submarine activities.

anteed, completely overhauled in our instru¬
ment shops to new condition. Includes camera
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for the towel—and drying his face on
the edge of the dress! This is certainly
not a strong enough situation to carry
even the shortest of films, but it could
be justifiably introduced into many
domestic comedies without any diffi¬
culty.
The next page of the paper is perhaps
the most invaluable of all to a movie
maker in search of a subject. It contains
the personal column of small ads, an
unfailing source of stories. Despite the
invasion of thinly disguised commercial
advertisements, the personal column of
my paper never has less than a dozen
announcements which indicate an inter¬
esting anecdote behind their terse offers
or requests.
“Lost, white miniature poodle, 6
years old. Reward given for information
leading to his return.” Was the dog a
child’s favorite pet, an old maid’s idol,
or a present to a girl from her boy
friend? Is it lost, stolen or strayed?
What
happens
to
white miniature
poodles alone in a city?
“A family, 3 adults, 5 children, seeks
seaside accommodation, 2 weeks July/
August. Reasonable terms.” With so
many seaside hotels clamoring for busi¬
ness, why does this family have to ad¬
vertise? Did they leave their peak
month booking too late? If so, why?
“Obliged dispose exquisite dark Can¬
adian mink cape stole. Offers please.”
Vi hose decline does this record? What
happens if there are no offers? What’s
the story behind the mink?
By putting two advertisements to¬
gether you can even get inspiration from
such unpromising stuff as “Old floors
sanded and polished.” Match it with,
May, 1956

say, “All About Your Wedding—the
complete guide to etiquette and pro¬
cedure,” and you’re well on the way
to a rip-roaring farce.
The gossip pages are generally too
personality-ridden too provide anything
sufficiently meaty for a script. But oc¬
casionally you’ll find an anecdote which
might be just as amusing or dramatic
if it concerned the hero of your next
production.
If your paper runs a short story, this
might seem the most obvious choice of
all for plot material. But beware! Quite
apart from all questions of copyright
and obtaining author’s and publisher’s
permission, it’s rare that a story written
solely to be read can be satisfactorily
adapted to suit the screen by an ama¬
teur, especially for. silent production.
Literary and filmic form seldom co¬
incide. A writer is frequently so con¬
cerned with description, unexpressed
thoughts and hidden motivations that
his work has nothing in common with
film requirements, where action and
movement are of primary importance.
So it’s best to direct your attention to¬
wards the news paragraph, the cartoon
and the advertisement rather than at¬
tempt an adaptation which all too often
beats even an experienced professional.
After all, remember that the success
of your search depends not on the
peculiarity of your material—the jour¬
nalist’s bread and butter—but its po¬
tential power of moving or amusing
your audiences. If your theme doesn’t
make you happy, angry or sympathetic,
you’ve little chance of arousing any
such emotion in those who are going
to see your film. So welcome the count¬
less suggestions made every morning
by every page of your newspaper—but
question your emotional response to
every one of them.

MOBILE CAMERA SHOTS
(Continued from Page 295)

middle photo. Here it was desired to get
a shot of two stage drivers as important
dialogue was being recorded. It was a
reverse-angle shot, with the camera
“looking” over the shoulders of the
driver and his companion and down to¬
ward the horses.
We had a choice of two methods for
making this shot: (1) using the regular
stage coach with the camera mounted
on top of it, or (2) by the method
shown in the photo. To have followed
the first method would have resulted in
a very “ragged” shot due to unsteadi¬
ness of the stage coach—even when
driven on a paved highway. So the sec¬
ond choice was an easy decision.
The idea was suggested by one of

“THE FASTEST GUN ALIVE”
A Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production
Black-and-white—185/1 Aspect Ratio
Directed

by:

Produced

Russell

by:

Photographed by:
Story

and

Rouse

Clarence Greene

Screen

George Folsey, ASC
Play

by:

Frank

Gilroy

THE CAST
George

Temple...Glenn

Ford

Dora Temple.Jeanne Crain
Vinnie
Eric

Harold. .Broderick

Doolittle...Russ

Crawford
Tamblyn

IPicture is scheduled for general national
release after July 6, 1956.)

our grips, and it found ready acceptance
with director Russell Rouse. Indeed, the
incident is just one of many which illlustrate the unusual cooperation director
Rouse inspired in the whole technical
crew. He continually demonstrated a re¬
freshing appreciation for the other fel¬
low’s viewpoint and suggestions, which
paid off in a number of ways and made
his initial M-G-M directorial assignment
a highly successful one.
As shown in the photo, a parallel was
erected over the cab of the camera car
on which the camera was mounted and
set at the desired angle. On the forward
platform of the car, another parallel was
erected, using demountable tubular sec¬
tions, and on this was placed the spring
seat from the stage coach. Also attached
to the front of the car was the regular
assembly of wagon tongue, singletrees,
traces, etc., from the coach. The two
teams of horses were harnessed up and
handled by the drivers in the same man¬
ner as when drawing the stage coach.
The camera car utilized its own power
for travelling, but maintained just
enough drag on the horses to give them
the “feel” of pulling the weight of the
coach.
The shots we made with this setup, of
course, were without benefit of any
booster lights, as movement of the horses
and vehicle was always compatible with
the existing sunlight. Whenever we had
scenes to stage late in the day or where
some shadow fell across the path of
travel, fixed booster light was supplied
either by arc lamps or sunlight reflec¬
tors.
In order to point up the desolate ter¬
rain over which the three desperados
travel between the two small towns men¬
tioned in the synopsis of the story above,
it was decided to photograph a substan¬
tial part of their trek from overhead,
with the camera mounted in a helicop¬
ter. It isn’t always practical to make
straight down shots from a helicopter
because the great turbulence of air
churned by the craft’s propellers be¬
lies its use by the obvious manner in
which trees, grass, shrubs or water sur¬
faces are agitated by the great down
draft of air. Rut our action was staged

on extremely rugged terrain entirely
barren of growth.
The third photo shows the manner in
which the Mitchell camera was mounted
on the ’copter. A sturdy scaffolding that
extended from one side of the craft was
bolted to its frame. On this was mounted
a conventional hi-hat, and the camera
and head mounted upon it. With an ex¬
perienced operator at the controls of a
craft such as this, it is possible to secure
far better photographic results than
when photographing from a plane. In
addition, we were able to zoom down
upon our subjects for some startling pic¬
torial results.
None of the mobile equipment I have
described above is new or unusual. Yet,
each time anyone of the units is used,
there invariably are new problems to
solve—some new switch in procedure
made necessary by the particular pro¬
duction or the scene at hand. So, almost
invariably the use of such equipment
presents a new and interesting challenge
—an opportunity, perhaps, to apply it in
a new way; to obtain some new result
not previously accomplished. I think
that our application of the Chrysler
camera car to the stage coach sequence
is a good example of this.
In reviewing this production on the
screen, the observant photographer, I
believe, will note the versatility of cam¬
era technique and the wide range of
ways in which the camera has been em¬
ployed to achieve new and interesting
pictorial results.

Specialists in
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BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS

NEW OXBERRY CAMERA
(Continued from Page 302)

center for film strip. The reason for this
is that the camera goes forward for live
action direction in work with puppets
and miniatures, whereas it operates in
reverse for animation.
The rack-over viewfinder with ground
glass focussing is mounted on the
hinged-door side of the camera. The eye¬
piece faces the operator when the cam¬
era is on the animation stand. A new
optical system rectifies the subject so
the image is erected and copy may be
read from left to right.
The superimposure viewing device fa¬
cilitates composing and focussing. It has
a reticle plate and two registration pins
which are identical with those of the
shuttle. This permits a frame to be lo¬
cated precisely on a designated section
of the animated or projected image in
conjunction with cross-haired ground
glass. The image plane of the film when
raeked-over is the same as the film plane
in the shuttle. When a light is placed in
the eyepiece, the image may be project(Continued on Page 322)
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Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
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Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
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For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive ®' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
Send
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Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.

ALLIED ARTISTS

• Harky Neumann, ASC, “House on Look¬
out Mountain,” with Bill Elliott and Kathleen
Case.
Edward Bernds, director; “Chasing
Trouble,”
with
Huntz Hall
and
Stanley
Clements. George Blair, director.
• John J. Martin, ASC, “Yaqui Drums,”
with Rod Cameron, J. Carroll Naish and Mary
Castle. Jean Yarborough, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

• John Mescall, “TV Readers’ Digest,” TV.
Various directors.
•

William A. Sickner, ASC, “Medic,” TV,

• Kit Carson, “Father Knows Best,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young.
Tourneur, director.

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “Celebrity Play¬
house,” TV, (Screen Gems) with
Hayden. James Nilsen, director.

“I Led Three Lives,” TV,
(Ziv-TV with Richard Carlson. Herb Strock,
director; "The Man Called X,” TV, (Ziv-TV)
with Barry Sullivan. Eddie Davis, director;
“Science Fiction Theatre,” TV, (Ziv-TV) with
Ruth Hussey and Wayne Morris. Herb Strock,
director.
Fetters,

Peach, ASC, “On Guard,” TV,
(Strategic Air Command, shooting at March
Field). Harold Daniels, director.
• Kenneth

CALIFORNIA

• Charles Boyle, ASC, “Westward Ho, the
Wagons,” (CinemaScope & Technicolor) with
Fess Parker, and Kathleen Crowley. William
Beaudine, director.
• Gordon
TV.

Avil, ASC, "The
Charles Haas, director.

Hardy

• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your Life,”
TV, (Filmcraft Prods.) with Groucho Marx.
Robert Dwan and Bernie Smith, directors.

• Bill Bradford, ASC, “Buffalo Bill, Jr.,”
TV, with Dickey Jcnes and Pappy Cheshire.
George Archinbaud and Frank MacDonald,
directors; “Annie Oakley,” TV, with Gale
Davis.
George Archibaud and Frank Mac¬
Donald, directors.
JERRY FAIRBANKS STUDIO

• Jerry

Fairbanks,

Awards commercial,
director.

Oldsmobile
Academy
TV.
Jerry Fairbanks,

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Cavalry Patrol,” TV
pilot, (Filmaster Prod. Inc.).
C. Marquis
Warren, director.

• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Knight of the South
Seas,” TV, (Lorena Prod.) with Jon Hall.
Elmo Williams, director.

BILTMORE STUDIOS (New York)

COLUMBIA

• Gert Andersen, ASC, Ford Theatre, TV,
with Ruth Roman and Philip Carey. Sidney
Miller, director.
• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Reprisal,” (Tech¬
nicolor with Guy Madison, Felicia Farr and
Kathryn Grant. George Sherman, director.
• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Night Fall,” with
Aldo Ray and Anne Bancroft. Jacques Tour¬
neur, director.
• Ben Kline, ASC, “Shakedown on Biscayne
Drive,” with Lee J. Cobb, Edward Arnold
and Patricia Medina. Fred F. Sears, director.
• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Guns of Fort Petti¬
coat,” (Brown-Murphy Pictures, Inc.), with
Audie Murphy. George Marshall, director.
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• William Whitley, ASC, “Crossroads,” TV,
(Federal TV, Inc.) with Rod Cameron, Ralph
Murphy and other directors.
• George Clemens, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,” TV, (Meridian Prods.). Jim Shel¬
don, director.
• Hal Mohr, ASC, “The
Boss,”
(Boss
Prods, for UA release) with John Payne,
William Bishop and Doe Avedon.
Byron
Haskins, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,” TV, (Meridian Prod.). Jack Gage,
director.
• Norbert
Brodine, ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show,” TV, (Lewislor Prod.) with
Loretta Young. Richard Morris, director.
INDEPENDENTS

• Stanley Cortez, ASC, “The Lonely Gun,”
(Robt. L. Jacks Prod, for UA release) with
Anthony Quinn and Katy Jurado. Harry Hor¬
ner, director.
• Guy Roe, ASC, “Gangbusters,” TV,
ual Drama, Inc.) Bill Kern, director.

(Vis¬

FLYING A

• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Alarm,” (Roland
Reed Prod.). William Claxton, director.

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “The Goldbergs,”
TV,
(Guild Films)
with Gertrude Berg,
Robert Harris and Eli Mintz. Marc Daniels,
director; “I Spy,” TV, (Guild Films) with
Raymond Massey. William Berke, director.

• Lee Garmes, ASC, “The Sharkfighters,”
(CinemaScope & Color)
(Samuel Goldwyn
Jr. Prods. UA release) (Shooting in Cuba)
with Victor Mature and Karen Steele. Jerry
Hopper, director.

Boys,”

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

STUDIOS

• Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,” TV, (Filmaster Prods. Inc.) with James Arness and
Dennis Weaver. C. Marquis Warren, director.

Sterling

WALT DISNEY

(Medic TV Prods.) with James E. Moser,
Frank La Tourette, and Virginia Martindale.
James E. Moser, director.
• Curt

Jacques

STUDIOS

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

• Robert Pittack, ASC, “Private Secretary,”
TV, (Chertok TV, Inc.) with Ann Southern,
Don Porter and Ann Tyrrell. Oscar Rudolph,
director.
• Harry Wild, ASC, “Burns & Allen Show,”
TV, (McCadden Prods.) with Grade Allen
and
George Burns.
Frederick deCordova,
producer-director; Carnation & B. F. Good¬
rich commercials, TV. Frederick deCordova,
director; “Bob Cummings Show,” TV, (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cummings and Rose¬
mary
DeCamp.
Rod
Amateau,
director;
Winston commercials, TV.
Rod Amateau,
director.

• Bill Margulies, “Pharoah’s Curse,” (BelAir Prod, for UA release) with Mark Dana
and Ziva Shapir. Lee Sholem, director.
• Ray Flin, “Creatures from Green Hell,”
(Gross-Krasne Prod.) with Jim Davis and
Robert E. Griffin. Kenneth Crane, director.
• Fred
West, ASC, “It conquered the
World,” (Sunset Prod, for ARC release) with
Peter Graves and Beverly Garland.
Roger
Corman, director-producer.
• Charles Van Enger, ASC, “The Brass
Legend,” (Bob Goldstein Prod, for UA re¬
lease) with Hugh O’Brien, Nancy Gates and
Raymond Burr. Gerd Oswald, director.
• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Pride and the
Passion,”
(Technical;
VistaVision)
(Stan¬
ley Kramer Prod, for UA; shooting in Spain)
with Cary Grant and Frank Sinatra. Stanley
Kramer, producer-director.
KEY WEST STUDIOS

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures, TV. William Claxton, director.
KLING STUDIOS

• Brydon
Baker, “Snowfire,” (McGowan
Prods.)
(Eastmancolor;
wide-screen)
with
Don McGowan and Molly McGowan.
• Glenn Macwilliams, Richfield Oil
mercial, TV. Hank Ludwin, director.

com¬

KTTV STUDIOS

ASC, “The People’s
Choice,” TV, (Norden Prods.) with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin.
Jackie Cooper,
director.

• Mack Stengler, ASC, “Liberace,” TV
(Guild Films Inc.)
with Liberace. Duke
Goldstone, director; “Here Comes Tobar,”
TV (Guild Films) with Tiger Fanfara. Duke
Goldstone, director.

• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,” TV, (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Ricky Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.

• Ellsworth Fredericks, ASC, “Five Steps
To Terror,” (Grand Prod, for UA release)
with
Ruth
Roman and Sterling Hayden.
Henry S. Kesler, producer-director.

• James

Van

Trees,

May,
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e John MacBurnie, ASC, “The Millionaire,”
TV with John Larch. Sobey Martin, director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

“Julie,”
(Arwin
Prods, for MGM release) with Doris Day,
Louis Jourdan, Barry Sullivan and Frank
Lovejoy. Andrew Stone, director.
• Fred

Jackman,

Jr.,

• Robert Bronner, “The Opposite Sex,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with June Allyson
and Jeff Richards. Dave Miller, director.
• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,”
(65mm and Color) with Montgomery Clift
and
Elizabeth
Taylor.
Edward
Dmytryk,
director.
Alton, “Tea and Sympathy,” with
Deborah Kerr and John Kerr. Vincente Min¬
nelli, director.
• John

• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Teahouse of the
August Moon,” (Color; CinemaScope) (shoot¬
ing in Japan) with Marlon Brando and Glenn
Ford. Daniel Mann, director.
• Fred A. Young, ASC, “The Barretts of
Wimpole Street,”
(CinemaScope & Color)
(shooting in England) with Jennifer Jones
and Sir John Gielgud.
Sidney Franklin,
director.

“A Man Is Ten Feet
Tall,” (Jonathan Prod., shooting in New York
City) with John Cassavetes and Kathleen
Maguire. Martin Ritt, director.
• Joseph

Brun, ASC,

• George Folsey, ASC, “The Power and the

Prize,” with Robert Taylor, Burl Ives and
Elisabeth Mueller. Henry Koster, director.
MOTION PICTURE

• Reggie Lanning, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents,” TV. Robert Stevenson, director.

• Robert De Grasse, ASC, “Make Room for
Daddy,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.)
with Danny
Thomas, Jean Hagen and Sherry Jackson.
Sheldon Leonard, director.
• Sid Hickox, ASC, “The Red Skelton
Show,” TV, (Desilu Prod.) with Red Skelton.
C. Burns, director.
• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Warren Andersen.
H.
Morse, director.

• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Best Things in
Life Are Free,” (Technicolor; CinemaScope)
with Gordon MacRae and Sheree North.
Michael Curtiz, director.

RKO

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Tension at Table
Rock,” with Richard Egan, Dorothy Malone
and Cameron Mitchell. Charles Marquis War¬
ren, director.

• Russell Metty, ASC, “Battle Hymn,”
(CinemaScope) with Rock Hudson. Douglas
Sirk, d irector.

• Georce Diskant, ASC, “Stage Seven, Hall
of Stars,” TV, (Four Star Prods.).
• William Mellor, ASC, “Back From Eter¬
nity,” with Robert Ryan and Anita Ekberg.
John Farrow, producer-director.

• William Snyder, ASC, “Beyond a Rea¬
sonable Doubt,” with Dana Andrews and Joan
Fontaine. Fritz Lang, director.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Return to Eter¬
nity.” (Air Scenes.) John Farrow, director.

• Charles Lang, ASC, “Gunfight at the O K
Corral,” (VistaVision & Technicolor) with
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, John Ireland
and Jo Van Fleet. John Sturges, director.
• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Maverick,” (Vis¬
taVision & Technicolor) with Charlton Hes¬
ton, Anne Baxter and Gilbert Roland. Rudy
Mate, director.

• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of Riley,”
TV, with William Bendix. Abby Berlin, direc¬
tor.

• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Tammy,” (Techni¬
color: CinemaScope) with Debbie Reynolds
and Leslie Nielsen. Joseph Pevney, director.

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,” TV. Ted
Post and Paul Landers, directors; “Frontier,”
TV (Tomoda Prod.). Various directors.
20TH

CENTURY FOX

• Milton Krasner, ASC, “Bus Stop,” (Cine¬
maScope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe, Don
Murray and Arthur O’Connell. Joshua Lo¬
gan, director.

• Wilfred Cline, ASC, “The Last Wagon,”
(DeLuxe Color; CinemaScope) (shooting at
Sedona, Ariz.) with Richard Widmark and
Tommy Rettig. Delmar Daves, director.

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “I’ve Been Here
Before,” with
Jock
Mahoney and
Leigh
Snowden. Richard Bartlett, director; Colgate
commercial, TV. Wil Cowan, director.
• Jock Feindel, ASC, Marlboro commercial,
TV. Wil Cowan, director.
• Lester White, ASC, Marlboro commer¬
cial, TV, Wil Cowan, director; Pabst Blue
Ribbon commerical, TV, Jack Daniels, direc¬
tor; Eastman Kodak commercial, TV, Jack
Daniels, director.
• Harold Lipstein, ASC, Marlboro commer¬
cial, TV. Wil Cowan, director.
• Wilfrid Cline, ASC, Pepsi Cola commer¬
cial, TV, with Polly Bergen.
Wil Cowan,
director.
WARNER BROS.

SPLICES STICK WITH

• Hal Rosson, ASC, “Toward the Un¬
known,”
(Warner-Color
&
CinemaScope)
(Toluca Prods.) with William Holden, Lloyd
Nolan, and Virginia Leith. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.
• Robert Burks, ASC, “The Wrong Man,”
(Alfred Hitchcock Prod., shooting in New
York City) with Henry Fonda and Vera
Miles. Alfred Hitchcock, director.

• Ray June, ASC, “Funny Face,” (Techni¬
color; VistaVision) with Audrey Hepburn
and Fred Astaire. Stanley Donen, director.

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Anthology Series,”
TV.
Don Weis, director; “Cheyenne,” TV,
(Warner Bros. Presents) with Clint Walker.
Richard Bare, director.

• Daniel Fapp, ASC, “Hollywood or Bust,”
(Technicolor; VistaVision) with Dean Mar¬
tin, Jerry Lewis and Pat Crowley.
Frank
Tashlin, director.

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Last Stop,” TV,
with James Dunn and John Barrymore, Jr.
Tom Greis, director.

available in l-oz.,8-oz.,16-oz. bottles
(Mark
Webb,

• George
Robinson,
ASC,
“Gun for a
Coward,”
(Technicolor)
with
Fred
MacMurray and Chill Wills.
Abner Biberman,
director.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Lonely Man,”
(Technicolor; VistaVision) with Jack Palance
and Elaine Aiken. Henry Levin, director.

• Ed Colman, ASC, “Dragnet,” TV,
VII Prod.) with Jack Webb. Jack
director.

• Harold Lipstein, ASC, “The Great Man,”
with Joseph Ferrer and Mona Freeman. Jose
Ferrer, director.

Glassberg,
ASC,
“Star
Light,”
(Technicolor;
CinemaScope)
with
George
Nader and Julie Adams. Jack Sher, director.

• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “The Loves of Omar
Khayyam,” (Technicolor; VistaVision) with
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter and Gilbert
Roland. William Dieterle, director.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

• Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Mole People,”
with John Agar and Cynthia Patrick. Virgil
Vogel, director; Eastman Kodak commercial,
TV. Jack Daniels, director.

• Irving

• Leo Tover, ASC. “The Day the Century
Ended,” (CinemaScope & Color) with Rob¬
ert Wagner. Richard Fleischer, director.

PARAMOUNT

(DeLuxe Color; CinemaScope) with James
Mason and Barbara Rush.
Nicholas Ray,
director.

• Dan Clark, ASC, “Do You Trust Your
Wife,” TV, (Don Monya Co.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,” TV,
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

CENTER

• Joe Macdonald, ASC, “One in a Million,”

THE KALART COMPANY, INC.
Plainville, Conn.

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Old Man and
the Sea,” (WarnerColor; wide-screen) (shoot¬
ing in Cuba) with Spencer Tracy.
Fred
Zimmermann, director.
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NEW OXBERRY CAMERA
(Continued from Page 319)

Synchronous Motor Drive for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.

The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re¬
quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate. Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.
Write for more details and prices
Also available on special order. Synch. Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING

COMPANY

763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLaza 7-3511

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING YANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-1 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.
•

Beacon, N.Y.
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1001 Ready Sound-Film
Editing Data:
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Footage
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•
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Plastic
computer
for
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screen. A time saver.
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ed onto the compound. A thumb slide
shifts the viewfinder up and down
changing the magnification for 16mm
work.
An outstanding feature of the new
camera involves the 35mm-16mm reticle
design. All reticles are mounted in
ground steel dove-tail plates having su¬
per-fine ground glass precisely mounted
and aligned to match the film registra¬
tion pins.
Markings on the ground glass reticles
are essentially a series of rectangles.
Starting with the largest and going
down to the smallest they are as fol¬
lows: (1) silent aperture, (2) camera
sound aperture, (3) 35mm sound pro¬
jection aperture, (4) dotted 25% TV
cut-off aperture for 35mm, (5) 16mm
camera aperture, (6) 16mm projection
aperture, (7) dotted 25% TV cut-off
aperture for 16mm. Reticles also have
horizontal and vertical cross-lines com¬
mon to all rectangles. A short tick rep¬
resents the center of silent 35mm or
16mm film.
All Oxberry reticles are interchange¬
able and are available on clear glass for
projection of light. The reticle gauge
plate may be used as a visual gauge for
viewing alignment and for center or
squareness of developed negative stock.
By holding the reticle gauge over any
light source, a film that is mounted on
pins may be checked visually.
Sprocket assemblies of the camera
are readily installed or removed by ma¬
nipulating two knurled thumb screws. A
unique two-speed spindle transmits mo¬
tive power to the sprocket assembly and
proper engagement is accomplished au¬
tomatically when either the 35mm or
16mm sprocket assembly is put in place.
Certain work requirements can be
accommodated when a special cutout
back pressure plate is installed. A light
may be inserted for projection. For long
rotascope work, there is an assembly
that has a light between two sprockets.
For super critical lineup work, a plug
at the rear of the camera is removed,
also sprocket assembly is removed to
permit the operator to sight straight
through the shuttle and lens.
An automatic take-up which attaches
directly to the camera is designed with
a torque motor on each spindle. In op¬
eration, only one of the motors is ener¬
gized, depending on whether the camera
is moving forward or reverse. The dead
motor serves as a drag or brake. The
take-up is ready for either forward or
reverse camera action by merely operat¬
ing a switch. Magazines accommodate
400 ft. reels of 35mm or 16mm film.
: Auxiliary take-up arms are available for
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1000 ft. reels and for bi-pack work.
For optical printer installations, the
camera is essentially the same except
that it is not the rack-over type. The
superimposure device is mounted in
front of the shuttle for reflex viewing
through the photographic lens on the
printer.
Regardless of whether the camera is
used for animation or optical printer
work, it may be converted in 5 minutes
from 35mm to 16mm without disturb¬
ing critical alignment.

WIDE ANGLE PROBLEMS
(Continued from Page 301)

— even when the camera is not tilted —
due to barrel distortion inherent in
many extreme wide angle setups. Cin¬
erama does not have this as the optics
of this system are those of a simple
27mm lens. Todd-AO has it to a great
extent but corrects it in the optical
printing step. All other wide screen
systems have it in varying degrees.
As can be imagined, these two dis¬
tortions — particularly when combined
— make the problem of verticals even
more troublesome than we have seen
with the horizontals. There is little to
be done about them except the obvious:
keep pronounced verticals out of the
extremes of the frame either by block¬
ing them off or by changing the setup.
Fortunately the extent of the problem
— and usually its solution — can be
seen on the ground glass of the camera
finder. The eye is easily offended by
bent buildings, etc., so as a general rule
any verticals at the extremes of the
frame should be studied with suspicion.
There is a further problem — the
bending of sight lines—which I have
not mentioned before because it is only
likely to give trouble in cases of the
most extreme wide angle lens. I men¬
tioned once before of thinking of the
distortion of horizontal lines as a bend¬
ing backward into the screen. Even a
line running through the center of the
screen will be bent back in depth, but
since we are shooting straight on it ap¬
pears not to bend.
Suppose, instead of a straight line,
we substitute a line of faces all looking
at some distant point behind the cam¬
era. When projected, it will appear
that the actors are all looking at differ¬
ent points with only those in the center
looking in the true direction. This is
due to the fact that as the line bends
back, each person is rotated slightly in
relation to the camera. This may not
be noticeable just looking at the faces,
but if we are close enough to see their
eyes, the effect will be quite apparent.
This can easily be corrected, of course,
by giving the actors different points to

look at according to their position in the
line, as determined in the ground glass.
As may be imagined, this was a definite
problem when shooting dialogue or
making crowd shots in
Cinerama.
Actors talking to one another had to be
given points to look at so that they
would appear to be looking at one an¬
other and if, during a scene, an actor
changed position in the frame, he had
to be given a second point. This gave
us a good deal of grief at first, as this
distortion could not be seen on the Cin¬
erama ground glass. But as we became
familiar with the problem we had little
difficulty.
Outside of the Cinerama
process, which has no choice of lenses,
there is little likelihood of running into
this, as few directors would shoot a dia¬
logue scene with an extreme wide angle
lens.
Long before wide screen was thought
of, cameramen were familiar with the
'‘pulled out ’ effect of wide angle lenses.
A small round object photographed in
the center of a screen will still appear
round; but if it is moved toward the
edge of the field it is pulled sideways —
out of shape. This, of course, is due to
the fact that at the sides of the field the
image is hitting the film at an angle.
As we get into wider and wider lens
angles this effect becomes even more
pronounced. Cinerama has very little of
this problem (considering the angle it
covers) since it is using three strips of
film, which are perpendicular to the
axis of the lenses. Todd-AO also has
very little of this distortion since Amer¬
ican Optical Company has introduced
compensating distortion into Todd-AO
lenses to counteract it. With other wide
screen systems the distortion is very
evident. It is from this we get our old
adage about not making closeups or
panning with wide angle lenses. As the
lenses keep getting wider this certainly
holds more than ever. However, there
are certain situations where we have
found it possible to pan even with the
most extreme wide angle lens.
Where there are pronounced hori¬
zontal lines low or high in the screen,
a normal pan from a stationary camera
position is certainly not desirable as it
will call attention to a bent line that
may have been unnoticed before. A
street may curve, but if the curve keeps
changing as it goes across the screen,
you are asking a lot of the credulity of
your audience. Even without any pro¬
nounced geometry in the scene the
“pulling out” of objects and their re¬
sultant increase in their speed of travel
at the edges of the frame will be dis¬
turbing. However, in a fast pan, or a
pan following some object, such distor¬
tions will probably go unnoticed.
Take the familiar scene in which an
actor must walk down a street past the
camera; the camera panning with him.

If he walks far enough away from the
camera to remain full figure all the
time, the audience will have plenty of
time to watch those lines bend their
way tortuously through the picture. If,
however, the actor is allowed to walk
close to the camera, the increased screen
size of his body will block off and break
up the distorted lines, and the increased
speed of the pan will not permit time
for the distortions to be observed.
In most situations, even a slow pan
will be quite acceptable if it is made
while the camera is moving. With the
camera in motion the “pulled out” ef¬
fect described before is already present
and is actually a factor that heightens
the feeling of movement; and any dis¬
tortion of lines is usually lost in the for¬
ward motion. For these reasons, in
making running or dolly shots with
wide angle lenses, the distortions are
practically never noticed (with the pos¬
sible exception of moving with the cam¬
era shooting straight to the side) par¬
ticularly when moving with the sub¬
ject. This is fortunate, for it is in move¬
ment that these lenses can be used to
great effect. The increase of speed of
people or objects moving through the
sides of the screen approaches the effect
our eyes actually see and give us a truer
feeling of motion. This effect is even
more pronounced if we are in a crowded
or confined space — the shot moving
through the narrow alley in “Summer¬
time, ' or the shot moving through the
cornfield in “Oklahoma!”
Beside the advantages of the extreme
wide angles in movement it has the fur¬
ther advantage of giving us the oppor¬
tunity to put the audience into the ac¬
tion.
Besides photographing straight
ahead these lenses are shooting to a con¬
siderable extent to the side. By moving
in close to the action with an extreme
wide angle lens we do considerably
more than show the audience a picture
of a specific action. In effect, we sur¬
round them with the action. A good
example of this is the New Orleans jazz
sequence, and the art students’ ball se¬
quence in “Cinerama Holiday.” The
audience is caught up in the action and
excitement in a way that could only be
achieved when a wide angle lens is
joined with wide screen.
In many cases the wide angle is the
lens "in the bottom of the box” —
brought out only when lack of space
forces its use. Greater understanding of
its virtues and limitations can do much
to increase its effectiveness in wide
screen photography.

Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16

the 200 ft. daylight loading spool may be used
in the 400 ft. magazine. The 100 ft. spool can
be used in the camera without removing ex¬
ternal
magazine.
Fully
guaranteed.
Can
YOU
shoot a continuous wrestling match, prizefight or
football
game?
If not write for complete
in¬
formation or see your Bolex dealer.
Ash
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ENGINEERING
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COLOR DUPLICATING
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SCRIPT WRITING
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Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime*fog scenes*diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information moiled on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.O. Box 46834, Hollywood 46, Colif.
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3,800 FEET OF FILM
(Continued from Page 298)

FILM
LABORATORIES
Established 1949

Complete 16mm laboratory service
tor Producers using the
Reversal Process
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 501h Street
Hew York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

•

SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS

•

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

Write for
Catalogue
MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING
1451

Gordon

St.

•

CO.

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

PELLEGRINI
VARIABLE
FOR

SHUTTER

THE
AND

BOLEX

UNITS
H-8

H-l 6

The real an¬
swer to com¬
plete
FADES
and LAP DISSOVLES.
Faster shutter speeds
and many other advantages.
Prices for all camera models
H-8
or
H-16
within
U.
S.
$99.60. Tax extra. One year
guarantee and camera trans¬

portation back Included. Send
for free informative booklet.
Prices subject to change
without notice.
TULLIO PELLEGRINI
1545 Lombard St.
San
Francisco
23,
California
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color balance a headache, but even ex¬
posure a real difficulty. Three days went
in script consultations with the producer
and the men on the spot, leaving seven¬
teen days to shoot. To some extent the
shortage of time was overcome by the
unit being flown out to locations by
the Bishop himself, who has some 4,000
hours on his private license.
To avoid tropical deterioration, ex¬
posed film was flown back to Australia
for processing; but with an overall
schedule so short, there was no chance
of viewing the rushes. This meant that
director and cameraman were com¬
pletely in the dark as to how things
were going, for neither saw a foot of
their work until the film came back
from the censor a week after their
return home.
Lighting interiors was a major prob¬
lem. These were lit with 110-volt re¬
flector-floods, with the assistance of two
reflector - spots; 110 - volt units were
chosen, since amongst the few current
supplies available were to be found
both 110 and 240 volt systems. By
using a series-parallel switching board,
the lights could be used with either
supply. Nowhere could more than six
units be run at the one time, as even
this put a rather terrifying load on the
flimsy, makeshift house wiring. For the
shots of the natives receiving the Sacra¬
ments, the only current available was
from a small portable generator flown
in by plane. Driven by a two-stroke
motor, it delivered the grand total of
500-watts. Thus only close shots were
possible, as no more than one shot
could be run without the unit blowing
up. The entire sequence showing the
native receiving the last rites, the native
children going to Confession, and the
Nuptial Mass were shot with but a
single reflector-spot for illumination!
Native sing-sings, congregational sing¬
ing, etc., were recorded on a Velco
240-volt, 50-cycle tape recorder, pow¬
ered by the portable generator deliver¬
ing 240-volt 60-cycle power. Current
fluctuations caused some wowing in the
resultant recordings, but in the sing¬
sing this only added to the unusualness
of the refrains. Avoiding the noise of
the two-stroke engine was quite a dif¬
ficulty, solved only by putting the gen¬
erator as far out in the jungle as the
local supply of war surplus cable would
allow. Owing to the 60-cycle nature of
the current, recordings ran slow then
played back at Australia's standard 50
cycles; this was overcome by putting a
brass collar on the recorder’s capstan to
bring the frequencies back to normal.
The short sermon in Pidgin English
was post-recorded for the second edition
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of the film, but by then it was impos¬
sible to know what had been said,
when the shots were originally taken.
Words had to be written to fit the lip
movements, and once these had been
carefully timed to the work print, they
were recorded directly on to film, and
spliced into the sound track.
A device used quite effectively to
bridge rather abrupt cuts in the editing
was to introduce as an off-screen noise
during the last few seconds of one se¬
quence, the natural sounds of the fol¬
lowing sequence, as though the two
locations were close enough to allow the
viewer to hear the sound before its
cause is actually seen on the screen.
For example, towards the end of the se¬
quence dealing with the total destruc¬
tion of all the Mission buildings, and
the number of the missionaries lost
during the war, you begin to hear the
sound of a tractor hard at work; the
next sequence opens with a closeup of
the plough shear cutting through the
red earth, followed by a longer shot
of a Father at work on a tractor vig¬
orously clearing the sight for the new
buildings.
Perhaps the little company’s strangest
expense was payment for the sing-sing.
These are normally performed at night
and it was necessary to induce the
natives to perform during the day,
and in full sunlight as well; dancing in
the tropical sun is no congenial task
especially to a New Guinea native, so
for this special performance the unit
had to pay big money—a carton of
canned meat.
Shooting was completed during the
month of May, and by the following
November the first print was ready for
screening. Bishop Arkfeld, then on his
way home on leave, called at Melbourne
for the grand premiere.
“Other Sheep Have I” is but one of
four mission films produced by C.F.
Productions; others cover missions in
Northern
Australia,
the
Trobriand
Islands (Eastern Papua), and Rabaul
(New Britain).
A print of one of the films, “The
Brown Veil,” especially produced for
the Catholic Life Exhibition, and which
tells the story of the growth and work
of Australia’s greatest teaching order of
Nuns, The Sisters of St. Joseph, was
quickly ordered by the Australian Com¬
monwealth National Film Library for
inclusion in its collection of films of
National Value.
Incidentally, the American Cinema¬
tographer’s request for an article on
C.F.P.’s film production activities was
carried by a native girl from Maprik to
the village of Ulupu in the mountains of
North Central New Guinea, where the
unit was engaged on its latest venture,
a story film entitled “Jungle Parish.”
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MORE S.O.S. SPRING HOUSE CLEANING VALUES
NEW INKIE DINKIE TYPE 150W Spots, $25.00
value .$
17.95
1000 WATT G48 G.E. MAZDA Spotlamps
Mog. bipost. $13.50 list. SPECIAL.
6.95
DIRECTOR'S CHAIRS, hardwood construction,
canvas back and seat.
9.95
SENSATIONAL KINEVOX 16 sync Magnetic
Recorders—10-day free trial. 695.00
MILLER SMOOTH GYRO ACTION Hydraulic
Tripod Heads .
113.40
MILLER FLUID HEAD ADAPTERS for Prof. Jr.,
F&B and S.O.S. tripods.
15.00
VEEDER COUNTERS at 10c on the dollar—
Gov't Surplus 4 digit, non-reset, counts
1/10's, adds & subtracts.
2.95
3 digit, non-reset, counts 1/10's, adds &
subtracts .
1.95
3 digit, with reset, ratchet type, adds only
1.95
CAMERA SLATES with quick change white
numerals and letters. $25.00 value. New
Surplus .
4.95
MAURER MODEL E 16mm Optical Recorder,
variable density as preferred by most stu¬
dios. $10,000.00 value . 5750.00
ST. GEORGE 35mm RECORDING CAMERAS,
single frame, 100' capacity, less lens. Gov¬
ernment paid $600.00. Close out.
77.50
MM-102
CABINETS—hold
100-400'
16mm
reels. 72" high x 28’A" wide x 11" deep.
Regularly $195.00 .
99.50
MM-184
CABINETS—hold
250-400'
16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 16" deep.
Regularly $330.00 . 149.50
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond. 995.00
BODDE
BACKGROUND
PROJECTOR
200W,
4x5, recond. 595.00
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. Developer.
Includes air pump, drain pump, stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape. 975.00
ARRIFLEX II 35mm CAMERA, 3 lenses 2
magazines,- matte box; complete. 1195.00
CAMERETTE
35mm
REFLEX
w/4
Kinoptik
Lenses; 3 magazines; battery motor; 110 AC
motor; extension tubes,- automatic focus
changer. Excellent . 2750.00
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition. Half price.
2.50
MITCHELL 16 CAMERA, 2-400' magazines,12V motor; tachometer; large viewfinder,
matte
box,
sunshade and
cases.
Less
lenses. $5,500 value . 2950.00
MAURER CAMERA OUTFIT w/2 magazines, 2
motors (12V & 1 10V sync) lens, battery
and cases. Good . 2395.00
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 SPEED with wedge.... 1025.00
10' TITLE ANIMATION STAND w/motorized
zoom and stop motion. Completely wired
with footswitches. Art Table takes largest
work. $2500 value ... 975.00
BARDWELL-McALISTER MULTIPLE FLOODLITES.
3 Quadruple heads to hold 12 bulbs on
rolling tripod stand. Orig. Gov't cost $180.
Surplus . 29.50
BM QUADLITE Heads only $4.95. Stands only
19.95
NEW RCA 400W FLUORESCENT FLOODLITES,
takes 6-18" tubes, 21" square, fit BM
stands. $60.00 value .
29.50
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16
Optical. Rebuilt . 3995 00
SURPLUS 400' 16mm CANS AT A GIVE-A WAY
Doz. lots each 15c; 3 Doz. each 12c;
6 Doz.
10
MITCHELL 35mm SYNCMOTORS, below cost110V Std. $395.00; 220V NC. 495.00
DOLLY TRACK with connectors, 5'-1 O'-15'
lengths, per ft.
4.95
With self-levelling screws—per ft.
5.95
TRADES TAKEN
Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19
PL 7-0440
Western Branch——6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Colif.
Phone HO 7-9202
16MM HOUSTON K-1A . . . developing machines.
For
reversal
or
positive
film.
Complete
with
refrigerator units, temperature control, corrdensors,
evaporators, thermostats, etc. BRAND-NEW, prices
reduced! Write. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l,
555 E. Tremont Ave., New York 57, New York.
HILLS FILMATIC PROCESSOR. Demonstrator unit com¬
plete with negative and reversal tanks. Also modi¬
fied with many new innovations. Above average
condition.
Portable.
High-speed.
Brochure
and
prices on request. HAROLD'S PHOTOGRAPHY AND
TV, Sioux Falls, S. Dakota.
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WALL S. S. 35MM. SOUND CAMERA
COMPLETE with Galvanometer, amplifier,
portable
power supply, 40-50-75 and 100mm. lenses, erect
image viewfinder, complete front attachments, two
1000 ft. magazines. Balanced Tripod, necessary
carrying cases. Overhauled. Guaranteed perfect.
Reasonable.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
AUDIO AKELEY single system camera complete with
Akeley sound head. Gyro tripod, 3 lenses, view
finder, Maurer mixing amplifier. Complete with
cables,
power supply and W.
E.
microphone.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY

FOR CASH

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINtQUIP
B&H 202 BR-1
Specialist with sync, motor,
12"
Speaker (Cordomatic speaker cord reel built in),
new condition, $777.00. B&H Diplomat projector
and carrying case, new condition, $195.00. B&H
16mm
Filmotion
Editor,
complete
with viewer,
splicer and 2000' rewinds,
excellent condition,
$1117.00. Four gang Schoen 16mm synchronizer,
used, $144.00. Schoen Studio Sound Reader, Model
4, $120.00. New Arriflex 16mm 400' Film maga¬
zines, $120.00. New Takeup motors for Arriflex
400' magazine, $175.00.
Kodak Ektanon
17mm
F:2.7 lens, $30.00. Kodak Ektar 17mm F:2.7 lens,
$80.00. Elgeet 102mm lens, $70.00. Bolex Gun
Stock, $48.00. Bolex Rackover, $20.00. Bolex 40"
cable release, $5.00. Bolex Unimotor and leather
battery case, $60.00. B&H FilmoRama lens, $250.00.
RCA PG-201 Projector, $95.00. Hydro Dolly raises
to 8', $1195.00. Two GE PR-1 Meters and Cases,
$19.00 each. Weston Model 850 Meter, $9.00.
Ansco Portrait Camera, 8x10, rolling stand, Graf
Variable Anastigmat F:3.8 11" lens and 3 new
film holders, $170.00. Rolleiflex, new condition,
$150.00.
16mm Magnetic recording tape, short
lenqths. Ideal for testing and recording on B&H
202 projector. One-half cent per foot. Minimum
order $5.00. WESTERN VISUAL SALES COMPANY,
539 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
SAVE $200—or trade in your old equipment on the
new B&H 302 Magnetic Sound Projector,- Limited
offer 16mm, 17'/jmm, 35mm optical sound re¬
corder, $87.50'—regular price $120. 3-way inter¬
lock motor for Stancil recorder, Mitchell camera.
Arc projector—4 extra motors, cables, etc., $350.
(Locally we can offer 10% down; terms). CAMERA
CRAFT, 6764 Lexington Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone: Hollywood 3-6856.
USED, EXCELLENT CONDITION 35mm BELL & HOWELL
PRINTER, Design 5205, Model D with 5-way aper¬
ture and B&H 300-watt super high intensity lamp
house. For immediate sale and delivery, inspection
privilege. Cost $4291.00, will take $3225.00 cash.
SOUTHWEST FILM LABORATORY, INC., 2015 Young
Street, Dallas 1, Texas. Riverside 6782.
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LLOYDS CAMERA EXCHANGE
2ND YEAR ANNIVERSARY
NC MITCHELL OUTFIT
BALTAR LENSES, blimp, tripod for sale.
EYEMO, single lens, clean.$ 185.00
ARRIFLEX II 35mm, new, with mag., motor,
no lenses .
1195,00
B&H Eyemo tripod, like new.
94.50
PRO JR. tripod, like new. 109.50
CINE Special I sync motor, clean.
495 50
AURICON CINE VOICE, clean. 489.50
ZEISS AK 16 with reflex viewing, 3 Zeiss
Biotar, case, 200' mag., 12V motor, new.... 1950.00
K1A 16mm Dev. machine.
21.95
NORWOOD meter, list $32.95, new.
23.95
CRAIG 16mm Editor, list $49.50, new
39 50
UHLER 16mm printer, new.
95.00
TEWE TV finder.
39.50
O CONNOR fluid heads, 16mm and 35mm
in stock.
MANY MORE ITEMS. WRITE OR VISIT US.
LLOYDS CAMERA EXCHANGE
1614 CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYOOOD 28, CALIF
Hollywood 7-7956.
BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomer 16; Cine Specials all models,- Bell & Howell
70-DR; Bolex H-16; Used 16mm. Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two 12" speakers, $250.00; Used 16mm. B.&H.'
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F: 1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00; Used 16mm.
Ampro. Compact sound proj., sound and silent
speeds, 2" F: 1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicaqo
2, III.

WANTED
READY OR NOT—DON’T BE CAUGHT
WITH
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment.
WE ALSO TRADE OF TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Western

Union-WUX New
Phone PL 7-0440

S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

York,

SUPPLY CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202
WANTED:
Experienced film editor to relocate
in
Washington, D.C. Experience in sound work helpful
but not necessary. Send complete resume, salary
wanted,
etc.
Box
1238,
AMERICAN
CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
WANTED FOR SPOT CASH
Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing
Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

From

All Types Used Equipment
a Splicer to a Complete Studio

or Send
SYNCHRONOUS 35mm Holmes sound projector com¬
plete,
$400.00.
Regular
Holmes
35mm,
new,
$250.00. RUSSELL SCHLECHT, 1840 Morse Avenue,
Chicago 26, Illinois.

&

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot Cash

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York
WANTED

ARRIFLEX "16" complete with 3 lenses, 2 batteries,
case, Arri ball-joint tripod with O'Connor fluid
action head, shoulder pod, $2500.00. Write Box
1237, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT,
GLE ITEMS
CEPTED.

TO COMPLETE

EASTMAN 16mm Cine Special with complete Par four
lens, turret, magnifier, tubes etc. Best cash offer
will take it. PHOTO COPY SERVICE, 204 Wisconsin
Ave., Waukesha, Wisconsin.

1845 Broadway

PRECISION

Mitchell

Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record • Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

Industry

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT,

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN¬
STUDIOS.

TRADES

AC¬

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
— Akeley — B&H— Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

American Cinematographer

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

N.Y.

(Continued, on Next Page;

May,

1956
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AUTOMATIC CAMERA

Classified Ads

(Continued from Page 311)

(Continued from Preceding Page)
POSITIONS WANTED

NEGRO—Catholic,
newsreel,
ing,

experienced

16mm

titling,

color

also

cameraman,

productions,

projectionist.

3424 Clark Ave., St.

Louis 3,

LABORATORY

35mn

editing,

MALCOLM

light
MYERS,

Missouri.

&

SOUND

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.

The 203-EE camera has additional
features sought by the skilled and ad¬
vanced amateur, viz.: film plane refer¬
ence mark for accurate measurement of
film-to-subject distances for closeups,
five individually calibrated speeds from
16 to 64 frames per second, single frame
exposure and continuous run lock.
The new Bell & Howell 200-EE is ex¬
pected to he available from photographic
dealers in June. The retail price will he
under $300.00.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114

E.

8th

Ave.,

Denver

3,

Colo.

TAbor 5-2812

SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.
16mm SOUND and

picture editing—sound

recording—

music—effects. DON DUNN S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue,

Lomita,

Calif.

DAvenport

6-4925.

FOR RENT
FULLY equipped sound stage. 3 cameras including
new NC Mitchell. Available for rent by day or
week.
Assignments accepted.
LARRIBOB PRODUC¬
TIONS, INC., 5383 North Union Blvd., St. Louis 15,
Missouri.

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
I6A

NORTH

W A C S £ R

0 R / V£ ’ C H I C A C 0

T£L£PHON£

STAT£

INDUSTRY NEWS
(Continued from Page 290)

tion, for frequency response calibration
and for overall system evaluation of
16mm magnetic recorders and repro¬
ducers.
The track is 200 mils wide, recorded
on the non-perforated edge of full-width
coated 16mm film. Test films are avail¬
able from the Societv, 55 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N. Y.
©
«
o

It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Descriptive Chart & Price List
Mailed on Request

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

A new approach to probing secrets of
the latent image—the unseen picture
that exists on photographic film after
exposure but before development—was
outlined March 27th by Dr. Cyril J.
Staud. Eastman Kodak Co. vice-presi¬
dent in charge of research, speaking be¬
fore scientists at General Electric Com¬
pany in Schenectady, N. Y.
The new method involves supplying
simultaneous pulses of light and elec¬
tricity to a silver halide crystal. Such
crystals are part of the light-sensitive
coating on some photographic films. One
important feature of the experiments
thus far is that latent image formation
follows the movement of electrons.
The new knowledge of the latent im¬
age is expected to aid in work on better
photographic emulsions and in research
on specialized photographic materials
and equipment.

PROCESS YOUR OWN
16mm * 35mm FILM

WATSON

Portable
Developing Outfit

Uniform,
Economical
and
* Simple,
Speedy I
* Process up to 200 ft.
(16-3o
(16-35 or
70mm film) . . . immediately!
* Needs only 1 gal. of solution!
* Stainless steel-—tanks, reels, scratch
proof loader!
Guaranteed—Prices from $89.
FREE—Processing booklet & 96 pg.,
58th Annual Photo Equip. Catalog—
write Dept. A.C.

BURKE

5a

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago 4, Illinois

6

2-7316

MILLER FLUID ACTION

8 and 16mm
SERVICES

^Jripod ^Jdeacl
eat
— Semi-Hydraulic Operation —
•fg

Bolex,

Cine-Voice

B &

•fg Telescopes

'jf

H, Arriflex-16

Cine-Special,

Pathe

Even a beginner can make beautiful pans.
TRIPODS and ADAPTER PLATES available.

600-FT. CONVERSION FOR
AURICON CINE-VOICE
Completely Installed

$295.00

—

All

new conversion
magazine.

plus

Limited

GREAT LAKES MOTION
12037 Grand River Ave.

326

rebuilt 600-ft.
quantify

PICTURE
•

Senior

Model

Height
Weight 3Vl
10 Day Free Trial—Mtmey Back Guarantee
Terms: Prepaid in U.S. If Payment Is Enclosed.
C.O.D. Orders Pay Shipping and C.O.D. Fees.

“C”

$H34°

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING

SERVICE

Detroit 4, Mich.

American Cinematographer

3% Tax in Calif.

May, 1956

P.

O.

Box

25761,

Los

Angeles

25,

California

(GRanite

7-4570)

Burnett Guffey,
the lens
Bausch & Lomb Baltar...
the professional standard

r

the result
Academy Award, 1953, for black-and-white
cinematography in the Columbia
production, "From Here to
Eternity”
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

BAUSCH & LOMB

lit
©A.M.P.A.S

remember. • •
nly

byron
can make

color-correct
prints

• true fidelity color duplicates which
go far beyond mere color balancing.

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative for 16mm release.

For information and price list,
write, phone or wire

byron

Studios and Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
DUpont 7-1800

PRACTICALLY EVERY 16MM FILM PRODUCER IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE IS A CLIENT OF BYRON

leohard CLAremonT
4530 MARIOTA AVENUE
north Hollywood, calif.

i*m>

Jt
*

^ This issue ■ • I
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Movies On Tape
• Small Studio Set Construction
•

Filming “The Great Locomotive Chase"*

25c
FOREIGN

35c

ATTENTION! TELEVISION STUDIOS*MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS• COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS
I
i

PR/CF SLASHING...
PRICED
WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE!
''
1

,

$250,000.00 WORTH OF
PHOTO PROCESSING EQUIPMENT AT A
BARE FRACTION OF IT’S
VALUE!
EVERYTHING GOES!
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
—.—■■■■■WIIIIIIHIIHIHIHHIIIIIIimH

buy by THE DOZEN
200 ft. 35 mm. film magazines.

„

SAVE
>2,500.01

...—

josTTava"-abU
JU

KA-.xers priced

EVERYTHING GOES!
FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED!

Including these great name film processors
30 only—$4,000.00 Houston K-1A Factory
Reconditioning and guaranteed film
processors—30 only $1,495.00

• U9Wen'"ditto"'°pe,a

«*>9

occ

t*

co

<■111111111

tive

...••■■Hi

DON'T MISS THESE
[3

Vi

,'Jturn

hp. Lightening Mixers.

OUR
LOSS!

r...Miiil

ONE ONLY
Dupue Single
Changer.

150-Scene

■f\

YOUR
GAIN

Light

WE NEED
THE SPACE
MORE THAN
WE NEED
THE PROFIT!

TWO GOOD BUYS
35 mm. Negative-Positive Proces¬
sors, 50 FPM. 2 only.

Yes, we could sell 100 at this price, but we regret there are only 30.
Every K-1A is fully guaranteed, is like new ... with the famous Houston
label —greatest name in film equipment. Automatic processing 16 mm.
black and white motion picture film. Completely self-contained, daylight
operating. Good for years of service.

Note: TV stations, here's your

chance to handle film commercials, newscasts, etc., cut costs on remotes
and processing. LAST CALL I Complete with operating manual.

PRODUCTS OF FINE COMPANIES
Eastman Silver Cell.
only Model D Bell & Howell Color Printer.
Eastman Waxing Machine 35 mm.

All merchandise available for inspection at:

11801 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD., WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
GRanite 9-3705
ALL SALES FINAL

BRadshaw 2-4331

PRICES FOB LOS ANGELES

TERMS CASH!

Sensational Bargains'
COLOR CORPORATION!
OF AMERICA

WAREHOUSE
EQUIPMENT
Buys that only happen
once in a blue moon!
.
aaaaaaaaj

SALES • SERVICE •
THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC

EQUIPMENT

FOR

T.V. ank Metieto Ticfijui© Studm
MICROPHONE BOOMS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT

SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE

M-R Microphone Boom
with Perambulator. Quiet
in operation.
Lightweight model Booms
C-12 and C-17 and Cen¬

ROBOT
AUTOMATIC SPLICER

tury Mike Boom. Beauti¬
fully engineered for TV
and motion pictures.

AURICON

No heat required. Assures excep¬
tionally strong positive splice. Simple
operation. Portable.

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM SHOULDER BRACES

CAMERAS

eras. Sturdy, yet light enough

Illustrated: Cinevoice with 3-

not to tire user. Easy panning

lens turret, Zoom Finder and

and tilting. For all hand-held

400 ft. Magazine.

cameras.

...tor lomm and 45mm cam¬

PRECISION SOUND READER
(16-35 COMBINATION)
Simple threading. Polished Stabilizer
drum with needle bearings. Surface
cannot damage film. Precision ground
shafts. Dimensions — 6 x 6 x 7V.2.
AMPLIFIER: 117 volt, 60 cycle, AC.
Power output 4 watts. Heavy duty
Alnico V. Speaker. Safety fused.

CHANGING BAG
A portable darkroom. Large enough
to take 1,000 ft. 35 mm magazines.
Double zipper. Completely light¬
proof.

•

9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field) Lenses

available'’ in

mounts for all 35mm Motion

Color Temperature Meters

•

Picture Cameras

Electric Footage Timers

•

•

PHOTO RESEARCH

Neumade and Hollywood

Film Company cutting room equipment • Griswold and B. & H. Hot Splicers • DOLLIES
•

Bardwell-McAllister. Mole Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment

Complete Line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras
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Movies On Tape—By Frederick Foster.352
Filming “The Great Locomotive Chase”—By Arthur Rowan
354
Bob Bailey’s Homemade 16mm Film Processor—By Bob Gray
356
Small Studio Set Construction—By Ralph Lawton.360
Importance of Viewing Glass In Cinematography—By Leigh Allen
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362

Cinematography In Small Studio Production—By Ray E. Long
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Bring Your Characters To Life—By Harold Benson
■
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Kodak Offers Improved Cameras, Films and Projectors for 1956—
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appreciation.
ON THE COVER
HUNDREDS of spectators stare in the background as Director of Pho¬
tography Charles Boyle, A.S.C. (2nd from left) starts the camera rolling
on “The Great Locomotive Chase” for Walt Disney. At right, center, is
Fess Parker who stars in picture along with Jeffrey Hunter. Here the
Clayton, Georgia, depot is made up to look like the Marietta station of
1862. Story on the photography begins on page 354 of this issue.
(Photo copyright by Walt Disney Productions.)

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700
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Mitchell Camera Films full color panoramic views of Roman Soldier sequence from the Bob Jones University Film, "Wine of Morning."

UNIVERSITY MAKES
University Film Production Unit
Shoots Full-Length Motion Picture on Campus
In Greenville, South Carolina, Bob Jones University is demonstrating
a remarkable new trend in campus-produced films. This institution has
not only reduced filming costs, but has created professional theatrequality films, like the full-length, feature “Wine of Morning,” to equal
Hollywood’s best efforts.
These remarkable changes have been accomplished through the ap¬
plication of motion picture set techniques and the adoption of profes¬
sional equipment used by major motion picture studios. The leading
example of this development is seen in the increased use of the Mitchell
16mm Professional Camera, whose service-free operation and broad
range of use has materially cut the costs of campus film production.
Representative of film departments owning Mitchell Cameras are: Bob
Jones University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Moody Institute of
Science, and the Universities of California ... Mississippi... Southern
California... and Washington.
Complete information on Mitchell Cameras is available upon request
on your letterhead.

Director of the Bob Jones University's film unit.

*85% of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell Camera.

On the set of Pilate's Judgment Hall
the Mitchell Camera focuses on set details created by students.

University cameraman uses standard
Hollywood studio 16mm Mitchell Camera
for interior scene.

FOR

MOTION

PICTURE

AND

TELEVISION
CAMART

BABY

PRODUCTION

DOLLY . . .

only a four wheel dolly
will provide the balance
and stability required for
professional production. Ad¬
justable seat for camera¬
man;
platform
accomo¬
dates assistant.
$375.00.
Dolly
tracks
available.
CAMART DUAL SOUND

• Works with ANY Viewer
• Single or double system
YOU

CAMART

SAW

IT

ELECTRIC

AT

•
•
THE

FILM

READER

Optical and Magnetic
Practical and Dependable

SMPTE

CONVENTION!

TIMERS

Ideal for dubbing and narration. Double
model measures footage and equivalent
time.
$89.50
Single model
measures footage only
$45.00
SYNCHRONOUS!

Why travel to location for
backgrounds when you can do
it with the Bodde Rear Screen
Projector.
Model
P-3AC for
4x5 glass slides, 2000 watt
intensity with step-up voltage
transformer, 9 ft. by 12 ft.
rear screen with frame.

CAMART SCOUT TRIPOD PACK¬

includes standard friction
head tripod, baby base, hi-hat.
Value over $150. Special 3-in-l
combination offer,
$125.00
AGE

CAMART

CAR

TOP

CLAMPS

Heavy construction, easy
attach. Set of 3, $28.00

to

DATE
CAMART

§

1500 Speedroll Applicator,
an efficient time-saving method
for cleaning your film, offers max¬
imum performance with minimum
waste. $29.50.
ECCO

COLORTRAN Lights and Con¬
verters in stock. Packaged stu¬
dio
lighting
in
convenient
cases. High intensity converters
from $57.50 and up.

SLATE

AND

SLAPSTICK

Large, professional size for sound
productions. Contains space for all
essential information. This is the
same slate that originally sold for
$11.75 NOW ONLY $4.75 plus
postage.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
® Auricon Cameras

• Arriflex Cameras

® Regal Lights

® Moviola Equipment

® Zoomar Lenses

• Bardwell Lights

® Maco Viewfinders

® Prestoseal Splicers

• Neumade Products

ucamfia tmasn<«.

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable; Cameramart

:

mam
at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseu

•

akeley

m.

TRIPOD

■

im

FLEXIBILITY! PORTABILITY! RELIABILITY!

SOLID SETTING FOR
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

The motion picture cameraman’s answer to
taking better news or studio pictures! Expe¬
rienced cameramen appreciate the advantage
of photographing “follow shots" without the
use of a crank. By a slight pressure on the
handle the Akeley Gyro follows the movement
of any object, regardless of direction.
The Akeley Gyro Tripod features three different
pan speeds, each easily selected by the op¬
erator, giving a wide range of movement to
meet all possible requirements. The gyro
mechanism is provided with ball-bearings
throughout, insuring ease of action. Leveling
is done quickly by releasing a knob on the
bottom of the tripod. The gyro head can be
tilted and the stops easily adjusted.

Inquire about the new Akeley Scanoscope for wide screen
photography, the latest development in 35mm Anamorphic
lenses.

akeley camera & instrument division
of J. W. Fecker, Inc.
175 VARICK STREET • NEW YORK 14, NEW YORK

Reprinted from the American Cinematographer, April, 1956.
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News briefs about the A.S.C.

,

its members and important
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RALPH
MAY

MEETING

AUSTRIAN

SIDNEY

of the American

Society of

talks by Ralph Austrian, of Allen B.
Solow,
on

head

subject of

of

Consolidated

movies

industry personalities

on

Film

tape.

SOLOW

Cinematographers featured

of

DuMont Laboratories, and Sidney
Industries’

Both discussed

Hollywood
the

PETER MOLE
new

making.

laboratories,

Ampex

Videotape

Peter Mole,

recorder

held

for

future

president of Mole-Richardson

of

feature

film

Company, recently

returned from European tour, told of present status of film production

implications advent

in various European countries.

ALFONSO SANCHEZ TELLO (left) was one of guests at the A.S.C’s. May

AL SANTELL (2nd fiom left), one-time Hollywood director, was another

meeting.

Prominent

guest of the American Society of Cinematographers at its May dinner¬

Hollywood

on

in

vacation

film
and

production
to

renew

circles

in

acquaintance

Mexico,
with

old

he's

in

friends,

meeting.

like cinematographer Ernest Laszlo, A.S.C. at his left.

Lee Garmes, ASC, is in Cuba directing
the photography of “The Big Boodle”
for Lewis Blumberg Productions, with
Errol Flynn.

•

•

•

Floyd Crosby, ASC, also in Cuba since
May 1st. is directing the photography of
“The Old Man of The Sea.” which Leland Hayward is producing for Warner
Brothers

336
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Others (from L to R) are Arthur Edeson, ASC president George

Folsey and Lucien Andriot.

Veteran cinematographer Johnnie Mescall is directing the photography of the
“TV Reader's Digest” film series for
Alpha Productions at American Na¬
tional Studios.

•

•

•

The A.S.C. last month voted to Active
Membership Gayne Rescher of New
York, one of the cameramen who aided
in the filming of “Cinerama Holiday."

June, 1956

The Society also honored Richard H.
Walsh, president of the I.A.T.S.E., with
an Honorary Membership in the A.S.C.
in appreciation of his efforts in securing
the five day week for cameramen and
other technical workers in the film in¬
dustry
•

0

•

Sol Polito, ASC, veteran cinematogra(Continued on Page 340)

..
..

Berndt-Bach, Inc.,
6900 Romaine Street

l omm

Hollywood 38, California

u u ml — ru n r u o r

Gentlemen:

KINESCOPE CAMERAS

We want you to know how pleased we are with the performance of our
Auricon "Super 1200" Kinescope Cameras.
During a 24 month period, we have delivered more than one million

GET THE SHOW ON THE AIR TOR

feet of Kinescope film, for delayed re-broadcasting, sponsor and
advertising agency use, without losing a single foot of film!
The Kinescope films we produce of major television programs, demand

VIEW

VIDEO

highest quality picture and sound, and we are glad that our work
is always considered to be excellent, thanks in great part to our
Auricon Equipment.
In Kinescope filming you’ve got to be right the first time !
There's never a chance to go back and do it over.

Bradley Kemp, President of Video View, Inc., Hollywood, California,
is one of the Nation’s largest producers of quality Kinescope films
of major television programs—all recorded with Auricon 16mm
Sound-on-Film Dual-Purpose “Super 1200“ Cameras, using Televi¬
sion Transcription “TV-T” Shutters.
Programs produced include weekly Kinescopes of the Gillette
"Cavalcade of Sports” Professional Boxing Matches, which originate
live over the NBC Network, and are filmed with Auricon “TV-T”
Cameras for rebroadcast over Television Station KONA, Honolulu,
Hawaii. The World Series Baseball Games are Kinescoped each
season by Video View, and two Auricon “Super 1200” Cameras
working in relay, devour 8000 feet of film each day, producing
quality Kinescopes with dependability.

In our opinion,

Auricon Super 1200 "TV-T" Cameras are the best bet for quality
Kinescope recording - with dependability.

Sincerely yours,
VIDEO VIEW, INC.,

President

VIOEO

VIEW

IS

TO

TELEVISION

BRADLEY KEMP SAYS...
"in Kinescope filming, you’ve got to be right the
first time! In our opinion, Auricon Super 1200
"TV-T" Cameras are the best bet for quality
Kinescope recording-with dependability."

Auricon 50 ft. Kinescope “TV-T” Demonstration Films are available
on loan to TV and Educational Film Producers. Please request on
your letterhead.

USE AURICON "TV-T" KINESCOPES FOR:
Delayed Re-broadcasting

Pilot Kinescopes

M “Off-the-Air” film checks

Show-case films

-fC Sponsor presentations

Film Library

Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day money-bach guarantee
You must be satisfied! Write for free illustrated Auricon Catalog.

$1497.00

MANUFACTURERS

OF

SOUND-ON-FILM

$4652.15

RECORDING

$325.00

$269.50

EQUIPMENT SINCE

M

9 Of

1931

1.

Fastens to roller arm of synchronizer.

2.

Sync dailies quickly without using editing machine.

3.

Ideal for checking sound track for words or effects to be
replaced.

4.

Fastest and most accurate in locating beginning and end¬
ing of words.

5.

Tape head can be slid up and back to read a track in
any position of fullcoat or magnastripe.
Selling Price:
HFC Magnetic Tape Reader Synchronizer
attachment .$34.50
HFC Magnetic Tape Reader Amplifier.

55.00

Complete Unit.

89.50

16mm 2-Way Synchronizer $125.00

35mm 5-Way Synchronizer $225.00
16mm Special Measuring Machine.
Counts in 16 & 35mm Footage $160.00

16mm 3-Way Synchronizer $165.00
35mm 2-Way Vistavision Synchronizer with
Footage & Frame Counter $160.00

35mm 4-Way Synchronizer $190.00

BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
precision film editing equipment
956 SEWARD STREET

•

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
HOIlywood 2-3284

65-35mm Combination Synchronizer $380.00

without tools.

art is helpless

Capital skills
are your tools
for finer films
Capital Film Laboratories
offers to the creative producer
the finest motion picture laboratory equipment
plus the priceless ingredient . . .
the personal attention
of our select staff of skilled craftsmen.

/pgwrsgy capital/

fm

w

Editing

CAPITAL

Processing

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

Printing

1905 Fairview Ave., N.E., Washington 2, D.C.
Telephone Lawrence 6-4634

RCA Sound Recording
Service Studios

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from Page 336)

pher and one time a top cameraman at
Warner Brothers Studio, last month em¬
barked with Mrs Polito for a 3 months"
tour of Europe.

•
and we call it NEW DYNAMIC
DRIVE BY FONDA*...
T™

With the development of this revo¬
lutionary design, the ultimate in
reliability, stability, and speed has
been accomplished, so that now you
may process your most valuable

•

•

Arthur Miller, past president of the
ASC, after turning over the gavel of
office of the Society’s presidency to
George Folsey last month, set out for a
two months’ fishing trip on the Mexican
west coast.

•

•

•

(even previously damaged) film at
absolutely no risk!
Fonda's new film transport system
with its improved positive top ten¬
dency drive guarantees uniform,
foolproof performance, simple,
trouble-free operation, easy main¬
tenance, and is now an inherent part
of every Permanent-Professional
and Field Model processor.

Benjamin Berg, ASC, whose one-reel
short subject on life of famous artist
Goya is proving a boxoffice success, is
planning to expand his film production
activities. New production soon to go
before cameras will take him to South
America and Italy.

•

•

AMERICAN

•

SOCIETY

OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
studios. Its membership also includes non¬
resident cinematographers and cinematog¬
raphers in foreign lands. Membership is
by invitation only.

•
OFFICERS

George Folsey, President
Joseph Ruttenberg, First Vice-President
Joseph Biroc, Second Vice-President
Milton Krasner, Third Vice-President
Vector Analysis/New Dynamic Drive by Fonda

Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Ray Rennahan, Secretary
Sol Halprin, Sergeant-at-arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

John Boyle

Spare parts and assemblies available

Charles Clarke
Arthur Edeson
Burnett Guffey
Russell Harlan

PATENT APPLIED FOR

Winton Hoch
William Skall
Exciting details of this and other recent

Philip Tannura

developments are available in a hand¬
some new brochure. Write to:

ALTERNATE

BOARD

MEMBERS

John Arnold

FONDA
1546 North Argyle Ave.
Hollywood 28, California

Robert Burks
Ellis Carter
Lee Garmes
Irving Glassberg
Ernest Miller
Victor Milner

Hollywood 2-8384

Robert Pittack
Sol Polito
Paul Vogel

FONDA—America's finest film processing machine
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NEW
16mm
Now, for the first time, one editing machine
runs 16mm film and 35mm film simultaneously
with 16mm magnetic-optic and
\l%xm magnetic or 35mm magnetic-optic

$

■■

Rewinding operations
simplified by a high-speed
Marking and retouching
50% easier! Optical unit
swings completely away,
revealing the entire frame,
unobstructed!

rewind on picture head,
a low-speed rewind on
sound head-and a new
idea in foot pedal control.
'Z»*

The E DIM AC cuts editing time up to 30%.
Nothing is complicated. Every operation
is simple, quiet, easy for anyone familiar
with standard equipment. The principle’s
the same. But what an improvement !

EXCLUSIVE
FULL YEAR GUARANTEE!

WRITE TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION,

J. G. McAlister guarantees the new

including price F.O.B. Factory

EDIMAC against all mechanical defects

and free descriptive booklet.

for one full year. No other editing

Adjust picture brilliancy at

equipment manufacturer can promise
The newest, most advanced
lighting and production
equipment is made by

the turn of a dial.

such trouble-free performance.
Run negative film with
absolute safety. Magnetic
head never touches film

Variable light control aids
in pre-viewing light
and dark prints.

while optic is in use.
(sales & rentals)

1117 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California
And that’s not all. Scores of other important features boost
your output, enhance your skill, solve all major editing problems

TWO D0LL(IE)S WIN SUPPORTING AWARDS
Miss Jo Van Fleet wTins Academy Award for
“Best Supporting Actress” in “East of Eden,”
Warner Brothers.
J. G. McAlister Dual Steering “Crab Dolly!’
invented by Mr. Steve Krilanovitch, wins Academy
Award for “Best Support of Camera” from
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
The J. G. McAlister “Crab Dolly” is being used
in all motion picture studios.

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!
. . . in equipment, accessories, service

Camerettew35

the
finest
hardened
chrome
steel
mounted in bronze bearings and are
readily replaceable.

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
Th« perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both

16mm or 35mm color

er black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The

same

sound

lenses,

same

motor

drives,

same

blimp and accessory equipment used

for both 16mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
•

Precise

rugged

•

Reflex viewing

•

200 degree adjustable shutter

•

Divergent three lens turret

• Automatic film
35mm — the

movement

gate
16mm

400’

magazines

magazine

will

16

or

accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
•

Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

Edimac Film Editor
Bardwell-McAlister, Inc., 1117 No.
McCadden PL, Hollywood 28, Calif.,
offers the Edimac four-way editing ma¬
chine that takes 16mm him and 35mm
track, 16mm picture and 16mm track,
35mm picture with 16mm sound, or
35 mm picutre with 35mm sound. It
will also playback lT^/omm magnetic
sound film.
Other features include simplified re¬
winding, adjustable picture brilliancy,
electric hand-brake controls both pic¬
ture and sound films, and 50% faster
threading.

«

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris

FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(TfllHERfl €oUIPIH€I1T (o.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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Film Slitter
Precision Laboratories, 1139 Utica
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., announces a
new precision-made film slitter avail¬
able on special order, built according to
SMPTE or customer’s standards. Base
is chrome plated steel; blades are of

June, 1956

Tricycle Dolly
Cinekad Engineering Co., 500 West
52nd St., New York 19, N. Y., an¬
nounces a new collapsible tricycle dolly
designed especially for location work.
Features include heavy-duty 8" rubbertired casters, rear-wheel steering, ad¬
justable seat for camera operator, leglock clamps, and leg nests for baby
tripod. Weighing 42 pounds, dolly folds
into compact, easy to carry unit.

Anamorphic Lens
The Pictorial Company, 2910 Broad
St., New Castle, Penna., announces a
series of three Picto-Scope anamorphic
lenses for use on any 16mm or 35mm
motion picture camera or projector.
Compatible with CinemaScope, the “Pro¬
fessional
model may be used with a
25mm lens on 16mm cameras, and a
45mm lens on 35mm cameras. Model
illustrated may be used with zoom
lenses. Use of lenses requires no in¬
crease in exposure.
(Continued on

Page 344)

rjD
ip.

amerette

One Camera...
One Blimp...
For Both 16mm and 35mm Cinematography
• Reflex viewing through taking lens at all times.
• External Follow-focus control.
• External iris control.
• Accommodates 18.5mm through

100mm objectives.

• Quick-change magazines and lenses; retractable camera carriage.
• 110-V single-phase and 220-V 3-phase synchronous motors.
• Lightweight magnesium alloy construction.
• Completely soundproof.

Available For Immediate Delivery

BENJAMIN

BERG

COMPANY

1410 N. VAN NESS AVE. • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. • HOIlywood 2-0871

♦Patents Coutant-Mathot
Manufactured by Eclair

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 342)

FOR THOSE
WHO CAN
AFFORD
16mm Editing Machine
M. W. Palmer, 468 Riverside Dr.,
New York, N. Y., announces a new
three-channel 16mm him editing ma¬
chine. It provides a composite him
channel for sound and picture on one
him, a picture channel with 5" x 6I/2"
brilliant picture, and an optical sound
track channel with stabilizer, sound
drum and ampliher. Sound head for
magnetic track is also available at
extra cost. Provision is made for in¬
stantaneous him marking and mark
shows on image screen as it is being
made.

THE FINEST

• NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
• FIRST PRINT DEPARTMENT
• ULTRA VIOLET AND
FLASH PATCH PRINTING
• 16MM AND 35MM
RELEASE PRINTING
• KODACHROME PRINTING
• 63 EDITING ROOMS
• SPECIAL TV SERVICES

• For Color it's

*

*

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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Solenoid Camera Control
Sample Engineering Co., 17 No. Jef¬
ferson St., Danville, Ill., announces a
new solenoid control for the Pathe Su¬
per-16 (Webo-M) cine camera. Oper¬
ating on 60 cycle AC current, it uses
1/5 ampere of current, and can be
used to operate camera for taking sin¬
gle exposures automatically or manually
timed, or for remote control at normal
speed. Design is such that all camera
features are immediately accessible.
List price is $35.00 for solenoid, mount¬
ing plate and bracket.
Meter Price Reduced
Kling Photo Corp., 257 Fourth Ave.,
(Continued on

Page 386)

ON THE
WORLD'S LARBEST STOCl
OF
MOTION PICTORE CAMERAS
Full NEW CAMERA Guarantee! the World's largest
stock of motion picture cameras in both 16mm and
35mm sizes means a selection of all types, all focal
length lenses, immediate delivery from stock, and
the lowest prices anywhere for equal quality.
16mm

35mm

Arriflex

Acme

Auricon

Akeley

Bell & Howell

Askania

Bolex

Arriflex

Cine Special

Bell & Howell

Eastman

Cameraflex

Fastax

Cineflex

Maurer

Cinephon

Morton

Cunningham

Pathe

Debrie

Fairchild
Fastax
Mitchell
Newell
Wall
De Vry
Eastman
70mm
Hulcher

and all camera accessories: magazines, motors, tripods, etc.

Look for the gordon enterprises nameplate on the
camera you buy. It guarantees full NEW CAMERA
condition, possible because all equipment from
Gordon Enterprises is fully rebuilt by skilled crafts¬
men in one of America’s finest air-conditioned instru¬
ment shops. You are invited to visit these facilities.

mm
MITCHELL MODEL NC

5362 North Cahuenga Boulevard • STanley 7-5267
North Hollywood • California • U.S.A.
Cable Address: GORDENT

MITCHELL SINGLE-SYSTEM-SOUND

1
1

Sales Manager, Motion Picture Equipment Oiv.
Gordon Enterprises
5362 North Cahuenga Blvd.,
North Hollywood, California

1
1
1
1
1

Please send full information on the following
motion picture equipment:

1
1
1

II AMT

FIRM
STREET

16MM MAURER

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

CITY_ZONE_STATE.

CINEFLEX 35MM
J

an answer
for every recording job—every budget

in the complete Magnasync line

model
X-400-E-1 (16mm)

every recorder is a complete sound system!

models
602-E-5 (16mm)
702-A-5 (17y2mm)
135-A-5 (35mm)

16mm, 17i/2mm, 35mm -SINGLE CHANNEL - STEREOPHONIC PORTABLE-STUDIO RACK MOUNT - SYNCHRONOUS or SELSYN MOTORS
Write for your catalog today! — Specifications unconditionally guaranteed!

INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

ifl.msvpci
>

ssH

MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd.,

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif,

IIS*'4'
SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,

New York 19. JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

CANADA-Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

Foster

>
great

tripod

Always a
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with

ttaching
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Simplified
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easily
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fumbling un

accessible
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positive.

platform—
telescoping

Adjustable
shorter or

longer to suit
sockets

Addition
reverse 1
, and sturdier construct,on
Larger gripp

levers.

tilt and pon

New tie-down eyelets in flange.
to cost a lot mut
• d expect this outstanding tripod
“
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the
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surprise

__there

is n

smoother,

PR1CE!_sFe°er "I","'.' v the
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t want to

!±:Ic,CuUNIOR -oday. Vou won

Professional Junior

SEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood

BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—

same tripod.
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available

FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(7nni€Rfl €ouipih€iit (o.
Dept.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y

INDUSTRY
NEWS

Both feature and TV
film production continues
high in Hollywood

.

.

.

= New 35 mm Model 2A =
=

With 180° Shutter

=

I A TRULY GRE&1 p
CAMERA =
=
=

for TV, Newsreel
and commercial

16mm color film laboratories are now
in the throes of changing over to the new
Eastman 5269 reversal color print stock
from the old 5265 stock.
The new 5269 stock is said to pro¬
duce prints having finer grain and high¬
er definition than old stock. Moreover,
it is less contrasty so that the repro¬
duced picture is approximately the same
in quality as the original.
Color prints made on the new stock
will have a black-and-white track in¬
stead of the silver sulphide track, which
has been the practice in the past, and
this should greatly improve the sound
track used for printing. This means that
the sound track must be a negative.
Lab men report that second-genera¬
tion prints made on 5269 stock from
masters made on the same stock are
highly satisfactory.

•

—

For tough and trying assign- ^

—
~

menfs, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a —
class by itself. Reflex focusing

EE
—

through photographing lens EE
while camera is operating— ^

=z
—-

this is just one outstanding ~
ARRIFLEX feature.
EE

~

=
EE
=
—
~
EE
~
EE

Equipped with bright, right- EE
side-up image finder, 6V2 x
magnification. Solves all parallax problems. 3 lens turret.
Variable speed motor built
into handle operates from
lightweight battery. Tachometer registering from 0 to 50

EE
~
==
EE
~
——
EE

frames per second. Compact, EE
lightweight for either tripod EE
or hand-held filming. Takes ^

200' or 400' magazine. Write
EE for free folder.

EE
EE

~

EE

Blimp now available.

:— 16mm ARRIFLEX also available.—

FRANK

C. ZUCKCR

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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•

•

The Association of Cinema Laboratories
re-elected all incumbent officers in the
1956 election held during the Associa¬
tion’s annual get-together in New York
early this year.
Official announcement of results re¬
leased last month reveals that the fol¬
lowing industry executives will continue
their posts during 1956: Neal Keehn,
The Calvin Co, President; Russell Holslag, Precision Labs, V-pres; Byron
Roundabush, Byron, Inc, Secretary; and
George W Colburn, Colburn Lab, Treas¬
urer.
Purpose of the Association is the de¬
velopment of uniform film laboratory
methods and practices.

•

•

•

Television film production in Holly¬
wood continues to provide the greatest
field of employment for cinematograph¬
ers, with around 45 cameramen direct¬
ing the photography of sponsored TV
films each week as against an average
of 30 shooting feature films in or for
the major studios.

•

•

•

Approximately one-third of Hollywoodproduced TV shows—more than 16—
lost sponsors this season, according to
Daily Variety
In the field of Hollywood feature film
production, Variety, on May 25th, re¬
vealed the following comparative figures
which show present studio activity as
compared with 1955
Allied Artists have started 12 pic¬
tures this year as against 11 this date
last year

June, 1956

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer: this year to
date, 11; last year, same date, 7.
Paramount: this year to date, 8; same
date last year, 4.
Republic: this year to date, 4; same
date last year, 12.
RKO: this year to date, 5; same date
last year, 6.
Twentieth Century-Lox: this year to
date, 7; same date last year, 7.
Universal-International: this year to
date, 13; same date last year, 10.
Warner Brothers: this year to date,
5; same date last year, 10.

•

•

•

Of the twenty-eight features being
filmed in Hollywood the week of May
28th, 9 were in CinemaScope, 7 in Vis¬
ta-Vision, 1 in 65mm, and 11 in mis¬
cellaneous wide-screen formats (viz.:
185-to-l, etc.).

•

•

•

Details of a new type of target analy¬
sis or “gun camera,”’ which emulates
the human eye in that it automatically
compensates for changes in light condi¬
tions, have been revealed by the U. S.
Air Lorce.
The camera was designed and engi¬
neered by Lairchild Camera and Instru¬
ment Corporation of Syosset, N. Y. In¬
stalled on super-sonic jet fighter planes,
the camera can be used to record de¬
tails of aerial combat. The importance
of the automatic exposure control can
be readily understood when it is re¬
alized that the nose of fighter plane,
engaged in a “dog fight,” may be
pointed at brilliant sunlit sky, and a
few seconds later at a densely shaded
area of the earth, as it maneuvers into
firing position In previous cameras,
this meant that portions of the film
would be greatly over-exposed while
other sections would be under-exposed.
With the new Lairchild camera the
actual illumination received through
picture-taking lens can be compared 64
times a second with the illumination
from a reference lamp inside the cam¬
era. If there is a difference, the lens
diaphragm is changed to match the
light level of the reference lamp, which
insures proper film exposure. This is
accomplished by a closed-loop system
employing a transistor servo amplifier.
The rate of response to a change in
light is rapid. The system will drive
or move the diaphragm 6 lens stops in
1.8 seconds.
(Continued on

Page 384)

The Hemispherical
all-Uoint Head
\

\
\
\

AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE OF THE NEW

ARRI 16 TRIPOD
Here's the kind of tripod
you'd expect from the maker

THE

ARRI 16 TRIPOD

Also gives you these important features:

of the famous Arriflex cameras

• HEMISPHERICAL BALL-JOINT HEAD - precision-

— a tripod with the most ad¬

machined ball-and-socket {4'/2" diam.) perfectly mated
for easy adjustment and secure locking action.

vanced features in the field.

• PAN and TILT LOCKS - each controlled independently.
• ADJUSTABLE PAN HANDLE — conveniently located for
optimum leverage — can be held under armpit leaving

One outstanding Arri-exclusive

hands free to manipulate lenses and camera.

is the Hemispherical Ball-Joint

• SMOOTH

PAN

and

TILT

MOVEMENTS - achieved

through precise machining of all metal parts.

Head. No matter how uneven

• SPIRIT LEVEL — for lining up camera.

the ground or how tilted the

• PATENTED TRIPOD SCREW - fits both foreign and
American tripod sockets. Outside threod section is for
foreign cameras. When used with American cameras,
it retracts, and inner "American thread" engages

■

tripod — this head permits you

camera.

to level your camera without

• SINGLE LOCK COLLAR — securely locks each leg at

touching the tripod legs. And

desired extension and automatically eqaulizes locking
pressure on both shanks.

a built-in spirit level tells you

• CALIBRATED LEG SCALES — permit quick and easy
setting of all legs to same extension.

when you're 'set'.

• ADJUSTABLE ANTI-SUP CHAINS - restrict leg spread
and prevent tripod from falling.
• TIE-DOWN EYELETS - for securing tripod to floor.
• TIE-DOWN LIPS — for attaching to dolly or clamps.
• DUAL SPURS - double, hardened steel tips assure

FOR LOW ANGLE

firm, sure footing.

ARRI16
SHORTY
Supplied less head.
Uses Hemispherical
Ball-Joint Head
interchangeably
with Arri 16 Tripod.

fl
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

WEIGHT. ...

ARRI
16 TRIPOD

ARRI
16 SHORTY

131/2 lbs.

8V2 lbs.
less head

WORKING HEIGHT
65 inches
Maximum
.
Minimum. ... 15 inches
CLOSED

42 inches

21 inches
9 inches

1
1

covered.

1

KLING PHOTO CORP.

22!/2 inches

$90.00
$175.00
less head
complete
NOTE: Prices, Weights and Measurements in¬
clude Head, except where otherwise stated,
and are subject to change.

PRICE.

1

• CONSTRUCTION — legs made of seasoned beech for
extra strength and sturdiness. Metal parts are made of
brass, steel and aluminum — exposed surfaces finished in
black crinkle and chrome. Camera platform is leather-

1
1
1

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 46, Cal.

NEW F&B "CINEVOICE 400"
F&B’s new Cinevoice CONVERSION for 400 ft. magazines . . .
DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 100 ft. camera when necessary.
A special needle-bearing take-up system and ball-bearing magazine shafts make possible the superbly
smooth, steady and jam-free operation.
Either Mitchell or Bell & Howell 400 ft. magazines may
be used on F&B conversion; and, in 10 seconds, the magazine can be removed, the light trap closed,
and the Cinevoice is ready for operation as a 100 ft. camera again.

PLUS ... ALL THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES
1. SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
2. Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two
filter holders.
3. Headphone jack built in cpmera.

4. Cannon plugs for all sound sockets.
5. Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert,
6. New neon signal light.

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .
Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled, cleaned up and re-finished in
beautiful, professional black crackle finish.
YET . . . F&B ‘‘CINEVOICE 400’’ IS THE LOWEST PRICED CONVERSION AVAILABLE . . .
For Complete new outfits . . .

PRICE ONLY $345.00

Turret Cinevoice plus F&B conversion

not including magazine.

and 400 ft. B&H magazine.1200.00

AUTOMATIC SPLICER
SPLICE-O-FILM
for 8mm-) 6mm combination & 35mm
with the Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER!

A PERFECT SPLICE EVERY TIME
AUTOMATICALLY!
The major cause of film failures is poor splicing
. . . and the major cause of poor splicing is
improper scraping (either too much or too
little).
SPLICE-O-FILM solves both of these
problems with its automatic scraper that takes
off exactly the right depth of emulsion every
time . . . regardless of applied pressure.
SPLICE-O-FILM is a precision tool . . . import¬
ed from England. It has a precision-ground,
tungsten steel scraper that is preset and
ready for making thousands of splices.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

Complete

control

for

zontal and vertical
movement.

smoother

TRIPOD

panning

positions . . .

Full

in

360°

POLECAT
inch

is

a

anodized

top.

Adjust

collar.
please.
floors.

Then

featherweight,
aluminum

it

once

just

to

spring

telescoping

with

an

your

ceiling

it

in

Rubber pads top and

column

expansion

and

height
out

bottom

of

spring
with
place

of
in

1 '/2

POLECAT

the

locking
as

you

protect ceilings and

POLECAT can't be knocked over . . . and takes less

floor space than a silver dollar.

HOLDS 400 POUNDS.

Makes a perfect, mobile, lightweight for lights.

Two POLECATS with cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roil
of background paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

AVAILABLE NOW AT F&B

MILLER Fluid Action

LIGHTS - PROPS - BACKGROUNDS - MIKES
Without Nails or Screws - With

HEAD
both

hori¬

horizontal

Fits F&B PRO-CINE TRIPOD.

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address - FLORBABB, N.Y.

ADAPTER

PLATE

$15.00

PRICE

$113.50

C. V. WHITNEY TOLD MERIAN C. COOPER

G&f -fk&BeiT

COOPER asked
JOHN FORD to have filmland's
most gifted and daring stuntmen
enact the hand-to-hand combat
scenes. They were:

the

C. V. WHITNEY Pictures, Inc., attraction

JOHN WAYNE

BILLY CARTLEDGE
CHUCK HAYWARD
SLIM HIGHTOWER
FRED KENNEDY
FRANK McGRATH
CHUCK ROBERSON

co-starring

DALE VAN SICKLE
HENRY WILLS
TERRY WILSON

JEFFREY

HUNTER-»eraMILES-warciBOND-»ataueWOOD

from a novel personally selected by

C.V. WHITNEY ,

president

MERIAN C. COOPER , vice-president in charge of production
directed by JOHN FORD
Color by TECHNICOLOR • in VistaVision
soon to be presented by

WARNER BROS.

C. V. WHITNEY TOLD MERIAN C. COOPER

Then COOPER asked
JOHN FORD to capture the full
sweep of the novel, THE
SEARCHERS. FORD took the entire
company to Monument Valley
where he got real Navajos. The
entire tri^e^xcropaj^jg^
the<^gJ^s-eTTheir formeroitter
rs, the Comanches

AWAY LUNA
BILLY YELLOW
BQ^^^rMULES^ ^;^

PERCY SHOOTING STA

EXACTLY SONNIE BETSUIE

PETE GRAY EYES

FEATHER HAT, JR.

PIPE LINE BEGISHE

HARRY BLACK HORSE

SMILE WHITE SHEEP

the

C. V. WHITNEY Pictures, Inc., attract

JOHN WAYNE

m

co-starring

JEFFREY

HUNTER •VERA MILES •WARD BOND • NATALIE WOOD

from a novel personally selected by

C.V. WHITNEY ,

president

MERIAN C. COOPER , vice-president in charge of production
directed by JOHN FORD
Color by TECHNICOLOR • in VistaVision
soon to be presented by

WARNER BROS.

BRILLIANT
That happy glow (limelight?) in Precision's corner
is simply the radiance of a solid reputation for
sound, careful and accurate film processing.
Wotta performer.
Precision is the pace-setter in film processing. In
the past, Precision found techniques to bring the
best out of black and white or color originals.
o

In the present, facilities are the profession's very
best for any of your processing needs.
And, in the future. Precision will, as usual, be
first again (depend on it) with the newest
developments to serve you better.

you’ll see

FILM
21

West

ana near

LABORATORIES,
46th

Street,

New York 36,

INC

New York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER, INC.

In

everything, there

is

oiie

best

...

In

film

processing, it s

Precision

INSPECTING THE magnetic head assembly in Ampex Corporation’s new Videotape recorder
is

Charles

company,

P.
and

Ginsburg,
Philip

L.

Senior

project engineer

Gundy, manager

of

the

in

charge

of

company’s

video
audio

development
division.

First

for the
to

use

the equipment will be the NBC and CBS television stations in Hollywood.

Movies On Tape
Magnetic movies are here. Ampex whips the high tape
speed

problem

video-tape

and

recorder

By

demonstrates
for

rom a practical standpoint, the
electronic recording of motion pic¬
tures is now an accomplished fact.
No recent development relating to
motion picture production has been
watched with greater interest than that
which promised the recording of movies
on film by electronic means. First to an¬
nounce development of such a system
was Bing Crosby Enterprises which un¬
veiled its system for the press and in¬
dustry several years ago. Rajbo Cor¬
poration of America followed a year or
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its first practical
pictures.

FOSTER

so later with announcement of its sys¬
tem, which was aimed for the television
industry. No practical equipment has
been marketed by either company to
date.
Last month, Ampex Corporation, a
leading manufacturer of magnetic re¬
cording equipment, demonstrated its
Videotape recorder for the television
and motion picture industry. The Am¬
pex is a complete record and playback
unit capable of recording and reproduc¬
ing commercial monochrome television

•
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material. It handles both video and
audio information concurrently operat¬
ing at tape travel speed of 15 inches per
second, and utilizing magnetic tape two
inches wide.
The machine was designed specifical¬
ly for the purpose of television program
delay, and it is for this purpose only
that it will be first employed, according
to Ampex. Both NBC and CBS have
placed orders for the equipment which
is expected to be delivered and put into
operation late this month.
However, the equipment’s potential
as a means of producing motion pic¬
tures was the subject of much specula¬
tion during the recent convention of the
Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers in New York. Ad¬
dressing the convention, Ampex’s R. H.
Snyder said, “Any speculation on the
replacement of the 35mm camera by
Videotape is, in our belief, foolish at
this time.”
Mr. Snyder stated that it might be
possible for a motion picture director to
shoot scenes simultaneously in film and
in Videotape and immediately review
the tape recording while his cast and
sets were still assembled. “This pro¬
cedure could,” he stated, “reduce pro¬
duction time and costs in movies. '
However, video tape picture quality is
simply not comparable with ordinarily
good original film, and not even re¬
motely comparable to the new largernegative film processes.” Mr. Snyder
revealed that Ampex sees “no immedi¬
ate application for video tape here, and
probably very little even in the future.”
The new Ampex video tape recorder
system records both picture and sound
on a single magnetic tape two inches
wide. Picture quality is considerably
better than that obtained with current
kinescope techniques using photographic
film, according to Charles P. Ginsburg,
Senior Project Engineer in charge of
video development. The “gray scale”—
the ability to reproduce accurately all
shades from black to white, is inherent
in this new video magnetic tape record¬
ing system. On the other hand, the
gradient from black to white is not uni¬
form in photographic film.
Resolution—the measure of the clar¬
ity of the picture—is far beyond the
capability of the average television re¬
ceiver. Thus, when a tape recorded pro¬
gram is telecast, the limitation of pic¬
ture quality will be in the home receiver
rather than in the quality of trans¬
mission.
Perhaps even more important than
the reproduction of recorded programs
with “live” telecast quality are the opertional and economic advantages the
Ampex Videotape Recorder offers the
televison industry. Programs can be re¬
corded directly from the TV camera,
from a TV receiver, from television

transmission lines or from microwave
relay systems. Just as with tape record¬
ers, the program can be imemdiately re¬
played with no processing of any kind
necessary. Considerable economy can
be effected by erasing the recorded sig¬
nal when it is no longer needed and re¬
using the tape to record another pro¬
gram. This is in contrast to photo¬
graphic film which cannot be re-used
after it has once been exposed.
Once the equipment has been in¬
stalled and adjusted, operation is as
simple as that of an audio tape recorder.
To record a program, the operator
presses one button to start recording.
To play a recorded program, he simply
presses the playback button.
The machine operates on the same
basic principles employed in a regular
audio tape recorder. Electrical signals
are passed through a coil around an
electro-magnet known as the recording
head. The strength of the magnetic
field in the recording head at any time
depends on the electrical current in the
coil at the given instant. In turn, the
magnetic field impresses a pattern on the
magnetic surface of the tape as it passes

the recording head. The pattern on the
tape, therefore, corresponds to the elec¬
trical signals in the coil on the record¬
ing head. Since the electrical signals
are generated by the TV camera, the
pattern on the tape corresponds to what
the camera “sees” at any given instant.
To reproduce the picture, the tape is
passed across the same magnetic head.
The magnetic pattern on the tape in¬
duces a current in the coil around the
head. Since the pattern corresponds to
the original picture, the induced current
can be fed to a television transmitter
just as though it were coming directly
from the TV camera. To obtain the 4megacycle response needed for video re¬
cording, tape speed would have to be
2,000 inches per second. At that rate, a
reel of magnetic tape 14 inches in
diameter would record only 29 seconds
of program material.
Ampex engineers have developed a
system which permits a tape speed of
only 15 inches per second, permitting
more than a full hour’s program to be
recorded on a single 14-inch reel of
tape. To achieve this relatively low tape
speed—a standard speed used in some

recording—a magnetic head assembly
which rotates at a high speed is used,
giving an effective tape speed sufficient
to record and reproduce the full 4-mega¬
cycle band width. Thus, while the tape
moves slowly, the heads move across the
surface of the tape at a very high speed.
The head assembly actually consists of
four heads placed on a rotating drum.
One head is always in contact with the
surface of the tape. As one head leaves
the tape, the next head makes contact.
The magnetic pattern is recorded trans¬
versely across the tape instead of longi¬
tudinally as in conventional audio re¬
corders.
The sound that accompanies the pic¬
ture is recorded in the ordinary manner
along one edge of the magnetic tape.
As has been stated above, with the
Ampex equipment video programs can
be recorded directly from the television
camera, TV receiver, from TV trans¬
mission lines or microwave. In utilizing
the same equipment to record a motion
picture production, the action would be
picked up by a closed-circuit TV cam¬
era instead of a film camera and the
(Continued on

Page 384)
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TOP VIEW of the Ampex Videotape recorder, showing the
reels
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Same unit is used for playback as well as recording.

Cost is around $45,000.
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Filming "The Great Locomotive Chase"
Cinematographer Charles Boyle’s skillful use of camera gives dramatic
impact to chase scenes in latest Disney live-action feature.

By

ARTHUR

A

S the thrilling scenes of Walt Disney’s “The Great
Locomotive Chase” unfold on the screen, few will
realize what tremendous planning and preparation was nec¬
essary in order to photograph them. These are chase scenes
that are different from the usual scenes of the pursuing and
the pursued filmed in Hollywood, where every possible kind
of equipment necessary for this type of photography is at
the cameraman’s immediate command.
The chase scenes for this picture were filmed 1500 miles
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away, in the mountains of Georgia, and as is usually the
case when a film company goes on location, exigencies arose
that invariably found the company in need of a vital piece
of production equipment or forced to change its shooting
schedule.
That’s what happened to the Walt Disney company on
location at Clayton, Georgia, where director of photography
Charles Boyle, A.S.C. and his camera crew undertook one of
the most challenging photographic assignments in filmdom

MITCHELL CINEMASCOPE camera was mounted on

locomotive, just

CAMERA

CAR fitted with

flanged wheels

Here camera car supplies power for sound and camera.

dramatic

action

is

filmed

with

aid

of

Coupled to box car,

booster

light

supplied

by

reflectors in hands of grips.

history. Because there were little or no paved roads paral¬
leling the railroad over which much of the action was to be
filmed, the camera car brought along for shooting from the
highway was converted with flanged wheels so it could
travel on the tracks. Some of the picture s most thiilling
scenes were filmed from the camera travelling before oi
behind the train as it sped along the ancient rail line that
extends from Atlanta to Chattanooga.
From a critical chapter in the nation’s history Walt
Disney selected a page unparalleled in daring and excite¬
ment as the basis for his most thrilling live-action feature,
“The Great Locomotive Chase.”
This is the story of the Andrews Raid, an incredible plot
to break the back of the Civil War—a spy story of suspense,
of high speed, of inconceivable bravery, of complete selfless¬

tender

shoots

track

train pulls into small wayside station where it is stolen by Yankees.

CAR is used here for photography.

on

along

locomotive while

CAMERA

camera crew

rolls

beyond the cab, for an “engineer’s-eye view" of scene ahead as

behind

important action,

FRAMEWORK and platform was erected on one side of ancient loco¬
motive

for

shooting

closeups

of

drive

wheels

being

reversed,

which was the only means of braking the veteran “balloon-stacker.”

ness on the part of not only a score of dedicated men who
faced the armies of the Confederacy to attempt their mis¬
sion, but of their Southern captors, too.
The Raiders’ weapons were pieces of railroad rolling
stock, not guns; their goal, the saving of untold lives, not
the taking of any. Their reward was the most cherished,
the most distinctive the country could then or now bestow:
the Congressional Medal of Honor.
The Raiders’ scheme was never so complex as Disney’s
job of restaging it, compounded as the latter was by the
passage of nearly a century. Walt had to find ancient roll¬
ing stock that could still be operated, turn up a railroad
untouched by time, move to the scene and re-run the loco¬
motive race for the cameras.
(Continued on Page 370)
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Bob Bailey s Homemade
16mm Film Processor
I

F SAVING MONEY had been his only
aim. Bob Bailey probably never
would have built his own 16mm film
processor. The Houston, Texas, pho¬
tographer knew that, in the long run, it
would no doubt cost him as much as
any standard commercial model. But he
wanted more “control” over develop¬
ment of reversal film. He wanted to be
able to actually develop it “by inspec¬
tion.” He wanted, in short, a machine
that could not be obtained on the mar¬
ket.
So he built one. And today in the
rear of his downtown Houston photo
studio can be seen (and heard) one
356
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of the country’s truly unique film labor¬
atory creations.
It is, as Bailey says, “a fantastic con¬
glomeration of pulleys, weights, fan'
belts, windshield wipers, light bulbs,
home-made gears, and baby diapers.”
It sprawls through three small rooms,
the film passing through tiny slits in
the walls. It looks, for all the world,
like something Rube Goldberg whipped
up in one of his more lighthearted mo¬
ments. And more than one person has
laughed on first viewing Bob Bailey’s
film processing machine.
Bailey, however, has only good-na¬
tured tolerance for those who find the
June, 1956

appearance of his brainchild amusing.
In the first place, few people ever see
it. None of his competitors have. He
doesn’t look upon it as a machine which
requires artistic symmetry. And the
machine works so well it makes no dif¬
ference what it looks like. It makes
money for Bailey.
How Bailey built it is the story of a
man determined to put his own ideas
into practice. He began thinking about
it in 1950, after 20 years of building
up a solid still photo business. Bailey
decided his new plant should offer mo¬
tion picture processing to the amateur
and to the television film market along
the Gulf Coast. So he began checking
catalogues for equipment. What he saw
was fine, but he hesitated. And not be¬
cause of prices.
“I guess maybe I wanted more in a
processor than l could fairly expect,’’
Bailey recalls now. “I figured that I
ought to be able to develop reversal
film by inspection in a darkroom. And
I wanted some sort of protection against
film or leader breaks.”
So Bailey made his decision. AG
though he had never before seen a 16mm processing machine he set out to
build one.
First. Bailey sketched out some rough
plans. Then, with a skilled mechanic to
help and advise him. Bailev spent the
next five months building his machine
from the ground up.
It meant buying and shaping expen¬
sive stainless steel sheets into tanks;
experimenting with plastics to get pre¬
cise thicknesses into moving parts. It
meant perfecting dozens of separate
parts and combinations of parts with¬
out any model or plan to go by.
Since Bailey did not have any con¬
cern about moving his finished proces¬
sor from one spot to another, compact¬
ness was almost unnecessary. Hence,
the machine was built right in three
back rooms of his plant.
This has proved a blessing in nu¬
merous ways. Bailey figured that by
stretching out the machine’s compo¬
nents it would give the lab man almost
continual visual contact with the film
as it was being processed. Film breaks
would thus prove less of a hazard.
In the first and smallest of the rooms
Bailev installed tanks for first developer
and bleach. Here, also, the film is
loaded
for
processing.
Appropriate
safelights make it possible to develop
reversal film by inspection when neces¬
sary. By installing two spindles Bailey
is able to continually add more film
without stopping the machine.
The film passes through a light-proof
slit in the wall to the second room
where it goes through cleaning bath,
second developer, hypo, and washes.

The second room contains also the onehalf horsepower motor which drives the
him transport system.
A 1950 Ford speedometer shows the
film’s progress in miles per hour, rather
than feet per second. Here also may be
seen the spectacular side of Bailey’s
creation. Leaving the hnal wash, the
wet him takes off toward the ceiling,
around pulleys. It moves overhead to
a vertical frame resembling a miniature
guillotine. Lip and down in this frame
the him slides, providing the slack so
desperately needed when, on occasion,
a piece of him parts company or the
leader jumps the track.
The him rises and descends once
more to pass through a second wall and
into room number three for entry into
Bailey’s king-sized dryer. This great
wooden cabinet is roomy and uncompli¬
cated. It contains clusters of 150-watt
infra-red heat lamps to dry the him.
A one-time household floor fan on top
circulates the warm air.
Although reversal him is usually dry
by the time it reaches the second line
of rollers, there are six such lines to
permit drying even the most stubborn
print stock.
Bailey discovered early that him
shrinks as it dries, and therefore should
move at a different speed in the dryer
than it does in the processing tanks.
He solved this problem with a simplydesigned variable-speed pulley, con¬
nected by an auto fan belt.
Once in the dryer, the him comes

VIEW OF TANKS in 2nd
room.

Film

through
left

of

which

slit

emerges
in

wall

perforated
contains

at

box,
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re¬

exposure lamp.

LARGE

ROLLERS

wrapped

with

layers

of

sponge

rubber,

then

covered

with
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diapers, absorb remaining water droplets from surface of film as it passes through
drying cabinet.

BAILEY'S ingenious gadget which enables him to
vary the rate of film travel, which is slower in
the dry box than in the processing tanks due to
contraction of film.

into contact with another Bailey “origi¬
nal”—ordinary baby diapers wrapped
around foam rubber rolls. Just the thing
for removing lingering drops of water
from tender emulsions!
Emerging from his machine, the film
encounters one more thoughtful detail
added in the name of convenience and
control. There are two take-up spools
which can turn simultaneously, speed¬
ing up the momentary business of
switching from full to new reel. But all
these little conveniences and aides did
not result from Bailey’s original plan.
Some have been added each year. In
fact, hardly a month goes by but what
Bailey or someone in his shop does not

come up with a new “gimmick” to try
out on the machine.
Bailey knew, for example, how much
more controlled overdevelopment of
newsreel film he could get by using
oversize tanks of developer. He can
quickly switch now from 10 to 20 gal¬
lon tanks if he desires, and by lengthen¬
ing the amount of tank space, can put
in additional tanks for either prehardner or more developer.
So, even if Bailey had any thought of
trying to patent or sell duplicates of his
processor (which he does not) it would
be next to impossible.
“How could I sell something I modi-
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The villain still pursues her!
INothing beats the old-time “meller-dramer” for
sheer excitement—unless it’s a modern thriller done for
today's wide-screen. Black-and-white or color, it cap¬
tures its audiences, young and old, brings them back
for more—show after show.
Costs are great for these films . . . but so are the
East Coast Division

Midwest Division

342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y

1 37 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 2, Illinois

j ..

'•
>*v:

rewards. To make such films, producers use technics
which the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture
Film has been happy to help the industry develop.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
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Small Studio Set Construction
How to build and use “flats7’ for erection of interior sets.

By

RALPH

A

moves into the field of professional
motion picture production, it follows that his entire
operation gradually assumes the standards of the profes¬
sional. Instead of shooting the complete picture on actual
location sites, the use of specially constructed sets becomes
a vital factor in the economic as well as the qualitative
phases of production.
For almost any type of planned film production, the use
of sets is far more advantageous than practical interiors;
they make possible improved quality in the photography
because of the greater latitude which sets afford in lighting.
When sets are used you will be able to light players and
props more effectively; get more effective camera angles;
and you'll find you can build your set specifically to suit the
S the film maker
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needs of action and composition, rather than having to
adapt them to the limitations of an existing room.
The construction of sets isn’t nearly as difficult as it first
seems. It isn't particularly expensive, either, if you follow
professional practice. This means building sets from stand¬
ard units, or ‘‘flats,” which can be arranged and re-ar¬
ranged, reassembled and decorated to fit a wide range of
needs.
The professional flat is a standardized wall panel made
of plywood or wallboard laid over a lightweight wooden
frame, usually “room high”—about eight or ten feet in
height. Used in conjunction with equally standard panels
having a door, window of other orifice, they can be assem¬
bled easily to represent, from the camera's point-of-view,
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(Continued on Page 383)
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con¬

factory

background
is

necessary
detail

and window frames from your local lumber mill, or (2) ob¬
tain second-hand units from a house wrecking company.
These may be mounted within a flat, or they may be placed
in position between two standard flats and, in the case of
a window, the top and bottom filled in with small flat sec¬
tions made for the purpose.
Where the set calls for showing only a single wall of a
room, set up enough flats to give the desired wall width,
nailing the frames together without driving the nails in
completely. Always leave the nail head above surface so
that it may be readily removed with a hammer.
Prop the flats in upright position and anchor them in
place, using the angle braces described above. For this, use

a room of almost any size or shape desired. Once assem¬
bled, the flats may be painted or papered, and mouldings,
cornices, baseboards, etc., applied to complete the architec¬
tural details desired. The flats can readily be dis-assembled after the set is no longer needed, stored, and re-used
time and again.
The basic structural part of the flat is a framework con¬
structed of l-by-3s. (In the accompanying diagram, these
are shown as
x l%/r j however, the 1" x 3" material
makes for easier assembling and nailing.—ED.) Where the
flat or panel is to be 4 feet in width—the size of standard
plywood and wallboard panels—a second V x 3" member
is placed in the middle and cross-members spaced and
nailed at intervals of 24-inches, as shown in the diagram.
Two materials are generally used for the flat surface:
composition wallboard or ^-inch plywood. The wallboard
is cheaper and lighter; the plywood costlier but more dur¬
able and has the added advantage of permitting removal of
any wallpaper applied to it without damaging the surface
of the flat. Whichever material is used, it should be given
a coat of shellac after the flat is completed.
Most simple sets are constructed in an “L” shape and
therefore stand readily without a great deal of bracing.
However, some bracing is advisable to give the flats rig¬
idity and prevent any vibration that would show up on the
screen. The standard brace is a six-foot length of 2" x 2"
lumber with the ends cut at an angle and finished with a
piece of strap iron, properly bent, and having holes drilled
to facilitate nailing of the brace to the frame of the flat
and to the stage floor. (See diagram.)
Where doors or windows are required in a set, two
methods may be followed: (1) you can obtain real door
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Corner
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Importance Of Viewing
Glass In Cinematography
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through
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appearance of scene and the lighting
contrasts as they will appear on film.

By

N

all directors of photography in the Hollywood
studios use a viewing glass and most of those who do
not, eschew it not because it is valuless but rather because
they have developed the “practiced eye’’ which enables
them instinctively to size up color or tonal contrasts at a
glance.
But a viewing glass can be real helpful at times for the
seasoned veteran as well as the up-and-coming professional
cinematographer. By using the glass, he can be sure. Just
ot

KARL

STRUSS,

A.S.C.,

uses

viewing

glass

to

cheek

contrasts

American Cinematographer

as when using an exposure meter instead of guessing at
exposures.
When we look at the shadows in a scene, our eye auto¬
matically adapts itself to the existing light and we see detail
that the film may not see. The viewing glass lowers the
brightness of the scene so that the eye will see it approxi¬
mately as the film will record it.
The advent of the viewing glass antedates that of the
photo-electric exposure meter, and goes back to the days of
“color-blind” orthochromatic film. As the first photographic
films were relatively insensitive to all colors but blue, in
(Continued on Page 374)
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MILTON KRASNER, A.S.C., using lamp and viewing glass, studies

and lighting on set of recent production.
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Cinematography In Small Studio Production
The cameraman’s versatility and resourcefulness play a big
part in commercial and industrial film production.
By

RAY

E.

I

ts A fair GUESS that few categories of motion picture pro¬
duction demand more of the individual craftsman than
does that of the commercial and industrial film.
The extent to which small studio production can be varied
within a short period of time, and the unfathomable degree
to which a cinematographer’s ingenuity can be put to test in
the process, is vividly exemplified in a busy filming program
recently brought to fruition at one of the more prominent
commercial film studios in the New York area known as
Dynamic Films, Inc. Here is a production cue worthy of
note because it literally defies not only the typical opposition
of a crowded shooting schedule, but also low-budgeting.
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Indeed, the old saying “variety is the spice of life” speaks
exceptionally well for the small studio situation in general.
A cinematographer who works in industrial and non-theatri¬
cal film production (he is called a First Commercial Cam¬
eraman on the East Coast) invariably goes about adjusting
himself to periodic production variations as a matter of
course. Probably the most common of the fluctuations af¬
fecting him are (a) challenging contrasts in subject matter
from one assignment to the next, (b) recurrent use of dif¬
ferent makes and sizes of motion picture cameras for vari¬
ous production formats, and (c) equivalent modification in
film widths and emulsions. The sky’s the limit right down

the line. How well a cameraman can conduct and artistically
express himself in the face of such challenges is sufficient
test for any individual.
Appropriately enough, Dynamic Films’ distinctive slogan.
"Creative Thinking On Film.” takes the cameraman into its
fold as a fully-pledged individual from the very start. His
personal opinion relative to matters of production, and
often direction, invariably carries enough weight within
the organization to be respected on practically the same
level as that of the producer himself. This, in turn, endows
the working atmosphere with a feeling of mutality which is
inducive, in effect shall we say, to “bringing home the
bacon” on schedule, at the same time complementing the
producer's own standard of operation.
Commendable, too, is the fact that only a mere handful
of craftsmen supervise as well as execute such filming pro¬
grams. Heading the production crew are the directors, the
first cameraman, and four or five men who represent the
various other motion picture crafts. The first cameraman
not only supervises the lighting of all of his set-ups, but he
also acts as his own camera operator, regardless of whether
the production is in 16mm or 35mm.
First on the crowded agenda in a recent sixty-day pro¬
duction schedule at Dynamic Films was the filming of
some TV commercials in 35mm black-and-white for one of
the nation’s top watch distributors. The camera used was
a Mitchell NC blimped for sessions of live sound. Out of a
total of three days allowed for this assignment, two days
went for the filming of sequences with well-known narrators,
with a third devoted to the silent but nerve-wracking busi¬
ness of photographing wrist watches at extremely close
range. These over-sized closeups were handled very effec¬
tively by staging and lighting the product in a special in¬
direct-light box equipped with adjustable reflective surfaces.
To complement this, the basic light source was sufficiently
heavy on wattage to maintain average exposures without
drastically forsaking depth in the focus of the large image.
As most cameramen know, few focusing chores are more
intricate or provoking than those entailing long focal length
lenses mounted on special extension tubes for super-magnifi¬
cation. Indeed, few such commercial assignments will try
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THE ASSISTANT cameraman’s chores are no less significant to pro¬
duction in the small studio.

Here first cameraman Ray Long looks

on while his assistant checks aperture of the Mitchell
prior to re-loading.

NC camera

a cinematographer’s patience more, or spare his nerves less,
than when they are linked with a client’s premeditated con¬
ception of how his product should look through the lens.
(This was a strong production point later on in the filming
of other TV commercials involving extraordinary detail in
the tiny settings of diamond rings.) But one thing is cer¬
tain. A business client must be satisfied. And happily, in
both of these instances, he was.
Next in line was a technical training film for the U. S.
Navy on the subject of “Visual Mine Watching.” This was
also filmed by the regular crew with a Mitchell, with the
shooting schedule carefully planned to fit into a space of
five days (a normal industry work week in the New York
area). All but one day was devoted to studio work with
actors filling the needs of the script and the Navy itself sup¬
plying the necessary technical advisors. The challenge was
twofold. Primarily, filming had to proceed rapidly in order
to meet a low-budgeted deadline, but it also had to he han¬
dled with extreme care to technical detail. So, too, was it
with the lighting, tempered in low-key to artistically compli¬
ment the dramatic mood of the subject. A fifth day of film¬
ing, blessed by good weather on location, brought the Navy
production to conclusion and the score for the crew to: “two
subjects down and thirteen to go.”
The film on war preparedness was hardly in the can
before the studio handed the cameraman an assignment
on the subject of religion. This coincidental contrast in sub¬
ject matter also brought a shift in the technical aspects of
(Continued on Page 376)
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YOUR AUDIENCE sees your players fresh, with no preconceived ideas of their personality or
behavior.

It is up to you as the film maker to make them intriguing from the opening shot.

Bring Your Characters To Life
Unless your audience is gripped by your charac¬
ters, the most ingenious of plots will

not be

sufficient to maintain their interest.

By

HAROLD

T

he same problems of characterization
in film fiction confront amateur and
professional alike. Both tend to fall back
to dialogue as a kind of short cut. A
and B discuss C before he enters. By
the time he appears the audience has al¬
ready been given the main leads to his
personality.
But this is the way of the playwright.
The cinema offers its own methods of
immediate characterization, and the
scope is practically limitless. The ama¬
teur who is still exploring the fertile
field of the silent film-play has many
opportunities to establish his cast as
promptly as the professional. This is
one of the numerous cases where the
366
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(Continued on Page 379)

budget bears no relation to the effectivenss of the treatment.
As you script your next movie, stop
for a moment to consider the way in
which you judge the strangers you meet
for the first time. What influenced your
opinion? Why do feel well or ill-dis¬
posed towards a man you’ve only known
for five minutes? And when and why
do you often have to revise your origi¬
nal judgment?
Analyze your answers, and you’ll see
how you can translate these everyday
experiences into cinematic terms. For
the short film, first impressions are of
the utmost importance. In reality we
may have to wait for months or even

June,

years before a person's true character
is revealed; but in the cinema, the dis¬
closure can be made as soon as he ap¬
pears.
Four words contain the clue to imme¬
diate characterization: setting, dress,
props and action. Each of these influ¬
ence us in normal life to varying de¬
grees. On film their total impact can be
made overwhelming.
Settings are all too often regarded as
mere backcloths to the action. The dif¬
ferent atmospheres of park, pool-room
and restaurant are ignored, and the re¬
sult is a series of meaningless locations
which add nothing to the characters or
to the film.
Yet we all know that our reaction to
the girl we find alone in a night-club
is hardly the same as our attitude to the
girl we meet in a swimming pool. The
man who bumps into us on his way out
of a museum makes a different impres¬
sion to the stranger who is hanging
about the stage door of a theatre.
Profession,
education,
background
and even income can be suggested by
the location in which we first show our
main characters. Before they move or
speak, the situations in which the au¬
dience discovers them provides a pointer
to their position or personality.
Dress, of course, is an invaluable
character revelation for the film maker.
In life more people give a false impres¬
sion of themselves by their appearance
than in any other way. On the screen,
clothes must almost always be an in¬
fallible reflection of their true selves.
But beware of exaggeration. The Bo¬
hemian dress of the artist, the rough¬
ness of the poor and smoothness of the
rich can tempt us into excess in imi¬
tation. Remember the value of the closeup, and concentrate on telling-details.
A frayed cuff or a down-at-heel shoe can

1956
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need location
lighting...fast?

,

Call on Jack Frost one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario
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Kodak Offers Improved Cameras,
Films And Projectors For 1956
By

JOHN

F

it seemed that the manu¬
facturers of photographic equipment
were neglecting the movie amateur, and
that the fascinating hobby of amateur
movie making was fast losing its ap¬
peal. Little, if anything, was being done
to stimulate the hobbyist’s interest nor
to attract new recruits to the realm of
cine filming.
Now, almost suddenly, there is a re¬
awakening. So many new cameras and
related equipment are making their ap¬
pearance that it seems like old times—
like the days in the early thirties when
Univex started the snowball rolling on
popular, low-cost movie making with a
simple 8mm camera that sold for $9.95.
It became possible for every familv to
make and show its own movies.
or a while

368
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Today, both Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany and the Bell & Howell Company,
leaders in the manufacture of cine ap¬
paratus, are stirring the amateur movie
maker’s interest anew with announce¬
ments about smart new equipment.
Bell & Howell Company has made a
notable contribution with its Model 200EE 16mm camera that automatically
adjusts the lens iris to the prevailing
light, insuring correct exposure on all
takes. The camera was described in de¬
tail in last month’s issue.
In recent weeks, Eastman Kodak
Company has made announcements
about new cine cameras, projectors,
films and accessories of interest to sea¬
soned and novice movie makers alike.
There is a smart newr camera for the

•
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advanced 16mm movie maker and a
slick little job for the beginner that gets
him started making movies for the mod¬
est outlay of only $29.95. The complete
equipment for shooting and showing
home movies is included in a kit priced
at $99.50.
One of the company’s more interest¬
ing announcements is that regarding a
turret model of the new Cine-Kodak
K-100 roll film (16mm) camera. The
new model combines the movie making
versatility of more expensive profes¬
sional equipment at moderate cost with
ease of operation. The camera mounts
three of Kodak’s famed Ektar lenses to¬
gether with matching viewfinder lenses,
allowing instant changing from standard
to wide-angle to telephoto shots. Ektar
lenses, with appropriate viewfinders, are
available in a 15mm to 152mm range.
The finder shows adjacent areas, as well
as the field of coverage, making it easy
for the camera’s user to follow action.
When any one of the lenses is swung
into shooting position, the appropriate
viewfinder lens automatically moves
into place. The turret is in an offset
position so that a wide range of lenses
can be used without physical or optical
interference.
The K-100 Turret Camera permits a
wide range of movie effects. For ex¬
ample, the photographer shooting such
colorful events as a yacht race can
change quickly from a panoramic view
of an entire fleet to an intimate closeup
of a single craft and its crew. This
versatility also applies to scenic shots in
a travel movie, and numerous other ob¬
jects.
The camera features a pre-stressed
power spring motor that exposes 40 feet
of film at a single winding, a shutter
release at the rear of the camera, and a
large, accurate speed control governor.
It has a speed range of 16 to 64 frames
per second, provides for uniform single¬
frame exposures, and uses either singleperforated film for sound recording
or standard double-perforated film.
The camera can he loaded with 50or 100-foot rolls of all regular Kodak
16mm movie films. In addition to its
visual film-footage indicator, it features
a dial to show at any time exactly how
many feet of film can he run without
rewinding.
Operation at any speed is exact, with
gate pressure adjusted automatically to
capture sharp images on chatter-free
film. An auxiliary hand crank allows
the photographer to backwind to pro¬
duce fades and dissolves, multiple ex¬
posures, and other special effects, or to
change exposures when lighting condi¬
tions are not too favorable. The cam¬
era can also be run by an auxiliary
electric motor drive shaft.
For the 8mm movie maker, Eastman
Kodak has slicked up its line of Brownie

cameras.
Headlined is a f/2.7 lens
model with a $29.95 price tag. This
budget-priced camera is the same f/2.7
model that has made sales history since
its introduction in 1951—but it wears a
smart new case and boasts a Sky-Guide
and lens data on the name plate as
added features. In the Brownie movie
camera line-up, it replaces the f/2.7
model which has been priced at $37.50.
A camera new to the Brownie movie
line-up has an f/2.3 lens. It is fur¬
nished with Kodadur side panels, incor¬
porates the new Sky-Guide front, and
has an optical tri-field viewfinder which
shows the area covered by wide-angle
and telephoto converters available for
the camera, as well as that of the stand¬
ard lens. The rear finder element pro¬
vides parallax correction in six positions
ranging from infinity to three feet.
A fast f/1.9 lens is the distinguishing
element of the third camera of the new
line-up, which is otherwise a twin of the
f/2.3 model. All three of these cameras
have a 13mm fixed-focus lens and oper¬
ate with box camera simplicity. The
only setting to be made is that of the
lens opening, in accordance with the
amount of light on the subject. Other¬
wise, it’s simply a matter of loading,
winding, and shooting.
Topping the new 8mm line-up in
versatility, yet retaining the character¬
istic simplicity of operation, is the
Brownie Movie Camera, Turret f/1.9
introduced last fall.
It enables the amateur movie maker
to shoot his scenes with a standard lens,
reach out for a wide-angle view, or pin¬
point it telephoto fashion — without
focusing or resetting for exposure. The
movie maker switches from one view to
the other simply by pulling out the tur¬
ret, and rotating it until the desired
barrel is in front of the lens.
A new Brownie Movie Projector, fea¬
turing the extra brilliance provided by
a 500-watt lamp and a built-in lens ele¬
ment which gives needle-sharp projec¬
tion over the entire screen area, was
introduced last month.
Bright, clear projection over a 4-foot
screen width is possible with this new
projector whose design includes an onoff switch. It is a more versatile ver¬
sion
of
Kodak’s popular
300-watt
Brownie Movie Projector. It has an
f/1.6 “big screen” focusing lens and
accepts a 200-foot film reel for 15 min¬
utes of uninterrupted projection.
A series of new Kodak Filter Kits
which contain the basic needs for the
amateur photographer who wants to get
started in filter photography has been
announced by the Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany.
Kits will be supplied complete with
filters in a rugged, compact case which
has individual crystal-clear, swing-out
(Continued on Page 372)
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FILMING “THE GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE”

PROCESS YOUR
01 FILMS

(Continued from Page 355)

with BRIDGAMATIC and Save!
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processing at small cost, fits in most any corner.
Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel
tanks, air squeegee—develops and dries ready
for showing 600' positive,

«r *

180' negative per hour, from

The tortuous 87-mile stretch covered
by the chase between Big Shanty (now
Kennesaw),
Georgia and
Ringgold,
where the “General’s” steam gave out
for want of fuel, is today part of the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail¬
way’s high-speed steel straightaway.
This doesn’t resemble in the least the
winding route that Andrews and Fuller
fought over.
But Disney got as close to the actual
scene as modern railroading will per¬
mit. He scouted out the antiquated Tal¬
lulah Falls Railroad, winding its un¬
changed way through the mountains
barely 50 miles to the east of the actual
scene, and brought his antique photo¬
play engines and cars to it.
The genuine locomotive principals
were not available for action.
The
“General" stands in the Union station
at Chattanooga. The “Texas” is on view
in the basement of Atlanta’s Civil War
Cvclorama. Neither is functional.
So their roles were filled by almost
exact operating duplicates. The Balti¬
more and Ohio Railroad’s 100-year-old
“William Mason.” named after the
father of the American type engine that
ruled the rails for nearly half a century,
portrays the “General." The “Inyo,”
veteran of the gun-toting silver days be¬
tween the mint and the Comstock Lode,
appears as the “Texas."
The B. & 0. furnished the “Mason,”
and Paramount Pictures the “Inyo,”
both widely used in motion pictures and
centennials.
Disney brought considerable other
equipage with him. It included period
coaches and freight cars, and a replica
of a tiny locomotive, all borrowed from
the B. & 0., first railroad to be char¬
tered in this country. In Burbank the
studio built
five period type boxcars
for the destruction awaiting them before
the cameras, bought and remodeled a
sixth for a crash scene, and rented a
variety of ancient car trucks, switches
and other paraphernalia necessary for
reconstructing a vintage railroad.
Early in September, while advance
crews worked up and down 35 miles of
the Tallulah Falls Railway building sets
to represent stations, a tunnel, and other
important points in the real chase, two
modern trains set out carrying Disney’s
railroad, one from Baltimore and the
other, three thousand miles distant,
from Los Angeles. Eventually they con¬
verged at Cornelia, Ga., foot of the
T.F.R.R.. and moved up into Clayton,
location headquarters, for six weeks of
field production.
With 160 members of cast and crew
o:i hand, flown to Georgia in Holly¬
wood’s biggest location airlift, the cam¬
j
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large tightening levers • Detachable, precision ma¬
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eras began rolling on Monday, Septem¬
ber 26, with Walt Disney on hand.
Director of photography Boyle
brought along something more than the
usual implements of cinematography—
a wide experience in “chase” tech¬
niques, acquired during his long associ¬
ation with Universal Pictures, and an
extensive knowledge of color photog¬
raphy which he gained during his many
years’ with Technicolor as one of that
company’s top cameramen. These at¬
tributes show strongly in his photog¬
raphy of “The Great Locomotive Chase.”
There is for example, a directness in
the manner in which the locomotive
chase scenes have been filmed, and this
adds immensely to the believability of
the story.
Despite the limitations im¬
posed by the distant location, Boyle has
achieved great variety in his camera
angles in these scenes. This entailed
rigging the camera on the ancient loco¬
motives in a wide variety of positions;
erecting a framework extending from
one side of the locomotive for shooting
a closeup of the spinning driver-wheels,
and utilizing the camera car with its
flanged wheels, as previously mentioned.
A long and unexpected siege of rain
made it imperative that the company
utilize every moment of good daylight,
once the storm abated. It followed that
many scenes were photographed without
consideration for the position of the sun.
To compensate for this, Boyle utilized
sunlight reflectors for fill light and this
has been done so expertly that their use
is not apparent.
“Where the situation made a steady
reflector impossible,” says Boyle, “I’d
dispense with them altogether rather
than chance sloppy lighting being cast
into a scene."
Perhaps the trickiest problem of all
those encountered was fitting the wide¬
screen format to the narrow interior of
the box cars in which much pertinent
action was staged. Here the right cam¬
era angle and skillful lighting proved
the answer. In order to get the required
lights overhead for these interiors, the
top of one box car was removed, and a
framewor erected above it and covered
with a black tarpaulin.
The lighting of the box car interiors
is skillfully keyed to both the mood of
the story and fidelity. The general light¬
ing is in low key with the accent light
suggesting that coming through cracks
in the box car walls, doors, etc.
Although we have been concerned
here only with the photography of the
chase scenes, needless to say the rest of
the picture displays the same expert
lighting and camera treatment. There is
(Continued on Page 372)
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one standout scene, however, that de¬
serves special mention.
It was not the company’s intention to
shoot interiors on location, but when it
started to rain and it appeared there
would be no letup in the storm for days,
plans were changed and a number of
sets were erected there.
One repre¬
sented the dining room of a trackside
inn, with wide windows looking out on
the rail yard. The camera is focused
on the train crew eating lunch here; at
the same time the train which Andrews
and his raiders are about to steal under
their noses, can be seen in the distance
through the windows. It is important
that the train and the raiders be seen
clearly from this camera vantage point,

and in order to achieve this, it was nec¬
essary for Boyle to have the windows
treated with a special light-filtering
coating, thus balancing the lights of the
outdoor scene with that of the interior.
The cameras which Boyle brought
along for this assignment were three
Mitchell BNCs and two Arriflex 35s—
all fitted with CinemaScope lenses. The
picture was photographed in Eastman
Color negative and was processed by
Technicolor laboratories.
When asked about the problem of
color temperature,
Boyle answered:
“With Technicolor doing the lab work,
nominal color temperature variation is
no problem, as the Technicolor lab cor¬
rects for any discrepancies during the
processing and printing.”

KODAK CAMERAS, FJLMS, PROJECTORS FOR 1956
(Continued from Page 369)

compartments each holding an indi¬
vidual filter or where required, an
adapter ring.
Each filter is thus easily identified,
held, and protected in a separate com¬
partment, which may be swung out for
easy filter removal or insertion. The
filter is held by a detent while a safetysnap enclosure keeps the individual com¬
partment closed when it is not in use.

Model C
For

on Mitchell*, Wall, Auricon
and otFier cameras.
Widely used in filming all sports events, mili¬
tary applications, aviation, ordnance tests, etc.
Exceptionally wide field of view instantly lo¬
cates fast moving objects! Internal open-center
reticle (cross lines) accurately centers image.
Engraved line fields on reticle for projector or
TV aperture.
Magnified images. Wide range of field com¬
binations. Coated optics. Unusually bright il¬
lumination under adverse conditions. Choice of
optics—6x30, 7x50, 12x50, 20x60. Instant in¬
terchange of various monoculars. Precise and
smooth horizontal and vertical parallax ad¬
justments.
Write for literature and prices.
*For Mitchell Cameras, order through Mitchell
Camera Corp., 666 W. Harvard, Glendale 4,
California.

For color shots, a Skylight Filter (No.
1A) is included to reduce haze on over¬
cast days or in distant scenes. A Day¬
light Filter (No. 85 or 85C) is supplied
for using indoor color film outdoors.
Where applicable, filters to accent clouds
are supplied for black-and-white picture
making, or a Kodak Portra Lens is in¬
cluded for dramatic closeups. Addi¬
tional filters and attachments may be

use

Model

CA

for Auricon

Super

CAMERA MOUNT FOR "DRIVER'S EYE" VIEW

1200

SPECIAL
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driving
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movie
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Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Put this viewer between
your re winders and speed up your

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(Tflm€RnCQUipm€iiT(o.
t
F

added as desired to empty compart¬
ments in the case.
Movie camera kits are available for
the following cameras: Brownie Movie
Camera i/2.1, Brownie Movie Camera
Model 2, f/2.3, and i/2.1, and CineKodak Medallion 8 Camera; for the
Brownie Movie Camera and the
Brownie Movie Camera Model 2, f/1.9,
and for other cameras taking Series 4
and 5 Filters.
Kodak’s cine films have also come in
for overhauling and modernization to
meet today’s requirements for faster
emulsions and better pictorial renditon.
A new, improved, Cine-Kodak Plus-X
Reversal Film, offering 16mm camera
users extremely fine grain black-andwhite movies of exceptional sharpness,
will be placed on sale this month. This
film will be sold without processing
charge included in the price.
In addition to permitting projection
on larger screens without loss of detail
and sharpness, the new film is one-third
of a stop faster when used with tung¬
sten illumination than the Plus-X it re¬
placed. It has a daylight exposure index
of 50; a tungsten index of 40. The cost
remains the same.
In introducing this film, Kodak also
announced the discontinuation of CineKodak Super-X and Super-XX 16mm
Reversal Films and all 8mm Cine-

U DEPT. A-6-4

315 W. 43rd S»., New York 36, N. Y.

PIcto-scopE*
NEW TRIPLE-PURPOSE ANAMORPHIC LENS

PROFESSIONAL
LIST $80.00

SUPER-PRO
LIST $100.00

PICTO-SCOPE anamorphic lenses will work on any 16mm or
35mm motion picture camera, on 16mm projectors and 35mm
slide projectors. Excellent for color or black-and-white pho¬
tography. PICTO-SCOPE is compatible with CinemaScope.
Write for full information.
*Trade-mark.

THE PICTORIAL CO.
2910 Broad Street
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ANNOUNCES
AURICON CINE VOICE
CONVERSION SERVICE

Kodak black-and-white films as soon as
existing stocks are exhausted.
The 16mm films are being dropped
because the new Plus-X and the com¬
pany’s previously announced high-speed
Tri-X Reversal Film will provide sub¬
stantially improved results. The 8mm
black-and-white films are being discon¬
tinued because in the important appli¬
cations of black-and-white movie film—
industrial, commercial, sports, news, tele¬
vision, etc.—the 16mm size is prefer¬
able.
All processing of Kodak black-andwhite movie film will be handled

through dealers who will forward their
customers’ exposed film to a processing
laboratory.
Kodak will maintain a
processing facility in Rochester, but
only for the purpose of providing emer¬
gency service to dealers unable to make
satisfactory arrangements with other
laboratories. It is expected that the use
of local laboratories will permit faster
processing and delivery.
Both the Cine-Kodak Plus-X and TriX Reversal Films are packaged for
16mm spool-type cameras, and are avail¬
able in 16mm magazines on special
order.
END

IMPORTANCE OF VIEWING GLASS
(Continued from Page 362)

400 FOOT CONVERSION
Ideal for Newsreel Work
Modification .$325.00
Footage Counter . 50.00
400' Magazine . 150.00
Total

$525.00

Price

1200
FOOT
CONVERSION
Ideal for
studio work
and kine
recording

order to see a subject or scene to be
photographed in the contrasts it would
appear on film it was only necessary to
view it through a deep-blue viewing
glass. All color as such then became
unidentifiable and the scene was ob¬
served in the approximate tonal values
that would be recorded on film.
As black-and-white negatives were im¬
proved and made more sensitive (and
faster in speed)—and with the subse¬
quent introduction of color films—it

became necessary to alter the filtering
components of the viewing glass.
When panchromatic film came into
general use, some cameramen continued
to use the deep-blue colored viewing
glass because it rendered the scene in
monochrome; but it was soon discovered
that the relative brightness did not al¬
ways register on film as it appeared
when looking through the viewing glass.
Medium blue no longer registered as
almost white, nor bright red as black

One Animation Camera For 16mm or 35mm

Modification .$335.00
Footage Counter .. 50.00
External take-up Motor . 125.00
1200’ Magazine . 250.00
Total

Price

.

$760.00

Kine Recording Shutter $95.00
Deliver' 10 working days in our shop. All
prices
F.O.B.
New York.
Send check or
money order with order or deposit of 25%
and
modified equipment will be shipped
COD fo balance. All work fully guaranteed
in writ) ig.

SENSATIONAL
NEW SYNCTRON MODEL 250
CINE LIGHT
O LIGHTEST,

most compact,
completely por¬
table newsreel light on the market.
• POWER SOURCE—revolutionary new lifetime
rechargeable
DYNASEAL
nickel-cadmium
battery, unconditionally guaranteed for 5 yrs.
• Built-in automatic 4 hour battery charger.
• Write for free literature.

GORDON

PETTY,

cameraman,

Batten

Films,

Division

TELEVISION $peclattii COMPANY „c
350 WEST 31st SHEET NEW YORK 1, N Y.

in order to accommodate 35mm and

I0ngo«*4-2331

16mm camera.
about 50%
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chief

Toronto, Canada, shooting an animation sequence with
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of

Rapid

Grip

Batten

Co.,

Formerly, it was necessary to mount and dismount two different cameras
16mm projects.

Batten Films is presently turning out

of the television film commercials produced in Eastern Canada.
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PRECISION SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC

OPTICAL

Model 800 RL, 16mm, 35mm and Vi" tape.
NET PRICE $269.50

Model 600 RL, 16mm and 35mm.
Net Price $195.00

Sound track is read by placing it towards the
operator and reading from Right to Left,
(May also be used from Left to Right).
FEATURES: Simple threading,- SMPTE Standard
machined film rollers with oilless bearings;
precision ground shafts; polished stabilizer

drum with needle bearings (surface cannot
damage film). Dimensions: 6" x 6" x 8V2".
AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt, 60 cycle AC; 4-watt
power output; heavy-duty Alnico V speaker;
safety fused; prefocused socket; pilot light;
6' heavy-duty cord.
All

Prices F.O.B.

Factory, Brooklyn,

CUSTOM MADE
FILM SLITTER
Built to SMPTE Standards or your own specifiications. Features chrome-plated steel base,
finest chrome steel slitting blades.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

N.Y.

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

fii9l PRECISION LABORATORIES
1139

UTICA

AVENUE

as they had on color-blind emulsions.
The result, of course, was the develop¬
ment of a viewing glass which rendered
colors in approximate monotones com¬
parable to the brightness range regis¬
tered on panchromatic film. Thus the
Panchromatic Viewing Glass was born.
When color negative for daylight use
was developed, a need arose for a com¬
plete new type viewing glass—something
that was not anticipated, because all
colors of the spectrum were expected
to register on color him in their natural
hues. However, the contrast range of
daylight color him proved to be much
shorter than that seen by the eye; it
was not capable of recording a scene
in which there were extreme highlights
and deep shadows, and doing justice
to both.
Technicolor Motion Picture Corpora¬
tion was among the hrst to meet the
problem. It developed a neutral contrast
viewing glass which consisted of a filter
neutral in color and with a density
rating of 2.0 and having a production
tolerance of plus or minus 5%.
The two leading cameras used in the
studios in Hollywood today—Mitchell
and Technicolor—have adaptations of
the viewing glass built into the camera’s
viewer. With the Mitchell, a panchro¬
matic viewing glass is an integral part
of the optical viewer, which becomes
operative when the camera is racked

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

FROM
CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL & HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm . 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex
Blimps • Tripods

ONE

SOURCE

LIGHTING

EDITING

Mole Richardson
Bardwell McAlister
Colortran
Century
Cable
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps 110V AC 5000W2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites
(shadowless lite)
Gator Clip Lites
Barn Doors
Diffusers
Dimmers
Reflectors

Fearless Panoram
Cinemobile (CRAB)
Platform • Western
3 Wheel Portable

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags
Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnasync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder
Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK
FRANK

DOLLIES

Moviolas • Rewinders
Tables • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

C.

ZUCKER

(JflmsRH Couipmem (o.
Dept. A-

6-19
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C I N E K A D
Synchronous Motor Drive

for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.

The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re¬
quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate, Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.
Write for more details and prices
Also available on special order. Synch. Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING COMPANY
763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLazo 7-3511

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic
SYNCHRO
NIZERS
REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

•

Hollywood

28,

DUNNING MAGIC DOT PRINTER CUEING
UNIT —no
more
negative
notching!
Fits
model "D" or “J" B&H printers. $360.00.
DUNNING ANIMATIC INTERVAL METER—
compact electronic timer for interval ex¬
posures, 1 sec. to 1 min.
Write For Literature

ANSON RESEARCH COMPANY
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e

and BRAND NtW

iThe HOLMES 35 mm.
PORTABLE
Sound on Film
Equipment

HERE'S THE
AMAZING DEAL:

2 - Ho""'‘Bo"

constant speed motors, 1000 watt
Mazda lamphouses, 2000’ upper and lower magazines, photo¬
cells, exciter lamps, etc. (Brand New). 2—Series 1 4" lenses,
with adapters (New). I — Set projector, photocell and exciter
lamp cables (New). 1—Amplifier, lote model, 25/30 watt out¬
put (Rebuilt like New). 1—Jensen Heavy Duty 12" PM speaker,

P

with baffle and 75 feet cable (Reconed and refinished), guaranteed same as new).

★STAR CINEMA SUPPLYC0.
621 West 55th Street. New York 19. N.Y.

COLOR DUPLICATING
SOUND RECORDING
REVERSAL PROCESSING

FISCHER
PHOTOGRAPHIC

LABORATORY INC.
1729 N. MOBILE AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL.
PHONE

MERRIMAC

7-5316

Calif

SEE ANSON RESEARCH for .. .

4337 Clybourne

SPECIAL PURCHASE

(Continued from Page 365)

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
St.

FOR THE FIRST TIME

SPLICES STICK WITH

Write for

Gordon

NOW!

CINEMATOGRAPHY IN
SMALL STUDIO PRODUCTION

Catalogue
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over. The Technicolor cameras have a
neutral density viewing glass, more
generally referred to as an “ND filter,”
installed in the finder’s system.
In spite of such built-in conveniences,
however, the director of photography
often has need for the popular little
monocle-like viewing glass, which he
invariably wears suspended by a neck
cord. With most cameramen, it is in
constant use whenever they are directing
the placement of lights or, on exteriors,
the booster lights or reflectors.
When the cameraman looks at a scene
through the viewing glass, the bright¬
ness reaching the eye is reduced suffi¬
ciently so that he can judge, not only
the general appearance of the scene as
it will appear on the film when photo¬
graphed, but also determine whether
the lighting contrast it too great to re¬
cord successfully on color film. Should
this be the case, and since he cannot
increase exposure sufficiently to record
the shadow detail satisfactorily without
over-exposing the highlights and burn¬
ing them up, the obvious step is to
direct more light into the shadows to
modify excessive contrasts. The viewing
glass is a handy tool for checking con¬
trasts in such an operation.
The introduction of color negative
balanced for mazda light made it neces¬
sary to develop a completely new viewins: glass for the stock. Photo Research
Corporation, Hollywood, which makes
the “Spectra” viewing glasses, have de¬
veloped a new glass which has incorpo¬
rated into the filter system additional
correction components besides the neu¬
tral factors required to produce the
correct viewing contrast.
A color contrast viewing glass can
be helpful to the 16mm cameraman as
well as the amateur cine photographer,
too; whether he uses any or all of the
range of Kodachrome emulsions or
Ansco Color, the use of a viewing glass
can insure greater fidelity of color and
correct contrasts.

No. Hollywood, Calif.

An i ru a\
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production to the 16mm medium and
color. Filming was now accomplished
with a Maurer camera enclosed in the
studio's regular 35mm Raby blimp, by
now ingeniously rigged by engineers at
Camera Equipment Company to permit
the use of live sound on the set and to
enable the assistant cameraman to fol¬
low-focus. Atmospherically, since the
religious film made good use of non¬
professionals in the role of actors, the
whole proceedings took on the air of a
semi-documentary. In unobtrusive con¬
trast, the cast was placed in a thorough¬
ly simple church setting designed to sug-
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available in 1 -oz., 8-oz., 16-oz. bottles
THE KALART COMPANY, INC.
Plainville, Conn.

gest and suggest only, without specific
identification, the presence of a pulpit,
a few pews, and a stained glass window.
Thus, the pictorial accent remained on
people and their thoughts (off-camera
“voices”) or reactions to a preacher’s
delivery.
For the first cameraman and crew it
was a challenge to have to film in two
different sections of the studio, not
necessarily simultaneously, but in a
sense of preparedness, at least on short
notice. This touch of spontaneity was
required by the fact that various impor¬
tant members of the clergy who were
due to arrive for film talks—many of
them came from far corners of the
world—often drifted into the studio (on
invitation) without warning. Their pres¬
ence, fittingly enough, was accommo¬
dated briefly but effectively on a sep¬
arate set placed in another section of
the studio, pre-lit, pre-set for sound, and
otherwise made ready for filming except
for slight realignment of the camera
itself. With all camera positions previ¬
ously designated, this final dolly maneu¬
ver took only a few moments to execute.
Thus was the entire half-hour color pro¬
duction, stocked with a dozen-or-so ad¬
ditional epilogue treatments for various
distribution areas, brought in on a three
day schedule without overtime.
With the completion of this assign¬
ment, our crew started immediately on
a three-week industrial assignment in an
extended area of the mid-west, almost
without pausing for breath!
This time the subject looked prob¬
lematical.
Black automobile tires in
color. Production cameras used were
the Maurer and a Cine-Special, used
alternately depending upon the nature
of the scene. A semi-documentary, the
film told how a newly-designed tire
tread goes into manufacture in Ohio,
only to be put through murderous
endurance tests on the road in Texas at
the peak of a scorching heat wave;
and in addition, to be subjected to fur¬
ther trial in and about an Illinois re¬
search laboratory. To say that such
background material
(namely black
tires and huge black factory interiors)
failed to defy the cinematographer in
his use of slow-speed 16mm Commer¬
cial Kodachrome, would be to evade the
facts of the case. But the production
did carry beautifully in color in the
long run because, at least in part, subtle
backgrounds of colored no-seam paper
were introduced wherever possible to
unobtrusively “warm the atmosphere.”
By the same token, no energy was
spared to make creative use of key light¬
ing for tire tread sequences. Mere in¬
tensity of illumination, it might be
noted, did not necessarily do the trick
alone, but the angle from which a key
light was aimed made all the difference
in the world. Hence, not a single close-

CRAIG BIG SCREEN MOVIE VIEWER
• Large (3% x 4% in.) hooded screen
• Flat field projection lens and
ground & polished condenser lens
• Rotating optical prism shutter
• Stainless steel film guide
• Left to right film travel
• Automatic lamp switch
• Built-in frame marker
• Focusing and framing adjustments
• 75 watt projection lamp

*49.50
it’s complete!

for 16 mm. or 8 mm. model

it’s portable!

the

CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR
• Big Screen Craig Movie Viewer
• Folding Geared Rewinds
(400-ft. capacity)
• Craig Master Splicer
• Complete with carry case
• Choose 8 or 16mm model
Write for illustrated literature, KALART,

only $79.50 at all dealers
PLAINVILLE,

CONN.

DEPT.

AC-6

FILMLINE
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.# Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from IVi to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.’
Double
• Uniform
•
•

Capacity Spray Wash
• Self-Contained Plumbing
Tank Sizes • Filtered Air Supply
Cantilever Construction
FRANK
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

• Ball Bearing Gearbox
• Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

ZUCKER

(^flmcRR €ouipmetiT(6.

Other models available. Write for literature.
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LAB-TV
Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Write for Circular

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-1 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

^ Ready-£d&y mt
U.

S.

Registered Trademark

SIXTH YEAR—USEFULNESS ACCLAIMED
BY THOUSANDS—READILY READABLE
1001 Ready Sound-Film
Editing Data:
•
Footage
•
Frame
Count
•
Screen Time
•
35mm
and
16mm
equivalents.
Plastic
computer
for
everyone
in
movies
and TV, from script to
screen. A time saver.

.00
(Delivered

Prepaid
in

U.S.A.)

ASK FOR REPRINT OF ARTICLE
IN AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Write or ask your dealer
READY-EDDY,
Sandy
Hook,
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Conn.

up of a tire in the finished picture was
without tread detail.
Now only twenty-eight days remained
to wind up the studio’s big schedule,
with the most diversified assignments
yet to come. No sooner had the crew
concluded the tire production in the
midwest than the Navy beckoned again
with a 35mm information film, this time
a location project in a huge Pennsyl¬
vania supply depot. The subject: de¬
humidified warehouse storage.
An advance man relayed the report
that some of the warehouse areas to be
photographed were as spacious as the
inside of a major studio sound stage.
Recognizing the lighting problems, the
producer and cameraman agreed that
the ideal film to use would be ultra¬
speed Tri-X Negative: quickly - con¬
ducted tests confirmed an A.S.A. ex¬
posure rating of 400. Lighting equip¬
ment
consisted
of
four
2000-watt
deuces, a half dozen 750-watt kegs,
some RFL2 photofloods and “scoop"
floods. An Eyemo camera was added to
I the Mitchell equipment to enable the
cameraman to shoot from comparatively
inaccessible vantage points high in the
warehouses.
Five days, including time for travel
to and from New York City, saw the
job completed. So well, in fact, that
the Navy letter commissioned the studio
to shoot some additional sequences for
the same film in another depot near
Boston, Massachusetts. It might be in¬
teresting to note here that even though
no changes occurred in the camera¬
man’s manner of working—“get that
shot regardless of the odds '—an un¬
witting element of circumstance late
one day during the filming of the ex¬
tended assignment very nearly cost the
man his life! To wit:
One shot in particular was important
enough to justify working in an ex¬
ceptionally crowded storage hut. In or¬
der to set up for the best possible
camera angle, the cameraman literally
wedged himself into a tight position
halfway behind the Mitchell (on a tri¬
pod) and the metal framework of the
hut. The atmosphere was warm and
humid, inducive to perspiration. As a
routine procedure, scenes were being
pre-slated as soon as they were set up;
the assistant cameraman held the slate
before the camera; the cameraman, tak¬
ing the cue, racked the carriage over
and threw the switch. By some irony
of circumstances he was all but electro¬
cuted right on the spot!
Immediate investigation failed to dis¬
close any existing factory hazards,
crossed power lines, or defective cam¬
era mechanism, but a careful review
of the circumstances left little doubt
in anybody’s mind that the cameraman
may have quite innocently created a
hazard on his own accord. Namely,
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(a) his back, saturated with perspira¬
tion, had been in direct contact with
the metal framework behind him, while
(b) both of his hands had been touch¬
ing some metallic portion of the camera,
specifically at the time that he threw
the switch. These extraordinary fac¬
tors caused his body to conduct so
much electricity, he “froze" into a
partial state of coma for a full twenty
seconds before some quick-witted worker
managed to break the power line at its
source outside the hut.
Back in the studio in New York two
days later, the concluding surge of film
variety began anew. To get the pro¬
duction ball rolling, forty energetic
children and five professional musicians
one day completely filled one side of
the studio for the filming of a 16mm
short that rallied a point for musical
appreciation; whereupon Yehudi Menu¬
hin, the world-renowned violinist, earn¬
estly upheld the virtues of the same
subject by contributing on a different
morning to a prologue sequence. Pres¬
ently, the studio mood changed back to
35mm TV commercials, plugging in
turn, spray guns, bread, and diamond
rings. Then the shift was to pocketsized versions of concert opera in plain
dress. Needless to say, it was one glo¬
rious hodge-podge and challenge after
another, climaxed in due course by two
final film topics completely different
from anything that had gone before.
One of these was the spectacular 500mile Indianapolis Speedway Race, a
classic as seen in 16mm color, docu¬
mented on race day by an augmented
crew of at least six cameramen sta¬
tioned at vantage points all around the
great oval track. Every cameraman's
lens had to be keyed to the excitement
of the event, right around the clock,
for the simple reason that second takes
were impossible.
Last but by no means least on the
agenda was the choicest film assign¬
ment of them all. A dramatic but sin¬
cerely - conceived social documentary
treating the subject of Gerontology.
Filmed in 35mm black-and-white (later
to be reduced to 16mm for national
distribution), it had the blessing of one
of the most understanding scripts ever
to be prepared on the subject of old
age, alive not only with character and
human interest, but also with the intent
to reach into the heart of the matter
via the compelling, tell-tale faces of real
people. Here, at last, was a small studio
cameraman’s golden opportunity to in¬
vest the “Hollywood touch." Thus, key
scenes were photographed on studio sets
with tireless attention to mood and
drama. Perfectly-cast professional act¬
ors, mutually selected by the director
and cameraman prior to production,
warranted this special care. V hile se¬
quences with bona-fide old folks were

filmed in “model" rest homes else¬
where to lend authenticity to the nar¬
ration. It was truly a tour de force for
cameraman and director alike, the halfhour production going to the editing
after only twelve days of camera work.
It’s as much of a challenge to tackle
the camera in small studio production
as it is a first-rate thrill to assume the
responsibility. Furthermore, it is with¬
in the ken of any cinematographer—if
he likes his work—to make something
good out of an assignment regardless
of the odds, or for that matter, regard¬
less of the film category.
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BRING CHARACTERS TO LIFE
(Continued from Page 366)

LIGHTING 3 EQUIPMENT
GENERATOR.
CROPHO

be more convincing than rags and tat¬
ters.
The clothes themselves should indi¬
cate just as much as their condition.
Taste and character can be deduced
from casual tweeds or a dapper pin¬
stripe. Screen girls should not be mere¬
ly fashionable; their dress ought to say
something about their personality.
How many times have you judged the
character of a fellow-passenger in a
train or bus by the title of the book he
is reading? It’s a common weakness.
But it can be a boon to the film maker
who’s trying to show his hero as an in¬
dividualist, a historian or an escapist.
Other props can be equally telling,
Umbrellas, spectacles, newspapers, sports
equipment and cameras have strong
powers of suggestion. The husband with
a shopping bag or a girl with ice-skates
slung over her shoulder are given an
extra depth by their props. Don’t over¬
look the potentialities of such trappings
and trimmings.
Settings, dress and props together an¬
swer the whens, wheres and hows of
characterization. But the most vital as¬
pect has yet to be considered. After
these frills have made their impact, what
is it that finally influences your reaction
to a stranger?
\ou may meet him in pleasant cir¬
cumstances, under conditions which sug-

m
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GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Lee Garmes, ASC, “The Sharkfighters,”
(CinemaScope & Color)
(Samuel Goldwyn
Jr. Prods. UA release) (Shooting in Cuba)
with Victor Mature and Karen Steele. Jerry
Hopper, director.

Photographic Assignments
MAY

•

1956

• William Whitley, ASC, “Crossroads,” TV,
(Federal TV, Inc.) with Rod Cameron, Ralph
Murphy and other directors.

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.

ALLIED ARTISTS

•

• Harry Neuman, ASC, “Chasing Trouble,”

with Huntz Hall and Adele Jergens. George
Blair director.
• Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Cruel Tower,”

with John Ericson and Mari Blanchard. Lew
Landers, director.
Guthrie, ASC, “The Oklahoman,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Joel McCrea
and Vanessa Brown. Francis Lyon, director.
• Carl

Desmond Dickenson, “Fire Down Under,”

(Warwick Prod, shooting in Trinidad) with
Rita Hayworth, Robert Mitchum and Jack
Lemmon. Robert Parrish, director.
• Gert Andersen, ASC, Ford Theatre, TV,
with Howard Duff and Janet Blair. James Nilsen, director.
Jackman, “The Circus Boys,” TV,
(Screen Gems). Douglas Heyes, director.

• Fred

WALT DISNEY

Readers’ Digest,” TV.

• Wally Castle, “The
Charles Haas, director.

Hardy

Boys,”

TV,

Various directors.
•

William A. Sickner, ASC, “Medic,” TV.

(Medic TV Prods.) with James E. Moser,
Frank La Tourette, and Virginia Martindale.
James E. Moser, director.
• Monroe Askins, “The Man Called X,” TV.
(Ziv-TV) with Barry Sullivan, Eddie Davis,
director; “West Point Story,” TV, (ZIV-TV)
with Robert Vaughn. Leon Benson, director.
Fiction Theatre,”
IV, (Ziv-TV) with Susan Cummings and
Jackson Bradford. Herb Strock, director.
• Curt

Fetters, “Science

• Gordon Avii., ASC, “The Mickey Mouse
Club,” TV. Gilbert Miller, director.

FLYING A
ASC, “Buffalo Bill, Jr.,”
TV, with Dickey Jcnes and Pappy Cheshire.
George Archinbaud and Frank MacDonald,
directors; “Annie Oakley,” TV, with Gale
Davis.
George Archibaud and Frank Mac¬
Donald, directors.
•

Bill

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Cavalry Patrol”, TV,

Bradford,

JERRY FAIRBANKS STUDIO
• John

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Nickolaus, Jr.. “Judge Roy Bean,”

TV, (Quintet Prods.) with Edgar Buchanan.
Watt R. Browne, director.

If i I master Prods. Inc.) with Dewey Martin.
C. Marquis Warren, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Freemont the Trail
Blazer,” TV, (Filmaster Prods.) with Steven
Cochran, Ray Nazarro, director.

• Frederick Gately, ASC, “The Rosemary
Clooney Show” TV, (Mayville Corp.) with
Rosemary Clooney. Dick Darley, director.

• Karl Struss, ASC, “My Friend Flicka,”
TV, (TCF Television) with Gene Evans and
Anita Louise. John English, director.

• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Mama's Boarding
House,” TV, (TFC Television) with Paul
Douglas and Alexis Smith. Julius Bricken. di¬
rector.

COLUMBIA

• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Guns of Fort Petti¬
coat,” (Brown-Murphy Pictures, Inc.), with
Audie Murphy. George Marshall, director.

“Father Knows Best,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young. Jacques
lourneur, director.

•

Kit

Carson,

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “Full of Life,” with

Judy Holliday and
Quine, director.

Richard

Conte.

Richard

ASC, “Cha, Cha, Cha,” with
Mary Kaye Trio and Perez Prado.
Fred
Sears, director.
•

Ben

Kline,

“The White Squaw”,
with David Brian and May Wynn. Ray Nazar¬
ro, director.
• Henry
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• Guy Roe, ASC, “Gangbusters,” TV,
ual Drama, Inc.) Bill Kern, director.

(Vis¬

• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Pride and the
Passion,”
(Technicolor; VistaVision)
Stan¬
ley Kramer Prod, for UA; shooting in Spain)
with Cary Grant and Frank Sinatra. Stanley
Kramer, producer-director.
• Fred West, ASC, “The She-Creature,”
(Golden State Prod, for American Interna¬
tional) with Chester Morris and Marla Eng¬
lish. Edward Cahn, director.
• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “I Cast No Shad¬
ow,” (W. Lee Wilder Prod, shooting in New
York) with Eric Fleming and Nancy Malone.
W. Lee Wilder, director.
• George Robinson, ASC, “Dance With Me,
Henry,” (Bob Goldstein Prod, for UA) with
Abbott and Costelllo. Charles Barton, direc¬
tor.
• Lee Garmes, ASC, “The
Big
Boodle
(Lewis Blumberg Prod, for UA release; shoot¬
ing in Cuba) with Errol Flynn and Rossana
Rory. Richard Wilson, director.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Home Show,” TV,
for NBC with Arlene Francis. Bill Witman,
director.
• Stuart Thompson, ASC. “Waldo,” TV,
(Kimridge Prods, with Gil Stratton. Arthur
Hilton, director.
KEY WEST STUDIOS
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures, TV. William Claxton, director.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Night Fall,” with

Aldo Ray and Anne Bancroft. Jacques Tour¬
neur, director.

• Hal Mohr, ASC, “The
Boss,”
(Boss
Prods, for UA release) with John Payne,
William Bishop and Doe Avedon.
Byron
Haskins, director.
INDEPENDENTS

AMERICAN NATIONAL
• John Mescall, “TV

• George Clemens, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,” TV, (Meridian Prods.). Jim Shel¬
don, director.

KLING STUDIOS
•

Robert Pittack, ASC, “Private Secretary,”

TV, (Chertok TV, Inc.) with Ann Southern,
Don Porter and Ann Tyrrell. Oscar Rudolph,
director.

• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,” TV, (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Ricky Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.

• James Van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,” TV, (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Frederick deCordova,
director; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials. TV. Frederick de Cordova, director.

o Harry Wild, ASC, “Bob Cummings Show,”
TV, (Laurmac Prods.) with Boh Cummings
and Rosemary DeCamp. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Winston commercials, TV, Rod Ama¬
teau, director.
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• Glenn MacWilliams, Richfield Oil
mercial, TV. Hank Ludwin, director.

com¬

• William Mellor. ASC, Short subject, TV,
(Todd-AOU Hank Ludwin, director.
ART

LINKLETTER

PLAYHOUSE

• Alan Stensvold. ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny,” TV, (John Guedel Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. John Guedel, director.
KTTV STUDIOS
• Mack Stengler, ASC, “Liberace,” TV
(Dudley Prods.) with Liberace. Duke Goldstone, director.
• Kenneth Peach. ASC. “Five Steps To Ter¬
ror,” (Grand Prod, for UA release) with Ruth
Roman and Sterling Hayden. Henry S. Kesler,
producer-director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
• Fred
Jackman,
Jr.,
“Julie,”
(Arwin
Prods, for MGM release) with Doris Day,
Louis Jourdan, Barry Sullivan and Frank
Lovejoy. Andrew Stone, director.
• Robert Bronner, “The Opposite Sex,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with June Allyson
and Jeff Richards. Dave Miller, director.
• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,”
(65mm and Color) with Montgomery Clift
and
Elizabeth
Taylor.
Edward
Dmytryk,
director.

• John MacBurnie, ASC, "Crusader,” TV,
(Revue Prods.) with Brian Keith. Pete Ad¬
rian, director; “Jane Wyman Show,” TV,
(Revue Prods.) with Jane Wyman. Sid Lanfield, director.

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
• Herb Kirkpatrick, “The Millionaire." TV,
(Don Fedderson Prods, with Ruth Hussey.
Sobey Martin, director.
• Jock Feindel, ASC,
Kellogg’s, Kaiser
Aluminum, and Fuller Paint commercials. TV.
Pete Adrian, director.
RKO

• John Alton, “Tea and Sympathy,” with
Deborah Kerr and John Kerr. Vincente Min¬
nelli, director.
• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Teahouse of the
August Moon,” (Color; CinemaScope) (shoot¬
ing in Japan) with Marlon Brando and Glenn
Ford. Daniel Mann, director.

• George Diskant, ASC, “Stage Seven, Hall
of Stars,” TV, (Four Star Prods.).
• Paul Vogel. ASC, “Public Pigeon Number
One,
with Red Skelton and Vivian Blaine.
Norman McLeod, director.
HAL ROACH STUDIOS

• Fred A. Young, ASC, “The Barretts of
Wimpole Street,”
(CinemaScope & Color)
(shooting in England) with Jennifer Jones
and Sir John Gielgud.
Sidney Franklin,
director.

• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of Riley,”
TV, with William Bendix. Abbv Berlin, direc¬
tor.
• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,” TV,
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

• Joseph Brun, ASC, “A Man Is Ten Feet
Tall,' (Jonathan Prod., shooting in New York
City) with John Cassavetes and Kathleen
Maguire. Martin Ritt, director.

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,” TV. Va¬
rious directors.

• George Folsey, ASC, “The Power and the
Prize,” with Robert Taylor, Burl Ives and
Elisabeth Mueller. Henry Koster, director.

• Edward Fitzgerald. ASC, "The Charlie
Farrell Show, TV, with Charles Farrell. Rod
Amateau, director.

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

SUNSET STAGE

• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Warren Andersen. H.
Morse, director.

• I red West. ASC, Shaffer Pen commercial,
TV, (5 Star Prod.) Chester Glassley, direc¬
tor.

PARAMOUNT
• Charles Lang, ASC, “Gunfight at the 0 K
Corral,” (VistaVision & Technicolor) with
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, John Ireland
and Jo Van Fleet. John Sturges, director.
• Loyal Griggs. ASC, “Three Violent Peo¬
ple,” (VistaVision & Technicolor) with Charl¬
ton Heston, Anne Baxter and Gilbert Roland.
Rudy Mate, director.
• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “The Loves of Omar
Khayyam,” (Technicolor; VistaVision) with
Charlton Heston. Anne Baxter and Gilbert
Roland. William Dieterle, director.
• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Lonely Man,”
(Technicolor; VistaVision) with Jack Palance
and Elaine Aiken. Henry Levin, director.
• Daniel Fapp, ASC, “Hollywood or Bust,”
(Technicolor; VistaVision) with Dean Mar¬
tin, Jerry Lewis and Pat Crowley.
Frank
Tashlin, director.
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Flamenco,” (Vista¬
Vision and Color) (Being photographed in
Spain.) Don Siegel, director.
• Jack Warren, ASC, “Search for Bridey
Murphy,’ (VistaVision) with Teresa Wright
and Louis Hayward. Noel Langley, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS
• Ed Colman, ASC, “Dragnet,” TV,
VII Prod.) with Jack Webb. Jack
director.

(Mark
Webb,

• Bud Thackery. ASC, “Frontier Doctor,”
TV, (Studio City TV Prods.) with Rex Allen.
William Witney, director.

• Leo Tover. ASC, "The Day The Century
Ended,' (Technicolor; CinemaScope) with
Robert Wagner and Terry Moore. Richard
Fleischer, director.

• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Gem Razor com¬
mercial, TV. (5 Star Prod.) Chester Glassley. director.
• Frank Tompkins. California Federal Sav¬
ings commercial. TV, (5 Star Prod.) Chester
Glassley. director.
20TH CENTURY FOX
• Milton Krasner. ASC. “Bus Stop,” (Cine¬
maScope & Color) with Marilyn Monroe, Don
Murray and Arthur O’Connell. Joshua Lo¬
gan, director.
• Wilfred Cline, ASC, “The Last Wagon,”
(DeLuxe Color; CinemaScope) (shooting at
Sedona. Ariz.) with Richard Widmark and
Tommy Rettig. Delmar Daves, director.
• Joe Macdonald, ASC, “One in a Million,”
(DeLuxe Color; CinemaScope) with James
Mason and Barbara Rush.
Nicholas Ray,
director.
• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Best Things in
Life Are Free,’ (Technicolor; CinemaScope)
with Gordon MacRae and Sheree North.
Michael Curtiz, director.

600-FT. CONVERSION FOR
AURICON CINE-VOICE
Completely Installed—$295.00
All new conversion plus rebuilt 600-ft.
magazine. Limited quantity
GREAT LAKES MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
12037 Grand River Ave. • Detroit 4, Mich.

• Russell Metty, ASC, “Battle Hymn,”
(CinemaScope) with Rock Hudson. Douglas
Sirk, director.
• Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Mole People,”
with John Agar and Cynthia Patrick. Virgil
Vogel, director; Eastman Kodak commercial,
TV. Jack Daniels, director.
• Harold Lipstein, ASC, “The Great Man,”
with Joseph Ferrer and Mona Freeman. Jose
Ferrer, director.
• George
Robinson,
ASC,
“Gun
for a
Coward,”
(Technicolor)
with
Fred
MacMurray and Chill Wills.
Abner Biberman,
director.
• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Four Bright Girls”

(Technicolor;
CinemaScope)
with
George
Nader and Julie Adams. Jack Sher, director.
• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Tammy,” (Techni¬
color: CinemaScope) with Debbie Reynolds
and Leslie Nielsen. Joseph Pevney, director.
• Maury
Gertsman,
ASC,
“I’ve
Lived
Before,”
with
Jock
Mahoney and
Leigh
Snowden. Richard Bartlett, director; Colgate
commercial, TV. Wil Cowan, director.
• Bill Marculies. “Fort Laramie,” (Bel-Air
Prod.) with John Dehner and Frances Helm.
Lesley Selander, director.
• Clifford Stine. ASC, “The Incredible
Shrinking Man,” with Grant Williams and
Randy Stuart. Jack Arnold, director.
• Russel Metty, ASC. “Mister Cory,” with
Tony Curtis and Martha Hyer. Blake Edwards,
director.
® Ellis Carter. ASC, Colgate, Eastman Ko¬
dak, Budweiser, commercials, TV, Wil Cow¬
an, director.

• Jock Feindel. ASC, Colgate, Eastman
Kodak commercials, TV. Wil Cowan director.
• Lester White. ASC, Eastman Kodak com¬
mercial. TV. Wil Cowan, director.
© Charles Welborn, Prell commercial, TV.
Wil Cowan, director.

WARNER BROS.
Burks, ASC, “The Wrong Man,”
(Alfred Hitchcock Prod., shooting in New
York City) with Henry Fonda and Vera
Miles. Alfred Hitchcock, director.
• Robert

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Old Man and
the Sea,” (WarnerColor; wide-screen) (shoot¬
ing in Cuba) with Spencer Tracy.
Fred
Zimmermann, director.
® Ted McCord, ASC, “The Girl He Left Be¬
hind,” with Tab Hunter and Natalie Wood.
David Butler, director.
• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Warner Bros. Pre¬
sents. TV. with Clit Young. Gordon Douglas,
director; Koenekamp Process Shots. Mervyn
LeRoy, director.
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BRING YOUR CHARACTERS TO LIFE
(Continued from Page 379)

FILM
LABORATORIES
Established 1949

Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Rents . . . Sells . . . Exchanges

•

J

Everything You Need for the

Production & Projection
of Motion Pictures Provided
by a Veteran Organization
of Specialists
35 mm.16 mm.
Television
IN BUSINESS SINCE 1910
729 Seventh Ave., New York

gest you share common interests and
outlooks, and you may find him of
agreeable,
well-groomed
appearance.
Yet within the first few seconds of meet¬
ing, all these factors may be completely
cancelled out by some action on his
part.
For action is the keynote to character.
Whatever their outward appearances, it
is what our acquaintances do that event¬
ually commends or condemns them in
our eyes. The ‘"moment of truth " can
be immediate, or it can take a lifetime.
On the screen we can make it instantan¬
eous.
This doesn’t mean that the action has
to be dramatic or sensational. A coin
dropped in a beggar’s cap, a helping
hand for an old lady or a small cour¬
tesy by a driver can be an immediate
pointer. So, too, can an impatient ges¬
ture or an angry glance.
Perhaps the most indicative actions
are those made privately. The youngster
who beams proudly at his reflection in
the mirror as he dresses and the girl
who hops about ecstatically as she
speaks on the phone are at once estab¬
lished as three-dimensional people.
These establishing shots should never
appear as diversions from the main
thread of the plot. Indeed, as their pur¬
pose is to sum up a character’s most im¬
portant features as briefly as possible,
they must be strongly bound to the film’s
central theme.
A little discipline in scriptwriting can
".oon unite swift characterizations and
plot. Keep the settings in the natural
environment of your story, and let the

introductory action be not an aside but
a comment on the role the new charac¬
ter is to play.
A romantic comedy concerning two
hard-up students might begin with a
collision between them outside a public
library. The man promptly picks up the
books the girl has dropped, noting the
titles as he does so. The audience, of
course, do the same. In three or four
shots we establish that both youngsters
are studious (the setting) and broke
(their clothes), that she has romantic
inclinations (her books) and that he is
breezy (the collision), helpful and cu¬
rious (his reaction to the titles).
Once you’ve got your characters off
to a satisfactory start, don’t let them de¬
generate into puppets. It’s not what they
do—it’s the way that they do it that
counts. Don’t be content to let them
simply perform the plot’s essential re¬
quirements. Allow them scope to stress
their individuality.
Habits can be particularly revealing.
The frown, the tug at the ear, the anx¬
ious tie fiingering all are cinematic de¬
tails ready for the emphasis of the
closeup. Even in a ten-minute short a
repeated mannerism can help to create
a character.
Create is the operative word in script¬
writing. Your audience sees your play¬
ers fresh, with no preconceived ideas of
their personality or behavior. It is up
to you to make them intriguing from the
opening shot. Unless your audience is
gripped by your characters, the most
ingenious of plots will not be sufficient
to maintain their interest.

19, N. Y.

Tel.: Circle 5-5640

BOB BAILEY’S 16MM PROCESSOR

Cable address: RUBYCAM

(Continued from Page 357)

CAMERA CRAFT

AUDIO VISUAL
SALES A RENTALS

•
HOLLYWOOD
6764 LEXINGTON AVE.
Phon* Hollywood 3-6856
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fy every time I get a new idea.’ he
says.
And what seems almost remarkable
lo him, in retrospect, is the small num¬
ber of mechanical breakdowns the ma¬
chine has experienced in its five year
existence.
“I suppose it’s because of the con¬
stant maintenance we give it,” Bailey
says. “Four of us in the shop know
every screw in the thing, and the min¬
ute it doesn’t even sound right, we get
to work.”
To be sure, the sound of Bailey’s ma¬
chine is one of its distinguishing fea¬
tures. It wasn’t built to be soundproof,
and it’s not. It seems to be pitched
somewhere between a two-table bridge
party and a newspaper printing press.

June,

1956

Visually, too, Bailey’s machine is im¬
pressive in action.
Wheels, pulleys, gears, and film turn
in full view. Fans hum. Rollers spin.
There is action in all three rooms. The
speedometer indicates that processing
is underway at 45 miles per hour. The
top speed is around 60. minimum speed
28.
And that’s the way its been for the
more than 1,500,00 feet of 16mm film
that have passed through Bailey’s crea¬
tion. During football seasons, particu¬
larly, the machine is going night and
day, as film records of high school and
college games rush through the lab.
All of which makes it possible to jus¬
tify the hundreds of man hours Bailey
and his men have put into the odd-look-

ing but practical processor. And to Bob
Bailey it represents not only an invest¬
ment of almost $6000 and many months
of work, but it shows what one can do
when you’re convinced you can build
your own “better mousetrap.”

(INEKAD JUNIOR TRIPOD DOLLY
Used Nationally by Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible
Tripod Dolly Is . . .
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient

SET CONSTRUCTION

mobility

of

cameras

on

location

or

in

professional

or

the studio.
Dolly

(Continued from Page 361)

can

be

used

with

any

semi-pro tripod. The tripod is fastened firmly to
the dolly by a clamp at each leg tip. The special

the special double-headed nails which
are commonly used in motion picture
studios. These nails may be driven hard
to secure the brace in place, at the
same time leaving the second head
above the flat or floor surface to facili¬
tate easy removal with a claw-hammer.
Obviously, the joint between flats
will show unless it is covered adequately
before paint and wallpaper is applied.
Ordinary gummed Kraft paper tape
may be used for this, moistening and
applying it over the seam before finish¬
ing with wallpaper or paint.
Hollywood studio decorators usually
use a simple water-color paint, on the
order of Kalsomine.
This can be
washed off simply by applying water,
but is usually left on and painted over
when the flat is used again. To give the
rough textured effect of a plastered or
stucco wall, a quantity of sawdust is
mixed with the paint.
Any kind of wallpaper may be ap¬
plied to a flat. There are some patterns
that are ideally suited to motion picture
sets such as brick, stone, wood textures,
etc. Many of the “marble” walls and
columns seen in major studio sets are
the result of using wallpaper having a
marbleized pattern.
As flats are used and re-used, it is un¬
necessary to remove wallpaper previ¬
ously applied. Several layers of wall¬
paper may be applied before it becomes
necessary to strip the flats clean for re¬
use. Where the flats are made of ply¬
wood, hot water or steam will hasten
the removal of the paper. With com¬
position wallboard, water should never
be used; the paper should be carefully
stripped off with a putty knife or other
similar tool.
There invariably will be instances
where it is desired to shoot reverse
angles, and where the set has but two
or three walls, it will call for another
wall panel to be shifted into place to
represent the opposite side of the room.
This is termed a “wild” walll, which
means that it is readily removable to
accommodate the camera whenever nec¬
essary. Put in place, it completes the
set. But by merely pulling out a few
nails and removing the supporting
braces, the wall may be removed to
give the camera crew more room in
which to work.
Where overhead scaffolding is re-

individual caster locking system makes it possible
to lock either two or three wheels in a parallel
position,

enabling

dolly

to

track

in

a

straight

line for rolling shots.
Dolly folds quickly into a single compact, easyto-carry

unit,

23

inches

in

length,

weighing

14 lbs.
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BARDWELL-McALISTER
Lighting Equipment
ACCESSORIES
GRIP EQUIPMENT

•
•

HANGERS
CABLES, ETC.

Sold By

SCHOEN & CROWE
403 West 47th St.

New York 36, N.Y.

Send For Our Catalog

GEO. W. COLBURN
It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH

164

NORTH

LABORATORY INC.

WACKER

0R/VE•CH/CAG0

TELEPHONE

STATE

6

2-7316
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R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
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SERVICES
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Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16

Permits continuous 400 ft. run of 16mm film—
the 200 ft. daylight loading spool may be used
In the 400 ft. magazine. The 100 ft. spool can
be used in the camera without removing ex¬
ternal
magazine.
Fully guaranteed. Can YOU
shoot a continuous wrestling match, prizefight or
football game? If not write for complete in¬
formation or see your Bolex dealer.
Ask

about
Camera

our Rack-Over
Base

Synchronous

TOLEDO

and

Motor.

CINE

ENGINEERING

1309 Milburn Ave.

Toledo 6, Oble

Laboratory

Equipment

SQUEEGEE
TROUBLES?

Want a sure cure?
Nylon Squeegee with¬
out mounting bracket
$48.00
With mounting bracket
and rollers.... .$58.00

CHEMICAL PUMPS
'/„

All sizes
h.p. pump
with motor
$55.00

SUTO

BLOWER

Surplus
20

CFM

item
$35.00

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, California

KINEVOX
116 S. Hollywood Way - Burbank, Calif.
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quired for set lighting, set and scaffold¬
ing are completely separate units in
standard studio practice. Thus, “wild”
walls may readily be removed without
affecting the lamps.
Some small commercial film studios
which operate in quarters converted for
the purpose often do not have the ceil¬
ing space necessary for regular scaffold¬
ing. In such instances, lights must be
hung from ceiling hangers or secured
along the top edge of the sets. Adjust¬
able metal lamp hangers that slip over
the top of the flats and “Alligator”
lamp-clamps facilitate the use of small
lighting units for back-lighting and for
effect lighting on walls, etc.
Simple clamp-on reflectors and pho¬
toflood lamps also may be used for this
type of lighting. Fitted with light-con¬
centrating “snouts” and No. 2 or No. 4
photofloods, these units afford excellent
professional lighting effects for small
sets when clamped to the top of the
flats.
A simple set that consists of straight,
flat walls may be adequate for the ac¬
tion, but it isn’t always conducive to
the most effective lighting and photog¬
raphy. One has only to observe the aver¬
age interior set in a motion picture
screened at a theatre to note how much
the professional cinematographer gains
from playing with contrasting highlights
and shadows at points where the set-wall
has a little projection or is recessed.
This, you also can accomplish by simply
making up a few special flats of normal
height and only one or two feet in width.
With these, it is possible to provide in¬
teresting offsets or recesses in the wall
contours that otherwise would appear
flat and uninteresting pictorially. At the
same time they offer the cameraman op¬
portunity to get an illusion of relief in
his set lighting.
Flats needn’t necessarily be flat. For
greater variety and scope in set design,
curved flats are essential. This calls for
a curved frame, top and bottom, and
steaming the plywood so it may be
curved to fit the contour of the frame.
Where composition wallboard is used,
the curve may be easily accomplished
without use of steam. Curved flats are a
more complicated job of carpentry than
the ordinary flat, but it can be done,
even by non-professionals. Stock curved
sections come in very handy in the stu¬
dios in remodeling old sets and set sec¬
tions to give them a “new look.”
Some studios use flats covered with
muslin instead of plywood or wall board.
For the non-professional they are not
recommended because such flats require
extra reinforcement to prevent the sur¬
faces “rippling” every time a door is
opened or closed.
Perhaps the greatest secret in profes¬
sional use of indoor sets is making the
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fullest possible use of the camera’s tre¬
mendous power of visual suggestion.
What you actually build on the stage
doesn’t matter nearly so much as how
you cause the camera to “see” and re¬
cord it. The actual set need extend but
a few inches beyond the side-lines of
the field of the lens used on the camera
-—just enough to give a safe margin for
finder parallax. Any additional con¬
struction is wasted effort and expense.
The thing to remember is that the
motion picture camera is an impression¬
ist. You can fool it into seeing things
that do not actually exist, by the power
of “suggestion” that is implied in the
lighting, the camera angle, etc. But you
start with the set—construction of the
set, that is. And for this you begin by
assembling flats which, as we have sug¬
gested here, can easily be built by any¬
one handy with carpenter tools.

MOVIES ON TAPE
(Continued from Page 352)

signal fed directly to the Ampex Video¬
tape recorder.
Motion picture films
would not be involved in any way what¬
ever. However, besides the unresolved
problem of inferior picture quality as
compared to that obtained with film,
there is also the problem of how to cut
and edit video-tape pictures.
In the application of video-tape re¬
cording to TV, the recording is continu¬
ous and the recorded program is com¬
plete, requiring no cutting or editing.
The editing of video-tape in the same
manner as editing motion picture film
is impossible and this one factor alone
precludes its use in the production of
motion pictures. This is not to say that
this obstacle cannot be overcome, but
for the foreseeable future, at least, it is
highly improbable.

INDUSTRY NEWS
(Continued from Page 348)

A feature of the camera is its ex¬
tremely light weight. With fully-loaded
magazine containing 50 feet of film, it
weighs less than 5y2 pounds. Standard
50-foot film cartridges are used.
Shutter speed is 1/250 of a second.
This speed cannot vary with changes in
frame rate as the shutter design entails
two blades each rotating in the same
direction. The forward blade, or shut¬
ter blade, has an angular cutout of 92
degrees and rotates at a constant speed
of 64 R.P.S. The second blade has a
115 degree angular cutout and rotates
at the same speed as the frame rate,
i.e., 64, 32 or 16 f.p.s. With this ar¬
rangement the required shutter speed of
1/250 second is maintained.
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STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.
SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES—IN FACT THEY ALL ARE
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, 1955 printing. '/, Price.$
2.50
ORIGINAL ZOOMAR 16mm LENS, 25mm to
75mm, with matched finder. Like new. 395.00
GUNSTOCK
MOUNT
FOR
B&H
70
series
Cameras .
119.50
NEW INKIE DINKIE TYPE 150W Spots, $25.00
value .
17.95
1000 WATT G48 GE MAZDA Spotlamps Mog.
bipost. $13.50 list. SPECIAL.
6.95
DIRECTOR'S CHAIRS, hardwood construction,
canvas back and seat.
9.95
SENSATIONAL KINEVOX 16 sync Magnetic
Recorders—10-day free trial... 695.00
NEW MAGNETIC RECORDER DEGAUSSERS OR
ERASERS, 400' size 53.50; 1200' capacity._
69.50
MILLER SMOOTH GYRO ACTION Hydraulic
Tripod Heads ..... 113 40
MILLER FLUID HEAD ADAPTERS for Prof. Jr.,
F&B and S.O.S. tripods.
15.06
VEEDER COUNTERS at 10c on the dollar—
Gov t Surplus;
4 digit, non-reset, counts 1/10's, adds &
subtracts .
2.95
3 digit, non-reset, counts 1/10's, adds &
subtracts ...
1.95
3 digit, with reset, ratchet type, adds only
1.95
CAMERA SLATES with quick change white
numerals and letters. 25.00 value. New
Surplus ....
4 95
AURICON 16MM LATE MODEL RECORDER,
w/noise
reduction
amplifier,
syncmotor.
$862.00 value, used, excellent.. 395.00
CLOSE OUT SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
& CABINETS—SLIGHTLY USED & NEW;
MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 28’/," wide x 11"
deep. Regularly $195.00. Used.
99.50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 16"
deep. Regularly 330.00. Used__ 149.50
BRAND NEW RK-1000 RACKS—hold 1201000' 35mm reels. 78" high x 48" wide
x 12" deep. Regularly $165.00__
87.50
MITCHELL NC BABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond. .
995.00
BODDE BACKGROUND PROJECTOR, 2000W,
4x5, recond..... 595.00
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg,/pos. Developer.
Includes air pump, drain pump, stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape. 975 00
ARRIFLEX II 35mm CAMERA, 3 lenses,- 2
magazines; matte box,- complete._. 1195.00
CAMERETTE
35mm
REFLEX
w/4
Kinoptic
Lenses; 3 magazines; battery motor,- 110
AC motor,, extension tubes; automatic focus
changer. Excellent ._... 2750.00
MITCHELL 16 CAMERA, 2-400' magazines;
12V motor,- tachometer; large vieyfinder.
matte box, sunshade and cases. Less lenses.
5,500 value ..
2950.00
MAURER CAMERA OUTFIT w/2 magazines, 2
motors (12V & 110V sync) lens, battery
and cases. Good ... 2395.00
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 SPEED with wedge. . 1025.00
B&H 35mm FILM PERFORATOR w/negative
punch and die. Good condition, $4000.00
value .
1250.00
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16
Optical. Rebuilt . 3995.00
DOLLY TRACK with connectors,
5'-1 O'-15'
lengths, per ft.
4.95
With self-levelling screws—per ft.
5 95
$50,000.00 POSITIVE COLOR OPTICAL PRINT¬
ER at tremendous sacrifice to settle estate.
Includes 2 color cameras, 16mm and 35mm,
also 35mm projection head, all with pilot
pins, 10O0W lamphouse, automatic filter
changers, magazines, assembled for opera¬
tion . 7500.00
TRADES TAKEN

Cable; SOSOUND

Dept, fe

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd St., New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-9202

PL 7-0440
Holly’d, Calif.

16MM HOUSTON K-1A . . . developing machines.
For
reversal
or
positive film.
Complete
with
refrigerator units, temperature control, condensors,
evaporators, thermostats, etc. BRAND-NEW, prices
reduced! Write. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l,
555 E. Tremont Ave., New York 57, New York.
EASTMAN 16mm Cine Special with complete Par four
lens, turret, maqnifier, tubes etc. Best cash offer
will take it. PHOTO COPY SERVICE, 204 Wisconsin
Ave., Waukesha, Wisconsin.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

WALL S. S. 35MM. SOUND CAMERA
COMPLETE with Galvanometer, amplifier,
portable
power supply, 40-50-75 and 100mm. lenses, erect
image viewfinder, complete front attachments, two
1000 ft. magazines. Balanced Tripod, necessary
carrying cases. Overhauled. Guaranteed perfect.
Reasonable.
CAMERA EQUIPMINT COMPANY
315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.

BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomer 16; Cine Specials all models,- Bell & Howell
70-DR; Bolex H-16; Used 16mm. Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two 12" speakers, $250.00; Used 16mm. B.&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F: 1.65 lens, 12" speaker, complete in 2 cases, $165.00; Used 16mm.
Ampro. Compact sound proj., sound and silent
speeds, 2" F:1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago
2, III.

AUDIO AKELEY single system camera complete with
Akeley sound head. Gyro tripod, 3 lenses, view
finder, Maurer mixing amplifier. Complete with
cables,
power supply and W.
E.
microphone.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
WANTED TO BUY

PRECISION Magnetic Heads for Engineers Erase - Record - Playback

FOR CASH

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

Industry

COMPANY

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

OUR 26th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC
HALLEN 17'/2mm. Synchronous Magnetic Film
Recorder, Model B-22. complete. List, new,
$1850.00, Special ...$ 750.00
35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1—28mm Schneider lens,
1—50mm
lens. Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead
tripod.
Matte
box.
Value
$2355.00 ... 1250.00
RADIANT FOLD-PAK WASHABLE SCREEN un¬
used. 12'xl6' New. alue $215.00...

125.00

ART REEVES SENSITESTER Combination 35mm
and 16mm. Value $2,000.00. Special.

595.00

ALL GUARANTEED LIKE NEW!
ARRIFLEX 16 OUTFIT COMPLETE..„.$1995.00
CINE KODAK SPECIAL II F/l .9 EKTAR.. 875.00
BOLEX HI6 DELUXE WITH F/l.9 LENS. 249.50
15MM F/2.7 KODAK ANASTIGMAT LENS_
39.50
25MM F/l.9 CINE KODAK EKTAR...
59.50
4 INCH F/2.7 KODAK EKTANON....
59.50
6 INCH F/4.5 KODAK EKTANON.
59.50
2 INCH F/l.6 KODAK ANASTIGMAT..._..
39.50
BOLEX PAN CINOR ZOOM LENS (60) LATEST.... 189.50
MAIL

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar, and 6"
f4.5 Telephoto Xenar
Lenses,- 2-400' Magazines,- Motor; Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod; Carrying Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special .... 1150.00
CINE SPECIAL 16mm. CAMERA W/3 LENS
TURRET, 400 ft. Mitchell magazine conv.,
rackover thru-lens viewing, motor drive,
Mitchell upright image viewfinder, 3 Kodak
lenses—15mm. f2.7, 50mm. fl .6, 102mm.
f2.7,
Pro-Jr.
tripod, 2 carrying
cases.
VALUE $2879.00 .. 1570.00
NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
numbering slate, w/handle.„.
6.95
35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.___ 285.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses; 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite galvanometer, amplifier, motor.
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines,
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed.. 3150.00

18

E.

999.00

35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition.

800.00

MOLE RICHARDSON combination Microphone
and Lamp BOOM. Rolling stand. Special....

235.00

B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.

95.00

MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand

110.00

ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
WOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand.
5x7 .
Size 8x10 .

235.00
350.00

ELSize

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES
TRIPODS, SYNCH RON IERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CAL.

FILLED

PROMPTLY
NEW

YORK

TORQUE MOTORS, new ballbearing 110 V 60 C 600
RPM 3 3/8"x4"-5/l 6"xl" shaft. Heavy duty NEW.
Ideal for printer, processor or camera take-up.
List $54.00, SPECIAL $27.50 each, complete with
condenser and wiring diagram. Also 80,300 and
1000 ohm 50-watt power rheostats. List $4.65,
special $1.50 each. Limited quantities. Please in¬
clude postage with order. NATIONAL CINE LABORA¬
TORIES, 2006 Powhatan Road, Hyattsville, Maryland.
MAURER 2 400' mags., 1 1200' mag., 110 V motor,
12 V motor, all in perfect condition. Also early
Maurer blimp, $5000 or best cash offer or will
consider trade for lighter camera such as Arri or
Camerette. 1200' Auricon one magazine and NR24
amplifier and Pan Cinor Zoom lens, $3200. DEL
ANKERS PRODS., 2424 G St. N.., Washington, D.C.
National 8-3747.
CINE SPECIAL CAMERA OUTFIT
includes 1" F/l .9 Kodak lens—152mm F/4.0 Kodak
telephoto lens—Reflex finder—Carrying case.—Used,
in excellent condition—Original price 1250.00—Will
accept best offer.
34-01

SCHOEN PRINTER, sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute,- 12 adjustable light changes,- AC-DC
conversion unit ...

ORDERS

CAMERA CRAFT, DEPT. G
42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17,

A. S. CAMERA EXCHANGE, INC.
Broadway
Long Island City, New York

PRIVATE owner will sell two Bell & Howell 35mm
standard cameras with brand new Fearless move¬
ments with buckte trips. Dissolving shutter mecha¬
nism eliminated due to use of Fearless move¬
ments,
2200.00
each.
BOX
1239,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ARRIFLEX 16mm camera with 400' magazine and
torque motor, Arri-gyro tripod, Kilfit F/5.6 300mm,
F/l.9 16mm, F/l.5 25mm, and Zoomar 16-S F/2.8
lenses. Best cash offer. TELECAST PROD., 912 Glen
Oaks, Pasadena, Calif. RYan 1-6534.
BELL & HOWELL Model J printer 1200 ft. perfect.
Par fader, Petersen Double head sound. Hi Inten¬
sity light, Complete $5000. FILM ASSOCIATES INC.,
4600 S. DIXfE, Dayton 9, Ohio.
ALL absolutely new condition, used once; 70DL, 1"
f/l .9, spider turret, 300; 70DL rackover, $18,- 6"
f/4.5 Wollensak C mount lens, $64. R, SHAININ,
430 Windermere, Buffalo 23, N.Y.
AURICON Pro CM71 W/NR circuit, EIF View Finder,
etc., barely used. Write R. FAITH, 442 East 18th
St., Eugene, Oregon.
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Classified Ads

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

(Continued from Preceding Page)

by STEVENS
For

H8

and

HI 6

READY OR NOT—DON’T BE CAUGHT
WITH

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides •' Camera Base • Complete
Factory Parts & Service

S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

SUPPLY

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot Cash

,

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

CINE

LAB

Washington 17, D. C.

Box 4425

STUDIO FOR SALE

All Types Used Equipment
a Splicer to a Complete Studio

or Send

NATIONAL

NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, titling, also projectionist. MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH

From

CONTACT PRINTING
B & W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING
EDGE NUMBERING
All work voporated at no axtra chargo

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing
Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment

2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Phone GRanite 3-3227

Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our lon^ experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.

POSITIONS WANTED

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

Today for Free Illustrated Booklet

PROCESSING

FINE
mobile production unit, 35mm and
16mm,
sound or silent, available for East and Midwest
assignments. Moderate charges all-inclusive. Write
NORTH AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS, 106 East 10th
Street, Erie, Pennsylvania.

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment.
WE ALSO TRADE OF TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Western Union-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440

For HI 6 Cameras Only:

Send

INDIA assignments starting September. University film
department experience. Chicago Art Institute grad¬
uate. KANTILAL RATHOD, A4-13 Slocum Heights,
Syracuse, New York.

WANTED

cameras:

Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36 New York

FULLY equipped motion picture studio in major Eastern
city available on outright purchase or partnership
basis to reliable and experienced party. Excellent
opportunity for a couple wide awake men to ac¬
quire modern facilities and going film business.
Desirable terms if necessary. Box 1240, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT,

LABORATORY &

SOUND

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN
GLE

ITEMS

TO

COMPLETE

STUDIOS.

TRADES

AC¬

CEPTED.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

Eyemc

R.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor 5-2812

INC.

New York,, N.Y.

PRO-Junior tripod, used.
mere, Buffalo 23, N.Y.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.

SHAININ,: 430

Winder-

SOUND
RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.

HELP WANTED
DESIGN engineer motion picture cameras and equip¬
ment. PRODUCERS SERVICE COMPANY, 2704 W.
Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif. Victoria 9-3144.

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S El RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 344)

Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine
Special and Bolex H-16 and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Phone GL. 7103

Hollywood, California

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856

In Wurld-U)id* Us*
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime* fog scenes * diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCH El BE, FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0.
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Box 46834, Hollywood, Calif.
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New York 10, N. Y., announces a re¬
duction in the price of the Dual Sixon
photoelectric exposure meter from
$17.50 to $13.95.
The Dual Sixon
meter is completely self-contained and
self-protected, requiring no case.
A
chrome safety chain is furnished with
each meter.
Non-Slip Belt
Of interest to designers and builders
of motion picture and sound recording
equipment is a new-type non-slipping
belt said to permit greater accuracy in
transmission or rotational motion than
any previously known method. De¬
scribed as a herringbone-indexing type,
the belt transmits rotational motion with
greater accuracy than gears, over same
ratios normally encountered in gear
drives.
V-shaped tread of belt tends to con¬
tinuously wedge and thus center belt in
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corresponding V-tread of gears, allow¬
ing gears to be constructed without beltretaining rims.
Manufacturer is Kinevox Division of
Electromation Co., Burbank, Calif.
Superama “16” Lens
Radiant Mfg. Co., 2627 W. Roosevelt
Road, Chicago 8, Ill., announces a new
anamorphic lens for photographing and
projecting CinemaScope type 16mm
motion pictures with an aspect ratio of
2.66 to 1. Company will also distribute
the Panatar “16” anamorphic lens for
projection of wide aspect ratio films. It
is variable between 2.00-to-l and 2.66to-1.

THIS EARLY MOVIE OF PRESIDENT McKINLEy'S
FUNERAL PROCESSION, FILMED IN igOI.

Wherever basic
IMPROVEMENTS
ARE FOUND IN STUDIO
LIGHTING CARBONS, THERE
IS REFLECTED THE
UNENDING SEARCH BY
National Carbon Company
SCIENTISTS FOR BETTER
PICTURE QUALITY.
EXAMPLE :AMPAS
"OSCAR" FOR "NATIONAL'

FORERUNNER OF THE MODERN ARC
CARBON...EARLY STUDIO ARC LIGHTS

YELLOW FLAME
CARBONS.

PRODUCED LESS THAN \°/o AS MUCH LIGHT AS
THEIR MODERN, HIGH-INTENSITY COUNTERPARTS

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN 1
The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto
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Exacting
Color Specifications

. . . Highest Quality
Every Time

color-

* true fidelity color duplicates which
go far beyond mere color balancing.
That’s because
quality control is the very
heart of byron’s exclusive
color-correct process . . .

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative for
16mm release.
For information and price list, write, phone or wire

Studios and Laboratory

1 226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
DUpont 7-1 800

PRACTICALLY
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FILM
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• Sub-zero Camera Operation
• Editing Technique for TV Films
• Putting the Edgar Bergen TV Show On Film

FOREIGN 45c

Du Pont Representative Joe Dougherty (right) is a fre¬
quent visitor at Video Pictures, Inc. He discusses tech¬
nical aspects of using Du Pont Film with Mr. Drury.

Photography shooting at Video Pictures, Inc., is

Filming an automobile TV commercial requires top per¬

primarily concerned with filming top-product TV commercials. He says, “We’re

formance at every point. The long scale of Du Pont

interested in getting highest possible quality . . . and Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 gives
better images than any other black-and-white film we’ve ever used.”

shadows for best footage obtainable.

Drummond

Drury, Director of

“Superior” 2 captures details in highlights and opens up

“Long scale, speed, fine grain.. .features that make
Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 idea! f°r TV filming!’’
—reports VIDEO PICTURES, INC., one of New York’s oldest producers
“When shooting TV commercials, Video

much less susceptible to scratches from

Pictures demands the utmost from a film,”

shooting and processing operations. And,

says, Drummond Drury, Director of Pho¬

by controlled development, we can in¬

tography. “Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 gives

crease film speed without danger of en¬

us fine grain to catch detail, long gradation

larging the grain. ‘Superior’ 2 has proved

and wide latitude to capture middle tones

to be a film we can depend on to show the

and record the image properly.

client’s product as he wants it shown!”

“For example,shooting automobile com¬

Video Pictures insists that the release

mercials is a case where good middle tone

prints go on Du Pont Type 824 Fine Grain

register is extremely important. In addi¬

Low Contrast Positive . . . this film gives

tion,

remarkable

the low contrast necessary for good TV

shadow detail obtained with ‘Superior’ 2

clean

highlights

and

reproduction. They use Du Pont 802 B

record the set just the way we want it.

Sound Recording stock for their sound

“The emulsion of ‘Superior’ 2 Motion

recording to complement the fine results

Picture Film is more rugged than any we

obtained on “Superior” 2 and Du Pont

have ever tested,” adds Mr. Drury. “It’s

Type 824 Low Contrast Positive stock.

MORE INFORMATION, write or call the
nearest Du Pont Sales Office (listed be¬
low) or the Du Pont Company, Photo
Products Department, Wilmington 98,
Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont Company
of Canada Limited, Toronto.
FOR

SALES OFFICES
ATLANTA 5, GA.805 Peachtree Bldg.
BOSTON 10, MASS.140 Federal Street
CHICAGO 30, ILL.4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
CLEVELAND 14, 0.1033 Union Commerce Bldg.
DALLAS 7, TEXAS.1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
LOS ANGELES 38, CALIF.7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
NEW YORK 11, N. Y.248 West 18th Street
PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.225 South 15th Street

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

DUPONT MOTION PICTURE FILM

. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Improved
PTOFESStOHM.

’PertU^mi
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removable
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quick,
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• a oan handle—make
telescoping Pa'

sockets
Additional pa»
reverse tilt-

construction
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ffl, and Pan locking levers.
Hew lie-down eyele.s in flange.
expect this outstanding tripod >'
30
T. here's the big surprise
IOneV' « ih PRICE' For belter, smo
rDVANCE IN PR
test, try *
tfFicient performanc
You won

Professional Junior
iEARED

HEAD

interchangeable with
Friction Head on
same tripod.

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood
BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available

FRANK

(7flm€Rfl
Dept.

A-7-25

C. ZUCKER

Gouipmeiu (o.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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ON THE COVER
SOME OF THE nine Mitchell 35mm cameras that are used in photo¬
graphing the Edgar Bergen TV show, “Do You Trust Your Wife?” are
pictured on the cover this month. Show, which takes place before studio
audience, is filmed continuously. Director of Photography Dan B. Clark,
A.S.C. (center, foreground) keeps an eye on the cameras as photography
progresses. In background, Edgar Bergen with Effie Klinker interviews
two contestants. At Bergen’s right is announcer Bob Lemond.
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, established 1920, is published monthly bv the A. S.
C. Agency, Inc., 1782 N. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif. Entered as second class matter
Nov. 18, 1937, at the postoffice at Los Angeles, Calif., under act of March 3. 1879. SUBCRIPTIONS: United States and Canada, $4.00 per year; Foreign, including Pan-American
Union, $5.00 per year.
Single copies 3 5 cents; back numbers 40 cents; foreign single
copies, 40 cents; back numbers, 45 cents. Advertising rates on application. Copyright 1956
by A. S. C. Agency, Inc.
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Northrop Aircraft Demonstrates Expanded
Industrial Use of Mitchell Cameras
Over 100,000 feet of film were shot last year by two 16mm Mitchell cameras
operated by a full-scale motion picture unit at Northrop Aircraft. Operating daily
throughout the year, these 16mm cameras provide impressive evidence of the rising
role of professional motion picture equipment in American Industry today.
Northrop, a leader in airframe and missile manufacture, makes diversified use of
their Mitchell cameras. Motion pictures range from employee activities to engi¬
neering test films —where re-shooting is impossible and where steady, accuratelyframed film of superior quality is consistently delivered by Mitchell cameras.
No other single camera is today used by American Industry for such a broad
range of filming requirements as is the Mitchell camera. Easy operating Mitchell
cameras help create sales, meet delivery schedules, and systematize and accelerate
research and development. For details about Mitchell equipment that will meet
your specific needs, write today on your letterhead.
Alaska Bound test pilot Bob Love and Columnist Marvin Miles
being filmed by Mitchell camera for Northrop Public Relations
Department.
For Quality Control Film, Mitchell camera
moves in for close shots of Scorpion F-89D.

104 Rocket Salvo of twin-jet F-89D is captured on 16mm Engineering Test film.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: “MITCAMC0”

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
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CAMART BABY DOLLY . . .
only a four wheel dolly
will provide the balance
and stability required for
professional production. Ad¬
justable seat for camera¬
man;
platform
accomo¬
dates assistant. $375.00.
Dolly
tracks
available.
CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
• Works with ANY Viewer
• Single or double system
YOU

SAW

IT AT THE

•
•

Optical and Magnetic
Practical and Dependable

SMPTE

CONVENTION!

CAMART ELECTRIC FILM TIMERS
Ideal for dubbing and narration. Double
model measures footage and equivalent
time.
$89.50
Single model
measures footage only
$45.00
SYNCHRONOUS!

Why travel to location for
backgrounds when you can do
it with the Bodde Rear Screen
Projector.
Model
P-3AC
for
4x5 glass slides, 2000 watt
intensity with step-up voltage
transformer, 9 ft. by 12 ft.
rear screen with frame.

CAMART SCOUT TRIPOD PACK¬
AGE includes standard friction
head tripod, baby base, hi-hat.
Value over $150. Special 3-in-l
combination offer,
$125.00

ECCO #1500 Speedroll Applicator,
an efficient time-saving method
for cleaning your film, offers max¬
imum performance with minimum
waste. $29.50.

COLORTRAN Lights and Con¬
verters in stock. Packaged stu¬
dio
lighting
in
convenient
cases. High intensity converters
from $57.50 and up.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
• Auricon Cameras

• Arriflex Cameras

• Regal Lights

• Moviola Equipment

• Zoomar Lenses

• Bardwell Lights

• Maco Viewfinders

• Prestoseal Splicers

• Neumade Products

««CAMERA MffttT,
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

CAMART
CAR TOP CLAMPS
Heavy construction, easy to
attach. Set of 3, $28.00

CAMART SLATE AND SLAPSTICK
Large, professional size for sound
productions. Contains space for all
essential information. This is the
same slate that originally sold for
$11.75 NOW ONLY $4.75 plus
postage.

PICTU
Ill

runs 16mm film and 35mm film simultaneously
with 16mm magnetic-optic and
17V2mm magnetic or 35mm magnetic-optic

Rewinding operations
simplified by a high-speed
Marking and retouching

rewind on picture head,

50% easier! Optical unit

a low-speed rewind on

swings completely away,

sound head —and a new

revealing the entire frame,

idea in foot pedal control.

unobstructed!

The E DIM AC cuts editing time up to 30%.
Nothing is complicated. Every operation
is simple, quiet, easy for anyone familiar
with standard equipment. The principle’s
the same. But what an improvement!

EXCLUSIVE
WRITE TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION,

FULL YEAR GUARANTEE!
J. G. McAlister guarantees the new

including price F.O.B. Factory

EDIMAC against all mechanical defects

and free descriptive booklet.

for one full year. No other editing
Adjust picture brilliancy at
the turn of a dial.

equipment manufacturer can promise
The newest, most advanced
lighting and production
equipment is made by

such trouble-free performance.

(sales & rentals)

Run negative film with

Variable light control aids

absolute safety. Magnetic

in pre-viewing light

head never touches film

and dark prints.

while optic is in use.

1117 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California

And that’s not all. Scores of other important features boost
your output, enhance your skill, solve all major editing problems

TWO D0LL(IE)S WIN SUPPORTING AWARDS
Miss Jo Van Fleet wins Academy Award for
“Best Supporting Actress” in “East of Eden!’
Warner Brothers.
J. G. McAlister Dual Steering “Crab Dolly”
invented by Mr. Steve Krilanovitch, wins Academy
Award for “Best Support of Camera” from
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
The J. G. McAlister “Crab Dolly” is being used
in all motion picture studios.

ONE CAMERA

News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

Camerette<v35
Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working

in both

16mm or 35mm color

•r black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The same

lenses, same motor drives, same

sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 16mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
• Precise

rugged

movement

INTRODUCED to ASC members at Society’s June
di 'ner-meet by Consolidated
Film Industries’
Ted Hirsch (left) was Jack Goetz of same com¬
pany. Latter subsequently was elected to As¬
sociate Membership in the Society.

VICTORY SIGN is given by actress Ruth Roman
after viewing cinematographer Wm. Snyder’s
photography of Edmund Grainger’s RKO pro¬
duction, “Great Day In The Morning,” starring
M iss Roman, Bob Stack and Virginia Mayo.

Harry Squire, ASC, cinematographer
for the first two Cinerama features and
the
current
Cinerama
production,
“Seven Wonders of the World,” planed
out for London last month with Lowell
Thomas to begin shooting of the fourth
Cinerama adventure-spectacle, which is
to be directed by Otto Lang, noted for
many Hollywood feature film successes.
A Globemaster flew the Cinerama
camera and crew to New Delhi, India,
where the expedition will begin its trek
into remote valleys beyond the moun¬
tains.

months. This well-photographed video
film series is seen weekly over the
KABC-TV network.

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter
• Divergent three lens turret
• Automatic film gate 400’ magazines
35mm — the

1 6mm

magazine

will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

e

amerette
patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
C. ZUCKER

(7nm€Rfl CouipmcnT (o.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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Mack Stengler, ASC, who has directed
most of the TV films produced by
Guild Films, Co., Inc., last month began
the photography of a new series for the
same company titled “Captain David
(Continued on Page 400)

0

Ellsworth Fredricks’ notable photogra¬
phy of William Wyler’s “Friendly Per¬
suasion” is gaining raves and praise
before the picture is released.
In a recent “sneak preview,” 15 com¬
ment cards turned in by persons in the
audience complimented the picture’s
photography.
And the Hollywood Reporters Mike
Connolly commenting on the picture
wrote in his column: “...The great,
GREAT performances in “Persuasion,”
however, are by Gary Cooper and the
cameraman. Latter’s liesurely, loving
lensing of a Quaker community in In¬
diana in 1862 is akin to conjugating
the verb “to love” in three-quarter
I time.”
•

FRANK

@

9

©

Harold Stine, ASC,

«

who directs the
photography of the Warner Brothers’
TV series, “Cheyenne,” starring Clint
Walker, will be behind the camera on
this series for another year, having had
his contract renewed for another 12
9

July,

1956

OZZIE MORRIS, British cinematographer who
photographed John Huston’s “Moby Dick” and
who was a Hollywood visitor last month, was
a guest of the American Society of Cinema¬
tographers. He spoke briefly on the photo¬
graphy of the Houston production, now in
release.

Auric on
ii

SUPER

1200”

CAMERA

with Full-Frame Reflex Ground-Glass

FOCUSING

OPTICAL

SYSTEM

The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon “SUPER 1200“
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen
to name the Super 1200...“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!” This
Camera is “Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope “TV-T” Recording
Shutter, plus the combined “Rifle-Scope” Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon
“Super 1200”...

CAMERAMAN’S EYE~f
10 X ENLARGED
GROUND-GLASS j
IMAGE SEEN BY I
CAMERAMAN

FOCUS

«

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING

“Super 1200” Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered

No Camera-weight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting

by any focal-length lens at all distances. A 10X enlarged Ground-Glass image

position with the “Super 1200.” Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot

is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON “SUPER 1200"
Model “CM-74B” Features include...
“Rock-steady” picture and High Fidelity Optical Sound-Track recorded on same film at same
time, with “whisper-quiet” Camera & Sound Mechanism synchronously driven by precisionmachined Nylon gears.

*
*

G UARANTE E

*
*

All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30 day money-back guarantee.
g

PRODUCT

*

Priced from $4,652.15 complete for sound-on-film; $3,755.65 without sound; choice of “C”
Mount lenses and Carrying Cases extra.

*

Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee; you must be
satisfied. Write today for your free Auricon Catalog.

During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon “Super 1200” Film-Gate with the
light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an
exclusive Berndt-Bach feature (U.S. Patent No. 2,506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate
is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless
of how much film you run through the camera!

OF

gggi

DT-BACH, INC.

m

6902 Romcrine Street, Hollywood 38, California
MANUFACTURERS OF S O U N D - O N - F I L M
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

TRIPOD
$325 OO'

.

Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing through the
Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the “Rifle-Scope” precisionmatched Telephoto-Finder.
600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes continuous filming.

:^.\\KUVUUU\LLUUUVU\UUV\\U\U\n\\\:^<

A

Geared Footage & Frame Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.

*
*

You must be satisfied!

Auricon

“Super 1200” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.
Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides reliable coldweather Camera operation.

PORfXBU POWER UNIT

CINE-VOia

AURICON PRO-600

SUPER 1200

SOUND RECORDER

$26050

$69500

$149*00

$4652.15

$3359 00

Photographic Assignments
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Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.

ALLIED ARTISTS
• Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Cruel Tower,”
with John Ericson and Mari Blanchard. Lew
Landers, director.
• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Oklahoman,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Joel McCrea
and Vanessa Brown. Francis Lyon, director.
John Mf.scall, “Not of This Earth,” with
Paul Birch and Beverly Garland.
Roger
Corman, producer-director.
• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “54 Wash¬
ington Street,” (CinemaScope & Color) with
George Montgomery and Meg Randall. Paul
Landres, director.
® Harry
Neumann,
ASC,
"Bringing Up
Joey,” with Huntz Hall and Joi Lansing, Jean
Yarbrough, director.

•' Gert Andersen, ASC, “The Country Hus¬
band,” TV, (Playhouse 90 Screen Gems) with
Frank Lovejoy and Barbara Hale.
James
Nilsen, director.
• Irving
Lipman,
“Ford
Theatre,”
TV,
(Screen Gems) with Phyllis Kirk and Phil
Carey. Tony Leader, director.
• Fred Jackman, Jr., “Rin-Tin-Tin,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and James
Brown. Harry Gerstad, director.
• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “End As a Man,”
(Horizon-American
Prod.)
(Shooting
in
Florida) with Ben Gazzara.
Jack Garfein,
director.
WALT DISNEY
® Gordon Avil, ASC, “The Mickey Mouse
Club,” TV.
Sid Miller, director.
• Walter Castle, ASC, “The Dairy Story,”

TV.

AMERICAN NATIONAL
Fetters, “The Man Called X,” TV,
(Ziv-TV) with Barry Sullivan. Eddie Davis,
director;
“Science
Fiction
Theatre,” TV,
(Ziv-TV). Paul Gilfoyle, director.

William Becusline, director.
FLYING A

• Curt

• Bob

“West Point
Don Weis, director.

Hoffman,

(Ziv-TV).

BILTMORE STUDIOS

Story,”

TV,

(New York)

• J. Burci Contner. ASC, “Four Boys and
a Gun,” (Security Pictures for U.A. release.)
William Berke, producer-director.

• Bill Bradford, ASC, “Buffalo Bill, Jr.,”
TV, with Dickey Jones and Pappy Cheshire.
George Archinbaud and Frank MacDonald,
directors; “Annie Oakley,” TV, with Gale
Davis.
George Archibaud and Frank Mac¬
Donald, directors.
ASC,
“How
Christian
Science Heals,” TV (Cinefilm Inc.).
Robert
G. Walker, director.
•' Lester

White,

JERRY FAIRBANKS STUDIO
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
•' Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,” TV, (Film
Center Prod.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Ted Post, director.

• Jerry Fairbanks, “Once Upon a Honey¬
moon,” TV, (American Tel. & Tel.). Gilbert
Champion, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

• Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Life of Riley,”
TV, with William Bendix.
Abby Berlin,
director.

• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Window of the Sea,”
TV, (TCF TV) with Joan Fontaine and
Michael Wilding. Lewis Allen, director.

• Hal McAlpin, “0. Henry Playhouse,” TV,
(Gross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,” TV, (Wesmor, Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey,
director.

• Karl Struss, ASC, “My Friend Flicka,”
TV, (TCF TV) with Gene Evans and Anita
Louise. John English, director.

CARTHAY SOUND STAGE
• William
Whitley,
ASC,
“The
Lone
Ranger,” TV, with Clayton Moore and J.
Silverheels. Earl Bellamy and Oscar Rudolph,
directors.
COLUMBIA
• Kit Carson, “Father Knows Best,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young. Jacques
Tourneur, director.
• Charles Lawton, ASC, “Full of Life,” with
Judy Holliday and Richard Conte. Richard
Quine, director.
• Desmond Dickenson, “Fire Down Below,”
(Warwick Prod, shooting in Trinidad) with
Rita Hayworth, Robert Mitchum and Jack
Lemmon. Robert Parrish, director.
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GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
• Ray Foster, ASC, Purex Commercial TV,
(Mercury International).
T. Gadden, di¬
rector.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Lee Garmes, ASC, “The Sharkfighters,”
(CinemaScope & Color)
(Samuel Goldwyn
Jr. Prods. UA release) (Shooting in Cuba)
with Victor Mature and Karen Steele. Jerry
Hopper, director.
• George Clemens, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,’ TV, (Meridian Prods.).
Various
directors.
INDEPENDENTS
• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Pride and the
Passion,” (Technicolor; VistaVision)
Stan¬
ley Kramer Prod, for UA; shooting in Spain)
with Cary Grant and Frank Sinatra. Stanley
Kramer, producer-director.

July,

1956

• George Robinson, ASC, “Dance With Me,
Henry,” (Bob Goldstein Prod, for UA) with
Abbott and Costelllo. Charles Barton, direc¬
tor.
• Lee Garmes, ASC, “The
Big
Boodle
(Lewis Blumberg Prod, for UA release; shoot¬
ing in Cuba) with Errol Flynn and Rossana
Rory. Richard Wilson, director.
• Harold Lipstein ASC, “Spring Reunion,"
(Bryna Prods. UA release) with Betty Hut¬
ton and
Dana
Andrews.
Robert
Pirosh,
director.
•• William
Margulies,
“Mark
of
the
Apache,” with Chuck Connors and Susan
Cummings.
Lesley Selander, director.
• Lucien
Ballard, ASC, “The King and
Four Queens,” (Russ-Field Prods, for UA
release) (Color; Cinemascope) (Shooting in
Utah) with Clark Gable and Eleanor Parker.
Raoul Walsh, director.

• James
Wong
Howe,
ASC,
“Drango,”
(Earlmar Prods, for UA release) with Jeff
Chandler and Joanne Dru.
Jules Bricken,
director.
•• Charles Straumer, “Badge of Marshal
Brennan,” (Albert C. Gannaway Prod.) with
Carl Smith and Marty Robbins.
Albert C.
Gannaway, producer-director.
Joseph
Lashelle,
ASC, “Love Story,”
(Bob Goldstein Prods, for UA release) with
Barbara
Stanwyck
and
Sterling
Hayden.
Gerd Oswald, director.

•' Fred West, ASC, “The Flesh and the
Spur,” (Color) (Shooting at Valley Ranches)
(Hy Prods, for American International re¬
lease) with John Agar and Marla English.
Edward L. Cahn, director.
Wilfred M. Cline, ASC, “Hidden Fear,”
(Shooting in Copenhagen) (St. Aubrey-Cohn
Prods, for United Artists release) with John
Payne and Natalie Norwich. Andre De Toth,
producer-director.

KTTV
• Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Lassie,’ TV,
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,”
(65mm and Color) with Montgomery Clift
and
Elizabeth
Taylor.
Edward
Dmytryk,
director.
• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Teahouse of the
August Moon,” (Color; CinemaScope) (shoot¬
ing in Japan) with Marlon Brando and Glenn
Ford. Daniel Mann, director.
• Fred A. Young, ASC, “The Barretts of
Wimpole Street,”
(CinemaScope & Color)
(shooting in England) with Jennifer Jones
and Sir John Gielgud.
Sidney Franklin,
director.
Arthur
E. Arling, ASC, “The Great
American Pastime,” with Tom Ewell and
Anne Francis.
Hermann Hoffmann, director.

MOTION PICTURE CENTER
• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Warren Andersen.
H,
Morse, director.
• Robert De Grasse, ASC, “I Love Lucy,”
TV, (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz. James Kern, director.
(Continued on Page 441)

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
THING IN
THE WORLD
WORSE THAN
BEING TALKED
ABOUT, AND
THAT IS
NOT BEING
TALKED ABOUT...*
Our work speaks for itself
... and it assures our
being talked about often
and well.

COMPLETE 16MM AND 35MM
SERVICES INCLUDING
16MM COLOR PRINTING.

GENERAL FILM

LABORATORIES CORP.

1546 NO. ARGYLE • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 2-6171

*Oscar Wilde

<5

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from Page 396)

Grief,” based on a famous Jack London
character. Producer is Duke Goldstone;
director is Stuart Heisler.

•

•

•

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, and William Mellor, ASC, recently photographed se¬
quences for a special 12-minute short
subject, “The Miracle of Todd-AO,’
which demonstrates the audience-parti¬
cipation prowess of the Todd-AO wide
film cameras. The Todd-AO company
has long desired to show the industry
and the public that its one-projector,
widely-curved screen process is fully
capable of all the thriller performances
of other super-wide-screen processes.
The film will be shown as a companion
subject with all future screenings of
“Oklahoma!”

FOR THOSE
WHO CAN
AFFORD
THE% FINEST

•

•

•

The coming month will see six of
MGM’s directors of photography shoot¬
ing pictures off the lot in distant loca¬
tions: John Alton, “Teahouse of August
(Continued on Page 446)

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes
non-resident
cinematographers
and cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

•
OFFICERS

• NEGATIVE DEVELOPING
• FIRST PRINT DEPARTMENT

George Folsey, President
Joseph Ruttenberg, First Vice-President
Joseph Biroc, Second Vice-President
Milton Krasner, Third Vice-President
Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Ray Rennahan, Secretary
Sol Halprin, Sergeant-at-arms

• ULTRA VIOLET AND
FLASH PATCH PRINTING
• 16MM AND 35MM
RELEASE PRINTING
• KODACHROME PRINTING
• 63 EDITING ROOMS
• SPECIAL TV SERVICES

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

John Boyle
Charles Clarke
Arthur Edeson
Burnett Guffey
Russell Harlan
Winton Hoch
William Skall
Philip Tannura
ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS

• For Color it's

^ ^

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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John Arnold
Robert Burks
Ellis Carter
Lee Garmes
Irving Glassberg
Ernest Miller
Victor Milner
Robert Pittack
Sol Polito
Paul Vogel

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS
THE

WORLD'S MOST
OF

COMPLETE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

I \l. oiuL

ASSORTMENT

EQUIPMENT

FOR

Pictm Studm

New PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR
Adjustable wood BABY TRIPOD
—for Prof. Jr. friction
PACKAGED LIGHTING WITH
and geared heads

studio lighting in a suitcase
FAMOUS

Has substantial shoe and spur.

“controlled
Measures from floor to flange

action’’

25" extended —17"

SMALL GYRO

col lapsed.

TRIPOD

Two speeds—slow and fast
—for both panning and tilting.
Helps you capture fine scenic views
and fast-moving sports events. Espe¬
cially recommended for 16mm Mitchell,
16mm Maurer, B & H Eyemo
and similar cameras.
$600

Senior Kit

Other style
kits available.

Illllllilil
presto-splicer
GIVES PERMANENT SPLICE
IN

lO SECONDS!

ELECTRIC

STOP MOTION MOTOR

FOOTAGE TIMER

FOR CINE KODAK SPECIAL

GRISWOLD

Dual model for both 16mm
and 35mm. Large white num¬
erals on black background. Accu¬
rate reset dial. Switch controlled
by operator, who selects either
16mm operating at 36 feet per
minute—or 35mm operating at
90 feet per minute ... or both
in synchronization.
$95

Runs forward or reverse, 110
AC synchronous motor with frame
counter. May be run continuously
or for single frames. Camera
mounts without special tools.

Also available — Stop Motion
Motors for 16mm—35mm B & H,
Mitchell and other professional
cameras.

HOT FILM SPLICER
Model R-2 for 35mm silent and souni
film. Precision construction makes it eas]
to get a clean, square splice with accur¬
Especially good for splicing magnetic
film. Butt Weld type for non-perforated
or perforated film. 16mm, 35mm or

Single model, either 16mm or
35mm

7°mm.

ate hole spacing.
order.

Nothing to get out of

$65

$547.80
Also Bell & Howell 8mm, 16mm and

16mm or 35mm models
for perforated film.

*9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses

available

in

mounts

for

all

35mm

* PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters.
*Neumade
*Griswold

and
&

Hollywood

B.&H.

Hot

Film

Splicers.

Company

Motion

Picture

Cameras.

*Electric Footage Timers
cutting

room

equipment.

*DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister,

Mole

Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.
Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

Phone
JUdson

Prices subject to change without notice.

6-1420

35mm Hot Splicers and B & H Labora¬
tory model Foot Splicer.

CINEKAD JUNIOR TRIPOD DOLLY

NEWS

Used Nationally by Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible
Tripod Dolly Is . . .
especially designed
venient
the

mobility

to

of

meet the demand
cameras

on

for

location

con¬

or

in

professional

or

studio.

Dolly

can

semi-pro

be

tripod.

used
The

with

tripod

any
is

fastened

firmly

to

the dolly by a clamp at each leg tip. The special
individual
to

caster

locking

lock either two

position,
line

enabling

for rolling

system

or three
dolly

to

makes it possible

wheels
track

in
in

a

parallel

a

straight

shots.

Dolly folds quickly into a single compact, eosyto-carry
14

M

unit,

23

inches

in

length,

weighing

!bs.

Write for Prices and Literature

*

(zinekacC engineering company
763 Tenth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
DESIGNERS

AND

MANUFACTURERS

OF

•
EQUIPMENT

FOR

PLaza 7-3511
MOTION

PICTURES

AND

T.V.

HAVE YOU SOMETHING TO SELL TO
PRODUCERS OF MOTION PICTURES?
This issue will be read in virtually every film production center in the
United States and in over 70 foreign countries.
It will reach more studio cinematographers, TV film cameramen and
producers, industrial film makers and advanced cine amateurs than any
other technical publication in the motion picture field.
Join the impressive group of advertisers now using American Cinema¬
tographer’s advertising columns regularly and benefit, as they do, from
AC's vast selling potential.
Advertising rate card on request

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER,

1782 N. Orange Dr., Hollyw’d 28, Cal.

John A. Pistor, Distribution manager
of the Motion Picture Sales Dept, of
Eastman Kodak Company, has joined
in an executive capacity W. J. German,
Inc., Hollywood, ac¬
cording to Edward
Blackburn, Vicepresident and Gen¬
eral Manager.
Pistor, who for¬
merly
resided
in
Brighton,
N.
Y.,
joined
Kodak
in
1938.
He
served
briefly in the Phy¬
John A. Pistor
sics
Division
of
Kodak’s research laboratories and with
the Quality Control group in the Fin¬
ished
Film
Department
at Kodak
Park Works. He joined the company’s
motion picture film sales department
at Kodak in 1946 where he has handled
the scheduling and distribution of all
Eastman professional motion picture
films.
He is a member of the PSA and the
SMPTE.

•

MERCER FILM PATCH
Descriptive Chart & Price List
Mailed on Request

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.

8 and 16mm
SERVICES

NOrmandy 3-9331

•

•
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•

High-speed Anscochrome 16mm color
motion picture film is now being sold
without the cost of processing included
in the purchase of the film. According
to Ansco, move is result of demand
from government and industrial users
as well as television and newsreel com¬
panies.
Availability of the film without re¬
quirements for factory processing makes
it possible for users engaged in confi¬
dential work to maintain full security
(Continued on

4 02

•

Demonstrations of the new Edimac
"4-in-l" film editing machine in a
number of eastern film production cen¬
ters has been announced by J. G. Mc¬
Alister Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Mr. Irving Yates, sales manager for
McAlister, will meet with film produ¬
cers and TV executives from August
19 to October in the following cities:
Oxford Mississippi
(University Motion Picture
Association Conclave) .... Aug. 19-25
Chicago .-... Sep. 4-7
Detroit . Sep. 10-13
Cleveland . Sep. 14-15
Dayton, 0. Sep. 17-20
Washington D. C. Sep. 24-30
New York ... Oct. 1-7
Appointment information may
be
had by writing J. G. McAlister Inc.,
1117 No. McCadden PI., Hollywood 38,
Calif.

•

It's easy with the

•

Page 412)

Prices subject to change
without notice

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT

NEW
ARRIFLEX

I

16
The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables ....... $1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens..
$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . . $579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

V

1CSS*

1

Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15amperefuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you'll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
Light control.$198.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
amphere fuse.$265.00
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus4stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
PRECISION
SOUND
READERS

A complete sound system that weighs only
27 lbs! Features high gain-”long-shot”
microphone channel. Dialog equalization
for “speech-music” selection. Self-con¬
tained playback system for "film-direct”
monitor. Famous Magnasync "synkinetic”
precision film transport. High speed rewind,
sync speed reverse and fast forward. Con¬
venient arrangement for “sync marking.”
Footage counter, extended capacity arms,
“quick-detach” mount for special motors.
Unconditionally guaranteed! . . $895.00
Magnasync M-8 speaker, amplifier, and
accessory case . . . .... $97.50
4-position mixer, high level mixing w/4^"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $375.00

Made by Precision Laboratories . . . your guarantee of
the finest in sound editing instruments. Simple thread¬
ing .. . polished stabilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage film. Film rollers
machined to conform with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . . precision ground
shafts ... dimensions 6" x 6" x 7%."

AURIC0N PR0-600

Amplifier: 117 volts —60 cycle-AC. Power output —
4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V speaker . . . safety fused
. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy
duty cord.
Optical Model 600— 16mm and 35mm

$185.00

16mm
CINE-VOICE

16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-svstem recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

Magnetic Model 700 — 16mm, 17.5 mm, 35 mm and

X inch.$198.00
Optical-Magnetic Model 800 — 16mm, 35mm and
X inch.
.$259.50

West’s Largest Selection
Budget Terms Available

AURIC0N CINE-VOICE
popular-priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound projecter. Single-lens model.
New.$695.00
Used.$495.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

AURIC0N “SUPER-1200”
16mm sound - on - film
camera (self-blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for“C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

SUPER
1200
AURIC0N PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

AURIC0N PR0-200. Was $1,495.00 - Now - Used $995.00

Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

The Magazine thafs read
wherever movies are made!
US
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American Cinematographer has consist¬
ently surpassed all other publications in
the

amount of advertising

carried

on

film production equipment and services.
Advertisers — large

and

small — know

from experience that American Cinema¬
tographer

produces

the

best

results—

gives the most returns per advertising
dollar.

©

©
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©

©
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NEW F&B "CINEVOICE 400"
F&B’s new Cinevoice CONVERSION for 400 ft. magazines . . .
DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 100 ft. camera when necessary.
A special needle-bearing take-up system and ball-bearing magazine shafts make possible the superbly
smooth,

steady

and

jam-free

operation.

be used on F&B conversion; and, in

Either Mitchell

or

Bell

&

Howell

400

ft.

magazines

may

10 seconds, the magazine can be removed, the light trap closed,

and the Cinevoice is ready for operation as a 100 ft. camera again.

PLUS ... ALL THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES
1. SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
2. Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two
filter holders.
3. Headphone jack built in camera.

4. Cannon plugs for all sound sockets.
5. Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert,
6. New neon signal light.

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .
Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled, cleaned up and re-finished in
beautiful, professional black crackle finish.

YET . . . F&B “CINEVOICE 400” IS THE LOWEST PRICED CONVERSION AVAILABLE .
For Complete new outfits . . .
.
Turret Cinevoice plus F&B conversion
PRICE ONLY $345.00
and 400 ft. b&h magazine
i2oo.oo
not including magazine.

o

AUTOMATIC SPLICER

A PERFECT SPLICE EVERY TIME
AUTOMATICALLY!
The major cause of film failures is poor splicing
. . . and the major cause of poor splicing is
improper scraping (either too much or too
little).
SPLICE-O-FILM solves both of these
problems with its automatic scraper that takes
off exactly the right depth of emulsion every
time . . . regardless of applied pressure.
SPLICE-O-FILM is a precision tool . . . import¬
ed from England. It has a precision-ground,
tungsten steel scraper that is preset and
ready for making thousands of splices.

Complete

control

for

zontal and vertical
movement.

smoother

panning

positions . . .

Full

in

360°

inch

is

a

anodized

top.

Adjust

collar.
please.
floors.

Then

featherweight,
aluminum

it

once

just

to

telescoping

with

an

your

ceiling

spring

it

in

Rubber pads top and

column

expansion

and

height
out

bottom

of

of

1 ’/2

spring

in the

wilh

locking

place

as

POLECAT

you

protect ceilings and

POLECAT can’t be knocked over . . . and takes less

floor space than a silver dollar.

HOLDS 400 POUNDS. Makes a perfect, mobile, lightweight for lights.
Two POLECATS with cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roil
Perfect for location filming.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

AVAILABLE NOW AT F&B
TRIPOD

POLECAT

of background paper, props, flats, etc.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

MILLER Fluid Action

A NEW WAY TO HOLD THINGS UP . . . ANYWHERE
LIGHTS - PROPS - BACKGROUNDS - MIKES
Without Nails or Screws - V/ith

HEAD
both

hori¬

horizontal

Fits F&B PRO-CINE TRIPOD.

FLORMAN & BABB
68

West 45th Street, New York 36, N.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address - FLORBABB, N.Y.

ADAPTER

PLATE

$15.00

PRICE

$113.50

Y.

= New 35 mm Model 2A =

. . . in equipment, accessories, service

With 180° Shutter

1 a TRUtY GREAT, |

inadvertently using the wrong film is
thereby lessened. The re-designed boxes
are being used for 100-ft. and 200-ft.
subdued-light-loading 16 mm rolls.

CAMERA I
=
=

for TV, Newsreel
and commercial

For tough and trying assign* -—
—

zz
==
=:
——

EE

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a ~~~
class by itself. Reflex focusing ^Z
through photographing lens ~
while camera is operating— =
this is just one outstanding ~
ARRIFLEX feature.

—
—
=E

Equipped with bright, rightside-up image finder, 6V2 x
magnification. Solves all parallax problems. 3 lens turret.

—

Variable

—
~

into handle operates from ^z
lightweight battery. Tachom- ~
eter registering from 0 to 50 EE

~

frames per second. Compact,

EE

lightweight for either tripod EE
or hand-held filming. Takes ^

zzz

speed

motor

=
==
EE
=j

built =

200' or 400' magazine. Write
EE for free folder.
~

=

EE
EE

Blimp now available.

— 16mm ARRIFLEX also available.=

FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(TflmeRfl Couipmem (o.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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Car-top Platform
Carter Manufacturing Co., 1235 S. E.
Division St., Portland 2, Oregon, an¬
nounces a full-length car-top platform
for photographers that provides ample
support for two men and equipment.
Sixteen patented CarPac rubber support
cushions carry the weight, and will not
mark or stain car finish.
All models are shipped factory-as¬
sembled for assurance of finest work¬
manship. Complete installation time—
10 to 15 minutes. Ladder and catwalk
fold up for carrying in transit or may
be left in place. Special stainless steel
straps hold ladder to bumper.
Price with ladder and catwalk as
shown in photo, $225.00.

American Cinematographer

DuPont Film Re-packed
Packaging changes providing ready
distinction between Type 930A and
Tyi 3e 931A 16mm motion picture films
have been announced by DuPont. The
box for Type 930A Rapid Reversal Pan,
used mainly for daylight work, has a
red background, whereas the container
for Type 931A High Speed Rapid Re¬
versal Pan, used mainly for night-time
pictures, now has a predominantly black
background. Chances of a cameraman
July,

1956

New Cine Camera
Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, announces
a new 16mm cine camera featuring the
Sunomatic lens, which is set by dialing
a printed description of the outdoor
light. Lens provides over 50% more
picture area and greater depth of field
than the standard 1" lenses.

Custom Processors
Metal Masters, 4584 68th St., San
Diego, Calif., has stepped up its facili¬
ties for the manufacture of custom
designed film processing machinery.
Pictured below is equipment recently
completed for Orlando Air Lorce Base.
Outfit comprises two Metal Master
basic B&W processors, which accommo¬
dates either 16mm or 35mm film at
50-ft. per minute. Descriptive litera¬
ture is available.

nbvARRI PAN CINOR'ZOOM tENs

Varifocal Lens as the ARRIFLEX 16.
By simply moving a lever, you can vary the
focal length of this lens from wide angle
to telephoto — and back — smoothly. You
observe the results while actually shooting,
as you view the image through the Arri
Pan-Cinor lens in the Mirror Reflex viewing
system of the Arriflex. No external finder
is needed.

SPECIFICATIONS
Varifocal Range

17.5mm to 70mm

Aperture Range

f:2.4 to f:22

Focusing Range

6V2 feet to Infinity

Built-in Lens Hood/Filter Holder for
Series VIII Accessories

Other lenses need not be removed, because
the divergent lens turret of the Arriflex 16
permits two other lenses to be used without
optical or physical interference.
It is easy to follow moving subjects and it
saves expensive "dolly" shots as the cam¬
era can remain in one position and a dolly
effect obtained by varying the focal length
of the lens.

Note: The Arri Pan-Cinor is not interchange¬
able with the standard model, nor can the
standard model be converted for use with the
Arriflex.

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

PHOTO OOR.P3.

7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.

ACCURACY
This word, in film processing, is a very important
word indeed.
People tell you that one film processing job
is as good as another, and what the heck, what’s the
measure of accuracy, anyway?
Well. To answer that one would take a very long time.
Suffice it to say here that it’s summed up in
all the operations of a processing job, where even
the smallest details are of great importance.
It shows everywhere, and it positively shines when
the film appears on the screen.
What we’re talking about, of course, are the people
and the operations at Precision Film Laboratories.
Here attention to detail, sound, proven techniques
are applied by skilled, expert technicians to
assure you the accurate, exact processing your films
deserve to justify your best production efforts.
Accuracy is a must for TV —for industrials — for
education —for all movies.

you'll see

FILM
21

West

LABORATORIES,
4- 61 h

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC.

In

everything, there

is

one

best

in

film

processing, it’s

Precision

Burnett Guffey,
the lens
Bausch & Lomb Baltar ...
the professional standard

:
:V v:

........... ........

the result
Academy Award, 1953, for black-and-white
cinematography in the Columbia
production, "From Here to
Eternity”
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

©A.M.P.A.S.

DEDICRTED 10 BETTER PERFORRIRRCE
COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY

HYDROLLY’

For motion picture and
TV cameras.
Sturdy
cast aluminum. For
standard or baby tri¬
pods. Additional baby
tripod point holders
to control spread of
tripod legs.
Adjust¬
able spring seat. Ex¬
tra wide rubber wheels.
Bronze tie down clamps
and other features.

The advanced dolly for
instant moveability —
streamlined,
light¬
weight,
exceptionally
sturdy. Nothing to get
out of order. Many new
advantages for easy
operation.
Hydraulic
lift type for fast up¬
ward and downward
motion of TV and mo¬
tion picture cameras.

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

.'.Vit Vt

For studio or location. Folds
into one compact unit. Can be
used with professional or
semi-professional tripods.

Wh

RERTHuS

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head.
Seat for assistant. In-line wheels for
track use. Steering wheel, rigid floor
locks. Hand pump or combination hand
and motor pump. Easily transported in a
station wagon. Fits through a 28" door.

SALES - PEPAlfcS - SERVICE
SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER
Our Exclusive Distributor

jVelimacfe
Any combination of
16mm and/or 35mm
sprockets assembled
to specification. Cast
aluminum. Foot linear
type, adjustable frame
dial. Fast finger rol¬
ler release. Contact
rollers adjusted indi¬
vidually for positive
film contact. Sprocket
shaft slip lock, foot¬
age counter, etc.

Groverlite
LENS COATING
“T” STOP CALIBRATION
DESIGNING and MANUEACTUPING

SENIOR & JUNIOR KITS
*A STUDIO IN A SUITCASE"

lens mounts & camera equipt.
for 16mm, 35mm, TV cameras.

BAUSCH & LOMB “BALTAR”
LENSES and others
for motion picture, TV camer¬
as. 15mm to 40" focal length.
COMPLETE LINE of 16mm, 35mm
cameras, dollies, synchronizers,
animation equipment, cutting room
and time lapse equipment.

CoIorTran re¬
places heavy
and expens¬
ive equip¬
ment... gives
you illuminat i o n up to
5000w. from
an ordinary 20 amp. house current. Equipped with
barndoors, diffuser slots for silks, snoots and other
accessories. Ideal for studio or location shots.

BELL & HOWELL: Standard, Eyemos, Filmos. MITCHELL: Standard^
Hi-speed, BNC, NC, 16mm.

PORTABLE
MICROPHONE BOOM
For Studio or on Location. Light¬
weight — collapsible — for TV and
motion picture production. Sturdy
construction. Boom telescopes 7 to
17 ft. Rear handle for directional
mike control. A remote control per¬
mits 360° rotation of the microphone.
Operator can push the boom and oper¬
ate microphone swivel simultaneously. Extension rods make it
simple to operate microphone rotation from floor. Microphone
cable hangs outside of boom, preventing cable from tangling
with the rotation mechanism. Ball bearing casters, rigid foot
locks, pneumatic drop check for lowering the boom, etc.

VARIABLESPEED MOTOR
with TACHOMETER

for

Cine Special or Maurer Cameras
115 V. Universal Motor — AC-DC
Separate Base for Cine Special.
Variable
Speed
8-64
frames.
Adapter
for
Maurer
Camera.

INTERCHANGEABLE MOTORS: 12
volt DC Variable Speed 8-64 frames.
115 Volt AC 60 Cycles, Synchron¬
ous Motor, Single Phase.
ANIMATION MOTORS: Cine Spe¬
cial, Maurer, Mitchell, B & H Motors,
for Bolex and Filmo Cameras.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348

hitting the trail August 1...
THE 4TH ANNUAL NATIONWIDE

MA6NASYNC
SOUND SAFARI

Watch for our intrepid itinerant. He’s putting the
full show on the road so that you can see how
Magnasync provides ready answers for every
recording problem ... and every budget. The safari
lasts two months and covers the country.
■

'

■■
■..."

1-

It’ll be your way soon.

'

■%

DEVICES

AGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd.,

5546 Satsuma Awe., North Hollywood 1, Calif.

DEALERS
NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,

New York 19. JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

Foster

INDUSTRY NEWS

SMOOTHER FILMS

(Continued, from

with the . . .

by handling processing through their
own selected local laboratories. Others
may still have processing done by Ansco at Binghampton, New York.

MILLER "FLUID-ACTION" TRIPOD HEAD
. . . the world's finest . . .
•
•
•
•

Ansco laboratories will process the
film for either of two standard speeds:
Exposure Index 32 or Exposure Index
125. The higher speed is expected to
be popular with cinematographers who
are required to make color movies of
news and sports events under difficult
linghting conditions. The higher speed
will also be of great value to industrial
film makers who must often make ex¬
posures on location where lighting is
poor or where the extreme speed of a
particular operation requires higher
than normal frame speeds.

Fluid pan control
Fluid tilt control
Quick camera lock
Adjustable handle with
R/H and L/H positions

THE ONLY MAJOR CHANGE
IN A TRIPOD HEAD
IN 25 YEARS!

Anscochrome 16mm film is available
in both daylight and tungsten (3400K)
types at photo supply stores in 100 ft.
daylight-loading spools for standard
motion picture cameras and with spec¬
ial perforations for use in Fastax and
other high-speed cameras. Retail price
of film is $7.80 per 100-ft. roll.

The Miller "Fluid-Action” Head is designed
for

use

in

conjunction

with

all

types

of

cine cameras and optical equipment where
smooth, even panning and tilting movement
is essential.

This movement operates on a

semi-hydraulic

principle

throughout the

world,

confused

with

any

which
and

is

patented

should

not be

friction-type movement.

The Miller "Fluid-Action" Head is suitable for many applications and when used in con¬
junction with cine cameras, permits the operator to pan and tilt the camera without that
annoying "shake and judder" so common with friction-type heads, in a manner similar
to the professional "Gyro" but at a fraction of the cost.

The additional charge for processing
by Ansco’s laboratories is .0490 cents
per foot, with a minimum processing
charge of $4.90 per order.

•
Note: A Miller office has recently been established in Hollywood for the conve¬
nience of our customers. Miller "Fluid-Action" Heads will be in stock within
the next 60 days, however, because of international demands for Miller
Heads, the supply will be limited. Early orders will receive preferred delivery.

Dealer inquiries invited.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.
ANOTHER

“VISCOSITY

Page 402)

Hollywood 46, California

DRAG”

PRODUCT

BY

•

•

Magnasync’s annual “Sound Safari”
leaves North Hollywood on August 1st
with Sales Manager Howard Auchester
at the helm.
Safari, initiated by Magnasync presi¬
dent D. J. White three years ago, has
become a regular yearly promotion
with the latest company sound equip¬
ment carried by air-conditioned station
wagon throughout the country.
Purpose is to let film producers and
others see and hear the company’s

MILLER

The Original

BARDWELL-McALISTER
Lighting Equipment
ACCESSORIES
GRIP EQUIPMENT

•
•

HANGERS
CABLES, ETC.

Sold By

SCHOEN & CROWE
403 West 47th St.

New York 36, N.Y.

Send For Our Catalog
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latest Magnasync equipment in their
own studios, under actual operating
conditions. Feature attraction this year
is "sneak preview” of the company’s
new "Mark X” recorder, which will
be formerly announced in the Septem¬
ber issue of American Cinematographer.

SYNCHRONIZER HEAVEN

35mm 3-Way Synchronizer $165.00
1.

Fastens to roller arm of synchronizer.

2.

Sync dailies quickly without using editing machine.

3.

Ideal for checking sound track for words or effects to be
replaced.

4.

Fastest and most accurate in locating beginning and end¬
ing of words.

5.

Tape head can be slid up and back to read a track in
any position of fullcoat or magnastripe.
Selling Price:
HFC Magnetic Tape Reader Synchronizer
attachment .$34.50
HFC Magnetic Tape Reader Amplifier.

55.00

Complete Unit. 89.50

16mm 2-Way Synchronizer $125.00

16mm Special Measuring Machine.
Counts in 16 & 35mm Footage $160.00

16mm 3-Way Synchronizer $165.00
35mm 2-Way Vistavision Synchronizer with
Footage & Frame Counter $160.00

35mm 4-Way Synchronizer $190.00

AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
precision film editing equipment
956 SEWARD STREET

•

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
HOIlywood

2-3284

65-35mm Combination Synchronizer $380.00

Sub-zero Camera Operation
A pre-production test to insure acceptable camera
operation in filming scenes for “The Searchers”
at below-zero temperatures.

By

WINTON

HOCH,

A.S.C.

Director of Photography, C. V. Whitney Pictures, Inc.

Winton Hoch, A.S.C.

C

V. Whitney Pictures wanted
■ honesty and realism in its produc¬
tions. The company did not intend to fool
around with any artificial atmosphere
if it could be avoided. “The Searchers”
called for scenes with snow and ice, so
we looked for the coldest spot we could
find in the United States that would be
sure to have snow and still be reason¬
ably accessible. The spot finally chosen
was Gunnison, Colorado, and the preproduction survey party encountered
temperatures lower than thirty degrees
below zero!
The picture was to be photographed
in VistaVision using the newly con¬
verted Technicolor cameras. Cold wea¬
ther tests were essential. We needed to
know at what temperatures camera
heaters were needed; how and where
to apply the heat — and how much. In
addition we needed to check for any
possible focus changes that might oc¬
cur, check the battery performance with
the given equipment under these con¬
ditions, ascertain the film gamma loss
and determine any desirable exposure
corrections at low temperatures. The
extent of these latter factors could be
estimated, of course, but an opportunity
to check them first-hand is always wel¬
come.
The Technicolor camera department
was most co-operative, and anticipating
the amount of heating needed, installed
heating elements in the base of the
camera, in the camera plate adapter
and in a special heating blanket.
Non-technical members of this in¬

dustry may find it interesting to note
the great amount of careful, detailed
work involved in this comparatively
simple test. The resultant H & D curves
and the log data are submitted in Figs.
2, 3, and 4.
A careful search for an available
and suitable “cold room” was rewarded
with the discovery of a most complete
test facility in Westwood, near Holly¬
wood, for the thorough testing of air¬
craft equipment at all temperatures, al¬
titudes and humidities.
A test procedure was drawn up to
facilitate the testing progress, equip¬
ment and warm clothing were assem¬
bled, and we descended on the test
facility.
Camera personnel also present in¬
cluded Gene Polito, George Dye, and
Elmer Fabion. Representing Technicol¬

or were Fred Detmers, “Jake” Jacobs,
Frank Schreiner and “I” Islin.
The camera was first set up in the
controlled chamber (Fig. 1) at the ex¬
isting temperature (approx. 80° F.)
and the several copper-constantine ther¬
mocouples were installed as follows:
The motor thermocouple was fastened
to the top of the rear endbell.
The lens thermocouple was fastened
to the face of the camera box near the
lens.
The battery thermocouples were put
inside the battery lids.
The camera thermocouple was fas¬
tened to the rack-over support pedestal
at approximately the center of the ca¬
mera box inside the camera.
The chamber thermocouple was hang¬
ing in the air of the cold chamber near
the camera.

INDICATOR LEGEND:
l-TEMPERATURE indicator
VOLTMETER
3* AMMETER

zFIG. I—Diagram of cold room where
camera tests described by author were
carried out.
Camera performance was
tested under temperatures ranging down
to 44
below Zero.
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FIGS 2 and 3—Charts show H&D curves for negatives exposed in
cold chamber at 81
F. and
20
F. during camera tests made

LOG OF COLD CHAMBER TEST PROCEDURE
Scene

Chamber Camera

Motor

Lens

No.
12:15
12:30

3-1

12:35

81 0

....

83°

83°

87°

87°
87°
(Time out for

1 :40
1 :44
1 :49
1:51

30°
6°

1 :55
1:57

-14°

2:20
2:25

2:33
2:35

80°
77°

73°
57°

....

43°
-3.5°

—16°

Bait

Volts

Amps

78°

43

4.0

Shot R&D
Shot H&D. Camera re¬
threaded with fresh
magazine; 1st mag. left
in chamber.

82°
lunch)

43

4.2

Shot R&D

....

....

43

5.1

Short run

43

6.6

Resistance entirely out.
Chamber opened, blank¬
et put on, heater con¬
nected, chamber closed.

68°
75°

83°

....

....

73°
53°

75°

■U

37°

Comments

2

Freezer turned on

40°
6°

58°

....
o
o

73°

00

6-1

Baft
1

1-2
2-1

....
76°

10°

59°
62°

59°
59.5°

68°
65°

44°
3°

66°

59.5°

63°

— 10°

Almost all
cut out.

42.5

4.8

2:37

100 ft.

heating

units

test run.

Freezer stopped, crew re¬
moved
from
chamber;
freezer started.

2:46
2:55
3:00

-15°
-19°

3:09

-19°

92°

75°

63°

3:15
3:15

-20°

79°

52°

-13.5°

8-1

3:25

-20°

70.5°

28°

-17°

36.5°

-16°

421/4

6.4

H&D test.

9-1

3:30

-21 °

67°

31'/2°

-16°

33'/2°

-15°

42

6.7

Motor
ing.

9-2

3:32

411/2

6.8

Resistance out. Crew dis¬
covered
lens
thermo¬
couple had fallen off.
Same replaced; heating
pads replaced.

7-1

86°
98.5°

71.5°
77°

60°
59°

56°
52.5°

-9°
-15°

....

Chamber opened;
crew
re-entered;
freezer
re¬
started.
46.5°

-15°

39°

-15°

42.5

4.3

10-1

Shot R&D focus test.

Camera rethreaded using
1st magazine; film was
“tender.” Heating pads
were not replaced for
duration of shooting to
facilitate H&D and R&D
tests.

3:41

(Continued on Page 443)

FIG. 4—Log of four-hour cold
chamber test in which camera,
lenses and motor performances
were observed under varying tem¬
peratures.

T ime

O
O

Two camera batteries were connected
in parallel and an extension cord car¬
ried to a selector switch outside the
cold chamber so that an outside battery
might be used if the cold ones lost too
much power.
With all circuits checked, the crew
proceeded to shoot a focus test and an
H&D test at normal room temperature
(81° F). Power drawn was 181 Watts.
The camera was then re-threaded with
a fresh magazine, the first magazine
being left in the cold chamber. Another
R & D focus test was then shot. After
an interval for lunch the refrigerating
mechanism was activated and the cam¬
era operated periodically to determine
at what point and temperatures the
camera operation would be impractical.
The effects of the thermal inertia of the
camera equipment is a factor that will
have to be estimated — most certainly
not ignored.
At 2:20 PM the heating blankets
and inside camera heaters were turned
on and temperature in the chamber
reduced to —15° in 15 minutes. The ef¬
fectiveness of the base heaters and the
blanket is obvious from the test data.
At 2:37 the crew members were re¬
moved to “recover'’ and double check
their warm clothing. At 3:00 PM the
crew re-entered to shoot the “cold’
focus and H&D tests. Up to this time
it was obvious that the heating facilities
were more than adequate to protect the
camera for satisfactory operation at
temperatures in the vicinity of —15° to
—19°.
The heating blanket was removed to

prior to production of “The Searchers.”
Above figures indicate
approximate temperatures of the negatives at time of exposure.

current

fluctuat-

Crew members were
brought out of chamber
and chamber re-sealed.
Controls were set for
-35° F!

3:53
3:56

-29°

4:04
4:10

-40°
— 40°

68°
68 '/2°

471/2°
47°

2!’/2°
191/2°

28°
19'/2°

-37°
-37°

42

6.6

Door opened and crew
re-entered. Glass filter
immediately clouded up;
was cleared.

4:16
4:23

-30°
-44°

69'/2°
711/2°

51 °
511/2°

25°
231/2°

341/2 °
16°

-37°
-45°

42

6.0

Shot R&D focus test
approx. 50 ft.

66°

40'/2°

221/2°

25°

-27°
Chamber controls set for
-50° F.
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VIEW

of shutter

Click

stops
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opens

showing

one-half

and

closes
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revolution
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shutter for a

reduction

device. One
single

frame

gears.

complete
exposure.

Animation With The Arriflex-16
College film makers develop simple device for producing
single-frame animation with the 16mm Arriflex camera.

By

IRA

LATOUR

Instructor, San Francisco State College

W

production on a film dealing with
the new philosophy of lettering developed by Profes¬
sor Seymour Locks it was decided that to illustrate pro¬
perly his ideas it would be necessary to run many
sequences in animation. We had a 16mm Arriflex camera,
but it was with some disappointment we realized that for

animation photography this equipment required an anima¬
tion motor. At that time the motor was unavailable in
this country, and even now it represents a sizeable invest¬
ment for the small film maker.
Mr. William Quandt of the Photography Department of
San Francisco School of Fine Arts suggested the very simple
idea of using a Time-o-lite to obtain exposures. For each
exposure the houselights would be turned off, the shutter
opened by the shutter control knob at the end of the stand¬
ard Arriflex eight-volt motor, and the photofloods turned
on for the required exposure time by means of the Time-olite. After exposure the shutter would be closed and houselights turned back on for the next change of cell or
drawing.
For the complete cycle of one frame it was necessary to
turn the shutter knob three complete turns, or in other
words, to open the shutter the knob had to be moved one
and a half turns, to close it, an additional turn and a half.
This was not only laborious but tended to produce human
error. Obviously some device was needed to reduce the
number of revolutions and to mark them on a simple dial
to reduce the danger of confusion.

hen WE started

(Continued on Page 433)

TO

PRODUCE

16mm

camera

an

animated

fitted

with

film

of

gadget

simple

pictured

by students of San Fra icisco State College.

painting
above

Arriflex

was

used

Here artist adds

another stroke of color to painting which will be recorded in
a single-frame exposure.

4.

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W.
John Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey

J.

GERMAN,
6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois

INC.
6677 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

A notber S. OS. Exclusive!

The One-Stop

PALMER
Single & Double Syster

16mm
ED T NG
S. O. S. proudly announces the revolutionary Palmer 16mm
Single and Double System Editing Machine. Five years research
have gone into the design of this compact unit.
Editing

Machine

Complete

With

Table,

The Miracle
Film Splicer
PRESTOSEAL
The newest splicer for all
types
of
film
including
Cronar (Polyester Base, &
CinemaScope, etc., neg. or
print magnetic film or track. Perfect, permanent splices in seconds.
Electric butt-weld splicer makes scraping, brushes and cement obso¬
lete. No double thickness, no drying, no overlap. No light required.
Write for brochure.
16 or 35mm, complete $547.80

—

Extra

16 or 35mm Head $265

$2100

®
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single and Double Systems or Composite.
Large, Sharp, Brilliant Picture 5” x 6y2”.
3 ft. or larger projected picture possible.
Clear Optical Sound (Magnetic optional).
Fingertip controls select machine function.
Separate frame and footage indicators.
Individual film channels for sound and picture may be interlocked for
synchronization.
• Licensed under patents of American Tel. & Tel. Co. and Western Electric.
TRADE-IN YOUR OLD MOVIOLA
Time-Payment Plan Available.

for

an

Ultra-Modern

Palmer

Editing

u

The /I
and

MOV
messy crc|
special e
frames c
recording
The

Machine.

PROCESS YOUR OWN FILMS & SAVE

With NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System $2475
Present

Moy

owners

can

easily

install

the

new

and

improved

inking

systeml

The S. 0. S. Junior Tripod
for TOP
PROFESSIONAL
Performance

Vastly Improved
Over Any Tripod
in its Class!
Automatic

Film

Processing

A true one-man lab.
Ideal for Motion Pic¬
ture Producers, TV Sta¬
tions, Industrial or Docu m e n t a r y Producers,
Photo Finishers, Lab¬
oratories, Microfilmers,
Universities, Etc. Write
for brochure.

with

Bridgamatic

No special skill required!

Jr. does automatic 16mm film
processing at small cost; fits in most any corner.
Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel
tanks, air squeegee—develops and dries ready
for showing 600' positive, 180' negative per
hour; from .$1095
BRIDGAMATIC

LARGER CAPACITY negative/positive. Reversal
and
Color
models
available
16/35/70mm
standard or custom built; from .$1887

FOR

ALL

TYPES

Outside,
knurled
camera
tightening knob with angle
gears.
Telescoping, offset
tripod handle v/ith second handle position. Positive pan and tilt locks,
with large tightening levers. Detachable, precision machined friction
plate. One-piece leg locking knobs for quick adjustments, even
tension. Aluminum leg supports with leg rest ledge—aluminum leg
bearings.
Extra smooth friction head—guaranteed for 5 years.
Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated and polished—will not
stick.

ONLY
Write

for

payment

terms

arranged.

You

may

apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

$145

brochure

showing

($turdy

complete

Fibre
line

Carrying

of

tripods

Case
&

$18)

accessories.

The Department Store of the Me

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Convenient

OF

MEDIUM WEIGHT CAMERAS.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CO
WESTERN

BRANCH

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Holht

P

mrce

%

upply

PERAMBULATOR

Mole Richardson
Lighting Equipment

Permits High-Action Shots.
Quick,

start

at

Quiet,

$59.75

Reaches its full height of 16 ft.
in less than 40 seconds. Payload of 500 lbs. carries two
men with equipment. Dual UP
and DOWN controls on platform
and base. Folds into a compact
unit for easy storage. Smooth
power supply—1 1 0V AC motor.
fHY-CAM's applications are limi¬
ted only by your ingenuity.
For

NUMBERING PAYS OFF
Y edge numbers every foot of 16, HV2, 35mm film
the task

of

checking

titles

and

RECENT

for

details

brochure.

footage.

isible Edge Numbering Machine replaces cue marks, perforations,
is, punches, embossing—does not mutilate film. Work prints showing
rs, fades and dissolves require edge numbering to keep count of
or added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic
ake edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.
AMONG

complete

write

TIIIER S SPECIAL EEFECTS Elf

jmbered films cause confusion and loss of time.
iplifies

Accurate

Operation

The most complete line of specialized light¬
ing equipment and accessories ever offered
by one manufacturer. From 50-watt Midgets
to 225 amp arcs. Mole-Richardson lighting
equipment is the choice of leading studios
throughout the world. Write for illustrated
catalog.
Prices

HY-CAM HYDRAULIC LIFT

FOR
PROFESSIONAL
RESULTS!

PURCHASERS ARE:

itman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
neral Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif,
ves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn,
lerican Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo,
efilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

Improve Your Film Titles
with the TEUnimaprint

n

For producing the widest
range of titles trick films,
cartoons, animation, etc.
Takes most types of ca¬
meras.
Horizontal
and
vertical operation. Table
adjustable
north,
east,
south, west.
Front and
rear
illumination.
Title
board size 7 '/8 " x 9 ’/2 ", over-all dimensions 40" x 15” x 12", weight
40 lbs. Complete with al accessories.
Write for brochure.

MODEL

TG,

II,

MODEL TG,

III,

16mm.$225

MODEL TG,

IV,

16/35mm

(illustrated)

16mm.$175

.$325

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.

S. 0.8. Ediola

The answer to economy in film titling! The
first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE MA¬
CHINE

tor

high

quality,

fast

lettering.

Prints dry from colored foil for instant use.
Acme

pegs

istration
cells.

on

Prints

give

perfect

paper
all

or

reg¬

acetate

colors.

TEL-

Animaprint tools for top tech¬
niques—greatest dollar for dol¬
lar value in the industry!

^$395
Write

for

TEL-Anima

Literature—cover

ing every need for animation.

n Picture Industry”

P

602 WEST 52nd ST, NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

Phone: Plaza 7-0440

Cable: S0S0UND

Hfm ■$. 7:
EST.

1926

This most advanced and first low
priced Professional 16mm Mo¬
tion Picture Film Viewer projects
a big, clear aerial image, 3" x
4". Shows up minor flaws in
film not normally detected. Op¬
erates left to right. Roller-smooth
action eliminates film scratching
or damage to sprocket holes.
Built-in cue marking device—
hum-free
amplification — syn¬
chronized with Precision Sound
Reader on Special Base or may
be separated for individual use.

S.O.S. Viewer, Sound Reader & Base
S.O.S.

Action

$362.45

Viewer.

139.95

S.O.S. Ediola Optical Sound Reader....

185.00

S.O.S.

Ediola

Ediola Base only.
Write

for

illustrated

brochure.
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Hollywood

NINE
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cameras

shown

here

that

photograph

recording

the

Edgar

“Do

Bergen

You
and

Trust Your Wife?”
his

TV

show

popular dummy-character

Effie Klinker in doseup during a recent show, as director Jim Morgan (light coat) and his
assistant Raoul Pagel, standing beside camera, look on.

Meanwhile, Director of Photography

Dan Clark (lower right) keeps a sharp eye on the lighting.

PUTTING THE EDGAR BERGEN
TELEVISION SHOW ON FILM
Cinematographer Dan Clark uses battery of nine
Mitchell cameras to photograph “Do You Trust Your
Wife?” in a continuous run.

By

N

ARTHUR

35mm cameras are
used to photograph Edgar Bergen’s
weekly television show, “ Do You Trust
Your Wife?”. The nine cameras and
the lenses supplied with them are rarely
the same as used the previous week and
invariably it is a different camera crew
ine
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that is supplied by the Union for the
one-night-a-week chore of recording on
film one of television’s top hit shows.
Obviously, this poses problems for Dan
B. Clark, A.S.C., the show’s Director
of Photography.
Technically, the thing Clark misses

July,

1956

most is lenses calibrated in T-Stops.
Clark, who at one time headed the
Camera Department at 20th CenturyFox, is an exponent of the T.Stop sys¬
tem. With uniformly calibrated lenses
on all the cameras, he says, photo¬
graphic quality of the show would be
greatly improved. This typifies the con¬
scientious effort with which Clark has
tackled the photography of this show
since its inception. He photographed the
pilot and has directed the photography
of 37 shows to date. To the eye of the
discerning technician, each show reveals
consistent improvement both in the pho¬
tography and lighting.
“Do You Trust Your Wife?” which
is produced by Don Fedderson in asso¬
ciation with Edgar Bergen and directed
by Jim Morgan, is a novel quiz pro¬
gram in which married couples are the
contestants and the husbands make a
choice of “trusting their wives” or trust¬
ing themselves to the give the right an¬
swers to questions propounded by quiz¬
master Edgar Bergen. Bergen’s internationally-famous associates, Charlie Mc¬
Carthy, Mortimer Snerd and Effie Klin¬
ker, also make brief appearances. Read¬
ers who are regular followers of the
show will recognize the typical program
scene pictured in photo on this page.
In the early days of the show, the
set was spread out too much, which
posed problems in the lighting. Clark
has convinced the producer that by
compressing the set—keeping Bergen
and his contestants closer together at all
times—photography can be simplified
with improved quality resulting on the
screen. Today, most of the show’s action
is staged within an area of approxi¬
mately 12 feet, although the varied ca¬
mera angles and expert editing give
the illusion of greater space. The setup
is pictured in the photo at top of page
and shows one of the cameras photo¬
graphing Bergen and Effie in closeup
as Bergen interviews two contestants.
Although
“Do You Trust
Your
Wife?” is a CBS program, it is photo¬
graphed on Tuesday nights on Stage A
at NBC’s studios in Hollywood where
each week on a different night the
Groucho Marx Show is filmed. Actually,
the filming format of the Bergen show
is quite similar, except that eight ca¬
meras are used on the Marx show com¬
pared to nine used on Bergen’s. The
show follows the same “live audience”
format as the Marx show, which means
that it proceeds continuously before a
studio audience with the cameras and
sound apparatus recording continuous¬
ly all that is said and done. Filming
consumes the better part of an hour,
during which time between 20,000 and
30,000 feet of negative is exposed.
Later this is edited down to the stan¬
dard footage for a half-hour show.
Eight of the nine cameras are dis-

persed in pairs at strategic points around
the set, the pairs designated for refer¬
ence as A, B, C, and D. The ninth
camera works alone. It is set up behind
the set and is focused on the twin black¬
boards to which Bergen sends his con¬
testants to work out answers to quiz
questions. It is started and stopped by
remote control by Clark from a position
directly in front of the set. Lens used
on this camera is a 25mm.
The pair of cameras in the A group
are to the left of the set and work with
100mm lenses. They are focused on
Edgar Bergen, the dummy (when one
is used 1, and announcer Bob Lemond
whenever he comes to the microphone.
The B group cameras are directly in
front of the set and pick up the whole
set in a master shot—including Bergen,
the contestants and the sponsor’s sign
hanging just above in the background.
The working lenses on these cameras
are 50mm.
The C and D group cameras are at
the right of the set. Their arrangement
is shown in the photo on the cover and
also in the illustration on page 434.
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Photography
Bergen

resume operation when the film in cam¬
era No. 2 nears the end of the spool,
and so on continuously throughout the
show. Each pair of cameras in the A,
B, C and D positions (see diagram)
operate independently for protection in
case mechanical trouble should develop
in any one camera.
In the early days of the show when
the set was spread out more, it required
700 amps of light to photograph it. To¬
day, with the action compressed within
a smaller area, only 4C'0 amps are re¬
quired. Two 150 FC keylight sources
are used. One is directed on Edgar Ber¬
gen and the other—coming from a dif¬
ferent angle—is directed on the contes¬
tants. Carefully adjusted barndoors on
the lamps confine the light beams on
the respective subjects so that one
source does not conflict with the other.
The format of the show plus the fact
that it takes place before a studio au¬
dience makes it impossible to use light¬
ing equipment on the floor. For this
reason all set lighting units are sus¬
pended from the ceiling. This means
(Continued on Page 434)
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The first two cameras work with 75mm
lenses and are focused on the contes¬
tants. The next two cameras are the
D group; with 150mm lenses, they re¬
cord the contestants in closeup.
Unlike the conventional feature mo¬
tion picture, the Edgar Bergen show
is recorded continuously as it pro¬
gresses. There is not the usual interrup¬
tion for change of camera setups to
make closeups, reverse angle shots, etc.
Four cameras are turning continuously,
recording the action from four different
angles and in different aspect dimen¬
sions (closeups, long shots, etc.)
As the show starts, picture and sound
are syncd with slate and clapstick on a
recording tape which runs continuously
throughout the filming of the show.
Thereafter, only the picture film is syncmarked with a bloop light in each cam¬
era, as follows: When the No. 1 camera
in each position (A, B, C, and D) is
running out of film, the No. 2 camera
is started, at which time the films in
both
cameras are sync-marked
or
“blooped” simultaneously. The No. 1
camera is reloaded and made ready to

show,

Clark

(center)

by four of the
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checks

nine
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Trust Your Wife?”

The show is photographed continuously, with four cameras recording
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over
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which permits daylight to reach growing plant—the subject of the filming.

exclude

Mercury

within compartment.

switch
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lid
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all

daylight,

exposure

light

being

furnished

by

photofloods

Rotating timer disc is at right of camera.

A Portable, Automatic Interval Timer
Australian filmers build unique equipment which houses camera, subject
and lights and actuates exposures at intervals from 2Vi minutes to 1 hour.

By

PAUL

F.

RUCKERT

Producer, Invincible Studios, Brisbane, Australia

N

mother of inven¬
tion, so the saying goes, so when
our studio was faced with the need for
equipment to produce time-lapse pho¬
tography of nature subjects, we had to
build our own because nothing of this
sort was available on the local market.
And because cost also must be consid¬
ered by the small studio such as ours, we
were delighted to find that our home¬
made outfit cost us only $65.00 We have
exposed many hundreds of feet of
16mm Kodachrome with the unit, which
has never missed a frame of film.
It is not our intention here to dwell on
the fundamentals of time-lapse cinema¬
tography. This type of photography
should only be undertaken by the skilled
worker—the professional or advanced
amateur who knows the basic principles
of time-lapse. The beginner will find text
books available explaining the funda¬
mentals.
Believing that other film producers
may find interest in our time-lapse
equipment, we shall give details here of
its construction and describe its opera¬
ecessity
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tion. It will be noted that we have kept
electrical switches and contacts to a
minimum, because simplicity is the most
important factor—no small considera¬
tion when we realize that a device of this
kind must function without error in or¬
der to produce smooth, uninterrupted ac¬
tion in interval exposures.
Most nature subjects such as the
growth of plants and the bursting of
flower buds into bloom, require at least
two days of continuous interval photog¬
raphy to record. With some plant life
cycles, it is necessary to carry out the
time-lapse photography over a period of
two to three weeks. Therefore, to obtain
uniform exposures in both day and night
periods, the photographic illuminatiion
must be the same. This means using arti¬
ficial light entirely for photography and
excluding all daylinght during the day¬
time exposures, but at the same time
providing for daylight to reach the
growing plants between exposure inter¬
vals. A plant cannot grow in darkness;
it requires natural daylight for this. This
explains the rather unique equipment
July, 1956

which we have designed. In use it is
placed near a window which will allow
the morning sun to reach the growing
subject during the in-between-exposure
intervals.
We started by constructing, from 1inch pine boards, a box 2 feet square by
2 feet high that would house our subjects
and the two 500-watt photolamps re¬
quired for photography. The box was
mounted on a wooden base and fitted
with a sliding cradle for the camera that
allowed for varying the camera-distanceto-subject from 4 feet down to 6 inches.
We decided on a hinged lid for the box
that would open close automatically each
time an exposure was to be made. The
complete unit can easily be moved and
put into operation anywhere that elec¬
tric current is available.
The lid of the box is balanced with
weights; a minimum of power is there¬
fore needed to close the lid. We use an
ex-army 1/gth H.P. motor with 100-to-l
reduction gearbox. To this we have add¬
ed another 3-to-l reduction gear giving
a very slow moving spindle onto which

FIG.

3—Closer view looking
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toward
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and
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the
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interval
on

timer
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FIG.

be

right.

base.

a disc is mounted. To this disc a series
of arms are attached to drive the lid of
box open and shut. (See Fig. 5).
Incidentally the standard one-inch
16mm camera lens will only focus down
to 18 inches. We found the easiest way
to focus closer is to remove the lens from
camera and re-screw in with a l-16thinch thick washer behind the lens. This
allows focusing as close as 6 inches or
so. If the reader tries this, don't forget
to remove the washer when the camera
is needed for regular work!
The vital part of a time-lapse unit is
the timer which gives a varying interval
range. We have found intervals of 2^
to 10 minutes most useful for flowers
bursting into bloom, but intervals up to
one hour are required for some plant
growth.

the

may
at

FIG. 4—Timer disc with interval studs is shown at A.
release
solonoid

switches

that control

camera

shown

at

energizing

B,
the

which

action

and

lights.

is

connected

exposure

Our timer is clearly shown in Fig. 4.
Purchase a medium-size electric clock
which must be self starting (in case of
power failure). Remove the hands and
fit a very light aluminum disc in place
of the minute hand. On the outer edge
of the disc drill 24 evenly spaced holes
slightly smaller than 1/^th inch. Force
1/g inch studs into the holes by screwing;
these will make their own thread in the
soft aluminum. By utilizing all the
studs, exposure intervals will be 21/2
minutes; by removing every alternative
stud you have intervals of 5 minutes,
and so on down to 2 studs for halfhour intervals, or one stud for one-hour
intervals.
For switching lights on and off, and
starting and stopping motor we found
10-amp. mercury switches the most re¬

5—Diagram of driving disc showing method of contact with
mercury

is

to

cable

Camera exposure
C

that

extends

to

mechanism.

liable. A mercury switch is mounted on
top of the lid for switching on the lights
(See Figs. 1 and 2). When the lid tilts
the mercury runs down its glass tube
making contact between two studs wired
to the lights.
In Fig. 3 may be seen a small arm at
the bottom of the timer. This is the trip
that starts the motor going. As the disc
rotates a stud catches the tip of this
finely balanced arm, which eventually
drops, making a contact between points.
These points should be of such metal as
will not burn or corrode. We used the
points from a door buzzer (points from
a motor car distributor will do, too). Use
another door buzzer to drop the mercury
switch that starts the motor. The end of
the mercury switch is finely balanced on
(Continued on Page 444)

FIG. 6—Diagram showing how driving disc actuates the hinged lid
of compartment to open and close same for single-frame exposure.
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The Depth Of Field Of Camera Lenses
With special reference to its importance in wide-screen cinematography.

B

nature of optical im¬
agery, a lens is capable of forming
a sharp image of only a single plane of
of the object space. In practice, how¬
ever, such factors as the aberrations of
the lens or the graininess of the film
establish a limit for the useful sharp¬
ness, so there is a certain “depth of
field” that may be said to be in sharp
focus. The depth of field is sometimes
called the depth of focus, but the latter
term has a different significance in op¬
tical terminology.
The lack of depth of field in a lens
is familiar to anyone who has ever at¬
tempted to make photographs with len¬
ses of high relative aperture, but there
is nevertheless a great deal of misinfor¬
mation on this subject. This seems to be
a consequence of the custom of judging
the depth of field from the results of
photographic tests, which are seldom
conducted in such a manner as to yield
results that are really significant. Even
if they are, a lens of poor quality has
apparently a greater depth of field than
a well-corrected one, and the experi¬
mental method of determining the depth
of field may therefore be very mislead¬
ing. It is possible to treat this subject
theoretically and, as it happens, the ri¬
gorous treatment is less complicated
than the approximation that is some¬
times made.
This subject is particularly timely be¬
cause of the current industry trend to¬
ward wide film. The effect on the depth
of field, when photographing a subject
on a wider film, is not immediately ap¬
parent. Nor is it apparent that the depth
of field may be altered by making a
large negative and printing by optical
reduction on standard film. The pur¬
pose of this article is to consider these
questions in some detail, but before
this can be done, a certain amount of
optical theory must be developed.
The depth of field of any lens or op¬
tical system is given rigorously by the
two expressions
rP
(1)
mp — r
y

the

very

depth of field on the near side.
total depth of field then is

The

d = di —d2.
In the above equations, r represents
the radius of the permissible circle of
confusion, P is the distance from the
entrance-pupil of the lens to the objectplane on which the camera is focused,
m is the magnification of an object in
this plane on the film, and p is the ra¬
dius of the entrance-pupil of the lens.
An erroneous estimate of the depth
of field of a lens is sometimes made on
the basis of the so-called “hyperfocal
distance.” This is the minimum distance
of an object-plane on which the lens
can be focused and still have two ob¬
jects at infinity appear sharp. In other
words, for this condition, the far depth
di is infinite. From equation (1), it
follows that this condition will obtain
when
mp — r = 0.
(3)
Now, in the Newtonian form of the lens
equation,
f
m —
,
x
where x is the distance of the objectplane in sharp focus from the first fo¬
cal point of the lens. On substituting
for m in equation (3), we have

r
where x is the hyperfocal distance mea¬
sured from the first focal point of the
lens. Equation (4) can be written in
terms of the f/ number of the lens,
since this quantity is the ratio of the
focal length to the diameter of the en¬
trance-pupil. On substituting, we have
f2. f/number
x =-.
(5)
2r
When equation (3) is satisfied, equa¬
tion (2) shows that the near depth
P
d2 - —.
(6)

2
Hence, when a lens is focused on the
hyperfocal distance given by equation
(5), all objects are in sharp focus from
infinity to a point half-way between the
object-plane in sharp focus and the en¬
trance-pupil of the lens.
Now, a short hyperfocal distance in¬
dicates a great depth of field when the
camera is focused on the hyperfocal
distance. It is sometimes concluded
from equation (5), therefore, that the
depth of field of a lens varies inversely
as the f/ number and inversely as the
(Continued on Page 438)

rP
9

(2)

mp -\- r
where di represents the depth of field
on the far side of the object-plane in
sharp focus and d2 represents the depth
of field on the near side. The total
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DEPTH OF FIELD charts are available for most of the lenses currently in use in 35mm and
16mm cinematography.

Reproduced above is a page from American Cinematograper Hand¬

book, edited by Jackson J. Rose, ASC.

Here the term “Depth of Focus” is used instead of

“Depth of Field,” due to the more general use of the former term by studio technicians.
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need location
lighting...fast?
Call on Jack Frost, one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.
Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

ACTUAL CUTTING is done when all rolls of film are lined up in the gang synchronizer, as
shown above. Splicing can be done immediately or scenes can be cut a little long and
taped to the preceding scene for splicing later.

shooting to speak of being required.
How can the editing, too, be handled
in the simplest way?
By and large, the method of shooting
suggests the technique of cutting. All
cameras register the initial closing of
the clapstick in order to attain synchro¬
nization of all the rolls of film running
simultaneously. Assuming that there are
no other problems (there usually are
and they will be considered below) we
will have, let us say, three synchro¬
nously-exposed negatives and a sound
track to work with.
If time permits, all the “dailies’
should be viewed as separate interlocks
with the track. If not, at least the “long
shot” roll should be so viewed in pro¬
jection on the screen. The nature of the
commentary and other pertinent fac¬
tors, as well as editing principles them¬
selves, will determine at which points
it is desirable to cut from the “long
shot” roll to one of the other rolls and
back again. Some pertinent points might
well be: 1) Was the second or third
camera actually covering the desired
object? 2) Is the action obscured by
the position of the demonstrator, in the
new angle? 3) Is the photographic qua¬
lity of the alternate shot acceptable?,
etc.
A refined type of cutting can be achieved with the use of a 2- or 3-gang
picture-head Moviola. However, an ade-

Editing Technique For TV Films
A simplified system of editing television films that are phtographed
with two or more cameras running simultaneously

By

P

hilip tannura’s article in the May
1954 issue of American Cinemato¬
grapher introduced a system of low-cost
lighting and shooting of TV films.
There are some very logical outcomes
of this method, in the editing depart¬
ment, which complement very nicely
the purposes and the techniques which
he expounded — and which are the
subject of this article.
Generally speaking, the editing tech¬
nique to be described is more readily
adapted to somewhat simpler films of
the expository or demonstration type,
which can be shot on a single set with
two or three cameras running simulta¬
neously. One camera usually covers the
action in “long shot,” while the other
426
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cameras provide “closeup,” “variant
angle” or “alternate object” shots. This
technique is especially suitable for pro¬
ducing, at low cost, a film which has
the effect of being “live” and sponta¬
neous.
The Dione Lucas Show, produced by
the Arthur Modell Agency and directed
by Mort Zimmerman at the Fletcher
Smith Studios in New York City is a
case in point. Miss Lucas performs her
inimitable demonstrations of expert cook¬
ery while giving a lively extempora¬
neous commentary as the several came¬
ras record the action, each from its own
carefully selected angle and chosen
field. The recorded action constitutes
the body of the show, with no extra

•
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quate job can be done by viewing the
“long shot” roll and marking the frames
where the cuts to the other rolls will be
made. The actual cutting is done when
all rolls are lined up in the synchroni¬
zer. In order to make the eventual pro¬
blem of matching negative to work
print as simple as possible (especially
if there are no key numbers on the
print, as is true of a 16mm reduction
print) the following technique is recom¬
mended :
1. All cuts are made on the frame
line in the splicer so that no frames are
lost.
2. Every time a length of film is lift¬
ed from the “long shot” roll (#1 roll),
it is replaced by an equal length from

either of the other rolls, and the re¬
placed scene or cut is taped in place in
exact synchronization in the appropriate
roll (^1 or
3) in such a way that it
will go through the synchronizer readily
and in synchronization with the other
rolls.
3. Thus, our
roll will really be¬
come the work print and the other two
rolls will have taped-in sections with all
frames in synchronization. (Very imporant if any changes are to be made
later.)
4. When the negative is to be mat¬
ched to the work print, on which incidently, we have retained the full head
trim containing the closed clap-stick
frame and have merely marked the
“first frame of picture,” all negative
rolls are lined up in the synchronizer
at the closed clap-stick mark and the
work is rolled down to the first frame.
This frame is then scribed (on the roll
which will carry the first scene). This
first scene is spliced to the prepared
leader. The work is rolled down and
wherever a splice occurs in the work
print, the synchronous frame in the ne¬
gative roll which matches the scene com¬
ing up in the work print is scribed. The
splicing can be done immediately or the
scenes can be cut a little long and taped
to the preceding scene for splicing
later. A lifted length of film is always
switched with corresponding film taken
from the roll that replaces it, so that
each roll keeps the proper relationship
of all scenes or cuts, as was done with
the work print. Naturally, care must be
taken to keep all subsequent frames in
synchronization. Thus we will have one
roll matched to the work print and the
other two rolls will, in effect, be trims.
By way of recapitulation, let us see
how this system differs from and, for
certain purposes, is superior to the usual
method of shooting with one camera
and editing in the usual way. In the
first place, the action is shot continu¬
ously in all cameras so that all cuts can
be made “on action” and in perfect syn¬
chronization by the simple methods out¬
lined above. Secondly, this method elim¬
inates the necessity of breaking down
shots, rearranging in sequential order,
etc. Thirdly, matching of negative to
work print is simplified, as the two

A

REFINED type of cut¬

ting

can

be

head Moviola.

have to be lined up only once. This is
a great time and energy saver in cases
where there are no matching key num¬
bers, as when we work with 35mm ne¬
gative and 16mm reduction work prints.
Inserts and opticals are handled in the
usual way.
Above we have developed a general,
simplified “theory” of the editing tech¬
nique employed with the 2- or 3-camera
shooting technique. However, it must
be admitted that every technique in¬
volves its own peculiar problems and
invites its own complications. Hence the
following precautions:
1. Since a complete show will gene¬
rally run longer than the capacity of
the cameras' magazines, it will have to
be filmed in two or three sections. Care¬
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ful planning of accurately directed
“bridges” from one section to the next
must be borne in mind and these must
be recorded on film, with appropriate
overlap of action.
2. A fairly accurate conception of
the length of time involved in each sec¬
tion of the show must be kept in mind
by the director and adjusted to the foot¬
age available in the camera.
3. All camera operations must be
cued, either in advance by a “dry run”
or during the shooting by appropriate
means, as to the shots which are to be
covered by each camera. This may
mean that while the “longshot” camera
may follow the “actor” about in any
movement, the other cameras may stay
(Continued on Page 440)
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BALLOON-TIRED

dolly

track for location

provides

smooth

shot for MGM’s

travel

“The

of camera

on

board

WHEN THE director wanted the camera to follow a traveler on snowshoes for
“Storm Fear,’ it was mounted on two toboggans lashed together.

Last Hunt.”

MOVING CAMERA SHOTS
Many and varied are the conveyances used by studio cine¬
matographers in making dramatic dolly and trucking shots.

By

W

was first in¬
troduced for motion pictures, it
was freely predicted that it would large¬
ly supplant the dolly, camera car and
crane as a means of making those mov¬
ing camera shots that bring the action
progressively closer on the screen. De¬
spite these predictions, the moving ca¬
mera shot and the mobile carriers used
in their execution continue popular with
all feature film producers.
Of course, the photographic effect
that can be produced with a zoom lens
does not equal in scope that which can
be achieved by a camera mounted on
a dolly or other mobile camera carrier,
which is probably the reason the latter
technique continues popular.
Besides
the
conventional
dollies,
cranes, and motorized camera carriers,
many other ingenious devices have been
utilized to effect a “moving camera”
shot. The pictures on these pages show
HEN THE ZOOM lens
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some of the methods that have been used
by various Hollywood studios in photo¬
graphing some highly dramatic scenes
for recent productions.
Moving camera shots are invariably
more specifically
defined as “dolly
shot.” or “trucking shot,” “follow shot,”
etc., and are understood to indicate that
the camera follows a given action or
player in order to keep them the same
dimension on the screen throughout the
action, or to move the camera progres¬
sively away from or toward a subject
or action for sharp dramatic effect—an
effect similar to that achieved by a
zoom lens.
Such shots are the result of very
careful planning at the time the script
is prepared, and are specified in a
script as the best means for achieving
pictorial or dramatic emphasis with
the camera. The director of photogra¬
phy and his camera crew execute such

•
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shots according to the script directions,
unless the decision is a last minute
choice of the director.
Vehicles or carriers used in the stu¬
dios and on location for moving the
camera as it is photographing a scene
range from the simple fixed, four-wheel
dolly, to the 8-cylinder motor propelled
camera car and the giant mobile ca¬
mera crane. Where a dolly is used,
whether out of doors or on the sound
stage, it usually is operated on tracks.
These are constructed from lengths of
channeled aluminum girders or from
lengths of 2"-by-12/' lumber. The first
photo on this page shows a simple 4wheel dolly equipped with balloon tires
operating on a board track erected on
a remote location site. Here the dolly
is moved progressively backward while
the camera follows the two riders in a
closeup shot for MGM’s “The Last
Hunt.” Note the wooden wedges that

THE TYPE of rugged camera car used for filming chase scenes for “westerns”
was

used

to

carry

the

cameras

photographing

a

have been driven beneath the plank
track to insure rigidity.
The second photo illustrates the in¬
genuity that was brought into play for
photographing a follow shot on location
for the independent production, “Storm
Fear,” produced by Cornell Wilde and
photographed by Joseph LaShelle, A.S.

]■

steeplechase

for

GEORGE FOLSEY, A.S.C.,

Fox.

trolled

rowboat

mounted his camera in stern of grip-con¬

for dramatic

C. Here the Mitchell 35mm camera was
mounted on a pair of toboggans lashed
together. The cameraman was then
towed by grips as he photographed the
man approaching on snowshoes.
The next photo shows a 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox camera car shooting a steeple¬
chase scene. This converted automobile

scenes

for

“Many

Rivers

To

Cross.”

has camera platforms fore and aft as
well as above the driver’s compartment
and provides for mounting four or more
cameras. Here, two cameras are used
to cover the action in medium and
closeup shots. Drivers of camera cars
are specially trained, know the camera(Continued on Page 444)
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travel
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cameras used in making aerial shots.
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How To Build A Simple Tripod Dolly
Dramatic moving camera shots possible with this easy-to-build accessory.
By

I

lack that “extra
something” required to give them
professional class, try incorporating a
few dolly shots in your next film pro¬
duction. Avoid the monotony of rou¬
tine, “fixed-position” vantage points,
as you move in for a dramatic closeup,
follow a person walking down the
street, or perhaps just shift around for
new camera angles without the nui¬
sance erf constantly resetting tripod legs,
all with the aid of the economical, easi¬
ly-built tripod dolly described herein.
These intriguing effects, and others,
too, limited only by the imagination of
the cameraman, are within the grasp
of any movie maker who sees fit to de¬
vote a little spare time to the venture.
And best of all, no special skill what¬
ever is required for its assembly.
The dolly frame consists of regular
1 x 2” screen sash lumber, which,
dressed, as procured at any lum¬
ber yard, measures approximately
3/4” x 1-3/4.” Its construction should
F

YOUR

the

3—Rubber-tired
underside

at

the

casters
tips,

are

then

mounted
rubber

on

caster

cups are screwed in place to hold the leg tips.
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MOVIES

(Continued, on Page 443)
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CLOSE YOUR EYES...and dream into our
picture softer, more natural colors than you
ever thought possible...

Now! open your eyes to marvelous new
16mm ANSCOCHROME...the color film that
adds that brilliant touch of full-range color
to your movies. Treat yourself, now, for
memories that move and live
in full rich color by ANSCOCH ROME!
Daylight and Tungsten Types
50' Magazines
ANSCO,BINGHAMTON, N.Y. A DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE AND FILM CORPORATION

100' Rolls
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mean nothing but facial expressions, of
course, though they will probably pre¬
dominate.
Close shots of hands, feet
and inanimate objects can be extra¬
ordinarily expressive when skillfully
used.
Let your mind wander for a moment
over a one-word theme. Take, for ex¬
ample, “Holiday.”
Probably half the
images that rush before your mind’s
eye are closeups. True, you'll probably
“see” plenty of distant landscapes and
seascapes; but don’t you also “see” a
handful of sand trickling between fin¬
gers, children’s feet retreating from an
approaching wave and a sandcastle
crumbling before the tide?
Details like these linger in your mind
because they contain the very essence
of holiday atmosphere. Yet they rarely
(Continued on Page 436)

LOW

CAMERA

angle

gave

this

compelling

closeup

dramatic

emphasis

in

MGM’s

“The

Fastest Gun Alive.”

Keep It Close!
How the proper use of closeup shots will
give your films more dramatic emphasis.

By

HAROLD

R

through your latest film and
check the proportion of closeups to
the rest of the shots. The chances are
you'll find you average less than one
closeup in six shots. Yet the closeup
is the film maker’s greatest gift.
Consider the theatre for a moment.
When the stage is filled with players,
the producer has to direct the audience’s
eye by a strict control of grouping and
lighting. Even then he cannot guaran¬
tee that everyone will concentrate on
the right actor at the right moment.
The slightest distraction can ruin his
effect.
The film director’s advantages over
his stage counterpart are almost num¬
berless, but the most important is his
un
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AN INSTRUCTIONAL film on the use of felt letteri
for

classroom

telling

art

closeups,

that

such

was

as

the

enhanced
one

by

pictured

story¬
below.

BENSON

unique opportunity for insuring that
his audience, whether in the front rows
or in the back of the balcony, see only
what he wishes them to see—and see
it from an angle of his own choosing.
Too few amateurs appreciate the real
value of this control.
We’ve all sat through hours of ama¬
teur productions which seem to have
been shot consistently at fifty feet or
so from the main action. This sort of
treatment reduces a film to a tiresome
and frequently meaningless bore.
An
audience feels cut off from the charac¬
ters and detached from the action.
When you plan the photography of
your next picture, allow for at least
fifty per cent of closeups. This doesn’t

July,
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ANIMATION WITH THE
ARRIFLEX-16
(Continued from Page 416)

The problem and a simple design
were taken to Mr. Adolph Gasser, a very
fine camera craftsman in San Fran¬
cisco, who further refined the idea to
produce a device of extreme simplicity.
It consists of a set of three-to-one reduc¬
tion gears attached to a brass band fit¬
ting neatly around the motor speed con¬
trol dial of the Arrillex. These gears
are operated by a small handle having
click stops to indicate the open and
closed positions of the shutter. The unit
is attached to the camera motor by
first adjusting the shutter to the closed
position, easily located (when the cam¬
era is loaded) through the direct view
finder, which has a narrow band across
the mirror surface to reduce the flutter
effect during filming. When this band
bisects the image in the finder, the
shutter is exactly in the middle of its
closed position and the animation de¬
vice, with its handle in the closed posi¬
tion, can then be placed on the motor
and locked into place by a small screw.
One half turn of the handle then opens
the shutter, another half turn closes it.
The only alteration to the camera it¬
self is the replacement of the shutter
control knob on the motor by the small
reduction gear, a change that can be
made easily at any time with a small
screw driver. We have found no reason
for removing the reduction gear for
normal shooting when once set in place.
There was some inconvenience in the
manufacture of the unit due to the fact
the camera was milled to the metric
system, but any good craftsman should
be able to overcome this difficulty. The
cost of making such a unit should fall
below $40, dependent upon the quality
of workmanship.
Exposures are determined by the dia¬
phragm, duration of illumination as set
on the Time-o-lite, and by the distance
of the lights from the cell. Variations
in color temperature which might re¬
sult from extremely short exposures
where the cooling light bulb may still
exert effect, can be overcome by in¬
creasing the length of exposure, and if
necessary, by the use of filters. In
black-and-white, of course, this is of no
importance.
A further refinement of the device,
which we have not found necessary, but
which might be desirable for any or¬
ganization doing a lot of animation,
would be a switch on the gear which
would automatically turn the house
lights off and on as the shutter is
opened and closed. We may build this
addition yet, the supreme luxury on a
device which has already saved us over
four hundred dollars.
end
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1956 EDITION
The World's Only

CAMERAMAN'S HAND BOOK
for the

Professional and Amateur
IMPROVED
. . . with color

ENLARGED
... to 350 pages
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... to date
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Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16
Complete
with
Synchronous
Motor
and Base

Includes
Installation
and
Case
Permits continuous 400 ft. run of 16mm film—
the 200 ft. daylight loading spool may be used
In the 400 ft. magazine. The 100 ft. spool can
be used in the camera without removing ex¬
ternal magazine.
Fully guaranteed. Can YOU
shoot a continuous wrestling match, prizefight or
football game? If not write for complete in¬
formation or see your Bolex dealer.
Ask

about
Camera

our Rack~Over
Base

Synchronous

TOLEDO CINE
1309 Milburn Av*.

PUTTING THE EDGAR BERGEN TV SHOW ON FILM
(Continued from Page 421)

that more time is required to make a
light change than when floor units are
used. However, Clark now has the light¬
ing pattern so worked out that little if
any change is made during a show or
from week to week. One bugaboo does
prevail, however, and that is the everchanging intensity of the incandescent
lamps used. Because the lights burn for
long periods at a time—are not shut off
and re-lit frequently as in usual studio
production practice—they gradually di¬
minish in intensity and have to be re¬
placed. A very close check therefore is
kept on the illumination at all times.
One other lighting problem is ever¬
present, according to Clark, and that is
the one posed by the clothing worn by
the various contestants. This is an im¬
portant factor that always must be
taken into consideration if the photo¬

graphy is to be acceptable; and as there
are two to four pairs of contestants
taking part in each show, the lighting
must be flexible enough to accommo¬
date all. Each Tuesday evening before
the show begins, the contestants that
are to take part come to the stage where
they are briefed on how and when to
enter, and where to stand with respect
to the microphones. This gives Clark
opportunity to observe the skin tones
and wearing apparel of each and to ar¬
range cues for any light changes that
may be necessary when they appear
before the cameras.
Clark has taken a great deal of pains
to achieve pleasing lighting of the set’s
background. He uses cukalores abun¬
dantly to enhance the lighting pattern
here which, at the same time, sets off
the sponsor’s name which hangs promi-

and

Motor.

ENGINEERING
Toledo 6, Ohio

FILM
LABORATORIES
Established 1949
Complete T6mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 IVoil 50fk S'rcel
llm York If, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856

To Classified Advertisers
Copy deadline for classified advertising is the
15th cf month preceding publication date. Mail
copy and remittance to cover cost to
AMERICAN
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1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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in each group is always shooting; 2nd camera takes over when 1st camera reaches end of
roll of film. Each camera group has a particular function and the coverage is shown by
broken lines.
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Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Put this viewer between

Price—$350

your rewinders and speed up your

Counter additional $100

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".

Telephone: JUdson

FRANK

C.

6-1420

ZUCKER

(JumeRH equipment (o.
nently above the set. Incidentally com¬
position of the lettering in the spon¬
sor’s name panels (there are two, al¬
ternating every other week—Frigidaire
and L & M Cigarettes) creates no small
problem in lighting. The letters are
coated with reflective material to en¬
hance their brilliance, and the set light¬
ing has to be precisely adjusted in order
to prevent glare from the panels reach¬
ing any of the camera lenses.
Any notable
changes that Clark
makes in the lighting has to be carefully
charted for the reason that there are
invariably pickup shots to be filmed
after each show for shows filmed a
week or several weeks earlier. Because
any change in the lighting of such shots
would show up sharply when contrasted
with the rest of the show's footage,
Clark always refers to his lighting log
for that specific evening and makes
sure that the same lighting pervails for
shooting the pickup shots.
Pickup shots are those filmed after
the main show has been photographed
and replace takes that include “booboos” or mistakes by Bergen, announ¬
cer Lemond or the contestants. Most
pickups are shot in closeup to make it
easy for the film editor to intercut them
into the show in the most unobtrusive
manner. Unlike with theatrical motion
pictures, when anyone on the “Do You
Trust Your Wife?” show forgets a

PIcto-scopE*
HEW TRIPLE-PURPOSE ANAMORPHK LEHS

PROFESSIONAL
LIST $80.00

SUPER-PRO
LIST $100.00

PICTO-SCOPE anamorphic lenses will work on any 16mm or
35mm motion picture camera, on 16mm projectors and 35mm
slide projectors. Excellent for color or black-and-white pho¬
tography. PICTO-SCOPE is compatible with CinemaScope.
Write for full information.
*Trade-mark.

THE PICTORIAL CO.
2910 Broad Street

•

Am ERI CAN Cl N EM ATOGRA PHER

New Castle, Indiana
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word or a line or otherwise makes an
error, the cameras keep right on rolling
and the show goes on. Pickup shots
filmed later take care of such errors.
Right now Edgar Bergen, Dan Clark,
director Jim Morgan and all the others
who work together to pul this rollicking
TV program on film each week are on
vacation. The show resumes shooting
late in August when the company will
begin filming the 14 shows remaining
on its 1956 schedule.
In the meantime, it can be expected
that Director of Photography Dan Clark
will have some new ideas for further
enhancing the photography.
“Our next major improvement,” he
says, “is to acquire T-stop lenses for

Ideal for TV,
newsreel, industrial and
educational films. Does complete
reversal processing job, from camera to
projector, in 25 minutes including
developing, reversing, bleaching, fixing,
washing, drying, footage count.
A

complete

versal

negative,

machine.

positive,

Regular

price

and

Houston 16mm
Processing
Machines

gordon enterprises
5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
TELETYPE: WUX, NORTH HOLLYWOOD

6764

LEXINGTON

AVE.

AUDIO VISUAL
SALES & RENTALS
•
HOLLYWOOD

Phone HOIlywood 3-6856

S.O.S.

will

equipment
Auricon

accept
as

a

your old
trade-in

the

or surplus
“All

New

Time Payments, too!

Pro-603”.
FOR

camera
for

OTH5R

SOS.

OFFERINGS

See Double-Spread on Pages 418 and 419

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19—PLaza 7-0440
Western Br.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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KEEP IT CLOSE!

re¬

$5575.66.

rsi°, SPECIAL - $995

CAMERA CRAFT

all our cameras. With the cameras thus
equipped, we can insure uniformity in
all nine camera negatives: lighting
values and meter readings will then be
valid for all. U ithout the use of T-stop
lenses, such uniformity is impossible in
a multiple-camera undertaking.”
On this proposed improvement Ed¬
gar Bergen heartily agrees. An avid
photography enthusiast and no mean
cinematographer himself (Bergen owns
several profesional 16mm and 35mm
cameras; is also a member of the A.S.
C.), his understanding of the director
of photography’s problems has made it
easier for Clark to achieve the success
that he has in putting “Do You Trust
Your Wife?” on film.
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(Continued from Page 432)

find their way into holiday films. And
this is equally true of the atmospheric
closeups of almost any setting.
Close shots tend to be regarded as
useful only for “shock” cuts or reaction
cutaways.
Actually
this
last
use
emphasizes why few closeups are ever
wasted, while long shots often have to
be relegated to the waste bin if they’re
not to upset the balance of the film.
There is practically always some place
for closeups, even if its not quite the
spot that was originally intended.
For instance, you may shoot a scene
for a drama at a fairground stall: A
man studies the ticket which may win
him a substantial prize.
While the
pointer spins, he drums his fingers on a
ledge.
Perhaps when you come to edit this
sequence you find that you have plenty
of material to build up tension by cut¬
ting between the man, the prize, the
pointer and onlookers. A big closeup
of drumming fingers might make the
sequence too heavy for a comparatively
minor plot incident.
But this is just the kind of closeup
that has a hundred uses.
Instead of
dismissing it as wasted, file it away
among your stock shots.
Eventually
you’ll find a need for it.
A husband
waits for his wife. You’ve taken shots
of him looking at his watch and pacing
up and down, but you haven't enough
material of sufficient variety to intercut
with the shots of his wife as she hurries
towards
their
rendezvous.
If you
haven’t thrown those drumming fingers
into the waste bin, here’s an ideal
chance to use them.
Alain Pol, the talented French di¬
rector, has made a twenty-minute short
which tells the story of a man’s entire
life solely through shots of hands. His
“Jeux des Mains” takes the idea rather
too far. of course. Nevertheless, it does
July, 1956

prove the extraordinary power of the
closeup, and confirms that the face is
not necessarily always the truest guide
to emotion.
A girl is being questioned by her
father. He demands an answer again
and again. She looks blank, expression¬
less. What is she thinking? Her face
may disguise her thoughts, but her
hands, twisting at a handkerchief,
clenching a fist or digging the nails into
her own flesh, can provide the clue.
Here the closeup is all-important.
But such examples, you may be
thinking, are special cases which do
little to justify the contention that at
least half the shots in a film should be
closeups. Let’s break down an imagi¬
nary sequence from treatment into
shooting-script and see how essential
close shots can be if interest and tension
is to be maintained.
George Brown returns home late one
evening after several drinks with his
friends. As he approaches the house, he
notices a light in his window. When
he bursts in he discovers two strangers
sitting in his chairs, smoking his cigar¬
ettes and drinking his whisky.
So much for the treatment.
(No,
don’t ask for the explanation. I don’t
know the answer—hut the situation
might well bear developing into a short
comedy, or perhaps a thriller.)
Let’s
start the shooting script where George
leaves his friends to return home. Let’s
assume, too, that this is the opening
sequence of the film, and that no details
about George or his home have yet been
established.
Opening shots are almost traditionally
long shots.
The most notable excep¬
tions are the openings of G. W. Pabst’s
films, where he usually selects one sig¬
nificant detail in a set or location, opens
with it and gradually discloses the rest
of the scene.
But the more orthodox

PRECISION SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

St'I

Look

trademark

Magnetic Sound Attachment for Moviola Synchronizer
Complete units feature magnetic head mount,
six-foot cable for magnetic head,
and a
high-gain
amplifier.
The
Magnetic
Head
Mount features adjustments for track loca¬
tions, (in and out movement), and magnetic
film and tape thickness.
Amplifiers feature
4-watt power output, heavy-duty Alnico V
speakers,
pilot light, 6 foot heavy duty
line cord.

All amplifiers are safety
117 volts, 60 cycle AC.
Attachment

for

Moviola

Sound Attachment with Amplifier
fused,

operate

Synchronizer,

on

com¬

plete with amplifier..$127.50 Net
Magnetic Head only.
75.00 Net
Attachment for HFC Synchronizer, complete
with amplifier .$127.50 Net
Magnetic

Head

only.

Attachment

for

Neumade

Synchromaster,

complete

with

amplifier.$129.50 Net

Magnetic

Head

only

.

77.00 Net

Amplifier

only

.

52.50 Net

WRITE

75.00 Net

FOR

LITERATURE

All prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Designers and Manufacturers for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

convention is the L.S.-—M.S.—C.U. rou¬
tine, which at once establishes scene,
characters and details in that order.
Here the best opening shot is prob¬
ably a L.S. of George silhouetted in a
lit doorway, waving goodnight to his
friends. The door shuts and we cut to
a C.U. of George’s face, lit by the light
shining through the glass panel of the
door. His smile fades. Another C.U.
shows his fingers fumbling for a cigar¬
ette.
He drops the packet.
In M.S. George goes down on his
hands and knees to search.
A facial
C.U. shows him muttering to himself.
In the next C.U. we see his hands grop¬
ing clumsily along the path.
Back to a M.S. as he straightens up,
a little uncertainly, still without the
cigarettes.
He walks out of frame,
equally uncertainly.
A M.S. panning
to L.S. as he turns out of the gate shows
him guiding himself by patting the
hedge with one hand as he ambles away
from the camera.
A C.U. of a cat nestling on top of the
hedge. George’s hand enters the frame
and lands squarely on the back of the
cat, which scurries off in alarm.
A
quick C.U. of George’s startled face as
he reacts—then a M.S. as he steps
hastily back and tries to pull himself
together. He tugs a handkerchief from
his pocket. As he does so an envelope
flutters to the ground.
(To Pg. 438)

FILMLINE
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr. • Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from 1V2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
•

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes

•

•

Self-Contained Plumbing

Filtered Air Supply

•

Cantilever Construction

•

Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•

Ball Bearing Gearbox

•

Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Other models available. Write for literature.
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315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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MILLER Fluid

Action

Model “C” Head.

HEAD

I UitW

—Semi Hydraulic—Excellent for:
B&H, Bolex, Arriflex, Cine-Special

A C.U. of the torn envelope discloses
George’s name and address. His house
number is 134. George’s hand enters
frame and retrieves the envelope. An¬
other M.S. shows him tucking it back in
his pocket and setting off once more in
the same direction. A C.U. of the gate
number 134 pans to a L.S. of George
approaching, still none too certainly.
As he reaches C.U. position, he stops
with his hand on the gate, gazing be¬
yond it.
A M.S. shows a lit window. George,
in C.U., looks bewildered.
He ap¬
proaches the door (L.S.), and stares
hard at the number (C.U.). Eventually
he reaches for his keys (C.U.) unlocks
the door and enters (C.U.).
A C.U. of an interior door being
opened discloses, in L.S., a man and
girl talking earnestly.
George looks
more mystified than ever (C.U.).
He
studies the man (C.U.) and the girl
(C.U.)
Suddenly he looks indignant
(C.U.).
He stares at the glasses on

the table (C.U.), the bottle (C.U.) and
the cigarette box (C.U.).
He frowns
(C.U.) and approaches angrily, but
neither seem to notice him (L.S.).
Out of these thirty shots, nineteen
are straightforward closeups, five me¬
dium shots, three long shots, and three
vary from one to another.
Yet it is
doubtful whether an audience would re¬
mark on the prepoderance of closeups.
A director would, in fact, find it difficult
to over-use close shots here.
Here even medium shots and long
shots should be close—close enough,
that is, to show essential action without
letting the background distract.
Be¬
ginners frequently dwarf their charac¬
ters by keeping them in the middle of
the frame. Each time you line up for a
long or medium shot, take a look around
the extreme edges of the finder.
If
what you see is unnecessary to the
scene, get in closer. Remember, audi¬
ences want to get right in to see what’s
going on. Keep in close and you’ll keep
them happy.

Model “C” & PRO-16 Tripod.$193.40
Sturdy fiber carrying case .

18.50

* Custom top available for Cine-Special
* Adapter plate for Pro-Junior Tripod
* Servicing and repairs
* Modernization of early models
TERMS:

U.
Box

Order

D.

C.O.D. or send
ship prepaid.

PHOTO

25761,

Los
Phone

$$

and

GRanite

25,

Calif.

7-4570

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
For H8

and HI 6

cameras:

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides •' Camera Base • Complete
Factory Parts & Service

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets

Send Today for Free Illustrated Booklet

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421
Los

Military Ave., Dept. A
Angeles

64,

Calif.

Phone GRanite 3-3227

(ADV.)

FABULOUS NEW FILM CEMENT
New York, N.Y.—It was announced to¬
day that a revolutionary new type of film
cement for all 16 and 35mm film has been
developed by a leading Eastern laboratory.
The ability of this cement to prevent
splices from pulling apart and peeling far
surpasses anything previously tested.
A
limited amount has been released for con¬
sumer use exclusively to Florman & Babb,
movie equipment distributor, 68 West 45th
St., New York, N.Y.
Prices quoted for
F&B film cement: 1 oz. 40^, V2 pt., $1.50.
pt., $2 50.
Free samples sent on letter¬
head request.
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THE DEPTH OF FIELD OF CAMERA LENSES

Cinematocrapher

square of the focal length. This argu¬
ment takes no account of the fact that
the size of the image varies with the
focal length, and that a smaller circle
of confusion is required for comparable
quality in a small picture than in a
large one. Furthermore, the lack of
depth of field is seldom troublsome
when the camera is focused on an ob¬
ject at the hyperfocal distance, but ra¬
ther when it is focused on a nearby ob¬
ject. Under the latter conditions, the
quantity r in the denominator of equa¬
tions (1) and (2) becomes negligible
compared with the quantity mp. Hence
equations (1) and (2) become simply
rP
(7)
dx = —
mp
and
rP
(8)
da
?
mp
and the total depth of field is
2rP
d = d, -f d2 = —.
(9)
mp
The ratio P/p in the above equation
can be transferred to corresponding
quantities in the image-space by means
of the well-known relationship in opti¬
cal theory that
pP'

where P' is the distance of the film
from the exit-pupil of the lens and p'
is the radius of the exit-pupil. Equation
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(9) may then be re-written as follows:
2rP
d = dj -f- d2 =-.
(10)
m2p'

Now, any comparison of the depth of
field of two lenses must be made on a
basis that insures the same exposure
in both cases, since manifestly any de¬
sired depth can be obtained by reduc¬
ing the lens aperture. It is a well-known
fact that the amount of illumination on
the film in the image of an extended
object is determined by the ratio P'/p'.1
Assuming a constant value for this ra¬
tio, the depth of field is seen from equa¬
tion (10) to vary directly with the permissable size of the circle of confusion
r and inversely as the square of the
magnification. This result is indepen¬
dent of the particular form of the lens.
In other words, any claim that one lens
has a greater depth of field than an¬
other is absurd. If experimental tests
seem to indicate a difference between
lenses, either the two lenses were not
used at the same effective aperture and
magnification, or the image quality of
one is inferior to that of the other and
its depth only appears to be greater.
The lack of depth of field is apparent
to the motion picture audience when
the size of the circle of confusion on
the screen exceeds a certain limiting
value. Let us designate by R the radius
of the largest permissible circle of con¬
fusion on the screen. Then
R — rmPms,
where mp is the magnification between

the negative and positive in printing
(in contact printing this quantity is 1)
and ms is the magnification of the film
on the screen in projection. Substituting
for r in equation (1), we have

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

2R
P'
d = -• —(ID
m2mpms p'
Let us assume now an object or actor
of height h in the plane on which the
camera is focused. The corresponding
height of the image on the screen is
H = hmmpms.
(12)
Let us designate the over-all magnifi¬
cation between the object and its screen
image by M, where
H
M = — = mmpms .
h
With this substitution, equation
becomes
2R
P'
d = -. — .

mM

FROM

Mole Richardson

Moviolas • Rewinders

16mm

Bardwell McAlister

Tables • Splicers
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Colorfran

Viewers (CECO)

35mm Hi-Speed

Century

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

Cable

GRIP EQUIPMENT

BELL & HOWELL

Spider Boxes

35mm single system

We see, therfore, that for a fixed value
of R and P'/p/ the depth of field, as
seen by the audience, varies inversely
as the original magnification in the ca¬
mera and the over-all magnification M.
In other words, it is just twice as hard
to obtain sufficient depth when the ac¬
tor’s head is to be ten feet high on the
screen as when it is only five feet high.
The advantage of making m small will
be dealt with presently.
Let us consider the case of standard
35mm practice where both the negative
and positive film are of this width and
the printing is done by contact. Equa¬
tion (14) shows that, for a fixed over¬
all magnification M, there is a definite
gain in making the magnification m, in
taking, as small as possible. This im¬
plies either using camera lenses of
short focal length or placing the camera
at a great distance from the actors. For
the same over-all magnification
M,
equation (13) shows that ms must be
increased in proportion to the decrease
in m.
In other words, the greatest depth of
field is seen to result by making the
original negative with as low a magni¬
fication as possible and relying on sub¬
sequent enlargement to provide the
required over-all magnification. The
(Continued on Page 442)
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EDITING TECHNIQUE FOR TV FILMS
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(Continued, from Page 427)

HERE ARE SOME BIG ONES!

DON’T LET TMEAA GET AWAY!
Evemo 71K 35mm cameras, 2" lens,
filter, handle, neck strap, winding crank,
case. Only a few left.$125.00
Eyemo 7 1 K, spider turret, critical focuser,
positive finder, case .$495.00
Eyemo..71Q, spider turret, drumfinder,
adapter for motor and magazines, with
handle and case . .$595 00
Arriflex 35mm camera, model II, two
200' mags, motor, sunshade, case, 35mm
Biotar f2, 50mm Sonnar fl.5, 85mm Sonnar f2, coated lenses, like new, value
$2,300.00 Special .$1,195.00
Cineflex 35mm reflex camera, two 200’
mags, motor, 35mm Apogar f2.3, b"
Seminat f3.5 lenses, case, exc. ..$595.00

Pro 200 single system camera,
auto parallax finder, six 200' mags, am¬
plifier, all sound accessories, magazine
and camera case, value over $1,700
Specially offered at .$1,195.00
Auricon

Auricon Cine

Voice 100' single system
sound camera, amplifier, all sound ac¬
cessories, case, like new .$625.00
1 6mm
camera,
sync
motor, 400' mag, sunshade, viewfinder,
case, excellent .$1,495.00
Berndt-Maurer

custom built, lightweight metal,
for above Maurer, with follow focus con¬
trols, special .$295.00
Blimp,

16mm sound recording system,
late model E, 2-400' magazines, sync
motor, amplifier, voltage regulator, power
supply, mike, all cables and cases, den¬
sity system, like new, value over
$10,000.00, special .$4,750.00
Maurer

16mm
reflex camera, 16mm,
25mm, 50mm Schneider lenses, battery,
case, like new, list over $2,300.00,
specially offered at .$1,825.00

Arriflex

II camera, 100' chamber.
Par dual power reflex magnifier, Yolo
dissolve, sunshade, case, 15mm, 25mm,
63 mm Ektar lenses, like new $1,175.00
Cine-Special

Auricon blimp and sync motor for CineSpecial, late model with follow focus con¬
trols, like new .$395.00
Ampro hi-intensity arc projector, ampli¬
fier, rectifier, stand, lens, speaker, com¬
plete, list over $1,700.00, very fine con¬
dition, special .$550.00
Pair
Hoi mes
35 mm sound
projectors,
amplifier, speaker,
lenses,
magazines,
1000 watt lamphouse, special....$550.00

Pair
DeVry
35mm
sound
projectors
amplifier, speaker,
lenses, magazines,
1000 watt lamphouse, like new $795.00
Moviola UDS, silent picture, separate 35

mm optical sound, excellent . $850.00
Moviola UDS, silent picture, separate 35
mm optical and magnetic sound, very fine
condition, special .$995.00
Moviola model

L 16mm silent picture
head, good condition, special... $245.00
Mitchell
hi-hats,
list $20.00, special
price, excellent .$13.95

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway at 60th Street
New York 23, N.Y. Ph: PL 7-6977
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on some other appropriate action or
object. This will permit “parallel" cut¬
ting, “cutting back" or other editing
techniques.
4. In the case of so-called demonstra¬
tion films, the demonstrator must syn¬
chronize word and action, in the sense
that what he is saying is appropriate
to what he is doing. For instance, if
there is a tendency to “telegraph" the
next important action by talking about
it before actually doing it, editing diffi¬
culties may arise. Thus, it might be de¬
sirable to go to a closeup of a certain
action only to find that the accompany¬
ing commentary is about something else
to come. One will be completely inap¬
propriate to the other.
Experience has shown that it is often
very difficult to match short sections
of “lip sync” portions of 35mm negative
and 16mm reduction work print. This
is especially true in cases where the
action is very limited and where the
actor tends to speak in such a way that
lip movements are not clearly defined.
Much to one’s chagrin, these portions
of a film may be found slightly out of
sync in an answer print.
A little trick that will overcome this
that is definitely worth the slightly ex¬
tra cost is to edge-number in sequence,
by hand, the selected “lip sync" takes
only. Starting with the closed clapstick
frame, the numbers are scribed or inked
every foot or so in the sound track area
of the 35mm negative. A second reduc¬
tion print of the selected takes is made
on 16mm single-perforated stock. W hile
in the printing process all sound aper¬
tures are kept open so that the scribed
numbers will register on the print.
These numbers are then used for match¬
ing purposes.
Some producers may find it economi¬
cal and convenient to record sound on
16mm tape, shoot on 35mm film, make
a 16mm reduction work print and then
edit picture and track in 16mm. Nega¬
tive matching is then done between the
35mm original and the 16mm work
print. For spot commercials, which are
not long, this method has some econo¬
mic advantages. The major difficulty
comes during the matching process be¬
cause the work print, being a reduction
print, will not have edge numbers which
can be used as a matching aid.
The procedure described below sub¬
stitutes a “mechanical method of mat¬
ching for one of “matching by eye,"
which is always tiring and very readily
subject to errors. For this two 16-35
synchronizers are needed. A specially
designed one in which two 16-35 sec¬
tions can be coupled or decoupled when
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desired is a very desirable instrument
for this purpose.
In editing, all cuts are made in a
splicer without losing frames. The head
and tail trims are kept at hand in a
barrel and are marked to match the ad¬
jacent frame in the work print, for
quick identification, as shown in Fig. 1.
When the negative is to be matched
to the cut work print, the head trim of
the first scene, which will have the
“clapstick” on it, is placed in the 16mm
channel of one synchronizer and the ne¬
gative in the 35mm channel, in sync,
by lining up the “closed clapstick”
frames. The two are run down until
the end of the trim is reached. The cor¬
responding frame line on the negative
is scribed. The next frame will cor¬
respond to the first frame of picture in
the work print. The work print is now
inserted in this first synchronizer (the
trim is run out) with the first frame
of picture in sync with the scribed
frame of the negative.
The negative
may be cut and spliced on to prepared
leader. The work print and negative are
in sync and are run down to the next
splice on the work print. The negative
corresponding to this frame is scribed
and the synchronizer is locked in place.
The head trim of the next scene and
the matching negative are placed in
the second synchronizer or in the se¬
cond section of the decoupling 4-way
described above. Again, the two are
rolled down in sync to the tail of the
head trim and the next frame on the
negative (first frame of the scene com¬
ing up in the work print) is scribed.
The negative of the previous scene is
run out of the first synchronizer and
that of the second scene replaces it.
Making the match at this point is sim¬
ply a question of lining up the splice
in the work print with the scribe mark
on the frame line in the negative. The
negative sections can be spliced imme¬
diately, or cut and taped for splicing
later. This process is repeated for each
scene or for each section of a scene, if
there has been any cutting back or in¬
tercutting. If care has been taken that
no frames were lost in cutting and that
all ends of scenes and trims have been
correspondingly marked for easy iden¬
tification, there should be no difficulty
in maintaining a mechanical synchro¬
nization, and the negative should be
perfectly matched to the work print.
This system of matching is especially
handy where the only action is that of
speech, in which case matching by eye
is especially difficult; or where the dif¬
ference in action between frames is so
slight that it is practically impossible
to determine by eye.

RKO

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

• Paul Vogel, ASC, “Public Pigeon Number
One,” with Red Skelton and Vivian Blaine.
Norman McLeod, director.

(Continued from Page 398)
• Harold Wellman, ASC,
TV,
(Desilu Prods.) with
Frank McDonald, director.

‘‘Wyatt Earp,”
Hugh O'Brien.

PARAMOUNT
• Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “The Loves of Omar
Khayyam,” (Technicolor; VistaVision) with
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter and Gilbert
Roland. William Dieterle, director.
• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Lonely Man,”

(Technicolor; VistaVision) with Jack Palance
and Elaine Aiken. Henry Levin, director.
Fapp, ASC, “Hollywood or Bust,”
(Technicolor; VistaVision) with Dean Mar¬
tin, Jerry Lewis and Pat Crowley.
Frank
Tashlin, director.
• Daniel

• Sari Leavitt, ASC, “Flamenco,” (Vista¬
Vision and Color) (Being photographed in
Spain.) Don Siegel, director.
• Jack Warren, ASC, “Search for Bridey
Murphy,” (VistaVision) with Teresa Wright
and Louis Hayward. Noel Langley, director.

•' Ray June, ASC, “Funny Face,” (Techni¬
color; VistaVision) with Audrey Hepburn
and Fred Astaire.
Stanley Donen, director.
Charles Lang, ASC, “The Rainmaker,”
with Burt Lancaster and Katharine Hepburn.
Joseph Anthony, director.

•• Loyal Ggiggs, ASC, “The Buster Keaton
Story,”
(VistaVision & Technicolor)
with
Donald O’Connor and Ann Blyth.
Sidney
Sheldon, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

•' Ed Colman, ASC, “Dragnet,” TV, (Sherry
Prods.)
with
Jack
Webb.
Jack
Webb,
director.
•' Bud Thackery, ASC, Kaiser Aluminum
commercial, TV, Pete Adrian, director: 7-Up
commercial, TV. James Hogan, director.
•' Herb Kirkpatrick, “The Millionaire,’ TV,
(Don
Fedderson
Prods.).
Sobey Martin,
director.
•' Walter Strenge, ASC, Cheer commercial.
Bud Springsteen, director.
• John Russell. ASC, “Soldier of Fortune,”
TV, (Revue Prods.)
Richard Irving, direc¬
tor; Jane Wyman Show, TV, with Jane
Wyman.
Sid Lanfield, director; 7-Up com¬
mercial, TV. James Jogan, director.
• Lester Shorr, ASC,
Theatre,”
TV,
(Revue
Stevenson, director.

“General
Prods.).

Electric
Robert

• Daniel B. Clark, ASC, “Do You Trust
Your Wife?” TV, (Don Fedderson Prods.)
with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.
Jim Morgan, director.
• John Seitz, ASC, “Buffalo Grass,” (WarnerColor) with Alan Ladd and Virginia Mayo.
Gordon Douglas, director.
PATHE

RKO

•' George Diskant, ASC, “Four Star Play¬
house,” TV, (Four Star Prods.). Various
directors;
“Hey, Jeannie!” TV,
(Jeannie
Prods.) with Jeannie Carson and Allen Jen¬
kins.
Les Goodwins, director.

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Run of the Arrow,”
(Eastman Color; Wide screen) (shooting at
St. George, Utah) with Rod Steiger and
Sarita Montiel.
Samuel Fuller, producerdirector.

Daniels,
ASC,
“Interlude,”
(CinemaScope - Technicolor)
(shooting
in
Munich)
with John Allyson and Rossano
Brazzi.
Douglas Kirk, director.
• William

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, DuPont commer¬
cial, TV, with Frank Leahy.
Wil Cowan,
director; “The World and Little Willie,”
(Technicolor)
with Maureen O'Hara and
John Forsythe.
Jerry Hopper, director.
• Scotty

• William Snyder, ASC, “Bundle of Joy,”
(Eastman color; wide-screen)
with Eddie
Fisher and Debbie Reynolds.
Norman Taurog, director.
•' William

ASC, “The Day They
(Eastman Color; Wide¬
screen)
with Glynis Johns and Cameron
Mitchell. Allen Reisner, director.
Skall,

cial, TV.

Welbourn, Falstaff heer commer¬
Jack Daniels, director.

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, DeSoto commer¬
cial, TV. Wil Cowan, director; Musical short
with the Jerry Gray orchestra.
Wil Cowan,
director.

Gave Babies Away,”

WARNER BROS.
Burks, ASC, “The Wrong Man,”
(Alfred Hitchcock Prod., shooting in New
York City) with Henry Fonda and Vera
Miles. Alfred Hitchcock, director.
• Robert

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,” TV. Va¬
rious directors.
ASC, “The Charlie
Farrell Show,” TV, with Charles Farrell. Rod
Amateau, director.
• Edward

Fitzgerald,

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”
TV, with John Nesbitt.
Various directors:
“Screen Directors Playhouse,” TV.
Various
directors; “The Gale Storm Show,” TV, with
Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts. Alex Gottlieb
director.

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Old Man and
the Sea,” (WarnerColor; wide-screen) (shoot¬
ing in Cuba) with Spencer Tracy.
Fred
Zimmermann, director.
• Ted McCord, ASC, “The Girl He Left Be¬
hind,” with Tab Hunter and Natalie Wood.
David Butler, director.

SUNSET STAGE

• Harold Rosson, ASC, “Anthology Series,”
TV, wth Kati Freeman and Don McGowan.
Rodger Ray, director.

• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, State Farm Mutual
Insurance commercial, TV, (5 Star).
Lewis
Harot, director.

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Cheyenne,” TV, with
Clint Walker and Faye Spain. Lester Martin¬
son, director.

20TH

CENTURY FOX

• Wilfred Cline, ASC, “The Last Wagon,”
(DeLuxe Color; CinemaScope) (shooting at
Sedona, Ariz.) with Richard Widmark and
Tommy Rettig. Delmar Daves, director.

Effective with the July issue
Newsstand price of

• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Best Things in
Life Are Free,” (Technicolor; CinemaScope)
with Gordon MacRae and Sheree North.
Michael Curtiz, director.

American
Cinematographer

•' Leo Tover, ASC, “Between Heaven and
Hell,”
(Technicolor;
CinemaScope)
with
Robert Wagner and Terry Moore. Richard
Fleischer, director.

is

35 cents
per copy

•' Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Teenage Rebel,”
(DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope)
with Ginger
Rogers and Michael Rennie. Edmund Goulding, director.

(Foreign, 45c)

• Walter Strenge, ASC, “Stagecoach to
Fury,” (Regal Films) (CinemaScope; black
& white)
with Forrest Tucker and Mari
Blanchard.
William Claxton, director.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RATES

1

• Jack
Hildyard,
“Anastasia,”
(Deluxe
color; CinemaScope) (shooting in London)
with
Ingrid
Bergman
and
Yul
Brynner.
Anatole Litvak, director.

year — $4.00
(Foreign — $5.00)

2 years — $7.00
(Foreign — $9.00)

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

3 years—$10.00

• Arthur Arling, ASC, “Tammy,” (Techni¬
color; CinemaScope) with Debbie Reynolds
and Leslie Nielsen. Joseph Pevney, director.
• Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Incredible
Shrinking Man,” with Grant Williams and
Randy Stuart. Jack Arnold, director.
• Russel Metty, ASC, “Mister Cory,” with
Tony Curtis and Martha Hyer. Blake Edwards,
director.
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(Foreign — $ 1 3.00)
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Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
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LAB TV
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New York 36, N.Y.
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MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic
SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
REWINDERS
One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

Write for
Catalogue
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MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28, Calif

SEE ANSON RESEARCH for . . .
DUNNING

MAGIC

DOT

PRINTER

CUEING

UNIT —no
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more
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notching!
Fits
“D" or "J" B&H printers. $360.00.

DUNNING
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INTERVAL

compact electronic timer for
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ANSON RESEARCH COMPANY
4337 Clybourne
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For all Bell & Howell 70 Cameras
& Bolex “H” Cameras
PRICE

Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

•

DEPTH OF FIELD

Hollywood,

Calif.
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limit to the subsequent enlargement is
set by the graininess of the negative
material. Unfortunately, this limit has
been reached with 35mm negative film,
as the magnification in the projector
is already so high that any further in¬
crease makes the graininess decidedly
objectionable. We must conclude, there¬
fore, that the depth of field for a given
effective lens aperture P'/p' is about
as great as it can ever be made with 35
mm film unless the graininess of the
film can be reduced enough to permit
greater magnification in projection.
Let us now consider the effect of
making the original negative and re¬
lease prints on a wider film. For the
sake of convenience, let us assume the
film to be 70mm in width, or twice as
wide as the 35mm standard. There are
several possible ways of utilizing this
increased width, but most producers
seem to regard the wider film as an op¬
portunity to include more action on a
larger screen, the size of images on the
screen remaining approximately as at
present. If this plan is followed, it is
obvious from equation (14) that the
depth of field with wide film, at the
same over-all magnification M and the
same magnification in projection, is
identical with that obtained in 35mm
practice. This implies the use of camera
and projector lenses of the same focal
length as at present. If, on the other
hand, larger images are projected on
the larger screen, the increased over¬
all magnification M can be obtained
only by increasing either m or ms. It is
impossible to increase ms without in¬
creasing the appearance of graininess.
Hence, any increase in M must be the
result of increasing m, and equation
(14) shows this procedure will decrease
the depth of field. This is not exactly
true, because a somewhat larger circle
of confusion can be tolerated with a
larger screen. Nevertheless, the fact re¬
mains that larger images on the screen
are obtainable only by sacrificing depth
of field.
Consider now the case where the ne¬
gative is 70mm in width and the release
prints are 35mm in width, the printing
being done by optical reduction. Since
the quantity mp in equations (12) and
(13) does not appear in equation (14),
it follows that this reduction process
neither increases or decreases the depth
of field when the other conditions are
met—that is, when the same magnifi¬
cation m is used in the camera and a
final image of the same size is projected
on the screen. Equation (13) shows
that when mp is one-half, as it is ap¬
proximately under these conditions, the
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$32.50
F O B. WESTLAKE

PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION
Size 4 '/< "x43/, "x2
"
high
Weight: 3'/2 lbs.
approx.
Cast Iron
Wrinkle Enamel finish
Machined to .001
tolerance
Tool Steel Guide and
Lock Pins
Vlier Spring Locating
Plunger
FEATURES
• Film exactly what you see.
• A must for perfectly centered titles.
• Perfect for animation.
Assures you all moving
objects are within the lens field.
• Film ultra close-ups not possible with camera
parallax adjustment.
• Mounts on any tripod using 'A-20 mounting
screw.
• Cam locks in position to avoid accidental loss
of field.
• Camera can be hand cranked regardless of po¬
sition on RACK-OVER.
. A substantial camera base used to film from
a table top.
• May be used with all camera accessories in
place, such as: motor, 400-ft. magazine, etc.
• Can be racked over and baked instantly.
NOTE:

Titler Accessory to
available. $32.50.

mount

on

RACK-OVER

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O.

Box

135

Westlake,

Ohio

FOR

IMPACT
IN SOUND

KINEVOX
116 S. Hollywood Way - Burbank, Calif.

600-FT. CONVERSION FOR
AURICON CINE-VOICE
Completely Installed—$295.00
All new conversion plus rebuilt 600-ft.
magazine.

Limited quantity

GREAT LAKES MOTION
12037 Grand River Ave.

PICTURE
•

SERVICE

Detroit 4, Mich.

J^HLJTERS
In World-U)id* Uss
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime* fog scenes * diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.O.

Box 46834, Hollywood, Calif.

magnification in projection ms must be
twice as great to keep the over-all mag¬
nification M the same. It is claimed,
with some justice, that this reduction
process reduces the graininess and that
the magnification in projection ms can
therefore he increased over what is pos¬
sible when the print is made by con¬
tact. If the reduction in graininess is
one-half, so that the magnification in
projection can be doubled, the depth
of field of pictures produced in this
way is the same as with the two me¬
thods that have been discussed pre¬
viously. It may be remarked in passing
that it is no more difficult to design a
projection lens to cover 35mm film than
one to cover the 70mm film if they are
of the same relative aperture, But, with
the same relative aperture, the illumi¬
nation on the screen with the 35mm
film will be approximately one-fourth
as great.

SUB-ZERO CAMERA
OPERATION
(Continued from Page 415)

permit re-threading, and was not re¬
placed for the H & D test. The camera
was then allowed to stand with the base
heaters operating but without the insu¬
lating protection or heat of the blanket.
It took only 7 minutes to make camera
operation
impractical!
The
heating
blanket was again put on, the crew re¬
moved and the refrigeration controls
set for —35°. After 15 minutes in this
man-made blizzard (blowers in the
chamber circuited the air very rapidly
to facilitate the heat transfer) it was
obvious that the heaters and insulation
were quite adequate for the tempera¬
tures we expected to meet. However, it
was desirable to test temperatures ex¬
ceeding our requirements, so the refri¬
geration controls were set for —50°.
Fourteen minutes at this setting indi¬
cated that the camera insulation and
heating equipment were still adequate.
The crew then re-entered the chamber
and shot another R & D focus test.
These tests and data are far from ex¬
haustive, but they did give us sufficient
information to allow us to approach
our sub-zero location with reasonable
confidence.
A brief analysis of the data and some
general observations may he of interest.
All temperatures are expressed in de¬
grees of Fahrenheit.
Heating pads were especially impor¬
tant to the lens mount, tachometer and
motor. (The lens mount actually froze
at one time while the heating pad was
removed.)
The film was very “tender” and tore
very easily at —20°. At —43° it was
checked (several pieces were left out
and exposed to the frigid air in the

chamber) and was found to be very
brittle! It shattered like glass.
There was a very definite gamma
loss at approximately —20°. A slight
loss in color saturation could be ex¬
pected to accompany this gamma loss.
An exposure correction is also indi¬
cated.
The motor cables were frozen stiff
at —40°. The use of military cables
designed for use at these temperatures
would be desirable at such extremes.
The camera lens focus was apparently
not affected.
No static was observed.
The camera gear head froze up. The
use of “aviation grease” is necessary.
The Universal finder and the glass
filter in front of the lens both frosted
up when warm damp air entered with
the camera crew. The lenses and the
filters must therefore, be very carefully
watched.
The current drain on the camera
heating units never at any time exceed¬
ed 7 amperes (at 110 volts). There¬
fore, a 750- or 1000-watt auxiliary
generator should be adequate for cam¬
era heating.
The battery temperature probably
did not fall much below freezing dur¬
ing the test. Insulation against the cold
for long exposures is indicated. Heating
may be necessary. (The thermocouple
in the cover of battery No. 2 was evi¬
dently near an air leak in the battery
cover, as it usually indicated tempera¬
tures very near those of the chamber.)
The lens thermocouple fell off the
camera apparently at about 3:10 PM
and was not replaced until 3:35 PM.
Therefore the lens temperature data re¬
corded between these times is false.
The crew reported that under the
blizzard conditions simulated in the
cold chamber face masks would be ne¬
cessary, and pocket warmers for the
hands desirable. The new Insul-Air
cold weather Pacs made by the U. S.
Rubber Co. were most effective.
George and Elmer had cold feet even
with heavy socks, boots and overshoes.
(Or maybe Gene has warm feet?) 4 ou
choose your own gear! See you in
Alaska (or Colorado) sometime.

PRESTO-SPLICER
The finest film splicer, the World over!

Indispensable time and money saver for splicing
all
kinds of film
including;
CRONAR (POLYESTER BASE)
negative, print, magnetic film or optical
Now with

•

NO

NEW PLUG-IN HEATER BLOCK
eliminates down timel

CEMENT

•

NO

LOST PICTURE

•

NO SCRAPING
•

NO DOUBLE THICKNESS

Spliced in seconds!
“Deluxe Miracle" Model
A Film fusion (butt-weld), en-to-end.
No drying. No overlap.
Brochure & Sample Splice on Request

PRESTOSEAL S
3727 33rd st., Long Island City I.N.Y.

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Rents . . . Sells . . . Exchanges

Everything

You

Nood

for

the

Production & Projection
of Motion Pictures Provided
by a Veteran Organization
of Specialists
35

mm.16

mm.

Television

IN BUSINESS SINCE

729 Seventh Ave.,

1910

New York 19, N. Y.

Tel.: Circle 5-5640
Cable address: RUBYCAM

TRIPOD DOLLY
(Continued from Page 430)

be of a size tailor-made to the triangu¬
lar expanse of the particular tripod
with which it will be used, the tripod
legs being extended sufficiently for
rigid camera support. The necessary
hardware used in building the dolly
(Fig. 1) may be purchased at most
hardware, and some 5 — 10 cent stores.
When specific dimensions have been
established for individual requirements,
the “tail” section of the dolly frame,
which joins with the cross piece at the

S.O.S.

will

equipment
Auricon

accept your old
as

a

trade-in

Pro-600”.
FOR

OTHER

camera
for

the

or surplus
“All

New

Time Payments, too!
S.O.S.

OFFERINGS

See Double-Spread on Pages 418 and 419

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19—PLaia 7-0440
Western Br.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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C I N E K A D
Synchronous Motor Drive

for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.

The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re¬
quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate, Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.
Write for more details and prices
Also available on special
order. Synch. Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING

COMPANY

763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
Plaza 7-3511

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-1 6mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp. »/5'. ^v.
■

Beacon, N.Y.

■ ■ ■ ■ i

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
B 4 W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
EDGE NUMBERING
VACUUMATING
All work vaporated at no extra charge

NATIONAL CINE
Box 4425

444

LAB

Washington 17, D. C.
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center to form the equilateral triangle,
is cut exactly one-half the length of the
cross member to provide the desired
symmetry. Rounding out the ends of
the boards that form the three “legs”
of the frame gives a more professional
appearance to the unit, and serves to
protect furniture against damaging
bumps when the dolly is used indoors.
Painting or varnishing is done at this
stage (Fig. 2), prior to mounting the
various hardware, or, if preferred, after
the two sections are nailed together,
for which procedure two 2-1/2” casing
or finishing nails are used.
After the finish has dried, three rub¬
ber-wheeled casters of the flush-mount¬
ing type, with wheels measuring 1-1/2”
in diameter, are attached to the ends of
the dolly frame, directly over which
are fastened three rubber caster cups
(Fig. 3) into which the tripod legs will
nest. These cups have a diameter of
about 2" on the outside. Inside they ap¬
proximate 1-1/4” at the top, tapering
to around 3/” at the bottom. A single
screw through a hole drilled in the
center of each cup holds it firmly in
place.
The addition of a couple of angle
brackets (Fig. 4) at the joint, previ¬
ously nailed, will greatly reinforce the
unit at this point of strain. With this
the dolly is complete and ready to
‘'“roll.' Used discreetly, and with reser¬
vation, as all clever camera effects
should be, your movies will now take
on a new touch of professionalization,
as the cine camera closes in for a
screen-filling portrait, backs away for
a wider angle of view, or whatever the
situation warrants, gliding smoothly
over any level surface.

INTERVAL TIMER
(Continued from Page 423)

the vibrator arm of the buzzer. Thus
when the timer points make contact, the
buzzer operates and drops the mercury
switch to start motor. We still have to
stop the motor again with the lid
back in the open position, so a second
mercury switch is wired in parallel with
the first. When number 1 mercury
switch is dropped the motor starts and
turns the disc. Almost immediately num¬
ber 2 mercury switch is raised to ON
position by disc edge. A pin on the disc
then knocks number 1 switch back to
OFF position, and as the disc continues
to rotate, number 2 switch drops into
cut-away back to OFF position. (See
Figs. 5 and 6).
In Fig. 4 the mechanism to trip the
single picture button on the camera can
be seen. This arrangement will vary with
the type of camera used. We used a
bowden cable connected from solonoid

July,

1956

to the release mechanism. When the solo¬
noid is energized for a split second, it
pulls the cable, releasing a spring-loaded
arm connected to camera button. The
spring tension can be adjusted to be just
enough to release camera button. Too
vigorous tension here can seriously dam¬
age the delicate camera mechanism.
Another arm on the driving disc is
adjusted to quickly tip a micro-switch
wired to the solonoid.
Or the micro¬
switch can be mounted on the end of the
box and when the lid closes it trips off
the switch. If longer intervals than one
hour are required for plant growth, an¬
other disc can be fitted to the spindle
that drives the hour hand of the clock.
Thus, 12 pins on this disc would give
one-hour intervals; 6 pins two-hour in¬
tervals and so on.
Our whole unit is operated on 240volts A.C. and we believe it to be as
simple as it is possible to build this type
of equipment. It is entirely automatic.
Once the subject is set-up and the unit
switched on it operates continuously
until it is manually switched off. Wiring
diagrams are not given here as we do
not encourage novices in electricity to do
their own wiring. Where high voltages
are concerned (240 volts here in Aus¬
tralia) it is advisable to have a skilled
electrician undertake all wiring.

MOVING-CAMERA SHOTS
(Continued from Page 429)

man's problems in this kind of photo¬
graphy and cooperate as a team to get
the shots desired.
Making a dolly shot on water is
usually accomplished by mounting the
camera on a raft or in the stern of a
rowboat, as was done in the fourth
photo (above) to photograph Robert
Taylor swimming a creek for a scene
for MGM’s “Many Rivers to Cross.”
Grips on the riverbank handling tow
lines held the boat against the river
current and controlled its travel as Tay¬
lor swam toward it.
The most frequently used camera
carrier for travel and dolly shots is the
hard-tired dolly operating on a sectional
metal track, such as the one shown in
the first photo (bottom) on page 429.
Here Director Elia Kazan, seated on
box on dolly, and members of the crew
watch as Eli Wallach and Carroll Baker
rehearse a scene for W arner Brothers’
“Baby Doll.’’ Director of Photography
Boris Kaufman, A.S.C., (behind Ka¬
zan) using a viewing filter, checks the
lighting as he prepares to shoot the
scene following the rehearsal. As the
players move, the camera will be moved
toward them. Note guide stick extend¬
ing from dolly toward players (but out
(Continued on Page 446)
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SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES—IN
FACT THEY ALL ARE
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, 1955 printing '/2 Price.$
2.50
BELHOWELL 16mm SOUND PROJECTOR 179
w/synchronous motor, 12" speaker, 2 cases.
$750.00 value .
395.00
16MM
PREVIEW MOVIOLAS ULPVCS.
large
ll"xl4"
picture,
composite
sound
and
separate soundhead. Rebuilt like new. 1895.00
ORIGINAL ZOOMAR 16MM LENS 25mm to
75mm with matched finder. Like new.
395.00
GUNSTOCK MOUNT FOR B & H 70 Series
Cameras ..
119.50
NEW INKIE DINKIE TYPE 150W Spots, $25.00
value
.
17.95
1000 WATT G48 GE MAZDA Spotlamps Mog.
bipost. $13.50 List. Special.
6.95
HALLEN B22 SYNC MAGNETIC 17'/2mm Re¬
corder, 2 position mixer, monitor speaker,
headphones, mike. $1950.00 originally, ex¬
cellent .
495.00
SENSATIONAL
KINEVOX
16
sync Magnetic
Recorders—10 day free trial.
695.00
NEW MAGNETIC RECORDER DEGAUSSERS OR
ERASERS 400' size $53.50
1200' capacity..
69.50
CAMERA SLATES with quick change white
numerals and letters. $25.00 value.
New
Surplus .
4.95
AURICON
16MM
LATE
MODEL
RECORDER,
w/noise
reduction
amplifier,
syncmotor.
$862.00 value, used, excellent.
395.00
CLOSE OUT SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
& CABINETS—SLIGHTLY USED & NEW MM102 CABINETS—hold 100-400' 16mm reels,
72" high x 28 y2" x 11" deep. Regularly
$195.00. Used ...
99.50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16 mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 16" deep.
Regularly $330.00. Used .
149.50
BRAND
NEW
RK-102
RACKS—hold
1021000' 35mm reels (over 200 16mm) 78''
high x 48" wide x 12" deep. Regularly
$165.00
87.50
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus.
recond.
BACKGROUND
PROJECTOR
2000W,
4
x 5
recond.
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg/pos. Developer.
Includes
airpump,
drain
pump,
stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape.$ 975.00
ARRIFLEX
II
35mm CAMERA,
3
lenses;
2
magazines; mattebox,- complete . 1195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus .
995.00
BELHOWELL 70DA 16mm CAMERA, 3 lenses,
turret viewfinder and case .
295.00
MITCHELL 16 CAMERA, 2-400' magazines; 12V
motor,- tachometer; large viewfinder, mattebox,
sunshade
and
cases,
less
lenses.
$5,500 value . 2950.00
MAURER CAMERA OUTFIT w/2 magazines, 2
motors (12V & 110V sync) lens, battery and
cases. Good . 2395.00
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 SPEED with wedge.. 1025.00
B&H
35mm
FILM
PERFORATOR w/negative
punch
and
die.
Good
condition,
$4000
value . 1250.00
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16
Optical.
Rebuilt . 3995.00
DOLLY
TRACK
with
connectors,
5'-10'-15'
lengths, per ft.
4.95
with self-levelling screws—per ft.
5 95
$50,000.00 POSITIVE COLOR OPTICAL PRINTER
at tremendous
sacrifice to
settle estate.
Includes 2 color cameras, 16mm and 35mm,
also 35mm projection head, all with pilot
pins,
1000W
lamphouse,
automatic filter
changers, magazines, assembled for oper¬
ation. 7500.00

TRADES TAKEN.
Phone PL 7-0440 Cable: SOSOUND
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202
2

B&H 70-H with 400' magazines, motor, no lenses,
like new, $595.00 each.
Cine-lite, new $300.00.
Used RCA sound camera with lenses $395.00. Bell
and Howell 16-35mm Pro Splicer. Colortran, CineVoice Arri 16 for sale or rental.
Immediate de¬
livery on
TV
production
equipment from
Upper
Midwest's
only
movie
supply
house,
CENTURY
CAMERA SALES, 22 South 7th Street, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
FE 8-5857.

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.
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27th
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STUDIO

YEAR * * ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1-—28mm
Schneider
lens,
1—50mm
lens, Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 .

1250.00

ART REEVES SENSITESTER Combination 35mm
and 16mm. Value $2,000.00. Special.

595.00

NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
numbering slate, w/handle.

6.95

35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.

285.00

35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite
galvanometer,
amplifier,
motor,
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines.
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed . 3050.00
SCHOEN
PRINTER,
sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute; 12 adjustable light changes; AC-DC
conversion unit .

999.00

35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition .

750.00

MOLE
and

200.00

B

& H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.

MOLE

RICHARDSON

2000

Spot,

rolling

95.00

stand

110.00

ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand. Size
5x7 .
Size 8x10 .

235.00
350.00

35mm,
400'
Cineflex
Camera
Magazines.
Value $165.00. Price, each .
Olson 24" 5 K-W Lamp and roller stand,
like new. Value $270.00. Price, each.

100.00
170.00

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28,

CAL.

MAGNASYNC RECORDER SW-602, Excel lent....$ 995.00
AURICON-PRO
Auto
Parallax-Finder
TVT
Shutter & NR-24 Amplifier, Good.
895.00
NUMADE Synchronizer model 162.
120.00
NUMADE Dual Rewinds W-2.
40.00
KINEVOX magnetic sound reader.
80.00
Bulk eraser for magetic film.
60.00
16mm magnetic film 8 rolls 400', new.
40.00
EV 646 mike 50 ohm & 420 desk stand.
70.00
RICHARD A. PETERSON
2828 SW 46 Terrace
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

CAMERAS

AND

ACCESSORIES

ANIMATION stand 35mm with Acme camera.
For
full information call or write MEYER, 6337 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood.
HOIlywood 9-8209.

COMPANY

B&H
202
BR-1
Specialist
with
sync,
motor,
12"
speaker (Cordomatic speaker cord reel built-in) new
condition
$777.00.
B&H
Diplomat
Projector and
carrying case new condition $195.00. B&H 16mm
Filmotion Editor, complete with viewer, splicer and
2000' rewinds excellent condition $117.00.
Four
gang
Schoen
16mm
synchronizer
used
$144.00.
Schoen
Studio Sound
Reader Model
4
$120.00.
Kodak Ektanon 17mm f:2.7 lens $30.00.
Kodak
Ektar 17mm f:2.7 lens $50.00. Kodak Ektar 102mm
f:2.5 lens $65.00. Kern 150mm lens $80.00. Elgeet
102mm lens $70.00. Bolex Gun Stock $48.00. Bolex
Rackover $20.00. Bolex 40" cable release $5.00.
Bolex Unimotor and leather battery case $60.00.
RCA PG-201
Projector $95.00. Hydro Dolly raises
to 8'. $1195.00.
Two GE Pr-1 Meters and Cases
$19.00
each.
Weston
Model
850
Meter
$9.00.
Rolleifiex Camera and case with Schneider f/3.5
lens, built in sync, new condition $150.00.
16mm
Arriflex Camera with 1 1 .5mm 1 .9 wide angle lens,
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens, 50mm Xenon f/2 lens,
portable wet cell
batteries and case,
like new
$1924.00.
DeLuxe
Aluminum
Carrying
Case
for
Arriflex $120.00.
16mm magnetic recording tape
short lengths. Ideal for testing and recording on
B&H 202 projector. One half cent per foot. Minimum
order $5.00. WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY,
539 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
SACRIFICE, make your own good 16mm sound films
or commercials single or double system for only
$2750.00 cash.
No offers.
No COD's.
All good
condition. $125.00 standard 400' Uhler adjustable
lighting controls, silent or sound duplicate printer,
used 5 hours, excellent, $87.00;
like new Bolex
Deluxe 3 lenses, $500.00; Bolex Leader, $175.00
(older); Magnecorder PT63AH7P 3 channel mixer,
Rangertone lip synchronizer, $650.00; 2 Tape Webcors, $85.00 each; Morse G3 100' developer, $25.00:
Lektra Butt splicer, $35.00; Big Natco sound pro¬
jector, $150.00; Victor 40 sound projector, $100.00;
Jr Pro tripod, $75.00; Auricon 200' suitcase model,
view-range finder, NR 24A7 amplifier,
mike, TV
shutter,
$600.00;
Pan cinor Bolex zoomer lense,
$225.00;
9"
Century
lense,
$100.00AURICON
RA20 SOF BATTERY AMPLIFIER, $50.00. HARRIOTT.
5075 37th Street, North, St.
Petersburg,
Florida.
Phone 4-37401 .
BASS . .
is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomer 16; Cine Specials all models; Bell & Howell
70-DR;
Bolex H-16;
Used
16mm.
Eastman Sound
KodascoDe Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two
12" speakers,
$250.00;
Used
16mm.
B.&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F: 1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00;
Used
16mm.
Ampro.
Compact sound
proj.,
sound
and
silent
speeds, 2" F: 1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
soeeds, F:2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago
2, III.
MITCHELL 16, 6 T-stop Baltar lenses, 4-400 ft. mag¬
azines, finder, matte box, tripod, baby hi-hat, 12V
wild
and
220V sync motors,
accessories,
cases;
excellent.
$4,800.00 or trade for 35mm Mitchell
NC.
Also,
16mm Auricon-Pro,
single lens,
auto¬
parallax
finder,
amplifier,
noise
reduction
unit,
portable Dower supply. Western Electric microphone,
cases, $975.00. WINNER FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
47 Valencia Ave., Coral Gables, Florida.

16MM
continuous
printer,
custom-built—400'
in
8
minutes—sound and silent; 3 tanks, stainless steel,
with drains..,.4'x5'x4"—60 gallons capacity each;
1
titler, tripod and miscellaneous. GEORGE TIN¬
MAN, 4158 Okalona, S. Euclid, Ohio.

BRAND new Cooke 3 inch f/2 (T.2.3) coated lens in
Eyemo C mount.
List $235.
Special $150.
Box
1241, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

EQUIPMENT

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP

PRECISION

American

EQUIP.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

CAMERA

CINE SPECIAL 16mm. CAMERA W/3 LENS
TURRET, 400 ft. Mitchell magazine conv.,
rackover thru-lens viewing,
motor drive,
Mitchell upright image viewfinder, 3 Kodak
lenses—15mm. f2.7, 50mm. fl .6, 102mm.
f2.7,
Pro-Jr.
tripod,
2
carrying
cases.
VALUE $2879.00 . 1570.00

combination Microphone
Rolling stand. Special....

PRODN.

MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar,
and
6"
f4.5
Telephoto
Xenar
Lenses;
2-400'
Magazines,Motor;
Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod;
Carrying
Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special . 1150.00

RICHARDSON
Lamp BOOM

&

Maqnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

-

Industry

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
ARRIFLEX-16 with 3 Schneider lenses
case. Like new $1,975.00. SAMUEL
Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

with carrying
KRAVITT, 763

STAINLESS steel tanks, four, Calumet.
Approximately
30" x 24" x 4" complete with 16mm film racks.
Best offer.
C. SAGER, 3940 North Oakland, Mil¬
waukee, Wisconsin.

Cinematographer

(Continued on Next Page )
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Classified Ads

WANTED

(Continued from Preceding Page)
STUDIO

&

PRODN.

16MM ARC-PROJECTOR and 16mm Optical-Sound-Re¬
corder.
Box 1244, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
Magazine.

EQUIP.

NC MITCHELL CAMERA OUTFIT
includes coated Ealtar 25mm, 35mm, 50mm and
75mm lenses, adjustable finder, regular matte box,
wide angle matte box, Mitchell tripod, standard
tripod, baby tripod, friction head, two 1000 ft.
magazines, two 20V sync motors, blimp, complete
with cases.
All equipment recently overhauled by
Mitchell.
Complete and ready to go for $7,200.00.
Box 1242, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

16MM
HOUSTON-K-14
.
.
.
developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Newmade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets. 35mmxl000 film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont
Ave.. New York 57, New York.

16MM USED features and shorts, sound and silent,
also
libraries.
Box
1245,
AMERICAN
CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER Magazine.
WANT DESIGN engineer motion picture cameras and
equipment.
PRODUCERS SERVICE COMPANY, 2704
W. Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif. Victoria 9-3144.

POSITIONS WANTED
NEGRO—Catholic,
newsreel,
ing,

16mm

titling,

experienced
color

also

cameraman,

productions,

projectionist.

3424 Clark Ave., St.

Louis 3,

35mm

editing,

MALCOLM

light¬

MYERS,

Missouri.

EUROPEAN
inventor,
designer,
desires
position
in
research field,
movie and still cameras.
HENRY
JAKUBOWSKI, 1014 Daniels St. N.E., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.

WANTED
LABORATORY
YE

OLDE

TRADING POST—IF WE DON’T
WE'LL SELL FOR YOU!

BUY

Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.

WE ALSO TRADE OF TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
SUPPLY

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114

E.

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH

Ave.,

Denver

recording—

Lomita,

Calif.

DAvenport

6-4925.

Equipment
Complete Studio

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

TAbor 5-2812

picture editing—sound

FOOTAGE
Send

Colo.

music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue,

or

3,

SOUND
RECORDING
at
a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and

Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing
Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment

From

8th

LABORATORY & SOUND

CORPORATION
Cable: SOCOUMD
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

All Types Used
a Splicer to a

SOUND

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.

S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

&

IT—

FOR

SALE

Cash

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York

ARGENTINA—Any footage in B&W or color w/Spectra,
in 35mm., with anamorphic lens 1:2 compression,
C'S frame.
Address: DUCLOUT, Lavalle 376, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

EQUIPMENT,

LABORATORY

FOR

EQUIPMENT,

RENT

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN¬
GLE

ITEMS

TO

COMPLETE

STUDIOS.

TRADES

AC¬

CEPTED.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H
Cameras — Lenses —

NATIONAL

CINE

FULLY equipped sound stage.
3 cameras including
new NC Mitchell.
Available for rent by day or
week.
Assignments accepted.
LARRIBOB PRODUC¬
TIONS, INC., 5383 North Union Blvd., St. Louis 15,
Missouri.

PRODUCTION
— Wall —
Equipment

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

INC.

New York,

FOR

SALE

Eyemo

N.Y.

16MM CINEMASCOPE production in Kodachrome “LA
BELLA ITALIA."
Box 1243, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER Magazine.

MOVING-CAMERA SHOTS
(Continued from Page 444)

of camera range) enabling them to
keep proper distance from camera.
Helicopters are finding increasing
use as camera transports in Hollywood
production and enable a cameraman to
get shots that would he impossible with
any other type of aircraft. In the middle
photo (bottom of page 429) George Folsey A.S.C. with his CinemaScope ca¬
mera mounted in a helicopter, swoops
low on three hard-riding Early-West
figures on horseback for a dramatic
scene for MGM’s “The Fastest Gun
Alive.”
446

American

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from Page 396)

WANTED
PRODUCTION

whose duty it is to change focus when¬
ever there is a change of distance be¬
tween the actors and the camera during
a dolly shot. Sometimes this is worked
out in advance and cue marks estab¬
lished, but very often it is a matter of
good judgement—a good eye for dis¬
tance. While it is the Director of Pho¬
tography who plans such shots, it is
the grips and the assistant on whom
successful execution of the dolly shot
depends. In some of the major studios
certain grips have become so expert
at handling camera dollies, cranes, etc.,
that their services for this work are in
almost constant demand.
When moving camera shots are to be
made on location, very often the Direc¬
tor of Photography must improvise some
means for accomplishing it, as in the
case of the shots made with the tobog¬
gans and the row boat described above.
Vehicles commandeered for making
such shots that were not originally in
the script range from a child’s express
wagon to a Mexican ox-cart. Ed Phillips
mounted his CinemaScope camera in
the nose of a racing car for thrilling
action shots for “The Racers.” Charles
G. Clarke, A.S.C. mounted his camera
on a speedy locomotive to make drama¬
tic scenes for a short subject picturing
scenic Italy. And a rocket ship instal¬
lation is already being planned for
follow shots of the maiden flight of the
first space ship to leave the earth for
a distant planet.

Cinematocrapher

The third photo in this group shows
Charles Boyle, A.S.C. and his camera
crew preparing a trucking shot with
the Mitchell camera mounted on an
ancient flange-wheeled railway truck
for scenes for Walt Disney’s “The
Great Locomotive Chase.” Reflectors
erected on tripods and mounted on the
car at rear provide booster light.
Among the unsung
heroes of the
dolly shots are the grips who must know
how to precisely move a dolly at the
speed demanded by the particular scene
to be filmed, and the camera assistant

July,

1956

Moon;” Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,” Kentucky; Paul Vogel,
ASC, Wings of Eagles,” Florida; Russ
Harlan, ASC, “Something of Value,”
Africa; Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The
Vintage,” France; and Robert Bronner, “10,000 Bedrooms,” Rome.

•

•

•

Purchase of Circle Film Laboratories,
33 West 60th Street, New York, N. Y.,
is announced by Fred Todaro. Com¬
pany will hereafter be known as Cri¬
terion Film Laboratories, Inc.
Todaro, who joined the company a
year ago, has been in the business for
over 20 years. A pioneer in the pro¬
cessing of color motion picture film, he
is credited with designing and build¬
ing some of the basic equipment now
used throughout the industry.
•

•

•

New York State residents having ex¬
perience in motion picture production,
review or distribution may qualify for
Film Production Supervisor positions
with the New York State Department
of Commerce in Albany.

THIS EARLY MOVIE OF PRESIDENT McKINLEY'S
FUNERAL PROCESSION/ FILMED IN IQOI.

\a7herever

bas/c
IMPROVEMENTS

ARE FOUND IN STUDIO
LIGHTING CARBONS/ THERE
IS REFLECTED THE
UNENDING SEARCH BY
National Carbon Company
SCIENTISTS FOR BETTER
PICTURE QUALITY.
EXAMPLE :AMPAS
"Oscar" for "NATIONAL'

FORERUMMER OF THE MODERM ARC
CARBON ••• EARLY STUDIO ARC LIGHTS

YELLOW FLAME
CARBONS.

PRODUCED LESS THAN I °To AS MUCH LIGHT AS
THEIR MODERN/HIGH-INTENSITY COUNTERPARTS.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC... NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN
The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Sales Offices; Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

For balanced
color...use byron

color-correct*

‘fcs£“-

prints

Byron color-correct* prints give you color that is
never too light — never too dark — color that is always
right! Such perfection is a regular service at Byron
— backed by efficient personnel, precision
equipment, operating in a plant designed for peak
performance.

Byron quality, Byron service costs

no more, and is available in 8 hours if necessary.
Write, wire, or call today for an
early start on your job!

. . . and for balanced service
byron offers you these 16mm
production facilities:
-recording
-location photography
-music library
animationeditingsound effects

byron

-sound stage
complete black and white
laboratory facilities
-precision magnetic striping

Studios and Laboratory
1226 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

DIJpout 7-1800

*Reg. U. S. Patent Office

SEND FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF THE 3 ILLUSTRATED BULLETINS ON “PRE-PRINT PREP¬
ARATION” AS DEVELOPED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE ASSOCIATION OF CINEMA LABORATORIES
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Harnessing Sunlight With Reflectors
* *

3Se

• Lighting For Mood in the Motion Picture
• Shooting With Ansco’s New, Fast

16mm

Color Film

FOREIGN 4S«
!

■

•'

'-

,

processes
ektachrome,
anscochrome and
black-and-white
from dry to dry...

The greatest advancement in color and bblac
and white film processing in decades,
completely automatic COLORMATIC needs no
attendance from time film is loaded until it
is

unloaded ...

sparkling

-

processing

at far less cost.

I TS-.V-'.-vS?

yet COLORMATIC offer
short time

...

an

COLORMATIC gives you full

control of your processing . . . both in time
and quality.

immm

processing.

No need to depend on outside
No other processor as automatic

. . . or economical.
*

COLORMATIC MODEL A 16Will process 16mm color film in daylig
minute, or 35mm at l/2 feet per minu
hour). Daylight magazine holds approxii
of 35mm film. COLORMATIC is compl
... temperature is controlled by water
Thermostatically controlled dry box
drying. COLORMATIC has 15 polyvinol
each of 3V£ gallon capacity. Bottom d
solution change. Continuous mechanic:
adjustable timing control rods in each
SIZE: 78" long, 20" wide, 44" high.
1
:

$

2950

F.O.B. Chalfont, Pa.

COLORMATIC MODEL B 16
Designed for 16mm only. Color speed is 5 feet per
minute. Black and white speed is 35 feet per minute.
Air squeegees at each tank (air must be supplied to
system). Refrigeration and heating units thermostati¬
cally control water jacket temperature. Extra large dry
box for high speed drying. SIZE: 78" long, 20" wide,
44" high.

$

4495

F.O.B. Chalfont, Pa.

Manufactured by the makers of the famous FILM ATIC “SUPER” 16MM HIGH SPEED BLACK AND WHITE FILM PROCESSOR

order now for
early delivery!

MANUFACTURING CO.
ROUTE 202 AT BRISTOL ROAD
BUCKS COUNTY, CHALFONT, PA.

Conversion of 100 ft.

New SPECTRA

AURICON CINE VOICE
to 1200 ft. capacity.

3-color METER

Includes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision con/ersion permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (1 1 min. running
time) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Includes in¬
stallation of Veeder footage counter. We convert your present
Cine Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with
external magazines.
Conversion-less magazines $450.00
Positive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for
small additional charge.

Only accurate meter that
measures all light sources,
including daylight. Measures
the proportionate amounts
of all 3 primary colors in the
light source, and indicates
the filters needed for positive
color correction. Product of
Photo Research Corporation.
With case and strap $305.00
With Kelvin scale $325.00

3-wheel portable

750-2000-5000 Watt

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY

CONE LIGHTS

Illustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also
takes Professional Junior and most stand¬
ard tripods. You can’t beat it for light¬
weight convenience.
$300.00

Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE

750W-$75.
2000W-$110.
5000W-$175.00. Less stand.

Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to floors.

Adjustable Collapsible

Phone
JUdson
6-1420

*9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)
Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
'PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. 'Electric Footage Timers
'Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.
'Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers.
'DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.

Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras
Prices subject to change without notice.

Model C (illustrated $29.50
Model B (less clamps) $23.50

JACKIE GLEASON'S "HONEYMOONERS" is filmed by Du Mont Electronicam System which incorporates an especially designed and adapted 35mm
Mitchell movie camera. Here are Jackie Gleason and Joyce Randolph, right, peering through the camera lens at Audrey Meadows and Art Carney.

NEW ELECTRONICAM REDUCES SHOOTING TIME
Du Mont's Video-Film System incorporates
both Mitchell 35 mm film camera and TV camera
First to use a video-film
Gleason’s popular show “The
Gleason makes use of the new
advanced TV techniques with

system in major TV film production is Jackie
Honeymooners!’ In going “live on film” Jackie
Du Mont Electronicam System, which combines
highest quality 35mm photography.

Heart of the Electronicam System is a completely new type of unit, blending
a Du Mont TV camera and a specially adapted Mitchell 35mm camera using a
common lens system. It gives the producer full advantage of the best techniques
of motion picture production while enjoying the time saving and broadened
creative scope available in video’s electronic practices. Savings in shooting time
and costs are substantial.
The 35mm Mitchell cameras used as integral parts of the Electronicam
System produce consistently superior black and white films, as well as color films
which are unequaled for uniformity of quality. Mitchell cameras today serve not
only in the television industry, but also are the predominant choice in the pro¬
duction of governmental, industrial, research and educational films, as well as
being standard equipment for major studios throughout the world.
Complete information on Mitchell cameras is available upon request on your
letterhead.

Du Mont Electronicam pick-up; Mitchell 35 mm
film camera on left, TV camera on right.

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

Scene from "The Honey¬
mooners" shows Jackie Gleason
and Art Carney on set before
three pick-up units of Electroni¬
cam System. Each pick-up unit has
both TV camera and specially
designed Mitchell film camera.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO”
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ON THE COVER
During rehearsal of scene for Regal Films’ “Stagecoach To Fury,”
camera crew on boom overhead lines up camera for most advantageous
coverage of action. Photo also shows location of microphone and some of
the lamps that were used to illuminate set, simulating daylight. Director
of Photography was Walter Strenge, A.S.C., whose story on how picture
was photographed begins on page 472 of this issue.—Photo by Cliff King.
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CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700

iiniiiam

ONE CAMERA
16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

Camerette«/»
Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both

16mm or 35mm color

er black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—

• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 1 6mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
• Precise

rugged

movement

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter
• Divergent three lens turret
ART DIRECTOR Bill Ehnen (left) and ASC President George Folsey discussed proposed modern¬

• Automatic film gate 400’ magazines
35mm — the

1 6mm

magazine will

16 or

ization and refurbishing of the ASC Clubhouse at Society’s July meeting.

accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

\
HARRY WILD, ASC,
meeting.

v-

stops to chat with W. J. German’s Harry Pratt at ASC’s July dinner¬

Others, from left to right are: Len Roos, Ernest Miller, and Clark Ramsey.

Following

the dinner, a print of “Moby Dick” was screened.

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris

FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(TflmcRfl G^uipmenT (o.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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The ASC, last month, admitted to Asso¬
ciate Membership in the Society Jack
Goetz, of Consolidated Film Industries;
Allan Haines, of Pathe Laboratories,
Inc., and John J. Kowalak, of Ansco.

•

•

•

Frank Zucker, president of Camera
Equipment Company, New York, and a
member of long standing in the A.S.C.,

August, 1956

was a Hollywood visitor last month.
Annual visit was to renew old friend¬
ships and to acquire newly developed
motion picture equipment for distribu¬
tion by his company.
•
•
c
Arthur Feindel, it turns out, is real
monicker of cinematographer “Jockey”
(Continued on Page 456)

FOR A HAPPY PRESENTATION
The joy of accomplishment is a universal happiness.
Especially in the case of a film which is your creation, born
out of hard work and careful planning.
Because Precision’s staff of specialists adds its own
creative efforts to yours by the use of specially designed
equipment, and by careful handling and intelligent timing —
you might say we are fellow creators, working with you
to bring out all you’ve put into the original.. .Yes,
and maybe more!
So, when you turn those 16mm dreams into
realities, be sure to call upon Precision for the accurate, sound
and exact processing your films deserve.
Remember: Precision is the pace-setter in processing
of all film. No notching of originals —scene to scene
color correction, optical track printing,
all are the very best... 35mm service, too!

and hear

you’ll see

FILM
21

West

LABORATORIES,
46th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC

In

everything, there

is

one

best

...

in

film

processing, it’s

Precision

BULLETIN BOARD
(Continued from Page 454)

BURNETT

and adds up to the advent of a
new era in the film processing field.
The Fonda Corporation takes’
pride in introducing its flexible
Building Block System. This sectional
design enables you to process the
Iwidest rang e of film types am
[speeds which you may require, and
[all within the framework of one
[versatile machine* »
By activating different sections, or
—.by ipco.rporating additional.,unitsj
the process may be modified to fit
your particular requirements of
growth and change..,
/V N EGATIVE

OR POSITIVE

repeat

II

to

be

filmed

essed

in

laboratories

Studios,

Winter

riors

“End As

of

1

entirely

in

Florida.

Park,
A

of

Shamrock

Florida,

Man”

are

Film

where

inte¬

being

shot.

eX-

•

•

The Motion Picture Association of
America reports that the proportion of
color films to all films made in the U. S.
during 1955 dropped for the first time
since color first became a factor in fea¬
ture film production.
Report shows that there were 154
color features produced last year, or
50.5% of a total of 305 pictures that
received the Production Code Seal. In
1954, there were 176 color films, or
58.1%—an all-time high for the in¬
dustry.
A major contributing cause to this
downward trend has been the successes
of such black-and-white films as “On
the Waterfront,” “From Here to Eter¬
nity,” and more recently, “Marty.”

•

•

.

1546 North Argyle Ave.
Hollywood 28, California
Hollywood 2-8384
* Spate parts and assemblies available

FONpA—America's finest film processing majchine
American Cinematographer

to

Feindel, who was admitted to member¬
ship in the A.S.C. recently.

•

and other recent advances, send for our
exciting new brochure.

hopes

photography

Here Guffey looks over some footage proc¬

;B/w NEGATIVE A$D POSITIVE

For further information relating to this

(left)

Award

Sam Speigel production. It is first major pro¬
duction

•

While only symbolic of the re-<
markable flexibility of Fonda's
Building Block System, the above
illustrates the unlimited possibilities
now available in both our Perma¬
nent-Professional or compact, port¬
able Field Model processors. 4—. .L

ASC,

Academy

on his current assignment, “End As A Man,”

I

COLOR 5 EKTAOHROME, ANGOOCHROME, EASTMAN CO LO ft,( HE GAT JV£*POSIT1Ve),A NSC O C O LO R CnEOATIVE,'
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GUFFEY,

his

August, 1956

Acclaimed
finest
underwater
color
cinematography of any motion picture
made to date is “The Silent World,”
photographed over a two year period
by Frenchman Jacques-Ives Cousteau,
and screened before members of the
A. S. C. at the Society’s June meeting.
Picture demonstrated unusual results
obtainable by strobe-lights in under¬
water cinematography.
end

American Cinematographer has consistently surpassed all other publications in the
amount of advertising carried on film production equipment and services.

Adver¬

tisers — large and small — know from experience that American Cinematographer
produces the best results — gives the most returns per advertising dollar.
MR. ADVERTISER: Turn the pages of this issue.
represented.

Note that all the industry’s important advertisers are

Most of them appear regularly every

doing the best selling job for them.

month

because

American

Cinematographer

is

And we can do the same for you!

Plan now to include AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER in your 1956-1957
advertising schedule.

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER,

1782

For space rates, write to

NORTH

ORANGE

DRIVE,

HOLLYWOOD

28,

CALIF.

FOR

MOTION

PICTURE

AND

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

CAMART TV MIKE BOOM...

CAMART OPTICAL FX UNIT
For motion picture and television cameras.
Reproduces multiple images in rotation.
Many varied effects possible. From $119.75

BARDWELL-McALISTER
LIGHTS . . . complete stock of
750 to 1000 watt spots and ac¬
cessories. From $81.00

a portable model for studio or
location. Rear handle for direc¬
tional mike control, internal
wires, noiseless. 13' boom arm
can be folded for transportation
in your car. $245.00

CAMART ELECTRIC FILM
TIMERS
Ideal for dubbing and narration.
Double model measures footage
and equivalent time $89.50
Single model measures footage
only $45.00 SYNCHRONOUS!

C A M A RT

DUAL SOUND READER
• Works with ANY viewer
• Single or double system
• Optical and magnetic
• Practical and dependable

CAMART SCOUT TRI¬
POD PACKAGE includes
standard friction head tri¬
pod, baby base, hi-hat.
Value over $150. Special
3-in-l combination offer,
$125.00

SERVICE
CAMART TV CAMERA DOLLY MODEL 111
Boom arm type. Smooth, mechanical geared
operation raises your motion picture or TV
camera from 2 ft. to almost 7 ft. high. Weighs
only 350 lbs. $1825.00. Dolly Tkack available.

A new modern fully equipped machine
shop has been installed on the premises
for Camera Maintenance and Repairs. Our
experienced technicians will
build and
design experimental equipment . . . make
aperture masks for film strip cameras to
your specifications . . . and mount Baltar
Lenses.

<hCflME/M M/IRTm
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameraman

COLORTRAN Lights and
Converters in stock. Pack¬
aged studio lighting in
convenient cases. High in¬
tensity converters from
$57.50 and up.

FILM AG NET 1C
TKADE

MAIK

Optimal FEATURE

AN

AVAILABLE FOR FACTORY INSTALLATION
ON ALL NEW OR EXISTING AURICON
OPTICAL SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

-/lutim

Holly
T . M .

REG.

U.S. PAT. OFF.

heseniin

FILMAGN ETIC
Auricon proudly presents "Filmagnetic” High-Fidelity sound-on-film Recording, for
lip-synchronized Talking Pictures and Music of Quality, on 16 mm black and white or color
film pre-striped for magnetic sound before it is exposed to light. "Filmagnetic” sound and
optical picture are recorded Single-System on the same film at the same time! The "Filmagnetic”
Unit, installed at the Factory in any Auricon Camera, can be temporarily removed without the
use of tools, thus providing a choice of High-Fidelity Optical or Magnetic sound-tracks. Your
pre-striped film with magnetic sound lip-synchronized to your picture, passes through the normal
picture-development and is played back on any 16 mm Magnetic Sound Projector, including the
Ampro, B&H, RCA, and Others.
"Filmagnetic” Outfit complete... $870.00
PLEASE MAIL COUPON BELOW FOR FREE INFORMATION...

(FILMAGNETIC PATENTS PENDING)

“Filmagnetic” Twin-Head Camera
Recording Unit, with Record and
Instant-Monitor Magnetic Heads,
which automatically open for easy
threading ... complete with Model
MA-10 Amplifier, $870.00 installed
on any new Auricon Camera at the
Factory. Small extra installation
charge on existing Auricon Cameras.
“Filmagnetic” 3 Input Amplifier,
Model MA-10, with High-Fidelity
Microphone, complete Cables and
Batteries, in a Cowhide-Leather
Carrying Case. Super-portable,
weighs only 7 pounds, carries easily
with shoulder-strap during operation!

‘FILMAGNETIC” SOUND FOR COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE

1

SOUND

gp;

C UARANTE E

|

All Auricon Equipment is sold with

^

a 30 day money-back guarantee.
You must be satisfied!

'[Pi&ilxitotLty

mammmammmm

Gray Baft

AURICON Division
BERNDT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street
Hollywood 38, California

□

FILM SINCE

Please send me free information on "Filmagnetic”
equipment for Auricon Cameras.
Without obligation, please send me cost of installing
‘‘Filmagnetic” on my Auricon Model.Camera.

t IN PRINCIPAL CITIIS

NAME..

.TITLE.

FIRM...
THE

STREET.
CITY...

LINE

CINE-VOICE

AURICON PRO-600

SUPER 1200

S69500

$1497.00

$4652 15

.ZONE.

.STATE.

AUTOMATIC
FILM
SPLICER

The HFC automatic film splicer uses a special transparent tape, perforated
to match the film to be spliced and coated on one side with a pressure
adhesive. The tape is precut and rolled onto the film in register. The unit
makes butt or overlap splices. The tape is rolled onto the film automatic¬
ally from a precision sprocket. Registration pins assure perfect lineup of
film. Stock units are for 35mm positive film.

BUTT
SPLICE

OVERLAP
SPLICE

PERFORATION
REPAIR

TEAR
REPAIR

AFS—35—(35MM MODEL)
AFS—16—(16MM MODEL)

$175

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

FILM-EDGE
NUMBERING MACHINE
(Coding Machine)
An important aid and time saving device which enables the Film Editor to
quickly tie together the picture and sound track in perfect synchronization
is the HFC film edge numbering or coding machine. The machine numbers
every 16 frames in 35mm. The 16mm model numbers every 40 frames. The
numbering block generally consists of two letter wheels or one number and
one letter wheel manually operated and four number wheels which move
automatically and number the film from 0001 to 9999. All numbers can be
reset by hand to begin at any number.
ENM—35— (35MM MODEL)
FNM_1A_HAMM MOTIF I \

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases
AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284
branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle 7-1630

AT LAST! A FLEXIBLE
EDITING MACH IN El

(Now, on ONE editing machine,
the McAlister EDI MAC,
you can run 16 or 35 sound
with 16 or 35 picture.
It's 4 machines in 1.
V

Write for folder.)

GOOD LIGHTING JOB! *

(McAlister lights,
of course!

PERFECT DOLLY SHOT!

Send for catalog.)
(McAlister's Crab Dolly,
what else.
Write for folder.)

J. Gr. McAlist
7777 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California

Foreign Distribution
CINEQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL
5880 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
CINEQUIPMENT FILMGERATE GMBH
7 Theatinerstrasse
Munich, Germany

for the newest,
most advanced
lighting and
production equipment

First in Los Angeles!
Carter Car-top Platforms

Photographic Assignments
JULY

•

1956

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.

ALLIED ARTISTS

• Harry Neumann, ASC, “Out of This
World," with Huntz Hall and the Bowery
Boys. Austen Jewell, director.
• William Clothier, “Dragoon Wells Mas¬
sacre,” Eastman Color & CinemaScope, with
Barry Sullivan and Mona Freeman. Harold
Schuster, director.

Sedan Car-top Platforms

AMERICAN NATIONAL
Fetters, “The Man Called X,” TV,
(Ziv-TV) with Barry Sullivan. Eddie Davis,
director;
“Science
Fiction
Theatre,” TV,
(Ziv-TV). Herb Strock, director.
• Curt

"Highway Patrol,” TV,
Ziv-TV, with Broderick Crawford. Lew Lan¬
ders, director;
“Science Fiction Theatre,”
TV, Ziv-TV. Paul Gilfole, director.
• Bob

Station Wagon Car-lop Platform
Doubles as luggage carrier. Easy installation.
Tested at speeds

up to

110

m.p.h.

BIRNS 8 SAWYER PHOTO SUPPLIES
8910 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles 46, California

Now! In Los Angeles!

“Science Fiction Thea¬
tre,” TV, Ziv-TV. Eddie Davis, director;
“Dr. Christian,” TV, Ziv-TV, with MacDonald
Carey. Herb Strock, director.
• Monroe

Askins,

BILTMORE

STUDIOS

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Four Boys and
a Gun,” (Security Pictures for U.A. release.)
William Berke, producer-director.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,” TV, (Film

600mm
400mm
300mm
150mm
90mm

_
_
_

$599.95
239.50
164.50
134.50
74.50

..

COLUMBIA

• Desmond Dickenson, “Fire Down Below,”
(Warwick Prod, shooting in Trinidad) with
Rita Hayworth, Robert Mitchum and Jack
Lemmon. Robert Parrish, director.

Bolex,

•’ Fred Jackman, Jr., “Rin-Tin-Tin,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and James
Brown. Harry Gerstad, director.
• Burnett Guffey, ASC, “End As a Man,”
(Horizon-American
Prod.)
(Shooting
in
Florida) with Ben Gazzara.
Jack Garfein,
director.
• Kit Carson, “The Missing Witness,” with
Betty Garrett and Phil Carey. William Asher,
director.

See Them All At

BIRNS 8 SAWYER PHOTO SUPPLIES
8910 Santa
BR 2-2012
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Blvd.
•
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Los

Angeles 46
CR 4-3118

Cinematographer

WALT DISNEY
• Gordon Avil, ASC, “The Mickey Mouse
Club,” TV.
Sid Miller, director.
• Walter Castle, ASC, “The Dairy Story,”
TV. William Beaudine, director.
• Charles Boyle, ASC, “Disneyland,” TV.
William Beaudine, director.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,” TV, Filmcraft Prods., with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.

• Henry Freulich, ASC, “The Phantom
Stagecoach,” with William Bishop and Kath¬
leen Crowley. Ray Nazarro, director.

August, 1956

FLYING A

• Bill Bradford, ASC, “Buffalo Bill, Jr.,”
TV, with Dickey Jones and Pappy Cheshire.
George Archinbaud and Frank MacDonald,
directors; “Annie Oakley,” TV, with Gale
Davis. George Archibaud and Frank Mac¬
Donald, directors.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “You Are There,”
TV, TCF TV. William Russell, director.

STAGE

• William
Whitley,
ASC,
“The
Lone
Ranger,” TV, with Clayton Moore and J.
Silverheels. Earl Bellamy and Oscar Rudolph,
directors.

For Arriflex, Cine-Special.
and Bell & Howell cameras.

•' Gert Andersen, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”
TV, Screen Gems. James Sheldon, director.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

CARTHAY SOUND

KILFITT TELE-LENSES

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “The Captives,”
with Randolph Scott. Sam Nelson, director.

(New York)

• Hal McAlpin, “O. Henry Playhouse,” TV,
(Gross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,” TV, (Wesmor, Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey,
director.

ALSO

• Benj. Kline, ASC, Rumble on the Docks,”
with James Darren and Jerry Janger. Fred
S. Sears, director; “Utah Blaine,” with Rory
Calhoun and Susan Cummings. Fred Sears,
director.

Hoffman,

Center Prod.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Ted Post, director.

Latest,
improved
16mm
model, will fit blimp.
Immediate delivery of hard-to-get 400-ft. maga¬
zines, torque motors and ARRI zoom lenses.

• Wilkie Cooper, “Seven Waves Away,”
Copa Prods, shooting in London, with Tyron
Power and Mai Zetterling. Richard Sale,
director.

• Karl Struss, ASC, “My Friend Flicka,”
TV, TCF TV, with Gene Evans and Anita
Louise. John English, director; G. E. Thea¬
tre, TV, TCF TV. Lewis Allen, director;
“Broken Arrow,” TV, TCF TV, with John
Lupton.
Richard Bare
and Alvin Ganzer,
directors.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
• Ray Foster, ASC, North American Com¬
mercial
TV,
(Mercury
International).
T.
Gadden, director.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• George Clemens, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse

of Stars,’
directors.

TV,

(Meridian

Prods.).

Various

• Norrert
Brodine,
ASC,
“The
Loretta
Young Show,” TV, Lewislor Inc., with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.
•' Lester White, ASC, “Crossroads,” TV,
Federal Telefilms, Inc. J. Addiss, director.
(Continued on Page 468)

Improved ’Penktti0*1'
Professionrl
Junior Tripod
Always

a

.
,
,he new i"’Pf0VCJd
**"*&■<£ removable head.

PROFESSIONAL JUHO

improvements:

now features the

».

ho(J with easily

*****&

camera

°;:;;:;m-quicL, easy, ■««»•
■ „ nan handle—make
2. Adjustable 'etescoptn
P, ^

it

shorter or longer to sort
handle sockets for left, "9M

3.

Additional pan handle

"VC'Se
4

. tyrdier construction of

Larger gripP'"9 are° °n *
m and pan locking levers.

You'd expect this outstanding ™^_WERE ,S HO

9

money, but here’s the
ADVAHCE

IH

PRICE.

F

smoother,
,he

more

improved

;^SI^-odoy. VOU won, won, to
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Professional Junior

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood

ARED HEAD

BABY TRIPOD

interchangeable with
Friction Head on

—for friction and geared Heads
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25'

extended—

same tripod.
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available

FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl Couipmsm (a
Dept.

A-8-23

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y

= New 35 mm Model 2A =
With 180° Shutter

EE

. . . in equipment, accessories, service

==

I A TRUlY GWM, =
1

CAMERA 1

=

for TV, Newsreel

=

and commercial

New G-E Exposure Meter

~

for tough and trying assign- ~

—
zrr

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a ~~
class by itself. Reflex focusing ^

=
—

through photographing lens EE
while camera is operating— -—

—
—

this is just one outstanding ^
ARRIFLEX feature.
~

EE

Equipped with bright, right- =

—
EE
=

side-up image finder, 6’/2 x =
magnification. Solves all par- EE:
allax problems. 3 lens turret. =

—
—

Variable speed motor built EE
into handle operates from ==

=
——

lightweight battery. Tachom- =E
eter registering from 0 to 50 EE

~

frames per second. Compact,

==

•—

lightweight for either tripod
or hand-held filming. Takes

EE
=

~ 200' or 400' magazine. Write
EEE for free folder.

EE
EE

—

Blimp now available.

—

— 16 mm ARRIFLEX also available.~
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Crab-Hydrolly
National Cine Equipment, Inc., 209
West 48th St., New York 36, N.Y., an¬
nounces its new Crab-Hydrolly, a fast,
all-angle camera dolly featuring a noise¬
less hydraulic boom arm, easy-rolling
dual wheels, and both conventional and
“crab” steering.
Boom is actuated by a silent hydraulic
system having an accumulator which is
loaded manually by a hand pump. Rise
and fall of boom is by hnger-tip control.
Maximum height to top of mounting
head is 48"; minimum height, 21”.
Length of chassis is 61". Complete de¬
tails and price may be had from the
company.

“Fluid-Action” Heads
Miller Precision Equipment, Inc.,
7305 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 46,
Calif., is now manufacturing the first
U.S.-produced
Miller
“Fluid-Action”
Tripod Heads. Product features fluid
pan control, fluid tilt control, quick cam¬
era lock, and an adjustable handle with
provision for either left-hand or righthand use. Pan and tilt movement oper¬
ates on a semi-hydraulic principle, is
fully patented, and is free from shake
and judder and backlash.
The Senior-D model is recommended
for all cine and professional 16mm cam¬
eras. Soon to be announced is a new,
heavy-duty model for heavier cameras,
plus a line of semi-professional and pro¬
fessional tripods.

August,

1956

General Electric Company announces
a new exposure meter having twice the
sensitivity of its predecessor. Tradenamed the Guardian it features a lightmultiplying attachment which increases
the meter’s sensitivity 64 times for in¬
cident light readings and 4-times for
reflected-light readings. Exposure values,
f/stops, and Polaroid numbers are read
directly. List price of meter is $34.50.
The Dynacell and incident-light attach¬
ments are extra.

Power Converter
A new 750-watt DC-to-AC power con¬
verter is announced by Carter Motor
Company, 2711 W. George St., Chicago,
Ill. Product offers power capacity 50%
greater than the largest previous Carter
converter. Similar in appearance to the
500-watt converter, it is 114" longer
and weighs approximately 55 pounds.
List price is $246.
(Continued cn Page 466)

ARRIFLEX Hi
400-foot FILM MAGAZINE
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
ANIMATION MOTOR

E,

Enthusiastic users everywhere have hailed the

Arriflex 16 as the outstanding camera in the 16mm field.
Now, with the extra convenience of the 400-foot Film Maga¬
zine, the split-second timing of the Synchronous Motor and
the added utility of the Animation Motor — it is certainly
the most versatile camera, capable of filling every need in
the studio or on location.

ANIMATION MOTOR

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
FOR 1 10 V. AC

400-foot FILM MAGAZINE
(shown with motor detached)

A compact, single-compartment, dis¬
placement type magazine for 400-foot
darkroom loads (on cores) and 200-foot
daylight spools.
No belts are employed. A Torque Motor
— detachable and interchangeable for
use with several magazines — drives the
take-up through a gear transmission with
the correct tension regardless of the
amount of film on the take-up spindle.
Operates on 6-8 volts DC, from the
power supply used to operate the
camera. Electrical contact is made as
magazine is attached to camera. The
Torque Motor is equipped with a for¬
ward-reverse switch. Each magazine has
a footage counter — and is numbered
for identification.
400-foot FILM MAGAZINE
(less Torque Motor). $]4030
Interchangeable Torque Motor
only....1

SOLE

U.

7500

The Synchronous Motor is easily inter¬
changeable with the Variable Speed
Motor, supplied as standard equipment.
Unusually light and compact, the Syn¬
chronous Motor can be used on the
camera for hand-held shooting.
The motor is furnished with its own 1 10
volt, 60 cycle AC power supply. Output
to the camera motor is 42 volts, 60
cycles AC and to the Torque Motor on
the magazine (when used) 8 volts DC.

The Animation Motor features 1/4 sec¬
ond exposures for either single frame,
or continuous shooting at 60 frames per
minute. A built-on frame counter regis¬
ters up to 4 digits.
The Animation Motor can be used manu¬
ally, with a foot switch, relay, or an
intervalometer. The unit operates on 1 1 0
volts AC, 60 cycles, but can be supplied
for operation at other voltages and fre¬

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR (110 V. AC,
60 cycles—24 frames per second)

quencies on special order.

with power supply and cable.$39500

bly with Remote Control...$595°°

Complete ANIMATION MOTOR Assem¬

S. .AGENTS

PHOTO CORPORATION

257

Four,h Avenue> New York io, N.Y„
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from Page 464)

FOR THOSE
WHO CAN
AFFORD
THE FINEST
Lens Control Handle
Stevens Engineering Co., 2421 Mili¬
tary Ave., Los Angeles 64, Calif., an¬
nounces an adjustable lens handle which
can be fitted to either the focus or iris
control ring of any lens from 1" to 2"
in diameter. Purpose is to afford camera
operator positive and easier adjustment
of lens settings, especially in making
follow-focus shots. List price is $3.50.

l
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MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-0360
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16mm Test Film
A new 16mm test film that measures
registration, aperture size, resolution,
shutter timing, centering of image,
steadiness of its own test image with
respect to the perforation, and also pro¬
vides a ‘Thousandths scale” for meas¬
uring film movement in double-expos¬
ure testing of printer steadiness has
been announced by the Society of Mo¬
tion Picture and Television Engineers.
Film is said to be ideally suited to
needs of manufacturers of 16mm pro¬
jectors, for film labs to adjust 16mm
printers, and for precise alignment of
16mm black-and-white and color TV
films. List price is $27.00, and may be
had from the Society’s headquarters, 55
West 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

NEW F&B "CINEVOICE 400"
F&B’s new Cinevoice CONVERSION for 400 ft. magazines .

.

DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 100 ft. camera when necessary.
A special needle-bearing take-up system and ball-bearing magazine shafts make possible the superbly
smooth, steady and jam-free operation.
Either Mitchell or Bell & Howell 400 ft. magazines may
be used on F&B conversion; and, in 10 seconds, the magazine can be removed, the light trap closed,
and the Cinevoice is ready for operation as a 100 ft. camera again.

PLUS ... ALL THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES
1. SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
2. Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two
filter holders.
3. Headphone jack built in camera.

4. Cannon plugs for all sound sockets.
5. Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert,
6. New neon signal light.

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .
Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled, cleaned up and re-finished in
beautiful, professional black crackle finish.
YET . . . F&B “CINEVOICE 400” IS THE LOWEST PRICED CONVERSION AVAILABLE . . .
For Complete new outfits . . .

PRICE ONLY $345.00

Turret Cinevoice plus F&B conversion

not including magazine.

and 400 ft. B&H magazine.1200.00

AUTOMATIC SPLICER
SPLICE-O-FILM
for 8mm-16mm combination & 35mm
with the Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER!

A PERFECT SPLICE EVERY TIME
AUTOMATICALLY!
The major cause of film failures is poor splicing
. . . and the major cause of poor splicing is
improper scraping (either too much or too
little).
SPLICE-O-FILM solves both of these
problems with its automatic scraper that takes
off exactly the right depth of emulsion every
time . . . regardless of applied pressure.
SPLICE-O-FILM is a precision tool . . . import¬
ed from England. It has a precision-ground,
tungsten steel scraper that is preset and
ready for making thousands of splices.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

Complete

control

for

zontal and vertical
movement.
ADAPTER

smoother

TRIPOD

panning

in

positions . . . Full 360°

HEAD
both

hori¬

horizontal

Fits F&B PRO-CINE TRIPOD.

PLATE

$15.00

POLECAT
inch

is

a

anodized

top.

Adjust

collar.
please.
floors.

Then

featherweight,
aluminum

it

once

just

to

spring

telescoping

with an
your
it

in

column

expansion

ceiling
and

height
out

Rubber pads top and bottom

of

of

1V2

spring

in the

with

locking

place

as

PRICE

$110.50

POLECAT

you

protect ceilings and

POLECAT can't be knocked over . . . and takes less

floor space than a silver dollar.

HOLDS 400 POUNDS. Makes a perfect, mobile, lightweight for lights.
Two POLECATS with cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roll
of background paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

AVAILABLE NOW AT F&B

MIUER Fluid Action

A NEW WAY TO HOLD THINGS UP . . . ANYWHERE
LIGHTS - PROPS - BACKGROUNDS - MIKES
Without Nails or Screws - With

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 462)

PROCESS YOUR OWN FILMS & SAVE
For

Motion

Picture

Industrial or
Finishers,

Producers

TV

Stations,

Documentary Producers, Photo

Laboratories,

Microfilmers,

Uni¬

versities, Etc.
BRIDGAMATIC

Jr.

does

automatic

film processing at small cost.

16mm

Built-in dry-

box, heating elements, stainless steel tanks,
air

squeege—develops

for showing 600'
180’ negative per

and

dries

positive,
hour, from

readv

(100C
sflVJJ

Larger capacity negative/positive. Reversal
A
(rue
one-man
job,
requires
no
special
skill,
no rigging, no constant watching—simply plug
in
and
operofe.
Write
tor
brochure.

and

color models

available

standard or custom

16/35/70mm

built, from.$1887
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• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Pride and the
Passion,” (Technicolor; VistaVision)
Stan¬
ley Kramer Prod, for UA; shooting in Spain)
with Cary Grant and Frank Sinatra. Stanley
Kramer, producer-director.

ASC, “Spring Reunion,”
(Bryna Prods. UA release) with Betty Hut¬
ton and
Dana Andrews.
Robert
Pirosh,
director.
• Harold Lipstein

Wong
Howe,
ASC,
“Drango,”
(Earlmar Prods, for UA release) with Jeff
Chandler and Joanne Dru.
Jules Bricken,
director.
• James

•' Wilfred M. Cline, ASC, “Hidden Fear,”
(Shooting in Copenhagen) (St. Aubrey-Cohn
Prods, for United Artists release) with John
Payne and Natalie Norwick. Andre De Toth,
producer-director.
Garmes, ASC, “The Sharkfighters,”
(CinemaScope & Color)
(Samuel Goldwyn
Jr. Prods. UA release) (Shooting in Cuba)
with Victor Mature and Karen Steele. Jerry
Hopper, director.
• Lee

priced

Picture

Viewer projects a big, clear aerial
not

INDEPENDENTS

film

left

eliminates
sprocket

to
film

holes.

• Charles Straumer, “The Gun and the
Gavel,” color and widescreen Albert C. Gan¬
naway Prods, shooting in Kanab, with Faron
Young and Louis Jean Heydt. Albert C. Gan¬
naway, producer-director.

Built-in cue marking device——hum-free am¬
plification—synchronized
Sound

with

Reader on Special

separated

for

individual

Precision

base or may be
use.

Write

for

brochure.
Ediola

Viewer,

Ediola

Action

Reader
Viewer

&

Base.$362 45

.

139.95

Ediola Optical Sound Reader .
Ediola

Base only

185.00

.

49.50

COLORTRAN’S “PACKAGED LIGHTING

© Joseph
La
Shelle,
ASC,
“Showdown
Creek,” Bob Goldstein Prod, for UA release,
with John Derek and John Smith. Gerd Os¬
wald, director.

“A Studio in a Suitcase"
replaces

pensive equipment.
tion

shots.

nary

heavy,
Ideal

household

fuse.

cumbersome,

for studio and

5000 watts of

light from

Complete

ex¬
loca¬

an ordi¬

line

includes

converters, spots, floods, scoops, diffusion frames,
gator

grips,

stands,

gobo

adapters,

etc.

Senior
steel

Kit which

includes two Senior Lites with

Converter
with

waver".

and

column
Packed

two

stands

supports
in

two

to

of

chromed

prevent

metal-wood

• Fred West, ASC, “Runaway Daughters,”
Golden State Prod, for American Int’l release,
with Marla English and Tom Conway. Edward
L. Cahn, director.

Also

in packaged units such as the Groverlite Senior
5000

© Ray
Rennahan,
ASC,
“The
Halliday
Brand,” Collier Young Prod, for US Release,
with Joseph Cotten and Viveca -Lindfors.
Joseph H. Lewis, director.
• Wiliam Margulies, "War Drums,” Bel Air
Prod, for UA release, shooting in Utah, with
Lex Barker and Joan Tyler. Reginald Le
Borg, director.

For Studio and Location Shots!

COLORTRAN

• Ernest Haller, ASC, “Men In War,” Se¬
curity Pictures for UA release, with Robert
Ryan, Aldo Ray and Robert Keith. Anthony
Mann, director.

all

• Wiliam Sickner, ASC, “The Undead,”
Roger Corman Prod, for American Int’l re¬
lease, with Pamela Duncan and Richard Gar¬
land. Roger Corman, producer-director.

cases

that hold all units securely in position with web
straps.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Complete ..$265
Other ColorTran Kits available
write for ColorTran catalog

© Walter
Strf.nge,
ASC,
Family Films,
"This is the Life,” TV. William Claxton, di¬
rector.

KTTV

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

® Stuart
Thompson,
ASC, “Lassie,’ TV,
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.

Dept. F, 632 Y7. 52nd 5t.f New York T9—PLaza 7-0440—Cable: SOSound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HO 7-9202

©

Kenneth

Peach,

Peter Graves and
Salkow, director.
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ASC, “Fury,” TV, with
William Fawcett. Sidney

• Mack Stengler, ASC, “Captain Grief,”
TV, Guild Films. Stuart Hiesler, director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,”
(65mm and Color) with Montgomery Clift
and
Elizabeth
Taylor.
Edward
Dmytryk,
director.
•' John Alton, “Teahouse of the August
Moon,” (Color; CinemaScope) with Marian
Brando and Glenn Ford. Daniel Mann, direc¬
tor.
• Arthur E. Arling, ASC, “The Great
American Pastime,” with Tom Ewell and
Anne Francis.
Hermann Hoffmann, director.

IMTFY

FILMS INSTANTLY

The MOY edge numbers every
foot of 16, 17 V2, 35mm film
and simplifies the task of
checking titles, footage
The MOY replaces cue marks,
forations,

messy

crayons,

per¬

punches,

embossing, and other unsatisfactory
methods which mutilate films. Work
prints showing special effects, fades
and dissolves require edge number¬

• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Capital Ofense,” with Leslie Neilsen and Coleen Miller.
David Friedkin, director.

ing to keep count of frames cut or
added.

Multiple magnetic tracks

CinemaScope

stereophonic

in

record¬

ings make edge numbering a MUST.,

• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Something of
Value,” shooting in Africa, with Rock Hudson
and Dana Wynter. Richard Brooks, director.

Write for brochure.
With NEW Improved
non-clog inking system, $2475
Present Moy owners can easily install the new and improved inking system!

• Paul Vocel, ASC, “The Wings of Eagles,”
with John Wayne, Dan Dailey and Maureen
O’H ara. John Ford, director.
• F. A. Young, ASC, “The Little Hut,” Cine¬
maScope and Color, with Ava Gardner and
Stewart Granger. Mark Robson, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER
• Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Line Up,” TV,
(Desilu Prod.) with Warren Andersen. H.
Morse, director.
• Harold Wellman, ASC,
TV, (Desilu Prods.)
with
Frank McDonald, director.

“Wyatt Earp,”
Hugh O’Brien.

HY-CAM HYDRAULIC LIFT
AND PERAMBULATOR
Permits High-Action Shots—
Quick, Quiet, Accurate Operation
Reaches its full height of 16 ft. in less than
40 seconds and is always ready for opera¬
tion at a moment's notice.
lbs.

PARAMOUNT

carries

Dual

• Sam Leavitt. ASC, “Flamenco,” (VistaVision and Color) (Being photographed in
Spain) with Carmen Sevilla and Richard
Kiley. Don Siegel, director.

UP

two

and

men

DOWN

Folds

• Charles Lang, ASC, “The Rainmaker,”
with Burt Lancaster and Katharine Hepburn.
Joseph Anthony, director.
• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Buster Keaton
Story,”
(VistaVision & Technicolor)
with
Donald O’Connor and Ann Blyth.
Sidney
Sheldon, director.

full

controls

into

a

equipment.
on

compact

platform

and

base.

than

12" wide for easy storage and trans¬

portation. Smooth power supply,

unit

less

1 1 0V A.C.

motor with 35’ extra heavy-duty 3 conductor
Neoprene cable.

• Ray June, ASC, “Funny Face,” (Techni¬
color; VistaVision) with Audrey Hepburn
and Fred Astaire.
Stanley Donen, director.

Payload of 500

with

HY-CAM's applications are

limited only by your ingenuity.
For complete details write for brochure.

IMPROVE FILM TITLE!!
with the TELFor MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS, ANIMATORS, SPECIAL EFFECTS

• Haskell B. Boggs, “The Jim Piersall
Story,” with Karl Malden and Norma Moore.
Robert Mulligan, director.

LABORATORIES,

The

• Jack Warren, ASC, “Beau James,” Vista¬
Vision and Color, with Bob Hope and Vera
Miles. Mel Shavelson, director.

with

Jack

Webb.

(Sherry
Jack
Webb,

STATIONS,

ADVERTISING

AGENCIES,

ART

the

sensibly
for

answer

priced

high

to

HOT

quality,

economy

PRESS

TITLE

fast lettering—-

and

precision

ac¬

curacy in film titling. Prints dry from colored
foil for instant use. Acme pegs assure per¬
registration

Prints

Ed Colman, ASC, “Dragnet,” TV,

Prods.)
director.

first

MACHINE

fect

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

TV

DEPTS., ETC.

Top

all

colors.

on

paper or

Techniques—greatest

value

in

the

acetate

TEL-Animaprint
dollar

cells.

tools
for

for

dollar

industry!

only

• Daniel B. Clark. ASC, “Do You Trust
Your Wife?” TV, (Don Fedderson Prods.)
with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.
Jim Morgan, director.
® Bud Thackery, “Accused of Murder,”
Truecolor and Naturama, with David Brian
and Vera Ralston. Joe Kane, producer-direc¬
tor.

Write for TEL-Anima brochure—covering every an.'ma.':on mod

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., New York 19—Plaza 7-0440—Cable: SOSound
Wastern Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HO 7-9202
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need location
lighting... fast?
Call on Jack Frost, one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.
Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

The Latest and Most Versatile

CRAB HYDROLLY

Completely maneuverable to all angles with instant ease; many
exclusive advantages found in no other dolly.

Easy rolling dual wheels of highest quality — choice of pneumatic
or live rubber. Rigid floor locks.

Dual wheel steering for both crab and conventional back steering.

Two adjustable seats for cameraman and assistant.

Smooth and noiseless hydraulic boom arm raising and lowering
actuated by fingertip control.

All hydraulic and other equipment installed is original and of
the finest quality and make in the hydraulic field.

Quick and noiseless operation reduces costly waste of set-up time.

A hi-hat for added height when required.

Horizontal leveling device with adjustable vertical leveling arm
to keep camera level in any position.

Streamlined and sturdily constructed of welded steel and alumi¬
num for stability, ruggedness and perfect balance.

Allows director wider range of camera angles for dramatic effects.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS WRITE FOR BROCHURE.
*

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348

LINING UP THE TAKE—While the players stage a rehearsal of

THIS IS THE TAKE—The camera was pulled back, the boom lowered and the

a shooting scene, the camera on a boom

action

is maneuvered

to

capture the action to best advantage.

caught

at

its

dramatic

best

from

low

angle.

Afterwards,

camera

was raised and a medium doseup made of victim's reaction.

STARTING THE NEW ASSIGNMENT
By

FOREWORD—How does a Director of Pho¬
tography start a new assignment? What prep¬
aration, if any, takes place before the camera
starts rolling on the first scene? We believe
our readers will he interested in a camera¬
man’s first-hand account of this procedure, so
we
have
asked
cinematographer
Walter
Strenge, A.S.C., to recount something of the

WALTER

STRENGE,

A.S.C.

procedure he followed in preparing for and
photographing “Stagecoach To Fury”—which,
incidentally, is the first feature film to be
made in CinemaScope and the new Eastman
Plus-X negative. Produced by Regal Films,
Inc., it will be released soon by Twentieth
Century-Fox Studio.

—EDITOR

T

cinematographer —
that is, the camerman who is not on
contract with a major Hollywood studio
—works mostly for the independent
film producers.
His assignments very
often involve a great deal more responsi¬
bility in the way of pre-production
planning. This advance preparation is
vital to the success of his photographic
assignment; the independent producer
doesn’t have the studio equipment and
all the other production resources that
the contract cameraman has access to
whenever things go wrong and he needs
an assist. So it is very important that
the cameraman who undertakes an in¬
dependent assignment take every pos¬
sible precaution to insure that he has
a dependable and efficient crew, that
ample equipment is brought along on
locations, and that there is complete and
amicable agreement between himself
and the producer and the director.
he

WALTER

freelance

STRENGE,

A.S.C.,

who

directed

the photography of "Stagecoach To Fury,”
determines the correct exposure for film¬
ing actress Mari Blanchard, using an inci¬
dent light meter.

My assignment to direct the photog¬
raphy of “Stagecoach To Fury” began
with a telephone call one morning. It
was Screen Director William Claxton
checking to see if I was now on a pic¬
ture. “Would 1 be interested in shoot¬
ing ‘Stagecoach To Fury’?” Then he
gave me the producer’s phone number
to call. An appointment was arranged
for the morning of June 11th. At that
time we discussed the picture and
reached an agreement, which included
amount of salary, how my screen credit
was to appear, and the size of the crew
I should have to work with me.
As it was up to me to pick my crew,
and this detail had to be attended to at
once, I went on salary on June 13th—three days after my interview with the
producer. With a starting date for the
picture set for June 20th, this meant
that crew members accepting commit¬
ments to work on the picture would
have to make themselves available on
that date, which was a week later. But
when you have a group of men who
usually work with you all the time and
who like you, invariably they are will¬
ing to wait.
As this was to be the first feature
production ever to be photographed in
CinemaScope and the new Eastman
PI us-X negative, and because I had
never before photographed a picture

with a CinemaScope lens, I had to do
some checking before the day came to
start the picture. We had arranged to
lease a CinemaScope lens from 20th
Century-Fox studio, so it was logical
that I should make an appointment with
that studio’s camera department head,
Sol Halprin, A.S.C., for the purpose of
getting a quick rundown on use of the
lens, etc. It was Halprin who, together
with Earl Sponable, had developed and
improved the CinemaScope lens.
Following this, I visited a local
camera rental service and arranged to
lease a Mitchell BNC camera and tri¬
pod for the production. I had them set
up the camera and put on the Cinema¬
Scope lens and make a test. This was
immediately taken to a laboratory for
development and the results showed
that the lens and camera equipment
checked out perfectly.
Now all there
remained to do was arrange for rent¬
ing such other items of equipment as
camera car for location shots, a boom
for use on the stage, etc., and we were
all set to start shooting.
The following Sunday I joined direc¬
tor William Claxton. his assistant, Mack
Wright, and production manager Ian
McDonald and flew to Las Vegas. From
there we proceeded by automobile to
Kanab, Utah—a 200-mile trip that re¬
quired 71/2 hours to drive. Kanab and

TWO ACTION STILLS from Regal Films' “Stagecoach to Fury,” which

is

illustrate

perimiter to enhance the pictorial composition of the scenes. —All

besides

the

of interiors and players.

tense,

dramatic

action

the

good

lighting

In keeping with the high action the lighting

relatively

high

the surrounding countryside is famous
for furnishing locations for western
movies.
The following morning we
arose early and started out by automo¬
bile in search of locations for scenes for
“Stagecoach To Fury.” Taking a dusty,
winding dirt road, we found what we
were, looking for about 45 miles from
Kanab. It was well worth the trip. The
country is similar to Monument Valley,
dotted with majestic buttes and odd
rock formations.
For bringing us to
this little-photographed area we were
indebted to Fay Hamblin, who acted as
guide and who owns a piece of the
country himself—about 26 square miles
of it.
Concluding
our
location-hunting
journey, we traveled back to Parry’s
Lodge—-our headquarters in Kanab.
Here we showered, rested a bit, had a
delicious dinner, and then retired,
planning an early start for the location
area the next morning.
Following the initial look at the loca¬
tions, director Claxton now began vis¬
ualizing the shots. So we spent the en¬
tire day on this phase of the planning.
We surveyed each location site from all
angles to determine the best composi¬
tion with respect to the action involved,
all the time, of course, considering the
angle of the sunlight. We had every
(Continued on Page 493)

stills are by Cliff

key,

with

just

enough

delicate

shading

at the

King.
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Harnessing Sunlight
With Reflectors
Reflectors

both

supplant and

augment the booster light in
smoothing out the shadows in
outdoor photography.

By

ARTHUR

ROWAN

T

sunlight reflector, which became an important
adjunct to outdoor photography in the early days of
motion pictures, still remains an important tool for motion
picture production. Its function is to redirect some of the
sunlight into shadow areas of exterior sets or on subjects
when photographed out-of-doors.
While the arc and incandescent booster lamp have sup¬
planted the reflector to some extent, it often is impractical
or too costly to employ the booster light, especially on dis¬
tant locations. And so the inexpensive, portable, and easyto-use reflector finds frequent use in modern-day production.
Attesting to this are the photos reproduced on these pages,
which show how reflectors have been used in a number of
ways in recent productions.
While all reflectors are basically the same—a flat surface
coated with a reflective material—they vary in design, con¬
struction and mounting according to the studio. Many years
ago, most reflectors were made to fold in the middle and
had reflective coating on one side only. Today, most of the
reflectors we see in use by the studios consist of a single
panel, about 4 feet square. The panel is generally
or
3/16" plywood with a thin supporting framework around
it to give rigidity, and has fittings enabling it to be mounted
on a tripod designed for the purpose. A good closeup view
of a typical reflector and stand is afforded in the photo at
bottom of this page.
Reflectors are made in three grades or reflective qualities:
soft, medium and hard. One coated with flat white paint is
called a soft reflector. Glossy white enamel paint or alu¬
minum paint is used for a medium reflector, while the hard
reflector—the one that finds the greatest use—is coated
with sheet foil or silver or aluminum leaf. The hard reflector
is the one that is used in great numbers on distant locations
because its hard, brilliant surface projects light great dis¬
tances. In the middle photo on page 475 may be seen how a
battery of these reflectors set side by side provided the fill
light necessary to photograph a scene in a shady bend in a
mountain stream for a recent Hollywood production. Here
/iard-surfaced reflectors were used to obtain the maximum
projection of reflected light.
he

A SMALL, hand-held reflector is used to cast fill-light on Glenn Ford
as a unique angle shot is filmed from overhead for M-G-M’s “The
Fastest Gun Alive.”

(Continued on Page 503)

REFLECTORS

are

invariably

used

when

shooting

on

distant

locations where it is impractical to use booster lights.

Con¬

struction

details

may

be

in

seen

of typical

photo.

studio

Reflectors

are

reflectors
coated

on

and

stands

both

sides,

are

angled with respect to sun to direct light to best advantage
for the cinematographer.

HERE

A

REFLECTOR

is

mounted

on

a

separate dolly that precedes the camera
and

directs

riding
and

fill

light

on

alongside

dolly

tracks

being

photographed

two
in

players

(far

side)

doseup

for

C. V. Whitney Pictures’ “The Searchers.”
Two grips hold reflector at proper angle
for desired

NINE

REFLECTORS

necessary

to

arranged

photograph

in

a

a

scene

row
in

lighting

provide
a

the

shady

effect.

fill

bend

light
in

a

mountain stream for Bryna Productions’ “The Indian Fighter."

SHOOTING INTO THE SUN requires ample protection for the
camera
light to

lens

in

provide

the

form

image

of a

sunshade

contrast.

Here

and fill

solid

or booster

panel

reflectors

are used to redirect sunlight into a scene shot against the sun.

BECAUSE reflectors are cheaper and easier to handle, they are often
used in place of booster lights in shooting street scenes like the one
above for 20th Century-Fox’s “The Snake Pit.”
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OLD—In the days of silent movie making on location, the cameras

NEW—To shoot a similar scene today, the camera is moved to the siie on

were

a

mounted

on

wooden

parallels

of questionable

sturdiness.

If

modern

carrier

raised

or

such

as

lowered

the

camera height had to be changed, it could only be done by adjust¬

readily

ing length of the tripod legs.

be made with the equipment.

“Blue

by hydraulic

Goose.”
pressure.

The

camera

Running

platform

Location Camera Carriers
By

E

conomical location production has
long been dependent upon ability
of the crew to get the camera into posi¬
tion and ready to shoot in the shortest
possible time.
Before advent of the giant boom and
camera cars with hydraulic hoists, loca¬

THE

"Blue

Goose”—first

practical

all-pur¬

pose location camera carrier with hydraulic
lift

and

four-wheel

drive—a:ds

Nat

Holt

Productions shoot exteriors for a “Western."
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FREDERICK

FOSTER

tion shooting involved time-consuming
erection of parallels; and when the set¬
ups were in rugged, mountainous coun¬
try, transporting camera and equipment
to the location site was often difficult
and hazardous.
The solution to the problem was

WARNER
Goose"

BROTHERS'
is

equipment
affording

this

carrier
wide

answer

4-wheel-drive
with

range

August,

of

1956

to

the

camera

hydraulic
camera

“Blue
and
hoist

heights.

achieved when studios decided to put
the camera on a rugged mobile carrier
that would not only transport camera
and equipment from studio to location
site, but provide a suitable mounting
for the camera while shooting was in
progress and incorporate some of the

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL’s
era

car

platform

and
is

equipment

hydraulically

location

transport.
operated

is

shots can also

cam¬

Camera
and

the

mast is equipped with hydraulic stabilizers.

OLD—Above scene is typical of many location shooting assignments which

NEW—To

required erection of wooden

pictured at left, the modern-day producer utilizes one of the giant

parallel for the camera, not to mention cost

of moving in the lumber and the men to build it.

Here a scene for a Tom

Chapman

shoot
Booms.

scenes

in

rugged

One may

be

country

seen

in

similar

this

photo

to

the

location

projecting

into

the scene from the left and shooting action staged below.

Mix feature is about to be filmed.

conveniences of the camera boom used
on the sound stage.
The first attempt in this direction
was when a studio loaded its biggest
camera boom on a truck and sent it out
to a rugged western location. It afford¬
ed some mobility, eliminated the need
for erecting parallels, and provided for
using the camera in a wide range of
(Continued on Page 495)

FILM PRODUUCTION Unit of Douglas Air¬
craft

Company,

Santa

Monica,

designed

this equipment carrier that accommodates
all the equipment shown, including cam¬
era

tripod

shooting

and

on

dolly.

location

is

All
done

“elevated”
from

top

deck of truck.

TWO VIEWS of the
Chapman
heavy - duty
camera

boom

designed

for rugged location use.
It affords range of cam¬
era heights from ground
level to 30 feet; will go
anywhere

a

Jeep

can

go.
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Romance never dies
on the wide, wide-screen
Audiences truly live the lives and loves of their favo¬
rites as they see them on the wide, wide-screen. For
here, as they sit in the theatre, is escape . . . freedom
from the humdrum. New technics in production, proc¬
essing and projection are responsible . . . new horizons
achieved by an ever-searching industry working in
co-operation with the Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

How Movie Falls Are Staged And Filmed
Illusion achieved through use of right lenses and camera angles.

!•

ALMOST
minates

EVERY
in

bullet goes
gunman

a

“western”

two-man

to

peers

his

starts

death

in

cautiously

COUP DE GRAS.
man

duel

movie

has

in which
a

a

chase

the

one

plunge over a

over

cliff

toward

that cul¬
the fatal

better view so he can return the shot. This photo and one at left

above shot

were made on location atop a rocky mountain. Climax of sequence

cliff.

In

will be staged and filmed on a prop rock back at studio.

adversary.

Enemy’s bullets have found their mark and gun¬

topple

concealed

from

extraneous

features

from

audience

top

of

by

that would

rock.

Actual

shooting
reveal

in

real

height

close

of

and

rock

is

excluding

height.

here’s a limit to the chances that Hollywood’s famous
stuntmen will take when doubling for the stars in danger¬
ous action. So when the script calls for the hero—or the
villian—to plunge from a cliff as, for example, to climax
a gun duel, the art of illusion is brought into play and the
actual plunge is implied through skillful photography.
The photos above illustrate a rather simple instance of
this kind. The scene involves a gunman in a duel with
another in what appears a mountainous locale. Height of
the rock on which he crouches has been suggested by a low-

American Cinematographer

CULMINATION
lot with

OF

camera

in

FALL

is filmed

reverse

on

position.

“prop”

rock on studio

Concluding

back

shot of sequence

will be filmed on location with a “dummy” hurtling through space
from top of real cliff, and landing finally at the base.

T
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AS BULLETS WHIZZ overhead, he ducks, then inches forward for a

scene

receiving

August, 1956

angle shot that begins the sequence. His subsequent action
was filmed close up to retain the illusion of height and to
build up suspense.
In the first photo, he peers cautiously over rim of the
rock towards his adversary, at the same time inching for¬
ward in order to get him in his sights. In the next photo
he is seen suddenly hugging the rock as his adversary’s bul¬
lets whizz overhead. In the third photo, another bullet has
found its mark and the gunman slumps forward and starts
(Continued, on Page 502)

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. I. GERMAN, Inc.
John Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey

6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois

6677 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

GATHERING

exposure

data

during

the

shooting

of

an

industrial

film

for

the

American

Society of Tool Engineers Exposition in Chicago by James Mitchell Associates, using the new
high-speed Anscochrome

color film.

Left to

right are

producer Mitchell,

cameraman

Dick

Wiacek, and Ansco representative Bill Metzger.

Shooting An Industrial With
Ansco's New, Fast Color Film
New Anscochrome produces excellent results
recording low-key interiors with exposures
based on ASA rating of 125.
By

JIM

MITCHELL

James Mitchell Associates, Detroit, Mich.

B

reathes there an industrial film
producer who has not cringed at the
familiar statement: “Now, then, we
want it in color but we have got to keep
the budget down.”
Recently this happened to us, and in
usual fashion we hedged and gave the
client the stock answers about shooting
color. Well, it was fortunate for us that
they would not accept the statement “it
can’t be done.”
482
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The determined client was the Ameri¬
can Society of Tool Engineers. Every
two years this Society sponsors an In¬
dustrial Tooling Exposition in major
cities throughout the U. S.—big shows,
drawing 35,000 to 40,000 of the nation’s
top production and manufacturing ex¬
ecutives and engineers.
The recent show in Chicago was the
largest yet with 530 exhibits covering
seven and one-half acres of floor space

•
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in the Internationl Amphitheatre. Pro¬
ducts shown ranged all the way from
small hand tools, jigs and assembly
devices to huge stamping presses and
precision machine tools. In between
were all the related products -—- cool¬
ants,
electronic
controls,
materials
handling equipment, precision control
and inspection equipment, etc.
ASTE’s problem was how to record
this event on film with maximum im¬
pact at least cost. It was their original
intention to have produced only enough
film of this exhibit to provide a maxi¬
mum of five minutes screen time in a
27-minute color motion picture. In ef¬
fect, they wanted to have their cake
and eat it, too, because along with the
cost problems, the footage we shot had
to provide a good color match with the
rest of their film.
These people are engineers and to
them “anything is possible.” They had
heard about some color film that was
pushed to ASA 125. Yes, the Ansco
people had an outdoor film that had
enjoyed some success at this speed, but
this was outdoor film and to use it in¬
doors would mean filtering and this
might cancel out the high speed rating
and all its advantages. In addition, we
had not seen the area that we were to
shoot, and with budget limitation and
the nature of the job, we “had to shoot
with existing light.” Indoor shots with
existing light? Impossible!
At this point, we began to take stock
of ourselves. Who were we to say that
it was out of the question? So—it was
only logical that we turn to Ansco, the
people that were doing revolutionary
things with 16mm color film. A call to
the Binghamton office put us in touch
with Ed Stambolian. We were assured
that we could convert the outdoor to
indoor, but why do that? He then went
on to explain that they were releasing
a new indoor film that could be pushed
to ASA 125. Had it been used com¬
mercially? No—we would be the first
to use it for an industrial film. Could
they send us a hundred feet so that we
could run a test on it?
“Sure thing—I’ll send it out today.”
I went back to the Tool Engineers
and told them that we were having some
new film shipped to us and that we
would run a test on it. We had never
shot any color this fast, and frankly, we
were quite dubious. Fortunately there
was a Travel Show in progress, and so
we could come close to approximating
the conditions we would face in shoot¬
ing the show in ChicagoDick Wiacek was the cameraman on
this job. In shooting the test footage,
we were concerned with only one ques¬
tion—Can it be pushed to 125, and
what will it look like?
All we did was take a light reading
and shoot. In one spot and strictly for

a gag, we shot footage of a film show¬
ing. Then the big wait for the results.
The ASTE staff thought the test was
terrific! The footage of the movies was
even quite satisfactory.
So—we were commissioned to film
the Tool Show. Ansco sent Bill Metzger
to Chicago to work with us. Arrange¬
ments were made for special process¬
ing, which allowed us to see the rushes
late that day.
The response of the ASTE Officers
and its National Public Relations committe was most enthusiastic. Of course,
there were a couple of perfectionists
who were comparing the finished pro¬
duct to the best of Technicolor. True
there was some graininess in the film,

but under the circumstances, it was not
objectionable, and the color was ex¬
ceptionally good. Proof of the enthu¬
siasm for the footage was manifested in
an expansion of the original film pro¬
duction plans into a fifteen-minute pic¬
ture that would be shown to 135 chap¬
ters of the Society.
So much for the basic story. But
what about the technical side? Though
we didn't know the conditions under
which we would be shooting, we did
know that in order to do the job we
would have to shoot with existing light
and crowd the film to the limits every
foot of the way. On this job we used
the Bell & Howell 70-DL camera be¬
cause of its portability. In addition, it

gave us a shutter speed of l/40th of a
second at 24 frames. This gave us the
extra exposure we needed. We also
used the new B & H f/.95 lens. There
were times when it came in handy. For
determining exposures, we used the
Norwood Director meter
In taking light readings we would
take a general overall reading because
of the spottiness of display lighting. In
compensating we would go I
to l/>
stop under for light areas, and for dark
areas, we would go
to
stop over.
The latitude of the Ansco stock gave
us good color rendition in areas where
the ratio was as high as 6/1 or 7/1.
Resolution, latitude and the tremendous
depth of the film amazed us. In a situ¬
ation such as we were in, one runs into
seemingly impossible conditions, for
there were extreme variations in light¬
ing. At times we had readings of only
four foot candles, and so were pressed
to get the limits of the film. On-the-spot
calculations indicated that such shots
were nearly impossible . . . but ASTE
wanted it.
In getting such shots, the action in
the film had to appear normal. To do
this, we dropped the camera speed to
20 frames. With the B & H this gave
us a shutter speed of one thirty-fifth
and, in turn, allowed us more exposure
time — approximately I
stop more.
This, coupled with the f/.95 lens gave
us optimum results under seemingly
impossible
light
conditions.
Results
were satisfactory. We must add, though,
that under these conditions, the color
would drop off to the red, but was
none-the-less acceptable for our pur¬
poses.
In using the new Ansco color film,
/4

^4

1/2

/4

(Continued on Page 492)
THE

Mitchell

production

was

essentially

a factual account of the ASTE’s 1956 ex¬
position

and contained many shots such

as the one above.

Not only did the color

hold up in shots such as this, says Mitch¬
ell, but they demonstrated the film’s ex¬
cellent resolving qualities.
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were
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conferences,

filmed
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most
key

of
of

new Anscochrome

which
light,
film

to

its outside limits, says producer Mitchell.
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SHOOTING A SCENE enroute to summit of Mt. Washington is CBS
Special

Assignment

camera controls.
man

Addison

Crew

headed

by

author

Irving

Heitzner,

at

Others in photo, from left to right, are: sound¬

Tice;

commentator

Robert

Northshield;

and

film

editor John Dullaghan.
ON THE SUMMIT, wind velocity reached 75 miles per hour. Here
it was

necessary for cornerman

Heitzner to

crawl

on

his

hands

and knees and shoot with an Eyemo camera.

Odyssey Of A Roving TV Cameraman
Quest for footage for CBS’ “Oddities In The News”
has

its

climax

By

M

a yen to
become a motion picture camera¬
man invariably think of working behind
a Mitchell camera on the sound stages
of the major studios in Hollywood. But
not all the film exposed daily in motion
picture cameras originates in the glam¬
orous atmosphere of the movie studios.
Now that television has become the
formidable entertainment medium that
it is, a considerable portion of daily TV
programming originates on film. Besides
the hour and half-hour shows that orig¬
inate on film in studios in Hollywood
and New York, still other programs, like
CBS’ “Oddities In The News.' are made
up from factual material shot by roving
cinematographers—like myself. In this
type of work, stamina, resourcefulness
ost young fellows with
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on

blizzard-swept

IRVING

mountain top.

HEITZNER

and quick thinking are valuable assets.
This became all the more apparent
to me as I reflected on a recent assign¬
ment for Columbia Broadcasting Com¬
pany to shoot material for its “Oddities
In The News" series—an assignment
that was to take me to the summit of
blizzard-swept Mt. Washington in the
White Mountains of New England.
Here, because weather conditions in
winter months approximate those of the
Arctic, the U. S. Air Force has estab¬
lished a proving ground where are
tested some of its most important aero¬
nautical instruments and equipment.
The United States
eather Bureau has
also established a station there, and
WMTM-TV has its TV transmitter there.
All these factors had an important
August, 1956

bearing on my film assignment.
On the morning of February 1, 1956,
I gathered together my crew and asso¬
ciates consisting of sound man Addison
Tice, news analyst Robert Northshield,
and film editor John Dullaghan, and
prepared for the ascent. Our equipment
consisted of one sound camera with am¬
plifier, and a hand camera with a bat¬
tery pack having ample power to operate
it in exposing 10,000 feet of negative.
In addition, there was the personal bag¬
gage of the party.
After reporting to Capt. John Han¬
cock, USAF, in his office at the foot
of the peak, we received such items of
Arctic clothing as parkas, heavy woolen
mittens, and sun visors. This, along with
(Continued on Page 500)
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AGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
MAGNASYNC

DEALERS
NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York 19. JUdson 6 1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.
CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.
CANADA-Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

3-Perforation Film Frame Spacing Proposed
“Framelines” between images are getting wider, due to devel¬
opment of wide-screen aspect ratios, resulting in wasted film
stock and decreased projector efficiency

A
B
1.66/1 aperture used with regular
4-hole pulldown (A) and 3-hole shift (B)

Standard projector "Wide-screen"
aperture (1.37/1)
1.85/1 aperture
(Note unused areas between frames!)
FIG.

1—Comparative

illustrated

above.

‘‘frameline”

The

spacing

author proposes

of

standard

reducing

the

and

wide-screen

“frameline”

images

is

areas by employing

film

a

3-perforation instead of conventional 4-perforation pulldown intermittent and re-positioning

It is otherwise in the case of soundmovie photography. In order to main¬
tain the desired 4:3 proportionality of
the frame images, the framelines nec¬
essarily became rather thick (speci¬
fically, 0.75 — 0.64 = 0.11 inch).
The loss of picture space in stand¬
ard sound films is by no means serious,
even though it represents a waste of
110 feet of film in every 1,000-foot reel
—110 feet which must uselessly be
pulled down by the camera intermittent
without being exposed.
The loss is
slightly greater in projection, of course,
because the projector aperture is slightly
smaller than the camera aperture. In a
aspect ratio soundfilm aperture, 150 feet
of film out of every 1,000 feet is never
projected to the screen.
When non - anamorphic wide - screen
apertures are used in the projector, the
waste of footage—film which must use¬
lessly be pulled down by the intermittent
-—assumes alarming proportions.
In
every 1,000 feet, for example, the fol¬
lowing footages of film are wasted by
the various non-anamorphic apertures:

of the frames on release prints.

FOREWORD—Robert A. Mitchell, writing in the July, 1956, issue of Interna¬
tional Projectionist

(“A

Common

feet that goes through a projector, due to the space unused between wide-screen
He suggests that print economies can be effected and efficiency of screen

projection increased by making prints with the images closer together and em¬
ploying an intermittent pulldown of 3, instead of the standard 4, perforations
per frame of film.

Part II of his article dealing specifically with this subject is

reprinted here by special permission of the publisher of International Projectionist.
—Editor

camera aperture was
sufficiently large (0.97" x 0.72") to
allow for small differences in framing
and for slight misalignment of the pro¬
jector lateral guide-rollers. The soundfilm camera aperture was also stand¬
ardized at slightly over-size dimensions
(0.87" x 0.64") for the same reason.
Now, the standard frame-shift per¬
formed by the intermittent mechanism
of a 35mm motion-picture camera or
he silent-film
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WASTED FOOTAGE
IN 1,060 FEET
150
250
253
279
304
338

Sense Approach to Screens, Apertures and

Aspect Ratios”), has pointed out the percentage of wasted film in every 1000
images.

ASPECT
RATIO
1.375/1
1.65/1
1.66/1
1.75/1
1.85/1
2/1
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projector involves a longitudinal dis¬
tance of
inch; or, as 35mm film is
perforated, a distance of 4 sprocket
holes along each edge of the film.
With the vertical dimension of the
silent camera aperture, the thickness
of the “framelines” between the indi¬
vidual frames was only 0.75 — 0.72 =
0.03 of an inch, hence practically all
of the picture area of the film was
utilized in silent-picture photography.
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Figure 1 shows what portion of the
picture area of the film is actually pro¬
jected upon the screen when 1.375/1,
1.85/1, and 1.66/1 a.r. apertures are
employed.
The
trend
toward
wider
screen
images, as we said before, is not wholly
unattended
by
unfavorable
conse¬
quences.
For musical extravaganzas
and “spectacular” productions involving
vast throngs of people and panoramic
scenery, the extreme CinemaScope as¬
pect ratios serve admirably. Yet what a
pity it would be if all movies were
CinemaScope spectaculars!
The dramatic motion picture is in¬
trinsically emotional; and emotion im¬
plies an intimacy of thought and feeling
translated into photographic proximity
to the individual actors, either singlv
or in small groups. The closeup shot, as
well as the “roving” camera and “rapid”
cutting by the film editor, is part and

parcel of movie making technique, and
always will be.
It is desirable, therefore, that a com¬
promise be effected for the best presenta¬
tion of non-anamorphic films. CinemaScope is excellent in its own field, and
its extreme aspect ratios should be util¬
ized, wherever possible, for full pano¬
ramic scope. But the more sensitive
dramatic photoplay is still best pre¬
sented in less extreme aspect ratios,
and, we may add, in monochrome in¬
stead of color.
In expressing these
views, the writer is merely echoing the
opinions of many 'highranking movie
producers who are increasingly revert¬
ing to the wider dramatic scope of the
conventional aspect ratio and more or
less ignoring the wider visual scope of
the panoramic screen.
If the old conventional aspect ratios
of 1.333/1 and 1.375/1 are considered a
bit too restricted as regards the horizon¬
tal dimension, then certainly the 1.65/1
and 1.66/1 ratios represent the maxi¬
mum (and perhaps the most desirable)
width-to-height ratio that preserves the
“fluidity” of screen drama—the use of
closeups intercut into medium shots,
“dollying” of the camera, etc. And yet
these aspect ratios are wide enough to
enhance the visual grandeur of pano-'
ramie long shots.
This writer definitely agrees with
those motion-picture producers who ad-'
vocate standardization of the 1.65/1 a.r.
in the interests of pictorial framing.
But universal exclusive use of the 1.65/1
ratio for regular, non-anamorphic prints
gives rise to technical problems of film
waste due lo overly thick framelines,
overworked projector intermittents, heat¬
ing of the film by the arc lamp, and
the number of frames per second needed
to provide smooth, flicker-free projec¬
tion at the highest light levels. As
previously
stated,
the
conventional
1.375/1 a.r. results in a waste, due to
frameline thickness, of 15% of the total
length of the film, while the 1.65/1 a.r.
wastes fully 25%.
The waste of film footage caused by
the unused frameline areas is reduced
in CinemaScope projection by the com¬
paratively large apertures. CinemaScope
framelines, being relatively thin, result
in only 3.5% of unshown film length.
The larger picture areas of Cinema¬
Scope films increase image definition
and improve the focusing characteristics
(depth) of the projection lens.
By employing an intermittent pull¬
down of 3, instead of the standard 4,
perforations per frame of film, the re¬
sulting filmshift distance of 9/16 inch
(0.5625'') is enough to accommodate
the
1.65/1
a.r. projector aperture
(0.825" x 0.500") and permit the use
of a necessarily larger camera, or
printer, aperture (proposed dimensions:
0.87" x 0.55"). These dimensions re¬

sult in an unused film-length in the
camera of only 1.25%, and in the pro¬
jector of only 6.25%. These figures
compare favorably with the unusedlength percentages in silent-film stand¬
ardization, namely, 3% in the camera,
7.05% in the projector.
Figure 1 is a side-by-side visual com¬
parison of standard non-anamorphic
release print and the proposed “3-hole”
release print intended to be shown in
aspect ratios of 1.65/1 and greater.
Note that the 1.65/1 (or 1.66/1) a.r.
projector aperture now in use for 4-hole
film is to be used for 3-hole film. The
picture area is NOT reduced by reduc¬
ing the thickness of the framelines!
A number of projection technologists
have advocated the 3-hole frame shift for
35mm film. There is nothing new in
the proposal. It is worthy of serious
consideration, however, first because of
the necessity to restandardize the a.r. of
normal-film projection, and secondly be¬
cause the 3-hole pulldown offers several
distinct advantages in addition to utiliza¬
tion of practically all of the picture area
of the film.
There are 16 frames per foot on stand¬
ard 4-hole film. On 3-hole film there
are 211/3 frames per foot, or 64 frames
per 3 feet. If the present 24 frames persecond rate of exposure is kept, 3-hole
film will travel only % as fast as 4-hole
film, with a running time per reel 1%
times that of present film. Instead of
11/2 feet per second (90 feet per min¬
ute), the travel rate of 4-hole film, the
24 frame/sec. 3-hole film will run at the
rate of 1% feet per second, 67% fe^t
per minute).
If, on the other hand, the linear
running rate and showing time per reel
is preserved in 3-hole film, the frame

rate will be increased from 24 to 32
frames per second,
the more rapid
trame rate will result 111 a field rate
on the screen of 64 exposures per sec¬
ond when regular 2-cutoif projector
shutters are used. Projected pictures are
virtually llickerless, regardless of light
level, at 64 exposures per second.
Yet another alternative exists, and
one which is apt to be of greater interest
to television engineers than to theatremovie technologists. “If the frame rate
of professional film is increased,” argue
the TV people, “it should be changed
to 30 frames per second, the exact sub¬
multiple of the American TV field rate
of 60 interlaced scannings per second.”
Let’s see how the 30 irame/sec. rate
affects running time and film consump¬
tion in the case of 3-hole film. It will
change the travel rate from the present
1%> ft./sec. (90 ft./min.) to 1M ft./sec.
(84%
feet./min.l.
Therefore,
30
frame/sec. 3-hole film will run if as fast
as 24 frame/sec. 4-hole film, and the
running time per reel will be 1-1/15
that of present film.
The principal disadvantage of 3-hole
film standardization is the non-inter¬
changeability with present-day 4-hole
CinemaScope prints. The anamorphic
process could be readily adapted to 3hole film, however; and by utilizing the
whole 0.825" x 0.500" projector aper¬
ture and an anamorphic expansion
factor of 11/2, very high quality images
in an aspect ratio of 2,475/1 would be
obtained. (As an alternative, and with
a slight sacrifice of picture quality and
brightness, two 0.1-inch strips could be
subtracted from the frame width for 3channel stereophonic sound, leaving a
projector aperture measuring 0.625" x
(Continued on Page 496)
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Directing The Inexperienced Cast
The success of an amateur photoplay depends as much on capable act¬
ing as on the photography.

Here’s how to get professional results

when employing amateur players in your movies.

By

O

greatest advantages the
the professional director has over
his amateur counterpart is his trained
and well-paid cast. The amateur knows
the results he wants; but if he tried to
get them by keeping his heroine kneel¬
ing for hours on a stone floor like Dryer,
or bullying his actors as mercilessly is
von Stroheim, he would soon find him¬
self without a cast at all.
His players are almost always friends,
neighbors and relatives who have volun¬
teered their services. They're usually
happy enough to act for the simple
pleasure of seeing themselves on the
screen. Most amateur directors tend to
accept any standard of performance in
ne of the

HAROLD

BENSON

their delight at finding people prepared
to take part—though there are a few
who conceal their gratitude so thor¬
oughly that they're apt to antagonize
the cast before they even begin to shoot.
How can a director avoid these dan¬
gers? Awkwardness, camera conscious¬
ness, the devasting smile or giggle at
the wrong moment—these are the prob¬
lems which make every cine amateur at
some time swear to take up another
hobby. Luckily the mood passes; but
the difficulties remain.
The best time to explain to actors that
the director has to be and is going to oe
the boss is at the very beginning. Casting
is nearly always a matter of listing ac¬

quaintances physically suited for each
role, and working through the list until
someone agrees. This is not only the
moment to relieve yourself of all your
gratitude and thanks, but also to warn
the person that he or she will be ex¬
pected to act under orders.
Insure, gently but firmly, that all your
players understand that you’re the per¬
son with the final say if there should be
any differences of opinion. Of course,
once they’ve agreed to kow-tow, it’s up
to you to prove that you know what
you’re doing. Any dithering or uncer¬
tainty leads, as often as not, to that
humiliating situation in which the direc¬
tor, dubious about a certain effect, asks
an actor for his advice and is immedi¬
ately met with, “How should I know?
You re the director!” This is hardly
likely to result in amicable relationships
among the unit, or a good film.
At the same time, don’t let your cast
feel that there’s no scope for their own
brainwaves. Tell them at the outset that
you’ll welcome their suggestions through,
out the production. Even if they come
up with hopelessly impracticable ideas
that only show they don’t know a meter
from a tripod, always thank them and
explain why their schemes won’t work.
It's astonishing how often an enthus¬
iastic cast will offer really useful and
original notions. One of my favorite
shots in my first comedy was suggested
by a twelve-year-old Cockney kid. I was
shooting scenes of a group of panicstricken Boy Scouts fleeing from the
path of a speeding cyclist when this

ALTHOUGH
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youngster said, “ ’Ere, mister, wot abaht
me little bruver? ’E can’t arf shin up a
lamp-post!” Surprisingly enough, his
brother, though too young for the Scouts
really could climb a lamp-post like a
monkey. I dressed him in uniform and
shot him at 8 f.p.s. as he went up, and
got a perfect climax for my sequence.
But however helpful your players are,
they are the ones who need assistance,
especially if they’re facing the camera
for the first time. A nervous director
makes a nervous cast. Aim at being con¬
stantly authoritative in your manner—
but never lapse into uncongeniality.
The script is always a problem when
dealing with amateur actors. Only you
can decide, according to your circum¬
stances, whether you will get the best
results by explaining the whole shooting
script shot by shot (which often worries
the cast), by letting them see only a
synopsis (which often strikes them as
rather vague), or by merely telling them
exactly what to do without explaining
how their part will fit in the finished
production ( which invariably baffles
them completely).
Personally I feel that the more im¬
portant a role, the more important it is
that the actor should understand the
script. I always go over the whole thing
with the principal members of the cast,
but I don’t usually bother to describe
more than the relevant sequences to
those taking the smallest parts.
One weakness common to all inex¬
perienced actors is the almost irresistable
desire to glance at the camera. Perhaps
they expect to be able to see the film
rolling past the other side of the lens.
The best cure is to show them the cam¬
era before you begin shooting, and to
give a broad explanation of it to anyone
interested.
hen you’ve finished, ask
them if they’ve seen enough of the cam¬
era. If they agree that they have, teil
them that it’s just as well, because
they’re not to look at it again under any
circumstances. Then explain why.
You’ll be surprised how effective such
an apparently fatuous build-up proves. A
straight plea is all too quickly forgotten;
but a simple little demonstration like
this seems to stick in the memory.
Always encourage your cast to under¬
play rather than over-play. For one
thing, you'll find few of them realize
how close to the audience the camera
brings them, and thus tend to overact
in any case. For another it’s a fortunate
fact that an audience will “see” an ap¬
propriate expression on a face that’s
actually expressionless. (You may have
heard the true story of the director who
intercut identical C.U.s of a famous
actor with shots of a bowl of soup, a
child and a coffin—and the critics raved
about the subtlety with which the actor
showed hunger, tenderness and grief.)

A "Do-it-yourself" Remote
Control For Cine Cameras
How a discarded doorbell magnet can be used to
operate your camera from a distance for nature
photography, stop-motion, or animation.

T

of starting and stop¬
ping the camera by remote control is
virtually essential to photographing wild¬
life, animated action or subjects in
“stop-motion.” While there are a num¬
ber of devices now on the market for
he convenience
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this purpose that are readily adaptable
to most of the popular cine cameras, the
ingenious cinefilmer can easily rig up an
effective electrical control in the “do-ityourself” manner in vogue today.
Such a device is shown in the accom¬
panying illustrations, and it may be
used with a wide range of 8mm and
16mm cameras. It operates on the order
of a solenoid in that a charge of electric
current passing through the winding of
a magnet activates a lever that contacts
the camera starting button on impulse.
For the do-it-yourself builder, the
essential item to start with is a small
electric magnet which may be removed
from a discarded doorbell. Where a
more powerful magnet is required to
actuate the camera starting button, the
reader can build a magnet of the re¬

quired size and power, following the
details given here and illustrated in Fig.
Two heavy washers U/g" in diameter
cut from cardboard are fitted on an iron
bolt. The bolt should be wrapped with
several turns of brown paper, then
wound with enameled or cotton-covered
wire of approximately 32 gauge. Before
starting the winding, punch a small hole
in one of the cardboard discs and insert
end of the wire through it to form one
of the electrical leads. Proceed to wind
the wire around the iron-bolt core until
it fills the spool to the edge of the
cardboard discs. Through another hole
pierced in the same cardboard disc, in¬
sert the end of the wire, which will serve
as the second electrical connection for
the magnet.
Where a magnet from a doorbell is
used, it may be powered by two or three
standard dry cells, or from a conven¬
tional doorbell power transformer.Where
the camera requires greater thrust of the
remote control to actuate the release but¬

ton, then power from an automobile
storage battery is recommended.
After the magnet is mounted on a
base or framework, as illustrated, the
next step is to attach the lever that is
activated by the magnetic impulse. This
is a narrow strip of steel reinforced at
point of contact with the magnet with a
“button” or disc cut from the same
metal. This strip should be hinged and
swing free. The simplest manner for
achieving this is simply to drill a hole
in one end and drive a small nail
through it to secure it to the base—but
without driving the nail in altogether.
Figs. B and C show application of the
magnet in operating two types of camera
starting buttons—the pull-down type and

(Continued on Page 499)

(Continued on Page 506)
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Lighting For Mood In The Motion Picture
Before you can begin to light your scenes, you must know
the mood of the story you are about to film.
By

B

beginning this discussion on
lighting, I wish to state that my
wife, Nadine, and I. work as a team,
combining our individual experience in
theater and painting in order to reach a
fuller understanding of the motion pic¬
ture medium. We do not 'consider our¬
selves authorities on lighting, but rather
as serious students of lighting. What we
know we have learned the hard way—
by trial and error. The lighting tech¬
niques employed in the production of
our three films, “The Nativity,” “The
Fall Of The House Of Usher” and
“Elyra,” resulted from a great deal of
experimentation—and a strong desire to
create mood with light.
Lighting, to us, does not mean the
flooding of a set with sufficient illumina¬
tion to enable one to shoot at a certain
F/ stop. It means the kind of lighting
that will create atmosphere and add re¬
ality to a story. Unfortunately, the ama¬
teur filmer has been duped by some ad¬
vertisers into believing that two lights on
a camera bar is the answer to all his
lighting problems. Some books on ama¬
teur movie-making also strongly advo¬
cate the use of flat or front illumination
for shooting color film. My wife and I
dared to question these statements. We
proved to our satisfaction that the ama¬
teur can achieve interesting lighting in
his movies, and that he can do it without
efore

SAL

PIZZO

the benefit of expensive professional
equipment.
Let us consider for a moment the
equipment necessary to produce good
lighting for our movies. In the profes¬
sional studios one finds a multitude of
different kinds of lights, stands, reflect¬
ors, scrims, booms and dozens of other
items that few of us even knew existed.
We shall not concern ourselves with the
fancy professional equipment, but con¬
sider only the basic tools that may be
found in the average amateur filmer’s
closet: a few photofloods, several photo¬
spots and perhaps some medium beams.
Add to these a couple of light stands, 3
or 4 clamps, plenty of cord and a few
spare fuses, and you have the essential
tools. To these you may add as many
accesories as your budget will allow.
Before you can begin to light a movie,
you must know the mood of the story
you are about to film. The type of light¬
ing required for a comedy, for instance,
would be entirely different than that for,
let us say, a psychological tragedy. The
mood of your story will dictate the key
of your lighting. Since my wife and I

FRAME

are intensely interested in low key, dra¬
matic illumination, and since we have
used it with some degree of success, it
is that type of mood lighting which l
will discuss.
Let us assume now that we are about
to film a scene in a tragedy. The set is
dressed. The actors are in their places.
Every last detail in costume and make¬
up has been checked. The script calls for
a two-shot in which one character speaks
a line that has such a terrifying effect
upon the other that he shrinks away as
though suddenly confronted with a mon¬
ster.
Suppose that you throw enough gen¬
eral illumination on the set to enable
you to film the scene at, let us say, F/4,
and you shoot it that way. Your results
will be very unsatisfactory. Oh, you will
have a picture all right. Granted that
your focus is razor sharp, your exposure
“rig ht on the button,” and your actor

ENLARGEMENTS of three scenes from

author's

16mm

color film “Elyra,” which illustrate painstaking lighting tech¬
nique—unusual

in

amateur film

productions.

and right are of author, who played
gether with his wife, Nadine, center.
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highly satisfactory; yet the final result
will probably evoke nothing but mitd in¬
terest from your audience. Your scene
has plenty of illumination, but lacks cre¬
ative mood lighting. Your scene has
sharp pictures, but no soul.
Now let us re-film this action, only
this time with a thoughtful attempt at
dramatic illumination. First we must lo¬
cate the visible sources of light on the
set. These consist of two candles on op¬
posite sides of the room—one toward the
back, and one up front. Now we will try
to simulate the candle light by placing
our light units in such a way that the
illuminated areas will appear to be
receiving their light from the candles
themselves. Objects close to the source of
light will be brilliantly lit, while those
farther away will recede into shadow.
It is advisable to have the actors walk
through the action while you study the
changing light patterns that fall upon
them.
At this point we notice that when
an actor stands at the rear of the set,
facing the camera, he receives strong
side light on his right side with result¬
an1 bo'd shadows on his left. As he
walks forward he will go out of range
of the lighting on his right and step into
the area of simulated candle light on
his left. Thus, the light pattern on the
figure has been completely and logically
reversed, giving the scene heightened
dramatic interest.
But we are not finished yet. We no¬
ticed that when the actor’s right side
was well illuminated his left side was in
deep shadow. Obviously, some fill light
is necessary. Further light manipulation
reveals that a lamp trained on his left
side from a high angle and slightly
behind him will not only render the
shadow areas more transparent, but also
throw some interesting highlights on his
hair. This procedure is followed with
every section of the set until the desired
atmosphere has been created.
Before shooting the scene we have
another rehearsal of the action to get
the over-all effect of the lighting. Now
we notice with satisfaction that the
movements of the actors are being con¬
stantly dramatized by the lighting. The
dusky areas create just the air of mys¬
tery desired for this scene. The set as¬
sumes the three-dimensional reality that
is so important in maintaining dra¬
matic empathy.
Although lighting plays such an im¬
portant part in creating the proper
mood for your story, it must never be
made to dominate the action. Its func¬
tion is to heighten the drama and to
enhance the scene both pictorially and
emotionally.
When lighting for mood in a motion
picture, we need not depend entirely
upon illumination from visible light
sources. Some very striking effects can
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be achieved with light coming through
a window or an open doorway. These
invisible sources afford a wonderful
opportunity to experiment with colored
gelatins. The light coming through the
window can be changed from sunlight
to moonlight merely by using a different
gelatin in front of the lamp.
Often the shadow patterns cast by un¬
seen objects can create an illusion of
authenticity difficult to produce in any
other way. The atmosphere of a prison
cell, for example, can be achieved by
projecting the shadow of the barred win¬
dow upon the bare wall behind the pris¬
oner. This can be done very simply by
placing a small cardboard cut-out of
the windows in front of the light, then
directing the light to be desired area in
your composition.
Much has been written about the im¬
portance of the closeup in the motion
picture. I will not add to that except
to say that it presents a most challeng¬
ing opportunity to the cinematographer
who wishes to experiment with lighting.
As a rule, the lighting set-ups used to
film the long shot will not be suitable
for the closeup. Closeups require light¬
ing set-ups of their own. Here again $ve
have found the colored gelatin an in¬
valuable accessory in heightening mood
and characterization. Not only can we
give a face more dramatic power by
controlling the chiaroscuro patterns, but
we can also alter the colors at will. Let
me illustrate:
At one point during the production of
“Usher,” the script called for the ghostly
figure of a woman to open a door and
step into a candle-lit chamber. The light
and dark patterns on her face were easy
enough to achieve by placing a light
almost at her feet, but screened from
the camera by a wall. The strong
shadows and sharp highlights from this
low-angle lighting gave the girl a weird
appearance; but not until a blue gelatin
was placed in front of the light did we
realize the ghostly effect that the scene
demanded.
These gelatins that play such an im¬
portant part in creative lighting for
color cinematography are very easy to
obtain. Colored cellophane is both inex¬
pensive and effective. It is easily han¬
dled when cut and mounted in card¬
board frames.
The lighting in a motion picture
should be as carefully planned as the
shooting script itself. Unfortunately, it
is the one department most often neg¬
lected by amateur movie-makers. When
shooting outdoors, one may occasionally
stumble upon an excellent “ready-made”
mood shot. But indoors the filmer has
to create the effect himself. That re¬
quires planning and hard work. Many
times you may work for 45 minutes
lighting a scene that may require only
5 seconds to shoot.
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In lighting a scene, it is well to keep
in mind that the color film most of us
use does not have much latitude. Many
amateurs have had the experience of
shooting a scene that looked just right
to the naked eye, only to discover later
that in the processed film the shadows
were too dark or the light areas burned
out. Our method is first to light a scene
so that it looks right to the naked eye.
We then check it very carefully through
a Spectra Color Contrast Viewing Glass.
This handy little tool looks very much
like a neutral density filter with a short
handle. When viewing a scene through
this glass you will see it approximately
as the film will record it. In other words,
if the dark side of a green chair looks
black when viewed through the spectra,
it will undoubtedly come out black on
your film. If you wish the green to regis¬
ter on the film, the light on the dark side
of the chair must be increased until the
green becomes visible through the
spectra. If you don’t have a Spectra, you
can attain much the same result by
studying
your
set
through
tightly
squinted eyes.
Lighting for the motion picture is
often a laborious, and always a pains¬
taking endeavor. It is also an exacting
and expressive art. The motion picture
is more than a logical succession of pho¬
tographed pictures in motion; it is an
eloquent form of theater. Therefore, il¬
lumination for this medium is not only
a functional device for defining pictures
for the eye of the camera, but an in¬
dispensable creative element for evoking
mood and heightening emotion in this
essentially dramatic art.

ANSCO’S NEW COLOR FILM
(Continued from Page 483)

we did not make any attempt to use
CC filters. I n most instances we were
forced to crowd the film to its limits,
and to cope with a filter factor would
not have been feasible because we
would have defeated our objective of
gaining all the speed the film afforded.
As we pointed out before, the color
held up exceptionally well.
Of course, shooting original is one
thing but the big question of what
would happen in printing was still un¬
answered. The original footage was ex¬
ceptional, so—with some misgivings,
we sent it off for printing- Suffice it to
say the first answer print was more than
satisfactory.
In this day of tight budgets and the
inevitable swing to color, it is our feel¬
ing that Anseo has made a real contri¬
bution with its new high-speed color
film. At this stage the versatility and
latitude of the new Anscoehrome will
more than negate any shortcomings.

Here is a color film that will permit
16mm color production with a mini¬
mum of lighting. For example, our ex¬
perience has show that a few 500 watt
clip-ons placed judiciously in a factory
scene will, in addition to the existing
light, provide adequate illumination for
Anscochrome.

simplifies movie
film inspection

STARTING THE NEW
ASSIGNMENT
(Continued from Page 473)

shot pretty well lined up on paper by
the time we started back to Kanab in
mid-afternoon.
When we arrived back at the Lodge,
my assistant, Paul Cable, had arrived
along with the camera and grip equip¬
ment and the camera ear. The rest of
the company and crew was scheduled
to leave Los Angeles by plane the fol¬
lowing morning, to be on hand at 9 A.M.
ready to start the picture.
In the meantime, other equipment
was arriving from Hollywood, includ¬
ing a horse truck with six horses, a
stage coach, and another truck loaded
with props, reflectors, wardrobe and all
the personal baggage which did not ac¬
company those who traveled by plane.
Among the rolling stock, there was also
a completely equipped dark room on
wheels.
The following morning at nine we
had all our equipment on hand; the
camera was loaded and ready to work,
and we looked forward to our threeday schedule of shooting exteriors with
no anxiety whatever until one delay
after another prevented us from getting
the first take on film until after lunch.
This meant that our three-day schedule
was now reduced to two-and-a-half days
—and that we would have to cut cor¬
ners and make up for lost time.
Our work at Kanab began right on
Page One of the script. Scene 1 was
described as follows:
“Exterior, Countryside. Day. Med.
shot, horses legs. The camera sees
only the legs of five horses that stand
on a hill that overlooks the country¬
side. The camera tilts back abruptly
and we see the five men that sit
astride the animals. They appear to
be watching something o. s. Lorenzo
Garcia sits on the center horse.
Lorenzo suddenly wheels his horse
about, his men following suit. They
gallop down hill, the camera panning
with them.
Camera then pans the
countryside, showing a road, and
bringing into view a fast-moving
stagecoach.’’
The site for this shot was one of the
more difficult to locate because of the
varied action and the unusual scope of
camera coverage called for in a single,
continuous take. The camera began by

BIG SCREEN
movie viewer only $4950
Large 314" by 414" hooded screen and 75-watt projection lamp so
that it can be used comfortably in lighted room. Stainless steel film
guide cannot scratch film. Rotating optical prism shutter. Flat field
projection lens and ground and polished condenser lens. Built-in frame
marker, focusing and frame adjustments, left to right film travel. Auto¬
matic lamp switch. Dual cooling system means you can view a single
frame for minutes without scorching film or emulsion. Readily port¬
able. Sturdy, rugged construction — will last many years. Just what
you need for quick and easy viewing and film inspection. 8mm or
16mm models.

Time your movies to .001 Minute
With a Craig Frame Counter on your Viewer or
Projecto-Editor you can time filmed action to fractions
of seconds, or time scenes, sequences or complete
movies with complete accuracy.
Exacting studies of the speed of motions and actions
of all kinds in science, business and industry are routine
with the Craig Frame Counter. Given a constant cam¬
era speed (whether 16 fps, 24 fps or special high-speed
cameras) with 16mm film, the Frame Counter permits
instant conversion of photographed action into time fractions. Just as simple
is timing 16mm movies or parts of movies (to synchronize with voice, sound
or action) where precise timing is essential.
Craig Accessory Frame Counter . .. $37.50. Craig Projecto-Editor, complete
with rewinds, splicer, viewer and cement. .. $79.50. Craig Formula #7 Cement,
1 oz. . .. 40<, 8 oz. . . . $2.60, 16 oz. . . . $4. All available at better camera stores.
Write Dept. 0000 for further information. Enclose 10< for copy of 50^ book:
Leo J. Heffernan's “Editing for Better Movies.”
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CINE 16MM PRINTER
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FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
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to come out all day; because budget
productions never wait for sunshine, we
readily adjusted to the situation and
photographed the remaining scenes of
the picture in the diffused but adequate
light that prevailed, finally winding up
the last take at 5 P.M.
Because so much of our shooting was
on location, I had no opportunity to
view the daily rushes, but I was pro¬
vided with light test strips which, after
you are in this business long enough,
will give an adequate check on what
results you are getting.
And the photographic results we
achieved with the new Plus-X negative
I think are terrific. Because of the
film’s extremely fine grain, it is ideally
suited to production in CinemaScope,
which involves super-enlargement of the
image on the screen. It is likely that
this new film will lead to more and
more black-and-white productions being
filmed in CinemaScope.
An interesting sidelight to this budget
production is the fact that n© sound
was recorded during the shooting of
location scenes in Kanab. Where dia¬
logue was important, the necessary ac¬
tion was shot in closeup on the sound
stage back at the studio, and the scenes
intercut where required. Otherwise, all
necessary sound effects compatible with
the action staged on location was postrecorded and dubbed-in in the final
phases of completing the production.

focusing on just the legs of the group
of horses, then tilted up to show the
riders astride the horses, then followed
the riders as they galloped away down
hill. The reason for such a lengthy
continuous shot is that it was used both
to introduce the story theme and to
provide a backdrop for the main title,
which was optically superimposed over
the latter part of the scene — a tech¬
nique growing in popularity among
Hollywood film producers.
Because the story involved the holdup
of a gold-laden stagecoach, a high per¬
centage of the story’s exteriors centered
around this activity and were filmed in
the Kanab region. As with the scene
No. 1 described above, each scene and
setup in the script was carefully de¬
tailed in advance with respect to pho¬
tography during our first and second
days’ visit to the location area. By the
time we were ready to bring our camera
into play, I had developed a mental pic¬
ture of the action and photographic re¬
quirements of each scene as it related
to the story as a whole. This is very
important to the cameraman who de¬
sires something more in his cinematog¬
raphy than mere, mechanical photo¬
graphic recording, and the only way
he can achieve it is to have an active
part in the pre-production planning as
I did with this picture. The two days
that I spent scouting locations with
director Bill Claxton led directly to a
better photographic job and to getting
scenes “in the can’’ within the sched¬
uled time.
The studio phase of the production
began on the following Monday. One
major set had been erected. It was
called a “relay station,” a structure
common in remote regions of the West
during stagecoach days, where the
coaches stopped to afford relief to pas¬
sengers and where fresh horses were
acquired for the ensuing phase of the
coach’s journey. Adjoining the “relay
station” were several smaller buildings
and backdropping the scene was a
painted backing representing a moun¬
tain vista. We worked hard from Mon¬
day to Friday to wind up our shooting
here, then on the following Monday we
traveled to the Gene Autrey ranch for
more location exteriors. The sun failed

“STAGECOACH TO FURY”

(In black-and-white and CinemaScope)
Produced by Regal Films, Inc.
Producer . . Earle Lyon
Director . . William Claxton
Prod. Mgr. .. . Ian MacDonald
Asst. Director . . Mack Wright
Art Director . . Ernest Fegte
Dir. of Photography..Walter Strenge, ASC
Operator . . Keith Smith
Assistant Cameraman . Paul Cable
Assistant Cameraman .Jim Williamson
Assistant Cameraman . Harry Young
Still Photographer . . Cliff Kling
Grip . . Fred Williams
Gaffer . . Bob Jones
Property Master . . Jock Liebgold
The Players

Forrest Tucker
Mari Blanchard
Paul Fix
Wallace Ford
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LOCATION CAMERA CARRIERS
(Continued from Page 477)

positions through the facilities of the
boom. However, there was still room
for improvement.
Development of the Jeep and the fork¬
lift truck led indirectly to building the
first practical location camera trans¬
port now popularly known as the “Blue
Goose.” Grip Howard Cooley, who
worked mostly with Technicolor camera
crews years ago, figured there must be
an easier way to handle the cumber¬
some Technicolor camera on location
than by the methods then in use. He de¬
cided to do something about it and set
to work designing a carrier that would
be powerful enough to move over the
roughest of location terrain. It also had
to provide a substantial camera support
that could be elevated easily to afford
a reasonable range of camera positions.
The first “Blue Goose” was completed
and patented in 1950. Basic structure
was a Dodge four-wheel-drive truck
with a hydraulic lift mounted on the
front with a platform for the camera.
Since then, five such transports have
been built by Cooley. The latest model
provides all the necessary equipment
for limited production on location—
camera and accessories, sound record¬
ing equipment, and grip equipme it.
The units are available to the various
Hollywood studios on rental. The most
experienced operators are now doing
limited running shots and semi-boom
shots with the “Blue Goose.”
Another grip, whose name is forgot¬
ten, is responsible for dubbing the
vehicle “Blue Goose.” It was a habit
of his to sing on location and one song
had to do with a bluee goose. Observing
Cooley’s vehicle waddling up over a
hill one day, he mentioned that it moved
“just like a blue goose,” and the name
has stuck ever since.
As production equipment is develop¬
ed and its value proven in use, it has
been the practice of the major studios
in Hollywood to copy the idea and build
their own—usually with the consent of
the “copyright owners.” Recently, War¬
ner Brothers’ studio built a carrier
similar to the “Blue Goose,” except
that it provides more storage space for
essential location production equipment.
The vehicle itself is four-wheel drive and
there is the usual hydraulic lift with
camera platform mounted on the front
end. (See center photo, bottom page 476.)
One of the things that carriers such
as these did for the production com¬
panies was to eliminate the need for
erecting camera parallels on location.
Economies have been effected in that
it is now rarely necessary to ship the
lumber for parallels to location and
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Fluid pan control
Fluid tilt control
Quick camera lock
Adjustable handle with
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friction-type movement.

The Miller "Fluid-Action" Head is suitable for many applications and when used in con¬
junction with cine cameras, permits the operator to pan and tilt the camera without that
annoying "shake and judder" so common with friction-type heads, in a manner similar
to the professional "Gyro" but at a fraction of the cost.

Note: A Miller office has recently been established in Hollywood for the conve¬
nience of our customers. Miller "Fluid-Action" Heads will be in stock within
the next 30 days, however, because of international demands for Miller
Heads, the supply will be limited. Early orders will receive preferred delivery.

Dealer inquiries invited.
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PRECISION RACK-OVER
For all Bell & Howell 70 Cameras
& Bolex “H" Cameras
PRICE

$32.50
F.O.B. WESTLAKE

PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION
Size 4'//,x4%"x2%"
high
Weight: 3'/j lbs.
approx.
Cast Iron
Wrinkle Enamel finish
Machined to .001
tolerance
Tool Steel Guide and
Lock Pins
Vlier Spring Locating
Plunger
FEATURES
• Film exactly what you see.
• A must for perfectly centered titles.
• Perfect for animation.
Assures you all moving
objects are within the lens field.
• Film ultra close-ups not possible with camera
parallax adjustment.
• Mounts on any tripod using
y4-20 mounting
screw.
• Cam locks in position to avoid accidental loss
of field.
• Camera can be hand cranked regardless of po¬
sition on RACK-OVER.
. A substantial camera base used to film from
a table top.
• May be used with all camera accessories in
place, such as: motor, 400-ft. magazine, etc.
• Can be racked over and baked instantly.
NOTE:

Titler Accessory to
available. $32.50.

mount

on

RACK-OVER

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O.

Box

135

Westlake,

Ohio

I send a staff of carpenters and grips to
assemble them. The hydraulic lift has
replaced all this, except where the cam¬
era must be set up at very great heights.
The latest studio to build its own
camera and location truck is Uni¬
versal-International. Designed by Grip
Department head Virgil Summers, U-I’s
transport is reportedly an improvement
on the “Blue Goose” and the Warner
Brothers' carrier in that it employs hy¬
draulic stabilizers for the hydraulic lift
supporting the camera platform, and
provides specially designed compart¬
ments for essential grip equipment,
magnetic film recording apparatus, also
a hydraulic tail-gate that simplifies the
task of loading into the vehicle the
small gas-powered generator which is
used to provide power for fill lights.
Extending the range of usefulness of
the carrier is the innovation of having
the hydraulic mast in a flexible mount
so that it may be tilted forward or back¬
ward to provide a level platform for the
camera when the truck comes to rest
on an incline, as in rocky, mountain¬
ous areas.
Industrial film units have been quick
to adopt the mobile production trans¬
port idea developed by the major
studios. Film production in the avia¬
tion industry today demands the same
equipment and facilities that the Holly¬
wood studios have found important to
speedy and economical film making.
This led the Motion Picture Division
of Douglas Aircraft Company, at Santa
Monica, California, to design a mobile
carrier adequate for its needs when
shooting in the field. All the equipment

necessary for full-scale film production
by Douglas is transported to locations
in a specially designed motor-van that
provides ready accessibility to any item
of production equipment, be it lamp,
parallel or dolly. Through skillful de¬
sign of the interior, accommodations
have been provided for a tremendous
array of production equipment rang¬
ing from a camera dolly to some twodozen incandescent set-lighting lamps
of assorted sizes. Unlike the units de¬
scribed earlier, the Douglas vehicle does
not provide a hydraulic lift and camera
platform. Instead, and because most of
the shots made above tripod height are
at one level, a sturdy deck for the cam¬
eras is mounted on roof of the truck,
with a collapsible guard rail of iron
running around it.
In recent years the giant camera
boom has come into use in shooting on
rugged locations. Like the camera cars
with hydraulic lifts, units such as the
popular Chapman booms will travel
anywhere an Army Jeep or four-wheeldrive truck will go. They offer the
added advantage of the long and flex¬
ible boom enabling the camera to be
used at ground level or as high as thirty
feet.
Twenty-five years ago, when a film
company traveled to a distant outdoor
location, lack of modern equipment
such as is available today restricted a
cameraman in the photographic treat¬
ment he could give a picture. Today,
anything is possible on location that can
be done with a camera on the sound
stage—thanks to the versatile location
camera carriers-

3-PERFORATION FILM FRAME PROPOSED
(Continued from Page 487)

C I N E K A D

Synchronous Motor Drive for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.
The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time.

No

special

technical

knowledge

re¬

quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate, Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.

Write for more details and prices
Also available on special order. Synch. Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING

COMPANY

763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLaza 7-3511
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0.500", which, with an anamorphic ex¬
pansion factor of 2, would result in a
2.5/ a.r. picture.)
Retention of the 24-frame/sec. rate
is favored for 3-hole film prints. The
advantages of this standard rate are
fivefold. (1) Studio camera apparatus
need not be altered. (2) Old pictures
may he reshown in theatres by merely
reprinting the 4-hole picture negatives
at 1.65/1 a.r. on 3-hole master positives
and re-recording the 90 ft./min. sound
masters at 671/2 ft./min. (3) A U/g
increase in running time and saving of
film and raw-stock costs. (4) Larger
useful film life, less wear on hard-work¬
ing projector intermittents, and less film
noise in the projection room. (5) Film
can be shown on TV by the present-day
2-3-2 method of pulldown timing.
The
single
disadvantage
of
24
frame/sec. 3-hole film is the effect of
the lower linear rate on sound reproduc¬
tion. 4 nless the scanning beam of re¬
August, 1956

cording apparatus be narrowed to % of
its present width, the highest frequency
recordable in optical sound will be re¬
duced from 12,000 cycles to 9,000 cycles.
This difficulty is easily overcome; and
as far as projector soundheads are con¬
cerned, it will be necessary only to re¬
store the old 1-mil scanning-beam stand¬
ard (specifically 0.9375 mil instead of
the present 1.25 mil). The lower film
speed will compensate for the increase
in ground noise due to emulsion grains.
A slight attenuation in the high-fre¬
quency range, however, is not serious.
In fact, attenuation of the 1,000—10,000
cycle range by the speaker system is
always appreciable, and in most cases
desirable even when the optical-track
soundheads reproduce frequencies as
high as 10,000-12,000 cycles. Too high
a “top-cut” increases ground noise.
Even 16mm sound film running at
0.4 the speed of standard 35mm film
is quite capable of providing satisfac-

tory sound up to about 8,000 cycles
at ordinary levels of volume.
As for the more rapid frame rates
proposed for 3-hole film, their advan¬
tages lie chiefly in the direction of
flickerless pictures and less heating of
the emulsion by the arc-lamp beam. In
fact, 48 frames-per-second prints made
from 24 frame/sec. negatives might be
very serviceable in drive-in theatres to
prevent blistering of the emulsion.
The changes needed in 35mm projec¬
tion equipment for running 3-hole film
are not extensive. Old-style projectors
can “get by” with nothing more than a
substitution of 12-tooth sprockets for the
regular 16-tooth sprockets (with corre¬
sponding readjustment of the pad rollers
and gate-door intermittent-sprocket
shoe) ; but this simple method should
not be considered as a permanent ex¬
pedient.
Film-wrap around 12-tooth
sprockets is not entirely satisfactory.
The ideal conversion of a projector to
3-hole film involves the substitution of a
suitably geared intermittent movement
employing an 18-tooth sprocket (six 3hole frames per revolution) and reduc¬
tion of a motor-soundhead drive gearing
to % of the present standard RPM to
allow use of present sprockets in mech¬
anism and soundhead. The problem is a
simple one from the point of view of the
mechanical engineer.
END

PIcto-scope*
NEW TRIPLE-PURPOSE AN AMORPHIC LENS

PROFESSIONAL
LIST $80.00

SUPER-PRO
LIST $100.00

PICTO-SCOPE anamorphic lenses will work on any 16mm or
35mm motion picture camera, on 16mm projectors and 35mm
slide projectors. Excellent for color or black-and-white pho¬
tography. PICTO-SCOPE is compatible with CinemaScope.
Write for full information.
♦Trade-mark.

THE PICTORIAL CO.
2910 Broad Street

•

New Castle, Indiana

Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.
The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Put this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

Telephone: JUdson 6-1420

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

LAB-TV

(Continued from Page 469)

• John Macburnie, ASC. “The Jane Wyman
Show,” TV. Don Weis, director: “Soldier of
Fortune,” TV, Revue Prods., Richard Irving,
director.

Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

MacDonald, ASC, “Teenage Rebel,”
(DeLuxe Color-CinemaScope)
with Ginger
Rogers and Michael Rennie. Edmund Goulding, director.
•• Joe

• Jack
Hildyard,
“Anastasia,”
color; CinemaScope) (shooting in
with
Ingrid
Bergman
and
Yul
Anatole Litvak, director.

(Deluxe
London)
Brynner.

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

• Reggie
Lanning,
“G.E.
Theatre,” TV,
Revue Prods. James Nilsen, director: “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents,” TV. James Nilsen, di¬
rector.

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• William Sickner, ASC, “Studio 57,” TV.
John Brahm, director.
• Herb Kirkpatrick, “GE
Hershel Daugherty, director.

Processing on

Theatre,”

TV.

• John Russell, ASC, Gulf Oil Commercial,
TV. Bud Springsteen, director.

hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

Producers

• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,” TV. Va¬
rious directors.

• Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Incredible
Shrinking Man,” with Grant Williams and
Randy Stuart. Jack Arnold, director.
• Russel Metty, ASC, “Mister Cory,” with
Tony Curtis and Martha Hyer. Blake Edwards,
director.
Daniels,
ASC,
“Interlude,”
(CinemaScope - Technicolor)
(shooting
in
Munich)
with John Allyson and Rossano
Brazzi.
Douglas Kirk, director.
• William

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, DuPont commer¬
cial, TV. Wil Cowan, director; Lava Soap
Commercial, TV. Jack Daniels, director. “The
World and Little Willie,” (Technicolor) with
Maureen O’Hara and John Forsythe. Jerry
Hopper, director.

•
• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC. “The
Farrell Show,” TV,
with
Charles
Ralph Murphy, director.

FASTAX SPECIALISTS

Charlie
Farrell.

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”
TV, with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

Write for Circular
• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,” TV, with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Various directors.

LAB TV
247 West 46th St.
New York 36, N.Y.

RKO

MILLER Fluid

• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Run of the Arrow,”
(Eastman Color; Wide screen) (shooting at
St. George, Utah) with Rod Steiger and
Sarita Montiel.
Samuel Fuller, producerdirector.

Action HEAD

• William Snyder, ASC, “Bundle of Joy,”
(Eastman color; wide-screen)
with Eddie
Fisher and Debbie Reynolds.
Norman Taurog, director.
•• William Skall. ASC, “The Day They
Gave Babies Away,” (Eastman Color; Wide¬
screen)
with Glynis Johns and Cameron
Mitchell. Allen Reisner, director.
• Robert Planck, ASC, “The Young Stran¬
ger,” with James Mac Arthur and Kim Hunter.
John Frankenheimer, director.
• Lucien
Ballard,
ASC,
“I
Married
a
Woman,” with George Gobel and Diana Dors.
Hal Kanter, director.
Moe Hartzband, “Brave Tomorrow,” Galahad Prod., shooting in N.Y., with John Beal
and Augusta Dabney. John Newland, director.
Model “C” Head. J I I
RKO PATHE

—Semi Hydraulic—Excellent for:
B&H, Bolex, Arriflex, Cine-Special

• George
Diskant.
ASC, “Hey Jeannie,”
Jeannie Prods., with Jeannie Carson and Allen
Jenkins. Les Goodwin, director; Zane Grey
Theatre, Four Star Prods. TV. Various di¬
rectors.

Model “C” & PRO-16 Tripod.$193.40
Sturdy fiber carrying case .

18.50

* Custom top available for Cine-Special
* Adapter plate for Pro-Junior Tripod
* Servicing and repairs
* Modernization of early models
TERMS:

Order

C.O.D. or send
ship prepaid.

$$

ond

we

20TH

U. D. PHOTO ENGINEERING
Box

25761,

Los
Phone

498

Angeles

GRanite

25,

\

Calif.

7-4570
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CENTURY FOX

•' Leo Tover, ASC, “Between Heaven and
Hell,”
(Technicolor;
CinemaScope)
with
Robert Wagner and Terry Moore. Richard
Fleischer, director.

August,
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• Carl Guthrie, ASC, "Quantez,” Techni¬
color and CinemaScope, with Fred MacMurray and Dorothy Malone. Harry Keller, direc¬
tor.
• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Joe Butterfly,”
CinemaScope and Technicolor, with Audie
Murphy and George Nader. Jesse Hibbs, di¬
rector.
• Russell Metty, ASC, “The Eyes of Father
Tomasino,” CinemaScope, with Tony Curtis,
Marisa Pavan and Gilbert Roland. Joseph
Pevney, director.

• George Robinson, ASC, “Crazy Love,”
with Sal Mineo and Luanna Patten. Richard
Bartlett, director.
• Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Deadly Mantis,”
with Craig Stevens and Alix Talton. Nathan
Juran, director.
• Charles Welborn, Prell commercial, TV;
Ford commercial; RCA commercial, TV. Jack
Daniels, director.
• Arthur Feindel, ASC, De-Soto TV com¬
mercial. Will Cowan, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Marlboro TV com¬
mercial. Jack Daniels, director.

WARNER BROS.

• Robert Burks, ASC, “The Wrong Man,”
(Alfred Hitchcock Prod., shooting in New
York City) with Henry Fonda and Vera
Miles. Alfred Hitchcock, director.
• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Old Man and
the Sea,” (WarnerColor; wide-screen) (shoot¬
ing in Cuba) with Spencer Tracy.
Fred
Zimmermann, director.
• John Seitz, ASC, “Buffalo Grass,” (War¬
nerColor) with Alan Ladd and Virginia Mayo.
Gordon Douglas, director.
• Harold Stine, ASC, “Shock Wave,” War¬
ner Bros. Presents, TV, with Scott Brady.
James Kein, director; “Cheyenne,” Warner
Bros. Presents, TV, with Clint Walker. Walter
Doniger, director.
• Harold Rosson, ASC, “Conflict,” Warner
Bros. Presents, TV, with Harry Seymour.
Frederick De Cordova, director.

PRECISION SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC

OPTICAL

MAGNETIC

Model 800, 16mm, 35mm and
Va" tape. NET PRICE, $259.50

Model 600, 16mm and 35mm.
NET PRICE, $185.00

Model 700, 16mm, 17Vjmm,
35mm and
tape. NET PRICE, $198.00

dimensions: 6"x6"x.7 ’/2AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt, 60-cycle,
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty Alnico V-speaker;
safety fused; prefocused socket; pilot light; 6-ft. heavyduty cord.

FEATURES—Simple threading; polished stabilizer drum
with needle bearings (surface cannot damage film);
film rollers machined to conform with SMPTE standards,
equipped with oil-less bearings; precision ground shafts;
All

Prices F.O.B.

Factory,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the

iris

1139

UTICA

Motion

Picture and Television

AVENUE

DIRECTING THE CAST
(Continued from Page 489)

There are sometimes occasions when
you can profitably follow the example of
Pudovkin, who used to “cheat” his
effects with his non-professional casts.
In Storm Over Asia he wanted a crowd
to gasp in amazement at a rare fur. So
he shot them watching a conjuror and
got just the result he needed. He de¬
scribes several examples of this practice
in his famous books, “Film Acting” and
“Film Technique.”
It’s not often, though, that we can let
off fireworks under the nose of a player
who we want to look startled. Usually
it’s a matter of demonstration, coaxing
and encouragement. I have seen an ama¬
teur director of sixteen get hrst-class
performances out of a cast twice his age
by engendering their respect and whole¬
hearted co-operation.
Go on location with a bunch of raw
actors, a half-prepared synopsis and an
uncertain mind and you’re doomed. But
confront the same cast with a him shoot¬
ing script and a determined approach,
and you’ll get hrm and determined per¬
formances.

Industries

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

FROM
CAMERAS

ONE

SOURCE

LIGHTING

EDITING

MITCHELL

Mole Richardson

Moviolas • Rewinders

16mm

Bardwell McAlister

Tables • Splicers

35mm Standard

Colortran

Viewers (CECO)

35mm Hi-Speed

Century

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

Cable

GRIP EQUIPMENT

BELL & HOWELL

Spider Boxes

Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

ARRIFLEX

Parallels •

Ladders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

Bull Switches

Scrims • Flags

Strong ARC-Trouper

Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

10 Amps 110V AC 5000W-

16mm • 35mm

2000W-750W

WALL

CECO Cone Lites

SOUND EQUIPMENT

(shadowless lite)

Magnasync-magnetic film

35mm single system

Galor Clip lites

Reeves Magicorder

ECLAIR CAMERETTE

Barn Doors

Mole Richardson Booms and

35mm .

Diffusers

Perambulators

16/35mm

Combination

Dimmers

AURICONS

Reflectors

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to

all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex

operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK

Blimps • Tripods

FRANK

DOLLIES

C.

ZUCKER

(Jflni€Rfl (EouipmcnT (6.

Fearless Panoram
Cinemobile (CRAB)
Platform • Western
3 Wheel Portable

Dept. A-

8 19
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ROVING TV CAMERAMAN
(Continued from Page 484)

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
164

NORTH

WACHER

DRI VE • C H I C A 0 0 6

TELEPHONE

STATE

2-7316

8 and 16mm
SERVICES

V1

NOW!

{ FOR THE FIRST TIME

kSPECIAL PURCHASE
m

.

iS&iand brand new

1 ShsThe HOLMES 35 mm.
P Ilf PORTABLE
m

Sound on Film
Equipment

Factory List Price

HERE'S THE
AMAZING DEAL

f

2 — Holme* loll
Bearing 33 mm.

PorltbU Sound Projector*,
constant speed motors, 1000 wott
Moido lomphoutos, 2000' wppor ond lower mogazinet, photocolls, exciter lomps, otc. (Brand Now). 2—Sorios 1 4" lonsos,
with odoptors (Now). 1—Sot projoctor, photocoil ond exciter
lamp coblos (Now). 1— Amplifier, loto model. 23/30 wott out¬
put (Rebuilt like Now). 1— Jenson Heavy Duty 12" PM speaker,
with bottle ond 75 toot coble (Reconed ond refinished), guoronteed some os new).

★STAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.i
621 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

S.O.S. will accept your old camera or surplus
equipment as a trade-in for the “All New
Auricon Pro-600”.
Time Payments, too!
■1 ^ For other S.O.S. Offers see page 468

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19—PLaio 7-0440
Western Br.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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other equipment and gear, was loaded
on a large sled; this was drawn by a
tractor-like vehicle known as a SnowCat, which the television station uses to
transport supplies to its transmitter per¬
sonnel atop Mt. Washington. With my
portable 35mm camera loaded and
ready to shoot, I sat at the rear of the
sled and made a film record of our as¬
cent.
The sky was clear and the bright sun
cast interesting shadow patterns on the
sparkling snow as we traveled up toward
timberline. At each turn in the road,
we could look down upon the picture
post-card scene where nestled the Chalet
in which we had spent the previous
night. I kept my camera busy during
most of the journey through timberline and also as we emerged through
a clearing.
As we approached the half-way mark
—about five miles from point of em¬
barkation—we saw heavy grey clouds
gathering and floating toward us. In
a matter of moments we were enveloped
in the clouds and I had to discontinue
shooting. Visibility had been reduced to
ten feet. Captain Hancock, who had
joined us at the Air Force headquar¬
ters below, said the sudden appearance
of the clouds indicated a blizzard was
in the making and probably would be
upon us before we reached the summit.
Occasionally the clouds would thin
out and the sun would come through
momentarily to reveal the barren ter¬
rain around us, with its odd-shaped
boulders coated with a thin layer of
crystal clear ice.
The Snow-Cat now traveled at a sharp
angle as it moved along at snail’s pace,
as though groping for the unseen road.
The continued swaying reminded me of
an ocean liner being buffeted by a ty¬
phoon. The crunching sound of the trac¬
tor treads bitting into the icy crust
concealing the road was a reassuring
sound that ended almost without warn¬
ing when the Snow-Cat’s front end
reared up suddenly and the tractor’s
treads began slipping on the hard
packed ice. The heavily loaded sled had
jacknifed and become wedged against
a boulder, but at an angle that prom¬
ised it would momentarily go over the
mountainside. I jumped off and immedi¬
ately put my camera into action, shoot¬
ing furiously—ever-ready to record the
catastrophe should another shift of the
sled send it on its way.
With commendable calm, our driver
remained at the Snow-Cat’s controls.
Using the vehicle’s two-way radio, he
called the summit personnel for assist¬
ance. Another Snow-Cat was soon on the
August, 1956

Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16
Complete
with
Synchronous
Motor
and Base

Includes
Installation
and
Case
Permits continuous 400 ft. run of 16mm film—
the 200 ft. daylight loading spool may be used
In the 400 ft. magazine. The 100 ft. spool can
be used in the camera without removing ex¬
ternal magazine.
Fully guaranteed. Can YOU
shoot a continuous wrestling match, prizefight er
football game? If not write for complete in¬
formation or see your Bolex dealer.
Ask

about
Camera

our Rack-Over
Base

Synchronous

TOLEDO CINE
1309 Mllburn Ave.

and

Motor.

ENGINEERING
Toledo 6, Okie

Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine
Special and Bolex H-16 and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Phone GL. 7103

Hollywood, California

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.
B A W DUPLICATING
CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING
EDGE NUMBERING
All work vaporatad at no oxtra charge

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box 4425

Washington 17,

D.

C.

J^flUTERS
In World-UM* Us*
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime-fog scenes-diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on roquosl.

SCHIIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0. Box 46834, Hollywood, Calif.

scene and set about righting our sled so
we could get on our way again. All the
time, of course, I was making a record
of the activity on film.
The ominous clouds were now gath¬
ering at an accelerated pace and the
wind had increased; each take now had
to be shot faster and with less footage,
as the sun’s momentary appearance be¬
came shorter and shorter.
The rescue crew, working feverishly,
soon had our sled righted and our SnowCat back on the road. We proceeded on
toward the summit in the “Cat,” leav¬
ing the sled behind to be towed by our
rescuers.
We arrived at the summit of Mt.
Washington in the twilight and it
seemed that we were in another world,
so grotesque did the snow and ice-cov¬
ered buildings appear. The wind was
now blasting away at around fifty miles
per hour. As we stepped out of the
Snow-Cat, the driving snow struck our
faces like so many needles. What little
I was able to see reminded me of scenes
of Admiral Byrd’s expedition to the
Polar regions. First to greet us were
members of the engineering crew of
the TV transmitter, who led us through
a tunnel of ice to the building entrance.
By contrast with the frigid exterior,
the interior was a virtual palace, well
stocked with provisions that would en¬
able the staff to live through the worst
of blizzards. The installation had been
completed one summer during a sixtyday period when snow storms and winds
cease to be a problem.
My camera and sound equipment did
not arrived until late that night. All the
equipment cases were covered with ice
and care had to be taken that no mois¬
ture formed on the lenses or otherwise
damage the camera and its accessories.
Once we were safely inside the TV
station headquarters, the wind velocity
increased to 90 miles an hour, making
exterior photography out of the ques¬
tion. The following two days, therefore,
were spent shooting interiors. As the
wind dropped to an endurable velocity
of 50 miles per hour, I ventured outside
with my hand camera. Earlier I had
made shots of a group of men leaving
the mess hall and fighting against the
wind as they returned to the main build¬
ing—with my camera set up behind the
window of an adjoining building. I
decided that closeups of these men brav¬
ing the storm would enhance the dra¬
matic impact of this sequence, so I
donned my Arctic clothing and went
out to take a look, with the idea of
shooting these scenes when the men
returned to the mess hall for their noon¬
day meal.
As I stepped across the threshold and
pulled the door shut against the terrific
wind, I found that I could not keep my
body in an upright position, but had to

FILMLINE

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr. • Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention * VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from IV2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.’
Double
• Uniform
•
•

Capacity Spray Wa*h
• Self-Contained Plumbing
Tank Sizes • Filtered Air Supply
Cantilever Construction
FRANK
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

C.

ZUCKCR

(Jflm€Rfl€ouipm6nT(6.

• Ball Bearing Gearbox
• Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Other models available. Write for literature.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
^

A-8-24
JUdson

6-1420
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PROFESSIONAL
PROCESSORS
with the famous
Micro-Tension Drive

Large capacity one-man
machines that show a profit.
Flexible
Reliable
Reasonably priced
Built by a laboratory man for the lab¬
oratory man. We have specialized in
processing machines for over 8 years.
Every machine we have ever built is
still in daily operation.
We also RENT processing machines
Write for information.

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, California

lean forward against the wind with
great effort. It was almost impossible to
walk; so getting on my knees and crawl¬
ing I was able to get about and size
up the location for my camera setups.
I also had to figure a way to use my
camera in the raging storm. The snow
seemed to be coming from all directions.
I knew that if I took my hand camera
out in such weather that within seconds
the lenses would become coated with
snow.
Here is where the Snow-Cat again
came to my rescue. I summoned the
driver and the two of us made our way
to the “Cat." Inside the cab, we rigged
up a length of hose from the heater and
directed a stream of warm air on the
windshield. In this way I was able to
shoot from within the cab; there was
the added advantage that I could read¬
ily be moved from one planned camera
setup to another without the need of
crawling through the snow on my hands
and knees. This phase of my filming was
the easiest of all.
Two days later the storm cleared and
we started down the mountain. But bad
luck dogged us and half way down a
snow avalanche let loose and blocked
the road. There was the usual radio call
to the TV station on the summit and the
other Snow-Cat was soon on the scene
to aid in clearing the road.
All in all, it was fun; it was work;
and it was dangerous. But it was little
different from the exciting experiences
that are so often encountered by the
field cinematographer. We get used to
such things. And I guess that’s what
makes the job so appealing.

educational films. Does complete
reversal processing job, from camera to
projector, in 25 minutes including
developing, reversing, bleaching, fixing,
washing, drying, footage count.
A

complete

versal

negative,

machine.

positive,

Regular

(Continued, from Page 480)

Fully Reconditioned, Guaranteed,

UHLER
35-16mm.

Optical

Reduction

and Enlarging Printer
Uhler 35-16mm Optical Reduction & En¬
larging Printer. Reduces 35 to 16mm and
enlarges 16 to 35mm in color or black and
white film. The registration is the step print¬
ing method with color corrected optical sys¬
tem. The mechanism is precision engineered.
Semi-auomatic dual light controls. 1200 ft.
capacity.
The machines are tested and guaranteed.
They are built for long and lasting opera¬
tion. Further specifications on request.
We will be pleased to forward circulars on
other types of printers also.

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15778 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Phone: University 1-4663. Cable: “UHLCIMA"
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re¬

$1495

Houston 16mm
Processing
Machines

gordon enterprises
5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
TELETYPE: WUX, NORTH HOLLYWOOD

PELLEGRINI
VARIABLE
SHUTTER
UNITS
FOR THE BOLEX H-8
AND H-l 6

plete
FADES
and LAP DISSOVLES.
Faster shutter speeds
and
many other advantages.
Prices for all camera models

H-8

to plunge from top of rock.
The next shot of the sequence was
staged on the studio back lot, using a
“prop" rock designed to match as near
as possible the contour and coloring of
the real rock in the mountain location.
Here the camera—a threie-dimension
outfit—is set up in reverse position to
give more dramatic emphasis to the fall
by showing the gunman disappearing
over the top of rock. The gunman as¬
sumes the same position he held on rock
on location, as he started his fall, then
on signal actually rolls from top of
“prop rock and on to heavy protective
padding on ground only a few feet be¬
low.
The concluding shot of the sequence
was filmed at the same location as the
scenes shown in first three photos, but
with the camera far down the mountain
and shooting up toward top of cliff. A
dummy, doubling for the actor is sent
hurtling off top of cliff to base below.

and

$5575.66.

JSR- SPECIAL - $W5

The real an¬
swer to com¬

HOW FALLS ARE STAGED

price

or

H-16

within

U.

S.

$99.60. Tax extra. One year
guarantee and
camera trans¬

portation back Included. Send
for free Informative booklet.
Prices subject to change
without notice.

San

TULLIO PELLEGRINI
1545 Lombard St.
Francisco 23, California

Skillful intercutting of the various
scenes by the film editor made the illu¬
sion most realistic. But it was the cine¬
matographer’s understanding of camera
angles, his use of the right lenses, and
his ability to visualize the completed
sequence as a whole—in short, giving
the film editor the right material to
work with—that made this realistic se¬
quence possible.

CINEKAD JUNIOR TRIPOD DOLLY
Used

Nationally

by

Discriminating

Cameramen

This 3-Wheel Collapsible
Tripod Dolly Is . . .
especially designed
venient
the

mobility

to

of

meet the demand for con¬
cameras

on

location

or

in

professional

or

studio.

Dolly

can

semi-pro

be

tripod.

used
The

with

tripod

any
is

fastened

firmly

to

the dolly by a clamp at each leg tip. The special
individual

REFLECTORS

to

position,

(Continued from Page 474)

caster locking

lock either two
enabling

line for rolling

system

or three
dolly

to

makes it possible

wheels
track

in
in

a

parallel

a

straight

shots.

Dolly folds quickly into a single compact, easyto-carry

As several of the accompanying
photos show, studio reflectors are usually
mounted in a U-shaped yoke on a metal
stand, and are so attached they may be
tilted or rotated completely to bring the
opposite side of the reflector into use.
Many of the studios have coated both
sides of their reflectors—one hard and
the other medium or soft—thus provid¬
ing two reflectors in one and reducing
the number reflectors that must be trans¬
ported to locations.
For obvious reasons reflectors are in¬
variably set up in back or to one side
of the camera to throw light into the
scene from the direction most advan¬
tageous for photography. They are used
at the extreme side of the camera in
medium shots and closeups whenever it
becomes necessary to lighten up the
shadow side of faces. The fill light thus
supplied never equals in intensity the
sunlight falling on the opposite side of
player. This would create flat, unnatural
lighting.
Besides the standard 4' x 4' reflector,
there are smaller ones for special uses.
These are generally held in the hand by
a grip or gaffer. An example is shown in
the photo at top of page 474. Here an
assistant holds a small reflector that
throws light on actor Glenn Ford while
the cameraman on boom above shoots
an unusual angle shot of Ford firing a
gun for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The
Fastest Gun Alive.”
Today, reflectors are used by every
professional producer of motion pic¬
tures. The photography of industrial,
training, and documentary films out-ofdoors demands the same professional
technique that marks our contempor¬
ary theatrical films. Many serious ama¬
teur movie makers have long been users
of reflectors. They are so easy to make
that they are rarely sold by movie equip¬
ment supply houses, although some are
available through such channels.
Where the reflector is to be a solid
panel, and not hinged in the middle to
permit folding for storage, then the ma¬
terial to use for the panel is 1/4" or
3/16" plywood. If fiber wallboard is
used for reflectors of this size, it will

14

unit,

23

inches

in

length,

weighing

lbs.

Write for Prices and Literature
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FOR
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PICTURES

AND
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BUY

1000 WATT SLIDE PROJECTORS
ARRIFLEX

MAGNETIC
PROJECTORS

HOIlywood 3-6856
AUDIOVISUAL
SALES & RENTALS CO.

fautte/ux

6764 LEXINGTON AVENUE

-

HOLLYWOOD

Just East of Highland - 1 Blk. North of Santa Monica

MAGNETIC SOUND

/II cameras!

RECORDERS

8 & 16 MM

OPAQUE
PROJECTORS

SOUND SLIDE FILM

SEE ANSON RESEARCH for .. .
DUNNING MAGIC DOT PRINTER CUEING
UNIT—no
more
negative
notching!
Fits
model “D” or "J" B&H printers. $360.00.
DUNNING ANIMATIC INTERVAL METER—
compact electronic timer for interval ex¬
posures, 1 sec. to 1 min.
Write For Literature

ANSON RESEARCH COMPANY
4337 Clybourne

No. Hollywood, Calif.

American Cinematographer

S.O.S. will accept your old camera or surplus
equipment as a trade-in for the “All New
Auricon Pro-600”.
Time Payments, too!
^ For other S.O.S. Offers see pages 468

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19— PLazo 7-0440
Western Br.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Descriptive Chart & Price List
Mailed on Request

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM

have a tendency to warp and the uneven
surface will not reflect light efficiently.
For folding reflectors, the wallboard is
satisfactory
because
the
additional
framework gives support in the middle.
The 4' x 4' reflector should be pro¬
tected around the edges with battens or
strips of moulding nailed to each side.
It will be more advantageous to coat
both sides of the reflector, thus giving
you two reflectors in one—i.e., each
having a surface of different reflective
quality, as mentioned earlier.
For the average “do-it-yourself” con¬
structor, sheet foil is the easiest ma¬
terial to use for the hard surface. For a
soft surface, use three or four coats of
flat white paint. The soft, reflector will
find its greatest use when shooting closeups, where light from a hard reflector
would prove too intense for the players
to face and too “hot” for good photo¬
graphic rendition.
You can have one or more medium
reflectors by coating the opposite side of
a hard or soft reflector with aluminum
paint, although aluminum has a tenden¬
cy to become quite grey with time and
thus diminish in effectiveness. The
newer chrome paint is brighter and
more durable, and while it is “hotter”
than aluminum paint, it makes the
better reflector surface.
Sometimes the hard, foil-covered re¬
flector can be reduced to a medium re(Continued on Page 506)

•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

•

SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS

•

REWINDERS

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

•

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
and

HI 6

cameras:

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides •' Camera Base • Complete
Factory Parts & Service

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
Send

Today for Free Illustrated Booklet

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Phone GRanite 3-3227

504

Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Rents . . . Sells . . .

Exchanges

Everything You Need for the

Production & Projection

IN BUSINESS SINCE 1910

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.

For H8

Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process

35 mm.16 mm.
Television

Write for

St.

Established 1949

of Specialists

Catalogue

Gordon

LABORATORIES

of Motion Pictures Provided
by a Veteran Organization

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
f o r
picture and
sound.
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American Cinematographer

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
posed of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes
non-resident
cinematographers
and cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

729 Seventh Ave., New York 19, N. Y.
Tel.: Circle 5-5640
Cable address: RUBYCAM

$295 - Complete With Magazine
600-FT. CONVER¬
SION FOR AURICON
CINE-VOICE

•
OFFICERS

Over 16-minute run
Footage Counter . . . Ex¬
ternal Motor Drive . . . Light
Trap
.
.
.
Uses
Daylight
Spools Or Bulk Film . . .
Camera Can Be Used With¬
out Magazines . . . 48-hr.
Service on Installation . . .
One-Year Guarantee.

George Folsey, President
Joseph Ruttenberg, First Vice-President
Joseph Biroc, Second Vice-President
Milton Krasner, Third Vice-President
Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Ray Rennahan, Secretary
Sol Halprin, Sergeant-at-arms
Write

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

John
Boyle,
Charles
Clarke,
Arthur
Edeson, Burnett Guffey, Winton Hoch,
Victor Milner, William Skall, Philip Tannura.

GREAT
12037

for

LAKES
Grand

Pictures

and

MOTION
River

Ave.,

Literature

PICTURE
Detroit

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS

John Arnold, Robert Burks, Ellis Carter,
Dan Clark, Lee Garmes, Loyal Griggs,
Ernest Miller, Robert Pittack, Sol Polito,
Paul Vogel.

August,
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FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856

SERVICE
4,

Mich.

|

CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads

ADVERTISING

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th

name)

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

15c per word.

Modified display format (text set

in

boldface

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

REAL COOL HOT WEATHER HOT SPECIALS
CINE
SPECIAL
BLIMP
w/Ceco
Syncmotor,
Mitchell type viewfinder, follofocus, W/A
adapter.
Reconditioned, $700 value..$ 444.00
NEW
HOUSTON
K-3
PROCESSORS,
16mm
Neg/Pos/Reversal.
Include
refrigeration,temperature
controls;
recirculation,airpump,- stainless steel construction. 2595.00
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, used, excellent.. 2175.00
RCA 16mm SINGLE SYSTEM Sound Camera
w/studio type galvanometer.
Needs
re¬
pairs, as is...
139.50
CINE SPECIAL II 16mm CAMERA w/100' &
200' chambers,- 3 lenses—15mm f2.7 and
1" fl.9 Ektars,
102mm f2.7 Kodak.
Ex¬
cellent
.
795.00
CINEFLEX 35mm CAMERA, 24V motor; 2-200'
magazines; 3 f2.3 lenses—35mm Apogar,
50mm & 75mm Baltar; filter holders and
case.
$2500 value, excellent...
695.00
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, 1955 printing, % price.
2.50
BELHOWELL
16mm SOUND PROJECTOR 179
w/synchronous motor, 12" speaker, 2 cases.
$750.00 value .
395.00
16MM PREVIEW MOVIOLAS ULPVCS, large
ll"xl4"
picture,
composite
sound
and
separate soundhead.
Rebuilt like new. 1895.00
NEW INKIE DINKIE TYPE 150W Spots, $25.00
value
..
17.95
HALLEN B22 SYNC MAGNETIC 17% mm Re¬
corder, 2 position mixer, monitor speaker,
headphones, mike.
$1950.00 orig., excel¬
lent .
495.00
CAMERA SLATES with
quick change white
numerals and letters, $25.00 value.
New
Surplus ._._.
4.95
AURICON
16MM
LATE
MODEL
RECORDER,
w/noise
reduction
amplifier,
syncmotor.
$862.00 value, used, excellent.
395.00
CLOSE
OUT
SALE — NEUMADE
STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS — SLIGHTLY USED &
New
MM-102 CABINETS—hold
100-400'
16mm
reels, 72" high x 28%" wide x 11"
deep.
Regularl $195.00.
Used.
99.50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold
250-400'
16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 11 " deep.
Regularly $330.00.
Used.
149.50
BRAND
NEW
RK-102
RACKS—hold
1021000'
35mm
reels
(over
200
(16mm)
78"
high
x
41"
wide x
12"
deep.
Regularly $165.00 .
87.50
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.
995.00
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg/pos. Developer.
Includes
airpump,
drain
pump,
stapler.
$1500.00 value.
Good shape.
975.00
ARRIFLEX
II
35mm CAMERA,
3
lenses,2
magazines; mattebox,- compl...__ 1195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus .
995.00
BELHOWELL 70DA 16mm CAMERA, 3 lenses,
turret viewfinder and case.
295.00
MITCHELL STANDARD -35mm TRACKING CAM¬
ERA.
Single lens mount, 115V syncmotor
(16 fps), footage counter.
Reconditioned....
995.00
MAURER CAMERA
OUTFIT w/2 magazines,
2 motors (12V & 110V sync), lens, battery
and cases.
Good .
2395.00
B&H
35mm
FILM
PERFORATOR
w/negative
punch and die.
Good condition,
$4000
value
. 1250.00
DEPUE PICTURE REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16
Optical.
Rebuilt .
3995.00
DOLLY
TRACK
with
connectors,
5'-10'-15'
lengths, per ft. .
4.95
With self-levelling screws, per ft.
5.95
$50,000.00
POSITIVE
COLOR
OPTICAL
PRINTER at tremendous sacrifice to settle
estate.
Includes 2 color cameras,
16mm
and
35mm,
also 35mm projection head,
all
with
pilot
pins,
1000W
lamphouse,
automatic filter changers, magazines, as¬
sembled for operation ..... 7500.00
TDC STEREOTONE TAPE RECORDER, automatic
stop,- 10" playback speaker,- 3 motor drive,dual track, complete.
NEW, $249.50 val...
139.50
NEW TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping,
$30.00 value .
16.95

25mm B&L Baltar, Eyemo mount, coated, like
new.
List price $256.30, net...$ 185.00
100mm Cooke Speed Panchro, coated, Mitchell
mount, like new ._...
265.00
152mm t4.5 Eymax, new, Eyemo mount.
69.50
150mm f2.3 Astro, coated, Mitchell mount.
225.00
100mm f2.3 Astro, coated, Mitchell mount.
195.00
8" f3.9 Ilex, coated, Mitchell mount, like
new
.
185.00
17" f5.6 Dallmeyer, coated, Mitchell mount,
very good condition .
175.00
50mm f2.3 Astro, coated, "T” scaled, Eyemo
mount, excellent ..
155.00
2" f2.8 Cooke, coated, Eyemo mount, ex¬
cellent
.„.
95.00
3%" f3.3 Cooke, coated, Eyemo mount.
90.00
Motors, 12 volt, B&H Filmo, new, list $141.00,
net
.
95.00
Motors, 12 volt, and 24 volt, for B&H Stand¬
ard Cameras, NEW, list $530.00, net.
275.00
Motors, 220 volt, Universal, Variable Speed
for Eyemo, new, special.
85.00
400' B&H metal magazine, like new...
95.00
400' B&H Bi-pak magazine, all metal, excel¬
lent condition .
195.00
Positive turret viewfinder units with 1" objec¬
tive, new, for 70 series cameras...
45.00
Filmo positive finders, 20mm, new.
3.50
Eyemo positive finders, 11", new.
3.50
Eyemo
Q,
filter
holder
built-in,
positive
finder and case, 12 volt motor, 12 volt
battery and
case,
tripod,
25mm
Baltar,
50mm F2 Cooke, 75mm f2.3 Apogor, excel¬
lent condition ... 1295.00
Akeley Audio, 4 magazines, 2 motors, match¬
ed 35mm, matched 50mm, 100mm f2.3 with
matched finder, 152mm f2.7 with matched
finder,
RCA Galvo,
RCA amplifier, noise
reduction, 2 position and 4 position mixers,
cases, etc.
Write for price.
NCE Animation motors for Cine I or II.
455.00
NCE Animation motors for Maurer.
485.00
NCE Animation motors for Arriflex 35mm.
550.00
NCE Animation motors for Arriflex 16mm_
595.00
Garnelites in stock for immediate delivery.

TRADES TAKEN.
Phone PL 7-0440.
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollv'd Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone: HO 7-9202
WE BUY. SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTPIBUTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE. 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIP.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 W. 48th Street, New York City
ALL GUARANTEED LIKE NEW!
ARRIFLEX 16 OUTFIT, COMPLETE.$1995.00
4" F2.5 T.H. COOKE LENS.
98.00
1" Fl.9 E.K. CINE EKTAR.
59.50
4" F2.7 KODAK EKTANON...
59.50
BOLEX PAN Cl NOR ZOOM (60) LATEST.
189.50
B & H 70 FOCUSING ALIGNMENT GAUGE.
27.50
15MM F2.7 KODAK ANASTIGMAT.
37.50
B & H or KODAK DIRECT FOCUSER.
19.50
WESTON MASTER II CINE' METERS.
22.50
B&H. MODEL 136 DeLuxe SPLICERS......
11.95

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
CAMERA CRAFT, 18 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N. Y., Dept. G
16MM
Rack and Tank Lab,
portable.
2—Stainless
steel
tanks,
holds
1—400
ft.
rack;
4—400
ft.
cypress racks,- approx. 10—100 ft. racks,- 1—port¬
able drying drum, holds 1600 ft. film.
Drum is
5 ft. high, 6 ft. wide, all custom built.
Cost over
$1500.00
Owner given up photography.
Sacrifice
it for $200.00. You have a complete lab. 1—35mm
film cleaner, Neumade, $12.00, like new.
1—New
3" projection lens, 16mm, fits all projectors, coated,
$15.00.
1—new
16mm
printer,
automatic
life
changer.
Will sell with lab or without.
$880.00,
cost
$1600.00.
Photos of
lab.
$1.00.
SAM'S
ELECTRIC, Box 206, Passaic, N. J.

MAGNASYNC RECORDER SW-602, Excellent....$ 995.00
AURICON-PRO
Auto
Parallax-Finder
TVT
Shutter & NR-24 Amplifier, Good.
895.00
NUMADE Synchronizer model 162.
120.00
NUMADE Dual Rewinds W-2.
40.00
KINEVOX magnetic sound reader.
80 00
Bulk eraser for magetic film.
60 00
16mm magnetic film 8 rolls 400', new.
40.00
EV 646 mike 50 ohm & 420 desk stand.
70.00

2828

RICHARD A. PETERSON
SW 46 Terrace
Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma

WANTED TO BUY
CAMERAS

CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE:

CINEQUIP

B&H
202
BR-1
Specialist
with
sync,
motor,
12"
speaker (Cordomatic speaker cord reel built-in) new
condition
$777.00.
B&H
Diplomat
Projector and
carrying case new condition $195.00. B&H 16mm
Filmotion Editor, complete with viewer, splicer and
2000' rewinds excellent condition $117.00.
Four
gang
Schoen
16mm
synchronizer
used
$144.00.
Schoen Studio Sound
Reader Model
4
$120.00.
Kodak Ektanon 17mm f:2.7 lens $30.00.
Kodak
Ektar 17mm f:2.7 lens $50.00. Kodak Ektar 102mm
f:2.5 lens $65.00. Kern 150mm lens $80.00. Elgeet
102mm lens $70.00. Bolex Gun Stock $48.00. Bolex
Rackover $20.00. Bolex 40" cable release $5.00.
Bolex Unimotor and leather battery case $60.00.
RCA PG-201
Projector $95.00. Hydro Dolly raises
to 8'. $1195.00.
Two GE Pr-1 Meters and Cases
$19.00
each.
Weston
Model
850
Meter
$9.00.
Rolleiflex Camera and case with Schneider f/3.5
lens, built in sync, new condition $150.00.
16mm
Arriflex Camera with 11.5mm 1.9 wide angle lens,
25mm Xenon f/1 .5 lens, 50mm Xenon f/2 lens,
portable wet cell
batteries and case,
like new
$1924.00.
DeLuxe
Aluminum
Carrying
Case
for
Arriflex $120.00.
16mm magnetic recording tape
short lengths. Ideal for testing and recording on
B&H 202 projector. One half cent per foot. Minimum
order $5.00. WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY,
539 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
BASS . .
is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomer 16; Cine Specials all models; Bell & Howell
70-DR,Bolex H-16; Used
16mm.
Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two 12"
speakers,
$250.00;
Used 16mm.
B.&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F: 1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00;
Used
16mm.
Ampro.
Compact sound
proj.,
sound and silent
speeds, 2" F: 1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO , Dept. A C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago

2,

III.

SPLICERS—2 BELL & HOWELL PEDESTAL TYPE AUTO¬
MATIC SPLICERS.
Model #10 Exchange Type with
double width Service Tables, Inspection lights and
1 set rewinds each.
Recently reconditioned.
Fullhole lap splice 156 wide.
Unusually good condi¬
tion.
$650.00 each, fob Kansas City, Mo.
A. V.
CAUGER SERVICE, INC., 10922 Winner Road, Inde¬
pendence, Missouri.

16MM
HOUSTON-K-14
.
.
developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Newmade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets.
35mmxlOOO film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont
Ave.. New York 57, New York.

CINE Kodak Special
II; optical finder, reflex finder
image magnifier, 200 foot film magazine, 110 volt
sync motor, lenses: 25mm, 15, 50, 53 and 102mm,
coated.
Carrying
case.
Equipment
in
excellent
like-new condition.
Special, $875.00.
C. ARNOLD,
425 Lincoln Way West, Chambersburg, Penna.

16mm CONVERTED Cine Special with 4-lens turret,
400' magazine adaption, and electric motor drive.
A complete production
unit for field or studio.
Many accessories.
Write for description and price.
HYSTER COMPANY, 2902 NE Clackamas St., Port¬
land 8, Oregon.

PRECISION

Maqnetic
-

Heads
Record

for
-

Engineers

-

Industry

Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

COMPLETELY
equipped
Maurer
Camera
16mm—
lenses — motors — cases -— tripod — magazines.
Used very little, $4000.00.
NORMAN YORK, 19136
Woodward Avenue, Detroit 3, Michigan.
10
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FOR CASH

ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

Erase

ANIMATION stand 35mm with Acme camera.
For
full information call or write MEYER, 6337 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood.
Hollywood 9-8209.

AND

INCH B&H EYMAX F/4.5 in Eyemo
mount.
Special, $75.00.
Box 1247,
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

or Arriflex
AMERICAN

(Continued on Next Page )
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Classified Ads

WANTED
AURICON Super 1200 outfit, complete, used.
Write
full details, lowest cash price.
Box 1246, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

(Continued from Preceding Page)
WANTED

POSITIONS WANTED
YE

OLDE

TRADING POST—IF WE DON’T
WE’LL SELL FOR YOU!

BUY

IT—
NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, titling, also projectionist. MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don’t need.

WE ALSO TRADE OR TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

SUPPLY

EUROPEAN
inventor,
designer,
desires
position
in
research field,
movie and still cameras.
HENRY
JAKUBOWSKI, 1014 Daniels St. N.E., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH
Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor 5-2812
SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.

All Types Used Equipment
From a Splicer to a Complete Studio

or Send

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

LABORATORY & SOUND

Cash

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York
WANTED

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairview
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY EQUIPMENT,
EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN¬
GLE

ITEMS

TO

COMPLETE

STUDIOS.

TRADES

CEPTED.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
Mitchell

—

Akeley — B & H
Cameras — Lenses —

NATIONAL

CINE

— Wall —
Equipment

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

FOOTAGE

AC¬

N.Y.

FOR SALE

ARGENTINA—Any footage in B&W or color w/Spectra,
in 35mm., with anamorphic lens 1:2 compression,
C’S frame.
Address: DUCLOUT, Lavalle 376, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
CARS and trucks highway accidents—fatals and ambu¬
lance cases—color and B&W—night shots—highway
scenes from my car.
Car and Truck violations on
highway—tornadoes and barn fires, etc.
Northern
Illinois accident and
safety photographer.
JIM
SEYMOUR, 115 No. Main St., Crystal Lake, III.

Want To Buy Or Sell?
Here on this page you'll find
two

outstanding

opportunities:

. . . 1—To buy an item of much

Or 15c per word when text
is set in all capitals, like this:
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT,
LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT, EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm.

needed equipment at an attrac¬
Or 90c per line when text is

tive price,
. . . 2—Opportunity to dispose
of items you no longer need; to
sell your services„• or to make
known your needs in our “want¬

set in boldface, like this: (Note:
This style is limited to headline
and signature lines only.)
1 YEAR OLD & STILL GOING
HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST STORE

ed'' columns.
Send ad copy accompanied by
Classified

advertising

rates

are surprisingly low.
Just 10c a word when your

American

Cinematographer,

1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬

ad is set like this:

wood 28, Calif. Closing date for

AURICON Pro CM71

copy is 15th of month preceding
issue date.

and EIF View Finder,

cases and related equipment barely used.
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REFLECTORS
(Continued from Page 504)

flector by covering it with white scrim,
which will reduce the amount of light
reflection. In such cases, the scrim
should be tacked or otherwise securely
attached to the reflector frame so that
it will not be blown away by the wind.
In a recent discussion of reflectors at
the American Society of Cinematogra¬
phers, one prominent director of photog¬
raphy said:
“To get the best results with reflect¬
ors, one must train the eye to recog¬
nize when they are needed. It is not
the purpose of reflectors to eliminate
shadows entirely; neither is it necessary
or desirable to reflect light into each and
every shadow. Reflectors should be used
only to eliminate those shadows in which
there is detail that adds to the interest
of the scene.
“It is misdirected energy to show un¬
essential or uninteresting details. No at¬
tempt should be made to illuminate the
shaded side of any subject to the full
brilliancy of the opposite side. This
would give an unnatural effect that is
technically termed ‘cross-lighting.’ Our
eyes have been accustomed to seeing
objects with highlights on one side and
shadows on the other. It is the relative
value of light and shade that gives us the
sense of depth—the third dimension. It
is this effect that aids us in judging size
and distance,” he concluded.
In addition to supplying fill light for
shadow areas, reflectors are useful also
as a means for supplying backlighting
in exteriors. For this the Aard-surfaced
reflector should be used. It should be
placed at any angle to one side and back
of the subject. Be sure that it is far
enough to one side so that no rays are
reflected directly into the camera.
Backlighting the head of a subject
with reflected light will give a beautiful
pictorial effect and cause it to stand out
in relief.
Although reflectors add light to the
scene or subject, it is not always neces¬
sary to increase exposure, except, per¬
haps, for closeups. Where there is any
doubt about this, your exposure meter
can supply the right answer.

REMOTE CONTROL
(Continued from Page 489)

the plunger type. Used in a vertical as¬
sembly, as shown in Fig. B, it will op¬
erate such cameras as the 8mm Filmos,
8mm and 16mm Cine-Kodaks, the Vic¬
tor, and others.
Used in a horizontal assembly, as
shown in Fig. C, the device will operate
the Keystone, Bolex, and Cine-Special
cameras.—John Forbes.

BUT GENERAL USE OF ARCS FOR
"PHOTOGRAPHY AT NIGHT"AND STUDIO
PORTRAITS CAME IN 1876-78, AFTER
THE DYNAMO MADE AN ADEQUATE
POWER SUPPLY AVAILABLE.

(v)AVOk NIGHTSCENE,
MODERN WIDE-SCREEN PRODUCTIONS
OFTEN CALL FOR UNUSUAL COVERAGE.
ONLY MODERN ARCS CAN SUPPLY
THE EXTRA DEPTH AND
DEFINITION REQUIRED.

\l

//

SUPPLY THE RIGHT KIND OF LIGHT
WHEN AND WHERE IT'S NEEDED. OSCAR-WINNING
"YELLOW LIGHT" CARBONS KEEP PACE WITH
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY NEEDS; REQUIRE ONLY
NEGLIGIBLE FILTERING.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC...NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN
The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Safes Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

16mm Color Prints
on the New EK Positive Stock
through cm

Intermediate Negative Stage

shoot on commercial Kodachrome
prepare on A & B rolls — furnish
with negative A-wind sound track

make a color-correct -' negative
incorporating all effects,
and 16mm color release prints

■ LOWER-COST prints
■BETTER color
■ PROTECTS your original footage
■COLOR CONTROL complete in one labor¬
atory with a new Arri installation

For information ancl price list,
write, phone or wire

byron
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES . . . COLOR AND

laboratory
Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000

BLACK-AND-WHITE PROCESSING AND PRINTING
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The Pictorial Significance of Light
• The New Eastman Plus-X Panchromatic' Film
‘Moby Dick’ ^c.ls New Color Photography Style

35c
FOREIGN 45c

ifelfc J

as

releases six to ten films per year and each gets special attention. To match

Producer Philip Martin gives final instructions to actors. Norwood Studios

their careful planning, they use dependable Du Pont Motion Picture Films.

Cameraman

Bert

Spielvogel

checks details

before shooting

begins,

“I can always count on delicate gradation
with dependable Du Pont Film!”
— says Cameraman BERT SPIELVOGEL, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Spielvogel discusses filming with Producer Martin

(left) and Fred Gerretson (right) of Du Pont. He says,
“I’ve shot over 25,000 feet of ‘Superior’ 2 in three weeks
and know I can count on good rushes whether the film’s
for TV or feature use.”

“Important middle tones so necessary
for faithful reproduction are always re¬
tained in Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 and
Type 914. That’s why Du Pont Film is
my choice for all black-and-white foot¬
age,” says Cameraman Bert Spielvogel.
Philip Martin, president of Norwood
Studios, adds: “We use Du Pont Films
because of their complete dependabil¬
ity. Initial cost of our productions often
reaches $20,000 before we shoot a sin¬
gle frame .. . and to be sure of the re¬
sults we’ll get, we use Du Pont Motion
Picture Film!”
Norwood Studios shoots theatrical
and documentary films, such as their
recent civilian defense feature “Warn¬
ing Red.” Norwood cameramen shoot
under every conceivable lighting and
weather condition ... from wet, over¬
cast Formosa to sunny, tropical Puerto

Rico. And, wherever Norwood crews go,
their cameras are loaded with Du Pont
Motion Picture Film.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact your near¬
est Du Pont Sales Office (listed below) or the
Du Pont Company, Photo Products Depart¬
ment, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada:
Du Pont Company of Canada Limited, Toronto.
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta 8, Ga.805 Peachtree Building
Boston 10, Mass.140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III.4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
Cleveland 16, Ohio.20950 Center Ridge Road
Dallas 7, Texas .1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif.7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N. Y.248 West 18th Street
Wynnewood, Pa.308 East Lancaster Avenue
Export.Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

u.s pat off

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM

'pydectiM1

the new <<
the removabl
improvements
with easily

ath camera

Simplified cameaccessible knob-no fur

platform—qn"*- ea!y'

Adjustable

t.lescopinS

shorter or longer to su.t
sockets
Additional pan handl.
reverse tilt.

nstruction

Larger grippi"9 a,e°
tilt and pan locking
New tie-dovrn eyelets in
au’d expect this
,aney, but here's the b

advance in
efficient

™ce!

f

performance—

ripod to cost a to
urprise-THERE IS
setter,

smoother,

test, try the i«>P
v You won’t want

!"' eccoNAL JUNIOR t.

Professional Junior

SEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood

BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25

"

extended—

same tripod.
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available
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COVER

Backdropped by the decaying facade of decrepit old mansion near Green¬
ville, Mississippi, Boris Kauffman’s camera crew makes dolly shot of Eli
Wallach and Carroll Baker (extreme left) for Warner Brothers’ “BabyDoll,
directed by Elia Kazan. Kazan and Kauffman (with viewer to
eye) may he seen in mansion doorway. Photo shows interesting technical
aspects of how shot was made, with camera dolly moving on tracks laid
on porch while mike-boom dolly is being rolled on ground. The type of
lights used and their placement is also shown to advantage.— Photo by
Floyd McCarty.

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700
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Mitchell Camera Films full color panoramic views of Roman Soldier sequence from the Bob Jones University Film, "Wine of Morning."

UNIVERSITY MAKES FEATURE FILM
University Film Production Unit
Shoots Full-Length Motion Picture on Campus
In Greenville, South Carolina, Bob Jones University is demonstrating
a remarkable new trend in campus-produced films. This institution has
not only reduced filming costs, but has created professional theatrequality films, like the full-length, feature “Wine of Morning,” to equal
Hollywood’s best efforts.
These remarkable changes have been accomplished through the ap¬
plication of motion picture set techniques and the adoption of profes¬
sional equipment used by major motion picture studios. The leading
example of this development is seen in the increased use of the Mitchell
16mm Professional Camera, whose service-free operation and broad
range of use has materially cut the costs of campus film production.
Representative of film departments owning Mitchell Cameras are: Bob
Jones University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Moody Institute of
Science, and the Universities of California ... Mississippi... Southern
California... and Washington.
Complete information on Mitchell Cameras is available upon request
on your letterhead.

Camera instructions are given by Mrs. Katherine Stenholm,
Director of the Bob Jones University's film unit.

*85% of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell Camera.

On the set of

Pilate's Judgment Hall
the Mitchell Camera focuses on set details created by students.

University cameraman uses standard
Hollywood studio 16mm Mitchell Camera
for interior scene.

PRECISION RACK-OVER
For all Bell & Howell 70 Cameras
& Bolex “H” Cameras
PRICE

$32.50
F.O.B. WESTLAKE

INDUSTRY
NEWS

Size 4,/4"x4y//x2y4"
high
Weight: 3'/2 lbs.
approx.
Cast Iron
Wrinkle Enamel finish
Machined to .001
tolerance
Tool Steel Guide and
Lock Pins
Vlier Spring Locating
Plunger

Titler Accessory to
available. $32.50.

mount

on

RACK-OVER

GNE PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O.

Box 135

Westlake,

Ohio

LAB-TV
Professional
16MM BUCK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
‘■'■"r

}■

v

Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Write for Circular
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leaves Metro-Goldwn-Mayer
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FEATURES

NOTE:

Fearless . . . John Arnold

using negative requiring a splice of not
more than .03 inches gain added strength
when fused in this manner; 2) projec¬
tion life of the release print is greatly
increased; and 3) the system is adapt¬
able to splicers now found in studio
laboratories.

PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION

• Film exactly what you see.
• A must for perfectly centered titles.
• Perfect for animation.
Assures you all moving
objects are within the lens field.
• Film ultra close-ups not possible with camera
parallax adjustment.
• Mounts on any tripod using
’/j-20 mounting
screw.
• Cam locks in position to avoid accidental loss
of field.
• Camera can be hand cranked regardless of po¬
sition on RACK-OVER.
. A substantial camera base used to film from
a table top.
• May be used with all camera accessories in
place, such as: motor, 400-ft. magazine, etc.
• Can be racked over and baked instantly.

Camerette goes to Houston-

BENJAMIN BERG and Eclair Camerette
go to Houston-Fearless Corporation, Los
Angeles.

•

•

•

Dielectric splicing is new method of
joining sections of motion picture film
without use of solvent-type cements. The
electronic method of film splicing, which
utilizes radio frequency power to weld
film, was demonstrated last month by
the Motion Picture Research Council,
Hollywood. The result is said to be a
stronger and longer lasting fusion.
Development of the new method fol¬
lowed when it was discovered that Du¬
Pont’s new polyester base film “Cronar”
would not fuse properly when regular
film cements were used. Subsequent ex¬
periments also have shown that tri¬
acetate safety base film will respond
favorably to the electronic splice.
Other advantages offered by the die¬
lectric method are: 1) film processes

September, 1956

©

Studio Lighting Company, Chicago,
which furnishes lighting equipment for
motion pictures and TV film production
as well as for other purposes, engineered
the lighting for the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago, which made pos¬
sible the excellent coverage of the event
by television and motion picture cameras.
•

Big news in the equipment field is the
acquisition last month by Houston-Fear¬
less Corporation of the U.S. distributor¬
ship for Eclair Camerette and associated
equipment. Franchise, formerly held by
Benjamin Berg, Hollywood, was ac¬
quired along with Berg’s services as
consultant.
Simultaneously, Houston-Fearless ac¬
quired from Eclair, in Paris, a license
which ultimately will lead to H-F manu¬
facturing the Eclair camera in the
United States.
Berg’s services as consultant will per¬
mit him to continue operation of his
equipment rental-sales business at 1014
Van Ness Avenue, Hollywood. Deal with
Houston-Fearless culminated with the re¬
turn of Berg from Europe recently,
where he visited photographic equipment
centers in Germany, Switzerland and
France.

•

•

•

Dr. Hans Christoph Wohlrab has been
appointed director of engineering of the
Professional Equipment and Instrument
Division of Bell &
Howell Company,
Chicago.
Dr. Wohlrab
comes to Bell &
Howell from Karls¬
ruhe, Germany,
where he was chief
engineer
for
Sie¬
mens & Halske, a
producer
of elec¬
trical supplies, in¬
cluding film and TV equipment. In his
new position he will be responsible for
technical market evaluation, research
and new product development in the
professional motion picture field.
Since 1948 his work has been in the
field of magnetic sound. He developed
the first feature picture stereophonic
sound recording set for Realfilm in
Germany, and the multiple magnetic
sound printer for DeFuxe Faboratories,
New York, first used by 2'0th CenturyFox in recording sound for “The Robe.”
•

•

•

Sylvania Electric Products Co. has es¬
tablished a Special Famps Application
Faboratory at Eos Angeles, one of the
purposes of which is to help solve light¬
ing problems in the motion picture
industry.
Faboratory staff will work with rep¬
resentatives of the various major studios
to determine the best applications of
new lighting designs. Fab will be under
the direction of Richard H. Findeberg,
special lighting product sales manager
for the west coast. Assisting Lindeberg
(Continued on Page 514)

"Auricon Pro-600"
with Single-Lens "C" Mount,
Tele-Finder Objective, plus
Standard Auricon Finder.

O
"Auricon Pro-600"
with Critical Ground-Glass Focussing,
available on 3-Lens Turret Model.

Preferred by
PROHSSIOHALS..

THE ALL. NEW

“AURICON PR0-600”

for 16mm optical
sound-on-film

Self-blimped for completely quiet studio operation. The whisper-quiet film flow
of The "Auricon Pro-600" is silent proof of precision design. Your sound-recording
microphone never picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!

^ 600 ft. film Magazines with Auricon-Electromatic Take-up,
for 16 minutes of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
Synchronous Motor Drive for "Single-System" or
"Double-System" Recording.

Kristis
"Auricon Pro-600"

^ $1,497.00 list... for Auricon Pro-600 "Double-System"
professional picture-camera with built-in features.
Also available at added cost is "Single-System"
equipment for Optical Sound-Track-On-Film, "C-mount"
Lenses, View-Finders, Film Magazines, 3-Lens Turret,
Critical Ground-Glass Focusing, Lens Sun-Shades,
Tele-Finders, etc...

features Push-Button "On-Off,"
with safety-interlocked
film-flow mechanism.

Sold with 30 day money-back guarantee, you must
be satisfied!
Write for free illustrated "Auricon Pro-600" literature
and price schedule.

"Auricon Pro-600"
Turret Model with
"Zoom" type Lens
and Finder in use.

Auricon
BERNDT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California

■

■

INDUSTRY NEWS
(Continued from Page 512)

will be Ernest C. Curwen, veteran Sylvania engineer.
“With the laboratory located near
the headquarters of most major studios,”
said Lindeberg, “lighting problems and
the application of new lighting designs
can be solved with greater dispatch.”
•

•

•

John Arnold, ASC, head of the camera
department at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stu¬
dio for the past 25 years, has tendered
his resignation after
more than 40 years
of continuous service
with that company.
Arnold was pre¬
viously a camera¬
man with the old
Metro Pictures Cor¬
poration, and when
that company was
merged, along with
the Goldwyn and the
Mayer film production companies in
1924 to form the then largest single
motion picture producing company, Ar¬
nold moved to the Culver City lot along
with a number of other Metro veterans.
During his association with MGM,
Arnold has developed and patented hun¬
dreds of items of motion picture equip¬
ment ranging from camera booms to
cameras, all of which have been assigned
to the studio.
He was elected President of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers in
1931 which post he held for six years—
the only ASC member ever to be so
honored. He was re-elected to the ASC
presidency in 1939, serving through
1941.
While it is expected that Arnold will
continue active in the industry, he has
made no announcement of his future
plans.
•

MOVIELAB BLDG. 619 W. 54th St., N.Y. C. 19 • JUdson 6-0360
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A new development contract with the
^ right Air Development Command’s
Aerial Reconnaissance Lab, brings to
five the number of contracts totalling
$636,000 awarded this year to the Photo
Processing Equipment Section of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corpora¬
tion’s Reconnaissance Systems Division.
The contract, for the design of an
airborne 35mm film processing machine
is expected to prove the feasibility of
recording a TV viewer on film and im¬
mediately processing this film at speeds
as fast as 90 feet per minute.
The first six month’s phase will in¬
clude study on the chemistry, emulsions,
application techniques and drying meth¬
ods; the last six months phase will be
the fabrication of a prototype “bread¬
board ’ to meet operational requirements.

AT LAST! A FLEXIBLE
EDITING MACHINE!
(Now, on ONE editing machine,
the McAlister ED!MAC,
you can run 16 or 35 sound
with 16 or 35 picture.
It's 4 machines in 1.
V

Write for folder.)

GOOD LIGHTING JOB
(McAlister lights,
of course!
Send for catalog.)

PERFECT DOLLY SHOT
(McAlister's Crab Dolly,
what else.
Write for folder.)

J. C3r. McAlister X:
77/7 North McCadden Place

Hollywood 38, California

Foreign Distribution:
C/NEQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL
5880 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
CINEQUIPMENT FILMGERATE Gl\
7 Theatinerstrasse

Munich, Germany

for the newest,
most advanced
lighting and
production equipment

r&B parade or new products
TEWE DIRECTORS
FINDER

NEW F & B
"CINEYOICE 400"
CONVERSION for 400 ft.
DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 100 ft.
camera when necessary.

PLUS ... ALL THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two filter holders.
Headphone jack built-in to the camera.
Cannon plungs for all sound sockets.
Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert.
New neon operating signal light.

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .

Imported from Germany, at a New
Low Price, F&B presents the most
efficient and useful directors view¬
finder now available.
In 2 Models—The 35mm model includes scales for widescreen as well
as standard focal lengths from 25mm to 200mmand image orithican
cameras. Masks give correct field of view for widescreen ratios as
follows:
1:1.75
1:1.85
1:2.33
1:2.55 (Cinemascope)
The 16mm models covers focal lengths from 11.5mm to 75mm.
Price $49.50 includes neck chain and leather case.
Masks— $3.95 each.

F&B LEC-LOK TRIADBLE

Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled,
cleaned up and re-finished in beautiful professional black crackle
finish.
YET . . . F&B “CINEVOICE 400" IS THE LOWEST
PRICED CONVERSION AVAILABLE . . .
B&H 400' mag. $165.00
PRICE . . . $345.00

Sturdy metal triangle locks tripod legs
in position. One man can move cam¬
era, tripod and triangle. Gives absolute
safety and rigidity on wooden, compo¬
sition, concrete, metal and slippery
floors. Price $26.95

"POLECAT”

MOVIOLA TITEWIND
A New Product By A Famous Company.
Compact, Efficient Unit For 16mm, 1 7 y2 mm or 35mm. Can Be Used As Regular
Rewinder Also Or In Combination With
All Other Units. Includes Double-Duty
Hub For Male & Female Plastic Cores.
Immediate Delivery
$33.00

TELERAD STOPWATCH
The Only Precision Timer Completely De¬
signed to Front Time and Back Time For
Minutes and Seconds. Other Features:
* Film Meter For 16mm & 35mm
* Luminous Hands & Dials
* Anti-Magnetic, Double-Cased, Dustproof,
Precision Highly Sewelled Movement.
* Split Second Timing.
List Price $89.50
Special Offer $39.75

A

NEW WAY TO

HOLD THINGS UP .

.

. ANYWHERE

.

.

.

F&B SPLIT REELS

LIGHTS-

PROPS - BACKGROUNDS - MIKES

SIMPLE SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES

Without Nails or Screws - With

POLECAT is a featherweight, telescop¬
ing column of 1 y2 inch anodized alum¬
inum with an expansion spring in the
top. Adjust it once to your ceiling
height with locking collar. Then just
spring it in an dout of place as you
please. Rubber pads top and bottom
protect ceilings and floors. POLECAT
can't be knocked over . . . and takes
less floor space than a silver dollar.

TIME . . SPACE . . MONEY . .

POLECAT

HOLDS 400 POUNDS. Makes a perfect, mobile, lightweight for lights

Two POLECATS with cross piece and fitting can be used to hofd a
roll of background paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

You can project, edit, synchonize, clean,
and inspect film ... on cores, without
rewinding, by simply slipping them into F&B SPLIT REELS . . .
Store all your film on cores . . . reduce your storage space 50%,
without tying up valuable reels . . . and yet be ready to use
film at a moment's notice without rewinding, without flanges
or expensive titewinds . . . and without danger of the reel un¬
winding or the center dropping out.
400 ft 16mm Split reel. 4.50
800 ft. 16mm Split reel. 6.00

. . . NEW . . . ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS FOR
16mm & 17V2mm MAGNETIC FILM
400 ft.
1200 ft.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

1200 ft 16mm Split reel. 7.50
1600 ft 16mm Split reel. 9.00

16 mm .

8.50

16 mm .12.50

17yjmm reel . . . 50c extra

F&B PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS- F&B PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS

F&B PARADE OF NEW PftOOUCTS
ADTO-M&TIC SPLICEE

F&B FILM CEMENT
WATCH YOUR SPLICING PROBLEMS DISAPPEAR

for 8mm-l 6mm combination & 35mm

This new film cement took o fomous chemical
laboratory fully four years to develop and perfect.
It contains a new ingredient, never before used in any formula
_which serves to make this the most efficient film cement now
on the market.

with the Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER!

a

PERFECT

SPLICE

.

F&B

b|end2 oz.

F&B

EVERY

Automatic splicer is a precision tool . . .
imported from England. It has a precisionground, tungsten steel scraper that is p eset
and ready for making thousands of splices.

.40

’/a pt. 1.50
1 pt. 2.50
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

F&B CBIP STAND
& FLAGS

EEEIFLEK
CEMEEES

New heavyweight, cast iron sturdy grip
stands, suitable for studio or location use.
Single extension tubes, 1 low leg for slid¬
ing under light stands. Includes rod adap¬
ter, 4 foot extension arm & flag holder 3
sizes.
#1—4' to
6' $36.00
#2—5' to
8'
42.00
#3—6' to 10'
48.00

FEEMECEIi
Pressure sensitive adhesive
POLYESTER backing

tape,

splicing,
Film and

magnetic film.
66 ft. roll 16mm Single
perf — clear .— $5.00
66 ft. roll 16mm Single
perf for magnetic .
6.60
66 ft. roll 16mm Double
perf — clear .
5.00
66
ft.
roll
35mm—clear
9.00
66 ft. roll 35mm for mag¬
netic . 11.00

(MAGNETIC SLICERS AVAILABLE)

F&E NOMINEE

For ARRIFLEX sales - service
rental - repair
You can't do better than F&B
All model cameras and ac¬
cessories available for imme¬
diate delivery.
F&B are always ready and
willing to demonstrate and in¬
struct on ARRI products.

EECOEBINO
TOPE

PERMACEL & 3M PERFORATED
SPLICING TAPE

For
butt-splicing,
lap
repairing all types of

TIME

The maior cause of film failures is poor
splicing . . . and the major cause of poo
splicing is improper scraping (either too
much or too little).
Solve both of these
problems with its automatic scraper that
takes off exactly the right depth of emul¬
sion every time . . . regardless of applied
pressure.

Florman & Babb invites you to write for
a free sample or place your order now
for earliest delivery.
Caution: Do not mix F&B film cement with
any other brand. The ingredients do not

.-11™! .
.

A

F&B
GATOR-GRIP
LITES

Excellent
quality
plastic
base
y4"
recording
tape—Purchased
in huge quantities direct from
factory. Savings are passed on
to

you.

7"-l 200

ft.

REEL—

$1.74 each
7"-l 800

3

for

REEL—
$1.95 each 3

for

Please

$4.95

ft.

include postage
order

$5.45

With barn doors. Hangs from
a
nail—clamps
securely
to
doors, chairs, flats or stands.
Barn door swivels 360 . Ac¬
cepts diffusers, filters etc. Price
$12.95 complete.

with

Full moneyback refund guaran¬
teed—If you are dissatisfied—
For
any
reason—Just
send
it
back.

16mm B&H typ*1

F&B EBDIFMENT CATALOG

OBJECTIVE
FINDERS

List

all

Editing

1 0mm - 1 3mm - 1 5mm
17mm - 3 inch
$5.95 each

equipment
equipment.

you

need

Lighting

for

film

equipment,

production.

Cameras,

Tripods,

Lenses.

etc.

F&B EENTAL FEICE LIST
Complete 16-page, pocket-size price list. Everything at your fingertips about
the cost of renting equipment for Production, Projection, Recording, Lighting

1" f/O.OS LENS
“The Fastest Lens in the World"
FOR ALL
16MM CAMERAS
Hundreds being used successfully
. . .
Industrial
film
producers
Industrial TV circuits
Police & investigation agen¬
cies
• Educational film producers
• Newsreels and TV features
• Army, Air Force & Navy
• Engineering,
research & de¬
velopment
PRICE $174.90
includes . . . Ser VI filter hold¬
er, leather case.

BOTH CATALOGS FREE FOR THE ASKING

Wtft

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address - FLORBABB, N.Y.

___

by
•
•
•

and Editing.

EE
EE

New 35 mm Model 2A =
With 180° Shutter

=

truly GREM |
CAMERA i
=
=

for TV, Newsreel
and commercial

Detachable Flange Reels
Stancil-Hoffman Corp., 921 N. High¬
land. Los Angeles 38, Calif., announces
a quick-loading film reel for magnetic
recorders. The 1200-ft. reel features a
removable flange which allows raw stock
to slip over reel hub. Constructed of
aluminum to prevent demagnitizing re¬
cordings. Reels are available for 16mm,
17.5mm and 35mm film, may also be
used on motion picture film equipment.
—
—
EEE

For tough and trying assign- —
ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a ~—
class by itself. Reflex focusing =

zrr

through photographing lens EE
while camera is operating— ~

—

this is just one outstanding ~
ARRIFLEX feature.
EE

—
—

Equipped with bright, right- ==
side-up image finder, 6]/i x ~

—
==

magnification. Solves all par- —
ollax problems. 3 lens turret. ==

—
—

Variable speed motor built EE
into handle operates from
lightweight battery. Tachom-

EE

eter registering from 0 to 50 EE

—
EE

frames per second. Compact, =
lightweight for either tripod EE
or hand-held filming. Takes ^

EE 200' or 400' magazine. Write
EE for free folder.

EE
EE

EE

—

Blimp now available.

— 16mm ARRIFLEX also available.—

FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(?flm€Rfl CouipmenT (o.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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Pan-Cinor Zoom Lens
The Benjamin Berg Co., 1410 No.
Van Ness Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.,
has been appointed distributors for the
Som Berthiot Pan-Cinor Zoom Lens. The
4" lens for 35mm cameras has a range
from 38.5mm to 154mm; an aperture
range from f/3.8 to f/22, and a focus¬
ing range from 614*ft. to infinity. Net
weight is 4*4 lbs. Total length is 10".
The Pan-Cinor has built-in reflex
finder for use with all 35mm cameras
except the Camerette, which has its own
reflex system Lens is now available for
the 35mm Camerette, and will be avail¬
able for the Mitchell and other 35mm
cameras after January 1st.

Splicer-Rewinder
Kalart, Plainville, Conn., announces
its Custom “8" Splicer-Rewinder combi¬
nation for 8mm film in a single, com¬
pact, collapsible unit. Folded, the unit is
only 914" x 51/2" x 514". It accommo¬
dates 400-ft. reels. List price is SI0.95.
Kodaguide Movie Dial
A revised Kodaguide Movie Dial, for
use with Kodachrome, Plus-X and Tri-X
movie films, has been announced by
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Dial of pocket-size indicator shows at
glance proper lens openings for the four
most common outdoor lighting condi¬
tions. Another dial shows correct ex¬
posures for indoor cine photography.
Price is 25^.

©

September, 1956

Lubricating Pen
Camera Mart, Inc., 1845 Broadway,
N. Y. offers a lightweight, plastic-andmetal precision oiler that looks like a
fountain pen and emits a controllable
flow of oil through a needle point. List
price is $1.69.

Magnetic Recorders
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., New
York, has been appointed distributor of
Stancil-Hoffman synchronous magnetic
recorders.

ARRIFLEX
16mm Mirror Reflex Camera

tke

ARRIFLEX
Model 11A
35mm Mirror Reflex Camera

i

rm1 in

I

j
Sound Blimp

for Arri 35mm Camera

MORE THAN 35 YEARS DEVOTED TO THE DEVELOPMENT AND
MANUFACTURE OF FINE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT
FOR FILMING, PROCESSING AND PRINTING.

Since the formation of the company in 1919, the name
Arnold & Richter has been identified with the finest equipment
in the field. Through progress engineering, ARRI technicians
have pioneered many advances in movie technique.
Today, ARRI Equipment is used the world over — by noted
cameramen, in leading laboratories — wherever important
films are in the making.

Contact and Optical Printers
16mm & 35mm —sound & silent
color and black-and-white

Sole U. S. Agents

FHOTO

OOR.F.

257 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 46, Calif.

Film Processing Machines
16mm & 35mm —color and black-and-white

News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

educational films. Does complete
reversal processing job, from camera to
projector, in 25 minutes including
developing, reversing, bleaching, fixing,
washing, drying, footage count.
A

complete

versa!

negative,

machine.

USED
Sold “As is”

positive,

Regular

price

and

re

$5575.66.

SPECIAL • $995

Fully Reconditioned,

Guaranteed,

$1295.

50 YEAR SPAN: Arrow in photo at left points to home of American Society of Cinematogra¬
phers as it looked in

1906, set amidst large orange grove just north of Hollywood Blvd.

Photo at right shows same scene today—50 years later.
now partly obscured by growth of trees and shrubs.

is undergoing complete modernization and re-decoration.
be

Houston 16mm
Processing
Machines

5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
TELETYPE: WUX, NORTH HOLLYWOOD

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

•

STEVENS BATTERY CAMERA
DRIVE FEATURES:

1— Instant starting
2— Forward and reverse operation
3— Extremely low current drain
4— Cord connecting plug at the camera
5— Highest-qual ity construction
Write
for
FREE
Bolex
accessory
booklet.

A SIMILAR
AVAILABLE

STEVENS CAMERA DRIVE IS NOW
FOR
CINE
SPECIAL
CAMERAS.

Stevens Engineering
2421

Military Ave.

Co.

Los Angeles 64,

Calif.

f^ICTERS
In World-U)id* Uss
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime • fog scenes « diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.0. Box 46834, Hollywood, Calif.
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Floyd Crosby, ASC, following comple¬
tion of the photography of “The Old
Man of the Sea" for Warner Rrothers,
has been signed to direct the photogra¬
phy of three pictures for producer-di¬
rector Roger Corman, Holywood.
9
0
0
Leon Shamroy, ASC, three-time Acad¬
emy Award winner who photographed
20th Century-Fox’s “The King and I,”
has been put under new, long-term con¬
tract by Fox.

•

•

•

Joseph LaShelle, ASC,
crew left for New York
prepare locations there
caster’s “The Batchelor
e

September.

interior of A.S.C.

Clubhouse

When project is completed, it will

for inspection.

Charles G. Clarke, ASC, returned to
Hollywood from Spain last month,
where he had spent a month shooting
background scenes
for Darryl Zanuck’s
20th Century-Fox
production, “The
Sun Also Rises.”
Clarke is one of
the most well-travel¬
ed of the industry’s
directors of photog¬
raphy, having pho¬
tographed produc¬
Charles G. Clarke
tions or portions of
productions in every country hut Russia
and South America, most of them for
T.C.F.
With him on the Spain assignment
was operative cameraman Til Gabbani,
assistant David Scott McEwen and grip
Walter Fritchman.

gordon enterprises

THE

opened to

Arrow points to A.S.C. Clubhouse,

Today,

and his camera
August 16th to
for Hecht-LanParty.”

1956

INTERESTED

LISTENERS,

as

Peter

Mole

(left) discusses production trends in Euro¬
pean

film

centers,

as

glimpsed

by

him

on recent trip, are: left to right, Randolph
Terraneau, Lee Garmes, and Robert Linderman. Gabfest preceded recent monthly
dinner at ASC clubhouse.

Zoli Vidor, ASC, of New York City, was
a Hollywood visitor last month. A mem¬
ber of both New York and Hollywood
locals of the I.A.T.S.E., Vidor’s assign¬
ments have been
chiefly TV films
made in the Gotham
area.
Vidor got his
cinematographic
start in Germany,
coming to U.S. later,
where he joined
Zoll Vidor
George Pal of“Puppetoon fame as animation cameraman.
In 1948 he set up his own animation
business, offering animation services to
the 16mm industry. He’s been shooting
TV films since 1950.

All art is but imitation of nature
SENECA

... and yet you, as the
film artist, may depart
from realism in order to
achieve an effect —
you may, in fact,
improve upon nature.

We, as technicians,
cannot improve upon
you. Our goal is to
realize your conception;
to give you what
you set out to get.

Complete 16mm and
Picassofs Head of a Woman courtesy Albert E. Lewin

35mm services
including 16mm color

GENERAL FILM

LABORATORIES CORP.

1546 NO. ARGYLE • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA - HO 2-6171

printing.

ECLAIR...

PATENTS COUTANT-MATHOT, CAMERETTE. MANUFACTURED BY ECLAIR

a Fhonneur d’annoncer quelle a choisi Houston Fearless
comme Distributeur Americain exclusif pour Camerette!*

See Camerette at Booth 43, SMPTE Convention, October 8-12,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles. Write for descriptive literature.
Mr. Benjamin Berg, special consultant to Houston Fearless

Houston Fearless is appointed by Eclair, new exclusive distributor for Camerette,
the versatile motion picture camera preferred by the world’s leading
cinematographers. Houston Fearless pledges the same prompt, efficient
service you have come to expect of the world’s leading manufacturer
of television and studio motion picture equipment and film processors.

HOUSTON FEARLESS

Division of Color Corporation of America

11809 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles t&l California
■

ONE CAMERA

Photographic Assignments

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

Camerette>‘/3*
Reflex Motion Picture Camera
Th« perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both

16mm or 35mm color

er black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 1 6mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.

AUGUST

AMERICAN NATIONAL
• Curt Fetters, “The Man Called X,” TV,
(Ziv-TV) with Barry Sullivan. Eddie Davis,
director; “Science Fiction Theatre,” TV,
(Ziv-TV). Herb Strock, director.
• Bob Hoffman, “Highway Patrol,” TV,
Ziv-TV, with Broderick Crawford. Lew Lan¬
ders, director; “Science Fiction Theatre,”
TV, Ziv-TV. Paul Gilfoyle, director.
• Monroe Askins,
tre,” TV, Ziv-TV.
“Dr. Christian,” TV,
Carey. Herb Strock,

“Science Fiction Thea¬
Eddie Davis, director;
Ziv-TV, with MacDonald
director.

• Divergent three lens turret
• Automatic film gate 400’ magazines 16 or
35mm — the 1 6mm magazine will accom¬
modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

•• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”
TV, Screen Gems. James Sheldon, director.
• Basil Emmott, “Town On Trial,” Marks¬
man Films shooting in London, with John
Mills, Charles Coburn, and Ella Raines. John
Guillerman, director.
• Ted Moore, “Interpol,” (Technicolor-Warwick Prods, shooting in Rome) with Victor
Mature and Anita Ekberg. John Gilling,
director.
WALT DISNEY
® Gordon Avil, ASC, “The Mickey Mouse
Club,” TV. Sid Miller, director.
• Walter Castle, ASC, “The Dairy Story,”
TV. William Beaudine, director.

• Hal McAlpin, “0. Henry Playhouse,” TV,
(Gross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,” TV, (Wesmor, Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey,
director.

• Charles Boyle, ASC, “Disneyland,” TV.
William Beaudine, director.

• Hal
McAlpin,
“Jet,”
(Gross-Krasne
Prods.) with Preston Foster and Colleen
Gray. George Waggner, director.

• Vircil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,” TV, Filmcraft Prods., with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.

CARTHAY SOUND STAGE

FIVE STAR

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

• William
Whitley, ASC, “The Lone
Ranger,” TV, with Clayton Moore and J.
Silverheels. Earl Bellamy and Oscar Rudolph,
directors.

• Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Johnson’s
commercial, TV. Louis Huot, director.

• Gil Warrenton, ASC, “The Hanging
Judge,” with Willard Parker and Mara Corday. Edward Drew, director.

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Jill Corey Show,”
TV. (Gold Medal Prods.). Marc Daniels, di¬
rector.

COLUMBIA

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

© Desmond Dickenson, “Fire Down Below,”
(Warwick Prod, shooting in Trinidad) with
Rita Hayworth, Robert Mitchum and Jack
Lemmon. Robert Parrish, director.

• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “You Are There,”
TV, TCF TV. William Russell, director.

© Fred Jackman, Jr., “Rin-Tin-Tin,” TV,
(Screen Gems) with Lee Aaker and James
Brown. Harry Gerstad, director.

amerette
patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris

© Burnett Guffey, ASC, “End As a Man,”
(Horizon-American
Prod.)
(Shooting
in
Florida) with Ben Gazzara. Jack Garfein,
director.
© Wilkie Cooper, “Seven Waves Away,”
Copa Prods, shooting in London, with Tyron
Power and Mai Zetterling. Richard Sale,
director.
• Benj. Kline, ASC, Rumble on the Docks,”
with James Darren and Jerry Janger. Fred
S. Sears, director; “Utah Blaine,” with Rory
Calhoun and Susan Cummings. Fred Sears,
director.

524

• Charles Lawton, ASC, “The Captives,”
with Randolph Scott. Sam Nelson, director.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter

1956

Who, where and what the industry’s cameramen were shooting last month.

•' Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke,” TV, (Film
Center Prod.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Ted Post, director.

• Precise rugged movement

•

American Cinematographer
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Wax

FOX MOVIETONE STUDIOS (New York)

• Karl Struss, ASC, “My Friend Flicka,”
TV, TCF TV, with Gene Evans and Anita
Louise. John English, director; G. E. Thea¬
tre, TV, TCF TV. Lewis Allen, director;
"Broken Arrow,” TV, TCF TV, with John
Lupton. Richard Bare and Alvin Ganzer,
directors.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• George Clemens, ASC, “Schlitz Playhouse
of Stars,’ TV, (Meridian Prods.).
Various
directors.
• Norbert Brodine, ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show,” TV, Lewislor Inc., with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.
® Lester White, ASC, “Crossroads,” TV,
Federal Telefilms, Inc. J. Addiss, director.
(Continued on Page 528)

The greatest advancement in color and black
and white film processing in decades.

The

completely automatic COLORMATIC needs no
attendance from time film is loaded until it
is

unloaded

.

.

. yet COLORMATIC

offers

sparkling processing in short time . . . and
at far less cost.

COLORMATIC gives you full

control of your processing . . . both in time
and quality.
processing.

No need to depend on outside
No other processor as automatic

. . . or economical.

COLORMATIC MODEL A 16-35
Will process 16mm color film in daylight at 5 feet per
minute, or 35mm at 2Vz feet per minute (56 rolls per
hour). Daylight magazine holds approximately 200 rolls
of 35mm film. COLORMATIC is completely automatic
... temperature is controlled by water jacket system.
Thermostatically controlled dry box insures careful
drying. COLORMATIC has 15 polyvinol chloride tanks,
each of 3>/2 gallon capacity. Bottom drains for quick
solution change. Continuous mechanical agitation and
adjustable timing control rods in each solution tank.
SIZE: 78" long, 20" wide, 44" high.

3750

F.O.B. Chaffont, Pa

COLORMATIC MODEL B 16
Designed for 16mm only. Color speed is 5 feet per
minute. Black and white speed is 35 feet per minute.
Air squeegees at each tank (air must be supplied to
system). Refrigeration and heating units thermostati¬
cally control water jacket temperature. Extra large dry
box for high speed drying. SIZE: 78" long, 20" wide,
44" high.

s4995
||pj

F.O.B. Chalfont, Pa.

Specifications and prices
subject to change without notice.

iif!

Manufactured by the makers of the famous FILMATIC “SUPER” 16MM HIGH SPEED BUCK AND WHITE FILM PROCESSOR

nrripr nnw for

parlv ne iverv!

__

_

manufacturing CO.
bucks county, chalfont, pa.

need location
lighting... fast?

,

Call on Jack Frost one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS
THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT FOR

T!I. adj mdm V'Srn SWimMICROPHONE BOOMS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT

SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE

M-R Microphone Boom
with Perambulator. Quiet
in operation.
Lightweight model Booms
C-12 and C-1 7 and Cen¬

ROBOT
AUTOMATIC SPLICER

tury Mike Boom. Beauti¬
fully engineered for TV
and motion pictures.

No heat required. Assures excep¬
tionally strong positive splice. Simple
operation. Portable.

AURICON

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM SHOULDER BRACES

CAMERAS

eras. Sturdy, yet light enough

Illustrated: Cinevoice with 3-

not to tire user. Easy panning

lens turret, Zoom Finder and

and tilting. For all hand-held

400 ft. Magazine.

cameras.

...tor 16mm and 35mm cam¬

PRECISION SOUND READER
(16-35 COMBINATION)
Simple threading. Polished Stabilizer
drum with needle bearings. Surface
cannot damage film. Precision ground
shafts. Dimensions —6 x 6 x 7 Vi2.
AMPLIFIER: 117 volt, 60 cycle, AC.
Power output 4 watts. Heavy duty
Alnico V. Speaker. Safety fused.

CHANGING BAG
A portable darkroom. Large enough
to take 1,000 ft. 35 mm magazines.
Double zipper. Completely light¬
proof.

• 9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field) Lenses
available in mounts for all 35mm Motion Picture Cameras • PHOTO
Color Temperature Meters • Electric Footage Timers • Neumade and
Film Company cutting room equipment • Griswold and B. & H. Hot Splicers
• Bardwell-McAllister, Mole Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting

Complete Line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

RESEARCH
Hollywood
• DOLLIES
Equipment

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued, from Page 524)

INDEPENDENTS

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Pride and the
Passion,” (Technicolor; VistaVision)
Stan¬
ley Kramer Prod, for UA; shooting in Spain)
with Cary Grant and Frank Sinatra. Stanley
Kramer, producer-director.

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,”
(65mm and Color) with Montgomery Clift
and
Elizabeth
Taylor.
Edward
Dmytryk,
director.

O' Wilfred M. Cline, ASC, “Hidden Fear,”
(Shooting in Copenhagen) (St. Aubrey-Cohn
Prods, for United Artists release) with John
Payne and Natalie Norwick. Andre De Toth,
producer-director.

o Ernest Haller, ASC, “Men In War,” Se¬
curity Pictures for UA release, with Robert
Ryan, Aldo Ray and Robert Keith. Anthony
Mann, director.

•' John Alton, “Teahouse of the August
Moon,” (Color; CinemaScope) with Marian
Brando and Glenn Ford. Daniel Mann, direc¬
tor.
• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Something of
Value,” shooting in Africa, with Rock Hudson
and Dana Wynter. Richard Brooks, director.
• Paul Vogel, ASC, “The Wings of Eagles,”
with John Wayne, Dan Dailey and Maureen
O'Hara. John Ford, director.

o Wiliam

Endorsed...
by the

WORLD S LEADING
CAMERAMEN
Used At All
Hollywood Movie Studios
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
HANDBOOK
for the

PROFESSIONAL and AMATEUR
by

JACKSON J. ROSE, ASC
•

New data on Cinerama - Tele¬
vision photography - Background
Projection - Zoom Lenses - Un¬
derwater Photography - Latensification - “T" Stops - Ansco
Color - Eastman Color - DuPont
Color - Cameras - Projectors Lenses - Filters - Charts - Tables
- Ratings - Diagrams - Systems Equalizers - Formulas, Etc.
The Book of a Thousand Answers
to Cinematographic Questions

Sickner, ASC, “The Undead,”
Roger Corman Prod, for American Int’l re¬
lease, with Pamela Duncan and Richard Gar¬
land. Roger Corman, producer-director.

• F. A. Young, ASC, “The Little Hut,” Cine¬
maScope and Color, with Ava Gardner and
Stewart Granger. Mark Robson, director.

o Brydon Raker, “Snowfire,” (McGowan
Brothers Studio) with Don Mollie, and Mel¬
ody McGowan. Stuart McGowan, director.

• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Slander,” with
Van Johnson and Ann Blyth. Roy Rowland,
director.

• Guiseppe Rotunno, “The Monte Carlo
Story,” (Titanus Prod, shooting in Monte
Carlo for U.A. release) with Vittoro De Sica
and Marlene Dietrich.
Samuel Taylor, di¬
rector.

• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Vintage,”
(CinemaScope & Color, shooting in France)
with Mel Ferrer and Pier Angeli. Jeffrey
Hayden, director.

• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “The Buck¬

MIKARO STUDIO (New York)

skin Lady,” (Bishop-Hittleman Pictures-U.A.
release) with Patricia Medina and Richard
Denning. Carl K. Hittleman, director.

• Morris Hartzband, “Rock, Rock, Rock,”
(Vanguard Prod.). Will Price, director.

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Shark Reef,” (James
0. Radford, Inc. shooting in Hawaii) with
Bill Cord and Lisa Montell. Roger Corman,
producer-director.
• Alan Stensvold, ASC, “The Fever Tree,”
(Dudley Pictures shooting in Cuba) with
John Cassevetes and Sara Shane. Laslo Benedek, director.

•

Joseph

LaShelle, ASC, “The Bachelor

Party,” (UA release, Norma Prods.) with
Don Murray, E. G. Marshall and Jack War¬
den. Delbert Mann, director.

• Fred West, ASC, “Shake, Rattle and Rock,”
(Sunset Prod., American Int’l release) with
Lisa Gaye and Touch Connors. Edward L.
Cahn, director.

®' Bill Thompson, ASC, “New Refugee,”
with Jacques Scott and Jean-Ann Lewis.
Robert C. Dertano, director.

MOTION PICTURE CENTER
• Harold Wellman, ASC,
TV, (Desilu Prods.)
with
Frank McDonald, director.

“Wyatt Earp,”
Hugh O’Brien.

PARAMOUNT
• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Flamenco,” (VistaVision and Color) (Being photographed in
Spain) with Carmen Sevilla and Richard
Kiley. Don Siegel, director.
•• Charles Lang, ASC, “The Rainmaker,”
with Burt Lancaster and Katharine Hepburn.
Joseph Anthony, director.
• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Buster Keaton
Story,”
(VistaVision & Technicolor)
with
Donald O’Connor and Ann Blyth.
Sidney
Sheldon, director.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
PRICE

$g.00

KEYWEST STUDIOS

POSTPAID

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Family Films,
“This is the Life,” TV. William Claxton, di¬
rector.
Book Department,
American Cinematographer,
1782 No. Orange Dr.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $5.00* for
which please send me a copy of
THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HAND¬
BOOK AND REFERENCE GUIDE.
Name....
Address.
City...Zone.State..
*lf you live in California, please include 18c
sales tax — total $5.18.

_I
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KLING STUDIOS

• Ray Foster, ASC, Rath TV commercial.
Bob Larson, director.

• Haskell B. Boccs, “The Jim Piersall
Story,” with Karl Malden and Norma Moore.
Robert Mulligan, director.
• Jack Warren, ASC, “Beau James,” Vista¬
Vision and Color, with Bob Hope and Vera
Miles. Mel Shavelson, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS
•' Ed Colman, ASC, “Dragnet,” TV, (Sherry
Prods.)
with
Jack
Webb.
Jack
Webb,
director.

KTTV

• Stuart

Thompson, ASC, “Lassie,’ TV,
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.
• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Fury,” TV, with
Peter Graves and
Salkow, director.

William

September, 1956

Fawcett.

Sidney

• John Macburnie, ASC, “The Jane Wyman
Show,” TV. Don Weis, director; “Soldier of
Fortune,” TV, Revue Prods., Richard Irving,
director.
(Continued on Page 532)
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MOTION

PICTURE

AND

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm optical sound!
Edit single system Magnastripe or double system magnetic
sound!
Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track!
Works from left to right or right to left!
Optical Model, $195.00
Magnetic Model, $185.00

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

MACO VIEWFINDER
Professional type side view finder, with large, bright, erect
image.

For Cine Special, Filmo, Bolex, and Cine-Voice cam¬

eras, $139.50

CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only a four-wheel dolly will
provide the balance and sta¬
bility required for profes¬
sional production.
Adjust¬
able seat for cameraman;
platform accommodates as¬
sistant.
36" wide, weighs
only 75 lbs. Easily disas¬
sembled for transportation,
$375.00. Dolly tracks avail¬
able.

REGAL LIGHTS —Now avail¬
able in kit form. Two Model
600 heads, stands, converters
WITH cases, $255.00. Two Mod¬
el 400 heads, stands, converters
WITH cases, $200.00

ARRIFLEX
16mm and 35mm cameras in
stock for immediate delivery.
Arriflex 35mm soundproof
blimp available.
400' maga¬
zines in stock. Also used cam¬
eras.

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER
Winds film smoothly and
evenly

without

or abrasions.
CAMART SLATE &
CLAPSTICK
Large professional size for
sound production. Contains
space for all essential infor¬
mation. This is the same
slate that originally sold for
$11.75. Now only $4.75 plus
postage.

CAMART OIL PEN
Lubristyl Precision Oiler. Ideal for
oiling equipment which is hard to get
at. Press point of needle down on
spot to be oiled and oil will flow
freely. By releasing pressure, oil flow
is controlled. After pressure is re¬
leased, surplus oil is sucked back
into pen, $1.69. In quantities of six,
$1.39 ea.

BODDE
REAR SCREEN
PROJECTOR

ECCO FILM CLEANER
ECCO No. 1500 Speedroll Ap¬
plicator—an efficient, time¬
saving method for cleaning
films.
Maximum perform¬
ance with maximum waste.
$29.50

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

Why travel to loca¬
tions for backgrounds
when you can do it
with
the
BODDE
Rear Screen Projec¬
tor. Model P-3AC for
4x5 glass slides, 2000W
intensity
with
step-up
voltage
transformer,
9 x 12
rear
screen
with
frame.

and

35mm

cinching

Fits 16mm

standard

re¬

winds. With core adapter,
$29.00.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR
Auricon Cameras

•

Moviola Machines
'

•

Ecco Film
Cleaners

Bodde Projectors
Arriflex Cam¬
eras
Neumade
Equipment
Zoomar Lenses

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Comeramart

New York’s new Coliseum

The Latest and Most Versatile

CRAB HYDROLLY

LIBERAL
PAYMENT PLAN
AVAILABLE
Completely maneuverable to all angles with instant ease; many
exclusive advantages found in no other dolly.

Easy rolling dual wheels of highest quality — choice of pneumatic
or live rubber. Rigid floor locks.

Dual wheel steering for both crab and conventional back steering.

Two adjustable seats for cameraman and assistant.

Smooth and noiseless hydraulic boom arm raising and lowering
actuated by fingertip control.

All hydraulic and other equipment installed is original and of
the finest quality and make in the hydraulic field.

Quick and noiseless operation reduces costly waste of set-up time.

A hi-hat for added height when required.

Horizontal leveling device with adjustable vertical leveling arm
to keep camera level in any position.

Streamlined and sturdily constructed of welded steel and alumi¬
num for stability, ruggedness and perfect balance.

Allows director wider range of camera angles for dramatic effects.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS WRITE FOR BROCHURE.
*

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-Circle 6-034

AUTOMATIC
FILM
SPLICER

The HFC automatic film splicer uses a special transparent tape, perforated
to match the film to be spliced and coated on one side with a pressure
adhesive. The tape is precut and rolled onto the film in register. The unit
makes butt or overlap splices. The tape is rolled onto the film automatic¬
ally from a precision sprocket. Registration pins assure perfect lineup of
film. Stock units are for 35mm positive film.

FILM-EDGE
NUMBERING MACHINE
(Coding Machine)

An important aid and time saving device which enables the Film Editor to
quickly tie together the picture and sound track in perfect synchronization
is the HFC film edge numbering or coding machine. The machine numbers
every 16 frames in 35mm. The 16mm model numbers every 40 frames The
numbering block generally consists of two letter wheels or one number and
one letter wheel manually operated and four number wheels which move
automatically and number the film from 0001 to 9999. All numbers can be
reset by hand to begin at any number.
ENM—35— (35MM MODEL)
ENM—16—(16MM MODEL)

$2500

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases
AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
° 956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284
branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle 7-1630

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 528)

A Collector's Item ...

CINEMATOGRAPHIC
ANNUAL
Published

in

1930,

a

limited

number of the original editions
of this valuable technical book
are available to cinematograph¬
ers,

movie

amateurs,

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
© Reggie
Lanning,
“G.E.
Theatre,” TV,
Revue Prods. James Nilsen, director; “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents,” TV. James Nilsen, di¬
rector.

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
© Herb Kirkpatrick, “GE
Hershel Daugherty, director.

Theatre,”

TV.

© Jack Marta, “Affair In Reno,” with John
Lund and Doris Singleton.
R. G. Spring¬
steen, director; “Duel At Apache Well,”
(Widescreen) with Anna Maria Alberghetti
and Ben Cooper. Joe Kane, director.

schools

and public libraries.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
• Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,” TV. Va¬
rious directors.

600 PAGES OF
TECHNICAL ARTICLES

Fitzgerald, ASC, “The
Farrell Show,” TV, with
Charles
Ralph Murphy, director.
• Edward

Printed on fine book paper, con¬

• Paul

Ivano,

TV, with John

Charlie
Farrell.

“Stories of John Nesbitt,”
Nesbitt. Various directors.

taining hundreds of photograph¬
blue leatherette, this book could

© Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,” TV, with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Various directors.

not be produced today for any¬

RKO

ic

illustrations,

and

bound

in

where near the price asked.

$1.00

PRICE

Snyder, ASC, “Bundle of Joy,”
(Eastman color; wide-screen)
with Eddie
Fisher and Debbie Reynolds.
Norman Taurog, director.
• William

POSTPAID

ASC, “The Day They
Gave Babies Away,” (Eastman Color; Wide¬
screen)
with Glynis Johns and Cameron
Mitchell. Allen Reisner, director.
©' William

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
1782 NORTH ORANGE DRIVE
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

Skall,

• Robert Planck, ASC, “The Young Stran¬
ger,” with James MacArthur and Kim Hunter.
John Frankenheimer, director.

• Lucien
Ballard,
ASC, “I Married a
Woman,” with George Gobel and Diana Dors.
Hal Kanter, director.

$295 - Complete With Magazine
600-FT. CONVER¬
SION FOR AURICON
CINE-VOICE
Over 16-minute run
Footage Counter . . . Ex¬
ternal Motor Drive . . . Light
Trap . . . Uses Daylight
Spools Or Bulk Film . . .
Camera Can Be Used With¬
out Magazines . . . 48-hr.
Service on Installation . . .
One-Yeor Guarantee.
Write

GREAT
12037

for

LAKES
Grand

Pictures

and

MOTION
River

Ave.,

• Moe Hartzband, “Brave Tomorrow,” Galahad Prod., shooting in N.Y., with John Beal
and Augusta Dabney. John Newland, director.

• Guy Roe,
Prods.) TV,
Jenkins. Les
Theatre, TV.
Frank Bauer,

Detroit

4,

ASC, “Hey Jeannie,” (Jeannie
with Jeannie Carson and Allen
Goodwin, director; Zane Grey
Various directors; Stage 7, TV.
director.

20TH CENTURY FOX

SERVICE
Mich.

• Jack
Hildyard,
“Anastasia,”
color; CinemaScope) (shooting in
with
Ingrid
Bergman
and
Yul
Anatole Litvak, director.

(Deluxe
London)
Brynner.

• Joe Biroc, ASC, “Black Whip,” (Regal
Films; CinemaScope) with Hugh Marlowe
and Coleen Gray. Charles M. Warren, di¬
rector.
S.O.S. will accept your old camera or surplus
equipment as a trade-in for the “All New
Auricon Pro-600".
Time Payments, ton!

1

^ For

Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., N.Y.C. 19—PLozo 7-0440
Western Br.: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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• Ossie Morris, “Heaven Knows Mr. Alli¬
son,” with Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum.
John Huston, director.

other S.O.S. Offers see page 538

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

•
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• Leo Tover, ASC, “The Reno Brothers,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Richard Egan
and Debra Paget. Robert Webb, director.

•

September, 1956

• William
Daniels,
ASC,
“Interlude,”
(CinemaScope - Technicolor)
(shooting
in
Munich) with John Allyson and Rossano
Brazzi.
Douglas Kirk, director.
• Maury Gertsman, ASC, DuPont commer¬
cial, TV. Wil Cowan, director; Lava Soap
Commercial, TV. Jack Daniels, director. “The
World and Little Willie,” (Technicolor) with
Maureen O'Hara and John Forsythe. Jerry
Hopper, director.
• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Quantez,” Techni¬
color and CinemaScope, with Fred MacMurray and Dorothy Malone. Harry Keller, direc¬
tor.
• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Joe Butterfly,”
CinemaScope and Technicolor, with Audie
Murphy and George Nader. Jesse Hibbs, di¬
rector.
• Russell Metty, ASC, “The Eyes of Father
Tomasino,” CinemaScope, with Tony Curtis,
Marisa Pavan and Gilbert Roland. Joseph
Pevney, director.
• Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Deadly Mantis,”
with Craig Stevens and Alix Talton. Nathan
Juran, director.
© Charles Welborn, Prell commercial, TV;
Ford commercial; RCA commercial, TV. Jack
Daniels, director.
© Arthur Feindel, ASC, De-Soto TV com¬
mercial. Will Cowan, director.
• Walter Strenge, ASC, Campbell Soup
commercial, TV. Jerry Schneitzer, director.
• Clark Ramsey, ASC, DuPont Centennial,
TV. John Sheridan, director.
• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Tattered Dress,”
(CinemaScope) with Jeff Chandler and Jeanne
Crain. Jack Arnold, director.
• George Robinson, ASC, “The Night Run¬
ner,” with Ray Danton and Colleen Miller.
Abner Biberman, director.

RKO PATHE

Literature

PICTURE

• Harry Neumann, ASC, “The Women of
Pitcairn Island,” (20th Century-Fox release,
CinemaScope) with James Craig, John Smith
and Lynn Bari. Jean Yarbrough, director.

WARNER BROS.
• John Seitz, ASC, “Buffalo Grass,” (WarnerColor) with Alan Ladd and Virginia Mayo.
Gordon Douglas, director.
• Harold Stine, ASC, “Shock Wave,” War¬
ner Bros. Presents, TV, with Scott Brady.
James Kein, director; “Cheyenne,” Warner
Bros. Presents, TV, with Clint Walker. Walter
Doniger, director.
• Harold Rosson, ASC, “Conflict,” Warner
Bros. Presents, TV, with Harry Seymour.
Frederick De Cordova, director.
• Jack Cardiff, “The Sleeping Prince,”
(LOP Production shooting in London) with
Marilyn Monroe and Laurence Olivier. Lau¬
rence Olivier, producer-director.
• Harry Stradling,

ASC,

& Gayne Rescher,

ASC, “A Face In The Crowd,” (Newton
Prod, shooting in Arkansas) with Andy Grif¬
fith and Patricia Neal. Eliz Kazan, producerdirector.

AURICON-PRO OWNERS
Attention Please!

something extra special!
CONVERSION: 200 FOOT TO 400 foot

capacity

Lloyd’s Camera Exchange has perfected a new conversion design which converts the AuriconPro Camera to a versatile 400-foot daylight loading silent camera with single system sound.
• No external magazines or belts
• No change in loading film
• Daylight Loading
Priced Only

• No changing bag or loading hooks
• Uses same reliable synchronous motor
0 Low, low noise level

$165.00

Complete Conversion

Several complete Auricon-Pro cameras (converted) available at $1295.00 with amplifier
and accessories
Send in your camera — Fast Service!
One Year Guarantee On Your Conversion!

LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
BUY
1614

AURICON

NORTH

•

SELL

CAHUENGA

SPECIALISTS

•

RENT

BLVD.

•
•

REPAIR
HOLLYWOOD

SALES

•

28,

CALIF.

RENTALS

RIGHT camera angle gave added dramatic impact to this scene of giant whale about to
crush boat and seaman between its powerful jaws, as seaman fights monster with harpoon.

OZZIE MORRIS, left, who directed the photography
of "Moby Dick,” uses Mitchell camera finder to
show director John Huston tentative camera angle
for shot about to be made aboard whaler.

Moby Dick' Sets New Style In Color Photography
Initial photography was on Eastman color negative.

Afterward, two different master nega¬

tives were made—one in color and the other in black-and-white—and printed together to
produce somber color tones.

By

W

director John Huston and
director of photography Ozzie
Morris began discussing plans for the
color treatment of “Moby Dick,” they
agreed that an orthodox modern style
would be at odds with the film’s period,
mood and subject matter.
“What we wanted,” Morris told me,
“was something which suggested that
this is how the film would have been
shot if it could have been made in 1840
hen
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DEREK

HILL

—a classic color style to match a classic
original.”
With this idea in mind Morris visited
Newhaven, a harbor town on Britain’s
south-east coast, and shot a series of
4"x5" stills. Scenes varied from gen¬
eral seascapes and fishing scenes to
facial close-ups, but all shared the type
of background to be used in the film.
“I shot these stills in dull weather,
in weak sunlight and in strong sun¬
o

September, 1956

light,” Morris explained.
“Then the
darkroom juggled until they got the
effect I was after.”
Morris took his pictures to Techni¬
color to show them exactly what he
wanted. But the problems of reproduc¬
ing his effects on the tiny picture area
of 35mm film proved so difficult that
Technicolor’s treatment of his early
film tests left him dissatisfied. Indeed,
when first unit shooting was due to be-

gin, Morris was still uncertain whether
the style he was attempting could be
accomplished by the laboratory.
He asked Huston whether they should
take a chance or fall back on conven¬
tional color work. Huston, to his de¬
light, agreed on the gamble. But Mor¬
ris was halfway through the six months
of shooting before Technicolor produced
results which confirmed that his original
still effects could be recreated on movie
film.
“We were getting pretty desperate,”
he confessed. “I was just beginning to
wish the earth would swallow me up.
But when I saw those results, I knew
at once the labs could treat the whole
lot that way. It was a case of all or
nothing.”
Morris emphasizes that the major
factor in the particular style evolved
for “Moby Dick” is that the camera¬
man must have control over all color.
He worked with the closest possible co¬
operation of costume designer Elizabeth
Haffenden and art director Ralph Brinton—and, of course, producer-director
Huston himself.
“Every detail of color was planned
to the nth degree,” he said. “I didn’t
want bright colors. There’s hardly a
woman in the film, and there’s no love
interest. It’s a man’s picture and I
wanted masculine colors.
“Nature was the principal enemy;
it was the only thing we couldn’t con¬
trol. We found we had to kill blues.
Then again much of our seascape shoot¬
ing was limited by our horizons, and
inevitably the sky we wanted always
seemed to be in the wrong direction.”
Morris and Huston felt from the be¬
ginning that the picture required a
special photographic treatment because
of its mood, its locale, and the period
when the action in the film took place.
They were faced with three major prob¬
lems: First, to capture the proper at¬
mosphere, a delicate blend of realism
and fantasy was needed. Second, as the

CAMERA CREW of “Moby Dick” focuses Mitchell camera for a doseup of Gregory
Peck, who plays Ahab.

(Continued on Page 555)

t
CARPENTERS

put

false

fronts

on

buildings

in

Youghal, Ireland, as they convert the village to
resemble

New Bedford,

Mass,

in the last cen¬

tury for scenes in Warner Brothers’ “Moby Dick.”

FOR

ACTION

SCENES

of

longboats

in

action,

camera was mounted on metal platform extendnig from bow of boat.

Nearly all the picture was shot in Ireland.

ON LOCATION”

3500 feet below earth surface in the Homestake mine, crew of Forney

Films, Inc., awaits signal to start the cameras rolling.

Set up and ready to go into action

is the producer's Auricon-Pro sound camera and a Cine-Special.

SHOOTING COLOR FILM
A MILE UNDERGROUND
Documenting gold mining operations in color and
sound proved real challenge for crew of Forney
Fil ms,

Inc.,

Colorado

By

industrial

DEAN

film

producers.

FAULKNER

Lighting Consultant, Forney Films, Inc.

W

was en¬
gaged bv the Homestake Gold
M ine to produce two 16mm color films
of the company’s mine operations, all
we knew about shooting color under¬
ground was that it was probably pretty
dark down there!
The saga of this interesting assign¬
ment began last fall when officials of
hen Forney Films, Inc.,
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the mine, located in Lead. South Dakota,
began discussions about the proposed
productions with our offices in Fort
Collins, Colorado.
The mining com¬
pany had decided to replace two of
its old films with new productions in
color and sound. One was to be a 30minute, institutional-type film intended
for general showing throughout the state
o
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for the purpose of acquainting citizens
with certain economic problems facing
South Dakota’s gold mining industry,
and at the same time point up the rela¬
tionship between the prosperity of
Homestake and the economic well-being
of the state in general. The second was
to be a training film for new mine
employees.
We proposed that both films be shot
in color, and in order to prove to the
Homestake officials that shooting color
in the underground darkness of a mine
was not only feasible but productive of
more compelling results, a 100-foot
16mm Kodachrome test was shot and
screened for the clients. This demon¬
stration settled the matter and plans
were begun for commencing the pro¬
ductions in April, 1956.
The ensuing weeks were spent in
preparing scripts.
Substantial econo¬
mies were effected by planning to shoot
certain footage for both productions at
the same time—that is, where essen¬
tially the same locations and action were
called for in both films. In this way
we would avoid the expense and time
delays of having to return to locations
a second time.
A “scramble’’ sheet was prepared
listing the location breakdown of each
scene and indicating where duplicate
shots were to be made, etc. This saved
many hours of shooting time during
production on locations and simplified
the moving of equipment.
Shooting on the productions began
April 16th. Our production staff in¬
cluded Max Howe, chief cinematog¬
rapher (he’s also president of Forney
Films, Inc.) ; Jerry Tunnell, sound
engineer; Dean Faulkner, lighting con¬
sultant; Don Howe, liaison man who
doubled as script clerk; Langan Swent,
film director underground and techni¬
cal advisor for the Mine Department;
and Ray Gallo, Elmer Holson, and Dale
Grove—electricians furnished by the
mine.
Our lighting equipment for this
assignment included two Master Colortran Converters and one Senior Colortran Converter, which provided a total
of 15 kilowatts of illumination; three
Senior Colortran Flood Kits, one Dual
Colortran Spotlight, four No. 4 daylighttype photofloods (which we used to
advantage to impart a blue tone to the
rock walls underground), a barrel of
No. 2 photofloods, an assortment of
cables and extension cords, a master
power switchboard with an auto-trans¬
former that provided two circuits of
60-amps each for lighting and controlled
voltages for operation of the cameras
and sound equipment, and one medium
power board.
Camera equipment included two Cine
Specials, an Auricon-Pro sound camera,

three tripods, two Norwood Director
exposure meters, and the following
lenses: f/1.4 25mm Ektar with a 15mm
converter, f/2.0 63mm Ektar, f/2.7
102mm
Ektanon,
B&H
Angenieux
f/0.95 25mm, a Zoomar with a range
from 1 to 3 inches focal length, and a
f/2.8 15mm KP Yvar.
If anyone had tried to describe to
our crew the conditions and problems
they would encounter in the mine, they
likely wouldn’t have believed them. As,
for example, a situation like this:
An underground “room” that is six
feet high or less. There is no floor, only
sharp, jagged rock blasted down and
piled at random. Temperature is an
uncomfortable 85 degrees and the hu¬
midity is the same. The only air there
is to breathe is that which comes from
the surface under forced draft through
a large rubber tube a foot in diameter.
Water is dripping incessantly from the
ceiling, and running down the light
cables. The fine rock dust seems to
creep into everything. A cameraman
would think twice before opening his
camera under such conditions! CC fil¬
ters cling to the lens mounts like Jello
that hasn t quite jelled, and the film in
the cameras almost turns into warm
spaghetti.
A hard-hat is “must” head covering
because loose rocks are continually fall¬
ing from abcvo. The only light is that
furnished by the tiny battery-powered
lamp attached to the hard-hat. Hard¬
toed rubber boots are standard foot¬
gear; water is everywhere and stands
six inches deep in level areas, so the
boots keep the feet dry and at the same
time offer protection against toe-crush¬
ing boulders and loose rock.
Thus it was that Forney Films’ crew
begun production on that unforgettable
April day. Perhaps the most striking
thing they encountered was the endless
drab, gray color that was everywhere.
The rock is dark gray—the good Home-

CEILING HEIGHTS in the mine ranged from a few feet to six feet and there often was not
enough

room

to

shoot with

camera

on

tripod,

so

the

dependable and

lighlweight Cine

Special was used in situations such as this.

stake mother lode—and the miners of¬
fered no contrast because they were
gray, too—their clothing and even their
faces, which was covered with the gray
dust. Here, for color relief, some of the
machines were painted yellow, and
judicious use of the blue photofloods
enabled us to impart still more color
to the otherwise drab underground
scenes.
The first day, we shot about 3G0 feet
of 16mm Commercial Kodachrome—
making three or four takes on each
scene. The usual pattern was to shoot
wide, cut and move in with the Cine
Specials, then cover with the Auricon.
A week was spent in the largest of the
underground rooms or “stopes,” as min¬
ers call them, filming scenes and record¬
ing “wild sound” of such activities as
drilling, blasting, grinding and crushing
of ore, etc.
Each night, after shooting was ter¬
minated, cameras and film were brought
to the surface; the cameras were cleaned

FORNEY

FILMS’

crew

spent

a

week

in

the largest of the underground “rooms”
or

stopes,

scenes

and

as

miners

recording

call

(hem,

“wild

filming

sound”

of

and serviced and the film was packaged
for shipment to the laboratory.
One important sequence was filmed
here that showed Homestake’s safety
engineer, Phil Graves, escorting a new
employee around the mine and point¬
ing out the various hazards he might
encounter while working there. To re¬
cord this action in detail, the cameras,
lights, cables and power board had to
be lowered or pulled up by cable
through a hole (a “raise” in mining
language) about ten feet in diameter
in the rocky structure. This hole ex¬
tended from the floor of the stope
straight up 140 feet to the next mine
level. Passage was by means of a nar¬
row iron ladder. At this dizzy height,
the required scenes were shot and our
equipment lowered to the stope below.
Total set-up time was 4 hours; total
shooting time, 4 minutes; total footage
edited into the picture, 10 seconds!
Recording sound in this location was
also an unusual undertaking and fraught
with many problems. Soundman Jerry
Tunnel 1 used an Ampex 600 synchron¬
ous recorder to record “wild' sound
tracks for subsequent dubbing or to
background narration. Drilling sounds
were picked up without much trouble;
but blasting presented the major prob¬
lem. Pick-ups were tried close to the
blasts, through-the-rock blasts and dis¬
tant blasts; but the terrific concussion

such activities as drilling, blasting, grind¬
ing

and

crushing

of

ore,

etc.
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The One-Stop
The ALL NEW
AURICON PR0-600
j^or /6mm

oFtica (

COLORTRAN put
heavy, cumbersct
Imagine being al
fuse. Complete t
frames, gator gr:
such as the Grov
Senior Converter r
prevent all “wax
securely in posit:

Sound(- On - O’ifm
Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

The S. 0. S. Junior Tripod
Vastly Improved
Over Any Tripod
in its Class!
1Auricon Pro-600" with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

FITS

ALL TYPES

OF

MEDIUM WEIGHT CAMERAS

“Auricon Pro-600" with SingleLens "C”
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
flow of The “Auricon Pro-600" is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up “Pro-600” Camera noise!
★ 600 ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
★ Synchronous Motor Drive for "SingleSystem
or
"Double-System”
Re¬
cording.

For top professional per¬
formance. Outside, knurled
camera
tightening
knob
with
angle
gears.
Tele¬
scoping, offset tripod han¬
dle with second handle position. Positive pan and tilt locks; large
tightening levers. Detachable, precision machined friction plate.
One-piece leg locking knobs for quick adjustments, even tension.
Aluminum leg supports with leg rest ledge—aluminum leg bearings.
Extra smooth friction head—guaranteed 5 years. Seasoned, solid
hardwood legs, oil treated, polished—will not stick.

ONLY
Write

for

$145

brochure

showing

(Sturdy

complete

Fibre
line

Carrying
of

tripods

Case

&

$18)

accessories.

Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount”
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.
“Auricon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

•jr Sold with 30 day money-back guar¬
antee, you must be satisfied!

The

PRICES START AT $1165

and

Write for free illustrated “ALL NEW Auricon Pro-600” literature and prices.
The

S.O.S.

will

accept

your

MC

messy c
special i
frames
recordin

old

camera as a trade-in for the
"All New Auricon Pro-600”.
Time Payments, Too!

With NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System $2475
d
Present

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 5.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Convenient payment terms arranged.

You may apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

Moy

owners can easily install the new and improved inking system!

'The Department Store of the M

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CO
WESTERN

BRANCH — 6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Ho'

PBOCESS YOUB OWN FILMS
with BRIDGMTIC - - saves time and money!

IN’S “PACKAGED LIGHTING

Get TOP professional
results with this

Iror Studio and Location Shots!

fully automatic,
self-contained 16mm

iat "Hollywood Touch" into your pictures—replaces
r, expensive equipment—“A Studio in a Suitcase.”
tto use 5000 watts of light from an ordinary household
includes converters, spots, floods, scoops, diffusion
stands, gobo adapters, etc. Also in packaged units
Jre Senior 5000 Kit which includes two Senior Lites with
J two stands of chromed steel with column supports to
5. Packed in two metal-wood cases that hold all units
r with web straps...COMPLETE $265

Film developing
machine

Jr. does automatic 16mm film
processing at small cost, fits in most any corner.
Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel
tanks, air squeegee—develops> U
and
dries
ready
I
I I CO
for showing 600' positive,
1 80’ negative per hour, from
BRIDGAMATIC

$1095

negative/positive, Reversal
and
Color models available
16/35/70mm
standard or custom built, from.$1887

ii ColorTran Kits available, write for ColorTran catalog

LARGER

Improve Your Film Titles

AND

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.

PERAMBULATOR
Permits High-Action Shots.
Quick, Quiet and Accurate
Operation

The answer to economy in film titling! The
first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE MA¬
for

high

quality,

fast

lettering.

Prints dry from colored foil for instant use.
Acme

pegs

istration
cells.

on

Prints

give

perfect

paper
all

or

Reaches its full height of 16 ft.
in less than 40 seconds. Payload of 500 lbs. carries two
men with equipment—virtually
a portable “freight elevator.’’
Dual UP and DOWN controls on
platform and base. Folds into
a compact unit for easy storage.
Smooth power supply—1 1 0V AC
motor.
HY-CAM's
applications
are limited only by your inge¬
nuity.

reg¬

acetate

colors.

TEL-

Animaprint tools for top tech¬
niques—greatest dollar for dol¬
lar value in the industry!

only $395
Write

for

TEL-Anima

Write for brochure

HY-GAM HYDBAULIC TIFT

with the TEL-Animaprint

CHINE

CAPACITY

....A true one-man job....
No special skill required!
No rigging, no constant
watching—simply plug
and operate.

Literature—cover-

ing every need for animation.

For complete details
write for brochure.

NUMBERING PAYG OFF TITLEB & SPECIAL EFFECTS KIT

umbered films cause confusion and loss of time.

)Y edge numbers every foot of 16, 17 V2, 35mm film
mplifies

the task

of

checking

titles

and

footage.

FOR
Edge Numbering Machine replaces cue marks, perforations,
ns, punches, embossing—does not mutilate film. Work prints showing
:ts, fades and dissolves require edge numbering to keep count of
or added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic
nake edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.

t/isible

AMONG

RECENT

■stman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
;neral Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
:eves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
nerican Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo,
lefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

PURCHASERS

Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

b

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
•

ood

Phone: PLaza 7-0440
28,

California

RESULTS!

ARE:

an Picture Industry"

P

PROFESSIONAL

—

f.f S."
EST. $1926

Cable: SOSOUND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

For producing the widest
range of titles trick films,
cartoons, animation, etc.
Takes most types of ca¬
meras.
Horizontal
and
vertical operation. Table
adjustable
north,
east,
south, west.
Front and
rear
illumination.
Title
board size 7'/8 ” x 9'A", over-all di¬
mensions 40” x 15” x 12”, weight
40 lbs. Complete with all accessories.
Write for brochure.

MODEL

TG,

II,

MODEL TG,

III,

16mm.$225

MODEL TG,

IV,

16/35mm

(illustrated)

16mm.$175

.$325

VIEW of blimp from right side, showing cable connection and ON-

FOLLOW-FOCUS

OFF switch, also unique overhead mounting of matte box slidebars.

may be seen in lower center of left hand side of the Arri 16 blimp.

control

port

for

observing

focus

scale

OPENING front door gives access to lenses and turret and permits

ing

marking

magazine

(top)

and

inserting

camera

through

side

door.

focusing

scale

Incorporating latest soundproofing techniques,
Arri 16 blimp converts the Arriflex camera
for full-scale sound film production.

16mm camera, which
was initially designed to be the basis
of an integrated professional motion
picture camera system, achieves this
goal with the addition of the new Arri
16 Blimp. With the blimp, the Arriflex
16 can be converted from a light, port¬
able hand-camera, to an efficient camera
he
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TWO of blimp’s three doors are open here to show means of mount-

New Blimp For Arriflex 16

T

knob

arriflex
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for sound stage production of films.
The blimp has been engineered ac¬
cording to the most recent developments
in acoustical science. The external hous¬
ing is aluminum alloy and precision
machined. The basic sound absorbing
construction begins with sheet lead and
goat skin in alternate layers, and this
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or

inserting

3"

square

filters

in

holder.

is covered with a top lining of grey
corduroy.
Three separate doors are provided
for easy access to the interior and the
camera. One, on top, facilitates easy
mounting and demounting of the 400foot magazines. An extra large door on
the left side is for inserting and mount¬
ing the camera. This door is also used
when threading film in the camera
after mounting a new magazine. The
third door, in front, gives access to
lenses and turret and permits operator
to mark the focusing scale or to mount
3" square glass filters in the holder built
into the door. Heavy rubber gaskets
around all closures eliminate sound
leaks.
The camera is mounted within the
blimp on a floating base, which is sup(Continued on Page (568)

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J.
John Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey

GERMAN,
6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois

Inc.
6677 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

Eastman Plus-X Panchromatic
Negative Film (Type B)
Cameramen accustomed to the older Plus-X film need
make no changes in the general lighting or exposure
levels when using this new Eastman negative film.

By

EMERY

O

20, 1956, at a regular
monthly meeting of the American
Society of Cinematographers, the writer
presented a short paper, with substan¬
tiating film evidence, dealing with the
photographic characteristics of the new
Plux-X Panchromatic Negative Film,
Type B, which was to be available to the
trade several months later.
This film is now available and in pro¬
duction use in limited quantities. The
new film, carrying the same name as its
predecessor, Eastman Plus-X Panchro¬
matic Negative Film, can be different¬
iated from the older film by the use of
the term “Type B”, which is enclosed in
parentheses after the name, and by the
change of the film code number from
5231, the number of the old type, to
4231.
This new film is not merely an im¬
n February
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HUSE

provement in the old product; it is an
entirely new film incorporating the lat¬
est advances in emulsion and support
manufacturing techniques. It is a high
speed, fine grain negative material, well
suited to general photography, as well
as to exterior photography under normal
or poor lighting conditions. The film
represents an excellent balance between
the maximum desirable speed for most
purposes and the finest grain available
at that speed. This new film is of opproximately the same speed as the wellknow Eastman Plus-X Panchromatic
Negative Film, Type 5231. It can be
widely used for general production work
and is suitable for making composite pro¬
jection background scenes, since its speed
is sufficient to permit the use of small
aperture in order to secure depth of
field. Cameramen who are accustomed to
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the older Plus-X film need make no
changes in their general lighting or ex¬
posure levels when using the new film.
Since the type 4231 film has a much
lower granularity than the type 5231,
the graininess observed in a projected
print therefrom is thus greatly reduced.
In addition, the acutance, the factor
which expresses the ability of a film to
produce sharp images, is much higher
than that of the older film. These prop¬
erties, graininess and acutance, assume
greater importance since the adoption
of wide-screen processes by the industry.
The tone reproduction characteristics
of the new film are excellent. In com¬
bination with Eastman Fine Grain Re¬
lease Positive Film, Type 5302, spar¬
kling highlights and good blacks are ob¬
tained, together with a very pleasing
gradation of well-spaced intermediate
tones. With the improved granularity
and sharpness of the type 4231, the lay¬
man can readily observe the remarkable
difference between the old Plus-X Nega¬
tive and the new type.
This new type 4231 film has panchro¬
matic sensitizing which is slightly dif¬
ferent than that of type 5231. It is more
nearly like that of Eastman Tri-X Pan¬
chromatic Negative Film, Type 5233,
which in itself was slightly different
than the regular Plus-X Negative, Type
5231. In a tabulation which will apear
at the end of this article, spectograms,
filter factors, developing rates, and other
pertinent factors will be presented, such
as will be available later in standard
data-sheet form.
As is the case with the older type
(Continued, on Page 562)

Boris Kaufman, ASC

the lens
.,"<4

Bausch & Lomb Baltar
—the professional standard

the result
Academy Award, 1954, for
black-and-white cinematography
in Columbia’s award-winning
production, ''On the Waterfront.”
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry
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Shooting "Lisbon'' In Portugal
Vast location interiors were just one of the challenging photo¬
graphic problems encountered by cinematographer Jack
Marta in shooting Republic’s second Naturama production.

By

ARTHUR

M

picture
companies
have
traveled millions of miles to every
corner of the world seeking authentic
locales for films, but Republic Studios is
the first company to produce a featurelength production in Portugal. This un¬
tapped reservoir of ancient and roman¬
tic legend and picturesque background
was captured by Republic cameras for
the first time for “Lisbon,” which stars
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara, Claude
Rains and Yvonne Furneaux. Directing
the photography was Republic’s veteran
cinematographer, Jack Marta.
In order to obtain the full color and
historic impact of the old European seacoast town as essential background to
the basic story of international intrigue,
Republic Studios decided that “Lisbon”
otion
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would be filmed in Naturama, the com¬
pany’s new wide-screen process, and in
Trucolor.
The story of “Lisbon” is ideally suited
to the locale. The twenty-five million dol¬
lar fortune of an elderly American in¬
dustrialist (Percy Marmont), captured
by the Reds and held incommunicado
for two years, becomes the focus of a
tense love and murder melodrama,
staged in present-day Lisbon, in which
a dashing Boston-born sea captain (Ray
Milland) defeats a cold-blooded murder
plot contrived by the industrialist’s beau¬
tiful but mercenary young wife (Maur¬
een O'Hara) and a clever, sadistic, in¬
ternational crook (Claude Rains).
It was Christmas in Portugal for the
cast and crew, which was flown out of
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Hollywood to Lisbon early last Decem¬
ber. They discovered they were virtual
pioneers on the scene in the matter of
making motion pictures. There was no
native technical help nor any motion pic¬
ture equipment available since no major
picture had ever been made in the area.
Fortunately, all camera equipment
had been shipped from Hollywood, with
the expectation that the necessary light¬
ing equipment would be available
through Tobis Portuguesa, the lone mo¬
tion picture studio in Lisbon which was
built by the Germans before the war.
In this studio, which the “Lisbon”
company used as its headquarters dur¬
ing its three-month stay, many of the
picture’s interiors were built. To light
these large sets, the company sent to
Hamburg. Germany, for a lighting gen¬
erator—a British-built 2700 amp affair,
said to be the largest in the world and
requiring a crew of three to operate it. A
22-wheel truck brought it over the
mountains on hazardous roads to de¬
liver it at “Lisbon” headquarters.
The Portugal movie studio possessed
some very old set lighting equipment—
outmoded and almost useless. The wiring
and the cables were in such poor condi¬
tion, the best the company could do was
light a Junior with them. All stage wir¬
ing was from overhead—a German idea
—with cables and junction boxes com¬
ing down from the rafters.
“When we first put this antiquated
equipment into use,” said cinematogra¬
pher
Marta,
“the
dangling
cables
writhed and vibrated and became over¬
heated from the current load placed on
them.”
The big mobile generator became the
power house for all set lighting at the
studio. But a great deal of the picture
was also shot on natural locations—in
cathedral, old castles, and in homes of
prominent people. Here the company en¬
countered one of its greatest problems—
getting the huge, 8-wheel generator
through Lisbon’s narrow streets. Each
time the company wished to move it, it
was necessary to engage a cordon of
police as escort. In several instances,
moving the generator to a desired loca¬
tion had to be abandoned and use of
domestic current resorted to for lighting
interiors. Here the old reliable photo¬
flood lamps saved the day for Marta—
except that obtaining them only added to
his many problems. The lamps had to be
shipped from New York by air — a
minor problem in itself. It was after they
arrived in Portugal that the problem
became intensified through the intermin¬
able delays in getting the shipment
cleared through customs.
But this was nothing compared to the
12 to 14 days’ delay encountered in get¬
ting through Portuguese customs the
sound and lighting equipment that had

LISBON'S
interiors

CINTRA
which

Jack Marta.
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Here photofloods augmented larger set' lighting lamps.

EXAMPLE OF lighting achieved within the Lisbon film studio.
Claude Rains,

Maureen

O’Hara, Miss Furneaux and

Here

actor-director-

producer Ray Milland enact scene on major set erected there.

CAMERA WAS deliberately set back 600 feet from Cathedral altar
to capture full scope of edifice and at same time allow full

and

continuous action of players from door at right.
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vistas
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of

the city of Lisbon skillfully photographed.

i

to be brought in from England—a diffi¬
culty that was again encountered when
it came time to ship the equipment back.
Despite the fact that Jack Marta had
not the abundant supply of lamps and
lighting equipment of Republic’s Holly¬
wood studio to draw upon, he accom¬
plished wonders—especially in lighting
the location interiors. These included
scenes within the Castle of Pina, the Ca¬
thedral, banker Esperito Santos’ man¬
sion, and the huge kitchen of an old and
famous castle, now converted to a restau¬
rant. Perhaps the most remarkable shot
of all was that made inside the Cathed¬

ral, with the camera 600 feet away from
the altar where the story action took
place. Marta and his crew poured every
available foot-candle of light into this set
to capture a color shot having remark¬
able depth.
The natural beauty of Portugal and
especially the Lisbon area gave Marta a
field day in composition, for here the
many and varied colors cry out for
photographic reproduction. One of the
most notable of exterior shots is a beau¬
tiful mountain vista framed by a huge,
ornate stone arch—a picturesque setting
for an important scene between Ray Mil-
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land and Maureen O’Hara. Here Marta
and his camera produced a cinematic
masterpiece.
Exterior shooting was constantly ham¬
pered by the weather. It was the rainy
season and quite cold. But one would
never suspect this watching “Lisbon”
unfold on the screen; for the exteriors
show the brilliant and delightful sun¬
shine that is otherwise natural to Lis¬
bon; and the purple haze veiling the dis¬
tant mountains only added to the pic¬
torial results obtained with the Trucolor
process. Obviously a great deal of pa(Continued on Page 554)
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Cinerama's Search For Modern World Wonders
Cinematographers Harry Squire and Gayne Rescher focus Cinerama’s
three-lensed cameras on spectacular scenes and events for
Lowell Thomas’ “Seven Wonders of the World.”

By

T

of fierce Arabian
warriors living in a village of driedmud huts called Beihan. Several months
ago great preparations were made there
for the arrival of a chieftan from a for¬
eign land. Sherif Hussein’s five-thousand
camel-mounted warriors came down
from the hills, brandishing their gleam¬
ing swords.
They watched a silver reflection in
the deep blue sky grow larger and
materialize into a Pan-American Air¬
ways DC-4. It circled, then alighted
nearby on a hard-packed strip of the
desert. Lowell Thomas had come to pay
a call in his “Clipper Cinerama.” And
with him was veteran director of photog¬
here

is

a

tribe

SAUL

COOPER

raphy Harry Squire, A.S.C., and his
crew that included cameraman Jack
Priestley, T. Coleman Conroy, Michael
Mahony, James Morrison, Harvey Gengins, and soundmen Richard Pietschmann, Jr., and Fred Bosch.
Here were to be filmed scenes for the
third Cinerama production by Lowell
Thomas—an adventure journey of his
dreams. He had circled the globe many
times over a period of forty years re¬
porting and recording—in conventional
motion pictures—the wonders and ex¬
periences he had encountered. Now he
was about to retrace his steps, in a
‘round-the-world journey, but this time
with the ultra-wide-screen Cinerama

HARRY
Priestley

cameras and sound recording equipment
capturing sights and sounds for “Seven
Wonders of the World.”
Actually, two Cinerama production
crews had been organized and both sent
circling the globe by air. One unit was
headed by Paul Mantz, veteran of many
aerial cinematographic assignments and
the daring flyer who took his converted
twin-engined B-25 bomber with a Cine¬
rama camera mounted in its nose down
into the yawning chasm of the Grand
Canyon, then through the steep gorges
of Zion National Park for thrilling
scenes for the “America the Beautiful”
sequence of the first Cinerama produc¬
tion. Now he was taking his Cineramaborne craft to strange and interesting
world scenes with cameraman Harry
Squire and later Gayne Rescher train¬
ing the big tri-lensed cameras on strange
people and places from the air.
The second unit, headed by Lowell
Thomas, set out soon afterward to film
world wonders from the ground, using
the Cinerama Clipper only for transpor¬
tation. A “flying film studio” and home
for twelve crewmen were provided in the
“Clipper.” No elaborate script had been
prepared. Instead, directors were en¬
gaged to develop stories in locations
around the world. The Clipper with the
Cinerama sound system and camera and
the crew would hop from location to
location, using a unique sort of “leap¬
frog” system, filming the stories of
people and places laid out for them.
Harry Squire now had left the first
production unit, with Gayne Rescher be¬
hind the camera, to direct the Cine¬
rama photography for Lowell Thomas.
Ted Tetzlaff, veteran Hollywood di¬
rector and cameraman, had begun the
Cinerama odyssey in Cairo on Septem¬
ber 27, 1954. His many years as an
ace Hollywood cameraman made him a

SQUIRE,
compare

ASC,

(left)

exposure

and

assistant

meter readings

Jack
before

shooting a sequence at the elephant training school
in Gangai-Na-Bodio, Africa, for
“Seven Wonders of the World.”

Lowell

Thomas'

START OF thrill sequence in Cinerama’s “Seven Wonders of the World”

TRIBAL

DANCES

is photographed by Harry Squire’s assistant Jack Priestley.

Urundi

for

natural choice for the difficult assign¬
ment, for the Cinerama camera had the
peculiar knack of looking out of the
corners of its three-lensed “eyes.” One
year later, almost to the day, Walter
Thompson, one-time newspaperman and
film cutter, brought home the unit after
completing the American sequence. The
months between were, for the film
makers involved, a time of exciting per¬
sonal adventure—as well as the most
challenging undertaking of their respec¬
tive careers.
The itinerary through the early
months of September and October read

WITH THE CINERAMA camera mounted on scaf¬
folding in front of summer home of Pope Pius
XII,

Pontiff

feature film

makes

his

production.

first

appearance

in

a

were

Cinerama,

performed
with

like a course in the Classics and the
Bible. The civilization of the Ancient
Egyptians was symbolized by the feluc¬
cas loading grain on the banks of the
Nile, as they had for several thousand
years. In the harbor of Alexandria the
Cinerama crew searched for the site of
the great lighthouse named Pharos. This
was one of the original seven wonders
of the ancient world. They found but
meager remains of the Temple of Diana
in Ephesus, the Hanging Gardens of
Babylon in modern Iraq, the statue of
Zues by Phidias at the home of the gods
in Mount Olympus and Mausoleum of
Caria in Halicarnassus. In the North
African harbor of Rhodes they searched
for fragments of the great Colossus.
Then to meet Lowell Thomas at the site
of the last remaining of the seven listed
wonders—the Pyramid of Cheops, sideby-side with the sister Pyramid of Kephren and the half-human, half-animal
Sphinx. It is here, at the edge of the
Sahara Desert, that the “Seven Won¬
ders” adventure through the ages of
Man begins.
Director Andrew Marton, a Hungar¬
ian who had filmed successful features
in the central European Alps and in the
heart of Africa and had worked recent¬
ly for MGM on travel-adventure films,
prepared this sequence. Meanhile, Ted
Tetzlaff and his crew were following
the course of the great civilizations to
Jerusalem, Athens and Rome. The great
religious relics of the Holy Land, equally
sacred to Christians, Jews and Moham¬
medans, were recorded for Cinerama
audiences. And the creations of the
“Golden Age” of the pagan Athenians at
the Acropolis, still preserved, and the
Temple of the Wingless Victory served
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as symbols of this birthplace of democ¬
racy.
In Rome, Director Tetzlaff visualized
the triumph of Christianity in the west¬
ern world. In the Colosseum, where
bloody rituals were performed for the
Roman gods. Cinerama filmed a solemn
religious ceremony. Then, happv for
(Continued on Page 556)
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FILM UNIT of Northrop Aircraft, Inc., shooting scenes on location
(or award-winning “Airman Smith.” Recording the action are two

Mitchell
covered

16mm cameras. Booster light is supplied by two foilreflectors. Directing the photography is Felix T. Barlow

MAKING FILMS AT NORTHROP
Aircraft company’s film unit boasts 20 full-time employees and
owns a quarter of a million dollars worth of production equip¬
ment. Its latest public relations film, “Airman Smith,” was hon¬
ored with awards at the 1956 Cleveland Film Council Festival.

By

M

FREDERICK

otion picture film production within industry by indus¬
try’s own film production units is no longer the “nuts
and holts” operation it was a few years ago. Industrial film
production has achieved new stature and today some of the
finest 16mm industrial films—many of them award-winners
have been produced by and for many of the nation’s big¬
gest industrial firms. An example is “Airman Smith,” a
16mm motion picture in color and sound produced by the
548
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FOSTER

motion picture unit of the Northrop Aircraft company, Ingle¬
wood, California.
“Airman Smith” is an authentic representation of events
that lead up to and follow the decision of a young man who
decides to become an airman. Locations, equipment and
starring personnel are authentic. Most of the film was shot
on United States Air Force bases, and the Air Force’s most
heavily armed fighter interceptor, the Northrop Scorpion

September, 1956

F-89D, was used for a series of thrilling aerial sequences.
Notable is the fact that the film carries no propaganda
nor advertising for Northrop craft or the company. But
the film's institutional value to Northrop is as tremendous
as it is subtle. It recently won a trophy award and a certifi¬
cate of merit in the Ninth Annual Cleveland Film Council
Festival for the category of Career-Guidance-Recruitment &
Training.
“Airman Smith” was produced wholly by the motion
picture unit of Northrop Aircraft, Inc., with the full
cooperation of the United States Air Force, as a public
relations project. Production and pre-production planning
of “Airman Smith” required more than a year due to the
challenge of making the film sufficiently subtle to project
proper attitude-influencing qualities while maintaining maxi¬
mum entertainment value. The production staff included
E. R. Woodworth, film director; Felix T. Barlow, director of
photography; J. L. Wilkinson, aerial photography; and

crew members Lynn Sterling, G. A. Dallwig, G. R. Rulien,
and R. V. George. Alan Christie developed the original
research and script. Donald Nicholson headed the unit
and C. H. Watson scheduled, handled business, and acted
as unit manager.
The unit’s 16mm Mitchell cameras were the workhorses on
the production aided by Bell & Howells and Cine-Specials for
special hand-held shots. Commercial Kodachrome was used
exclusively.
Because so much of the company’s film production is in
the field rather than within the plant, two large trailer
cabs have been provided for transporting the necessary pro¬
duction equipment such as reflectors, parallel components,
lamps, lamp stands, dolly track, and the usual array of grip
equipment. In addition, each cab is equipped with a 350amp power generator capable of supplying adequate electric
current for average location interiors and for booster lights
(Continued on Page 560)

FORK LIFT trucks were used to advantage in elevating camera for
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Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

PICTORIAL
SIGNIFICANCE
OF LIGHT
Color is capable of astonishing
range depending on the character
of the illumination that is
trained upon it.

By

NADINE

PIZZO

T

is a composite medium resulting from
the wedding of the dramatic art with that of painting.
A new creative medium born from the union of two great
art forms as old as civilization, the motion picture must
observe certain fundamental laws governing both theater
and painting. As in the parent mediums, so in the motion
picture, one of the most indispensable and powerful creative
factors is light. While the fusing of the two older arts in
this new composite form is so complete as to render them
virtually inseparable, certain elements common to both can
be effectively analyzed under either of the separate cate¬
gories. Thus we can consider lighting under the heading of
drama or under the heading of the picture. In this discus¬
sion I shall confine myself to the analysis of light as a pic¬
torial element of the motion picture.
Since painting is the art from which the pictorial aspects
of the motion picture are derived, we must first consider
briefly those elements which make up what is known as the
plastic form of painting. From the many ingredients that
combine to produce a fine painting we select three that are
absolutely basic. They are color, line and space. These
three elements work together to produce the plastic unity
without which no pictorial work can attain artistic reality.
As long as satisfying plastic unity is achieved, these means
can be utilized with infinite variety. We have only to refer
to the great diversity of styles in the realm of painting to
realize the scope for individual expression that is possible
through the knowing manipulation of these fundamental
plastic elements.
Among the several accessory factors that are used in con¬
junction with the major three, light is paramount in im¬
portance. It is the function of light to support, develop and
interweave the basic elements which give existence to any
picture, be it a painting, a color slide, or a motion picture.
Therefore, let us analyze the function of light in relation¬
ship to each of these main pictorial categories.
First let us consider the relation of light with color. They
are virtually inseparable, in that the very existence of color
is dependent upon light. Color can be regarded as the raw
he motion picture

IN
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Now! Color comes to life indoors with...

16mm ANSCOCHROME
Tungsten COLOR FILM!
j

The sensational
high-speed indoor
color film that’s
3 times faster, to
give you truer,
softer colors...
better detail...even
in shadow areas.
Balanced far exposure to tung¬
sten lamps operating at color
temperature of 3400K.

i
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!
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1 Finer results in
dimmer light

2 Greater depth
of field

3 Higher frame speeds
for slow motion

Anscochrome’s exposure index of
32 assures superb color rendition
in 1/3 the light demanded by oldstyle color films.

Now! you can use smaller lens
openings to get sharper, more in¬
teresting close-ups and when us¬
ing long focal-length lenses.

Even under dimmer light condi¬
tions, high-speed Anscochrome
lets you use the higher frame
speeds on your movie camera.

ANSCOCHROME TUNGSTEN

TYPE

available in 50-foot magazines and 100-foot rolls. Process¬
ing included in price of film. 100-foot rolls $10.65
50-foot magazines $7.20.

for a new thrill in color, use

16mm ANSCOCHROME
NEW! Tungsten Type . . . for indoor movies
NEW! Daylight Type ... for outdoor movies
ANSCO, Binghamton, N. Y. A Division of General Aniline & Film Corp.
“From Research to Reality.”
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DEALERS

SOUND SYSTEM

NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York 19. JUdson 6 1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

CANADA-Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

Filming From Your Doorstep
Shots made unobserved have an honesty about them that
fascinates the toughest audience.

By

T

professional,
beseiged by
crowds every time he goes on loca¬
tion, must often envy the amateur. A
hand-held 16mm camera no longer
attracts a swarm of inquisitve spec¬
tators. Even that old enemy, the handwaving,
grinning,
in-the-shot-at-anyprice individual, seems to be dying out.
The amateur’s chances for unobserved
candid camerawork have never been
better.
But although this kind of shooting is
clearly ideal for the 16mm enthusiast,
he is inclined to be skeptical of its po¬
tentialities. After all, he argues, we can
all see the life around us every time we
we walk down the street. What’s the
point in putting it on the screen?
The answer lies in theme and selec¬
tion. A film of this type is doomed if
the director starts shooting street scenes
which have no significance beyond a
pictorial attractiveness. Something must
originally move or excite him before he
takes a single shot. Once the theme is
established, selection follows automati¬
cally.
This is an everyday subconscious pro¬
cess. If, for example, you are angry to
read accounts of local hooliganism one
morning in your newspaper, each in¬
stance that you see during the next few
weeks will seem more noticeable than
ever before. The long periods between
the acts will be forgotten, and each ac¬
tion will be brought into sharp relief.
In just the same way your chosen
theme will give you a fresh eye on your
street scenes. But beware of being mis¬
led by the idea of a “chosen” theme.
Your theme should choose you. Instead
of struggling to find a subject, wait
until the next moment that a normal cir¬
cumstance excites some emotion in you
and then ask yourself, “Can this make
a film?”
The chances are that this will be
prompted by some familiar street sight.
You might be amused by a crowd of
youngsters unconsciously imitating
adults. You might be alarmed by a
narrowly-avoided traffic accident. You
he

HAROLD

BENSON

might be intrigued by the number of
reluctant husbands in the firm tow of
determined window shoppers.
Whatever your subject and reaction,
it’s almost certain that your theme can
be exp'anded and developed right where
the idea struck you—in the street. This
isn’t the kind of film making which can
be tightly scripted, but it’s still impor¬
tant to work out in advance a rough
outline of your sequences. Unless you’re
absolutely sure of the material you want
to get you'll waste a lot of film stock.
In any case be prepared to shoot at
least twice and probably more than three
times as much footage as you’ll need.
Candid camerawork is fascinating—but
infuriating to shoot. All too often the
unconscious gesture, the give-away ex¬
pression, the tell-tale mannerism van¬
ishes as you press the button. The best
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action invariably takes place against
the sun, or in impossible rain.
Passers-by who spot the camera stop
dead, thinking you’re taking a still
photograph. Those who don’t spot it
jostle you, walk between lens and sub¬
ject or perform some totally unexpected
action quite useless for your purposes.
There are a thousand snags like these.
But the results are worth it. Unob¬
served shots have an honesty about them
which fascinates the toughest audience.
Selective shooting and firm editing can
show them anything from the routine
carelessness of road users to the uncon¬
scious humor of bewildered toddlers
dwarfed by the legs of passers-by.
Posed sequences spell disaster to this
kind of film. Every shot must be what
it seems to be. Nothing shows up staged
action as much as a framework of gen¬
uine off-the-cuff location scenes.
The practical difficulties are consid¬
erable. How do you get in close enough
without the subject becoming aware of
you? How do you anticipate a signifi¬
cant action ? How can you prevent the
background figures staring into the
lens?
The amateur with a telephoto lens is
obviously off to a flying start. He can
nose up to his subjects from the other
side of the street. A parked car makes
an invaluable blind for the cinematog¬
rapher stalking his quarry. From such
a curb-side seat he can shoot the pass¬
ing pedestrians unnoticed. Even the
whir of the button is hidden.
But the best place for those rich, full
closeups you need is the pavement it¬
self. You can lounge in a doorway or
loiter by a shop window. Whatever you
do you'll need the patience of a bird
watcher—and similar tactics.
Don’t worry too much about camera
steadiness. Set your focus and exposure
in advance, make sure the camera’s
fully wound, and then dawdle, idle or
what-you-will by the person you’re
after. Try not to let him see the camera
at all. Even if he does see it, never let
(Continued on Next Page)
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FILMING FROM DOORSTEP

FILMLINE
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from IV2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
•

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes

•

•

Self-Contained Plumbing

Filtered Air Supply

•

Cantilever Construction

•

Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•

Ball Bearing Gearbox

•

Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.
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Other models available. Write for literature.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

.

A-9-24

JUdson 6-1420
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PROPS - GENERATORS
DOLLIES - MICROPHONE BOOMS
(Catalogs Upon Request)
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him realize he is your intended subject.
When he makes the gesture or ex¬
pression you've been waiting for, don’t
hesitate. Step alongside and shoot. If
you’re coming in for a really big closeup, he’s bound to swing around to see
what you’re up to sooner or later. But
often it’s later; and a B.C.U. makes its
impression on the screen much quicker
than any other shot. Cut that startled
glare off the tail of the scene and you'll
frequently find you’ve enough for your
purpose.
These B.C.U.’s are, of course, the
most difficult problem in candid camera¬
work. The only real solution is this
surprise attack system. If there are two
of you working together, so much the
better. Hide the camera between your¬
self and your friend almost at eye level
until the optimum moment—then step
out, already whirring.
Another dodge is to have your friend
apparently reading an open newspaper
as he lounges against the wall. You're
hidden on the other side of the paper,
and he keeps up a quiet commentary on
who’s coming.
Tales of cameras hidden in suitcases
and parcels always seem a little suspect
to me. Someone holding a suitcase to
one eye would probably attract far more
attention than an undisguised camera.
In a doorway a waist-level viewfinder
often proves its worth. If you’re gazing
down at a camera instead of through it,
it’s astonishing how few people notice
you. And don’t forget that your best
chances occur when your subject’s at¬
tention is otherwise engaged. A friend’s
conversation, a shop window display, an
awkward perambulator—each is suffi¬
cient to distract from camera and op¬
erator.
Street shooting sets its own special
problems. But for true, factual report¬
ing it is essential. Facing and solving
such difficulties is as fascinating for the
experienced amateur as the result is for
his audiences.

SHOOTING “LISBON”

GRIP EQUIPMENT

333 WEST 52nd ST

(Continued from Page 553)
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tience went into the filming of such
scenes. Whenever it was possible to move
the big mobile generator to a location
site, Marta used booster lights for fill.
Reflectors were used only when power
wasn't available.
Many hardships dogged the ‘’Lisbon’’
company at the beginning. The day after
Marta and his crew had completed shoot¬
ing exteriors on the picturseque Lisbon

«

hills and on the waterfront, torrential
rains began to fall and huge floods swept
Portugal, with many familiies forced to
flee their homes. Fortunately, the com¬
pany was able to move indoors and shoot
interiors at the local studio.
At the close of each day’s shooting,
the negative was shipped for processing
to Consolidated Film Industry’s labora¬
tory at Ft. Lee, New Jersey.
“During the first two weeks of the
production,” said Marta, “I had to shoot
blind, without benefit of dailies or
‘rushes.’ All I had to go on was an occa¬
sional test strip. It was a relief when our
dailies began to arrive and revealed that
everything was going along nicely photo¬
graphically.”
In the absence of technical help, elec¬
tricians, property men and other pro¬
duction aides were trained on the spot.
As there were no prop houses in Lisbon,
the company had to beg, borrow or buy
the props it needed from private homes.
Priceless and world-famous antiques ap¬
pearing in “Lisbon” as well as rare first
edition books were loaned to Republic
by the Lisbon Museum for various se¬
quences. It marked the first time the
priceless volumes and antiques had been
out of the museum.
Says Jack Marta: “The next Holly¬
wood film company arriving in Lisbon
to shoot a picture will find the nucleus of
a trained crew to augment its Hollywood
technical personnel. The local boys cut
their eye-teeth on this Republic produc¬
tion and eagerly await another oppor¬
tunity to show what they can do.”

“MOBY DICK”
(Continued from Page 535)

story is basically a tale of adventure
about tough men fighting giant whales,
the color in the photography could not
be “soft” or pastel. Finally, there was
the desire to transport the viewer back
in time to the actual period of “Moby
Dick,” 113 years ago.1
The ordinary color techniques, they
decided, would not achieve the proper
effects. The process followed for “Moby
Dick” consisted of shooting Eastman
color negative, then two different sets
of negatives were made; one, a desaturated color master, and the other, blackand-white. Both negatives were printed
together, one on top of the other with
exact registration, to obtain an unusual,
somber or “muted” effect in the release
print. Color is always present in “Moby
Dick," but is a toned-down color that
does not detract from the interest of the
drama being portrayed.2
Location work began at Youghal,
Southern Ireland, where Huston built
his famous waterfront for the early de-
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parture sequences. Youghal had previ¬
ously been a harbor, but had become
so silted up that it had to be dredged
before the ship could be brought in.
Most of the sequences at sea were shot
off the coast of Fishguard, Wales, where
there was sufficient sweep of horizon
without catching unwanted corners of
coastline.
Final winter shooting was done in
the Canary Islands, as the water was a
less icy ordeal for the members of unit
and cast who had to brave it. During
the longboat scenes Morris was soaked
to the skin in every take. The camera
was on a heavy stand at one end of
the boat, wrapped in a plastic mackin¬
tosh.
“But it didn't keep the sea out,5'
Morris told me. “Eventually we had to
have a plastic blimp. Even then the
salt water still got inside somehow, and
taking the camera apart became a rou¬
tine chore. L nder the circumstances it
stood up very well.”
A few sequences had to be filmed at
Associated British’s Elstree studios, de¬
spite Huston’s eagerness to shoot every¬
thing at sea. Britain’s notorious climate
could supply most things but not the
motionless sea needed for the sequence
showing the ship becalmed.
The storm, too, presented difficulties.
A series of interlocking Government
regulations prevented this being filmed
at sea, and again a studio sequence was
unavoidable.
Before shooting began
Huston
and Morris studied screen
storms from past movies.
“We agreed that most of them, though
often packed with action, lacked a sense
of audience participation,” Morris told
me. “There was plenty of movement in
the scene, but the camera itself was
rigid. I decided to treat the storm more
realistically. If a man were trying to
shoot it on the deck he’d only be able
to use a hand-held camera. As each
wave hit him he’d have to struggle to
regain his balance. Everything would
be on the move.”
In “Moby Dick’s” storm sequence
evervthing is on the move. Morris susnended his camera so that it swung
from the studio roof. When the waves
hit the operator he really had to fight
to control the camera. Thus Morris
brought the audience out of their seats
into the teeth of the storm.
“I avoided off-the-ship shots, too,” he
added. “I think shots of a ship taken
from a point a few feet out in space,
apparently dangling in air, look so
phoney that they can ruin any attempt
at realism.”
Morris’s color style in “Moby Dick”
does not attempt to repeat his celebrated
experiments in “Moulin Rouge.” “I
like to try something new each time,”
he explained. “The photography should
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always be dependent on story and sub¬
ject. If you can help build a little ten¬
sion by hiding part of a star’s face—
well, that’s a more sensible attitude than
saying ‘He’s costing umpteen thousand
so let’s show him!’ ”
Equally happy in color or mono¬
chrome
(his previous films include
Moulin Rouge, Beat the Devil, Beau
Brummel and The Man Who Never
Was), Morris dislikes the loose compo¬
sitions involved in wide screen shoot¬
ing. He believes that there’s room for
all screen sizes, but likes working to a
definite format.
He insists that one of the greatest
dangers in photography is that of
swamping a film with a gimmick. “De¬
spite the emphasis on blacks and whites
in “Moby Dick,” this monochrome in
color effect was never meant as a gim¬
mick,” he pointed out. “I found that
we could get really dramatic effects
using strong blacks and whites under
quite dull conditions.”
Always eager to experiment, Morris
enjoys working with Huston. “A direc¬
tor like Huston gives you a chance with
new ideas,” he said. “If you look at
the top directors working today, you’ll
find they’re all individualists. Camera¬
men have got to be rebels, too.”
References

1 & 2. Norman Wasserman, “Muted Colors in
“Moby Dick,” International Projectionist, 415,
Aug., 1956.

CINERAMA
(Continued from Page 547)

“Seven Wonders” travelers, all the splen¬
dor and rich tradition of the Catholic
Marian Year was captured in the piazza
before majestic St. Peter’s. We are there
when the Pope blesses the throng of
100,000 devout worshipers. Then Cine¬
rama has a personnel audience with
Pope Pius XII. It was one of the unique
achievements of this three-projector
screen process that touched off the mo¬
tion picture revolution in 1952. Never
before had a motion picture camera
been permitted this privilege. And never
before had such a message of peace and
unity been brought to so many people.
This is how it happened. Associate
Producer Malcolm Miller ran into the
crew’s hotel lobby in Rome one gray
day. “Grab your gear,” he shouted.
“Don’t bother to change into your Sun¬
day clothes. You’re going to work.” In
nothing flat the crew piled into the
trucks and headed for Castel Gandolfo,
summer residence of the Pope. At the
entrance-way to the courtyard where
Pope Pius XII was scheduled to give a
“familiar audience” at 11 a.m., Cine¬
rama saw the first example of Papel

splendor—an assembly of the Swiss
Guard, wearing the purple and yellow
uniforms designed for them in centuriespast by the great Michaelangelo.
Quickly the crew piled out of the
trucks and set to work erecting parallels
before the balcony from which the Pon¬
tiff would speak. The massive Cinerama
camera would be less than two feet away
from His Holiness. Cameraman Harry
Squire placed his lights and insisted
upon the removal of the glass partitions
on the balcony. They would reflect. So
would the balcony door. He sent two
Catholic crewmen upstairs to hold hack
the doors, incidentally giving them a
chance to met their Spiritual Father.
Meanwhile, Director Ted Tetzlaff was
positioning the camera on top of the
parallels, with Jack Priestley crouched
behind the viewfinder as operative cam¬
eraman. Casually, into the center of all
this excitement walked the Pope and his
valet. Stunned with excitement, the Cine¬
rama party listened as the valet, dressed
in white tie and tuxedo, discussed with
His Holiness the relative advantage of
wearing a woolen vestment or ermine
cape. Dr. Melis translated the undertak¬
ings to the Associate Producer.
It was Mike Mahony’s job to signal
by pulling a curtain when the Pope was
about to enter onto the platform. In¬
stead, three red-robed Cardinals decided
to peek through the doorway to see
what was going on. Priestley hit the
lights and set the camera rolling. There
were anxious moments, with the film
unreeling, before the Pontiff decided to
emerge on the scene.
Almost before it started, it seemed to
be over. In a pure white robe, on a
simple balcony draped with red-velvet
tapestry. His Holiness Pope Pius XII,
had recited the Latin blessing. He re¬
entered the room, and there followed
more conferences with Papal advisors.
What was going to happen now? Then,
an amazing request. “Would Cinerama
care to repeat the effort? Cinerama cer¬
tainly would. The Pope had been anx¬
ious about the unexpected brilliance of
the lights and the big, black camera
staring him in the face.
The Pontiff was less nervous about
the entire experience than any of the
Cinerama crew. In high good humor he
said, “Ah, you Americans, you always
want two to make sure.’’ And almost
before the lights could be struck again,
he stepped back on the platform.
He returned to the room and began
chatting with the kneeling crewmen.
This was for them their supreme relig¬
ious moment. But they could hardly
summon up their speech.
First His Holiness asked, in complete
naturalness, “How was I ?” “Great,” said
Conroy.
Then the Pontiff asked Mahony for
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the name of his home town. Mike didn't
remember very clearly at the moment,
but finally got out, “America.”
The men suddenly felt embarrassed
about their work clothes. The Pope went
on to ask Mai Miller about the nature
of the Cinerama camera, the number
of men in the crew, and where they were
from. And then he turned, walked to¬
ward the door with his valet and waved
goodbye.
“By the way,” he said, “would you
like some silver medallions for your
men?” In a few minutes the valet re¬
turned with one for every member of
the crew.
So the great experience had been
completed at last. The crewmen looked
out the window into the ancient court¬
yard. The 35-foot high scaffolding was
already being dismantled, and the light¬
ing was killed.
The “Clipper Cinerama” journeyed
next to Wadi Beihan for the visit with
Sherif Hussein. Then to the Queen of
Sheba’s shipyard in Aden. From there
to Riyadh, the royal city of Saudi Arab¬
ia, the home of the Sauds, for a remark¬
able basketball game with players re¬
cruited from among the twenty-eight
sons of the King (each incidentally with
his own air-conditioned Cadillac). Here
were strange sights of the joining of
the old and the new. In the middle of
the desert there was the activity of oil
pumps, bringing wealth to the world
and gold to the Arabian rulers.
It was the same Arabia, too, where the
remarkably realistic Cinerama sound
system developed by Hazard Reeves,
caught the strange and terrifying voice
of the “shamal,” the desert wind. It was
here, too, that a typical problem stalled
Cinerama operations. In error, native
laborers had poured jet aircraft fuel
into the generators. Christmas and New
Year’s day found the crewmen seated
cross-legged in steaming Arabian vil¬
lages eating holiday meals unlike any¬
thing they had ever eaten before.
Meanwhile in Africa, Andrew Marton
was preparing new challenges for the
“three-eyed” camera. To Kabgaye, Ruanda-Urundi, in the Belgium Congo,
they went for a meeting with the sevenfoot tall Watusi. They are vegetarians
and fine athletes as well as dancers. The
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famous dancer, Butera, performed the
ancient spear dance which traditionally
can only be done before the Mwami of
the tribe.
The company moved on to Uganda
and Murchison Falls to film the wild
life. The camera, directed by Harry
Squire, who had performed the same
function on the two previous Cinerama
productions, and who had photographed
Frank Buck’s “Bring ’Em Back Alive,”
operated from the bow of a river barge.
The Victoria Nile teemed with elehpants,
crocodiles, hippopotami, baboons and
other animals. And to get closeups to fill
the Cinerama screen, the barge often
edged up to the riverbank with no pro¬
tection from the beasts. Once a hippo¬
potamus surfaced directly beneath the
boat, and, in rage, tore a six-foot hole
in the side of the barge, just a foot from
the spot where Marton was standing.
February saw the Cinerama crew
move on to India. Here customs and
censorship problems hindered the photo¬
graphing of the birth of a modern na¬
tion. Walter Thompson, the director of
the “This is Cinerama” prologue, super¬
vised activities here. He had filmed the
Independence Day celebration on Jan¬
uary 26, and now he had Tay Garnett
constructing sequences in Darjeeling,
the holy cities of Banaras and Agra,
and the sequences of Mysore Province
where one of the last of the maharajahs

still reigned. The narrow guage railway
in the mountain city of Darjeeling fur¬
nished the substance of a thrill sequence
to rival the roller coaster scene in the
first production and the bobsled ride
in the second. The holy river Ganges
and its bathers, the grotesque Monkey
Temple in Banaras and the ageless
beauty of the Taj Mahal were photo¬
graphed by the all-seeing eyes of the
Cinerama camera. In Agra, the poignant
love story of the Emperor Shah Jehan,
who built the Taj to the memory of his
beloved. Princess Arjemand, is re-en¬
acted by Cinerama.
Traveling eastward, the “Seven Won¬
ders” adventurers came upon an amaz¬
ing story from the past. In Cambodia,
Indo China, with soldiers and machine
guns behind every masonry corner, there
came before their eyes the shell of a
city that once housed over three millions.
The camera roved its three-lenses on the
temple of Ankor Wat. Less than a cen¬
tury ago the city of Ankor was unknown
in the West. Then a French archeologist
discovered it completely overgrown and
hidden from human eyes. Gradually it
has been restored, almost an endless
task. Today, dancers reconstruct the
ancient Camobodian dances on the ter¬
races of the now-deserted buildings.
Then, in the spring of the year, with
the cherry blossoms in bloom and the
ancient, cultivated gardens taking their
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first green, and the holy mountain of
Fugiyama appearing through its frosty
halo, the crew arrived in Japan. Walter
Thompson was ready for them here
with a story that would capture the
tradition and delicate loveliness of the
Orient. Names like Kamakura and Nara
and Todaiji revealed the D i a b u t s u
Shrine and a royal deer park and the
largest wooden building in the world.
In Takahazuka there was found a music
hall rivaling Broadway attractions in
America, but blending in some strange
way the quaintness of Japan and mech¬
anization of the modern world.
After nine months abroad, separated
in most cases from wife and family, the
crewmen headed back for the States.
Until now no one had suffered more than
sLcase of indigestion brought on by the
absence of home cooking and the insist¬
ent hospitality of native chefs. Mike Mahony, the perennial Cinerama grip, suf¬
fered the first injury on the trip home,
when he slipped out of his bunk, as his
plane took off from Wake Island, and
cracked three vertebrae.
Meanwhile, wherever the “Clipper
Cinerama" had not been, it was more
than likely that Paul Mantz had passed
by in his aerial photography plane. One
leg of his journey took him on an aerial
pilgrimage through the land of Pales¬
tine. He skimmed the jungles and filmed
a magnificent series of rainbows at
Victoria Falls, one of the three greatest
spectacles of its kind in the world. Back
in the United States, he circled Man¬
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hattan Island by flying under many
bridges there. In a single spectacular
shot, he photographed the highest and
the lowest points on continental United
States—Mount Whitney and Death Val¬
ley. Lowell Thomas was in the co-pilot’s
seat for this experience and the sweepcamera shot, and it is said to be the first
time that a film personality actually
took part in a dangerous aerial sequence
such as this. Mantz wrapped up the
American continents with a tour down
through Mexico, hovering over the Ma¬
yan ruins, then to the almost inaccessibel Iguazu Falls in South America,
and on to Rio de Janeiro for the famous
festival.
Director Thompson took care of the
wrap-up, guiding a Cinerama caravan
across the United States, seeing the
country from the ground in a way it had
seldom been seen before.
There was no question where the
“Seven Wonders” odyssey would end:
in Lowell Thomas’ studio in Pawling,
New York. It was here that the whole
Cinerama adventure had begun, with
Thomas tracing the first halting steps
of the motion picture industry and
human communication. Since September
30, 1952, Cinerama has come a long
way. Now the third Cinerama show, the
“Seven Wonders of the World,” is ready.
When last heard from, cameraman
Harry Squire was in India working for
Lowell Thomas once again, this time
on Cinerama’s “Search for Shangri-La.”
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used on location exteriors.
Typical equipment inventory for each
cab includes 6 Skypans, 6 Seniors, 8
Juniors, 6 Cinelites, cables, junction
boxes, 8 reflectors and stands, a Weston
or Raby dolly, and a portable syn¬
chronous magnetic tape reocrder.
Although the unit is adequately
equipped for synchronous sound record¬
ing, “Airman Smith” was produced
without sync sound and carries narra¬
tion instead. Only some necessary sound
effects were recorded in sync during
shooting and dubbed in later.
When on location on the airfields, the
company used fork-lift trucks to great
advantage, both as camera transports
and as mobile camera parallels. Some of
these vehicles were capable of elevating
the camera and crew forty feet above
ground, and were decidedly advan¬
tageous when shooting closeups in and
around grounded planes. The Raby and
Weston dollies, operating on tracks,
aided in producing some fine sequences
of plane assembly work.
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The Northrop crew found plenty in
the way of challenging problems when
shooting on location. This was espe¬
cially true when shooting interiors in the
Chapel at Park Air Force Base and in
the Recreation Hall at Hamilton AFB.
Because of the interior decor of each,
they were very difficult to light. By uti¬
lizing every available lighting unit and
current from the mobile generator, and
by painstakingly placing and re-position¬
ing the light units for best pictorial
results, the problems were ultimately
solved. The situations were not unlike so
many encountered on location by the
directors of photography of major Hol¬
lywood studios.
Northrop, perhaps, is the only com¬
pany of its kind that has consistently
enlarged its film production department
to take care of the increasing demand
for public relations and television films.
At present the unit comprises about 20
full-time employees, 10 of which are
cinematographers. Mostly these men are
graduates of cinema classes of local
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Universities, although some have come
from the ranks of business and indus¬
trial film producers.
The company’s film making activities
began several years ago. It first real¬
ized the importance motion pictures
when it employed a movie camera to
record tests that could be screened at
convenience before company executives
in the conference room. In those days,
when the company wanted a film made,
a movie camera was handed to one of
the company’s staff still photographers
with instructions to go out and get what
was wanted on 16mm film. Eventually
this activity wound up as a major opera¬
tion and a full-time all-around motion
picture cameraman-editor-producer was
hired. There was the usual era of “nuts
and bolts’’ productions, when the cam¬
eraman would go out to the plant and
shoot, without benefit of a script, what¬
ever he was instructed by one of the
plant engineers. The footage was usually
screened for company officials just as it
was shot—without benefit of editing.
For the past ten years, the company
has maintained a special camera crew
for photographing test and repair films
—subject matter that, for the most part,
is classified and requires unquestioned
confidence in the men handling the
films. This activity is divorced entirely
from the company’s film production unit
that turned out “Airman Smith.”

BROOKLYN

Some may argue that Northrop’s mo¬
tion picture production unit does the
work that might better be handled by
established industrial film producers.
The answer is that because Northrop,
like most other aircraft manufacturers,
is constantly working on U. S. Govern¬
ment contracts, its operations are highly
classified or restricted and this precludes
the admittance to the plant of others
than regular company employees. When¬
ever Northrop has planned a production
that could be handled by an outside
film producer, it has engaged him. Wild¬
ing Pictures, for example, has made sev¬
eral films for Northrop.
The trend at Northrop today, accord¬
ing to film unit manager C. H. Watson,
is to produce films with more of a dra¬
matic slant and to inject something of
social significance into the story line of
each public relations film. “Airman
Smith,” for example, is aimed at the
prospective Air Force enlistee, and en¬
deavors to point up his very real im¬
portance and to show something of the
aura of glamour and the excitement that
surrounds his activities as an airman.
A previous film dealing with the Ground
Observer Corps showed how it worked
and emphasized how every citizen can
aid the Corps’ very important function
in some way.
“We find that pictures made by our
film unit have more honesty and are
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more readily accepted by general audi¬
ences than those made in the theatrical
style of Hollywood,” said Watson.
Undoubtedly these attributes were the

deciding factor when “Airman Smith"
was judged and honored for awards at
the recent Annual Cleveland Film Coun¬
cil Festival.
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Plus-X Negative, the film support used
on the type 4231 incorporates a gray
dye to serve as a protection from hala¬
tion. The support itself is of the latest
type triacetate material with improved
shrinkage characteristics.
It will be observed by an examina¬
tion of the time-gamma curves presented
at the end of this article that the type
4231 has a somewhat faster developing
rate than the type 5231, somewhere in
the neighborhood of 25% less in the in¬
stance of type 4231. This difference in
developing rate should not cause any
inconvenience in the laboratory, al¬
though the difference between this new
fiilm and the older Plus-X is sufficiently
great that extreme care should be taken
to differentiate between the developing
times for normal gamma for the two
types of film. It rests with the camera
departments to identify properly which
film is submitted to the laboratory. If
these films are intermixed and the new

film is developed for the time normally
required for the older type, overdevelop¬
ment will result. On the other hand, if
the old type 5231 is developed for the
time normally required for type 4231,
underdevelopment will result. This cau¬
tion to the camera departments and lab¬
oratories seems to be in order so that
all film of the Plus-X type submitted by
the camera department to the laboratory
for processing will be properly marked
as to the emulsion code number.
The new film is presently available
in the 35mm width, but it will be only
a relatively short time before it will also
be available as a 16mm negative film
carrying the code number 7231. There
has not heretofore been available in the
16mm field a Plus-X type of negative
film.
Following herewith is a tabulation of the
basic characteristics of Eastman Plus-X
Panchromatic Negative Film (Type B),
Types 4231 (35mm) and 7231 (16mm).

1. Exposure Index:
For development to gamma of 0.65
Daylight — 80
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write Dept. A.C.

BURKE

2. Illumination (incident light) table for tungsten light:
Shutter speed approximately 1/50 second — 24 frames per second
Lens Apertures
f/1.4
f/2.0
f/2.8
f/4.0
f/5.6
Number of f. c. required 40
80
160
320
640
3. Color Sensitivity:

f/8.0
1280

Panchromatic

Daylight

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Tungsten — 64

Chicago A, Illinois

4. Filter Factors:
Minus
No.3 No. 8 Blue IsJo. 15
(Aero 1 ' (K2)
No 12
(G)

Kodak Wratten
Filter Number
Filter Factor
for Sunlight

1.5

2.0

5. Recommended Control Gamma:
6. Base:

8. Identification:
35mm only

3

No. No.
8N5 25

5

5

8

No.
29
16

0.60 to 0.70

35mm—American Standard Short-pitch Negative,
PH 22.93—1953
16mm—American Standard, perforated one edge or
two edges, except dimension B, 0.2994 ± 0.0005
and dimension L, 29.94 ± 0.02 inches
The letter “H

9. Time-Gamma Relationship:
American Cinematographer

2.5

No.
23A

Gray Safety

7. Perforations:
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2.0

No.
21
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is printed just before the footage number on

(See time-gamma curve on page 542.)

end

SOUND PRINTING
HEAD

CONTACT SOUND
TRACK PRINTER

Converts Model “J” or “D” into
a double head printer without
machining.

s etersoN

BENCH MODEL
Completely

self-contained

unit.

PRECISION SOUND
PRINTERS
•
Improved to give highest
sound track reproduction.
•
Improved light source
faster printing speeds.
The

following
are

three

quality

permitting

models

available

For printing 16mm negative to 16mm
positive.
For printing 35mm negative to 35mm
positive.
•' Print both sound and picture from separate negatives in one operation with this
conversion.

Send
of

for

Catalog

Motion

Printing
and

For printing 16mm negative to 32mm
positive.

•' Printing
minute.
•' Torque

speeds
motor

up

film

to

Accessories

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING EQUIPMENT CO.
NORTH

RIDGEWAY

AVENUE

•

SKOKIE,

per

Write today
for

Mfrs. of Optical and Continuous Printers and Accessories.

8107

feet

take-up.

Picture

Equipment

120

and

ILLINOIS

prices
complete

literature.

PICTORIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LIGHT

MOVIOLA

(Continued from Page 550)

material, and light as the magic that
brings it to life.
We have all observed the altering of
colors within a room or in a familiar
landscape under the ever-changing illu¬
mination within the span of a single
day. For any desired color result the
pictorial artist has but to select his sub¬
ject and either utilize a particular light
quality in nature or produce the wanted
color nuances by simulating nature with
artificial means. Thus, any color in the
entire color gamut is capable of astonish¬
ing range depending upon the character
of the illumination that is trained upon
it. Intensity or diffusion, spotting or
flooding, the direction of the light in
relationship to the subject, plus the ju¬
dicious use of colored gelatins, are the
light factors that will determine the final
quality of any color.
One of the most convincing demon¬
strations of what light can do for color
is to drape a piece of fabric over a chair
and photograph it first with flat illumi¬
nation and then with dramatic side
lighting. The experiment will be a reve¬
lation of the potential magic of light.
1 he intrinsic emotional connotations of
any given color can be dramatically in¬
tensified by the proper employment of

illumination. Likewise, colors that pro¬
ject a particular mood in one scene can
be altered in another to produce an en¬
tirely
different emotional sensation.
With light we heighten the sensuous ap¬
peal of color and reveal the emotional
meanings that are inherent within it.
Light has the faculty of either unify¬
ing or diversifying a color arrangement.
It may weld a scene into a perfect har¬
mony, or turn it into a veritable battle¬
ground of fierce contrasts. It may like¬
wise achieve interesting diversity within
the framework of a harmonious whole.
Moreover, it is by selective illumination
that we can force certain colors into
predominance while holding others in a
position of subordinance, as the needs
of a scene may require.
Color is that ingredient in any picture
most capable of arousing an emotional
response. Since color truly lives only in
light, it is with the creative blending of
these two factors that we produce much
of the final mood of our picture.
Occasionally one hears the term
“painterly color” used to describe the
color quality of a particular color slide
or motion picture scene. When faced
with such a picture we truly feel that
the photographer has transcended the

American Cinematographer

FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

•

SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS

•

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

Write for
Catalogue

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451

Gordon

St.

•

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

SEE ANSON RESEARCH for . . .
DUNNING

MAGIC

DOT

PRINTER

CUEING

UNIT —no

more
negative
notching! * Fits
model “D" or "J" B&H printers. $360.00.
DUNNING

ANIMATIC

INTERVAL

compact electronic timer for
posures, 1 sec. to 1 min.

METER—

interval

ex¬

Write For Literature

ANSON RESEARCH COMPANY
4337 Clybourne

e
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Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16
Complete
with
Synchronous
Motor
and Base

ordinary and actually painted a canvas
by means of his camera. This all-toorare product is simply the result of the
creative and imaginative use of light to
enhance the colors and forms inherent
in the chosen subject. I once sat through

a slide show and was amazed to hear
the commentator refer to a few rare
transparencies as “mood pictures,” as if
this were some exceptional category that
he had chosen to include in his presenta¬
tion. In the medium of painting all pic-

COMPACT DOLLY FOR SHOOTING IN "TIGHT" PLACES
By

ARTHUR

G.

KRIENKE

Star Information Films, Plainfield, N. J.

Includes
Installation
and
Case
Permits Continuous Run of
400

ft.,

16mm

Film

Ideal
for
newsreel
work,
shooting
wrestling
matches, prizefights, foolball games, etc.
200 ft.
daylight loading spool may be used in the 400
ft. magazine.
100 ft. spool can be used in the
camera without removing external magazine.
See your Bolex dealer or write for
full information.
Ask about our
Rack-Over, Camera Base and Syn¬
chronous Motor.
TOIEDO
1309

Milburn

CINE

ENGINEERING

,

Toledo 6

Ave.

Ohle

RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE
Rents . . . Sells . . . Exchanges

Everything

many excellent devices are
available to facilitate camera place¬
ment, a serious gap exists, particularly
in the non-theatrical film field, where
the weight and size of professional cam¬
era equipment in severely cramped
areas becomes an annoying problem. All
"oo often the producer of narrow gauge
Tims is required to shoot on locations
where space is at a premium.
What is necessary, then, is a mobile
"amera mount capable of supporting
a camera at the average working
heights; which can be raised or lowered
with a minimum effort; rolled about
easily; permits moving the camera be¬
tween laboratory benches and the like;
does not clutter fffor space; and can
pass easily through a 28-inch doorway.
The camera stand pictured below does
all of these things- It was constructed
to meet these very requirements. It pro¬
vides lens heights 3914 to 80 inches, al¬
though lens heights over 68 inches re¬
quire more care to avoid unsteadiness.
Although

You

Need

for

the

Production & Projection

Ball bearings are used throughout the
carriage which operates smooth enough
to permit the camera to he elevated dur¬
ing a take. The entire weight of the cam¬
era, tripod head, and carriage is supnorfed by spring balances, and a springloaded toggle actuates a pivoted section
of gear rack to provide a positive lock
for the carriage.
The stop screws are extendable to pro¬
vide greater security at higher camera
portions; they may be easily removed
to permit movement of the stand
through very narrow passages.
Sufficient clearance has been provid¬
ed between the tripod head and the sup¬
porting column to permit panning of
the camera through approximately 270
degrees.
The cross of the “T” base may be eas¬
ily removed to facilitate transportation
in a station wagon or small truck.
Weight of the entire stand, less camera,
tripod head and high hat is 55 lbs.

of Motion Pictures Provided
by a Veteran Organization
of Specialists
35

mm.16

mm.

Television

IN

BUSINESS SINCE

1910

729 Seventh Ave., New York

19, N. Y.

Tel.: Circle 5-5640
Cable address: RUBYCAM

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guaranteed.

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm 16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

film

making

quarters,

in

this

tight

compact

FILM DRYER

mobile

• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

borrows its vertical ele¬
vator

idea

from

mount
con-

stands,

and

provides

a

range of camera heights
from 39 Vi to 80 inches.

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.
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tures that deserve the distinction of
being called works of art are mood
paintings. A painting without that won¬
derful intangible is a picture without a
soul. Again, if we were to select one
particular element that unifies all other
elements into a specific mood impres¬
sion, we would have to name light.
With the use of light we are able to
transform a picture from a mere de¬
scriptive mirror held to nature into a
mood-evoking interpretation of nature,
to transcend superficial decoration and
prettiness and reach into the realm of
beauty.
The next basic pictorial element to be
considered in conjunction with light is
line. Let us first define the meaning of
line. In its simplest sense, it is the con¬
tours within which all figures and ob¬
jects are theoretically contained. In its
fullest sense, line is form; that is, mass
in light and shadow. Line is also deco¬
rative linear pattern, the rhythm of re¬
lated masses, and direction or thrust. In
the motion picture, line is also the pro¬
gression of movement. The value and
meaning of line are determined by its
use in conjunction with the other plastic
elements — color, space, light and
shadow.
Light is the means for delineating the
manifold expressions of line in the pic¬
torial unit. All decorative patterns and
rhythms, and the character of the line
that expresses them, are dependent upon
illumination for their definition. It is
with light and shadow that we regulate
the come and go of contours defining
masses — a definition and blending
known as lost and found. By the same
means we achieve either unification or
separation of figures or groups of figures
in space.
One of the most dramatic services
that light performs in a pictorial sense
is that of separating from the various
ingredients of a scene those elements
that must become predominant from
those that play a subordinate role. Thus,
one figure can be given dramatic prece¬
dence over another, and the setting can
be made subsidiary to the individual.
The particular manner in which we
utilize light and shadow will determine
the character of the line and its result¬
ant mass. The forms may be gently or
boldly, monumentally delineated to ex¬
press the mood inherent in a given
scene or an entire motion picture. Thus
line and light are combined to produce
a form appropriate to the nature and
subject of a picture.
(Cont'd on Pg. 566)

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

ONE

FROM
CAMERAS

SOURCE

LIGHTING

EDITING

MITCHELL

Mole Richardson

Moviolas • Rewinders

16mm

Bardwell McAlister

Tables • Splicers

35mm Standard

Colortran

Viewers (CECO)

35mm Hi-Speed

Century

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

Cable

GRIP EQUIPMENT

BELL & HOWELL

Spider Boxes

Parallels •

Standard ♦ Eyemo * Filmo

Bull Switches

ARRIFLEX

10 Amps 110V AC 5000W-

16mm • 35mm

2000W-750W

WALL
35mm single system

Scrims • Flags

Strong ARC-Trouper

Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

CECO Cone lites

SOUND EQUIPMENT

(shadowless lite)

Magnasync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder

Gator Clip lites

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm .

16/35mm

Mole Richardson Booms and

Barn Doors
Diffusers

Combination

Dimmers

AURICONS

Reflectors

Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to

all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer •

Ladders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

FRANK

DOLLIES

C.

ZUCKER

(Jnm€Rn €ouipm€nT (o.

Fearless Panoram
Cinemobile (CRAB)
Platform • Western
3 Wheel Portable

Dept. A-

315 W. 43rd

9-19

(INEKAD JUNIOR TRIPOD DOLLY
Used

Nationally

by

Discriminating

Cameramen

This 3-Wheel Collapsible
Tripod Dolly Is . . .
especially designed
venient
the

mobility

to

of

meet the demand

cameras

on

for

location

con¬

or

in

professional

or

studio.

Dolly

can

semi-pro

be

tripod.

used
The

with

any

tripod

is

fastened

firmly

to

the dolly by a clamp at each leg tip. The special
individual
to

caster locking

system

makes it possible

lock either two or three wheels

position,
line

enabling

for rolling

dolly

to

track

in
in

a

parallel

a

straight

shots.

Dolly folds quickly into a single compact, easyto-carry
14

unit,

23

inches

in

length,

weighing

lbs.
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Gui&kacL
DESIGNERS

AND

ENGINEERING COMPANY
763 Tenth Avenue,

MANUFACTURERS

OF

New York, N.Y.

EQUIPMENT

FOR

MOTION

•

PLaza 7-3511

PICTURES

AND

T.V.

OUTSTANDING COLOR PRINTS FROM NEW EASTMAN 5269 DUPING STOCK

Electronic or Optical Sound Printing Optional
6039 Hollywood Blvd.

TELEFILM
INCORPORATED
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An extremely important consideration
that can be accented only with the con¬
trolled use of light and shadow is the
quality of line in a given composition
—whether it is restful and horizontal or
dynamic with either vertical or diagonal
direction; whether it is undulating, or
rigid, or fiercely staccato, or straight
and powerful in thrust. The factor of
movement of line and mass in space is,
of course, far more complex in the mo¬
tion picture than in any other pictorial
medium. Consequently, the employment
of light to define and interpret these
progressions and shifting relationships
becomes a fine art in itself.
The final basic element in the crea¬
tion of a picture is space. Since space
results from the arrangement of color
and mass, and since this arrangement is
the function of composition, we will con¬
sider space under the heading of compo¬
sition. The purpose of composition is
the final unification of all pictorial ele¬
ments into an aesthetically satisfying
whole. Composition is both two-dimen¬
sional and three-dimensional; that is,
it is the relationship of pictorial ingre¬
dients up and down and from side to
side upon a single flat plane, and also
backward and forward in deep space.
For achieving relationships in space
we must rely to a great degree upon
light. Under flat illumination there is
little or no depth. For the illusion of
deep space, intervals of light, of accent
and unaccent, will achieve more than
mechanical perspective. One can easily
realize the function of light and shadow
in establishing the three-dimensional re¬
lationships, rhythms, and thrusts that
make up space-composition. In order to
pull some objects forward and push

others back in space we must employ
light in conjunction with scale. The use
of aerial perspective—that natural phe¬
nomenon by which distant objects are
rendered less distinct by a degree of
haziness—was one of the most sig¬
nificant discoveries in the development
of realism in painting. This atmospheric
quality is light functioning to keep ob¬
jects on their proper plane, and should
be understood as such by the photog¬
rapher who tends to demand that all
elements of a picture be equally sharp.
Incisiveness and atmospheric diffusion
are of equal value when creatively em¬
ployed to produce a style most appro¬
priate to the character and mood of a
selected subject.
The final result of a successful compo¬
sition in a painting is balance, ranging
from the conventional to the unusual.
This is equally true in the motion pic¬
ture; but because of its unique kinetic
nature it is capable of radical depart¬
ures or apparent violations without loss
of over-all balance. Deliberate un-bal¬
ance for dramatic emphasis can be safely
utilized in the motion picture, for here
we are dealing with continuity of move¬
ment where all balance need not be con¬
tained within a single frame, but can
find its ultimate resolution in subse¬
quent frames. It is possible to achieve
such an effect with one or more plastic
means, and in an especially dramatic
fashion with light alone.
In all the various categories of compo¬
sition and their variations light per¬
forms an incontestable function. The
procedure is to select the composition
most suitable to express a given scene,
or determine the compositional pattern
to which a landscape most naturally con¬

forms, then either to arrange the illumi¬
nation or wait for the proper natural
light that will best define the selected
composition.
The compositional significance of
light is two-fold. It operates as an indi¬
vidual plastic unit capable of function¬
ing as a design element in itself, and it
is a means for integrating all other
plastic elements into a unified composi¬
tional whole.
In design, as in drama, there are two
important principles—rhythm and con¬
trast. First there is the rhythm of likes
—color with color, line with line, mass
with mass, light with light. Then there
is the rhythm of dissimilar elements. It
is the function of light to define all these
individual rhythms and bring them into
effective
relationship
with
other
rhythms. In the creation of contrast,
light operates with shadow to produce
that chi aroscuro that is so powerful in
the paintings of Rembrandt, in the the¬
ater, and on the screen. Since the prin¬
ciple of all contrast is a combination of
variety with unity, it is the prime func¬
tion of light in the motion picture to
develop pictorial and dramatic variety
within the pictorial and dramatic unity
so essential to a complete work of cre¬
ative cinematography.
It has been said that light is to a pic¬
ture what the tenor is to an opera. That
it becomes the visual focus point in a
picture is certainly true. It is the deter¬
mining factor in pictorial mood. Set in
the key dictated by the mood require¬
ments of the film, it is used throughout
in conjunction with all other plasticmeans to sustain and reinforce in visual,
as well as dramatic, terms the predomi¬
nant mood of the motion picture.

SHOOTING COLOR FILM UNDERGROUND
(Continued from Page 537)

threatened to ruin the microphone, or
there were echoes so powerful that they
rendered the original sound ineffectual.
It required a great deal of testing, of
placing of microphones, and choosing
the right type of blasts to obtain accept¬
able recordings.
Moving around the mine from one
location to another involved loading our
gear into large foot lockers, piling it
into ore cars, rustling up an engineer
with engine to pull the cars, then travel¬
ing down miles of narrow-gauge track
to the main shaft. Here we’d unload
the equipment, put it on a cage, and
then move up or down to the next level.
After shooting was completed, we went
through the whole operation again—in
reverse. And all the time there was the
incessant dripping of water from the
566
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ceilings, cold drafts and hot drafts, dust,
water, blast smoke and humidity.
The shooting script called for footage
of the new underground shaft that is
being drilled by the company as part
of a multi-million dollar expansion
project to locate new ore. At the time,
the shaft had been extended to 5,460
feet below the ground level of the city
of Lead. Our crew and equipment de¬
scended by mine cage to the 4850-foot
level, then traveled a mile via the
mine’s narrow-gauge railway to the
edge of the new shaft.
Here lights,
cameras and other equipment were
placed on another cage and lowered to
within 60 feet of the bottom of the new
shaft. At this depth, moisture condensa¬
tion became a serious problem. The
cool air that prevailed caused camera
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lenses to fog badly. In subsequent shoot¬
ing, we avoided this by storing the
cameras overnight in a power-substation
at the 4850-foot level. This conditioned
them against sudden humidity changes.
To get enough photographic light at
the scene of shooting, two Senior floods
and two spots were lowered by ropes
and suspended just out of camera range.
The cables were plugged into the Colortran Converters, which were turned up
as high as they would go. Max Howe,
riding the ore bucket, descended to the
bottom of the shaft to take a light read¬
ing; he decided to shoot at f/1.4 with
a wide-angle lens, with the illumination
reading 3500 degrees K. (He felt that
the excess blue that would result in the
color film would add a striking pic(Continued on Page 568)
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SPECIALS FROM OUR QUARTER MILLION
DOLLAR STOCK
NICE
SURPLUS
EYEMO
35mm
CAMERAS—
SENSATIONALLY LOW PRICED with 2" lens
from $124.50; some less lens.$
99.50
SPIDER TURRET EYEMOS, less lens, from.
395.00
B&H 200' 35mm MAGAZINES (can be con¬
verted to 16mm .
29.50
NEW TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping,
$30 value .
16.95
CINE SPECIAL 11 w/fl .9 Ektar, few months
old, like new .
695.00
CINE
SPECIAL
BLIMP
w/Ceco
Syncmotor,
Mitchell type viewfinder, follofocus, W/A
adapter. Reconditioned
$700 value.
444.00
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, 16mm neg/posreversal. Include refrigeration; temperature
controls,recirculation;
airpump,stainless
steel construction. Like new. 2595.00
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, used, excellent.... 2175.00
16MM PREVIEW MOVIOLAS ULPVCS,
large
ll"xl4" picture, composite sound and sep¬
arate soundhead. Rebuilt like new. 1895.00
HALLEN B22 SYNC MAGNETIC 17'/,mm Re¬
corder, 2 position mixer, monitor speaker,
headphones,
mike.
$1995.00
orig.,
ex¬
cellent .
495.00
MAURER BM 16mm Recording System compl.,
Mag,
Noise
Reduction,
Mike,
Amplifier,
Power Supply. Good condition. 1995.00
CLOSE
OUT SALE — NEUMADE STORAGE
RACKS & CABINETS — SLIGHTLY USED
& NEW
MM-102 CABINETS—hold
100-400' 16mm
reels, 72" high x 28’/," wide x 11"
deep.
Regularly $195.00.
Used .
99.50
MM-1 84 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels. 72" high x 48" wide x 11" deep.
Regularly $330.00.
Used .
149.50
BRAND
NEW
RK-102
RACKS—hold
1021000' 35mm reels (over 200 16mm) 78"
high x 41" wide x 12" deep. Regu¬
larly $165
87.50
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
recond.
995.00
ARRIFLEX Ballhead Tripod, like new.
129.50
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg/pos. Developer.
Includes
airpump,
drain
pump,
stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape.$ 975.00
ARRIFLEX 11
35mm CAMERA, 3 lenses,2
magazines; mattebox: compl. 1195.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm BLIMP (Cinekad) w/follow
focus .
995.00
BELLHOWELL 70DA 16mm CAMERA, 3 lenses,
turret viewfinder and case.
295.00
MITCHELL STANDARD 35mm TRACKING CAM¬
ERA . Single lens mount, 115V syncmotor
(16 fps), footage counter. Reconditioned. ..
995.00
MAURER CAMERA OUTFIT w/2 magazines,
2 motors (12V & 1 10V sync) lens, battery
and cases. Good . 2395.00
B&H 35mm
FILM
PERFORATOR
w/negative
punch
and
die.
Good
condition,
$4000
value
..._.
1250.00
DOLLY
TRACK
with
connectors,
5'-10'-15'
lengths,
per ft.
4.95
With self-leveling screws, per ft.
4.95
$50,000 POSITIVE COLOR OPTICAL PRINTER
at tremendous sacrifice to settle estate. In¬
cludes 2 color cameras, 16mm and 35mm,
also 35mm proiection head, all with pilot
pins,
1000W
lamphouse,
automatic filter
changers,
magazines,
assembled
for op¬
eration ._.. 7500.00
HOLMES 16mm ARC PROJECTOR w/rectifier,
55 watt amplifier, pedestal, 2 speakers,
good condition .
495.00
MOVIOLAS, 16mm and 35mm PICTURE ONLY,
recond.
395.00

TRADES TAKEN.
Phone PL 7-0440 Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202
FRIED (Hollywood)
16mm Continuous contact sound
and picture printer. Similar pedestal mount to Bell
& Howell. Prints at main sprocket, thus assuring
good
registration.
Prints picture only and sound
track only, but not composite picture and sound.
Manual shutter with 11
light changes. Removable
filter holder for color. For Sale. CINE PRODUC¬
TIONS, INC., P.O. Box 199, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico.
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WANTED

BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomar 16; Cine Specials all models,- Bell & Howell
70-DR,
Bolex H-16; Used
16mm.
Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two
12"
speakers,
$250.00;
Used
16mm.
B.&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" Ft 1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00; Used
16mm.
Ampro.
Compact sound
proj.,
sound and
silent
speeds, 2" F: 1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C.,
179 W. Madison St., Chicago

2, III.

YE

OLDE

AND

S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH

COMPANY

Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing
Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP
3

SUPPLY

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

ACCESSORIES

EOU1PMENT

IT—

WE ALSO TRADE OR TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440

MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

CAMERA

BUY

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS

TRADING POST—IF WE DON’T
WE’LL SELL FOR YOU!

SR Multistrobs, '/2 price. Cine life, new, $300.00.
Used RCA sound camera with lenses $395.00. Bell
and Howell 16-35mm Pro Splicer. Colortran, Cinevoice,
Polecats
for
sale
or
rental.
Cine
Voice
carry carts,
$14.95.
Immediate delivery on TV,
production equipment from Upper Midwest's only
movie
supply
house.
CENTURY CAMERA
SALES,
22
South
7th
Street,
Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Phone FE 8-5857.

16 MM HOUSTON-K-14
.
.
.
developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Newmade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets. 35mmxl000 film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont
Ave., New York 57, New York.
SPLICERS—2 BELL & HOWELL PEDESTAL TYPE AUTO¬
MATIC SPLICERS.
Model #10 Exchange Type with
double width Service Tables, Inspection lights and
1 set rewinds each.
Recently reconditioned.
Fullhole lap splice 156 wide.
Unusually good condi¬
tion.
$650.00 each, fob Kansas City, Mo.
A. V.
CAUGER SERVICE, INC., 10922 Winner Road, Inde¬
pendence, Missouri.

All Types Used
a Splicer to a

From

or

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot

Send

FLORMAN

Equipment
Complete Studio

& BABB

Cash

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York

68 West 45th Street

WANTED
PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT,

LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT,

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN¬
GLE

ITEMS

TO

COMPLETE

STUDIOS.

TRADES

AC¬

CEPTED.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

Circle 6-0930

New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
Mitchell

-— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

N.Y.

TV WANTS YOUR FILM
PRECISION

Maqnetic
Erase

-

Heads
Record

for
-

Engineers

-

Industry

Playback

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION'
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
35MM SPIDER TURRET EYEMO
with 35mm, 50mm, 75mm
lenses,
110-volt AC-DC
motor, two 400-foot magazines, alignment qauge,
magazine case, camera case, winding crank, etc.
Excellent
condition.
Bargain
at
$1395.
VICTOR
DUNCAN, 4828 Oleatha, St.
Louis 16, Missouri.
16MM
neg/reversal
processor.
HILLS
demonstrator.
Above average condition.
Extra tanks. Nitrogen gas
agitation system. High speed-high temp. Valued at
$7500.00.
Sacrifice
at
big
discount.
Available
soon. Write HAROLDS Photo & TV, Sioux Falls, S.D.
J

Hollywood TV Producer will buy or lease good action
16mm film of foreign countries suitable for exciting
travel
program.
Color preferred.
Sports,
danger,
spectacular
subjects
regardless
of
length.
Write
stating subjects in detail, footage and also price.
Write Box 1248, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WANTED—Army
motion
picture
combat
camera—
Cunningham 35mm magazines (200 foot capacity).
GUNST, 1187 University Avenue, New York 52, N.Y.

POSITIONS WANTED
NEGRO—Catholic,
newsreel,
ing,

16mm

titling,

5 STAINLESS steel tanks, 35x20x4. Asking $125.00 for
the lot. GROSS MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTIONS,
2424 South 2nd Street, Philadelphia 48, Penna.

WE

BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect.
Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED

CINE Special
Series
I.
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WE BUY old 35mm silent prints, 16mm art, others.
Also sell. STUDIOS, Box 382, Lima 4, Ohio.

35mm

editing,

MALCOLM

light¬
MYERS,

Louis 3, Missouri.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114

E.

8th

Ave.,

Denver 3,

Colo.

TAbor

5-2812

SOUND
RECORDING
at
a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairviev
Avenue,

American Cinematographer

cameraman,

productions,

projectionist.

3424 Clark Ave., St.

DEBRIE 35mm motion picture camera. Zeiss-Tessar
lens, Bell & Howell tripod.
Good working order,
about
35
years
old.
Both
$125.00.
SAMUEL
SCHULMAN, New Hope, Penna.

ARRIFLEX-16 with 3 Schneider lenses and carrying
case. Like new $1,775.00. SAMUEL KRAVITT, 763
Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

also

experienced
color

Lomita,

Calif.

DAvenport

6-4925.

(Continued, on Next Page )
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Classified Ads

SHOOTING COLOR FILM
(Continued from Page 566)

(Continued, from Preceding Page)
FOOTAGE

FOR

SALE

ARGENTINA—Any footage in B&W or color w/Spectra,
in 35mm., with anamorphic lens 1:2 compression,
C'S frame.
Address: DUCLOUT, Lavalle 376, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Mt. Vernon, Arlington, Cherry
Blossoms; 1500-ft. original color 16mm; never used.
JOHN MOYER, Chicago Museum, Chicago 5, III.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
HIGHWAY traffic scenes from car, Illinois, Wisconsin;
16mm
color
or
B&W
Tornados-Hail-Floods-Train
Wrecks.
I
have tape
recorder.
Northern
Illinois
Accident & Safety Photographer.
JIM SEYMOUR,
115 N. Main Street Crystal, Lake, Illinois.

In our classified columns you’ll
find two outstanding opportuni¬
ties:
. . . I—To buy an item of much
needed equipment at an attrac¬
tive price,
. . . 2—Opportunity to dispose
of items you no longer need; to
sell your servicesor to make
known your needs in our “want¬
ed" columns.
Classified

advertising

rates

are surprisingly low.

torial effect to the rugged rock sur¬
faces.)
Howe made the shot while roped to
a plank set on the steel bridging, and
with the camera tied securely to a steel
girder. The 200 volts fed to the lamps
burned them all out in about three
minutes, but that was all the time Howe
needed to get the scenes on film.
Fourteen days and 2500 feet of film
after shooting first began, the assign¬
ment was completed and our equipment
hoisted to the surface for transporta¬
tion back to the studio. The cold light
of the outside world clearly showed the
deterioration that our equipment had
suffered while in the depths of the mine.
Everything that was made of iron or
steel or had these metals in their struc¬
ture was badly rusted. Everything made
of aluminum, such as lamp reflectors,
etc., was bent and scratched; light
cables were water-logged; and there
was mud and rock dust in everything.
Only our cameras came through the
ordeal relatively undamaged, due to the
meticulous daily servicing and inspec¬
tion that was given them.
The Forney Films’ crew to a man
now consider themselves something in
the way of specialists, both as miners
and film makers. The job was a fas¬
cinating one—and a valuable experi¬
ence even for veterans in the field of
industrial movies.

Just 1 Oc a word when your

NEW BLIMP

ad is set like this:
AURICON Pro CM71

and EIF View Finder,

(Continued from Page 540)

cases and related equipment barely used.

Or 1 5c per word when text
is set in all capitals, like this:
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT,
LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT, EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm.

Or 90c per line when text is
set in boldface, like this: (Note:
This style is limited to headline
and signature lines only.)
1 YEAR OLD & STILL GOING
HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST STORE

Send ad copy accompanied by
remittance to cover payment to
American

Cinematographer,

1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Closing date for
copy is 15th of month preceding
issue date.

568

•

American

Cinematographer

ported by rubber bumpers. This opera¬
tion takes but a minute and requires no
tools.
The outstanding feature of the Arri¬
flex camera—that which permits sight¬
ing and focusing through the taking
lens, even while the camera is running,
is unhampered by addition of the
blimp. This is accomplished by means
of an ingenious optical system, which
utilizes the detachable eyepiece of the
camera on the outside of the blimp. A
roof prism “elbow” for the optical sys¬
tem of the camera cover, is included
with the blimp. Incidentally, Arriflex
16 cameras made before 1956, which do
not have the divisible eyepieces, cannot
be used with the new blimp.
Follow-focus control is maintained
from the outside of the blimp at two
different positions: 1) at the rear of
camera, permitting the cameraman him¬
self to operate it; and 2), at a point
near the left front side of the blimp,
beneath the large window, through
which the lens focusing scales are vis¬

•

September,

1956

ible, and usually handled by an assis¬
tant.
The lens in taking position is
easily coupled to the exterior focusing
mechanism by simply engaging a rub¬
ber-covered finger between the followfocus grips of the lens. Thus the camera
lenses need not be provided with ex¬
ternal gears, as is customary with other
blimps.
In fact, nothing at all is
changed or disturbed on the camera
itself when used with the blimp.
An adjustable bellows-type leather
mattebox protects the front window
from oblique light, which might cause
unwanted reflections reaching the tak¬
ing lens.
When the Arriflex 16 camera is util¬
ized with the blimp, a geared footage
counter must be attached to the motor.
A small window at rear of the blimp
permits observation of this counter and
another shows the tachometer.
Three small lamps are provided in¬
side the blimp to illuminate the controls.
Two are always “on” when blimp is
connected and these illuminate the
geared footage counter and tachometer.
The third lamp, mounted above the
camera turret, is only “on” when pres¬
sure switch on front outside of camera
is depressed.
There is a pulsating pilot light lo¬
cated over the finder tube, and this
continues to flash as long as the camera
is running.
A protected ON-OFF switch and a
six-contact power receptacle are flushmounted on the rear of the blimp. A
tape-measure hook is also provided in
the exact focal plane of the camera.
While completely unnecessary with the
Arriflex 16 camera—it is so much easier
to focus the lens critically on the bright
groundglass lens with its 10-X magnifi¬
cation— this tape-measure hook is a
concession to long-established cinema¬
tographic practice.
Total weight of the Arri 16 blimp
with matte box is 55 pounds. With
camera, three lenses, sync motor, and
400-ft. magazine with torque motor the
net weight is 70 pounds. It is scheduled
to be displayed at the forthcoming
SMPTE convention in Los Angeles next
month.

The Motion Picture Association of
America reports that the proportion of
color films to all films made in the U. S.
during 1955 dropped for the first time
since color first became a factor in fea¬
ture film production.
Report shows that there were 154
color features produced last year, or
50.5% of a total of 305 pictures that
received the Production Code Seal. In
1954, there were 176 color films, or
58.1%-—an all-time high for the in¬
dustry.

BUT GENERAL USE OF ARCS FOR
"PHOTOGRAPHY AT NIGHT"AND STUDIO
PORTRAITS CAME IN 1876-78, AFTER
THE DYNAMO MADE AN ADEQUATE
POWER SUPPLY AVAILABLE.

&AYON NIGHTSCENE,
MODERN WIDE -SCREEN PRODUCTIONS
OFTEN CALL FOR UNUSUAL COVERAGE.
ONLY MODERN ARCS CAN SUPPLY
THE EXTRA DEPTH AND
DEFINITION REQUIRED.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC... NOTHING BRIGHTER
UNDER THE SUN
) HIM.
The term "National" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Sales Offices.- Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

16mm Color Prints
on the New EK Positive Stock
through an Intermediate Negative Stage

shoot on commercial Kodachrome
prepare on A & B rolls

—

furnish

with negative A-wind sound track

make a color-correct® negative
incorporating all effects,
and 16mm color release prints

■ LOWER-COST prints
■ BETTER color
■ PROTECTS your original footage
■ COLOR CONTROL complete in one labor¬
atory with a new Arri installation

For information and price list,
write, phone or wire

byren
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

laboratory
Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES . . . COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PROCESSING AND PRINTING
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• Method for Syncing the Pre-scored Playback
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35c
FOREIGN 45c
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MODEL 16ARC15 • 16mm COLOR PROCESSOR

IT’S EASY NOW!

16mm Anscochrome Labmaster
The world’s leading specialists in complete
systems engineering, introduce the very
newest, the very finest—the Model 16ARC15
Anscochrome Processor. A continuous proc¬
essing unit, it simplifies 16mm color film
handling; is time saving and easy to operate.
So compact it’s measured in inches. So
designed to require only routine service.
SPECIAL FEATURES: Doubles in black &
white and reversal operation. Daylight
operating 7-15FPM. • Laminated fibreglas

chemical resistant construction. • Dry box
temperature control from 0% to 100% in
1% increments • Infra-red heat from
unbreakable steel strip heaters. • Unbreak¬
able Cycolac spools and Pyrex glass ball
bearings.* • Exclusive Houston Fearless
clutch drive eliminates film breakage. • Built
in refrigeration for first developer, bleach,
second developer and hypo temperature
control. • 220 V. 60 cycle single phase
power; 1600 lbs. wt.
HOUSTON FEARLESS

11801 West Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles 64. Calif., U.S.A.
Please send complete details on Model 16ARC15
Anscochrome Labmaster.

Title

Name

Company or Facility

‘AVAILABLE NOW! Cycolac spools with Pyrex ball
bearings for existing film processing equipment.

Division of
Color Corporation
of America

Address
C«ty

Zone

State or Country

I

it

The Latest and Most Versatile

CRAB HYDROLLY

LIBERAL
PAYMENT PLAN
AVAILABLE
Completely maneuverable to all angles with instant ease; many
exclusive advantages found in no other dolly.

Easy rolling dual wheels of highest quality — choice of pneumatic
or live rubber. Rigid floor locks.

Dual wheel steering for both crab and conventional back steering.

Two adjustable seats for cameraman and assistant.

Smooth and noiseless hydraulic boom arm raising and lowering
actuated by fingertip control.

All hydraulic and other equipment installed is original and of
the finest quality and make in the hydraulic field.

Quick and noiseless operation reduces costly waste of set-up time.

A hi-hat for added height when required.

Horizontal leveling device with adjustable vertical leveling arm
to keep camera level in any position.

Streamlined and sturdily constructed of welded steel and alumi¬
num for stability, ruggedness and perfect balance.

Allows director wider range of camera angles for dramatic effects.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS WRITE FOR BROCHURE.
%

JOHN CLEMENS

REG. U. S. RAT. OfF;

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348
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ON THE COVER

CONSOLIDATED
FILM INDUSTRIES

ASSISTED by his attractive wife, naturalist-photographer Robert Cran¬
dall uses a Cine-Special with a 16-inch focal length telephoto lens on
giant extension tube to film a close shot of an ant colony in the desert
for a scene in Walt Disney’s True Life Adventure feature, “Secrets
of Life.”

Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700

■ ■■■■■■■■I
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Multiple Mitchell Cameras on Mobile Turret at U. S. Naval Air Missile Test Center,

Point Mugu, Calif. Seventeen 35

CAMERA BECOMES BASIC RESEARCH TOOL
Vital Projects Now Heavy Users of Motion Picture
Cameras With Flexible Performance Range

Accelerated project work has today put increased
demands upon motion picture equipment. Because of
the need for a camera which can perform under a
broad range of research and development require¬
ments, the Mitchell Camera has today become the
standard basic motion picture camera used in proj¬
ects in this country and abroad.

200 Mitchell Cameras, mostly high-speed
models, are in use here at White Sands Provmg Ground, New Mexico.

Mitchell Telephoto Tracking Camera in use
at Air Force Missile Test Center, Cape Cana¬
veral, Florida.

Powered Tracking Mount has Mitchell Cameras; over 50 Mitchells are used at U S Naval
Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, Calif.

One of 12 Mitchell cameras used to track
missiles at Holloman Air Development Center,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

No other single camera can be used so flexibly,
under such extreme filming conditions, and for such
a broad range of cinematography as can a Mitchell
Camera. In one location, alone, 200 Mitchell 35mm
and 16mm cameras are now in use at White Sands
Proving Ground.
Write today on your letterhead for information
on the Mitchell Camera line.

THIS

15
JUST
THE
BEGINNING
OF

16 MM!

Talk was that other film sizes than 16mm could
do better jobs in the industrial, educational
and commercial fields.

Not while there is a film laboratory like
Precision, bringing 16mm to the peak of
perfection. In fact, we are demonstrating daily
that 16mm can do more—and better—things
in movies than have been done before.

Precision Film Laboratories developed
unique equipment to realize the fullest
potentialities in 16mm, such as the optical track
printer; timing, fades, dissolves, scene-to-scene
color corrections, invisible splicing without notching
originals; direct electric printing and many others.

No, 16mm is just beginning. Depend on it for
your next film project and, of course, depend on
Precision to do exactly the right job in
bringing life and sparkle to the best of your
production efforts.

you’ll see

and hear

p R
FILM
21
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LABORATORIES,
46th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC.

In

everything, there

is

one

best

in film

processing, it’s

Precision

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER

NEW

A complete sound system that Weighs only
27 lbs! Features high gain "long-shot’'
microphone channel. Dialog equalization
for "speech-music" selection. Self-con¬
tained playback system for "film-direct"
monitor. Famous Magnasync "synkinetic"
precision film transport. High speed rewind,
sync speed reverse and fast forward. Con¬
venient arrangement for "sync marking."
Footage counter, extended capacity arms,
"quick-detach" mount for special motors.
Unconditionally guaranteed! . .$895.00

ARRIFLEX
16
The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00

Magnasync M-8 speaker, amplifier, and
accessory case.$97.50
4-position mixer, high level mixing w'4^"
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $375.00

Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . .
$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15 ampere fuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
light control.$198.50

PRECISION
SOUND
READERS

SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
amphere fuse.$265.00
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus4stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25
Made by Precision Laboratories . . . your guarantee of
the finest in sound editing instruments. Simple thread¬
ing .. . polished stabilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage film. Film rollers
machined to conform with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . . precision ground
shafts ... dimensions 6" x 6" x 7J£."

AURIC0N PR0-600

Amplifier: 117 volts — 60 cycle — AC. Power output —
4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V speaker . . . safety fused
. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy
duty cord.
Optical Model 600 — 16mm and 35mm
Magnetic Model 700 — 16mm,

X

.

.

$185.00

16mm
CINE-VOICE

16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self - blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

17.5 mm, 35 mm and

inch.$198.00

AURIC0N CINE-VOICE

Optical-Magnetic Model 800 - 16mm, 35mm and

popular-priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound projecter. Single-lens model.
New.$695.00
Used.$495.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

^ inch.$259.50

West's Largest Selection
Budget Terms Available

AURIC0N “SUPER-1200”
16mm sound - on - film
camera (self-blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for”C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

AURIC0N PAN-TILT profes¬
sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

AURIC0N PRO-200. Was $1,495.00 - Now - Used $995.00

Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

45 KEARNY AT MAIDEN LANE • EXBROOK 2-7348 • SAN FRANCISCO 8, CALIFORNIA

New

PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR

Adjustable wood BABY TRIPOD
•for Prof. Jr. friction
PACKAGED LIGHTING WITH
and geared heads

studio lighting in a suitcase
FAMOUS

Has substantial shoe and spur.

“controlled
Measures from

floor to flange

action"
SMALL GYRO

i

TRIPOD

25" extended —1 7
collapsed

Two speeds—slow and fast
—for both panning and tilting.
Helps you capture fine scenic views
^
and fast-moving sports events. Espe¬
cially recommended for 16mm Mitchell,
16mm Maurer, B & H Eyemo
and similar cameras.
n

Imagine being able to use two 5000 watt units
on a 30 amp. fuse — COLOR-TRAN will do it!
Kit contains 2 light heads, 2 Superior stands and
proper size COLOR-TRAN converter to match.
Packed in compact case.

Write for COLOR-TRAN Catalogue.

Senior Kit

$265.00
Other style
kits available.

presto-splicer
GIVES PERMANENT SPLICE
IN

STOP MOTION MOTOR

lO

SECONDS!

ELECTRIC
FOOTAGE TIMER

FOR CINE KODAK SPECIAL
Runs forward or reverse, 110
AC synchronous motor with frame
counter. May be run continuously
or for single frames. Camera
mounts without special tools.

Also available — Stop Motion
Motors for 16mm—35mm B & H,
Mitchell and other professional
cameras.

Dual model for both 16mm
and 35mm.
Large white num¬
erals on black background. Accu¬
rate reset dial. Switch controlled
by operator, who selects either
16mm operating at 36 feet per
minute—or 35mm operating at
90 feet per minute ... or both
in synchronization.
$95

Model R-2 for 35mm silent and souni
film. Precision construction makes it eas;
to get a dean, square splice with accur¬
Especially good for splicing magnetic
film. Butt Weld type for non-perforated

Single model, either 16mm or
35mm

or perforated film.
70mm.

16mm, 35mm or
on

ate hole spacing.
order.

Nothing to get out ol

ctAC

Also Bell & Howell 8mm, 16mm and
35mm Hot Splicers and B & H Labora¬

16mm or 35mm model
for perforated film.

• 9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field) Lenses
available in mounts for all 35mm Motion Picture Cameras * PHOTO RESEARCH
Color Temperature Meters * Electric Footage Timers * Neumade and Hollywood
Film Co. cutting room equipment * Griswold and B. & H. Hot Splicers • DOLLIES
• Bardwell-McAllister, Mole Richardson, Century & Colortran Lighting Equipment
Complete Line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras
W-8-2
Prices subject to change icithout notice

tory model Foot Splicer.

FRANK

C.

TUCKER

(Jflm^Rfl €ouipm€in (6.
315 West 43rd Street,^ New York 36, N.
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a
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now

features
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tripod
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removable head,
ovements:
method with easily
underneath camera

telescoping

Adjustable

shorter or

longer to suit
sockets

Additional P°"
reverse tilt.

struction

Larger gripP'n9
tilt and pan ,oc
od ,o cos, a lo, more
rrise—-THERE
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more

improved

You won't want to be

Professional Junior

SEARED HEAD
interchangeable with
Friction Head on

New Professional Junior Adjustable wood

BABY TRIPOD
—for friction and geared Heads
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures from floor to flange 25" extended—

same tripod.
17" collapsed.
High-Hat Low Mount Available
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News briefs about the A.S.C.

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

equipment, salient feature of which is
its electronic viewing system.
•

•

•

John MacBurnie, ASC, a director of
photography at Republic Studios for the
past twenty years, died of a heart attack
September 24. For the past three years
he has photographed most of Revue Pro¬
ductions' TV film series, which are pro¬
duced on the Republic lot.
•

•

•

THE

omen
ON THE
WORLD'S FASTEST WIDE
ANGLE LENS
THE ELGEET ASPHERIC

1 2mm FI .2 WIDE ANGLE LENS
Signifying the ultimate in optical ad¬
vancement . . . the
Golden
Band,
regally displayed on each Golden
Navitar . . . becomes your assurance
of incomparable photographic results.
For years, optical scientists have pon¬
dered over the means to faster speed
in lenses . . . without the sacrifice of
quality. The search has finally been
brought to an end with this magnificent
lens, that incorporates the first massproduced aspheric surface . . . offer¬
ing not only unsurpassed speed but
unmatched sharpness over the entire
picture area. This 12mm f/l.2 wide
angle lens for 16mm movie cameras
now makes obsolete all other wide
angle lenses. Nominated by all for
distinctive achievement
in photog¬
raphy . . . the Elgeet Golden Navitar.

• 9 elements • Performs magnificently at
higher apertures • Photographs color
brilliantly in "available light" • Resolves
perfectly to the very edges of the film
• 66% faster than f!\.5 lens • Covers
4V2 X the area of a normal 1" lens
• Focusing from 1 foot to infinity.
Own the Lens with the Golden Band. Write for
Booklet "Aspherits and the Golden Navitar"

OPTICAL COMPANY. INC
843 SMITH ST. • ROCHESTER. N. Y
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GEORGE FOLSEY, ASC
Twenty-four years at MGM

George Folsey, ASC president, who for
twenty-four years has been one of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s top directors of
photography, was re-signed to a new
term contract by that studio last month.
Coincidentally, he was handed the as¬
signment to photograph MGM’s “Paint¬
ed Veil,” to he filmed in the Orient, and
flew to Hong Kong October 5th to scout
locations and prepare for production
shooting. Assignment marks Folsey’s
first photographic chore outside the
United States.
•

•

©

Sidney Lund, ASC, head of the Camera
Department at Universal-International,
reports that studio will shoot all future
black-and-white productions in CinemaScope, beginning October 1st.
•

•

e

Hal Mohr, ASC, was engaged by Du
Mont to direct the photography of the
initial Hollywood demonstration of its
Electronicam video-film camera system,
(described in American Cinematogra¬
pher■, May, 1955, issue), which took
place
October
1st
at
the
Para¬
mount-Sunset studio. Invited to the dem¬
onstration were members of the Screen
Directors’
Guild,
Screen
Producers’
Guild, American Society of Cinema¬
tographers, producers of television films
and the general press.
The system was used last season by
Jackie Gleason in putting his half-hour
“Honeymooners” TV show on film. Du
Mont seeks to interest both feature and
TV film producers in Hollywood in the

October, 1956

Jackson J. Rose, ASC, veteran cinema¬
tographer whose start in the business
dated back nearly 40 years, passed away
in Hollywood’s Cedars of Lebanon Hos¬
pital September 23, following a linger¬
ing illness.
Rose began his association with the
film industry as a cameraman for the
old Essanay Com¬
pany, which pro¬
duced the popular
Broncho Billy An¬
derson thrillers. He
came to Hollywood
in the early 20’s
and joined the old
Metro
Pictures
Corp.,
and
when
that company was
merged and made a
part
of
MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Rose moved to the Cul¬
ver City lot. Retiring a few years later.
Rose devoted all his time to editing and
publishing the American Cinematogra¬
pher Handbook.
He had been a member of the Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers since
its inception and over the years was
active in its management.
•

•

•

The ASC last month elected the follow¬
ing cinematographers to active member¬
ship :
Torben Johnke, New York City, who
has been a free-lance cameraman in the
New York area since 1948.
Mr. Jess Kizis, also of New York,
who has specialized in photography of
sports events, hasn’t missed a World’s
Series or Kentucky Derby since 1927.
Ralph Woolsey, Van Nuys, Calif., a
free-lance cameraman since 1947, now
actively engaged with Wide World Pic¬
tures, Hollywood. He has also served on
the faculty of the Cinema Dept., at Uni¬
versity of Southern California.

with HI PRO-MO 16mm Sound-Oii-film Omni
william b. hartigan, NBC'S Television News Cameraman,
interviewed on his return from the frozen continent of Antarctica, said he filmed
52,000 feet of Auricon Sound-On-Film in color near the South Pole, with “Operation
Deepfreeze.”

twenty-five below zero, and blinding 100 mile-per-hour
winds were the challenging climatic conditions hurled at Cameraman and Soundcamera on this desolate, ice-covered continent at the bottom of the world.

hartigan’S auricon sound films were the first pic¬
tures of any kind to be flown to the waiting press and television news broadcasters,
telling of the hazardous life led by courageous explorers on Antarctica.

“successful performance under rigorous below-zero
conditions,” is the praise Hartigan gives his “Auricon Pro-600.” Even after his
Auricon was accidentally submerged in water, the Camera was dried out and
operated normally.

auricon dependability on “Operation Deepfreeze” is another
example of how Cameramen all over the world rely on Auricon for professional
picture and sound-track in the production of Television Newsreels, as well as Film
Commercials, Dramatic Inserts, and local Sound-Film programming.

auricon cameras are sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee. You
must be satisfied! Write for free illustrated Auricon Catalog to BERNDT-BACH, INC.,
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California. Phone Hollywood 2-0931.

MR. j. A. tanney, (left), President of S.O.S. Cinema

A

PRODUCT

Supply Corp., New York City, who supplied the Auricon Equipment
and Accessories for “Operation Deepfreeze,” discusses with
NBC’s William B. Hartigan the successful below-zero perform¬
ance of the “Auricon Pro-600” Sound-On-Film Recording Camera.

OF

BERNDT-BACH,

SOUND-ON-FILM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

INC

In

Equipment,

Accessories,

Services

Split-Apart Reels
A fast, inexpensive method of wind¬
ing film from reels to cores, or from
one core to another, is provided by the
new
CECO
Aluminum
Split-Apart
Reels, available from Camera Equip¬
ment Co., 315 West 43rd Street, New
York, N. Y.
Reels are available in 16mm and
17l,4>mm sizes in capacities of 400 and
1200 feet, and 1000-foot 35mm reels.
Prices range from $4.20 to $7.50.

New 8mm Projector
A new model of the Monterey 8mm
movie projector (the model 253-AR
DeLuxe with reverse and still picture
operation) has been announced by Bell
& Howell Co., Chicago, Ill.
New model is similar to original Mon¬
terey projector with the addition of a
reverse and still picture control. A
safety shutter protects film from heat
during still picture projection. Because
of the fixed-axis framing feature, it is
unnecessary to re-adjust the tilt when
framing.
List price is $99.95, which includes
Federal excise tax.

Mark IX Recorder
Magnasync Mfg. Co., Ltd., North
Hollywood, announces availability of its
latest improved magnetic recorder—the
Mark IX Magnaphonic, which is sched¬
uled
to
be
demonstrated
at
the
S.M.P.T.E. Convention in Los Angeles
this month.
The Mark IX is a synchronous mag¬
netic film system which features a re¬
mote control box through which the en¬
tire system may be push-button oper¬
ated, and which also incorporates a
footage counter, and switching controls
for amplifier and motor. The portable
cases are light, sturdy, aluminum alloy.

Animation Stand

processed
by
Movielab
MOVIELAB BLDG. 619 W. 54th St., N. Y. C. 19 • JUdson 6-0360

A new, low-cost animation stand,
trade-named the Tel-Animastand, is an¬
nounced by S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
Equipment is ideal for production of
Cartoons, titles and special effects by
TV stations, small film producers and
educational institutions.
Any 16mm or 35mm camera may be
mounted on its movable, counter-bal¬
anced vertical carriage. Compound table
(Continued on
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AT LAST! A FLEXIBLE
EDITING MACHINE!
(Now, on ONE editing machine,
the McAlister EDI MAC,
you can run 16 or 35 sound
with 16 or 35 picture.
It's 4 machines in 1.

\

Write for folder.)

GOOD LIGHTING JOB!
( Me A /is ter Ugh ts.
of course!
Send for catalog.)

PERFECT DOLLY SHOT!
(McAlister’s Crab Dolly, gm

A

what else.

■

3}

Write for folder.)

J- G-. McAlister I:
1117 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California

Foreign Distribution:
CINEQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL
5880 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
CINEQUIPMENT F/LMGERA TE GMBH
7 Theatinerstrasse
Munich, Germany

for the newest,
most advanced
lighting and
production equipment

ONE CAMERA

TECHNICAL

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Camerette3s
Reflex

Motion Picture Camera

Th« p*rf«ct camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both 16mm or 35mm color
or black and white.

Questions

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.

IOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 16mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
• Precise

rugged

movement

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter
• Divergent three lens turret
• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm — the

1 6mm

magazine will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

QI

am
often confronted with
the
problem of using a telephoto lens to
capture closeups of wildlife, then follow¬
ing these closeups with shots at closer
range, using the same lens. This I am
unable to do, however, because the lens
focusing mount will not extend the dis¬
tance required. I don’t want to use a
larger tele lens because such lenses are
usually too slow for color photography.
Lens extension tubes also diminish the ef¬
fective aperture. Would a portra lens
solve
my
problem?—L.M.S.,
Lansing,
Mich.

A portra lens might be the right an¬
swer. You may find, however, that an
achromatized auxiliary lens may be nec¬
essary. I have used this technique with
very satisfactory results.—Winton Hoch,
A.S.C.

QIn

the 20th Century-Fox picture,
“Rains of Ranchipur,” how were
those scenes produced that show the
waves of water engulfing the streets, with
people being overrun and inundated by
the gigantic flood of water? These scenes
appeared to be not medium shots or
closeups, nor made by rear projection or
process, but long shots of entire streets.
—J.J., Detroit, Mich.

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(TnmeRfl Couipmem (o.,mc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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The scenes referred to were made by
the traveling matt technique. By this
method, a moving object (in this case,
the wall of water) is separated from its
background and composited with an¬
other scene (in this case the street
crowded with terrified people).
Actually a great deal of pre-planning
was necessary in order to make every¬
thing come out right, ft was necessary to
build a miniature set that conformed
exactly with the full-size street. Thus, we
were able to keep the water currents, its
direction of flow and its form compat¬
ible with the characteristics of the fullscale street.
The miniature street set had to be
photographed from the same identical
angle as was the footage shot on the
full-scale street; and the flow of water on
October, 1956

the miniature set was shot at high
camera speed so that its movement and
general characteristics would approxi¬
mate that of moving water shot in full
scale.
After the full scale scenes showing the
people running and reacting to the imag¬
inary flood waters were filmed, they
were combined in the laboratory with
the scenes shot in miniature. Here the
important third step took place—that of
matte painting. The full-scale street used
had many modernistic buildings that
were inappropriate to the story locale.
These were matted out in the film and
new structures painted and double-exposed into the finished shot.
There are several methods by which
traveling mattes are made. All are much
too complicated to describe in detail
here.—Ray Kellog, Head, Special Photo¬
graphic Effects, 20th Century-Fox.

Q

Realizing that the Japanese have to
date far excelled other countries in
artistic achievement of color use in their
theatrical films, is there any explanation
as to their successful techniques? To
what extent are filters responsible for the
effects that appear extraordinarily superb
in Japanese color films
What else do the
Japanese utilize along with filters? Why
this superiority to American cinematog¬
raphy?—R.A.P., IS etc York, I\.Y.

It is impossible to answer a question
that is not a question at all but a state¬
ment expressing the reader’s personal
opinion about Japanese cinematography.
Inasmuch as the appreciation of any art
form—be it color photography, chiaroscura, oil painting, sculpture, etc.—is a
matter of one’s individual taste, reader
R.A.P. is privileged to manifest his opin¬
ion. However, if he will honestly review
the achievements of American directors
of photography—achievements resulting
from many years research and experi¬
ment—he will realize the effrontery of
his
alleged
query.—Leon
Shamroy,
A.S.C.
R.A.P.’s statements (questions?) find
no support among professional cinema¬
tographers in Hollywood. Nor does the
vote of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sceinces, which annually
awards
“Oscars”
for
outstanding
achievement in motion picture photogra¬
phy, support his claims.
As he failed to name the Japanese pro(Continued on Page 621)

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION
CHICAGO
THE STUDIO LIGHTING CO.
2212 N. HALSTED, CHICAGO 14, ILL
EST. 1919

F&B PARADE OF NEV PRODUCTS
TEWE DIRECTORS
FINDER

F&B 400'
CONVERSION
CONVERSION for 400 ft.
DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 100 ft.
camera when necessary.

PLUS ... ALL THESE BUILT-IN FEATURES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two filter holders.
Headphone jack built-in to the camera.
Cannon plugs for all sound sockets.
Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert.
New neon operating signal light.

Imported from Germany, at a New
Low Price, F&B presents the most
efficient and useful directors view¬
finder now available.
In 2 Models—The 35mm model includes scales for widescreen as well
as standard focal lengths from 25mm to 200mm and image orithicon
cameras. Masks give correct field of view for widescreen ratios as
follows:
1:1.75
1:1.85
1:2.33
1:2.55 (Cinemascope)
The 16mm models covers focal lengths from 11.5mm to 75mm.
Price $49.50 includes neck chain and leather case.
Masks— $3.95 each.

F&B LEO-LOE TRIANGLE

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .
Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled,
cleaned up and re-finished in beautiful professional black crackle
finish.
YET . . . F&B "CINEVOICE 400" IS THE LOWEST
PRICED CONVERSION AVAILABLE . . .
B&H 400' mag. $165.00
PRICE . . . $345.00

Sturdy metal triangle locks tripod legs
in position. One man can move cam¬
era, tripod and triangle. Gives absolute
safety and rigidity on wooden, compo¬
sition, concrete, metal and slippery
floors. Price $26.95

“POLECAT”

MOVIOLA TITEWIND
A New Product By A Famous Company.
Compact, Efficient Unit For 16mm, 17%mm or 35mm. Can Be Used As Regular
Rewinder,
Or
in
Combination
With
All Other Units. Includes Double-Duty
Hub For Male & Female Plastic Cores.
Immediate Delivery
$33.00

TELERAD STOPWATCH
The Only Precision Timer Completely De¬
signed to Front Time and Back Time For
Minutes and Seconds. Other Features:
8 Film Meter For 16mm & 35mm
°
Luminous Hands & Dials
8 Anti-Magnetic, Double-Cased, Dustproof,
Precision Highly Jewelled Movement
8 Split Second Timing.
List Price $89.50
Special Offer $39.75

A NEW WAY TO HOLD THINGS UP . .
PROPS - BACKGROUNDS - MIKES

ANYWHERE

F&B SPLIT REELS

. LIGHTS -

SIMPLE SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES

Without Nails or Screws - With
POLECAT is a featherweight, telescop¬
ing column of 1 V2 inch anodized alum¬
inum with an expansion spring in the
top. Adjust it once to your ceiling
height with locking collar. Then 'just
spring it in and out of place as you
please. Rubber pads top and bottom
protect ceilings and floors. POLECAT
can't be knocked over . . . and takes
less floor space than a silver dollar.

TIME . . SPACE . . MONEY . .

POLECAT

You can project, edit, synchonize, clean,
and inspect film ... on cores, without
rewinding,

by

simply

slipping them

into F&B SPLIT

REELS .

.

.

Store all your film on cores . . . reduce your storage space 50%,
without tying
film

at

a

up valuable reels .

moments

notice

.

without

. and yet be ready to use
rewinding,

without

flanges

or expensive titewinds . . . and without danger of the reel un¬
Adjust — push up — it's done

HOLDS 400 POUNDS. A perfect, mobile. ightweight support for lights.
Two POLECATS with cross p ece and fUting can be used to hold a
roll of background paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.
BROCHURE ON REQUEST

winding or the center dropping out.
400 ft 16mm Split reel
800 ft.
ft 16mm Split reel..

4.50
6 00

1200 ft 16mm Split reel.
1600 ft 16mm Split reel

. . . NEW . . . ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS FOR
1 6mm & 17V2mm MAGNETIC FILM
400 ft. 16 mm
1 200 ft. 1 6 mm
1 7 Vz mm reel . . . 50c extra

7.50
9.00

.. 8.50
12.50

F&B PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS- F&B PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS

F&B PARADE OF HEV PRODUCTS
F&B FILM CEMENT
WATCH YOUR SPLICING PROBLEMS DISAPPEAR
This new film cement took a famous chemical
laboratory fully four years to develop and perfect.
It contains a new ingredient, never before used in any formula
—which serves to make this the most efficient film cement now
on the market.
Florman & Babb invites you to write for
a free sample or place your order now
_jiimiii)
for earliest delivery.
Caution: Do not mix F&B film cement with
any other brand. The ingredients do not

F&B ^

ble"d-

, 0,
y2
1

F&B

pt.
pt.

AUTO MATIC SPLICER
for 8mm-l 6mm combination & 35mm
with the Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER!
A

PERFECT

SPLICE

EVERY TIME

The major cause of film failures is poor
splicing . . . and the major cause of poor
splicing is improper scraping (either too
much or too little). Solve both of these
problems with its automatic scraper that
takes off exactly ihe right depth of emul
sion every time . . . regardless of applied
pressure.
Automatic splicer is a precision tool . . .
imported from England. It has a precisionground, tungsten steel scraper that is preset
1 ar*d ready for making thousands of splices.

,40
i.5o
2.50

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
BROCHURE ON REQUEST

F&B GRIP STAND
&FLAGS

ARRIFLEX
CAMERAS

New heavyweight, cast iron sturdy grip
stands, suitable for studio or location use.
Single extension tubes, 1 low leg for slid¬
ing under light stands. Includes rod adap¬
ter, 4 foot extension arm & flag holder 3
sizes.
1 oz.
.40
y2 pt. 1.50
1 pt. 2.50

PERMACEL
PERMACEl 8. 3M PERFORATED
SPLICING TAPE
Pressure sensitive adhesive tape,
POLYESTER backing
For butt-splicing,
lap splicing,
repairing all types of film and
magnetic film.
66 ft. roll 16mm Single
perf — clear . $5.00
66 ft. roll 16mm Single
perf for magnetic . 6.60
66 ft. roll 16mm Double
perf — clear .. 5.00
66 ft.
roll 35mm—clear 9.00
66 ft. roll 35mm for mag¬
netic .
11.00
(MAGNETIC SPLICERS AVAILABLE)

F&B NOMINAR

For ARRIFLEX sales - service
rental - repair
You can't do better than F&B
All model cameras and ac¬
cessories available for imme¬
diate delivery.
F&B are always ready and
willing to demonstrate and in¬
struct on ARRI products.

RECORDING
TAPE

F&B
GATOR-GRIP
LITES

Excellent
quality
plastic
base
V4"
recording
tape—Purchased
in huge quantities direct from
factory. Savings are passed on
to you.
7"-l200

ft. REEL—
$1 .74 each 3

for

$4.95

7"-l 800 ft. REEL—
$1.95 each 3

for

$5.45

Please include postage with
order

With barn doors. Hangs from
a
nail—clamps
securely
to
doors, chairs, flats or stands.
Barn door swivels 360°. Ac¬
cepts diffusers, filters etc. Price
$12.95 complete.

Full moneyback refund guaran¬
teed—If you are dissatisfied—For any reason—Just send it
back.

16mm B&H type

OBJECTIVE
FINDERS
10mm - 13mm - 15mm
17mm - 3 inch
1" f/O.95 LENS
“The Fastest Lens in the World”
FOR ALL 16MM CAMERAS
Hundreds being used successfully
by . . .
Industrial film producers
Industrial TV circuits
Police & investigation agen¬
cies
Educational film producers
Newsreels and TV features
Army, Air Force & Navy
Engineering, research & de¬
velopment
PRICE $174.90
includes . . . Series VI filter
holder, leather case.

$5.95 each

F&B EQUIPMENT CATALOG
List all equipment
tditing equipment.

you need for film production.
Lighting equipment, etc.

Cameras,

Tripods,

Lenses,

F&B RENTAL PRICE LIST
Complete 16-page, pocket-size price list. Everything at your fingertips about
the cost of renting equipment for Production, Projection, Recording
Liqhting
and Editing.
BOTH CATALOGS FREE FOR THE ASKING

Find Fast Moving
Object? INSTANTLY!

Photographic Assignments
SEPTEMBER

•

1956

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
Asterisks indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS
• William Mellor, ASC, “Love in the
Afternoon,” (shooting in Paris) with Gary
Cooper, Audrey Hepburn and Maurice Chev¬
alier.
Billy Wilder, producer-director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Track Them ACCURATELY
You can't lose the scene
wifh the

H;

r MONOCULAR
l-'“ VIEW FINDER!

• Monroe Askins, “West Point Story,”*
(Ziv-TV)
John
Shelton,
director;
“Dr.
Christian,”* (Ziv-TV). Paul Gilfole, director;
“Highway Patrol,”*
(Ziv-TV)
with Brod¬
erick Crawford. Eddie Davis, director.
• Bob Hoffman, “Science Fiction Theatre,”*
(Ziv-TV) Eddie Davis, director; “Highway
Patrol,”*
(Ziv-TV)
with Broderick Craw¬
ford.
Herb Strock, director; “Dr. Chris¬
tian,”* (Ziv-TV) Paul Gilfole, director.
• Curt Fetters, “Science Fiction Theatre,”*
(Ziv-TV) Eddie Davis, director; “Dr. Chris¬
tian,”*
(Ziv-Tv)
Henry Kesler, director;
“Highway Patrol,”*
(Ziv-TV)
with Brod¬
erick Crawford. Lew Landers, director.

• Bob Krasker, “The Story of Esther Cos¬
tello,” (Valiant Films, Ltd. shooting in Lon¬
don)
with Joan Crawford and Rossano
Brazzi. David Miller, director.
• Henry Freulich, ASC, “The 27th Day,”
with Valerie French and Gene Barry. William
Asher, director.
• Ben J. Kline, ASC, “Rhythm and Blues,”
with Bill Haley and Alan Dale. Fred F.
Sears, director.
• Fred Jackman, “Rin
Gems) with Lee Aaker,
Robert Walker, director;
(Screen Gems). Richard

Tin Tin,”* (Screen
and James Broton.
“Bengal Lancers,”*
Hayes, director.

• Kit Carson, “Father Knows Best,”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Jacques Tourneur, director.
• Henry Freulich, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Danny Dare, director.
WALT DISNEY

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
“0. Henry Playhouse,”*
(Gross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”* (Wesmor,
Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey, di¬
rector.
•

Hal

McAlpin,

Lucien
Andriot,
ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Abby Berlin,
director.

• Gordon Avil, ASC, “The Mickey Mouse
Club,”*. Sid Miller, director.
• Walter Castle, ASC, “Spin and Marty”
*. William Beaudine, director.
• Charles Boyle, ASC, “Johnny Tremain,”*
Robert Stevenson, director.

•

Model C
For

use

on Mitchell*, Wall, Auricon
and other cameras.
Widely used in filming all sports events, mili¬
tary applications, aviation, ordnance tests, etc.
Exceptionally wide field of view instantly lo¬
cates fast moving objects! Internal open-center
reticle (cross lines) accurately centers image.
Engraved line fields on reticle for projector or
TV aperture.
Magnified images. Wide range of field com¬
binations. Coated optics. Unusually bright il¬
lumination under adverse conditions. Choice of
optics—6x30, 7x50, 12x50, 20x60. Instant in¬
terchange of various monoculars. Precise and
smooth horizontal and vertical parallax ad¬
justments.
Write for literature and prices.
*For Mitchell Cameras, order through Mitchell
Camera Corp., 666 W. Harvard, Glendale 4,
California.
Model

CA

for

Auricon

Super

1200

• Lester Shorr, ASC, “Adventures of Hi¬
ram Holliday,”*
(Gross-Krasne Inc.) with
Wally Cox. Philip Rapp, director.

• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Matinee
atre,”*
(Gross-Krasne
Inc.)
Albert
Cleery, director.

The¬
Mc-

William

Whitley,

ASC,

“The

Ranger,” *, with Clayton Moore
Silverheels. Earl Bellamy, director.

Lone
and

J.

• Gil Warrenton, ASC, “The Hanging
Judge,” with Willard Parker and Mara Corday. Edward Drew, director.
COLUMBIA
• Desmond Dickenson, “Fire Down Below,”
(Warwick Prod, shooting in Trinidad) with
Rita Hayworth, Robert Mitchum and Jack
Lemmon. Robert Parrish, director.
• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). James Nilsen, director.
• Basil Emmott, “Town On Trial,” (Marks¬
man Films shooting in London), with John
Mills, Charles Coburn, and Ella Raines. John
Guillerman, director.

Hi-C Products
P.O.

588

Box

•

455M,

Pasadena,

American

Calif.

Cinematographer

• Ted Moore, “Interpol,” (Technicolor-Warwick Prods, shooting in Rome) with Victor
Mature and Anita Ekberg.
John Gilling,
director.

October,

1956

• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”* (Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX MOVIETONE STUDIOS (New York)

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Jill Corey Show,”
• (Gold Medal Prods.). Marc Daniels, di¬
rector.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

CARTHAY SOUND STAGE
•

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

• Karl Struss, ASC, “Broken Arrow,”*
with John Lupton. Various directors.
• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “You Are There,”*.
William Russell, director.
• Charles van Fnger, ASC, “T.C.F. Hour,”*.
Various directors.
GENERAL SERVICE

• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”* (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.* Rod Amateau, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC, “Bob Cummings
Show,”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and
Rosemary DeCamp.
Norman
Tokar, director.
• Phillip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Jackie Cooper, di¬
rector.
(Continued on Page 590)

design NAIDICH

an equation
of success...
16mm
-

35mm

=

$25,000

---

$1,750,000

KARAMOJA
a very low budget experimental 16mm
film, became amazingly successful
when blown up to 35mm color for
theatre release by FILMEFFECTS OF
HOLLYWOOD. KARAMOJA has
grossed to date over $1,750,000. The
opportunity is yours to gain additional
revenue from your 16mm picture via
a 35mm theatre color release.

SPECIALIZED
LABORATORY SERVICES
Shrunken Film Reproduction • Precision
35mm separation positives and Eastman
color internegatives with effects, made
on our unique and exclusive triple-head
printer • Blow-ups • Anamorphic
Conversions • Reductions • Dissolves
• Wipes • Montages • Zooms
• Superimposures • Special Effects

EFFECTS OF HOLLYWOOD
1153 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
HOIlywood 9-5808

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ASSIGNMENTS

(Continued from Page 588)
• Neal Beckner. “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David, and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie
Nelson, director.
• Frank Phillips, “Navy Log,”*
(Gallu
Prods. Inc.). Various directors.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Norbert
Brodine,
ASC, “The
Loretta
Young Show.”* (Lewislor Inc.,) with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.

t NEW DYNAMIC
DRIVE BY FONDA

• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.

With the development of this revo
lutionary design, the ultimate in

INDEPENDENTS
been accomplished, so that now you

• Frank Planer, ASC, “The Pride and the
Passion,” (Technicolor; VistaVision)
Stan¬
ley Kramer Prod, for UA; shooting in Spain)
with Cary Grant and Frank Sinatra. Stanley
Kramer, producer-director.

may process your most valuable
(even previously damaged) film at
absolutely no risk!
Fonda's new film transport system
with its improved positive top ten¬

• Brydon Baker, “Snowfire,” (McGowan
Brothers Studio) with Don Mollie, and Mel¬
ody McGowan. Stuart McGowan, director.

dency drive guarantees uniform,
foolproof performance, simple,
trouble-free operation, easy main

• Guiseppe Rotunno, “The Monte Carlo
Story,” (Titanus Prod, shooting in Monte
Carlo for U.A. release) with Vittoro De Sica
and Marlene Dietrich.
Samuel Taylor, di¬
rector.

tenance, and is now an inherent part
of every Permanent-Professional
and Field Model processor.

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Shark Reef,” (James
O. Radford, Inc. shooting in Hawaii) with
Bill Cord and Lisa Montell. Roger Corman,
producer-director.
• Alan Stensvold, ASC, “The Fever Tree,”
(Dudley Pictures shooting in Cuba) with
John Cassevetes and Sara Shane. Laslo Benedek, director.
• Joseph LaShelle, ASC, “The Bachelor
Party,” (UA release, Norma Prods.) with
Don Murray, E. G. Marshall and Jack War¬
den. Delbert Mann, director.
• Fred West, ASC, “Shake, Rattle and Rock,”
(Sunset Prod., American Int’l release) with
Lisa Gaye and Touch Connors. Edward L.
Cahn, director.
• Bill Thompson, ASC, “New Refugee,”
with Jacques Scott and Jean-Ann Lewis.
Robert C. Dertano, director.
• Lester
White,
ASC,
“The
Kraken,”
(Levy-Gardner-Laven for UA release) with
Tim Holt and Audrey Dalton. Arnold Laven,
director.

Vector Analysis/New Dynamic Drive by Fonda

• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “The Big Caper”
(Pine-Thomas for UA release) with Rory
Calhoun and Mary Costa. Robert Stevens,
director.

Spare parts and assemblies available

• William Margulies, “Gambling Man,”
(Bel Air Prod, for UA release) with Dane
Clark and Lori Nelson. Lesley Selander,
director.

PATENT APPLIED FOR

Exciting details of this

• Hal
Prods.
George
George

d other recent

developments are available in a hand¬
some new brochure. Write to

Fnm/njk
C

I

O F

• Ellsworth
Fredericks,
ASC, “Trooper
Hook,” (Fielding Prod, for UA release) with
Joel McCrea and Barbara Stanwyck. Chas.
M. W arren, director.

P •

1546 North Argyle Ave.
Hollywood 28, California

i

McAlpin, "Pawnee,”
(Gross-Krasne
Eastman
color;
widescreen)
with
Montgomery
and
Lola
Albright.
Waggner, director.

Richard Bun ha, “Man on a Motorcycle,”
(Jana Film Enterprises Prod.)
with Jim
Best and Mala Powers.
•

_J__

Hollywood 2-8384
• Guy Roe, ASC, Buiek commercials,* (Mcconnachie Prods. Eastman color at Detroit
Proving Grounds.) Jack Hivley, director.
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MARK IX

THE NEW MAGNASYNC

magnaphonic sound system
SYSTEM “B”
Basic system “A” with
remote control assembly
built into the new
Magnasync Model G-932
slide wire attentuator
microphone mixer in
matching case

SYSTEM “C”

Basic system "A" including the popular
Magnasync Model G-924 microphone mixer with
remote control assembly in matching case

SAFARI CONSOLE
Mark IX film transport
amplifier and remote
control housed in
blimped console for
both studio and
mobile trailer
operation, complete
with camerarecorder power supply

w
We have designed into the MARK IX all those
features most frequently described as "ideal"
by our friends in the
major studio sound de¬
partments, as well as
mixers, recordists and
technicians active in
T.V., educational and
commercial production.
We packaged the system
in dural metal cases—a
lightweight, durable en¬
closure that could stand
unusual abuse. The control panel, which can
be remoted, gives the operator fingertip
pushbutton control of the machine. All am¬
plifier and mechanical functions, including
a sync footage counter, are incorporated
into this little control panel.
Aside from the many features and conven¬
iences, we have exercised extraordinary care
in the fabrication, assembly and testing of
the MARK IX system.M

W. H. STUTZ, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

\ r/r/'w we//tew //
"For over a decade Bill Stutz, Jim Green
and I have worked together as a team—build¬
ing equipment of which we
are proud, and making
friends to whom we are
deeply grateful.
Teamwork, such as ours,
is equally vital in your
operation and this ap¬
plies to both men and ma¬
chines. Each of our sev¬
eral recording systems
has been carefully
planned to meet the varying requirements of
producers throughout the world. Literally
thousands of Magnasyncs have been selected
with confidence, and are in daily operation
as an important member of production teams.
Our magnificent, new MARK IX does not
obsolete our other models in any sense of
the word. This is the system we have styled
and crafted to give you that extra "pride of
ownership" that comes from knowing you have
the best l”

MWe have emphasized maintenance and serv¬
iceability in the MARK IX amplifier. These
factors were given as
much consideration as
performance in the belief
that such a high quality
amplifier can only remain
so, if designed to sus¬
tain shock and remain re¬
liable under extreme
operating conditions.
We have made "plug-in"
assemblies of the bias
oscillator, record section and playback am¬
plifier using subminiature tubes and compo¬
nents. With the amplifier mounted to the
rear door of the film transport in a com¬
pound hinging arrangement, all components
are readily accessible to the maintenance
technician.
With its many unique features, carefully
selected materials and special attention to
detail, we have made the MARK IX our proud¬
est engineering achievement."

D. J, WHITE, PRESIDENT

J. W. GREEN, VICE PRESIDENT

INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

[fnflmsvnci

magnasync manufacturing co., ltd.

,MM .kco..

mm r

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.
SOUND SYSTEM

DEALERS

NEW YORK-Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP. CHICAGO - Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.,
3252 Foster Ave., Chicago 25, III., IRving 8-2104. SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St., San Francisco, Calif., EXbrook 2-7348.
CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto 18, Ontario, BEImont 1-3303.

CAESAR-SALTZMAN
Special Effects Optical Printers
and Animation Equipment

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 590)
-

KTTV

• ANIMATION

• INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

. TITLES

• EDUCATIONAL MOTION PICTURES

• STILLS

• TV MOTION PICTURES

• CARTOONS
• TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY

• ENTERTAINMENT MOTION PICTURES

• Stuart
Thompson,
ASC,
“Lassie,”*
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.
• John Martin, ASC, “Wild Bill Hickok,”*
(Wm. Broidy Prods.) with Guy Madison
and Andy Devine. Will Jason, director.
• Mack Stengler, ASC, “Captain David
Grief,”* (Guild Films, Inc.). Duke Goldstone, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

ANIMATION AND SPECIAL
EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,”
(65mm and Color) with Montgomery Clift
and Elizabeth Taylor.
Edward Dmytryk,
director.

Model No. 111-E
An intelligent approach to today’s
problems of TV commercials. It is
made to serve the multiple tasks of
the animation field to take angle
shots and zooms, matching zooms,
spinning, as well as countless other
photographic requirements. We man¬
ufacture a complete range of styles
and sizes.

• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Something of
Value,” (shooting in Africa), with Rock Hud¬
son and Dana Wynter. Richard Brooks, di¬
rector.
• Paul Vogel, ASC, “The Wings of Eagles,”
with John Wayne, Dan Dailey and Maureen
O’Hara. John Ford, director.
• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Slander,” with
Van Johnson and Ann Blyth. Roy Rowland,
director.
• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Harvest Thun¬
der,” (CinemaScope & Color, shooting in
France) with Mel Ferrer and Pier Angeli.
Jeffrey Hayden, director.

• Robert Bronner, “Ten Thousand Bed¬
rooms,” (CinemaScope and color—shooting
in Rome) with Dean Martin and Anna
Maria Alberghetti. Richard Thorpe, director.
• John Alton, “Designing Woman,” (Ci¬
nemaScope and Color) with Gregory Peck
and Lauren Bacall. Vincente Minnelli, di¬
rector.
• Paul Ivano, “Lizzie,”
with Eleanor Parker and
Hugo H aas, director.

(Bryna
Richard

Prod.)
Boone.

MIKARO STUDIO (New York)

• Morris Hartzband, “Rock, Rock, Rock,”
(Vanguard Prod.). Will Price, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER

OPTICAL PRINTER FOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS WORK
Will print 4 times reduction to
4 times enlargement in one
continuous zoom. Complete au¬
tomatic focus. Many combina¬
tions of movement and optical
effects available.

• Sid Hickox, ASC, “I Love Lucy,”* (Desily Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnez.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington, Dean
Miller, Frances Rafferty, Jerry Thorpe, di¬
rector.
•
Robert
deGRASSE, ASC,
“The
Danny
Thomas Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny
Thomas, Sherry Jackson. Sheldon Leonard,
director; “The Brothers,”* (Desilu Prods.)
witli Gale Gordon. Hy Averback, director.

• Henry Cronjager. “Sheriff of Cochise,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Lee
Sholem, director.
• Joe Novak, ASC, “Wire Service,”* (Des¬
ilu Prods.) with Dane Clark. Various direc¬
tors.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE
Headquarters for Professional Photographic Equipment Since 1920

J. G. SALTZMAN INC.
SALES DISTRIBUTORS for CAESAR MANUFACTURING, INC.
480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

• Charles Straumer. “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
Lewis Foster, director.
(Continued on Page 594)

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
• Edit single and double system 16mm or 35mm optical sound!
• Edit single system Magnastripe or double system magnetic
sound!
• Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track.
• Works from left to right or right to left.
• Optical Model $195.00 • Magnetic Model $185.00

BELL & HOWELL PRO-HOT SPLICER
The table splicer is fully capable of handling heavy duty work
while retaining the advantage of maximum portability
The Filmo-Pro Portable combination 8/16-mm splicer—$i99.50;
the Professional Portable combination 16/35-mm splicer—
$299.50.
Both produce the famous “low-visibility” splice
straight across the frame line.

CAMART SLATE and CLAPSTICK
Large professional size for
CAMART CAR TOP CLAMPS
Insure a steady tripod sup¬
port for your newsreel cam¬
era when atop a station
wagon or car platform.
Heavy bronze construction.
Weatherproof. Set of three
$28.00

sound productions. Contains
AURICON PAN-TILT HEAD TRIPOD
Designed to handle the Auricon-Pro and other
cameras with ease. Tripod head made of pre¬
cision-machined aluminum alloy castings for
maximum ruggedness and light weight. Full
ball-bearing adjustment of independent pan
and tilt friction clutches provides velvetsmooth action, $325.00.

space for all essential infor¬
mation.

This

is

the

same

slate that originally sold for
$11.75.

Now only $4.75 plus

postage.

BALTAR LENSES

HOLLYWOOD SPLIT REELS
Aluminum

Steel

400' x 16mm ... . 6.50. ... 4.50
800'

CAMART TV CAMERA DOLLY MODEL 111
Boom arm type. Smooth mechanical geari
operation raises your motion picture or T
camera from two feet to almost seven fee
Weighs only 350 lbs., $1825

.

. 8.50. ... 6.00

1200'

.

. 9.00.... 7.50

1600'

. .10.50.... 8.10

2000'

... .12.50. 10.00

16mm Split Reel Adaptor to 35mm,
1000' x 35mm

. 9.75

ucamnn mstiw

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

Brilliant images, thrillingly de¬
tailed—with Bausch & Lomb Baltar lenses. For finest images on
film:
complete
line
of
Baltar
35mm and 16mm movie lenses
mounted for all cameras.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 592)
20TH CENTURY FOX

PARAMOUNT

New 35 mm Model 2A
With 180° Shutter

A truly GREM.
CAMERA
for TV, Newsreel
and commercial
films

• Sam Leavitt. ASC, “Flamenco,” (VistaVision and Color) (Being photographed in
Spain)
with Carmen Sevilla and Richard
Kiley. Don Siegel, director.

• Jack
Hildyard,
“Anastasia,”
color; CinemaScope) (shooting in
with
Ingrid
Bergman
and
Yul
Anatole Litvak, director.

© Jack Warren, ASC, “Beau James,” VistaVision and Color, with Bob Hope and Vera
Miles. Mel Shavelson, director.

• Joe Biroc, ASC, “Black Whip,” (Regal
Films: CinemaScope) with Hugh Marlowe
and Coleen Gray. Charles M. Warren, di¬
rector.

‘The
Delicate Delin© Haskell Boggs,
quent,“ (Vsta-Vision) with Jerry Lewis and
Martha Hyer. Don McGuire, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

For tough and trying assign-

\
:

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a
class by itself. Reflex focusing

:
:
:
:

through photographing lens
while camera is operating—
this is just one outstanding
ARRIFLEX feature.

:
:

Equipped with bright, rightside-up image finder, 6Vi x

:
:

magnification. Solves all parallax problems. 3 lens turret.

:
:
:
:

Variable speed motor built
into handle operates from
lightweight battery. Tachometer registering from 0 to 50

:
:
:

frames per second. Compact,
lightweight for either tripod
or hand-held filming. Takes

: 200' or 400' magazine. Write
: for free folder.

Blimp now available.
16 mm ARRIFLEX also available.
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7nm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.,
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American Cinematographer

• Ossie Morris, “Heaven Knows Mr. Alli¬
son,” with Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum.
John Huston, director.

(Mark
Webb,

• Leo Tover, ASC, “Love Me Tender,”
(CinemaScope & Color) with Richard Egan
and Debra Paget. Robert Webb, director.

© John MacBurnie, ASC, “Jane Wyman
Show,”* (Lewman Prods.) with Jane Wy¬
man. Sidney Lanfield, director.

• Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “True Story
of Jesse James,” (CinemaScope and Color)
with Robert Wagner, Jeffery Hunter and
Hope Lang. Nicholas Ray, director.

© Ed Colman, ASC, “Noah’s Ark,”*
VII Prods.) with Paul Burke. Jack
director.

• John Russell, ASC, “On Trial,”* (Fordyce Inc.) with Joseph Cotton. Various di¬
rectors: “The Millionaire,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.).
A1 Green, director: "Hell’s
Crossroads,” (Naturama) with Stephen Mc¬
Nally and Peggy Castle. Franklin Adreon,
director.

:

(Deluxe
London)
Brynner.

•
Charles
Clarke,
ASC, “Three Brave
Men,” (CinemaScope) with Ernest Borgnine,
Ray Milland and
Diane Jergens.
Philip
Dunne, director.

• Leon Shamroy, ASC, “The Girl Can’t
Help It,” (CinemaScope) with Tom Ewell
and Jayne Mansfield. Frank Tashlin, director.

• William Sickner, ASC, “Alfred Hitch¬
cock Presents”). Jules Bricken, diirector;
“On Trial,”*
(Fordyce Inc.) with Joseph
Cotton. Various directors.

• John Mescall, “Fury at Rock River,”
(Regal Films)
with Forrest Tucker and
Mara Corday.
William Claxton, director.

• Reggie Fanning, “Alfred Hitchcock
sents,”* Robert Stevenson, director.

© Milton Krasner, ASC, “Boy On a Dol¬
phin,” with Alan Ladd, Clifton Webb and
Sophia Loren. Jean Negulesco, director.

Pre¬

• Robert Pittack, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre,”* with Greer Garson. H. Dougherty,
director.
• Herb
Kirkpatrick,
“The
Crusader,”*
(Revue Prods.). Allen Miner, director.

• John Boyle, ASC, “The Restless Breed,”
(Eastmancolor;
National
Pictures)
with
Scott
Brady and
Anne
Bancroft.
Allan
Dwan, director.
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

® Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Frontier Doctor,”*
(Studio City TV) with Rex. Allen. William
Whitney, director.
• Ray
Rennahan,
ASC,
“On
Trial,”*
(Fordyce Prods.) with Joseph Cotton. Va¬
rious directors.
® Virgil Miller, ASC, “Do You Trust Your
Wife,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.

• Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Tattered Dress,”
(CinemaScope) with Jeff Chandler and Jeanne
Crain. Jack Arnold, director.
• Georce Robinson, ASC, “The Night Run¬
ner,” with Ray Danton and Colleen Miller.
Abner Biberman, director.
© Russell Metty,
ASC,
“Man
Afraid,”
(CinemaScope)
with George Nader, Tim
Hovey and Phyllis Thaxter. Harry Keller,
director.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
•
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,”* Va¬
rious directors.

• William Daniels, ASC, “Night Passage,”
(Technirama)
with
James
Stewart
and
Dianne Foster. James Neilson, director.

• Paul Tvano
“Stories of John Nesbitt,”
*. with John Nesbitt. Various directors.
TV, with John Nesbitt. Various directors.

• Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Land Unknown,”
(CinemaScope)
with
Jock
Mahoney
and
Shawn Smith. Virgil Vogel, director.

© Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Various directors.

© Maury Gertsman, ASC, Pepsi Cola com¬
mercials* with Polly Bergen. Wil Cowan,
director; Chevrolet commercials* with Dinah
Shore. Wil Cowan, director.

RKO
© Robert Planck, ASC, “The Girl Most
Likely,” (Eastman color) with Jane Powell
and Cliff Robertson. Mitchell Leisen, direc¬
tor.
© Lucien Ballard, ASC, “The Lady and
the Prowler,” (color) with Diana Dors and
Rod Steiger. John Farrow, producer-director.

October, 1956

® Irving
Glassberg,
Clayton commercial.*

ASC,
Anderson
&
W'il Cowan, director.

® Charles Wellbourn, Ford commercial*
with Tennessee Ernie. Jack Daniels, director;
Eastman Xmas commercial.* Jack Daniels,
director.
(Continued, on Page 632)

CHARLES SCIURBA COVERS SPOT NEWS WITH
MIM 16“WINS TOP NPPA AWARD

Charles Sciurba
and
ARRIFLEX
— a team for
better newsreels

It was 11:15 p.m., about the time a normal day
comes to an end," writes Charlie Sciurba, prominent
Milwaukee newsreel photographer."Suddenly, my police
radio flashed . . . fire on Market Street . . . tenement sec¬
tion ... big blaze. I arrived on the scene with the first fire
engines—readied my Arriflex —and shot like crazy."
The next day, 53 prints of the film were distributed
to the major syndicates and services. The unedited ver¬
sion was submitted to the National Press Photographers
Association competition a few hours before deadline. It
received the top newsreel citation."
Charlie Sciurba is an Arriflex enthusiast from way
back. He credits the unique mirror-shutter reflex viewing
system, and the light weight portability for his outstand¬
ing scoops. "You'd expect a camera with the precision
of an Arriflex," says Charlie, "to be a little too delicate
for spot newsreel work — especially with the workout I
give a camera. Yet my Arriflex has proved itself as
rugged as it is versatile. Do I like the Arriflex...? It's
my bread and butter!"

You and

the team for better cinematography

C? CD.

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.

EDIOLA ACTION VIEWER
& SOUND HEADER
This most advanced and first low priced
Professional
16mm Motion Picture Film
Viewer projects a big, clear aerial image,
3" x A". Shows up minor flaws in film
not normally detected. Operates left to
right. Roller-smooth action eliminates film
scratching or damage to sprocket holes.
Built-in cue marking device—hum-free am¬
plification—synchronized
with
Precision
Sound Reader on Special base or may be
separated for individual use. Write for
brochure.
Ediola Viewer, Reader & Base. $362.45
Ediola Action Viewer . 139.95

Ediola Optical Sound Reader
Ediola Base only .

185.00
49.50

TITEER & SPECIAL EFFECTS KIT
16 /35mm
for Professional
Results

MODEL TG,
II, 16mm
.
$175
MODEL TG, III, 16mm.$225
MODEL TG, IV, 16/mm (illustrated).$325

For producing the widest range
of titles, trick films, cartoons,
animation, etc. Takes most types
of cameras. Horizontal and ver¬
tical operation. Table adjustable
north, east, south, west.
Front
and rear illumination. Title board
size 7 y8" x 9 y2” over-all di¬
mensions 40” x
15” x
12”,
weight 40 lbs. Complete with all
accessories. Write for brochure.

S.O.S. JUNIOR TRIPOD
for Top PROFESSIONAL Performance

$145- Sturdy

Fibre

Carrying

TWO GREAT
NAMES JOINED!

Case

$18

ALL

TYPES

OF

MEDIUM

WEIGHT

CAMERAS

Outside, knurled camera tightening knob with angle
gears ® Telescoping, offset tripod handle with sec¬
ond handle position • Positive pan and tilt locks,
with large tightening levers • Detachable, pre¬
cision machined friction plate • One-piece leg
locking knobs for quick adjustments, even tension
® Aluminum leg supports with leg rest ledge—
aluminum leg bearings • Extra smooth friction
head—guaranteed for 5 years • Seasoned, solid
hardwood legs, oil treated and polished—will not
stick. Write for brochure showing complete line of
tripods & accessories.

S.O.S. is NOW Stancil-Hoffman Distributor
Featuring the startling new S6D Synchronous Magnetic Recorders
with Transistor printed circuit amplifiers.
NOW Trade in your outdated equipment while you can
We'll
give top allowances on Magnasync Hallen Kinevox Reeves etc

,

,

,

.

,

.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 W. 52nd St., New York 19—PLaza 7-0440—Cable: SOSound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HO 7-9202

INIE\A/S

Technirama, the new large-screen sys¬
tem developed by Technicolor and sold
to motion picture producers as a prod¬
uct of the Technicolor Companies, em¬
ploys standard 35mm negative which
moves horizontally through the camera
exposing an area 8 perforations in
length, similar to VistaVision. An anamorphic or CinemaScope-type Techni¬
color release print made from Techni¬
rama negative allows for maximum use
of the available positive frame.
The quality of all productions filmed
in Technirama will be controlled by
Technicolor laboratories.
•

•

•

Scholarships for two engineering stu¬
dents at his alma mater, Lehigh Univer¬
sity is being offered by Byron Roundabush, president of Byron, Inc., Wash¬
ington, D. C.
The scholarships are awarded each
vear to junior students in any phase of
engineering, and the aid continues,
through his senior year.
•

•

•

A semi-professional course in every
phase of motion picture and TV produc¬
tion is offered McGill University stu¬
dents by Associated Screen News Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada. The purpose is to cre¬
ate a new source of creative and tech¬
nical personnel for Canada’s booming
motion picture and television industry.
An effort will be made to provide
summer vacation employment with Ca¬
nadian producers for those students
desiring a career in the industry.
•

Vastly Improved Over
Any Tripod in Its Class!
FOR

d^ndudtriy

•

•

Producers Service, Inc., is new organiza¬
tion formed in Washington, D. C., to
supply production camera crews and re¬
lated services such as sets, props, talent,
etc., to motion picture producers work¬
ing in the East Coast area.
Heading the organization are Glenn
Johnston, formerly cinematographer for
Byron, Inc., and Richard Norling, also
a former Byron cameraman.
All members of the organization are
affiliated with the I.A.T.S.E.. A com¬
plete range of camera and lighting
equipment will be available, as will re¬
cording services and sound stage space.
Producers Service, Inc. (not related
to Producers Service Co., Burbank,
Calif.) is located at 1507 M Street,
NW., Washington, D. C.
•

•

•

Foreign language films will henceforth
be eligible for Academy Awards con¬
sideration, according to decision of
Academy
announced
by
president
George Seaton.

The One-Stop Source

upply

PROCESS YOUR OWN FILMS & SAVE

POLECAT

For

/4 'Jteev 74/cuy

Motion

Industrial
Finishers,

Picture

or

Producers..

Documentary

TV

Stations,

Producers,

Laboratories, Microfilmers,

H!

Photo

Universities,

Etc.

*7o- "i¥olcl*?6Mq<i,

BRIDGAMATIC Jr. does automatic 16mm film
processing at small cost, fits in most any corner.
Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel
tanks, air squeegee—develops and dries ready
for showing 600' positive,
(lAdC
180' negative per hour, from
a
JJ

*?on,.

^ U

LARGER CAPACITY negative/positive. Reversal
and
Color models available
16/35/70mm
standard or custom built, from.$1887

,

A true one-man job
requires no special
skill no rigging no constant watching—sim

,

,

.

ply plug in and operate

¬
.

Write for brochure

[
with the TELFor MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS ANI¬
MATORS, SPECIAL EFFECTS LABORATORIES
TV STATIONS, ADVERTISING AGENCIES
ART DEPTS., ETC.

91# Been Heeded
Fw a £eng Tim I
POLECAT is a feather¬
weight, telescoping col¬
umn of 1 V2 inch anod¬
ized aluminum with an
expansion spring in the
top. Adjust it once to
your ceiling height with
locking collar. Then just
spring it in and out of
place as you please.
Rubber pads top and
bottom protect ceilings
and
floors.
POLECAT
can't be knocked over
. .. takes less floor space
than a silver dollar.

ADJUST-PUSH UP-THAT’S IT!!

The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE for high quality, fast lettering—
the answer to economy and precision accuracy
in film titling. Prints dry from colored foil for
instant use. Acme pegs assure perfect regis¬
tration on paper or acetate cells. Prints all
colors. TEL-Animaprint tools for Top Techniques
greatest dollar for dollar value in the
industry!

only

$395

Write for TEL-Anima brochure—covering every animation need

IDENTIFY YOUR FILMS INSTANTLY
The MOY edge numbers every
foot of 16, 1 7 V2, 35mm film
and simplifies the task of
checking titles, footage
The MOY replaces cue marks, perfora¬
tions, messy crayons, punches, emboss¬
ing, and other unsatisfactory methods
which mutilate films. Work prints show¬
ing special effects, fades and dissolves
require edge numbering to keep count of
frames cut or added. Multiple magnetic
tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic re¬
cordings make edge numbering a MUST.
Write for brochure.

An inexpensive method to hold up
lights
backgrounds
props, mikes,
flats
etc
without nails or screws
Write for brochure

,

,

.

,

With NEW Improved non-clog inking system, $2475

.

.

-£>

Present

Moy

owners

can

easily

install

the

new

and

improved

inking

system!

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
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ROBERT CRANDALL in
16mm

color

footage

his home
of

ants

laboratory where

was photographed

much

of the

for Walt Dis¬

ney’s “Secrets of Life.” The maze of apparatus enables Crandall
to effectively control
his

subjects.

The

lighting, atmosphere and

Cine

Special

used

to

humidity to suit

record

the

ants

highly

magnified is shown in background.

MRS.

CRANDALL,

focuses the

Cine

who

assists

Special

Bob

equipped

in
with

his
a

home

super,

laboratory,
slender tele¬

photo lens—actually a giant extension tube—on a tiny subject
magnified is shown in background.

(All photos copyrighted by

Walt Disney Productions.)

Time-lapse And Telephotos Probe Natures Secrets
Eighteen

of

the

country’s top

naturalist-cinematographers

contributed rare and skillfully photographed studies of plant
and minute animal life for Walt Disney’s “Secrets of Life.”

T

o GET the fascinating material for “Secrets of Life,” his
most extravagant True-Life Adventure film, Walt Disney
commissioned eighteen top-ranking naturalist-cameramen to
concentrate their cameras on the lower levels of animal
existence and Nature’s most closely guarded mysteries.
The range of this latest naturalist-photographer’s report
is literally world wide, extending from our doorstep to the
farthest horizons. Several years were spent in spying out
obscure facts in underground tunnels, in oceanic depths,
tidal margins and wild gardens to compile this spectacular
vision of a world so close about us yet so remote to common
knowledge.
It has remained a secret world largely because its deni¬
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zens are comparatively small, many of them almost invisible.
Yet here in violent competition for existence, whipped by
the basic passions of universal life, are some of the fiercest,
strongest, strangest, most gorgeous and most highly social¬
ized and strictly governed beings in our universe.
Lender the naturalist’s magnifying camera lenses and
“cold” light, these lilliputs take on the proportions of
elephantine mammals—of lions, tigers, giraffe, rhinocerous
in whose eyes we, too, are small, impudent and terrible fel¬
low-creatures.
The wondrous world of vegetation with its flowering and
seeding and miraculous devices of physical immortality is
also depicted in rare photography that often extended over a
1956

period of months for a single growth phase. And the inter¬
relation between these two great orders for mutual benefit
in food sources and the mysteries of pollenization or primi¬
tive sex functions is stressed. For these purposes the
photographers had always to move with a swiftness to
catch and record every fleeting act and impulse of living
thi ngs, and again with a skillful use of stop-action photog¬
raphy to make vegetative growth seem like a swift con¬
tinuous act from germinating seed to ripened fruit and
falling seed again.
Many of the eighteen naturalist-cameramen who contrib¬
uted footage for “Secrets of life” are veteran cinematog¬
raphers with many years’ experience in furnishing Wall
Disney with subject matter for his True-Adventure films.
Operating like trained crime lab technicians and police
stake-out squads, these naturalist-photographers have solved
with patiently-made motion pictures some of nature’s most
mystifying cases of violence in the animal underworld.
From long observation and patient stake-out in hidden
places, they knew exactly what to expect, and when and

NATURALIST-photographer and
his

home

plants and

WITH THE
pled,

laboratory

where

time-lapse

he

filmed

fruits for “Secrets of Life”

Cine-Special and

expert

many
in

Stuart

studies

interval

Jewell
of

in

flowers,

exposures.

interval timer mechanism

closely

(Continued on Page 622)

JEWELL

sets

the camera

exposure

on

for a series

his

Cine-Special

of interval

preparatory

exposures of the

to

starting

growth

and

ripening of strawberries for “Secrets of Life.”

cou-

naturalist-photographer Jewell watches the equipment make

the first exposure on a

where to find the act and the event that reveal the secrets
of creature motive and behavior.
The eighteen cinematographers, most of whom work ex¬
clusively with 16mm cameras and Kodachrome film, include
Stewart Jewell, Robert Crandall, George and Nettie MacGinitie, Murl Deusing, John Nash Olt, Jr., William A.
Anderson, Dr. Tilden W. Roberts, Dr. William M. Harlow,
Claude Jendrusch and Arthur Carter, Jack Couffer, Fran
William Hall, Rex Elliott, Dr. Roman Vishniac, Vincent J.
Schaefer, and Donald L. Sykes.
Stuart Jewell, unexcelled in time-lapse photography and
in normal speed cinematography, supplies a natural history
of the honey bee with detail of life within the hive and on
nectar-pollen gathering journeys like some great poet’s
golden myth. Jewell is a long time student of this fabulous
insect whose sweets have been known from prehistoric time
but whose chemical marvels and social mysteries have re¬
mained secret until now. Many of the bee’s fantastic activi¬
ties are disclosed for the first time in Jewell’s remarkable

rare species of plant for the Disney film.

HERE,

USING

his

specially

equipped

Cine

Special

camera

again,

Stuart Jewell films a humming bird at close range, sipping nectar
from a blossom for “Secrets of Life.”
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the start mark corresponding to start mark on the magnetic sound film.

loss in sound quality. For this reason
it is preferable to shoot the action
against a playback of the music and to
use the original recording for the print
sound track—dubbing it in later in
place of the track recorded during shoot¬
ing. This method, which has been em¬
ployed by a number of industrial film
producers, invariably introduces the
problem of establishing start marks on
both the sound and picture film as an
aid to the film editor in establishing
sync.
The Film Unit of Philco Corporation
encountered this recently while shooting
a number of playback shots for a 16mm film production. The action in¬
volved three ballet dancers performing
to a musical number which had been
furnished to us on a disc. It was essen¬
tial that the dancers should pirouette
and releve in absolute sync with the
music; for if a gesture preceded or fol¬
lowed the musical score out of harmony,
it would be readily apparent to those
familiar with the ballet art.

A Method For Syncing The Pre-Scored
Playback With The Picture Film
A simple cueing method for producers of 16mm
films

that

insures
By

accurate

ROY

Staff Cinematographer,

I

N MODERN DAY FILM PRODUCTION, when
a scene incorporates music as an ac¬
companiment to a singer or dancer, or
to background the actions of a player
where exact synchronization is essential,
the music is pre-scored and pre¬
recorded. then played back as the action

600
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synchronization.

ZEPER
The Philco Corp.

is filmed in sync with it.
Where the music—played back dur¬
ing filming—is recorded as the sound
track for the picture film, there are
problems of set noise, difference in
sound levels, disc noise (where discs
are used for the playback), and often

October,

1956

FIG. 2—Diagram of flash-frame system.
of

tinfoil

attached

to

surface

of

the

A segment
sound

film

bridges the two terminals to close circuit and ignite
flash bulb.

Our problem was how to establish
accurate start marks—i.e., some recog¬
nizable identification to precede the be¬
ginning of the playback music, and a
corresponding,
time-identification
on
the film to facilitate synchronizing both
picture and sound at the editing table.
Our first step was to transfer the
music on the disc to 16mm magnetic
film, using a synchronous magnetic film
recorder. In this way we provided the
essential element of synchronization—a
steady, uniform rate of travel of the
sound medium to match the uniform
speed of the film moving through the
camera. Both the recorder and the cam¬
era were driven by sync motors.
With both the picture film and the
sound film now set to move at uniform
speeds, the next step was to provide the
start or “sync” marks. We hit upon a
simple method which utilizes a flash
bulb for making the sync mark on the
picture film, and employs a small piece
of tinfoil as the sync mark on the sound
film. The latter triggers the firing of
the flash bulb, which over-exposes a
single frame of the negative for the pic¬
ture sync mark. The firing of the flash
bulb is shown in the composite photo
(Fig. 1). As the camera starts filming
the three ballerinas (inset photo), the
magnetic recorder (off-stage) causes the
flash bulb to ignite.
The sound film cue mark is a l/o-inch
piece of tinfoil attached to the film with
Scotch tape 24 frames in advance of
the music, which is the standard sound
track advance over picture. The tinfoil
segment on the sound film bridges the
electrical terminals of the flash system
as it passes over them and, being an
electrical conductor, closes the circuit
and causes the flash bulb to ignite—as
shown in the diagram Fig. 2.

FIG.

3—Arrow points to the two spring steel terminals mounted in film

Hoffman

synchronous

magnetic

16mm

bridging

the two terminals which

film

recorder.

closes the electrical

Here the tin-foil
circuit and

path of Stancil-

segment

ignites

the

is

flash

shown
bulb.

The arrangement is shown pictorially
in Fig. 3. Here the segment of tin foil
rests against the two spring steel con¬
tacts, which press lightly against the
base side of the magnetic film. Figure
4 shows the work print of the picture
film and sound track film locked in the
synchronizer, with arrows pointing to
the corresponding start marks. Match¬
ing the work print cue mark (flashframe) with the sound track (tin foil)
assures that both will remain in sync
throughout the editing procedure.
It should be emphasized that elec¬
tronic flash cannot be used successfully
in this flash-frame method of start¬
marking the picture film. This is be¬
cause the electronic flash has a dura¬
tion of but 1/lOOOth of a second against
that of about I /25th second for the
flash bulb.
It is also recommended that a 221/2or 45-volt battery be used to deliver the
strong electrical surge required in firing
the flash bulb.
end

FIG.
film,

4—Arrows
also

the

point
flash

to

on

the
the

tin

foil

35mm

segment

picture

attached

film.

Both

to

the

films

are

16mm
locked

magnetic
in

sync

sound
in

the

synchronizer, ready for editing.
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motion picture technology, wide-screen movies came about through
the close co-operation of industry and such groups as the Eastman
Technical Service for Motion Picture Film.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division

West Coast Division

1 30 E. Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, Illinois

6706 Santa Monica Blvd
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Photographing The Television Image
Film records made of television programs are recorded by motion
picture cameras having special shutters

E

very field of motion picture photography has its particu¬
lar set of problems and requirements, and this is espe¬
cially so with what is perhaps the newesst field—that of
kinescope photography, also known as television recording.
This has to do with recording on motion picture film the
image on a television tube. Such films are required where
a given program must be repeated later or re-broadcast
at a later hour because of regional time differences. Other
uses for kinescope films are: when a program is to be
syndicated to other network stations, air-checks of live TV
programs, legal records of programs, and the preservation of
historical events, etc. Until the re-introduction of lenticular
film recently, kinescopes of color TV programs were not
possible in color.
Television images in the U. S. are normally scanned at
the rate of 30 frames per second (each complete frame
cycle consisting of 2 interacted TV fields). However, a
method has been perfected whereby TV images can be
smoothly recorded for standard 24 frames per second mo¬
tion pictures photography by exposing one frame of film
for every 525 lines of television (the equivalent of 2 TV
fields or one complete TV frame cycle) and moving a new
frame of film into place during the time equivalent to
131TV lines, which is equivalent to one-half of one
TV field.
Thus, for successful kinescope cinematography, the re¬
cording motion picture camera (usually of special design)
exposes one frame of film for exactly 1/30 of a second
(the length of exposure of a TV frame) and moves another
frame of film into place (without exposure, of course)

AURICON

CINE-VOICE

camera

kinescope shutter and Mitchell
vision

film

recording.

programs—both

This

fitted

with

the

patented

within the small interval of 1/120 of a second. This is
most easily accomplished with an electronic shutter, which
blanks or cuts off the TV image at the end of every 525
TV lines.
Most kinescope recording cameras, however, utilize a
mechanical shutter, similar to standard motion picture cam¬
eras. A shutter revolving at the 24 cycle rate (the frame
speed of sound film), having a closed angle of 72° and an
open angle of 288°, will have a closed time of 1/120 of a
second and an open time of the required 1/30 of a second.
Such cameras (two of which are pictured here) are made
by several manufacturers, including Producers’ Service
(Acme), Eastman Kodak Co., Mitchell Camera Co., BerndtBach. RCA, etc. A separate motor is employed to drive the
shutter independently in order to insure accurate timing.
Mitchell Camera Corporation makes a 35mm kine record¬
ing camera which employs an electronic shutter. The com¬
pany has also been developing a 16mm kinescoping camera
that will have a mechanical shutter and will eliminate need
for the separate shutter motor. Sixteen-mm kinescope cam¬
eras are in greater favor than those using 35mm film,
chiefly because of the economics involved.
In the process of converting 30 TV frames to 24 motion

Auricon

1200-foot film magazine for tele¬

single-system

camera

will

record

TV

the picture and sound—directly from a monitor

screen or home TV receiver.

EASTMAN
cameras.

KODAK
Here a

Company produced one of the first kinescope
special

1200-foot magazine

for

16mm film

is

being mounted on it by the camera’s designers, William Feldman
and Joseph L. Boon.
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picture frames, some frames of film
photograph or record parts of some TV
fields. The juncture on the film frame
where these part-fields meet is some¬
times called a “splice/’ Where camera
timing is accurate these splices are in¬
visible. However, where timing is inac¬
curate a phenomenon known as “band¬
ing” or “shutter bar” takes place. When
the shutter is slow in closing, over-expo¬
sure results where the part-fields join,
and the shutter bar takes the form of a
white line. If the shutter closes too soon,
under-exposure takes place and the line
is black.
The application of a single coat of
brushing lacquer on the edge of the
shutter blades often can make the dif¬
ference between the presence or ab¬
sence of banding. More than one
“splice” may be present (which will
show on the screen as two shutter bars
if there is banding) depending on the
phasing between the camera shutter and
the television image impulses.
The lenses used on cameras employed
for kinescoping need not be color cor¬
rected, according to Jackson J. Rose,
writing in the American Cinematog¬
raphy Handbook, nor is great depth of
field necessary. “It is more important
that the lenses be of high speed and
capable of producing a very sharp im¬
age with high resolution of a flat sur¬
face,” he says. “There should be no
distortion due to curvature of the glass
elements or falling off of light transmis¬
sion toward the outside edges. They
should be coated; 40mm and 50mm
lenses in calibrated mounts are usually
used with 16mm kinescope cameras.”
The accuracy of visual focusing may
be checked by examining under a
microscope a piece of exposed and de¬
veloped negative.
In order to record a half-hour tele¬
vision program without interruption,
camera magazines have been designed
which will accommodate a load of 1200
feet of 16mm film. Those TV stations
which make kinescope recordings on
35mm film use 6000-foot magazines,
which afford continuous recording for
a full hour.
Some kinescope cameras can be had
that have sound recording equipment
built-in, making it possible to record
the video image and the sound on the
same film. Some stations prefer to re¬
cord the sound separately on a recorder
synchronized with the camera. This lat¬
ter method, known as double system
sound recording, greatly facilitates edit¬
ing and permits a better quality sound
track to be produced.
While some kinescope recording is
done by photographing the TV image
from the face of a monitor tube or from
a regular home television receiver, re¬
cording done by the TV stations utilizes
(Continued on Page 624)
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Guided Missile Camera
Fastair is the first high-speed camera designed
to record flight characteristics of guided missiles.

A

newly-developed guided missile speeds skyward toward its
objective. Will it be on target, or will it miss and return to
earth with its secret locked inside? If there is failure who will tell?
How will engineers know what was wrong, what part failed, why it
missed?
These and other delicate engineering problems baffled the research
and engineering staff at Lockheed. Thy knew that photography
could, if given the opportunity, picture the weaknesses, help point
up the answers. But where was there a high speed motion picture
camera strong enough to withstand the high “G” loads, severe vi¬
brations, and shock necessary to do the job?
There was none. So researchers from Lockheed’s Missile Sys¬
tems Division brought their problems to Wollensak Optical Com¬
pany, manufacturers of the world’s most versatile high speed camera,
the Fastax. Wollensak designers and engineers under the direction
of Robert Herden, project engineer, went to work. From their broad
knoweldge of the field of high-speed photography, and with their
understanding of the problem there evolved an entirely new high¬
speed motion picture missile camera so rigidly constructed that it can
withstand 100 G (gravity load factor) during launching, accelera¬
tion and deacceleration of guided missiles. It was built and put
through the several tests.
(Continued on Page 626)
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NBC's Bill Hartigan shown using unique body-pod which enabled
him to operate the Auricon Pro-600 as a hand-held sound cam¬
era.

Hartigan accompanied Navy's recent South Pole expedition,

“Operation
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Operation "Deepfreeze
The worst climatic conditions ever endured
OPERATION DEEPFREEZE scientists start out on exploratory hike
over barren wastes of Antarctic, pulling sled loaded with their
supplies.

Clear weather favored

Hartigan's color photography.

by a cameraman were encountered by Bill
Hartigan

filming

Navy’s

exploration

of

Antarctic for NBC.

By
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HENRY

T
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16mm

Auricon

camera caught the Navy scientists

returning to their Antarctic base airstrip, following an exhaust¬
ing,

exploratory

hike on

the frozen

windswept

continent

near

he sometimes rigorous location filming, familiar to
many cinematographers, is livingroom comfort com¬
pared to the incredibly cold and difficult shooting condi¬
tions experienced by cameramen on Antarctica with “Oper¬
ation Deepfreeze.”
Fifty-two thousand feet of 16mm sound film in color were
shot by NBC’s William B. Hartigan, the only television
news cameraman to accompany the Navy’s South Pole ex¬
pedition. “Operation Deepfreeze” is the Navy’s name for
the American participation in the Antarctic phase of the
International Geophysical Year. IGY is the largest inter¬
national scientific undertaking in the history of mankind,
and is designed to help all nations gain more knowledge of
the earth and its atmosphere by making meteorological
and other measurements at various points on the surface
of the globe.

the South Pole.
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EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
John Street
Fort Lee, New Jersey

6040 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago 30, Illinois

6677 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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THREE CAMERA setup used in shooting one of the SUI reading films—a Maurer
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for MCU’s of pupils; an Auricon for
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to
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record
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foreground

long

MCU’s of teacher;
shofs.
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and
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built
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acceptable sound.

Film Production At The
State University Of Iowa
By

for making

STANLEY

E.

NELSON

and

JOHN

MERCER

T

he Motion Picture Production
Unit at the State University of Iowa
is part of the Bureau of Audio-Visual
Instruction, which is in turn a part of
the Extension Division. Other compo¬
nents of the Bureau are the Photo¬
graphic Service, Graphics Section, Tape
Recording Uaboratory, and Film Dis¬
tribution and Campus Service.
Dr. Bruce E. Mahan is Dean of the

Foreword: Serious film making by and within the nation’s colleges and universi¬
ties has, in terms of accomplishments, persons involved, and equipment and supplies
utilized or consumed, become a major activity within the sphere of motion picture
production.
Now, in the nation’s leading colleges, serious workers in motion picture photog¬
raphy and production are obtaining through actual experience a working knowledge
of the various film production arts and crafts they could not otherwise obtain.
Out of this important “apprenticeship” training will come many of the industry’s
future cinematographers, artists and technicians.
Recently, these collegiate film units organized the University Film Producers
Association (UFPA).

It publishes quarterly a comprehensive Journal that chron¬

icles the activities and accomplishments of its various member units.
The following article is condensed from a report by Stanley E. Nelson and
John Mercer entitled “Film Production at the State University of Iowa,” which
appeared in Issue No. 2, Vol. 8 of the UFPA journal, and appears here through
permission of the authors.

It is a factual account of the inception, growth and

functioning of a typical college film production unit, and as such should be of

used

interest to many of our readers.—Editor.
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wide-screen

versions

of

football

Extension Division, and Lee W. Coch¬
ran is Director of the Bureau of AudioVisual Instruction. All the fiscal work
of the Motion Picture Production Unit
is handled through the accounting sys¬
tem of the Film Distribution Service,
headed by John R. Hedges, Associate
Director of the Bureau.
The Unit started as a corner of one
of the rooms used by the Film Distribu¬
tion Service in East Hall. Later a larger
room in East Hall was used, and after
World War II the Unit occupied a tem¬
porary barracks-type building. Within
the last three years another building
was taken over, and some space in East
Hall was acquired. At the present time,
the laboratory is in one of the barracks
(air conditioned), the second barracks
is used for an animation studio, small
shooting stage, and equipment storage,
and the space in East Hall is given over
to the office, camera storage, editing and
sound recording. The sound and edit¬
ing rooms are air conditioned. The Unit
does not have an adequate sound shoot¬
ing stage at the present time.
Because of the lack of studio space,
most of our shooting is done on loca¬
tion. While location work would be
normal for many of our productions,
it has been necessary at times to give
classrooms temporary acoustical treat¬
ment in order to record acceptable in¬
digenous sound.
Facilities for recording narration,
music, and effects are very good. Three
rooms are used for this purpose. In one
room are located the synchronous pro¬
jector and film phonographs. Next door
is the recording room with mixing
panel, magnetic and optical recorders,
and disk playback. The room in which
the narrator records is treated with
acoustic tile and also serves as the Unit
projection room. All partitions divid¬

ing the rooms have double-pane glass
windows.
Editing rooms are adjacent to the
narration recording room. W hile this
enabled us to air condition all the rooms
easily, it means that editing activities
must be slowed during a recording
session.
Films are produced mainly upon the
request of a University department. In
such cases, costs charged to the depart¬
ment include such out-of-pocket ex¬
penses as film stocks, lighting, trans¬
portation, sets, properties, and art.
Some salaries are included in the Ex¬
tension Division budget, while other
operating costs such as hourly wages are
paid from income.
Ordinarily at initial production con¬
ferences the purpose of a proposed film
is defined, and we then decide upon the
type of production which would best fit
this purpose. We prepare a cost esti¬
mate based on film type and length.
Sometimes funds are transferred ini¬
tially, but in the case of small projects
the department may simply be billed on
completion of the film.
A number of films are produced on
a revolving fund basis. Certain films
in the field of time and motion study,
secondary school reading, teacher train¬
ing, and others of a general nature, are
sold to other school or to industry. In¬
come from the sale of such films helps
amortize the original production cost
and profit is often used to produce other
subjects.
Scripts are often based closely on an
outline furnished by the department.
Our time and motion study films were
of this type. In some cases, however, a
department sponsors a film which re¬
quires some creative scriptwriting. A
recruitment film, It’s Your Decision,

THE NEGATIVE processing machine is a modified EDL Model DM-7.
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continuous
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film
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fader.

made for the University Registrar, was
of this type.
A large amount of release footage is
made from originals which were not
shot to scripts. Athletic events, espe¬
cially football and basketball games,
are shot as film records and later given
sound tracks for television release and
subsequent circulation.
We are now
making some sound film records of
(Continued on Page 626)
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FIG. 1—Eight Askania 35mm motion picture cameras were

FIG. 2—Mounted on trailers each with its own power plant to motivate it in

mounted

tracking

on

flight of the

towers

along

the

Chance Vought

course

Crusader

and
on

recorded
color

the

its

object,

were

two Bowen

Photography Aids In Establishing
Speed Mark For New Fighter Plane
By

JOHN

A

new system of timing, in which
motion picture cameras play a
vital role, was used for the first time in
setting the new national speed record in
the Navy-Chance Vought fighter plane.
Photography by twelve cameras enabled
the F8U-1 Crusader to set a new na¬
tional speed record over the 15-kilometer
high-altitude course at China Lake, Cali¬
fornia.
The official speed record announced
recently by the National Aeronautical
Association was determined from photo¬
graphs made by two Bowen cameras
backstopped by eight Askania 35mm
theodolites which also recorded the two
runs. Radar tracking was used only for
ground track determination as an aid to
the pilot so he would not be out of lens
range of the vertically-pointed Bowens.
One radar locked on the plane’s radio
beacon signal and the other locked on
the plane’s skin.
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cameras

equipped with

10"

tele-lenses

aimed straight up.

film.

FORBES

At the exact surveyed start and finish
lines of the course were located two
Bowen cameras with 10-inch lenses and

having high-speed shutters somewhat
like a rotating, slotted beer can. These
cameras record the flight at 30 frames
per second at an exposure of 1/25,000th
of a second.
As the Crusader neared the starting
line these cameras were started automat¬
ically. Each picture was recorded as a
narrow ^4" strip across the seven-inch
film as it moved continuously behind the
revolving shutter. Along the edge of the
film are 1000-cycle timing marks from
which the speed record was computed.
(Continued on Page 617)

FIG. 3—Small arrow, center, points to image

FIG. 4—Section of film

of

cameras, showing plane (arrow, center) and

the

Chance

Vought

Crusader

through space on record-breaking
upper

left-hand

corner

corded azimuth and

(arrow-1)

streaking
flight.

In

was

re¬

elevation figures.

Film

was exposed in one of the Askania cameras.
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from

need location
lighting... fast?
Call on Jack Frost, one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnafnthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

IDEA

for

a

documentary

of

San

Francisco’s

scenic

highlights

led

Tullio

IDEA for a film based on the fairy tale of the “Ugly Duckling" resulted

Pellegrini to produce a very successful 16mm color film in the CinemaScope

in

format.

film

Note anamorphic lens mounted on his Bolex camera.

Denny Plumlee, of Los Angeles, producing an extraordinary fantasy
in 8mm color on miniature stages erected in a garage.

The idea Is The Foundation Of The Film
The most successful amateur films begin with a solid idea that
may spring from a wide range of sources. It’s how skillfully
you develop the idea before starting to shoot that counts.

BY

P

erhaps the foremost feature that
all motion pictures have in common
is that each one is based on an idea.
Whether it be a Hollywood feature, a
documentary or industrial film, or a
home movie record of the family—the
most successful of these has as its basis
a definite cinematic idea.
It goes without saying that any at¬
tempt at film making without this basic
idea results in nothing but a hodge¬
podge of unrelated shots that fit clum¬
sily together at best, have no coherent
meaning, and succeed only in boring
an audience.
“The idea is the thing—” (to para¬
phrase Shakespeare). When it is lack¬
ing in a picture, all the good acting,
direction and photography will not just¬
ify the time the audience must waste
in viewing it.
The idea for a picture should be
considered as a sort of bedrock founda¬
tion upon which is built the product of
612
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the various arts and crafts that go into
motion picture production. It should be
the first thing the film maker—-be he
amateur or professional—considers be¬
fore he begins the production of a film.
The hollywood producer of theatrical
films is necessarily restricted in his
choice of ideas for motion pictures. He
makes films for the great mass of the
American and foreign public—enter¬
tainment films of a fictional nature.
He is limited, therefore, to ideas that
contain elements of (a) general audi¬
ence appeal, (b) entertainment value,
and, not the least important, (c) its
box-office drawing potential. He can¬
not hope to please all the people all the
time, but he nevertheless • strives to
please the largest segment of his poten¬
tial audience most of the time. Since
theatregoers, by and large, are attracted
to the movies primarily by star names,
the Hollywood producer must make sure
that any story idea he is considering
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for production is ideally suited to the
talents of the particular star players he
has available. In addition, the film
idea must follow any particular trend
in story line prevalent at the time if it
is to be a moneymaker.
For these reasons, the theatrical film
producer today selects stories on the
basis of timliness, its treatment of a pop¬
ular theme, or based on some recent
happening or incident. More recently,
the major studios have turned to the
book publishers and to the New York
stage for story ideas to present on film.
The amateur or other non-profes¬
sional movie maker, on the other hand,
is bound by no such limitations. Not
having to make films to please the mass
public, he can devote his cinematic
talents to making motion pictures for
smaller, more select audiences. Depend¬
ing upon the specific audience for which
he slants his film, the sky is the limit
insofar as the basic idea is concerned.

Amateur
CINEMATOGRAPHY

IDEA for a photoplaylet based on a day in the life of a tramp turned
out to be a prize-winning film

for Harry Ruffner,

shown

here

putting

final editing touches on the 16mm color production.

Naturally, the non-professional must
first analyze his prospective audience;
he would hardly make the same type of
him for, say, the Parent-Teachers’ Asso¬
ciation that he would for a society of
chemists or a college football team. The
basic idea varies with the character and
visual requirements of the potential aud¬
ience.
But aside from this consideration, he
is free to let his imagination roam in
the choice of a picture idea and its ex¬
ecution. Those who would produce seri¬
ous films will find about them a whole
world of ready-made cinematic ideas:
the life of a farm horse; the manufac¬
ture of a product; the way of life of
Mexicans, Indians or other foreign
peoples—and simplest of all—how you
and your neighbors live.
The basic idea need not necessarily
be as tangible as these suggestions;
rather, it may be an emotion or char¬
acter trait. Fear, anger, jealousv. cour¬
age, faith—each of these holds interest¬
ing possibilities in supplying the idea
for a worthwhile film. Similarly, a
single physical phase of nature, such as
rain, fog, sunshine, etc., can provide an
interesting continuity idea.
Interesting locales, such as Yellow¬
stone Park, Yosemite, the Grand Can¬
yon, or Hawaii offer a wealth of ideas
for films; but a solid and appropriate
story line should be woven into such
pictures so that the locale becomes a
motivating factor of the action rather
than merely a static background.
Characters and prominent personal¬
ities can provide engaging ideas upon

which to base a him story. The neigh¬
borhood druggist, a circus clown or a
visiting celebrity suggest but a few of
the personalities about whom an inter¬
esting him could be developed.
All too often the non-professional him
maker feels that he doesn't dare turn a

camera unless he has an earth-shaking
idea in mind; that nothing short of a
theme like “Gone With The Wind" is
worthy of his cinematic efforts. He
stands a better chance of success, how¬
ever, if he selects an idea that is not too
ambitious—one that is entirely within
his capabilities to produce as a well-in¬
tegrated motion picture. A small idea
can become the basis for a big picture.
I do not mean an unimportant idea, but
rather one that may be compact in
scope. “A Day in the Life of A Dog,”
to name an elementary example, is an
idea that, with skill and imagination,
could be developed into a highly enter¬
taining motion picture. On the other
hand, an amateur attempt to portray
the civil war in 8nmi or 16mm would
almost certainly prove clumsy and in¬
ept. It is obvious, therefore, that one
should draw upon sources around him
for him ideas before venturing into
fields that are unfamiliar.
When an idea is being considered
as the basis for a motion picture him,
there are certain requirements that it
(Continued on Page 618)
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MAIN TITLE in which text, and static and moving background ele¬

CAMERA SETUP used in

ments were

illustration, using sunlight for illumination.

photographed

in

three

separate steps by Leo

Caloia.

RECORD PLAYER supplied motion to circular background illustration,

CAMERA

giving effect of satellites moving through space.

exposure color title.

SETUP

used

The Title Sets The Stage
By

ARTHUR

N

for the suc¬
cessful screening of an 8mm or
16mm film like a well-designed and
photographed main title. When the
main title looks professional, it not only
commands respect for the film but sug¬
gests that a better-than-average picture
is about to unfold on the screen.
Leo (.aloia, one of Los Angeles’
othing sets the stage
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EDWIN

ranking 16mm amateurs, has long been
noted for the superior quality of his
films. His main and credit titles in¬
variably show the same careful atten¬
tion to detail that goes into his direc¬
tion, selection of actors, or the dressing
of sets used in his dramatic photoplay¬
lets.
A1 ways one to come up with new
•
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for

shooting

title card and static background

shooting

third

and final

Disc rotated at 33V3rpm,

step

in

the 3-

camera at 48

fps.

and novel ideas, the technique he used
in executing the main title for one of
his better-known productions is inter¬
esting. The title for “The World Around
Us” is reproduced above. The accom¬
panying illustrations show the various
steps followed in producing the multi¬
ple exposure-title.
On the screen, the background ap¬
pears as the moon with a space ship
zooming toward it. Pictorial movement
is supplied by various colored moons
and satellites moving in the background.
All this was accomplished in three sep¬
arate exposure steps.
first to be photographed was the
title card text—white letters on a black
(Continued on Page 616)

splice any type film with no frame loss

AUTOMATIC
FILM
SPLICER

The HFC automatic film splicer uses a special transparent tape, perforated
to match the film to be spliced and coated on one side with a pressure
adhesive. The tape is precut and rolled onto the film in register. The unit
makes butt or overlap splices. The tape is rolled onto the film automatic¬
ally from a precision sprocket. Registration pins assure perfect lineup of
film. Stock units are for 35mm positive film.

BUTT
SPLICE

OVERLAP
SPLICE

PERFORATION
REPAIR

TEAR
REPAIR

AFS—35—(35MM MODEL)
AFS—16—U6MAA MODEL)
$175

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

FILM-EDGE
NUMBERING MACHINE
(Coding Machine)
An important aid and time saving device which enables the Film Editor to
quickly tie together the picture and sound track in perfect synchronization
is the HFC film edge numbering or coding machine. The machine numbers
every 16 frames in 35mm. The 16mm model numbers every 40 frames. The
numbering block generally consists of two letter wheels or one number and
one letter wheel manually operated and four number wheels which move
automatically and number the film from 0001 to 9999. All numbers can be
reset by hand to begin at any number.
ENM—35—(35MM MODEL)
ENM—16—(16MM MODEL)

$2500

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284
branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle 7-1630

First in Los Angeles!
Carter Car-top Platforms

Station Wagon Car-top Platform
Doubles as luggage carrier. Easy installation.
Tested at speeds to 110 m.p.h. $225.00 com¬
plete.
Write for Descriptive Literature.

BIRNS & SAWYER PHOTO SUPPLIES
8910 Santa
Los

Monica

Angeles
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Boulevard
California

RENTAL
CAMERAS FOR
MID-WESTERN
PRODUCERS
OVERNIGHT SERVICE
VIA LOW-COST
BUS EXPRESS
• 35mm MITCHELL
•

16mm MITCHELL

• EYEMO
• FILMO
• AURICON
• BLIMPS

Victor ^buncau
4828 Oleatha • St. Louis 16, Mo.
VErnon 2-2959
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OPERATION “DEEPFREEZE”
(Continued from Page 606)

Hartigan has described “Operation
Deepfreeze” as the most challenging and
difficult him assignment of his career as
a cameraman. On Antarctica he soon
found that “being a news correspondent
and cameraman doesn’t cut any ice
down here. You become a worker, pull
sleds, help cook, and otherwise carry
your share of the work load.” And of
course, Hartigan’s principal responsibil¬
ity was to bring back professional
sound-films of the expedition.
Using an Auricon Pro-600, Hartigan
shot footage covering every phase of the
adventure from the “jumping off” point
in New Zealand, through the ice-break¬
ing work of the U.S.S. Glacier, a rescue
of expedition members whose plane
crashed, and a dramatic flight over the
geographical South Pole. On the trip
over the Pole, Hartigan encountered
some of the worst climatic conditions
ever endured by a cameraman. This
frozen-white continent at the bottom of
the world, with its blinding gales and
sub-zero weather, presented difficult and
mysterious problems to cameraman and
camera alike. Here, cameras require
special winterization and supplementary
internal heat to prevent the bitter cold
from transforming film into a substance
as brittle as thin glass. It was necessary
to devise a positive method of setting
and changing camera controls without
using the bare hands, which can result
in loss of skin and flesh in 70° below
zero temperatures. Camera and ampli¬
fier batteries required special protection
to enable them to deliver current at a
normal rate.
The winterization of Hartigan’s Auri¬
con Pro-600 sound camera and the
many other items of photographic
equipment required an intensive and ex¬
haustive study of the effects of cold on
representative cameras, camera lubri¬
cants, lenses and film.
The entire field of the new silicones
and low temperature lubricants was in¬
vestigated, and exhaustive tests were
conducted to determine which would
permit mechanical movement at 75°
below zero and still provide adequate
lubrication. Every effort was made to
accurately duplicate conditions under
which camera equipment would be op¬
erating in the polar regions. Many new
winterization devices were developed in¬
cluding tiny, fingersize electrical heat¬
ers for the camera interior designed to
prevent film brittleness under extreme
cold conditions.
Hartigan and other cameramen on
“Operation
Deepfreeze”
heeded
the
warnings of polar photographers who
had preceded them and who found that
operation of any camera with the bare
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hands was dangerous and sometimes
extremely painful. A unique method of
changing camera settings was devised.
Radial spokes attached to the lens
mount enabled cameramen to set and
operate their equipment without remov¬
ing their gloves.
To provide greater safety for ship¬
board filming, standard gimbal-mount
tripods were each equipped with an 85pound swinging weight suspended be¬
tween the tripod legs, insuring that the
camera platform would remain level
during the roll and pitch of a ship in
heavy seas.
Through all of the hazards and prob¬
lems of “Operation Deepfreeze” filming,
Hartigan’s Auricon sound films for NBC
were the first pictures of any kind to be
flown to the waiting press and television
news broadcasters. In addition to the
regular film coverage on TV, some of
Hartigan’s 16mm film frames were en¬
larged and used as stills for the news¬
papers and for illustrating this article.
The experiences of Hartigan on this
Antarctic expedition will be of tremend¬
ous value to cinematographers all over
the world who may brave the sub-zero
cold and hazardous conditions of polar
filming in the future. In addition, the
52,000 feet of color sound-film which he
shot on the frozen continent are a sig¬
nificant contribution to the public’s un¬
derstanding of the “International Geo¬
physical Year” program.

THE TITLE SETS THE STAGE
(Continued from Page 614)

background. This was tacked to the
easel shown in the second photo, top
row, and photographed in sunlight.
Caloia finds sunlight far superior to
artificial light in shooting titles. “Gives
a better overall rendition,” he says.
Exposure on outdoor Kodachrome at
24 fps was f/6.3.
The film was wound back in the
camera and made ready to record the
background of moon and space ship.
The background was in blue to repre¬
sent the sky. The moon was orange and
the space ship grey. The camera was
lined up so that the moon would appear
in the upper left-hand corner of the
frame. Exposure, at 24 fps, was f/8 in
bright sunlight. The film was then
wound back for a second time and
made ready to record the series of
small rotating discs or “satellites.”
Prior to this, Caloia cemented a black
cardboard disc over an old phonograph
record and painted a series of small
discs of various sizes and colors along
its perimeter. This was mounted on a
motor-driven record player camouflaged
with soft black cloth, as shown in photo
No. 4. The camera was focused on

only a small area of the rotating disc
so that it caught the colored satellites
traveling diagonally across the frame.
The record player was operated at 331/3
rpm and the film exposed at 48 fps
in order to slow down the movement of
the satellites.
Almost any 8mm or 16mm cinefilmer
can produce professional-like titles, fol¬
lowing this same method. The most
important factor, of course, is using a
camera that affords backwinding of the
him and an accurate means of counting
the footage or frames wound back.
Caloia used the Eastman Cine Special.
Art work was produced by a profes¬
sional artist following Caloia’s specifi¬
cations.

A man
we don't

PHOTOGRAPHY AIDS FIGHTER
PLANE SPEED MARK

compete with . . .

(Continued from Page 610)

Officials of the National Bureau of
Standards, after analyzing these marks
as the plane moves across the 100-foot
roll of negative, determined the exact
time it crossed the starting line. By com¬
paring the starting time with the time
recorded by the Bowen camera at the
finish, the speed was computed exactly.
A supplementary system of distance
and time measurements by use of Askania phototheodolite 35mm motion pic¬
ture cameras using 24-inch telephoto
lenses also was used with a view to estab¬
lishing it as an acceptable method for
future record attempts.
Eight of these swivel-mounted German
cameras (pictured in Fig. 1) were sta¬
tioned, four on a side, a short distance
east and west of the north-south course.
Operators using telescopic sights picked
up the aircraft as soon as it approached
the course. All eight of the cameras sim¬
ultaneously started shooting color pic¬
tures of the plane at four frames a sec¬
ond. In the corner of each 35mm frame
was a picture of the azimuth and eleva¬
tion dials of the theodolite. (“1” in Fig.
3).
The camera operators kept the plane
in the lens’ cross hairs throughout the
run. By trigonometric analysis using film
from several cameras, the exact position
of the plane and its speed was deter¬
mined. Results of the theodolite cover¬
age of the speed run will be submitted
in a separate report and were not official
in determining the 1000-mile record,
which was based on film records of the
Bowen cameras.
Besides the two Bowen installations
and the eight Askania movie cameras,
a number of other cameras helped cover
the Crusader’s successful speed runs. The
plane itself carried a 16mm movie cam¬
era inside its skin and recorded contin¬
uous pictures of a panel of instruments
showing airspeed, altitude, outside air
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temperature, a clock, an official N.A.A.
timing watch or chronograph and two
Navy barographs to permanently record
altitude.
A crew of Navy still and movie cam¬
eramen from ComAirPac, San Diego,
took pictures from the air and at the
Mojave F8U hangar to record the activ¬
ities, as did civilian cameramen from
NOTS China Lake and Chance Vought.

...we work
with him

To stay in the lens-angle range of the
important Bowen cameras at both ends
of the flight course, Pilot Windsor had
to fly within one-and-a-half miles of the
imaginary flight line at 40,000 feet. In
warmup flights over the course before
the “Big Day,’' Windsor frequently was
slightly off line on one side or the other.
Navy radar operators on the ground
coached him by radio to change his
headings to get back on course.
As Windsor brought the grey-andwhite Crusader to a stop in front of the
hangar at Mojave and opened his can¬
opy at the end of the flight, he held up
his two thumbs in a signal of victory to
his ground crews. Before the crowd of
well-wishers could swarm up to greet
him, officials of the National Aeronautics
Association went to the plane and re¬
moved the two barographs and the film
from the motion picture camera inside
the fuselage, which had photographed
duplicate sets of flight instruments lo¬
cated in a compartment behind the pilot.
The film was developed in the hangar
darkroom. The barographs which re¬
corded the plane’s flight altitude were
sealed and sent to the National Bureau
of Standards for analysis.
By noon on the day of the flight it was
known that the plane officially had met
the requirements of the speed run as to
altitude and flight path over the course.
NAA observers went back to Inyokern
with the films, flight data and signed
papers to make the attempt official.

IDEA IS FOUNDATION
(Continued from Page 613)

•

RCA Sound Recording

• Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and
Black-and-White
• Magnetic Laminating

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Ave., N. E.,
Washington 2, D. C.
LAwrence 6-4634
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should meet before being definitely
selected:
1. The idea should be worthwhile.
Making any motion picture is a large
operation, no matter on what scale it is
undertaken. It involves a sizeable out¬
lay of time, effort and money—expendi¬
ture of which is unjustified if the pic¬
ture idea has not the elements of suc¬
cess. Its worth, therefore, should be
carefully analyzed in advance.
2. The idea should be entertaining
or informative, or both. The filmmaker
should consider his prospective audi¬
ence, then ask himself, “Will a film
based on this idea entertain or inform
that audience?”
3. The idea should be kinetic. The
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motion picture, as the very term im¬
plies, is a medium that depends upon
action. Despite tricks that are often used
by some film-makers to force move¬
ment into a static idea, the fact remains
that a satisfactory motion picture can¬
not be made unless the idea itself pos¬
sesses elements of action.
4. The idea must be pictorial. That is
to say, it should be capable of being
staged in interesting locales and set¬
tings. The word “interesting" here does
not imply lavish sets and beautiful land¬
scapes. Lines of wash hung in a tene¬
ment court may be pictorially interest¬
ing. Smoke from the chimneys of a hobo
village may be interesting. The dirtsmeared faces of sweating laborers may
contain elements of great pictorial in¬
terest. If these elements are present in
the idea, the film has a head start to¬
ward being a success.
5. The idea must be cinematic. Many
fine novels and plays have been written
that would not make good motion pic¬
tures because they are not translatable
into the language of cameras and film.
Similarly,
the
non-professional
film
maker will often hit upon ideas that
sound fine until he stops to analyze
them in cinematic terms. The motion
picture, despite its almost boundless
scope, does have certain limitations, and
there are some abstract ideas that are
difficult to portray on the screen. The
film maker should shy away from such
ideas and confine his efforts to themes
that, by their very nature, can best be
portrayed through the medium of the
screen.
6. The idea should be practical. Here
again, the average nonprofessional film¬
maker tends to approach ideas that are
too ambitious for the production set-up
with which he has to work. If, for ex¬
ample, he lives in an island district, he
wants to shoot a sea story. If he is work¬
ing on a close budget he usually thinks
it would be nice to have a “cast of thou¬
sands.” Actually, it is quite possible to
stay within one’s limitations of equip¬
ment, locale and budget and still turn
out a fine motion picture. Motion pic¬
ture making is an exacting business at
best; the producer, therefore, should not
make it more difficult by straining lim¬
ited resources to film an idea that is
obviously out of reach of his production
set-up.
Developing the story idea to its fullest
is of paramount importance. Before he
starts to shoot, even before he writes his
script, the film-maker should have the
idea fully developed and analyzed in
his own mind. He should give the idea a
good deal of thought, allowing his imagnation to play with the various facets of
the subject, letting the idea build up in
his mind until he can see a clear mental
picture of how it will appear on the
screen. He should take notes, jotting

down the details as they occur to him,
later cataloguing and arranging these
notes to help him in production plan¬
ning.
As we have said earlier, the idea is
the foundation of the film, and the in¬
telligent producer binds his whole pro¬
duction around it. Each technical proc¬
ess, every line of dramatic approach is
keyed to that basic idea, and is dis¬
carded if it does not materially add to
its interpretation. Beware of effects that
lead the continuity on tangents away
from the main thesis. Unity is the key¬
note of smooth continuity on the
screen.
As the producer works mentally with
the idea, he will find that it takes on
shape and depth and character until
finally it evolves itself into a theme. A
theme is an idea that has broadened in
scope to a point where it becomes the
underlying motivation of every step and
process in the making of the film.
For instance, let us say that a pro¬
ducer wishes to make a film based on
the idea of “dust.” The idea in itself
is rather abstract and might be inter¬
preted in a number of different ways.
But as he thinks deeper into the sub¬
ject, applying his imagination to its de¬
velopment, he becomes more impressed
with the role that dust plays in tfie lives
of mid-western farmers—those men of
the soil living in the so-called “■Dustbowl” area where fierce dust storms de¬
stroy crops and life and fight the farm¬
er for his very existence. After it has
been broadened out in this manner the
word “dust” no longer is an abstract
idea; instead, it has become a vital
theme for a motion picture: “Dust, En¬
emy of the Farmer.”
Actually, the theme as it develops
from the idea becomes the factor that
will determine what treatment the whole
production will receive. It will dominate
the succeeding steps of writing, direct¬
ing, photography and cutting. Its mes¬
sage will be indicated in every bit of
action and narration that goes into the
film. If the film-maker keeps his central
idea constantly in mind throughout the
various steps of production, tfie result¬
ant production will have a difectness
and unity of approach that will make
for effective cinema.

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to

BIG SCREEN
movie viewer only $4950
Large 314" by 4!4" hooded screen and 75-watt projection lamp so
that it can be used comfortably in lighted room. Stainless steel film
guide cannot scratch film. Rotating optical prism shutter. Flat field
projection lens and ground and polished condenser lens. Built-in frame
marker, focusing and frame adjustments, left to right film travel. Auto¬
matic lamp switch. Dual cooling system means you can view a single
frame for minutes without scorching film or emulsion. Readily port¬
able. Sturdy, rugged construction — will last many years. Just what
you need for quick and easy viewing and film inspection. 8mm or
16mm models.

Time your movies to .001 Minute
With a Craig Frame Counter on your Viewer or
Projecto-Editor you can time filmed action to fractions
of seconds, or time scenes, sequences or complete
movies with complete accuracy.
Exacting studies of the speed of motions and actions
of all kinds in science, business and industry are routine
with the Craig Frame Counter. Given a constant cam¬
era speed (whether 16 fps, 24 fps or special high-speed
cameras) with 16mm film, the Frame Counter permits
instant conversion of photographed action into time fractions. Just as simple
is timing 16mm movies or parts of movies (to synchronize with voice, sound
or action) where precise timing is essential.
Craig Accessory Frame Counter . . . $37.50. Craig Projecto-Editor, complete
with rewinds, splicer, viewer and cement ... $79.50. Craig Formula #7 Cement,
1 oz._40^, 8 oz. .. . $2.60, 16 oz, .. . $4. All available at better camera stores.
Write Dept. 0000 for further information. Enclose 10(£ for copy of 50if book:
Leo J. Heffernan's “Editing for Better Movies.”
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PRECISION RACK-OVER

STUDIO LIGHTING LIGHTS DEMO CONVENTION

For all Bell & Howell 70 Cameras
& Bolex “H” Cameras

By

George Lowell

PRICE

$32.50
F O B. WESTLAKE

PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION
Size 4'/4"x43/4"x2’A"
high
Weight: 3'/2 lbs.
approx.
Cast Iron
Wrinkle Enamel finish
Machined to .001
tolerance
Tool Steel Guide and
Lock Pins
Vlier Spring Locating
Plunder
FEATURES
• Film exactly what you see.
• A must for perfectly centered titles.
• Perfect for animation. Assures you all moving
objects are within the lens field.
• Film ultra close-ups not possible with camera
parallax adjustment.
• Mounts on any tripod using '/4-20 mounting
screw.
• Cam locks in position to avoid accidental loss
of field.
• Camera can be hand cranked regardless of po¬
sition on RACK-OVER.
. A substantial camera base used to film from
a table top.
• May be used with all camera accessories in
place, such as: motor, 400-ft. magazine, etc.
• Can be racked over and baked instantly.
NOTE:

Titler Accessory to mount on
available. $32.50.

RACK-OVER

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O.

Box

135

Westlake,

Ohio

THE

LAB-TV
Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
o

Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers
•

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Write for Circular

LAB TV
247 West 46th St.
New York 36, N.Y.
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CONVENTION

hall was

illuminated with

banks of 500-watt and

1000-watt reflector

floods, which produced a glareless, shadowless illumination ideal for newsreel and televi¬
sion photography.

American Cinematographer

before in the history of
newsreels and television has the lighting
of a public event provoked so much at¬
tention as the unorthodox method of
lighting introduced by Bob Duggan of
The Studio Lighting Company at the
1956 Democratic National Convention
in Chicago. Before the advent of Tri-X
film, lighting the convention was always
a “Gone With the Wind” production
due to the high footcandle requirements
necessary for the slower film.
The floor lighting in the International
Amphitheatre this year was done without
the use of any lighting units normally
employed in motion picture and tele¬
vision studios. It was an innovation and
it worked.
At the time of the two Conventions
four years ago, which was also a Studio
Lighting Company job, Tri-X was not
available and 225 footcandles was the
order of the day. Ot the 1956 Conven¬
tion, cameramen agreed 125 footcandles
of light would be ample. To achieve
smoothness together with all-over cov¬
erage, using previous lighting methods,
a great many studio-type, high wattage,
motion picture lights would have been
required—even the special lights that
were built for the 1952 Conventions—
Perhaps never
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and would have raised the footcandles
and the heat unnecessarily.
Duggan said, “With the low light-level
requirements of Plus-X him, why make
it a big project? I just nailed a bunch
of 500-watt R-40 and 1,000-watt R-60
reflector floods to some two-by-four’s and
souped up the voltage on the transform¬
ers feeding these 1,000-hour globes and
we had 130 footcandles of light. The
effect was as though there was a giant
150-ft. long fluorescent tube on each
side of the hall. The light was totally
shadowless with a complete absence of
glare.”
Rigging the featherweight units was a
breeze, according to Duggan, The only
tough part was feeding the north bank
of lights from the transformers at the
south end of the building, which re¬
quired several thousand feet of 4/0
cable laced through the girders on the
roof. This whole project, he said, was
made possible by the cooperation of Bob
Benson, electrical head of the Amphi¬
theatre, who arranged his circuits to
permit a voltage raise on a particular
bank of transformers that would not
affect the rest of the Convention hall.
The Studio Lighting Company has
lighted a total of eight Democratic or

Republican National Conventions, the
first being in 1932, when for the first
time, 10,000-watt incandescent globes
were used on a political convention.
Ninety-eight R-60, 1.000-watt and
one-hundred seventy R-40, 500-watt
globes were used this year—a total of
only 1,525 amperes on the floor. Addi¬
tional lights on the press section, ad¬
jacent to the podium consisted of four
10’s and two 5’s. The floor light read
130 footcandles dead center and in¬
creased to about 160 on the side aisles.
Front light on the speaker, 250 footcandles; back light, 320.
The simple and direct approach of
this unique type of lighting brought
nods of approval from both the news¬
reel and television cameramen who
recorded this event, and Duggan has
been told to anticipate lighting the
1960 conventiion for color—both film
and TV.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from Page 584)

duction that so impressed him, it is im¬
possible to evaluate it or make compar¬
isons. Japanese cameramen have turned
out some fine color pictures, just as have
cameramen in other countries. But it is
hardly likely that any of them have any
secret gimmick by which they produce
the extraordinary results the reader has
described.—Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

QWhat
ing

is the best method of achiev¬
a night effect with regular

Kodachrome when shooting in daylight?
Please name the proper filter to be used,
if any, and the exposure you would rec¬
ommend.—R.L.H., Princeton, I\.J.

MILLER

TRIPOD HEAD
WORLD’S

STOPS
SAVES
GIVES

FRICTION

TIME.

NO

HEAD

“JITTERS”

LOST

FOOTAGE

PATENTED

FINEST

SMOOTHNESS ONLY
FOUND IN A MILLER

You Can Feel The Difference!
•

Full 360° horizontal movement

•

No shake or jitters

•

Right or left hand operation

•

No backlash

•

Breakaway at 18 R.P.M. pan

• Complete control for smoother pan¬
ning in both horizontal and vertical
positions
• Varied use with Bell & Howell,
Auricon, and telescopes.

Bolex, Cine-Special, Arri-flex, F&B

• Adapter plates available for Pro-Jr., S.O.S. and similar tripods
• Whatever camera is used, you will get better results with a Miller.

The MILLER “Fluid Action” head is designed for use with motion picture cameras,
telescopes and similar mechanical, optical or electronic equipment where smooth
panning and tilting movements are essential. This movement operates on a semihydraulic principle, which is patented throughout the world. It should not be
confused with any friction-type movement.

Sold only by dealers.
See your nearest dealer.

Use Type A Kodachrome film with¬
out the Wratten No. 85 daylight com¬
pensating filter and decrease exposure
one-half stop. If this decrease in expos¬
ure proves inadequate for the effect de¬
sired, the scene may be made darker
by the film laboratory making your
duplicate prints—Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.

Hollywood 46, California

Cable Address: MILEQIP
ANOTHER

“VISCOSITY

DRAG”

PRODUCT

BY

MILLER

QWe

are in the process of producing
an educational film in color, which
calls for a storm scene with lightning
flashes. This will be filmed with a CineSpecial camera using Commercial Koda¬
chrome. Any information you may be
able to give on procedure that should be
followed to produce the storm scene will
be appreciated.—C. J. T., Lansing, Mich.

RENT

•

SELL

•

TRADE

1000 WATT SLIDE PROJECTORS
MAGNETIC

/

.

•

BUY

ARRIFLEX

PROJECTORS

Hollywood 3-6856

If you shoot with 3200° Kelvin illum¬
ination, you can obtain a satisfactory
lightning effect by using a 5K globe
in a lamp with the front glass removed,
flashing it on and off by means of a
dimmer switch. If you use an arc light
for illumination, a good flash effect can
be obtained by jumping the carbon gap
back and forth. Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

AUDIO-VISUAL
SALES & RENTALS CO.

uttena

6764 LEXINGTON AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD
Just East of Highland - 1 Blh. North of Santa Monica

MAGNETIC SOUND

RECORDERS

8 & 16 MM

OPAQUE
PROJECTORS
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TIME LAPSE AND TELEPHOTO
(Continued from Page 599)

color films. Armored with special suit
and head mask for close work in wild
bee trees, Jewell nevertheless was re¬
peatedly stung through seams and oc¬
casional exposure.
Too many injections of bee venom,
says Jewell, can be serious and even
kill a person if closely spaced. His
many months of patient invasion of wild
hives, he says, called for more nerve
than some of his previous assignments
with dangerous animals.

educational films. Does complete
reversal processing job, from camera to
projector, in 25 minutes including
developing, reversing, bleaching, fixing,
washing, drying, footage count.
A

complete

versal

negative,

machine.

positive,

Regular

price

and

re¬

$5575.66.

SPECIAL - $M5
Fully Reconditioned, Guaranteed,

$1295.

Houston 16mm
Processing
Machines

gordon enterprises
5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
TELETYPE: WUX, NORTH HOLLYWOOD

C I N E K A D
Synchronous Motor Drive

for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.
The synchronous motor drive can be instantly

attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re¬
quired for installation and mounting.
The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate, Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.
Write for more details and prices
Also available on special order. Synch. Motoi
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING

COMPANY

763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
Plaza 7-3511
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Robert Crandall, peer of nature
photographers, is a recognized authority
on ants and has done much original
search and research on this great in¬
sect family, reflected in one of the most
important segments of “Secrets of Life."
In addition to extensive field-study
Crandall observes his subjects under an
elaborate photo-microscopy set-up in his
home studio and garden. His discovery,
in a 16-foot deep excavation, of the
wine-colored honeycask ants and their
strange martyr repletes is a distin¬
guished feat of original photographic
research. The repletes, not heretofore
associated with this species, stuff them¬
selves until they are enormously swollen
honey containers and thus become life¬
time servants to their fellow workers.
Warfare without quarter, sharp divi¬
sion of labor, protection of young, grow¬
ing and harvesting of vegetation, sepa¬
ration of reproductive functions, mass
maneuvers—these and other fascinating
aspects of ant society take on intelli¬
gible meaning under Crandall's prob¬
ing movie lenses. He also shared top
camera credits in “The Living Desert.”
George and Nettie MacGinitie (hus¬
band and wife) are noted marine biolo¬
gists. He is a former Stanford Univer¬
sity professor of this science and did
research for the Navy in Alaska. At
present he is with the California Insti¬
tute of Technology. For “Secrets of
Life,” the MacGinities photographed
the camouflaged decorator crab, the
flower-like shellfish called Melibe, the
walking kelp fish, jellyfish, barnacles
and other marine life rarely seen even
by exploring naturalists.
Murl Deusing, who has contributed
many interesting features of the TrueLife Adventure series and who is con¬
nected with the Milwaukee museum, this
time comes up with an amusing eaves¬
drop on the life of the stickleback fish,
the hunting prowess of the dragonfly
nymph and other tiny marine “mon¬
sters,” beautiful and deadly.
John Nash Ott, Jr.: In searching out
nature’s provocative mysteries for Walt
Disney’s amazing new True-Life Adven¬
ture, none of the 18 naturalist-photog-

•
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raphers who share the camera credits
had a greater part than John Nash Ott,
Jr., dean of time-lapse cinematographers
and one of America’s leading botanists.
In his Winnetka studio and gardens
Ott has spent years acquiring his knowl¬
edge of plants and flowers and the spe¬
cial techniques he has perfected to peer
into the cell functions of growth and
reproduction and the mysterious chem¬
istry of color, perfume and harbored
intelligence of seeds which, by ingenius
device, have kept the earth green and
habitable to man for millions of years.
He has brought time-lapse photography
to its highest perfection as an instru¬
ment for the study of plant life.
Most of his implements are of his
own invention, housed in a laboratory
where a complex of cameras, lights and
timing devices are arranged among a
variety of growing things to have their
portraits made and their secrets un¬
veiled. Others are in open gardens and
orchard.
His most fascinating contribution to
Disney’s new chapter on nature’s visi¬
ble wonders is the microscopically ob¬
served pollinating process of field corn.
In a remarkable camera exploit, every
phase of the beautiful primitive procreative act is followed from the windshaken anthers down the silken canals
to the ripening kernels and an abun¬
dant field crop.
Other scenes of botanical beauty show
the actual ripening of strawberries,
cherries, tomatoes, red peppers and
pumpkins in the gorgeous Technicolor
production
in the same time-lapse
method.
The marvels of this kind of periodtimed cinematography also pose its spe¬
cial problems. Each subject, Ott ex¬
plains, must be set up in accurate fo¬
cus, with just a slight margin for un¬
predictable twist to sunlight and by
moisture. The flower or fruit will be
photographed on one frame of camera
film once an hour, all around the clock,
until the desired development or ma¬
turity has been recorded. In between
times, the subject must be given sun¬
light and carefully regulated tempera¬
ture. The lighting is so synchronized
with the camera shutter that it flashes
on only for the fraction of second the
lens is open. By this means, all scien¬
tifically calculated, a ripening fruit will
seem to have grown smoothly to full
size and color in a few magic seconds,
while it may have taken as many days
or weeks actual growth in the garden.
For “Secrets of Life," Ott’s mystery¬
probing, interval-timed cameras were
kept busy night and day for months,
working through seasons from bud to
seed.
When orchard fruits are time-lapsed,
the branch with bud and llower must

be housed in a specially designed box
attached to the tree under conditions
even more complicated. Every frame of
film exposed then must be flashed
within automatically regulated contain¬
ers governing sunlight, wind, tempera¬
ture and the artificial light.
Thus Ott has clarified many mys¬
terious plant processes for scientific re¬
search and probed close to the ultimate
secret of cell life. He has devoted his
expert knowledge and technical skills
not only to entertainment and educa¬
tional films but also to the medical pro¬
fession, dealing always with some of
nature’s most beautiful product and
astounding intelligence.
William A. Anderson s main effort is
on a comical note—the grotesque per¬
formance of the angler fish who lures
other finny adventurers within reach
of his great snapping jaws by dangling
a worm-like appendage in front of his
mouth. Anderson also shows floral
traps designed to capture insects, in a
turning of the tables on the animal
world.
Dr. Tilden W. Roberts, resourceful
wildlife photographer as well as noted
natural scientist, served as biological
consultant for “Secrets of Life.” He
has been connected in scientific depart¬
ments with the University of Illinois
(Ph.D), U. of Tennessee, U. of South¬

ern California, the Moodv Institute of
Science and was also biological con¬
sultant on Disney’s “Nature’s Half
Acre.” For “Secrets of Life" he cap¬
tured on film the little archer fish who
shoots his insect prey down from over¬
hanging weeds with a well directed
drop of water. Roberts also filmed the
diving spider and her underwater nest
of air bubbles.
Dr. William M. Harlow, official of the
New York State Division of Forestry
and a specialist in stop-action study of
wilderness growth, discloses the strange
devices of seeds and cone to replant
their kind with botanical “intelligence."
Claude Jendrusch and Arthur Carter
provided
the
majestic
background
scenes of volcanic lava flow squirming
its red flood into the hissing sea, photo¬
graphed during a recent eruption in
Hawaii.
Jack Couffer stalked the Fiddler Crab
and recorded his amorous and humor¬
ous antics in luring the hesitant female
to come down and see him some time.
Couffer also got material in the Gala¬
pagos Island for a future Disney TrueLife.
Fran William Hall depicts odd rela¬
tionships between plants and insects in
a world where a blade of grass is tall
as a sugar pine in the magnosphere.
Rex Elliott's enchanting study of

PRESTO-SPLICER
The finest film splicer, the World over!
Model

De

Luxe

Miracle

Indispensable time and money saver for splicing
all kinds of film including CRONAR*
negative, print, magnetic film or optical
Now with

NEW PLUG-IN HEATER BLOCK
eliminates down time!

© NO CEMENT
• NO LOST PICTURE
• NO SCRAPING
• NO DOUBLE THICKNESS
Spliced in seconds!
A Film fusion (butt-weld), en-to-end.
No drying, No overlap.
*Reg. I. E. DuPont
Brochure & Sample Splice on Request
Dept. AC-1

PRESTOSEAL S
3727 33rd st.. Long Island City 1,N.Y.

Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer that enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Put this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".

(TflmcRfl Couipmem (o.jnc.
Dept. AX 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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MILLER Fluid

flowers reveals artifices used to achieve
the primitive sex function through pollenization.

Action HEAD

Dr. Roman Vishniac, world famous
natural scientist, delved into the aston¬
ishing range of life beyond our myopic
vision in the microcosm. He has de¬
veloped new lighting techniques and
has used his lenses with color rays to
achieve fantastic extensions of cine¬
matic research in living forms and mat¬
ter. Some of the most astounding micro¬
scopy in “Secrets of Life” is his.
Vincent J. Schaefer's magnificent
cloud-scapes, illustrating cosmic forces
related to the endless creation of na¬
ture’s variety, add an awesome note to
the splendid presentation.
These are the searchers and the
finders of nature’s hidden wonders
whose composite exploits have provided
Walt Disney with the substance for his
consummate achievement in the TrueLife factuals, certain to be another can¬
didate for Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Science Awards.

Model “C” Head . V* UiHW
—Semi Hydraulic—Excellent for:
B&H, Bolex, Arriflex, Cine-Special
Model “C” & PRO-16 Tripod.$193.40
Sturdy fiber carrying case .
18.50
* Custom top available for Cine-Special
* Adapter plate for Pro-Junior Tripod
* Servicing and repairs
* Modernization of early models
TERMS:

Order

C.O.D. or send
ship prepaid.

$$
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equipment made expressly for the pur¬
pose. Here the tube from which the
image is recorded is smaller and of a
different type, usually coated with phos¬
phors rich in blue and ultra-violet radi¬
ations. This permits the use of fine
grain positive-type emulsions for re¬
cording. The brightness range of kine¬
scope tubes is about 1 to 30.
Because the images on a kinescope
tube are relatively flexible as to con¬
trast, this is sometimes an advantage
to the cameraman making a TV record¬
ing. As the monitor operator desires,
the contrast can be increased or de¬
creased,
made brighter or darker,
turned from left to right or upside
down, or converted from positive to
negative simply by reversing the polar¬
ity of the circuit.
The smaller the kinescope image—
that is, the smaller the kinescope tube
that is used—the better the resolution
and clearer the picture. For this reason,
only the center area of the kinescope
tube is used in order to eliminate dis¬
tortion that might occur in the curva¬
ture of the tube. There is a five-inch
Hat-faced tube commonly used on which
the image is kept to a dimension of 214
by 3 inches in the center. Where 10 and
12 inch tubes are used, the image is
decreased in size to about 4 by 5
inches, again utilizing the flatter surface
of the center of the tube.
Since a negative picture can be pro¬
duced on a kinescope tube, direct-posi¬
tive recordings can be made by simply
•
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photographing the image without re¬
versing it.
When TV recording (or kinescoping)
is done with negative film, in order for
the projection prints to be in the cor¬
rect emulsion position, the direction of
the horizontal scan is reversed thereby
“turning the image around” with re¬
spect to left and right. This applies only
when double system sound is used.
For kinescoping, 16mm film is most
commonly used because of the lower
cost of the film stock and processing,
and for the safety factor inherent in
the non-flam film base. Engineers have
found that 16mm fine grain film, given
proper processing, can produce excel¬
lent picture quality, and since the costs
involved are only about one-third as
much as in the case of 35mm film,
the use of 16mm negative is well justi¬
fied. Fine grain sound recording film
and positive print stocks are therefore
most commonly used. All film supplied
to television stations must be on safety
base; this applies to both 16mm and
35mm negative and positive stocks.
For kinescoping, 16mm film can be
had in lengths of 1200 feet upon special
order; the maximum length in which
35mm film is supplied is 2000 feet.
Three rolls must be spliced together to
produce the 6000 foot roll required for
1 hour of television recording.
Following are specifications of film
most commonly used for television re¬
cording:
Ansco: Ansco’s Fine Grain Positive
for making direct positive recordings
with 16mm kinescope cameras. (No
type number has been assigned to the
film as yet.)
DuPont: DuPont’s Fine Grain Master
Positive Film, Type 628 (628A for
35mm) is recommended for all kinerecording purposes. Differences in con¬
trast of this versatile emulsion can be
controlled in development.
Eastman: Eastman Television Record¬
ing Film Type 5374 and 7374 (low con¬
trast characteristic) is recommended for
making a negative from which other
prints will be made. Eastman's Fine
Grain Release Positive Film Type 7302
(high contrast characteristic) is recom¬
mended for making direct positive re¬
cordings, and for single system cameras
having variable area sound.
To obtain the correct exposure, a
number of preliminary steps are re¬
quired. The range over which the kine
tube will produce uniform changes in
brightness is first established. The maxi¬
mum brightness of the kinescope tube,
before resolution falls off, is also noted.
The maximum density beyond which a
photographic emulsion will begin losing
its resolving power is also ascertained.
W ithin these limits a determination is
made of the maximum tube brightness
which will give an emulsion density

PRECISION SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
zsm
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

Look

trademark

Sound

Magnetic Sound Attachment for Moviola Synchronizer
All amplifiers
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complete with
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equivalent to that found just below the
shoulder of the H&D curve when the
film is developed to a predetermined
gamma. The beam current required to
obtain this brightness is read on a meter
and becomes the setting for correct ex¬
posure for that particular kinescope
tube, emulsion, and laboratory-tech¬
nique combination.
After the above procedure has been
completed, preparation for an actual re¬
cording is done in the following man¬
ner: The “black level” is adjusted by
eye until the retrace lines just disap¬
pear. With a video signal equivalent to
maximum brightness in the picture
being fed into the system, the video
control knob is turned up to obtain an
all white raster. The beam current is
then increased until the brightness level
—as previously determined—has been
reached. The level for correct exposure
having now been arrived at, the test
signal is removed, and the camera is
now ready to receive the picture image.
Numerous tests have indicated that
the same processing techniques which
have become standard for theatrical mo¬
tion picture films also produce optimum
results for television recordings Most
film laboratories today are so tho¬
roughly versed in the requirements of
television films that this phase of pro¬
ducing a kinescope recording can be
left entirely in their hands.
END
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GUIDED MISSILE CAMERA
(Continued from Page 605)

The new 16mm camera, trade-named
Fastair is the first high-speed missile
camera specifically designed to record
the flight characteristics of guided mis¬
siles, to augment ground tracking of
missiles by photographing the ground
or instruments on board the missile, and
to provide information for analysis on
the response and accuracy of sensing
mechanisms.

It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
Practical

®

Dependable

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

The use of the Fastair camera is not
restricted to missile studies, but can
be used in other related fields such as
aircraft gunnery, gunnery training, the
study of mechanical linkage, flight char¬
acteristics, fluid flow, instrument read¬
ings, stress, strain of aircraft and com¬
ponents either in wind tunnels or in
actual flight.
The Fastair uses a rotating prism. A
single, battery-operated motor drives the
few moving parts. Camera speeds from
12 to 600 pictures per second are de¬
pendent on motor and voltage applied.
The Fastair is small and compact
enough
(13 15/64"
long,
4 17/32"
high, and 3 35/64" wide) to meet lim¬
ited space within a missile; rugged
enough to withstand severe vibrations,
impact, shock and extremely high “G”
loads and yet weighs only 8 pounds.
The camera is provided with 50', 100',
or 200' magazines using 16mm high¬
speed film.

164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

•

CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

8 and 16mm
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• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
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• Easily assembled without
tools
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•Guaranteed—Prices from $89.
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and
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Guaranteed.
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regular University dramatic produc¬
tions for use in studies of play direction.
In addition, we often shoot a film to
certain specifications without a formal
script. One example of this type was
a hidden-camera film involving facial
expression and emotion.
We have a Maurer camera with
Kodak lenses and the new Maurer
blimp. So far we have used only the
400-foot magazines.
The camera is
used on an Auricon tripod. We use the
Maurer as a studio camera and as a
title camera because of its accuracy
and the ease it affords of making fades
and dissolves. We also use the Maurer
for covering basketball games because
of the need for a motor-driven camera
for long takes.
We have four Cine Kodak Specials
(plus some out on loan), five 200-foot
film chambers, and seven 100-foot film
chambers. We use the Cine Kodak
Specials for football because they can
be wound after each play and are easy
to carry to out-of-town games. Also,
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Micro Record Corp.

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

$295 - Complete With Magazine
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In World-Wid* Us?
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime*fog scenes«diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.O. Box 46834, Hollywood, Calif.

they create only a single hot frame at
the beginning of each shot, and this
single frame does not need to be re¬
moved. This is an advantage because
film must be edited fast.
A few years ago we designed and
had built several special sports finders
for use with the Cine Kodak Specials
at football games. The finder is essen¬
tially an open frame and pupil finder.
The frame slides back and forth on
two rods mounted on a bracket which
fits under the camera. The rods are
marked for frame positions for lens
focal lengths of from one to six inches.
We also have a number of cameras
of the Bell & Howell 70-D series. These
are used for a wide variety of purposes,
such as field work at sports events, tele¬
vision news coverage, and as loan
cameras for staff members. We also
have a Bell & Howell high speed (128
fps) camera which is used mainly in
shooting movies for athletic research.
One Cine Kodak Special is set up per¬
manently as an animation camera. The
single frame motor and clutch were
made by National Cine Equipment, Inc.
We had the animation stand built on
campus. We use'a standard peg board
which is duplicated in the Graphics
Section, our source of titles and anima¬
tion graphics. We also do some ani¬
mation work from drawings prepared
College of Medicine artists.
Ge have a large selection of lenses,
mostly Bell & Howell and Kodak, along
with our two new anamorphic adapters.
We use Professional Jr tripods for
the most part, but in the stadium we
have permanent mounts installed using
Graflex pan-tilt heads.
General custodianship of all cameras
on the campus lies with the Bureau of
Audio-Visual Instruction, although most
cameras are permanently assigned to
various departments. Occasionally the
Unit borrows a camera for a special
purpose. In shooting the recent produc¬
tions at the University elementary
school we used in Auricon-Pro which
is regularly assigned to the Television
Center.
We are now recording all original
sound magnetically. Most of our sound
is recorded on our Magnasync 400, but
we plan to use an Ampex for narration
recording.
Quarter-inch tape offers
economies in cost and storage, and in
addition it can be edited easily so that
narration fluffs can be corrected quickly.
Intermediate optical sound tracks are
produced on a Maurer optical recorder
which we no longer use for location
work. At the present time we must mix
from optical playback tracks, disks, or
tape, and we have two Maurer film
phonographs for this purpose. We have
rigged a loop tree for one film phono¬
graph for playing back crowd noises.
We hope to obtain magnetic dubbing

FILMLINE

Ek

MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
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Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention * VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
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•
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•
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equipment in the near future. We have
been using an RCA D-77 microphone
for most work.

) FILM

_
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Established 1949
Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process

Most of our productions are shot on
panchromatic negative which has latentimage edge numbers. These edge num¬
bers are printed to all workprints as
a matter of general policy.

Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
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350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
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Film
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Rack-Over, Camera Base and Synchronous Motor.
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Our mixing panel is a Maurer to
which we have added a control panel
which holds master switches for con¬
trolling various equipment. We use an
Ampro projector to which a synchron¬
ous motor has been added. The Ampro,
film phonographs, and optical recorder
can fie started and stopped by a com¬
mon switch.

Cinematographer

Various editing procedures are used,
but basically we employ the following
method: We screen workprints first,
make notes about “keep” takes, and then
run the workprint through our Moviola.
The outtakes are run onto the picture
take-up reel, and the keep takes are
run into a bin, then rolled up on the
Moviola spindle with the slates head
out. Each roll is taped, numbered, and
hung in sequence on a peg board. Then
the rolls are spliced together and the
film is screened and marked for a rough
cut.
To obtain workprints of color origi¬
nals, we make a duplicate negative and
a positive print on which the original
Commercial Kodachrome edge numbers
appear. This is much faster than send¬
ing the original away.
We usually use two viewers for
matching action. The tail of one shot
is placed in one viewer, and the head
of the next shot in the other.
Background music and sound effects
are taken from a number of sources.
We have a small Boosey & Hawkes disk
library. When some sound is to be
laid in for rerecording, we may record
from disk to a positive playback track
(density 1.0). From this we can print
a negative which we use as a workprint.
Since our Moviola has only one sound
head, we are hampered somewhat, but
we can run a final check by using the
film phonographs and the synchronous
projector as an interlock system. When
the final master recording is made, we
run the work-print picture which bears
cue marks for the benefit of the record¬
ist.
We are using Bell & Howell hot splic¬
ers and Jefrona film cement. We fiave
be gun checker-boarding, and plan to
use the technique more.
Our film laboratory was started in
1947 with the purchase of an Engineer¬
ing Development Laboratories Model
DM-7 processing machine and a Bell &
Howell Model J printer. We processed
negative, reversal, and print until 1952,
when we stopped processing reversal.
We were dissatisfied with our duplicates
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of reversal originals, and found in addi- .
tion that the changeover from negative
to reversal was too time consuming.
We are unusually fortunate in one
important respect.
All our chemical
solutions are mixed for us by the Uni¬
versity College of Pharmacy’s drug
manufacturing service.
At the present time we are process¬
ing Eastman Background X, Tri-X,
7374 kinescope recording negative, 7203
duplicating negative, and du Pont 828A
fine grain master positive stocks in our
“negative” machine, which we have
modified to run at 28 feet per minute
(instead of 18). We use as a developer
D76 at 68°, giving Background X and
Tri X from 6 to 9 minutes, and kine¬
scope recording negatives from 4 to 7
minutes. For control we use a step tab¬
let on control stock, made on an East¬
man Processing Control Sensitometer.
The tablets are read on a MacbethAnsco Color Densitometer.
We use
grommet splices in the negative machine.

j

One of our two Bell & Howell Model J
printers is equipped with a Par fader.
We make all our release prints on East¬
man 7302 stock. We have found experi¬
mentally that we can make acceptable
quick dissolves from A and B negative
rolls. We have not yet begun color
printing. Step tablets are placed at the
beginning or end of each print to give
us a check on gamma. Since the prin¬
ters have only one head each, sound
release prints are rewound for the sec¬
ond passage through the printer.
Timing is done by inspection of the
negative. We now have a Cinex ma¬
chine which we hope to have in opera¬
tion soon for making duplicate nega¬
tives, and eventually for all work. We
make duplicate negatives for all pro¬
ductions from which we expect a con¬
siderable volume of release printing.
We believe that our present duplicate
negatives give prints of adequate qual¬
ity for most educational purposes.
We began operating our EDL Model
DM-2 processing machine in 1954.
Although it will run at 90 feet per
minute, our usual speed is about 50.
We use D16 developer, and process re¬
lease prints, picture and sound workprints, original sound tracks, and direct
positive single system kinescope recordings in this machine. The machine is
unmodified except for the addition of
recirculation tanks.
Because of the volume and variety
of laboratory work, we have evolved
the use of a system of work orders bear¬
ing serial numbers. Every piece of film
is accompanied by a copy of the work
order at every stage of its passage
through the laboratory. Footages are
measured on the printer, and the
amount of footage is carefully posted

j

j

against work order numbers for billing.
Departments which regularly use the
services of the laboratory are billed
monthly for work charged to their ac¬
count numbers. The billings are han¬
dled through regular Bureau of AudioVisual Instruction channels.
We are shooting more and more
multicam footage. We can run 200
feet at a time, using a clapstick at the
beginning of each roll. The big prob¬
lem as yet is in editing. A Moviola
with three picture heads would be ideal,
but at present we must run each camera
picture workprint with the track, then
after seeing all three pictures, decide
which camera footage is to be used at
any given point.
For nine weeks each fall our time
Friday noon to Monday night is given
over entirely to producing football films.
We shoot two versions
(one wide¬
screen) of each game, about 1400 feet
each. By working through the night
Saturday we have silent prints ready
for delivery to coaches and television
stations by noon Sunday. On Monday
morning an announcer ad libs a com¬
mentary for the television releases which
require sound, and these prints are on
on their way to the stations on Tuesday.
From Tuesday to Friday we try to get
some of our other work done, but actu¬
ally for a period of several weeks we
all carry on in a kind of stupor to which
we refer as “football daze.” The final
effort comes in the tenth week when
we all pitch in to get out a “football
highlights” film for the season. There¬
after we have a short period in which
we screw up our courage to face the
basketball season.
Currently we are producing a series
of color films on dental techniques. Also
in the mill is a series on teaching
methods in the elementary schools. We
are preparing two films on spoken and
written French for elementary grades.
In script is a project for the Iowa Com¬
mission for tBe Blind. The College of
Medicine is sponsoring a film dealing
with high speed studies of a synthetic
ear. For the College of Dentistry, we
are completing a film on mandibular
anatomy.
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• SPECIALIZED TITLES •

MERCER & CO.

OPTICAL EFFECTS
35 and 16mm

CinemaScope
r t

_

ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE
4241

OR

WRITE

FOR

FREE

SPECIAL

NORMAL AVE., HOLLYOOD 29, CALIF.
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NOW!
FOR THE FIRST TIME

SPECIAL PURCHASE
and BRAND NEW
The

HOLMES 35mm.
PORTABLE

Sound on Film
Equipment

Factory List Price

HERE'S THE
^Ufpr
AMAZING DEAL:

ronolle Sound Projectors,
constant speed motors, 1C00 watt
Mazda lamphouses. 2000' upper and lower magazines, photo¬
cells, exciter lamps, etc. (Brand New). 2 — Series 1 4" lenses,
with adopters (New). 1— Set projector, photocell and exciter
lamp cables (New). 1—Amplifier, lote model, 25/30 watt out¬
put (Rebuilt like New). I—Jensen Heavy Duty 12" PM speaker,
with boffle and 75 feet cable (Reconed and refinished), guar¬
anteed same as new).

/

★STAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.i
621 West 55th Street, New Ycrk 19, N.Y.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

STEVENS BATTERY CAMERA
DRIVE FEATURES:
1— Instant starting
2— Forward and reverse operation
3— Extremely low current drain
4— Cord connecting plug at the camera
5— Highest-quality construction
Write
for
FREE
Bolex
accessory
booklet.
A SIMILAR STEVENS CAMERA DRIVE
IS NOW
AVAILABLE
FOR
CINE
SPECIAL
CAMERAS.

vision Center. The Center operates as
a joint facility for teaching and pro¬
duction of television programs, with the
teaching budget coming through Speech
and the production budget coming
through the University administration.
The him production courses are
taught by Dr. John Mercer, who is also
him supervisor of the Television Center.
John Kuiper, graduate assistant, came
to us from Reela Films by way of NBC.
He spent last summer in Africa shoot¬
ing sound photography for Zoo Paarde.
There are two three-hour courses
with additional workshop credit. Both
courses deal with fundamentals. No
particular type of him is stressed, but
the precautions needed for television
him are emphasized.
In the hrst semester lectures cover
21 different phases of him production,
production equipment and procedures,
and take up two hours each week. In
addition, there is a two-hour laboratory
session involving a series of 9 exercises.
We work in crews of four, rotating
the jobs of director, cameraman, and
two performers. We have a maximum
of twelve in each laboratory. We shoot
Background X, Tri-X, and some Type A
Kodachrome. Our laboratories come on
Wednesday and Thursday, and the him
is processed and printed by the Unit
laboratory for showing on Monday or
Tuesday.
We use a short editing exercise on
him to teach matching action. The ex¬
ercise is printed in quantity at the Mo¬
tion Picture Unit laboratory by using a
loop tree, and each student is given a
print. The exercise is a sequence of

THE

WHAT’S HEW
(Continued from Page 582)

Hollywood Film Company, 956 Sew¬
ard St., Hollywood, announces the
availability of a new catalog of 16mm
and 35mm precision editing equipment
and reels, cans and shipping cases.
Catalogs can be secured by requesting
them on your business letterhead.

hne-grain, wide latitude emulsion which
permits high quality results under a
wide variety of outdoor or indoor light¬
ing conditions, particularly in “existing
light” situations.
The speed and latitude of the him are
such that it is highly recommended for
instrument data recording where or¬
dinary panel illumination is adequate
for exposure.
The new him will be available from
all Du Pont regional offices beginning
October 1st.

New DuPont Film

New Cine Camera

“Superior” 4 Panchromatic motion
picture negative him, type 928, rated at
320 daylight and 250 tungsten (ASA),
has been announced by the Du Pont
Photo Products Dept., Wilmington, Del.
The new negative stock, available in
both 16mm and 35mm widths, has a

Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, announces
a new 16mm cine camera featuring the
Sunomatic lens, which is set by dialing
a printed description of the outdoor
light. Lens provides over 50% more
picture area and greater depth of held
than the standard 1” lenses.

rotates a full 360°, and travels N.S.E. or
W.

Stevens Engineering Co.
2421

Military

Ave.

Los

Angeles

64,

Calif.

Editing Equipment Catalog

American

Cinematographer

eight overlapped shots of one performer.
For hrst semester term projects the
crews are regrouped into crews of six.
Each crew selects its own cameraman,
director and performers, and plans a
short melodrama of about 25 shots.
They spend two hours in planning and
four hours in shooting—a total of three
laboratory periods in all. Emphasis is
on continuity, with properties and sets
minimized.
A police badge, rubber
knife, several toy pistols, and some play
money are basic essentials.
First
semester cinematography is
usually a required subject for televi¬
sion majors and journalism majors go¬
ing into television news. The course is
also open to any seniors in the uni¬
versity and registration usually includes
students from a number of other de¬
partments.
In the second semester, we study him
planning, script writing, directing, act¬
ing, sound recording, and editing. Each
student writes a treatment outline and
script, and shoots, edits, and presents to
the class a hve-minute him as his semes¬
ter project. The student reads his com¬
mentary over a P. A. System. The
subject-matter of these hlms is very
broad, ranging from how to string a
tennis racket to dance interpretations
of poetry. Our theory is that the stu¬
dents should know pictorial continuity
(hrst semester) before they attempt to
write a script. The him project takes
them through the complete cycle of pro¬
ducing a short him, except for sound
recording, and gives them an opportu¬
nity to show what they can do continu¬
ity-wise.
END

o
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PRODN.

START

OUR

EQUIP.
31 ST

STUDIO

YEAR

OUR

3 MAURER CAMERAS w/235° shutter; Mitchell
type
viewfinder;
400'
magazine,
syncmotor; less lens.
Excellent .$1995.00
HALLEN
16mm SYNCMAGNETIC
RECORDER,
25A, one case w/monitor speaker, playback
amplifier.
$1495.00 value, excellent...
795.00
NICE SURPLUS EYEMO 35mm CAMERAS—SEN¬
SATIONALLY
LOW
PRICED with 2" lens
from $124.50; some less lens...
99.50
SPIDER TURRET EYEMOS, less lens, from.
395.00
B&H 200' 35mm MAGAZINES (can be con¬
verted to 16mm)...
29.50
NEW TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping,
$30 value ._.
16.95
CINE SPECIAL II w/1" fl.9 Ektar, few months
old, like new.
695.00
CINE
SPECIAL
BLIMP
w/Ceco
Syncmotor,
Mitchell type viewfinder, followfocus, W/A
adapter.
Reconditioned, $700 value.
444.00
SURPLUS CAMERA SLATES, good condition.
1.95
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, 16mm neg/pos/
reversal.
Include
refrigeration;
tempera¬
ture controls; recirculation,- airpump; stain¬
less steel construction.
Look new. 2595.00
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, used, excellent.... 2175.00
NEW
HOUSTON
16mm
PROCESSOR
rollers,
3s/0" dia.
$1.00 value...
.49
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER HANDBOOKS,
8th Edition, 1955 printing.
'/, Price.
2.50
NEW MOVIOLAS
16mm or 35mm PICTURE
ONLY .
495.00
16mm
PREVIEW MOVIOLAS ULPVCS,
large
ll"xl4"
picture,
composite
sound
and
separate soundhead.
Rebuilt like new. 1895.00
MAURER BM 16mm Recording System compl.,
Mag,
Noise
Reduction,
Mike,
Amplifier,
Power Supply.
Good condition. 1995.00
CLOSE OUT SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
&
CABINETS—SLIGHTLY
USED &
NEW.
MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400' 16mm.
reels, 72" high x 28’A" wide x 11" deep.
Regularly $195.00.
Used .
99.50
mm-184
CABINETS—hold
250-400'
16mm
reels, 72" high x 48" wide x 11" deep.
Regularly $330.00.
Used .
149.50
BRAND
NEW
RK-102
RACKS—hold
1021000' 35mm reels (over 200 16mm) 78"
high x 41" wide x 12" deep.
Regularly
$165
.
87.50
MITCHELL NC RABY BLIMP, w/follow focus,
record .
995.00
ARRIFLEX Ballhead Tripod, like new—.
129.50
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg/pos. Developer.
Includes
airpump,
drain
pump,
stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape.
975.00
ARRIFLEX
II
35mm CAMERA.
3
lenses,2
magazines; mattebox- compl. 1195.00
BELHOWELL 70DA 16mm CAMERA, 3 lenses,
turret viewfinder and case .
295.00
MITCHELL STANDARD 35mm TRACKING CAM¬
ERA.
Single lens mount, 115V syncmotor
(16 fps), footaqe counter.
Reconditioned..
995.00
NEW SOS ANTI-STATIC BRUSHES, Lipstick size
$1.70—Small 1 '/„" size $4.25; 3" - $10.60;
6" - $22.60; 9" .
33.55
HOLMES 16mm ARC PROJECTOR, w/rectifier,
55 watt amplifier, pedestal, 2 speakers,
good condition .
495.00
NEW
VEEDER
ROOT
3
DIGIT COUNTERS,
ratchet type w/reset, $20.00 value.
4.95
TRADES TAKEN.

Phone PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND

S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western

Branch—6331
Holly’d Blvd.,
Phone HO 7-9202

Holly’d,

Calif.

BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomar 16; Cine Specials all models; Bell & Howell
70-DR,
Bolex H-16;
Used 16mm.
Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two 12"
speakers,
$250.00;
Used
16mm.
B.&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F: 1 65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00;
Used
16mm.
Ampro.
Compact sound
prop,
sound
and
silent
speeds, 2" F; 1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 proi. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago
2, III.

&

EQUIP.

STUDIO

YEAR * ★
if SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

27th

35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1-—28mm
Schneider
lens,
1—50mm
lens, Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 .

1250.00

ART REEVES SENSITESTER Combination 35mm
and 16mm. Value $2,000.00. Special.

595.00

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar,
and
6"
f4.5
Telephoto
Xenar
Lenses;
2-400'
Magazines,Motor,Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod;
Carrying
Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special . 1150.00
CINE SPECIAL 16mm. CAMERA W/3 LENS
TURRET, 400 ft. Mitchell magazine conv.,
rackover thru-lens viewing,
motor drive,
Mitchell upright image viewfinder, 3 Kodak
lenses—15mm. f2.7, 50mm. fl .6, 102mm.
f2.7,
Pro-Jr.
tripod,
2
carrying
cases.
VALUE $2879.00 ..... 1570.00
NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
numbering slate, w/handle.

6.95

35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UNIT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00....

285.00

35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM¬
ERA. Lenses; 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite
galvanometer,
amplifier,
motor.
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines,
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed
. 3050.00
SCHOEN
PRINTER,
sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute,- 12 adjustable light changes; AC-DC
conversion unit.
New .

999.00

35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition .

750.00

MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
and Lamp BOOM.
Rolling stand.
Special..

195.00

B

& H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00....

MOLE

RICHARDSON

2000 Spot,

rolling

ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
WOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand.
5x7 .
Size 8x10 .

stand

95.00
100.00

ELSize
235.00
350.00

16mm Sound Cameras.
Auricon Pro Jr. 200
ft. magazine capacity. Also Cine Voice 100
ft. magazine.
Garantee BIG saving.
35mm 400 ft. Cineflex magazines.
Arriflex
adaptable. Value $165.00.
Price..

100.00

Olsen 5 KW 14" fresnell.
Heavy duty stand
with
rotating
barn doors.
Color frame.
Value, $561 .00.
Special...

365.00

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 CAHUENGA BVLD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

16MM
HOUSTON-K-14
.
.
developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Newmade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo
lenses,
35mm x
1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY
Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

PRECISION

Magnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

-

38,

&

PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

LLOYD’S SUPER VALUES
Moviola, 16mm, large pic screen, like new....$ 369.00
Moviola, 35mm, with opt. sound mod. UDS, rebuilt
...„.
895.00
Moviola, 35mm, picture head, director mod.
319.50
Robot, 35mm splicer, list $650.00, used.
409.00
Pro Jr. tripod, used, like new.
109.50
Pro Jr. Hi-Hat, new.
14.95
B&H Tripod, like new...
99.50
Arriflex tripod, floor demo...
135.00
Mitchell 16mm tripod, complete, used.
229.50
Auricon tripod with spring head, used.
219.50
Auricon Pro camera, 400' capacity, complete 1295.00
Auricon Pro camera, 400' TV shutter.
795.0©
Auricon Cine-Voice, 400' conversion, turret....
850.00
Arriflex II, 3 lenses, motor, case..
925.00
Arriflex II, body, motor, mag., new.
975.0®
Arriflex, spotlights, 500 W., like new.
47.50
Westrex converter, takes 110 V. into 220 V.
319.50
Cinekad, 3-wheel dolly.
82.50
Camera slate, slapstick special.
4.25
Neumade 16mm geared rewinds, new, pr.
17.50
Ansco color dev. machine (Houston) 16mm,
15 f.p.m.
12,000.00
B&H 16mm 400' mags., used.
109.50
Mitchell 1000' mags. (NC), used
.
125.00
16mm—"70" & "100"
Pan Cinor lens in
stock
.
449.50
Norwood meter, new, list $32.50.
23.50
Many other items in
you want,
write
•
Write attn.: Trader
LLOYD’S
1614 Cahuenga

stock •
If you don't see what
Chance is that we have it.
Lloyd,
"Trade-In King."
CAMERA EXCHANGE
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HO 7-7956

ALL GUARANTEED LIKE NEWI
16mm Griswold hot splicer .
39.50
BOLEX STEREO—COMPLETE OUTFIT.
59.50
CINE' SPECIAL II Fl.9 EKTAR AND OPTICAL
FINDER .
595.00
PAN CINOR "60" ZOOM LENS....
179.50
4" F2.7 ELGEET LENS LIKE NEW.
49.50
CRAIG 8mm ACTION VIEWERS.
27.50
KAYDEE 8mm ACTION VIEWERS..
9 25
CINE' KODAK ”K” Fl.9 LENS & CASE.
69.50
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.
Camera Craft 42nd St., Int., Dep't G
18 East 42nd St.
New York 17, N. Y.
NEW Oxberry animation stand used six months.
Has
motorized zoom, 2 speed camera motor (wired for
5 speed motor), auto focus for 35mm or 16mm
(both
lenses
included).
Compound
table
with
motorized directional travel, control spin ring and
remote control panel, 4 traveling peg bars, floating
platen,
underneath
light
box,
large and
small
pantographs.
Stand complete with custom-built cine
special camera.
$15,000.00 cash.
Reply to Box
1252, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
RCA
PY-1
35mm single sound optical system,
in¬
cludes
galvanometer,
optical
system,
matching
transformers.
All above new, never used. Sound
amplifier included, is used but in good condition.
Make offer.
JOSEPH E. BAMBERGER, 2101 Searles
Road, Dunadalk 22, Maryland.
LENSES, Goerz Dogmar 4'/," F4.5, B&L Tessar 164mm.
F4.5
in Akeley mounts with finder.
$60 each.
J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
EYEMO, late model, nearly new, with 24 fps
Box 1251, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

motor.

SELL OR TRADE; Wall 35mm sound camera, 3 Baltar
lenses, Mitchell finder, four 400' and two 1000'
Magazines
and
other
associated
equipment.
In
like
new condition.
Further details on
request.
J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa 1, Fla.
CINE-Kodak tripod and case, $17.00; Bell & Howell
16mm
editor
and
case,
$90.00;
Norwood
ex¬
posure meter, $15.00; 102mm f2.7 Kodak lens ctd,
$40.00; 63mm f2.7 Kodak lens ctd, $40.00, Bool
Cine-Fade, $5.00.
M. GRAYSON, Box 4, New York
53, New York.

Industry

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921
North Highland Avenue
Hollywood

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

PRODN.

California

TERRIFIC lens bargains.
Write for list of new and
used Arriflex, Eyemo, Cine Special, 16mm C mount
and Leica lenses. JOSEPH MASCELLI, 833 Riverview
Terrace, Dayton, Ohio.

American Cinematographer

BRIDGAMATIC Jr. 16mm processor, like new, $795.00;
Bell & Howell 16mm printer head, $950.00; pair
Simplex 35mm sound theatre projectors with Peer¬
less arcs, $950.00.
MASTER FILM, 207 Third St.,
Elizabeth, N. J.
FOR SALE:
WALTON,

Akeley cameras,
lenses and parts.
P.O. Box 1457, Tampa 1, Fla.

J.

(Continued on Next Page )
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Classified Ads

MOVIOLA

WANTED
WANTED

(Continued, from Preceding Page)
FILM EDITING
STUDIO

EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
•

PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

NEAT movie building, M-2 25'x40', stucco tile front,
roll-up gaarge door, near all labs and Eastman.
$13,500 with $4,000 down. 6764 Lexington Ave.,
Hollywood 38.
Owner, Hollywood 3-6856.

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

1845

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
REWINDERS

ECLAIR Camerette with matched set of Kinoptic
lenses, 25mm, 35mm, 50mm, 100mm and 1 Baltar
75mm lens, 3/400' magazines and sunshade and
2 special carrying cases, $1600.00. Write or phone:
PROFESSIONAL CINE, 15 E. 53rd St., New York
City, MU 8-7830.

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
fo r
picture and
sound.

CAMERAS

AND

CAMERA

Calif.

EQUIPMENT

GLE

ITEMS

TO

COMPANY

Phone GL. 7103

Hollywood, California

newsreel,
ing,

New York 23,

titling,

SCRIPT WRITING
315

Arlington,

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH

To Sell
or

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Send

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street

YOU
NEED

Mitchell

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

Cash

— Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

Eyemo

INC.

New York,

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
reaches
all
fields
of 35mm
and
16mm
motion
picture
production—

light¬

MYERS,

Louis 3, Missouri.

FOR

SALE

ARGENTINA—Any footage in B&W or color w/Spectra,
in 35mm., with anamorphic lens 1:2 compression,
CS frame.
Address: DUCLOUT, Lavalle 376, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York

209 West 48th St.

MALCOLM

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording—
music—effects. DON DUNN'S EL RANCHO AUDIO,
near Palos Verdes and L.A. Harbor. 26246 Fairviev
Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport 6-4925.

Equipment
Complete Studio

W rite—Wi re—Phone
Equipment in for Spot

editing,

IRELAND.
Professionally shot footage in 16mm color
on all parts of Ireland available. Completed sound
productions on Ireland made to order, 16mm or
35mm.
REX ROBERTS STUDIOS LTD., Government
Film
Production
Contractors,
8,
Appian
Way,
Dublin, Ireland.

Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing
Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment
All Types Used
a Splicer to a

projectionist.

35mm

cameraman,

productions,

York.

California

From

color

FOOTAGE

recorders.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

OVerland 9-4856

also

experienced

SOUND
RECORDING
at
a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.

FOR SALE

6739 Mitchell Avenue

New York 23, N.Y.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor 5-2812

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

Used late model MAURER cameras and
Economically priced.
Write for details.

FILMS AFIELD

AC¬

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

For The Industrial Screen

TRADES

LABORATORY & SOUND

N.Y.

WE ALSO TRADE OR TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
SUPPLY

16mm

3424 Clark Ave., St.

SACRIFICE
struggle with old or used
trade for cash or new equip¬
you have and what you need.

PLaza 7-6977

S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

STUDIOS.

Circle 6-0930

NEGRO—Catholic,

INC.

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea

COMPLETE

POSITIONS WANTED

SINCE 1926 WE’VE BEEN TRADING—
WE’LL BUY OR SELL FOR YOU!

Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine
Special and Bolex H-16 and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

EQUIPMENT,

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
Broadway

LABORATORY

CEPTED.

TIME PAYMENTS ARRANGED!
1845

N.Y.

EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm. and 35mm. FROM SIN¬

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP
WHY
your production and
equipment when we can
ment. Let us know what

23,

ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451 Gordon St.
•
Hollywood 28,

York

WANTED
EQUIPMENT,

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
Catalogue

New

AURICON Super 1200. HENRY KOKOJAN, 5619 Victor,
Dallas, Texas.

WANTED

Write for

MEMBERS

Broadway

PRODUCTION

1

•

&

—

If you are interested in any phase of early motion
picture history, films, equipment, still cameras, join
the . . .
SOCIETY OF CINEMA COLLECTORS
AND HISTORIANS

N Y.

TV
FILMS
PRODUCTION,
TV COMMERCIALS AND
SPOTS,
DUBBINGS,
ETC.
ALL KINDS OF PRO¬
DUCTIONS, ETC.
35mm, 16mm in black-and-white
and color.
If you are interested please write:
P-N-S, Apartado Postal, 20728, Mexico, D. F.
SOUTHWEST Texas-Mexico coverage.
Conventions—
special events.
16mm B&W—color; silent—sound.
Professional Ampex tape recorder available.
UNI¬
VERSAL
FILM
PRODUCTIONS,
Box
4454,
San
Antonio, Texas.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 594)

•

Major Hollywood Studios

•

Television Film Producers

•

Industrial Film Makers

•

Educational Film Producers

•

Amateur Movie Makers

•

Film Laboratories

•

Foreign Film Producers |67 countries)

Why

be

satisfied

with

• Ray Binger. Kellogg's commercials.* Jack
Daniels, director.
WARNER BROS.

anything

less?

Write For Advertising Rates

• Stanley Cortez. ASC. “Melville Good¬
win, U.S.A." with Susan Hayward and Kirk
Douglas. H. C. Potter, director.
•

Ted

McCord.

Charles Ruggles.
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ASC, “Conflict.’* with
Roy del Ruth, director.

October,

1956

Jack
Cardiff, “The Sleeping
Prince,”
(LOP Production shooting in London) with
Marilyn Monroe and Laurence Olivier. Lau¬
rence Olivier, producer-director.
•

© Harry Stradling, ASC, & Gayne Rescuer.
ASC, “A Face In The Crowd,” (Newton
Prod, shooting in Arkansas) with Andy Grif¬
fith and Patricia Neal. Eliz Kazan, producerdirector.

&AVOf? NIGHTSCENE,
MODERN WIDE-SCREEN PRODUCTIONS
OFTEN CALL FOR UNUSUAL COVERAGE.

ONLY MODERN ARCS CAN SUPPLY
THE EXTRA DEPTH AND
DEFINITION REQUIRED.

SUPPLY THE RIGHT KIND OF LIGHT
WHEN AND WHERE IT'S NEEDED. OSCAR-WINNING
"YELLOW LIGHT" CARBONS KEEP PACE WITH
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY NEEDS; REQUIRE ONLY

NEGLIGIBLE FILTERING.

THE “NATIONAL” CARBON ARC... NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN
The term "National” is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
IN CANADA: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

Exacting
Color Specifications

. .. Highest Quality
Every Time

color-

* true fidelity color duplicates which
That’s because

go far beyond mere color balancing.

quality control is the very
heart of byron’s exclusive
color-correct process . . .

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative for
16mm release.
For information and price list, write, phone or wire

Studios and Laboratory

,

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7 D.C.
DUpont 7-1 800

PRACTICALLY

EVERY

16MM

FILM

PRODUCER

IN

THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE IS A CLIENT OF BYRON

1956
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Photographing “The Ten Commandments’

• Simple Animation Techniques
• Naturama—New Wide-Screen System

v 35c
FOREIGN 45c

Winik camera crew films Parade of States.

New, High-Speed Du Pont "Superior” 4
Captures Miss America Pageant for TV
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. - Filming the
1958 Miss America Pageant in the resort’s
huge convention hall was a tough assign¬
ment for Winik Film Corporation, New
York City, since only available light was
used. But cameraman Fred Fordham
chose Du Pont’s new high-speed “Supe¬
rior” 4 Motion Picture Film and turned
out top-quality pictures . . . with an illu¬
mination of about 40 foot-candles!
Thousands of TV viewers saw the filmed
portion of the show on the ABC-TV Net¬
work, sponsored by Philco Corporation.
The pictures were clear and sharp with

/LLU M IN A TION:
For incident incandescent
light: 24 frames per second
— 1/50 second.

LENS
APERTURE
FOOT-CANDLES
REQUIRED

a full scale of middle tones (see table
below for recommended exposures).
High-speed “Superior” 4 has an expo¬
sure index of 320, Daylight; 250, Tungs¬
ten, with a combination of medium-fine
grain and extreme latitude. It’s available
in 35-mm and 16-mm sizes and is espe¬
cially designed for theatrical and tele¬
vision work.
NEW Du Pont “Superior” 4, Type 928,
Motion Picture Film is available now!
Take advantage of its speed, latitude, fine
grain and full panchromatic reproduction
in your own motion-picture work.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact your near¬
est DuPont Sales Office (listed below) or the
Du Pont Company, Photo Products Depart¬
ment, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada:
Du Pont Company of Canada Limited,
Toronto.
SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8, Ga.805 Peachtree Building
Boston 10, Mass.140 Federal Street
Chicago 30, III.4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood
Cleveland 16, Ohio.20950 Center Ridge Road
Dallas 7, Texas.1628 Oak Lawn Avenue
Los Angeles 38, Calif.7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
New York 11, N. Y.248 West 18th Street
Wynnewood, Pa.308 East Lancaster Avenue
Export.Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

f: 1.4 f: 2.0 f: 2.8 f: 4.0 f: 5.6 f: 8.0
10

20

40

80

160

320

U. S. PAT OFF

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LI VING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

DUPONT MOTION

PICTURE FILM

The Latest and Most Versatile

CRAB HYDROLLY

LIBERAL
PAYMENT PLAN
A V AILABLE

Completely maneuverable to all angles with Instant ease; many
exclusive advantages found in no other dolly.

Easy rolling dual wheels of highest quality — choice of pneumatic
or live rubber. Rigid floor locks.

Dual wheel steering for both crab and conventional back steering.

Two adjustable seats for cameraman and assistant.

Smooth and noiseless hydraulic boom arm raising and lowering
actuated by fingertip control.

All hydraulic and other equipment installed is original and of
the finest quality and make in the hydraulic field.

Quick and noiseless operation reduces costly waste of set-up time.

A hi-hat for added height when required.

Horizontal leveling device with adjustable vertical leveling arm
to keep camera level in any position.

Streamlined and sturdily constructed of welded steel and alumi¬
num for stability, ruggedness and perfect balance.

Allows director wider range of camera angles for dramatic effects.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS WRITE FOR BROCHURE.
*

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

JOHN CLEMENS

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

ERWIN HARWOOD

209 W.48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N.Y.-CIrcle 6-0348
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location—With
the CinemaScope camera set up amidship,
Director of Photography Lee Garmes, A.S.C., checks the camera lens
before shooting a closeup of Victor Mature (2nd from right) for
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.'s “The Sharkfighters.” Location is colorful Isla
de Pinos, Cuba.
Cuban

New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700
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Northrop Aircraft Demonstrates Expanded
Industrial Use of Mitchell Cameras
Over 100,000 feet of film were shot last year by two 16mm Mitchell cameras
operated by a full-scale motion picture unit at Northrop Aircraft. Operating daily
throughout the year, these 16mm cameras provide impressive evidence of the rising
role of professional motion picture equipment in American Industry today.
Northrop, a leader in airframe and missile manufacture, makes diversified use of
their Mitchell cameras. Motion pictures range from employee activities to engi¬
neering test films —where re-shooting is impossible and where steady, accuratelyframed film of superior quality is consistently delivered by Mitchell cameras.
No other single camera is today used by American Industry for such a broad
range of filming requirements as is the Mitchell camera. Easy operating Mitchell
cameras help create sales, meet delivery schedules, and systematize and accelerate
research and development. For details about Mitchell equipment that will meet
your specific needs, write today on your letterhead.
Alaska Bound test pilot Bob Love and Columnist Marvin Miles
being filmed by Mitchell camera for Northrop Public Relations
Department.

For Quality Control Film, Mitchell camera

104 Rocket Salvo of twin-jet F-89D is cap-

moves in for close shots of Scorpion F-89D.

tured on 16mm Engineering Test film.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4, CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMC0"

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

THE NEW BELL 8 HOWELL
ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTER!
This totally new color printer offers seven advanced features ...
sets new standards for technical precision and operating convenience.
The Bell & Howell Additive Color

lengths of 20, 36 and 48 frames are

7. Easily Accessible Controls —

Printer is the result of intensive re¬

available on 16mm printers, and

Mounted on a panel above the

search and close collaboration with

16, 32 and 48 frames on 35mm

printer lamphouse. The film foot¬

film laboratory specialists through¬

printers. Fade adjustments may be

age counter registers up to 10,000

out the world. In addition to the

changed during the printing run to

feet of film and can be reset at the

features shown here, it incorpo¬

produce any of the three lengths.

start of each film run. The auto¬
matic fader counter permits the

rates the latest innovations of
Bell & Howell’s Continuous Film

5. Visual Circuit Inspection—Five

operator to keep count of fades if

Printers which today print nearly

pilot lights (with dousers) are

they are to be varied in length dur¬

all of the world’s commercial film.

mounted on each of the three color

ing printing. Both counters are il¬

banks to permit visual inspection

luminated for easy viewing.

1. Controlled Color Density—Avail¬

of the electrical circuitry for ease

able light is separated into the

of maintenance. Electronic compo¬

three primary colors: red, green

nents are replaced as units, vir¬

and blue. A system of dichroics is

tually eliminating lost production

used to produce only pure, narrow

due to maintenance down time.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES
• Program perforator for producing
control tape
• 1000 watt rectifier for DC

color beams. Color intensity is con¬
trolled by adjustable vanes which

6. Automatic Operation—Color and

act as light modulators, permitting

illumination cue controls are ac¬

more or less of each color to pass.

tuated by a perforated control tape

The three modified color beams are

which is pre-punched on the pro¬

recombined at the aperture to pro¬

gram perforator. The tape passes

duce the density and color re¬

through a reader built into the con¬

For further information, write Bell

quired for correct printing.

sole base of the printer and con¬

& Howell, Professional Equipment

trols all necessary printing func¬

Division, 7148 McCormick Road,

tions with the exception of the fade.

Chicago 45, Illinois.

2. Increased Illumination—Equipped

• Margin printing kit for light print¬
ing edge numbers (16mm)
• Sensitized patch cueing kit to
eliminate notching

with 1,000 watt, high-intensity, pre¬
aligned printing lamp. An electri¬
cal interlock prevents the lamp
LIGHT PATTERN FOR THE

from burning unless blower is in

THREE PRIMARY COLORS

operation. Illumination can be re¬
duced for black and white printing.
3. Variable Speeds —60, 90 and 120
feet per minute.
4. Integral Fader—Built into the
lamphouse. Adjustable to produce
the desired fade length. Fade

\

,UU

PRINTING
SPROCKET

FADER

mm

1111

■
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FINER PRODUCTS

THROUGH

IMAGINATION

Bell & Howell

1-r-r—!

= New 35 mm Model 2A —

t, accessories, service

With 180° Shutter

truly GRtM |

it is held close to the playback head of
a recorder, a similar tone will be intro¬
duced into the playback head to check
operation of the amplifier. Held close
to a dynamic microphone, wand will
induce similar tones. List prices start
at $43.50.

CAMERA I
=

for TV, Newsreel

==

and commercial

Sync-motor for K-100
Camera Equipment Co., 315 West
43rd St., New York, N. Y., announces
a new 11'0-volt AC synchronous motor
for the Cine Kodak K-100 16mm cam¬
era, which drives the camera at 24 f.p.s.
Motor is readily attached or detached
without tools.

~

For tough and trying assign- 5E

—
zzr

ments, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a ~~
class by itself. Reflex focusing ^

zr

through photographing lens EE
while camera is operating— izz

==
Ez

this is just one outstanding EE
ARRIFLEX feature.
~

EE
~
=
EE

Equipped with bright, right- EE
side-up image finder, 6'/2 x Ez
magnification. Solves all par- EE
allax problems. 3 lens turret. =

—
~
—

Variable speed motor built EE
into handle operates from ^
lightweight battery. Tachom- EE
eter registering from 0 to 50 EE

==‘

EE

Wide Angle Attachment
Bell & Howell Company, Chicago, Ill.,
announces a new wide angle attachment
lens for its recently announced 16mm
electric eye cine camera. Attachment
converts the camera’s 20mm lens to a
wide angle lens with a focal length of
13.2mm, without affecting ability of the
lens to set itself automatically for proper
exposure. List price is $59.95.

zE
—

frames per second. Compact, —
lightweight for either tripod EE
zzz or hand-held filming. Takes
200' or 400' magazine. Write

EEE for free folder.

EE
EE

Blimp now available.
—
~ 16 mm ARRIFLEX also available. ^
zz:

C.

ZUCKER

(TomeRf! Eouipmcm (o.,inc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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Recorder Checker
Stancil-Hoffman Corp., 921 No. High¬
land, Hollywood 38, Calif., offers an
ingenious tool for the maintenance of
fixed and portable magnetic recording
equipment. Known as an Oscillator
Wand (Model AOll), gadget will thor¬
oughly check a channel in a matter ol
seconds.
Wand is a source of either a 100 cycle tone or an 8000 cycle tone. When

November,

1956

Effects Printer
J. G. Saltzman, Inc., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N. Y., announces
a new special effects optical printer
which features automatic focus from 14
to four times continuous. The versatile
printer takes both 16mm and 35mm
films. It is easily changed from 16mm to
35mm or from 35mm to 16mm, with
electrical dissolve on 35mm.
Maximum speed of operation is 320
frames per minute. Other features in¬
clude hardened precision film tracks,
shock mounts, electric clutch, automatic
skip-frame, and electronic speed changer
and totalizer. All vital controls are lo¬
cated at the front.
Complete technical data and prices
may be had by writing the company.

CECO Distributes Maurers
Camera Equip. Co., 315 West 43rd
ci , New York, N. Y., has been appointed
xclusive distributor in the U. S. for
all Maurer cameras and recording equip¬
ment. Company also will offer complete
repair and servicing facilities for Maurer
equipment.
end

new ARRI PAN-CINOR ZOOM lens
Continuously Variable in Focal Length
from 17.5 to 70mm

No movie camera is so well suited for the Pan-Cinor
Varifocal Lens as the ARRIFLEX 16.
SPECIFICATIONS

By simply moving a lever, you can vary the
focal length of this lens from wide angle
to telephoto — and back — smoothly. You
observe the results while actually shooting,
as you view the image through the Arri
Pan-Cinor lens in the Mirror Reflex viewing
system of the Arriflex. No external finder
is needed.
Other lenses need not be removed, because
the divergent lens turret of the Arriflex 16
permits two other lenses to be used without
optical or physical interference.

Varifocal Range
Aperture Range
Focusing Range

f:2.4 to f:22
6V2

feet to Infinity

Built-in Lens Hood/Filter Holder for
Series VIII Accessories

It is easy to follow moving subjects and it
saves expensive /,dolly/< shots as the cam¬
era can remain in one position and a dolly
effect obtained by varying the focal length
of the lens.

s3997-5
Note: The Arri Pan-Cinor is not interchange¬
able with the standard

model,

nor can the

standard model be converted for use with the
Arriflex.

257 Fourth Avenue, New York

FHOTO OORIF.

17.5mm to 70mm

10, N.Y.

7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.

(

PRECISION RACK-OVER
For all Bell & Howell 70 Cameras
& Bolex “H” Cameras

Photographic Assignments
OCTOBER

PRICE

$32.50
F O B.

WESTLAKE

•

Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
‘Asterisks

indicate

television

ALLIED ARTISTS
PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION
Size 4%/,x4V/'x2'A"
high
Weight: 3'/2 lbs.
approx.
Cast Iron
Wrinkle Enamel finish
Machined to .001
tolerance
Tool Steel Guide and
Lock Pins
Vlier Spring Locating
Plunaer

FEATURES
• Film exactly what you see.
• A must for perfectly centered titles.
• Perfect for animation.
Assures you all moving
objects are within the lens field.
• Film ultra close-ups not possible with camera
parallax adjustment.
• Mounts on any tripod using
’A-20 mounting
screw.
• Cam locks in position to avoid accidental loss
of field.
• Camera can be hand cranked regardless of po¬
sition on RACK-OVER.
. A substantial camera base used to film from
a table top.
• May be used with all camera accessories in
place, such as: motor, 400-ft. magazine, etc.
• Can be racked over and locked instantly.

NOTE:

Titler Accessory to
available. $32.50.

mount

on

Box

135

Westlake,

Ohio

FOR GEATER PROFITS IN
YOUR FILM PRODUCTIONS
Use CINEKAD Motion Picture
and TV Studio Equipment
Some of the many new
CINEKAD products are:
•

Mike Booms—5 different models

•

Dollies—7

• Tripod

with

clamps

• Tripod Triangle with

wheels

•

Swivel Ball Toint
and F-B Tripods

•

Sync Motor
jectors

•

Drive

for
for

Sync Motor Drive for
eras

Pro-Jr.,

16/3 5mm

Pro¬
Cam¬

• Blimp,
Hi-ffat
and
Lens
Extension
Tubes for the Arriflex Camera
• Telephoto Lens Cradle for Arriflex
Cine-Special and Bolex Cameras

•

Hydraulic Gyro Tripod Head, heavy
duty, speed controls, fits all Mitchell,
Camera Equipment and Houston Fear¬
less tripod legs
• Shoulder Brace for all 16/35mm cam¬
eras
Roof-top tripod clamp

• TV Metal Tripod
hydraulic elevator
•

with

hand

operated

Stands for lighting equipment—3 Mod¬
els.
They are collapsible, lightweight,
portable and sturdily built.
IVrite for New Illustrated
Catalog and Price List

LLOYD'S CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Picture and TV Equip¬
ment Sales, Rentals, and Service.

1614 No. Cahuenga • Hollywood 28, Calif.
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ASC,
“The
Rosemary
(Maysville Corp.)
with
Dick Darley, director.

• Fleet
Southcott,
“Gunsmoke,”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with James Arness and Dennis
Weaver. Andrew McLaglen, director.

CARTHAY SOUND STAGE
• William
Whitley,
ASC,
“The
Lone
Ranger,”* with Clayton Moore and J. Silverheels. Earl Bellamy, director.

• Bob Hoffman, “Dr. Christian,”* (Ziv-TV)
with MacDonald Carey. James Sheldon, direc¬
tor;
“Highway
Patrol,”*
(Ziv-TV)
with
Broderick Crawford.
Gilbert Kay, director.

COLUMBIA

• Curt Fetters, “Science Fiction Theatre,”*
(Ziv-TV) Eddie Davis, director; 'Dr. Chris¬
tian,”*
(Ziv-TV)
with MacDonald Carey.
Paul Gilfole, director; “Highway Patrol,”*
(Ziv-TV) with Broderick Crawford.
Eddie
Davis, director.
• Monroe Askins, “Harbor Patrol,”* (Pilot)
Herb
Strock,
director;
“Underwater,”*
(Pilot) Andrew Martin, director; “Men of
Annapolis,”*
(Ziv-TV) William Castle, di¬
rector.

• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems), various directors.
• Ted Moore, “Interpol,” (Technicolor-Warwick Prods, shooting in Rome) with Victor
Mature and Anita Ekberg.
John Gilling,
director.
• Bob Krasker, “The Story of Esther Cos¬
tello,” (Valiant Films, Ltd. shooting in Lon¬
don)
with Joan
Crawford
and
Rossano
Brazzi. David Miller, director.
Kit
Carson,
“Father Knows
Best,”*
(Screen Gems)
with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
•

• Harold Wellman, ASC, “Adventures of
Superman,”* (Superman Inc.) with George
Reeves, Noel Neill, Jack Larson.
Various
directors.

• Jack Hildyard, ‘The Bridge on the River
Kwai,” (Horizon-American Prods., shooting
in Ceylon) with Jack Hawkins and Alec
Guinness. David Lean, director.

BILTMORE STUDIOS (New York)

• Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Cunning and
the Haunted,” (shooting in Georgia) with
Sal Mineo and James Whitmore.
Alfred
Werker, director.
• Wilkie Cooper, “The Admirable Crich¬
ton,” (London Films shooting in Bermuda)
with Kenneth More and Diane Cilento. Lewis
Gilbert, director.

BRADLEY STUDIOS (Nashville, Tenn.)
• Emil Harris, “Country Show,”*
(Gan¬
naway Prods.) with Carl Smith, Marty Rob¬
bins and Webb Pierce. Albert Gannaway,
director.

• Benjamin Kline, ASC, “The Man Who
Turned to Stone,” with Victor Jory and
Ann Doran. Leslie Kardos, director; ‘Circus
Boy,”* (Screen Gems). Robert Walker, di¬
rector.

16,

• Blimp for the 16/35mm Mitchell cam¬
eras,
made of
unbreakable
Formica,
weight only 16 lbs.

•

productions.

• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Gun for a Town,”
(Jerold Zukor Prods, for Allied Artists)
with Dale Robertson and Brian Keith. Max
Glandbard, director.

S.O.S.,

16/35mm

film

• Fred
Gately,
Clooney Show,”*
Rosemary Clooney.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Cross Up,”
(Security Pictures for UA release)
with
George Montgomery and Geraldine Brooks.
William Berke, producer-director.

different models

Triangle

• William Mellor, ASC, “Love in the
Afternoon,” (shooting in Paris) with Gary
Cooper, Audrey Hepburn and Maurice Chev¬
alier.
Billy Wilder, producer-director.

RACK-OVER

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O.

1956
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CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
• Hal McAlpin, “0. Henry Playhouse,”*
(Cross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godfrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”* (Wesmor,
Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey, di¬
rector: ‘Crime Beneath the Sea,” (Nacirema
Prods.) with Mara Corday and Pat Conway.
John Peyser, director.
• Lucien
Andriot, ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Abby Berlin,
director.
0 Lester
Shorr,
ASC,
“Adventures
of
Hiram
Holliday,”*
(Gross - Krasne)
with
Wally Cox. Philip Rapp, director: “Matinee
Theatre,”* (Gross-Krasne Inc.). Albert McCleery, director.

November, 1956

• Gerald Gibbs, “Fortune is a Woman,”
(Launder-Gilliat Prod, shooting in London)
with Jack Hawkins and Arlene Dahl. Sid¬
ney Gilliat, director.
• Basil Emmott, “Town on Trial” (Markman Films; shooting in London) with John
Mills, Charles Coburn and Barbara Bates.
John Guillerman, director.
• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Garment Center,”
with Lee J. Cobb and Kerwin Mathews.
Robert Aldrich, director.
• Fred Jackman, “77th Bengal Lancers,”*
(Screen Gems)
with Phil Carey. George
Archinbaud, director.
• Ray Cory, ASC, “Playhouse 90,”
Gems). Arthur Hiller, director.
(Continued on Page 646)
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Auricon
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“SUPER

1200”CAMERA

with Full-Frame Reflex Ground-Glass

FOCUSING

OPTICAL

Sr* v

SYSTEM

The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon SUPER 1200
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen
to name the Super 1200...“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!” This
Camera is “Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope TV-T Recording
Shutter, plus the combined “Rifle-Scope” Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon

.*»
*

-'-'I-

%

“Super 1200”...
^CAMERAMAN'S EYE

f

CAMERAMAN'S EYE (

10 X ENLARGED
TELEPHOTO FINDER
IMAGE SEEN
BY CAMERAMAN

’10 X ENLARGED
GROUND-GLASS I
IMAGE SEEN BY !
CAMERAMAN

FOCUS

IMAGE FOCUSED ON FILM (

SHOOT

PRECISION DOVE-TAIL CARRIAGE
IN "TELEPHOTO FINDER" POSITIO.N

PRECISION DOVE-TAIL CARRIAGE
IN "GROUND-GLASS FOCUS" POSITION |
i TELEPHOTO FINDER
I LENS NOT IN USE

TELEPHOTO FINDER LENS>/^

>

( FILM NOT RUNNING

l]l( FILM

-f

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING
“Super 1200” Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered
by any focal-length lens at all distances. A 10X enlarged Ground-Glass image
is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

RUNNING |

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING
No Camera-weight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting
position with the "Super 1200.” Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot
film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON “SUPER 1200"
Model ‘'CM-74C” Features include...

G UARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30 day money-back guarantee.
You must be satisfied!

Auricon
A

PRODUCT

-rv ‘“Rock-steady” picture and High Fidelity Optical Sound-Track recorded on same film at same
time, with “whisper-quiet” Camera & Sound Mechanism synchronously driven by precisionmachined Nylon gears.
-k "Super 1200” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.
-fc Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides reliable coldweather Camera operation.
-fc Geared Footage & Frame Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.
-k Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing through the
Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the Rifle-Scope precisionmatched Telephoto-Finder.
-k 600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes continuous filming.
-K During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon “Super 1200” Film-Gate with the
light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an
exclusive Berndt-Bach feature (U.S. Patent No. 2,506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate
is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regard ess
of how much film you run through the camera!
f
-K Priced from $4,652.15 complete for sound-on-film; $3,755.65 without sound; choice of C
Mount lenses and Carrying Cases extra.
-k Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee-, you must be
satisfied. Write today for your free Auricon Catalog.

OF

BERNDT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

526950

CINf-YOICt

AURICON (>*0-600

*695 00

$149X00

1100
*465-2.15

SWtm IKOitEI
*3259 012

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued from Page 644)
• Hal Mohr, ASC, ‘‘George Sanders Mys¬
tery Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Fletcher
Markle, director.
• Henry Freulich, ASC, “George Sanders
Mystery Theatre,”* (Screen Gems). Fletcher
Markle, director.
COLUMBIA (New York)
• Arthur J. Ornitz’. Nabisco & Wisk com¬
mercials.* (Screen Gems) Don Hershey, di¬
rector.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS
• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”*
(Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS
® Charles Van Enger. ASC, “Broken Ar¬
row,”* with John Lupton. Various directors.
• Lloyd Ahern,
Various directors.

ASC,

“T.

C.

F.

Hour.”*

GENERAL SERVICE
• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”*
(McCadden Prods.)
with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.* Rod Amateau, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC,
“Bob
Cummings
Show,”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings
and
Rosemary
DeCamp.
Norman
Tokar, director.
• Phillip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden
Prods.)
with
Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Jackie Cooper, di¬
rector.
• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David, and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie
Nelson, director.
• Frank Phillips, “Navy Log,”*
Prods. Inc.), Oscar Rudolph.

(Gallu

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
• Norbert
Brodine,
ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.”* (Lewislor Inc.,) with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.
• Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.
INDEPENDENTS
• Lester
White,
ASC,
“The
Kraken,”
(Levy-Gardner-Laven for UA release) with
Tim Holt and Audrey Dalton. Arnold Laven,
director.
• Hal McAlpin, “Pawnee,” (Gross-Krasne
Prods.
Eastman
color;
widescreen)
with
George
Montgomery
and
Lola
Albright.
George Waggner, director. “Crime Beneath
the Sea,” (Nacirema Prods.) with Mara Corday and Pat Conway. John Peyser, director.
• Ellsworth
I'redricks, ASC, “Trooper
Hook,” (Fielding Prod, for UA release) with
Joel McCrea and Barbara Stanwyck. Chas.
M. Warren, director.
• Guy Roe, ASC, Buick commercials,* (Mcconnachie Prods. Eastman color at Detroit
Proving Grounds.) Jack Hivley, director.
• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “The Ride Back,”
(Associates & Aldrich Co. UA release) with
Anthony Quinn and Lita Milan. Allan Min¬
er, director.
• Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Bail Out At 43,000,” (Pine-Thomas Prods, for UA release)
with John Payne and Karen Steele. Francis
D. Lyon, director.
(Continued on Page 652)
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... because, in your celestial wisdom,

you recognize that it is the best source

of complete 16 mm and 35 mm services
including 16 mm color printing.

GENERAL FILM

LABORATORIES CORP.

1546 NO. ARGYLE • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 2-6171

F&B PARADE OF NEW FRODECTS
ARRIFLEX
CAMERAS

FSB 490'
CONVERSION

For ARRIFLEX sales - service
rental - repair

CONVERSION for 400 ft.

You can t do better than F&B
All model cameras and ac¬
cessories available for imme¬
diate delivery.

DOES NOT cut down your camera . . .
DOES NOT require an auxiliary motor . . .
CAN STILL be used as the original 1 00 ft.
camera when necessary.

PLUS

F&B are always ready and
willing to demonstrate and in¬
struct on ARRI products.

. . ALL TH^SE BUILT-IN FEATURES

1. SILENCED VEEDER footage counter.
2. Built-in behind the lens filter slot, with two filter holders.

F&B
GATOR-CRIP
LITES

3. Headphone jack built-in to the camera.
4. Cannon plugs for all sound sockets.
5. Tripod socket rebushed with brass insert.
6. New neon operating signal light.

PLUS . . . COMPLETE REFINISHING . . .
Your Cinevoice camera and 400 ft. magazine completely overhauled,
cleaned up and re-finished in beautiful professional black crackle
finish.

With barn doors. Hangs from
a
nail—clamps
securely
to
doors, chairs, flats or stands.
Barn door swivels 360°. Ac¬
cepts diffusers, filters etc. Price
$12.95 complete.

YET . . . F&B "CINEVOICE 400" IS THE LOWEST
PRICED CONVERSION AVAILABLE . . .
PRICE . . . $345.00
B&H 400' mag. $165.00

FERMACEL
PERMACEL & 3M PERFORATED
SPLICING TAPE
Pressure sensitive adhesive tape,
POLYESTER backing
For butt-splicing,
lap splicing,
repairing all types of film and
magnetic film.
66 ft. roll 16mm Single
perf — clear . $5.00
66 ft. roll 16mm Single
perf for magnetic . . 6.60
66 ft. roll 16mm Double
perf — clear .
5.00
66 ft.
roll 35mm—clear 9.00
66 ft. roll 35mm for mag¬
netic . 11.00
(MAGNETIC SPLICERS AVAILABLE)

F&B NOMINAR

REC0RD1N0
TAFE
Excellent
quality
plastic
base
>/,"
recording
tape—Purchased
in huge quantities direct from
factory. Savings are passed on
to you.
7"-l 200 ft. REEL—
$1.74 each 3

for

$4.95

7"-l 800 ft. REEL—
$1.95 each 3

for

$5.45

Please include postage with
order
Full moneyback refund guaran¬
teed—If you are dissatisfied—
For any reason—Just send it
back.

16mm B&H type

OBJECTIVE
FINDERS
10mm - 13mm - 15mm
1 7mm - 3 inch
1" f/O.95 LENS
“The Fastest Lens in the World”
FOR ALL 16MM CAMERAS
Hundreds being used successfully
by . . .
• Industrial film producers
• Industrial TV circuits
• Police & investigation agen¬
cies
• Educational film producers
• Newsreels and TV features
• Army, Air Force & Navy
• Engineering, research & de¬
velopment
PRICE $174.90
includes . . . Series VI filter
holder, leather case.

$5.95 each

F&B SFLIT REELS
SIMPLE SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES

TIME . . SPACE . . MONEY
You can project, edit, synchonize, clean,
and inspect film ... on cores, without
rewinding, by simply slipping them into F&B SPLIT REELS . . .
Store all your film on cores . . . reduce your storage space 50%,
without tying up valuable reels . . . and yet be ready to use
film at a moments notice without rewinding, without flanges
or expensive titewinds . . . and without danger of the reel un¬
winding or the center dropping out.
400 ft 16mm Split reel. 4.50
800 ft. 16mm Split reel. 6.00

1200 ft 16mm Split reel . 7.50
1600 ft 16mm Split reel
9.00

. . . NEW . . . ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS FOR
16mm & 171/2mm MAGNETIC FILM
400 ft. 16 mm . 8.50
1200 ft. 16 mm .12.50
17’/2mm reel . . . 50c extra

F&B EQUIPMENT CATALOG
Lists all equipment you need for film production.
tairing equipment. Lighting equipment, etc.

Cameras,

Tripods,

Lenses,

F&B RENTAL PRICE LIST
Complete 16-page, pocket-size price list. Everything at your fingertips about
the cost of renting equipment for Production, Projection, Recording, Lighting
and Editing.
BOTH CATALOGS FREE FOR THE ASKING

FLORMAN & BABB
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

« Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address -FLORBABB, N.Y.

THE NEW MAGNASYNC

MARK

magnaphonic sound system
SYSTEM "B”
Basic system "A” with
remote control assembly
built into the new
Magnasync Model G-932
slide wire attentuator
microphone mixer in
matching case

SYSTEM "C”

Basic system "A” including the popular
Magnasync Model G-924 microphone mixer with
remote control assembly in matching case

SAFARI CONSOLE
Mark IX film transport
amplifier and remote
control housed in
blimped console for
both studio and
mobile trailer
operation, complete
with camerarecorder power supply

"We have designed into the MARK IX all those
features most frequently described as "ideal"
by our friends in the
major studio sound de¬
partments, as well as
mixers, reoordists and
technicians active in
T.V., educational and
commercial production.
We packaged the system
In dural metal cases—a
lightweight, durable en¬
closure that could stand
unusual abuse. The control panel, which can
be remoted, gives the operator fingertip
pushbutton control of the machine. All am¬
plifier and mechanical functions, including
a sync footage counter, are incorporated
into this little control panel.
Aside from the many features and conven¬
iences, we have exercised extraordinary care
in the fabrication, assembly and testing of
the MARK IX system."

W. H. STUTZ, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

"For over a decade Bill Stutz, Jim Green
and I have worked together as a team—build¬
ing equipment of which we
are proud, and making
friends to whom we are
deeply grateful.
Teamwork, such as ours,
is equally vital in your
operation and this ap¬
plies to both men and ma¬
chines. Each of our sev¬
eral recording systems
has been carefully
planned to meet the varying requirements of
producers throughout the world. Literally
thousands of Magnasyncs have been selected
with confidence, and are in daily operation
as an important member of production teams.
Our magnificent, new MARK IX does not
obsolete our other models in any sense of
the word. This is the system we have styled
and crafted to give you that extra "pride of
ownership" that comes from knowing you have
the best !*

D. J, WHITE, PRESIDENT

wWe have emphasized maintenance and serv¬
iceability in the MARK IX amplifier. These
factors were given as
much consideration as
performance in the belief
that such a high quality
amplifier can only remain
so, if designed to sus¬
tain shock and remain re¬
liable under extreme
operating conditions.
We have made "plug-in"
assemblies of the bias
oscillator, record section and playback am¬
plifier using subminiature tubes and compo¬
nents. With the amplifier mounted to the
rear door of the film transport in a com¬
pound hinging arrangement, all components
are readily accessible to the maintenance
technician.
With its many unique features, carefully
selected materials and special attention to
detail, we have made the MARK IX our proud¬
est engineering achievement."

J. W. GREEN, VICE PRESIDENT

INTERNATIONAL LEADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

fnfl.msvnci

magnasync manufacturing co.,ltd.
y/fa/uft/mic

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.

SOUND SYSTEM

DEALERS
NEW YORK-Camera Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St., New York 36, JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP. CHICAGO - Zenith Cinema Service. Inc.,
3252 Foster Ave., Chicago 25, III., IRving 8-2104. SAN FRANCISCO — Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St., San Francisco, Calif., EXbrook 2-7348.
CANADA —Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto 18, Ontario, BEImont 1-3303.
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tury-Fox’s camera department, returns
early this month from a 5-week vaca¬
tion and Mediterranean cruise to start
seven of the studio’s directors of pho¬
tography preparing to shoot seven new
productions scheduled to roll within
next sixty days. Halprin visited Israel,
Jerusalem, and Haifa during his over¬
seas visit and had left the troubled
Egyptian area just days before the hos¬
tilities began.
•

•

•

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, who has been
directing the photography of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer’s “Harvest Thunder” in
CinemaScope and color in France, winds
up the assignment November 15th and
650
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heads back for Hollywood. He will visit
friends in New York enroute.
•

•

•

Robert Sable, ASC, of Chicago, was a
Hollywood visitor last month
•

•

•

Loren L. Ryder, with Paramount Studio
in Hollywood since 1929, where he fig¬
ured importantly in many technical de¬
velopments including VistaVision, re¬
signed as head of that studio’s sound
department last month in order to devote
more time to his growing outside busi¬
ness, Magnetic Sales Corporation.
Ryder is a past-president of the
SMPTE and an Associate Member of
the ASC.
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John Boyle, who served as president of
the ASC during 1928-29, was elected
1st vice-president of the Society last
month to fill the unexpired term of
Joseph Ruttenberg, who has been in
Europe the past six months on photo¬
graphic assignments for Metro-Goldwyn
Mayer.
Boyle’s most recent photographic as¬
signment was “The Restless Breed,”
which veteran Allan Dwan directed for
National Pictures for Fox release.
•

•

•

Arthur Edeson, who has served on the
ASC’s board of directors since termi¬
nation of his presidency of the Society
in 1955, was also re-elected an officer
last month.
He was elected 3rd vicepresident to succeed Milton Krasner,
who has resigned his office due to
extended photographic assignments over¬
seas for 20th Century-Fox. Edeson served
as ASC president from 1954 to 1955.
Krasner is presently directing the pho¬
tography of “Boy On A Dolphin” in
Greece for 20th Century-Fox.
•

•

•

From Planer, ASC, and Sam Leavitt,
ASC, returned from extended location
filming assignments in Spain November
first.
Planer directed the photography of
“The Pride and the Passion,” VistaVision-Technicolor production for Stan¬
ley Kramer, starring Carey Grant and
Frank Sinatra.
Leavitt photographed “Flamenco” in
VistaVision and color for Paramount.

AT LAST! A FLEXIBLE
EDITING MACHINE!
(Now, on ONE editing machine
the McAlister EDI MAC,
you can run 16 or 35 sound
with !6 or 35 picture.
It's 4 machines in 7.
V

Write for folder.)

GOOD LIGHTING JOB!
(McAlister lights,
of course!

PERFECT DOLLY SHOT!

Send for catalog.)
(McAlister's Crab Dolly,
what else.
Write for folder.)

J. Gr. McAlistei* I:
77 77 North McCadden Place

Hollywood 38, California

Foreign Distribution
CINEQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL
5880 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
CINEQUIPMENT FILMGERATE GMBH
7 Theatinerstrasse

Munich, Germany

for the newest,
most advanced
lighting and
production equipment

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
MILLER

(Continued from Page 646)
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INDEPENDENTS

TRIPOD HEAD
WORLD’S

STOPS
SAVES

FRICTION

TIME.

NO

HEAD

“JITTERS”

LOST

FOOTAGE

• Bernard Dresner, ‘A Dog Called Mr.
Bozzi,” (Chamartin Prods. Madrid; shooting
in New York). Ladislao Vajda, director.
PATENTED

FINEST

JERRY

FAIRBANKS

• Jerry Fairbanks, "A. C.
Spark
commercial.* Hal Yates, director.

I lug

KEYWEST STUDIOS

• Walter Strence, ASC, Series of religious
pictures.* William Claxton, director.
KLING STUDIOS

SMOOTHNESS ONLY
V

• Brydon Baker, '‘Death Valley Days,”*
(McGowan Prods.). Stuart McGowan, di¬
rector.

FOUND IN A MILLER

You Can Feel The Difference!

KTTV

• Stuart
Thompson,
ASC,
Lassie,
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.

Full 360° horizontal movement
No shake or jitters

• Mack Stencler, ASC, “Captain David
Grief,”* (Guild Films, Inc.), Stuart Hisler,
director.

Right or left hand operation
No backlash
Breakaway at 18 R.P.M. pan

• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “The Trial of
Benjie Galt,” (Grand Prod, for UA release;
widescreen)
with
Sterling
Hayden
and
Darryl Hickman. Sidney Salkow, director.

Complete control for smoother pan¬
ning in both horizontal and vertical
positions

LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

Varied use with Bell & Howell,
Auricon, and telescopes.

Bolex, Cine-Special, Arri-flex, F&B

Adapter plates available for Pro-Jr., S.O.S. and similar tripods
Whatever camera is used, you will get better results with a Miller.

The MILLER “Fluid Action” head is designed for use with motion picture cameras,

telescopes and similar mechanical, optical or electronic equipment where smooth
panning and tilting movements are essential. This movement operates on a semihydraulic principle, which is patented throughout the world. It should not be
confused with any friction-type movement.

Sold only by dealers.
See your nearest dealer.

MILLER PRECISION EQUIPMENT, INC.
7305 Melrose Ave.
Hollywood 46, California
Cable Address: MILEQIP
ANOTHER

“VISCOSITY

DRAG”

PRODUCT

BY

MILLER

• Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“People Are
Funny,”* (Art Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER

• Robert Surtees, ASC, “Raintree County,”
(65mm and Color) with Montgomery Clift
and Elizabeth Taylor.
Edward Dmytryk,
director.
• Russell Harlan, ASC, “Something of
Value,” (shooting in Africa), with Rock Hud¬
son and Dana Wynter. Richard Brooks, di¬
rector.
• Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Harvest Thun¬
der,” (CinemaScope & Color, shooting in
France) with Mel Ferrer and Pier Angeli.
Jeffrey Hayden, director.
• Robert Bronner, “Ten Thousand Bed¬
rooms,” (CinemaScope and color—shooting
in Rome) with Dean Martin and Anna
Maria Alberghetti. Richard Thorpe, director.
• John Alton, “Designing Woman,” (Ci¬
nemaScope and Color) with Gregory Peck
and Lauren Bacall. Vincente Minnelli, di¬
rector.
• Paul Ivano, “Lizzie,”
with Eleanor Parker and
Hugo Haas, director.
MIKARO

STUDIOS

(Bryna
Richard

Prod.)
Boone.

(New York)

• J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Diary of Jen¬
nifer Blake; AT&T commercial.* (Techni¬
color; Henry Strauss Prod.) Robert Wilmot,
director.
MOTION PICTURE

LABCRAFT INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
4019 PROSPECT AVE.

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

PHONE: UTAH 1-4334

CENTER

• Sid Hickox, ASC, “I Love Lucy,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington, Dean
Miller, Frances Rafferty, Jerry Thorpe, di¬
rector.

(Continued on Page 692)
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ONE CAMERA

A L
T E

ANSWERS

/alter Strenge, A.S.C.

QUE
, to cinematography
As of film production
M readers and will be
dtter by Walter Strenge or
dified members of the Amer.iy of Cinematographers. Quesd answers considered of general
st will appear in this column.—Ed.

I recently read about a news camera¬
man in Oregon who lias set up a
nit rack and tank outfit for quickjessing of color film on a small
, using 200-foot racks. Where can
•tain data on a similar setup?
I
ate a small laboratory, processing
ly professional reversal films, and
nterested in tackling color proeessn a limited scale.—H. G., ISetc York,

e color film which the Oregon newsis processing is undoubtedly the
high-speed Anscochrome color re1 film. A processing instruction
in is being mailed you by the
or. A comprehensive article describhe new Anscochrome color film
ured in the August, 1956, issue of
•icon Cinematographer.
4re are presently many processing
ines available that are suitable for
ssing Anscochrome. These range
> ce from $80,000 on down. Manurers of such equipment regularly
otise in the pages of American
iiatographer. Possibly the lab you
labout is the rack and tank setup
i Forde Motion Picture Laboratory
•little, Washington, which processes
chrome for station KOMO-TV.
>n Kowalak, A.S.C.
am preparing to shoot an outdoor
lm on 16mm Kodachrome, which
• >e released in 35mm color.
have one of the major film labs
< the release prints, using Eastman
'negative as an intermediate, would
tbetter quality release prints if the
id
were regular daylight Kodaie? Or Commercial Kodachrome?
• •e is a difference, is it appreciable?
Commercial Kodachrome is used in
lining with no color correction filter
I red to compensate for differences
<n emulsion lots, would it prove
'advantageous than regular Kodaie?—R. E. S., Buffalo, IS. Y.

nvering the first of your two quesboth daylight Kodachrome Type
nd Kodachrome Commercial film

Type 5268 will produce satisfactory re¬
sults when blown up to 35mm Eastman
Color negative and release-printed to
Eastman Color Print film. However,
Kodachrome Commercial film would ap¬
pear to be a little more desirable for the
following reasons:
1) Manufacturing and processing tol¬
erances are more closely controlled. 2)
Its lower contrast makes it more desir¬
able for any duplicating work; and 3),
Kodak’s new internegative film was de¬
signed specifically for Kodachrome Com¬
mercial film.
The answer to your second question
is “No.”—Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

I wish to obtain a diffusion or softfocus effect, similar to that which
was common in Hollywood-made films
around 1935. There is a certain liquid
softness in this style of photography
which I have been unable to match. I
have tested most of the available diffu¬
sion and fog filters without achieving
the desired results.—B. L. H., Prince¬
ton, IS. J.

The diffusion effect you have in mind
was probably achieved in the Hollywood
films referred to by use of filters pro¬
duced at that time by Harrison & Har¬
rison. Hollywood. At one time they made
diffusion filters in six grades ranging
from just a suggestion of diffusion to
almost fog-like effect.
Scheibe Filters Co., P.0. Box 46834,
Hollywood, Calif., can also supply you
with the desired filter or make it up
special to your specifications.—Walter

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

c amerette

16/35

Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion picture film
maker working in both

16mm or 35mm color

er black and white.

LOOK AT THESE ADVANTAGES—
• The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 1 6mm or 35mm — to convert simply
change the magazine.
• Precise

rugged

movement

• Reflex viewing
• 200 degree adjustable shutter
• Divergent three lens turret
• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm — the

16mm

magazine will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight — only

14

pounds

with

3

lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.
Write for brochure

Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

How does the Thrillarama system
operate?
I have expected to see
this system described in American Cine¬
matographer, as you did with Todd-A-O,
CinemaScope, and others.—J.
V.
L.,
Atlanta, Ga.

Thrillarama is a new dual-camera
filming process that produces a scene
on two negatives, just as Cinerama pro¬
duces it with three. In projection, two
interlocked machines project the two
halves of the picture and make it appear
on the screen as one wide, unbroken
scene. The sound track is recorded and
played on a separate reel. Both closeups
and long shots are photographed with¬
out distortion. The cameras used are
made in France, but the photographic
system was engineered and built by the
Raphael G. Wolff Studio, Hollywood.
—Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

American Cinematographer
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... lock to CKO for

CECO PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER, permits editor to
view his film from left to
right on a large, brilliantly
illuminated
screen.
Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Viewing screen
size is 53/4" x 4%". ED 1 916mm model. Also available
with sound reader installed.

Top took end techniques
As most Pros know, CECC
headquarters for the
world’s finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—alro an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their i^chnical
problems. May we help you?

$350.00 viewer only; addi¬
tional $75.00 with coun¬
ter; additional $150.00
with built in sound reader.

CUTTING AND EDITING
TABLES are of heavygauge all-steel con¬
struction. Rigid frames
— always
level;
block-front exten¬
sions for all rewinds;
channel slide drawers.
Baked enamel finish.
Various models and
sizes with light box,
switch, utility drawer.
3' x 4' x 34" Formica top—
film rack—no drawer $71.50;
other sizes available*
SY45-CEC0 “FILMETER” STOP
WATCH AND TIMER For 35 and
16mm cinematography, ’/j sec¬
ond intervals. Black figures in¬
dicate film footage consumed
for 35mm; blue figure for 16mm.
Red figures indicate time con¬
sumed. Registers to 12 minutes.
Time out for interrupted opera¬
tion. Chrome finish, anti-mag¬
netic. Available with slide re¬
lease or pushbutton. $14.50 up

5000 Watt— $175.00

CR39-COLORTRAN GROVERLITE “5000" SENIOR
KIT contains two Senior Lights with Senior
Converter, 2 stands of chromed steel with
column supports, packed in 2 fibre cases.
GR40-same, with Master Converter. We also
handle the full line of Mole-Richardson &
Bardwell McAllister lighting equipment.

CL13-CECO 5000 WATT CONE LIGHT. Shadow¬
less, will flood a large area with soft light.
Can be placed close to actors who are able
to look directly into it without blinking. Com¬
plete with switch, 25 ft. cable and yoke.
2000 Watt—$110.00 750 Watt—$75.00

MOVIOLA FILM EDITING MA¬
CHINES “SERIES 20“ designed
so that short pieces can be
used without putting the
films on reels. Picture size
3" x 4" on 35mm models
and 23/a" x 3%" on 16mm
rear projection-type screen.
Some models are equipped
with reel spindles. Can be
reversed by hand-operated
switches.
Various
models
available. Also synchroniz¬
ers and rewinders.

X1-ARRIFLEX 16mm Incorporates all
advantages of Ariflex 35mm Camera,
with mirror reflex system which per¬
mits viewing and focusing through
taking lens while camera is in opera¬
tion. Viewfinder shows clear, welldefined image correct parallax, unin¬
verted and right—side-up; eyepiece
has 10-power magnifier. 3-lens tur¬
ret. Accepts 100-ft daylight loading
spools; also accessory 400-ft maga¬
zines.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

Cl6S68-CECO AURICON CINE-VOICE CONVERSION
Cine-voice camera modified to accept 1 200-ft.
magazines; has torque motor for takeup. Also
includes Veeder footage counter.

$450.00

conversion only

Write for prices on complete Cine-voice
cameras, converted for external magazines
and all other models of Auricon Cameras.

•

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS — Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing
Barrels • Editing Racks * Electric Footage Timers • Exposure
Meters & Color Temperature Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors
• Screens • Film Processing Equipment • Film Shipping Cases •
Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens
Labels • Blooping Tape • Blooping Ink • Dulling Spray • Alpha
Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters • Number and Letter
Punches • Camera & Projector Oil.
FRANK

C.
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CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long - forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It's just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR TRIPOD.
TR11-CEC0 SMALL GYRO
TRIPOD features “controlled
action". Has two speeds—
slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting. Especially
recommended for 16mm
Mitchell, 16mm Maurer,
B&H Eyemo and similar
cameras. Weight, 19 lbs.
Precision construction, also
used as gear head. Crank
handles included.

The improved PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR with the removable head
—world standard of quality among tripods, now features the
following improvements: Simplified camera attaching method
with easily accessible knob. Double leg lock adjusting knobs,
self aligning—assures positive leg locking. Adjustable tele¬
scoping pan handle—makes it longer or shorter. Pan handle
sockets for left, right or reverse tilt. Sturdier construction of
tilt and pan locking levers. Cast in tie-down eyelets. NO
INCREASE IN PRICE. $] 5Q QQ

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS have cost
top flanges and upper leg portion
made of one-piece aluminum alloy
castings.
Lower legs are 1 y2"
seamless steel tubes, hard-chromed
legs slide easily and have tie-rods
to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up. Accepts “Balanced'' TV head,
. Mitchell, other similar Professional
^Tripod heads.

$600.00 COMPLETE

TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD
used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control pan
& tilt action.

$150.00
HEAD ONLY

$200.00
COMPLETE

ADJUSTABLE COLLAPSIBLE ALUMINUM TRIANGLE insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs. Prevents slipping and damage
to floors.
Model C (illustrated) $29.50
Model B

$1350.00

(less clamps) $23.50

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change
Without Notice

.

SALES

T HI - C E CO PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter
for extremely low-mount set¬
ups; also used for title stands
and permanent mountings.
Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads.

TH7-CEC0 BLIMP-TYPE GEARED
HEAD offers two-speed pan
and tilt—slow and fast. Pro¬
vides extreme tilts, can be
used as Freehead.
Super¬
smooth action, rugged con¬
struction. Ideal for use with
Mitchell BNC. Can be used
with
silent
cameras
with
bridge
plate.

• SERVICE •

RENTALS

THU-PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is similar in construction
to Ceco Balanced TV head.
Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other cameras.
Spring-load
tilt assures that camera will
return
to
neutral
position
when lever is in unlocked
position. Built-in spirit level.

TR12-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬
ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts
all Professional Jr. Tripod Heads.
Has substantial shoe and spur.
Measures 26" extended from floor
to flange, 18" collapsed. Weight 7lbs.

TH2-CEC0 NEW “BALANCED" TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity adjustable, offers smooth
tilt with 360° pan action, perfect balance.
Quick relase handle locks in position. Has
tension adjustment, built-in spirit level and
telescoping extension pan handle. Camera
moveable on top plate to counter-balance
film load or long lenses.
Tripod for "BALANCED” TV Head $140.00

FRANK

C.

$285.00 HEAD ONLY
TH3-CECO MICRO WAVE RELAY BEAM
REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabolas
up to 6-foot diameter. Withstands
torques of 225 ft pounds in elevation
and 150 ft pounds in azimuth. Envi¬
ronmental treated for extreme weather
conditions.
V

TUCKER
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Medical Movies Workshop
The first Medical Motion Picture
Workshop, developed specifically for
medical film producers and medical
audio-visual personnel, will be presented
on the sound stages of The Calvin Com¬
pany, Kansas City, Mo., February 4,
5, and 6, 1957.
The three-day meeting will be de¬
voted to discussion and screenings to
assist cinematographers and producers
in this specialized field, as well as to
point up the broadening production of
films within the field of medicine.
Workshop will be open to all. A $60
tuition fee covers all sessions and a
banquet.
•

WHY DID NORTH AMERICAN CHOOSE
BIRNS & SAWYER AND ARRIFLEX!
After testing and investigat¬
ing all
makes of camera
equipment, North American
Aviation found Arriflex the
best buy, in terms of quality.
And found that they could
own this superb equipment
for very little more than the
rental charges of other makes.
Birns & Sawyer was chosen
as North American's source
of the largest single order of
Arriflex equipment ever placed in the U.S.—seven 16mm cameras,
two 35mm cameras and two sound blimps. Proving again that,
when it comes to ALL camera equipment, you can't beat the service,
reliability and price structure of

BIRNS & SAWYER Pho»osuPPiies
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46, Calif.
BRadshaw 2-2012

CRestview 4-3118

16 MM

35 MM

the Westrex Editer
The film editing machine which won
an Academy Award
•

No intermittent • Plays negatives safely • Least film damage

•

Rotating prism permits slow lap dissolve of picture

•

Quiet operation • Automatic fast stop • Easy threading

•

Picture-sound synchronization while running or stopped

•

Photographic and single or multiple magnetic sound

•

Footage and seconds counters • Framing control

•

Projection viewing for Cinemascope or Standard films

Westrex Corporation
Dept. D 111 Eighth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
Hollywood Division: 6601 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.
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Nine Arri Cameras to NAA
Said to be the largest single order
for Arriflex cameras ever received by
any U. S. distributor was that delivered
last month by Birns & Sawyer Photo
Supplies, Hollywood, to North Amer¬
ican Aviation Company, Downey, Calif.
Order called for a total of nine cam¬
eras: seven Arriflex-16’s and two Arriflex-35’s.
*

•

•

Mansfield to CFI
Lewis Mansfield, for past ten years
plant manager of an eastern film lab¬
oratory, has been added to the man¬
agerial staff of Consolidated Film Lab¬
oratories, Hollywood, according to Sid
Solow, CFI vice-president.
•

•

*

Underwater Movies
The first motion pictures ever made
of the lost Italian liner Andrea Doria
at the bottom of the sea, made by one
of the foremost teams of skin divers,
will be highlighted in Pathe Pictures’
soon to be released issue of its “News
Magazine of the Screen.” The films were
made at a depth of 160 feet. The skin
divers used a 35mm motion picture
camera known as the F-M-3, designed
completely from the inside out for un¬
derwater work, and equipped with full
external controls.

CORRECTION
Bob Duggan, head of Studio Lighting Co.,
Chicago, has been taking a lot of kidding
from friends and associates since he was
quoted—erroneously—in last- month's issue
(“Studio Lighting Lights Demo Convention")
as stating: "With the low-light level require¬
ments of Plus-X film, why make it a big
project?" In his original statement, Duggan
referred to Tri-X film.
We apologize to
Duggan for the embarrassing editorial error.
—ED.

GIGANTIC EXPANSION SALE!
OVER $100,000.00 WORTH OF MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT SOLD ’WAY BELOW DEALER’S COST!
SOME NEW—SOME USED—ALL GUARANTEED!
LACK OF SPACE PREVENTS LISTING FULL DETAILS AND MORE EQUIPMENT. WIRE OR
PHONE FOR MORE INFORMATION. LET US KNOW WHAT YOU NEED. ACT FAST!

BE SMART—CALL CAMERA MART—PLaza 7-6977
WALL 35mm single system sound
camera, Modulite variable density
track, amplifier, power supply, 21000’ & 4-400' mags., Mitchell view¬
finder, sunshade, filter holder, 1 2v24v motor, buckle trip, 4 lenses,
mike,
headset, all
cables,
cases.
Value over $14,000.00
SPECIAL $3,495.00
MITCHELL 35mm Standard camera, 3
lenses, 2-1000' mags., viewfinder,
sunshade, filter holder, motor, tripod,
all cases. Excellent built-in features,
value over $9,000.00
SPECIAL $4,695.00
CINEPHON 35mm Rackover camera,
3 lens turret, 4-200' mags., dissolv¬
ing
shutter, motor, viewfinder,
3
lenses, complete body rackover, value
over $3,000
SPECIAL $795.00
CINEPHON 35mm newsreel camera,
3 lens turret, reflex focusing, 2-200'
mags., motor, 3 lenses, case. Value
over $2,000.00
SPECIAL $595,00
ARRIFLEX 35mm reflex camera, latest
model 11 A, 3 lenses, 2-400 mags.,
complete with Arriflex blimp and
sync motor. All in like brand-new
condition. Value over $5,000.00
SPECIAL $3,995.00
ARRIFLEX 35mm reflex camera, model
II, 2-200' mags., 3 Zeiss lenses,
motor, sunshade case, excellent con¬
dition, value over $2,500.00
SPECIAL $995,00
CINEFLEX 35mm reflex camera, mo¬
tor, 2-200' mags., 2 lenses, case.
Excellent. Value over $2,000.00
SPECIAL $549,50
EYEMO Q camera, 2-400' mags., mo¬
tor, 3 lenses, excellent, value over

$2,000.00
SPECIAL $1,195.00
EYEMO Q compact turret, drum finder
3
lenses, excellent, value over

$1,200.00
SPECIAL $625.00
EYEMO K adapted for motor and
magazines, with zoom type finder,
filter slot, 2" lens, case, value over

BERNDT-MAURER 16mm camera, pi¬
lot pins. 2-400' mags., sync motor,
sunshade,
finder,
case,
excellent,
value over $3,000
SPECIAL $1,795,00

PAIR DEVRY 35mm sound projec¬
tors, 2000’ cap. 1000 watt lamp, 4"
lens, amplifier, and speaker. Very
fine, value over $3,000.00
SPECIAL $595,00

MAURER Type 05 camera, late model,
2-400' mags., sync motor, 12v. mo¬
tor, finder, sunshade, case, value over
$5,000.00
SPECIAL $3,495.00

PAIR HOLMES
35mm sound pro¬
jectors, 2000' cap. 1000 watt lamp,
4
lenses, amplifier, speaker. Excel¬
lent, value over $2,000.00
SPECIAL $495.00

CINE SPECIAL II, like new,
100’
chamber, 25mm Ektar fl.4 lens, value
$1,100.00
SPECIAL $745.00

VICTOR 1 6mm sound projector, single
case, like new, demonstrator. Value
$375.00
SPECIAL $195.00

FILMO 70DAF converted for maga¬
zines, with drum finder, excellent,
value $400.00
SPECIAL $249.50

AMPRO
16mm Arc projector, hiintensity lamphouse, rectifier, ampli¬
fier, speaker, stand, projection lens,
very fine. Value $2,000
SPECIAL $495.00

FILMO 16mm hi-speed camera, 1"
f 1.5 lens, excellent, value over
$450.00
SPECIAL $195.00
AURICON
Pro-200
single
system
soundcamera, six 200' mags, auto
parallax finder, two cases, excellent
condition, value $1,800.
SPECIAL $1,195.00
CAMART 17.5 mm magnetic film re¬
corder, Magnecord 3 channel mixer,
playback
amplifier
and
speaker,
erase, counter, two cases. Like new
value over $2,500.00
SPECIAL $995.00
HALLEN B-22 magnetic recorder for
17.5 mm, two channel mixer, play¬
back amplifier and speaker, erase,
counter,
two cases,
unit demon¬
strator, Value over $2,100.
SPECIAL $595.00
PRESTO K-8 disc recorder, 33 and
78 rpm, like new demonstrator, with
mike and cables, value over $350.
Offered way below cost
SPECIAL $175.00
BRUSH BK443
’//' tape recorder,
portable model, like new, demon¬
strator, value $300.00
SPECIAL $165.00

SPECIAL $595.00

VISTASCOPE wide screen lens for
1 6 mm. Very fine definition through¬
out. Value $125.
SPECIAL $89,50

EYEMO K, 2" lens, filter, handle,
strap, case, excellent, only a few
left. Value $800.00
SPECIAL $125.00

MOVIOLA 35 mm. silent pictures
with 35 mm. optical sound, very
fine value $ 1 400.
SPECIAL $750.00

$1,000.00

ike.

MOVIOLA 35mm sound reader with
amplifier
and
speaker,
excellent.
Value $200.00
SPECIAL $59.50
BELL & HOWELL Exchange model
35mm electric splicer, extra large
tables, pedestal type, very fine con¬
dition. Value $1,100.00
SPECIAL $575.00
ZOOMAR
16 varifocal lens, f2.8,
zooms from 25mm to 75mm. Like
new. Value $600.00
SPECIAL $395,00
BOLEX STEREO 3-D unit for Bolex
H-16 camera, taking lens, projector
adapter.
Screen,
viewing
glasses,
demonstrator. VALUE $395.00
SPECIAL $269.50
COLORTRAN SPOT KIT, 3 spots, one
broad, 4 stands, converter, 2 cases.
Value $313.50
SPECIAL $245.00 New
COLORTRAN Junior kit, 2 floods, with
stands, converter, case, value $198.50
SPECIAL
$145.00 New
DIMMERS, from 2000 watts to 1650
$69.50 from
100 watts to 750,
$49.50 above dimmers are new at
50% off list.

CAMERA MARTme.

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Comeramart

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseurr

START OF EXODUS, biggest scene in history of motion pictures, with
the largest number of extras ever to appear on the screen moving
through the biggest set ever built. Set, for “The Ten Commandments,”
recreates huge gates of the Biblical city of Per-Rameses. On apex of

LOYAL GRIGGS' inspired VistaVision cinematography contributed
enormously to effectiveness of the performances in doseup of

camera crane, directly behind the VistaVision camera, sits cinema¬
tographer Loyal Griggs; below, to his right is Director Cecil B. DeMille.
In center foreground is Charlton Heston as Moses leading Exodus march.

Charlton Heston, left, who plays Moses, and Yul Brynner essay
ing the role of Rameses in “The Ten Commandments.”

CINEMATOGRAPHY UNSURPASSED
Filming of Cecil B. DeMille’s “The Ten Commandments”
rated the biggest photographic undertaking of all time.

By

ARTHUR

ROWAN

I

N sheer MAGNITUDE alone, the photography of Cecil B.
DeMille’s “The Ten Commandments” surpasses all other
motion picture productions. This monumental photographic
achievement, in terms of pre-production preparation, execu¬
tion, and the amount of color negative used, has never been
equalled in the annals of Hollywood motion picture history.
Ten years were spent in planning the production; three
years were required for preparation and writing of the
script; and. finally, more than two years were spent in the
actual filming. In its final form the picture runs three hours
and forty minutes.
The medium of VistaVision was chosen in order to capture
the spectacle scenes in all their scope and majesty. These
eye-widening scenes include the building of the glittering,
magnificent city of Per-Rameses, with the toiling masses of
the Children of Israel laboring in tears and sweat under
the lash of the taskmasters; the endless expanses of the
actual Biblical wilderness of Shur and Sin through which
Moses passed; the drama of the Burning Bush for which
key scenes were filmed upon Mt. Sinai itself; the Biblical
plagues, such as the waters turning to blood, the hail from
a cloudless sky and the death of Egypt’s first-born; the
Exodus of the Children of Israel from the city of the Pharaoh,
involving scenes on a scale never before captured by a
motion picture camera; the hosts of Pharaoh’s chariots
thundering after the freed slaves; the parting of the Red
Sea through which the Children of Israel pass; the chariots
of the Pharaoh being engulfed by massive walls of water
smashing down upon them; the evil mass worship of the
Golden Calf and the tremendous impact of the fiery finger
of God writing the Ten Commandments upon the Tablets
of Stone.
The sequence in which the Red Sea is divided and then
closes again is likely to be acclaimed the most spectacular
special effects sequence ever conceived and produced since
movies were invented.
Loyal Griggs, A.S.C., directed the photography of “The
Ten Commandments.” Contributing additional photography
under Griggs’ supervision were A.S.C. members John War¬
ren, Wallace Kelley, and J. Peverell Marley. John Fulton,
A.S.C., directed the Special Photographic Effects of the
picture, considered the greatest single contribution of its
kind. And in the final phases of the production there were
the Optical Effects Photography by Paul Lerpae, A.S.C.,
and the Process Photography directed by Farciot Edouart.
A.S.C.
Loyal Griggs was the logical candidate for the assignment
to direct the photography of DeMille’s greatest production.
Culminating a photographic career of some 30 years on the
(Continued on Next Page)

SACRED SITE—On a steep slope of remote and hallowed Mount
Sinai, Cecil B. DeMille directs a scene for “The Ten Commandments.”
Covering the action are two VistaVision cameras.
Location site,
selected for its authenticity, proved toughest of all locations in Egypt.

YUL BRYNNER rehearses for a doseup as Director Cecil B. DeMille,
right, and Director of Photography Loyal Griggs look on. Ready to
roll for the take is the VistaVision double-frame camera.

ALL FOUR VISTAVISION cameras are assembled here to photograph

LOOKING THROUGH FINDER of VistaVision camera, Director DeMille

the chariot drive against the fleeing slaves—one of the big

checks on a new camera setup prepared by cinematographer Loyal

spec¬

Griggs and his crew for an interior for "The Ten Commandments."

tacle sequences in “The Ten Commandments.”
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Paramount lot, Griggs had only recently displayed his
singular camera artistry in the photography of Paramount's
“Shane." for which he received an Academy Award. Sub¬
sequently, the studio selected him to direct the photography
of “White Christmas,” its initial VistaVision production.
Following this, he filmed two other pictures in the same
wide-screen process. Thus, by the time Mr. DeMille was
ready to choose his cameraman for “The Ten Command¬
ments.” Griggs had become the most experienced director
of VistaVision photography. By now DeMille had elected
to make “The Ten Commandments” in VistaVision and
color, and Hollywood’s most challenging photographic assign¬
ment went to Loyal Griggs.
The assignment came during the final pre-production
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stages of the picture, for there was yet the big task to be
fulfilled of surveying Egyptian locales and mapping the
location sites. Griggs accompanied the survey party which
Hew to Egypt in the fall of 1953. During the party’s threemonth stay, he studied Egyptian vistas the full length of the
Nile, and for miles on either side, evaluating their possibili¬
ties from a pictorial standpoint as well as their accessibility.
Mr. DeMille had indicated a desire to film as much of the
production as possible on the actual locales of Moses’ greatest
acihievements centuries ago, in order to give the picture
authenticity and the utmost religious significance; and so
it was that the historical locations on DeMille’s list, as
mentioned in the Book of Exodus, were carefully surveyed
(Continued on Page 6&0)
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oris Kaufman,

the lens
Bausch & Lomb Baltar

the result
Academy Award, 1954, for
black-and-white cinematography
in Columbia’s award-winning
production, "On the Waterfront.’’
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry
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Electronic Splicing
DIELECTRIC SPLICER
(SCHEMATIC)

New splicing method uses no cement, produces almost
indestructible film weld in one second.

By

O

problems that remained
for Du Pont engineers to solve,
following the company’s development of
its tough, thin Cronar film base, was a
satisfactory means of splicing it. The
first successful splicing of Cronar in¬
volved the use of pressure-sensitive tape
made from Mylar polyester stock. Con¬
tinued research by company engineers
has resulted in a completely new tech¬
nique known as dielectric splicing, which
involves an electronic device that pro¬
duces a film weld said to be superior to
any other splicing method known.
High-frequency current flowing be¬
tween two electrodes on a modified com¬
mercial splicer fuses the film together
within approximately one second. Over¬
lap needed is less than usually required
for ordinary motion picture film splices.
The dielectric heat weld is permanent
and is as insensitive to moisture and
temperature as the film itself.
The new method, which employs no
cement or other adhesives, may be used
to join triacetate to triacetate film base
NE

FIG.
J

3—Films F are held between splicer jaws

having

two

electrodes

films

switched

when

E

which

cause

high-frequency

weld

of

current

is

on.

DIMENSIONS
OF
DIELECTRIC SPLICE
—030*

THICKNESS "T*1
5.6 TO 8 MILS FOR .004* "CRONAR”
6.9 TO II MILS FOR 0055" CTA

FIG.

4—Small

cations

for

separation

overlap

wide-screen
is

held to an

has

important

frames

where

impli¬
frame

absolute minimum.

JOHN

OF

the
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FORBES

and to splice Du Pout's Cronar film
base to Cronar. However, triacetate can¬
not be successfully spliced to Cronar,
and vice versa, by the dielectric method.
The narrow overlap of the dielectric
splice (30 mils versus 72 mils for con¬
ventional solvent splices) is expected to
be of particular interest and value in
negative splicing and also in the splicing
of wide-screen positives where frame
separation is held to an absolute mini¬
mum.
The essentials of the new method are
shown schematically in Fig. 3. The films
F to be joined are placed between the
splicer jaws J. Inserted in the end of
each of these jaws is an electrode E.
These electrodes, together with the films
to be spliced, form part of the circuit
of a high-frequency oscillator 0. Ener¬
gizing the circuit which is done by
momentarily pressing the switch 6, Fig.
1, causes a high-frequency current to
flow between the electrodes through the
region R, heating the films to the point
(Continued on Page 689)
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INGRID BERGMAN (left background) patiently awaits lineup of Jack

PATTERN OF THE lighting established by Jack Hildyard for one of

Hildyard’s CinemaScope camera, while director Anatol Litvak (right)

the

discusses action for the scene with an assistant.

hamwood

SHOOTING NIGHT exteriors on vast set erected on back lot of Bore-

DIRECTOR ANATOL LITVAK (grey haired and hatless, center) discus¬

hamwood studio.

ses new camera setup with director of photography Jack Hildyard

Church in background is exact replica of Russian

Orthodox church in Paris; taxed studio's lighting capacity to limit.

and

large

interior
studio

assistant

on

sets
in

exterior

Filming "Anastasia"
By

FREDERICK

FOSTER

B

Jack Hild¬
yard traveled all the way to Holly¬
wood a few months ago to gain first¬
hand knowledge of CinemaScope lenses
ritish cinematographer
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and CinemaScope photography. Twen¬
tieth Century-Fox had engaged him to
direct the photography of “Anastasia,”
which was to be shot in England, France
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erected

London

on

for

side

sound
20th

street

stage

of

M-G-M's

Century-Fox's

set at

Bore-

“Anastasia.”

Borehamwood.

and Denmark, and which was to re¬
introduce screen star Ingrid Bergman to
American theatre audiences after an
absence of nearly a decade. It was Hild¬
yard’s first CinemaScope assignment.
Hildyard s smart camera artistry came
into prominence in this country follow¬
ing the national release of “Summer¬
time,” starring Katherine Hepburn; and
20th-Fox felt Hildyard was the man
to entrust with the filming of its pro-

duction of “Anastasia,'’ which was to
he produced entirely in Europe at
a cost of $3,500,000. Because Fox’s
contract cinematographers were com¬
mitted for pictures far into the future,
it was necessary to engage someone
else—preferable a cinematographer hav¬
ing experience in Europe.
At 20th Century-Fox’s Beverly Hills
studio, Hildyard observed AcademyAward winners Leon Shamroy, A.S.C.,
Milton Krasner. A.S.C., and and others
light and photograph sets for CinemaScope
color
productions.
Following
several weeks of such “on-the-set" study
and a briefing on CinemaScope optics
by 20th’s camera department bead, Sol
Halprin, A.S.C., Hildyard returned to
London, and then flew to Copenhagen,
Denmark, where initial shooting on
“Anastasia" began. Directing the Buddy
Adler production was Anatole Litvak,
whose “Snake Pit ’ is still regarded as
one of 20th-Fox’s most sensitive and
successful productions.
Based on the hit play by Marcelle
Maurette, translated to English by Guy
Bolton, and adapted for the screen by
Arthur Laurents, the film tells the story
of a starved, destitute girl, played by
Ingrid Bergman, who is rescued from
suicide in the Seine by a Russian exGeneral (Yul Brynner) and forced to
pass herself off as the Princess Anastasia,
only living daughter of the last Czar of
Russia, Nicholas II. The ex-General’s
plan is to, in this way, gain control
of the £10,000,000 legacy left by the
Czar. Later he falls in love with the
girl and loses his great desire for the
fortune.
Shooting on the film began May 21,
1956, in Copenhagen where the palaces,
squares and restaurants of that lovely
city were used as natural locales and
photographed by Hildyard and his cam¬
era crew. Location shooting then shifted
to Paris, where for more than a week
the company worked at night and in a
light rain filming scenes with Miss Berg¬
man and Mr. Brynner in the narrow,
tortuous Parisian streets and on the
banks of the Seine near the Pont d’Alexandre III. Then on June 11, shooting
switched to London, where the company
completed the picture at M-G-M’s Borehamwood Studio.
One of the most lovely and moving
scenes in the film is one of the early
sequences in which Brynner first meets
Miss Bergman in a churchyard, while
hundreds of worshippers—all carrying
lighted candles—make way for a Rus¬
sian Easter procession of white and gold
robed priests and their assistants carry¬
ing ikons, censers, and the Crucifix,
and followed by a choir of 30 Russian
voices singing an ancient Easter hymn
in Slavonic tongue, as sung in the serv¬
ices in the Russian Orthodox Church.

SHOOTING LOW-ANGLE shot of horses and Indians in dramatic chase of
whites

for

Winton

Hoch, A.S.C.,

C.

V.

Whitney
and

Pictures’

“The

Director John

Searchers.”

Cinematographer

Ford conceived method of mak¬

ing shot with camera in pit and erecting rails to channel onrushing horde
directly over the camera.

LAST

MINUTE

check

signaling the Indian
concealed
object”

with

during

a

is

given

the

Technicolor

horsemen for the take.

blanket

after

horses

VistaVision

camera

before

Later, camera was partially

shied

away

from

the

“strange

rehearsals.

Thrill Shot...
A

ction films-—the

kind C. V. Whitney Pictures, Inc., produces
for Warner Brothers’ release — invariable calls upon the director
of photography for some rare and dramatic camera treatment. Such
a traditional occasion arose during the course of filming “The Search¬
ers,’’ directed by John Ford and starring John V ayne, and photo¬
graphed by Winton Hoch. A.S.C., three-time Academy Award win¬
ner for cinematographic achievement.
Photographed in VistaVision and color almost entirely in the
famous Painted Desert area of Arizona, the story comes to a climax
in a dramatic Indian chase of the whites. Here director Ford wanted

(Continued on Page 686)
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Dke

The One-Stop

CL oice

m.

Don Cro^eSiionaii!
Automatic

AURICON PR0-600
for 16mm Optical Sound-On-Film
Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

Film

Processing

A true one-man lab.

with

Bridgamatic.

No special skill required!

Ideal for Motion Picture Producers, TV Stations,
Industrial or Documentary Producers, Microfilmers,
Photo Finishers, Laboratories, Universities, Etc.

|||
ft

BRIDGAMATIC JR. does automatic 16mm film processing better,
faster and at far less cost. It pays for itself! Assures sharp,
clear, permanent image. Anyone can operate it. Fits in most
any corner.
Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel
tanks, air squeegee—develops and dries ready for
showing 600' positive, 180' negative per hour; from.

$1095

LARGER CAPACITY negative/positive,

Reversal and Color models
available 16/35/70mm standard or custom built; from....$ 1887
Write for illustrated brochure

M

ant :
“Auricon Pro-600" with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

The

"Auricon Pro-600” with SingleLens “C" Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

-k Self-blimped

for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
fow ot The "Auricon Pro-600" is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!

★ 600 ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
-fr Synchronous

System"
cording.

“Auricon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

or

Motor Drive for "Single"Double-System"
Re¬

■Ar Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

With NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System $2475
Present

Moy

owners con easily install the new and improved inking system!

TITLER & SPECIAL EFFECT:

16 /35mm • for Professional Resll
For producing the widest range of titles, trick films,
Takes most types of cameras.
north, east, south, west.

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
PRICES START AT $1165

Write

for free

illustrated

‘‘AURICON

PRO-600”

literature

and

prices.

A/H'

messy n
special fl
framesu
recordi.s

cartoons, c n

Florizontal and vertical operation.

Tc

-

Title board size, 7 '/B ”x9 y2 ” with tipping tj

dimensions 40"xl 5"xl 2", weight 40

lbs.

Comes with all access#

•

Twin lamps with reflectors for front and back illumination.

•

Title card frame with platens at top and bottom.

©

Distance scale to obtain correct setting of camera lens.

•

Climbing title device for producing any desired number of title lini

•

Turntable for rotating titles, small objects and many other purpose

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Convenient payment terms arranged.

You may apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

WESTERN

BRANCH

—

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Ml

S.O.S. presents Complete line of
TEL-Anima Precision Products

... SAVE TIME and MONEY!

TEL’Animasland
Animation and Special
Effects Camera Stand
The TEL-Animastand embodies features of the
photo enlarger, micrometer and railroad round¬
house. Optical effects such as pans, angles,
zooms, quick closeups and every variation for
trick photography may be produced with the
new TEL-Animastand.

Bilgamatic
aianced

Film

Processors

features

and

are

known

trouble-free

the

world

operation.

over

Sturdily

for

their

A camera fitted to a movable, counterbalanced
vertical carriage photographs the art work. Will
accept even the heaviest 16mm or 35mm camera
(Acme with stop motion motor illustrated.)

many

constructed

for

debility; low maintenance and operating costs.

All basic movements associated with high priced
stands are incorporated. Accuracy is assured
through precise registration of art work. In¬
cludes four Veeder Root counters which cali¬
brate 18” north/south movement.
24" east/
west travel, and zoom movements to the Art
Table or Cel Board. Basic unit.ONLY $2995

NUMBERING PAYS Off

Illustrated,

TEL-Animastand

with

TEL-Anima

sliding

cell

board,

rotated

at

45°

umbered films cause confusion and loss of time.

Produce Rock-Steady Prints with the
TEL-Amatic Printer

I(f edge numbers every foot of 16, 17Y2, 35mm film
siplifies

the task

of

checking

titles

and

footage.

’sible Edge Numbering Machine replaces cue marks, perforations,
/cs, punches, embossing-—does not mutilate film. Work prints showing
Ks, fades and dissolves require edge numbering to keep count of
it >r added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic
Inke edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.
AMONG

RECENT

PURCHASERS

E'tman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
G eral Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
R' ves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
African Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Tcrfllm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

PROFESSIONAL continuous contact sound and
picture printer for 16mm films. Designed for
color, black and white,
reversal, sound or
silent films. TEL-Amatic does all with rock¬
steady professional precision. Has outstanding
features never achieved before in the low
cost field.

ARE:

•

Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

Ill

TEL-Amatic
TEL-Amatic

I

overall

Large capacity of 1200 ft.

®

Three-way aperture for sound,
composite at main sprocket.

•

Light source located
printing aperture.

at

•

Complete

slots

•

Footage
counter
and
indicator included.

Printer complete—ready for bench
Printer mounted on
heavy floor

SPECIAL EFFECTS LABORATORIES, TV STATIONS,
ADVERTISING
MODEL

TG,

II,

16mm.$175

MODEL

TG,

III,

16mm.$225

MODEL

TG,

IV,

16/mm

(illustrated).$325

in Picture Industry”

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza 7-0440
28,

California

—

Cable: S0S0UND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

AGENCIES,

ART

DEPTS.,

ETC.

The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE for high quality, fast lettering
—the answer to economy and precision
accuracy in film titling. Prints dry from
colored foil for instant use. Acme pegs
assure perfect registration on paper or
acetate cells. Prints all colors. TELAnimaprint tools for Top Tech¬
niques—greatest dollar for dollar
value in the industry.

Write for illustrated brochure

' ood

with

filter

or table mounting,
pedestal...

For MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS, ANIMATORS,

•

mechanical

9

with the TEL-Animaprint

cjustable

P

scene

picture

curved,
for

light

light

and

sprocketed
color.

change

card

ONLY $1350
ONLY $1495

improve Your Film Titles

bon, etc.

n

Semi-automatic 13
change for color.

f
7-9202

Write

for

TEL-Anima

Literature—cover¬

ing every need for animation.

ONLY

$395

--

:-'A«yStVf

--

■

■

"■'if.;

MITCHELL NC camera equipped with anamorphic lens and synchron¬

MITCHELL BNC camera similarly equipped.

ous

and pinion gear (2) which engages ring gear of anamorphic lens,

focusing

screen

attachment

productions.

A

used

single

in

photographing

knob

controls

SIDE VIEW showing Mitchell BNC setup.
at (4) and the camera lens at (5).

focus

Naturama
of

both

wide¬
lenses.

Anamorphic lens is shown

Synchronous focusing of both

focusing

it simultaneously with the camera lens.

ANAMORPHIC

lens holder and gear train through which focusing

rings on both the camera lens and anamorphic lens are actuated
simultaneously.

lenses is achieved by one camera assistant operating knob (6).

Cam (3) actuates rack

Quick demountable bracket is shown

at (7).

Naturama - Republic's New Wide-Screen Process
Since the Advent

of wide-screen motion pictures in 1952, American Cinema¬

tographer has endeavored to keep its readers informed of the details and method
of operation of all wide-screen processes, following their introduction.
Early this year, Republic Pictures Corp. put into practical use its new wide¬
screen process.

Said to eliminate practically all of the technical faults of wide¬

screen motion pictures from camera aspects to projection, the new system
trade-named Naturama.—Editor.
668
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is

N

is an anamorphic wide¬
screen system with an aspect ratio
of 2.35 to 1. An anamorphic attach¬
ment lens is employed in the photog¬
raphy, and is mechanically coupled to
the camera lens to achieve simultaneous
focus of both lenses.
Under the supervision of Republic
Studio's President, Herbert J. Yates, and
aturama

(Continued on Page 690)
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need location
lighting...fast?
Call on Jack Frost, one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A. FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

Prices subject to change
without notice

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
NEW
A complete sound system that Weighs only
27 lbs! Features high gain “long-shot”
microphone channel. Dialog equalization
for “speech-music” selection. Self-con¬
tained playback system for “film-direct”
monitor. Famous Magnasync “synkinetic”
precision film transport. High speed rewind,
sync speed reverse and fast forward. Con¬
venient arrangement for “sync marking.”
Footage counter, extended capacity arms,
“quick-detach” mount for special motors.
Unconditionally guaranteed! . . $895.00

ARRIFLEX
16
The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens
focusing and viewing during exposure, electric motor
drive. Matte box, cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
$200.00

Magnasync M-8 speaker, amplifier, and
accessory case.$97.50

Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex . .
$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00

4-position mixer, high level mixing w/4^”
Vumeter mounted in case . . . $375.00

75mm Xenon f/2 lens.

COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package, you have
the equivalent illumination of 3000
watts of current from a 15amperefuse!
Compact kit fits any car, contains
everything you’ll need for perfect
lighting ... a studio in a suitcase!
Includes 2 Groverlite heads with 8
foot aluminum stands. All units have
barn doors and diffusion slots for
l.ight control.$198.50

PRECISION
SOUND
READERS

SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of
5000 watts illumination from a 30
amphere fuse.$265.00
SPOT KIT— Contains 3 spotlights with
a Broad or Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots
and diffusion for spots . . $313.25
Made by Precision Laboratories . . . your guarantee of
the finest in sound editing instruments. Simple thread¬
ing .. . polished stabilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage film. Film rollers
machined to conform with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . . precision ground

AURIC0N PRO-600

shafts ... dimensions 6" x 6" x 7l£."
Amplifier: 117 volts — 60 cycle — AC. Power output —
4 watts. Heavy duty Alnico V speaker . . . safety fused
. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot light ... 6 ft. heavy
duty cord.
Optical Model 600— 16mm and 35mm
Magnetic Model 700 — 16mm,

%

.

.

16mm
CINE-VOICE

$185.00

17.5mm, 35mm and

inch.$198.00

AURIC0N CINE-VOICE

Optical - Magnetic Model 800 - 16mm, 35mm and

popular - priced 16mm
camera that photographs
a sound track, perfectly
lip synchronized with the
picture —to be played on
any 16mm sound projecter. Single-lens model.
New.$695.00
Used.$495.00
Turret model for 3 lenses
$784.50

X

16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self - blimped; sync
mdtor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take-up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1165.00

inch.$259.50

West's Largest Selection
Budget Terms Available

AURIC0N “SUPER-1200”
16mm sound - on - film
camera (self-blim ped)
with 3-lens turret for“C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $3319.25

sional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.
$325.00

AURIC0N PRO-200. Was $1,495.00 - Now - Used $995.00

Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

45 KEARNY AT MAIDEN LANE • EXBROOK 2-7348 • SAN FRANCISCO 8, CALIFORNIA
<*

AURIC0N PAN-TILT profes¬

GIANT TELESCOPIC TRACKER developed at Ft. Monmouth, N. J., for Army
Signal Corps can trace a missile 300 miles
tracker’s 70mm and 35mm cameras.

MAIN

CAMERA

built

by

Fairchild

Camera

film to record tracker’s field of view,
recording camera by timing signal.

A

telescopic tracker capable
of tracing a missile 300 miles away
and which clearly shows fast moving
aerial objects in natural color on the
instrument’s scope, has been developed
at the Army Signal Corps Engineering
Laboratories at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
The new one-and-a-half ton optical
collossus, which has a 400-pound lens
system developed by Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corporation, takes blackand-white photographs of rockets, jets
and other flying objects automatically.
The new equipment, currently under¬
going tests at White Sands, New Mexico
has already made an impressive record.
Engineers have given the tracker a
four-point record of achievement: good

&

and

is

away.

Instr.
keyed

Corp.,
with

Data

is

uses

70mm

35mm

recorded

by

data

giant

Telescopic Tracker
The main camera uses 70mm film, the data camera 35mm
film.

Both are pulse-synchronized at approximately four
frames per second.

telephotographic lens and camera sys¬
tem. precise coordination of target and
time records, reliable target acquisition
and fast and accurate tracking.
Heart of the main optical system is

a 40" focal length Cessegrain type of
reflective optics. Important advantages
of this type are high transmission of
light, no chromatic aberration, reduced
overall size which in itself is an im¬
portant factor in tracking, and the use
of large apertures with a relatively small
opening. The optics, which were de¬
signed by the noted lens expert Dr.
James G. Baker coordinating with Fairchild engineers, include a turret of
projection lenses of 4X, 2X, IX and
1/2X magnification providing effective
focal lengths of 160", 80", 40" and 20"
respectively. The entire field of view of
this optical system varies from 1%
to 5 degreees depending on the pro¬
jection lens in use.
The camera, built and designed by
Fairchild, has a capacity for recording
up to 20 pictures per second, although
most of the work has been done at
(Continued on Page 683)
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RUGGEDNESS of war surplus

16mm

Gun

Camera was

proven

re¬

key

sequence

in

sales

promotion

film

produced

cently when it was mounted beneath chassis of an automobile to

Detroit, for Monroe Auto Equipment Company.

record

ated remotely by batteries.

at

close

range

the

car's

wheel

action.

Footage

provided

by

Video

Films,

Camera was oper¬

Gun Camera In Unique Role
Mounted under auto chassis it records effect of faulty shock
absorbers on tires and car performance.

T

gun camera, developed during
World War II to record aerial com¬
bat activities, has found a multitude of
post-war uses. One of the countless items
made available by the government
through “surplus” stores, the camera,
which uses 16mm film in magazines, has
served both professional and amateur
film makers alike. Having a rugged,
compact electric motor instead of the
spring motor common with most cine
cameras, the Gun Camera has been
adapted to many picture-making assign¬
ments requiring remote control.
One of the most interesting to come to
attention is the recent application of the
camera by Video Films, Detroit, Michi¬
gan, in recording action of wheels on
automobiles and trucks having faulty
shock absorbers.
As shown in the photo above, the Gun
Camera was mounted on a special ad¬
he
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justable iron bracket bolted to the un¬
dercarriage of the vehicle and the lens
focused on one of the vehicle’s tires. In
this way a remarkable film report was
obtained showing how wheels behave on
various road surfaces. The main pur¬
pose of the studies was to prove that
good shock absorbers keep wheels down
for better car control and braking abil¬
ity. A typical wheel action is shown in
the film clip reproduced at the right.
Because of car speed and vibration
involved in the test runs, an extremely
rugged mounting bracket had to be de¬
signed, despite the light weight of the
camera itself.
Power for the camera’s motor was
supplied by 24-volt batteries and stop¬
ping and starting was controlled re¬
motely from the driver’s seat. Because
the camera will operate at 32 and 64
(Continued on Page 696)
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FILM CLIP from 16mm color shot made by Gun
Camera,
wheel
shock

on

showing
rough

absorbers.

erratic

action

pavement as

of

automobile

result

of

faulty

The HFC automatic film splicer uses a special transparent tape, perforated
to match the film to be spliced and coated on one side with a pressure
adhesive. The tape is precut and rolled onto the film in register. The unit
makes butt or overlap splices. The tape is rolled onto the film automatic¬
ally from a precision sprocket. Registration pins assure perfect lineup of
film. Stock units are for 35mm positive film.

OVERLAP
SPLICE

PERFORATION
REPAIR

TEAR
REPAIR

AFS—35—(35MM MODEL)
AFS—16—(16MM MODEL)

$175

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

FILM-EDGE
NUMBERING MACHINE
(Coding Machine)
An important aid and time saving device which enables the Film Editor to
quickly tie together the picture and sound track in perfect synchronization
is the HFC film edge numbering or coding machine. The machine numbers
every 16 frames in 35mm. The 16mm model numbers every 40 frames The
numbering block generally consists of two letter wheels or one number and
one letter wheel manually operated and four number wheels which move
automatically and number the film from 0001 to 9999. All numbers can be
reset by hand to begin at any number.
ENM—35—(35MM MODEL)
ENM—16—(16MM MODEL)

$2500

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases
AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/Hollywood 2-3284
branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle

J

,

$
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Simple Animation Techniques
The amateur can enhance his movies with animated sequences easily
filmed by following the simple techniques employed
by many commercial film producers.
By
(Reprinted

W

HEN THE WORD ANIMATION

is mentioned, almost the first
thing that comes to mind is the ani¬
mated cartoon. This form of movies is
a medium which uses a series of draw¬
ings, sometimes thousands of them, each
one painted on a separate sheet of
material. It is a very specialized pro¬
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cess and requires many and varying
talents. To make even the simplest ani¬
mated him would take one person a
year or two, if not longer.
However, there is a simpler type of
animation which anyone can use in his
him to add variety, clarity and interest.
This is the kind of animation used in
November, 1956

commercial hlms to illustrate princi¬
ples and processes which cannot easily
be pictured or explained in straight
“live’’ photography. Such animation
can be used effectively not only to show
how something is done or how one
thing compares with another, but also
to set locations—on a map for instance

—for a story, an event or an incident,
and to show progress from place to
place or from point to point.
Before discussing ways in which you
can make use of this simple but ef¬
fective type of animation, let us look
at some of the terms most frequently
used in the process. These definitions
are for animation and may differ
slightly
from
definitions
used
for
straight “live
movie making:

EXPOSURE SHEET
29»*

_o°°

y i°"

separate piece of trans¬
parent material, which
goes
over
the
back¬
ground; it may be a sta¬
tionary picture, such as
a house; or it may con¬
tain animation, such as
smoke
rising
from
a
chimney.
Cell:

F adein:

Dissolve In:

Highlight:

A sheet of cellulose ace¬
tate used in animation
(because of its transpar¬
ency) o n which is
painted or drawn art
work to be photographed.
To bring a picture grad¬
ually onto the film from
total
darkness to
full
brilliance. This should be
done only at the begin¬
ning of a scene.
To bring one item, such
as an arrow or a line,
gradually onto the film
while the background re¬
mains the same.
A white line around
item, for example
name of a city in
film for the purpose
emphasizing it.

an
the
the
of

Pop In:

To bring something
the film suddenly, so
it appears to “pop
from nowhere. Pop
is just the opposite.

onto
that
in”
out

Scratch Off:

A technique used in ani¬
mation to make lines tra¬
vel from one point to an¬
other, such as a route
travelled from one city to
another.

In animation, the picture is made by
exposing one frame (picture) at a time.
After the first frame is exposed, the
subject is moved very slightly; then the
second frame is exposed and the sub¬
ject is moved a little more. This is done
for hundreds and hundreds of frames
so that when the film is projected a.t
normal speed the ‘actor’ or object moves
across the screen in a smooth, realistic
fashion—that is, if enough time and
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Background: The base upon or against
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effort and patience has been exercised
to do a good job. Unsteadiness and
jumpy action can be very disconcert¬
ing, and will detract from the effect of
the picture rather than add to it.
Cartoons are made by drawing the

actor on a different cell for each slight
advance in position, and changing these
cells against the background for each
exposure. It is necessary to re-draw for
each exposure because of changes in
position and the movement of arms and
legs. Simpler animated pictures can be
made by moving the object itself against
the background. Our subjects here will
be lines, arrows, letters, and numbers
and all we will have to do will be to
change their positions against a fixed
background. Our kind of animation
will differ in another way, too, in that
most of it will be shot backwards. Don’t
protest right away that your camera
will not run backwards. You can use the
old trick of turning the camera upside
down when you shoot, and reversing the
film when splicing it into the finished
picture. Remember to use only double
perforated film in your Bolex H-16 so
that it will have proper sprockets when
reversed to pass through your projector.
Why shoot backwards? The answer
is very simple ... it is easier to get the
effects you want that way. Almost in¬
variably in this method of movie mak¬
ing, objects come gradually into the
picture; lines showing routes from one
city to the other, arrows pointing out
items to be emphasized, or numbers
indicating the sequence in which things
are to be done. If the work were shot
forward it would be a difficult and tedi¬
ous job to put in numbers or arrows in
perfect alignment while the background
was under the camera. If a route was
to be traced from one city to another
(Continued on Page 683)

Amateur Film Festival
the title of
a proposed television program produced
by Laurence Schwab, who is cur¬
rently directing NBC’s “Matinee The¬
atre” in Hollywood, will offer the tele¬
vision audience an opportunity to rec¬
ognize the talents of the amateur film
maker in a new and unexplored man¬
ner.
“Amateur Film Festival,”

Too often it is assumed that home
movies record only travels, birthdays,
weddings, and children of the family,
and therefore are limited to a small
personal audience of family and friends.
The Amateur Film Festival intends to
disprove this view by showing to the
public the creative work to be found
in the amateur film field. Technically,
the amateur has much to learn from
the professional
regarding cameras,
lights, makeup and the myriad of
specialized details, which make up a
modern film production. However in
the conception department the amateur

American Cinematographer

could easily teach the professional a
few tricks inasmuch as the amateur is
not restricted by commercial film re¬
quirements and is left free to seek
whichever channel suits his mood. This
flexibility, plus the lack of technical
equipment and “know how,” has led to
the production by amateurs of numerous
films of avant-grade quality. Mr. Schwab
feels that television will show off these
films to best advantage and to the
greatest audience for the amateur field.
The format of the program will be
the presentation of amateur films to a
selected panel for discussion and re¬
view. This moderated panel will con¬
sist of qualified professional members,
such as film directors, cameramen, edi¬
tors, film stars, and others from the
film industry whose constructive crit¬
icism will aid the amateur whose film
is on view, as well as those who are
watching and are, or intend to he,
(Continued on Page 690)
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Action Montages For The Amateur
By JAMES

R.

T

montages is cer¬
tainly not a new one insofar as the
ardent still photographer is concerned,
but when it comes to movie making,
other than professional, it constitutes a
held little explored, even by the more
advanced amateur. Perhaps it is because
these intriguing effects are usually
thought of as requiring rather involved
and expensive laboratory procedure that
many amateurs shy away from an
attempt at montage-making.
It is surprising what can be accomhe art of making

FIG.

plished with limited equipment in this
realm of movie making, provided that
the necessary patience and perseverance
exists to see an exacting job through to a
successful conclusion. Since making ac¬
tion montages is somewhat of a chal¬
lenge to the skill of the cameraman, it
is obviously an undertaking for the
experienced hlmer, or at least one with
serious photographic inclinations, if the
outcome is to be satisfactory.
Just what is a montage and what is its
purpose? A good way to describe a

3—Examples of three montage patterns that may be accom-

plished
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montage is to define it as a sort of com¬
posite picture in which two or more
(usually several), separate and distinct
images appear together in one over-all
scene. This means, of course, that each
of the individual components uniting to
comprise the completed montage is en¬
tire in itself, and as such can possess a
pictorial entity all its own, consequently
filling the screen with an array of mul¬
tiple action in the same area normally
occupied by the conventional picture.
Thus, in a unique way the enterprising
cine amateur may depict a series of
events supposedly occurring simultane¬
ously; present a long shot and a closeup of a subject in a single view; or
portray a person’s diverse moods or ex¬
pressions. Montages also afford an effec¬
tive means of contrasting the city with
the country, or contrasting various
modes of living; to summarize vacation
highlights at a glance; or, in short, for
any situation where it is found advan¬
tageous to picture a group of scenes as
a unit. Other possibilities will suggest
themselves according to the filmer’s in¬
genuity.
There are two fundamental methods
the amateur movie maker can employ in
making action montages. The principle
behind either is identical in that a way
must be devised to permit only a pre¬
selected portion of each film frame to be
exposed at a time, while the balance is
kept preserved for segments of the
montage to be photographed later. The
simpler, though perhaps more limited,
procedure for attaining this end is
merely to mask a part of the camera
aperture with tape at a point directly
in back of the lens, as shown in Fig 2.
This method has among its shortcom¬
ings the fact that the reader’s camera
may not provide for easy access to the
aperture. To attempt similar masking of
the lens itself is impractical and may
lead to complications, besides.
The alternate, and probably more ver(Continued on Page 678)

by author Oswald in the accompanying article.
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satile, method than can be utilized by
the amateur in making action montages
incorporates an auxiliary piece of equip¬
ment known as a matte box. This is es¬
sentially a box-like contrivance mounted
in front of the camera, as shown in
Fig. 1. With the exception of a circular
hole in one end, through which the lens
protrudes, and an open end opposite, the
proportion of a him frame, the device is
closed on the sides and its inner sur¬
faces finished a dull black, to minimize
the possibility of stray reflections im¬
pairing the picture. Joined with the
camera, its center axis in perfect align¬
ment with that of the lens, the matte box
acts to hold, at a fixed distance from the
him plane, different shaped mattes, or
masks, which, of course, serve to with¬
hold registration of one portion of the
montage scene while another is being
photographed. The box proper, which
may be built of plywood or metal
should be rigidly supported on the tri¬
pod with the camera by means of a
bracket, similar to the one shown in the
photo. The masks, fashioned from stiff
cardboard or thin metal and cut to the
shape and size required, are readily in¬
terchangeable and positioned by sliding
into grooves or slots paralleling the top
and bottom of the front of the matte
box. Keying symbols will aid in precise
placement of the masks.
Sometimes a matte box is of a taper¬
ing design, as that illustrated, an op¬
tional feature in its construction. Irre¬
spective of style, exact dimensions are
not of special significance, and are
largely an item for individual considera¬
tion. What is always of great import¬
ance, however, is that the opposing walls
of the device be sufficiently apart from
each other to avoid lopping off the
scene, no matter what the focal length of
the lens employed. Stated solely for pur¬
poses of guidance, and not for pattern¬
ing after as an all-around version, the
unit shown measures approximately
514" long, the end holding the masks
3" square, which tapers to the camera
end, I34/' square, its circular inner
opening ample to envelope any lens with
which the accessory is used. The boxy
lines of this particular model enable it
to be used with certain still cameras,
also.
Up to this point no reference has been
made to the manner of back-winding
the him, a necessary operation in mak¬
ing the series of exposures that form the
composite image in an action montage.
Since by far the vast majority of home
movie cameras have no provision for
back-winding, substitute means are in¬
dicated.
Having photographed the first seg¬
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ment of the montage, giving careful
note to the readings on the regular
footage gauge at the start and conclu¬
sion of the scene", one substitute way of
winding back the exposed him is to re¬
sort to the darkroom procedure. Here,
the him is removed from the camera,
wound back to the beginning of the se¬
quence manually, and rethreaded, in
preparation for shooting the next stage
of the montage. If the camera is of the
magazine-loading type, the magazine
must be dismantled in order to backwind the him, an operation the writer
strongly urges mastering beforehand
with a discard. Roll or magazine, the re¬
spective process is then repeated as each
part of the montage is hlmed, until com¬
pleted.
Not an absolute requirement, in cer¬
tain instances it may be advisable to
adopt a coding system, to facilitate start¬
ing off subsequently-photographed mon¬
tage proportions on the same him frame
as the original. With such a system,
prior to making the initial exposure for
the multiple image, a small identifying
notch is cut or punched in the edge of
the him in the darkroom. The notch
affords a hnger tip method of matching
the complementary scenes to their allo¬
cated him section. More exact than re¬
lying on the conventional footage cal¬
culator for this purpose, the practice is
especially benehcial in making a mon¬
tage the worth of which depends on
split-second coordination of the allied
bits of motion.
Notching the him, if properly exe¬
cuted, does not harm the picture or
hamper its projection. To cue the finish
of a montage sequence in like fashion,
however, is neither practical nor im¬
portant. Inasmuch as such coding is not
manifested outwardly, and because any
excess of him frames to those common
to all parts of the montage can be elim¬
inated through editing, the usual means
for measuring scene length may be re¬
sorted to, as when the notching system
is not employed. There is a manner,
though, of acquiring the more equalized
termination of the montage components
than by the customary footage computer
way, and that is with the assistance of
an ordinary timepiece containing a sec¬
ond hand, or better still, with a stop
watch.
The user of a roll-hlm loading cam¬
era, or 8mm magazine type, has at his
disposal another, perhaps preferred,
method of repositioning the him for pho¬
tographing each segment of the mon¬
tage. No darkroom technique is re¬
quired as in the previous method. The
system may be considered by some too
indirect a way of attaining the necessary
end to be of interest. Nevertheless, to
enable the reader to make his own de¬
cision in the matter, the procedure is
herewith explained: After a section of
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Charlton Hegton, who portrays Moses,
accomplished,
the
reels
are
inter¬
Griggs, and a picked crew of technicians
changed, or the magazine turned over,
followed the very path taken by Moses,
as the case may be, and the film com¬
as described in Exodus, and made scenes
pletely rewound. Then, with the reel
in the actual places on Mt. Sinai where
switch (or magazine turnover) process
Moses saw the Burning Bush and heard
repeated, the film is allowed to pro¬
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the Voice of God.
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because a lens always inverts the image
and oldest Christian edifice in c
on the film, when a montage is being
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scene could be made ready. Where re¬
takes were necessary, the crowds of
mandments"
comprises
besides
Charlton
people,
animals, etc., had to he moved
Heston who portrays Moses, Yul Brynner, as
back
to
their respective starting places,
Pharaoh Rameses II; Anne Baxter, Edward
G. Robinson, Yvonne De Carlo, Debra Paget,
and everything checked to make sure
John
Derek, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Nina
that each start was uniform in composi¬
Foch, Martha Scott, Judith Anderson, Vincent
tion and checked out insofar as con¬
Price, John Carradine, Henry Wilcoxson, Olive
tinuity
was concerned.
Deering, Douglass Dumbrille, Donald Curtis,
Julia Faye, Ian Keith and many others, in¬
“The Ten Commandments” mobil¬
cluding well-known DeMille veterans.
ized the greatest number of extra peo¬
ple ever used in a motion picture. For
scenes of the Exodus, extras were not
pursuit by the chariots, and some phases
hired by the individual but by whole
of the parting of the Red Sea action
tribes, along with their animals, their
were filmed.
goods and chattels. Additionally, buses
Only the VistaVision cameras with
called each morning at the Cairo syna¬
their double-frame aspect ratios could
gogues to transport workers to the set.
properly capture the full scope and
DeMille found it inspiring that in these
majesty of the largest set, the gates and
city
walls
of
Per-Rameses,
which
scenes Jews, Christians and Moslems
stretched across the desert a full quarter
worked side by side in complete har¬
mile, with two huge pylons, each 107
mony to help bring to the screen the
feet in height, flanking the gate proper.
story of Moses, revered in all three of
For the Exodus sequence, at least 12,000
their respective faiths.
people—actors and extras—and 15,000
In Egypt, Loyal Griggs and John
animals—oxen, sheep, camels, goats,
Fulton, director of Special Photo
poultry, etc.—took part.
Photographic Effects, worked closely to¬
In filming the Exodus sequence, all
gether whenever there were scenes to
four VistaVision cameras were em¬
film that later would receive Fulton’s
ployed. Griggs’ camera, mounted on the
additional special effects treatment—
huge Chapman crane, was the key cam¬
such as the later Exodus scenes, where
era. Director DeMille mounted one of
the skies become overcast with billow¬
the crane’s three seats and directed the
ing, dark, ominous clouds (superim¬
vast action hy public address system
posed later by Fulton and his staff).
and by shortwave radio. Griggs was
In these scenes, it was necessary to
equipped with an inventory of 6 lenses,
change the aspect of the daylight so
all of which had been re-calibrated and
that it would appear as though the sky
carefully matched to insure uniform re¬
was actually overcast—although Griggs
sults. They were: 28mm, 35mm, 40mm.
shot these scenes in full sunlight. Here,
50mm, 75mm, and 4-inch telephoto. The
he used a special graduated neutral
28, 35, and 50 millimeter lenses were
density filter, which altered the aspect
Leica lenses, specially adapted for the
of the lower part of the scene but left
Vista-Vision cameras, and were his
the sky area (which would have the
pets, as he says. The result achieved
clouds superimposed later)
entirely
in clarity, depth and resolution with
normal.
these lenses,’ he added, “is simply un¬
In still other scenes in which Mt.
paralleled. Practically every lens men¬
Sinai was shown erupting in a halo of
tioned above was used hy Griggs at one
red fire—an effect introduced into the
time or another in filming scenes of the
scenes subsequently by Fulton—Griggs
Exodus. The other three VistaVision
gave the scenes the proper touch of
cameras, stationed at strategic points
red by projecting red light into them,
along the line of the Exodus march,
which would make it appear in the
used virtually the same lenses through¬
completely processed scene as though
out as their scope of coverage had been
the scene was aglow from the red
pretty much defined in advance.
flames emerging from Mt. Sinai. These
Some idea of the great vistas covered
scenes, of course, were also filmed in
with the VistaVision cameras, Griggs
bright sunlight.
points out, is the fact that the Exodus
The film product of the VistaVision
action ultimately stretched out over
cameras was shipped to Hollywood
three miles in extent and was entirely
daily from Cairo, was processed by the
covered, both in width and depth, hy
Technicolor laboratory in Hollywood,
the VV camera lenses.
and prints returned by air.
Thus,
In shooting the Exodus scenes, said
“dailies” or “rushes” were available
GDggs* the light was never a controlling
on an average of four times per week.
factor. It was the people, the animals,
They were screened for Mr. DeMille,
and all the things incidental to the ac¬
Loyal Griggs, and others of the pro¬
tion; the cameras were invariably wait¬
duction company in a theatre in Cairo,
ing on them. Usually the company
or at location headquarters, which were
assembled early in the morning and
situated in one of the Egyptian film
started shooting, and kept on shooting—
studios in Cairo.
rolling the cameras just as fast as each
A truck equipped with refrigeration
The

incomparable

cast of

"The

Ten

Com¬
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was used to transport and store all
negative during the overseas location
shooting of “Commandments.” The
The truck' was specially built for the
purpose and was equipped with precise
controls that maintained even tempera¬
ture in the film storage vaults, regard¬
less of the prevailing natural tempera¬
tures. At the Mt. Sinai location, the
most distant of all from Cairo, the truck
would leave for Cairo at the close of
each day’s shooting; it was a ten-hour
drive—and required from 12 to 15
hours to complete the return, uphill
journey.
In making air-shipment of the nega¬
tive to the U. S., the film was carefully
packed in dry ice and put on a TWA
plane, which left Cairo early each morn¬
ing and arrived in New York the fol¬
lowing morning; the film was tran¬
shipped from there to Hollywood, where
it arrived the same night.
The intense heat that prevailed daily
in Egypt along with the ever-present
dust posed a maintenance problem for
the camera crew—a contingency that
was anticipated well in advance. The
studio sent along an expert camera
maintenance
crew
which
inspected,
cleaned and carefully adjusted each of
the four VistaVision cameras at the
end of each day’s use.
When dust
storms prevailed or whenever scene ac¬
tion created an excessive dust problem,
large cellophane envelopes with a nar¬
row slit cut for the lens, were slipped
over the cameras and tied at the bot¬
tom as a means of keeping dust from
reaching the delicate film movement
and the polished steel film gates.
Not all of the production, of course,
was photographed in Egypt. Following
the nearly three months of shooting in
Egypt and the Sinai Peninsula, there
followed 117 days of shooting in Holly¬
wood—said to be the longest shooting
period in industry history. During this
time, the entire Paramount studio was
taxed to capacity to provide space for
sets for “The Ten Commandments.” To
film one phase of the sequence depict¬
ing the parting of the Red Sea, it re¬
quired a temporary physical union of
two giant movie lots in Hollywood in
order to provide the necessary area
needed by DeMille in staging the ac¬
tion. Thus, fences between the RKO
and Paramount lots were torn down,
and construction started which required
the use of nearly 30,000 cubic feet of
concrete.
Indoors on the sound stages, Griggs
found a new tool awaiting him which
had been undergoing development dur¬
ing the period he was shooting in Egypt.
This was National Carbon Company’s
yellow-flame carbon which has since
proven such a boon to photography
with Eastman Color negative.
These

new carbon arcs enabled Griggs to ob¬
tain a new richness in the rendition of
the highly colorful and intricately de¬
signed sets, props and costumes which
are among the outstanding features of
“The Ten Commandments.”
After Griggs and his crew had shot
the last scene on the sound stage, and
the crews, cast, and all pertinent tech¬
nicians dismissed, there was still a
major part of the picture yet to be
completed. I his was the concluding
phase of the Special Photographic Ef¬
fects work, some of which has already
been referred to above.
This phase of the production was a
major undertaking in itself—said to be
the largest ever involved in a Holly¬
wood motion picture—and worthy of
a story all its own. (Which we plan for
an early issue.—ED.).

TELESCOPIC TRACKER
(Continued from Page 671)

4 pps. To provide accurate film record
of target information, almost perfect
frame to frame film registration has
been achieved, even at the 20 pps speed.
Angular data obtained from the pre¬
cision scales is also recorded photo¬
graphically. The main camera photo¬
graphs the target and records the read¬
ing of a clock on the same frame. An
auxiliary camera photographs a data
display unit which indicates the orienta¬
tion of the pedestal in elevation and in
azimuth. It also mounts a second clock
which is synchronized with the first.
Additional fine and coarse servo-driven
position indicators may be connected
through data transmission cables.
The main camera uses 70mm film,
the data 35mm film. Both are pulsesynchronized at approximately four
frames a second. Both cameras are put
in operation a few seconds before test
time, so they are running at constant
speed at zero time. The 70mm film
shows photographs of the main cam¬
era’s field of view only, while the 35mm
film will remain blank.
The first firing range pulse, marking
on target time, will activate a holding
relay which supplies power through a
micro switch synchronized with shutter
opening, thus operating flashing lamps
illuminating the data dias and both
clocks, and also a neon lamp arranged
to produce a reference mark on the
70mm film. Another reference mark on
this film is produced by a neon lamp ar¬
ranged to operate directly from and in
synchronism with the first range pulse.
Both of these marks are applied to
the film ahead of the loop where the
film motion is steady and continuous.
The spacing between the two marks is
thus an exact measure of the elapsed

time between the missile lift and the
initial clock photograph.
This high de gree of accuracy means
that the him will reveal information
not only as to type of object, but also
that will determine its velocity, its rate
of acceleration, its elevation and its
azimuth. 1 hat, with radar range infor¬
mation, will give a precise location of
the missile at any point in time.
Fast and accurate tracking is obtained
manually by “crystal ball” control of a
servo system. This device, used for sev¬
eral years in anti-aircraft controls elim¬
inates the free slewing method and the
method of hand turned elevation and
azimuth wheels. This latter method often
required a two-man team. In actuality,
the operator or tracker moves the “crys¬
tal ball so that the image of the tar¬
get, seen through the tracking telescope,
remains centered on crosshairs. A seat
for the operator is mounted on the
pedestal and rides with it.
In addition to manual input orienta¬
tion by the “crystal ball” method, a
synchro-system can also be employed to
orient the tracker on the basis of data
received through a data transmission
system or from radar. For example, an
object beyond the telescope’s range,
could be picked up on radar which in
turn would position the tracking tele¬
scope on the object even before the ob¬
ject was visible to the operator.
Self-contained in the platform of the
tracker are the motor drives and con¬
trols necessary to move the scope into
position. On top of this is a large ped¬
estal consisting of a base section fixed
to the platform and a head section or
trunnion
mounting.
The
trunnion
mounting also built by Fairchild holds
the entire optical system and provides
it with movability through two axes.
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ANIMATION TECHNIQUES
(Continued from Page 675)

the line would have to be put in a bit
at a time and a very untidy job would
result. The real advantage of shooting
backwards will be seen when we get
into the work itself.
Let us suppose we are doing a travel
film and we want to add a professional
touch to it. With animation we can
make an insert and show on a map
where our trip took us. The trip is a
triangle cruise from New York to Ber¬
muda and thence to Nassau and back
to New York again. After showing
scenes of the departure from New York
and some of the activities on the ship,
a short scene of animation showing
geographically where the ship is going
would be an interesting change to show
our audience where the film was tak¬
ing us. This is the purpose of the
animation. Now for the technique.
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be scratched off without marring the
cell itself. To scratch off the paint a
cotton stump pencil or an orange stick
is used. All of these items, including
the cells, are obtainable at artists sup¬
ply stores, except the orange sticks
which can he obtained at a drug store.
The paint is a chalky paste-like sub¬
stance and is made by Grumbacher and
also by F. R. Miller. It is thinned down
to a usable consistency with water. If
the paint does not go on the cell
smoothly, dissolve a small amount of
detergent in the water. Either black or
white paint can be used, or, if you want
to put more color into your picture, a
color which harmonizes well with the
background may be used, such as yel¬
low, orange or red. The first cell, with
the route drawn or painted on it, we

The background, in this case a map,
is securely fastened to a firm base, for
if the background shifts while the vari¬
ous frames are being photographed, a
jumpy sequence will result. Use a
mounting board or artist’s board for
the base and rubber cement for binding
the two together. The background
should be made a little larger than the
area you will actually film.
The various cells which are put over
the background must all line up per¬
fectly. To assure smooth action in the
finished sequence, punch registration
holes
in
the
background
and
in
the cells; when they are assembled for
shooting, background and cells are put
on accurately located pegs so that per¬
fect registration will result. A good sub¬
stitute for registration pegs, and en¬
tirely adequate for a 2 or 3 cell job,
is Scotch masking tape. In our project
only two cells will be used, and they
can be taped to the background—each
cell to a different edge of the back¬
ground—and lifted in and out as de¬
sired, as shown in Fig. 1.
To secure the first cell over the back¬
ground, tape it to the top edge of the
map to prevent it getting out of regis¬
ter. All three legs of the journey are
painted on the cell. Artist’s watermixed paint is used, as this can easily

Calif.

7-4570

will call Cell A.
Because we are going to Bermuda
and to Nassau, we decide to “high¬
light” these names on the map. This is
done by laying another cell over the
map and taping it securely in place at
the left hand edge. This we will call
Cell B. It is taped at the left-hand edge
so that the cell can be folded in and
out. With white paint the word Ber¬
muda is outlined carefully on the cell
while it is held in register. For keeping
the cell in register a small piece of tape
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Continuous projection process makes it
SAFE for originals and fine grain masters
No longer do you have to defer editing until
duplicates are made. The Precision Film
Editor is so machined that no portion of the
film except the sprocket holes, comes into
contact with any surface. Permits several
persons to view a clear, flickerless 7" x 9"
picture under any studio or telecasting situa¬
tion without time loss for modification or
special setup.
Electromotor drive with a stepless variable
gear. Ratio of 1:28 permits filmspeed varia¬
tion between 2-56 fps. Ratchet action indi¬
cates 24 fps. Direction can be reversed at
FRANK

(?flmeRR
Dept. A
can be put on the other three sides
while it is being painted and while it
is being shot. Cell C is then taped to
the right hand edge, with the tape act¬
ing as a hinge, and the name Nassau
is outlined on it in white paint. Once
the highlights have been painted in, the
cells should not be removed from the
background unless there is some means
of replacing them in perfect register,
although they may be folded back on
their tape hinges.
The art work is now done, and the
scenes are ready to be shot. There will
be three scenes all together. Chances
are that in your film they will be in¬
serted between live footage of happen¬
ings at Bermuda and Nassau and your
arrival home. The entire shooting can
be done at one time, however, and then
cut apart to be spliced into your film.
This can probably be done more easily
if the animated scenes are shot one at
a time, but let us, for the purpose of
illustration, shoot this whole animated
insert as one sequence.
A word of warning here. In any
piece of animation, the maximum num¬
ber of cells to be used over the back¬
ground should be determined and then
that number (in our case two) cells
should be used over the background
and other art work at all times, even
though they do not carry art work. If
the number of cells changes, this will

any speed by foot pedal or switch. True opti¬
cal system of a 12-surfaced rotating prism
ideal for daylight viewing. Less noisy than
conventional machines. Sound synchronizing
possible whether machine is running or
stopped. May be equipped with built-in film
counter. Console on top of attractive desk
contains 8" speaker, screen and 4 w ampli¬
fier. Many other wonderful features. Avail¬
able in both 16 mm and 35 mm models.
Every busy film editor will say it’s the an¬
swer to a prayer. See the Precision Film
Editor today.
C.

ZUCKER
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cause not only the tone to change on
the screen during projection, but also
the color of the art work will change
throughout the animation scenes when¬
ever the number of cells is increased
or decreased. This means that we will
need to have blank cells on hand to
replace the highlight cells when they
are not over the background.
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Next comes the “exposure sheet."
This is the guide which tells us how
much footage will be used for each hit
of “action.” It also tells us how many
pieces of action are taking place at one
time and where they come in and go
out. Few of us have fading devices
which are satisfactory for this kind of
work, but let us write the exposure
sheet as though we did have. Although
fades and dissolves are used occas¬
ionally for bringing items into a scene,
cuts and pop-ins are perfectly adequate
in the majority of cases. The length of
time each piece of action should last
on the screen must be timed carefully
with a stop watch or by some other ac¬
curate means, and the time in seconds
is then converted into feet and frames.
We then know the exact number of
frames in each sequence or scene (there
are forty frames to the foot in 16mm
film). An important factor in this tim¬
ing is the speed, or frames per second,
at which the film will be projected—
16 or 24 fps: All of the computations
on the exposure sheet (Fig. 3) were
made for film to be projected at 24
fps; if you intend to shoot at 16 fps
you should use % of the footage shown
here.
In determining how long each bit
of action in the sequence should last on
the screen, visualization as well as in¬
terpretation is essential. For example,
in planning for the line that will extend
from New York to Bermuda, we have
to imagine how fast the line should
travel or how long the action should
last in going from point to point. The
length of the action is timed and con¬
verted into the correct number of
frames. If for some reason or other we
wish to show a languid pace, a slowmoving line should be used and the
amount of time and number of frames
would have to be increased. If we
want to show fast action, the length of
time and number of frames would have
to be cut down. We have complete
control of our medium and our sub¬
ject—the interpretation that we give
it depends on the mood, the theme, or
the tempo of our film. (Your expe¬
rience, and the criticism by your
friends on your first attempt will be
the determining factor in how you
handle this technique.)
To start an exposure sheet, write
down symbols and lines representing
the action, where it takes place, and
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the amount of time (in frames) that it
lasts. Put the footage and the number
of frames along side each bit of action
or “hold” footage. (408 indicates four
feet plus eight frames). “Hold" foot¬
age is footage during which no action
takes place; it is essentially a time ele¬
ment, which gives it its name.
Beside the line and symbols for ac¬
tion, insert a complete description of
what takes place in that footage and
how it takes place. Notice that where
you are shooting the background alone
there is one action line; where you are
shooting the background plus the route
line (an additional cell) there are two
lines; and when the highlight is added
to the background and route cell there
are three lines. This is to show you
when you are shooting more than one
item, and how many cells you are act¬
ually using. Remember also that when
you “pop out,” or take out the high¬
light cell suddenly, a blank cell must
be put in its place, as the density of
the clear cell, no matter how slight, will
affect the lightness or darkness of your
picture, as previously pointed out.
(To be continued in December issue.)

“ANASTASIA”
(Continued from Page 665)

This scene sets the mood for “Ana¬
stasia,” with the depressing rain and
Miss Bergman's sad, distressed appear¬
ance contrasting with the warm light
from the church and the hopeful Easter
spirit of the worshippers with their
candles.
Simplicity in lighting is the key to
creating strong mood, and Hildyard ex¬
emplified this in every camera setup for
this important sequence. His dramatic
scenes show how it is not always neces¬
sary to have the players fully illumi¬
nated through every foot of film; that
they should be allowed to move from
full light to half-light to silhouette as
they would in real life. It is in this way
that camera mood becomes a fluid dra¬
matic force.
Mood in “Anastasia” was also en¬
hanced through the wide compositional
format of CinemaScope. On the wider
picture area, foreground objects were
made to loom importantly in the com¬
position, not only in order to frame the
background action, but to provide dra¬
matic emphasis within the scene.
Although many scenes for the picture
were filmed in Paris, as well as in Co¬
penhagen and London, Director Anatole
Litvak was unable to obtain permission
to use the actual St. Alexander’s Cathe¬
dral as a location site. The Cathedral is
one of three Russian Orthodox churches
in Paris. Litvak had the Cathedral pho¬
tographed with a still camera from all

angles, then reproduced at the Borehamwood studio in London. Here seven
weeks and $56,000 were spent in meti¬
culously recreating the Cathedral and its
environs on the studion lot, including
the laying of real concrete streets and
pavements to support the crowd of more
than 500 extras and the French autos
and taxis of pre-1928 vintage which
move through the scene.
While a tremendous amount of time,
research and labor went into the crea¬
tion of this important set, it is by no
means the only impressive one in the
film. Others include the Gay interior of
a swank Russian nightclub in Paris;
the dank, foreboding cellar of the same
club; the interior of the Royal Opera
House in Copenhagen; and the grand
ballroom of one of Paris’ top-flight ho¬
tels. W hile it was on the natural locales
in Paris and Copenhagen that Hildyard
demonstrated his incomparable style of
lighting and camera treatment, it was
on the sets erected at Borehamwood—
particularly on the grand ballroom set—
that he so skillfully demonstrated what
he had picked up about CinemaScope
photography while in Hollywood.
It was an enormous undertaking, done
on a grand scale, and with a story which
incorporates both international intrigue
and mystery and a tender love theme.
It is certain to become one of 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox’s best-photographed pictures of
the year.
end
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WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline

STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
F.O.B.
Milford, Conn.

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76” x 50” x 24”

•
•
•
•

Milford, Co n n .
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Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbfng
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Dept. B-11
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THRILL SHOT

IMEW! IMPROVED!

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
Exciter lamp control
to increase or de¬
crease intensity.

Model SB-11
Pre-focus exciter
lamp & photo electrie cell.

can be used w;th ANY Bell &
Howell,
Ceco,
SOS,
Baia,
Franklin, Mansfield & Craig

5
watt
amplifier,
hi-fi
sound without distortion.

Alnico
speaker;
for faithful sound
reproduction.

Chrome plated ball-bearing
rollers & film gate. Inter
changeable from 16mm to
35mm.

Headphone jack permits
listening without disturb¬
ing others.

Post assembly permits left
to right, up and down ad¬
justment.
Base plate to accept any
viewer and sound head.

Input jacks for optical
magnetic heads.
Volume control,
on-off switch.

Price (less viewer) $195.00 F.O.B. N.Y.
Send for descriptive literature

tkCHMEiM MfWT,
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLazo 7-6977 • Cable: Cameraman

New York'* new <

PlCTo-sCOPE*
NEW TRIPLE-PURPOSE ANAMORPHIC LENS

Professional
List $40.00

Imperial
List $50.00

Imperial F.M.
List $75.00

PICTO-SCOPE anamorphic lenses will work on any 16mm or 35mm
motion picture camera or projector. Excellent for color or black-andwhite photography.
The “Imperial F.M." model is made for 35mm theatre projection; can
also be used on a 35mm camera.
PICTO-SCOPE is compatible with CinemaScope
"Trademark

THE PICTORIAL COMPANY
2910 Broad Street

New Castle, Indiana

(Continued from Page 665)

to give the chase a climactic pictorial
punch and conceived the idea of a dra¬
matic low-angle camera shot of the on¬
coming Indian horde.
Ford and Hoch, who has photograph¬
ed most of John Ford’s pictures in re¬
cent years, got their heads together and
worked out the shot and means for mak¬
ing it right on location. Sometimes shots
of this kind are made by placing the
camera in a shallow, partially-covered
pit and operating it by remote control.
But wishing to maintain VistaVision’s
traditional sharpness and depth of field
in this important shot, it was decided to
have the operator and assistant handle
the camera in the pit.
A deep pit was dug and shored up
with heavy timbers, then roofed over
with double timbers, leaving a small
opening for the Technicolor VistaVision
camera, as shown in the lower photo
on page 665. The underground structure
then was covered over with earth, leav¬
ing only the narrow camera opening
and the camera itself showing.
Anticipating that the horses might
shy away from the camera and go
around it, flanking timbers were erected
in a fence-like structure at either side
of the pit, so as to funnel the horses
and riders into camera range and lead
them directly over the camera.
Before the take was made with the
cameramen in the pit, the action was
rehearsed a number of times. At first
the horses shied away from the camera,
but this was remedied by covering it
with a blanket. Then, to get the horses
to rise and jump directly over the cam¬
era—both for improved dramatic effect
of the shot and to safeguard the camera
—a timber was placed low across the
narrow exit of the funnelling fencework, as may be seen in the top photo.
Director Ford made just one take,
and was happy to get it without a mis¬
hap. During the shot, one horse kicked
the top of the film magazine, causing
the camera to tilt upward in its cradle.
Fortunately no harm was done to the
horse, camera or either of the camera¬
men in the pit; but the latter got a
shower of sand that gave them some
uncomfortable moments. Fuckily, the
horse that struck the camera was among
the last to go over, and there already
was sufficient footage for an acceptable
take so that the latter part could easily
be deleted.

OUTSTANDING COLOR PRINTS FROM NEW EASTMAN 5269 DUPING STOCK

Electronic or Optical Sound Printing Optional

TELCfILM

6039 Hollywood Blvd.
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Hollywood 28, Calif.

EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,
Exclusive U. S.
Distributor
for MAURER—
PROUDLY PRESENTS

offers new standards
of Accuracy
Features largest and finest erect-view
Viewfinder ever made for professional use

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC., ARE ALSO
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF . . .
Famous Maurer 16mm Sound Recording System.
Maurer Negative-Positive Prime Dual Track.
Recording Optical System. Maurer Film Phonograph.

Complete Repair Service
by factory trained experts
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(TflmeRfl Couipmem (o.jnc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd Street,

New York 36, N. Y.

Here is a professional motion picture camera with
features that cameramen have dreamed about. It in¬
corporates a revolutionary intermittent movement that
produces perfect registration. High-powered directview focusing system guarantees critically sharp pic¬
tures. All controls and indicators are so conveniently
placed, the cameraman never has to change position.
Clear glass reticle instead of conventional ground glass
permits great magnification for critical focusing. 235°
dissolving shutter permits shooting with ’/3 less light.
Many, many other exclusives.
We Feature The Complete Maurer Line, Including New
Maurer Blimp which permits viewing directly through
lens without opening the blimp. Maurer Sunshade and
Filter Holder. Sports or tracking Viewfinder. Inverter
for synch motor. Film shrinkage gauge. 400' or 1200'
magazine interchangeable on camera or recorder.

JUdson 6-1420

ELECTRONIC SPLICING

LAB-TV

(Continued, from Page 663)

of fusion in about one second's time.
There is no warping nor weakening of
the film, since heating is concentrated at
the joint itself. As the current flows, it
lights a small neon glow lamp (7, Fig.
1) coupled to the circuit inductively;
when it stops the light goes out. The
operator then knows that the splice has
been effected and he releases the button.
The component parts of a prototyoe
model of the dielectric unit, designed to
be installed on a Bell & Howelf profes¬
sional splicer, are shown in Fig. 1. The
power supply is designated 2. the oscil¬
lator box 3 and the special lower lefthand splicer plate 4. The push button 6
and neon lamp 7 have already been
mentioned.
Fig. 2 shows the components installed
on a Bell & Howell professional splicer.
The power supply is mounted on the
rear of the pedestal at 8, and the oscil¬
lator box with control button and indi¬
cator light is positioned just below the
splicer jaws at 9. The four special plates
are also shown in their proper mount¬
ings. The springs 10 provide positive
short path grounding of the upper jaws
when they are closed, necessary for
proper operation of the oscillator.

Test splices made on Du Pout’s proto¬
type dielectric unit have shown extreme¬
ly good projection performance. For
example, a cellulose triacetate roll con¬
taining 100 weld-type splices was pro¬
jected 500 times in a high-intensity arc
projector at one-hour intervals without
splice failure. A roll of Cronar film con¬
taining 80 dielectric splices was pro¬
jected and rewound 1.000 times at onehoui intervals without a single splice
failure.

Professional
16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

“We forsee the need of further devel¬
opment work to arrive at a unit which
is engineered from a production point
of view.
said Wilton B. Holm, who
presented a paper describing the method
at the recent semi-annual convention of
the Society of Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers, held in Los Angeles
last month.

Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FA5TAX SPECIALISTS

“Also,” Holm continued, “some tech¬
nical problems remain, the most im¬
portant of which is ‘bleed-out’ of fused
film around ends of the splice.”
Coincidental with the development of
the DuPont dielectric splicing method,
Neumade Products Corporation, well
known for its extensive line of motion
picture film editing and storage equip-
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ment, introduced its Neinnade-Shepard
electronic splicer which operates es¬
sentially as does the DuPont equip¬
ment. Whereas the latter is a unit in¬
tended to be adapted to existing pro¬
fessional film splicers, such as the Bell
& Howell and others, the NeumadeShepard is a complete unit. It also was
demonstrated at the S.M.P.T.E. con¬
vention in Los Angeles. It is a table
model 15" x 15" x 11" and weighs 25
pounds. With interchangeable plates,
35mm, 16mm and 8mm films may be
spliced on the one piece of equipment.

FILM FESTIVAL
(Continued from Page 675)
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

•

CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

8 and 16mm
SERVICES

PROCESS YOUR OWN
16mm « 35mm FILM

Portable
Developing Outfit

WATSON

• Simple.
Uniform.
Economical
and
Speedy I
• Process up to 200 ft.
(16-35 or
70mm film) . . . immediately!
• Needs only 1 gal. of solution!
• Stainless steel—tanks, reels, scratchproof loader!
•Guaranteed—Prices from $89.
FREE—Processing
booklet
and
104
Annual Photo Equip. Catalog—write

BURKE

pg.,
Dept.

59th
A.C.

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago 4 , Illinois

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
by STEVENS
For H8

and

HI 6

cameras:

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens Control
Handle • Complete Factory Parts & Service

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets
Send

Today for Free Illustrated Booklet

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421
Los

Military Ave., Dept. A
Angeles

64,

Calif.

Phone GRanite 3-3227
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amateur film makers. On each pro¬
gram, at least one film maker whose
effort shown will be brought to the tele¬
vision studio for interview.
Films will not be shown on a com¬
petitive basis. Mr. Schwab s intentions
are to bring the amateur films to the
public’s attention and to search for pos¬
sible professional talent. Naturally those
whose films are selected for presen¬
tation will receive important recogni¬
tion. i.e.: money, film equipment, cer¬
tificates of merit, trophies, presentation
on television, trips through professional
sound stages, interviews with directors,
cameramen, writers, editors, honorary
film assignments with studios.
The requirement for acceptance of
an amateur film for “Amateur Film
Festival is that the film be the work
of a bona-fide amateur. The films can
be 8mm, 16mm, or 35mm, sound or
silent, black-and-white, or color. There
is no limit as to the subject matter
(drama, comedy, science, music, tra¬
velogue, surrealistic, special
effects,
etc.), just so long as the film is con¬
sidered by its creator as a reflection
of his talents and worthy of profes¬
sional criticism. A single scene from
a lengthy film can be of representative
value.
The major question: “Is there enough
exceptional amateur film to sustain a
television program through a season
of presenting two, three, or more films
per show?" In order to attempt to an¬
swer this question, screening is now
in full swing on all films presented for
consideration to Amateur Film Festival,
210 N. Larchmont, Los Angeles, Calif.
Upon acceptance, the amateurs whose
films have been selected for public
presentation will be notified by the Fes¬
tival committee and requested to sign
a waiver to permit the committee
to make a work print and. whenever
necessary, to add sound music, dia¬
logue, narration—one or all—depend¬
ing on the needs of the film. The work
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print will be used to trim the film down
to the time alloted the program. The
trimming, or editing, is a necessity,
but the quality and main intent of the
film will be retained, for these are the
all-important factors which made the
film outstanding and desired. All rights
to the original conception of the film
are retained by the person, or persons,
who created it.
It is Mr. Schwab’s desire to high¬
light the amateur film maker, and to
show that he has gone beyond the
boundaries of home and family for his
subject matter. It is his belief that by
bringing these films to the attention
of the public and especially the pro¬
fessional, he can fulfill the two-fold
purpose of kindling an even wider in¬
terest in home movies, and of present¬
ing for recognition the wealth of cre¬
ative technical and production talent
in the amateur film field.

NATURAMA
(Continued from Page 668J

Daniel J. Bloomberg, Republic’s Chief
Engineer, the studio’s engineering de¬
partment spent two years in tedious,
methodical research work to develop and
produce an improved anamorphic lens
system which is compatible with all other
similar wide-screen processes.
Following a study of every anamor¬
phic lens system already in use or in
stages of development, Mr. Yates, early
in
1955,
ordered
specially-designed
lenses made according to the studio engi¬
neering department’s specifications. The
lens order was placed with one of the
leading optical manufacturers of France
which had pioneered in the development
of wide-screen optics. Following months
of technical revision on the original
lenses, a small compact squeeze lens was
produced which could be used in con¬
junction with standard Mitchell camera
lenses.
In their effort to improve on existing
wide-screen processes, Republic engi¬
neers made use of the latest technical
knowledge of lens design and the newest
types of glass developed for lens manu¬
facture.
Preliminary tests
indicated
greatly improved resolution and defini¬
tion, with a specific lack of graininess.
Republic’s Naturama system is unique
in that it is the first to employ an
adaptor attachment which controls the
simultaneous focusing of both the an¬
amorphic and the camera lens. As far
as is known, this type of control has
not been attempted or perfected by
any of the other major studios pres¬
ently using anamorphic lenses in cine¬
matography. Where anamorphic lens at¬
tachments have been used, it usually has
been necessary for two camera assistants

to individually focus the anamorphic
lens and the camera lens when making
follow-focus shots. Inaccuracies in focus¬
ing often occurred because of the human
element of error thus introduced. With
Naturama photography, only one camera
assistant is required to handle focusing
of both lenses, which is afforded by the
single control.
The Naturama wide-screen lens mount
and its focusing mechanism were de¬
signed especially for use on the Mitchell
NC and BNC cameras, which are the
cameras used at Republic studio. The
anamorphic lens (4, in Fig. 3) is held
in close proximity to the camera lens
(5 in Fig. 3) by a special bracket, which
requires only slight alteration of the
Mitchell camera case exterior. The brac¬
ket is shown at 7 in Fig. 4, along with
the focusing linkage that couples both
lenses and affords synchronous focus¬
ing.

FILMLINE
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR f

1

Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr.* Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
* EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬
pensates for elongation; tank footage stays constant ★ EASY TO
OPERATE, needs no attention ★ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from 1V2 to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-

The focusing mechanism for the
Mitchell NC camera differs slightly from
that designed for the BNC, as may be
seen in Figs. 1 and 2. For the BNC,
the gear train has been re-arranged and
enclosed; otherwise it functions the same
as the NC arrangement. Focusing con¬
trol is by means of the single knob
(6, Fig. 3), which turns the gears mesh¬
ed with the lens gear ring and at the
same time moves the cam (3, Fig. 2).

FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.’
•
•

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes

•

•

Self-Contained Plumbing

Filtered Air Supply

•

Cantilever Construction

•

Size: 76" x SO" x 24"

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(^flm€Rfl CouipmctiT (o.,me.

•

Ball Bearing Gearbox

•

Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Dept. A ' 315 West 43rd StT
New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

Other models available. Write for literature.

PRECISION SOUND READERS
9

your guarantee of the finest in sound editing equipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC

OPTICAL

Model 800, 16mm, 35mm and
V4" tape. NET PRICE, $259.50

FEATURES—Simple threading,- polished stabilizer drum
with needle bearings (surface cannot damage film);
film rollers machined to conform with SMPTE standards!
equipped with oil-less bearings; precision ground shafts;

All
Designers

and

MAGNETIC

Model 600, 16mm and 35mm
NET PRICE, $185.00

Manufacturers

Prices

F.O.B.

700, 16mm, 17V2mm,
tape. NET PRICE, $198.00

dimensions, 6"x6"x7'/2" AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt, 60-cycle,
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty Alnico V-speakersafety fused; prefocused socket; pilot light; 6-ft. heavyduty cord.
1
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Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16
Complete
with
Synchronous
Motor
and Base

Includes
Installation
and
Case

Permits Continuous Run of
400 ft., 16mm Film
Ideal
for
newsreel
work,
shooting
wrestling
matches, prizefights, football games, etc. 200 ft.
daylight loading spool may be used in the 400
ft. magazine.
100 ft. spool can be used in the
camera without removing external magazine.
See your Bolex dealer or write for
full information.
Ask about our
Rack-Over, Camera Base and Synchronous Motor.
TOLEDO CINE
1309 Mllburn Ave.

ENGINEERING
Toledo A, Obi.

Laboratory

The cam moves a rack and pinion gear
that engages the anamorphic gear ring
(1, Fig. 1, and 2, Fig.2).
While anamorphic lenses of uniform
focal length are used in the Naturama
system, these may be coupled with a
choice of three-camera lenses — 50mm,
75mm, and 100mm. Each camera lens re¬
quires a different cam which has been
especially designed and machined to
produce simultaneous accurate focus of
the camera lens with its respective
anamorphic lens. To facilitate selection
of the proper cam for each lens, figures
are engraved on face of the cam identi¬
fying it.
In William Wade’s camera depart¬
ment at Republic studio, a chart is post¬
ed that shows which set of three lenses
are to be used with a specified Natu¬
rama wide-screen lens in conjunction
with a particular Mitchell camera. For
example, Mitchell BNC camera No. 29
calls for Naturama lens No. 39, which
in turn may be used only with 50mm
lens No. 493207; 75mm lens No. 499455; or 100mm lens No. 468912. Each
of the three lenses has been tested in
combination with Naturama lens No.
39 mounted on Mitchell camera No.

29. There is a total of six different lensanamorphic-camera combinations avail¬
able, utilizing the studio’s four Natu¬
rama wide-screen lenses and five of its
Mitchell cameras.
Following the highly successful film¬
ing of “Maverick Queen5' in the Natu¬
rama process, Republic scheduled prac¬
tically its entire 1956 production pro¬
gram to be filmed in Naturama. To
date, cinematographer Jack Marta, who
photographed “Maverick Queen,” has
also shot “Lisbon,” “Affair in Reno,”
and “Duel at Apache Wells” in the same
wide-screen process.
Ellis “Bud” Thackery, A.S.C., has
photographed “Thunder Over Reno,”
and “Accused of Murder” in Naturama,
while Jack L. Russell, A.S.C., recently
completed filming “Hell’s Crossroads.”
using Republic’s new Naturama lenses.
According to Mr. Bloomberg the
Naturama system requires no additional
equipment for those theatres that are
now equipped with wide-screens and
wide-screen lenses. He also pointed out
that all Naturama productions are being
released with an optical sound track
in the aspect ratio of 2.35 to 1 — the
full photographic aperture.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Equipment

SQUEEGEE

(Continued, from Page 652)

TROUBLES?
Want

a sure

cure?

Nylon Squeegee with¬
out mounting bracket
$48.00

With mounting bracket
and rollers.... ..$58.00

• Henry Cronjager, “Sheriff of Cochise,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Lee
Sholem, director.

CHEMICAL PUMPS

All

y4

sizes

h.p.

• Robert deGRASSE, ASC, “The Danny
Thomas Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny
Thomas, Sherry Jackson. Sheldon Leonard,
director; “The Brothers,”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Gale Gordon. Hy Averback, director.

pump

with motor
$63.00

SUTO

BLOWER

Surplus
20

• Joe Novak, ASC, “Wire Service,”* (Des¬
ilu Prods.) with Dane Clark. Various direc¬
tors.

item

CFM

$35.00

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, California

SHUTTER

FOR THE
AND

BOLEX

UNITS
H-8

H-16

The real answer to comjfrYTjr—
plete
FADES
and LAP DIS¬
SOLVES. Faster shutter speeds
and many other advantages.
Prices for all camera models
H-8 or H-16 within U. S.
$99.60. Tax extra. One year
guarantee and camera trans¬
portation back Included. Send
for free Informative booklet.
Prices subject to change
without notice.
Tullio
Snn
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Pellegrini & J.C.Z. Piek
1545 Lombard St.
Francisco
23,
California
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• Virgil Miller, ASC, “Do You Trust Your
Wife,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.
• Jack Marta, ‘‘Spoilers of the Forest,”
(Naturama; Trucolor) with Rod Cameron
and Vera Ralston. Joe Kane, producer-direc¬
tor.
• John Russell, ASC, “The Millionaire,”*
(Don Fedderson Prods.) Gerald Mayer, di¬
rector; “Jane Wyman Theatre,”* (Lewman
Prods.) with Jane Wyman. Sidney Lanfield,
director;
“Schlitz Playhouse of Stars,”*
(Meridan Prods.) with Mark Stevens. John
Brahm, director.

PARAMOUNT

• Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Flamenco,” (VistaVision and Color) (Being photographed in
Spain) with Carmen Sevilla and Richard
Kiley. Don Siegel, director.

PELLEGRINI
VARIABLE

• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
Lewis Foster, director.

• Reggie Lanning, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents,”* H. Dougherty, director.

® Haskell Boggs, “The Delicate Delin¬
quent,” (VistaVision) with Jerry Lewis and
Martha Hyer. Don McGuire, director.
• Daniel L. Fapp, ASC, “The Joker Is
Wild,” (VistaVision) with Frank Sinatra
and Jeanne Crain. Charles Vidor, director.
• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Tin Star,”
(VistaVision) with Henry Fonda and Betsy
Palmer. Anthony Mann, director.
REPUBLIC

STUDIOS

• Ed Colman, ASC, “Noah’s Ark,”* (Mark
VII Prods.) with Paul Burke. Jack Webb,
director.
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• William Sickner, ASC, “Heinz Studio
57,”* (Revue Prods.) with Allan Young.
Jules Bricken, director; ‘‘On Trial,”* (Fordyce, Inc.) with Joseph Cotton. John Braham,
director; “G. E. Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.)
Jules Bricken, director.
• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Nevada State
Troopers,”* with Rod Cameron. Richard
Irving, director; “Frontier Doctor,”* (Stu¬
dio City TV) with Rex Allen. William
Whitney, director.
• Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Jane Wy¬
man Theatre,”* (Lewman Prods.) with Diane
Clark. Sidney Lanfield, director; “Schlitz
Playhouse of Stars,”*
(Meridan Prods.)
with Mickey Rooney. Leslie Martinson, di¬
rector.
• Clark
Ramsey, ASC, ‘‘Nevada State
Troopers,”* with Rod Cameron. Richard
Irving, director.

DOUBLE HEAD
CONTINUOUS
CONTACT PRINTER
Model 16-C-60, 16mm, for Color or B&W
Also 35-C-72, 35mm
Prints Picture & Sound in One Operation
•

The Peterson Continuous contact Printer has been specially designed to produce

high quality prints at the fastest possible rate of production.
no other printer can match

its speed and convenience ...

printer can give you better picture quality.

We guarantee that
no other continuous

Only high quality materials and finest

precision workmanship have been used throughout.

It is built to give you a lifetime

of dependable and profitable service.
•

This printer can be equipped with a two-channel electronic cueing system that

will eliminate all edge-notching of film.
•

This printed can also be equipped with an automatic fade units.

This fade has a

shutter mechanism which permits increasing or decreasing the light at a uniform rate.

Send
of

for

Motion

Printing
and

w

Catalog
Picture

Equipment
Accessories

MOTION PICTURE PRINTING EQUIPMENT CO.’

and
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Kirkpatrick,
“The
Crusader,”*
(Revue
Prods.)
with
Brian
Keith.
H.
Dougherty,
director;
“The Millionaire,”*
(Don Fedderson Prods.) with Marvin Mil¬
ler. A1 Green, director; “Soldiers of For¬
tune,”* (Revnue Prods.) with John Rus¬
sell. Richard Irving, director.

NORTH

RIDGEWAY

AVENUE

•

SKOKIE,

• George
Diskant,
ASC, “Dick Powell’s
Zane Grey Theatre,”* (Four Star Prods.)
with Dick Powell. Various directors; “Mr.
Adam and Eve,”* (Bridge Prods., Inc.) with
Ida Lupino, Howard Duff. Frederick de Cor¬
dova and Richard Kinon, directors.
SUNSET STAGE

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

ASC, Richfield Oil com¬
(La Brea Prods.). Hank Ludwin,

• Walter Strenge,
Jack

Mackenzie,

ASC, “Code

3,”*

Va¬

rious directors.
• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.
• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
Various directors.

mercial*
director.

• Glenn MacWilliams, A-l Beer commer¬
cial* (La Brea Prods.). Hank Ludwin, di¬
rector; Richfield Oil commercial* (La Brea
Prods.). Hank Ludwin, director; Cleveland
Aluminum
Co.
commercial*
(La
Brea
Prods.). Hank Ludwin, director.

RKO

20TH

“Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
son,” with Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum.
John Huston, director.

• Lucien Ballard, ASC, “The Lady and
the Prowler,” (color) with Diana Dors and
Rod Steiger. John Farrow, producer-director.

• Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “True Story
of Jesse James,” (CinemaScope and Color)
with Robert Wagner, Jeffery Hunter and
Hope Lang. Nicholas Ray, director.

Planck,

• William Snyder, ASC, “Escapade in
Japan,” (wide-screen; color; shooting in
Japan) with Teresa Wright and Cameron
Mitchell. Arthur Lubin, producer-director.
Hartzband,
‘‘The Violators,”
(Galahad Prods, shooting in N. Y.) with
Arthur O’Connell. John Newland, director.
• Maurice

RKO-PATHE
Redman, ASC, “Hey Jeannie,”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Jeannie Carson,
Allen Jenkins. Les Goodwin, director.
• Frank

• Ossie

Charles

Clarke,

ASC, “The Girl Can’t
Help It,” (CinemaScope) with Tom Ewell
and Jayne Mansfield. Frank Tashlin, director.
• Leon

prices
complete

literature.

RENTAL
CAMERAS FOR
MID-WESTERN
PRODUCERS
OVERNIGHT SERVICE
VIA LOW-COST
BUS EXPRESS

Morris,

ASC, “Three Brave
Men,” (CinemaScope) with Ernest Borgnine,
Ray Milland and Diane Jergens. Philip
Dunne, director. ‘Oh, Men! Oh, Women!”
(CinemaScope & color) with Dan Dailey and
Ginger Rogers. Nunnally Johnson, producerdirector.
•

ILLINOIS

CENTURY FOX

ASC, “The Girl Most
Likely,” (Eastman color) with Jane Powell
and Cliff Robertson. Mitchell Leisen, direc¬
tor.
• Robert

for

Mfrs. of Optical and Continuous Printers and Accessories.

• Herb

•

Write today

• 35mm MITCHELL
•

16mm MITCHELL

• EYEMO
• FILMO
• AURICON
• BLIMPS

'Uicta'i ^buncau

Shamroy,

4828 Oleatha • St. Louis 16, Mo.
VErnon 2-2959
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CINEKAD JUNIOR TRIPOD DOLLY
Used

Nationally

by

Discriminating

(Continued from Page 693)

Cameramen

® Milton
Krasner,
ASC
(shooting
in
Greece; CinemaScope; DeLuxe color), “Boy
On a Dolphin,” with Alan Ladd, Clifton Webb
and Sophia Loren. Jean Negulesco, director.

This 3-Wheel Collapsible
Tripod Dolly Is . . .
especially designed to
venient
the

mobility

of

meet the demand for
cameras

on

location

con¬

or

in

professional

or

Boyle, ASC, “The Restless Breed,”
(Eastmancolor;
National
Pictures)
with
Scott Brady and Anne Bancroft.
Allan
Dwan, director.
• John

studio.

Dolly

can

semi-pro

be

tripod.

used
The

with

tripod

any
is

fastened

firmly

to

the dolly by a clamp at each leg tip. The special
individual
to

caster locking

lock either two or

position,

enabling

line for rolling

system

three wheels

dolly

to

• Frederick Young, ASC, “Island in the
Sun" (CinemaScope & color; shooting in
B.W.I.) with James Mason and Joan Fon¬
taine. Robert Rossen, director.

makes it possible

track

in
in

a

parallel

a

straight

shots.

Dolly folds quickly into a single compact, easyto-carry
14

unit,

23

inches

in

length,

Baker,
“Man From Abilene,”
(Brady-Glasser Prod.) with Scott Brady and
Mala Powers. Edward Bernds, director.
• Brydon

weighing

. bs.

Write for Prices and Literature
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

Gu^etzacC ENGINEERING COMPANY
DESIGNERS

I

I

AND

MANUFACTURERS

OF

EQUIPMENT

FOR

MOTION

mmxm

<♦> <♦> <♦>

• Russell Metty, ASC, “Man Afraid,”
(CinemaScope) with George Nader, Tim
Hovey and Phyllis Thaxter. Harry Keller,
director.

PLaza 7-3511

763 Tenth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

PICTURES

mm

AND

T.V

mm

m
I

Big Future For Cinematographers In TV!

§

Daniels, ASC, “Night Passage,”
(Technirama)
with
James
Stewart
and
Dianne Foster. James Neilson, director.
• William

ASC, “The Land Unknown,”
(CinemaScope)
with Jock Mahoney and
Shawn Smith. Virgil Vogel, director.
• Ellis Carter,

|

Yes . . . the production of films for television is increasing daily. New
shows are going into production; more studio cameramen are filming
these shows; more and more new techniques in lighting and filming
TV shows are being developed. You can keep abreast of these de¬
velopments by reading American Cinematographer every month. New
$ technical articles are scheduled for future issues!

i

i

i

Subscribe now — Today.

i

&
i

|55

£
i

i

Only $4.00 for 12 monthly issues!

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

& 1782 No. Orange Drive

55

Hollywood 28, Calif.

9
55
*

mmmm. mm 'mm 'mm):*m. mm: "&m. mmmmm -mmmmmammmmmm&mam- m

Arling, ASC, “Pay the Devil,”
(CinemaScope) with Jeff Chandler and Or¬
son Welles. Jack Arnold, director.
• Arthur

• Irving Glassberg, ASC, “Lux Commer¬
cial.* T. Armistead, director; General Mo¬
tors commercial.* Wil Cowan, director; Kel¬
logg commercials.* Jack Daniels, director.

• Charles Welbourn, Ford
John Sherwood, director.
• James
ial.* Wil

EVERYTHING
AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Commercial.*

Ford For 1957 commerc¬
Cowan, director.

Drought,

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL (New York)

• Arthur J. Ornitz, “If You Managed
Millions,” (Industrial film, Calvin Bullock &
Co.) Jack Daniels, director.

CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
WARNER BROS.

The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projec¬
tors. Studio and Laboratory Equipment with Latest Im¬
provements as used in the Hollywood Studios. New
and Used . . . BARGAINS. Established 25 years.

• Stanley Cortez, ASC, “Melville Good¬
win, U.S.A.” with Susan Hayward and Kirk
Douglas. H. C. Potter, director.
• Jack
Cardiff,
“The Sleeping Prince,”
(LOP Production shooting in London) with
Marilyn Monroe and Laurence Olivier. Lau¬
rence Olivier, producer-director.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Boulevard

HO 9-3651

• Hollywood, Calif. •

Cable Hocamex

(Continued on Page 696)
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INFORMATION
NOrmandy

3-9331

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $7.00

Text set in lightface capital letters lexcept 1st word and advertisers

rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th

name)

of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

15c per

word.

Modified display format (text set

in

boldface

type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with

STUDIO

&

PRODN.

EQUIP.

STUDIO

SPECIALS TO START OUR 31 ST YEAR
AURICON PRO-200 CAMERAS with noise re¬
duction amplifier, complete, excellent.$ 795.00
BUMP FOR B&H 70 CAMERA, plywood, room
for syncmotor. Closeout .
99.50
3 MAURER CAMERAS w/235° shutter; Mitch¬
ell type viewfinder; 400' magazine; syncmotor;
less lens.
Excellent. 1995.00
HALLEN
16mm SYNCMAGNETIC
RECORDER,
25A, one case w/monitor speaker, play¬
back amplifier. $1495.00 value, reduced ...
695.00
NICE
SURPLUS
EYEMO
35mm
CAMERAS—
SENSATIONALLY
LOW
PRICED
with
2"
lens from $124.50; some less lens.
99.50
SPIDED TURRET EYEMOS, less lens, from.
395.00
B&H 200' 35mm MAGAZINES (can be con¬
verted to 16mm) .
29.50
NEW TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping,
$30 value .
16.95
CINE
SPECIAL
BLIMP
w/Ceco
Syncmotor,
Mitchell type viewfinder, followfocus, W/A
adapter. Reconditioned, $700 value.
444.00
SURPLUS CAMERA SLATES, good condition....
1.95
HOUSTON
K-3
PROCESSORS,
16mm
neg./
pos./reversal.
Include
refrigeration;
tem¬
perature
controls;
recirculation,airpump;
stainless steel construction. Look new. 2595.00
NEW
HOUSTON
16mm
PROCESSOR
rollers
35/s" die. $1.00 value.49
NEW MOVIOLAS, 16mm or 35mm PICTURE
ONLY .-.
495.00
16mm
PREVIEW MOVIOLAS ULPVCS,
large
ll"xl4" picture, composite sound and sep¬
arate soundhead. Rebuilt like new. 1895.00
CLOSE OUT SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE RACKS
& CABINETS—SLIGHTLY USED & NEW
MM-102 CABINETS—hold
100-400'
16mm
reels, 72" high x 2 8 ’/2" wide x 11"
deep. Regularly $195.00. Used.
99.50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400'
16mm
reels, 72" high x 28" wide x 11" deep.
Regularly $330.00.
Used.
149.50
BRAND-NEW
RK-102
RACKS—hold
1021000' 35mm reels (over 200 16mm) 78"
high x 41" wide x 12" deep. Regularly
$165 .
87.50
FEARLESS GEARHEAD, 2 speed with wedge. .. 1025.00
ARRIFLEX Ballhead Tripod, like new.
129.50
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. Develop¬
er. Includes airpump, drain pump, stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape.
975.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—nonmagnetic, butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm.
DeLuxe
Model $69.50. Std. Model.
59.50
BELHOWELL 70DA 16mm CAMERA, 3 lenses,
turret viewfinder & case.
295.00
MITCHELL STANDARD 35mm TRACKING CAM¬
ERA. Single lens mount,
115V syncmotor
(16 fps)
footage counter. Reconditioned. ..
995.00
NEW
SOS
ANTI-STATIC
BRUSHES.
Lipstick
size $1.70—Small 1 '/," size $4.25; 3"—
$10.60; 6"—$22.60: 9" .
33.55
HOLMES 16mm ARC PROJECTOR, w/rectifier,
55 watt amplifier, pedestal, 2 speakers,
good condition .
495.00
NEW
VEEDER
ROOT
3
DIGIT
COUNTERS,
ratchet type w/reset, $20.00 value.
4.95
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cables: SOSOUND
S O S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-9202

&

PRODN.

EQUIP.

STUDIO

CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, Par four-lens
turret, 1
f/1.5 Lens, Yolo Fader,
Two
200’
Chambers,
Par
Synchronous
Motor, 6
Ektar Lens, 4" Ektar Lens,
15mm Ektar f/2.5
Lens, Barney Blimp,
AURICON - PRO
SINGLE - SYSTEM
SOUND
CAMERA
complete.
Adapted
for
kinescoping, with three-lens turret, 1" f/1 .9
Eastman Lens, 13mm Elgeet f/1 .5 Lens,
Ektar 63mm f/2, Ektanon 15mm f/2.7,
Carrying
Case
.
1,150.00
1000-WATT
B&H
SLIDEMASTER
2x2
Pro¬
jector & Case .
175.00
B&H
202
BR-1
Specialist
with
Synchro
nous
Motor,
12"
Speaker
(Cordomatic
Speaker Cord Reel Built-In) .
700.00
B&H Diplomat Projector and Carrying Case
175.00
B&H Companion 8mm Camera, f/2.7 lens
&
case
.
55.00
DeVry 35mm Camera with single-frame re¬
lease
for filmstrip
production
with
1"
& 2" lenses & case .
250.00
Professional Jr. Tripod and Head .
120.00
1000-Watt Golde Spotlight & Snoot .
40.00
Kern Switar 50mm f/1 .4 Lens .
130.00
Cooke 2.8" T/2.5 Panchrotal Lens .
125.00
Cooke 2" f/1.6 Ivotal Lens .
125.00
Pan
Cinor
Zoom
Lens
20mm
to
60mm
&
case
.
220.00
New Bolsey Cine Fader .
12.00
Two GE PR-1 Meters and Cases, each .
17.00
One Weston 850 Meter .
8.10
Bolex Gun Stock .
43.00
Bolex Rackover .
18.00
Bolex 40" cable release .
4.50
RCA PG-201
Projector .
85.50
35mm or 16mm Griswold Splicers, each ....
7.50
B&H Filmotion Editor, complete with view¬
er, splicer and 2000' rewinds .
106.00
Four-gang Schoen 16mm Synchronizer .
130.00
Schoen Studio Sound Reader Model 4 .
108.00
Rol leiflex Camera and Case with Schnei¬
der f/3.5 Lens, built-in sync.
135.00
Hydro Dolly, raises to 8 feet .
1,075.00
Oxberry
Animation
Stand
complete
with
all accessories and Cine Special Camera $11,000.00
Box 1254, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

&

PRODUCTION

16MM
NEG./REVERSAL
hi-speed
HILLS
Filmatic
Processor.
All
stainless steel,
built-in
replenisher
system, nitrogen gas agitation, in excellent con¬
dition,' portable
and
self-contained.
Valued
ex¬
cess $7500. Can deliver immediately at tremendour discount. Brochure on request. HAROLDS Mo¬
tion Picture Lab., Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
MOVIE-MITE
16mm sound
ditioned, $125. Keystone
case,
perfect
condition,
7343, Orlando, Florida.

USED CineVoice Turret, Moviola 4-gang synchronizer,
Bell
and Howell
70’s, Cine lite,
new $300.00.
Used
RCA
sound
camera
with
lenses
$395.00.
Bell and Howell
16-35mm Pro Splicer. Colortran
CineVoice, Polecats for sale or rental. Cine Voice
carry
carts,
$14.95.
Immediate
delivery on
TV
production equipment from Upper Midwest's only
supply house. CENTURY CAMERA SALES, INC., 20
South 7th Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota. FE. 8-

BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomar 16; Cine Specials all models,- Bell & Howell
70-DR;
Bolex H-16; Used
16mm.
Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two
12"
speakers,
$250.00;
Used
16mm.
B.&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F= 1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00;
Used
16mm.
Ampro.
Compact sound
proj.,
sound
and
silent
speeds, 2" F: 1.85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F;2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C.,
179 W. Madison St., Chicago
2. III.

16MM HOUSTON-K-1A
.
.
.
developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator
units,
temp
controls,
condensors,
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B.
Newmade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo
lenses,
35mm x
1000 film.
AIR
PHOTO
SUPPLY. Dept. C-l , 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB¬
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS. RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City. Established since 1910.

FOUR 200 ft. 35mm. Cineflex magazines.
Excellent
condition. Only $20 each. Write for bargain list
of new and used lenses in Arriflex, Eyemo, Cine
Special,
Leica and 16 mm "C" mount. JOSEPH
MASCELLI, 833 Riverview Terrace, Dayton, Ohio.

CINE Special Auricon blimp with follow-focus, sync,
motor, optical finder, like new. $700 value, only
$490. Auricon heavy-duty tripod, $190 .B. GOR¬
DON,
3373
Patricia Avenue,
Los Angeles 64.
EYEMO
spider
turret
model
71Q.
35mm,
50mm,
75mm lenses, alignment gauge, case.
Like new.
$995.00.
VICTOR
DUNCAN,
4828
Oleatha,
St.
Louis, Mo.
IMMEDIATE
delivery.
Almost
new
Bell
&
Howell
Model J
16mm printer, $2,950.00. JAMES, 1096
Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.
BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CINE Special Series 1.
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED

WANTED

TO

CAMERAS

BUY

AND

FOR

CASH

ACCESSORIES

MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CAMERA

EQUIPMENT

COMPANY

INC.

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQU1P

BELL & HOWELL 16mm hot
DUNCAN, 4828 Oleatha,

BELL
&
HOWELL
8mm
turret
camera
including
three lenses,
case. Send card for details.
ROB¬
ERTSON, Box 4272, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

PRECISION

Maqnetic
Erase

-

Heads
Record

STANCIL-HOFFMAN

for
-

Engineers

-

your
production
and
struggle
with
old
or
used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
TIME

1845

Broadway

PLaza

7-6977

INC.

New

York

23,

N.Y.

SINCE 1926 WE’VE BEEN TRADING—
WE’LL BUY OR SELL FOR YOU!
Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio
or
Laboratory
Equipment
you don't need.
WE ALSO TRADE OR TAKE CON¬
SIGNMENTS.
SET
YOUR
OWN
PRICE—WE’LL GET IT.
Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S.

CINEMA

Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd

SUPPLY

CORPORATION

Street

Western

New

Branch—6331

Cable: SOSOUND
York 19, N. Y.

Hollywood

Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

FOR SALE
Used
late model
MAURER
Economically priced.
Write
315

cameras and
for details.

recorders.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street,
New York 36,
New

Industry

York.

WANTED FOR SPOT CASH

Playback

Used Mitchells, Auricons—other Cameras
Moviolas—Editing
Equipment—Projectors
Spotlights—Sound Equipment

CORPORATION

921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

American Cinematographer

PAYMENTS ARRANGED!

THE CAMERA MART,

All

VICTOR

projector, factory recon¬
A-7 camera, 2.5cm lens,
$55.
LEE
LAREW,
Box

WHY SACRIFICE
BARGAINS
in
used
movie
equipment.
B&H
70DL
with motor mount bracket f/1.9 J275. PR-1 meters
like new (2) $20 each. B&H 179E excellent condi¬
tion $250. 179D good, $195. 179K excellent $275.
185C excellent $275. All guaranteed. Also have
Victor 60-4 $225. Victor 60-B $195. Ampro Para¬
mount $195. DeVry Bantam $169. Movie-mite $95.
All good working order. RCA 16mm sound camera
with 12V motor, B&H 400' magazine, 3 lenses,
turret, critical focuser, Veeder counter, Bass ampli¬
fier,
$595,
complete.
HEADLIGHT FILM SERVICE,
1 1 1
Ocean Street,
South
Portland,
Maine.

5857.

splicer. $100.00.
St. Louis.

EQUIPMENT

From

or

a

Send

Types Used
Splicer to a

Equipment
Complete Studio

Write—Wire—Phone
Equipment in for Spot

FLORMAN & BABB
West 45th Street

68

Cash

Murray Hill 2-2928
New York 36, New York

(Continued on Next Page )
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Classified! Ads

(Continued from Page 694)

(Continued from Preceding Page)
WANTED
Mitchell

— Akeley — B & H
Cameras — Lenses —
NATIONAL

209

West

48th

CINE

— Wall —
Equipment

EQUIPMENT,

St.

INC.

New

WANTED
If you are interested
picture history, films,
the . . .

—

Eyemc

York,

N.Y.

MEMBERS

in any phase of early motion
equipment, still cameras, join

Broadway

New

York

“Lafayette Escadrille,”
Tab Hunter and Etchika Choureau.
Wellman, producer-director.

• William Clothier,

with
Wm.

© Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Lafayette
drille,” (Aerial photography).

SOCIETY OF CINEMA COLLECTORS
AND HISTORIANS
1845

• Harry Stradling, ASC, & Gayne Rescher,
ASC, “A Face In The Crowd,” (Newton
Prod, shooting in Arkansas) with Andy Grif¬
fith and Patricia Neal. Elia Kazan, producerdirector.

23,

N.Y

16MM ADVENTURE or travel footage to purchase.
Send
complete
details.
Box
1253,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Esca¬

• Harold
Stine.
ASC, “Conflict,”* with
Eugene Martin. Walter Doniger, director.
o Ted

McCord,

Charles Ruggles
Rush, director.

ASC, “Conflict,”*
and Natalie Wood.

with
John

POSITIONS WANTED

EDITING SERVICE
EDITING SERVICE. We cut your film to your pro¬
fessional
photographic
touch.
TRAVEL-WORLD
PRODUCTIONS,
Eureka Springs, Arkansas.

HELP WANTED
KODACHROME
Laboratory
Manager.
Berkey
Photo
Service, largest photofinisher for color and blackand-white
in
the
U.
S.,
requires
services
of
man capable of taking full responsibility for in¬
stallation
of
complete
processing
equipment for
35mm still and 8mm and 16mm cine films, and
for supervision of all personnel, Must have knowl¬
edge and experience for all
necessary controls.
Position
will
be
open
in
early
Fall
of
1956.
Five-figure salary to start.
Bright future.
Please
write full details of your experience and refer¬
ences.
Replies
will
be
kept
confidential.
Write
to: B. BERKEY, Berkey Photo Service, 77 E. 13 St.,
New York, N. Y.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
Processing — Printing — Recording
Editing — Production — Rental — Sales
DuPont, Eastman and Fastax films in stock.
Write for Price List.
E.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo. TAbor

5-2812

SOUND
RECORDING
at
a
reasonable
cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing anc
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICF
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio
Phone Endicott 1 -2707.

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED
HAWAII—need
35mm
footage
on
island
scenes?
Production work, plates or inserts. Please contact
TOM MATSUMOTO, cameraman, 1618 South King
Street, Honolulu, T. H.
SPORTS
and
SPECIAL
EVENTS COVERAGE
in
the
SOUTHWEST 16MM sound or silent. HENRY KOKOJAN, 5619 Victor, Dallas, Texas.

To Sell To
THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

YOU
NEED
AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER
6%

•

American

GUN CAMERA
(Continued from Page 672)

NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel,
16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, tilting, also projectionist.
MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.

114

The projector has a lock with remov¬
able key to prevent accidental erasing
of the sound track. An additional safe¬
guard is provided by a red warning light
which goes on automatically when the
projector is erasing and recording.
Operating controls are easy to use,
conveniently located. The reel arms are
attached to the projector and fold for
storage without removing belts. It has
an 8-inch speaker in a lift-off baffle
cover and, like all Pageant projectors,
is prelubricated.
The new magnetic-optical projector
is priced at $795.

Cinematographer

NEW KODAK PAGEANT PROJECTOR
Eastman Kodak Company has intro¬
duced a new projector for magnetic
sound recording and projection. The
new Kodascope Pageant Sound Projec¬
tor, Magnetic-Optical, has all the quality
features characteristic of the Pageant
line, including an extremely low level
projection noise which minimizes inter¬
ference during recording.
The Pageant Magnetic-Optical Pro¬
jector provides excellent sound quality
from single-perforated film with fullwidth or half-width magnetic striping,
or from double-perforated film with quar¬
ter-width striping. A magnetic track
can be added to a sound film with a
conventional optical track.
With this projector sound movies
can be made as inexpensively as most
silent films, because the need for costly
art work for titles and sub-titles is elim¬
inated, and a magnetic striping may be
added for approximately 214 cents per
foot of film.
A microphone is supplied with the
projector and the proper recording
volume can be pre-set; a flashing light
indicates the correct recording level at
all times. Mistakes are easily corrected
by reversing the film and re-recording.
The projector is designed so that a
record player, tape recorder, or other
sound source can be plugged into it for
direct recording. Thus,
background
music and narration can be recorded at
the same time or separately. Simultan¬
eous recording is made possible by in¬
dependent volume controls with adjust¬
able “stops" which can be pre-set for
the minimum and maximum volume de¬
sired. They are a part of a “built-in
mixer system which enables recording
of both music and narration at suitable
levels.
It is also possible to record the music
first, at normal volume, and add the
narration later with controls set at “magnetic overlap" to automatically reduce
the music to background level.

November,

1956

frames per second as well as 16 f.p.s..
Video Films’ cameraman secured some
excellent studies of car wheels in slowmotion—shooting at 64 f.p.s.
The footage, in color, provided an im¬
portant sequence in a sales promotion
film, “Ghost of a Chance,” which Video
Films recently produced for Monroe
Auto Equipment Company, of Monroe,
Michigon.
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New Research Laboratories in Parma, Ohio.

At the outer boundaries
of knowledge...

To expand its basic research in solid
state and chemical physics, National
Carbon Company has recently
enlarged its staff of scientists and
provided them with an ideal laboratory
setup for creative work.

Studying color balance for better color movies.

The spectroradiometer analyzes the
complete “rainbow” of colors in projected
light — to give an investigator, in one and
a half minutes, information that he
formerly worked half a day to get.
Research like this helped National Carbon
Company win the coveted “Oscar” this
year for developing lighting carbons
which were balanced to operate with
other studio lights.

New “particle” theory promises help in
developing still brighter carbon arcs
Although the high-intensity arc has been
around for forty years now, nobody has
yet been able to explain satisfactorily how
it produces the super-bright light so useful
for movie projection and studio lighting.
At one time it was thought that the bril¬
liant light came from atomic reactions tak¬
ing place within the glowing crater or pit
at the tip of the positive electrode where
the energy of the arc is highly concen¬
trated. But this theory has been radically
modified by researchers at National Car¬
bon’s laboratories.
Now it is believed that a much more
complicated process takes place in the
crater region where powerful electrical
currents heat the carbon to temperatures
of 10,000 to 12,000 degrees Fahrenheit,

roughly the temperature of the sun’s
surface. According to the new “particle”
theory, material from the molten floor of
the crater vaporizes into tiny particles of
the order of a millionth of an inch in diam¬
eter. These white-hot liquid droplets stream
out into the space between the carbon
electrodes of the arc to form a long, lumi¬
nous tail flame or “comet tail.”
Precise knowledge of this process, com¬
bined with results of other experiments
now under way at the Parma laboratories,
should point the way toward new, brighter
lighting carbons that will stand up to
higher and higher currents and tempera¬
tures. More details of the work at Parma
are given in a new booklet titled “Research.”
Write for a copy.

Look to N AT ION AL CARBON for leadership in lighting carbons
NATIONAL CARBON

COMPANY

•

A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto

remember
nly

byron
can make

color-correct
prints

• true fidelity color duplicates which
go far heyoncl mere color balancing.

• negative-positive color processing
using EK 35mm and 16mm negative for 16mm release.

For information and price list,
write, phone or wire

bvron

Studios and Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000

PRACTICALLY EVERY 16MM FILM PRODUCER IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE IS A CLIENT OF BYRON
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• Shooting Night Scenes in Daylight
• Multiple Camera Control in TV Filming
• Filming “12 Angry Men'*’ on a Single Set

FOREIGN 45<

AT LAST! A FLEXIBLE
EDITING MACHINE!

(Now, on ONE editing machine
the McAlister EDI MAC,
you can run 16 or 35 sound
with 16 or 35 picture.
It's 4 machines in 1.
V
Write for folder.)

,

GOOD LIGHTING JOB!

(McAlister lights,
of course!
Send for catalog.)

PERFECT DOLLY SHOT!

(McAlister's Crab Dolly.
what else.
Write for folder.)

J. Gr. McA.lis'tex* X
7 777 North McCadden Place
Hollywood 38, California

Foreign Distribution
CINEQUIPMENT INTERNATIONAL
5880 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
CINEQUIPMENT FILMGERATE GMBH
7 Theatinerstrasse
Munich, Germany

for the newest,
most advanced
lighting and
production equipment
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PRACTICAL, ECONOMICAL
ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK
foolproof-inexpensive-easy to install
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602-E-4 RECORDER

602-E-l 1 DUBBER
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PROJECTORS,
OPTICAL RECORDERS

««v

AND ADDITIONAL
DUBBERS

M-802 DISTRIBUTOR

M-790 CONTROL

A TYPICAL MAGNASYNC ELECTRICAL INTERLOCK SYSTEM, FROM $4678
COMPLETE MIXING-EQUALIZING CONSOLES TAILORED
TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS... FROM $1000

You can now enjoy the advantages of major studio techniques through the revolutionary
Magnasync electrical interlock system.
Standard Magnasync dubbers and recorders are interlocked with projectors, optical recorders,
etc., through packaged assemblies —all elements in the system are readily connected by
prefabricated interconnecting cables.
Our engineering department will gladly furnish proposal diagrams and quotations on request.

ADERS IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF QUALITY MAGNETIC FILM RECORDING DEVICES

GNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood 1, Calif.

DEALERS
NEW YORK —Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York 19. JUdson 6-1420. Cable Address CINEQUIP.

SAN FRANCISCO—Brooks Camera Co., 45 Kearney St.,
San Francisco, Calif. EXbrook 2-7348.

CHICAGO — Zenith Cinema Service, Inc., 3252 Foster
Ave., Chicago 25, III. IRving 8-2104.

CANADA-Alex L. Clark, Ltd., 3745 Bloor St., Toronto
18, Ontario. BEImont 1-3303.

JACKIE GLEASON'S "HONEYMOONERS" is fit med by Du Mont Electronicam System which incorporates an especially designed and adapted 35 mm
Mitchell movie camera. Here are Jackie Gleason and Joyce Randolph, right, peering through the camera lens at Audrey Meadows and Art Carney.

NEW ELECTRONICAM REDUCES SHOOTING TIME
Du Mont's Video-Film System incorporates
both Mitchell 35 mm film camera and TV camera
First to use a video-film
Gleason’s popular show “The
Gleason makes use of the new
advanced TV techniques with

system in major TV film production is Jackie
Honeymooners” In going “live on film” Jackie
Du Mont Electronicam System, which combines
highest quality 35mm photography.

Heart of the Electronicam System is a completely new type of unit, blending
a Du Mont TV camera and a specially adapted Mitchell 35mm camera using a
common lens system. It gives the producer full advantage of the best techniques
of motion picture production while enjoying the time saving and broadened
creative scope available in video’s electronic practices. Savings in shooting time
and costs are substantial.
The 35mm Mitchell cameras used as integral parts of the Electronicam
System produce consistently superior black and white films, as well as color films
which are unequaled for uniformity of quality. Mitchell cameras today serve not
only in the television industry, but also are the predominant choice in the pro¬
duction of governmental, industrial, research and educational films, as well as
being standard equipment for major studios throughout the world.
Complete information on Mitchell cameras is available upon request on your
letterhead.

Du Mont Electronicam pick-up; Mitchell 35 mm
film camera on left, TV camera on right.

85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell

Scene from "The Honey¬
mooners" shows Jackie Gleason
and Art Carney on set before
three pick-up units of Electroni¬
cam System. Each pick-up unit has
both TV camera and specially
designed Mitchell film camera.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA
Cable Address: "MITCAMCO”
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ON THE COVER
DIRECTOR H. C. Potter (center, hack to camera) explains the
action of a scene to Paul Stewart and Susan Hayward, as Director
of Photography Stanley Cortez, A.S.C. (left) and his camera crew
prepare to shoot the scene for “'Melville Goodwin, U.S.A.," a Warner
Brothers production.—Photo by Floyd McCarty.

FILM INDUSTRIES
Hollywood:
959 Seward St., Hollywood 9-1441
New York:
521 West 57th St., JUdson 6-1700
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CONSOLIDATED

CECO has become so associated with fine quality
professional tripods, a lot of people think we
invented them. Actually some long-forgotten
ancient made the original tripod. It’s just that
we have improved them more than anybody else
in the world—with convenient devices to simplify
cinematography and live TV telecasting. All sorts
of clever improvements for tilting and panning.
Herewith some of our models. Come in and see
for yourself why the PROS go for PROFESSIONAL
JUNIOR TRIPOD.
TR11-CEC0

SMALL

GYRO

TRIPOD features “controlled
action".

Has two speeds—

slow and fast—for both pan¬
ning and tilting.
recommended
Mitchell,
B&H

16mm

Eyemo

cameras.
Precision

Especially
for

and

Weight,

19

lbs.

construction,

also

—world standard of qualify among tripods, now features the

handles included.

castings.

sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
pan

INCREASE

locking levers.

IN

PRICE.

are

I'/i"

to center tube for automatic level¬
ing; calibrations help simplify set¬
up.

Accepts “Balanced” TV head,

Mitchell, other similar Professional, i

Adjustable tele¬

Tripod heads.
TH 9 PROFESSIONAL JR. GEARED HEAD
used on Professional Jr. standard

Sturdier construction of

Cast in tie-down eyelets.

legs

legs slide easily and have tie-rods

Crank

scoping pan handle—makes it longer or shorter. Pan handle
tilt and

Lower

seamless steel tubes, hard-chromed

$600.00 COMPLETE

with easily accessible knob. Double leg lock adjusting knobs,
self aligning—assures positive leg locking.

made of one-piece aluminum alloy

similar

used as gear head.

Simplified camera attaching method

top flanges and upper leg portion

Maurer,

The improved PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR with the removable head
following improvements:

CECO ALL-METAL TRIPODS have cost

16mm

NO

tripod.

$] 5Q 0Q

Crank handles control pan

& tilt action.

$150.00
HEAD ONLY

$200.00
COMPLETE
TH11-PROFESSIONAL JR. SPRING
HEAD is similar in construction
ADJUSTABLE
positioning

COLLAPSIBLE
of

tripod

ALUMINUM

legs.

Prevents

TRIANGLE
slipping

insures
and

rigid

TH1-CEC0

damage

to floors.
Model C
Model

B

(illustrated)
(less clamps)

$29.50
$23.50

PROFESSIONAL

to

Ceco

Balanced

TV

m

head.

JUNIOR HI-HAT is an adapter

TR12-CEC0 PROFESSIONAL JR. ADJUST¬

for extremely low-mount set¬

ABLE WOODEN BABY TRIPOD accepts

Ideal for AURICON 600 and
other cameras.
Spring-load

ups; also used for title stands

all

tilt

and

Has

permanent

Handles

either

geared-drive

mountings.
friction

tripod

substantial

shoe

and

Heads.
spur.

assures

return

to

Measures 26" extended from floor

when

lever

to flange, 18" collapsed. Weight 7 lbs.

position.

or

heads.

Professional Jr. Tripod

that camera
neutral
is

in

w

will

position
unlocked

Built-in spirit level.

<n

$425.00
HEAD
ONLY

TH2-CEC0 NEW “BALANCED” TV HEAD, MODEL C
Center-of-gravity
tilt

with

360°

Quick relase
TH7-CEC0

$1350.00

HEAD ONLY

Prices Subject to Change

HEAD

BLIMP-TYPE

offers

two-speed

pan

and tilt—slow and fast.

Pro¬

vides

extreme

used

as

smooth

action,

Mitchell
with
bridge

SALES

• SERVICE -

tilts,

can

Freehead.

struction.

Without Notice

GEARED

be

Super¬

rugged

con¬

tension

adjustable,

pan

handle

adjustment,

telescoping
moveable

locks
built-in

extension
on

top

offers

action, perfect

pan

plate

to

in

position.

spirit
handle.

$285.00 HEAD ONLY

smooth
balance.

level

Has

TH3-CEC0

and

REFLECTOR HEAD is perfect for parabo1

Camera

counter-balance

film load or long lenses.

up

to

MICRO

6-foot

WAVE

diameter.

RELAY

BEi f'P

Nil

Withstan

torques of 225 ft pounds in elevoti
and

150 ft pounds in azimuth.

''0(

En

ronmental treated for extreme weatf
Tripod for “BALANCED” TV Head

$140.00

conditions.

Ideal for use with
BNC.

silent

Can

be

cameras

used
with

plate.

RENTALS
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FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7flm€RH €ouipm€nT(o.,inc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Big Leaguer or Beginner...
you help your Career with
ALUMINUM

Film
Equipment

SPLIT APART REELS
Economically Priced

•

Highest Quality

CECO Aluminum Split Apart Reels are a fast and in¬
expensive method of winding film from reels to cores,
or core to core and can be used for projection reels
without the necessity of having the film put on solid
reels. The core is threaded for quick locking, and a grip
is pressed into the flange wall to hold the plastic core.

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the
world's finest cameras, recording and editing
equipment and photographic accessories.
But
CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest
service department in the East—also an engineer¬
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or
Academy Award Winners—about their technical
problems. May we help you?

HMM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

400#
1200'

$4.20
7.00

35MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS
Size

Price

1000'

$6.90
MM16-AKG D-25 MICROPHONE
is dynamic cardioid type.
Eliminates wind and AC
hum. Excellent frequency re¬
sponse from 30 to 15,000
cps. Completely shock
mounted, light enough to be
used on microphone “fishpole”, weighs only 24
ounces.
Contains built-in
dialogue equalizer with
three steps to attenuate
progressively at 50 cycles.
A variety of models for
every specific need.

17-VjMM
Size

Price

400'
1200'

$4.70
7.50

$232.00

$22.00

$259.50
SR4-PRECISI0N
LABORATORIES
OPTICAL
AND
MAGNETIC SOUND READER accepts both 16mm
and 35mm optical or magnetic film. Consists
of amplifier, head assembly and film trans¬
port. SR5-Set of collapsible rollers for use
with 17.5mm and %" tape. SR6-Similar, but
without magnetic head mount. Available with
either Optical or Magnetic sound only.

E100-CECO DOUBLE ZIPPER CHANGING BAG Is
light-proof, large enough to accommodate
1000' 35mm magazines or 1200' 16mm
magazine, 34" x 48" black sateen outer
bag. Inner bag of heavy rubber fabric pro¬
vided with roomy sleeves having elastic light¬
tight wristlets.

CECO OUTDOOR REFLECTORS for re¬
flection of sunlight. Surfaced with
silvered reflection papers. In sizes
24" x 24", 30" x 30", 36" x 36",
and 48" x 48" for use with yoke
& stand. Scrims & Dots available.

$8.50 and up

FC4-ECC0
•‘1500"
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR
permits cleaning and inspection of roll,
strip or movie film in one easy operation.
Consists of bakelite cleaning unit, woolfelt cleaning wicks, teflon idler rollers; also
a 10 oz. glass fluid unit guaranteed against
leakage. Valve controls flow of cleaning
fluid which is always visible. 16mm or
35mm model. $29.50

XI01 -CECO VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR with tach¬
ometer for CINE-KODAK SPECIAL. Speeds from
16 to 64 frames per second. Quick mounting,
no tools required. 1 2-volt or 1 10-volf opera¬
tion. Also available 110-volt Synch Motors
for Bolex, Mitchell, Bell & Howell & Eastman
Cine Kodak K-100 Cameras. Variable speed
motors with Tach for Mitchell & Bell & Howell
cameras.

DDITI0NAL PRODUCTS—Ace

Clear Vision Splicers • Editing Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric
Footage Timers • Exposure Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors • Screens • Film Processing
Equipment • Film Shipping Cases • Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens Labels • Blooping Tape
• Blooping Ink
•
Dulling Spray
• Alpha Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters •
Number ft Letter Punches • Camera ft Projector Oil.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

CECO SLATES. E67-MASONITE, 11"
x 14", with dapstick.
E68-12"
high, 11" wide, metal sliding num¬
bers, with dapstick. E69-13Vi" *
13 Vi ", made of fiberboard with
metal border, flip numbers, clapstick.

SALES - SERVICE • RENTALS
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7nm€Rfl€ouipmcni(o.jnc.
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Equipment,

Accessories,

Services

Twin-track Magna Stripe
Reeves Soundcraft Corp., 10 East
52nd St., New York 22, N. Y., an¬
nounces Twin-track Magna Stripe which
enables film producers to use one mag¬
netic film for original recording and
also for editing. The new magnetic
sound film has a clear edge for marking
or coding, and a clear center enabling
the editor to see through to the picture.
A colored balancing stripe on one edge
of the film provides for easy identifica¬
tion of A or B track, even while the
equipment is in operation.
New Camera Light Bars
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
New York, announces its new Brownie
Two-Lamp Movie Light for use with
cine cameras in making indoor movies.
A companion unit, having provision
for four photo lamps, is also offered and
makes it possible to shoot color movies
indoors up to 18 feet from subject at a
lens stop of f/1.9. The four-lamp bar
folds for easy storage and has two
switches controlling two or four lights
as desired.

. . . and adds up to the advent of a
new era in the film processing field.
The Fonda Corporation takes
pride in introducing itsflexible
Building Block System. This sectional
design enables you to process the
Widest range of film types and
speeds which you may require, and
all within the framework of one
versatile machine*
By activating different sections, or
by incorporating additional units,
the process may be modified to fit
your particular requirements of
growth and change...

COLOR: EKTACHROME, ANSCOCHROME, EASTMAN COLOR

positive)

While only symbolic of the re
markable flexibility of Fonda's
Building Block System, the above

DuPont “Superior” 4 Film
“Superior” 4 panchromatic motion
picture negative film, type 928, rated at
320 daylight and 250 tungsten, is now
available in both 16mm and 35mm
widths, it has been announced by Du¬
Pont Photo Products Department, Wil¬
mington, Delaware.
The new negative stock has a finegrain, wide-latitude emulsion which per¬
mits high quality results under a wide
variety of outdoor or indoor lighting
conditions — particularly under “exist¬
ing” light.
The new film is said to be ideally
suited to television film production be¬
cause of its long tonal scale.

illustrates the unlimited possibilities
now available in both our Perma¬

Anscochrome Processing
Western Cine Service, 144 East 8th
Avenue, Denver, Colorado, has added
Anscochrome processing to its estab¬
lished black-and-white lab service. With
a new color machine and 1500 square
feet of new space, company now has fa¬
cilities for offering every laboratory
service for both professional and ama¬
teur users of motion picture film, both
color and black-and-white.

nent-Professional or compact, port¬
able Field Model processors.
For further information relating to this
and other recent advances, send for our
exciting new brochure.

FONDA

C O R P .

1546 North Argyle Ave.
Hollywood 28, California

Hollywood 2-8384

Optical Parts Catalog
Latest information on a wide variety

*Spare parts and assemblies available

FONDA —America’s finest film processing machine
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now ... splice any type film with no frame loss

The HFC automatic film splicer uses a special transparent tape, perforated
to match the film to be spliced and coated on one side with a pressure
adhesive. The tape is precut and rolled onto the film in register. The unit
makes butt or overlap splices. The tape is rolled onto the film automatic¬
ally from a precision sprocket. Registration pins assure perfect lineup of
film. Stock units are for 35mm positive film.

SPLICER

FILM-EDGE
NUMBERING MACHINE
(Coding Machine)

An important aid and time saving device which enables the Film Editor to
quickly tie together the picture and sound track in perfect synchronization
is the HFC film edge numbering or coding machine. The machine numbers
every 16 frames in 35mm. The 16mm model numbers every 40 frames. The
numbering block generally consists of two letter wheels or one number and
one letter wheel manually operated and four number wheels which move
automatically and number the film from 0001 to 9999. All numbers can be
reset by hand to begin at any number.
ENM—35—(35MM MODEL)
ENM—16—(16MM MODEL)

$2500

F.O.B. HOLLYWOOD

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY

AT BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIlywood 2-3284

L-

branch office:
HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
_
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle

why the ARRIFLEX 16
is the most desirable
professional 16mm camera
Because of its
features

true MIRROR reflex shutter
— not a beam splitting device — passes 100% of the light
to film and viewing system intermittently.
FINDER SHOWS BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING LENS
— even in poor light. 10X magnification; no parallax; no
misframing; accurate, easy follow-focus.
REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE
— with balanced rear pressure pad, side pressure rail, cross
stages around aperture. This means rock-steady pictures,
no film “breathing,” 35mm-like film quality.
THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET
— lets you use wide angle lens to 300mm telephoto without
physical or optical interference.
INSTANT-CHANGE LENS MOUNT
— with large-flange surface insures positive seating and
precise flange focus and alignment.
LARGEST CHOICE OF LENSES
— by famous makers. From 11.5mm extreme wide angle
to longest telephoto.
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR
— electrically driven by light, compact, rechargeable bat¬
teries. Motor instantly interchangeable for other types —
Governor Controlled, Synchronous and Animation.
TACHOMETER, FOOTAGE AND FRAME COUNTERS
HAND-HELD FILMING
— all these features in a camera so light (only 6^ lbs), so
formfitting, with its ingenious Contour Hand Grip, that
steady, hand-held filming is easy.

Because of its
versatility

It is a hand camera for newsreel and fast action filming

Jt is a studio camera when you add the 400' Magazine and the
Synchronous Motor.
It is a sound camera when you put it in the Arriflex Blimp.
It is also an animation camera, a scientific laboratory camera,
a medical camera, a cine-micrographic camera.
You can start with the hand camera, and as your requirements
demand, add the special purpose accessories, and yet be able to
convert it back to a hand camera in a few seconds - and with¬
out the use of even a screwdriver.

Because it is
rugged and reliable

Here is a precision camera that can “take a beating” and still
deliver the goods.
For instance: A1 Milotte, ace Disney wild-life photographer,
shot over 90,000 feet for “African Lion” with one Arriflex 16^
in the rough tropics.
Disney cameramen found the Arriflex 16 most reliable during
the Navy North Pole Expedition in 1954.
Now eight Arriflex 16’s are at the South Pole with Disney.
Disney Studios has already purchased more than 30 Arriflex 16
cameras—so far.

Because of factory
Service in the TJ. S.

Because of its
reasonable price

A modern, fully equipped service center is maintained in
^eW ^0r^"
manned by factory trained technicians. A
complete stock of Arriflex parts is always on hand. Because
Arriflex owners derive their income through the use of their
cameras, service is handled on the promptest possible basisin most instances within 24 hours.

\bu cannot buy another registration-pin 16mm camera unless
you pay more than twice as much. If you “doctor up” an
ordinary 16mm camera with accessories needed for professional
use, it will cost you more than the Arriflex and you still won’t
have a professional camera, not to talk about the many ex¬
clusive Arriflex features.

ARRIFLEX 16, complete with.
Variable Speed (wild) Motor,
Battery Cable, Neck Strap &162500
Matte Box and Lenses, additional

Sole U.S. Distributor

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION
Representatives in: Boston, Moss.
Hollywood, Cal.

Memphis, Tenn.

Charlotte, N. C.

Miami, Fla.

Chicago, III.

Newark, N. J.

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.

Denver, Colo.

New York, N. Y.

Detroit, Mich.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sold through authorized Arriflex Dealers.

Houston, Tex.
San Francisco, Cal.

Kansas City, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.

WHAT’S NEW
(Continued From Page 706)

of special lenses, prisms, reflectors, etc.,
for industrial use is offered by Bausch
& Lomb Optical Co., 635 St. Paul Street,
Rochester, N. Y., in a 16-page catalog of
optical parts.
Catalog also contains information on
ground glass, heat absorption glass, re¬
tardation plates, and the Bausch Lomb
precision glass engraving and optical
coating services. Included also is price
list detailing discount procedures, mini¬
mum ordering quantities, and terms of
sale.
Copies are available free by writing
the company direct.

Anti-static Film Cleaner
“Dual-Clean” is name of new chem¬
ical film cleaner which contains no car¬
bon tet and is non-inflammable. Product
removes dust, lint, grease-pencil marks,
cue marks, masking tape residue, etc.,
also static electricity from all photo¬
graphic film.
List price is $10.00 per gallon. Manu¬
facturer is Nicholson Prods. Co., 3403A
Cahuenga Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif.

Rental Service
Servicing mid-west motion picture
and TV film producers is Victor Dun¬
can, 4828 Oleatha, St. Louis 16, Mis¬
souri. Motion picture cameras available
include Mitchell 35mm NC, Mitchell
16mm, Eyemos, Filmos, and Auricons;
also blimps, lenses, motors, and tripods.
No grip or lighting equipment is avail¬
able. All equipment is late model. Price
list available on request.

Camera Data
A new series of information sheets
relating to their various models of in¬
strumentation cameras, data cameras
and accessories is available from Gor¬
don Enterprises, 5362 No. Cahuenga
Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif. Included
is information regarding the company’s
70mm Photosonic high-speed camera,
strip cameras, roll and cut film dryers,
film developers, printers, enlargers, and
miscellaneous laboratory equipment.

Coated Optics Service

processed
by
Movielab
MOVIELAB BLDG. 619 W. 54th St., N.Y. C. 19 • JUdson 6-0360
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Pancro Mirrors, Inc., 2958 Los Feliz
Blvd., Los Angeles 39, Calif., has in¬
stalled larger and more efficient pump¬
ing systems for the company’s steel
vacuum chambers employed in coating
photo lenses, mirrors, etc.
Company specializes in durable, highreflecting front-surface mirrors as well
as many types of beam-splitters, reflect¬
ing ultra-violet and infra-red films; also
the dielectric coatings and neutral den¬
sity graduate filters.

"Auricon Pro-600"
with Single-Lens "C" Mount,
Tele-Finder Objective, plus
Standard Auricon Finder.

''Auricon Pro-600"
with Critical Ground-Glass Focussing
available on 3-Lens Turret Model.

Preferred
“AURICON PR0-600 P P

for 16mm optical
sound-on-film

Self-blimped for completely quiet studio operation. The whisper-quiet film flow
of The Auricon Pro-600 is silent proof of precision design. Your sound-recording
microphone never picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!
^ 600 ft. film Magazines with Auricon-Electromatic Take-up,
for 16 minutes of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
^ Synchronous Motor Drive for "Single-System" or
"Double-System" Recording.
$1,497.00 list.. .for Auricon Pro-600 "Double-System"
professional picture-camera with built-in features.
Also available at added cost is "Single-System"
equipment for Optical Sound-Track-On-Film, "C-mount"
Lenses, View-Finders, Film Magazines, 3-Lens Turret,
Critical Ground-Glass Focusing, Lens Sun-Shades,
Tele-Finders, etc...

"Auricon Pro-600"
features Push-Button "On-Off,"
with safety-interlocked
film-flow mechanism.

Sold with 30 day money-back guarantee, you must
be satisfied!
Write for free illustrated "Auricon Pro-600" literature
and price schedule.

A uric on
A

PRODUCT

OF

BERNDT.BUH.INC.*
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California ™
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON - FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

~

"Auricon Pro-600"
Turret Model with
"Zoom" type Lens
and Finder in use.

/

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

News briefs about the A.S.C.
its members, and important
industry personalities

American Society of Cinematographers celebrated the re-opening of its recently
refurbushed clubhouse in Hollywood December 2, holding Open House for members
and wives.
Pictured are some of guests enjoying cocktails.
In left photo (from

L to R) are Mrs. Joseph Ruttenberg, Mrs. Victor Milner, Mrs. John Arnold, John
Arnold, and Joseph Ruttenberg.
Being greeted by flash-lamp-shy Mrs.
Arthur
Miller in next photo are Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Arling.

Renewing acquaintances at ASC's Open House are ASC past-president Arthur Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Fitzgerald, and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shorr.
In center photo,

Roy Foster poses with his attractive wife.
chats with visitors Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan

At special banquet last month, when ASC members were hosted by Consolidated
Film Laboratories, Hollywood, George Folsey (L), president of ASC, presented
cameraman Hal Rosson with Gold Membership card, commemorating 25 years
membership In the Seciety.
Center Photo:
Edward O.
Blackburn, V-Pres. of

Wm. J. German, Inc., greeted ASC members in brief address.
At his left is CFI
V-P Sid Solow; at his right, George Folsey.
Right Photo: Edgar Bergen, minus
pal Charlie McCarthy, enlivened the proqram recounting his experience as a
photographer.
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Right: ASC
Shaner.

president

George

Folsey

(R|

To Our Friends The World Over

NEW CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
Edit Single and double system 16mm or 35mm
optical sound!
Edit single system Magnastripe or double system
magnetic sound.
Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer to ob¬
tain perfect lip-sync matching of picture to track.
Works from left to right or right to left.
K"e?tlc

$185.00

’

S&ef

WIDE-SCREEN SUPERAMA-16 LENS
A dual purpose anamorphic lens designed for both the taking and pro¬
jection of regular 16mm motion pictures. Aspect ratio of 2.66 to 1.0 for
extra wide pictures.

Superama—16 for sound projectors, specify make of projector

$195.00

$169.50

A. C. E. ROTARY
VIEWER

CAMART
BABY DOLLY

Permits viewing of film be¬
tween rewinds or backward
—at
rewind
speed.
The
A. C. E. Film Viewer is es¬
pecially designed to facili¬
tate viewing original nega¬
tive film without scratching.
A.C.E. ROTARY
CQ CA
VIEWER
? •

Only a four-wheel dolly
will provide the balance
and stability required for
professional
production.
Adjustable seat for cam¬
eraman; platform aecomacommodates
assistant.

I

$159.50

Superama—16 for silent projectors .

$375.00

Footage and frame counter
optional

$64.90

Dolly tracks avail¬
able.

Image Erector

$28.50

CAMART
TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER

CAMART OILER
Lubristyle precision oiler—Ideal for
oiling equipment which is hard to
get at. Press point of needle down
on spot to be oiled and oil will flow
freely. By releasing pressure oil flow
is controlled. After pressure is re¬
leased, surplus oil is sucked back into
pen. Each .
In quantities of six. Each

$1.69
$1.39

Winds films smoothly
and evenly without
cinching or abrasions.
Fits
any
16mm
or
35mm
standard
re¬
winds. The only tightwind with ball-bear¬
ing roller. With core
adapter,

Professional-type
side
view¬
finder, with large, bright, erect
image. For Cine-Special, Filmo,
Bolex and Cine-Voice Cameras.

$29.00

$139.50

MACO VIEWFINDER

CAMART OPTICAL FX UNIT
REGAL LIGHTS
Now available in kit
form. Two Model 600
heads,
stands,
con¬
verters WITH cases,
$255.00.
Two
Model
400
heads,
stands,
converters
WITH
_ _ _
cases,

For motion picture and television cam¬
eras. Reproduces multiple images in ro¬
tation. Many varied effects possible.
From

$119.75

$200.00

ctiMEiitt mam

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramart

(Rhoden j(>r the

-Si(miucj

Titier & Special Effects Kit

oj

l jai'ij 3 South f ^o(e Sxpeclitiion
Operation

freeze
Ibeepfr
TOP

AURICON PR0-600

Pro
fessionol
results

for 16mm Optical Sound - On - Film
Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

For producing the widest range of titles, trick films, cartoons, anima¬
tion, etc. Takes most types of movie cameras. Horizontal and verticle
operation. Table adjustable north, east, south, west. Title board size
7y,"x9,/2" with tipping frame, overall dimensions 40"xl5"xl2",
weight 40 lbs. Complete with all accessories.

•
©
•
®
©

Twin lamps with reflectors for front and back illumination.
Title card frame with platens at top a-.d bottom.
Distance scale to obtain correct setting of camera lens.
Climbing title device produces any desired number of title lines.
Turntable for rotating titles, small objects and other purposes.
MODEL TG,
II, 16mm.$175
MODEL TG, III, 16mm.$225
MODEL TG, IV, 16/mm (illustrated).
$325
Write for illustrated brochure.

ilm lumbering Pays Off

’Auricon Pro-600’' with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

‘‘Auricon Pro-600" with SingleLens “C”
Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

Self-blimped for completely quiet stu¬
dio operation. The whisper-quiet film
flow ot The "Auricon Pro-600" is
silent proof of precision design. Your
sound-recording microphone never
picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!

Unnumbered
films cause
confusion and
loss of time

ir 600 ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes
of continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
★ Synchronous Motor Drive for "SingleSystem"
or
"Double-System"
Re¬
cording.

‘ Auncon Pro-600" with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

Available at added cost is "SingleSystem" equipment for Optical SoundTrack-On-Film,
"C-mount"
Lenses,
Film Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens
Turret, Critical Ground-Glass Focusing,
Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

PRICES START AT $1165

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
Write

for

free

illustrated

‘‘AURICON

PRO-600“

literature

AMONG

and

prices.

Under rigorous Antarctica below zero tempera¬
tures, “Operation Deepfreeze,” cameraman Bill
Hartigan’s Auricon Pro-600 operated perfectly
throughout the changing climatic conditions.

8.0.8. CIH SUPPLY CORP.

The MOY Visible Edge Numbering Machine edge numbers every
foot of 16, 1 7 y2, 35mm film and simplifies the task of checking
titles and footage. Replaces cue marks, perforations, messy
crayons, punches, embossing—does not mutilate film. Work
prints showing special effects, fades and dissolves require edge
numbering to keep count of frames cut or added. Multiple
magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic recordings make
edge numbering a MUST. Write for brochure.
RECENT

PURCHASERS

ARE:

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

With NEW
Improved Non-Clog
Inking System $2475
Present

May

owners

can

easily install the new and
improved

inking

system!

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440, Cable: Sosound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.—Phone HO 7-9202

S.O.S. presents Complete Line of TEL-Anima Products

TEL-Animastand

ANIMATION AND
SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND
Priced to fit the most modest budget!
TEL-Animastand is your answer to the many animation and special
effects problems in Motion Pictures and Television. Embodies features of
the photo enlarger, movie camera, micrometer and railroad roundhouse.
Optical effects such as pans, angles, zooms, quick closeups and every vari¬
ation for trick photography may be easily produced for cartoons, titles and
stills with this precision built TEL-Animastand.
All basic movements associated with high priced
stands are incorporated. Accuracy is assured
through precise registration of art work. In¬
cludes four Veeder Root counters which cali¬
brate 18" north/south movement, 24" east/
west travel, and zoom movements to the Art
Table or Cel Board. The compound table can
turn a full 360 circle as well as travel to the
front, back, or either side.

Basic Unit Only $2995

A camera fitted to a movable, counterbalanced
vertical carriage photographs the art work. Will
accept even the heaviest 1 6mm or 35mm camera
(Acme with stop motion motor illustrated.)
Among the recent purchasers are-.
TV

Spot

Service,

Cedar

Rapids.

Iowa

Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka,
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas

Kansas

Write for illustrated brochure.

cell board,
at 45°

rotated

Produce Rock-Steady Prints Improve ¥»ur Film Titles
with the Tel-Animaprint
with the

TEL-Amatic Printer
PROFESSIONAL

continuous

contact

sound and picture printer for
films.

For motion picture producers,
animators, special effects
laboratories, TV stations,
advertising agencies, etc.

16mm

Designed for color, black and

white, reversal, sound or silent films.
TEL-Amatic does all with rock-steady
professional precision.

Has outstand¬

ing features never achieved before in
the low cost field.
• Semi-automatic

13

scene

mechanical

•

light change for frame line change.
•

Large capacity of 1200 feet.

• Three-way aperture

for sound,

picture

•

Lamp holder accommodates
color printing.

•

Footage counter and light change card
indicator included.

and composite at main sprocket.

TEL-Amatic
TEL-Amatic

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for prop¬
er registration of neg. and pos. films.

Printer complete—ready for bench
Printer mounted on
heavy floor

or table mounting,
pedestal.

filters

for

ONLY $1350
ONLY $1495

The first sensibly priced HOT
PRESS TITLE MACHINE for high
quality, fast lettering—the an¬
swer to economy and precision
accuracy in film titling. Prints
dry from colored
foil for instant use.
Acme pegs assure
perfect registration
on paper or ace
tate cells. Prints al
colors. TEL-Animaprint tools
for Top Tech¬
niques— great¬
est dollar-for dollar value in
the industry.
Only $395

V/ri,e ior TEL-Anima Literature covering every need for animation

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 5.0.5. TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Convenient payment terms arranged.

You may apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

''The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry

sis. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
WESTERN

BRANCH —

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

EST. ffll926

28,

California

—

Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-9202

This word, in film processing, is a very important
word indeed.
People tell you that one film processing job
is as good as another, and what the heck, what’s the
measure of accuracy, anyway?
Well. To answer that one would take a very long time.
Suffice it to say here that it’s summed up in
all the operations of a processing job, where even
the smallest details are of great importance.
It shows everywhere, and it positively shines when
the film appears on the screen.
What we’re talking about, of course, are the people
and the operations at Precision Film Laboratories.
Here attention to detail, sound, proven techniques
are applied by skilled, expert technicians to
assure you the accurate, exact processing your films
deserve to justify your best production efforts.
Accuracy is a must for TV — for industrials —for
education —for all movies.

you'll see

and hear

FILM
21

West

LABORATORIES,
46 th

Street,

New

York

36,

INC.

New

York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC.

In

everything, there

is

one

best

in

film

processing, it's

Precision

ONE CAMERA

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

16mm or 35mm
in 10 SECONDS!

Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

relating to cinematography
or other phases of film production
are invited from readers and will be
answered by letter by Walter Strenge or
by other qualified members of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers. Ques¬
tions and answers considered of general
interest will appear in this column.—Ed.
uestions

QWhat

is the procedure for produc¬
ing artificial cloud effects, such as
used in a heavenly scene of a recent
Hollywood production. The clouds were
maintained at low level, moving around
the feet of the actors.—M. B., Tehran,
Iran.

The production of special cloud, fog,
and low-hanging mist effects in motion
pictures is the work of a highly special¬
ized group of men, and such effects are
rather ambitious to be undertaken by
the uninitiated, as they require a great
deal of equipment to produce.
Containers,
usually shallow
pans,
filled with oil are heated to produce
smoke which is blown through tubes
about six-inches in diameter to the set.
At the end of each tube is a box con¬
taining dry ice which lowers tempera¬
ture of the smoke causing it to flow close
to the floor. Dampening the floor with
water further aids in keeping the smoke
at low level.
Some success may be had in small,
confined areas by covering a piece of
dry ice with a damp grass mat or heavy
cloth such as burlap, and gently blowing
the mist over the set with a fan.
Such effects are best produced on a
set or in an enclosure free of drafts so
that the consistency and direction of the
smoke can be controlled by electric
fans.
Sounds complicated?
Miller, A.S.C.

It is possible to attain a white letter
superimposed on a background through
the process of negative-positive printing.
It is necessary, however, to superim¬
pose the title and print the background
in one pass through the printing ma¬
chine. This method is commonly used to
superimpose English titles on foreign
pictures.
Inasmuch as this operation is more
costly than for a normal print, the use
of a dupe negative is suggested, with
the superimposition incorporated into
one record of film for final release use.
By using the first method the problems
of title movement, proper synchroniza¬
tion of title over background, and of
picking up dirt and dust particles on the
additional record of the film, makes a
clumsy and hazardous operation. How- j
ever, it can be done.—Ted Fogelman,
Associate Member, A.S.C.

Q

16/35
Reflex Motion Picture Camera
The perfect camera for the motion
maker working
or

black

and

LOOK AT

both

16mm

or 35mm

film
color

white.

THESE

ADVANTAGES—

° The same lenses, same motor drives, same
sound blimp and accessory equipment used
for both 1 6mm or 35mm—to convert simply
change
• Precise
•

Reflex

• 200

the

magazine.

rugged

movement

viewing
degree

® Divergent

adjustable

three

lens

shutter

turret

• Automatic film gate 400' magazines
35mm—the

l am . underaking the compilation
ol a list of the perforation systems
used for motion picture films. This will
include the data on such systems as FoxGrandeur,
Military Standard,
Bell &
Howell, etc. Any data that you are able
to supply will be appreciated.—M. R.,
Burbank, Calif.

in

picture

16mm

magazine

will

16 or
accom¬

modate daylight spools as well as standard
core load.
• Light

weight—only

14

pounds

with

Write

for

brochure

Such information as you require we
believe is available from the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engi¬
neers, 55 West 42nd Street, New York
46, N. Y., or the American Standards
Association, 70 East 45th St., New York
17, N. Y.—Emery Huse, Technical
Editor, American Cinematographer.

QWhen

using a combination of filters
for a night effect, such as the 23A
with a 56B, are the factors of both filters
added or multiplied for the resultant to
be used?—B. B., New York, N. Y.

It is.—Arthur

Q

For a 16mm black-and-white film
I am making, I want to have white
titles superimposed at the head over a
live-action background. The film is be¬
ing shot on negative.
If, in preparing my A and B rolls
for print, the titles are black on white
(as they would be in the negative stage),
the white portion would print through
so that the background on the other
roll would not appear.
What alternatives are there for pro¬
ducing the white title text superimposed?
—A. FNew York, I\. Y.

It is assumed that by the expression, I
resultant to be used,
you mean the
final exposure arrived at using the filler
combination described.
Yes, with few exceptions, always mul- !
tiply the two factors. In this case, using
Eastman or DuPont panchromatic film,
the factor of 4 (for the 23A) and of 5
for the 56B) gives a factor of 20.
Incidentally, the filter combination
mentioned is considered one of the best.
It is the nearest approach to what we
call “spectral neutrality.” — Ellsworth
Fredricks, A.S.C.

Amkrican Cinematographer
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lenses, 400' magazine, and 6/8 volt motor.

patents coutant-mathot
Manufactured by Ets. Cine. Eclair, Paris
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(TflmeRfl GDuipmenT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.
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Who, where and what the industry's cameramen were shooting last month.
’Asterisks

=
EE

television

With 180° Shutter

=

for TV, Newsreel
and comm^^'nl

ALLIED ARTISTS
• William Meli.or, ASC, “Love in the
Afternoon,” (shooting in Paris) with Gary
Cooper, Audrey Hepburn and Maurice Chev¬
alier.
Billy Wilder, producer-director.
• Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Attack of the Crab
Monster,” (Roger Corman Prod.) with Rich¬
ard Garland and Pamela Duncan. Roger
Corman, producer-director.
AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL

AMERICAN NATIONAL
© Harold Wellman, ASC, “Adventures of
Superman,”* (Superman Inc.) with George
Reeves, Noel Neill, Jack Larson.
Various
directors.
© Bob Hoffman, “Dr. Christian,”* (Ziv-TV)
with MacDonald Carey. Paul Gilfoyle, direc¬
tor; “Men of Annapolis,”* Ziv-TV). Various
directors; “West Point,”* Ziv-TV). Norman
Foster, director; "Highway Patrol,”*
(ZivTV ) with Broderick Crawford. Eddie Davis,
director.
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rnents, ARRIFLEX 35 is in a —
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this is just one outstanding
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allax problems. 3 lens turret. =
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into handle operates from EEE
lightweight battery. Tachometer registering from 0 to 50 EE
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frames per second. Compact,

6V2 x EE:

lightweight for either tripod “
— or hand-held filming. Takes —

EE

200' or 400' magazine. Write EE
for free folder.
=

S
Blimp now available.
EE
El16wnt ARRIFLEX also available.EE
C

© Ci rt Fetters, “Highway Jatrol,”* Ziv-TV)
with Broderick Crawford. Eddie Davis, di¬
rector.
o Monroe Askins, "West Point,”* (Ziv-TV).
James Sheldon, director; ‘Dr. Christian,”*
(Ziv-TV)
with
MacDonald
Carey.
Herb
Struck, director; "Highway Patrol,”* (ZivTV) with Broderick Crawford. Herb Strock,
director.
BILTMORE STUDIOS (New York)
© .1.
Burgi
Contner,
ASC,
“Street
of
Shadows,” (Security Pictures for UA release)
with
George
Montgomery
and
Geraldine
Brooks. William Berke, producer-director.
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Dept A

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N Y
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• Ted Moore, “Interpol,” (Technicolor-Warwick Prods, shooting in Rome) with Victor
Mature and Anita Ekberg.
John Gilling,
director.
• Bob
tello,”
don)
Brazzi.

Krasker, “The Story of Esther Cos¬
(Valiant Films, Ltd. shooting in Lon¬
with Joan
Crawford
and
Rossano
David Miller, director.

•
Kir
Carson,
“Father Knows
Best,”*
(Screen
Gems)
with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
© Jack Hildyard, ‘The Bridge on the River
Kwai, ” (Horizon-American Prods., shooting
in Ceylon) with Jack Hawkins and Alec
Guinness. David Lean, director.
© Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Cunning and
the Haunted,” (shooting in Georgia) with
Sal Mineo and James Whitmore.
Alfred
Werker, director.
• Wilkie Cooper, “The Admirable Crich¬
ton,” (London Films shooting in Bermuda)
with Kenneth More and Diane Cilento. Lewis
Gilbert, director.
• Gerald Gibbs, “Fortune is a Woman,”
(Launder-Gilliat Prod, shooting in London)
with Jack Hawkins and Arlene Dahl. Sid¬
ney Gilliat, director.
• Basil Emmott, “Town on Trial” (Markman Films; shooting in London) with John
Mills, Charles Coburn and Barbara Bates.
John Guillerman, director.
• Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Garment Center,”
with Lee J. Cobb and Kerwin Mathews.
Robert Aldrich, director.
• Hal Mohr, ASC, ‘‘George Sanders Mys¬
tery Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Fletcher
Markle, director.

•

• Lucien
Andriot,
ASC, “The Life of
Riley,”* with William Bendix. Abby Berlin,
director.

• Irving Lippman, “Twenty Million Miles to
Earth," (Morningside Prods.) with William
Hopper and Joan Taylor. Nathan I. Juran,
director; "The Night The World Exploded,”
with Wm. Leslie and Kathryn Grant. Fred
Sears, director; “Rin Tin Tin,”* with Lee
Aaker and James
Brown.
Lew Landers,
director.

Hal McAlpin, “O. Henry Playhouse,”*
(Gross-Krasne, Inc.) with Thomas Mitchell.
Peter Godfrey and Barney Girard, directors;
“Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”* (Wesmor,
Inc.) with John Howard. Peter Godfrey, di¬
rector.

• Lester
Shokk,
ASC,
“Adventures
of
Hiram
Holliday,”*
(Gross-Krasne)
with
Wally Cox. Philip Rapp, director; “Matinee
Theatre,”* (Gross-Krasne Inc.). Albert McCleery, director.

ZUCKCR
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COLUMBIA

• Benjamin Kline, ASC, “Zombies of Morafua,” with Allison Hayes and Gregg Palmer.
Edward L. Cahn, director.

• Fred

718

productions.

Ranger,”* with Clayton Moore and J. Silverheels. Earl Bellamy, director.

© Fred West, ASC, “Voodoo Woman," (Car¬
mel Prods.) with Marla English and Tom
Conway. Edward Calm, director.

—

film

New 35 mm Model 2A EE

| a TRUlY
|
1
CAMERA 1
=
=

indicate

Gately,

Clooney Show,”*
Rosemary Clooney.

ASC,
“The
Rosemary
(Maysville Corp.)
with
Dick Darley, director.

CARTHAY SOUND STAGE

• William

Whitley,

December,

ASC,
1956

“The

Lone

• Henry
Freulich,
ASC,
‘‘The
Young
Rebels,” with Peter Vaughn and Dorothy
Green. David Rich, director.
• Ted Scaife, "The Bewitched,” (shooting
in London) with Dana Andrews. Jacques
Tourneur, director.
• Bob
Krasker,
“The
Golden
Virgin,”
(Valiant Films shooting in London) with
Joan Crawford and Rossano Brazzi. David
Miller, director.
(Continued on Page 720)

F&B PA11DE OF DEV FEOBBCTS
ACE “CLEAR-VISION”

FLORMAN & BABB

FILM SPLICER
tow no cement,

takes great pride
in announcing they have been appointed

EASTERN HEADQUARTERS
for

wo leaf...

1&-

J*'

Hollywood's finest
lighting equipment,
McAlister Crab Dolly, McAlister
EDIMAC editing machines.
Write for brochures

Come in for demonstrations

fund w CfftopfMj im-iuaandic!

I

Splices all types of film, including
base . . . uses TAPE, not cement .
operate . . .

"Cronar'
polyester
compact, strong, easy to

Accurate alignment of film

ends.

Strong

straight or diagonal

butt or lap splices,

of safety-nitrate.

in all

film

bases

On straight line cutting you can cut picture on

line between two frames.
up to 70mm.

rf

DuPont

16mm in A & B wind and from 17y2mm

Uses newly developed and extremely strong PERMACEL* perforated
transparent splicing tape only 1 ’/2 mils thick. Splices do not
show on screen.

POLECAT"

Taped splices will not break or come apart during projection.

Taped splices are unaffected by film cleaning solutions.
Taped butt splices permit repair without loss of single frame.
Taped splices are fast and easy to apply . . . durable ... in¬
visible . . . reliable. Price $69.50.
*PERMACEL broch ure on request.

A 300-watt GARNELITE is
LIGHT
and

HEAD
back

with

knob,

300-watt PAR

56

yoke
takes
lamp

and fits any motion pic¬
ture

stand

or

hanger.

Weight 5’/2
Price

•

lbs.

$50.00.

Designed

by

a

gaf¬

fer with 25 years in
the industry
•

Rapidly replacing all
other forms of loca¬
tion lighting

A NEW WAY TO HOLD THINGS UP .

. ANYWHERE

.

•

LIGHTS-

PROPS - BACKGROUNDS - MIKES
Without Nails or Screws - With

POLECAT is a featherweight, telescop¬
ing column of 1 ’/2 inch anodized alum¬
inum with an expansion spring in the
top. Adjust it once to your ceiling
height with locking collar. Then just
spring it in and out of place as you
please. Rubber pads top and bottom
protect ceilings and floors. POLECAT
can't be knocked over . . . and takes
less floor space than a silver dollar.

Suitable

for

(3200

3400

or

color
K)

and black and white
photography

POLECAT
CONVERTER

position
through

4

individual,

7

switches, 2 carry outlets.

Completely

fused, 15' rubber-covered cord
and plugs. Capacity—24 amps.
Adjust - push up - it's done.

110-120 A.C. only. Weight 41
lbs. Price $125.00.

A perfect, mobile, lightweight support for lights.
Two POLECATS with cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a
roll of background paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.
HOLDS 400 POUNDS.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST
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(Continued From Page 718)

a Burnett Guffey, ASC, “The Brothers
Rico,” (Wm. Goetz Prod.) with Richard
Conte and Dianne Foster. Phil Karlson, di¬
rector; “Ford Theatre,”* (Screen Gems).
Various directors.

nditionally

• Ray Cory, ASC, “Rin Tin Tin,”* (Screen
Gems) with Lee Aaker and James Brown.
Lew Landers, director.

MATTE BOX & SUNSHADE

• Gert Andersen, ASC, “Playhouse 90,”*
(Screen Gems). John Brahm, director.

FITS ALL 16mm PROFESSIONAL
& SEMI-PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS
The latest in matte boxes, embodying many
new advantages! Takes all accessories such
as gauze holders, diffusion filters, effect
filters, etc. For use with 2” and 3" square
glass or gelatine filters. Fibre filter holders
supplied. Beautifully constructed of durable
aluminum castings with dural front rods.
Optical black interior.

Base fits all cameras and has large
and small tripod threads:
Takes all lenses 15mm to 152mm.
Rubber back caps avoid back flare
when lens is smaller than back opening

• Fred Jackman, Jr., “Circus Boy,”* (Screen
Gems) with Mickey Braddock and Noah
Beery. George Archinbaud, director; “77th
Bengal Lancers,”* (Screen Gems) with Phil
Carey. George Archinbaud, director.
• Charles Lawton, ASC, “Ford Theatre,”*
(Screen Gems). Various directors.
FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

PRICED ONLY $44.95

• Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life,”* (Filmcraft Prods.), with Groucho
Marx. Robert Dwan, director.

ANIMATION MOTORS for

FLYING

“A”

PRODUCTIONS

Cine Special & Maurer Cameras

• William Bradford, ASC, “Annie Oak¬
ley,”* with Gail Davis, Jimmy Hawkins and
Brad Johnson. Ray Nazarro & Ross Lederman,
directors.

Durably constructed to give
years and years of service

FOX WESTERN AVENUE STUDIOS

Precision construction. Single-frame motion actuated
by a cam and lock, released by a remotely con¬
trolled solenoid. Animation motor-to-camera con¬
nect shaft has break-off safety spring to prevent
damage to camera in case of buckle. Frame counter
is part of the motor housing.

For Cine Special 1 and 11,

$455

• Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “T. C. F.
Various directors.

Hour.”*

o Charles Van Enger, ASC, ‘‘Broken Ar¬
row,”* with John Lupton. Various directors;
Sunsweet Prunes commercial*. Derwin Abbe,
director.

Synchronous motor unit, 115V, single phase, 60
cycle, assures even exposure from first to last frame.
Available in 60 or 100 frames per minute units.
Also available for 50 cycle.

• Gordon Avil, ASC, “Kaiser Aluminum
commercial.* Derwin Abbe, director.
GENERAL SERVICE

Remote control switch box with forward and re¬
verse, plus on or off switch. Solenoid fingertip actuater switch for single or multiple frame exposures.
Outlet for foot or additional remote control switch.
Time Lapse Equipment available for above motors

For Maurer Camera,

$485

• James van Trees, ASC, “Burns & Allen
Show,”* (McCadden Prods.) with Gracie
Allen and George Burns. Rod Amateau, di¬
rector; Carnation & B. F. Goodrich com¬
mercials.* Rod Amateau, director.
• Harry
Wild,
ASC, “Bob
Cummings
Show,”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and
Rosemary DeCamp.
Norman
Tokar, director.

SYNCHRONOUS

BOLEX
MOTOR
115 volt, AC, 60
cycles,
single
phase. Operates at
24 frames per sec¬
ond, sound speed
for accurate recording with film, disc, or tape re¬
corders. Complete with base, coupling with clutch
and cable. Camera height adjusting screw is pro¬
vided in aluminum base. Motor mounting base ad¬
justable for horizontal centering of coupling. No in¬
stallation necessary .ONLY
$165
For

715

volt,

50

• Phillip Tannura, ASC, “The People’s
Choice,”*
(Norden
Prods.)
with Jackie
Cooper and Pat Breslin. Jackie Cooper, di¬
rector.
• Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet,”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with Ozzie,
Harriet, David, and Rickey Nelson. Ozzie
Nelson, director.
• Frank Phillips, “Navy Log,”*
Prods. Inc.), Oscar Rudolph.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

• Norbert Brodine, ASC, “The Loretta
Young Show.”* (Lewislor Inc.,) with Loret¬
ta Young. Various directors.
© Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Crossroads,”*
(Federal TV Inc.). Various directors.

cycle.$225

(Continued on Page 748)

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
JOHN
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Circle

(Gallu

6-0348

need location
lighting...fast?

,

Call on Jack Frost one of the
nation's largest suppliers of
temporary lighting facilities.

Wherever you are, whatever your
lighting needs, you can depend on
Jack Frost’s expert handling and com¬
plete range of equipment, from a
100 watt inkie to 225 amp arc with
mobile power plants. In the studio
too, we can supplement your present
equipment to meet any situation, any¬
where. We’ve been doing it for years
for many of the top shows.
Our service includes complete installa¬
tion and removal at one low cost.

free estimates
Write or wire for a free estimate and
a Free Catalog of Equipment.

JACK A.
a FROST
Dept. AMCI

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
425 Burnamthorpe Road, Toronto 18, Ontario

Multiple Camera Control In TV Filming
The five cameras that photograph “People Are Funny” for TV are
controlled by the director of photography from a central switch¬
ing panel.

The system not only cuts negative costs but affords

greater freedom to Art Linkletter and his program participants.
By

ALAN

STENSVOLD,

A.S.C.

T

television show,
“People Are Funny,” is one of sev¬
eral originating in Hollywood which are
recorded on film as they unfold before
a live audience. Five Mitchell 35mm
cameras are employed in filming the
Linkletter show and the edited result is
televised to the nation’s video audience
several weeks later over the NBC net¬
work.
While this TV show is not the only
one filmed with multiple cameras, it is
the only one so recorded where control
of each camera is maintained through¬
out the show by the director of photog¬
raphy. Making this possible is a camera
sync control board from which power
for each of the camera motors is switch¬
ed on or off as desired, and signals are
relayed to the various camera operators
indicating the type of shot desired as
filming of the show progresses. Thus is
he art linkletter

ALL THE FREEDOM of a live TV show is afforded Art Linkletter (with microphone) through
use of five remotely-controlled cameras in filming "People Are Funny.” Cameras are stra¬
tegically located to cover any action anywhere on stage or in the audience.

AS EACH camera is started, cue light shown here in hand of
assistant cameraman, flashes a sync mark on the picture film
to aid cutter in matching picture with sound track.

722
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ALAN STENSVOLD, A.S.C., (center) who directs photography of show, explains
operation of signal lights to Art Linkletter. At left is John Guedel, producer of
“People Are Funny,” at Stensvold's left, director Irv Atkins.
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provided what is probably the nearest
approach yet to automation in cinema¬
tography.
Two important production factors led
bo design and construction of the camera
panel: 1) it enables me as director of
photography to exercise complete con¬
trol of the pictorial recording of the
show; and 2) it enables us to effect sub¬
stantial savings in negative costs by run¬
ning the various cameras only when
they are recording usable takes, instead
of having all cameras run continuously,
as is the case with some other multiple
camera systems. We have thus been
successful in reducing the show’s weekly
consumption of negative from an aver¬
age 22,000 feet to an average of 16,000
feet—a saving that not only includes
film cost, but also the cost of handling
the film, and developing and printing.
We use the new DuPont No. 4 negative,
which has given us excellent results.
For those who are not familiar with
"People Are Funny,” it is what we call
a “stunt” show in which people chosen
from the audience become competitors,
undertake amusing and sometimes em¬
barrassing tasks to win cash or mer¬
chandise, and otherwise prove that “peo¬
ple are funny.” This format makes it
necessary to photograph the show' in
much the same manner as in live tele¬
vision, with the cameras covering the
activities continuously from various
angles. The show is filmed each Tues¬
day evening at the Linkletter Playhouse
on Vine street in Hollywood.
Five Mitchell 35mm cameras, aug¬
mented by a standby (making six in all)
photograph the show, under the control

APPROXIMATE
filming

WORKING

positions

of

the

five

“People Are Funny” are shown here.

Mitchell

previously mentioned. Looking at the
cameras from the back of the theatre
auditorium, No. 1, mounted on a crab
dolly, is on the stage at the left. No. 2
is the standby camera, mounted on a
tripod, and ready to takeover should
any one of the other five cameras de¬
velop trouble during filming. No. 3 and
4 cameras are mounted on a parallel
erected in the middle center of the audi¬
torium, over the heads of the audience.
No. 5 is the floating camera, mounted
on a hydraulic dolly, and situated in the
orchestra pit. And No. 6, mounted on
a crab dolly, operates from the right
hand side of the stage.
In the beginning, we used only four
cameras. I believed that we could gain
additional flexibility and thereby cut
down further on the amount of negative
required by adding the fifth. This we
did and effected a savings in production
costs of $240 per show. But the money
saving was only a minor factor. The
added flexibility the fifth camera gave
us now permits the continuous filming
of stunts running as long as twenty min¬
utes. Each camera starts out with a
1000-foot film load, and by juggling
between the different cameras—starting
and stopping so as to spread out the
available film during the shooting of
each stunt—we can cover an incredibly
lengthy piece of action before having
to reload the cameras.
The camera sync control unit is lo¬
cated in a glass-windowed booth at the
rear of the theatre, from where I ob¬
serve the show as it progresses and di¬
rect the operation of the various cam¬
eras. Referring to the photo of the unit

35mm

cameras

used

in

Cameras are switched on and off

by Stensvold who directs photography from booth

at rear of playhouse.

CAMERA

SYNC

on this page, the reader may observe
the switches and indicator lights which
control the various cameras. On top of
the panel are five electronic footage
counters which show the amount of film
in each camera at any time. When a
camera is switched on, the footage
counter automatically starts to record,
and ceases when the camera is stopped.
In this way I can observe the film sup¬
ply remaining in any and all cameras
and, when any camera begins to run
low, determine what camera to switch
on in its place. Magazines are never re¬
loaded until after the filming of a stunt
ends, at which time a brief intermission
takes place for this purpose.
In addition to providing me with the
means of starting and stopping the cam¬
eras, the panel also has switches and in¬
dicator lights which enable me to signal
each of the camera operators whenever
I wish a change made in a camera
position or a lens. Mounted above the
viewfinder of each of the cameras is a
small box having three signal lights—
red, green and yellow-—which are ob¬
servable by the operator, his assistant,
and the grip at all times from their
positions behind the camera.
The red light flashes on whenever I
throw the switch that starts the camera
motor, and remains on as long as the
camera is turning. When I flash the
green light, this indicates to get in closer
to subject or subjects being filmed,
either by dollying in or switching to a
different lens.
hen I flash the green
light twice, it means to go into a twoshot. Any good operator, of course,

CONTROL

(Continued on Page 744)

panel,

designed

and

built

by

Alan

Stensvold especially for Art Linkletter TV show, enables him to
stop and start camera and signal for camera and lens changes.
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Filming "12 Angry Men" On A Single Set
Carefully planned lighting and camera angles played an important part
in giving impact and suspense to the drama of 12 men deciding the fate of
one man in the confines of a small, hot jury room.
By

BORIS

KAUFMAN,

A.S.C.

a jury room where they must decide
whether a young boy, on trial for his
life, is to live or die. Considering the
one-set limitations, the first and most
important problem was how to keep the
photography of this picture from be¬
coming static; the entire story was to
be staged and photographed in a room
no larger than an average hotel room.
The second problem was how to pre¬
sent cinematographically the psychologi¬
cal study of twelve men, each from a
different social strata of a big city and

A MAJOR problem was how to prevent
the

photography

since

the

entire

from
story

becoming
was

static,

staged

and

shot on a set no larger than an average
hotel

room.

BELOW—Changing
with

the

time

of

the
day

set

lighting

played

a

torially in motivating the story.
mounts

between

proaches,
the

The

ever-present challenge for the

director of photography is how to
give each new picture a new and differ¬
ent camera treatment—a fresh view¬
point, camera-wise. Lest he repeat him¬
self and fall back on old techniques, the
cinematographer is continually chal¬
lenged to dig deep into his bag of tricks
so that his photographic technique does
not become stagnant.
Sometimes an assignment is filled
with more problems and difficulties than
others, as in the case of “12 Angry
Men, * which I recently photographed
for Orion-Nova Productions in New
\ork. Just one look at the script con¬
vinced me that here was truly a chal¬
lenging assignment—photographing a
dramatic story within the confines of a
single, one room set.
The story concerned twelve men who,
as jurors, find themselves locked inside
724
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the

changing

lighting

in

the

men,
the
room.

a

to conform

big

part

pic-

Here, as tension
thunderstorm

aspect

and

mood

ap¬
of

whose only common denominator was
that he had suddenly found himself in
a jury room, and was being asked to
pass judgment on the guilt of another
human being.
The first problem presented the big¬
gest challenge. I had experienced this
type of a problem before in one or two
pictures, hut in a much more fleeting
way—for perhaps a sequence or two.
But here the entire story was straightjacketed inside a one-room set. Inside
a jury room, in which sat twelve men,
whose backgrounds, attitudes, problems,
and reasons behind their decisions had
to be shown photographically as well as
in the dialogue.
After much thought and discussion,
we decided there was only one way to
overcome the possibility of static cine¬
matography. That was to turn the dis¬
advantage of the single set into a pic¬
torial advantage. We decided to use the
camera to play up the feeling of confine¬
ment and thus contribute dramatically
to the total expression of the story, mak¬
ing the confinement an integral pictorial
part of the mood.
In good cinematography the camera
should never distract the audience from
the basic theme and never move with¬
out justification. And yet the static con¬
dition inherent in the one-set limita¬
tions of this story had to be overcome.
The camera had to reveal at the out¬
set the basic character of each man, and
his personality traits had to be elabor¬
ated upon later in the film to reveal
the inner psychological reasons for his
behavior.
Because of this the opening scene was
the longest, single continuous take I
have ever done in all my years as a
cinematographer. It ran for seven con¬
secutive minutes. It was made up of 18
separate camera movements which actu¬
ally showed 18 basic fact situations. It
also established the basic style and
mood of the picture.
During this seven-minute take the
camera introduces the twelve men in a
very casual way as they bump into each
other and exchange casual remarks
which are not at all related to the case
on trial. Yet in this way each charac¬
ter immediately begins to relate to every
other man in the room and to the story.
From the moment the foreman calls
for the first vote we are caught up in a
tight, tense drama which never breaks
until the end of the film. The screening

UNDER

THE

very

encountered,
suggest

limited

filming

the shooting

camera

procedure;

conditions

script

could

only

each

setup

and

camera angle was carefully thought out by
cinematographer Kaufman (left) and director
Sidney

Lumet

before

the

scene

was

shot.

CAST &
“12

CREDITS

Angry

Men”

HENRY FONDA
LEE J. COBB
ED BEGLEY
E. G. MARSHALL
JACK WARDEN
Jack Klugman
Joseph Sweeney
Martin Balsam
George Voskovec
Robert Webber Edward Binns John Fiedler
Produced by HENRY FONDA
Associate Producer REGINALD ROSE
Directed by SIDNEY LUMET
Production Supervisor GEORGE JUSTIN
Story and Screenplay REGINALD ROSE
Director of Photography BORIS KAUFMAN
Art Director Robert Markell
Film Editor Carl Lerner
Assistant Director Donald Kranze
Camera Operator Saul Midwall
Sound Engineer James A. Gleason
An

Orion-Nova

Production

time is exactly equal to the actual time
depicted in the story. Thus, in the hour
and one-half the jury spends in the jury
room it was impossible to break away
from the continuity of the story, to flash
back, or attempt a time-lapse. There was
nothing for the camera to do except to
show one direct continuing story carried
further and further along inside the
small, hot, locked room.
This picture was shot only one way,
to be edited only one way. We didn’t
“protect” ourselves in the usual way,
hut decided on the spot how the se¬
quence was to be shot.
Therefore, each angle was checked to
determine the best composition with re¬
spect to the visual impression we were
seeking, and to the action involved. So
that when it came time to roll the cam¬
era, everybody concerned knew exactly
what they were going to do.
The directing technique employed
stemmed to a great degree from Sidney
Lumet’s television background—where,
because you are only allowed one take
during the actual show, everything is
ironed out during rehearsal. Which,
when you have as fine and sensitive a
feel for camera-work as Lumet, plus his

talent and memory for details, com¬
bined with a tight script by Reginald
Rose, and sensitive performers like
Henry
Fonda,
Lee
J.
Cobb,
Jack
Warden, and others in the cast, can
prove to be a very successful method
of filming a motion picture.
There was another pictorial technique
we used to emphasize changes in the
mood of the story and in the interlock¬
ing themes of the plot. This was in the
basic lighting patterns, three in all.
First, the lighting suggests bright day¬
light as the hot afternoon sun shines
through the windows as the jury files
into the room.
The second stage is reached when the
action in the room becomes tight and
charged with the oppressive heat of the
summer day; the camera moves in again
and again to show the tense, electric
undercurrents related to the drama go¬
ing on between the men of the jury.
This effect is then heightened by dark¬
ening skies in the background, a sudden
darkness in the room, and the sound
of thunder off in the distance.
And finally, the pictorial effect of a
rainstorm which pours down on the city,
and breaks the tension within the room
at the height of the emotional battle that
has been going on for over an hour and
a half. The camera makes the most of
the effect of the sight and sound of rain
beating against windowpanes, raising
the tension of the jurors to the highest
point as the last of them finally admits
there is room for doubt.
Tbe storm
breaks only after the jurors’ fateful de¬
cision has been made.
As we cut to the exterior of the
Courthouse, with a wet column heavy in
the foreground, the men of the jury dis¬
perse into the city and the anonymity
of the crowd with nothing more to re¬
mind us of the drama that took place
behind the closed doors of the jury
room. Except the coming of night and
the wet pavement as the “12 Angry
Men” fade into darkness.
end
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have been
developed by John Mercer. These
syllabi are available from University
Campus Stores only to students regis¬
tered in the courses or to persons who
request them through Mercer. This is a
matter of University policy, aimed at
insuring a supply of material for the
students. Persons who wish to purchase
the syllabi (they are sold on a non¬
profit basis) can usually obtain copies
by writing to John Mercer at the Tele¬
vision Center.
The Television Center has always
produced film clips for its productions,
along with some program-length or
near program-length sound footage. For
general production work we have a
Cine Kodak-Special, an Auricon-Pro,
Stancil-Hoffman S-5 magnetic film re¬
corder, Magnecorder, Moviola Model
UL-20-S, and two editing tables.
We are going full speed ahead on
multicam. We use two cameras, one an
Auricon-Pro and the other a blimped
Cine Kodak-Special, both running con¬
tinuously during a take. We have found
that by using Tri-X film at Weston 400
we can stop down to f/8 in our studio.
This gives us great depth of field and
eliminates the necessity for following
focus in most cases. We can shoot only
five minutes at a time, and must reload
and reslate for each roll.
Selected students occasionally produce
short sound films for workshop credit.
We have recently produced a film on
archaelogoy and a puppet film.
We also use Bell & Howell 70-D series
cameras
equipped
with
wide-angle,
1-inch, and 2-inch lenses. For our studio
we have a room which measures
47x33x30 feet, with three permanent
sets built of ten-foot flats. We have sev¬
eral different kinds of lighting equipyllabi for the courses

THE
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Film Production At The
State University Of Iowa
By

STANLEY

E.

NELSON

and

JOHN

MERCER

(Continued from the October issue)

the preceding article, the authors de¬
scribed the scope of activity of the State Uni¬
versity of Iowa in producing motion picture
films. The University also conducts classes in
cinematography and film production. In the
first semester, the authors related, lectures

cover 21 different phases of film production,
equipment and procedures. Second semester
is devoted to film planning, script writing,
directing and cinematography. In the conclud¬
ing article, this phase of the University's
activity is described at greater length. ED.

In

SELECTED

STUDENTS

workshop

credit.

occasionally

Here

a

Bell

&

produce
Howell

short
70-DA

sound
camera

films
is

for

STUDENTS HAVE access to six film editing tables; each is equipped

being

with splicer, rewinds, viewer, film bin, light box, scissors and film

used on a dolly-mounted tripod on a studio set.
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FIG.

1—Simple

setup

for

photographing

TV

spots

and

com¬

mercials with superimpositions and other effects combined in
single

take,

such

as

illustrated

in

Fig.

3

a

below.

FIG. 2—Twin mirror device for making effects in the camera.
By sliding mirror (1) before lens, direct view is cut off and
image to be superimposed is picked up by lens, as reflected
by mirror

(2).

Gadget is mounted on

base plate (4).

IT'S DONE WITH MIRRORS
Simple gadget makes it possible to produce smart, semianimated TV spots or commercials in a matter of hours
without need for costly optical printing.
By

R.

C.

HORN

Tele-Film Company. Spokane. IT ash.

O

NE OF the vexing problems en¬
countered by many film producers
catering to TV advertisers is the high
eosts involved in making effective film
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commercials on the pin-money budgets
of the average small-market video ad¬
vertiser.
A television commercial or spot an¬
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nouncement must pack a tremendous
amount of selling within its alloted
time; every fraction of a second of the
air time must be utilized to the limit.

For this reason special photographic
effects are being employed more and
more in TV commercials to put the
greatest amount of message on the
limited amount of film. Thus action or
visual information is often dissolved or
overlapped to further reduce the time
required to put the message across—
something that usually requires costly
special laboratory treatment in the pro¬
duction of the film.
Mere is a tried and proven method
of producing TV commercials having
modern professional effects, at a cost so
small even the low-budget advertiser
can profitably use them. While the
method has its limitations, it is appli¬
cable to a wide range of local spot an¬
nouncements and commercials; and the
investment necessary for the film pro¬
ducer who would employ it is nominal,
indeed. For the essential equipment
necessary is a sound camera and a
simple gadget employing mirrors that
any cameraman handy with tools can
rig up in a very short time.
The 16mm frame enlargements re¬
produced at the bottom of these pages il¬
lustrate a TV commercial produced with
the mirror device, which is shown in
Figure 2. The example is a typical
low-budget commercial having all the
class of a professional job turned out by
means of special optical effects print¬
ing. The word “Money” and the name
of the Loan company is introduced in
the opening frames with narration over.
Then the speaking narrator appears in
a wipe-on effect as the word “Money”
is wiped off and the name “Local Loan
Co." is superimposed.
Attention is called to the diagram
(Fig. 4, on this page) which shows
positions of the two mirror units with
respect to the camera and the subjects
being filmed, as seen from above.
figure 1 shows the single camera set¬
up employed in filming the entire com¬

FIG.

3—Frame

spot

announcement produced

setup

described

enlargements
here.

As

of

a

with

shown

typical
the
in

mercial in one take. Here the mirrors
are in position, as shown in Fig. 4.
causing the text on the black card to be
recorded by the camera lens. As the
operator moves the larger mirror of
Unit A (Fig. 4) to the right, the text
disappears in a wipe-off effect revealing
the announcer.
ith the mirror removed
from in front of the lens, it no longer
reflects the image from the card, and
the camera picks up the announcer di¬
rect, where he is seated in the position
indicated as “Scene #1” in Fig. 4.
A second mirror of reduced size is then
moved to the left and picks up only the
name of the sponsor, causing this pari
of the text to be superimposed over the
announcer. Then the sectional mirror ismoved to wipe off the sponsor’s name,
the card changed, and the sectional mir¬
ror moved back again to reflect in the
lower region of the scene the sponsor’s
address. Producing these same effects
by standard lab printing procedure
might very well have made the com¬
mercial a profitless venture for the
producer.
The effects device illustrated and de¬
scribed here was designed for use with
an Aurieon Cine-Voice camera fitted
with a Pan-Cinor zoom lens. It makes
it possible to cut from one scene to an¬
other with the camera without stopping
it. or without moving or panning it in
any way. It is only necessary to move
one o f the sliding mirrors into position
in front of the lens, and a smooth, clean
transition results.
In actual practice the effect has been
accomplished in as little as three frames
and can be as fast or as slow as de¬
sired. With this mirror unit it is pos¬

^—T°P view diagram showing
cated at "Scene 1" and "Scene 2”.
card, shown in Fig. 1.
When
announcer in position of "Scene

sible to produce film commercials with
continuous sound tracks and many
changes of scenes without stopping the
camera.
The mirror unit “A” (Fig. 4) con¬
tains slots for two mirrors, which are
easily removed and interchanged during
filming. One mirror is large enough to
accept the full field of the widest angle
lens used. The second mirror is cut to
reflect only tin- lower (/g of the field.
These mirrors are mounted in brass
frames to allow free and easy move¬
ment in the channels of mirror unit
"A . Exact sizes are given to cover the
field of the Pan-Cinor 17mm to 70mm
lens; however, size of the unit could be
reduced where lenses of smaller diam¬
eter are to be used.
As may be seen in the diagram, if
the mirror in unit “A" is moved into
the field in front of the camera lens it
will reflect the scene picked up by
mirror “B”. This mirror is movable on
a vertical axis and its angle may be
adjusted to accept an entirely different
scene from that of the unobstructed lens.
By moving the mirror into position
in front of the lens, scene $:1 will be
wiped off and scene
2 will be wiped
on simultaneously. Having blocked out
scene
it is then possible to change
this scene and. when called for. return
to it by moving the mirror back out of
the field of the lens.
If it is desired to superimpose letter¬
ing onto a scene, a “two-way” mirror
may be used in the same manner. The
lettering to be superimposed will be al
scene i£2 and the main subject at scene
$ 1. The use of a two-way mirror to
(Continued on Page 755)

arrangement of camera, mirrors and subjects indi¬
Mirrors are in position to photograph the "Money”

mirror in Unit "A” is
1’ in a wipe-on effect.

moved

to

right,

lens

picks

up

TV

camera
Fig.

1,

camera picks up text of card reflected in mirror
(2) in Fig. 2; then mirror (1) is moved back to
permit

lens

chair.

Other

to

pick

up

announcer,

manipulations

of

lens

seated

in

superim¬

poses sponsor's name and later his address.
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...world-wide!
Everybody thrills to a fight! Especially when it's on a

Service, working hand-in-hand with the industry, are

wide, wide-screen where every seat is down front! Before

happy to have helped develop these technics.

this show could go on in this way, time, work, and money

Motion Picture Film Department

went into perfecting new technics in production, process¬

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.

ing, and projection. Members of the Eastman Technical

Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 2, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

HIGH ON A CAMERA BOOM on locotion in Italy, cinematographer

for look at a scene for "War and Peace” before rolling the Vista-

Jack Cardiff, center, loans his viewing glass to director King Vidor

Vision

camera.

Jack Cardiff's VistaVision Venture
Some highlights on the photographic problems encountered
and the techniques employed by Britain’s ace cinematographer
in filming one of the most talked-about pictures of the year.

By

B

ecause two cinematographers are
credited with the photography of
"War and Peace." no appraisal of the
camera work on this fine production can
begin without first defining the indi¬
vidual contributions of each of the
artists, both of whom are considered
tops in their field.
The credit titles in “W&P’ list Jack
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DEREK

HILL

Cardiff as director of photograph) with
additional photography contributed by
Aldo Tonli, a leading Italian cinema¬
tographer. I nfortunalely I was unable
to interview Mr. Tonti, but Mr. Cardiff,
having recently returned to London
after a four-year stay in Rome, where
much of “War and Peace" was filmed,
was just starting a new photographic

Dkckm bkr,

1956

assignment. "The Sleeping Prince. ' and
was accessible for interview. Briefly,
according to Cardiff, some of the battle
scenes and all of the Napoleon sequences
were photographed by Tonti; the rest
of the photography of "War and Peace"
is his.
Cardiff, whose photography of “Black
Narcissus" in 1917 won him an Oscar,

lias been named by several reviewers as
a certain contender for another Acad¬
emy Award as a result of his Techni¬
color and VistaVision photography of
"War and Peace.”
Before he started filming the Tolstoy
epic, Cardiff spent two weeks in Holly¬
wood familiarizing himself with the
VistaVision cameras and shooting a
number of tests. This was to be his
first film in VistaVision. and two brand
new VV cameras were flown from
Hollywood to Home for the production.
Eventually four VistaVision cameras
were made available, and these were
used in photographing the three large
battle scenes, one of which involved
5.000 extras.
“My experience in shooting ‘Scott
of the Antarctic* proved highly valuable
when it came to shooting many of the

TYPICAL

of

the

Cardiff

cinematic

touch

given to the many authentic interiors in

MOST IMAGINATIVE photographic
in the snow,

staged

and

shot

is

scenes staged in snow and snow storms.’
said Cardiff.
“I’d become familiar
enough with various snow7 scenes to be
able to recreate the effects 1 wanted.
But sometimes I was just lucky with
the location. When we shot on the
banks of the Arno river, for instance,
there was a slight fog which offered
wonderful pictorial possibilities.
“But we also had to create snow and
winter aspects for some of the scenes.
Actually, a large proportion of the film
was shot during the height of the Italian
summer, when almost every Roman de¬
serts the capital to escape the relentless
heat. To photograph an important win¬
ter scene at this time, it became neces¬
sary to scatter powdered plaster over a
square-mile location site to give it the
appearance of frost.
“In August.* Cardiff continued, “we

the

inspired

“War and

treatment

indoors on

is this

sound

lighting

Peace.”

scene

stage.

of

BIG SET for big picture is this city erected near Rome for “War and
Peace,”

duel

couldn’t get the Cine Cita stage space
we wanted, as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
had booked it for its production of ‘Ben
Hur,’ which had not yet even been
started. So we were obliged to take
space in a tiny studio across the road.
It was so small that our one set came
to within a foot of the walls on every
side. Luckily, fire restrictions in Rome
are less severe than in Britain.
"By the time we’d lit this set, the
temperature was practically bursting the
thermometer. And on top of this, the
interiors we were shooting were sup¬
posed to be mid-winter scenes in which
members of the cast had to wear fur
coats and appear to shiver in the cold!
The floor was literally soaked with per¬
spiration before we began rehearsals.”
In all the “exterior” snow scenes
which were actually shot in the studio.

locale

of

many

of

the

picture’s

great

scenes.

ANOTHER realistic "exterior” shot indoors, made all the more real
through

Cardiff's

skillful

A M EH 1C A N CIN EM ATOGR A I* H F.R

lighting

and

camera

treatment.
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“War and
battle

se¬

Cardiff used a panel of glass, sprayed
white, plus a pale green filter before
the lens in order to impart a slight mist
effect to the scenes. One sequence in
the picture, which has attracted much
praise for its photographic excellence,
is the action of the duel in the snow.
Many expert photographers have un¬
qualifiedly declared these scenes actual
exteriors. The fact is however that they
were shot on Stage 5 at Rome’s Cine
Citta studio. To achieve the very real
effect of dusk on a wintry night, Car¬
diff used a glass before the camera with
sky painted on the upper portion, as
the wide-angle lens used in covering the
great sweep of the set took in too much
vertically.
Though this is a technique which
Cardiff has used before, it was new7 to
the Italian technicians, who were rather
dubious about the outcome. For a sun
effect in the same sequence, Cardiff
employed an original trick of directing
a lamp onto the sky area of the painted
glass mounted before the camera lens.
A combination of colored filters plus a
fog filter gave Cardiff the effect he
sought, and resulted in one of the most
talked-about scenes in the film.
All rushes of “War and Peace” had
to be sent to London and then returned,
which meant it was a week instead of
the usual day before the work could
be seen.
Otherwise Cardiff enjoyed
Italian working conditions. He particu¬
larly appreciated the freedom from the
union restrictions which beset London
studios.
“When I wanted that glass painted
with a skv 1 just picked it up and did
it myself,” he told me. “In London
that would have caused a strike, just
because it wasn't strictly my job.”
“ ‘War and Peace' was in many ways
a cameraman’s holiday,” Cardiff as¬
sured me. “It was a realistic subject
and it demanded a straightforward, raw
treatment.
1 could light faces with
flickering firelight; the whole approach
was deliberately broad, almost rough."
The contrast between “War and
Peace” and Cardiff's current “Sleeping
Prince” assignment could hardly be
greater. From the camerman’s point of
view the latter is a typical highlit
comedy, with the maximum of lighting
and camera control.
Closeups, espe¬
cially of Marilyn Monroe and Sir Lau¬
rence Olivier, are of prime importance.
Cardiff's major problem is caused by
the camera dolly he uses. It has a
unique wheel system which allows the
camera to track sideways at right angles
to the normal forwards and backwards
movement during the same take. This
freedom of movement results in consid¬
erable difficulties in placing lights out
of camera range, as the field covered
during one take can be enormous.
(Continued on Page 746)

SHOOTING NIGHT
SCENES IN DAYLIGHT
By

CHARLES

G.

CLARKE,

A.S.C.

,

Director of Photography 20th Century-Fox.

CONVINCING

“day

for

night”

scenes,

whether

in

23A (light red). The Wratten 25 is normally used where
ample light prevails; it has a filter factor of 7. The 23A
is better suited to semi-shadow areas, as it provides cor¬
rection with a smaller exposure factor, namely 4. In addi¬
tion to the filters, exposure should be reduced about two
stops. This not only increases the effect of the filter used
but also decreases detail in the scene to further enhance the
illusion of night.
It has long been the contention that the sky should be
rendered as dark as possible in “day for night” shots. Ex¬
cept where a very blue sky prevails, this is not always
possible if any detail is to be retained in the foreground
areas. Very often a neutral wedge sky filter is employed
to hold back the sky in shots of this kind. Use of this filter
is particularly advantageous when filming with back-light;
and back-light is highly desirable for night effect shots,
rendering as it does an outline of objects in the scene in
a sort of semi-silhouette, with an absence of detail in the
dark areas—which is natural in true night scenes. It should
be remembered, however, that the sky is brightest when
back-light is employed; there is no blue color to be filtered
out, so it must be absorbed by the wedge-type sky filter

black-and-

white or color, involve the use of filters and a degree of under¬
exposure.

(Continued on Page 742)

C

in all fields of
motion picture production are fre¬
quently called upon to shoot night scenes,
which for one reason or another must
be photographed in daylight. In the
major studios this is called shooting
“day for night.” To obtain a true night
effect in daylight often presents prob¬
lems, whether the
production is in
black-and-white or
color. Over the
years, numerous
methods have been
evolved to aid in
the creation of night
effects, and not all
cameramen follow
the same procedure.
My approach to the
Charles G. Clarke,
A.S.C.
problem is set forth
here with the hope
it will benefit the many readers who
have written to the editor for informa¬
tion on this subject.
To shoot “day for night,” using
black-and-white film, the two main
requisites are over-correction and under¬
exposure. Over-correction is usually
provided through use of filters, such as
a Wratten 25 (deep red) or Wratten
INEMATOGRAPHERS

IN THIS "DAY-FOR-NIGHT” shot, the illusion of nighttime was enhanced by the inclusion
in the composition of the two locomotive headlights, the lighted windows of the railway
station, and the lamp

hanging

over the entrance

illumination of all three “burn” through the
the correct intensity in the filtered night shot.
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JOHN DABORN, British cine amateur, checks storyboard sketches
for his ambitious

animated

Wangapore.”

cooperative

amateur

won

award

of

Daborn,

A

film

ALL THE

a

cartoon

top

PROCEDURES

production,

followed

venture
at

“The
under

Cannes

by

the

Film

Battle

of

direction
Festival.

professional

animation

studios were employed by Daborn and his Grasshopper Group
associates in making “Wangapore.”
against

his

log

sheet,

determining

Here he checks a key sketch
number

of

frames

for

it.

The Grasshopper Group—A Cine Amateur Cooperative
By

B

cine club, the
Grasshopper Group, has only been
in existence for three years. But already
its unique method of working has at¬
tracted many of the most celebrated
amateurs in Britain to its ranks. For the
Grasshopper Group, unlike most local
cine organizations, draws its members
from all over the country and offers the
most far-ilung enthusiasts a chance to
take part in its productions.
The system employed offers valuable
lessons to American amateurs anxious
to combine their talents with those of
equally keen cine addicts. Among lone
ritain’s
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HAROLD

BENSON

workers the expert amateur camera¬
man is often a hopeless scriptwriter.
The would-be director finds himself
short of a cast. An outstanding editor
may have no idea of the fundamentals
of sound recording.
Even in an amateur group specialists
in a vital sphere may sometimes be
lacking. Or a shortage of equipment
may hold up production. But with a
nationwide club like the Grasshopper
Group, the talents and apparatus are
unlimited.
In 1953 John Daborn, a young com¬
mercial artist, hit on the idea of a cine
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group for enthusiasts with particular
interests in two fields of film making—cartoons and experimental work. The
first may seem an ambitious challenge
to amateurs, hut Daborn had already
become the best known amateur in
Britain as the result of two painstaking
cartoons he produced whose technical
qualities were comparable to those
achieved by professionals.
With “The Midstream” and “The
History of Walton” he had won almost
every trophy available.
“The Millstream,” which runs for only four min¬
utes, involved fifteen months work, two

thousand paintings, and thousands upon
thousands of preliminary drawings and
sketches. The animation stand was an
upturned kitchen table. Daborn was just
21 at the time.
“The History of Walton,” the story
of Daborn’s home town, was an even
more prodigious effort. It was three
years in production, and involved ex¬
posing 40,000 frames of film, one at a
time. Tracks, pans, tilts, wipes, dis¬
solves, double and treble exposures and
complicated title effects were needed,
and Daborn built his own animation
table for the purpose.
Both cartoons won places in Amateur
Cine World's “Ten Best Films of the
Year” contests, and “Walton” was
awarded Film of the Year trophies at
both the Cannes Festival and the
U.N.I.C.A. contest, where films from
sixteen countries were entered. Later
“Walton" was screened among the
cream of the professional shorts at the
Edinburgh Festival.
After the success of these two films
and two tentative live-action shorts,
Daborn appealed for members to help
form a cartoon and experimental or¬
ganization. With a nucleus of only a
dozen or so members he started work
on “Two’s Company” the first amateur
experiment in pixilation—the single
frame live-action technique pioneered
by Norman McLaren.
The name “Grasshopper" was sug¬
gested during the production of this
comedy. It had a suggestion of pixila¬
tion, with a hint of madness, and the

DABORN at work at his homemade ani¬
mation
Battle

stand, shooting scenes for “The
of Wangapore,”

in

16mm

color.

JOHN
er

DABORN,

and

found¬

chairman

Britain's
Group

of

Grasshopper

cine

organiza¬

tion, is rated the coun¬
try’s

most

amateur,
numerous
his

16mm

Group

ambitious
having
awards

won
for

color

films.

affords

cine

amateurs opportunity to
work cooperatively with
other amateurs in mak¬
ing serious films.

alliteration proved so catchy that the
Grasshopper Group was soon a familiar
title. Plans for a Group cartoon pro¬
vided Daborn with his first opportunity
of testing the club's unique financial
and geographical liaison.
“The Battle of Wangapore” was to
be the first amateur sound-on-film color
cartoon ever produced. Clearly it was
going to be expensive—more expensive
than lone workers could afford and
even beyond the resources of many cine
clubs. Daborn's scheme was based on
the possibility of finding a sufficient
number of enthusiasts who would be
prepared to buy shares in the film at
£1 each ($2.80) without promise or
even likelihood of getting their money
back.
The idea may sound Utopian; but
today “The Battle of Wangapore” is a
fact. Already it has won an Amateur
Cine World Ten Best trophy (the
“Oscars” of the cine movement) and
the Grand Prix at Cannes. It has been
screened on television in Britain and
may soon be seen on television screens
in France, Italy and Switzerland.
Who are the people prepared to
finance a film knowing that they can¬
not make a profit (as any profit auto¬
matically goes into Group funds) and
may be throwing their money away
altogether? They are fellow enthusiasts
who appreciate that when they them¬
selves wish to make a film, the people
they have supported will be prepared
to assist them in turn.
For every member of the Grasshop¬
per Group is entitled to submit ideas,
synopses and shooting-scripts to the
Grasshopper Committee. If the major¬
ity of the committee approves, the film
idea is adopted as a Group production.

American Cinematographer

The author, while being responsible for
as many roles in the production of the
film as he wishes, may call upon other
members for any assistance he requires.
He may need a lighting technician or
the loan of an animated viewer. His
requirements are announced in the
pages of Grasshopper News, the Group’s
quarterly magazine.
The majority of members live in and
around the London area; but active
production is often spread throughout
the country. Again “The Battle of
Wangapore” proved the possibilities of
this arrangement. Amateur artists all
over Britain sketched and painted scenes
for the cartoon at home. Details of the
same sequence were prepared several
hundred miles apart. Close co-opera¬
tion was maintained by mail through¬
out the two and a half years of
production.
Several of the painters,
tracers and animators have never even
met.
With
live-action
productions
the
limitations on postal co-operation are
obviously severe.
But even here the
development from synopsis to final
shooting script, set designing and even
editing can be undertaken by members
anywhere in the country.
The latest Group production, “Bride
and Groom,” received its public pre¬
miere only a few weeks ago. This is
another pixilated comedy, this time in
color, with a specially composed optical
sound track. It seems to be as likely
a contender for an amateur Oscar as
“Two’s Company” and “The Battle of
Wangapore.”
Nevertheless, the Group’s real value
lies not in the number of shields and
cups it has won, but in the encourage(Continued on Page 750)
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Simple

Animation
Techniques
How to film an animated
insert using a Bolex H-16 camera
and Bolex Titler . . .

By

PETER

GIBBONS

(Reprinted, by permission from Bolex Reporter)

D

shooting of animated sequences, each
scene or part of a scene must be filmed one frame at a
time because of the exposure problem, as I pointed out last
month. It would be impossible to have consistent exposure
on the screen if in some places the film was exposed one
frame at a time, and in others the camera had been allowed
to run continuously, even though it was “hold” footage and
no action was taking place.
Now that the art work and the exposure sheet are fin¬
ished, it is time to set up the camera. It must be set up
rigidly so that it cannot be moved accidentally. Remember
that the Bolex will have to be wound from time to time and
that if it is moved from its original position, all the work
that has already been done will be absolutely worthless. An
important device for this kind of work is an animation
stand, like the Bolex Titler used in a vertical position, as
shown at right. With this versatile piece of equipment the
art work can be put in place and photographed quite easily.
Another essential item is a Bolex cable release. Since all the
work has to be shot one frame at a time, this accessory cuts
down not only the labor involved but the possibility of mov¬
ing the camera and so spoiling all the previous frames that
have been shot.
A great aid in aligning the background and other parts
of the picture is the Bolex Prismatic Focuser. This little
device insures perfect framing and alignment. Nothing is
more disappointing than finding, after the work has been
done, that the art work was out of line with the frame,
or the picture too far to the top, the side or the bottom
of the film frame.
If you do not have the Bolex Titler, the camera can be
mounted on a wall bracket, an enlarger, or even a tripod,
provided the tripod can be tilted so that the camera can be
pointed straight down. Whatever method is used, rigidity
is essential. Animation can be shot against a wall, with the
art work held vertically, but it is very awkward; often there
are as many as three or four cells on the background at the
uring the actual

USING THE Bolex prismatic focuser to line up the art work on
the

animation

angle

prevent

table.
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reflections

from
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slick
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THE ROUTE LINES to be animated are completely drawn on the
top or “overlay”
in

cell, as shown here.

The animation

reverse, with sections of the lines being

erased between the single-frame exposures.
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is done

"scratched off

or

same time, and for reasons of focus,
alignment, lighting, etc., it is necessary
to keep them close together. This is
most efficiently done when the art
work is in the horizontal position, by
placing a piece of plate glass over the
cells whenever an exposure is made. I
use an enlarging easel, which I fasten
securely in place by screwing it to the
table. A piece of glass, cut to size, is
fastened to the cropping device. With
this as a platen, it is a simple matter to
lift the glass whenever a change has to
be made in the art work. If the art work
were held vertically, this would be al¬
most impossible.
Double 45° angle lighting is used. In
this type of lighting two lights are
mounted opposite each other and 45°
above the horizontal plane in which the
art work is held, as illustrated here.
This gives equal illumination over the
entire area of the field, eliminates any
reflections that might be picked up from
the shiny cells, and prevents picking up
any texture from the background.
Make certain that none of the shiny
surfaces of the camera or the stand are
reflecting from the cells or the glass
platen into the lens. If they are, put
black photographic tape on them to
eliminate these reflections. These should
be observed from the lens position as
only those reflections seen from this
position will record on the film.
The exposure is determined in the
usual way with either an incident light
meter or an 18% gray card and a re¬
flected light meter.
New photoflood
lamps should be used to reduce the pos¬
sibility of a lamp burning out in the
middle of a sequence. If a new lamp
burns out after a short time and it is
replaced with a new one, there will not
be as great a change in color and ex¬
posure as if an old one burned out and
was replaced with a new one. Photo¬
floods vary considerably in intensity
and color if they are burned for any
length of time.
With the Bolex set up and the art
work in place and illuminated, shooting
is ready to begin. The camera is posi¬
tioned upside down with respect to the
art work, because we are going to shoot
backwards. With the camera loaded with
film, focused, and the lens aperture set
to give the right exposure, we are ready
to refer to the exposure sheet illustrated
and described last month. (See Fig. 3,
page 675.) The instantaneous exposure
of the Bolex H-16, shooting one frame
at a time, is 1 /25th of a second. The
frame counter should be set at zero.
This counter can be used to a very great
advantage because a record can be kept
as the work goes along.
Let us now look at the exposure sheet.
Since we are going to shoot upside
down, or backwards, we will have to
work from the bottom of the sheet up.

BIG SCREEN
movie viewer only $4950
Large 314" by 414" hooded screen and 75-watt projection lamp so
that it can be used comfortably in lighted room. Stainless steel film
guide cannot scratch film. Rotating optical prism shutter. Flat field
projection lens and ground and polished condenser lens. Built-in frame
marker, focusing and frame adjustments, left to right film travel. Auto¬
matic lamp switch. Dual cooling system means you can view a single
frame for minutes without scorching film or emulsion. Readily port¬
able. Sturdy, rugged construction — will last many years. Just what
you need for quick and easy viewing and film inspection. 8mm or
16mm models.

Craig Formula $7 Film Cement
Specially formulated to weld all color or black and white
film in strong permanent splices that do not show in pro¬
jection. Equally strong with Triacetate as well as the older
Diacetate film base. Does not deteriorate — always fresh
and fast-acting. Handy brush applicator in 1 oz. bottle.
Craig Accessory Frame Counter. $37.50
Craig Projecto-Editor, complete with
rewinds, splicer, viewer and cement .... $79.50
Craig Formula #7 Cement, 1 oz.
.40
8 oz. $ 2.60
16 oz. $ 4.00
All available at better camera stores. Write Dept. AC12 for further information.
Enclose 10ff for 50^ book: L. J. Heffeman’s “Editing for Better Movies.”

THE

KALART

COMPANY

,NC

PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT
Producers of Precision Photographic Products since 1930: Speed Flash Synchronizers,
Synchronized Rangefinders, KALART and CRAIG Movie Editing Equipment
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It is to be used with official cameras in making a
permanent record of this great sporting event.

Sold only by dealers.

See your nearest dealer.
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The footage in frames is counted and
accumulated from the top to the bottom,
but since we are shooting from the bot¬
tom to the top we can (1) use these
figures and subtract as we go along,
or (2) accumulate the footage from the
bottom, and use that. In any case, most
of the planning, working, and thinking
will have to be done in reverse.
We start with a two-second fade-in
of the background over which are the
two necessary cells. These consist of one
clear cell next to the background, and
the route cell with the three legs of the
journey painted on it securely fastened
in place in perfect register. Remember
that the route cell always has to be on
top so that the route lines can be
scratched off. The “highlight” cells are
not in, but are hinged at the side of the
background, and can he folded in easily
when the time comes. Only one blank
cell is in under the route cell since only
one “highlight” cell will be in at any¬
one time. This fade-in could be a “cut”
instead but I recommend the former
here, and it can be done in any one of
several ways. It can be done with an Iris
Vignetter on the lens, or by starting
with the lights completely switched off
and fading them in completely onto the
subject (using a rheostat control) with
a pre-determined exposure.
Next comes the five-second “hold"
footage (120 frames) in which no ac¬
tion takes place, but which has to be
shot one frame at a time for reasons of
exposure. After the last frame has been
taken, we start removing the route line
from Nassau to New York, starting at
New York. On the map the distance is
approximately seven inches. The line is
to be completely eradicated in 72
frames, which means that on each ex¬
posure approximately 1 /10th of an inch
is to be removed. It is scratched off with
a stump, a pencil-like piece of paper or
cloth sold in artists supply stores. The
stump removes the paint without scratch¬
ing or marring the cell in any way.
The procedure is as follows: Lift
the platen, remove approximately l/10th
of an inch of the line, lower the platen,
and make an exposure; lift the platen,
remove another 1 /10th of an inch of
line, lower the platen, and make an¬
other exposure—and so on until the
entire 72 exposures are made and the
entire line is completely removed be¬
tween New York and Nassau. If the
number of exposures does not come out
to exactly 72 it does not matter too
much since this was computed on a
time basis and a few frames one way or
the other will not make any difference.
However, the exposure sheet should be
changed to correspond with the footage
counter on the camera so that every¬
thing can be kept straight.
Next come three feet of “hold” foot¬
age which is shot, as before, one frame

at a time. This continues until the
Nassau highlight is popped in. At this
point the blank cell is removed and
the cell with the Nassau highlight is
folded into place. Checking the expo¬
sure sheet, we see that 5 feet of “hold'
footage is to be shot (one frame at a
time) and then this cell is to be re¬
moved. The blank cell is then put back
in once more and 24 more frames of
“hold" footage are shot, one frame at
a time. I keep repeating this over and
over because it is a great temptation to
run the camera continuously on these
runs where no action is taking place.
This might seem like a long-drawn-out
procedure, but it goes fairly quickly,
and if it is done well it will be more
than worth the effort.
We are now at the point where we
have to scratch off the line from Nassau
to Bermuda, starting with Nassau. The
same thing is done here as was done
with the New York-Nassau line. Divide
the line into parts approximately equal
to the number of exposures called for.
and scratch off the small division after
each exposure. Lift the platen, scratch
off a bit, lower the platen, and make an
exposure; lift the platen—and so on.
The Bermuda highlight is brought in
and taken out again exactly the same
way the Nassau highlight was done, and
the line from Bermuda to New York is
scratched off the same way as the other
two were.
After the entire line is scratched oft.
120 frames of the background with two
blank cells over it are exposed (there is
nothing on the route cell line now).
Then comes a two-second Fade-out and
the job is done.
Supplies needed for simple
tion are as follows:

anima¬

1 map showing proposed route
4 sheets of cellulose acetate
1 jar of Brumbacher’s white watermix paint
1 jar of Brumbacher’s colored watermix paint
1 small brush for paint
1 roll one-inch masking tape
1 stump pencil
1 plate glass platen cut to size
It might seem like quite a task, but
the work goes fairly fast once the tech¬
nique becomes familiar. The important
things are patience, precision and per¬
sistence. After you have worked at it
for a while, you will find that in addi¬
tion to it being fascinating work it will
add a touch of professional excellence
to your movies that you will be proud
of every time you show them.
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SHOOTING NIGHT SCENES

NOW!

(Continued From Page 735)

FOR THE FIRST TIME

previously mentioned. The scene at top
of page—illustrate these conditions.
1 always use a neutral density type
filter having a transmission factor of
about 50%—rather than the tinted fil¬
ters for night effects, for they retain
the same absorption qualities regardless
of the saturation of the filter used with

Everything under
one roof!

• RCA Sound Recording
• Editing
• Processing
• Printing, Color and
Black-and-White
•

Magnetic Laminating

CAPITAL
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairvlew Ave., N. E..
Washington 2, D.C.
LAwrence 6-4634
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the film.
Some photographers use a Pola Screen
filter to darken the sky for “day for
night” shots, but I have found their
use is restricted to certain angles of
sunlight—a matter which makes pan
shots out of the question.
Up to this point, we have considered
shooting “day for night” in open land¬
scapes or in exterior longshots where
detail in the actors’ faces is not im¬
portant. But where it is important to
show such detail, other factors inject
themselves. The red filters, being over¬
corrective, naturally increase contrast
and thus render a face chalky white on
the highlight side, and inky black on
the shadow side. This harsh result is
not at all favorable and can easily be
avoided by using a combination of 23A
filter with a Wratten 56 (light green)
filter. With such a combination, all the
good qualities of the 23A red filter are
retained and its objectionable features
are cancelled out or neutralized by the
green filter. The latter prevents the
“chalking up” of highlights and allows
some of the shadow light to be photo¬
graphed. The filter factor is six and is
computed without any additional cut
in exposure.
A trick that makes a “day for night”
scene appear more realistic is to intro¬
duce some natural light source into the
scene, such as a street lamp or a lighted
window. The light used should be of
high intensity, stronger than the pre¬
vailing daylight and of sufficient in¬
tensity to pierce through the filters used.
This is accomplished by use of highintensity lamps such as photofloods in
street lamps, or a hank of photofloods
behind windows that are covered with
tracing paper. A typical scene of this
sort is illustrated in the lower photo on
page 735, which shows bright head¬
lights on the locomotive and the brightly
lit windows of the railway station in the
background. In the “day for night” pho¬
tography of this scene, these elements
heightened the illusion of night.
In studio practice, regular incan¬
descent lamps are used instead of pho¬
tofloods. with current supplied by a
small generator. Such lamps do not have
much effect when used in strong sun¬
light, so 1 usually photograph such
scenes at dusk. In studio parlance, we
call it the “magic hour”—that period
when there is enough overall light for
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fortobl* Sound Proioctor*.
constant tpood motors, 1000 watt
Mazda lamphouscs. 2000' upper and lower mogazinei, photo¬
cell!, exciter lamps, etc. (Brand New). 2—Series 1 4" lenses,
with adapters (New). 1 — Set projector, photocell and exciter
lamp cobles (New). 1—Amplifier, late model, 25/30 watt out¬
put (Rebuilt like New). 1—Jensen Heavy Duty 12" PM speaker,
with baffle and 75 feet cable (Reconed and refinished), guaronteed some as new).

★STAR CINEMA SUPPLY COd
621 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

PROFESSIONAL
CINE PRODUCTS
Custom converts your Auricon Cine-Voice to a
fine camera that will handle 400 feet of film
with perfect jam-free operation.
Includes ac¬
curate footage counter, filter slot and hold¬
ers, phone jack in camera and complete re¬
finishing . . . Quick
service . . . Finest
workmanship . . . Contact one of the follow¬
ing dealers:
Bass Camera Co., Chicago; Brooks Cameras.
San Francisco; Florman & Babb, N.Y.C.; Har¬
old's, Sioux Falls S.D.; Photo Sound Sales,
Lubbock, Texas,- Lloyd's Camera Shop, Holly¬
wood, or write direct to:

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
6055
We

Ridgecrest Rd.,

Dallas,

Texas

&

give

Film o

immediate
service
on
Auricon
repairs.
We add a critical focuser
any turret Cine-Voice.
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Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ff.
8mm-16mm-35mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured
70mm tank also available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed.

Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

Dept. AC
487 South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

a basic exposure, yet not enough to
minimize the effect of the lights in the
windows, street lamps, etc. Because the
prevailing light at dusk is so weak, no
correction filters are used, though use
of a neutral wedge is sometimes neces¬
sary where sky is included in the scene.
Also, it is sometimes necessary to side¬
light the actors in the foreground with
light from photo lamps or other light
source because of the strictly flat light
which prevails at this time of day.
When shooting on location, one can
expect to encounter a certain amount of
overcast weather to hinder scheduled
filming. For this reason I have my build¬
ing windows prepared with lights and
tracing paper so that we can shoot “day
for night ’ scenes if we get socked in.
Needless to say, this pleases the pro¬
duction office, for we are not forced to
sit around and wait for the weather to
clear, and it enables us to get better
results in “day for night” shots than
when trying to shoot in strong sunlight.
This means that booster lights are essen¬
tial if one is to follow this procedure.
This is the system we used when doing
a recent series of “horse pictures” at
20th Century-Fox—“Smokey,” “Green
Grass of Wyoming,” “Thunderhead,”
etc. More recently, when I was shooting
scenes for “Love is a Many Splendored
Thing” in Hong Kong, I shot “day for
night” scenes in twilight augmented bv
the light from photofloods.
Coleman
lanterns were also used on the boats.
The procedures discussed thus far
apply chiefly to black-and-white pho¬
tography. However, they differ very
little for color photography of “dav for
night” shots, except that color filters
are never used. As the impression com¬
monly prevails that night scenes are
bluish in tone, shooting in color pre¬
sents the advantage that “day for night”
shots can be made “plus-blue” to help
the illusion. The simplest method is to
use Type A (interior) color film for
shooting the “night ' scenes out of doors
—without a correction filter. Omitting
the filter will produce a pronounced
overall blue effect to the scene, and this,
plus underexposure, will render a pleas¬
ing night effect.
As when shooting with black-andwhite film, back-light can often prove
advantageous when used with a neutral
wedge to control the sky. Of course,
when no sky is included in the scene,
the wedge is unnecessary. Actually, for
any “day for night” shot, it is best to
avoid sky in the composition. I prefer
to shoot such scenes in color in twilight
or where an overcast prevails. I usually
start filming as soon as possible after
sunset, using an A2 ultra violet filter
over the lens. As the prevailing light
decreases, the filter is removed so that
I end up using straight artificial light
with no filter whatever.
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Design
Engineering
Manufacturing
Servicing
incomparable... the service
and the variety of equip¬
ment available at Gordon
Enterprises...World’s largest
inventory of motion picture
cameras and equipment...
skilled technicians who
can rebuild to equal or
exceed original manufac-*
turer’s specifications. To
you this means swift service,
expert workmanship, and

Were it necessary to use daylight type
color film for night effect scenes, then
the light blue filter recommended for
converting interior color film to day¬
light use would be employed without
making any allowance for filter factor
to gain underexposure. As incandescent
light photographs white with incandes¬
cent type color film, I prefer to use
MT2 gelatin filters over the lamps; this
renders a soft orange color generally
associated with lamp light. This same
color gelatin can be used to filter the
side lights and any back lights used on
the actors. Unfiltered incandescent light
is used for fill or key light on actors’
faces. This creates a suitable color har¬
mony that further enhances the illusion
of night in the scene. The MT2 gelatin
filters referred to are obtainable in large
sizes from the Mole-Richardson Com¬
pany, Hollywood.

photography of “day for night’’ scenes
will result from a combination of the
methods suggested above, applying the
best method to each individual scene
problem. At best such scenes are only
illusions, for in actual night, detail is
far less discernible than commonly seen
in motion pictures, where some detail
is necessary in order to maintain con¬
tinuity of action or theme.

As may be seen from the foregoing,
there is no one set method of photo¬
graphing “day for night’’ scenes. The
one factor common with any method,
however, is that all depend upon under¬
exposure to some degree. Successful

In my estimation, the revival of blue
toning or tinting of the film in blackand-white “day for night” scenes would
enhance the effect and prove a novelty
to the present generation of theatre¬
goers.

an end to your search for
rare, hard-to-get items.

PRIME CONTRACTORS TO THE U. S. AIR
FORCE, U.S. ARMY AND U.S. NAVY

While discussing the photography of
night effects with black-and-white film.
I did not go into the matter of using
infra-red film because its use is re¬
stricted to very exceptional long shots
where the change in color tone of trees,
shrubs and other scene components is
unimportant. Use of infra-red film for
“day for night” shots, where actors are
employed has not proven satisfactory
because of its adverse effect on the
rendition of makeup, wardrobe, etc.
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MULTIPLE CAMERA CONTROL IN TV FILMING

5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BLVD. • NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Now! A 400ft. Magazine
For Your BOLEX H-16

Permits Continuous Run of
400

ft.,

16mm

Film

Ideal
for
newsreel
work,
shooting
wrestling
matches, prizefights, football games, etc.
200 ft.
daylight loading spool may be used in the 400
ft. magazine.
100 ft. spool can be used in the
camera without removing external magazine.
See your Bolex dealer or write for
full
information.
Ask about our
Rack-Over, Camera Base and Syn¬
chronous Motor.
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(Continued From Page 723)

knows what a two-shot is as does the
grip and the assistant; so I don’t have
to see what the camera is getting. I
rely on the camera crewx to accomplish
it properly.
When I flash the orange light, this
means to do just the opposite from what
I require when the green light is flashed,
i.e., to pull back for wider coverage as
in a three-shot. The operator can dolly
back or switch to another lens, accord¬
ing to his best judgment. All lenses on
the cameras, incidentally, are set at the
same stops and taped to prevent acci¬
dental change during filming—the ex¬
posure having been determined before¬
hand through meter readings.
At this point it is readily seen that,
except for any oral instructions given
the camera crews before the show starts,
all instructions issued to them thereafter
are silent—by means of the control
lights, i maintain a single intercom con¬
tact, and that is with my dimmer board
operator. In addition there is a PA sys¬
tem, which I use in talking to Art Linkletter or others during the breaks be¬
tween stunts or during the show in those
rare instances when something goes
wrong—like a film jam.
There is another important function
of the camera sync control panel and
that is putting the necessary sync marks
on the camera films and the sound track.
Sync marks are placed on the camera
film by means of a small cue light which
is positioned before the lens during the
Decemiwr, 1956

time the camera is inactive, and is
flashed by me as the camera starts by
means of a switch on the panel. At the
same time, a cue mark is recorded on
the magnetic sound track on which is
recorded all the dialogue of the show.
The small cue light is snapped in
place before the camera lens by the
assistant as soon as the red light goes off.
indicating the camera is stopped; and
it remains in place until the camera
is re-started and the cue light flashed.
Immediately, the cue light is removed
from in front of the lens by the assist¬
ant.
Purpose of cueing the picture films
and the sound film is to give the film
cutter positive, visible marks that will
enable him to accurately match up the
picture with the track. This is the only
system I know of that is employed in
multiple camera photography where
“exact frame” sync is provided; most
other systems have a “coast by” of 8 to
10 frames, making it necessary for the
editor to search for the exact point
where picture matches the sound track.
To further aid the film editor, there
is recorded on the sound tape (on a
separate track) data which I give orally
through a multi-purpose microphone lo¬
cated in my booth. This does not inter¬
fere with the show’s sound track.
For example, when we start the show
—say with cameras 1, 3 and 5 rolling—
I call out “Cameras 1, 3, and 5,’Land
this is recorded on the sound, track.

$5(4 —
Compare These Pathe features With Any

CAMERA BUY No. 1 }-, pH CAMERA BUY No. 2

16mm Motion Picture Camera At Any Prlcel

MWONSTRATORPATHE

VARIABLE SHUTTER

BODY

FOCUSSING THROUGH THE LENS

ONLY

O9O50

SPECIAL

★ SPEEDS TO 80 FRAMES PER SECOND

229

F1.9 ctd lens^Qj

BUILT-IN

if

25mm F1*' 9 BE RTH O IT
Cinor Normol
10mm FI.9 BERTHOIT
75mm F3.5 BERTHOIT Tele

OPTICAL VIEWFINDER

HAND

CRANK

if

CAMERA BUY No. 4

DEMONSTRATOR PAT

if SINGLE FRAME DEVICE

if

BERTHIOT 9CQ00

ri CAMERA BUY No. 3 H

if LONG RUN SPRING MOTOR

if

DEMONSTRATOR PATHE
BRANDNEW

TRI-LENS TURRET

AUTOMATIC FOOTAGE AND FRAME COUNTERS

10mm FI.9 BERTHOIT
GRAND ANGULAIRE
25mm FI.5 BERTHOIT
75mm F'2.5 BERTHOIT

SPECIAL .429.00

ANOTHER REVOLUTIONARY NEW DEVELOPMENT

SPECIAL .499.00

THE AlewBertA/of IOmnll.9 WIDE ANGLE LENS

AUTOMATIC TELEPHOTO FOCUSING

Met ml; a NEW H I D E ANGLE 16mm LENS, but a NEW MIRACLE if
optical achievement... it wide an anfle that at 8 feet away yee can
photograph a group of 6 people ... te great a depth el field that evtn
at FI.9 (ecuted at 7 teet. everything trem 3 Vi feet te infinity is IN FOCUS.

me NIW IHVtNTION THAT WUI MVOlllTIOmU miPHOTOCUPHt

The NEW BERTHIOT rivals cinemascope with NO extra projection lenses
needed... unheard et performance new possible with L
this lens...no ether wide angle lens can even come ^$0095
close to this NEW MIRACLE of optical achievement.
j 07

3 GREAT CNOVOFLE)0
FOLLOW FOCUS LENSES

v WHlOT '

240mm f4.5
300mm f5.6
400mm F5.6

249.50
256.50
279.50
FOR ARRIFLEX, PATHE,
"Follow Focus" . . . THIS AMAZING NEW FOCUSING PRINCIPLE CAMERETTE, AURICON,
ELIMINATES THE NEED TO TURN OR ADJUST A FOCUSING DIAPHRAGM. BOLEX REFLEX, AND ALL
FOLLOW ACTION WHILE SHOOTING ... QUICKLY, ACCURATELY ... PROFESSIONAL CAMERAS WITH
AND WITHOUT ASSISTANCE. ADJUSTS FROM 8V2" TO INFINITY. THROUGH-THE-LENS FOCUSING!

MINIFILM CAMERAS deptBEhm ave.of americas.NEW YORK 36
When it conies time for the editor to
cut the picture, he gets the films from
these three cameras, looks for the mark
made by the cue light and matches them
up with his sound track.
Sitting alongside me in the control
booth is the script girl who keeps a log
on all the cameras. The log shows gra¬
phically how long each camera runs on
a given take—where it started and where
it stopped. She keeps watch on the elec¬
tronic footage counters above the con¬
trol panel, checks the footage of each
camera. The log goes to the film editor.
When he starts to cut the film, it shows
him which cameras were “on” at a given
point and what lens was being used.
This information, plus the information
given him on the sound track, enables
him to prepare a rough cut of the show
in half the time ordinarily required,
following other methods.
As the show is being photographed
the film editor also sits in the control
booth. Any discussion that takes place
between him and myself is recorded on
the sound track. This further aids him
when it comes time to cut the film.
During rehearsal, which takes place
several hours before the show is photo¬
graphed, the director, film editor and I
discuss and make notes of any special
photographic procedure to be followed.
The program is scripted and broken
down into sections or “stunts.” During

OTHER FINE LENSES

Special Price—Lens Combinations
R«g. Pric«
^l°eephaontgole}
WIDE ANGLE 1
TELEPHOTO /
WIDE ANGLE I
TELEPHOTO f
WIDE ANGLE )
TELEPHOTO }■
NORMAL
t
WIDE ANGLE I
NORMAL
L
TELEPHOTO )

NEW YORK

Special

$102.50 $76.50
179.45 134.50
147.45 110.00
269.00 199.50
142.50 106.50

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

FROM
CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed

ONE

LIGHTING

EDITING

Mole Richardson

Moviolas • Rewinders

Bardwell McAlister
Colorfran
Century

Tables • Splicers

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

Cable

BELL & HOWELL

Spider Boxes

Standard • Eyemo * Filmo

SOURCE

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels •

Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

Ladders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flogs
Gobo Stands

10 Amps 110V AC 5000W2000W-750W

Complete grip equipment

WALL

CECO Cone lites

SOUND EQUIPMENT

35mm single system

(shadowless life)
Gator Clip lites

Magnosync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder

Barn Doors

Mole Richardson Booms and

Diffusers

Perambulators

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm •

16/35mm

Combination

Dimmers

AURICONS

Reflectors

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to

all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex

operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK

Blimps • Tripods

DOLLIES
Fearless Panoram
Cinemobile (CRAB)
Platform • Western

FRANK C. ZUCKER
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PRECISION RACK-OVER
For all Bell & Howell 70 Cameras
& Bolex “H” Cameras
PRICE

$32.50
F O B. WESTLAKE

PHYSICAL
DESCRIPTION

Size 4 'U "x43/4 "x2'/,"
high
Weight: 3'/2 lbs.
approx.
Cast Iron
Wrinkle Enamel finish
Machined to .001
tolerance
Tool Steel Guide and
Lock Pins
Vlier Spring Locating
Plunger
FEATURES

• Film exactly what you see.
• A must for perfectly centered titles.
• Perfect for animation. Assures you all moving
objects are within the lens field.
• Film ultra close-ups not possible with camera
parallax adjustment.
• Mounts on any tripod using ’/4-20 mounting
screw.
• Cam locks in position to avoid accidental loss
of field.
• Camera can be hand cranked regardless of po¬
sition on RACK-OVER.
. A substantial camera base used to film from
a table top.
• May be used with all camera accessories in
place, such as: motor, 400-ft. magazine, etc.
• Can be racked over and locked instantly.
NOTE:

Titler Accessory to mount on
available. $32.50.

RACK-OVER

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
P.O.

Box

135

Westlake,

Ohio

MAGNETIC ERASER
(Degausser)
p Complete bulk era¬
sure in less than 30
seconds
p 35MM,

1 7 Vi MM,

16MM and Va inch
tape
MODEL 5000 16 inch
diameter capacity
$65.00 net f.o.b.
MODEL 2400 9 inch
diameter capacity
$53.50 net f.o.b.
Send for free literature

KINEVOX

rehearsal, the cutter makes pencil notes
as a further guide to shooting and
editing.
One of the advantages of shooting
‘“People Are Funny” with five cameras
is that it frees Art Linkletter and others
from any limitation of movement. It is
unnecessary to put chalk marks or tapes
on the floor to restrict their movements,
because the five cameras provide a
flexibility of coverage to meet any con¬
tingency. Linkletter is given greater free¬
dom. too, enabling him to work more
naturally with his contestants and show
participants.
Furthermore, Art Linkletter is always
properly lit. no matter to what part of
the stage he moves, because all lighting
is from overhead. Flat lighting has
been carefully avoided, and we have
worked out a pleasing pattern of cross¬
lighting plus a nice front fill-—two 2000watt lamps with spun-glass diffusers. All
lighting units are controlled from a dim¬
mer board, and each one has a number.
I have these memorized so that I can
order a light change over the intercom
phone simply by referring to the lamp
by number.
hile positions of the lights overhead
are more or less fixed, they can be tilted
or re-directed with little trouble. Dur¬
ing rehearsal, the gaffer and 1 go over
the lighting and make any necessary
changes, and determine at what points
certain lights are to be raised or low¬
ered in intensity. This information is
subsequently passed on to the dimmer
board operator. I keep an eye on the
lighting as filming proceeds and order
certain lights to be raised or lowered
whenever the situation requires it.
After the show has been rehearsed
and declared ready for filming, the ac¬
tive function of the director and others
practically ceases. From there on it is
a matter of recording it on film—to
illustrate the show photographically to
the best advantage. We provide the
editor with the pictures necessary to go
with his sound track. The “People Are
Funny" television program you see each
Saturday evening over most of the NBC
network stations is the result of this
cooperative effort.

The Kinevox Division of Electromation Co.
1646-48 18th Street, Santa Monica, California

UNIV. FILM PRODUCTION
(Continued From Page 726)

f^HUTERS

In Utarld-Ulid* Uss
Produce moonlight and night effects
in daytime*fog scenes*diffused focus
and many other effects.
Information mailed on request.

ment. mostly Colortran, and can secure
additional lights from the television
studio when needed.
Students have six editing tables. Each
is equipped with splicer, rewinds, view¬
er, bin, light box, scissors, and film
cement.

SCHEIBE FILTERS COMPANY
ORIGINATORS OF EFFECT FILTERS

P.O.

746

Box 46834,

Hollywood,

Calif.
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We have eliminated the need for
workprints by using a unique cueing

December,

1956

system. Attached to the Auricon sound
track exposure lamp is a battery which
is controlled by a switch on a line about
15 feet long. The director of the show
operates the switch. When he “takes”
the Auricon, he closes the switch, and
the lamp exposes a stripe down the edge
of the film. When the director “takes”
the other camera he opens the switch.
The processed picture negatives are
synchronized, and the editor cuts to the
Auricon negative when the stripe ap¬
pears, and to the other negative when
the stripe is not present.
One difficulty is that the director can¬
not talk to the cameramen, but rehearsal
largely takes care of this. We are in¬
stalling tally lights on each camera.
They will be operated by the director’s
switch also. These lights will enable the
cameramen to know when they are not
being “taken,” and they can change
camera position when they are free to
break.
We have just completed a film on
cosmic rays, about two thirds of which
was multicam. This film, incidentally,
is the first in a series on those depart¬
ments in the University which are over
100 years old. Also in production are a
series on aerodynamics and one on tex¬
tile design. We hope eventually to se¬
cure two Auricon Supers for this work.
We understand that Precision Film
Laboratory is now printing alternate
sections from three negative rolls using
no spliced-in leader. This will eliminate
the need for cutting the multicam nega¬
tives.
Funds have been provided for the
purchase of a television film and slide
projection chain. Since the film projec¬
tor will be synchronously-driven, we will
be able to record film narration with
ease. We expect that as more students
become interested in film our workshop
activities will increase.
END.

JACK CARDIFF
(Continued From Page 734)

I was lucky enough to be the only
journalist allowed onto the closed set
at Pinewood. The precautions and re¬
strictions made me feel as if I’d pierced
the Iron Curtain.
The lavish ballroom set was one of
the most impressive I’ve seen in a Brit¬
ish studio.
Cardiff had used yellow
filters to give a glow to the rows of
glass wall lights, which despite appear¬
ances were not switched on. Along with
three hundred gowned and coroneted
extras, I watched Gardiff shoot a brief
duologue between Monroe and young
British star Jeremy Spenser. Collabora¬
tion between Cardiff and Olivier, the
director, seemed very close.

“Yes,” Cardiff told me.
“Olivier
knows exactly what he wants from his
cameramen, right down to the finest
detail. I’ve a tremendous admiration
for the way in which he manages to
cope simultaneously with all the prob¬
lems of acting without losing his grasp
as a director.”
Apart from Hitchcock’s “Under Capricon,” with its involved ten-minute
takes, Cardiff considers “The Sleeping
Prince” his most challenging film to
date — largely because of the lighting
problems which the dolly presents. Of
his own past work his favorite films
are “Black Narcissus” and “The Red
Shoes.”
His next film, at present untitled, will
be with director Henry Hathaway, star¬
ring Sophia Loren and John Wayne.
Locations will include Libya, Tripoli
and Rome. But to Cardiff the most
exciting aspect of the film is that it is
to be shot in Teehnirama, the potentiali¬
ties of which aroused his intense en¬
thusiasm during his last visit to Holly¬
wood.
Early next year Jack Cardiff will turn
director. “Death of a Doll” and “Deep
Freeze” are already lined up as his first
two films. He won’t attempt to tackle
the photography as well, but he has very
definite ideas on the camerman he
wants.
END

Film Editing Made Easy
with NEW

professional
film viewer
for 16mm film
Every film editor will appreciate a
viewer tfiat enables him to view
his film from left to right—on a large,
brilliantly illuminated screen.

The

Professional Film Viewer

makes film editing a breeze. Easy
threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Put this viewer between
your rewinders and speed up your

Price—$350
Counter additional $100

editing. Size of Viewing Screen 6"x 4".

(TflmeRR CouipmenT (o.jnc.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued From Page 720)

LAB-TV
Professional

16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Processing on
hourly schedule for
leading TV Stations and
Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
Write for Circular

INDEPENDENTS

• James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Sweet
Smell
of
Success,”
(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster
Prod, for UA release shooting in New York)
with Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis and Susan
Harrison. Alexander MacKendirck, director.
• C. Pennington-Richakds, “West of Suez,”
(Amalgamated Prod., shooting in London)
with Keefe Brasselle and Kay Callard. Keefe
Brasselle, director.
• William
Air Prods.,
lease) with
Howard W.

Margulies, “Jungle Heart,” (Belshooting in Hawaii for UA re¬
Lex Barker and Mari Blanchard.
Koch, director.

• John Warren, ASC, ‘Daughter of Dr.
Jekyll,” (Film Venturers Inc. A A release)
with John Agar and Gloria Talbott. Edgar
Ulmer, director.

• Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Last Gun in
Durango,”
(Peerless Prod.) with George
Montgomery. Sidney Salkow, director.
• Howard Deken, “The Call of Duty,”
(Palmer-Dekan Prods., shooting in Balti¬
more, lMd.) with Mark Kosleck and Dick
Van Patten. Bob Murphy, director.

• Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures. William Claxton, director.

by STEVENS
For H8

and HI 6

cameras:

Battery Camera Drive • Time-Lapse Timer
Lens Extension Tubes •' Alignment Gage
Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens Control
Handle • Complete Factory Parts & Service

For HI6 Cameras Only:
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Sync
Camera Drive •' 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound
Sprockets

• Russell Harlan, ASC, “This Could be
the Night,” (Widescope) with Jean Sim¬
mons and Paul Douglas. Robert Wise, di¬
rector.
• Desmond
Dickenson, “Action of the
Tiger,”
(Blau-Meyer Prods., shooting in
Spain)
with Van Johnson and Martine
Carole. Terrence Young, director.
MGM BRITISH STUDIOS

• Paul Beeson, ASC, “The Shiralee,” (Eal¬
ing Films) with Peter Finch and Rosemary
Harris. Leslie Norman, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER

• Giovanni Di Venanzo, “II Grido,” (Robt.
Alexander Prods., shooting in Rome) with
Steven Cochran. Michael Angelo Antoini,
director.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

• Robert Bronner, “Silk Stockings,” (Ar¬
thur Freed Prods. CinemaScope; Metrocolor)
with Cyd Charisse and Peter Lorre. Rouben
Mamoulian, director.

KLING STUDIOS

• Brydon Baker, ‘‘Death Valley Days,”*
(McGowan Prods.). Stuart McGowan, di¬
rector.
KTTV

• Stuart
Thompson,
ASC,
“Lassie,”*
(Robert Maxwell Prods.) with Jan Clayton
and George Cleveland. Les Selander, director.

• Sid Hickox, ASC, “I Love Lucy,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Amaz.
James Kern, director; “December Bride,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington, Dean
Miller, Frances Rafferty, Jerry Thorpe, di¬
rector.
• Robert
deGRASSE, ASC, “The Danny
Thomas Show,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny
Thomas, Sherry Jackson. Sheldon Leonard,
director; “The Brothers,”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Gale Gordon. Hy Averback, director.

• Henry Cronjager, “Sheriff of Cochise,”*
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Lee
Sholem, director.
• Joe Novak, ASC, “Wire Service,”* (Des¬
ilu Prods. Shooting in Mexico & England),
with Dane Clark. Various directors.
• Charles Straumer, “Adventures of Jim
Bowie,”* (Desilu Prods.) with Scott Forbes.
Lewis Foster, director.
PARAMOUNT

• Daniel L. Fapp, ASC, ‘The Joker”
(VistaVision) with Frank Sinatra and Jeanne
Crain. Charles Vidor, director.

Send Today for Free Illustrated Booklet

• Kenneth Peach, ASC, “The Trial of
Benjie Galt,” (Grand Prod, for UA release;
widescreen)
with
Sterling
Hayden
and
Darryl Hickman. Sidney Salkow, director.

• Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Tin Star,”
(VistaVision) with Henry Fonda and Betsy
Palmer. Anthony Mann, director.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

RAMPART STUDIOS

• Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“People Are
Funny,”* (Art Linkletter Prods.) with Art
Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.

• Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Connecticut Gen¬
eral Life Insurance commercial* (Parthenon
Prods.) Jack McDougall, director.

2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Phone GRanite 3-3227

SPECIALLY PRICED
LIKE ISEW
16mm BELL & HOWELL, Model 2709
Special with unit I shuttle. Includes one
400' and one 1000' 16mm BI-PACK
magazines, ACME Stop Motion motor and
VEEDER Footage Counter.

$3500.00
Guaranteed like new!

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St., New York, New York
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REPUBLIC STUDIOS
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

• John Alton, “Designing Woman,” (CinemaScope and Color) with Gregory Peck
and Lauren Bacall. Vincente Minnelli, di¬
rector.

• Ed Colman, ASC, “Noah’s Ark,”* (Mark
VII Prods.) with Paul Burke. Jack Webb,
director.
• Reggie Lanning, “Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬
sents,”* H. Dougherty, director.

• Harold Marzorati, ASC, “Gun Glory,”
(CinemaScope and Metrocolor) with Stewart
Grainger and Rhonda Fleming. Roy Rowland,
director.

• Virgil Miller, ASC, “Do You Trust Your
Wife,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) with Edgar
Bergen. Jim Morgan, director.

• George Folsey, ASC, ‘‘The Seventh Vow,”
(CinemaScope; shooting in Hong Kong) with
Eleanor Parker and Bill Travers. Ronald
Neame, director.

• Jack Marta, "‘Spoilers of the Forest,”
(Naturama; Trucolor) with Rod Cameron
and Vera Ralston. Joe Kane, producer-direc¬
tor.

December, 1956

Pfea'a'oh
&//n ftf/bs
$3800.00
$1700.00

Formerly Sold for
Now

Continuous projection process makes it
SAFE for originals and fine grain masters
No longer do you have to defer editing until
duplicates are made. The Precision Film
Editor is so machined that no portion of the
film except the sprocket holes, comes into
contact with any surface.
Permits several
persons to view a clear, flickerless 7" x 9"
picture under any studio or telecasting situa¬
tion—without time loss for modification or
special setup.

any speed by foot pedal or switch. True opti¬
cal system of a 12-surfaced rotating prism
ideal for daylight viewing. Less noisy than
conventional machines. Sound synchronizing
possible whether machine is running or
stopped. May be equipped with built-in film
counter. Console on top of attractive desk
contains 8'' speaker, screen and 4 w ampli¬
fier. Many other wonderful features. Avail¬
able in both 16 mm and 35 mm models
Every busy film editor will say it’s the an¬
swer to a prayer. See the Precision Film
Editor today.

Electromotor drive with a stepless variable
gear. Ratio of 1:28 permits filmspeed varia¬
tion between 2-56 fps. Ratchet action indi¬
cates 24 fps. Direction can be reversed at

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(?nm€Rfl Couipmem (o.jnc.
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St., New York 34, N. Y.

Russell, ASC, “Heinz Studio 57”*
• Revue Prods.). Jules Bricken, director; “The
Millionaire,”* (Don Fedderson Prods.) with
Bill Campbell. A1 Green, director; “Jane
Wyman Theatre,”* (Lewman Prods.) Sidney
Lanfield, director.

JUdson 6-1420

• John

FILMLINE

• Herb Kirkpatrick. “Soldiers of Fortune,”*

(Revue Prods.) with John Russell.
Paul
Landers, director; “The Millionaire,”* (Don
h edderson
Prods.)
Al
Green,
director;
“Heinz Studio 57,”* (Revue Prods.) with
Ralph Bellamy. H. Doughtery, director.
• William
Sickner,
ASC, “The Million¬
aire,”* (Don ledderson Prods.) Al Green
director; “On Trial,”* (Fordyce Inc.) with’
Joseph
Cotton.
H.
Dougherty,
director;
Schlitz
Playhouse
of
Stars,”*
(Meridan
Prods.) with Edmund O’Brien. Don Heis,
director.
• Clark Ramsey, ASC, “Soldiers of For¬
tune,”* (Revue Prods.) with John Russell.
Paul Landers, director; “Crusader,”* (Revue
Prods.) Brian Keith, director; ‘Nevada State
Troopers,”*
with
Rod
Cameran.
Richard
Irving, director.
• Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Frontier Doctor,”*

(Studio City TV)
Whitney, director.

with

Rex Allen. William

• Robert Pittack, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre,”* (Revue Prods.) with Greer Garson. Jules Bricken, director.
• Ray Rennahan, ASC, “The Millionaire,”*

(Don Fedderson Prods.) Harry Horner, di¬
rector; “On Trial,”* (Fordyce Inc.) with
June Lockhart. Harry Horner, director.
•

Ellsworth

Fredricks,

Hitchcock Presents,”*

John

ASC,
‘‘Alfred
Lucus, director.

MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
Develops reversal film at 1200 ft.
per hr. • Negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
*

EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE

eliminates film breakage, automatically com¬

stays constant ★ EASY TO
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE development
times from l»/2
to 12 minutes ★ COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION
on all emulsions, no darkroom needed ★ FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200FT. MAGAZINE permits uninterrupted processing cycles ★ STAINLESS
STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings, air agitation tube,
lower roller guards ★ FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
pensates

OPERATE,

for

needs

elongation;

tank

footage

no attention ★

• Double Capacity Spray Wash
• Self-Contained Plumbing
• Uniform Tank Sizes • Filtered Air Supply_
• Cantilever Construction
FRANK C. ZUCKER
• Size: 76" x 50" x 24"
• Ball Bearing Gearbox
• Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.
Dept. A X 315 WcM 43rd St..
Other models available. Write for literature.
New York 36, N Y. JUdson 6-1420
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• Irving

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

•

Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Code 3,”* Va¬

rious directors.

• Paul Ivano, “Stories of John Nesbitt,”*
with John Nesbitt. Various directors.
• Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show,”* with Gale
Various directors.

Storm

and

ZaSu

Pitts.

Glassberg, ASC, “Joe Dakota,”
(color) with Jock Mahoney and Luana Pat¬
ten. Richard Bartlett, director; Reny Delco
commercial.*
Wil
Cowan,
director;
Ford
commercial.*
John
Sherwood,
director;
United States Steel commercial.* Wil Cowan,
director.
© George Robinson, ASC, Ford
cial.* John Sherwood, director.

commer¬

• Clark Ramsey, ASC, Old Gold commer¬
cial.* Jack Daniels, director.

RKO

• Robert

WARNER BROS.

Planck,

ASC, “The Girl Most
Likely,” (Eastman color) with Jane Powell
and Cliff Robertson. Mitchell Leisen, direc¬
tor.

• Stanley Cortez, ASC, “Top Secret Affair”
with Susan Hayward and Kirk Douglas. H. C.
Potter, director.

• William

Snyder, ASC, “Escapade in
Japan,”
(wide-screen;
color;
shooting in
Japan) with Teresa Wright and Cameron
Mitchell. Arthur Lubin, producer-director.

• Jack

The synchronous motor drive can be instantly
attached to projector and taken off at any
time. No special technical knowledge re¬
quired for installation and mounting.

Cardiff, ‘‘The Sleeping Prince,”
(LOP Production shooting in London) with
Marilyn Monroe and Laurence Olivier. Lau¬
rence Olivier, producer-director.

• Maurice Hartzband,
‘‘The
Violators,”
(Galahad Prods, shooting in N. Y.) with
Arthur O’Connell. John Newland, director.

The synchronous motor drive is complete with
base-plate, Cannon plug for cable and power
switch, and a set of reduction gears.

RKO-PATHE

• Harry Stradling, ASC, & Gayne Rescher,
ASC, “A Face In The Crowd,” (Newton
Prod, shooting in Arkansas) with Andy Grif¬
fith and Patricia Neal. Elia Kazan, producerdirector.

C I N E K A D

Synchronous Motor Drive for

16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell
Ampro

and

Victor

16mm

projectors

at

Syn¬

chronous speed and for TV studios.

Write for more details and prices
Also available on special
order.
Synch.
Motor
Drive for all Simplex 35mm portable projectors.

• Frank

Redman,

ASC, “Hey Jeannie,”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Jeannie Carson,
Allen Jenkins. Les Goodwin, director.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!

Immediate Delivery
C I N E K A D
ENGINEERING COMPANY
763 Tenth Ave., New York, N.Y.
PLazo 7-3511

• George

Diskant,

ASC, “Dick Powell’s
Zane Grey Theatre,”* (Four Star Prods.)
with Dick Powell. Various directors; “Mr.
Adam and Eve,”* (Bridge Prods., Inc.) with
Ida Fupino, Howard Duff. Frederick de Cor¬
dova and Richard Kinon, directors.

20TH CENTURY FOX

MOVIOLA

• Ossie Morris, “Heaven Knows, Mr. Alli¬
son,” with Deborah Kerr and Robert Mitchum.
John Huston, director.

FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT

• Charles

•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

• Leon

Shamroy,

ASC, “The Girl Can’t
Help It,” (CinemaScope) with Tom Ewell
and Jayne Mansfield. Frank Tashlin, director.

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

Clarke, ASC,

“Oh. Men! Oh,
Women!”
(CinemaScope & Metro color)
with Dan Dailey and Ginger Rogers. Nunnally Johnson, producer-director.

16MM - 35MM

© Milton
Krasner,
ASC
(shooting
in
Greece; CinemaScope; DeLuxe color), “Boy
On a Dolphin,” with Alan Ladd, Clifton Webb
and Sophia Loren. Jean Negulesco, director.
• Frederick Young, ASC, “Island in the
Sun
(CinemaScope & color; shooting in
B.W.I.) with James Mason and Joan Fon¬
taine. Robert Rossen, director.

Write for
Catalogue

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
Gordon St.

•

Hollywood 28, Calif.

PROCESSING

•

Harold
Lipstein,
ASC,
“Conquest,”
(CinemaScope; DeLuxe color; shooting in
Mexico > with Ray Milland and Debra Paget.
Allan Dwan, director.

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL

• William Daniels, ASC, “Night Passage,”

Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.

(Technirama)
with
James
Stewart
and
Dianne Foster. James Neilson, director.

CONTACT PRINTING
B 4 W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
EDGE NUMBERING
VACUUMATING
All work v«porit«d «t no *xtr« charg*

(CinemaScope)
with
Jock Mahoney
Shawn Smith. Virgil Vogel, director.

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box 4425

750

Tab Hunter and Etchika Choureau.
Wellman, producer-director.

© Ray

Fernstrom, ASC, “Lafayette
(Aerial photography).

Fsca-

• Harold Stine, ASC, “Conflict,”*
Keith Andes. John Rich, director.

with

drille,”

• Ted McCord, ASC, “Shoot Out at Medi¬
cine Bend,” with Randolph Scott and Dani
Crayne. Richard L. Bare, director.

• Nick Musuraca, ASC, ‘‘The Story of Man¬
kind,” with Ronald Colman and Charles
Coburn. Irwin Allen, producer-director.
• Lionel Linden, ASC, “The Black Scor¬
pion,” (shooting in Mexico City) with Rich¬
ard Denning and Mara Corday. Edward Lud¬
wig, director.
• Edwin Dupar, ASC, “Cheyenne,” with
Clint Walker. Lester Martinson, director.

REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas
for
picture and
sound.

1451

• William Clothier, “Lafayette Escadrille,”
with
Wm.

Waihington 17, D. C.

American Cinematocrapher

• Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Land Unknown,”

• Arthur

and

Arling, ASC, “The Man of a
I housand Faces,” (CinemaScope) with Jeff
(.handler, Orson Wells and Colleen Miller.
Jack Arnold, director.
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GRASSHOPPER GROUP
(Continued From Page 737)

ment and assistance it offers to some of
Britain’s less widely publicized ama¬
teurs. Thanks to the Group’s annual
season of screenings of out-of-the-rut
shorts, several outstanding talents have
been discovered among its members.
Stuart Wynn Jones, who has been
quietly working at animated experi¬
ments and employing discs and syn¬
thetic music, was an unknown name
until his charming interpretation of
“Linden Lea” and his abstract “Oodles
of Doodles” were enthusiastically re¬
ceived at a Grasshopper show. As a
result he has been encouraged to make
"A Short Spell,” a delightful two-minute
trifle drawn direct onto film with a
hand-painted sound track; and he is
currently working on “Pythagoras,” an
instructional-with-a-difference.

t

The Greatest Bargain in Studio History • ..
BELL & HOWELL EYEMO 35MM Movie Camera
Single Lens Model K
The camera all professional newsreel photographers depend on for
Perfect resu,ts! Rugged, sturdy, durable, the leader of the industry.
Extremely versatile. Speeds 8, 16, 24 frames per second. Comes with
straight tube viewer and footage counter. Designed for quick, easy
interchange of lenses. 100-foot film capacity.

HOLLYCAM PRICE
I CCC

I CMC

LEOO

LtlNj

l" wide angle Bell & Howell lens $66 value.$19.50
2” normal Bel1 & Howell lens $59 value. 18.50
6"^ telephoto Bell & Howell lens $80 value . 22.95
10" telephoto Bell & Howell lens $140 value. 34.50
ACCESSORIES

■ lr—

A.fpi.

■

i paa

LIST PRICE OVER $500
*

^ W

-—--

FREE; Bell

&

Howell Quick-wind attachment

Handle and leather strap—$6.00 value.

1.65

backlighted screen. Cost Gov't $75; Our price,
35mm x 100 ft. of Super XX Film.
Filters for all lenses—$8.00 value.

7.75
1.75
1.85

TiHing or ,D unit> inser,s in lens mount wi,h

Sunshades for all lenses $4.60 value
1.50
Fitted carrying case with provision for camera,
extra lenses, film filters, titler, handle, etc.
$59.00 value .$9.95

,

with each camera purchased.
-1

Also a few Eyemo compact turret types and Eyemo “Os’” with large spider turret, open back and provision for
magazine and motor. Available at comparable bargain prices. Motors, 400’ magazines and a large variety of
lenses offered at special prices. Equipment is Air Force excess stock in used good condition.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO
Similarly Grasshoppers have rescued
films passed over by judges. “Watch
the Birdie,* the most popular film shown
during their first season, had been prac¬
tically ignored by adjudicators; yet this
brilliantly inventive amateur cartoon is
far superior to anything Daborn or the
Group have yet produced. Bob Godfrey
and Keith Learner, the team behind
"Birdie,’ have since had their work
compared to the best of U.P.A. cartoons,
and are now producing Biographic Car¬
toon Films in their own professional
studio.
Kevin Brownlow, at eighteen the
youngest member of the Grasshoppers,
narrowly missed a Ten Best award with
"The Capture.*’ But for the Group, the
film would have been forgotten. As it
is its reception at Group screenings has
given Brownlow the encouragement to
embark on “It Happened Here,” which,
against the background of an England
occupied by Nazis, explores the psy¬
chology of a defeated people. With largescale crowd scenes in central London
locations, it is the most ambitious ama¬
teur film ever attempted in Britain.
The three films so far produced by
the Group as a group have attempted
little that is really new, despite the pots
and applause. “Two’s Company” and
"Bride and Groom” are mere imitations
of McLaren’s pixilation technique with-

10611 Chandler Blvd.
North Hollywood, California

16 MM

35 MM

the Westrex Editer
The film editing machine which won
an Academy Award
No intermittent • Plays negatives safely • Least film damage
Rotating prism permits slow lap dissolve of picture
Quiet operation • Automatic fast stop • Easy threading
Picture-sound synchronization while running or stopped
Photographic and single or multiple magnetic sound
Footage and seconds counters • Framing control
Projection viewing for CinemaScope or Standard films

Westiex Corporation
Dept. Dill Eighth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
Hollywood Division: 6601 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.

MOVIE FANS
8mm and 16mm

$295 - Complete With Magazine
600-FT. CONVER¬
SION FOR AURICON
CINE-VOICE

DUPLICATES
16mm REDUCED TO 8mm
8mm ENLARGED TO 16mm
COLOR
B&W
(Min.

.9c ft.
.4c ft.
Order

MAIL

$3.50)

ORDER

ONLY

Over 16-minute run
Footage Counter . . . Ex¬
ternal Motor Drive . . . Light
Trap
.
.
Uses
Daylight
Spools Or Bulk Film . . .
Camera Can Be Used With¬
out Magazines . . . 48-hr.
Service on Installation . . .
One-Year Guarantee.

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
16mm x 100 ft.$1.00
16mm x 50 ft.75
8mm .50
•

FAST SERVICE

COMET FILM SERVICE
P.O. BOX 447, Great Neck, New York

Write

GREAT
12037
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FOR GREATER PROFITS IN
YOUR FILM PRODUCTIONS
Use CINEKAD Motion Picture
and TV Studio Equipment
Some of the many new
CINEKAD products are:
•

Mike Booms—5 different models

•

Dollies—7 different models

• Tripod Triangle

with

clamps

• Tripod Triangle with wheels
• Swivel Ball Toint for Pro-Jr., S.O.S.,
and F-B Tripods
• Sync Motor Drive for 16/35mm Pro¬
jectors
• Sync Motor Drive for 16/3 5mm Cam¬
eras
• Blimp,
Hi-ffat
and
Lens
Extension
Tubes for the Arriflex Camera
• Telephoto Lens Cradle for Arriflex 16,
Cine-Special and Bolex Cameras
• Blimp for the 16/35mm Mitchell cam¬
eras,
made of
unbreakable
Formica,
weight only 16 lbs.
• Hydraulic Gyro Tripod Head, heavy
duty, speed controls, fits all Mitchell,
Camera Equipment and Houston Fear¬
less tripod legs
• Shoulder Brace for all 16/35mm cam¬
eras
• Roof-top tripod clamp
• TV Metal Tripod with hand operated
hydraulic elevator
• Stands for lighting equipment—3 Mod¬
els.
They are collapsible, lightweight,
portable and sturdily built.
Write for New Illustrated
Catalog and Price List

LLOYD'S CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Picture and TV Equip¬
ment Sales, Rentals, and Service.

1614 No. Cahuenga • Hollywood 28, Calif.

Established 1949

Complete 16mm laboratory service
for Producers using the
Reversal Process
Also 16mm Negative and Positive
developing.

★
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

350 West 50lh Street
New York 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-7196

SCRIPT WRITING
For The Industrial Screen

FILMS AFIELD
6739 Mitchell Avenue
Arlington, California
OVerland 9-4856
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out point or purpose. Neither carries
exploration of the style much further.
“The Battle of Wangapore” is a stag¬
gering achievement for an amateur or¬
ganization, but for all its visual appeal
remains a conventional cartoon which
might well have come from any com¬
mercial studio. In short, the Grasshop¬
per Group has hardly begun to experi¬
ment.
Of the three Grasshopper films cur¬
rently in production. Wynn Jones's
“Pythagoras" and “The Window,” a
semi-abstract cartoon by Dick Horn,
are the most intriguing. “Let Battle

Commence,” written and directed by
Daborn, tells the story of the mammoth
effort behind “The Battle of Wanga99
pore.
Already Adventure Films, a new
commercial organization, has found
ready markets for productions by units
and members of the Group all over the
world. The opportunities which Grass¬
hoppers thus offer to isolated talents,
the chances of financial and technical
aid which they afford lone workers, and
the stimulus which they provide may
yet make this Group the most important
development in British amateur movie
making.

Tricks Make Titles Interesting
Innovations any cine filmer can employ
to add class to his movie titles.
By

A

JOHN

GOOD beginning is half the bat¬
tle in interesting an audience in
your picture—and an eye-arresting main
title is one of the best ways of getting
your picture off to a good start. Here
are a few simple camera tricks that will
help lift your titles out of the run-of-themill class:
In professional movies you’ve seen
titles apparently melt into a formless
smear, haven’t you? Well, here’s an easy
way to duplicate the trick for your home
movie titles. Begin by making a trans¬
parency of your title with a still-camera,
using any good, double-coated glass
plate (not roll or cut film!) like the
“Standard Orthonon.” For a plain title,
simply copy a hand-lettered or type¬
written title written in black on a white
card; the developed plate, being a nega¬
tive, will give you white letters on
a black field. For an “art” title, you can
double-expose your transparency, copy¬
ing the background from a suitable still
negative. If your movies are in color,
tone your plate with any of the commercially-available toners which will
color the emulsion blue, red, green or
sepia, and leave the clear letters un¬
colored.
Now put this into a simple shadowbox attached your titler so that all the
illumination on the transparency comes
from behind. Line up the title-plate and
camera just as you would in shooting
any ordinary title.
Now, here’s where we come to the
trick. In making the transparency, ex¬
pose and develop the plate as usual,
but when you fix it, fix it in plain hypo
—that is, with no hardener in the solu-
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tion. This leaves the emulsion soft. Wash
the plate as usual, but only dry it enough
to get the surface moisture out.
When you’ve exposed sufficient footage
of your title, heat the plate with an elec¬
tric heater or blow-torch just outside the
camera’s field, and as close to the plate
as you can get it. The heat will melt the
soft emulsion causing it to flow, and the
title will disintegrate into a formless
blob. Sometimes, depending on the
means used for heating the plate, you
may find it necessary to have the camera
running below normal speed—even to
shoot in stop-motion, sometimes—to
speed up the “melting” effect.
If you mount the plate upside down
while you shoot this trick, you can make
the title “melt” in; and by making two
identical title-plates, you can make your
title melt itself in and out, following the
“upside down” procedure.
Another shadow-box trick you can do
when shooting titles for color films is
to use a black card with letters cut out
and illuminated only from behind. You
can make the letters any color you want
by putting colored cellophane behind
them.
For example, put colored cellophane
straws behind the letters, arranged in

CORRECTION
In the Hollywood Camera Company advertise¬
ment, which appeared on page 684 of our
November issue, the following statement was
inadvertently omitted from the text: "Equip¬
ment is Air Force excess stock in used good
condition.” The advertisement appears also
in this issue.—ED.

PRECISION* SOUND READERS
your guarrmte^^h^nestu^oun^ditm^quipment
Complete
Sound
Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

Look
for

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC
Model

800 RL, 16mm, 35mm and
tape. NET PRICE $269.50

OPTICAL
Vi"

CUSTOM MADE

Model 600 RL, 16mm and 35mm.
Net Price $195.00

Sound track is read by placing it to¬
wards the operator and reading from
Right to Left. (May also be used from
Left
to
Right).
FEATURES:
Simple
threading,SMPTE
Standard
machined
film rollers with oilless bearings; preci¬
sion ground shafts,- polished stabilizer

FILM SLITTER
Built to SMPTE Standards or your own speci¬
fications. Features chrome-plated steel base,
finest chrome steel slitting blades.

drum with needle bearings (surface can¬
not damage film). Dimensions' 6" x 6"
x 8'/2". AMPLIFIERS: 117-volt, 60 cycle
AC; 4-watt power output; heavy-duty
Alnico V speaker; safety fused; pre¬
focused socket; pilot light; 6' heavy-duty
cord.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

All Prices F.O.B, Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and Television Industries

log-cabin style and in rows of alternate
colors. Lit from behind, you’ll get a
really remarkable effect. And, of course,
you can double-expose any picture you
want against the black field of this title,
and you’ll get the effect of multicolored
letters superimposed on the picture.
On the other hand, you can eliminate
the black field and cut-out letters, and
make your whole title of the back-lit
cellophane straws, preferably with the
straws close together, running horizon¬
tally across the frame. Paint your let¬
tering on the straws so that the letters
will show up as black silhouettes against
the luminous, colored background.
Now, suppose you want these letters
to animate in or out. If you want them
to animate in, paint the letters, and then
as soon as the paint has dried, rotate the
straws so that the portion of the let¬
ters painted on each straw is on the
upper surface of the straw, and thus
hidden from the camera. Shoot a few
inches of the colored background this
way. Then stop the camera and rotate
the top row of the straws which have
been lettered so that their painted sur¬
faces are toward the camera. Shoot a
few frames of this, and then rotate the
next lower row, and so on. until all your
lettering has been animated in. Then, of
course, you can run off the necessary
footage of the title, after which you can

CINEKAD JUNIOR TRIPOD DOLLY
Used

Nationally

by

Discriminating

Cameramen

This 3-Wheel Collapsible
Tripod Dolly Is . . .
e>p«cially designed to meet the demand for
venient

mobility

of

cameras

on

location

con¬

or

In

the studio.
Dolly

con

semi-pro

be

tripod.

used
The

with

tripod

any
is

professional

fastened

firmly

or
te

the dolly by a clamp at each leg tip. The special
individual
to

caster locking system

lock either two or

position,

enabling

line for rolling

makes it possible

three wheels

dolly

to

track

in
in

a parallel
a

straight

shots.

Dolly folds quickly into a single compact, easyto-carry
14

unit,

23

inches

in

length,

weighing

lbs.
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PICTURES
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HAVE YOU SOMETHING TO SELL TO
PRODUCERS OF MOTION PICTURES?
This issue will be read in virtually every film production center in the
United States and in over 70 foreign countries.
the impressive group of advertisers now using American Cinema¬
tographer's advertising columns regularly and benefit, as they do, from

Join

AC’s vast selling potential.
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CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
ALL

MODELS

IN

FIT

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 13 feet; has

3

Model

YOUR CAR!

BR-12

external

extends

directional
“Miracle”

from

mike

6

to

12

feet.

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

has
5

12

AVE., NEW YORK
PLaza 7-3511

19,

feet.

extends

from

directional

mike

boom

The monopod

7

to

mike

20

feet;

control.

extends
feature

from

6

to

permits op¬

erator to handle “Fishpole” mike boom for
hours without fatigue.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
TOTH

C-18

external

“Fishpole”

For Prices and Literature,
Ask Your Dealer or Write
763

control.

Model

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a
sturdy 5-foot stand, which can be
elevated to a height of 10 feet.

N.Y.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURES AND TV EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16mm
MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES
Research and Script
Photography, Studio and
Location
Processing
Edge-numbered Work Prints
Sound Recording and
Rerecording

Editing and Matching
Titling and Animation
Release Printing
Magna-Striping
Slide Film Animation
Slide Duplicating

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.
164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

•

CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286
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¥
¥
¥
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a
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this
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technical
book
¥
¥
¥ are available to cinematographers, movie amateurs, schools and public libraries.
¥
¥
¥
¥
■k
600
PAGES
OF
TECHNICAL
ARTICLES
¥
¥
¥
¥ Printed on fine book paper, containing hundreds of photographic illustrations, and bound in J
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¥

blue leatherette, this book could not be produced today for anywhere near the price asked.
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use the same trick to animate the title¬
lettering out.
On the screen the effect will be that
of the letters “wiping” themselves in
and out. Naturally, you can make the
wipe move up or down as you wish, and
by putting the straws in vertically or
at a slanted angle, you can make the
wipe move horizontally or diagonally.
Another trick you can use is this:
take a ball and cover it with a thin coat¬
ing of either plasticine or shellac. While
surface is still tacky, stud it with small
fragments of a broken mirror. Then
hang this glittery multifaceted ball be¬
hind the cellophane-straw curtain. Focus
a spotlight on it so that the light reflects
from the ball to the cellophane curtain
in the titler’s shadow-box. If you revolve
the ball slowly while you shoot, innumer¬
able little points of light will skitter
across the title, changing color as they
move from one colored straw to the next.
A variation of this is to reflect the light
from a small drum-type box faced with
strips of mirror. There are packages of
body-powder and bath-salts for sale in
drugstores in packages like this. You
could give one to your wife—and then
beg the box from her for this titling
trick!
If you have access to a theatricalsupply store, you can get some of the
multi-colored gelatin sheets used for
colored-light effects in theatre spotlights.
It's known as Brigham’s gelatin, and
comes in a variety of colors. One type,
I believe, has a sort of rainbow-striped
effect and is available in several colors.
Other types have mottled effects in dif¬
ferent color-combinations. The pattern
known as No. 80 is a splotchy mixture
of green and yellow. No. 85 is a mixture
of green, red and clear gelatin. The
No. 90, purple, green and clear, and
No: 95, red, yellow, green, blue and
clear. This material costs only a few
cents a sheet, and by using it either
directly behind your cut-out title-letters,
or in front of a spotlight for front¬
lighting titles, you can get some very
interesting effects. You'll add novelty
to them if you keep the gelatin moving
so that the color patterns also move.
The possibilities of three-dimensional
trick titles are almost endless. These
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INFORMATION
NOrmandy 3-9331

CAMERA
EQUIPMENT CO., INC.,
Exclusive U. S.
Distributor
for MAURER—
PROUDLY PRESENTS

offers new standards
of Accuracy
Features largest and finest erect-view
Viewfinder ever made for professional use
Here is a professional motion picture camera with
features that cameramen have dreamed about. It in¬
corporates a revolutionary intermittent movement that
produces perfect registration. High-powered directview focusing system guarantees critically sharp pic¬
tures. All controls and indicators are so conveniently
placed, the cameraman never has to change position.
Clear glass reticle instead of conventional ground glass
permits great magnification for critical focusing. 235°
dissolving shutter permits shooting with Vb less light.
Many, many other exclusives.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC., ARE ALSO
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF . . .
Famous Maurer 16mm Sound Recording System.
Maurer Negative-Positive Prime Dual Track.
Recording Optical System. Maurer Film Phonograph

Complete Repair Service
by factory trained experts
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7nm€Rn €ouipm€nT(o.,inc.
really run into what the still-photo en¬
thusiasts call “table-top
photography,
for what you do is build a miniature
set around the lettering of your title.
You can make the set as simple or as
elaborate as you want.
One clever one observed in a recent
amateur picture devoted to a child’s
Christmas consisted of a simple, ter¬
raced background—probably made of
books or something like that—with col¬
ored cloth or tissue-paper over them.
The letters—the familiar, wooden cut-out
block letters—were arranged on the
’‘steps” of this terraced stage. At the
sides of the frame were two or three

V

We Feature The Complete Maurer Line, Including New
Maurer Blimp which permits viewing directly through
lens without opening the blimp. Maurer Sunshade and
Filter Holder. Sports or tracking Viewfinder. Inverter
for synch motor. Film shrinkage gauge. 400' or 1 200'
magazine interchangeable on camera or recorder.

small toys—just enough to give the
right atmosphere. The same title-idea
was repeated for the end-title. And in
this, a small mechanical donkey was
wound up and brazenly wagged its tail
at the camera, while it shimmied over
toward the center of the frame!
“Table-top ’ titles like this afford lots
of opportunities to play around with
lighting. You can experiment with back¬
lighted and cross-lighted effects to your
heart’s content. Make generous use of
spotlights in this, and by using colored
gelatins on the spotlights, you can get
all sorts of fascinating color combi¬
nations

MILLER

Fluid-Action

HEAD

IT’S DONE WITH MIRRORS
(Continued From Page 729)

effect superimpositions will require
slight increase in exposure due to the
inherent light absorbtion of the mirror.
How much can be determined by mak¬
ing a short test film.
When the second mirror (which has
been cut in size so as to reflect only the
bottom half of the image from mirror
“B ’) is moved into position, the effect
of splitting the screen horizontally using
the upper portion of scene #1 and the
lower portion of scene #2 results. This
mirror may be either a single-surfaced

mirror or a two-way mirror depending
upon the effect desired.
With these two mirrors alone it is
possible to produce vertical split screen
shots in any proportion, horizontal split
screen effects, mix live announcers with
camera cards or displays or use semianimated “operating cut-outs,” (making
the movements from behind the art work
during the filming). Changing from one
set to the other is done smoothly without
stopping the camera.
Other mirrors may be made up to
American Cinematographer

Model “D” Head
PAN WITH

PERFECTION

Beautiful Professional Screen Effects
Model “D” & PRO-16 Tripod ....$230.00
Sturdy fiber carrying case .

18.50

* Custom top available for Cine-Special
* Adapter plate for Pro-Junior Tripod
* Servicing and repairs
* Modernization of early models
TERMS:

U.
Box

Order

D.

C.O.D. or send
ship prepaid.

PHOTO

25761,

Los
Phone

$$

ond

we

ENGINEERING
Angeles

GRanite

25,

Calif.

7-4570
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give numerous varied effects. By having
a 1/g" plate glass, silvered with a circle,
diamond or rectangle in the center it is
possible to combine the two scenes using
only the center of one scene and the
surrounding area of the other. This ef¬
fect is accomplished easily by first mov¬
ing the full mirror into position in front
of the lens, then moving the special
effects mirror into position behind it.
i.

y°3’T

-v-v

,.x

'

ay -

FIG.

5—MOVABLE mirror mounts are made

of 1/16” sheet brass, are 3”x33/i” in size.
It's easy with the

MERCER FILM PATCH
•

Practical

Dependable

R. C. MERCER & COMPANY
424J Normal Ave., Hollywood 29, Calif.
NOrmandy 3-9331

CLOSE-OUT!

When the first mirror is moved out it
will wipe on the surrounding scene
directly in view of the lens, leaving the
reflected scene only in the center.

The movable mirror mounts are made
of 1/16" sheet brass 3" by 3^" and
the mirrors secured in them with glass
glue or model cement. For the half¬
mirror and two-way mirror a threesided frame is used, leaving the right
side free of obstruction to the direct
field of the lens.
Mirror unit “B” (2 in Fig. 2; also
Fig. 7, below) is made of 1/16"
sheet brass 5" by 6" with brass bear¬
ings welded top and bottom and %"
shaft, threaded top and bottom. A coil
spring on top secured by lock nut per¬
mits variable tension to allow easy
movement without vibration. This unit,
like Unit “A”, is mounted on the 1/g"
sheet steel base (4) and the mirror is
secured to it by brackets or model glue.
To give the reader an idea what the
device can do for him, it is suggested
that he make a mock-up of this equip-

In using this mirror unit only a few
rehearsals are required for timing and
effecting the changes of scenes previous
to filming. Where the audio has been
pre-recorded on magnetic tape and is
being recorded directly onto the film,
one can hear the narration and easily
time the change to match the story
book. This works equally as well with
on-the-spot recording.
FIG.

A feature of this method is that pic¬
ture fidelity is improved by the elimi¬
nation of the usual transfer steps re¬
quired for dupe negative and release
print. The reversal film right out of
your camera is the finished commercial.
The process takes no more time than
that required to duplicate a similar pro¬
duction live using two TV cameras.

DIRECTOR
CAMERA
DATE
ll"xl4" CAMERA SLATE
with clapstick

$^195
ll

Please include
postage

Hundreds sold for usual price of $8.75

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45, N. Y. 21, N. Y.

FIG.

6—Mirror unit

“A”,

showing

dimens¬

ions of unit designed to accept field of Pan
Cinor

Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine'
Special and Bolex H-16 and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Phone GL. 7103
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7—Mirror
brass,

is

unit

“B”

5”x6”

in

made
size,

of

1/16”

pivots

on

spring-mounted bolt. Mirror is front-surfaced.

ment, using any mirrors that may be
handy, to see the effect that can be pro¬
duced, then proceed with the machining
of the unit to fit his particular camera
equipment.
Do not attempt to use anything but
front-surfaced mirrors of the best qual¬
ity available. The use of regular plate
glass (back surface) mirrors will pro¬
duce a double image from surface re¬
flections and will cause color saturation
that cannot be corrected.

PRODUCED

ONLY

sheet

17mm70mm zoom

lens.

Mirror Unit “A” (1 in Fig. 2; also
Figs. 5 and 6, above) is made of qual¬
ity steel. Bottom and top rails are
V2" by
steel bars 6" long. Slots
1/16" by i/g" are machined the full
length in order that the brass mirror
mounts may be removed. Rails are held
securely in alignment by l//' steel plate
2l/£" wide drilled and tapped into rails.
Block on bottom rail is drilled to accept
%" bolt for mounting to main mount¬
ing plate (4), with lock nuts for adjust¬
ing height of this unit to lens.
December, 1956

Any glass company equipped to silver
mirrors can front-surface 1/&" plate
glass, which will prove quite satisfactory
for the most critical cinematography.
Two-way mirrors are generally avail¬
able from the W. P. Fuller Co.
Using this mirror unit it is possible to
deliver to clients smart, effective semianimated spots, or composite sound-onfilm commercials in a matter of hours
instead of days and weeks. The savings
to the producer in time is fantastic, for
there is no editing, syncing or printing.
Because small markets are not faced
with the need for numerous prints, with
this system it is cheaper and faster to
film the commercial over a second or
third time whenever a limited number
of “copies'’ of the film are required.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATESlAds

set in lightface type, 10c per word; minimum ad, $1.00.
Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's
name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text set in boldface
type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per line. Send copy with
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&

PRODN.

EQUIP.

PRE-INVENTORY CLOSEOUT SALE
KLIEGL 5000W FRESNEL SPOTS on heavy
stands. $300 value. Excellent...
$ 175.00
MOLE RICHARDSON TWIN-ARC BROAD on
heavy stand, with ballast and switch.
Operates 35/40 amps. $300 value. Good
shape ...
89.50
CENTURY 750W LEKOLITES. 'Have’T"built-in
push shutters, plano-convex condenser. $75
value, good shape.
29.50
CUKALORIS
SHADOW
LIGHTING
SETS^3
Cookies, 1 Blade, 1 Flag, 1 Target. $25.00
value. New .
17.95
AEROSOL DULLING SPRAY kills 'glare "and
annoying
highlights.
12 oz.
can,
reg
$2.25 .
1.59
AURICON PRO-200 CAMERAS with noise 're¬
duction amplifier, complete, excellent. 795.00
B&H 35mm STUDIO CAMERA w/RACKOVER4 mags.; 3 motors—animation stopmotion;
24V and 110V wild with tachometer,- Mit¬
chell finder, matte box and tripod, 2
intermittents,
hispeed
and
pilotspin;
4
lenses. $7,500 value, reconditioned
4450.00
MITCHELL STANDARD 35mm TRACKING CAM¬
ERA. Single lens mount, 115V syncmotor
(16 fps). footage counter. Reconditioned.... 995.00
BLIMP FOR B&H 70 CAMERA, plywood, room
for syncmotor. Closeout
99.50
3 MAURER CAMERAS w/235° shutter;’"Mit¬
chell type viewfinder: 400' magazine,- syncmotor,- less lens. Excellent.
1995.00
HALLEN 16mm SYNCMAGNETIC RECORDER,
25A, one case w/monitor speaker, play¬
back amplifier. $1495.00 value, reduced
695.00
SKINNER 16mm BILATERAL OPTICAL RECORD¬
ER w/noise reduction amplifier; 400' maga¬
zine; complete. $4000.00 value.
995.00
SINGLE SYSTEM 35mm RECORDING HEAD for
B&H studio camera. Includes galvanometer.
Like new ..
995.00
STEPHENS TRUSONIC WIRELESS MIKE "OUT¬
FIT. Has 2 1 'invisible'' concealed micro¬
phones, power supply, transmitter, antenna
& receiver. $1500.00 value, likenu. 795.00
NEW TRIPOD TRIANGLES, prevent slipping,
$30 value .
16.95
HOUSTON K-3 PROCESSORS, 16mm neg./pos./
reversal. Include refrigeration; temperature
controls,recirculation,- airpump,- stainless
steel construction.
Like new.
2595.00
NEW HOUSTON
16mm PROCESSOR rollers
3%" dia. $1.00 value.
.49
NEW MOVIOLAS, 16mm or 35mm PICTURE
ONLY ......
495.00
HALF PRICE SALE—NEUMADE STORAGE CAB¬
INETS—SLIGHTLY USED
MM-102 CABINETS—hold 100-400' 16mm
reels .
99.50
MM-184 CABINETS—hold 250-400' 16mm
reels ......
149.50
NEW 16mm FIBRE FILM SHIPPING CASES—
Dozen Lots:
400'
800' 1200'
1600' 2000'
1 reel
1.10
1.35
1.50
1.75
2.00
2 reel
1.20
1.55
1.65
1.95
2.35
3 reel
1.35
1.75
1.80
2.10
2.55
4 reel
1.50
2.25
2.05
2.35
2.75
Add 15c for handle. These prices F.O.B.
Holly'd.
BRIDGAMATIC JR. 16mm neg./pos. Developer.
Includes airpump, drain pump,
stapler.
$1500.00 value. Good shape... 975.00
NEW ACE FILM SPLICERS—nonmagnetic, butt
or lap all sizes 8/16/35/70mm. DeLuxe
Model, $69.50. Std. Model.
59.50
DEBBIE 35mm SOUND & PICTURE PRINTER,
Matipo Model w/light changer. $8000.00
value. Good as is. 1995.00
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION—Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Holly’d Blvd., Holly’d, Calif
Phone HO 7-9202

BASS . . .is headquarters for Arriflex 16; the new
Zoomar 16; Cine Specials all models,- Bell & Howell
70-DR; Bolex H-16; Used 16mm. Eastman Sound
Kodascope Model FB-40, 750 watt, 1600 ft. film cap.,
two 12" speakers, $250.00; Used 16mm. B&H.
Utility 138X, 750 watt, 2" F: 1.65 lens, 12" speak¬
er, complete in 2 cases, $165.00; Used 16mm.
Ampro. Compact sound proj., sound and silent
speeds, 2" F: l .85 lens, 1600 ft. film; Used 16mm.
Ampro Premier 10 sound prop., sound and silent
speeds, F:2.16 proj. lens, 750 watt, 2000 ft. film
cap., 12" speaker, complete in two cases, $250.00.
Best buys . . . Best trades always. BASS CAMERA
CO., Dept. A.C., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago
2, III.

STUDIO
OUR

27th

&

remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office, American Cinematog¬
rapher, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 15th
of month preceding date of issue. No discount on Classified Advertising.

PRODN.

EQUIP.

STUDIO

YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing
1—28mm Schneider lens,
1—50mm
lens. Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass, 6—400' magazines, DeBrie
gearhead tripod. Matte box, stop motion
motor. Value $2355.00 . 1250.00
ART REEVES SENSITESTER Combination 35mm
and 16mm. Value $2,000.00. Special. 595.00
B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70-DA
with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5 Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider. 3" f4 B & H
Teletar, and 6"
f4.5 Telephoto Xenar
Lenses,- 2-400' Magazines,- Motor,- Wells
Semi-Professional
Tripod;
Carrying Case.
Value $1,695.00. Special ... 1150 00
CINE SPECIAL 16mm. CAMERA W/3 LENS
TURRET, 400 ft. Mitchell magazine conv.,
rackover thru-lens viewing, motor drive,
Mitchell upright image viewfinder, 3 Kodak
lenses—15mm. f2.7, 50mm. fl .6’, 102mm.
f2.7,
Pro-Jr.
tripod, 2 carrying cases.
VALUE $2879.00 ... 1570 00
NEW IMPROVED 11 x 14 CLAPSTICK scene
numbering slate, w/handle.„._...
6 95
35MM.
GRAFLEX
IDENTIFICATION
UN'iT
COMPLETE—I.D. camera w/100 ft. maga¬
zine, stand w/lights & built-in number¬
ing device. VALUE $595.00.... 285.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND CAM-"
ERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm, 125mm.
Modulite galvanometer, amplifier, motor,
Tachometer.
2-1000'
magazines,
Tripod
with Freehand, quick release legs, carry¬
ing cases. Guaranteed ..!. 3050.00
SCHOEN PRINTER, sound and silent, color
B & W. Features: 16mm picture & sound
together, film capacity 1600 feet, 50' per
minute,- 12 adjustable light changes,- AC-DC
conversion unit. New ... 999.00
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adapted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy Aper¬
ture. Speed 250 pictures per minute per
side. Two light change boards, 18 different
lights each side, 21 scenes. Motor 110 V,
perfect mechanical condition .
750 00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
and Lamp BOOM. Rolling stand. Special..
195 00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00____
95.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000 Spot, rolling stand
100 00
ENLARGERS,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
ELWOOD. Auto focus, lens and stand. Size
5x7 .-.
235.00
Size 8x10 _
350.00
16mm Sound Cameras. Auricon Pro Jr. 200
ft. magazine capacity. Also Cine Voice 100
ft. magazine. Garanfee BIG saving.
35mm 400 ft. Cineflex magazines.
Arriflex
adaptable. Value $165.00. Price..... 100.00
Olsen 5 KW 14" fresnell. Heavy duty stand
with rotating barn doors.
Color frame.
Value, $561 .00.
Special.
365.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used equip¬
ment. Trades taken.
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BVLD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

Here...
on this page
you'll find
BARGAINS
GALORE

:

in
New and Used Equipment
of all kinds.
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<
<

A good place for YOU
to sell, too!

<

•

Rates Are Low!

&

PRODUCTION

EQUIPMENT

16MM ARRIFLEX CAMERA & matte box,
Arri. model B case, Arri. 16 lead bat¬
tery wet cell 8V 5AH, filter holder kit &
case,
two
200'
chambers,
Par
sync.
f/1.5 Xenon lens, 50mm f/2 Xenon lens..$ 1,995.00
16MM CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, carrying
case,
two 200' chambers,
par sync,
motor. Par 4 lens turret, Par eye level
focuser, Yolo Fader, 25mm f/1.5 TTH
lens, 2'8" T/2.5 Cooke Panchrotal lens,
100mm f/2.7 Elgeet lens, 13mm f/1.5
Elgeet lens, 150mm f/4 Yvar lens, 5
B&H viewfinder objectives, 2" f/1.6 Cooke
Ivotal lens. Pan Cinor Zoom lens, GE
PR-1 meter, Barney Blimp, professional
Jr- ripod ... 2,725.00
16MM
AURICON
PRO
SINGLE
SYSTEM
SOUND CAMERA complete. Adapted for
Kinescoping with three lens turret, 1"
f/1.9 Eastman lens, 13mm Elgeet f/1.5
lens, Ektar 63mm f/2, Ektanon 15mm
f/2.7, carrying case ... 1,150.00
1000 watt B&H Slidemaster 2x2 projector
& case .....
175.00
B&H 202 BR-1 specialist with synchronous
motor, 12" speaker (Cordomatic speaker
cord reel built-in) ...
700.00
B&H Diplomat projector and carrying case..
175.00
B&H Companion 8mm camera, f/2.7 lens
& case .....
55.00
DeVry 35mm camera with single frame
release for filmstrip production with 1"
& 2" lenses & case ...
250.00
1000 watt Golde spotlight & snoot .
40.00
Kerns Switar 50mm f/1 .4 lens ..
130.00
New Bolsey Cine Fader ...
12.00
Two GE PR-1 meters and cases, each .
17.00
One Weston 850 meter ...
8.10
Bolex gun stock ......
43.00
Bolex rackover .
18.00
Bolex 40" cable release .
4.50
RCA PG-201 projector .
85.00
35mm or 16mm Griswold splicer, each ....
7.50
B&H Filmotion Editor, complete with view¬
ers, splicer and 2000' rewinds .
107.00
Four Gang Schoen 16mm synchronizer .
130.00
Schoen studio Sound Reader model 4..
108.00
Rolleiflex camera and case with Schneider
f/3.5 lens, built-in sync.
135.00
Hydro Dolly raises to 8' .. 1,075.00
WEBSTER VISUAL SALES CO.
539 Vine Street
Chattanooga, Tenn.

F&B 6TH ANNUAL
USED EQUIPMENT BARGAIN SALE
MOVIOLA—Preview 8"xl0" Screen, 16mm
comp, 35mm Sound, 35mm Pic..$ 1,675.00
MOVIOLA—UDS - 35mm Pic, 35mm Sound,
Black Model .
895.00
HFC SYNCHRONIZER—4-way 35mm ..
159.50
HFC SYNCHRONIZER—6-way 16mm .
195.00
NEUMADE
SYNCHRONIZER—3-way
35mm
frame & ftg. Ctr. ....
135.00
MITCHELL FRICTION HEAD—Perfect .
295.00
COLORTRAN Junior Kit-—Complete ..
110.00
COLORTRAN Senior Kit—Complete ...
185.00
RCA PG 201-—16mm Sd. Proj...
169.50
AMPRO
IMPERIAL—16mm Silent - Case
New .
159.50
MAURER—16mm Film Phono.
750.00
MAURER—16mm 1200 Ft. Mag..
845.00
CINE SPECIAL—Black - 2 Lenses ..
395.00
CINEVOICE—400 ft. - Complete .
995.00
ANSCOCHROME—ASA 32 or 125 - Day or
Tung. Single or Double Perf. 100 ft. $6.00, 200 ft. - $11.50, 400 ft.
21.00
KODACHROME Dalyight—with EK Process¬
ing 100 ft. - $7.65, 3 for $22.50, 10 for
72.50
MOVIOLA—16mm Pic. - Takeups - Black....
245.00
B-M 750 w. Kegs—head, stand, barndoor
55.00
PAN - CINOR 16mm zoom ”60” lens .
175.00
EYEMO—12 volt motors - as is .
22.50
NOMINAR—1" f/0.95 lens ”C” Mt. _
122.50
F&B CAMERA SLATES .List $8.75....
3.95
ILEX 3" f/2.9 lenses - eyemo “C” Mt.
49.50
CONTINUOUS 16mm Moviemite sound Proj.
800 ft. Cap - built-in screen .
195.00
TELEKINIC 6" f/4.5 - Eyemo "C” Mt.
32.50
BALTAR 2" f/2.3 - Mitchell Mt., new _
187.50
LENSES - 36" f/6.3 .Cost $800.00....
129.50
LITERALLY THOUSANDS MOREVISIT OUR SHOWROOM
FLORMAN & BABB
68 WEST 45th ST., NEW YORK 36 N Y.
CINE-SPECIAL II with 100' chamber and sports finders
$615.00. YODER, 6055 Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Tex.

(Continued on Next Page )
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Classified Ads
(Continued from Preceding Page)
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
16MM HOUSTON-K-1A . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film.
Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STtEL model A-11B.
Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film.
AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY. Dept. C-l , 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

PRECISION

Magnetic Heads for Engineers
Erase - Record - Playback

-

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

LABORATORY & SOUND

WALL 35mm sound camera, with Baltar lenses, am¬
plifier & power unit, four 400', two 1000' maga¬
zines, Mitchell tripod, TV head, sunshade Mitchell
finder, $3,000.00. Wall camera body, complete,
less lenses, with Modulite Galvanometer, viewtinde
motor, tachometer, amplifier and power unit, 400'
magazine, $1250.00. J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457,
Tampa, Fla.

SOUND RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone Endicott 1-2707.

POSITIONS WANTED
REBUILT PROCESSORS
We have several used, rebuilt developing
machines on hand—negative-positive,
reversal, reversal color.
Guaranteed equal to new or better.
METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, Calif.

Industry
REBUILT and refinished Filmo H in perfect working
order, $275.00. PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS,
6055 Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas.

STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORPORATION
921 North Highland Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
EASTMAN 16MM CINE SPECIAL WITH COMPLETE PAR
FOUR-LENS TURRET,
MAGNIFIER,
TUBES,
CASE
ETC. $750.00, PHOTO COPY SERVICE & CAMERA
SHOP, 204 Wisconsin Avenue, Waukesha, Wisconsin.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
NEW 16mm Arriflex camera, complete with lenses,
motor, battery, charger, etc.
USED Bell & Howell sync projector, excellent condition.
NEW Dormitzer News light with lifetime nickel cad¬
mium batteries.
F/2.8 Zoomar lens for 16mm Cine Special or "C"
mount cameras.
For more particulars, call or write:
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th AVE.
DENVER 3, COLORADO

ADD critical focus to your Turret Cine-Voice. Write
for details. PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS, 6055
Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas.

CINE SPECIAL II, 6 Ekfar lenses, 200' magazine,
filters.
Like new.
Private, Box 571, General P.O.
New York 1, N. Y.
B&H Eyemo tripod with leather boot,
Baltar in Eyemo C mount, $125.
763 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

FOR

SALE

MEDICAL scenes of highway accidents, cars, trucks,
etc. Fatals, ambulances, injuries, fires, tornados,
etc. EK color, night, day, 16mm. Will take what
you need for assignment.
NORTHERN
ILLINOIS
ACCIDENT
AND
SAFETY
PHOTOGRAPHER,
Jim
Seymour,
115 N. Main St., Crystal
Lake,
III.
Phone 653.
SKI MOVIES. 2000 feet excellent Kodachrome featur¬
ing skiing and motoring in Austria, Switzerland,
Italy, Winter Olympics. Suitable for short feature,
travelogue, TV, etc. for sale. HELMUT WIBMER,
512 Lakeside So., Seattle, Wash.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B&H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM FQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT

York.

Cine-Special II with 100' chamber, 10-volt motor,
deluxe carrying case, optical finders, $765.00!
YODER, 6055 Ridgecrest Rd., Dallas, Texas.

WE BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL AND 16mm
EQUIPMENT, NEW AND USED. WE ARE DISTRIB
UTORS FOR ALL LEADING MANUFACTURERS RUBY
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave., New YorL
Cl tv. Established since 1910
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY: HILLS Filmatic neg/reversal
16mm processor. Built-in replenisher system, all
stainless steel, hi-speed operation, condition ex¬
cellent ready to run. Will sacrifice FOB Sioux
Falls, S. Dak. HAROLDS MOTION PICTURE LAB.
CINE-Ektar 152mm, absolutely perfect, $95. 3'/,x4'/4
Graflarger, excellent, $25. CARRITHERS, 463 North
Second, Fresno, Calif.

American Cinematographer

INC.

CINE QUIP

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new equip¬
ment. Let us know what you have and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845

Broadway

PLaza 7-6977

New York

23,

N.Y.

Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Studio or Laboratory Equipment
vou don't need.
WE ALSO TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—WE’LL
GET IT.

SUPPLY

CORPORATION
Cable: SOSOUND
New York 19, N. Y.

NATIONAL

CINE

EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.
WANTED

—

Eyemo

N.Y.

MEMBERS

If you are interested in any phase of early motion
picture history, films, equipment, still cameras, join
the . . .

1845

SOCIETY OF CINEMA COLLECTORS
AND HISTORIANS
Broadway
New York 23,

N.Y.

16MM ADVENTURE or travel footage to purchase.
Send
complete
details.
Box
1253,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

December,

1956

Or 90c per line when text is
set in boldface, like this: (Note:
This style is limited to headline
and signature lines only.)
1 YEAR OLD & STILL GOING
HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST STORE

INC.

New York,

Or 15c per word when text
is set in all capitals, like this:
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT,
LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT, EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm.

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

rates

AURICON Pro CM71 and EIF View Finder,
cases and related equipment barely used.

Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-9202

Mitchell

. . . 2—Opportunity to dispose
of items you no longer need; to
sell your services; or to make
known your needs in our “want¬
ed" columns.

Just ? 0c a word when your
ad is set like this:

Telegrams-WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA
Dept, fc
602 W. 52nd Street

. . . 1—To buy an item of much
needed equipment at an attrac¬
tive price,

Classified advertising
are surprisingly low.

SINCE 1926 WE’VE BEEN TRADING—
WE’LL BUY OR SELL FOR YOU!

12'/jMM f/1.5 Wollensak Cine Raptar, coated, focus¬
ing C mount. List $119.50, special $79.50. Write
for 16mm and 35mm lens list. JOSEPH MASCELLI,
833 Riverview Terrace, Dayton, Ohio.
MITCHELL High speed movement, 35mm, new, $425.
Camera motors, B&H Eyemo, 12 and 24 volt used,
$37.50
each.
Cash
with
order,
or
C.O.D.
J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

COMPANY

315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE.

Veeder counters, footage, 0-999, new, for lot
$55.00. Lenses, B&H Eymax 6" f/4.5 fixed focus
$18.00 each. Hi-Hat for Akeley tripods, new $10.00.
J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

In our classified columns you'll
find two outstanding opportuni¬
ties:

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

BALTAR lenses coated in Mitchell mounts. Guaranteed
perfect. Almost new. 1/3 off list. Write Box 1249
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

758

$65.
4 inch
S. KRAVITT,

WANTED

CAMERA
recorders.

BELL & HOWELL 35MM STANDARD CAMERA. New
condition. Save $775.00 over new price.
EKTAR 14" Commercial lens in barrel new condition,
$140.00. Enlarging condensers, 14" diameter, good
condition,
pair, $200.00.
2 Mitchell Theodolite
cameras, rebuilt into usable cameras. One with
motor, one with attachment for Cinemotor. Two
200-ft.
magazines with each. Bargain, $500.00
each. B&H 35mm 1,000-ft. magazines, good condi¬
tion, 3 at $90.00 each. MEYER, 6337 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. Phone: Hollywood 9-8209.

35

SOUTHWEST
Texas-Mexico
coverage.
Conventions;
newsreel; armed forces; 16mm B&W—color; silentsound. Ampex tape recorder available. UNIVERSAL
FILM PRODUCTIONS, 126 Brandon Drive East, San
Antonio, Texas.

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CHARLES W. HERBERT
WESTERN WAYS FEATURES
376 South Stone
Tucson, Arizona

315

ASSIGNMENTS WANTED

FOOTAGE
TRIPOD heads, friction. Camera Equipment Co., TV
Mitchell type, new $165.00, slightly used, $135.00.
Cash with order or C.O.D. J. WALTON, P.O. Box
1457, Tampa, Fla.

EYEMO-Q with 1-inch, 50mm, 100mm lenses and
matching objectives, 110-volt motor and accessories,
in carrying case,- two 400-ft. magazines in case,
battery case, and Hi-Hat all LIKE NEW..$ 1,300.00
Table top 35mm Moviola, silent .
190.00
35mm-16mm B&H hot splicer .
175.00

FOR SALE
Used late model MAURER cameras and
Economically priced.
Write for details.

NEGRO—Catholic,
experienced
cameraman,
35mm
newsreel, 16mm color productions, editing, light¬
ing, tilting, also projectionist.
MALCOLM MYERS,
3424 Clark Ave., St. Louis 3, Missouri.

Send ad copy accompanied by
remittance to cover payment to
American Cinematographer/
I 782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Closing date for
copy is 15th of month preceding
issue date.
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New Research Laboratories in Parma, Ohio.

At the outer boundaries
of knowledge...

To expand its basic research in solid
state and chemical physics, National
Carbon Company has recently
enlarged its staff of scientists and
provided them with an ideal laboratory
setup for creative work.

Studying color balance for better color movies.

The spectroradiometer analyzes the
complete “rainbow” of colors in projected
light — to give an investigator, in one and
a half minutes, information that he
formerly worked half a day to get.
Research like this helped National Carbon
Company win the coveted “Oscar” this
year for developing lighting carbons
which were balanced to operate with
other studio lights.

New “particle” theory promises help in
developing still brighter carbon arcs
Although the high-intensity arc has been
around for forty years now, nobody has
yet been able to explain satisfactorily how
it produces the super-bright light so useful
for movie projection and studio lighting.
At one time it was thought that the bril¬
liant light came from atomic reactions tak¬
ing place within the glowing crater or pit
at the tip of the positive electrode where
the energy of the arc is highly concen¬
trated. But this theory has been radically
modified by researchers at National Car¬
bon’s laboratories.
Now it is believed that a much more
complicated process takes place in the
crater region where powerful electrical
currents heat the carbon to temperatures
of 10,000 to 12,000 degrees Fahrenheit,

roughly the temperature of the sun’s
surface. According to the new “particle”
theory, material from the molten floor of
the crater vaporizes into tiny particles of
the order of a millionth of an inch in diam¬
eter. These white-hot liquid droplets stream
out into the space between the carbon
electrodes of the arc to form a long, lumi¬
nous tail flame or “comet tail.”
Precise knowledge of this process, com¬
bined with results of other experiments
now under way at the Parma laboratories,
should point the way toward new, brighter
lighting carbons that will stand up to
higher and higher currents and tempera¬
tures. More details of the work at Parma
are given in a new booklet titled “Research.”
Write for a copy.

Look to SSSATaOISJAL CARBON for leadership in lighting carbons
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY

•

A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

FTT3

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas. Kansas City, Los Angeles. New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, hi Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited. Toronto

color harmony

color-correct *
prints....
You’ll also

Quality conscious? Byron color-correct* prints are

have production harmony
every time you schedule
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